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PAftT II.

INDRGANIO CHElljSTEY.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

Principles of Chemical Nomenclature.

(a8i7 Before proceeding to a description of tlie cliemical

properties of the diflerent elementary snhstanees, and of the com-
pounds will ell resirit from their union with each other, it will be

needful to explain the principles upon which the nomenclature in

use amongst chemists has been founded. The object of the in-

ventors of this languag(i was, not^merely to give a distinguishing

name to the substances spoken of, but also t# convey a knowledge of

their components, aiid even of the proportions in which those com-

ponents occur. In the ‘less complicated substances with which the

chemist has to deal/fhis object is very completely attained. In

those of a more complex nature, the employment of symbols
( 15 )

bciumies necessary, in order to enable the composition of the body

to be fully indicated, and the formula of a siibstan(*e, especially if

the substance be derived* from the animal or vegetable kingdom,

becomes a necessary supi4ement to its name. •

T. Elements .—In the case of tlu‘ elementary bodies, the

chemical usxnyy. of each is usually that by whicli it is distinguislied in

common* Iangufige, if the substaiujc—fis is the case with many of

the metals, suc'h as lead, iron, copper, or zinc—te one which is

familiarly known : if it be a body which the researches of the

chemist have bneught to light, the name is generally indicative of

some meCirked pecidiarity by Avhich the element is characterized. Thus

phosphorus the light bcarcii^) is so named because when cxi)Osed

to the air it emits a feeble light which is visible in a darkened

room
;
iodine dtrives its name from the violet colour of its v4>.pour.

F F
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Hydftgcn {‘ producet* of water’), frcto the circumstance th^t it is a

necessary comj)onent of water ; and so on.

^
The Attempt to introduce a strictly systematic nomenclature

for the elemenf^ry substances J^as failed, owing to thC strong

hold which the popular names of those in familiar use have
retained upon the language ; but in the case of the moreRecently
discov|ired metals a common termination in um has been assigned

to then^ as, for example, palladium, iridium, osmiiftn, potassium,

sodium, aluminum, &c.* Among the non-metajlic elements analogies

are also pointed out,by a similarity in the terplination^of the name :

thus, chlorine, iodine, bromine, and fluorine, have properties

;

and the existence of a certain analogy between *borofc'- and silicon

is indicated by tjie common termination of both^

^2. Binary Compounds .—When elements combine %ich each
other to form a binary compound, that is to say, a compound in

which two elements only arc present, and in which also one equiva-

lent (ii) only of each substance is concerned, the nature of both
the components is specified* by the name employed

; the name of

the electro-negative ingredient (229), being that which is placed

first as the generic term, whilst that of the electi’o-positivc element
follows as indicating the species

;
for instance, a combination of

oxygen with zinc is designated oxide of zinc, the electro-negative

element oxygen standing first and undergoing a modificjation or

inflection in its namck The following table will illustrate the
manner in which such modifications arc aj)plictT; the symbols of tlie

diflTerent compounds are given In the fourth column. It is to be
observed that in employing symbols the rWe observed as to the
order in which the elements are arranged is the reverse of that

which is adopted in the application of the name, for in the symbol
the electro-negative clement is always placed last :

—

•Tile compounds of

Oxygen
Chlorine
Bromine
Iodine
FluoriiiD

Kitrogen

Carbon

• Sulphur

Selenium

Phosphorus

Are termed

;

Oxides
Chlorides
Bromides
Iodides
Fluorides
Nitrides

1

Carbides or
Carburets#

Sulphides or
Sulphurets

Selenides or
Seleniurets

Phosphides or
Phosphurets

'r Example :

—

Oxide of zine

Chloride of silver
^

Bromide of sodium
Iodide of potassium
Fluoride of calcium
Nitride of boron

Carbide of iron.

Sulphide of copper
^Iphiiret of lead
^lenide of mercury
Seleniurct of cadmium
Phosphide of hydrogen
Phosphuret of calcium

Or in

syuibols.

Zn O
Ag Cl
Na Br
K I
Ca F
BN
Fe^ C

Ch s
I’b S
Hft.Se
Cd Se.
HP,
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3. Multiple Compounds .—H often happens, however, in conse-

quence of the operation of the law of miiltijile proportions (lo),

thaU the same pair of elements foi*ms two or jnore dbmpouftds

endoweci with different properties, and Vhich coiftain different pro-

portions of their components :• the electro-negative element in this

case is usually the one in which the multiple relation is observed;

and^the number of equivalents.in which it^ enters into com\^tnation

in the particular case is indicated by p^'cfixing to the name an

abbrcvialjon of the ^corresponding Greek ordinal : irptoroQ first,

StvT(f)0(^ second, rfm^^ third, &c. For exa!pple, there are four

different oxides of osmium :

Tlie first or lowest oxide is termed the protoxide of (^smium . .

Tlit‘ fi|H*-ond oxide „ deiiLoxide of osr^ium . .

The tltird oxide „ tritoxide of osmium . .

The fourth oxide „ tessaroxide, or peroxide \
of osmiui^ . . . . /

OsO
Os O.
Os^O,

Sometimes the Latin prefixes arc substituted for those derived

from thj Greek : thus the terms •6^'/^o\idc o{ deutoxulo of nitrogen

are used indifferently for a combination (NO^) of one equivalent

of nitrogen and two equivalents of oxygen. In the same way the

tcreldoride of antimony (Sb CI3) is used as synonymous with the

tritochloride of antimony. The hi^l^st oxide, ^doride, or sulpdiidc,*.

is frequently termed the pciroxide,j)ercliloride, or persulphide. Thus
the compound Mn2Cl7 is termed the perchloridc ofmanganese : CaS^
is termed indiflcrently the persulphideor thc^entasulphidcof calcium.

4. Acids .—If the oxides possess acid characters, as, for example,

IS tlie case with some of the higher oxides of nitrogen, a different

plan is adopted to mark this important peculiarity. At the time

that the nomenclature was devised, oxygen Avas conswlcrcd to be

the (dement upon which the existence of the a(*id character mainly

depcuided, as iiuUxxl its name (signifying ^generator of acids’) implies.

The system of nomenclature was therefore specially adapted to this

idea. It frequently hapPtuis that an element forms more than one

acid witJi oxygen : the conqKnmd which contains the largest pro-

portion^of (jxygen is in this (»ase indicated by making the name
terminate in the syllabic ic. Nitric acid (NOs)^ instance, is

the acid of nitrogen in which the largest quantity of oxygen is

found : in like manner sulphuric acid (SO3) is the most highly

oxidized a(dd of sulphur. A second acid which contains the same

elements united wuth a smaller proportion of oxygen recehic^ a

name^which ends wutli the Syllable ous

:

thus nitrous acid (NO3)
* ai^d sulphurous acid (SO2) indicate acids in which a smaller pro-

portion of oxygen is present than in nitric and sulphiuitf acids.
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Wlien an acid exists in which a stilt smaller ^proportion o:^oxygen

is present, the^prefix hypo—from vtto, 'below/ is usually employed;

hygosulph^rous acid (S^Oa) is the term employed to designate an

acid which contains still less oxygpn than sulphurous acid.* Now
and then an acid is discovered which contains still more oxygen

than the one to which the termination ic has been appropriated.

Clilorie acid, ,for example, is reprcs^itcd as ClOg, but an acid ^was

subscquQiitly found to exist, which has the composifion CIO7 ;
in

this case the prefix par (which is ag abbreviation for vTrtp^or super,
^ above^) is employed^ the new compound having been termed per-

chloric acid.

The progress of research, however, has revealed other acids in

w4iic.h oxygen is wanting, but which contain hydrogen in itsf stead.

Tliesy) acids are usually distinguished by prefixing the word hydro,

as an abbreviation for hydrogen : thus chlorine and hydrogen

form an acid, HCl, hydrochloric acid, often called muriatic acid.

Cyanogen and hydnogen form hydrocyanic or prussic acid, HCy,
and so on. Many French writers, following Thcnard, transpose

these terms : they speak of chlorhydric acid, and cyanhydric acid.

Tluire is an advantage in this alteration, as it avoids any ambiguity

wdiich might arise from. the use of the prefix hydro, which has

sometimes been appfied to compounds which contain water.

5 . Salts .—When the acids unite with bases to form salts, the

degree of oxidation in Ihc acid is still indicated l)y the name of

the salt. The name of the acid stands first as generic, the uai^
of the base being added to show ‘the species!

AVhen acids ending in ic form salts, the termination of the

acid is changed into ate

:

thus the salt formed when nitric acid

unites wfith lime is termed nitrate of lime (CaO,N,Pr,). When sul-

phuric acid combines with oxide of iron, the salt is caljcd sulphate of

oxide of iron, or usually, for the sake of bVevity, '/sulphate of* iron

(FeO, SO3). Perchloric acid with potasifi forms the salt called

perchlorate of potash (KO, CIO7). If the name of the acid end

in oils, the termination is changed to ite in naming th(3 salt : thus

sulphurous acid and baryta form a salt called sulphite of baryta

(BaO, SO2). riyposulphurous acid and soda by their union form
hyposulphite of soda (NaO, SgOa).

It may here be well to caui^on those who are jrst commencing
the, study of chemistry of the necessity of distinguishing ‘ clearly

between compounds, such as the sulphites and the sulphates, or

the sulphides and the sulphites. Sulphide of sodium, for example,

is a binary compound, NaS, containing a direct product of the
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combination of two •elementary snostances, whereas sulphite of

soda is a more complex compound (NaO^ SO2), fcrmcd by the

unicm of two compound bodies with each other, ^ulphiftc of s#da

(NaO, SO3), again, contains an cquivalSnt more df oxygen than the

sulphite of this base,
•

If rftore than one equivalent of an acid be united with one
equwalent of^a base, there is iuo difficulty in pointing this^^ut in

the name. A compound of one equivafcyt of chromic heid and

of potash (KO, CrQ3‘) would be#spoken of simply as chromate of

potash
; but there is? another compound of •potash with chromic

acid in which two equivalents of the acid are present to one of

the base ; this compound is known as the bi(iiromate oi* potash

(KO, dfpr03), the circumstance of the additional t^quivalent of acid

being in this and in other analogous cases indicated by the ]n*efix

ii, from th^ Latin bis,
‘
twice,^ which is made t© precede the name

appropfiated to the neutral salt. The more complicated relation

of threc^equivalents of acid to two of Ivtse, oy flic proportion of 1 ^
to I, is expressed by the prefix sesqui, which means ^ one and a half/
thus the coj;npound of ammoniaVith carbonic acid, which forms

the usual smelling salts, is called sesquicarbonate of ammonia
(HO, 2 H,NO, 3 CO2).

Oc(iasionally it happens that ^t is the base instead of the acid

which increases in multiple proportion. Some of the salts of lead

exhlliit this mode oj* combination; in such^a case the nature of the

compound is indicated by usin^ the prefixes di or dis, for two

equivalents of base, or tris, for three equivalents, and so on;

(2PbO, NO5) would be dinitrate of lead, (3PbO, C^HaOg) tri-

acetate of lead, &c.

Generally speaking, a metal forms only one salifiable oxide,

that is to say, only one oxide which has the power of combining

wuth acids, and thus forming salts : but there are several cxccj)tion8

to this rule. Iron, fot example, may form salts in which the

protoxide (FeO) is present. Such salts are commonly distin-

guisheej as yrotosalts. (FeO, SOg-f HO, 6 aq) represents the com-

position of the crystallized sulphate of protoxide gf iron, and it is

often described briefly as protosulphate of iron; but there is

another series of salts of iron, in which the peroxide or sesqui-

oxide ^FcgOg) t)f the metal is th« base; these are distinguished

as the persalts, or sesquisalts, of iron
:

(Fe203, 3 SO3) repre-

sents^the sulphate of the petoxide (or sesquioxide) of iron, and it

usually termed the persulphate, or sesquisulphate of iron. These

terms^ ^thou^h in general use, are not free from ambiguity.
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Berzelius preferred to call the protoxide of inoii, ferrous oxide, and

the protosulphatc,* ferrous sulphate, ** whilst the sesquioxide he

teemed ftrric qxide, and the scsquisulphate upon his plan w^as

called ferric sulpBate. Tltis form of nomenclature, however, does

not assimilate well with our lan^age, though it has the advan-

tage of brevity and precision.

Oijier forms of nompnelature a^e applied in partiqjLilar casc», but

these will be best explained as the examples to which they refer arise.

(282) Empirical and Rational Fornmlâ .^— In expressing the

composition of a Vbdy by the use of symlibls, the chemist may
either content himself with simply stating the result of analysis by

a mere enumeration of the elements and the relative number of

equivalents of each
;
in which case he gives what is terificd the

empirical formula of the body ; or he may attempt an explanation

of the mode in w hich he conceives those elements
,
to be asso-

ciated together, and by the arrangement of his symbols nVay give

expression to a tlnSory of flic composition of the body, ^aud thus

assign to it a rational formula. A body can have but one empi-

rical formula, but it may be represented by a variety of rational

formulje, according to the different view^s which may be taken as

to the mode in whi<jh its components are arranged.

Crystallized sul])hate of magnpia, for example, has the following

empirical formula ;

—

‘ (i)MgTI, SOa. ,

That is to say, it contains i equivalent of magnesinm, 7 of hydro-

gen, 1 of sulphur, and 1 1 of ox)"gen. It ’ii>, however, never so

written. The water which it contains may be entirely driven off

by a heat a little above 400° F.
; and it is usually rejiresented as

consisting of magnesia, sulphuric acid, and water, as these arc the

materials out of which it is formed : thus—*

(2) MgO, SO3, 7 ItO.

But it is found that at a heat of 212°, 6 equivalents of the water

may be expelled, whilst the 7th equivalent requires a hiucli higher
temperature, so, that it appears to occupy a position in the salt

different from that of the other 6 : this fact may be indicated by
slightly altering the second formula.

(3) MgO, SO* + HO, + 6 HO.

Some chemists, however, guided palkly by the results of the
electrolysis of the salt, suppose that when once an acid and a base
have united, their elements are arranged in differen’t order to that

A *
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in which they existed* when separate, and they prefer to represent

the salt accordingly, as

(4) Mg, SO, 4-^ HO„+ 6 IIO^

Each of the last three fcfrmulae is a rational formula for sul-

phate eff magnesia
; and each conveys far more information than

the formula ]^o. i. Each represents a tjicory founded uppii par-

ticular modes of decomposition which tjic salt may be made to

experienc^e.

It is impossible that all these formulae shot^ld truly indicate the

molecular constitution of the salt, though under particular circum-

stances they may represent the grouping of its component clomcuts.

Rational formulje arc indeed indispensable as Ishe exponents of

the theories which guide the chemist in his researches, or Wiich

aid him in ^arranging and interpreting phenomena; but, like the

theories which they represent, they are but temporary expedients,

and thc^ must consequently always be.regarded as such, and must

be modified or discarded when they no longer faithfully represent

the conditions of our knowledge of the compound which they are

employed to indicate,

(283) General Arrangement the Elements adopted in this

Work ,—The gcubcral division of
^
the elementary bodies into non-

metallic and metallic has been already pointed out. There is,

however, no strict ^ine of demarcation bStween the non-metallic

and the metallic elements.

The bodies whipji are considered as non-metalhc constitute

the electro-negative ingredient in the binary combinations which

they form with the metals, and are most of them insukitors of the

voltaic current. Carbon and silicon, however, in certain forms, act

as conductors of electricity.
' The compounds of the non-mctallic

elements with oxygen generally show but little tendency to

unite with acids
;
on thf contrary; 'the higher oxides of mos^t of

them form powerful acids as the result of their combination with

oxygei^ These acids, excc'pt in the case of the silicic, dissolve readily

in water
;
and even silicic acid, in certain cases, may be obtained

in solution.

The metals, on the other hand, are characterized by a peculiar

combination o^ opacity and compactness, \Yhich gives them, when

polished, a peculiar brilliancy which is t^ftififeB-^wl^ief^llic lustre

;

they -are * good conductors of heat and electricity, and most of

thei[n) by combination with oxygen, form powerful bases. It is, never-

theless, sometimes difficult to determine whether a body be metallic
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or not. Arsenic has a high metallic lustre ; »but it is more closely

allied to phoaphortis than to any other elementary substance, and

bQith its dxides are endowed with well-marked acid properties. • Tel-

lurium, also, exhibits the dosest ^analogy with selenium and with

sulphur, but it possesses high lust^e, and some conducting power

for electricity.

The subdivision into non-metahic and metallic bodies is, how-
ever, convenient to the §.tudcnt, and it will therefore be retained in

this work. The order in which the diflereiit^jlementary Ijodies will

be treated is not it\»all cases that which a rigid adherence to analogy

indicates, tlwiugh this has generally been adopted.
.
This order has,

however, been departed from where it seemed more advantageous to

the student to adopt a different course. In most cases we shall first

examine the chemical properties which are exhibited by each of the

elements in its uncombined form : we shall then study, the general

nature of its actions upon other elements, and shall afterwards examine

the more important'Compou;ids into the formation of wliich^t enters.

The most convenient and natmal arrangement to adopt in the

description of the properties of the non-mctallic elements appears

to be to consider first the four elements which enter into the com-

position of those ^11 -pervading, and all-important substances, air

and water, and then to pass on to others, classing them together

according to the general analogy of their properties. Following

this plan we shall congfider first the properties of^

T. Oxygen «' 3. Hydrogen (and water)

2. Nitrogen (and the atmosphere) 4. Carboil *(and carbonic acid.)

Having examined some of the more important compounds
which these bodies form with each other, we shall describe the

well-marked natural group consisting of wjiat Berzelius terms the

Halogens, from the circumstance of their forming with the metals

saline compounds resembling common salt—viz.

5 Chlorine 7 Iodine
^

6 Bromine 8 Fluorine.

Three combustible elements will be taken next in order—viz.,

9 Sulphur II Phosphorus;

I o ^eniunu *

and the general survey of the non-mctallic elements will be com-
pleted with

> 12 Silicon
j 13 Boroif.
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For the convenience of description and of reference, the metals

may be arranged in seven groups in the following^ order. The
elements^which compose each group generally presQiiit some natustil

resemblance, though, as already stated, *the classification docs not

in all cases bring together tho^e which, in chemical habitudes, are

really tlfe most closely allied. Some further remarks upon the

analogies of tljf different elememts will bc^oftered when th^*prin-

ciples which aid in determining the chemical cquivaldhts are

explained jt

I. Metals of the Alkalies—

3

in number.

Oxides.

I.•Potassium Potash. (KO).

2. *Sodium Soda (NaO).,

3. Lithium Lithia
•

(LiO).

Metals of the Alkalins EarJ^hs—^ hi number.

Oxides.

I. Bariqm *
. . Baryta (BaO).

2. Strontium Strontia (SrO).

*3. Calcium ^ . Linje (CaO).

4. Magnesium ... . . Magnesia (MgO).

III. Metals of the Earths—10 in number.

m • Oxides.

I, Aluminum Alumina (A 1 .0,).

2. Glucinum Glucina (G],0,).

3. Zirconium Zireouia

4. Thoriuum Thoriua (ThO).

5. Yttrium . Yttria (YO).

6. Erbium . .
. ^ Erbia.

7. Terbium

8. Cerium.

9. •Lanffanium.

[o. Didymium.

Tcrbia.

IV. Metals^more or less analogous to Iron—8 in number.

I. Zinc,

s. Cadmium.

3. Cobalt.

4^ JN^ickel.*

5. Uratiium.

6. Iron.

7. Chromium.

8. Manganese.
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V. Metals which yield Acids—il in number.

rr,.
' *

i.Jm. 7. Tungsten.

2, TitaniUjp. 8. Vanadium.

3. Columbium. 9. Antimony.

4. Niobium. 10. Arsenic.

5. Ilmenium. II. Tellurium.

t5̂ . Molybdenum.
' 1

VI. 3-Metals,

I. Bismuth. 3. Lead.

2. Copper.

' VII. Noble Metals—9 in number.

I. Mercury.
1

6. Rhodium.

2. Silver. 7. RutheiUum.

3. Gold. 8. Osmium.

4. Platinum. 9. Iridium.

5. Palladium.

CHAPTER II.

THE ATMOSPHERE.
C

(284) < Compound Nature of the Atmosphere,—The, chemical re-

searches of tlie pliilosophcrs of the last century are especially remark-

able on account of the important inforn\ation which they atibrded

upon the nature of the atmosphere. Indeed, the knowledge thus

obtained may be regarded as the starring point of the brilliant

chemical discoveries which have since succeeded each other with

such rapidity.

These resegrehes have abundantly proved that the air is far from
being, as it was once supposed to be, an elementary body. It has

been found, on the contrary, to be a mixture of several substances,

some of which are elementai’j
, others compound.*

‘ The most remarkable and abundant of the constituents of the

air are the elementary bodies, oxygen and nitrogen
; and of its

compound ingredients aqueous vapour and carbonic acid aro the

mosf important.
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The most direct proofs or the compound character of the

atmosphere are afforded by examining the effects p/oduced in it

by buS’ning bodies. Bodies, as is well known, cannot burn witlf-

out the free access of air. On placing •a lighted^taper under the

receiver of the air-pump and exhausting the air, the flame becgpies

extinguished. A limited quantity of air will only support combus-

tion f#r a limited period : a liglited taper floating on Atater ntidcr

an inverted bell-glass, the edge of which ^plunged beiiea1;h the

water, sooi begins to ]tarn dimly,# and at length becomes extinct.

But the ta])er ceases tef burn long before the air*is all spent. The
receiver still contains a large quantity of a gaseous body in which

a candle will not burn. The results obtained by.burning a candh)

in a limited ])ortion of air are however rather complicated, because

the products which are formed by the burning body rise iijt ^hc

form of gas, ajid mix w ith the remaining portion of air. In a form

of expcrihient Avhich was devised by Jjavoisier during his researches

upon the ftrnosphere, he contrived* to cjbviatq Ihis inconvenience

by a(!ting upon the air with a substance which produced a solid

body as the result of the clicmical action, and left the air unmixed

with any gas which rose from the burning body. The substance

which he employed to decompose thg air w\as metallic mercury, a

substance which acts very slowly, gnd which docs not appear to

burn in the ordinary sense of the term. The experiment may be

performed as follow^s

Into the bulb of a flask or retort (a, fig 224), provided with a

neck of cousidcTahlo

length, an ounce or 224-

two of metallic mer-

cury is introduced

:

the neck of the

flask is then bent in

the maimer shown

in the figure, and

the ben^ jwjrtion

plunged into a mer-

curial . bath, so as

to leave the open

end of the neflv

projecting above the

level of the mercury,

into,a jar partially

filled with atmospheric air. The bulk of this portion of air
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^

is accurately observed, aii^ the temperature and barometric

pressure at the time^of- the observafion are recorded. Heat

h noV applif;d to the flask, and maintained steadily at a

point just below that ' required to make the mercury boil.

If this temperature be continued for three or four consecutive

days, the decomposition of the air inclosed both in the*^ flask and

in the jar will be effected. The mercury will gfadually kccoine

covered wid red scal/^s, and the air in the jar, which at first

expanded from the action of the heat, iyiU slowly decrease in

bulk until fresh jlcalcs no longer continue to be formed. When
this point is reached the source of heat may be removed, and the

remaining air, when cold, will be found to measure nearly Jth less than

it did at the commencement. If a portion of this residual air be

decanted into another jar it will be found to be unfit for the

support of animal life; a mouse or other small aniipal introduced

into it speedily dies, and the flame of a candle is instailtly extin-

guished. The gks y hicli, has been thus obtained, is an flcmcntary

body nearly in a state of purity, it is termed nitrogen generator

of nitiV), as it forms an esscfitial constituent of nip’c or saltpetre ;

occasionally it is distinguished by the name of azote, fi'om its in-

ability when pui;e to support life, although it is not directly

poisonous. In this experiment the heated mercury has been

slowly efiecting the removal of the oxygen from the air. .

§ r. Oxygen.

Symbol, O ; Equivalent, 8
;
Combining Volume, t

; Specific

Gravity, 1*1057.

(285) If in the foregoing experinj^ent, the red scales which

formed upon the mercury when it is heated in a confined portion

of air, be introduced into a small retort and exposed to a strong

heat, they will gradually disappear
; drops of mercurj’^ will con-

dense in the cool part of the retort, and a gas\will, be disen-

gaged, which,may be collected over water. If the experiment be
performed with sufficient accuracy the quantity of the gas obtained

vrtll be exactly equal in volume to the bulk absorbed from the air

by the mercury. <

< To this gas the name of Oxygen has been given. It is an
elementary body, and ranks indedfl among the most remarkable
and important of all the elements.

* Properties .—Oxygen gas possesses the power of supporting com-
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bustion in an eminent degree. If a sglmter of wood with a glowing
spark on any part of it be plunged into the gas, the w?)od instantly

'

burst ijato^flame, and will burn with extraordinary brilliancy. :

small animal will live in a confined spade filled \^th oxygen for
'

a longer period than in an cqual*bulk of air
; but the gas is of too

stimulating a quality to be breathed undiluted with impunity for

any considerable time, and befoue long it jiroduccs death

over-excitement of the system.

Oxygen^ like air, is^destitute ofc colour, taste and smell. Of all‘“

known substances it has^the smallest refracting ^w^cr for the rays

of light. Hitherto all attempts to reduce it to the liquid form by
the combined application of pressure and of cold hg-ve proved fruit-

less. Oxygen has been proved to possess weak but decided magnetic

properties, like those of iron, and like this substance its suscejjti-

bility to magnetization is diminished, or even tempomrily suspended,

by a sutScient elcivation of temperature (275). According to

Regnault,
^

litre, (61*024 cub. in.) at 32^ F., Jiaf. 29*922, weighs

on a mean of three very careful experiments, 1*4298 grammes.
This reduced to the English standafd of 60*^ F. and 30 inches

Bar^, gives 34*20^ grains as the weight of 100 cubic inches of

oxygen. It is heavier than the atmosphere, it% specific gravity,

deduced from the experiments just mentioned, being 1*10563;*

and it is on^ slightly soluble in water, which takes up about iroth

of its bulk. Oxygen is essential to the® support of animal

life, and hence by the older chemists Was termed vital air. Oxygen
possesses cxtrenigly powerful chemical affinities for other elements,

one only (tluorine) being known with which it does not combine

and form compounds. Owing to the intensity with which ftnany of

these actions take place, bodies which burn traiupully in Jiir often

deflagrate with violence in oxygen. Phosplmrus burns in it with'

a brilliancy whicli is paint ul to the eye ;
many metals also burn

vividly in it : a piece of po^hssium the size of a pea, placed in a

'small copper spoon, c, fig. 225, and healed strongly by a spirit

lamp, bursts ii^o flame wlu'u plunged into the gas
;

if a piece of

Gorman tinder be attached to a piece of thin iron^wire and b(^

lighted^ to start the combustion .before it is introduced into the

oxygen, the wire will burn with brilliant scintillations; zinc foil burns

in oxygen with aii^ntense bluish whit® light ;
and in like manner

sulphm’ and charcoal, if previously kindled, also burn in the ga^

with great vehemence, •

* Dumas and Boussingault found the density of oxygen almost exactl]^ the

same as that eiven above—viz. i *101^7 ; Saussure states it to be 1*1056.
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Fig*225.

Preparation—K\^\o\x^ oxygen was first obtained by Priestley,

in 1774, by the action of heat upon the red oxide of mercaiy, there

ai;^^ other metliods of procuring it which arc more convenient and

economical. l^^any substances which contain oxygen part with

it on the mere application of a strong heat : chlorate oh potash is

one of these
;

or 300
grains of this crystallized

salt* may be heated over

a gas ^nic or a charpoal

firci, in a green glass retort

or in i Florence flask, p,

(fig. 226), fiyjnishcd with

a corli which is adaj)ted

to a ])cnFfubc for deliver-

ing the gas
;
the salt fusc*s

at a heat below redness,

and at a temperature a

little above (ts melting

point emits a large ijuan-

tity of gas, which may
be collected in jars over

water in the pneumatic trough, or it may, if not wanted for

immediate use, be stored up in a gas-holder (38). If a jar of

the gas be closed with a glass plate it may readily be inverted, as

at A, fig. 225, and its power of supporting coml)nstion tested by a

taper, as shown at b. The oxygen furnished by chlorate of potash

is perfectly pure, and amounts to more than one* thii'd of the weight

of the salt used; i ounce of the crystals should yield about 512
cubic inches, or nearly 2 gallons of the gas. Chlorate of potash

is a compound of chloric acid with potash
;
the chloric acid consists

of coxygen and chlorine ; the potash, of oxygen and potassium

;

Fig. 226.
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both the fliloric acid and the pbtash, when heated together, arc

decomposed, and give up all their oxygen in the gaseous form, whilst

the chlorine and potassium unite and constitute the whfte sal%

which renftiins in the retort whci^ the operation *18 over. The

following diagram may assist in explaining these effects :— \

Before decompomtion.

clilorate*

of potash

(KU, CIOJ

7.*? -5

chloric acid

ckj;
iEqt.-47
Uptash, (KO)

I Eqt. = 35 *5 chlorine (Cl)

5Eqs. =40 oxygen (OJ

( r E(jt. = 39 potassium (K)
(ijtqt. = 8 oxy^ii (O)

After decomposition.
'

I Eqt. = 74 '5 chh>ride *

of potassium (KOI).

6 Eqs = 48 oxygen,

Or in symbols : KO, CIO5 yield KC1*4- Og.

When the quantities of chlorate employed are rather largo, the

heat requjfed is apt to soften the glass of the Hast in which it is

(h^composod, and it is needful to employ a stronger heat than .a

lamp will easily furnish. It has, however, been found that many
metallic oxidcf^ if mixed in fine powder with the ptdvcriscd chlorate

in a proportion of not less than one part to ten of the salt, cause

the expidsfon of the gas at a much lower te*rnperaturc, ranging

between 450® and 500® F., although • such oxides have not been

proved to expertence. any chemical change during the operation.

It is therefore eonvenient in practiee to mix the chlorate of potash

with about a fourth of its weight of litack oxide of copper (CuO) or

of manganese, that has been previous^ heated to redness and allowed

to Cool. The gas which is obtained in this w»y is, however, apt to

contain traces of chlorftie.
, ,

For the supply of hinge quantities of oxygen it is usual to

employ the black oxide* of manganese (MnOg), a mineral found

abundantly in Devonshire and in various other parts of tl^c world.

At a rcMl heat it parts with one-third of the oxygen which it con-

tains, M’hilst a reddish brown oxide of manganese remains behind.

This decomposition is expi^'ssed in symbols as follows

:

3 MnOg giv<?(MnO -f Mn^Og) + 02*

The mineral must bo reduced to small fragments about the size of

a pea, and»intraduced into an ix^u bottle, fig. 22^7, to the neck of

Fig. 227.

I
. . .

which an iron pipe is fitted by grinding
; the bottle is heated in

a furnace, and the gas is conveyed to the gas-holder by means df a
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piece of flexible metallic piping of suitable length. As tlie oxide of

manganese Usually contains a portion of water^ and frequently also

s^mc cs^bonatc of lime^ the first effect of heat is to drive.. ofiF a

quantity of steam mixed -with % gas which consists prificipally of

carbonic acid. When the gas that comes off rekindles a glowing

match^ it may be collected for use. Oxide of mangai^se, when
chemiically*pure, furnishes about ^.th of its weight of oxygen ; but

as met with in commerce it seldom yields more^than half this

quantity, a pound giving off abqut 1400 cubic inches oj the gas.

Oxygen may,\)e obtained from various other substances, but

those already mentioned are the best, and are the materials most

frequently emploj^ed. Red lead, as well as saltpetre, when heated

strongly, furnishes the gas
;
and a mixture of sulphuric acid in its

concentrated form wdth half its w^eight of powdered oxide of man-
ganese, or of bichromate of potash, may also be made use of by

applying heat to the materials placed in a glass retort.* *

{286) Nature^ of ComhustiQii .—The distinguishing feature of

oxygen is its remarkable power of supporting combustion. When-
ever any rapid chemical action attended with extrication of light

and heat takes place, combustion is said to ‘occur. In order to

commence this acjtion it is generally necessary to apply heat
;
after-

wards the heat which is liberated during the procc^ss is more than

sufficient to carry it on, and tlic act of combination proceeds with

increasing rapidity. • A stick of charcoal may be kept in oxygen

at common temperatures for years without entering into combina-

tion wdth the gas, but the sinallcst spark upon the surface of the

charcoal will suffice to determine its immediate and vivid com-
bustion.

«

It must ever be borne in mind that in the case of combustion,

as in every instance of chemical action, how completely soever the

combustible, or body which is burned. Inay change its form so as

^ Bichromate of potash and sulphuric acid wheu heated to£rcther undcrgl
a decomposition, in consequence of which, oxygen, sulplu^te of potash, and
sulphate of chromium arc produced. This cliange may he represented in the
following manirer :

—

Bichrom. Potash. Sulph. Acid. Sulph. Potash. Sulph. Chrom. Water, •Oxygon.

KoT^cTo, -f4(Hb, ^,)== K0,~S03 + + 4^0
I

Part of the sulphuric acid is employed in displacing the chroiwic acid from
the bichromate of potash, and in forming sulpliate of potash in its place,
whilst another portion of tlie sulphuric weid assists in decomposing the libe-

rated chromic acid, which loses half its oxygen and becomes converted into
oxide of chromium, and this oxide, by combining with the sulphuric acidj forms
sulphate of chromium.
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even to disappear from our siglifc, there is no actual destruction of

matter, or loss of weight. A candle in Wirniiv^ seems to

disappear completely ; and when the cornhustioii is over %n insig-

nificant %race of ash from the wick i» all that •remains to the

eye. It is, however, easy to^ show that nothing is destroyed

in this operation, hut that the constituents of the candle in burning
have combined with a certain proportion of oxygen, aud thal^ the

aerifofm compewnds, carbonic acid and acpieous vapour, wliich are

the result of the comljustion, though irivisiBle, really weigh more
than the onginal candlG^ the gain in weight repfesenting the quan-

tity of oxygen which by its combination with the materials of the

candle has produced the

cl icmica]^ change. I'lu. 228.

T4ie experiment may
be conducted in the fol-

lowing manned :—Take a

glass tube, a b, fig. 228,

j 4 or 1 5 iifbhes long, and
i]- inch in diameter;

thrust a piec^ of wire

gauze, fj half way down
the tube, and fill the

uppcir half with frag-

ments of fused potash ,

The fns(\i potash is em-
ployed to retain both the •

carbonic; acid and tlf(?

moisture, which are the

only compounds pro-

duced by the burning

candle, if it be i)ropcrly

supplied with air. To the

j[ower end of the tube* fit

a cork perforat(;d with

three or ffcur ifoles for the admission of air, and fasten to it a short

piece of w ax taper. To the other end of the tube adapf a sound cork,

throu^i which a short piece of tube, g, abo\it one-third of an inch in

diameter is passed^ Now weigh the tube and its contents. Connect

the tube g with a piece of flexible tubing, c, to an aspirator jar, uf

filled with water
;
open the s-^opcock, e, and let the water flow^

The water cannot escape at e till its place is supplied by atinosplicric

air
; •and since the aspirator, through the tube c, is connected with

G G
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A B, which at b communicates freely with the fitmosphere, & current

of air is esta?ilished through a b. Now withdraw the cork b, light

tlje taper, and quickly replace it in the tube ;
in about three minutes

time close the stopcock of the^ aspirator : the taper is instantly

extinguished. Detach the tube c, aijd when cold, the glass, a b, will

weigh several grains heavier than before. .

^t the .ordinary temperature of the atmosphere oxygen fre-

queutlj enters slowly fnto combination without ^ny perceptible

disengagement of heat, as when a bar of irqn is gradually rusting

in the air. In othef instances, where the prqCess is more rapid, the

heat accumulates, and sometimes it rises high enough to cause the

materials to burst into flame, producing what are called cases of

spontaneous combustion. Charcoal that has been reduced to fine

po^^der preliminary to the manufacture of gunpowder, and which
offers a large surface to the air, occasionally exhibits this pheno-
menon

;
and it is stiU more often manifested when tow*that has been

used for wiping machinery lubricated with oil is laid aside in heaps.

The oil when spreadbver so large a surface, absorbs oxygen rapidly,

and the temi>erature goes on rising until the mass bursts into flame.

The more the oxygen is diluted, whether by diminution of

j)ressure, or by mixture with a gas which docs not chemically act

upon it, as with tlic nitrogen fif the atmosphere, the less elevated

is the temperature which is prdlfluccd in a given time bv combus-
tion, because fewer particles are in contact with the burning body,
and the more slowly, in consequence, does riie operation proceed.

The activity of the combustioh is greatly increased by increasing

the number of particles of oxygen which aVfe brought in a given
time into^ contact with the combustible, and by carrying away the
gaseous jnoducts of combustion which are incapable of combining
wdth the fuel, and which, if sufiered to accumulate, w'ould cut off the
supply of fresh oxygen

; in this way the adtion of the smith’s bellows
and the blowing machine of the blast ^furnace may be explained.

The influence of a long chimney in producing a powerful heat in the
furnace at its base is similar

; whilst the eflect of diminishing the
supply of air by closing the damper, or shutting tSc ddbr of the
ash-pit is scen^n the diminished temperature, and reduced consump-
tion of fuel which occurs under such circumstances.

It is, however, important to remark that tli* quantity of heat
qgnitted during the combination of a given quantity of soxygen is

deflnite, and is dependent in part v^pon the chemical nature of the
burning body, but it is independent of the rate at which the com-
busljon is effected.
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The*acl’of respiration in taimals, during which the oxygen

of the air is brough? into contact with the blood^ through tlic

agency of the lungs, is attended with a slow change, analogous

combustJbn, and is accompanied^by extrication •! heat; an oxi-

dation of part of the constituent# of the blood occurs, and at the same

time th^ colour of the blood is changed from a dusky purple to

bright crimson.

bodies* may, with reference to combustion, be a»rangcd

under on^of three classes. The f^rst class cdiisists of bodies wliieli,

like oxygen, allow ot?jf.r substances to burn ih them freely, but

which cannot themselves, in ordinary language, be set on fire : these

are termed supporters of combustion. The second class consists i 4
*

bodies vdiich, like charcoal, actuallj^urn, when sufficiently heated

in a gas •belonging to tlie first class: these substances arc teri\^ed

combustibles. The third class embraces such bodies as will neitlier

burn thgiisel^es nor support the combustion of others ;
they may

be made red hot, but do not burn
;
sand, irom-rust, and earthy

bodies in^gencral are examples of this kind : 1:hcy are for the most
part compounds that have at some time or other been produced by

combustion
;
that is; they are bodies that have been already burned,

and arc no longer fitted to undergo this change.^

The compounds which oxygen fhrms with other elements are

in chemical language termed orifles, and a body which has com-

bined with oxygen is said to be oxidized. Tie number and variety

of these com2)ounds Are very great, for oxygen is the most widedy

diffused and abundant of the clcifients. It constitutes about a

fifth in bulk of the Afmospherc ; it forms eight-ninths of all the

water on the globe, and it is not less extc?5isively met w itl^ amongst

the solid constituents of the earth: silica, in all its varieties of

sand, flint, quartz, rock crystal, &c.—chalk, limestone, and inavbh^

—

and all the various forms clay, each contain about half theii weight

of oxygen. In the form^of animal and vegetable life it is also

equally generally diflused ; it is indeed absolutely essential to the

maintenance o^ the vital functions in both ;
and although not tlu'

only bodjf which is fitted to support combustion, it is, from its (?xist--

cncc in the atmosphere, the element which, in the vast majority of

cases hiaintains combustion on the surface of our planet.

(287) Varietii^ of Oxides .—Amgngst the varied compounds

formed hy oxygen it is remarkable •that there exist two classes

which are in chemical properties directly opposed to each other.

Many substances, like phosphorus, by their combination with

oxygen, yield a compound which dissolves freely in water, has a

G o 2
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sour, burninfif taste, and turns mahy vegetable blue colo&rs, such

as the blue ofan infusion of litmus or of purjile cabbage, to a bright

re^l, and *v^hich, in short, possesses the characters of an acid.

The name oxygen (from o^yc, sour, and yEvvaut, to ^produce,)

or ^ producer of acids,^ was given to^ the element from the circum-

stance of its entering into the formation of bodies which in so gi’cat

a niKnber ef cases possess the ac^id character. All the elements

’uhich are not metallic, with the exception of hydrogen and of

fluorine, form with oxygen one oy more acid^ compounds.^, Most of

the metals, how^cve/, by their union with oxygen, give rise to bodies

of an opposite kind, which have been termed bases. Potassium,

for example, when burned in oxygen, furnishes a wdrite alkaline

substance, which dissolves rajihlly in water, and produces a oolourlcss

liquid, of a so*apy disagreeable taste, and a peculiar lixivial smell

;

it has a caustic ^action on the skin, restores the blue colour to

litmus which has been reddened by an acid, and tt cc^nplet('ly

neutralizes the strongest acids.^ Other metals form oxides, which

though not soluble^ in watei*, nevertheless preserve their basic

character, and saturate the acids perfectly. Oxide of iron, for

instance, dissolves in sulphuric acid, and forms^wdtli it a crystal-

line salt. It is found that when an clement combines w ith oxygen

to form an acid it unites witli^' a larger number of equivalents of

oxygen than when a base is th^ result of the combination.

Intermediate betwH^cn the acids and bases is a third class of oxides,

which ai’C indisposed to enter into combinatton w ith either. Tin*

black oxide of manganese (MnL)2), the magnetic oxide of iron (FcO,

Fe^O^), and red k^ad (2Pl)0, Pb02), may betnentioned as instances

of this kind : such oxides are often jiroduced by the union of two
other oxides w ith each other.

The oxidation of the metals has been observed to take

place much more rapidly in a moist than in a dry atmosjdierc.

A' bar of polished iron will remain hi airy air unchanged for any
length of time, but if moistui’C be present it will quickly bccoiiH*

rusty
;
the oxide of iron in this case combines w ith the water whi(;h

it absorbs from the air. In the case of^i'ron, the oxidation\tontinu( s

to spread through the entire mass of the metal
;
but in other

instances, as occurs w ith lead and zinc, a superficial cnat of oxjde is

formed, which adheres firmly to the surface, and tprotccts the metal
fteneath from further cliange.^J

(288) Ozone .—^WhcTi a succession of electric sparks is trans-

mitted through atmospheric air or through dry oxygen, a peculiar

odoor is perceived, which has by some been compared to tliat of

weak chlorine. * To the body which produces it Schoenbein gave
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the name oF*ozone, from the circumstance of its possessing a powerful

odour. Opinions upon the cause of this odour •were •long divided
;

but has at length been proved, by the concurrent obser^atious^)f

several accurate experimentalists^ to be owing 4o a modification

produced in oxygen itself, by «vhich it is made to assume a more
active condition. One of the easiest methods of exhibiting this

phenomenon consists in transmijtting a current of pure»dry o^iygen

through a tubfc into which a pair of platinum wires is* scaled,

wdth the^ points at a little disj^fince aparf. On transmitting a

succession of electric ^arks through the streauf^ of gas as it issues,

the peculiar odour of ozone is immediately developed. Notwith-

standing- the powerful smell thus produced, a minute portion

only of ithe oxygen undergoes tlu^ change. The following are

some of the characters which are exhibited by the altered por-

tion:

—

Ozo^ic is^insoluble in water, and in solutions either of acids or

alkalies.
^

It possesses considerable bleaching powers, acts rapidly

as a powerful oxidizing agent, and corrodes organic matters, such

as the (jork or caoutchouc used in c5onnecting the different parts of

the apparatus*togctiicr : fragments of iron, of copper, and even of

silvc^r when moistened, rapidly absorb ozone and become converted

,011 tlieir surface into oxides
;

silver 8ven becomes a peroxide, though

this metal is wholly unchanged by Ordinary oxygen. Ozone displaces

iodine from its combinations with the niettik, setting the iodine at

Ulxu’ty ; indeed, this^ reaction is so easily produced that it fur-

nishes the readiest anfl most delicate method of detecting the

j)rcscncc of trat;es of ozone in the air; a slip of paper moistened

with starch and iodide of potassium, and inserted into a yessel con-

taining the smallest admixture of ozone, becomes blue from the

action of the liberated iodine, whi<ih immediately unites with the

starch, and forms the *idue iodide of starch which is so cha-

racteristic of iodine. l%per soaked in solution of sulpliate* of

manganese (MiiO, ISO;j) likewise shows the presence of ozone by

becoming bro^n, owing to the manganese whi(di exists as protoxide^

ill the s^phai^c assuming an additional equivalent of oxygen, anti

becoming converted into the peroxide. If the |5aper be stained

black* with sulphide of lead (Pb S), this stain will gradually disappear;

both the sulphur and the lead wijl absorb the ozone, or active

oxygen, •and a white sulphate of Idhd (PbO, SO3) will be formljd.

One of the most singular circymstauecs connected with ozone is the

effect of heat upon it. A temperature not much higher than that

of boiling water is sufificient to destroy all its active characteii. By

placing*the flame of a spirit lamp so as to heat a part of the tube
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llirough whkli the electrified oxygen escapes, all signs of ozone

disappear. ^

OzoTi‘e may be obtained without the aid of electricitjJ^ >Tf a

stick of clean phosphorus, moistqped with a few drops of water, be

placed in a bottle of atmospheric air, the slow oxidation of the

phospliorus is attended with the production of ozone: int>an hour

or two this ^attains its maximum.
^

If the phosphorus be not then

removed, the ozone by degrees disappears, owing to fts combination

with the phosphorus. It is also
.

probable that ozone is ^^brmed in

other slow oxidatioi,js, such as that of ether, asid of oil of turpentine.

The cause of this change in the properties of the oxygen in those

cases is unknown. It was supposed that the peculiar odour which

is frequently obseiTcd in oxygen obtained by the voltaic decomposi-

tion of acidulated water was due to ozone ; but Baumert (iPoggen-

dorff^s Annal. Ixxxix. 38) seems to have shown that it arises not

from oxygen, but, as supposed by Schbnbcin, fro'fii a ^volatile

peroxide of hydrogen (probably HO3).

§ II. ^Nitrogen.

Symbol, N ; Equivalent, Combining Volume, 2; Specific

Gravity, 0*9713.

(289) It has already been o'oserved that the larger proportion

of the atmosphere cmisists of a gaseous body, named nitrogen,

which is incapable of supporting life. It is a' colourless, tasteless,

and inodorous gas, whicli as yef has resisted every effort to liqiudy

it. Nitrogen is somewhat lighter than atmospheric air, having a

specific gravity of 0*97 13. Calculating from llegnault^s experiments,

100 cubic inches at 60® F. Bar. 30 in., weigh 30*1 19 grains. Water
dissolves not more than -^gth of its bulk of this gas at ordinary

temperatures, too cubic inches of water Absorbing about 2^ cubic

hidhes of nitrogen. No two substances•<can offer a more striking

(contrast in chemical properties than oxygen and nitrogen : the one

the most energetic of the elements, tlie other the most indifferent.

Though it extinguishes a taper without taking fire itself, anil though

an animal imm'ersed in the undiluted gas quickly perishes for want
of oxygen, it is not directly poisonous

; indeed, it enters as a neces-

sary component into the ai\iraal frame, and woth every act of

inspiration, it finds admission fiito the lungs. One very important

ptirpose that it fulfils is the dilution of^ the oxygen, which is rendered

thereby less stimulating to the living system, and the rapidity of

ordinary combustion is likewise thereby moderated. It is indeed

one of the most extensively diffused forms of matter, as iliijst be
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evident froroTthe facta just stated; and notwithstanding/ts apparent

indisposition to enter into combination, nitrogen tforms^a number of

highly interesting and important compounds. In combination wiyi

oxygen, it forms nitric acid, which exists as a natural production

when united with potash and soda in the nitrates of those bases

;

it is th^ characteristic ingredient in ammonia
; and though it

occurs in but small quantity in j)lants, it is rarely if eycr entirely

absen? from them. In many of the most potent and valuable

medicines^ such as quipia and mqfpliia, as vTell as in some of the

most dangerous poisoiv^, as prussic acid and •stryclinia, nitrogen

constitutes an essential part.

Preparation,— The most convenient methods of preparing

nitrogerji are based upon the removal^ of oxygen from atmospheric

air. TRe simplest plan consists "in placing a few fragments^ of

phosphorus, dried by means of blotting paper, on a porcelain disli^

which in floated upon the surface of the water of the pneumatic

trough'; J:he phosphorus is ignited by touching dt with a hot wire

and a glass receiver filled with air is then inverted over it. The
phosphorus burns at the expense of•the oxygen in the confined air,

and being partially converted into vapour by the heat which

attends the combustion, is diffused fhrough the gas, and thus

quickly searches out and combines %ith every portion of oxygen :

w hen cold, the nitrogen may be •decanted into another jar and

examined. The removal of oxygen from •the air may also be

tiffeeted more slowlf in various ways
; a stick of phosphorus will,

if introduced into a jar* of air whidh is standing over water, slowly

absorb the oxygen, ailfl in two or three days about four-fifths of the

original bulk of the air, consisting of nitrogen nearly pure, will be

left. Moistened iron filings produce a similar result, the metal

gradually becoming oxidized, as is seen by the rusty appcarancci

w hioh it assumes. WliAi larger quantities of niti’ogcn are required,

metallic copper may be^employcd to absorb the oxygen. The
method to be adopted in this case is exhibited in fig 229. c repre-

sents a long ^traight tube of hard glass, which will resist a strong

heat wiftiout fusion ; it is filled with metallic copper in a fiiu'ly

divided state
; for this purpose the metal which hds been reduced

from the p.owdered oxide by means of hydrogen gas is wxil

adapted. The feibe c rests on a sh^et-iron furnace, in which if

can be Surrounded by charcoal and •raised to a red heat ; e is a b<tnt

tube for delivering the gas ii^to a jar over water or mercury ; the

•other extremity of the tube c is connected with a bent tube, by

filled with fragments of fused caustic potash, and the air«w1||Mi
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ignited copj^r in a stream which *is easily regulated 1)y the stop-
cock, f. The air' is first driven over the fused potash, where it

leaves all traces of carbonic acid and of moisture, it then passes
through the igniteSd copper, by which every portion of oxygen is

completely removed. Nitrogen may also be obtained by the
action of chlorine on a solution of ammonia (325), and it is

furiinshed in a state of equal purity by heating' the nitrite of am-
monia (31 j).

I

§ III. Composition op the Atmosphere.
«

(290) If a mixture be made of 4 mcasurds of nitrogen and i

measure of oxygen gas, a candle will bum In it as in atmospheric
air; it may be breathed as air, and in fact possesses the ordinary
properties,of the air. The atmosphere is in short a mechanical
mixture of several gases, amongst which oxygen and nitrogen cou-
.stitute the principal portion, and which, notwithstanding their
difference in density, are, owing to the pffticiple of diffusion (64),
uniformly mixed with each other. Cheitiical operations are con-
tinually occurring upon the earth’s surface, which remove oxygen
and add a variety of other gases, amongst which carbonic acid is
the most abundant. Yet so beautifully adjusted is the biJlance of
chemical actionb over the face of the earth, that no perceptible
change in the composition of the atmosphere has been observed
since ^curate experiment on ^he subject has beempraetised.

^ which has been freed fi\>m carbonic acid and aqueou'^ vapour
consists, according to the numerous qareful analyses of Dumas and
Boussingault, on an average of 20-81 of oxygen by measure, and
J^^^^of nitrogen in 10000 parts, or by weight of 23-01 of oxygen,

nitrogen. These experiments were pex-formed b^ allow-
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ing the air to stream
^
slowly ofer a weighed quanti^ of heated

copper, whereby the oxygen was absorbed (fig. 22^) whilst the nitro-

gen ’^j^as received into an exhausted flask, which was weighfd before

the experiment w as commenced ai](^ after its termirfcition ; the quan-

tity of oxygen was found by th» gain in weight experienced by the

tube coiktaining the copper. The results obtained by Kcgnault,

Brunner, Verver, and others, by^ different methods of analysis do

not vary more ttian 15^Jn from the quantity of oxygen just mentioned

;

trifling tei|iporary variations no dcgibt occur from local causes
; but

the air brought by GayJjussac from an elevation pf four miles above

the surface of the earth, that coDccted on the summit of the Alps,

and that examined both in town and country in various parts of tlie

globe, present no sensible diftcrence frpm the mean above given.*

100 (iubic inches of dry air weigh, at 60^ F. and 30 inches Bar.,

calculating from the experiments ,

of Biot and Arago 31*074 grs.

of Qumas and Boussingault . . . *31*086
,,

of Ilegnault 30‘935

of Dr. Pjout •. . . . 31*0117 „

The first result is probably the most accurate, as it exactly

corresponds wdth the density deduced from that of a mixture of

oxygen and nitrogen in the proporiions in which they occur in the

atmos2)here. The weight of a given voluine of air at 60° F.,

* A portion of air collected by Mr. Welsh, iu August, 1852, at an eleva-

tion ol* 1 8,000 feet, in one •of the balloon ascents undertaken by him and
Mr. Green under the diroKtion of the Kew Committee of the British Associa-
tion, contained 20*88 per cent, of oxygen by voluine, while air collected at the
surface at the same time contained 20*92. The air was collected i^ tubes of
about 6 cubic inches in ca]}acity, fitted with accurate stopcocks. They w^ere

exhausl-ed previous k) the as(?ent, and w’ere filled with the air for examination
hy opening the stopcocks, w liich were again closed as soon as the charge had
entered. In the extensive adbies of experiments of M. Ilegnault (Ami, de
Chimic, III., xxxvi. 385), air collected at different points of the eartl^a

surface in glass tubes, drawn oiu to an open capillary extremity at either end,
fig. 230. When a specimen of air was to be collected, one of these tubes was

attached by a flexillfe tube to a small pai» of bellows, and by w^orking the

bellows a f^w times, the tube was filled witW air of the locality. The capillary

tubes were then drawn off and scaled, as at a and h, by momentary contact

with the flame of a spirit-lamp, aftd the closed ends were protected from
injury during the journey by small caps of glass tube fitted w ith corks. The
analyses of the air thus obtained wx>re executi^l by means of liydrogen, m an

eudioiuetcj* of Bogiiault’s contrivance. The same apparatus was used by
myself^ the analyses of the air collected by Mr. Welsh.
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under a pr^tesure of 30 inches Bar^, is there|bre only of that of

an equal bulk of vater at the same temperature. Owing to the

greater Solubility of oxygen than of nitrogen, rain water and ipelted

snow always contain a larger pjjoportion of oxygen than the air

itself, amounting to about 34 per ceat. of the air dissolved, or nearly

2 parts of nitrogen to one part of oxygen. This is a ciroainstance

of great insportance to aquatic anynals, and one which could occur

only in consequence of^ the air being a mechanicSl mixture and

not a chemical compound of thq two gases. . In additioi^to oxygen

and nitrogen tlie ^Jtmospherc contains a certain proportion of car-

bonic acid; a variable but minute trace of ammonia; traces of

nitric acid and of some compound of carbon and hydrogen, and
frequently in towns a perceptible amount either of sulphuroins acid or

of.suli)hurcttcd hydrogen. Aqueous vapour is of course also present

at all times, although its amount is liable to extensive fluctuations.

The amount of aqueous vapour at any spot niay^oe asrertained

by mej^ns of the

hygrometer (181),

or it may be deter-

mined by a direct

experiment in the

following manner.

A bent tube, a, fig.

231, filled with

pumice stone mois-

tened witli sul-

])liuric acid, is con-

nected with a

vessel, K, of know n
capacity

;
suj)pose

it be capable of

containing j 8 gal-

lons of w ater. This

vessel having been filled with w^ater, is allowed slpwiy to empty
itself by oj)ening a stopcock, /, which terminates in a tube

bent upwards to prevent the entrance of air at the bottom

;

a known volume of air is thus drawn through, the tube a,

which retains all the moisture. If the weight of this tube

be determined before commencing the experiment, and a second

time after it is completed, the picrease in weight will indicate

the amount of moisture in the bulk of air operated upon. The
temperature is ascertained^by means of the thermometer, and
the atmospheric pressure is obtained by an observatioii

^ of the
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barometer at 'the time.^ The fldw of water from the jfspirator is

rendered uniform during the whole eourse of thfe experiment, by

makirjg the tube which eonveys the air sufficiently long react

nearly to*the bottom of the vessej, as «;hown by •the dotted line

which passes down from the central opening at the top.

Tlie (quantity of carbonic acid in the air may be determined

in the course of the same experiment. If the bulbs atJb be filled

witli strong s^blution of caustic potash Jsp. gr. 1*25), and the

tube Cj wi4li fragments *of fused pgtash^ the ^ain in weight which

is experienced by the fubes and c, will indicaj;e the quantity of

carbonic acid wliich has been absorbed in the operation : the bent

tube d, is filled with pumice-stone moistened with sulphuric acid
;

it is not weighed, but is merely interipscd as a measure of pre-

caution between the aspirator e, and the tube c, to prevent arjy

accidental trace of moisture from passing backwards into c, ,
The

bulbs seqp at %, arc to be filled with potash to

the cxtcnt^sliown in the enlarged drawing, fig. 232-

232. Tins form of apparatus was contrived by*

Tjiebig. It is in continual requisition in the ^
laboratory, for*the purpose of absorbing gases

which are transmitted through it ; by placing

it a little on one side, the gas is made^o bubble

up successively through ca(di of thc^three lower I S
.

bulbs, besides being brought thoroughly intw msF
| jU

ecuitaet with the liquid*iii the narrow portions of

tubing which connect the different bullfs together.

IMiis simple contrivanccfrias added greatly to pre-

cdsioii in experiments of this kind.

The quantity of the other comi)onents of the atmosjdiere

is materially diminished after long continued and hea\y rains.

Occasionally, fi'oni local afid accidental circumstances, other gases

and vapours are also met ^th. The average composition of tliG

atmosphere in the climate of England, may however, be stated

as follows, ill ipo parts by volume.

and* ill

towns

\

Oxygen
Nitrogen . . . .

Car.bonic acid .

Aqueouj^ vapour

•Nitric/acid . . . .

Ammonia . . . ^

.

Carburetted hydrogen

(Sulphuretted hydrogen

•|^Sulphurous acid

206

1

77
‘

5.5

•04

1-40

traces

traces
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CHAPTER III.

WATER. HYDROGEN.
. r

§ I. Water.

Syilibol (HO) ;
Equivalent 9 ; Combining Volume as Vapom% 2 ;

Specific GravHy as Vapour 0 623^ as Liquid^ i*ooo.
4* • if*

<• •

(291) On the- uses of water it is almost^needless to enlarge, they

are universally felt and appreciated. In each of its three physical

conditions, the blessings it confers upon man are inestimable. As
ice it furnishes in northern lands for months together, a solid

bridge of communication between distant places : in tlie liquid

condition, it is absolutely necessary to the existence of vegetable

and animal life; in this shaj^e, too, it furnishes to nian accoiitinual

source of power in the flow of streams and rivers ; it supplies one

of the most convenient channels of communication between places

widely separated
;
and further it is the storehouse of countless

myriads of creatures fitted for use as food : in the state of vapour,

as applied in thf^ steam engine, it has furnished a power which

has in later years done more than any other physical agent to

advance civilization, to economize time, and to ameliorate the

social .condition of‘ man. In each and all of these points if

rightly considered, we must perceive the entire adaptation of this

wonderful compound to the ends which it was designed by the

Creator to fulfil.

It may further be observed that there is no form of matter

which contributes so largely to the beauty and variety of the globe

we inhabit. In its solid state we arc familiar with it in the form

of blocks of ice, of sleet and hail, of hoar frost fringing every shrub

and blade of grass, or of snow protecting- the tender plant as with a

fleecy mantle, from the piercing frosts of winter. The rare but

splendid spectacles ofmock suns, or parhelia, are duetto the refractive

power of floating spiculnc of ice upon the sun^s rays, /n its liquid

condition, as"rain or dew, it bathes the soil : and the personal expe-

rience of all will testify to the charm which the. waterfall, the

rivulet, the lake, or the streiim adds to the beauty of the landscape

;

whilst few can behold unmoved the unbounded expansef of ocean

;

which whether motionless, or heading with the gently undulating

tide, or when lashed into foam by the storm that sweeps over its

surface, seems to remind man of his owm insignificance, and of the

power of Him tvlio alone can lift up or quell its boiling w^ves. In
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vapour lioV iriuch variety is acldefl to the view by the i/ist or the

cloud; which by their ever-changing shadows cSversify, at every

moveincnt,, the landscape over which they arc flitting ; wlfilst tb#

gorgeous Ifues of the clouds around^ the setting sun!^ and the glow-

ing tints of the rainbow, are dua to the refractive action of water

and watery vapour upon the solar rays.

At the ordinary temperature of the air, when free from adn^ax-

ture, \^ter is a* clear, colourless, transparent liquid, destitute of

taste or s|pell. At temperatures^below 32® E. it freezes, and

assumes a variety of crystalline forms derived J)’om the rhombo-

hedron and six-sided prism. Water evaporates at all temperatures,

and under the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere^it boils at about

212° F. •Its anomalous expansion by Imat (137), and the important

})urposcs thereby attained (145), and the great dilatation which it

undergoes on freezing (73), have been alrc^ady poii^Jbcd out. Arago

and Frcsij,el ha^^c shown, that notwithstanding the gradual dilatation

of water at temperatures below 40^, its refractive pcfwer on liglit con-

tinues regiSarly to increase as tliough it contracted. Its density at

60^ F. is taken as 1 *000, and it forms the standard with which, in this

(jountry, all sofids and liquids are compared. A cubic inch of

water at 60® F. weighs in air 252*456 grains.
^

To the chemist water is invaluable as a solvent. It is the

perfection of a neutral substance
;
*and it enters into combination

most extensively both with acids and with baii^s. Experience has

shown that when an aMd has once been allowed to combine with

y ater, the entire separation of the water from the acid is sc^ldom

pi’acticable, unless somcT powerful base be presented to the acid ; iu j

such a case the base disiflaccs the water, and its expulsion,by heat

is then (easily effected. Suppose, for example, that sulphuric acid

has been freely diluted with water
;
upon the application of heat the

water at first passes off ix'aflily, leaving the less volatile acid behind.

By degrees, however, it bc^mes necessary to increase the tempe-

rature in order to expel the watoi*, and at last the acid begins to

evaporate also, |iud finally no further separation can be effected, as,

when the femperature rises to about 620*^ F. both water and acid

distil over together. It is found on analysing the* acid when it

has reached tliis point, that the liquid contains one equivalent

of acid and one of ii»ater (HO, SO3). B^t if to this concentrated acid^

an equivalent of potash, or one of oxidd of lead, be added, the water

is easily expelled, and an equivalent of anhydrous sulphate of j)otash

(KO, SO3) or of sulphate of lead (PbO, SO3), is obtained. Water

whicH supplies the place of a base in combination with acids; is

called ha^c water.
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In a ^milar manner water cftmbines with the pbweVfnl bases,

such as potash * or soda, and then cannot be expelled from

^hein diitil some acid has been added. Potash in the form in

M hich it is obtilined by evaporating down its aqueous sdlution and

lit^ting the residue to dull redness, consists of one equivalent of

the alkali and one of water (KO, HO), and this equivalei^t of water

cannot be^expelled except by the^addition of an acid, such as sul-

phuric acid ; then by the application of heat, anltydrous sfilphatc

of potash is obtainefl as in t^^e former instance. this case

the water in combination performs the pa^t of an acid.

The compounds of water are frequently termed hydrates, and

when a body is ^lescribed as being entirely free from water in com-

bination, it is commonly said to be anhydrous. Many salts in

crystallizing unite with a definite quantity of water, which ft essential

to the form of, the salt, but which may, by the application of a

gentle heat, be expelled without altering the .chemical ju'operties

of the saline body. In this case the water is spoken of as water of

crystallization. Many salts part with such water by mere expo-

sure to air. Carbonate of soda, for example, crumbles down, or

effloresces to a white powder ; and the same thiiig occurs in the

case of sulphate qf soda.** The form of the salt depends upon the

quantity of this water of ^Crystallization. For instance, borax

is always found to crystallize ^ith lo equivalents of water (NaO,

2 BO3 + 10 HO),tin oblique rectangular prisms, if the solution

of the salt bo not sufficiently conceiitralcd to begin to crys-

tallize till the temperature Vails to 133° F. ; but from a more
concentrated solution borax is deposited'' in regular octohedra

with on\y 5 equivalents of water. So, again, the sulphate of soda

crystallizes in oblique four-sided prisms with 10 equivalents of

water (NaO, SO3 -f 10 HO) under ordinary circumstances, but if

a solution, saturated at 91®, be very slowly raised to 212*^, tJic

sulphate of soda is deposited in rhonkbic octohedra which contain

no water.

(292) Various Kinds of Natural Waters,—Owpig to its exten-

sive solvent powers, water is never met with naturally iii a state of

purity. Raih water, collected after a long continuance of wet

weather, approaches nearest to it, but even that always contains

*' Other salts, on the contrary, absorb moisture from the atmosphere, and
become damp or even lifjuefy in the water so absorbed ; they are then said to
deliquesce. Carbonate of potash, and chloride of calcium offer instances of
tliii^kind.
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atmosphertc air, and the gases floating in the air, to th^i extent of

about 2^ cubic inches of air in loo of water.*

Tile quantity of air wliicli is contained in spring orjollier water
be readily ascertained in

the followinu manner. A p
globular flask, a, fig. 233,
capable of ^ntaining 14
or 16 ounces, such as is Jf

of vapours, is filled witlSi jl ^ I

the water to %e examined,
j

and connected by a vul-
j

canized caoutchouc tube, //

b, to a piece of barometer
j

\
tube, upon which is blown

j ^
a bulb, c, 2 mchesormore

j
in diameterT This tube is 1 I H
bent in the manner repre- //

sented in the figure ; the
j

.JL
longer limb being upwards |

*

of 30 incliesrin length, and I I

terminating below in a
j

recurved extitmity, which _ r-r^L^ \
is intended to deliver the ^ Wl:'r'.SI^

l
*111111^

gas disengaged from the .1 IS
,

water,intoagraduarted jar^ I J iG
, |g jj

d, with an expanded fun- 1 F-
.

nel-shaped mouth, which I .f Ifl i=

is supported in a small p-
^

mercurial bath. The bulb,
. .

. J
e, having been about half /n' \ t"
filled with the water, is

connected with the flask ,

by the caoutchouc tube, ^
which is firmly secured at both ends by ligatures. A small wooden vice, such
as is seen Viif, is made use ©f to compress the vulcanized tube and to cut off

communication between the flask and the bulb, c. The water in c is now
made to boil briskly for ten minutes or a quarter of an hour, untS all the
air is expelled from the tube, the mouth of which is kept jUvSt below the
surface of the mercury. When, after a few minutes continued boiling, no
more air escapes from the tube, the jar, (?, is filled with mercury, and ])laced

over the end of the long tubcT The vice is removed, and heat applied to
the flask ; tlie water speedily begi^js to give off gas ; and the cpiantity increases*
till the water boils. The ebullition must be continued steadily for a full hour,
and the operation terminated by a few miliutes brisk boiling, by which the
delivery tube will be filled with steam, and all the air will be driven over into
the jar. Tht^objeA of the globe, c, is to prevent the water from boiling over
into the jar, d : a little steam always condenses in the air jar above the mer-
cury, but this is a matter of small consequence. When thS operation has
terminatexl, the gas is allowed to cool, and is transferred to a tall jar of w ater,
or of mercury, where its bulk can be measured.

It will be found that all water, including e^en that which has been recently
distilled, contains air. For example, three samples of water twice distilled

in glass vessels, were submitted to experiment: 100 cub. in. of the first spe-

cimem^ontained 1*85 cub. in. of aiT ; in the same bulk of the second 2‘i5, and
the.third specimen 2*38 cub. in. of air were present ; the oxygen and nitrogen

’ being ip each case almost exactly in the proportion of i measure of oxygei^to
2 of nitrogen.
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. c

Spring Water, although it may 'be perfectly trans(parAit, always

contains more or Jess of saline matter dissolved in it ; the nature of

/ihese suits will of course vary with the character of the soil through

which the wate:>' percolates. The most usual saline imparities, afej

carbonate of lime, common salt, sjdphate of lime, and sulphate and’J

carbonate of magnesia. The waters of the New Red jSandstone

arf? impregnated to a greater or less extent with sulphate of lime.

Most spring waters are charged with a notable proportion of.<:itrbonic

acid, which dissolves 'a'considerajble amount pf carbonate lime; the

calcareous springs in the chalk districts ^ around London contain

from i8 to 20 grains of (;halk per gallon, 6 or 8 grains of which

separates by cxjx)sure of the water to the atmosphere, so that a

running stream will seldoip contain more than I2 or. i.; grains of

chalk per gallon in solution. AVaters which have filtered through

a bed of chalk also often contain carbonate of soda in considerable

quantity, as is the case with the deep-w ell w aters oC London.

Mineral Wafers are waters impregnated with a large propor-

tion of any one of the above-named salts, or with some substance

not so commonly lAet with such waters are usually reputed to

possess some medicinal quality, varying w ith the nature of the salt

in solution. M^ny of these springs are of a temperature (onsider-

ably higher than that of the*surface of the earth where they make
their appearance. At Carlsbdd and Aix-la-Chapelle this tcrnpeni-

ture \xirics from to 190^. Such hot' springs cither occur in

the vicinity of volcanoes, and then generally abound in carbonic

acid, common salt, and oth^r salts of soda
;
or they spring from

great depths in the rocks of the earliest geological periods, and

contain^ chlorides of calcium and magnesium, and “almost always

traces of sulphuretted hydrogen. (Berzelius.)

Many mineral waters contain oxide of iron, which imparts to

them an inky taste; they are then frtjquently termed cfmlybeatei

waters; some of the Cheltenham springs arc of this kind. In

other instances carbonic acid is very abundant, giving the brisk

effe7*ve8cent character noticed in Seltzer water. Less frequently, as

in the Harrogate w^ater, sulphuretted hydrogen is the predominating

ingredient, giving the nauseous taste and smell to such mlphnreous

waters. In other instances the spiungs are merely salme and contain

purgative salts, like the spripgs at Epsom, whiclvabound in sulphate

of magnesia, and at Cheltenham, where common salt and sulphate

of soda are the predeminant constituents. * Many of these saline

springs also contain small quantities of iodine and bromine, wliich

greatly add to their therapeutic activity.
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Riven^ Water is less fitted fer drinking than ordinary spring

watcr^ although it often contains a smaller amount of salts
; it

usually holds in solution a much larger proportion of*organ?^j

matter of^vcgctable origin, derived from the extensive surface of

country which has been drfiineik by the stream. If the sewerage

of large,tpwns situated‘on the banks be allowed to pass into the

stream, it is of course still less fit for domestic use. Kuuuiug wii^er

is, hof^wer, endowed with a self-purifying power of the l«ghcst

importaiml^ the eoutinpal exposurj of fresh* Surfaces to the action

of the atmosphere profi^otes the oxidation of th*^ organic matter,

and if the stream be unpolluted by the influx of the sewerage of "a

large town, this process is generally fully adequate to preserve it in

a wholesc^ie state. River water almqst always requires filtration

through sSand before it is fit for domestic use
;
and if w^atcr worlds

designed to supply such water be properly constructed, provision

is made for suth a filtration. Suspended matters, such as weeds,

fish-s])awn, leaves, and finely divided silt or mud, are thus removed
;

but vegetable colouring matter in solution, salts, and otlier bodies,

when once they are dissolved cannot Jic arrestiid by the filter.

Water is fifhiiliaxly spoken of as hard or soft, according to its

action on soap. Those waters which cen^ain compounds of lime or

magnesia (xjcasion a curdling of the swp, as these earths ])roduco

wdth the fat of the soap a siibstanSc not soluble in water. Soft

waters do not contain these earths, and dissolve the soap without

difilculty. INlany liard waters become softer by boiling; in which

case the car])()nic acid is •expelled, afid the (larboiiate and part of

the sul])hate of lime whTch were ludd in solution are deposited,

and cause a fur or incrustation upon the inside of the boilyr.

Water is largely impregnated with common salt, and with

(hloridc of magnesium, to which it owes its salines bitter taste.

The quantity of salts is Continually on the incix'ase, as it is the

receptacle for all the fixev4. contents of the river water which is*

di^;charged into the ocean, since pure w^atiu* alone evaporates from

its surfa(;e. Tlje specific gravity of sea water is subje(;t to trifling

variations, According to the part of the globe from w hich it is

taken. The waters of the Balfic and of the Black* Sea are less

salt than the averaije, while those of the Mediterranean are more so.

The waters of the Mediterranean in thg Levant are more salt tlian^

those of tho same sea near the Straits of Gibraltar. The mean specific

gravity of sea water is 1*027, anc^the quantity of salts ranges from

fo 4 per cent. According to M. Schweitzer (Phil. Mug., 1839,

•vol. xt., p. 58), the water of the British Channel is composed •as

H U
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follows :—that of the MediterraneJtn, analysed by M.'Usiglio {Ann,

de Chimieylll,, xlvii.^ 104) will be seen to'' agree very closely with

it- in coi2iposition :

—

British Channel. MeditAranean.

Water 96474372 962345
Chloride of sodium . . . . . 27-oS(;48 29*424

Chloride of potassium . . • • 076553 04505
Chlovide of magnesium • • 366658 3*219

Bromide of magneshim . k 0*02020 0*556
(Sulphate of magnes^ia . .

Sulphate of lime ! . . .

Carbonate of Ihne . . .

. . 2 -

39S78
. . I *4066^2 7 357
. . 00330 X* 0114

lodhie . .
'

. . traced .

Ammonia
Oxide of iron

. . traces

0*003

Specific gravity ....
1000*00000

. . 1027*4 at 60° F.

lood 000

1025 8 at 70

Minute quantities of iron have been found in the water’s of the ocean^

but nitric and phosphoric acids have eluded the most careful obser-

vation.

For chemical purposes water is always purified by distillation,

which may be effected on a small scale in glass i*fetorts, but it is

generally carried on in a'^i^coiipcr still provided with a pewter or

copper worm. Iron pipes rrihy also be safely used for the purpose

of condensation
;
but lead mns^ be avoided. The still should not

be employed for ai?f/ other purpose. When a few drops of dis-

tilled water arc evaporated upon a slip of glass, no stain or mark
should be left, otherwise som6 saline imjmrity is present.

Water was long supposed to be ail ‘^elementary substance.

This, however, is not the case : it is a compound of oxygen w ith

hydrogen, in the proportion of i equivalent of each ; its symbol is

therefore HO, and its combining number 9. When converted into

vapour, 9 grains of steam occupy twice The bulk of 8 grains (or 1

equivalent) of oxygen at the same teinperature
;

its . combining

volume is therefore = z

;

the combining volume of oxygen be\>j,Y

taken as i.

§ II. Hydrogen.

Symbol (II) ; Equivalent, i ; Specific Gravity, 0*0692 ; Combining

Volume, 2.
^

{293) Preparation.—Th6 composition of water may be deter-

mined both by analysis or separation of its constituents, and by

synthesis or their reunion after such separation. An elegant mode
of *showing the composition of water iinalytically, is afforded by
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es ai e

riG/234.

the voltaic battery. A glass vessel, fig. 234, containing two platiimin

plates, a and h, is filled with water, slightly acidulated witli sul-

phuric acid to improve its conducting power, and is ^rangcct so as 1^)

transmit \he current of a battery consisting of thfee or four pairs

of Grovers cells Inimediately that the two platinum plates

connected with the wires of the battery, gas

rises from each ; and iftwo similargars be fillcjJ^

withwal^r and iilTvertcd one over each plate, tliQ

volume oiW^he gas whi^^ rises from the plati-

node, or jiegativc plate,#*, will be found exactly

double of that which rises from the zincode,

or positive plate, 4^the gas in 4^ill show
itself to )e oxygen by rpkindling a glowing

match, u^iilst that in # extinguishes flame,

but takes fire itself when a light approaches it.

To this gas tlfe name of hydrogen^ or ‘^pro-

ducer of wg-ter,^ has been given. Oxygen and
hydrogen are the sole constituents of water,

and by their union in the proportion* of two

measures of hydrogen to one of oxygen this liquid is reproduced.

The presence of hydrogen an^^xygen %i water may be

shown in other w^ays, and hydrogen may be obtained by chemicaf .

means. If a 2iicce of potassium the* size of a pea be wrapped up

in blotting jiaper, and be rajiidly introduced iJ^neath the mouth of

a strong wddc tube, ic? or 12 inchesJong, filled wdth water and in-

verted in the pneumatic* trough, bubbles of gas will be quickly

disengaged, and will collect in the up2)er part of the tube. On
inverting the tube and applying a light, the gas will takef fire atid

burn w ith flame ;
the liquid in the tube w ill be found to })e alka-

line, and will change the yellow colour of turmeric to brown;

])otash having been formecl by the combination of the potassinrp

with nyygcn derived from’ the water. Hydrogen may be also

, ontaiiu'd by the action of water upon iron at a high tcin])cratiir(^

In order to efffct this, lot a 2)iece of iron 2)iping, shown at a a, fig.

235, be filled with iron turnings, and heated to redness^ in a portable

furnace, b ; and let a current^, steam be driven through the tube

from a small^boiler, c, attached to one extremity of the pipe

:

tlic aqucyCfe vapoflr in its passjige will be decomposed, the oxygen

will cq^r into combination with the heated iron, whilst the

libcrfiJfced hydrogen will pass on^ and may be collected over water

111’ a jar, n, placed over the mouth of a bent tube attached to Jhc
other extremity of the iron jupe.

u II 2
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Fig. i^5.

lUit tlu' inost«conveiiient way of procuriiijj; hy(lroo;eii is by the*

action of diluted snlplmric acid on zinc. The zinc* may be melted

in an iron ladle^ and poured /rom tlie height of a few feet into a

])ail of cold water, by wbieli means it or redneed into

grains or flakes: (ibout liaiv^an ounce of the graniilatc'd zinc is in-

troduced into a retort, and d dilute acid, pi*epar(‘d by miving an

ounce of oil of \itriol cautiously witli 6 ounces of cold wfiter, stir-

ring all the while, h poured ujion the zinc. Hydrogen gas is

soon evolved in great abundance: tlie tirj>t portions of gas \\hi(*h

arc contaminated with the ait contained* in the retort, must be

allowed to escape; afterwards the gas may be collected in the

usual way. In this jiroccss the zinc takes oxygen from the water,

and forms oxide of zinc, w hich, though insoluble in w^atcr, is imme-
diately dissolved by the sulphuric acid, foi’ining a salt called sulphate'

of zinc, while the hydrogen passes off iit the gaseous form. Tlu'

change may be illustrated by the following diagram :— .

Decomposition of Heater by Zinc and Sulphuric Acid,

Bofore deoomposilum. After (lee onipositum.

9 = 1 cq. tc'|i = i cq. Ilydrogc^(II) lil)criited.

•water (IIO.)(8= i eq. Oxygen (o) n cq. sulphate

32= 1 cq. Zinc (Zn) 8oiofuAide of zinc

’40= 1 cq. Sulphuric acid, l(ZnO, bPj).

c

Or in symbols; Zn + IIO, SOj give II +ZnO, SO3.

An'oimce of zinc is sufficient to liberate from water about' 2il
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gallons of tlie'gas. Scraps of irdh may be substituted for zinc
; but

in this case the gas is less pure. The gas furui.flicd by tiic action’

of dilute sulphuric acid oti zinc possesses a peculiar odouT, and «s

frequently contaminated with snyill qaantities cJf compounds of
hydrogen with sulphm-^ arsenic, «,nd carbon. It may be freed from
these impurities by causing it to pass first througli a strong solu-

tion of potash, atid then through a solution of corrosive *Sublimfite,

or of iil^te of ^Iver.

—IIyclr«geii is an elementary’ sijbstaiice, and mIicu

obtained with tlic prcca^itions just mentioned, is a colourless, traus-

j)arent, tasteless, and inodorous gas. It has never been liqucfierl,

and is even less solnl)lo in water than nitrogen. Jlydrogen is tbe

liglitest iorm of matter which is kriawn; it is only iVth of the

Avcight oT an equal bulk of oxygen, and little more tijan iVtlj, of

that of air. Its specific gravity is 0*0692, and joo cubic inclics

weigh bgt 2'i% grains. Owing to its levity, it has been extensively

used for f^rostatic purposes, although the facility with which coal

gas can now be obtained has caused this latter, notwithstanding

its much greater density, to be universally substituted for hydrogen

in filling balloons. • A light bag made of the craw of a turkey

may easily be inflated with liydrogen^^id will j^scend rapidly, and

eai*ry with it a weight of several grains. Owing to its lightness, a

jar may be easily filled with the gas by displace-

ment without using the pneumatic trough. 23^*

tube 8 or 10 inches lohg, is fixed by a cork in a

threc-ncckcd bottle in the manner shown at a,

fig. 236, containing sdme granulated zinc; acid

is introduced through the funnel, and the gas,

after the atmospheric air in the bottle has hceu

allowed to csi^ape, may be collected by holding

a jar over the tube, as ht b. The hydrog(ni

will bo r'i>tained for sojuc* minutes even if the

jar be removed, and be still held in the inverted

position; whihjif the mouth be turned upwards,

the gas will have es(!aped after the lapse of

a few s(u.!onds. Hydrogenir has a smaller

equivalent number than any other elementary a

body, a^1t has lienee been taken Si% the unit

or styidhrd of comparison. Its 'equivalent

nqjnber is therefore unity, or, i, and its coni-

liining volume 2, or double that of oxygen ; the combining volume

of *af gas being the proportion in bulk in which it enters into
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biliatioii with other gases, as compjfrcci with the bulk occupied by an

equivalent quantify of oxygen, under similar circumstances of tem-

perature and pressure. Pure hydrogen, though it cannot si^pport

life, is not poisdnous, and •when^mixed with a certain proportion of

oxygen it has been breathed for some time without inconvenience

;

but, owing to its rarity, it renders the voice temporarily much
shgrper a»d more shrill than usual.

(294) Synthesisof if^ater—EuSiometers,—Hydr6gen is ^^remely

inflammable
; when S lighted t^per is plunged into a of it the

gas takes fire, but the taper is extinguished. A jet of hydrogen

burns with a pale yellowish, feebly luminous flame, but gives out

great heat. If the gas be dried by causing it to pass through a

tube containing chloride of calcium, and a cold bell jat be licld

over the burning jet, . the interior of the glass quickly becomes

bedewed with moisture, owing to the formation of water by tlie

union of the burning hydrogen with the oxygen of the atvaospherc.

J'ig-
, ^37 ^xhi-

riG. 237. hits an apparatus

in which a jet of

hydrogen is sliowii

burning in an atmo-

sjihere of oxygen

:

the hydrogen is

dried as it passes

tlirough the bent

tube, H, which is

filled with fragments

of chlorkle of cal-

cium. The jar, a,

which is open at its

lower end) is filled by

displaccm:M)t with

dry oxygen
;
the

of Ir^drogcn is kin-

dled, aiuf then the

jar is quickly de-

pressed over the

Iwirning' g^as, into

the mercury con-

tained in the vessel, b. As the oxygen is consumed a fresh supnly

LS maintained through the tube connected with the bottle, o, which

contains concentrated sulphuric acid for the purpose of depriving the

Dxygen of the small quantity of moisture which it w oidd otherwise
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carry int?) thfe jar, a. The oxygen and hydrogen are supplied from
separate gas-holders,ndl shown in the figure. Thewatcr condenses on
the sides of the jar, and collects in the gutter at ‘the low er pajt.

Oxygen Vnd hydrogen may be kept ii* a state o5 mi^itiire at the

ordinary temperature of the for an unlimited period without

entering. into combination; but the passage of an electric spark,

the application of a lighted or even of a glowing matiidi, aii^ in

some ll^tancesfthe mere contact of a cold •metallic substaruic, such

as platii^gi, especially if in a finely dividcfl^statc (62), is sufficient

to determine their inf^^ediate combination. Sudden compression

of the gases, when mixed, produces the same effect from the heat

evolved, whilst a still greater amount of compression, if it be gra-

dually af)plied, even when carried to 150 atmospheres, fails to

produce'their union.

Cavendish, in his inquiries respecting the formation of water,

effected^the t^mbinatioii of the two gases by means of the electric

spark, employed for

this purpose a strong

glass vessel, a modifica-

tion of whicR is repre-

sented at A, fig. 238.

Through the ui)per part

two platinum wires are

inserted to within tlie

eighth of an incli of ^acli

other. Tlic vessel can fee

closed at the bottom a

glass stopcock, c. The
air is exhausted, and the

v('ssel screwed upon the

top of a jar, b, containiiig

a mixture of two mea-*

cures of hydrogen and

one of oxygey : on o))(ni-

ing the ^stopcocks a por-

tion of the mixture en-

ters file vessel
;
the cocks

are theia closed^ and an ^

electric ^park passed through, the mixture by discharging a small

Leyden jar, n, through the platinum wires, a, b. A bright flash is

seen at the moment of the discharge, and the gases combine,

foAning steam, which condenses on the sides of the glass; the

whole*t)f the two gases, if mixed in the above .proportions, enter
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into combination with each other. •On again opcningHhc stopcocks

u fresh quantity of the gases may be admitted, to supply^ie place

of those ‘'just condensed, the spark may again be traiismittei^ and

tlie process ma;^ be repeated till the whole of the gases^ are con-

sumed, and a considerable quantitycof w^^ter formed.

The uniformity of composition and regularity of proportion in

whyh comj[)Ounds are produced when they combine chemically is

strikingly illustrated by means of a mixture of oxygen andfiiydro-

gen gases. The two ’gases may ,J)e mixed iii any arbitnj,ry propor-

tion in a suitable vessel, into the sides of which two platinum wires

are fused for the purpose of transmitting the electric spark. If

tlie mixture be capable of exploding at all, the combination will be

found to have occurred in the proportion of two meaaui'cs tf hydro-

gen to one of oxygen, no matter in what proportion the gases were

mingled. If oxygen be used in excess, the superfluous oxygen will

be found remaining uiK‘.ombincd, and if hydrogen be in cxqcss, this

excess will rcmaiir uncombined.

Upon this principle a valuable instrument, /Ae Eudiometer, is

constructed, by means of which various gaseous mixtures may be

analysed with great exactness. Many diflerent forms of this

instrument are in jise. sihiplest and most convenient

is tliat proposed by Dr. Ure. It consists of a stout siphon tube,

fig. 239, open at one extre-

Fig. 2pg. niity and closed at the other.

Into the sides of the tube,

near the scaled end, two pla-

tinum' wires, a b, are fused,

fur tiie purpose of trans-

mitting ,an electric spark

through the cavity of the

tulle. The scaled limb is

actiirately graduateiljto hun-

dredths of a cubic inch, or

other suitable divisions.

Suppose it be^ desired to

ascertain the pc^oportion of oxygen in atmos2)heric *air, the in-

strument is first filled with mercury, and then a. small quan-
tity of air is introduced : the bplk of this air is accitrately measured,
taking care that the liquid staiids at the same level in boih tubes.

A quantity of pure hydrogen about egual in bulk to tlie air is next
introduced, and the bulk of the mixture is accurately measured^
The ppen extremity of the tube is now closed with the finger,
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below which a column of atrnosijiheric air is safely ii4?hide(l; this

portion of air acts as a spring which gradually chbcks the explosive*

forcc,^when the combination is effected by passing a sparfl across

tlic tube by means of the platiim^i wires. The Ifhlk of the gas,

after the explosion, climinrshesf owing t^ the condensation of the

steam which has been formed. Mercury is therefore again poured
into the open limb, until it stands at the same level in b6th tulles,

and th?^olume^f the gas is measured a third time. One third of

the gas has been oondensed bjr the explosiop will represent the

entire quantity of oxygen which the mixture contained. For dcli-

c;ate experiments, a very complete though, expensive form of eudio-

meter has been contrived by Regnaiilt. ,

If a Aiixture of oxygen and hydrogen be fired in the air in

consideralifie quantity, as when a bladder full is ignited, or still

liettcr, Avheri a little soapsuds are blown up into ajather by forcing

some of^ho gSseous mixture out of a bladder through a pipe under

the liquid^ a loud and sharp report attends the*combination, the

steam formed suddenly expands from the high temperature attend-

ant on the combustion, and immediately afterwards condenses

:

great dilatation is first produced, followed by the formation of a

])artial vacuum
;
the surrounding air r^jcs in tcifill the void, and

by the collision of its particles produces the report.* If the hydrogen

be mixed with air, a similar but feebk^r explosion occurs when a

light is applied; hence it is especially ncciBsary in all experi-

ments with hydrogeit to allow time for the expulsion of the

atmospheric air from the apparatus before setting fire to the

issuing jet. The exiHosion is most violent when % measures

of hydrogen are mixed with 5 of air : if the mixture b(k diluted

with a large excess either of hydrogen or of air, tln^ explosion

Ix'comes more feeble
;

the heat evolved is less intense, and the

combustion less sudden, Tiiitil at a certain degree of dilution no

explosion follows the application of flainq, the mixture burns

slowly, or if still more diluted, it takes Hrv only just at tin* ^spot

w here the hcatj is applied, but the coml>ustion does not spread

through the mass.

If a long tube, open at both ends, be held t)ver a jet of

burning hydrogen, a rapid current is produced through the tube

‘which occasions flickering in the flame, attended by a scries of

small explosions that succeed each other so rapidly and at such

regular intervals as to give rise; to a musical note, the pitch and

;

(quality of which varies with the length, thickness, and diameter

of thb tube.
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. 0
Pure water may be formed considerable quantities, by a

' method different' from those hitherto described
j
the operation at

the sanfb time
^

furnishes a means of accurately ascertaining the

relative weights of oxygcm and |jydrogen wliich enter into the com-
position of water. It consists iiv passing a current of hydrogen
over a weighed quantity of oxide of copper : at a red heatohydrogen
deprives 'ihe oxide of copper of its oxygen and forms water

;
and

by determining the weight of the water thus prodilfced, an^he loss

sustained by the oxide of copper, the proportion of hyt^jg^en which
has combined witli the oxygen can be ascertained. The apparatus

Fia. 240.

required for th^upnosc is represented in fig. 240. A quantity of
oxide of coppeWs placed in the globe, f, which is constructed of
glass of difficult fusibility, and the globe and its contents are
accurately weighed. A current of hydrogeii,‘-prepared from zinc and
sulphuric acid in the bottle, a, is allowed to bubble up through a
solution of potash, b, and to traverse three bent tubes in succes-
sion

; the first, c, is filled with fragments of pumice-stone moistened
with a solution of corrosive sublimate (Hg Cl) ; the second, n
fcontains fragments of fused caustic potash

; and the third, e, is

charged with pumice moistened with oil of vitriol. The mercurial
salt and the potash remove the traces of arsenic, sulphur, and
carburetted compounds, wliich the gas might otherwise 'carry over,
and the oil o£ vitriol absorbs the last traces of moistiire. Perfectly
pure and dry hydrogen gas is thus (lelivercd in the globe, r. When
all the air is completely dii^laced, heat is appVed to the globe

;

the oxide of copper gives up its oxygen; water is formed, which
condenses in the receiver, o, and in the attached bent tube, h, which
is filled with fragments of pumice moistened with oil of vitriol : the
wliole of the water formed is by this means arrested. 1 is a bulb
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tube containing a little^ oil of vitriol, which prevents the cntraiuje

of extraneous moisture, and by its motion sho^s the progress of

the ggs. ^On weighing the globe, f, with the oxidg after iSie expe-

riment has terminated, the loss gives tin? quantity oxygen wliich

has combined with the hydfogeni; whilst the diflerence betw^een the

amount of oxygen and that of the water condensed in the receiver,

and tube of acid, h, shows the quantity of hydrogen that^has c(«n-

bined \^'Uh it. Each grain of hytfrogen is irJ this manner proved to

require e\^tly 8 grainy of oxygen, for its conversion into water.

Many other metalli® oxides besides oxide of copper, when heated

in a current of hydrogen, part with their .oxygen, and are brought

back to the metallic condition. If the bulb be weighed first whci?

empty, th«n when charged with oxide,and a third time after the stream

of gas has bpen continued till all formation of water ceases, and till

the tube has become cool, the loss of w^eight sustained by the oxide

furnisher the proportion of oxygen combined with the metal. A
true and jery accurate analj^sis of the oxide will thus have been

effected : 40 parts of oxide of cojjpcr are foundT in this way to con-

tain 32 of copper and 8 of oxygen.

Hydrogen in tho act of combining with oxygen, emits a very

intense heat. By throwing a jet of ^fygen in1i> a flame of coal-

gas or of hydrogen, or still better

by introducing a jet of oxygen,

as at o, fig. 24 T, into the centre of a •

jet connected at h wifli a gas-holder
fr

"

sup])lying hydrogen, soT that the

two gases may be mixbcl just before %

they issue from the common orifice

of the tube a, a heat may be ob-

tained which can scarcely be sur- m
passed. Sometimes the \wo gasi^s

I ||

are mixed in the ju'oporflon of 2

volumes of hydrogen to i of oxy- ;
' ' ‘

gen, and introduced into a bladder ^7;^ 1 '

and burneJi as they issue through
,

'

a tube of particular construction, con- ,

trived iJy Mr. Hemming. This safety jet consists of a brass tube,about

*6 inches long and two-thirds of an inch in diameter, filled with

pieces of vfery fine brass wire, which arb packed closely together, and

then wedged in very tightly by (^’iving a stout conical piece of wire

into the axis of the tube (402). This tube is supplied at one

cxtrdlnity with a blowpipe jet, and at the other with a scaew
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wliich can be connected with a sftopcock adjusted to the neck of

’the bladder. Tfie temperature produced by burning the mixed

g.ases-fi^jm such a jet is so iutense that thick platinum wire^melts

in itwdth ease/aiid is partially volatilized
; iron and steel melt and

burn wdth vivid scintillations. Sock* crystal may be liquefied^

and drawn out into threads like glass^ and the stem of a tobac^co

pipe maj“ be fused into an enamel-like bead. When the pxyhydro-

gen flame^ wdiich is but very feebly luminous, is directed up^'a small

cylinder of lime, h, tins earth fjoes not fuse, but it bej^^^nhes white

l^ot, and then emijts a very pure white lightiof great steadiness and
intensity, w hich may be maintained for hours if care be taken to

expose to the flame fresh surfaces of the lime by causing it to revolve

by clockwork, continually but very slowdy. This object may be

obtained less perfectly by occasionally turning the pin, c, which
supports the limp. Without this precaution a cavity w^ould be forme d
opposite to the jet from volatilization of a small quantity of, the lime.

This light w'as originally proposed by Lieutenant Drimugond, to be
used in the trigonometrical survey of Clrcat Britain, and it is asto-

nishing at what distances it may be seen when the rays are con-

centrated by a parabolic reflector. On the 30 st December, J<S45,

it w^as seen acro|s the Ir^i Channel, at half-])ast 3 p.m. (during

daylight) from the top of Slieve Donard, in Ireland, by an observer

stationed at tli^op of Snowdon,—an interval of 108 miles in a

direct line; more than once been seen at a distance of
J I miles.

A striking experiment may be pcrforrlied with hydrogen, wdiich

show s how^ purely conventional are the' terms ‘ combustibles^
and ^ supporters of combustion.^ Let a tall bottle with a narrow
neck be filled with hydrogen gas

; through a cork which passers

easily into the neck of the bottle fit a jet connected with a gas-
holder containing oxygen

;
place the bottle mouth dow nwards and

Set fire to th^j|5^drogen, then iinmediafely insert the cork and jet,

through whi(^^ stream of oxygen is gently issuing. The flame
will appear to attach itself to the oxygen tube, and the jet of
oxygen will be burning in an atmosphere of hydrogen. Combustion,
in fiict, occum at the place wdicre the two gases first come into

contact. Suppose, for a moment, that the earth’s atmosphere
had contained hydrogen instead of oxygen; OKygcn would have
appeared to us in the light df a combustible gas, and hydrogen in
that of a supporter of combustion..
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CHAPTER IV.

CARBON. CARBONIC ^CTD.

§ I, Carbonic Acid,
; Egitivalent, 22 ; Combining Volume^ 2 ;

Specific Gravity
y 1*529.

(295) An atiijiospliere composiftl only of ftxygen, nitrogen, and
steam, tlK,'«?igli ])erfectly adapted to the suppoit^of animal Ide, would
be unfit to Ihstain vegetation. Plants require for tlicir growth and
develo])incnt a certain proportion of another gas—carbonic acid.

ICvidence of the existence of this body in the air is casdy obtained I

by exposiyg a «aucer of lime water to the atrriosjdicrc
; in a few

minutes its surface becomes covered with a thin pellicle, which if

disturbed by agitation sinks to the bottom. The pellicle is renewed
after each agitation until the whole of the lime contained in the

litjuid has been thus rendered insoluble. This •white matter is

f^halk, w'hiAi is a compound of carbonic acid aifd lime. Such com-
])ouiids of carbonic acid with bases arc termed carbonates, hence

chalk is chemically termed carbonate of lime. When the chalk thus

obtained is heated to bright redness (wyich, if the result is to bo

accurately examined, must be cftected a platitiuVi tube), carbonic

acid is expelled, as a colourless ai«l transparent gas, Avhile pure

quick lime is left behind.

Preparation,—In j^-tual practice carbonic aciSRi obtjiined by a

much more convenient plan. Carbonit^ acid being but a feeble acid,

is expelled from its coiiq)ounds by almost every other acid which

dissolves freely in water ;
it is therefore easily separated from its

conq)oimds by the addition of one of these acids. Fragments of

chalk, or of marlde, wdiich is a more compact form of cai bouate of

lime, are placed in a rctont or gas-bottle, and some j)owu?rful acid,

siu^h as the nitric or the hydrochloric, diluted with 8 or 10 time^f

its bulk of water, is poured upon the chalk, when the acid seizc's

the lime and displaces the carbonic ac*id, which escapes with a

yiolcnt effcA’vcsc^Jiice. The follow ing diagram shows tlie nntnre of

This decomposiflWPWien chalk and nitric acid are erri^loycd :

—

Hecomposition of Chalk by Nitric Acid,

• •

22 = I eq. Carbonic acid,* (CO^)1*2= 1 eq. Carbe

(CaO,CO,))*^
= "

54=1 cq. Nitric acid (NO5)

set free.

fi cq. nitrate of

^'^^limc{CaO, NQg).

Or in i^ifibols j CaO, COg + NO5 give CaO, NO5 + COg.
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f /,

Limestone, Iceland spar, peaHash, and carbonate of soda, all

yield carbonic acid when acted on by a stronger acid,

c.. Prdperties.—Vndier atmospheric temperatures carbonic acid is

a colourless trtosparent gas, with a faint acidulous smell and taste
;

when generated in a confined spacedn strong vessels, it however con-

denses to a liquid as transparent and colourless as water. ^At 32® F.

itjrequires a pressure of 38*5 atmospheres to retain it in the liquid

state (Faraday). It then has a specific gravity of cf83, whilst at 86^

F. the specific grayity* is only 0 60 (Thilorierj Ann, dc Ch^mie^ II., lx.,

427). By the application of heat it expand® four times more rapidly

than air
;
its expansion much exceeds that of any known substance,

liquid or gaseous. Liquefied carbonic acid does not mix freely

with water, or with the fixed oils
;
but it is dissolved by alcohol,

ether, oil of turpentine, naphtha, and. bisul])hide of carbon in all

proportions. When a stream of the liquefied acid is allowed to

escape into the air, it freezes into a snow-white srflid (1^82) ;
and

if a tube containing liquid carbonic acid be plhuged i«to a bath

of the solid acid mixed with ether, and placed in the vacuum of the

air pump, the liquid carbonic acid in the tube will speedily be frozen

into a clear transparent ice-like mass, wdiich melts at—70^ F. The
solidified acid is In avier thal;i the liquid portion in which it isformijig.

Carbonic acid gas is not inflammable, neither will it support

the flame of burning bodies
;
the extinction of a taper is one of

the means freq^dHtiy resorted to for detecting its presence. Many
other gases, howvcr, have the same property

;
sonic additional test,

therefore, becomes necessary. ' Such u test is aflbrdcd by its action

upon lime-water, which, when agitated with the gas, is immediately

rendered milky from the formation of chalk ; a few drops of any

strong acid dissolve the chalk and restore transparency to the

liquid
;
an excess even of carbonic acid has the same cflcct.

Carbonic acid gas in its concentrated form is irrcsjiirable ; for

by producing spasm of the glottis it is jVrevented from entering the

lungs ; when diluted with air, however, it may be breathed without

even a suspicion of its presence. • If the prct*portion exceed

3 or 4 per cent, of the air it acts as a poison
; aTid|

even in much smaller quantities its depressing effects arc very

injunous. The ill effects experienced in crowded and ill-ventilated

rooms are chiefly due to theopresence of this gas^in undue quantity,

and it is this circumstance which renders attention to ventilation

a matter of such high importance..

Carbonic acid gas is more than half as heavy again as atmo-

spheric air ;
100 cubic inches of it at 60° P. and 30 inches Bar,
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weigh 47*^03 grains, and its spectfic

gravity is i’52^9. Prom ils density it

may easily be collected in dry vessels

by displacement, as represented in

fig. and may be poured from 4)ne

vessel into^nother like water.

Carbonic acid gas dissolves in

water to a large* extent than any

of the gases as yet described. AJ
the ordinary^emperatur^watcr takes

up about two-thirds of its bulk of

carbonic acid, and its solubility in-

creases if 4he pressure be increased.

When the? compression is suddenly

removed, the gas escapes with brisk effervescence.. Advantage is

taken of^ this •circumstance in the preparation of soda-water

^

as it is called. P^?»r this purpose the water, • which may or

may not contain soda or other substances in solution, is mecha-

nically charged with large quantity of carbonic acid gas,

by the use of a •condensing syringe, attached to a reservoir filled

with the gas. The excess of the gas tli^is forceA into the liquid

occasions the agreeable briskness and jfungcncy si much prized in

tliis beverage. A solution of carbc^iic acid in water produces a

feeble and fugitive reddening of litmus iJajMir.j^. This solution

])Ossesscs solvent powers which, though in many instances extremely

feeble, are yet far more extensive thaif those of pure water. By the

continuous action of wat^ charged with carbonic acid, even granite

and the hardest rocks are disintegrated, few finely divided numerals

being able to' resist its gradual and long continued actign. The

proportion of gas dissolved is in many instances very minute, but as

few natural sources of wat^ exist which are not to a greater or less

extent impregnated with cafboiiic acid, either by absorj)tion from*

the atmefi^phere or from the soil, the solution, insiguificaiit as it

may at first siglij, appear, is continuaUy proceeding, and in the lapse

of time it (Effects changes of great importance and extent.

The briskness of spring water is partly due to the carbonic acid

which it* contains
;
though its usual coolness and the abundance

of atmospheric ai|^ dissolved in it, ar^ still more important. It

is the absence of these qualities whiclf renders boiled or distilled

water flat and insipid. Carbonic acid was originally termed fixed

airy from the circumstance of its having been discovered by

Dr. Blgck, in 1757, as a solid or fixed constituent in limestone, and
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from its becoming fixed or abisorbcd by solutions oi the pure

alkalies.

(2^) Sources of Carbonic Acid,—Besides the processes pro-

curing the gav already described, there are a variety of cases iii

which it is produced on a very large scale in nature. Respiration

in animals is always attended with the formation of a large propor-

tion of tlie gas. This fact may be easily proved by forcing air from

the lungs by means of a tube thro*ugh lime-water, Mrflicli will speedily

become milky from tile depositjpn of carljquate of lime. The pro-,

portion of carboipc acid in respired air varv-s^ from 3 to 4 per cent.,

being usually about
3-I

per cent. Carbonic acid is also abundantly

disengaged in ^le process of fermentation, and is the cause of the

briskness of bottled beer, cljampagne, and other fermentkig liquors.

]\jfany accidents have occurred from persons incautiously desceialing

into an empty fermenting vat before the gas has luid time to escape

and mix with the air
;

it is usual to facilitate th(i» escape of the

dense gas by leaving the plug at the bottom of the vess^cl open for

some hours. In ^lie operation of burning lime in the lime-kiln,

the heat expels from the limestone the carbonic acid, which ('scajxvs

in large volumes. INIaiiy a poor housidcss waiwlercr) tempted by tlic

warmth of the kUn, has lAm doMii in the stream of air
)
proceeding

from it, and has ftlept to wake no more. By the operation of sub-

terranean heat in volcanic diUricts upon limestone beneath the

surface, large voliAmes of cai’bonic acid are continually finding

their way into the atmosphere ; immense quantities are diseharg(‘d

from open craters or from fissures and '^cavities in the soil
;
the

springs in such districts are also frequently highly charged with it,

and thq gas escapes with eflefvcsccnce when they reach the surface.

The springs of Seltzer, Pyrmont, and Marienhad, on the Continent,

and of Tunbridge, in our owm country, exhibit this phenomenon.

The carbonic acid met with in !i5])ring water is in many
‘instances derived from the gradual oxidation of the vegetable

and other organic matter which it holds in solution, by the action

of the oxygen of the air which all waters liaturallj' contain. The
lake waters from the primitive districts, such as those in the northern

parts of Scotland, leave scarcely any residue on evaporation except

a little organic matter
;
they are very free from^ carbofiic acid,

and the proportion of oxygq^:i is somewhat more^dhan one half that

of the nitrogen. If such wUters be kept in closed vessels for a few

weeks in a warm room, the oxygen gradually decreases, and in its

place a corresponding volume of carbonic acid is found. Spring

waters which rise in a sdndy district, the surface of wlv/^h is
*
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sparingly clotKed with vegetation* and from which consequently tliey

can take up but little organic matter, contain bu! small quantities,

often^mere traces, of carbonic acid; whilst the springs of higliiy

cultivated districts, such as those ^whiclf rest more^or less directly

upon the chalk, become charged*with organic matter, which gradu-
ally undengocs oxidation in the soil, and the quantity of carbonic acid

contained in such waters is always considerable, whilst the"*quantity

of oxygen is prdJ)ortionately reduced. In some experiments made
upon this subject, the water of the#Thames, for example, was found
to contain aoSth; 5*5 cubic inclics of carbonic acici per gallon ; that

of the New River, 4*84 ; and that of the deep chalk weffih Trafalgar-

square, 7*:z cubic inches ; whilst the pure water of toch Katrine did

not contai!! o*o6 cubic inches when first ^jollected, though after it had
been kept for a few weeks in a warm room in a closed bottle, the

quantity of carbonic acid in the same sample, owing to the

gradual ^xidatlbn of the organic matter in solution, had increased

to 0*38 cubic inches in the gallon, whilst the oxj^gdh had diminished

to a similar extent.*

The analysis of these gases, or of any mixture of air with carbonic acid,

such, for example, as respired air, may be effected with sufliciept accuracy for

most purposes, in the following manner :—Supposing tl%t tlie gas has been
collect(.*d over (hther water or mercury, it befomes neces8if*y to transfer a por-

tion of it from the jar in whicli it has ber^n collet^ied to the one in which it is

to b(i analysed. A method of effecting this is shown in fig. 243. Upon the
board, a d, is fastened a pipette, designed for effecti^^ this transfer ; a is a
cylindrical funnel, of a capacity of about two cubic inches ; at cis n small steel

stopcock, by which the contents of the fuiyiel can be admitted to a wide ther-

nionicter tube, which is furilished at d with a second steel stopcock ; d is a
bulb of the capacity of oiM^*(nibic inch, or rather less ; from the upper part of b

proc(?eds another piece of thermometer tube, bent as shown in the figure, to

allow of its introduction into the gas-jar. To use the instrument, therf*annel, a,

is filled with mercury, the stopcocks are both opened, and as soon as the air

has been displaced from the vertical xiortion of the fine tube, and mercury
(‘scapes through dy the stopcock, d, is closed ; the mercury quickly displaces

t he air from the rest of the •tube, and from the bulb, />, and as soon as it

Ix'gins to flow out at the open extremity of the reeiirvcd portion, t h«
sk>}3cock, e, is closed. The instrument being now full of menmry, is intjo-

dueed into the jar, e, of the gas, to be transferred, and its open extremity is

raised above the level of the water in the jar, c; the stopcock, dy is tben
opened, anckwhilA the mercury runs out into a vessel placed for its reception,

t!ie gas enters from <?, and occupies the place of the mercury in the bulb, d.

When a suflicient quantity has be^ admitted, the tube is depressed below the
level of •the water in the jar, e; fne stopcock, d, is closed, and the pipette,

which is sealed by the admission of a little water into the capillary tube, is

’wnthdrawn from the far, y*. The gas can no\i he transferred to the graduated
tube, by stiyiding in the jar of mercury, the bent limb of the pipette is

introduced into the tube, 4, which has been previously filled with mercury.
Fresh mercury is poured into the fuiyael, a, of the pipette, and on opening the

sl^pcock, e, the^ gas is expelled into the tube, 4 ; the gas should not occupy
more than two-thirds of the capacity of this tube. ^

Tik^proportions of carbonic acid, of nitrogen, and of oxygen, are now easily

II
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Carbonic acid constitutes whaiTis terme^ choke-damp by miners,

and often occasions much loss of life after the occurrence of an
t

ascertaiuod in tliWollowinff manner:—The hulk of the gasjn the tube, is to
be carefully read oil’, care being lakAi to bring the mercury to the same level

within and witlioui the tube ; the temperature and the pressure being observed
as usual. Supposing that it has thus been ascertained that a bulk of gas of

Fig, 243.

about t\\’^-tbirds of a cubic inch is to be -subjected to the analysis, the operator,
by means of a glass syringe, throvss up ten or twelve drops of a solution of
caustic potash (sp. gr. 1*4) into the tube. The glass syringe inav be exteinpo-
rani'ously prepared from a strong tube, \\hich is softened in tlie llarne of a
lamp, drawn off and recurved at one end, as showm in the figure at /; this con-
stitutes tlic body of the syringe, wiulst the piston is easily formed of a piece
of glass rod, provided with a plug of eaouteliouc.

The operator then agitates the contents of the tube, by rapidly thrusting
down tilt* tube into the mercury, and withdrawing it ; takii|,g care to k('(*p tho
mouth below the surface of the mercury : this raanoouvro 'ts sevoral times rt*-

peated in quick succession ; the tube is again left at rest for a minute or tw o,

and the absorpl^oD is noted W a second time reading off the volume of the gas
at the proper level. The difierence indicates the amount of carboni*. acid.

In order to ascertain the proportion of oxygen in the remainder, a solution
of I part of pyrogallic acid in 6 of water is prepared, afcd about 40 drops ot

the solution is by ajfms// syringe injected into tne tube A, and the mixture is

briskly agitated, as before; the solution of potash, if oxygen be present,
becomes of an intense bistro colour, and the oxygen is quickly and com-
pletely absorbed ; the gas is measured a third time, and thq residue is esti-

ma/ea as nitrogen
;
the difference between tbe second and third readings

giving tho volume of oxygen.
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explosion of carburet^pd hydrdgen, or fire-damp. It frequently
also accumulates in tlie old worldngs of mines^ aild in pits o«rells.
Before dgscending into them, it is usual to lower 9. candle iii ordk-r

to ascertain whether the light will fcurn f if it does so, it is generally
considered safe to venture ‘dowif. Instances, however, are on record
in which* a candle was found burning in an atmosphere which, not-
withstanding, contained sufficienlf carbonjp acid to cause dc»th.

When it is nedbssary to enter into an atmosphere considerably

charged wj^h this gas.. Mr. Graham suggests aa a pre(;aution that

the mouth anft nostrils be covered with a cloth* containing a mix-
ture of slaked lime and crystallized sulphate of soda. Such a

mixture is porous enough, in a layer of an inch thick, to allow tiiC

passage ®*.sufficient air for respiration, whilst the moist lime com-
pletely absorbs the carbonic acid. - •

There is also another mode in which carbonic acid is very largely

formedjg^which® independent of its importance as a source of tlie gas,

IS interesting as throwing light upon* its chemical nature. Whenever
cliarcoal, or bodies which, like wood, coal, oil, or tallow, contain char-

coal, are burned either in oxygen or in air, carbonic acid is obtained

alnmdantly ; if the gas, after combustion has terminated, be agitated

with lime water, the liquid will be immediately I'endered milky.

Carbon may again be extracted from carbonic? acid. If a small

piece of potassium, heated till it begins to burn in air, be introduced

by means of a platinum spoon into a jar of (J>y carbonic acid gas,

the ])otassium will coiftinue to burn with greater brilliancy. Potasli

will be formed at the ejfpense of the oxygen which the gas contains,

whilst charcoal is liberated, as may be seen in the black particles

wliieli are suspended in the water into wliieh the spoon is* plunged

after the combustion is complete. Thus carbonic acid, both syn-

thetically and analytically, is sliown to be a compound substance,

consisting of charcoal aiul oxygem.

Mr. Goldsworthy Gurfley has turned the property of extinguisfi-

ing flame possessed by carbonic acid to an important practic*al

account. Coi^ mines, at different times and from various causes,

are liable* to take lire, and from the vast mass of heated matter,

tli^ conflagration not unfrequently resists all the ordinary means

of checking itj ravages ; many acres of subterranean fire are thus

produced, and the workings are of necessity abandoned. Mr.

Gurney In such cases, by the agency of the steam jet, pours into

the mine a current of impurp carbonic acid and nitrogen, ob-

tained by forcing a stream of air through a coke furnace into the

milit>. so^/to fill the entire workings with the gas, and has thus
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pn several occasi9n8 succeeded al a veryc small expense in ex-

tiiiguhl\ing fires which have raged unsubdued for years. A
‘ vdxy remarkable case of this kind was mentioned in ,the Tirriijs for

May 22, 1851. The burning waste of Clackmannan, situate about

sevenmiles from Stirling, had been for thirtyyears on fire. It occurred

in a seam of nine-foot coal, and extended over an area of t\venty-six

acles,' the fire was thus fluccessfutly extinguished :—about 8,000,000

cubic feet of gas were, required to fill the mine, and a continuous

stream of impure carbonic acid was kept up night and dpy for about

three weeks. The difficulty lay not so much in putting out the fire, as

ill cooling down the ignited mass so that it should not again burst into

flame on readmitting the air. In order to effect the necessary reduc-

tion of the temperature, water was blown in along with the carbonic

acid in the form of a fine spray or mist. Subsequently, cold air mixed

with the spray was blown in, and in a month from the commencement

otoperations the fire was found to be completely extingnis!:ed.

Carbonates .—Tliough but a feeble acid, the carbonic L-cid unites

wuth the metallic protoxides, and forms a numerous and important

class of salts, which are monobasic ;
that is, they contain one cqiii-

valci\t of the acid to one ejCjuivalent of the base, like carbonate of

lime (CaO,COjj). 'In the c^se of the alkalies a second equivalent

of carbonic acid may be combined with the metallic oxide
;
thus

with potash there is a carbonate (KO^ COg), and a bicarbonate

(KO, HO, 2 COa). xnc carbonates, with the exception of those of the

alkalies, So not dissolve in water, but nianjy^ of these insoluble car-

bonates, and in particular those of lime, ^magnesia, baryta, and

strontia, dissolve to some extent in water charged with carbonic acid,

and are sleposited in a crystalline form as the gas slowly escapes

from the liquid. All the carbonates dissolve with effervescence in

dilute nitric acid, or even in acetic acid. The gas which comes off is

colourless, and renders lime water turbid,- and possesses the pro-

perties of carbonic acid, above describefl. Soliltion of subacetatc

of lead is instantly rendered milky by the action of carbonic acid gas

upon it. The alkaline carbonates, when in solution, C^re also decom-
posed by acids with effervescence ;

they give wiMi salts of lime a

white precipitate, which is immediately re-dissolved by an acijl, with

effervescence. All the carbonates, with the exception of those of

potash, soda, and baryta, are flecomposed by proloflged ignition, the

acid being entirely expelled from the salt. The carbonates have

considerable tendency to combine with each other, and form double

salts, like dolomite, which is a double carbonate of lime* and magnesia

(Mg0,C02 + Ca0, CO2).
^

*
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§ II. Carbon.

Symbol G; Equivalent^ 6 ; Specific gravity as diam^^d, 3*33 t(^3
*

55^

(297) Carbon is an e]emcn1».ry body of the greatest importance.

Ihdependent of the quantity of it which (exists diflftised through tlie

atmosphere in tJie state of carbonic acid, it forms a constituent^ of

the numerous wirieties of carboifate of lime and of .magnesia, con-

stituting nearly an eigjith of the ^ntire wc/ght^of the former, and

more than^S^^enth fif carbonate of magnesia.
,
It is the characC

teristic ingredient of all sujistances which arc termed organic

;

tliat is, of substances which are produced directly or indirectly

from the®vegetable or animal creation, The solid parts of plants,

shrubs. And trees owe their form and solidity to this element, whjcrh

is mainly supplied to them from the atmosphere. This action of

plants iy^)on cjurbonic acid is one of the means ordained for pre-

serving ujfiformity in the composition of the ai». The quantities

of carl)onic acid poured forth from the bowAls of the earth, and

derived from the processes of respiration and combustion, and from

numerous qth^r less apparent sources, would by degrees occasion

an injurious accumulation of the gas, but for^this compensating

action,. In solar light the leaves oilplants der^mposc both car-

bonic acid and water, appropriating the carbon and hydrogen of

(rach for their own growth and nutrition, whilst a large propor-

tion of the oxygen which these compounds contained is returned

into the air in the gaseous state, •^fhe carbonic acid thus poured

out by animals as a n^fuse and poisonous product, supplies food

and sustenance to the vegetable world, wdiich in its turn converts

the carbon into a form suitable for the maintenance of life in

animals. Each great division of animated nature is tlius seen to

be essential to the well-l^ing and even to the support of the other.

The fuel which has been burned and dissipated in vapour, is

again reduced to the solid state, and by the agency of vege-

table life, it i| once more fitted for combustion. Plants are in

fact the* grand ^agents by which deoxidation is effected, while

^tntiHals arc the channels through which re-combinatjon with oxygen

is uncSasiiigly produced.

(298) Diamc^d (€«)•—Carbon is/ound in an uncombined con-

dition iif nature under several forms. In its purest state it

is met with in the diamond, in which it occurs crystallized

^ fornts belonging to the regular system. The crystals are

gcneralljJ^jierivatives from the octohedron, with a cleavage pai^llel
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to each of the planes of the octohe^ron, thQ faces are often convex,

and ^]ic edges are generally romided, or lenticular as they are

-ttdJimed in sucl^, crystals. Diamonds usually present tfeemsielves

under the appeS.rance of sehai-tr^nsparent rounded pebbles, enclosed

in a thin brownish opaque crust. ^-The gem, when freed from this

coating, is generally colourless ; such specimens are the mofet prized

;

it«is, however, met wjth of various tints, the more common of

which are yellow and various shades of brown, l^he most famous

diamond mines aru tliose of GoJeonda and «^undelcujid, in India,

of Borneo, and <yf the Brazils. The ori^n of the diamond is

entirely unknown; it is not probable that it has been formed by

crystallization after, fusion, as intense heat reduces the diamond to

the form of graphite. The^circumstances under which 'diamonds

are found in nature afford no clue to the process of their formation.

In a solitary instance, in the year 1827, a diamond was found

imbedded in a fine grained quartzose rock {Itacolumite) ixi Brazil,

but with this exception the gem has been always founds to occur

scantily in an alluvial matrix, consisting chiefly of sandstone and

rolled quartz pebbles, from which they are extracted ]?y washing and

careful sorting.

Diamond is tl{e hardest body knowm : it can only be cut and

polished by emplbying its own |)owder for the purpose. The fine

diamond dust used for this object is mixed with a little olive oil

and s])read over a r€:> olving steel plate, and the diamond, cemented

into a suitable support, has each of its faces in turn presented to

the flat face of the disk.* The most important use to which the

diamond is applied is the cutting of sheets of glass; only the

natural fece of the crystal can be employed for this purpose ;
crystals

with curved faces are the best
; they are set in a convenient handle,

and a line in the proper direction is traced with the diamond across

the glass
;
slight pressure on each side ot the cut, then determines

the fracture in the right direction. A ivne cut is effected by such

* The Kohinoor diamond, which was cut in 1852, fon the Queen, was
imbedded in a copper vessel about the size of a teacup, mto which it w as
cemented with a mixture of equal parts of tin and lead. When it was neces-
sary to change t^p position of the gem, the solder was melted by iminersi'ng
the cujj, w ith the diamond imbedded, in a charcoal fire, and heating the metal
till it assumed a consistence resembling that of w et sand

; in^>rder to cool tlie

diamond more quickly, it w^as phbnged into warm water,<^and then into cold
water ; the cutting was effected hy means of a cast-iron wheel revolving on a
vortical axis about 2400 times per minute ; the diamond rested upon the iqiper
surface of the wheel, being held in its 4308itiQn by a kind of vice, and tV
pressure against the revolving disk w^as increased or dimini8he4 by adding or
removing weights. From time to time the face of the diamond w:h8 toupU^'d
will/'a hair pencil dijiped in a cream of diamond dust and oil.

^
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a clicamond if properly used, a diamond with .angles obtaiiu?d

by cleavage, produces only a superficial scratch with ragged
edges^ (Wollaston, Phil. Tram.^ 1816).

The diamond has a very brilliant lustre and a *ifigh rdBWting
power ;

it is a non-condu(3tor i)f electricity. After exposure to

sunshine, cnany specimens emit a feeble phosphorescent light, which
may be seen in a darkened room. The specific gravity of the dia-

mond varies frotn 3*33 to 3*35.* In vessels from which air is

excluded, it may be boated inteni|ply withoift jhange. If it be

siisjiended in aiChge of platinum wire, heated to bright redness, and

plunged into oxygen gas, it will burn with a steady red light, and

with tlie production of pure carbonic acid. The diegnond, however,

is not perlfectly pure carbon : it always Igavcs a minute yellowish ash,

which has been found to contain silica and iron (Petzholdt).. Tljis

ash has generally the form of a cellular network, and may perliaps,

at somcjbime, fissist in determining the origin of this valuable gem.

No heat hitherto applied suffices for the fusion or volatilization of the

diamond, or indeed of carbon in any of its forms, though in the

intense heat of tlie voltaic arc, it appears to be mechanically trans-

ported from one electrode to the other. When the diamond is

introduced into the flame ofthe voltaic arc it unde%ocs a remarkable

change; as soon as it becomes white h(ft it begins gfco swell up, loses

its transparency, suddenly acquires the power of conducting electri-

city, becomes specifically lighter, and is convertef^nto a black opaque

mass, resembling coke» The density of a diamond thus altered,

was 2*6778,while in its crystalline coiulition it was 3*336 (Jacquclain,

de Chimie, III.,*xx. 467). The heat of the oxyhydrogen

jet was found to be insufficient to produce this change*

(299) Graphite, or Plumbago

,

(C^), is a second form in which

carbon occurs native. Its most celebrated miue is situated at

Borrowdale, in Cumberland, but it is also found in Ceylon, and in

several parts of the Unitdtl States, always in rocks belonging ta

the earliest formation : the Borrowdale graphite occurs in clay

slate ; in othc^ localities it is imbedded in gneiss, mica slate,

or granufar limestone. Graphite occurs either massive or in

six-Slllcd crystalline plates belonging to the rhombqjhedral system.

Carbon* in the two forms of diamond and plumbago, offers an excel-

lent instance ofdimorphisga.; the propeiftties which it displays in these

two stateff are as widely different as •those of any two dissimilar

^^mnents. The specific gravity of graphite varies between 2*09

and 1*8. It has a Metallic leaden grey lustre, whence its familiar

name of ’ limck4ead. It is very friable, and consequently feels
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unctuous to the touch, and leaves traces^ on paper upon which

‘it is rubbed. The particles which compose it are, however, extremely

^^l^ard^afld they rapidly wear out the saws employed to outfit. ^Gra-

phitt is an exdtllent conductor of electricity. It is never met with

in a state free from foreign admktureT; when burned in oxygen

it leaves from ^ to 5 per cent, of ash, which generally contains quartz

ayd iron; these bodie^ however, are merely accidental impurities.

The fine-grained amorphous grapfiite is highly prized for the manu-

facture of ^'lead ppiKiils.^^ Wl^re pieces of sufficient size can be

obtained they ara sawed into thin slices, and these<igain into small

rectangular prisms, which are placed in cedar wood for use.

It has been J^ound that the smallest fragments, if of good

quality, and the fine powde^r (which was formerly consolidated by

mplting it with a minute quantity of sulphur, and was used for

the coarser kinds of pencils) may be again redacted into coherent

plates by subjecting it to enormous pressure, and* may^thus be

fitted for the nrannfacture of the best })encils. Blapk lead is

extensively used for‘ lubricating machinery, and as it is quite iin-

alterc^d by exposure to the weather, it forms a useful coating to

protect coarse iron work from rust. An application of graphite

which is of . som(i. importance to the chemist, is its use in the

manufacture of what are terfned black-lead crucibles, or blue-pots.

The clay used in making thefn is mixed with a coarse kind of

graidiite ; the pots^made from this mixture are much less likely

to crack when heated, than if made of fire clay ordy.

The graphitic modification of carbon may be obtained artificially

by several processes. When cast iron is incited in contact with

an exce^^ of charcoal, it takes up a considerable quantity of it, and

if the iron be allowed to cool slowly, the carbon crystallizes out in

the six-sided plates peculiar to graphite. In the manufacture of

coal-gas, those parts of the retort which We exposed to the highest

temperature, partially decomjiose the g^s as it escapes ; a part of

the carbon which it held in combination is deposited, and by
degrees a layer of very pure, dense carbon is formed, possessed of

a lustre resembling that of a metal. The density and
of this mass v^ary according to the temperature to which it'^ has
been subjected.

Pit-coal is a substance originally of vegetabl«» origin, which lias

become altered in appearanefe and composition by the 'Combined
action of heat and moisture under great pressure. It consists lilv^.

vegetable matter in general, of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, witii

a small proportion of nitrogen ; and in addition, it contaui^ k vai-iable
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quantity of saline and earthy suBstances, which always exist in the

juices of plants. When the coal is burnt in an open fir^^ace/
these»sal^e matters are left, and constitii|e th<^ ashes. ^"Wh^
however, the coal is heated in long closed iron cyifnders^^so*con-

structed as to exclude atm6sph(?ric air, but to allow free escape for

volatile matters, a lar|^ quantity of gaseous substances, containing

the oxygen, hydrogen,* d nitrogen, with a ppt of the carbon of tiie-

coal, pass off, while the greater proportion of the carbon remains

behind, and institutes uoke. Chemically, it is thcisame substance as

the graphite deposited from the gas, but in a less^purc form, o\Ving

to the earthy matters which are mixed with it. The higher the tem-

perature to which coke is exposed during its manufecture, the more
dense doef it become, and the better is it*fitted for producing a steady

and intense heat, wdien burned as fuel; though unless the supply

of air be tolerably abundant, it burns less freely in this dense condi-

tion thqj^i wheil less compact. In order to furnish a coke suited for

the use o4 locomotive engines, it is customa^ fo construct coke

ovens. They are usually built of brick, and lined with fire bricks,

the walls being from two to three feet in thickness, to economize heat,

and this object is further effected by building several ovens together

in one continuous piece of masonry. Such an efren tw elve feet in

internal diameter, and four feet in heigfft, will convert three tons and

a half of coal into coke in forty-eight hours. The oven has a sliding

door in front, for the purpose of introducing !i|^d withdrawing the

cliargc, and for regulating the admission of air, which plays over the

surface of the heap and Burns ofl’ the volatile matters, which escape

by a short chimney. The combustion proceeds gradually, from above

downwards. In about forty hours after commencingthe oper{ktion,tlie

door is completely closed, and the furnace left for fivi^ or six hours ;

at the end of that time the coke is withdrawn, and quendied with

Avater, A bituminous coitl, like the Newcastle coal, furnishes in this

way a very dense lustrouS coke, which splits into long columnar

masses or prisms, as the temperature in the oven gradually falls,when
the door is closc|l. A fresh charge is introduced into the oven whilst

it still remains red hot. The coke in this operation is never melted,

aruf^the appearances of fusion which it frequently exhibits are due

to the fiquefaction, by heat, of the bituminous portions of the coal,

previous to their carbonization.

In thfi fissures of the mass, a very pure form of carbon is fre-

fgp^itly observed, in black fibrq,s, closely resembling horsehair in

appeai'ance.
,
Coke may also be prepared, though wdth less advan-

tage,* by a smothered combustion of the coal in heaps, in a maimer
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similar to that practised in making charcoal. Coke is subject to

greaJjj,variation in appearance and bjilk, according to the kind of

employed.
^ It is, however, always more bulky thaij^, the' coal

that‘yields it.

(300) Charcoal : Amorphous (Mrboh^ (C-y).—Carbon also exists

in a third form, distinct from that of grapli^p, and in this*state it is

«amorphous, or entirely destitute of crystalline structure. Lamp^
black is a variety of this kind of charcoal ;

it if largely manu-
lactured by heating, in an iren pot, vegetable maj^ers rich in

carbon, such as resin or tar; the vapoui^s thus^^msengaged are

kindled and burned in a current of air insufficient for their com-
plete combustioK.

; the hydrogen which these bodies contain, being

the more inflammable ingredient, burns ofl‘ fir^t, leaving ttie carbon
in , the form of a very finely-dhided powder, such as that wfiich con-

stitutes the visible portion of smoke. The smoky products of this

imperfect combustion are made to pass through a large- cdiamber,

tlie walls of whicK are covered with coarse cloth, and hero^the lamp-
black is deposited. Lampblack always retains a portion of some
incompletely burned compounds of carbon and hydrogen. The
inirest form in which finely divided carbon cairbe obtained for che-

mical purposes, is^ furnished by passing the vapour of turpentine or
ol ether slowly thi^ugh tubes maintained at a red heat; a fine powder
of charcoal is deposited within them ; but this, also, even if again
heated intensely in/close vessels, always retains traces of hydrogen.

Tinder is another variety of carbon in the*'amorphous or uncrys-
talline form; but the most important variety is Wood Charcoal^ which
is largely manufactured by heating billets of wood to dull redness
in cast-v’on cylinders provided with a tightly fitting lid at one end.
The best plan consists in enclosing the wood to be charred in a
second lighter case, which can be easily introduced into and with-
drawn from the fixed cylinder, which is *set in masonry, and pro-
jected from the direct action of the flanie by a casing of fire-brick.

From this kind of iron retort proceeds a tube connected with a
condensing apparatus, where the liquid products <‘>f the decom-
position may be arrested, whilst the uncondensible gases pass on,
and are directed into the fire-place, where they are consumed.
After the heat has been continued for four or .five hours, the
end of the outer cylinder is removed, the inner ettse with its charge
is withdrawn, and the whole, whilst still red hot, plungdd into an
extinguisher or iron case, provided with a tightly fitting

which protects it from the action of the air; in thi^ condition it

is left to cool gradually.

Ill countries where wood is abundant, the charcoal ’'Is manu-
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factured by a much rudor method. A plot of gro^^nd is levelled in

or near the forest, and the logs of wood are piled up re«s^rly
round*a stake in a mound, which is partially covered^p
dered charcoal, leaves, turf, and earth

; the heap is fired fi^mthe
centre, large quantities of moistiAe presently exhale, and when the
whole mas's is thoroughly ignited, it is still more closely covered up
fjoin the air, the workmen regulating the admission of air as cirennj^

stances require ;
Tt is then allowed to burn oqt. When quite cold,

tlic earth empjgyed to stjfle the comhfistion is removed, and the char-

coal is fit for use. Tlie Combustion of one part of fhe wood is thus

employed as a source of heat for charring the rest. Charcoal pre-

pared in this manner is, for the purj)oses of fuel, preferable to that

made in cj^inders ; it is denser and is nfore completely deprived of

volatile matters, because the heat to which it is exposed is mudi
more intense, and is continued for a much longer period. If the

diameter•of the heap be thirty feet or more, the operation is not

complete. iE^lcss than a month. A slow coml)ustion*is found to yield

more charcoal than one which is rapidly efifected. The resulting

charcoal retains .the form of the W'ood, but it is much reduced in

size, generally not afiiounting to more than three-fourths of the

bulk of the wood, and never exceeding^one-fourth^ of its weight.

Animal charcoal, or ivory blacl^ is prepared fti cylinders in a

manner similar to that employed for wood charcoal.

(301 )
GeneralProperties ofCarbon.—Carbon iiHall the forms above

mentioned is chemical!^ the same. AJ atmospheric temperatures it

is one of those substance,^ in which chemical affinity exhibits least

activity; consequently a superficial charring is frequently resorted to

to protect w ood from decay, as in the case of jjiles which ar^ driven

into mud or into the beds of rivers, to serve as foundations.

J 'or the same reason it is a common practice to char the interior

of tubs and casks destined to hold liquids. At higher temperatures,

the affinity of carbon for oxygen is very energetic. The comj)ounds

of carbon with other substances are termed carburets, or carbides.

The diamond is fe, non-conductor of electricity
;
in its otiier forms

e^rbon^is an excellent conductor, ranking next to the metals in

this respf!ct. In a state of fine subdivision it is a bad conductor of

heat, but its conducting powej^increases with its density. Finely

divided charcoal is®usually stated to hate strong antiseptic powx^rs.

i^^rtainly has a remarkable action upon putreseible substances;

SP&r. Stenhouse has shown that this action consists in a rapid

process of. oxidation dependent upon the pow'er of condensing

:>xygeii wffiich charcoal possesses when in a finely divided ’stafe.

A^nimal nT5itter in an advanced state of putrefaction *loscs all ofifen-
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sive odour when^ covered with a layer of .charcoal ;
it continues to

dec«§r^ but without emitting any ill odour, till at length all the

^r^irbon, is dissipated as carbonic acid, the hydrogen as twatcr, and

the nitrogen remains aS nitric acid. Its remarkable power of

absorbing various bodies, particularly colouring matters and many
bitter principles, when in a finely divided state (53)^ as weK as its pro-

-perty of condensing 9 large proportion of gaseous matters within

its pores (6:z), have bfeii already mentioned. So rapid is this action,

that Dr. Stenhouse has proposed to use a respir^or filled witli

charcoal, to protect the mouth and nostrils in sfSinfectcd ^atmo-

sphere; and the employment of trays of powdered wood-charcoal

in dissccting-iooms, in the wards of hospitals, and in situations

where putrescent animal matter is present, is found to exert a most

beneficial influence in sweetening the atmosphere by absorbing

and decomposing the offensive gases. These properties render

charcoal a valuable material in the construction of‘ filters^! not only

for decolorizing pi^rposes, but also for assisting in pinifying watc^r

for domestic use. At high temjieratures cai'bon combines rapidly

with oxygen, and will remove it from a great nuinl)er of its com-

pounds, especially from the oxides of the nn^tlils
;
hence the various

forms of carbon arc very extensively employed in the reduction of

these substanccff to the metallic condition.

(302) Synthesis oj Carbonic Acid,—As a knowledge of the com-

position of carbovfc acid is a fundamental datum for the analysis

of organic compounds, the proportion in ^hich oxygen combines

with carbon to produce carbonic acid has been determined with the

greatest care by the combustion of weighed quantities oOliamond,
of graphite, and of charcoal, in a stream of dry oxygen. Tlu^

apparatus employed for this purpose is represenUid in fig. 244.

A represents a gas-holder filled with oxygen ; n a tube containing

Fig. 244.
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fragments of caustic potaiph, or pumice-stone moi|tened with sul-

phuric acid, for removing all traces of moisture from the oxji^n

;

c d is •a tiibe of hard glass traversing the sheet fui^ce m
At is a platinum tray containing the wefghed portion of diamond
or graphite ;

the front of tfie t^Jbe d is occupied by a column of
oxide of cbpper. The apparatus is filled with dry oxygen, by
opening the stopcock of the gas-holder, a, to.a regulated distancof

and the fore-part* of the tube, d, is brought ^o red heat by means
of lighted (jha*rcoal ; the»heat is then applied to the spot, c, where
th(3 carbon lies.'** The c3.rbon burns and becomes* converted into

carlionic acid, which passes on through the column of heated oxide

of copper ;
F is a w^cighed tube, filled with chloride of calcium,

w'liich, if water were present, would be found to increase in weight,

but in which no deposit of moisture is formed if the experiment bfs

properly conducted.. The carbonic acid passes on, and is absorbed

by a stro^ig solfition of potash which is contained in the bulbs of

the Lie}ug^‘# apparatus, shown at g. The excess^ ot^oxygen absorbs

moistuixi as it passes through this liquid, but before it is allowed to

escape into the air it is rendered perfectly dry by causing it to pass

through an additional tube, ii, filled with fragments of caustic potash.*

Tlie increase in w'cight acquired by the ^ibes g anc? h furnishes the

weight of tlie (nirbonic acid corresjionding to the qilhntity of carbon

consumed, and the quantity ofcarbon Inirned is ascertained by w^eigh-

ing the platinum tray and its contents after the experiment has termi-

nated. in this way it IJas been determined that 6 parts of carbon

require for coun ersion into* carbonic acid exactly i6 parts of oxygen

(Dumas and Stas, Ann.*de VInruie, \\\. i. 5).

If a piece of pure carbon be burned in a jar of oxygeii over

mercury, it will be found after the combustion is over, and the

gas has cooled to its original temperature, that its volume has

undergone no permanent change : the bulk of the oxygen, •therefore,

is not altered by this (combination ; the carbonic acid whicdi is formed

o(;cupics precisely the same space as the oxygen which produced it.

Diamorjifl, grfiphite, and charcoal, are chemically the same snb-

st,iincc,^id yet difler entirely in properties, these three conditions

being allotropic raodificatiom of carbon, the differences in properties

arising not from, diflerences in their chemical nature, but in their

molecular arrangenfbnt.

(^03) Carbonic Oxide, (CO); Equivalent, 14; Specific Gravity,

Combining Volume, 2.—It has been shown that carbonic

acid is wliolly ’deprived of its oxygen when heated wdth potassium

;

hut if ^(ome metal, such as zinc or iron, which has a less poiterffll

affinity fo^oxygen, be substituted for the potassiunf, the carbonic
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acid will only be partially deoxidFzed; the jnetal will deprive it of ex-

actlg^ half the oxygen which it contains, and a new gaseous body,

iK*evrnied
.
carb^r^c oxide, will be produced. The bulk of ^is ^»ew gas

is exactly equal to that of the^carbonic acid that furnished it. Car-

bonic oxide may be conveniently prepared by mixing powdered clialk

with an equal weight of iron or of zinc filings, and exposing the mix-

ture to a red heat in a gun barrel. The chalk when ignited gives off

carbonic acid, which in contact with the heated metal is decomposed

;

oxide of iron or of zinc is formed, quick lime remains in the retort

mixed with the*metallic oxide, and the carbonic <5xide gas may be

collected over water, in which it is but slightly soluble. These

chemical changes may be preresented in the following manner :

—

«

Before decomposition. After decomposition.

50 = 1 eq. of/ 28= I cq. lime (CaO) ^ remains.

chalk
j
14=1 eq. carbonic oxide (CO) set free.

(Ca0,C02) I 8= I eq. oxygen, O-

32 = I eq. zinc, Zii
eq. oxide of

zinc (ZiiO)

;

or the decomposition may be thus briefly represented in symbols ;

—

CM, CO2 + Zn = CaO + CO + ZnO.
«

The chemical composition of carbonic oxide may be ascertaincxl

in the following manner ;—Introduce into the bent eudiometer

(fig. 239) a certain measure, say 20 parts^ of carbonic oxide, then

add 20 measures of pure oxygen
;
pass f;he electric spark with the

precautions already described : the 40 mes’.s^urcs of gas will diminish

to 30 measures. If a little solution of potash be introduced, 20

measures of the residual gas will disappear, leaving 10 measures of

unaltered oxygen: the 20 measures of gas absorbed are carbonic

acid. Now carbonic acid contains its gwn bulk of oxygen, but the

^ 20 measures of carbonic oxide required only to measures, or half its

bulk of oxygen to convert it into carbonic acid. Carlionic oxide

therefore must have contained the other 10 measures of oxygen
;

in other words, half its bulk of oxygen. But the specific gravity

of carbonic oxide

is 0*9674 deduct from this

0*5528= half the d[ensity of oxygen

0*4146 the remainder is the weight of the carbon

combined with 0*5528 of oxygem
Now 0*5528 : 0*4146 ; : 8 : 6. The proportion by weight of

oxygdn to carbon in carbonic oxide is therefore 8:6, or *!i equi-

valent of eacht
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Properties.—Carbonic oxide a transparent, colourless gas,

with a faint oppressive odour. It is much lighter than car|j^iic

acid, h^vin^ a specific gravity of 0 967 (Wrede). All attempts

its liquefaction have as yet been unsuccessful. W^en r^pii^d,

even though diluted with air, 'it ac4s as a direct poison, producing a

peculiar Sensation of oppression and tightness of the head. It does

not support combustion, but burns itself with a beautiful pale-blue,

light, producing by its combination ^rith oxygen carbonic acid only.

A solution of dichloride oi copper in 1^’^drochlonh acid, or of the salts

of dioxide of cop^^cr in ammonia, rapidly absorbs carbonic oxide if

agitated with it. Carbonic oxide is absorbed by potassium if the

metal be gently heated in the gas, 7 equivalents of marbonic oxide

combining \rtth 3 equivalents of jiotassirgn. This property is some-

times emplbyed for separating carbonic oxide from its mixture with

other inflammable gases, in the process of analysing mixtures of

such gases. •

Although carbonic oxide shows but little tendcilcy to combine

directly with other substances, it has been supposed to form the

basis or radicle of a numerous series of compounds
;
the probability

of this vierw, however, is but slight.

Carbonic oxide is often produced abundantly ^n the ordinary

process of combustion in stoves and lurnaccs : this mode of its

formation is important, as it excrcisetf a material influence upon the

economy of combustion, and in many metallur{^c operations the

carbonic oxide so produced plays a conspicuous part in the reduction

of the ore to the metallic ^tatc. The* formation of carbonic oxide

in an open fire wliich is •Burning ste*adily without emitting smoke
is often evidenced by the flickering blue flame seen playing oijpr tlie

glowing embers.* In this case carbonic acid is first formed at the

^bottom of the grate from the free access of air to this part of the

burning fuel ;
the carbonic^cid gas as it traverses the red-hot coke

enters into combination with •iin additional quantity of carbon. The '

acid, by losing half its oxygen, is converted into its own bulk of

carbonic oxide, aqd at the same time the carbon of the heated fuel

which has eiitered into combination with this removed oxygen fur-

nishes affothcr equal quantity of the same gas : and tl^e heated car-

bonic oxide takes fire as soon as it mixes with the air which passes

(Jver the upj^jer sm*f%cc of the fire. TIiq reaction between the hot

carbon and ciirbonic acid may be thus repfesented; CO3 -H C= 2 CO.

onic oxide may also be^formed in several other ways,

-^latf an ounce.of the yellow prussiate of potash, finely powdered,

placed •in a retort, end heated with four or five ounces of »il cf

vitriol, yields more than a gallon of the pure gas (Ibwnes). The
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reaction is in tliis case of a comjflicated u^ture^ but is expressed by

th^^nnexed symbols

Ferrooyan. potass. Water. Sulphuric acid.

KaFeC^N's + 6 HO + 6 (HO, SO3)

Carh. oxide. Sulphate potash. SuJphale iron. Sulphate ammonia.

+‘ i'eO^ 8^3' + 3 4H4NO, SOs).

One equivalent rof * ferrocyanide of potasMium and g equivalents of

water prodiice-‘6 equivalents of carbonic’ 'oxide, ^*2 of potash, i of

protoxide of iroii, and 3 equivalents of ammonia ;
and these bases

all combine 'w ith sulphuric acid to forni sulphates, some of which

afterwards form doflblc salts with each other.

r Anotlicr method by which carbonic oxide may be obtained

with facility consists in decomposing oxalic acid by means of oil

of vitriol. By the application of a gentle heat, one equivalent of

oxalic acid is'^ deprived of water and is resolved into a gaseous

mixture consisting of equal measures of carbonic acid and carbonic

oxide ; by allowing the mixed gases to pass through a vessel filled

with solution of potash, the carbonic acid is absorbed, and the

carbonic oxide feay be collected in a state of purity. The decom-

position may ho thus explained :— »

Oxalic acid. Water. Carh. oxide. Carb. acid.

A convenient mode of washing the gas, is.shown at b fig. 245, the

Fio. 245.
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bent tube is connected tp^the necR of the retort, and passes to

the bottom of a wider tube, c, open both at top and bottom, vi^loleh

passes •into^ the washing bottle, d : a moveable S^^tigli^ ioig^

which can be mounted or dismmyited ‘in ^moment, is thus

obtained.

Carbonic oxide and carbonic acid, widely as they difler in pro-

perties, consist, it is evident, of the same elejnents
; but the pro-

portion of the two*elements is diflFerent in the two eases. Carbonic

oxide is the compound .of carbon • that contains the smallest

proportion of oxygen
; 3 parts by weight of carbon aPe united in this

gas with 4 of oxygen, or comparing the quantity of oxygen with the

proportion combined with 1 part of hydrogen to form water, 6 of

carbon are ih carbonic oxide united with 8 of oxygen. In carbonic

acid, on the other hand, the proportion of carbon is 6 parts by weighi?

of carbon to j 6 of oxygen. Carbonic oxide has been regarded as a

compound^)f i equivalent of carbon and one of oxygen, and is repre-

sented by thejsymbol CO, whilst carbonic acid is regarded as a com-

pound of 1 equivalent of carbon and 2 equivalents of oxygen, and

it is represented as CO2. The equivalent number of carbon will

therefore be 6 if ftiat of hydrogen be assumed as 1.

CHAPTER V.

COMPOUNDS OF NITROGEN WITH OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN.

§ I. CoMPOuNWiS OF Nitrogen with •xygen.

The affinity of nitrogen for oxygen is much feebler than that

of either carbon or hydrogen, so that it is not easy to procure their

direct union,—especially as^thc temperature emitted by niti'ogcm

and oxygen in the act of ^combination is comparatively low.

Nitrogen, notwithstanding, forms with oxygen five distinct com-

pounds, containing, respectively, i, 2, 3, 4, and 5 equivalents of

oxygen with^ eqtHvalent of nitrogen.

*Thesc^.compounds have been named
Composed by weight, of

Protoxide of Niti^pgen, NO, 14 J^itrogen-f“ 8 Oxygen.

Deutoxide^ of Nitrogen, NO2, 14* + to „

4>?ii?!5pu8 acid. NO„ 14 J}
4" 24 iy

Peroxide of Nitrogen NO^ 14 + 3^

NitriiJ acid NOb, 14 + 40

K K
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(304) Nitric Acin, (NOg)^ eq. 34.—Of these compounds, the

las4,^ the nitric acid, formerly called aquafortis, is the most im-

^rtapt. jras known to the alchemists, but its truq composition

was tirst determini^ by Caveqdish, in 1 785. When nitrogen is mixed
with twelve or fourteen times its. bulk of hydrogen, and a jet of the

mixed gas is allowed to burn in air or in oxygen, water is formed,

which has a sour taqte and an acid reaction, from the simultaneous

formation of a small quantity of nitric acid. InHhis case, the nitro-

gen burns by the aid of the heat developed during the combustion

of the hydrogen, and the nitric acid eombincC at once with the-

water formed, which much increases its chemical stability. It was,

indeed, owing to the accidental production of nitric acid in the

course of his exjxjrimente on the formation of watcr’by the com-
bustion of hydrogen, that Cavendish was induced to institute the

train of research which terminated in this important discovery.

If a vols. of nitrogen be mixed with 5 vols. of oxygen, in ,an inverted

syphon containing a few drops of infusion of litmvs, each limb
plunging into a sepai-ate glass of mercury, and a series of electric

sparks be passed through the mixture, the two gases will slowly com-
. bine, and the litmus will be reddened. The heat of the spark deter-

mines combindtioii of the gases just at the spot through which it

passes, but th« action does not extend further. In like manner, if a

number of sparks be passed from the electrical machine, between two
metallic points^^ver moistened litmus paper, in air, a red sjxjt will

be produced upon the paper, owing to the formation of nitric acid

in minute quantity by the combinatidii of oxygen with nitrogen.

During stormy %eather, and indeed whehever a flash of lightning

passes through a moist atmosphere, the same compound is pro-

duced in appreciable quantity. Indeed, it is rare to meet with

rain water in which traces of nitrate of ammonia may not be detected,

if the experiment is made with sufficient attention to accu^y.
Nitric acid also occurs in combikation with potash or wda, in

the form of an efflorescence on the soil, especially in tropical

climates, as in some parts of India and Perq The compound
formed with potash constitutes the nitre or saltpctrc*of commerce.

Preparation.—It is from one of these nitrates that the acid

is always obtained for chemical purposes. When nitre is heated
with a powerful acid, swih as the sulphuric,* it is decomposed

; a,

combination of sulphuric* acid with potash remains in the retort,

whilst the more volatile nitric^ acid distils over, and riiay.beS.;^
densed in the usual manner. In preparing nitric acid on the Bm^'-
scaic, equal weights of nitre and strong oil of vitriol are placed in
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a glass retort, and tlic flistillatiofi is proceeded in tlic manner
shown in fig. 109, Part I., p. 236. The result of the reactic^* may
be tmeed^as follows

KO, NO* +.2 (HO, SO,) give + (KO^IC^ 3 SO,)
;

or, as iJ gfky be illu^ratcd more in detail.

Before doeompositinn.

loi = 1 eq.

Nitrate of

Potash

^8 =: 2 eqs.

Oil of

vitriol

54:«=i eq. Nitric aclG

47 = 1 eq. J?otash
4

^= i eq. \Vater

40=1 eq. Sulphuric acid

49 =: I eq. Oil of vitriol

After decoTiiposition.^

. f
T eq. Liquiti

nitric acid.

M eq. Bisul-

1^36
j

phatc of

( potash.

During the distillation red fumes appear in the retort, arising

fi’om a partial Recomposition of the acid, and a formation of some

of the lo%er oxides of nitrogen. In the receiver a yellowish corrosive

lifjuid coniicnses, which fumes strongly in the air, and drnits a power-

ful, irritating odour. On the large scale, iron retorts, fig. 246, coatc'd

with fire clay ofi the inside of the upper part, where they are exposed

to the acid vapours, arc employed for the distillation, and nitrate of

soda is substituted for nitrate of potash, as it is cheaper salt, and

likewissc contains 9 ]>er cent, more ritric aciit^liau nitrate of potasln

The cylinders or retorts arc arranged in pairs in a furnace, so

that eacli fire heats twp cylinders, as shown in Jlic section 1.

I

Fia. 24^.
2

*The cylinders* are supplied with a moveable lid, c d, at each

end. The nitrate is introduced into the retort, a, through the

•5pcWlng at c, which is closed during the distillation hy a stone lid,

f^iich fits the aperture accurately ;
the oil of vitnol being intro-

' duced by a funnel at e, after tlie retort is closed. As soon as tlic

K K 2
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acid is introduced, the funnel is withdrawn, and the opening closed

with-< l)hig. The acid as it distils over passes through the pipe/,

condex sed in a series of stoneware bottles, the fir^^t ofHvhich

is seen at b, lie acid whi^ cc^ndenses in the first receiver is always

contaminated wilh sulphuric acid, and thatnn the last is rather

dilute, as water is placed in it to condense the nitrous fumes.

It is usual upon the large scale to employ a smaller quantity

of sulphuric acid, thiin when the distillation is performed in glass

vessels, as it is quite possible tb effect a ccJtuplete decomposition of

the nitrate by Keating it with one-half its weiglA of oil of vitriol.

Under these circumstances, however, a higher temperature is

needed to cxffel the last portions of acid, and a considerable

quantity of the nitric acid is thereby decomposed and wasted.

Tiie residue in the retort, when the smaller quantity of suljdmric

acid is used, is much les^ soluble in water, and consequently is

much more difficult of removal : in the iron cylinder of ti c manu-

facturer this is of ;io moment, as the saline mass cab easily be

detached by the use of iron tools when the distillation is at an end.

TI:c cause of these differences lies in the fact, that sulphuric acid

forms with potash two different compounds, one of which contains

twice as much acid as the pther. When nitre and suljdiuric acud

are mixed in thd proportion of 2 equivalents of each, half the nitre

oidy is decomposed, so long as a gentle heat only is employed,

and the acid sulpfeite of potash is formed. The nitric acid thus

liberated, distils over readily. The following symbols show the

form of this reaction.* 2 (KO, NOg) + 2 (tlO, SO3) give (KO, NOrJ

4- (HO, NO5) + (KO, HO, 2 SO3). As soon as the first half

of themitric acid has passed over, the temperature begins to rise,

and the acid sulphate of potash then reacts on the undecom])oscd

nitre
; the second half of the nitric acid is liberated, but atJJ|||||^mc

time is partially decomposed towards the end of the oper^^^Aiid
the whole of the potash remains in combination with sulp^lPIcid

The flymbolg employed in the equation will perhaps b(. more easily under-
stood by the following diagram, which represents the same reaciion :

—

Before decomposition, ^
^ /ioi= i eq. Nitre (KO NOJ

202 = 2 eqs. of nitre J
2(K0,N0,) 1 c.‘

54=1 cq^ Nitric acid

47=1 eq. Potash
(NOJ
(KO)

08 = 2 eqs. of oil off

XitrioJ, 2 (HO,S03)t

9=1 eq. Water‘ (HO)
40=1 eq. Sulph. acid (HO,)

49=1 eq. Oil of vit. (HOiSOj)

After dt^Omposition.

1 01 =.1 eq. Nitre

1 eq. liquid*

nitric acid,

(HO, NO,)
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in tli^e form of the sparingly soluble neutral sulplij^te. This second

stage of the decomposition is exhibited in the subjoined eqn^Hion,

which*will#be easily understood from the foregoing ,ejplai)^ioh^>

«

(K0,N05) + (K0,II0,2S0p=.Iip;N05 + 2 (XO, SO3).

When, on^the other hand, 2 equivalents of sulphuric acid are used

to I of nitre, the whole of the potash is at once converted into

the acid sulphate^ so that the whole of the ihtric acid is liberateef’

immediately, and distils readily.

(K0,N05) + 2 ^HO, ^O,) give (HO, NO,) -f (KO^IIO, 2 SO3).

P7'02)erties ,—Nitric acid, in the most concentrated form

in which it can by this process be obtained, is^ when pure,

a colourles?;, limpid, fuming, powerfully corrosive acid liquid, of

sp. gr. I - 5*2*0. It is the highest oxide of nitrogen known to exisi,

and contains 1 equivalent of nitrogen with 5 of oxygen, combined

witli 1 q^juivaldit of water (HO, NO,). 100 parts of this liquid

contain 85i72 of the anhydrous nitric acid. ^It'is very readily

decomposed, as mere distillation always produces its partial decom-

position. Exposure to the light of the sun has a similar efl'ect.

At 184° it begiu*s to l)oil, and freezes about —40® F. Nitric acid

A'cry readily parts with a portion of its^ oxygen t^ the metals, and

to combustible bodies. If it be dropped into hot* finely powdered

cl larcoal, the charcoal burns vividly ; if mixed with a little oil of

^'itrio] and poured into oil of turpentine, the irt^xturcj bursts into

ilanie. Nitric acid actfe violently upon tin or iron filings, especially

it they be previously moi^stened with a few drops of water : the acid

is indeed constantly employed by the chemist as an oxidizing agent.

The action of niti'ic acid upon the metals is instructive^ and it

may serve to illustrate the manner in which metalli^i bodi(>s eom-

biim with the acids generally. The metals will enter into direct

(M)rdj||ation with many of the simple non-metallic bodies : thus

antmSwy will unite directly w'lth chlorine, and wall even take fire

if allowed to fall into this gas in fine powder. Iron will burn in

oxygen: ayd copper turnings, if mixed with powdered sulphur, will

combine with the sulphur on the application oi heat, emitting a

vivid glow'’ of light. But no metal will unite diJbctly', w ith an acid

;

in order*that combination between them should occur it is neces-

sary that the metifl should be in the form of oxide. This oxida-

tion may, liowcvcr, be cftcctecl at the ’same time that the acid is

-presented to the metal, and thy formation of the oxide and its

solution ill the acid may appear to occur simultaneously, niic, or

‘example, docs not unite as zinc with sidphuric acid . when t iis me a

is plaeed^in dilute sulphuric acid, the oxygen is supplied from the
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Avatcr wliicli is deooniposcd/oxide bf zinc is? produced^ and is invmc-

diate^jr dissolved by the acid, whilst the hydrogen escapes in the

„ When a metal such as copper or silver n dissolved

by nitric acid, a prelimiiiary ^oxidation is equally necessary ; but

owing to the facility with which liitric acid is deprived of a part of

its oxygen, this oxidation is usually effected at the expense of the

^itric acid, which is decomposed more readily than water is ; some
of the low^er oxides of nitrogen are liberated in the form of ruddy
fumes, whilst the compound ofv the metal wdth oxygen dissolves in

another portion of the acid which has not tnidergdiie decomposition.

The exact nature of the decomposition which the nitric acid expe-

riences varies in different cases. Silver w’hen allowed to dissolve

slowly in the cold, in dilute nitric acid, produces nitrous acid

(NO;^) which remains in solution: thus 2 Ag -h 3 NO5 lieconics

2 (AgO, NOr,) + NO3, and the metal dissolves without evolution of

gas
;
and a similar effect is produced by palladium. WitJ^ metals

wdiich, like copper and mercury, have a somewhat stronger affinity

for oxygen, deutoxidc of nitrogen (NO2) is disengaged in large

quantity; for example, 3CU -f 4 NO5 = NOa-f 3 (CuO, NO5) : and
if the metal have a still more powerful tendency to combine w’ith

oxygen, as is the case with zinc, the protoxide of nitrogen (NO) is,

if the acid be dilute, amongst the gases disengaged
: 4Zn -f 5 NO-,

would produce NO -f 4 (ZnO, NO^-,). Zinc and tin also decom])()sc

w ater as wudl as ^^itric acid wdicn dissolved in the acid, setting

hydrogen free, anij the hydrogen at the rrxoment of its liberation

completely deprives a portion of nitric acid of its oxygen, and forms
ammonia (II.^N), by entering into combination with the liberated

nitroge^ji
;
for instance, 8 Zn 4 8'HO + 8 NO5= 8 (ZnO, NOJ 48 i I,

and NO548 II yield 3 HO4H3N .

'

In order to produce a rapid

oxidation of the metals it is best to dilute the acid until it has a
specific gravity between 1*25 and 1*35 ; the action is then
'Nitric acid is one of the most corrosive substances know^ it

turns wtoI, feathers, the skin, and all animal matters containing
albumen, of a bright yellow colour. When the concentrated acid
is exposed to the air, it absorbs moisture

;
and if mixed with w^ater it

emits a sensible anftunt of heat, owing to the formation of another
hydrate of much greater stability.

This stable hydrate contains 4 equivalents •v)f water and 1 of
nitric acid (HO, NO^ 4 3 aq)*: it has a specific gravity of ’1-424, and
is composed of 60 per cent, of aijhydrous acid, and 40 of water.

-

This hydrate has a higher boiling point than the protohydrate,
and dijrtils at 2^0^ witljout change. A weaker acid parts w irh its

water when hearted, till it arrives at this density, and a -'stronger
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acidyili like manuer, loses acidf the liquid in ^he retort hciiig

eventually, in botli cases, reduced to the hydrate with 4 eguiva-

lents df wsiter, of sp. gr. i’424. According to Bin9a]jj, tlj^vap^r.
of this hydrate has a density of 1*243. Ttn volumes of this vapour
contain i equivalent of the acid.*

Anhydrous Nitric Acid.—^Nitric acid may be obtained in an
anhydrous condition (Deville, Ann. de VMmi%, III. xxviii. 241), iix

which state it for&s perfectly transparent, briUiaiit, colourless crys-

tals, derived from the right rhombic prism : they melt at 85° and boil

at 1
1
3® P. : abotft this te'inperature the compound tegins to undergo

decomposition. Sometimes the crystals, even if kept in sealed tubes,

und(jrgo decomposition at the ordinary atmospheric temperature,

and the tu6e bursts with a dangerous explosion from the pressure

exerted by the liberated gases. The crystals dissolve rapidly in

water, emitting much heat, and producing ordina:^ nitric acid.

Aiili^^drous \iitric acid may be prepared by parsing a uniform

current of ^Jcrfcctly dry chlorine gas very slowly ovet crystals of well

dri(id nitrate of silver ; the salt is heated to about 200° at first, till the

decomposition has commenced, and the temperature is then lowered

to about 150® F, The operation is one of considerable delicacy, and

rcsquircs attention to a number of minute prccautiSns, for the details

of which the reader is referred to M. Deville^s paper. The apparatus

required is shown in fig. 2^7. a is a vessel of concentrated sulphuric

acid : the acid is drawm off from it by means of the ,^phon, andallowed
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to flow into the vessel b, in a velf’y slender stream, which can be

regulated hy the glass stopcock ; b has also been filled with sul-

,;^lmric acid,^and subsequently charged with pure dry riilorfne by

m^ns of the bent tubes at h.^ c is a tube filled with dry chloride

of calcium
; d a tube filled with ^pumice moistened with sulphuric

acid ; e a wide tube filled with nitrate of silver in crystals, immersed

in a bath of oil
;
p the.receiver for the anhydrous nitric acid, which

is kept cool by a freezing mixture of ice and s6it. The tubes, e

and F, are made of one contim£Ous piece of. glass, as the acid imme-

diately attacks and destroys cork or caoutchouc jCints : a portion of

one of the lower oxides of nitrogen is liquefied and collects in tlic

bulb in F, and^is thus separated. The chlorine displaces the nitric

acid and oxygen from the nitrate of silver; chloride of silver is formed,

apd the nitric acid and oxygen escape. By surrounding the receiver,

F, with a freezing mixture, the nitric acid is condensed in crystals.

The decomposijBn is of the following simple character :—

r

Chlor. silver. Nitnc acid.

Aj/O. NO„

The composition of anhydrous nitric acid was determined by

M. Dcvillc, by esti-

Fig. 248. mating the quantity

of nitrogen which a

given weight of the

acid furnished after

the oxygen had been

removed from it by
heating it in contact

with copper, which

rapidly combines

with the oxygen at

a high tempera-

ture. The experi-

ment was conducted

as follows :—Having

transferred into a

small tube («, fig.

2^g)y thp weight of

which is accurately

known, 7 or 8 grains

of the -crystals, the

capillary tubeS are

closed, afid the
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weigJit again determined* exactly j a tube, s t, of Jiard glass, from
twenty-four to thirty inches long, and open at both ends, is filLed for

about•two-thirds of its length with copper turnings
;

tj/e Ijjtle tuljp^.-

a, of nitric acid is then introduced^ metallic copper in a state of

fine subdmsion is then carefully packed around the tube, a, and
the remaiiiing portion, b, of the long tube, s t, is filled up with a
mixture of bicarbonate of soda and finely divided copper. The tubC; ^

s /, may now be fllaced in a long slieet-iron furnace, n, fig. 248 ^ one

limb of the three-branphed glass tube, /, is ^ta«hed by means of

a sound cork to fflie end* t, of the tube s t

;

to another limb of the

piece, /, a caoutchouc joint connects the bent tube, c c, which is

upwards of thirty inches long, and is designed to cofivey the gases

produced in the course of the operation into a graduated jar, i, stand-

ing in the mercurial bath. The upper part of this jar contains

a small quantity of a strong solution of potash. Into the end, s, of

the lorvg^tube, shown upon an enlarged scale in fig. 249, is a second

Fia. 249.

cork and tube of caoutchouc, through which a glass rod, d, slides

stitHy
;
the object of this rod is to enable the opcjt’ator to break the

(Mid of the little tube, and liberate the vapours of the nitric acid

\ when everything is prepttfed. It is necessary first to get rid of the

Nair which the apparatus contains. For this purpose the third limb of

the x>iece, /, is connected with an exhausting syringe, m, the j^r with-

drawn, and the tube, /, sealed by the blowpipe or closed by a

stopcock. A few pieces of lighted charcoal arc introduced into

tlie sheet-iron furnace, e, and aj)plied near the end, 6*, to dis-

engage the carbonic acid gas from the bicarbonate of soda; this*

gas gradually sweeps out the remaining traces of air from

tlic apparg-tus,' und when at length the bubblies which escape

through the tube, c, are wholly absorbed by a solution of potash,

the air may be considered to have been expelled.
^
Care is taken

not to dcicompos^e the whole of the bicarbonate of soda at this stage

of the process, as portion will be req^iired to sweep out the gas

left in the*tube after the operation is complete. The copper in the

front of the tube is now heated J)y placing ignited charcoal around

it, and the point of the little tube, a, is broken by thrusting the

*blun1f end of the rod, d, against it; the vapour of the nitwc a^id

passes slGwly over the heated copper, by which the acid is dccom-
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posed; the oxygen is wholly absorbed by the copper, and. the
* nitrogen passes into the mercurial jar, i. When the decomposition

concluded
j^
the gas which remains in the glass tube, is-^wept

into the jar, i, by carbonic acid, which is obtained by heating the

remainder of the bicarbonate of soda. The carbonic acid is entirely

absorbed by the potash, and pure nitrogen remains; the volume of

,ithis gas is carefully ^measured, and corrected according to the

temperature and the pressure ol the air
;
then the weight of the

nitrogen is easily calculated, c M. DcvilJe fomid in one of his

experiments thfvfc 547 milligrammes of aciif gave- 1 16 cubic centi-

metres of gas at a temperature of C. whilst moist and under a

barometric preasure of 757 millimetres. This, when corrected, gives

in 100 parts of tlic acid by weight, 25*9 of nitrogen
;
the deficiency,

74*1, is oxygen : or 14 parts of nitrogen are united with 40 of oxygen.

(305) Hydrated nitric acid is liable to l>e contaminated with a

variety of impurities, of which sulphuric acid, chlorine, potnsh, and

oxide of iron are the most frequent. Its usual yellow or r :^d colour is

owing to the presence ofthe lower oxides of nitrogen. It should leave

no fixed residue when ovaporated on a slip of glass, and give no preci-

pitate when diluted with three or four times its bulk of water, and

tested for sulphuric acid with nitrate of baryta, and for chlorine witli

nitrate of silver. It may readily be obtained free from all impurities,

cxcf'pt the lower oxides of nitrogen, by distilling it a second time

;

if chlorine be present, nitrate of silver may be added previouslj%

so long as the silver salt occasions a precipitate; or a silver coin

may lie dissolved in the acid, ’after which' the rectification may be

proceeded with.

Nitfates .—Nitric acid combines with one equivalent of the

various bases to form the class of salts termed nitrates; no a(dd

nitrates are knoum to exist, but several subnitrates may be formed

;

that is to say, salts may be formed which contain more than one

s?quivalcnt of base for each equivalent of acid ; such for instance, as

subnitratc of copper (3 CuO, NO5, IIO). When heated, most of the

nitrates fuse readily : at an elevated temperature they are all

decomposed, and in most cases the pure oxide of the metal is left.

When thrown on glowing coals, the nitrates are decomposed with

scintillation ;
i? dissolved in water, and paper be moistened with

the solution, allowed to dry, and then burned,^ the smouldering

combustion characteristic of*touch-papcr will be produced. This

property is however also exhibited^ by the salts of some other acids

of which the chloric is the most important.

• Tlvire is no ready method of precipitating nitric acid from" its

solutions, since«all its compounds dissolve in water moi<^ or less
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frccl]j^ Various indirect methods llave been proposed for ascertain-
ing iVb presence. One of the best consists in neutralizing the
solutioji, if ,^acid^ with potash, and evaporating nearly to dryi\css

;

then adding a few copper clippings, and heating the mlxtuW witli^
little oil ot vitriol. The copper* combines with a portion of the

<thc nitric acid, and decomposes the acid, and charac-
t(n*istic red fumes of peroxide of nitrogen show themselves, if nitric

acid be present. # A still smaller^ quantity of the acid may be
detected by substituting ^a crystal of^green sulphate of iron for the
copper, before adding oil of vitriol : on the f^pplication of a
gentle heat in this case, the characteristic action consists in the
formation of an olive green solution, the colour of wl^ch disa])pears

on boiling ;®the nitrous acid gas, formed ]iy the deoxidizing action of

one portion of tlie iron salt, dissolves,with the distinctive green colour,

in the solution of the unoxidized part of the salt. If a few drops of

liydrochloric ackl be added to^a solution which contains free nitric

a(*id, or a lytratc in solution, the liquid acquires the power of dis-

solving gold leaf. This effect, however, is produced })y hydrochloric

acid in solutions of the iodates, chlorates, and bromates, but the

pi'csencc of thesfe salts may be detected by other characters.

Tlic following is an abridgment of a table giviiJg the per-centage

of anhydrous nitric acid contained in Jlqueous solutions of nitric

acid of various specific gravities, as flctcrmined by Dr. lire.

Specific

gravity.
NOa in 100

pahs by wciglit.

Specific

gravity.

ill 100
paria liy weiglit.

15000 .79-700 1*2887 39053
1*4940 77303 1*2705 36*662
1*4850 74-918 1‘2533 34*271
1

*

47^0 72-527 1*2341 31*880
i 4 (. 7o 70-136 I-214!jf 29 489
I ’4570 67'74r. 1-1958 27-098
1

'

44^>0 1-1770 24-707
> 4.?4f> 62(|,()3 22*316
1*4228 60-572 1*1403 19*925
1*4107 58-181 1*1227 17*534

55 ' 790 1*1051 15 U .3

53399 1*0878 12 752
1-3681 51*068 1*0708 10*361

«‘3n39 48*617
1

t'0540 7*970

>‘3376
,

46*226 1‘0375
: 5 '.'r79

I -32 1

6

43«35 1*0212 3-188

41 '444 I '<^053
!

0-797

(306) Protoxide of Nitrogen, <?r Nitrous Oxide, (NO); Equi-

valent^ 22; Speeijic Gravity, 1* 527; Combining Volume, 2.—If nitric

acid, •diluted with about 36 parts of water, be digested on ivetaUic

zinc, the* metal deoxidizes the acid, and a colourlcsa gas is given ofi;
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composed of i equivalent of iiitiogen united witli i equivaleift of

oxygen : but to obtain the gas in a pure state it is better to heat

nitrate of ammonia (H^NO^NOg), (the salt furnished by ^neutralizing

fKx* c niti'ic acid with carbonate of ammonia) in a glass retort ;
the

salt quickly melts^ and at a temperature of between 400° and 500®

apparently begins to boil, but in reality it is undergoing decompo-
sition, by which it is entirely resolved into the gaseous protoxide

of nitrogen and steam. The temperature must be ^carefully watched,

and not be allowed to rise so ^ligh as to occasion the production of

white vapours in the retort, as the decoiAposition is then apt to

occur with explosive violence. The reaction may be explained as

follows :—An^pionia is a compound of nitrogen with hydrogen.

When the nitrate of amnionia is heated, the hydrogen of the

ammonia combines with part of the oxygen of the lUtric acid,

forming water, whilst the nitrogen of the ammonia at the same
time becomes oxidized at the cxpcnsc.of another pa^t of the oxygen

of the nilric acid. The result is that the whole of the nitjrogen, both

of the nitric acid and of the ammonia, is liberated in the form ol

protoxide of nitrogen : thus,

Ki Irate* ammonia. Protox. nitrogen. Water.

H3N, no, n'q, becomes 2NO + 4HO.
it

An ounce of the salt furnishes about 500 cubic inches of the gas.

Properties .—Protoxide of nitrogen is a transparent, colourless

gas, with a faint 'sweetish smell and tast^,: it is soluble in about

threc-fburths of its bulk of coM water. 0>^'i'iig to this circumstance,

it should be collected over warm water, which dissolves it miudi less

freely. Lhider a pressure of 50 atmosjdieres at 45°, it is reducible to a

colourless liquid, which. ,\iiay be frozen into a transparent solid about

—150° F. (Faraday). When the liquid protoxide is mixed with bisul-

phide of carbon and exposed to evaporation in vacuo, M. Natterer

^obtained a reduction of temperature which he estimated at—2,20°

F.
;
this is a lowt^r point than has hitherto been attained by any

other means. The gaseous protoxide of nitrogep has a s^xjcific

gravity of 1*527, which coincides with that of carbonic acid. This

gas possesses the qualities neither of an acid nor of an alkali. It

supports tlic cohibustion of many bodies with a brilliancy resembling

that w^hich they exhibit in oxygen. It is, however, at once dis-

tinguished from oxygen by ks considerable solubility in water. A
glowing match bursts into flame when plunged into the protoxide

:

sulphur burns in it with a pale rose-coloured flame.

Sopn after the discovery of the protoxide of nitrogen. Sir II.

Davy ascertained that it may be respired for a few minutes : it
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thentoroduces a singular epecies of transient intoxication, attended

in mmy instances with an irresistible propensity to mnscular 43xer-

tion, aftd often to uncontrollable laughter; hence the gasiliRsigcquir^cr

the popular name of laughing-gas, ruffcrcht individuals are affected

j

in different degrees and in varioiiS w-ays, according to the tempera-

ment of eaSh. In plethoric persons, where there is any tendency to^

over active circulation through the brain, the experiment is not a safe'

one. The intoxidfiting effects pass off in a fj^w minutes, and fre-

quently no recollection •of what has passed is •retained, and no

lassitude is perceived afttr the extreme exertion. * When the gas

is to be respired, great attention to its purity is requisite
;
the

nitrate of ammonia from which it is prepared must be perfectly free

from hydrochloric acid, as otherwise a little chlorine might be

liberated, which, if breathed, would be highly irritating to the lungs.

Composition ,—If protoxide of nitrogen be passed repeatedly

throuj^^ porccihin tube heated to bright redness, tjie gn.^J
^^jdccom-

posed into mixture of oxygen and nitrogen, 2 yolurnes become ex-

panded permanently into the space of 3 volumes. An easy method of

analysing the i)rotoxide of nitrogen consists in mixing it with hydro-

gen, and passing an electric spark through the mixtr^rc. If4 measures

of protoxide of nitrogen be mixed with^an excess of hydrogen gas,

say with 6 measures of hydrogen, in the bent cucMomctcr, fig. 239,

10 measui’cs of mixed gas will be produced
; and on transmitting

the electric spark, inflammation will occur; steum will be formed

by the oxidation of tho hydrogen, and will immediately condense;

the 10 measures will tlifis be reduced to 6 : but the quantity of

oxygen contained in the protoxide of nitrogen cannot be at once

inferred from this change of bulk : before this can be dcAie it is

needful to ascertain how much hydroge^«*i8 left hi th(^ mixture.

This may be effected by mixing the 6 remaining measures with 2

measures of oxygen, thus making 8 measures, and again trans-

mitting the electric spark. * Steam will again ber formed, and will

immediately condense, the 8 measures of the mixture will now be

reduced to^
: 3 measures of the gas will therefore have disa])pcar(‘d,

two-thirds of which, or 2 measures, are hydrogen : 1 measure of tlic

the gas now left must consequently be oxygen which was added in

excess, and the remaining 4 volumes are nitrogen. Of the 6 mea-

sures of hydrogen®originally added, 4 have therefore combined w ith

j>xygen ddHved from the protoxide ; and since 4 measures of hydro-

gen require 2 measures of oxygqn for conversion into water, the 4
measures of the protoxide must have contained 2 measures of oxygen.

It appears, also, that protoxide of nitrogen contains its own bulk*of

nitrogen? since the 4 measures of the gas originally dinployed furnish
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4 measures of r.uitrogen ; this kitrogeuris morecfvfr so corr^bincd

witli 2 measures of oxygen^ tliat the 6 measures of the two gases

.
)j;heii have condensed into the spaee of 4 meashres/*or into

two-thirds of the bulk ‘Whieh they occupied whe» separate. The

specific gravity of the gas showi^ that* this conclusion is correct :

—

For 100 cubic inches of nitrogen weigh

50 cubic inches of ox^^en .

They give 160 cubic inches of protoxjjde of nitro

grains.

30*12*

17*10

Ley give 100 cubic inches of protoxjjde 01 rntro-]

gen, anA w*eigh . . ,

47

The proportk'n of nitrogen contained in the gas may also be ascer-

tained by means of potassium : for if potassium be lufated in pro-

toxide of nitrogen, it burns vividly, and is converted irto potash,

leaving a volume of nitrogen equal to that of the gjis enqiloyed.

(307) Deutoxide of Nitrogen : Binoxide of Nitrogen^ or Nitric

y Eq, 30; Sp, Gr, 1*039 ;
Combining f/ohnne^ —

If * nitric acid be ‘^diluted with twice its bulk of w ater, so as to

reduce it to a specific gravity of about 1*2, a)id be pourcS n])oii

coxjper clipx)ings or metallic mercury jilaccd in a retort, brisk

action speedily hccurs
;
a gentle heat, if necessary, may be appli(‘d

until it commences ;
the i^etort becomes filled with red fumes, and

a gas is disengaged, which if ''Collected over water will be found to

be colourless, Dui’ing this decomposition, i equivalent of iiiti le

acid loses 3 equivalents of oxygen, and gives otf i equivalent of

deutoxide of nitrogen, the Inctal taking 'Oxygen from one 2)ortiuu

of the acid, and forming an oxide which ’dissolves in a portion of

the undecomposed acid. The following equation shows the leae-

tion which occurs betiveen 3 equivalents of eop})er and 4 of nitric

acid, resulting in the foi'mation of j equivah^nt of deutoxide of

nitrogen, and 3 equivalents of nitrate of eox)pcr :

—

Copper. Nitric acid. Nitrall* copper. Dciitox. iiitrogcu.

^'Cu + = 3'^7^6) + W,.'

The deutoxide may also be obtained jierfectly p^^re by dige^sting

hydrochloric acid with iron filings till it will dissolve no more, dc -

canting the clear liquid, and adding to it its own hulk of hydi’o-

chloric acid : on placing the solution in a retort, and adding nitrate

of potash, the deutoxide of*nitrogcn is immediafely evolved in large

quantity. The reaction is not so simxde as in the jireccding case
)

'

it is represented as follow^s :— •

Protochlor. Hydrochlor. Nifrato Perchlor. Wntor ClHoride Deiitoxiilo
iron. iK;id. potasli. iron.

are.r.
niC-ogiMi.

6^re3 + 4^C1 + KO, JMOs give 3 (Fe^ Clj,) + +'^cr*+' NO.
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Thedas has a strong disagreeable odour, and cajinot be respired.
TheXiutoxide ofnitrogen has hitherto resisted aU attempts to liquefy
it. 'Tate^i does not dissolve more than jVth of its IMk. Many
burning bodies, such, for instance, as a lighted taper, orpffosphorus
just kindled, are extinguislted T»hen plunged into the gas

; but a
decomposition of the gas will be eflTectcd if the phosphorus b^
burning vigorously, and it will deflagrate with a brilliancy equal tA
that produced by* its combustion in oxygen.* The composition of
the deutoxide cannot l)e,ascertained,by detonStiop with hydrogen

;

fot equal volume^of hj^Jrogen and of the deutoxide bum quietly

with a green flame on the approach of a light, (ray Lussac analysed

the deutoxide of nitrogen by heating cliarcoal strueigly in it; 4
volumes ol>the gas by this treatment furnish a volumes of nitro-

gen, and 4 volumes of carbonic acid; but carbonic acid contains

its own volume of oxygen
;
the deutoxide must therefore have

consisted of a woluracs of nitrogen united without condensation

with ^'oljpnes of oxygen. The density of the ^s cdfTHlmjslJic

correctness of this result, for by experiment 100* cubic inches u'iSgh

rather more than 33 grains, and by calculation,
•

50 cul)ic inches of oxygen weigh . . 17*10

50 cubic inches of nitrogen •. . . *15*06

100 cubic inches of binoxi^e of nitrogen

Potassium burns when, heated in the gas, potasli being produced.

If tlic experiment be conducted in Such a manner as to allow of

tlie residual gas being* measured after the combustion is over, 4
volumes of^the deutoxide will be found to leave % volmnes of

nitrogen. ^
Deutoxide of nitrogen is completely Absorbed by a solution of

protosiilphatc of iron, ai?d forms a deep olive-green licpiid. All

tlu^ proto-salts of iron exoi't a similar action, and according to*

Pcligot, 4 equivalents of the salt of iron absorb i equivalent of

the deutoxide, 4j[FcO, SO3) -f NO.^. The deep colour of the liquid

thus formSd is employed, as has already bceu mentioned (305), for

tlie purj)ose of ascertaining the presence of nitric acid in solution.

This gr3cn liquid rapidly absorbs oxygen from the air or from

gaseous mixtures when heated, most /)f the deutoxide is expelled

from it un«hanged.'^ Solutions of the prcfto-salts of tin and of mercury

also absorb the deutoxide of nitrogen, but they undergo change,

and thp gas cannot again be expelled from them by heat. Nitric acid

-also i;(apidly absorbs the gas. If the acid be concentrated, tl^ solu-

tion becomes reddish brown j
if more diluted, it is green ;

if still
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weaker, the solution is blue, and If diluted below a specific gravity of

I ’15, little of the gas is absorbed and the acid remains coloufless.

The ^ejit^xide of nitrogen is neither acid nor aH;aline in its

efraraeters. It has, however^ a very powerful affinity for oxygen,

and to this circumstance is owing one of the most characteristic

properties of the gas. When mixed with oxygen, or with any gas

containing uncombined oxygen, dense red fumes are produced.

These red fumes are freely soliriile in water, and furnish an acid

liquid. Formerly fdis circun?stance was, employed to determine

the quantity 4^f oxygen in mixture with oth^r gases; but the

method is how abandoned, as the absorption is not uniform, owing

to the formation in uncertain quantity of a mixture of several

soluble oxides of nitrogen. , It may, however, be used ^vith advan-

tage as a qualitative test to demonstrate the existence 'of uncom-

bined oxygen in a gaseous mixture.

(308) Nitrous Acid: Hyponitrous Acidy (NO3); JEtqmvgJenty 38.

~j0 mixing in an exhausted flask 4 volumes of Ajutoxidc of

nitrogen with i volume of oxygen, both in a perfectly dry state,

brownish-red fumes form, which at a cold of 0° F. condense to a blue

very volatile liquid; water immediately decomposes it into nitric

acid and deutoxide of nitrogen. The jiresence of a small quantity

of water convents the
^
blue into a dark green liquid, but a larger

quantity decomposes it with ctferv^escence : nitric acid is formed,

and deutoxide of nitrogen escapes. This reaction may be thus

represented :

—

HO + 3 NO3, give HO, NOg. q- a NO^.

Though in its uncombined form nitrous acid is decomposed with

such facility, yet it foKuis permanent compounds wdth the alkalies.

If deutoxide of nitrogenHie placed over a solution of caustic potash,

and small quantities of oxygen be added, nitrite of potash is pro-

duced in the liquid ; and if nitre, or nitrate of soda, be heated to

redness until the gas which is evolved begins to contain nitrogen,

the residue w ill be found composed chiefly of nitifite of potash, or

soda. These nitrites dissolve in alcohol, and may thhs be sepa-

rated from the corresponding nitrates, which are insoluble. If tile

nitrite either of potash or of soda be dissolved in w^ater, aitd nitrate

of silver be added, a sparingly soluble nitrite of silver precipitates.

By dissolving this precipitate in hot water, it is obtained pure in

crystals as the liquid cools. When a fragment of nitrite of potasli

is moistened with a solution of sulphate of copper, it strikes a

brilliant green colour, which is quite characteristic. The addition.
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of ac^c acid to a solution of a nitfite decomposes *hc salt, and the
liquidN;hcn strikes an olive-green colour on adding a solution of
protosnii^ha^e of iron.

(3^9) P^JRoxide op Nitrogen Hyftonitric A.cidy (formerly

called Nitrons Acid,) NO.^, Eq. 4«._The red fumes which appear
on mixing the dcutoxidc of nitrogen with atmospheric air consist

mainly of this compound ;—2 volumes of oxygen and 4 volumes
of the dcutoxidc o# nitrogen in comliiining condense into the space

of 4 volumes ;
hence its specific gravity should%e^’59i. Peroxide

of nitrogen may lie prewired in prismatic crystal^ by passing 4
volumes of the deutoxide and 2 volumes of oxygen, both perfectly

dry, into tubes previously dried with scrupulous cai’ff, and cooled

down J)y a iflixture of ice and salt. (Peligot, Ann, de Chimie, Til.,

ii., 61.) l^iose crystals melt at 16° F.; at the ordinary tempera-

ture of the air they form an orange-coloured liquid, which boils at

71" F.,^yid procXiccs a deep red vapour. It is rg^4i^;^jjJjlejbl^

after this coiapound has once been melted it does not freeze ev^n

at 0°. This substance is decomposed by water with singular

lacility
;

the minutest trace of water is sufficient to prevent the

formation of the crystalline compound, occasioning in its stead the

production of a green liquid, probably NO3 + N&g + aq, similar

to that obtained by the distillation of nitrate of lead. The peroxide

of nitrogen >vas long considered to* possess acid properties, and

hence w^as termed nitrous acid. It, however, dops not enter into

combination w ith bases, hut is immediately decomposed by them
into nitric and nitrous Sdds ; 2 equivalents of the peroxide of

nitrogen and 2 equivalents of potash yielding i equivalent each of

nitrate and nitrite of potash, 2 NO4 -f 2 KO = KO, NDs +
KO, NO3. Much speculation has been ix^falged in as to its pro-

bable composition, Berzelius latterly was disposed to regard this

compound as a combination of nitric acid with deutoxide of nitro-

gen
: 3 NOj may be rcprescfited as (NOg, 2 NO5).

If nitrate of lead be dried, and heated strongly in a small glass

retoi’t, it is decomposed, oxide of lead is fonned, and deep red fumes,

consisting of a mixture of peroxide of nitrogen and free oxygen, are

^oduced^^O, NO5 «: PbO -f O + NO^. If the red vapour be

passed through a bent tube surrounded by ice and salt, as shown in

;
fig. 250, the peroxiAe condenses to a graenish liquid, owing to the

presence of little moisture. Towards*the latter part of the dis-

tillation the anhydrous peroxide comes over, and if the receiver

be changed, it may be obtained in crystals, which are the same as

those produced by the mixture of dry oxygen and deutoxide of

I. L
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t nitrogen ;
tlie mimitest

trace of moisture/how-

ever, convert* theui into

the liquid form. This

liquid is colourless at o® ; it

becomes yelloW at 14° F.,

and at ordinary tempera-

tures is red. It has a spe-

•cific gravity of 1*451, boils

* at 82°,mnd freezes at—40®

F. It emits a dense red

vapour, which becomes

deeper in tin\ as the tem-

perature rises,*^ till at 100°

it is almost opaque. This

.vapour has a ^ffocating

odour. It supports the combustion of a taper, and of many burning

bodies. If water be gradually added to the liquid peroxide it

passes through various tints, becoming successively orange, yellow,

green, blue, and finally colourless, an efi’ervescence being occa-

sioned during the whole time from the escape of deutoxide of

nitrogen
;

finaliy, nitric acid in abundance is formed in the liquid.

The reaction may be traced as follows: 2 HO -f 3NO^ = NOa-f

2 (HO, NO5). ,The deutoxide of nitrogen, on mixing with the

oxygen of the air, reproduces the peroxide of nitrogen as usual.

The different tints assumed by the liqtiul during dilution appear

to be owing to the solution of the dcutoxMe of nitrogen in varying

proportion in the nitric acid produced by the decomposition.

(310) The importa«;^t influence of proportion upon the products

of chemical combination is exhibited in a striking light by these

compounds of nitrogen with oxygen. ^Ihe same elements, accord-

ing to the quantities in which they arePunited, may, as in nitric acid,

produce one of tlie most corrosive compounds in the range of

chemistry ; or may give rise, as in the case off the protoxide of

nitrogen, to a stimulating and intoxicating gas, wliich may be

breathed wdth impunity, while the intermediate ^mbinatiouss'

exhibit properties entirely different from either. A broad distinc-

tion may also be easily traced between the remits of mixture and
those of true chemical union. The properties of thef atmosphere

are the results of simple admixture; the chemical qualities o^’

oxygen appearing to be simply diluted by its apparently inert com-
panion, nitrogen (just as the sweetness of sugar is reduced by the

iFig. 250.
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addkion of water) ; whilst each "one of the tru^ combinations of

nitrogen with oxygen exhibits characters sufficiently distinct from

those ^f either of its components.

§ II.

—

Compounds of IS^tiiooen with Hydrogen.

AmmoniAj (H3N); Eq. 17; Sp, Gr. 0-59; Combining Volume, 4.
•

(311) [Volatile Alkali, or Hartshorn !)—^his important com-

pound has received the aame of ammonia, from the circumstance

of its having beeii*obtaiifed from a salt termed sal "ammoniac, first

procured in Libya, near the temple of Jupiter Ammon. Nitrogen

and hydrogen do not combine directly with each other ; nevertheless,

their indirect combination is a circumstance of continual occur-

I’cnce. Tfic spontaneous decomposition of most animal matters,

which contain both hydrogen and nitrogen, and almost every pro-

cess ol^cgcidatioif in the presence of moisture, is attg^f^^ wjth* tl^e

Ibrmation #7 ammonia. The hydrogen, at tjie moment of its

liberation from the water by deoxidation, appears to enter into

combination with the nitrogen of the atmosphere^ which, to a small

extent, is held in solution, and thiis ammonia is foyned. Moistened

iron filings, if exposed to the air, becopie rusty, and the oxidized

comj)ound retains a small quantity of ammonia. flPhe deoxidation

of dilute nitric acid by the metals, also irequently give^ rise to the

production of ammonia
;
both nitrogen and hydrogen are liberated

simultaneously, a part of .the water imdergoing deoxidation at the

same time that the acJtf is decomposed. Tin, zinc, and iron,

exhibit this eflect in a marked degree.

Mr. Nesbit (Q. J, Chem. Soc., lH, 281) has proposed 4,0 use

this r(;action as a means of estimating the quantity of nitric acid in

solutions
;

for he finds that by dissolving zinc very slowly in dilute

hydrochloric acid, and adding the nitric solution in small quantities

at a time, the whole of the hitric acid is converted into ammonia.

Ammonia exists in minute quantity in the atmosphere.* It is

* According? to the elaborate researches of M. Ville, which appear to have
ha>?n conducted with every precaution to ensure accuracy, 10,000,000,000 pai’ts

contafUicd on the average, in the year 1S51, 237 parts by weight of

ammonia, Riid in 1852, 210 parts. This amounts to about i vofume of ammonia
in 28,000,000 of air : other experimenters make the quantity considerably
higher. TIk^ proportidli of ammonia contained hi rain water is liable to consider-

alne variation ; in 1,000,000 parts ofrain water*lcollected in Paris during the last

months of 1 85 t , M. Barral found 3*49 parts ;
Boussingault, at Liebfraiuiberg,

in 1852, found only 0*744 parts ; andM^'Ssrs. Lawes and (rilbcrt at Kothamsted,
in 1853 and 1854, found the average amount from March to August to be

1*142, from September to February, 0*927 parts : the average of the t^vo l?^t

deternflnations would give about i grain ot ammonia in 14 gallons of rain water.

L L 2
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also found in clayey and in peaty soilsy^both of which absorb it

freely. For the purposes of manufacture it is^ however, aiways

procured ^ the distillation, in closed vessels, of organic idatters

containing nitrogen. Tlie pri|icipal part of the ammonia used in

this
,
country is obtained from the I’efuse products of the distillation

\ f coal for the manufacture of gas. Amongst these products is a

ccn^^iderable quantity^ of carbonate and hydrosulphate of am-

monia, which dissolve in water miA form the amdioniacal liquor of

the gas works ;
tlfis liquor is sajturated witbsulphiiric or with hydro-

chloric acid, and thus the sulphate or ‘hiuriate of ammoiiia of

commerce is procured.

If equal weights of quicklime and either of the salts last named
be separately powdered and intimately mixed, the powder, on being

transferred to a retort and gently heated, gives ofl' abundance of

pure ammonia, as a transparent colourless gas, of the peculiar

p]j^ngent^d^'\ of smelling salts. The lime coiftbines jith the

aci3’*and sets the apimonia at liberty : thus,

Lime. Mur. ammonia. Chloririe calcium. Ammonia. Water.

+ H3N, Hci = cTa + hJT r hcT

Properties .—Ammonia produces a flow of tears from the eyes ; it

has an acrid tas^.e, and, when breathed in a concentrated form, is

ftital to life, from its imtating effects on the lungs. In a more
diluted form it is a highly valuable stimulant. Ammonia does not

support the flaipe of burning bodies, but is feebly combustible
; a

j('t of the gas directed across the stream® of hot air issuing from a

lighted argand lamp, burns wi^h a very ^pale green flame. Am-
mpniat is extremely soluble in w^ater, and must therefore be col-

lected either over mercury or

by displacement, in the manner
•shown in fig. 251.- The latter

m5de of collecting it may easily

be effected, as the gas has little

more than haJf the density of

atmospheric air, its sp. gr. being

only o'59, Ammbii,»ia hasL*^*H

powerful alkaline reaction, and
turns tumteric paper brown.

When collectedby dfeplacement.

,

the gas must be allowed to pass

into the bottle until a piece of

drjt turmeric paper helito the

mouth of the bottle is’ immediately turned brown; •the tube
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is tllen withdrawn, and ^he stopper, slightly greased, is inserted.

Amidbnia neutralizes the most powerful acids, and forms a very

important class of salts. Any volatile or gaseous a^jj^^brought.

into an atmosphere containing amnjonia; produces a white cloud,

from the formation of a ‘ solid salt. This property is often

employed •to detect small quantities of ammonia. QuickjjSme'

or potash is mixed with the solution spspected to coIitairJ

ammonia, and idie whole gently® warmed in a tube. A rod

moistened with hydrochloric acid diluted with ffalfi its bulk of water,

is placed in the upper pjlirt of the tube or vessel, and if ammonia

be present, white fumes appear, even when the quantity of ammonia
' is too small to be distinguished by the smell.

CompoSitio7i .—The composition of ammonia may be ascertained

as follows.* If the dry gas be passed slowly through a porcelain

tube containing iron turnings or spongy platinum, heated to bright

redness.^the is decomposed
;

it becomes dilated^ double its

volume.; 4* dumes of ammonia become 8 ; and the gas? pixjScVoM

is found to consist of a mixture of 2 volumes* of nitrogen with 6

volumes of hydrogen. A portion of this mixture may be detonated

with oxygen, tf 8 measures be mixed in the bent eudiometer

with 4 of oxygen, so as to make 1 2 measures ^n the whole, 3
measures will be left, after the transmission of tl^e electric spark,

owing to the formation of steam ^jinfl its subsequent condensation.

0)ic-third of the volume of gas which has disappeared, or 3 measures,

will be oxygen, and twq-thirds, or 6 measures, will be hydrogen.

jNo carbonic acid has been formed,** for the residual gas is not

altered in bulk by agitation with potash : by mixing the remaining

3 volumes wdth their own bulk of hydrogen and again transmitting

the electric spark, i measure out of the 3 may be proved to consist

of • oxygen added in excess
;

therefore thC^ remaining 2 of nitrogen

w'l^rc present in the ammfliiia in combination with the 6 of liydi'o-

gen which have condensed fis steam ;
consequently the 4 volumes*

of ammonia must have been formed by 6 volumes of hydrogen, anA

2 of nitrogen, cpndcnsed into half their bulk.

^ Other striking proofs of the composition of ammonia are afford(‘d

^NLihe aotfon of heat upon some of its salts. The decomposition of

nitrateol* ammonia oilers one of these. By the action of heat, as

already explained#(306), the nitrate of»anSnohia (H3N,’'HO, NO5)

is decomposed into water and protoxidtj of Yiitrogcn, 4 HO -f 2 NO,
the 3 equivalents of hydrogen in the ammonia combine with 3

equivalents of oxygen in the nitfie acid, and leave the nitrogen of

• the ignmonia to combine with deutoxide of nitrogen dcrive<d frgm

the nitric acid. NOA -f H3N = (NO^ + N) (or. 2 NO) + 3 HO.
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If a solution of tic nitrite of amftionia HO, NO3) behesited,

tlic salt is decomposed, water and pure nitrogen are liberatedv The

.result thus represented; (H3N, HO, NO3) = 4 JIOi-2 N :

tlie hycfrogen of the ammonia is in this case exactly sufficient to

combine with the oxygen of tlie nitrous acid, forming water

:

^hi^is an excellent mode of obtaining pure nitrogen, *

Ammoniacal gas ^may be liquefied by exposure to a cold of

—40® P., or still more readily by generating it under the pressure of

its own atmosphere. ' The easiest method ist.thc following ;—Chloride

of silver in powder is exposed to a currcn<; of di^’' ammoniacal gas
;

the ammonia is rapidly absorbed, and the chloride increases in weight

more than tne-third. This substance is placed in one limb of a

strong tube (182), bent to.an obtuse angle, and then Hermetically

sealed
; on applying heat to the chloride, and cooling the other end

of the tube with a freezing mixture, the ammonia condenses as a

colourless lig^uid, which exerts a pressure of 6*9 atmospheres at 60°,

ah\i hcTsT a specific gravity of 0*731. By a cold of — 703^ P., it is

frozen to a white translucent crystalline solid, which is denser than

the liquid (Faraday), The chloride of silver reabsorbs the liquefied

ammonia, and slowly reproduces the original compound.

Solution of Ammonia .—A solution of ammonia in water is a

reagent in contijmal requisition. When ammoniacal gas is passed

into water it is rapidly absorbed, with considerable extrication of

heat
j at a temperature of 50° F., water takes up about 670 times

its volume of the gas, increasing in hw^s. nearly one half, and
becoming specifically lighter this saturi^ed solution has a dcaisity

of 0*875 Such a solution oontaihs nearly one-third of its

weight of ammonia. The following table indicates the strength of

solutions of pure ammonia of diflerent specific gravities, according

to the experiments of Sir H. Davy ;

—

Specific

gravity.

Ammonia in

100 parts by
weight.

specific

gravity.

Ammonia in

100 parts by
weight.

0-8750
0*887,^

0*9000

0*9054
0*9166

0*9255
^ 0*9326

j

0-9385

32*50
29*25
26*00

2537
22*07

^ 9*54

i5*S8 ,

0*9435
0*9476
0-9513

0*9545
0*9573
0*9597
0*9619

1

0*9692

»4'53
,

1346
12-40 X

11-56
10*82

10*17

9
*6o

9*50 •

Solution of ammonia is colourless and intensely alkaline ; it has

au, acrid caustic taste, and blisters the skin if applied to it in a con-.
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centtated form ; it freeze^ at abolt —40® F. Sijpplc exposure to

the air is attended with an escape of the gas^ which occasions the

pungeit smell of the liquid. By heat the ammoni^^ rapidly

expelled with the appearance of ebullition, thereby mmishiug' a

ready extempore method of* proeuring the gas. By boiling the

^liquid for Some time, the whole of the ammonia may be expelled,

so that nothing but water is left in the retort.

Solution of ammonia is prepared on the large scale by mixing

together in a capacious Retort equal^weights df wpll-burned quick-

lime and sal ammoniac ;*the lime is slaked and made into a paste

with water before mixture. The retort is then connected with a

series of tottles similar to those used for condensing nitric acid.

If the operttion be conducted on the small scale in the laboratory,

the arran^raent shown in fig. 2^2 may be adopted. The three-

necked bottles, B, c, D, E, are known by the name of Woulfe^s

Fig. 252.

bottles
;
in the globe, a, a small quantity of water is placed, to retain

any solid particles whicA may be mechanically carried over by

the gas ; in the first bottlef b (which may be kept cool by immer-,

sion in cold water), a quantity of water equal in weight to that of

the sal ammoui8.c used is introduced, taking care that it shall not

fill more than half the capacity of the bottle ;
whilst the second

^SQiitains ji^ater to condense any gas that may escape through tlie

first. Each bottle is provided with a safety tubef open at both

ends, so that if th^ gas were*absorbed i^j b, for example, more rapidly

than it was supplied, instead of the liquid being driven back from'

bottle c, air would enter Igr the safety tube, and the equilibrium

wo|ild be restored. The tube v^ich delivers the gas passes down

throygh the safety tube and projects a little beyond its lower
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opening, so that
^

the gas rises ill bubbles through the liquid,faud

• collects in the bottle ;
an air-tight joint which can be mounted and

dismounted immediately is thus obtained.

‘ SoHJcion of ammonia^ if pure, should, when evaporated, leave no

solid residue
;
the presence of c^^rbonic acid may be detected by

lime water, which it renders milky ; that of chlorine by nvjutralizing

)vith pure nitric acid, and adding nitrate of silver, when it gives

a white cloud ; that of sulphuric acid by a whit? precipitate with

nitrate of baryta aftor dilution^^and saturatj^on with nitric acid
;
that

of lime by a white precipitate on adding okalate^of ammonia ;
and

that of copper or lead derived from the apparatus, by a black or brown

precipitate or. cloud with sulphuretted hydrogen. Lead in small

quantity is a very frequenf ^impurity in the commcrciU solution

;

it is derived from the action of the ammonia on the flint-glass

bottles in which it is often improperly kept.

Alcohol also dissolves ammonia in abundance. The salts of

l;e described with those of the other alk^ics.'

(312) AmidogeN, (H2N); Equivalent, 16.—Ammonia is the only

compound of hydrogen and nitrogen that has been obtained in the

isolated form. When, however, j)otassium is heated gently in per-

fectly dry ammordacal gas, the ammonia disappears, h<ilf its volume

of hydrogen is produced, Jziid a fusible olive-green compound is

formed, consisting of K,H2N. ‘^Thc ammonia is decomposed l)y the

potassium in the following ’manner : n3N + K becomes KH^N -f II.

* The compound IlgN has received the nauie of araidogen, and it

appears capable of existing im combinatioU‘Avith several metals, and

with a variety of bodies derived from tlie organic kingdom. Tliis

class of compounds has received the name of amides ; they will be

more conveniently examined hereafter.

Ammonium, (H.iN) ;
Equivalent, j 8.—This compound, like the

one just mentioned, has not been obtained in a separate form.

All the usual salts of ammonia, however, appear to contain it.

Nitrate of ammonia, for example, consists not simply of H3N, NO,r„

but in addition contains an equivalent of water which cannot be

expelled by heat without the entire decomposition of the^ salt
;
this

nitrate is therefore looked upon as a nitrate of oxide of anjmoniuinj

II4NO, NO5. ^al ammoniac is on this view regarded as’chlmide

of ammonium, H^N, Cl. The full discussion of^thc grounds upon
which this theory rests will be best postponed till we enter upon a

description of the salts of ammonia.
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CHAPTER VL

TH® HA1.0GENS.

Before proceeding to notice some other compounds of the four

elements already ^described, it wil\ be desirable to examine the

other non-metallic simple substances^ We pas® on therefore to a

group of four closelj^ allittl bodies, viz., chlorine, bronvne, iodine, and

fluorine. These elcmcnfs are characterised by the powerful activity

of their affinities for other substances at the ordinary^temperature

of the air, apid consequently none of tliepi are found in an uncom-

bined statet

§ I. Chlorine.

Symbtl, Cl; Equivalent^ 35*5 > Specific Gxavity^ 2*47;

Combining Volume, 2.

(313) Chlorine, the most important of the group, is abundantly

met with in combination with sodium, with whi^h it constitutes

ordinary table salt. This necessary ot* life occufs plentifully in

l)eds ill various paits of the world, afid is the most abundant of the

saline bodies contained in the waters of the ocean.

Properties.—Chlorin^ is a transparent gas of a greenish-yellow

colour (wdienee the naruft^is derived,*from yXwpot;, ^green^), and

of a powxjrful suflbcating*odour, producing, if breathed, even w hen

largely diluted with air, distressing irritation of the air passages,

attended with coughing. It is much heavier than air, having a spe-

cific gravity of 2*47, according to the experiments of Gay Ijussac and

l^henard
; 100 cubic inclieS w eigh between 77 and 78 grains. Under

a pressure of 4 atraospheres^at 60^, it condenses to a yellow limpid

liquid, of specific gravity 1*33, and wdiich remains unfrozen even at

the cold of— F. Chlorine is soluble in about half its bulk

of cold wafer
; this solution, which is readily formed by agitating

the gas and water together, has t^e colour, odour, and taste of the

gas. Chforiue, in consequence of this solubility, caifnot be advan-

tageously collected gover cold water; wat^r at 100® absorbs it much
less freely. • Mercury is acted upon by •the gas with great rapidity.

It is necessary, therefore, either to use warm water in the pneu-

matic trougli, or to receive it by the process of displacement in

dry bpttles. With water, chlorine forms a definite hydrale
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(Cl+ ioAq), wWch crystallizes lit 32^ it be enclosed in^her-

metically sealed tubes it iurnishes a ready method of obtaining

.liquefie^fWorine, as by a gentle heat it is easily decomposed into

water and free chlorine. •

Chlorine is not combustible/ and 'it does not combine directly

^with oxygen. A taper bums in it with a reddish snJoky flame,

^the hydlrogen of thq combustible vapour of the wax combining
wdth the chlorine, whilst part of the carbon, for '\r hich its affinity is

but small, is deposhed. Ma?iy bodies, however, take fire sj)onta-

neously when introduced into chlorine
;

Uiis is ^he case with phos-
phorus

; many of the metals in a finely divided state do the same

;

copper leaf, linely powdered antimony, and arsenic, are among the
number. A great number of organic substances ri(?n in hj^dro-

gen arc decomposed by chlorine, sometimes with such Vapidity as

to inflame them ; a bit of paper dipped into oil of turpentine and
plunged in^the gas bursts into flame, and deposits an abundance
of a blackcarbonaceous compound. 4*

The action of chlorine upon bodies containing hydrogen is often
of a very peculiar kind. It combines with part of the hydrogen
and withdraw^s it from the combination

; each equivalent of hydro-
gen unites with 'an equivalent of chlorine, forming a powerful acid,

the hydrochlori(;^, (H Cl) ; but at the same time for each equivalent
of hydrogen so witlidrawn from the original compound, an equiva-
lent of chlorine is substituted. It is in this way that chlorine
exerts those bleaching powers which haijp rendered so essential a
service to the calico-printer aiid the paper->tflaker. Most of the vege-
table colouring matters contain hydrogen," and are decomposed by
chlorine, whilst colourless or nearly colourless compounds contain-
ing chlorine are formed, instead of the coloured compounds wuth
hydrogen. If a solution of chlorine be mixed with some of the
blue liquid formed by dissolving indigo‘'in sulphuric acid, or with
ordinary writing ink, or with tincture S>f litmus, the colour will in
each case be immediately and almost completely discharged, and
it cannot be subsequently restored.

«

Another property of chlorine of great value is its 'disinfecting
power, by which is meant its power of destroying noxious vapours
and miasmata' with this view it is frequently employed *for fumi-
gating buildings after the occurrence of contagious diseases.

Preparation.—ChlorinC*may be easily prepared from a mixture
of 7 parts by weight of oil of vitriol, previously diluted with 7 parts
of water, and allowed to cool, and 4 parts of pounded chloride of
spdiuyi intimately mixed with 3 parts of finely pulverized, black
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Th^ decomposition may be^ represented as

Sulph. matigan. Sttlph. Chldrine.

oxide® of manganese.

foUow*

—

oiidi' Chlor. Mdium. Sulph. Mid.
,

+ nTcI + MaO, + NaO’sOa +' cI. '4
* •

The gas coiies off slowly in the cold, but freely on the application

of a gentle heat. A little hydrochloric acid is always formed in

the reaction ; this^ acid is easily removed fr8m the chlorine by

allowing the gas to bubble up *throu^h a vessai containing water,

in the manner shown i»^ fig. 245, where a similar; apparatus is

employed for carboni<?7JiEWi«.

The manufacture of chlorine is practised on an enoj?mous scale

in the prepawition of bleaching powder, or chloride of lime. It is

generally ])Bepared in capacious stills, sufficiently large to hold

200 gallons of liquid
; these are frequently made of Yorkshire flags

clamped together^with iron work.

and tlie joints rendered tight by
vulcanized caoutchouc. A leaden

Fm. 253.

still, shown in section at a, fig. 253,

may be employed for the same pur-

pose. The lower part of these stills

is enclosed in a case, d d, through

which a cun^ent of steam is admit-

t(Hl by the pipe rf. Hydrochloric

a(hd in solution, of specific gravity

from i*j6o to 1*170 (wliijil is ob-

tained as a waste produpt in the

manufacture of carbonate of soda

from sea salt), is run through the

curved funnel, 6, into the stills, which are charged at the opening,/,

with oxide of manganese iji small lum^is. Chloride of manganese

is formed, and free chloripc is liberated in abundance, and

escapes through the pipe, a

;

when the charge is exhausted it is*

withdrawn by the pipe, g

:

the materials are agitated from time to

time by moans of the stirrer, shown at c c. The different parts

nf’ the apparatus are rendered tight, and at the same time admit of

being rapidly mounted or disconnected by the employnjent of ^water-

joints,^ the pipes dr^ into small gutters, as shown at a, at e e, and at

/, filled witli sulphuric acid, which effectually prevents the escape

of the gas. The reaction is illustrated in the following symbols ;

Oxide manjBran. Hydrochlor. acid, CWor. inangan. Water. Chlorine.

MuOg + allCl produce MnCl + aHO + Cl.
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This process mry also often be*" resorted to on the small sdhle in

the laboratory with advantage. Thr^e ounces of powdered oxide

of -man^^^jese with half a pint of the commercial muriatic acid

diluted with 3 ounces of wa^r, will yield between 3 and 4 gallons

of the gas. Care must be taken not to use an acid more dilute

than 1*15 in the preparation of the gas; since^ owing tb a neglect

of this precaution^ jjxplosions have in some instances occurred in

operating on the large scale. ^ Hypochlorous afcid^ or one of the

lower explosive. 03&des of cWoriue, was, probably formed in these

cases. ^

Chlorides ,—Chlorine combines with all the non-metallic ele-

ments^ and forms with many of them compounds of great impor-

tance
;

it also enters into combination with all the rnctals, and it

combines directly with a large number of them^ with the usual

phenomena of combustion; the compounds which it forms are

termed chlorides. With the exception of the chloride of silver and

’the sub-thlorides of mercury and copper, they are ar more or less

soluble in water. It frequently happens that chlorine combines

with the same metal in more proportions than one : for example,

witli iron a protochloride (FeCl) and a sesquichloride (F(^2^^3) ^^‘^7

be formed
;

wifri platinum a protochloride (PtCl) and a bichloride

(PtCl^) may be^obtained ;^and generally, for each oxide of tlu^ nuital

which is capable of uniting wfth acids to form salts, a corresponding

chloride exists. The chlorides of the metals are usually solid, but a

few, as the bichloride of tin (SnCy, and that of titanium (TiCl^), the

tcreliloride of arsenic (ASCI3), and the q>cmtacliloridc of antimony

(SbClg), are liquid at the ordinary tempef?iture
;
the percbloride of

manganese (MiigCly) is gaseous. All the metallic chlorides fuse at a

heat attained without ditficulty, many of them being partially volati-

lized in the operation
;
Und the chlorides of gold, platinum, palla-

dium, and iridium are decomposed by igfiition, the metals remaining

in the uncombined form. The chlorides of the other metals are not

decomposed by heat. All the chlorides, when heated with black

oxide of manganese and sulphuric acid, evolve cldorine gas.

In many cases chlorine unites with the oxides of the metajs.

If the oxide of the metal be soluble in water, the owychloride which
is formed is soluble likewise, and the compound is remarkable for its

bleaching properties. Cljoride of lime (Ca(XCl), and chloride of

potash (KOCl), are instlinces of this kind. Sometimes the

chloride of a metal combines with its oxide and forms an insoluble

oxychloride, as is tKe case with the oxychloride of mercury

(JIgQ + HgCl). It is a still more frequent occurrence that a
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clilorWe of one of the alkaline metali combines with % chloride of one

of thosm metals which have"^feebler attraction for oxygen, and the

oxides m which partake rather of the character of aci^than of

bases. Thus we have a double chloride of platinum and potassium

(KCl, PtCla), and double chloride o*f gold and sodium (NaCl,

AUCI3 -f 4 M)*
Chlorine when in solution in the uncombined form is easily

recognised by its odour and its blea<diing properties. Both when
free, and .when CQjmbined yith a .meta^ ft gives/on the addition of

a solution of nitratc^o^siNer, a curdy^flocculcnt, whke precipitate,

which changes to yiolelTQu^pQSurc to light: this white precipitate

consists of chloride of silver, and easily re-dissolved by adding a

small quantiiy of solution of ammonia, byt it is insoluble in nitric'

acid. Sub-ilitratc of mercury also gives a white precipitate of sub-/

chloride of mercury in solutions of the metallic chlorides
;

th^

calomel (Hg2 Cl)*tlius formed is insoluble in nitric acid, and i^

instantly%la§kened by the addition of a fewdrops of ammonia. *

(314) Hydrochloric Acid : Mumafic Acid, (HCl); Equivalent,

3(5*5; Specific Gufavity, 1*12474; Oombining Volume, 4.—The most

important of the compoftnds which chlorine formi with the non-

metal lie elements is obtained by its combination with hydrogen.

The two gases may be mixed in efjual volumes, and they will

remain without action upon each other, if kept in the dark ; but

the moment they are brought into direct sun-light they unite with

a powerful explosion, anSf. a colourless intensely acid g^ is the

product. Ill diffused dajjflight the combination takes place gradu-

ally
; but the application of a lighted match, or the passage of the

electric sjiark through the mixture, instantly determines its explo-

si(3n. Two volumes of chlorine unite thus^'^th a volumes of

hydrogen, producing 4 vtilumes of hydrochloric acid; no con-

densation therefore occurs iik the act of union. So powerful is the

affinity of chlorine for hydrogen, that if a soluMon of chlorine in

water, or if the gp-s itself, in a moist state, be exposed to the sun’s

rays, in etther case water is decomposed, hydrochloric acid is

formed, and the oxygen of the water is liberated : in the dark,

however, Chlorine has no power to decompose water.

»

Hydrochloric f^id gas is easily procjiired by placing fragments

of eommoitesalt (which has been fused in^a crucible at a red heat and

allowed to cool,) in a glass retort, and pouring over it twice its weight

of oil of vitriol. Abundance of Hydrochloric acid gas escapes ; it

jnust collected either over mercury or by displacement of the ay
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from dry bottl^. In this case the water of the oil of vitriol “yields

hydrogen to the chlorine of the confnon salt, whilst the iOxygen

coijiibines^ith the sodium and forms soda, which unites Vith the

sulphurm acid to form sulphate of soda, as is shown in the

following diagram :

—

Preparation of Hydrochloric Add Gas.

Before decomposition.

I Eq. Chloride

of sodium,

NaCL
I Eq. Oil of

vitriol,

HO, SO3.

or simply thus.

1 fq. Chlorine

I eq. Sodium

I eq. Oxygen
I eq. Hydrogen

I eq. Sulph. acid

After decomposition.

1 eq. hydrochloric

acid gas, HCl.

I eq. Sulphate of

soda, NaO, SO3

;

NaCl + HO, SO3 yield HCl -f NaO," SO^.

The composition of hydrochloric acid may be analytically de-

termined by heating sodiun^in a measured volume of the gas.

The metal burns vividly, andjiberates a quai^ity of hydrogtni

equal in bulk to thalf of half the gas emplfycd ; common salt is

formed at -the sameltimc..

The preseni^e both of hydrogen and of chlorine in the acid gas

is easily shown by the following experiment (Graham) :—A quantity

of hydrochloric acid is liberated from fused chloride of sodium by

oil of vitriol, contained in the retort, 254, and is dried by

being passed through a tube, i, filled with chloride of calcium
; this

tube is connected by vulcanized caoutchouc, c, with a* tube upon
which two bulbs have been blown ; in the first of tliese, rf, some
pounded anhydrous black oxide 6f manganese is placed : a piece of

litmus paper inserted in the bottle, f which receives the escaping

gas, as quickly reddened. On applying heat to the bulb, rf, con-
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tainii^ the oxide, chloride of manganese is produce^, and not being

volatile it remains in the whilst water begins to form and con-

denses In the second bulb, e, and in the meantime free chl^jyje passes

on into the bottle, /, showing itself by its peculiar colour and its

bleaching effect upon the litmus paper. The reaction has already

been explaifted, and may be represented by the following symbols

:

2 HCl + MnOa = HO + Mngi + CL

Properties,—li^drochloric acid a colourless gas of a peculiar

pungent odour, and an intensely acid l^ste ; it irritates the eyes, and^

if breatlied when difl!N*ii|5j|^uces coughing. It is heavier than air/

and has a specific gravity of i*i^474; loo cubic inches weigh 39*^
grains. Un^er a pressure of 40 atmospheres at 50° F. it c^i-

(lenses to p. colourless liquid of sp. 1*27, which dissolves

bitumen, and which has never been frozen. Hydrochloric acid

gas is incombustible, and extinguishes burning bodies. It reddens

dry litipn^s paper * when allowed to escape into the air it produce^

white fumes*by condensing the atmospheric rngisture, and form- .

ing with it a body less volatile than pure water. It is instantly

absorbed by watei; ; a lump of ice liquefies in a jar of the gas and

absorbs it in a moment.

(315) Solution of Hydrochloric Aci^—The solution of hydro-

chloric acid in water is an indispensable requisite in#the laboratory.

It is easily prepared for use by placing in a captious retort 3 parts

of fused chloride of sodium in fragments, and introducing gradu-

ally, through a bent funis^jl, 5 parts of oil of vitriol. The retort

is connected with a serie^ of Woulfe's bottles
;

in the first a small

quantity of water is placed to detain any impurities which might

be mechanically carried over with the gas
;
the second bottle may

contaiii 4 parts of water, and should be immersed in a vessel of

cold water, as the condensation of the gas is attended with a great

disengagement of heat. 6n applying a gentle heat to the retort

% acid comes over and is condensed ; an easily soluble bisulphate

of soda remains in the retort, and is formed as follows

—

Cltloridci ^dtnm. * Sulpb. acid. Hjdrochlor. aoid. Biaedph. soda.

nTcI + 2{HOrS03) give^HCl + N^oTHoTIsOg.

For manufacturing purposes the decomposition is effected in iron

cylinders, like tho^ employed in the jpireparation of nitric acid,

and only one half the quantity of sulphuric acid prescribed above,

is used. The acid in this case is in the proportion of one equiva-

lent to each equivalent of salt, ndUtral sulphate of soda remaining

ip the^ cylinder, whilst the acid is condensed in a series o^ salj-

glazed stqpeware jars, arranged as Woulfe^s bottles.^
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Water at F. is stated bj Sir H. Davy to absorb aboiFc^^Sp

times its Imlk of hydrochloric acid, inq^asing in volume abo^t one-

third anj^^ouiring a density of i ‘i? 1 09, It forms a colourlesrffuming

liquid, which, by a slight elevation of temperature, parts with the

gas abundantly ;
at this strength it contains nearly 43 per cent,

of acid, being about in the proportion of i equivalent bf acid to 6

of water (HCl + 6 a(^.

If the strong acid is plaocd in a retort a^d distilled, it loses

hydrochloric acid, tintil the Jiquid whicl\ remains has a density of

^100 at 60° F% ; at this point it distils uAchaij^ged. A weaker acid

IT Sistiiled parts with its water freely, *^antil it acquires the density

of 1100, Jittd then it likewise distils unchanged, at a temperature

of 233° F. Such an acid contains about 20 per ccht. of hydro-

chloric acid, and consists of 16 equivalents of watefr and i of

hydrochloric acid (HCl + 16 aq). Common hydrochloric Rcid may
therefore easily be purified by dilution till it has a sp. gr. of 1*1

hnd then distilling. This appears to be the only staVc Byurate of

hydrochloric acid,* though M. Bincau, by concentration of the

acid, at the ordinary temperature of the air, in vacuo over sul-

phuric acid, obtained a definite hydrate (IICI +*12 HO) of sp. gr.

1*128, containifig 23 per cent, of the anhydrous acid. According

to this observer (Ami, de Vldmie, III., vii., 259), the vapour of the

acid of sp. gr. i* 10 has a den.^ity of 0*69, i volume of the acid and

8 volumes of aqueous vapour being united without condensation.

The following table, founded on the experiments of E. Davy,

indicates the amount by weight of hydrochloric acid in 100 parts

of solution of the acid of the various ded^tics therein enumerated,

at a temperature of 77® F.

specific

gravity.

nyclrochloric

acid ill 1 00 parts.

Specific

grajMty.

Hydrochloric
acid in 1 00 parts.

T* 2 I 42*43 %*IO 20*20
1*20 40*80 1*09 i8-i8

119 38-38 I'08 '
i6‘i6

ri8 1-07 14*14
117 34*34 1*06 I 2 *I 2

*

i*i6 3232 1*05 10*10

30*30 1*04 8*o8
'J14 28*28 1*03 6*06

‘

26*26 1*02 4*04
I

‘

I 2 2*4-24 lOI, 2*02
VII 22-22 •

Commercial hydrochloric aciS is liable to be contaminated with

iron, .which gives it a yellow colour; and with the chlorides of
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sodium and of arsenic, tlicOatter clerivcd from the sulphuric acid

emplojited in its preparation. * Sulphuric and sulphurous acids, and

free chlorine are also often present in it.
^
If pure, the should

leave no residue when evaporated ; on^saturating it with ammonia it

should give^no precipitate of oxide of iron: sulphuretted hydrogen

sliould produce no turbidity in it, which would be the case if arsenic,

free chlorine, or sulphurous acid were present ; and on dilution

with three or four*tiraes its bulk of*water, no ^vhite cloud of sul-

phate of baryta sliould b|? produced by the addition j^f chloride of

barium. A solutioij^::;*^ ^ .^’^Ijjochloric acid is decomposed by all the

metals which decompose water at a red heat. The p?jstal is dis-

solved, and Ijydrogcn gas is set free, just as when iron or zinc is

acted upon ^by dilute sulphuric acid : for example, IICl + Zn =
ZiiCl + II.

*

(316) Action of Hydrochloric Acid on Metallic Oxides ,—The
actioi^^fjliydrocliloric acid upon the oxides of the metals is peculiarf

Protoxides dfssolv e in the acid, and appear to combine with it
;
but

on evaporating the liquid, a compound is obtained, in wliich neither

hydrochloric acid jior the metallic oxide is present, and which con-

tains neither hydrog(;n nor oxygen; when soda«(NaO), for ex-

ample, combines wdth the hydrochloric /icid, the liyckogen of the

a(;id is exactly sutlhdcnt by combination with the^oxygen of the

oxide to form water, which evaporates or remains in the solution,

whilst the inctal and the chlorine unite directly with each other,

as is shown by the follow'ing symbols ;t—

Sodn.
llj^rocWor, Chlorido Wator^ acid. ofsodium.

>Vatcr.

+ HcT yield NaCi -f HCX

But though the metal may exist in solution- in the form of chloride,

this circumstance’ does not prevent its precipitation in the form of

oxide, when a strong base, swch as potash, is added to a solution

which contains the chloride of the metal in t|uestion, provided that

the metal be capable of forming an oxide insoluble in w atcr. For

example, if to a boiling solution of chloride of copper a solution

of potash be added, the jiotassium displaces the copper from the

chlorine, afid the oxygen wdth wdiich the potassium Was previously

combined, is transtgrred to the copxier, ^vhilst the black oxide of

copper precipitates, It is, in fact, an ordinary instance of double

.decomposition :

—

Chloride 'pn^osh
* Oxide Chloride of

of copper.
x-otasn. of copper. j)ota89ium.

Cuci +^^0 = + KCl.

M M
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A reaction riot less instructive occurs when oxides containing

a larger proportion of oxygen than th£ protoxides arc treatfli with
' hydrochloi ic acid. When, for instance, i equivalent of sesqui-

oxide of iron (FC2O3) is siihgected to its influence, 3 equivalents

of hydrochloric acid are decomposed, 3 equivalents of water are

formed, and i equivalent of sesquichloride of iron is obtained in

solution :— •

H^'drochlor. Sesquiox.^'* Sc^.juiclilor.

acid. ;| of iron. ‘ ol iron.

+ rvJ give

It sometimes happens that no cliloride corresponding to the

oxide exists. There is, for example, no bichloride of manganese :

in this case one equivalent of the binoxide of manganese decom-

poses 2 equivalents of hydrochloric acid, 2 equivalents of water

and I equivalent of protochloridc of manganese arc formed, whilst

t/hc second equivalent of chlorine is liberated; this beii^ ip fact

the usual mode o^ obtaining chlorine gas.

Oxide llydrochlor.
maiifitin. acid.

Chlor.
muri^an.

Water. Chlorine.

MnO^ + 2 HCl give Mn Cl + 2 IlO + Cl.

The presence of hydr,ochloric acid, and of the soluble chlorides

in solution is indicated by thc^ormation of a white, insoluble, curdy

jirecipitate of chloride of silver, when a solution of nitrate of silver

is added to the liquid : for example

—

Chloride sodium. Nitr, ailvjfr. Chloride^^jilver. Nitrate soda,

Na"^l + Ag0,T05 give AgCi + N^ N^Og.

This precipitate is soluble in ammonia, but insoluble in nitric acid.

(317) Aqua Rkgia:, Nitro-Muriatic Acid ,—The name of aqua

regia was given by the alchemists to a mixture of nitric wutli

hydrochloric acid, from the power that it possesses of dissolving

gold, tlie ‘ king of metals.^ Platinum and gold are insoluble in

either acid separately; but when the two acids are mixed, tliey

mutually decomiiose each other ; free chlorine, add abi^ndant ruddy

fumes, long mistaken for peroxide of nitrogen, being liberated. The
chlorine in the moment of its extrication acts upon thejmetals and
dissolves them. Tlic nature of the reaction and the true composi-

tion of these fumes, however, has only recently been correctly

ascertained by M. Gay Lussac; the investigation formed indeed

one of the last scientific labours of this distinguished chemist

{Ann, de Chimie, III. xxiii. 203).

\jhloro-NUric Gas, (NOaCl^).—If a mixture of i part* of con-
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cenirated nitric acid and ^ parts *of hydrochloric ^acid^ be placed in

a flas^ and subjected to a gentle heat in the water bath^ a, fig. 255,

red fumes pass ofl* in abundance. These vapours, if^j»ansinitt('d

through a bottle, b, which may be egolcd by immersion in melting

icc, deposit a little volatilized hydrochloric acid and water, but the

red fumes pass on, and may be condensed as a heavy red licjiud in

the tu])e receiver, c, which is plunged juto a mixture of ice and salt,

wliile free chlorine esca^^^^'s from tlie open extremity of the tube, c,

and appears in the bottle, i>. The licpiid may b(i preserved by
sealing up the fine tubes on cither side by means of tlic blcfwpi])C;

The object of drawing out the extremities, of the tube, c, is to pro-

tect the corks through wjjieh they pass from the corrosive acition

of the chloro-nitrous vapour. If it be desired to collect the com-
pound for anal}^^is, a bent tube filled with chloride of calcium may
be interposed between b and c, to absorb all traces of moistnrc\

In this reliction* I equivalent of nitric acid dccom})Oses 3 equiva-

lents of hydrochloric acid, producing 1 equivalent of the red

oompounej {N02C12) (which may be termed chlororiiitric gas), 3
equivalents of water, and i of free chlorine.

Nitric acid.
Chloro-nitrio

Chlorine.

+ slici = + J'lio

Chloro-nitric gas may be regarded as peroxide of nitrogen in

which* 2 equivalents of chlorine have taken the place of 2 equi-

M M 2
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valents of oxygen. It is a transparent^ed, fuming liquid, which

boils at 19^ F., emitting deep lemon-ycSlow fumes, which hv^e the

suffocating bdour of aqua^ regia. Water decomposes the compound

immediately, appearing to dksolve^ it ; but the solution contains

hydrochloric acid and peroxide of nitrogen.

Chloro-nitrio Hydrochlor, Perox,
gas,

vvaier.
-aoid. nitrogen.

NoTcI^ + rSo give riici +

A similar decomposition cnsiies wdicn it is mixed with an alkaline

base, as it does not form salts : the o-y, be confined over

mercury, syme it attacks the metal instantlji, forming calomel and

liberating binoxide of nitrogen.

Cbloro-nitric
gas.

Mercury.
Binox.

nitrogen.

NO2 CI2 + 4 Hg give a (IIg,Cl) + NO^.

Cliloro-Nitrous Gas, (NOgCl).—^When chlorine is mi^ed with

binoxide of nitroge^i in the gaseous state, they combinVi and form a

dense orange-coloured gas
; 4 volumes of the binoxide and 2

volumes of chlorine produce 4 volumes of the new compound. It

cannot be formed over mercury, as it is immediately decomposed

by this metal.

Aqua regiaj under certain circumstances, may produce both

(jhloro-nitric and chloro-nitrous gas, just as the dcutoxide of

nitrogen may, according to the circumstances under which it is

mixed with oxygen, foim qjtrbus acid,<«or peroxide of nitrogen.

In the early stages of the decomposition* pf aqua regia, the product

is nearly pure chloro-nitric gas (NOjjCljj), but as the decom-

positibn advances, the quantity of chloro-nitrous gas (NOg Cl)

increases. Neither of these chlorine compounds exerts any solvent

action upon gold or platinum.

Aqua regia is largely employed as an oxidizing agent ; by its ac-

tion perchlorides of the metals are formed in solution, and when the

liquid is decomposed by an alkali, the corresponding oxide of the

metal is precipitated. By boiling the solutions of tSie mqtals in aqua

regia with an excess of hydrochloric acid, the whole of the nitric

acid may be (Recomposed and expelled, and a pure solution of the

metallic chlorides with excess of hydrochloric acid will be formed.

Oxides of CHLORiNE.V-The affinity of chlorine for oxygen is

so feeble that the two elements do not enter directly into com-
bination. Several compounds 4of oxygen and chlorine may be

obtained by indirect methods. Five of these oxides may here be

descriTbed :

—
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Ilypoclilorous acid ^ •
. CIO

^lilorous acid . . ^ CIO3

Peroxide of chlorine -4104

Chloric acid * .
*

. . . . CIO5

Perchloric acid . . CIO7

j[3i8) IIypochlorous Acid, (CIO); Equivalent, 43*5; Specific

Gravity, 2*977 ;
Sombining Volumt^ 2.—If chlorine in a perfectly

dry state he passed slowjy through % tube, u/fig. 256, filled with

* Fio. 256.

'well dried oxide of mercury, obtained by precipitation from solution

of corrosive sublimate by means of potash; immediate action com-

miMices; and a gas is produced which may be condensed into a liquid

by surrounding the receiver,*^, with a mixture of ice and salt. The

cblorine is prepared in the flask, a, Wcashed in water in the bottle, n,

and dried by allowing it to traverse the bent tube, c, which is

filled with f^umice-stonc moistened with oil of \itriol.

The reaction between the chlorine and oxide of mercury is of

a very siiflple nature. An equivalent of chlorine • displaces the

oxygen from the n^ercury, and this oxygen at the moment of its

liberation unites with a second cquivaleift of chlorine to form hypo-

chlorous acid.

Oxide mere. Chlorine. Chlor mere Hjpochlor acid.

iigo + TcT = + ao'
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Hypoclilorous ac\cl is thus procured ^ a deep red liquid, which

boils at about 68° F., emitting a vapour of a deeper coloti:|^ than

'that of chfcrine, with a jicculiar suflfocating chlorous smell. This

gas is remarkable for the ease with which it is decomposed, the

warmth of the hand causing its separation into chlorine and oxygen

with explosion
; 2 volumes of the acid in this way produce a mix-

ture composed of 2* volumes of chlorine and i of oxygen. .Its

specific gravity has been found *to be 2‘977, whicfl is almost exactly

that which would be given by^the condenSj-ition of the two gases in

the proportion's just mentioned, the voffimes occupying the

space of t^’Q when combined.

Water dissolves about 200 times its bulk of hypochlorous

acid gas, and forms with' it a pale j^^ellow solution, which has an

acrid, but not sour taste. In a concentrated form it is very

unstable
;

it is rapidly decomposed wdicn exposed to the light, bubbles

of eliloriiic escape from it, wdiilst chloric acid is* formed^^ ^Hypo-
ehlorous acid acts upon the metals as a powerful oxidizing agent; it

attacks the skin and turns it brown
;
but its most important property

is its bleaching power, which, according to the experiments of Oay
Lussae, is twicer,as great as that of tlie chlorine in its composition.

Hypochlorous acid combines with the alkalies and earths, and

forms with therti compounds \^Jiich are decomposed even by feeble

acids, such as the carbonic ; the liberated hy])Ochlorou8 acid shows

its usual bleacliing action on vegetable colours. The solutions of

these salts arc decom])osed by gently heating them, and they become

converted into a mixture of chloride and .chlorate : thus

—

HypocTilorito Chloride of Chlorate
of potash. potassium. of potash.

3 (KO, aO) become zKCl + KoTciOj.
I

This change is retarded by the addition of an excess of caustic

alkali.

When chlorine acts upon bases which have but a feeble affinity

for oxygen, these bases are often completely dec(ftnpos<id In con-

sequence of this reaction, a weak solution of hypochlorous acid is

easily prepared by agitating i part of the red oxide of mep*cury with

12 of water in a large bottle of chlorine gas, care being taken tliat

the oxide of mercury is i'p slight excess. The chlorine is rajiidly

absorbed; part of the oxide of mercury is decomposed by tlie

chlorine, and the chloride of mercury thus produced unites with a*

portion of unchanged oxide of mercury, forming a brown insoluble

oxycllloride of that metal
; and the solution on being decanted
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is fthind to contain hypochloroDs acid. The reaction may be

represented as follows :

—

Oxide mercury. Chlorine.^ Oxychloride mercury. Hypochlor. b,^.

aTigb + To' = (HgAH^Cl) +7^
•

(319) Bleachmg Compounds ,—If the base upon which chlorine

is made to act be a powerful one, like the alkalies or alkaline

earths, the gas is ^absorbed, and pejculiar codipounds possessed of

bleaching properties are produced. It is in* this way that the

bleaching compounds so* extensively used in the q?:ts under the

names of chloride oi lime, chloride of potash," and chloride of soda,

are prepared.

Of th^sctbleaching compounds the chloride of lime is the most

important. • It is prcjiarcd by slaking well burnt lime, and exposing

it to the action of chlorine gas in layers of two or three inches in

thickness, upon perforated shelves in chambers made of lead or

Yorkrtife fl|Lgstones The chlorine must be gradually admitted, iti

order to prevent too rapid a rise of temperature consequent u[)on

a quick absorption of the gas. Slacked lime (CaO, HO) may
in this operation* be made to take up nearly half its weight of

chloriue
;
but it is not possible to combine hydrate of lime in the

form of powder with an entire equivaleivt of chlorine so as to form

the compound CaO Cl. The product always c(?ntains a consi-

derable excess of uncornbined lime.* Many chemists consider both

this compound, and the corresponding compounds with potash and

* A few yc'ars ago, Mr.*Duu]oj^ of thf 8t, Itollox Works, Glasgow, iutro-

ducod a method of projjiiring cliioriue for tlu' mauufactiirc of bloacliing

powdtT, by decomposing a mixture of (xmimon salt and nitrate of soda with
bulpliuric acid. In tliis operation chlorine and nitrous acid were evolved,
\^hilst sulphate of soda was produced ; the re&etion may be traced by the
eipuitioiis following :— •

Ci)loride sodium. Nitrate soda. Sul^^h. aoid. Sulpliato soda. Chloriue. Nitrous aoid,

+ ShdTSol -f = 3 h-^TcT + '56^'

The mixed gases \^"cre made to pass through a vessel containing strong oil of
vitriol, by w^iieh the nitrous acid was rapitUy absorbed, whilst the eidoriiie

l)a.ssed on to the lime. A eurrent of air tvjia nnnie to aet on the nitrous sul-

phuric aeid, the nitrous acid became converted into nitric acid by absorption

of oxygen? and the mixed acids being made to act upon dresh chloride of

sodium, without the addition of nitre, gave rise to a similar succession of

decompositions :— *

Sulph. aoid. * Nitric acid. Chloride Sodium. Sufph. 8oda. Chlorine. Nitrous aoid,

(7^3 -f -f 2^50^1 == 2 (nTo, '^) -hTc? + 10)7

The nitrous sulphuric acid may also be ak once made use of in the leaden

ehambprs in the manufacture of oil of vitriol (^4).
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soda to be hypo(jlilorites of the bases wliich enter into their forma-

tion. This however is more than quegfionable : they are probably

direct combinations of chlorine with the oxides^ or are double salts

of the hypochlorite of the oxide and chloride of the metal. If the

compound be supposed to be a*puup chloride of lime or oxychloride of

calcium, the reaction is simply an absorption of chlorine, by which

the compound CaO Cl, is formed; but if it be supposed that a

hypochlorite is produced, the foyowdng decomposition must occur :

—

CaO "t" Cl =

Chloride Hypochlorite
calcium. of lime.

cTii + c^Tcio.

Chloride of ‘‘calcium is deliquescent, and is soluble in alcohol; but
bleaching powder, when properly made, is not deliquescent, and
yields scarcely any chloride of calcium to alcohol.

Chloride of lime emits the peculiar odour of hypochlorous
acid when exposed to the air ; under these circtimstances gra-

dually absorbs carbonic acid and exhales chlorine,—a Ifircurnstance

which causes it frequently to be used as a disinfecting agent.

Cloths dipped in an aqueous solution of the chloiide, w hen hung up
in the room to he fumigated, continue for many hours gradually to

emit chlorine, but in quantities too small to he injurious to the in-

mates. Chloride of lime is only partially soluble in w^ater, and leaves

a large residue of hydrate of lime. An excess of any acid when poured
upon the pow der causes a free evolution of chlorine

; but if tlic

aqueous solution be mixed w ith half the quantity of sulphuric acid

required to neutralize the lime, hypochldtous acid may be distilled

ofl and condensed in a diluted form in ^ suitable receiver. The
reaction which occurs may be thus represented :

—

Chloride of lime. Sulph.
g . ^ j. Chloride Hypoclilor-

'
' caJoium. OU8 acid.

3 (CaO, Cl) + SO^yicld CaoC^s +6^51 + Cl^
Chloride of lime is consumed in vW quantities in the bleach-

ing ol calicoes and other woven goods. The calico is well washed,
and boiled successively with lime water and a weak solution of
caustic soda, in order to remove the weaver^s dressing, and greasy
and resinous matters

; it is then digested in a solution ojT chloride
of lime, containing 3 or 3^^ per cent, of bleaching powder. The
bleaching cflcct of this solution is not however^ rendered apparent
till the goods are immersed into very dilute sulphuric acid, which
decornposes the chloride of limq immediately, and by liberating
chloriiie within the fibres the cloth itself, rapidly removes the
colour Still, however, ^is not perfectly white. The calico is

therefore washtfd, and a Second time subjected' to the ‘action of
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alkali, to remove the colouring rrMtter now rendered soluble in it

by tlie action of the chlorine
; again it is passed through a weaker

solution of chloride of lime, and then through dilute acid,> finally it

is thoroughly washed in a copious stream oPwater, to remove the last

traces of sulphuric acid, which wcpuld otherwise destroy the fibre.

(320) Estimation of the Bleaching Power of Chloride of Lime .

—

The commercial value of bleaching powder dejends upon the quan-

tity of chlorine which can be liberated from it by the addition of

an acid
; for it is this porJ:ion of its chlorine onfy which is available

foi' bleaching purpe^es.* * Gay Lussac proposed to* estimate the

bleaching power by measurement of the bulk of a solution of indigo

of known strength which a given weight of the chloridc^is able to

bleach; and •subsequently he proposed to determine the quantity

of arseniouS acid which could be converted by the bleaching powder

into arsenic acid.
‘

A still more convenient plan has been described by Mr. Graham
[ElerJtrChenn, 2iid Ed, p. 592). It depends upon the determina-

tion of the quantity of a protosalt of iron which a given weight of

bleaching powder in the presence of an excess of acid can convert

into a salt of the sesquioxide of iron : if protosulphate of iron be used,

1 equivalent of chlorine is required for the conversion of 2 equiva-

lents of that salt into i equivalent of sesquisulph'i^tc of iron
;
the

clilorinc decomposing water and becoming hydrochloric acid, while

it ^liberates a corresponding quantity of oxygen, which combines

with the protoxide of iron^: thus

—

2 (Fc0,S03).^ 2 (HCbSO:,) + CaO,Cl =
FcA. 3 SO3 + HCl + Ca0,S03 -f HO.

Soventy-cight grains of crystallized protosuljdiatc of iron contain a

quantity of protoxide which require 10 grains of chlorine for its

conversion into sesquioxi(!e of iron. In making an experiment

upon the value of a blcachiifg powder, 78 grains of the protosul-

phate are dissolved in about 2 ounces of water,

and acidulated vwth sulphuric or liydroc^hloric^

acid
; 30 grains of the bleaching powder are

rubbed uy in a mortar with 2 ounces of warm
water, and transferred to a burette, or tall narron

tube (fig. 257), capable of holding 1000 grains o:

water, and graduated into 100 equal parts from

• above downwards. The mortar is^ washed with

a little more water, and the washings isdded to

the liquid in the burette, wdiieh is filled

actly to o*^. The openings at top are closed with
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tlie and and the •contents of the vessel are rilixed

thoroughly by agitation. The solutioj/ of chloride of lime is then

added grjvJually to the sulphate of iron, (constantly stirring the

mixture,) until the wholfe of the iron is peroxidized. The progress

of the experiment is ascertained by means of a solution of the red

prussiate of potash, which strikes a deep blue with the liquid if it

contain any unchanged protosulphate. Several drops of this

liquid arc spotted over a whito plate, and afteN each addition of

tlie chloride of lime to the p’*otosidphatQ a drop of the iron solu-

tion is mixed with one of these, and the addition of the chloride is

continued so long as the blue colour~ appears. The stronger the

bleacliing ])owder, the fewer will be the number of divisions

requir(?d to be 2)oured from the burette. This number of divisions

divided by 2 will indicate the number of grains of bleaching

powder which contain 10 grains of available chlofine. The strength

of the powder is therefore obtained by the following proportion, in

which m represents the number of measures pourt^d from the

burette :

—

~
: 10 : : 100 : ^ (the number of grains of chlorine in 100 grains

- of the powder)
; or x.

The process of converting a protoxide of a metal into one of
its higher oxiefes, by means of chloride of lime, admits of being

employed in a variety of other cases, solution of chloride of
lime when mixed with hydrochloric acid, being in fact a power-
ful oxidizing agent. Peroxides of bisr^luth, of cobalt, of nickel,

and of lead, may be obtained readily by iwlding such a mixture to

solutions of the salts of these metals and heating the liquid.

(5 ^i) Chloric Acid, (CIO5); Equivalent, 75*5.—This compound
is not known in an isolated form, as it has never been obtained
with less tliaii i equivalent of water as £u>hydrate (110, CIO5).

current of chlorine gas be caused to pass through a solution of
caustic! potash, it is rapidly absorbed, even wdu^n transmitted in a
continuous stream, and a bleaching liquid is formed, which, on the
application of heat, loses its bleaching projierties, anePis gradually
converted into a mixture of chloride of potassium Jind chlorate of
potash; 6 ecjuivalcnts of chlorine and 6 of potash furnishing 5
equivalents of cliloride of potassium, and 1 of t^he chlorate.

6 Cl + 6 ICO = 5 KCl -f KO, CIO5 .

The chlorate of potash being sparingly soluble, is freed from the
chloride by two or threof crystallizations. In order to obtain
chlonc acid, the salt is (ifcomposed by the addition of hydro-fluo-
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silicic acicl^ wliicli forms an insoltflble compound with the potasli,

and chloric acid is liberated ; the acid solution may be poured off

from the precipitate^ and concentrated by evaporation over*^^e water

bath at a heat not exceeding ioo° F., ^ill if forms a syrupy liquid of

a faint chlorous smell, and a'powtjrfu] acid taste. It is instantly

dccomposccf by contact with organic matter, and in its concentrated

form it chars and even sets fire to j)apcr. J}y a heat of a little

above loo^ the acift is decomposed into oxygen gas, chlorine, and

perchloric acid, 2 Cl 05='»C1 Oy-fO^-yCI. In diffused daylight, it

gradually undergoes aponttineous decomposition. Oil one occasion

a small specimen sealed up in a glass tube was placed aside upon

a sludf
; but in a few weeks, although left untouched, the tube ex-

ploded in consequence of tlie expansive force of the liberated gases.

Chloric acid, when in combination, requires a higher tempe-

rature for its decomposition. The action of heat upon chlorate

of ])o^sh has already been mentioned as affording a very convenient

sour(;c of pufe oxygen. This salt when heated^ to a point a little

short of redness, fuses and is converted into chloride of potassium

and oxygen gas, .^O, C10-= KCl-f Og,

This decomposition also furnislies data for ascertaining the con-

stitution of chloric acid
j

for if a given^w eight of tlie chlorate be

cfdcuned, the loss indicates the entii*c quantity of oxygen whidi

it (jontained, due both to tlie chloric aend, and to the potash. Tlie

proportions of chloiine and of potassium in chloride of potassium

being known, the composition of cliloric acid is readily calculated.

i^/ilorates.—Tlie chlorates are monobasic salts. "They are all

of them decomposed by*heat; oxygen is expelled, and generally a

chloride of the metal is left behind ; the chloride (;an be detected in

the residue by nitrate of silver. The dilorates produce scintilla-

tion when thrown upon i^jnited charcoal; and when heatixl with

combustible substances, sucli as phosphorus or sidphur, they ex})l<)de

violently
; it generally happens that mere friction w ith these bodi(‘s

is sufficient to cause a pow^crful detonation
;

for example;, if half a

grain of sqjphur*be triturated in a mortar with 2 or 3 grains of

chlorate of potash, the friction is attcnided w ith a vsin ies of small ex-

plosions. , When a fragment of a chlorate is placed in a drop of oil

of vitriol, ^!^^ellow colour is produced, and tlie peculiar smell of per-

oxide of chlorine is Svolved. All the cliforates dissolve in water, and

many of them are deliquescent, and dissolve in alcohol ;
these solu-

tions are not precipitated by nitrate of silver. Paper soaked in a

solution of a chlorate acquires the proj^rty of smouldering on the

application of a light, and burns in the si^c manner as touch-papcl*.
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Chlorate ofpotash, when in* solution, often affords a convenient

method of converting the metallic protoxides into peroxides,; as by

tlio addi^^on of liydrochloric acid to the solution, chloric acid is set

at liberty, and exeyts^its pxidizing power. Iron, for example,

which exists in a solution as a fh’otosalt, is thus readilj converted

into a persalt when the licpiid is boiled.

(3221) Perchloivic Acid, (CIO7) ; Equivalent, —If instead

of heating the chlorate of pctasli to complete' decomposition, the

temperature be moherated anfl the process stopped when onc-third of

the total quantity of oxygen has been e^fpclled, the mass will have

assumed a pasty condition, and will be fomid to contain a* compound
of chlorine with a still higher proportion of oxygen, to which the

name of ])erchloric acid hus been given
; this compound remains in

combination with the potash. The reaction appears to consist in

tlie resolution of 2 equivalents of the chlorate into i equivalent of

perchlorate (KO, ClOy) and i of chlorite of potash Cl O3),

this latter salt being unable to exist at so high a tefinperature, is

immediately converted into oxygen gas, and chloride of potassium,

as follows :

—

Chlorate Chlorite Perchlorate Chlorite Chloride
I)C)ta8h. ' potash. potash. potash. potaHsium.

'

.By crystallization the perchlorate of jiotash is readily separated

from the more soluble chloride. The perchlorate dissolve's in

boiling water, but being very sparingly ^lolublc at ordinary tem])e-

raturcs, separates in octohedra. At aj’cd heat the perchlorate

is itself resolved into oxygen and chloride of potassium. One
method of obtaining perchloric acid in the form of hydrate consists

in distilling the perchlorate of potash with twice its weight of sul-

jihuric acid dilutc^d previously with one-tenth its weight of water.

If the receiver be kept cool by ice, the first portions that distil

over crystalli/.c. A large proportion of the acid, however, is decom-

])osed into chlorine and oxygen gases. The crystals of the acid

arc very delicpiescent
; a saturated solution may be .obtained of

specific gravity 1*65. This solution is of a pure sour taste, and
does not destroy vegetable colours

;
perchloric acid, iij^eed, is the

most stable of all the oxides of chlorine. It will^i^Rn dissolve

iron and zinc with evolutibn of hydrogen gas.
^

Percliloric acid forms salts which all contain i equivalent of

base. The salts of this acid in general are dtiliquescent. No in-

soluble perchlorate is kiiow^ i : the perchlorate of potash is the least

sohdjie of these compouiu^. They are all decomposed by hc^ft, with

evolution of oiygen and formation of a chloride, but may be distin-
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giiishfid from the chlorates by nt>t yielding a yallow gas when
moistened with oil of vitriol.

(323) Chlorous Acid, (CIO3) ; Equivalenty 59\5
Gravity, 2*646 ;

Combining Volume, 2 TIfis substance may be ob-

tained in the form of a gas of* a d#ep yellowish-green colour ; it is

not liquefied by exposure to a cold of—

^

F. Chlorous acid is a

dangerous compound to prepare, as exposure to a temperature not

much exceeding i^S)^ F. is sufficient tp decompose it with a powcrfid

explosion. Three volumes pf oxygen and 2 of chlbrkie, if condensed,

into the space of 3 volumes, w^ould yield a gas of specific gravity

2*75 ;
Millon found it to be 2*646. This gas is soluble in about one-

sixth of its bulk of water, and the solution, even when diluted

very largely, has a bright yellow colour.* The compound is ])re-

pared by deoxidizing chloric acid ; this object is cfiected by means

of arseiiious acid when the gas is required in a state of purity.

Three parts of arsenious acid and 4 parts of chlorate of potash are

rubbe(r^L[p ink) a paste with water, and 16 parts of nitric acid, of

specific gravity 1*24 are added; the whole is placed in a flask,

which is filled up to the neck with the mixture, and a very gentle

heat is applied by means of a water bath. (INlillon, Ann. de Chimie,

III. vii.*322). The arsenious acid becomes oxidizeef at the expense

of the nitric acid; nitrous acid is formed, and {his in turn is

reconverted into nitric acid by dccoinposing the liberated chloric

acid : for example

—

Arsenious Nitric Arsenic Nitrous
acid. acid. acid.

AsOa 4»*N05 = AlsOg + NO3

Nitrous Chlorate Nitrate CWorous
acid. potash. potash. acid.

and + KoTclor = NO5 4 Cl^
The gas must be collected by displacement in dry bottles, as it is

rapidly decomposed by mercuty.

Cidorous acid possesses considerable bleaching power ; it forms

definite salt^ containing i equivalent of acid to i of base, like

chlorite of potash (KO, CIO3). The chlorites are decomposed by

the feeblest acids, such even as carbonic acid. Nitrate of load

produces a yellowish-white precipitate in their solutidns, owing to

the formation of a cWorite of lead (Pb0,d03).

(324) PiifiioxiDK OF Chlorine, (CIOJ; Equivalent, 67*5 ;
Calcu^

lated Density, 2*346.—This compound is also gaseous at ordinary

temperatures, but by slight pressure oivby exposure to a cold of

—-4° F., it is reducible to a red liquids which boils, when* the*

pressmre is*rcmoved, at 68° F. It is of a colour still deeper than
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that of chlorov^ acid^ and hasoa similar bnt less irritating odour.

"V^^atcr dissolves about twenty times its bulk of the gas, and forms

a ycTiow solution, wliicli bleaches powerfully. The gas requires

gi'eat care in its prepaPation, as a temperature of 140° or 145*^ F.

determines its explosion, 4 volumes of this gas furnishing a mixture

of 4 volumes of oxygen and 2 volumes of chlorine. Peroxide of

chlorine may be thus obtained :—^fused chlorate of potash is broken

into coarse fragments, and tij^catcd with two-thirds of its weight of

oil of vitriol, the action being favoured by a very gentle heat. The
reaction is rather complicated; 4 equivalents of sulphuric acid de-

compose 3 equivalents of the chlorate, 2 equivalents of the peroxide

of chlorme escape, whilst 2 equivalents of bisuhdiate of potash and
j of perchlorate ai‘c formed.

Chlorate Potash. Sulphuric acid.

3 (Ko", Cio;) + 4"7ho7^)
yield

Perox. Chlorine. Perchlorate potash. * Bisulphate potash. AVatcr.

^TciO, + KO, cTo^ 4- 2 (KO^oTTsO.,) 4- 2^110.

Fin. 2r;S.

Peroxide of chlorine acts rapidly upon mercury, and must
therefore he collected by displacement. Mere contact Avith many
combustible matters at \)ncc determines its explosion. Place, for

instance, 4 or 5 grains of chlorate of potasli at the bottom of a tall

glass, and pour upon it a little water; then
having placed the glass in a deep plattj

(fig. 258), add: a piece of phosphorus about
the size of a jMa, and by means of a long

funnel pour slowly in about a tea-spoonful

of oil of Adtiiol
;
flashes of a heantiful green

light, attended Avith a crackling noise, will

be immediately produced. If loaf sugar
and chlorat^j of potash be s(q)arat(*ly j)()n'-

dered, and mixed in equal ])roporti()ns

with each other by means of a si?atula,

the addition of a drop of siilphuric acid
Avill liberate peroxide of chlorine, Avliich will be decomposed by
the combustible matter, and sufficient heat will be emitted to cause
the mass to burst into fljme, and to deflagrate with great brilliancy.

Peroxide of chlorine is not possessed of acid properties; alkaline
solutions, however, absorb it rapidly, bnt when evaj)orated, they
yield a mixture of chlorite and^ chlorate of tlie base.

Perox. Chlorine. Chlorite potash. Chloral e i)()f ash.

+ /kd = kd: cidj + koTcia.
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Olher oxides of chlorine hav^^heen obtained; they have a

composition which may be explained by considering them as

pounds of chlorous acid with chloric or with perchloric aeijlffthe^y

however present but few points of interest. Bavy^s euelilorinc^ which

is evolved on gently heating a •chlorate with hydrochloric acid, is a

yellow explosive gas, consisting of a mixture of chlorine with one of

these compound oxides, the chloro-chloric acid C105,C103).

(325) Chloride of N,ituogen.—The atBnit5r existing between

chlorine and nitrogen is v«ry feeble, only one compe/und of them
being known

;
and this is always obtained by indirect means.

Wlicn a stream of ^^hlorine gas is transmitted through a solu-

tion of ammohia, hydrochloric acid is foymed, and pure nitrogen

is liberated.* If .the solution be concentrated, each bubble of

chlorine produces a flash of light- This process is sometimes

resorted to for procuring nitrogen, which only requires washing with

water remt)ve the traces of ammonia that accompany it. One
equivalent of ammonia, when decomposed by 3 of chlorine, yields

I equivalent of nitrogen; II3N+ 3C1= 3HC1 + N.
But if instead of acting on a solution of free ammonia, a bottle

of chlorine perfectly clear from greasy matter be inverted over a

l(‘aden dish (H)ntaining a solution of i part of sal ammoniac
(H\N Cl), in 12 parts of winter, drops of a yellow oily-looking liquid

gradually form on the surface of the liquid and fall to the bottom,

whilst the chlorine slowdy disappears : this liquid is the substance

known as chloride of nitrtygen
;

it has a specific gravity of 1*553, is

very volatile, and possessed a peculiar penetrating odour. Cliloridc of

niti’ogou is one of the most dangerous compounds known, ^is it

('xplodes wdth tremendous violence when heated to between 200"^ and

2T 2® F., emitting a flash of light when the detonation occurs. Tlic

ex])losion is so sudden that \\ invariably breaks any glass or porcelain

\ (^ssel in which it may be eoiftained : hence a leaden saucer is used

in jircparing the comj)ound. Chloride of nitrogen also explodes

violently at ordinary temperatures when brought into contact with

many inflammable substances, such as oil of turpentine, phosjdioriis,

and the fixed oils. The alkalies also cause its immediaUj explosion.

Ou the other hand, it does not explode when touched with the resins,

the strong acids, willi metallic bodies in general, or w ith sugar.

Little oi* nothing is known of the cause of these remarkahlc

•reactions, or of the light and heat emitted wdien the chloride

explodes, by slightly elevating its temp(5l5ature ;
in this case and in

the anijogons instances of the cxplosiol^|^f the oxides of chlorine;

light is eiititted, not during the act of couSjination aS is usual, but
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during the expansion and sucMen separation of the two gaseous

el«wients.

• analysis of this body is attended with gi'eat difficulty

;

indeed considerable dodbt exists as to its true composition. It is

highly probable that it is not sknply a chloride of nitrogen, but a

combination of chlorine, nitrogen, and hydrogen (HCI2N -f CI3N),

somewhat analogous to the corresponding exjdosive compound which

iodine forms. (Gladstone, Qmrt, Journ. Chem.^oc,, vol. vii., p. 59.)

(326) CuLo>Jiit)Es OF Carbon.—Chlorine does not unite directly

with carbon; but Dr. Faraday succee^:led in procuring several

compounds between these elements by the decomposition of Dutch

licpiid, {Tcompound of carbon and hydrogen with chlorine, obtained

under circumstances wkieh will be explained when treating of

olefiant gas (400).

Subchloride of Carbon (C4 CI2) forms fine silky crystals, which

sublime in closed vessels without change; it is soluble in ether.

This substance is obtained by decomposing the piotociTIjoride of

carl)on (C4CI4) by'causing it to pass several times through a tube

heated to bright redness. It burns with a red smoky flame.

Protochloride of Carbon (C4 CI4) M as procured by Faraday from

the sesquichloridc (C4 Cl^.) by subliming it repeatedly through a

tube filled Muth fragments of glass, heated to redness. It is a

colourless liquid, of sp. gr. 1*552, which boils at 248 ' F., and gives

off a vapour of sp. gr. 5*820. It therefore contains 8 volumes of

chlorine vapour and 8 volumes of carbon vapour, condensed into

the usual combining measure of 4 volumes : for

8 vols. carbon vapour = 8 x 0*4146 = 3*3168
' 8 vols. chlorine vapour = 8 x 2*47 = 19*7600.

23*0768
=

4

The Sesquichloridc of Carbon (C^’Clg) was originally obtairu d

by the action of chlorine upon Dutch liquid (Faraday)
;

^it is a volatile

crystalline solid, with au aromatic odour resembling that ofcamphor.

It fuses at 320° and boils at 360° F.
; it has a sp. gr. of 2, and is

soluble in alcohol, in ether, and in the fixed and volatile oils. The
density of its vapour is 8-^57 (Regnault), and iVs combining measure
is 4 volumes. An isomeric (413) liquid chloride, tlic vapour of
which has a density of 4-082, and a composition C^Clg, Avas obtained

by Eegnault by passing^ vapour of bichloride of carbon (CgClJ
through a tube heated y low redness. t
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Bichloride of Carbon (C2 ClJ fv^as obtained by Regnanlt from

wood-spirit, from chloroform, and from other derivatives

wood-spirit, by exposing them in the sun to the action of .i^ffexeess

of chlorine. Kolbe also found that the Vapour of bisulphide of

cai’bon and chlorine, when passed through a porcelain tube heated

to redness, yielded the same compound. It is a colourless liquid,

of sp. gr. 1*599; boils at 172® P., and the depsity of its vapour is

5*30. It becomes.ia crystalline solid^of pearly lustre at —9° P.

(327) Oxychloride Cmhi^o^ :mClilo7*ocarhomc Acid ; Phos^-

gene Gas, (COCl)
;
Equivalent, 49*5 ; Specific Gravity, 3*68 ; C^om-

blning Volume, 2.—When equal volumes of carbonic oxjde and,

chlorine arc exposed to the direct rays of the sun they combine,

and coiidcnscf into half their volume. • The combination takes

])lacc slowly in the diffused light of day
;
but no action occurs if

the two gases are mixed together and kept in a dark room.

Oxychloride of carbon is a colourless, suffocating gas, which is

immetffcifely decomposed by water into carbonic acid and hydro-

chloric; acid : CO Cl + IlO = CO2 4- HCl. It does not possess

the characters of an acid ; but if the gas be mixed with ammonia
in tlic proportion (if 1 volume of phosgene to 4 of ammonia, both

gases are condensed, and form a wdiite volatile solid, which is

neutral to test paper, destitute of smell, soluble ir^ w ater and in

alcohol slightly diluted, but it is insoluble in ether. This com-

pound is regarded by Ilegnault as a mixture of chloride of ammo-
nium and of carbauiide; 2 (H3N) -f COCl= H4N, Cl + II^N, CO.

II. ^IIOMINE.

Symbol, Br; Eq,, 80; Combining Volume of Vapour, 2; Specific

Gravity of the Vapour, 5*34; of the Liquid, at 32°F., 3187.

(328) Bromine was discovered by M. Balard in the year 1826,

in bittern, wdiich is the motlu^r-liciuor of sea w atcr, after the less

soluble salts have been extracted by crystallization. It exists in sea

water in minute ([v^it^tity, amounting generally to about one grain

in each gallon. The bromine appctirs to be combined with mng-

nesium, as bromide of magnesium. Many saline springs, such as

those of Kreuznach and Kissingen, contain it in (^uanfity sufficient

to render its extracti#n from them a sourtje of profit. Indeed few

deposits of tWoride of sodium exist in wdiich traces of bromine

Ijave not been found. Berthier has also found it in a silver ore

,

from Mexico, in which the bromide of sHyer is mixed with a large

proportion of the chloride of silver.

N N
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Preparaiionfi—In order to i^btain bromine, the motlicr-liqnor,

all tlie salts separable by Crystallization have been removed

from * brine, is subjected to a current of chlorine, taking care to

avoid an excess of this ^gas, which would occasion inconvenience

by forming a compound with^ the liberated bromine. All the

bromides are decomposed readily by chlorine, the affinities of chlo-

rine being more powerful than those of bromine. In the foregoing

operation chloride of magnesium is formed and bromine is set free,

* MgBr 4- €1 = Mga -f Br;

the bromine shows itself by giving to liquid a beautiful and

charactoi^’stic yellow colour. This yellow liquid, if agitated with

ether, parts with its bromine to the ether, which, on standing, rises

to the surface, where it forms a beautiful golden yellow layer.

The ethereal solution is decanted and agitated wdth a solution of

jjotash. The yellow colour immediately disappears
;
bromide of

q)Otassium and bromate of potash form, and are dissolved hi the

water, i

Bromine. Potash. Bromate potash.
patasMium.

6 Br + 6 KO = KO BrOg + 5 KBr,

whilst the ether, after re^^ose, rises again to the surface despoiled of

its bromine, and may be again omployed in a repetition of the process

upon a fresh quantity of bittern. When the solution of potash

has, by repeated charges of bromine, been nearly neutralized, the

liquid is evaporated to dryness ; the Sfdiiie mass is gently ignited

to decompose the bromate, after ^ieh itds mixed with peroxide of

manganese and distilled in a retort with sulphuric acid : dense red

vapours of bromine pass over, wliich may be collected in a reeeiA cr

containing water, and kept cool by ice. The decomposition is of

the same nature as that attending tlid formation of chlorine from
sea-salt, by means of oxide of mangap0s%J^d sulphuric acid :

—

Bromide Oxide Siilph. Sulph. Sulph.
potasaiiuu. . mangan. acid, potash. mangan. Bromine.

KbT+ MnOa + 7^^ -

In this operation a small quantity of chlorine passes over with
the bromine,*as, from the manner in which the bromide of potas-

sium is formed, it is always contaminated w.Hh a portion of the

chloride. The chlorine iftiites with part of the bromine, forming
chloride of bromine, which is partially decomposed and dissolved

by the water in the receiver, T^iile the bromine condenses in red

klrops. In order to o^|mn bromine free from chlorine it must
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be saturated with hydrate of barjfiba, which prodtfces a mixture of

bromide and chloride of barium with bromate of bOfryta^^iis

mixture is heated to redness to convert the bromate into'dSiimfd^j

and the residue is digested in alcohol^ winch dissolves nothing but
the bromide. The bromide bf b{h*ium is obtained by evaporation,

and when Iieated with manganese and sulphuric acid it yields pure

bromine.

Properties ,—Bromine forms a r«d liquid, so deep in colour as

to be nearly opaque, li has a sp. gr. of *at 6o°; it is ex-

tremely volatile, and emitjS dense red vapours resembling peroxide of

nitrogen in colour. In smell it resembles chlorine, and is

irritating to the nose and fauces w^hen respired, even if largely

diluted with air. When swallowed it operates as a powerfully irri-

tating poison
; it acts rapidly on all the organic tissues, and renders

the skin permanently yellow. Bromine boils at i45°*4 F. (Pierre),

and wlum exposed to a cold of 9^ 5 F. it forms a red crystal^

line solid. The properties of bromine greatly ^resemble those of

chlorine, though they are less strongly developed. It,t bleaches

many vegetable colours. Its vapour will not support the flame of

a !)uruing taper. Bromine is slightly soluble in y End gives

to it a*yellow' colour j it also forms with ^t a hydrate (Br4' 10 HO)
(Ldwig,) which crystallizes in octohe^ra at 32° F. Alcohol dissolves

bromiiH^ freely, and ether docs so still mon^ abundantly. Bromine

combines directly with many of the metals, and forms bromides,

the act of combination being often attended with ignition; even

gold slowly combines w itli it. Bromine often combines with the

same metal in more than one proportion, and the compounds of

bromine correspond almost alw^ays, both in number and composAtion,

with those of chlorine with the same metal. Oxybromidcs may
be formed resembling the oxychlorides ; and the bromides of the

alkaline metals form doutde bromides with the bromides of the

metals wdiich yield acids with oxygen.

(329) Hydkobuomic Acid, (HBr); Equivalent, 81 ; Specific

Gravity, 2* ; Cftmhining Volume, 4.—Bromine resembles chlorine

in its power of combining with hyib'ogcn, and forming w ith it a very

powerful ^cid, which is a gaseous body consisting of equal measures

of hydrogen and bromine vapour united without change of bidk.

The mixture of broflaine vapour and hycTrogen cannot be detonated

by the approach of flame, or by the electric spark, but the tw o

•elements may be made to unite ^^lowly, by suspending a red-hot

])latiuum wire in the mixture. If miJisture be present the oc^cur-

rence of combination instantly shows itself by the formation oY

N N 2
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white fumes^ which result from <the union of the newly-produced

gasJgi^xis acid with the aqueous vapour.

- lij^obromic acid gas may be procured abundantly by decom-

posing bromide of potassium with a concentrated solution of phos-

phoric acid. If sulphuric acid used for the purpose, the product

is impure, as this acid itself undergoes partial deoxidatioif. The gas

is colourless, it is noj inflammable, it extinguishes flame, and pos-

sesses the usual irritating action of acid gases o». the lungs. It is

very soluble in wat6r, forming, w^hen concentrated, a fuming solu-

tion of greater density than hydrochloric acid. A solution of the

acid of gr. lr*486 (HBr, lo HO) contains about 47 per cent, of

tlie mili^rous acid, it boils at 259*^ F., and may be distilled with-

out change. Chlorine decomposes it immediately ; bromine being

set free and hydrochloric acid produced.

The action of hydrobroraic acid upon the metallic oxides is

analogous to that of hydrochloric acid upon them
;
bromide of the

metal and w^atcr being produced ; thus hydrobromic aficr and

potash cpinbinC, and form bromide of potassium and water

:

XO + HBr = KBr -f HO.
Bromides ,—The bromides are all solid at ordinary temperatures

;

most of them fuse easily at* a moderate heat, and are partially vola-

tilized
;
and thq bromides of j^old anil j)latinum are decomposed.

jMost of the bromides dissolve readily in water, and when in solu-

tion they may be recognised by the yellow colour of bromine wliich

is produced by the addition of a few' droj[)s of chlorine water. On
agitating the yellow solution wutli cther^ the bromiite dissolves in

the ether, which on standing separates as" "a yellow liquid at the top

of tlv^. colourless aqueous portion. The bromides, when heated with

black oxide of manganese and oil of vitriol, yield red vapours of bro-

mine. Nitrate of silver'and nitrate of lead each give a white preci-

pitate with the bromides, forming brolnide of silver (AgBr), or

bromide of lead (PbBr) ; the bromide bf silver is insoluble in nitric

acid, but is dissolved by an excess of ammonia
;
but the bromide

of lead dissolves when dilute nitric acid is added. Sub-nitrate of

mercury also gives a white precipitate of dibromide of mercury
(HggBr) when added to solutions of the bromides.

(33^) Bromic Acid, (BrO^); Equivalent^ 120.—Only one com-
pound of l)romine with oxygen is knowm; and<»this has never been
obtained free from water; it forma an acid corresponding to

chloric acid in composition. Bromate of potash is procured by
acting on bromine with cai^tic potash,^ and from this salt the acid

m obteined by a process j^ilar to that for chloric acid. J3y the
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action of lieat, bromate of potash Is decomposed, bromide of potas-

sium being formed, whilst oxygen is liberated, Bromates ufjiai^er,

of lead, and of mercury, are sparingly soluble. All thtf^ltFSt^
this acid wliich have as yet been preparetf are monobasic.

Chloride of Bromine is easily prepared by transmitting chlorine

gas througli liquid bromine : it is a volatile, reddish-yellow liquid,

with a pungent, irritating odour. Water dissolves it, forming a

deep yellow solutiSn possessed of considerable bleaching power.

With nitrogen, bromkie forms a detonating oily looking licpiid,

resembling chloride of nitl*ogen in appearance and properties.

§ III. Iodine*

Symbol^ I; Equivalent

,

326*8; Combining Volume, 2;

Specific Gravity of Vapour, 87] 6.

(^31) Io*Bine, the third element in the gfoup which -we are

now* examining, is still denser than bromine, as it assumes the solid

form at the ordii\firy temperature of the air. Its discovery dates

back to the year 1811, when it was found by CourJ^ois accidentally

in the waste liquors produced in the manp.facture of soda from the

ashes of sea-weed.
,

Iodine exists in the ocean in quantities still smaller than

bromine. It is, notwithstanding, obtained with less difficulty, as

it is extracted from sea w qter, and stored up by mariu^ plants, such

as the fuci, algjc, and sjjpnges. These, when burnt, give an ash

wiiich is technically known as kelp; it contains iodine in the form

of iodide of sodium. In the mineral kingdom, iodine has been found

in one or two rare ores, thus it occurs combined with silver in

Mexico, and with zinc in Silesia.

Preparation, — Iodine is at present largely manufactured at

Glasgow*, from kelp made on the coasts of Scotland and Ireland :

the following is an outline of the process adopted in procuring it

(Graham, KJhem, 2nd Ed. p. 492) ; The sea-woed having

been dried in the sun, is burned in shallow excavations, at a low

heat
; owhig to the volatility of the iodide of sodium at a red lu;at,

the loss of this salt would be considerable if the temperature were

allowed to rise too htgh. The half fuse^ ash or kelp which remains

is broken into fragments and treated with boiling water, which dis-

• solves about one-half of the ash. .The liquid thus obtained is then

evaporated in open pans, and all that ?an be separated by crystal-

lization is removed ;
sulphate of soda: enrbonate of soda* anfl
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chloride of potassium are thus Extracted. The iodine remains in

theN;^otljer-liqiior^ which still retains sulphide of sodium, besides

srrlphiti^and some carbonate of soda. Thi§ liquor, or iodine ley,

is now mixed with one-eighth of its bulk of oil of vitriol, and

allowed to stand for twenty-fonr*honPs ;
carbonic acid, sulphurous

acid, and sulphuretted hydrogen gases escape, and sulphate of

soda again crystalli^s out, mixed with a considerable quantity

of deposited sulphur. The supernatant liquid is next trans-

• * fcrred to a leaden
• Fig. 259. retort of cylindri-

cal form, «, fig.

259, supported in

a sand bath, and

gently heated

from beneath by

a small fire
;
the

head of tlio retort,

b r, is luted on

with clay, and the

contents of the

retorthavingbeia 1

heated to about

140°, a quantity

of powdered bin-

oxide of manga-

nese is introdac(‘d

tlirongj^he tubulure. b. temperature may be gradually

raised iodine distils over and is con-

densed in the globular receivers, rf. It is purified by a second

sublimation. The object of the second tubulure, shown at c,

is to facilitate the clearing of the neck the retort in case it should

become obstmeted by the formatioh of crystals. If the tem-
peratuie be allowed to rise above 212°, chlorine is discngagcnl

and combines with part of the iodine, forming cliloride of
iodine.

In the foregoing process, the addition of the sulphuric acid

occasions the decomposition of the carbonate, sulphite, and hypo-
sulphite of soda which itill remain in soliftion, as well as of
any sulphide of sodium fhat may be present, forming sulphate

of soda which is removed by (uystallization. The liquid retains*

an excess of sulphuric acidf and all the iodide of sodium. When
this mixture is heated with iicroxide of maiigancsb, the^ iodine
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is libcratecl, whilst sulphate of sfcda and sulphate of manganese
remain in the retort. The process resembles that for bromiD5:*’^^-

Iodide of Oxide of Sulphuric Sulphate of Sulphate of
Bojlium. manpaneae. acid. soda. » manganese.

J-oaine.

Nal -f MnOa + a SO3 c= ^feO/SOg + Mna ^3 + T
Properties ,—The crystalline form of iodine is an octohedron

with a rhombic base; but it is generally obtained in bluish black

scales, resembling® plumbago in luc^rc. It is a non-conductor of

electricity. At ordiiiarji temperatures, and especially when in a

moist condition, it is sensibly, volatile, emitting an odour like that

of chlorine, but much weaker. In the solid form it has a specific

gravity of 4*947 ;
when heated it undergoes fusion at 225^ ;

at

about 347° it boils and is converted faito a magnificent purple

vapour, from which it derives its name (IcoSrfc, ^violet-coloured’).

Iodine, when taken internally, acts in large doses as an irritant

poison
; but in small quantities it is a most valuable medicine^

j)artiGuTarly In glandular swellings, and in certain forms of goitre.

It stains the skin and most organized substances, of a brown

colour, and gradually corrodes them. Water forms with it a yellow

solution, but dissolves it only in very small quantity. Its bleach-

ing properties are very feeble. Alcohol^ ether, and solutions of

the iodides dissolve it freely. Lfff/oPs Solution^ wliich Avas formerly

iiHudi used in medicine, consists of 20 grains of iodine and 30 of

iodide of potassium, dissolved in an ounce of water
;

it is of a deej)

brown colour. Iodine attacks the metals rapidly
;
iron or zinc is

rc'adily dissolved by it if^'))hiccd with it in water, an iodide of the

metal being formed. A*ll the compounds of iodine with the metals

and with hydrogen arc decomposed by chlorine, and even liy bro-

mine, while the iodine is set free. Advantage is taken of this fact in

ascertaining the presence of iodine. The most delicate test for it,

when uncombined, is the intense blue colour which it strikes with

startdi
;
by its means, Avitlj *(lue precaution, f part of iodine, when

dissolved in one million parts of water, may be discovered.

There ^are various inodes of applying this test: the simplest

consists in mixing a little cold standi paste with the liquid which

is su8peqj:cd to contain iodine ;
if it be present in an iiucombincd

form, a beautiful blue colour show^s itself. If tile iodine be in

combination, this Bolour does not appehr until a drop of chlorine

water or of solution of bleaching powder be added to set the iodine

free. An excess of chlorine mu^t be avoided, as it forms cliloride

of iodine, and prevents the action of* the test. The colour also

•fades aaway if the solution be heated, but it is partially restored ms
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the temperaturo falls. As st^^rch paste cannot be long kept

\viSi::Qut undergoing decomposition, it is often convenient to sub-

j&titute^r the freshly made paste, paper which has been smeared

with the starch, and allowed to become dry. If kept in a dry

place such paper may be preserved for an indefinite length of time,

and is ready for use at any moment.

(332) IIydriodic Acid,(HI); Equivalentyi^i
) Specific Gravity

,

4*443 9
Combining Volume, 4.“7--By heating iodinre in hydrogen, the

volume of tlie gas becomes doubled, and a colourless acid gas is

produced. It fumes in the air, is very soluble in M’^ater, and possesses

a pungent irritating odour ; but the^gas is never prepared for use

in tTSisTrianncr. A better mode is tjie following :
place in a small

retort 10 parts of iodide of potassium with 5 of water, add 20 of

iodine ; then drop in cautiously i part of phosphorus cut into small

fragments, and apply a gentle heat. Hydriodic acid gas will he

extricated abundantly, and may be collected, by displacement, in

dry bottles. The result of the reaction is explained by ‘die following

equation :

—

lodi.io
potuasium. Iodine.

Phos-
phorus.

ITyilriodic
tu'id.

Water. Phosphate poJash

.

2KI + 5P4-P + 8HO yield 2 KO, HoTpOg + 7 HI

Hydriodic |icid gas is not combustible, nor docs it support

combustion. It is reduced under strong pressure to a yellowish

liquid, which freezes at—60° F.

A solution of hydriodic acid may be easily prepared by suspend-

ing iodine in water, and transmitting a current of sulphuretted

hydrogen gas through the mixture until the brown colour of the

iodine disappears. Sulphur is dei)osited in abundance, and hydriodic

acid is formed. The liquid gradually becomes clear if left at rest

;

it may then be decanted from the precipitated sulphur : the decom-

position consists simply in the displacement of the sulphur by the

iodine; HS + I= HI'^S. This liquid may be concentrated till it

consists of HI + ii IIO
;

it acquires a density of 1*7. It then

distils unchanged at 262° F. It is a powerful a»id, and dissolves

iodine freely, forming a brown solution : by exposure to the air,

especially if placed in a strong light, it absorbs oxygen, water is

formed, and till? liquid becomes brown from the liberation of iodine.

Chlorine eftects its instartt decomposition, wttether it be in the

gaseous form or in solution. Mercury decomposes it gradually,

and combines with its iodine.

The composition of hydfiodic acid may be ascertained by heat-

ing potassium in a measured volume of the gas. Iodide of potas-

/
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sium*is formed, and hydrogen reifiains equal in Uulk to half the

acid gas employed.

Iodides ,—The iodides of the metals are all solid at d’rdinary

temperatures
;
they are less fusible and^volatile than the correspond-

ing chlorides and bromides. 'The^iodides of gold, silver, platinum,

and palladium are decomposed by heat alone, and most of the

iodides are converted into oxides when heated in the air,—tlie

oxygen displacing the iodine. The greater number of the metallic

iodides dissolve freely iuiwater, thoiigh some are insoluble, and

exhibit colours of great iirilliancy. The soluble iodides of the

metals, or hydriodates of the metallic oxides, as they were for.

.

rncrly termed, may be obtained by the direct combination of

hydriodic acid with the metallic ^oxide, oi* by the action of iodine

and water upon the metal itself. These iodides, when in solution,

arc cliaracterizcd by the reaction with starch already mentioned :

with a solution of corrosive sublimate (chloride of mercury) (Hg Cl),

they giv^ a •beautiful salmon-coloured precipitate, which almost

immediately changes to a brilliant sc^arlct. This is the iodide of

mejrcury
;

it is soluble in excess both of iodide of potassium, and

of corrosive suldimate. Subnitratc of mercury gi\;cs a green pre-

cipitate* in solutions of the soluble iodides^ With nitrate of lead

a bright yellow precipitate of iodide pf lead is formed; it is slightly

soluble in boiling water, especially if the lead salt be present in

excess
;
on cooling, the iodide of lead separates in very beautiful

silky scales. With nitrate of silver, a buff-coloured iodide of silver,

nearly insoluble in ammotjia, is formed. If a mixture of proto-

sulphate of iron and sulp*liate of copper be added to a solution of

any iodide, a white subiodide of copper precipitates : with chhjridc

of gold the iodides give a Icraon-ycllow precipitate, and witli salts

of palladium a brown iodide of palladium is produced, which is

sometimes used for ascertaining the quantity of iodine present in

a solution in which it occurs mixed with chlorine, as chloride of

palladium is freely soluble in water.

(333) OXIDES *t)F Iodine.—Iodine has a more po\verful affinity

fi)r oxygen than either chlorine or bromine, and forms with it two

Avcll-dcfiiiQl acids, viz., the iodic acid (IO5) and the periodic acid

(IO7), besides some other oxides but imperfectly known.

Iodic Acid, (lOJ,) ; Equivalent, i67.-^This acid corresponds in

composition*to chloric and bromic acids. It may be prepared in

several ways ; thus it may be progure^ by long boiling of iodine

in concentrated nitric acid : Millon^s method consists in mixing

equal jmrts of chlorate of potash and iodine with 5 parts of iVatef*
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and a little iiitx*ie acid. ChloWne is evolved in abundance, and

iSS^te of potash is formed which dissolves in the liquid : chloric

—a:c/d is'^et free by the nitric acid, and imparts its oxygen to the

iodine, chlorine gas escaping, while the iodic acid liberates a fresh

portion of chloric acid jfrom the chlorate, and this undergoes a

similar decomposition. Liebig^s plan of preparing iodic acid con-

sists in suspending iodine in water, and transmitting through it a

current of chlorine gas till the iodine is dissoived
;
the liquid is

then neutralized by carbonate of soda, when a copious precipitate of

iodine is fornried, which may be again sihiilarl}’^ treated by chlorine.

Inthk case the chlorine decomposes water, taking the hydrogen to

form hydrochloric acid, while the oxygen is transferred to the iodine.

Chlorine. Water. Iodine.

5^ -f 5IK) 4- T= 5IHCI + IO5.

^

The neutralized liquid contains iodate of soda and chloride of

sodium. Chloride of barium is next added
;
an abundilrit precipitate

of iodate of baryta, which is but sparingly soluble, is formed ; this is

washed from adhering salts, and is decompose^l by a quantity of

sulphuric acid just sufticient to combine with the baryta. Iodic

acid dissolves in the Avatcr, whilst the insoluble sulphate of baryta

separates. The iodic acid, ^by evaporation, may be obtained in

crystals composed of HO, IO5 : by a heat of 360*^ F. it is rendered

anliydrous, and at about 700® P. it is decomposed into iodine and

oxygen. Its solution is destitute of odour, and has a sour astringent

taste. Organic bodies decompose it, anif ow ing to this circumstance

litmus paper is first reddened and afterwards bleached by it.

J.odates .—Some iodates contain i equivalent, some 2, and some

3 equivalents of acid to i equivalent of base : for example, the three

iodates of potash may be represented by the following formulae :

—

the neutral iodate, KO, IO5 ; the biniodate, KO, 2 IO5
; and the

teriodatc, KO, 3 IO5. All the iodates are decomposed by heat, and

give off oxygen. If the metal have a stronger affinity for iodine than

for oxygen, an iodide of the metal is formed
; thuu (KQ, IO5), iodate

of potash, becomes KI-f60 : but if the affinity of the metal be

greater for oxygen than for iodine, the oxide is left behind : iodate

of baryta, for example, is converted into baryta, oxygen gas, and free

iodine,—the latter escapeS in purple vapours
; iJaO, IO5= BaO, + O5

4“ I. The aqueous solutions of the iodates are decomposed by
sulphurous acid; KO, 10

^4
- 6 ^02==KI + 6 SO3

; an iodide of the

metal is formed, and then the iodine may be discovered by the

•starch test in the usual way. Iodic acid forms crystallizable coin-

pounds with the sulphjsfric and many other acids.
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(334) Periodic Acid, IO7, iSg.*i83.—This acid: corresponds in

composition to the perchloric. It is obtained by transmitting^

current of chlorine gas through a solution of iodate of soda con-

taining caustic soda, in the proportion of 3 Equivalents of free alkali

to I of iodate of soda ; a sparingly soluble basic periodate of soda

is formed, ^Phe reaction which occurs consists in the decomposition

of 2 equivalents of soda by % of chlorine, chloijjde of sodium being

formed, whilst the c equivalents of oy:ygen combine with the iodic

acid to form the periodic jjcid ; the latter corabihes with a second

equivalent of soda, and fornw the basic periodate of soda; as explained

by the following symbols :

—

lodat.o soda.
^

Soda. Chloripe. Subporiodate Hoda. Chloride sodium.

N^,*i65 4- 3^0 -f 2^ = 2 SaKlOy + 2!^!.

The basic periodate of soda is dissolved in dilute nitric acid, and

])rccipitated hy the addition of nitrate of silver; the periodate of^

silver Ts fhen ^lissolvcd in boiling nitric acid; a neutral periodate

of silver crystallizes as the liquid cools, and this salt when treated

witli water is decomposed into basic periodate of silver, which is

insoluble'., and periodic acid, which dissolves. By evaporation of the

solution* the periodic acid may be obtained in deliquescent crystals,

whicdi contain 5 equivalents of water, and arc somewhat soluble in

alcohol and ether. The periodates are most of them sparingly

soluble in water, but dissolve freely in dilute nitric acid. Solution

of the neutral soda salt (NaO, IO7) causes a precipitate of basic

periodate with solutions of^icutral salts of baryta, of lime, of lead,

or of silver, whilst the lic/uid becomes acid. The basic silver salt

is pale yellow if precipitated from cold, but red if from hot ?|plu-

tions.

(335) Chlorides or Iodine.—Two compounds of iodine with

(jlilorine, a protochloride an3 a terehloride, may be obtained.

The proiochloride (ICl), 162*5, ij'ritating vola-

tile yellowish brown liquid, which is obtained by distilling 1 part of

iodine with ^ of chlorate of potash
; the distilled chloride of iodine

dissolves, apjiarently without change, in water, in alcohol, and in

ether. T^is chloride when hot dissolves iodine readily, and deposits

it in beautiful crystals.

Terehloride of ioUine (ICI3), eq. 233*5 ? this compound is formed

by acting u^on iodine with excess of dry chlorine gas. It forms

magnificent ruby red crystals, which sublime spontaneously in

closed bottles; the vapour is extrem(?ly irritating to the eyes.

If exposed to the air it attracts moisture, and it dissolves in water*

unchanged.* Alkaline solutions decompose iddine is prcci-
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pitated; if heated with potash, *Yor example, chloride of potassium

^d iodate of potash are produced in the manner explained by the

following equation :

—

Potash. Chlorida
potaBsium.

Iodate potash. Iodine.

5 ICI3 + 18 KO give 15 KCl + 3 (KO, IO5) -f- 2 I.

Iodine also comjbines with bromine, and forms compoimds with

it which are possessed of properties similar to those of the chlorides

of iodine. '
^

(336) Iodide of Nitrogen, (NHIg^j. This substance may be

obtained as a black powder by digesting iodine for half an hour in

a cold solution of ammonia. The brown supernatant liquid, which

contains excess of iodine held in solution by hydnodate of am-

monia, is decanted, and the insoluble powder is placed upon filter-

ing paper in quantities of a grain or less, and allowed to dry

spontaneously. When dry, it ex])lodes upon the slightest touch,

and it indeed often detonates without any assignable cause; the

explosion is remarkably sharp and sudden, fmnes of iodine are

produced, and a faint light is emitted.

The experiments of Bincau, the results of which have been

subsequent!}^ confirmed^ by Gladstone, have shown that this deto-

nating compoiiud is not a ipere iodide of nitrogen, but that it

contains hydrogen also, having the formula NHI2. The mode
of its preparation admits of easy exjdanation by tlie annexed

formula: 4 1 + 3 IlgN = 2 (H^NI) -f NIII.,, the reaction of 4
equivalents of iodine upon 3 of amnionia producing 2 equiva-

lents of hydriodate of ammonia, and i of the detonating substance.

Buusen assigns to it the formula (KII3, NI^), but it is more pro-

bable that the composition attributed to it by Bineau {Ann, de

Chimiey III. xv. 71) is correct.

Iodide of nitrogen slow ly decomposes in water; ammonia retards,

but potash and the acids accelerate' the decomposition ; chlorine,

bromine, and strong nitric acid destroy it rapidly; sulphuretted

hydrogen also quietly but completely eficctstits dpcomposition.

The results of this reaction afford a means of ascertaining the

relative quantities of nitrogen and iodine contained in tlje iodide

:

I equivalent* of the black powder, when treated with 4 of sul-

phuretted hydrogen, furnfsh i equivalent of Ibdide of amnioiiium,

I of hydriodic acid, and 4 of sulphur :

—

Iodide SulpliuroUed « Iodide Hydriodic « , .

nitrogen. hydrogmi, ammonium. acid.
oujpnur.

NHI, + 4IHS = NhTi + 111 + ^8.
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is impossible not be struck wth the close analogy presented

by the three elementary bodies, chlorine, bromine, and ioAui6̂

both in their uncombined state and in their compounds ; they

indeed fornf one of the best defined natura? groups. At the time

when iodine was discovered, chlorin® was most chemists regarded

as a compoiAid of muriatic acid and oxygen, .and was consequently

known as 'oxymuriatic acid. Indeed, most of the reactions which it

presented admitted# of a simple explanation on tliis hypothesis,

and this circumstance prevented chenysts from adopting generally

tlic views which had a sR«rt time previously lieen put forward by

Davy, maintaining the clemcnfary nature of chlorine. The dis-

covery of iodine, however, decided them, and assisted mate-

rially in fixing the opinion now entertained respecting the coni-

})ounds of fihorine, the fourth member of the group, and of which

our knowledge is in a much less satisfactory condition.

§ IV. Fluorine.

Symbol, F; J^quivalent, 19; Theoretical Density, 1*31;

Combining Volume, 2.

(337) Many unsuccessful attempts have been njadc at various

times to insulate this body. Its affinities appear to be so powerful,

and its actiop on the human frame is so irritating and deleterious,

tliat little that is satisfactory is known concerning it in its free

state. Vessels of fluorspar**are the only ones which liave yet been

found capable of witlistailAing its action. No doubt, however, is

entertained of its general nature, as its compounds are closely

analogous to the corresponding ones of the three elements which

have just been described.

Fluorspar, or fluoride of* calcium (CaF), is the only compound

of fluorine which exists natiit; in abundance, and from it all the

preparations of fluorine are obtained. A variety of minerals con-

tain small quantities of fluoride of calcium, particularly the phos-

phates of Kmc and certain kinds of mica. It exists too in minute

quantity in the bones of animals, and especially in the teeth,

*’*t^^,r^^Yi)ROFLUORrc Acid ; Fluoric Acid, (HF); Equiva-

lent, 20!—Fluorine i% not known to fo/m any oxide, but with

hydrogen it forms a very remarkable acid. Owing to the power-

fiilly corrosive action which this compound exerts upon glass,

which it deprives of its silicon, it is* iie53ssary always to prepare it

in. metallic vessels. In the construction of these vessels lead, from •
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its cheapness, preferred ; bui55when the acid is required torbe in a

of perfect purity platinum must be used, the cheaper metals

being all more or less attacked by the acid.

In order to procure hydrofluoric acid in solution Ih a concen-

trated form, I part of fiitely powdered ,fluorsj)ar, free from silica

and the metallic sulphides, is mixed with 2 parts of oil of vitriol

;

at ordinary temperatures no evolution of vapour occurs if the

fluorspar be pure, but a trqjisparent gelatinoc^s mass is formed.

On the applicatioii of a gentle heat d^nse acid fumes of an ex-

tremely deleterious nature arise, and a veaction takes place similar

to that which occurs in the preparation of hydrochloric acid : thus.

Fluoride Sulphuric Sulphate Hjdrofluoric
Calcium. acid. lime. acii*’

+ HO, = C^oTsOg + HK ^

For ordinary purposes the distillation may be conducted in a

leaden retort. For the convenience of removing the charge after the

operation is over, it is found advantageous to make tlilj retbrf in two

pieces, a head and a

body ; the head, c, fig.

260, fits accurately by

an overlapping*^grooved

joint into the body,

The heat may be con-

veniently applied in an

equable manner by

placing the body of the

retort in a shallow iron

tray, «, filled with

sand : d is the receiver

for the acid
j it consists

of a leaden pipe fitted

by grinding to the neck of the retott, and is cooled by immersion

in a mixture of ice and salt. When a perfectly pure acid is reejuired,

the still must consist of platinum. Hydrofluoric acid is a densely

fuming, volatile, colourless liquid, which boils at about 60°, and r(^-

mains unfrozen at—4° F. The preparation of the acid nj^iist be con-

ducted with the greatest care, and special provision must be made
for carrying off the funnfes from the operatoiS The liquid acid is

highly dangerous from its caustic action upon the skin; the

smallest drop occasioning a deep and painful burn. Indeed, it

ought never to be preser/ed in the concentrated form. Whcai
•pouKjd into water it combines with it with great avidity, and with
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the evolution of so high a temperature ^as to produce a hissing

noise, resembling that caused by quenching a red-hot iron. Iti"

its concentrated form it has a specific gravity of 1060, but by the

addition of%ater the density may be incfeased to 1 150, beyond
which point further dilution is* attended with a regular decrease in

density. TRc acid of sp. gr. 11^0 is a quadrihydrate (HP, 4 IIO)

it boils at 248° F., and distils unchanged. Diluted hydrofluoric

acid gradually dissolves the metals, extricating hydrogen. Potas-

sium if thrown into the strong acid decomposes ft with explosion.

The concentrated aci(F4ibove described was long believed to be

anhydrous; but the rcscarchcs^of Louyet [Comptes Rendus, xxiv.,

434) have proved that it contains water. He distilled it ^dth

excess of anhj/llrous phosphoric acid : the water was thereby re-

moved, and A colourless gas of an extremely irritating nature wjis

set free ;
it produced dense fumes on escaping into the air,^ had

but little action on perfectly dry glass, and was rapidly condensed

by wiftei* hk’cmy states that, by means of a jfreezing mixture of

i(ie and ’ salt, he obtained the anhydi’ous acid *in the form of a

(tolourless, mobile, very volatile liquid.

Hydrofluoric acid is easily recognised by its corrosive action

upon glass. In order to detect a flu^yjj^ in a compound which is

suspected to contain it, the materialjJ^^uced to^ a fine powder

and mixed in a platinum capsule with strong sulphuric acid; a slip

of glass is warmed and rubbed over with bees^ wax so as to coat it

uniformly
; a few characters are then traced with a point through

the wax, so as to expose a* portion of the glass; this etching is

then inverted over the pldfinum capsule, which is gently warmed

for a few minutes, and the glass is cooled, if necessary, with a little

moistened filtering paper, in order to prevent the wax from being

melted. If fluorine be contained in the mixture, the characters will

be found corroded on cleaifiug oti’ the wax with a little oil of

turpentine : if the traces be* very faint, they may be rendered

visible by breathing upon the surface of the plate.

A weak soluticJ^ of the acid is often employed for etching on

glass with advantage : in this way, for instance, the graduations on

the glass stem of a thermometer may be made with great pre-

ciflftJfTancT^acility
;
the glass tube is first coated with engravers^

etching varnish, the fiivisioiis are traced through the varnish with

a fine point, tind the tube is plunged into* a long leaden tube filled

^ith the dilute acid ; in the course of a few minutes the scale is

permanently engraved.

. Fluorides ,—The fluorides of the metals fuse easily oii*the*
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application of heat A large niMnbcr of them are insoluble^ oh only

TlJ^aringly soluble in water. The solutions of the soluble fluorides

corrode the glass vessels in which they are contained : they giA e

no precipitate with nitritfce of silver, since fluoride of silv#is soluble ;

but with salts of lead, barium, <magnesium, and calcium, insoluble

precipitates, consisting of the fluorides of these metals, jtre produced.

The fluoride of calcium is so transparent as to be perceived with

difficulty. Many metallic fluorides combine twith an additional

equivalent of hydil)fluoric acj/1 and form compounds, which in many
cases may be obtained in crystals thar dissolve in water. The

fluoride of potassium and hydrofliibric acid (KF, IIF) has been

used oy Fremy as a convenient means of obtaining anhydrous

hydrofluoric acid. By the application of heat this salt can be

obtained free from water, and by a stronger heat it gi^x^s up the

equivalent of hydrofluoric acid which it contains, leaving the fluoride

of potassium behind. Double fluorides of the alkaline metals with

the fluorides of the electro-negative metals which fa.’m rfeido with

oxygen, may likewise be obtained with facility. Many insoluble

metallic acids, such as the columbic, the titanic, molybdic, and

tungstic acids arc thus dissolved by hydrofluoric acid, fluorides of

the metals being formcd^^diilst the oxygen of these compounds

produces water with tl% ny^ogen of the hydrofluoric acid : the

metallic fluorides so formed uissolve in the excess of hydrofluoric

acid and give rise to new compound acids. Titanic acid for instance

thus forms fluotitanic acid, TiO^ -f 3 HF= HF, TiFg + 2 110 .

Hydrofluoric acid, when mixed wdtin nitric acid, readily dissolves

silicon which has not been strongly igiiiicd
; but it is reniarkalilc

tliak the mixture does not dissolve gold or platinum.

Many other compounds of fluorine have been prepared, but they

are not of sufficient ]tractical importance to require notice here

:

the compounds which it forms wdth' silicon and boron will be

described hereafter (389, 394).

(339) Determination of the Equivalent of Fluorine ,—Although

the chemist may be said to be entirely unacquajjited with the pro-

perties of uncoinbincd fluorine, yet its equivalent number has been

determined with precision; and the mode of proceeding offers

an instructive illustration of the resources of analysis^in sucii^a

case.

The method of operating is as follows:—Pui'g fluorspar

is reduced to an impalpable powder and dried
; 100 grains are

accurately weighed into a ^platinum crucible, the weight of which

iias been carefully determined, and sulphuric acid, also perfectly
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pure, "is added in sufficient quantity to reduce the i^hole to the con-

sistence of cream ; after standing for some hours, tlie excess of acicT

is expelled by the heat of a lamp
; the temperature is raised very

cautiously, %nd the crucible and ifs contents are finally heated to

bright redness. In this operation the whole of the fluorine is

expelled in ?lie form of hydrofluoric acid, the calcium combining

with the oxygen of the water in the oil of yitriql, whilst the fluorine

unites with the hy<irogen ; the lime l^rmed unites with an equiva-

lent of sulphuric acid, an^ forms sulpliate of lime, which remains

behind. On weighing tBe crucible after the experiment is com-

pleted, it will be found to amount to I74'35 grains.

Now it is known that 68 grains of sulphate of lime contain

20 of calcium,̂ 40 of sulphuric acid, and *8 of oxygen; 20 being

the cquivalelit number of calcium

but 68 : 20 : : 174*36 : = S'^'^5) >

174*30^ ^aint of sulphate of lime must consequently contain

51*25 calcium; 100 parts, therefore, of fluorspar, if it consist

only of fluorine and calcium, must be composed of 51*25 calcium

and 4875 of fluonne. The equivjilent of fluorine, is then fomid

directly ‘by the following calculation

Qty. of Calcium Eq. of Qty. ^ Fluorine Eq. off

in 100 parts. Calcium, in loo parts. Fluorine.

51-25 : 20 : 48-75 : 19

The equivalent number of fluorine is thus ascertained to be 19.

CHAPTER VII. •

SULPHUR SELENIUM PHOSPHORITS.

The next group of elements comprises three substances, sulphur,

selenium, aiiS phosphorus, which are characterized by a powerful

attraction for oxygen. Between sulphur and selenium a marked

ai«wt)gy^iu chemical characters is observable. Another Jbafj^pf

comparatively rare occurrence, viz., tellurium, properly belongs||p»

this group. we^rop^rties of selenium^are intermediate betwdbn

those of sulplyif»end tellurium, which latter presents so much of

the external characters and appear^ce'bf a metal, that it is usually

described with the metals.
w

o o
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§ I. Sulphur.

Symbol, S; EquivaHent, i6; Combining Volume, Specific

Gravity oftVapour, 6*617.

(340) Most of the sulphur used in England is obtained from

Sicily, where it ocQurs in the native or uncombined state in beds

of a blue clay formation, stretching from tke southern coast of

the island towards the bascF of Mount ,Etna. It is found abun-

dantly also m volcanic districts generally, and particularly in those

whi.q^^, border the Mediterranean. Many of the compounds of

sulphur with the -metals occur as natural productions in great

abundance,—especially 'the sulphides of iron, copper, lead, and

zinc. Eisulphidc of iron (iron pyrites) furnishes a large propor-

tion of the sulphur consumed in the manufacture of oil of vitriol.

In the oxidized condition, as sulphuric acid, sulphur is still more

extensively distributed in combination w ith various erirtfis
;
the

sulphates of lime, of magnesia, baryta, and strontia being abundant

natural productions. Sulphur is also an essential coustitiil^t of

many bodies pf organic origin
;

it is, for example, always contained

in the albuminoid or jg'otcin compounds.

Properties .—Native sulj^hur is found either in amorphous

masses, or in transparent yellow octohedra with a rhombic ])asc.

The sulphur of commerce is either in the form of a harsh, yellow,

gritty pow^dcr, known flowers of sulphur, ox iu round sticks, con-

stituting roll sulphur or common brimstone. In the latter condi-

tion it is a solid, nearly opaque, brittle substance, of a characteristic

yellow colour, with a slight peculiar odour. It is iusolulile iu

water, and is consequently tasteless : it is a bad conductor of heat,

and when grasped wdtK a warm hand frecpiently crackles and falls to

pieees from the unequal expansion
; i^ is an insulator of electricity,

and becomes negatively electric by IHction.

Sulphur is highly inflammable, and when heated in the air it

takes fire between 450® and 500® F., burning with a blue flame, and

emitting pungent suffocating fumes of sulphurous acid. At 239° P.

it melts, forming a yellow liquid which is less denge than the

sulphur. In close vessels it may, by a further heat, be

lljfctillcd, the boiling pdint being about 82^ P.,^ccording to tha

doservation 3)umas; at this temperature smpWh*^yields a deep

yellow v?L{)OUf of'sp. gr. 6*61^: 1 volume of tWB!«^apour contains

3 equivalents ofsulphur, f^rofessor Graham states, on the authority

of M. Bineau, that when sulphur is heated to about ii5qo° F. -the
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vapour becomes dilated to tliree* times the bull* that should hy
produced by mere elevation of temperature, and that at this high

temperature the volume occupied by aij equivalent of sulj)hur

vapour corresponds with that of an equivalent of oxygen.

Extraction ,—Advantage is taken of the volatility of sulphur

to purify it from the earthy matters which accompany it in its

native state. A rough distillation is jjerfoMiied upon the spot

where it is obtaiifed. For this purpose a loi^ brick furnace is

constructed so as to contain a double* row of u})right earthenware

retorts, each of a capacity* of four or five gallons; these arc fur-

nished with a large aperture at the toy) for charging them v/ith the

suly)hur, and with a short wide tube, which proceeds from the side at

the upper yjart, and sloyies downwards through the walls of the fur

nacc into earthen receivers of a similar form : from the bottom of

these rciccivers a short y)ipe carries oflP the still melted sulphur into

vessels containing water. It is, however, still very impure, and»

requires a sefSond more careful distillation beforq it is fit for many

imiie purposes to which it is ayiplied in the arts. This second

^S|||h,tion is conducted in retorts, generally of iron, furnished

with a short, wide, lateral neck
;
the fumes are received in large

chambers of brick-work. If the walls of ilicsc chambers be kej)t

cool, and the process be conducted sk)wly, the sulplwr condenses in

y)owdcr, and forms ^ flowers of sulphur but if the fire be urged,

and the masonry be allowed to become hot, the sulj)hur melts, runs

down, and is then drawn o^* into cylindrical wooden moulds, which

give it the usual form of foil sulphur.

W hen sulphur is yireparcd from pyrites (FeS.^), the mineral is

sometimes distilled in close vessels, and by tliis means about bne-

third of the sidyihur which it contains is volatilized and condensed,

magnetic yiyrites, rem^aiuing ; but it is more usual to conduct

tlu‘ ()))eration in the open air, as a jjrcliminary step in the roasting

.
of coy)per yiyrites to preyiarc it for smelting. Huge heaps of the ore

arc arranged in the form of a truncated s(piarc yiyramid, the base of

which is aboyt thirty feet in the sidc^. A layer of powdered ore is

j)laccd at the bottom, and over this one of brushwood ; in the centre

is j)lac(Mj fl.^wooden chimney, which communicates with air-ways lelt

ybt?cween the fagots; fragments of ore are now piled up untilihe hi^ap

» is about eight feet hf^h, and the whole is*lastly covered, for a depth

of twelve inches, with a layer of powdered ore. SlTch a heap con-

tains upwards of 2000 tons of pyrites, apd will furnish about

twenty tons of sulphur. When the construction of the heap is

complete, the fire is kindled in the centre by droj)y)ing lighted

o o 2
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^fagots down the chimney ; in flie course of a few days the heat

becomes diffused throughout the mass, and sulphur begins to

ooze from the surface.. When this is observed, numerous hemi-

spherical wells or excavaticms, fitted with covers, are made in the

superficial layer of ore for the reception of the sulphur ;
into these

cavities it drains, and is daily ladled out and cast into moulds.

The process of roasting such a heap occupies five or six months.

Various,forms of Bjilphur.— Sulphul has been already

pointed out ^(84) as affording a striking illustration of the occur-

rence of allotropy : it may be obtained in several distinct modifi-

cations of form, or in different allotropic states.

The first form, which has been distinguished by the symbol

Sa, is the native crystal of sulphur, the oblique rhombic octo-

hedron. It may be obtained artificially by allowing the solution of

sulphur, in chloride of sulphur, or in bisulphide of carbon, to

evaporate spontaneously. It is semitransparent, of an amber

yellow colour, aiuj has a density of 2*05. Its crystals undergo no

change in the air. Tliey fuse at 239° F.

The second variety, S/S, is obtained by melting a few

of sulphur, and allowing it to solidify on the surface
;

if the crust

be pierced witli a hot v ire, the still fluid portion may be poured

oft' j and the solid mass beneath will be found to be lined with

transparent brownish-yellow needles, belonging to the oblique

prismatic form ;
these have a specific gravity considerably less than

Sa, viz., 1*98, the density of ordinary ^roll sulphur. According to

Mr. Brodic, it melts at 248® F. This form is not permanent in

the air. In a few days, or (if the surface of the crystals be

scratched) in a few hours, the transparency disappears, and

although to the eye the crystals retain their prismatic outline, they

lose their coherence, and an opaque grumbling mass is produced,

consisting of minute rhombic octohedra. On the other hand, if an

octohedron of Sa be placed in a liquid, the temperature of which

is slowly raised to a point between 220° and 230^, it loses its

transparency, owing to the formation of prismatic crystals.

The third variety, S.y, is even more remarkable than the pre-

ceding ; it is^ produced by the action of a still higher tp^nerature.

The influence of heat u|)on sulphur is indeed very peculiar.' '"''I ^

begins to melt at about ^^9'’, and between 250^ and 280° it forms a

yellow, transp*ent, and tolerably limpid liquid : as the temperature

rises the colour deepens, it j3ecomes brown, and at last nearly black

and opaque. At 350® these changes are very decided y it gradually

becomes more and more viscid ; the temperature at this point for
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awhile becomes stationary, notwithstanding continued accessions of

heat from without, so that heat is becoming latent as in the"

analogous case of the melting of ice. After awhile, if the appli-

cation of heat be steadily continued, the temperature again rises,

and when it has attained to nearly ^ooP P., the sulphur once more

liquefies, tttough it never becomes as fluid as at the temperature

of Z4cP F. when first melted. If now suddenly cooled by pouring

it in a slender st^jpam into cold water, a soft tenacious mass is

produced, which may be drawn out intp elastic tbfreads. The colour

of the cooled threads varies from pale amber to a • deep brown,

becoming darker in proportioh to the elevation of temperature it

has experienced. Magnus has shown (PoggendorfiF^s AnnaL, xcii.,

308) that thi# deepening in colour of tha melted sulphur is due to

the formation of another modification of suljihur, which is black

;

tlic more frequently the sulphur is heated up to about 600®, and

then suddenly cooled, the larger is the quantity of this black sul-

jdiui^wlfich K formed. A red variety of sulphur was also obtained*

Magnus : the details of the process requirdtl for insulating it

state of purity are given at length in the memoir above

referred to.- Duc'lile sulphur has a sp. gr. of only 1*957. In a

few hcfurs it becomes yellow^, and returns to tAe brittle form,

giving out again the heat which it had absorbed ;
it also increases

in density, the greater part of ft assuming tlTc form of Sa.

If this ductile sulphur be heated to 212®, it suddenly returns to

the brittle condition, the temperature rising during the change

to 230^

Crystalline -sulphur, xfither Sa or S^, dissolves freely in bisul-

phide of carbon, and in dichloride of sulphur: by spontaneous

evaporation of the liquid, the sulphur is left in octohedra. Boiling

oil of turpentine dissolv es sulphur freely, and retains one and a half

per cent, on cooling. As the liquid cools, the sulphur crystallizes,

first in the prismatic form, Sp, afterwards as the temperature con-

tinues to fall, octohedra, Sa, are produced. Vitreous sulphur, S.y, is

not soluble in bisulphide of carbon ;
after it has lost its vitreous

and tenkeiods (character it is not wholly changed into the ordinary

form of sulphur, for it has become only partially soluble in bisiil-

^Lkie“6i fcarbon; a pale buff-coloured powder is left, soluble in

anhydrous alcohol ;iit is of sp. gr. 1*955, by fusion,

be reconverted into ordinary sulphur, ^hich is soluble in bisul-

,phide of carbon. The black sulphur of Magnus is also insoluble

in bisulphide of carbon.

When distilled in small quantities, in vessels in whiclj. tliq
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temperature is not considerably reduced in the receiver^ the sul-

^lur condenses in red drops, which remain liquid for many hours.

Sulphur is also frequently liberated in the ductile form from the

native sulphides of the nfetals during their solution in aqua regia,

(342) Compounds of Sul:^hur" with Oxygen. — Sulphur

forms numerous compounds with oxygen : two of them (sulphurous

acid and sulphuric .vacid) have been Jong known and employed

on a large scale in the arts % the others are less important, and

of comparatively recent discovery. These acids of sulphur are

interesting, as they exhibit a combining’ ratio ditferent from any

that has as yet been considered, and they show the application

of the law of multiple proportions to the case of the sulphur, as

well as to that of the oxygen which they contain.

The following table exhibits the composition of the various

combinations of sulphur with oxygen, the existence of which is at

^present known :

—

502 * Sulphurous acid

503 Sulphuric acid

S2O2 Dithionous or hyposulphurous acid
^

S^Og Dithionic or hyposulphimic acid

SjjOg TritJaionic acid

S^jOg Tetrathion«c acid

SgOg Pentathionic acid.

We will examine first the sulphurous acid, then the sulphuric

acid, and will pass slightly over the other acids, the compounds

of which, with the exception of some Of the salts of hyposul-

phurpus acid, have as yet received no practical applications.

(343) Sulphurous Acid, (SO2) ;
Equivalent^ 32 ;

Combining

Volume
j 2 j Specific Qravity, 2’247.

—

Sulphur burns in oxygen

with a rose-coloured flame, and produfces a permanent gas
; after

tlie combustion has terminated, and •the gas has been allowed to

regain its original temperature, the bulk of the gaseous products is

fjund to be the same as before the experiment. ^Sulphurous acid is

the sole product of the combination if the oxygen be dry. This gas

is endowed with the properties of a weak acid
;

it has a^ingeut,
suffocating odour, like that ofburning sulphur, and in a concentfattd

form it is quite irrespirablef It is not inflammable, but quickly extin-

guishes the flame of burnin*^ bodies. Sulphurous acid dissolves freely

ill water, which takes up between forty and fifty times its bulk of the

gas
; the liquid has a taste and smell similar to that of the gas ; the

i^olution gradually absorbs oxygen from the air, and becomes con-
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verted iiitb sulphuric acid (803)^ A crystalline, hydrate of sul-

phurous acid (SOg 9 HO) may also be obtained at a low tempera-

ture ; at 40® F. this hydrate melts and is decomposed. Owing to

the solubility of sulphurous acid in water, *the gas must always be

collected either over mercury, or»in dry bottles by displacement

:

from the high density of the gas (double that of oxygen), the latter

method is easily applied.

Preparation,— required in a pure state, sulphurous acid

is always prepared by depriving oil df vitriol of^part of its oxygen.

In order to effect this, Wjo or three ounces of sulphuric acid in a

concentrated form may be boiled in a glass retort upon half an

ounce o^ copper or of mercury. Part of the acid gives up i equiva-

lent of its ox/gen to the metal ; the oxide thus produced combines

with an equivalent of the undecomposed acid, whilst an equivalent

of sulphurous acid is set free for each equivalent of the sulphate

formed. The reaction in the case of copper may be seen in the

follow^iixg equation ; Cu+ 2 SO3= CuO, 8034- 80^. The gas must be*

washed by allowing it to bubble up through a bottle containing a

Small quantity of water, which retains sulphuric acid and any im-

purities which mi^ht be mechanically suspended in the gas. Accord-

ing to Maumen^ a certain quantity of the disulphide\)f copper, CU2S,

is also produced during this operation, aftet which a mixture of sul-

pliide and oxysulphide of copper i^ also formed. * Sulphuric acid

may be more economically deoxidized by means of charcoal gr dry

saw-dust, but the gas in this case is accompanied by one half its

volume of carbonic acid
; ® + a SO3 gives COg + 2 SO2. For most

purposes, hoAvever, such the preparation of the alkaline sulphites,

the presence of carbonic acid is unimportant. Sulphurous acid may
also be readily procured by heating in a flask an intimate mixture

of 4 parts of flowers of sulphur and 5 of finely powdered peroxide

of manganese
;
Sg + MnOf; = SOg + MnS.

By transmitting sulphureous acid gas through a tube surrounded

by a mixture of ice and salt, sulphurous acid may be condensed to a

colourless, transparent, limpid liquid, of specific gravity 1-42, which

dissoi^ bifumen ; this liquid boils at 17^*6, and freezes at —105^

F., forming a transparent, colourless, crystalline solid, heavier than

the hquiA

;

in closed tubes, at 60° it exerts a prejjsure of about

two atmospheres ar^ a half (Faraday), ,

Fig. 261 shows a method of liquefying sulphurous acid. The

^
gas is generated in the flask, a, washed and dried by means of con-

centrated sulphuric acid placed in ^e bottle, b, transmitted through

the pewter worm, c, surrounded by a freezing mixture of ice and
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salt, and collected in the receiver, d, which is also cooled by a

"‘freezing mixture ;
the liquefied acid is stored up for use in small

Fig. 2^1, Fig. 262,

tubes/ one of which is shown at e, fig. 262 ; the tube having been

previously cooled by immersion in the freezing mixture, the acid is

poured into it through a small tube funnel, and the liquid is pre-

served by drawing off* and sealing the tube at the narrow portion

in tl\c flame of the blowpqie, whilst the receiver still remains in

the freezing mixtiu'c.

Sulphurous acid possesses considerable bleaching powers, and
is extensively employed in bleaching straw and wool. The articles

to be bleached are moistened and suspended in closed chambers in

which sulphur is burned in an open dish
; the sulphurous acid is

absorbed by the damp goods, and the colour is ^lischarged. ^ The
gas appears to act by forming colourless compounds with certain

colouring matters. It does not, like chlorine, decompose the colour-

ing matter ;
for the sulphurous acid may either be expell^ b}r-a

stronger acid, or it may be®neutralized by an alkali, and the colour

will be restored: the repfoduction of the yellow col6ur in new
flannel, when it is washed with an alkaline soap for the first time,

is a practical illustration of tlie effect of an alkali upon goods
whicl\ have been bleached by sulphurous acid. Sulpliurous acid is

also highly valuable as a disinfecting agent.
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It is^ however^ principally as a#preliminary step in the manu-
facture of oil of vitriol that sulphurous acid is made upon the large

scale^ and in this case it is always obtained by burning sulphur, or

a metallic sulphide, in air.

The composition of sulphuroui acid is easily determined syn-

thetically, by simply burning sulphur in oxygen
; the bulk of the

gas is not increased, but the density of the sulphurous acid is

double that of oxygen. Equal weights of sulphur and oxygen, it

is therefore clear, must have united t&^produce tlie result.

Sulphites,—Sulphurous# acid is a weak acid, and presents con-

siderable analogy to carbonic ticid in its mode of combining with

bases
;
and according to Dr. Muspratt^s observation, the sulphites

and the carb<fnates are in many cases isomorphous. Witli the

alkalies it forms two kinds of salts, one of which, like the ordinary

sulphite of soda (Na0,S02, lo aq), contains i equivalent of the

acid to I of alkali, while the other class, represented by the bisul-

phite^f j^fotajJi (KO, no, 2 SO2), contains 2 equivalents of acid to

I of base. The sulphites of the alkalies arc thfe only ones wdiieh

dissolve freely in water; but those of baryta, strontia, and lime,

dissolve to some e^ftent in an aqueous solution of sulphurous acid.

By a strong heat many of the sulphites are decomjjosed, the acid

being gradually expelled. They arc also dSfcomposed by sulphuric

or hydrochloric acid, with extrication of sul])hurous acid, which is

known by its peculiar and pungent odour. The best test for detect-

ing small traces of sulphites consists in the addition of a fragment

of zinc and a drop or two oi? hydrochloric acid to the solution; the

sulphurous acid is deoxidiitfed, the sulphur combines with hydrogen,

and sulphuretted hydrogen is given off
;
the gas last named may

be detected by suspending a piece of paper moistened with solu-

tion of acetate of lead in the upper part of the vessel, which

shoidd be closed by a glaiifs plate. The sulphites, when moist,

absorb oxygen from the air;* and solutions of the salts are often

used as deoxidizing agents : for example, the salts of sesquioxide

of iron arc reduced^ to salts of the protoxide. Gold, selenium, and

telluriunf^ are? precipitated by them from their solutions in hydro-

chloric acid in the reduced or metallic form, and arsenic acid is

reduced to teenious acid.

The sulphites art readily formed by •transmitting a stream of

sulphurous arid through water in which the oxide or the carbonate

of the metal is dissolved or suspended, the carbonates being decom-

posed with effervescence.

.
Sulphurous acid is by some chemists regarded as the starting ,

point of* several combinations belonging to the sulphur series.
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Without attaclifeg much importance to the probability of this view,

we subjoin the follow ing table, which exhibits the supposed relation

of some of the more important of these compounds to sulphurous

acid :

—

Sulphurous acid, SOg
Sulphuric acid, SOg O, oxide of sulphurous acid.

Chlorosulphurc acid, SOg Cl, chloride of ditto,

lodosulphuric acid, SOg I, iodide of ditto,

Nitrosulphuric acid, SOgNOg
Hyposulphurous acid, SOg, S, sulphide of ditto.

(344) SuLPHUiiic Acid, (SO3) ;
Equivalent, 40; Combining

Volume of Vapour, 2; Specific ' Gravity of Vapoui, 2*763.—This

substance, which for commercial purposes is one of the most

important products of chemical manufacture, is made in enormous

quantities. In Great Britain alone upwards of 100,000 tons are

annually consumed.

Preparation.-^yf\\cn sulphur is boiled in aqua regia, or in

concentrated nitric acid, it is gradually oxidized and converted

into sulphuric' acid
;
but this method is never employed excepting

for experimental purposes in the laboratory. On the large scale

it is made by a proces'i'first employed in England by Dr. lloebuck,

and introduced about the year 1720, since which period the mode
of conducting it has undergone several modifications and improve-

ments, though in principle it continues to be the same.

The changes which occur in the process arc remarkable and in-

structive. It has been already mentioned, that when sulphur is

burned in air or oxygen, the product is sulphurous acid ; this gas, if

made to combine with half as much oxygen again as it already con-

tains, is converted into sulphuric acid. Direct combination, how-

ever, cannot be produced betw een the t «ro gases
;
the intervention of

some third substance becomes neccss&ry ; and if water be presented

- to them, a very gradual process of oxidation occurs. If pure and
dry oxygen, mixed with twice its bulk of sulphurous acid, be trans-

mitted over spongy platinum (62) heated in a tube, che two gases

combine, and anhydrous sulphuric acid (SO3) is produced.

If sulphurous acid mixed with oxygen be presented to d^iiitoxide

of nijbrogen, or to any other of the higher oxides of nitrogen, this

combination may, however be effected with great rapidity; and,

furtheiv a very small proportion of the deutoxide of nitrogen will

suffice to eflect the combiffatidn of an almost indefinite amount of

,
sulphurous acid and oxygen^ if water be also present. Upon these
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facts the process employed in the fnanufactiiTe of»8ulphunc acid

is founded. The reaction is easily watched upon the small scale

by the following means Into a large three-necked receiver, a,

fig, 263, filled with atmospheric air, and slightly moistened in the

Pio. 263.

interior, sulphurous acid from the retort, b, and deutoxide of

nitro‘>'en from the bottle, are made to pass ;
ruddy fumes of

peroidde of nitrogen are iutftiediately formed by the combination of

the deutoxide with atmospheric oxygen, and in a few minutes

the inner surface of the receiver becomes coated with a white crys-

talline deposit, into the composition of which sulphurous acid,

peroxide of nitrogen, and wilter enter. As soon as this crystalline

mass is treated with water, lit is decomposed with brisk eflFer-

vescence; i equivalent of deutoxide of nitrogen escapes, and 2 equi-

valents of sulphurip acid remain in solution : the deutoxide of

nitroge^by 8gain absorbing 2 equivalents of oxygen from the air,

is reconverted into peroxide of nitrogen; this combines again with

fro fresh equivalents of sulphurous acid in the presence of a small

quantity of water; fresh crystals are fowned, and these m their

turn are decomposed by solution, as before. The deutoxide of

nitrogen is thus again liberated, aud may go^ throug 1 t^

round of compositions and decomffosifions, till the whole of the

oxygen in the air has been consumed : the oxide of mtrogen thus
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acts the part of a carrier of oxygen to the sulphuric acid. In the

manufacture of sulphuric acid on the large scale, the formation of

the crystalline body and its destruction are simultaneous, if the

operation be properly fconducted.*

(345) In the manufacture bf sulphuric acid, sulphurous acid is

procured by burning either sulphur or iron pyrites (PeSg)

;

provision being made for an abundant supply of atmospheric air

to the burning material. J^lie general arrangements adopted in

the manufacture, are shov/n in fig. 264. a a,, represent fur-

naces in which the sulphur is burned ; in the current of heated

gas an iron pot, A, is suspended, which has been previously

charged witli a mixture of nitrate of soda and oil of> vitriol.

The true compoRition of this crystalline body has been the object of

much discussion and numerous experimental inquiries. H. Uose has shown
that by passing pure dry binoxide of nitrogen into a ghiss vessel, the interior

of which is moistened with anliydrous sulphutic acid(S03), a white, bard, amor-
phous substance is formed, composed of (NOg 2 SO3), and tliis compound he,

considers to be the essential constituent iiPthe crystals above described. Jt

fuses at a high temperature, and sublimes unchanged. Water immediately
decomposes it, liberating deutoxide of nitrogen wdiilst the sulphuric acid is dis-

solved. If the anliydrous crystals be exposed to the ai*^ they absorl) moisture
and emit nitrous fumes. Concentrated oil of vitriol, by the fiid of heat, dis-

solves them in all proportions witliout change. The solution crystallizes, on
cooling, in rectangular prisms, which appear to contain water of crystallization.

Oil of vitriol rapidly absorbs the. deutoxide of nitrogen, and forms a siinik*'

crystalline compound; the addition ofwater immediat^y liberates the deutoxide
of nitrogen from it.

. ^
There are many other methods by which this curious substance may be

obtainej^but they often involve very complicated considerations. Do la

Provosflye forms it by the actions of liquid sulphurous acid on liquid per-
oxide of nitrogen ; he considers it when anhydrous to consist of SOg -)- SOg

E/Ose’s view however is more probably correct.
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Vapours of nitric acid are thus liberated
; they pass on with the

sulphurous acid^ by suitable flues, into immense chambers, f, f, con-

structed of sheet lead, and supported by a strong timber framework.

These chambers are often twelve or fifteen fedt high, fifteen or twenty

wide, and from 150 to 300 feet in tengtii ; they are sometimes par-

tially intersected by incomplete transverse leaden partitions, inter-

posed in the current of the mixed gases, to favour their more intimate

admixture. Watei^to the depth of two or three inches is placed

upon the floor of the chamber, rf, d\to condeflse the acid
; and

the mutual rc-action of the atmospheric oxygen, sulphurous acid,

and deutoxide of nitrogen is fiitther facilitated by the injection of

jets of steam, c, c, c, supplied from the boiler, e. The nitric acid

extricated from the liitre, speedily becomes de-oxidized by the

sul[)hurous acid to the state of deutoxide of nitrogen, and then the

changes already pointed out, rapidly succeed each other, and sul-

phuric acid is formed in large quantity.

IR a ^properly managed chamber, the gases which pass off by

the exit-flue, c, consist only of nitrogen and deutoxide of nitrogen,

the sulphurous acid and oxygen being supplied just in sufficient

quantities mutually to condense each other, fresh atmospheric air

entering* at the other end along with the sulphurous* acid.

M. Gay Lussac has taken advantage orthe solubility of deut-

oxide of nitrogen in oil of vitriol, to economise the consumption of

nitre in the process, whidi u])on the old plan, amounts to from

onc-eighth to one-twelfth of the weight of the sulphur consumed.

By the contrivance tobe mentioned immediately, the quantity of nitre

formerly requisite has bceA reduced by one-half. The improvement

consists in conducting the spent gases into a leaden tower filled -^ith

fragments of coke, through which a stream of concentrated sulphuric

acid is continually trickling. The acid thus becomes charged with

the nitrous vapours, and flows off at the bottom of the tower

to a reservoir from which it is again raised by a forcing pump to

the top of a second similar tower at the entrance of the chamber,

where j^is deprivQid of the nitrous compounds by the sulphurous

acid gas as- it enters from the furnace. This plan has not as

yet come into general use in this country.

The sulphuric acid which collects at the bottom of the cham-

bers is in too dilute^a condition for sale : it is not found advan-

tageous to &II0W it to attain a greatef degree of concentration

than 1*45 in the chambers, as if becomes liable to ab||frb and

retain the nitrous fumes. When A has reached a specific gravity

of about i‘45j it is drawn oflf and evaporated in shallow leaden.
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pans till it hasw acquired a density of 1*720; beyond this point the

concentration cannot be carried in these vessels, as the tempe-

rature required would endanger the melting of the leaden pan,

and its corrosion by the acid. The liquid is therefore drawn off

into glass retorts, or, as is now<^ practised in many works with great

advantage, into platinum stills ; in these it is again further heated

until white fumes of oil of vitriol pass over. Beyond this point

it is useless to carry the operation, as tlic concentrated acid

distils over. Indeed during*" the whole operation, some acid passes

over with the water, which is therefore preserved, and returned

to the leaden chamber.

The acid that remains in the retort after it has been thus

boiled down, is the conoentrated oil of vitriol of commerce—it is

a definite hydrate of sulphuric acid, containing i Equivalent of

acid and i of water (HO, SO3).*

The following table, according to Dr. Ure, gives the proportion

of sulphuric acid contained in solutions of the dc®siti8s inerein

mentioned at 60°" F.

Strength of Sulphuric Acid of Different DenMties.

s.

Specific

Gravity,
SO3 in

100 partm
no, ’

503.

^ Specific

Gravityit-

SO3 in

100 parts.

no,
SOs.

Specific

(jlravity.

SOa in

100 parts.

HO,
8O3.

1*8460 Si ‘54 100 i* 55<53 5382 66 1*2334 26*09 32
1-8415 79-90 98 1*5280 52*18 64 1*2184 24*46 30
1*8366 78*28 96 1*5066 50*55 62 1*2032 22-83 28
1*8288 WEESm 94 1*4860 48*02 - 60 1*1876 21*20 26

i*8i8i 7502 92 1*4660 47-29
•

5« 1*1706 i 9‘57 24
1*8070 73'39 90 1*4460 45*66 56 i'i549 17.94 22

1*7901 7175 88 1-4265 4V03 54 1*1410 20
1-7728 70* 1

2

86 1*4073 42-40 52 1*1246 14*68 18

17540 68*49 84 1*3884 40-77 50 1*1090 13*05 16

17315 66*86 82 1*3697 39' 14 48 1*0953 11*41 14
1-7080 <)5'33 80 1*3530 3751 " 46 1*0809 9-78 13

i-686o 63*60 78 1*3345 35'«8 44 1*0682 8-15 10
1-6624 61-97 76 1*3165 3425 42 10544 6*52 8
1-6415 60-34 74 1*2999 32-61 40 1*0405 4-89 6
I *6204 5871 72 1*2826 30-98 38 I 0268 3-26 4

57-08 70 1-2654 29'35 •36 t‘'oi40 2

1*5760 5545 68 1*2490 27-72 34 1*0074 0-815 I

(346) Hydrates of Sulphuric Acid.—The oil of vitriol of coi^i*

merce forms a dense, oilj looking colourless liquid, without smell,

and of specific gravity i-842. It is intensely caustic,and chars almost

^ IV^riguac (Ann. de Chimlki Ifl, xxxix, 189) finds that it always contains
a slight excess of water beyond the atomic proportion; instead of 18*36 per
cent» of water, he always obtained ip'bji.
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all organic substances, from its powerful affinity for moisture.

With water it mixes completely in all proportions
;
great heat is

given out at the moment the mixture is made, and the mixture,

when cold, occupies less bulk than the two*liquids did when sepa-

rate. The dilution should therefore be performed gradually,

always pouring the acid into the water, not the water into the

acid. So powerful is the attraction of the acid for moisture, that

if exjiosed in a shaliow dish to the air for a few days, it frequently

doubles its weight by absorbing aqueous vapbur from the air.

The acid of commerce often of a dark brown cblour, occa-

sioned by its charring action oif fragments of organic matter, such

as straw or wood, which have accidentally fallen into it. Sul-

phuric acid doSs not evaporate at the ordmary temperature of the

air. If a drop of dilute acid fall upon a cloth, the water gradu-

ally evaporates until the acid which is left behind acquires a con-

siderable degree of concentration. On approaching a fire or other

sourdS ot*he£ft, a further portion of the water is expelled, and the

acid becomes more concentrated, till it chars or destroys the cohe-

sion of the fibres—^hence the destructive action of sulphuric acid

upon linen, even wTicn very much diluted.

MaAgnac finds that the true monohydratc of sulphuric acid when

heated emits a small quantity of the j^apour of ^nhydrous acid,

and the remaining liquid boils at 640^ F. After it has been frozen,

it melts at 51^, but it may be cooled much below this point without

solidifying. On dropping into the cooled acid a crystal of the acid

previously frozen, congelati(jA immediately occurs, and the tempera-

ture rises to 51° F. The* concentrated acid of commerce does not

usually freeze till it has been cooled to about —30° F.

Bihydrate of Salphurw Acid, (HO, SO3 + HO).—If water be

added to sulphuric acid, until the density 'is reduced to 17H, a

second hydrate, which contains 2, equivalents of water, is formed.

It freezes at 47^", and crystiAlizcs in splendid rhombic prisms
;

from this property it is often termed glacial sulphuric atid. Accord-

ing to^^Dalton, it Jboils at 435°. Mr. Graham found that this

hydrate may%e obtained by heating a more dilute acid to 400° F.

till it ceases to give off water.

A terliydrate (H0,S03+ 2H0) may, according to Mr. Graham,

.be procured by evapSrating a dilute acid? m vacuo at 212®, till it

ceases to loSe weight. The density of this hydrate is 1-632, and

its boiling point is 348^'. ' ^

Nordhaueen Sulphuric Acid.—!&or the purpose of dissolving

indigo in the process of dyeing Saxony blue, an acid of still higher •
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concentration than oil of vitriol is required. Such an acid is

principally prepared at the town of Nordhausen, in Saxony, and

is hence known aS Nordliausen oil of vitriol: in preparing it,

sulphate of iron is d!ried at a moderate heat to expel its water

of crystallization, and is then distUled in earthen retorts ; a dense,

brown, fuming liquid passes over^ of sp. gr. alx>ut 1*9.

Anhydrous Bulfj^huric Acid, (SO3).—If this fuming Nordhausen

acid be placed in a glass retort, furnished with a receiver which is

kept cool by ice, and a gcinle heat be ajq)lied to the retort, wliite

fumes pass over, which condense into a White silky-looking fibrous

mass. This is the compound of i equivalent of sulphur with 3 of

oxygen, commonly failed anhydrous sulphuric acid- The remainder

in the retort, after all the anhydrous acid is expelled, consists of

ordinary oil of vitriol. Anhydrous sulphuric acid may also be

obtained from the bisulphate of soda (NaO, HO, 2 SO3), which

melts at a dull red heat, and is deprived of its equivalent of water

;

when distilled in an earthen retort, it yields whitc«=fumes of the

anhydrous acid, Whilst neutral sulphate of soda (NaO,S03) I’emains

in the retort. Combined wdth i equivalent of oil of vitriol it crys-

tallizes in plates consisting of 2 SO3, HO.
The so called anhydrous sulphuric acid, however, in this state

possesses no actd<».prbperties. It is tough, ductile, and can be

moulded in the fingers, like wax, without charring the skin. It

fumes in the air, and is very deliquescent
;
when thrown into water

it hisses as a hot iron would do fi’om the heat emitted. The solution

has all the properties of ordinary sulphuric acid. The anhydrous

compound melts at 65° F., and boils"'^t about 110°, forming a

colpurless vapour, which if passed through ignited porcelain tubes

is decomposed into 2 volumes of sulphurous acid and i volume of

oxygen; t volume of sulphur vapour and 3 volumes of oxygen

arc condensed into 2. The specific gravity of this vapour is 2*763.

According to Marignac, anhydrous sulphuric acid exists under two

modifications ; one of which melts about 65® F., and is produced

by distillation, or by fusion at a high temperature ; b^^; when
once it has been solidified, it passes rapidly into the of&er form,

which melts near 212° F., at which temperature it slowly volatilizes,

and is reconverted into the first variety.

Anhydrous sulphuric*acid combines with Sulphur, forming solu-.

tions which have a broWh, green, or blue colour, according to the

proportion of sulphur
;
the blue compound containing the smallest

proportion. It also dissolves iodine, and with one-tenth of its'

weight nf iodine forms a green crystalline compound.
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We are, therefore, acquainted the foUowiifg definite com-

pounds of sulphuric acid with water ; startii^ with the anhydrous

acid :

—

PuE»ng Boiling
I)C)int ® F.

Speciflo

•
•point ° P. gravity.

Anhydrous SOg .... 65
Dihydrate HO, 2 SOg . 95 #
Monohydrate^HO, SO3 . .

Bihydrate *2 HO, SO, .

Terhydrate 3 HO, ^3 .

51 640 1*842

V 435»
34«

1*780

1-633

The applications of sulphuric?acid in the arts are very numerous.

Immense quantities of it are consumed in the manufacture

of sulphate of* soda as a preliminary jfrocess in making car-

bonate of solla
;
and it is in constant requisition for the prepara-

tion of nitric, hydrochloric, and other volatile acids. In the

laboratory its applications are too numerous to be specified.

{^7 )
common*in the Commercial Acid.—The oil of

vitriol of commerce is never pure : it always contains lead, derived

from the vessels in which it is made. The sulphate of lead is pre-

cipitated as a whit*e powder when the acid is diluted. It is also

frequently contaminated with arsenicf^eri^d from the pyrites:

tlie diluted acid in this case gives a yellow preci|litetji,when exposed

to a current of sulphuretted hydrogen gas. The arsenic is still

more easily recognised by what is termed Marshes test, which Will

be described under the head of arsenic. ^ Nitric acid, and some of
4

the lower oxides of nitrogjA, are also often present. A strong

solution of green vitriol in tvater, when added* to the undiluted acid,

shows the presence of these impurities by striking a characterisitic

purplish-red colour at the point of contact of the two liquids.

Sulphurous acid may likewise sometimes bb detected in the acid,

as may also hydrochloric acid and sulphate of potash.

When required pure, the tBcid must be re-distilled with a little

sulphate of ammonia ; this salt decomposes any nitrous acid which

may be present (p. j;i4). The distillation requires to be conducted

with muefi cafe, as the boiling takes place with violent concussions

and sudden bursts of vapour : the best plan for avoiding danger,

consists in Applying heat to the sides, and not to thb bottom of

Jthe retort
; this may» be effected by usftig a gas-burner in the

form of a large ring. The insoluble ^matters collect at the

bpttom of the retort, whilst the ebullition takes place from the

sides tranquilly.

^
In its concentrated form sidphuric acid acts but ^ feebly

p p
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upon metallic Isodies in the cold, but when boiled upon them it in

some cases undergoes decomposition : even silver is dissolved by

it ; the metal is oxidized at the expense of a part of the oxygen of

the acid, sulphurous acid being formed, whilst the sulphate of the

metal dissolves in the excess of sulphuric acid : thus

-f 2 SO3 become AgO, SO3 + SO2.
f

Copper, mercury, antimony, bismutli, lead, an# tellurium act upon

the acid in a similar malner. Gold, platinum, rhodium, and

iridium arc'not acted upon by the acid 'even when boiled with it.

The more oxidizable metals arc dissolved by this acid when diluted

with water, water being decomposed and hydrogen liberated, whilst

the oxygen of the water combines with the metal, and the metallic

oxide at the moment of its formation unites with the sulphuric

acid: zinc, iron, cobalt, nickel, and manganese, arc acted upon
in this way.

Sulphates ,—The sulphates are for the most pari, cotupd^ed of

I equivalent of acid and 1 of metallic oxide, like sulphate of zinc

(ZnO, SO3). There are, however, strong grounds for believing

that sulphuric acid is what is termed a bibasic acid (460). With
the alkalies it forms ^.aciduisalts, such as bisulphate 01 potash

(IIO,KO, 2 SQ;.hfi<rn a few ^jistances basic salts, such as the sub-

sulphate of copper (3 CuO,8034- 2 aq), arc formed. The sulphates

of the alkalies and of the alkaline earths arc not decomposed wdieii

heated to redness : the sulphates of zinc, cadmium, nickel, cobalt,

copper, and silver require an intense lix^at to decompose them ; but

the other sulphates part with their acifl without difficulty w hen

sti;ongly ignited. When heated with charcoal the sulphates are all

decomposed
;
those of the alkalies and alkaline eai'ths being con-

verted into sulphides : flic residue, wdicn moistened with hydrochloric

acid, evolves sulphuretted hydrogen, '^rhus sulphate of baryta may
be easily recognised even in small ^quantity, if, after having been

mixed with a little charcoal and folded in a piece of platinum foil,

it is heated in the flame of the blowpipe

:

, BaO,S03 4 4 C become BaS 4 4 CO,

the carbonid oxide escapes as gas, and the sulphide " of barium,

when moistened with hyflrochloric acid, becofaes chloride, evolving

,

liydrosulphuric acid ; BaS 4 HCl = BaCl 4 HS. The sulphates

of the alkalies and alkaliqe earths may also be converted into

sulphides by heating them, to redness in a glass or porcelain

tube, and transmitting a current of dry hydrogen gas over them.
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In this way sulphate of potash is Easily reduced 1:o sulphide of

potassium^ water being formed : thus -

KO.SOg + 4 H = KS + 4 HO.

Sulphuric acid and its salt§ are*castty recognised when in solu-

tion by the •white precipitate which occurs on the addition of

nitrate of baryta; this precipitate is insoluble in nitric acid. A
'white precipitate of sulphate of lead, nearly as ifisoluble as the sul-

])hate of baryta, is formed on adding^a soluble* salt of lead to a

solution containing sulphuni^ acid or a sulphate. The sulphates of

strontia, lime, and silverware but sparingly soluble in water; the

otlicrs dissolve readily; nearly all the sulphates are insoluble in

alcohol, unless a large excess of acid be present.

(348) IIyposulphurous Acid, (S2O2); Equivalent, 48.—Ofthe
remaining acids of sulphur, the only one of any practical impor-

tance is the hyposulphurous or dithionous acid. In combination

with ^da \t h!fci been hirgely employed in the fixing of photographic

])icturcs. This application has arisen from its power of dissolving

those salts of silver which are insoluble in water, forming with

lh(?m soluble double salts
;
the surface of the photc^raph is freed

from the unaltered argentine compo\;!5rtwbj|jmmersion in a solu-

tion of the hyposulphite ; after whick, if well Ife^nbad with water,

it is no longer liable to alteration by exposure to light.

If zinc filings be digested in a solution of sulphurous acid, 'the

metal dissolves without any extrication of gas, it is oxidized at the

expense of a portion of the^ulphurous acid, and a mixture of sul-

phite and hyposulphite of zinc is found in solution (3 SOg +
2 Zn = ZnO,S20a -P Zn0,S02). No practical applications have

been made of the hyposulphite of zinc. The liyposulphite of soda

is manufactured to some extent by transmitting through a solu-

tion of impure sulphide of sodium (prepared by fusing together

in a covered crucible equal Vcights of carbonate of soda and
flow ers of sulphur) a stream of sulphurous acid until it ceases to

be absorbed
;
Jthe liquid is tlien filtered and evapprated; hyposul-

phite of soda (NaO,S202 4- 5 aq) crystallizes from the solution

in bold 'striated rhombic prisms, terminated by oblique faces.

A still better plan consists in digesting a solution of sulphite

•of soda on powdered* sulphur. The sulphur gradually dissolves

and forms a colourless solution, which on evaporation yields

crystals of hyposulphite of soda, i, equivalent of sulphur com-

bining with I equivalent of sulphite of soda; NaO, SO2 4 S give

NaO, S2P2. A hyposulphite of baryta may be obtained in small

r p 2
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brilliant crystab by mixing dilute solutions of chloride of barium

and hyposulphite of soda.

It is impossible, however, to obtain the acid in an insulated form

either from this or fro\n any of its salts ; when, for example, sul-

phuric acid is added to ^he hyposulphite of baryta, sulphate of

barj^ta is precipitated, but if the solution be filtered, the clear liquid

speedily becomes milky from the separation of sulphur, and the

odour of sulphurous acid is emitted ; S2O2 becomes S + SO2.

The soluble Ifyposulphifis are easily recognised by the facility

with which ‘they dissolve chloride of sClver, forming a solution of

an intensely sweet taste. AgCl -f-* z (NaO, S2O2) = NaCl -f NaO,

AgO, 2 SaOa.

They give a brown precipitate, consisting of sulphide of copper,

when heated with a solution of a salt of copper acidulated with

hydrochloric acid ;
and a white precipitate of hyposulphite of lead

in solutions of the salts of lead ; this precipitate, however, becomes

decomposed and blackened if dried at 212°, owinguto^'its partial

conversion into shlphide of lead : nitrate of suboxide of mercury is

decomposed immediately at ordinary temperatures in a similar

manner, the black sulphide of mercury being deposited. An
alcoholic solution of^iodi^^^* is rendered colourless by admixture

with an excess liypos^lphite ; a tetrathionate of the base

being produced (351).

•When heated in close vessels the hyposulphite of soda loses

w^ater, and then is resolved into sulphate of soda and pentasulphide

of sodium. 4 (NaO, SgOg) = 3 (NaO, SO3) + NaSg. Solutions

of the hyposulphites of lime and strontfa* are decomposed below the

tepiperature of 212° into free sulphur and sulphites of the earths.

MM. Fordos and Gelis {Ann, de Chimie, III., xiii., 399) have

shown that hyposulphite of soda, when mixed with chloride of gold,

forms chloride of sodium, tetrathioU&te of soda (NaO, 8405), and
a double hyposulphite of soda and •oxide of gold; (AuO, S2O3 -f

3 (NaO, S2O2) -f4aq), The latter salt is used for gilding the

daguerreotyiie plate, and for colouring the positive proof obtained

in photograidiic printing. The formation of this doiiole fealt admits

of explanation by the following equation : 8 (NaO, S2O2) + AuClgrr
• t

Tetrathionate of soda. Hyposulphite of soda and gold. Chlor. sodium.

a'^o, S^bs) + luO, SPa, 3 (N^oTi^a) \
The double hyposulphite of soda and gold may be obtained in a
state of purity by mixing concentrated solutions of i part of chloride

of ^old and 3 parts of hyposulphite of soda : on the addition of
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alcohol it is precipitated ; the precipitate must be redissolved in a

small quantity of water^ and again precipitated by alcohol.

(349) Hyposulphuric Acid ; Dithionic Acid, (S2O5
) ;

Equiva-^

lent, jz*— This acid is more stable than, the hyposulphurous acid,

and may be obtained in combination with water. If sulphurous

acid be transmitted through water in which finely divided peroxide

of manganese is suspended, the gas is rapidly alisorbed, and if the

liquid be kept cool, h^posulphate of manganese is formed, MUO2 +*

2 S02=Mii0, S2O5. If the^temperature^e allowed to rise, sulphate

of manganese is formed instead, Mn02+ 802=MnO, SO3. It is

difficult to prevent the formation of a little of the latter salt, but

the two salts ay? easily separated ; by adding baryta water the

protoxide of .manganese is precipitated, and sulphate and hypo-

sulphate of baryta arc formed (Mn0,S03 -f MnO S2O5 + 2 BaO =
Ba0,S03 + BaO S2O5 4- 2 MnO). The hyposiiiphate of baryta,

being^olublc, may be separated from the insoluble sulphate of baryta

by filtration, and by the cautious addition of dilqte sulphuric acid

to the filtered liquid, until a precipitate ceases to form on the

addition of a drop ,of sulphuric acid, hyposulphuric acid may be

liberated^and filtered from the additional sulphate ofbaryta.

When heated, the hyposulpliates sulphurous acid and

a sulphate of the base remains behindl The h^v^iftilphates are all

soluble in water. At a boiling heat they may be oxidized by

chlorine or by nitric acid, and two equivalents of sulphuric acid

are formed, S3O5 = 0 4“^^ SO3. In the cold, they present no

aj)pearance of decomposition when treated M ith sulphuric acid, but

if heated with it, sulphurous acid is evolved, but no deposit of sul-

])hur occurs. These reactions distinguish the hyposulpliates fr«m

both the sulphites and the hyposulphites.

(350) Trithionic Acid^ (S3O5) ;
Equivalent, 88. — If a satu-

rated solution of bisulphite of potash be digested on flowers of

sulphur for three or four days, till the yellow colour has disap-

peared, sulphurous acid gradually escapes and trithionate of potash

is forme^. JEt crystallizes in anhydrous four-sided prisms, termi-

nated by dihedral summits. A solution of the salt gives a black

precipitate .with subnitrate of mercury, and a white with the per-

nitrate of mercury ; with nitrate of silver it gives a yellowish white

precipitate, which soon becomes black. JChe trithionate of potash

may be decomposed by means of tartaric acid, but the liberated

frithionic acid gradually undergoes decomposition into sulphur,

and sulphurous and sulphuric acids, S3O5 = 8 4- SOg 4- SO3.

When the trithionates are heated in k closed tube, sulfihur'
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sublimes^ sulpiiurous acid is Expelled, and ’sulpliatc of tlie base

is left,

(3 51) Tetrathtonic Acid, (S4O5) ;
Equivalent^ 104.—When

hyposulphite of baryta is suspended in water, and iodine is added,

iodide of barium is formed, and a * new sparingly solnble salt, the

tetrathionate of baryta, separates in crystals :

2 (BaO, S2O2) + I = Bal -f BaO, S^Og.

The tetrathionate is purip^ed by recrystallization )
and from a

solution ofethis salt pure tetrathionic rexd may be prepared by the

addition of a quantity of sulphuric acid, just sufficient to precipi-

tate the Mdiole of the baryta ; the acid may be concentrated in vacuo

over sulphuric acid. Ry boiling the solution sulphur is deposited,

sulphurous acid escapes, and sulphuric acid remains in the

liquid.

(35:^) Pentathionic Acid, (S5O5) ; Equivalent

^

120.—A solu-

tion of sulphurous acid is decomposed by transmittSng'*thr(>agh it

a current of sul^)hurctted hydrogen
;

sulphur is deposited, and a

new acid remains in solution, 5 SO24-5 118= 85054-5 S4-5 HO.
It is very unstable : tetrathionic and trithionic acids form in the

solution, attetided with a jlgnosition of sulphur. The plmtathio-

nate of baryta may^ j'oDtained in silky scales by neutralizing the

acid with baryta water and precipitating the salt from its aqueous

solution by the addition of alcohol. Subnitrate of mercury giv('s

a yellow precipitate in its solution
;
nitrate of silver a yellow pre-

cipitate, wdiicli quickly decomposes ani becomes black.

The action of sulphuric acid is a valuable means of distinguishing

between several of the different classes of the oxy-salts of sulphur.

When concentrated sulphuric acid is pomed upon the suljihates it

evolves no odour, even when heated with them. The sulphites, even

in the cold, yield, with dilute sulplmric acid, an odour of sul-

phurous acid. The hyposulphates emit no odour of sulphurous acid

with dilute sulphuric acid in the cold, but evolve sulphurous acid

by the aid of heat : whilst dilute sulphuric acid produces with the

hyposulphites, in the cold, an odour of sulphurous ic’d" attended

with a deposit of sulphur.

(353) Chlorosulphuric Acid, (SO2CI)
; Equivalent;

equal measures of sulphurous acid and of chlorine, both perfectly

dry, be mixed together, no change occurs in diffused daylight, but
under the influence of bright sunshine they unite and condense to

a colourless liquid, of specific gravity v66 . It has an extremely
pungent odour, and an irritating effect upon the eyes. It . boils at
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170® F.^ and emits, a vapour of spjecific gravity 45665. This sub-

stance can scarcely be called an acid, as it does not 1‘orm any

peculiar class of salts. It may be distilled unchanged from caustic

lime or baryta; but by admixture with Vatcr it is immediately

decompose^ into sulphuric and hjttrocldoric acids, SO2CI -H HO =
SO3 + HCL An analogous compound may be formed with

iodine. These bodies are considered, by IL Rose and by Berzelius,

as compounds of smlphuric acid with chloride or iodide of sulphur :

3 (SQ^l) = (2 Sda + SCI3)*

Rose has obtained a fuming oily-looking compound, which boils at

293"* F., containing SO3 -f SO^Cl, which botli Rose and Berzelius

regard as (5 SO3 -j- SCI3). It should* be stated, in opposition

to this view of Berzelius, that no compound of chlorine, SCI3, is

known to exist.

(354) NiTiiosuLPiUTRic Acid, {SO2NO2); Equivalent^ 62.

—

Peutoxicle fff nitrogen and sulphurous acid may be mixed with

each other in a dry state without entering info combituition, but

if a strong solution of potash be thrown up into a jar containing a

mixture of 2 volumes of the dcutoxide and i of sulphurous acid, over

mercury, the gas is gradually and c ĵg|f^ly absorbed. If a solu-

tion of ammonia be saturated wityji sulphu1%u\s.iyacid , then mixed

with four or five times its bulk of solution of ammonia, and a current

of deutoxide of nitrogen be slowly transmitted, whilst the liquid is

artificially kept cool, the gas is in great measure absorbed, and

beautiful snow-white cj>^stals of nitrosulphate of ammonia,

NIIjO, SO2NO2, are deposited; they may be collected on a filter,

washed with a little ice-cold solution of ammonia, and dried in

vacuo over sulphuric acid.

This salt is a singularly unstable compound ;
when dissolved

in water it begins to undergo decomposition at ordinary tempera-

tures : the presence of a freb alkali increases its stability. If an

attempt be made to liberate the acid by the addition of another

acid to^the^salt, brisk ctfervescence, due to the escape of protoxide

of nitrogffii, takes place, and sulphuric acid remains in the liquid,

S02N02^giving SO3 + NO. Mere admixture of the sobition of

the nitrosulphate of ammonia with that of many •metallic salts^

such for instance aS sulphate of copper,* produces a similar decom-

position: probably a double decomposition occurs, CuO, SOg +
NH4O, SOaNOa = CuO, SOaNOj NH^O, SO3; and the nitro-

sulphate of copper is immediately resolved into protoxide of nitrogen

and si^lphatc of copper. If the dry nitrosulphate be heated a little
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above 230®, it ii^. decomposed w^th explosive evolution of the prot-

oxide of nitrogen.

The nitrosnlphates of potash and soda are rather more stable.

No insoluble nitrosulphates have been formed ; they give no pre-

cipitate with baryta water. Thfe nitrosulphates of the alkalies are

neutral to test paper^ and have a pungent bitterish taste.

(354 Compounds of Sulphurous and Nitrous Acids—Sulpha^
zotized Acids of Fremy,—A remarkable series « of salts has been

described by Fremj {Ann. defChimiCy III., xv., 408), formed by the

action of sulphurous acid upon nitrite of fiotash containing a large

excessW free alkali. Sulplmrous acid combines with the elements of

nitrite of potash and water in several different proportions, and forms

compounds which ciystalliee readily, and in which neither sulphurous

nor nitrous acid can be detected by the usual tests. The solutions

of these salts produce a precipitate in solutions of salts of baryta,

which contains the new acid. These compounds are all decom-
posed by boiling their solutions, ,and ammonia and sui^jhfiric acid

arc amongst the products
; and some of them even experience a

similar decomposition at ordinary temperatures.

The subjoined formula will sufficiently indicate the derivation

of these salts frbm nitrite ofj^otash, water, and sulphurous acid :

—

Sulpbazite of rotasb--'*‘'3 KO, or 3 KO, NO, + 3 SO, + 3 HO
feu pbazate of potash, 3 KO, S^NHjO^ or 3 KO, NO, + 4 SO» + 3 HOSu pbazotate of potash, 3 KO, SjNIIjOi, or 3 KO, NO, + 5 SO, + 3 HO
SulphaCmmonate of potash, 4 KO, SgNHjO,, or 4 KO, NO, + 8 SO, + 3 HO
It is remarkable tliat if nitrite of soda ke substituted for nitrite of
potash no sulphazotizcd salts are formed.‘\ Indeed, M. Fremy was
unsuccessful in His attempts to procure any such compound with
soda; ,

The sulphammonatc. of potaSh is easily formed by mixing a
solution of sulphite of potash with one of nitrite of potash

; the
sulphammonate is deposited in beautiful silky needles.

Compounds op Sulphue with Hydevigen.

(355) Hydeosulphueic Acid : Sulphuretted Hydrogen, (HS)

;

Equivalent, 17) Combining Volume, o,-. Specific Gravity, i'i9ia.
With hydrogen sulphur fortos an important cohipound, commonly
termed sulphuretted hydrogen, but which as it possesses feeble
acid properties, may be mor^ fitly termed hydrosulphuric acid.
It is formed in small quantities when sulphur is heated in hydro-
gen ga§, but it is always prepared for use by decomposing one of
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the metallic sulphides with an acid.^ For ordinar/purposes, about

lialf an ounc# of sulphide of ^on (FeS), in small fragments, is

placed in a bottle and is decomposed in the cold by an ounce of sul-

phuric acid diluted with six or*eight times its bulk of water; gas

is immediai^ly formed in abundance : the oxygen of the water

enters into combination with the iron, forming oxide of iron,

which dissolves in the acid, while the hydrogen takes up the sul-

phtu* and escapes. ^

PeS + Ha-^Os = ns^+ FeO, SO3.

As the sulphide of iron often contains a portion of metallic

iron disseminated through it, the gas is commonly contaminated

with free hydift)gen. Fig. ^65 shows a convenient method of

mounting an apparatus for disengaging a continuous currents of

the gas from sulphide of iron. The cork through which tlic^ tubes

pass is not fitted at once iiito the bottle, c or d, but is made to

fit, as at a, into a piece of stout glass tube, open at both ends,

such as is shown in fig. 166 ;
Ihis tube is ground so as to close the

neck of the bottle air tight, like an ordinary stopper. The appa-

ratus, whicl^equii«s to be frequently dismounted in order to be

charged arl^sh, may thus be kept in a serviceable condition without

the trouble or loss of time consequent on the frequent renewal of

the corks which would be needed unless this expedient were adopted.

» The various small tubes are connected ^ogether by long pieces of

vulcanized caoutchouc tubing. When the gas is required in a state

<5f purity, 1 part of powdered sulphid^Cof antimony is substituted

for the sulphide of iron ; in this case it is necessary to employ 3

or *4 parts of hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1*1, and to apply a gentle
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heat to the miiture ; the appaS^atus may then be arranged as in

fig. 267. In either case tlie gas requires to be wafted before col-

lecting it^ in order to remove any particles of the acid or of the

metal which may have

Fig. 267. ' been carriedrover with it

in mechanical suspension.

As the compound of an-

timony with ’ sulphur is

tersulphide (SbS3) i

equivalent of it requires

^ equivalents of hydro-

chloric acid for its decom-

position, and furnishes i

ecfuivaleiit of terchloride

of antimony and 3 equi-

valents of sulphuretted

hydrogen^ as may be seen

from the subjoined equa-

tion.

SbSa

=

SbCl* + 3 HS.

PrG/?6?r/ie5.W»"?xy(lrosulphunc acid is a transparent colourless

gas, of a disgusting odour, resembling that of rotten eggs. It is

highly poisonous when respired in a concentrated form, and even

when diluted with from 600 to 1200 times its bulk of air, is

rapidly fatal to the lower animals, fty is inflammable, and burns

with a pale bluish flame, depositing sulphur if the supply of air l)e

insufficient for complete combustion. Its density a little exceeds

that of atmospheric air, 100 cubic inches weighing rather more
than 38 grains. *

^

The proportion of hydrogen in a given volume of the gas may
be ascertained by heating some granulated tin in a small retort

filled with sulphuretted hydrogen and inverted in a vessel of mer-

cury : the sulphur combines with the tin, whilst t^he hydrogen
which remains occupies when cold the same space as tfiS gas before

it was decomposed. Potassium cannot be employed ^instead of

tin in this case, because, though it decomposes the gas, the sulphide

of potassium which is foriped enters into com&ination with another

portion of the gas without decomposing it.

Sulphurous acid and su^hnretted hydrogen in the presence of

moisture, mutually decompose each' other, half the oxygen of the

•sulphurous acid uniting with the hydrogen of the sulphuretted
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hydrogen, water tod pentathioitic acid being^ formed, whilst

sulphur is deposited. For complete decomposition, 2 volumes of

sulphuretted hydrogen, and i of sulphurous acid, would be requisite.

5 SO2 + 5IIS = 5 S + 5 HO
Hydroiulphuric acid is also immediately decomposed by chlorine,

bromine, and iodine ;
sulphur being precipitated, and hydrochloric,

hydrobromic, or hydriodic acid being formed by the hydrogen,

which combines wfth one or other of the elements above mei^tioned.

Under a pressure of^about seventeen atmospheres, sulphuretted

hydrogen is reducible to a colourless, extremely mobile liquid,

which freezes to a transparent mass at a temperature of—122° F.

Water di^olves between two and three times its bulk of sul-

phuretted hydrogen, producing a feebly acid liquid, which has the

smell and taste of the gas. When exposed to the air, this solu-

tion becomes milky
;
the hydrogen is slowly oxidized, forming

water, and* the sulphur separates. If the oxidation of sulphu-

retted hj^drogen take place in a moist atmosphere, a little sul-

phuric acid is formed, and this action is favoured by the presence

of a base to coral jine with the newly formed acid.

Su^lphuretted hydrogen is formed naturally uiv^er a variety of

circumstances. Whenever a solubiV';A^^V.itp remains in contact

with decaying animal or vegetaWe matter^ sulphate loses

oxygen, which combines with the elements of the decaying sub-

stance, whilst sulphide of the metal remains. Sulphate of lime, for

example, by the abstraction of 4 equivalents of oxygen, becomes

converted into sulphide calcium. Tims, CaO, SO3, — O^-CaS.
In this way it is formed in many springs, such as those of

Harrogate, giving to them their peculiar sulphureous odeur;

and in a somewhat similar manner, sulphuretted hydrogen forms

in large quantities in stagiymt sewers and cesspools.

(3^56) Hydromdphates, or Sulphides, — Hydrosulphuric acid

though a feeble acid, comlrines readily with bases : for examide, if

the gas be transmitted into a solution of potash or solution of

ammonig,, ^ is rapidly absorbed, hydrosulphate of potash, KO, HS,

or hydrosulphate of aihmonia H^N, HS, being formed. Such

solutions
. are, however, generally regarded as sulpliides of the

metals, because the hydrogen of the acid is Exactly* equivalent to

the oxygen jof the base, and is capable, in the analogous case of

the chlorides, of forming water and a metallic sulphide : for exanq)le :

Hydromilphate Sulphide of Water,
of potash. • potassium.

KO, HS may be regarded as KS + HO
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Moreover, the action of sulphuifetted hydrogen in cases in which

it occasions a precipitate in the solution of a metallic salt, con-

sists in the formation of an insoluble metallic sulphide—when, for

instance, sulphate of copper in solution is treated with sulphuretted

hydrogen, an abundant black precipitate of sulphide of copper is

produced, water is formed, and the liquid becomes acid from the libe-

ration of sulphuric acid. CuO, SO3 -h HS, become HO, SO3 + CuS.

Sulphuretted hydrogen is in continual requisition in the labo-

ratory as a test for the discoVery of metallic bodies : it gives with

many metallic salts, characteristic precipitates ; for instance,

with the compounds of lead it gives a black, with those of arsenic

a yellow, and with those of antimony an orange, coloured pre-

cipitate. Many metallic solutions, such as those of zinc, iron,

and manganese, when acidulated yield no precipitate with it, and it

therefore often employed, in the course of analysis, to separate

these metals from others, which are thrown down by it in^the form

of insoluble sulphides. For this purpose a current of the gas is

transmitted through the solution on which it is designed to act.

In these cases it is always necessary to purify it f»*om particles held

in mechanical suspension, and carried over by the eflcrvescpnce of

the materials employ^^^Hfro "therefore first allowed to bubble up
through a layer Water in a Woulfe^s bottle interposed between

the generator and the liquid to be submitted to its action.

When the affinity between a metallic oxide and an acid is too

great to be overcome by the action of hydrosulphuric acid, the

sulphide may notwithstanding be obtainii»d, provided that an alkali

be simultaneously presented to the acid of the metallic salt ;
this

mayi easily be effected by mixing a soluble sulphide with the salt to

be decomposed. Thus if sulphate of iron (FeO, SO3) be exposed to

a current of sulphuretted hydrogen it experience no change, but

if mixed with a solution of sulphide of potassium, a black precipitate

of sulphide of iron (PeS) is immediately produced, while sulphate of

potash is formed in the solution : FeO, S03-fKS= KO, SOg+ FcS.

The sulphides thus formed are very commonly hydratedtCom^pounds :

when exposed to the air in their moist condition, many oftliCm absorb

oxygen rapidly, some being converted, like sulphide of nickel, into

sulphate; NiS-f40 give NiO, SOs: whilst others are simply con-

verted, like sulphide of ipn, into free sulphur and ^Jie metallic

oxide ; 2 FeS 4-3 0=FcgOa^ S.

Hydrosulphuric acid ha«»Wtrong disposition to cornbine with
the soluble sulphides. It forms definite compounds with them

;

thus •Sulphide of potassium combines with an equivalent nf sul-
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phuretted Hydrogen, forming the compound (KS, HS), and sulphide

of ammonium acts in a similar way, producing the ordinary test

(H4NS, HS) which is used in the laboratory under the incorrect

name of hydrosulphate of ammonia. These compounds have a

strong odour of sulphuretted ^hydvogeA, and when decomposed by
a metallic dhlt, the hydrosulphuric acid is set at liberty

:

Thus, H4NS, HS-hMnO, SOa^H^NO, SiOj-fMnS-f HS.

Many of the hydrosulphates and sulphides are^ easily detected by

the smell of sulphuretlifid hydrogen which they evolve when
moistened with hydrochloric acid. A very minute trace of the gas

may be detected by placing a piece of paper moistened with acetate

of lead in the* upper part of the tube 01; vessel in which the sus-

pected sulpliide has been mixed with acid, and closing the vessel;

after the lapse of a few minutes, a brown or black tinge occurs,

owing to the formation of sulphide of lead, if sulphuretted hydrogen

be •volvcd.^When heated before the blowpipe, the sulphides emit

the odour of sulphurous acid. •

(357) Persulphide of Hydrogen, (HS5 ?) — In order to

procure this com|A)und it is usual to prepare first a persulphide of

calcium (CaSg), which may be formed by boiling equal weights

of slacked lime and powdered sulphur
;
the persulphide of

calcium dissolves mixed with a corresponding ' Shaount of hypo-

sulphite of lime, 3 CaO + 12 S =±: CaO, Sj^Og + ^ CaSg : the un-

dissolvcd sulphur is separated by filtration. On allowing the deep

yellow^ liquid to fall into l^^drochloric acid diluted with 2 parts of

water, and gently warmiS, persulphide of hydrogen separates as

an oily liquid of sp. gr. 1*769, having a smell and taste resembling

hydrosulphuric acid : it bums with a blue flame. In many of its

properties it presents a striking analogy with deutoxide. of hydro-

gen
;

it possesses bleaching powers, is very prone to spontaneous

decomposition into sulphui; and sulphuretted hydrogen, it is

rendered more stable by the presence of acids, and is immediately

decomposed by alkalies. The latter circumstance renders it neces-

sary in^jgjj^^paring this compound always to add the sulphide of

calcium to the acid—^not the acid to the sulphide, which would

be attended with an escape of hydrosulphuric acid aijd a precipita-

tion of finely divided sulphur. The sulphur which is precipitated in

this manner from an alkaline persulphide, was formerly employed

^in medicine under the term of lac suhhuris.

Oxides of manganese and of decompose persulphide of

hydrogen by mere contact with the liquid, producing a violent
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effervescence, attended with disengagement of sulphuretted hydro-

gen. Persulphide of hydrogen dissolves sulphur freely, and hence

its exact composition is not certainly known, since a portion of

sulphur derived from th^3 hyposulphite of lime formed in preparing

the sulphide of calcium, always precii)itates along with the per-

sulphide, and dissolves in the liquid obtained.

(358) Bisulphide of Carbon : Sulphocarbonic Acid, (CS2),

Equivalent, 38.—Only ope compound of sulphur with carbon has

as yet been obtained. It n^\ay be prepared by heating fragments

of charcoal tb bright redness in an eai^^^tYsen retort, furnished with

a tubulure into which is luted a porcelain tube, which passes

nearly to the bottom of the retort : the tube is provided at its

upper extremity with a sound cork. From time to*time this cork

is withdrawn, and a fragment of sulphur is dropped into the retort
;

the cork is then immediately rcjilaced, the sulphur melts, and is

converted into vapour
;

at this elevated temperature the carbon

combines with it, and the bisulphide thus obtained be ‘bon-

densed in vessels cooled by ice^ It is' yellow when first formed,

and contains an excess of sulphurf but by redistillation it may be

obtained in a state of purity. It is a colourless liquid of high

refracting power, of an ^£i;^-.pungent taste, and a foetid, peculiar,

sulphurous ocloiir^,J^^ heavieg than water, in which it is insoluble,

having a specific gravity of i’272’ at 60° F. In ether and alcohol

it is freely soluble. It is exceedingly volatile, boils at 1 1 8^*5, and
emits a vapour of a density of 2*6447 (Gay Lussac), of which the

combining volume is 2 : 2 equivalents cSf sulphur, and i equivalent

of carbon vapour being condensed into the ''space occupied by 2 equi-

valents of oxygen. Bisulphide of carbon has never hitherto been
frozen

; hence it has been employed sometimes in the construction

of thermometers destined to measure very intense degrees of cold.

Bisulphide of carbon is highly inflammable, and burns with a
blue flame producing sulphurous and Siarboiiic acid gases. It dis-

solves sulphur freely, and, by spontaneous evaporation, leaves it in

rhombic octohedra. Phosphorus is also freely dissolved by it, and
may be obtained in crystals by slow evaporation. lodiW; bromine,
and chlorine are likewise readily dissolved by the bisulphide of
carbon. Beraelius considers bisulphide of carbon as a sulphur-

acid : it corresponds to carbonic acid, and co&tains 2 equivalents

of sulphur in the place o^ 2 equivalents of oxygen : it combines
with the sulphides of the alk|^e metals, forming a species of salts

w hich are called sulphocarbonates.

• (359) Dichlohide op Sulphur, (SgCl)
; Equivalent, 67*5.^

Chlorine and swlphur form two compounds with each other; they
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combine gradually at common temperatures, but if j[ieatcd together

the union is rapid. In preparing the dichloride of sulphur, a

current of dry chlorine is usually directed towards the bottom of a

retort containing melted sulphur; the resisting chloride must be

collected in a perfectly dry receiverj ke^t cool : it may be purified

from excess of chlorine by redistillation from flowers of sulphur: a

yellow volatile liqiiid, of penetrating, peculiar, and disagreeable

odour, is thus formed. It emits fumes on exposure to the air,

owing to its action on the atmospheric^ moistures When dropped

into water, it falls to rfie bottom, and is slowly decomposed

into hydrochloric and sulphurous acids and free sulphur. It

has a specific gravity of 1*628, and boils at 280° F., emitting a

vapour of speciifc gravity 4*70 (Dumas). It acts powerfully on mer-

cury when bVought into contact with it, and dissolves sulphur freely.

A Chloride of Sulphur (SCI), Equivalent^ be

formed by saturating the preceding compound with chlorine ; it is a

dcc}i^cd of specific gravity 1*625; it fumes strongly in the air,

and is decomposed into dichloride of sulphur aiid free chlorine in

the direct rays of the sun. It is partially decomposed by boiling it.

The bromides oT sulphur arc liquids analogous to the chlorides.

The iodMe is a crystalline, brittle, stf^V^y solid.
*

(360) Bisulphide op Nitrogen
;
(Fordos

and Gelis, Ann, de Ckimie, III., xxxii. 389). 'Jins compound is

obtained when chloride of sulphur is dissolved in ten or twelve

times its bulk of bisulphide of carbon, and decomi)Osed by a current

of dry arnmoniacal gas. The gas is transmitted till the brown
colour of the precipitate which is formed, disappears ; the yellow

liquid is filtered from the muriate of ammonia, and left to spon-

taneous evaporation ;
beautiful golden yellow rhombic crystals of

sulphide of nitrogen speedily form. The reaction which attends its

formation is very complicated, and has not been completely ascer-

tained. Sulphide of nitrogen detonates powerfully by percussion,

and explodes when heated to 314^ F. It has a faint smell, adheres

strongly to paper rubbed on it, and irritates the mucous mem-
brane of V^^eyes and nose most painfully. Bisulphide of carbon

dissolves it pretty readily ; alcohol, ether, and oil of turpentine,

very sparingly; water does not dissolve it, but slowly decomposes

the compound.

Sulphur occurs also in a few ci^pounds of organic origin:

it enters into the composition of many foetid volatile oils, and

foijms a necessary ingredient in the muscular tissue, and several

other inlportant structures of the animal economy.
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§ II. ^ Selenium.

Symbol, Se ; Equivalent,
; Specific Gravity in the Solid

State, 4-8.

(361) Selenium is a rare elementary body, discovered by Berze-

lius in the refuse of a sulphuric acid manufactory, near Fahlun. It

derives its chief interest from the remarkable analogy to sulphur

which it presents^ Selenium always occurs in combination, but

it is found ^only in small quantities, artd usually in the form of

selenide of iron, of copper, or of silver.
,

The Fahlun selenium residue is mixed with nitrate and carbonate

of potash, and deflagrated ; that is to say, it is tiirown in small

quantities at a time into a red-hot crucible, in which it bums vividly.

The selenium and other bodies with which it is associated are

oxidized at the expense of the oxygen of the nitre. Selenic acid

is formed, and by uniting with the disengaged potash thecatre,

a seleniate of potash is produced. The mass is digested in water,

acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and .evaporated down to a small

bulk. The selenic acid is thus reduced to selenious acid (363), and

the selenious acid, when treai:ed with a current of siilphmovis acid,

yields a precipitate^^^rlEuuSid selenium as a red, flocculent, amor-

phous powder (§02).

When collected and dried, the pulverulent selenium begins to

soften at a temperature below that of boiling water ; and at a few

degrees above 212°, it melts; on cooling, it forms a brittle solid,

with glassy fracture, metallic lustre, ali^l deep-brown colour : in

specific gravity it varies from 4*3 to 4*8. It has neither taste nor

smell ; it is insoluble in water, and is a non-conductor of heat and

electricity. When melted it is ductile, and may be drawn out into

fine threads ; but it is not easily obtained in crystals. Selenium

may however be obtained both in ae amorphous and a crystalline

condition. According to Hittorf (Pogg. Ann. Ixxxiv., 214), the

fusing point of the crystalline variety is 420® F., and in passing from

the amorphous to the crystalline form, a considerables^^yflution of

heat occurs. When heated in the air, it does not readily take

fire ;
it bumg with a blue flame, but part volatilizes in red fumes,

emitting an odour resembling that of bisulphide of carbon. This

is due to the formation of a protoxide of selenium, which

however is not acid. If hea|ed in close vessels, selenium boils below

redness, and gives qIT a deep ybllow vapour, which condenses in red

flowers, or opaque metalUc-looking drops. Oxygen forms with
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selenium two acids j the first corresponding with sulphurous, and
the second with sulphuric acid.

(362) Sklenious Acid, (SeO^), Equivalent, 55*6, may be ob-

tained by burning selenium in a current of 6xygen, but it is usually

prepared by^boiling selenium with hitric acid or with aqua regia.

The selenium is gradually oxidized, and dissolves ; the excess of

nitric acid may be expelled by heat, leaving the selcnious acid as

a white mass, whichtdoes not melt on further urging the heat, but

sublimes below redness, forming a yeljow vapoiA*, and condensing

again in beautiful snow-white, prismatic, anhydrous needles. The
crystals are deliquescent,'and in solution form a strong acid liquid,

with a sour burning taste. Sclenious acid is speedily deoxidized

by iron or by zinc, which, when digested hi the acid, occasions the

deposition of the selenium in the form of a reddish-brown powder.

Selenites ,—Most of the selenites, except those of the alkalies,

are insoluble in water, but soluble in nitric acid. With the Alkalies

thref? clasfeW^)f salts are formed : neutral 'selcnites, which contain

I equivalent of acid to 1 of base
;
biselcnites, wifh 2 equivalents of

acid to I of base
;
and quadriselenites, with 4 equivalents of acid to

I of base. The sc'lenites are easily recognised wlnm heated on char-

coal before the blowpipe in the reducb^jl flame, by the peculiar

odour of selenium which they emit ; i^he seleiiii.?«jjr]i solution, when
treated with sulphurous acid, give a reddish-brown precipitate of

reduced selenium ; Se02 + 2 SO3 = Se -f 2 SO3.

{363) Selenic Acid, (ScO;,), Equivalent, 63 6, is best obtained

by deflagrating selenium or ?iny selenite with nitre. The residue is

dissolved in water, and nfixed with solution of nitrate of lead; an

insoluble seleniate of lead precipitates, which, if suspended in wa^pr,

may be decomposed by a current of sulphuretted hydrogen. Sul-

phide of lead is thus formed, and sclenic 'acid is set at liberty

:

PbO, Se03 + IIS=:PbS + IlC), SeOj,. The acid may be separated

by filtration, and concentrated by evaporation till it has a specific

gravity of 2*6
;
if heated beyond 550^ it is decomposed into selcnious

acid and oxygen. • Sulphurous acid is without effect upon selcnic

acid, bufr ilydrochloric acid decomposes it when heated with

it, chlorine and selcnious acid being liberated. In its properties it

closely resembles sulphuric acid, and its salts are isonlorphous with

the sulphates of the ^ame bases.
*

Seleniates ,—Solutions of the seleniates give white precipitates

wdth salts of baryta, strontia, and le^f owing to the formation of

insoluble seleniates of these bases. These precipitates are insoluble

in. dilute nitric acid. When the soluble seleniates are boiled with

Q Q
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hydrochloric ao’d, selenic acid^ds liberated, and is reduced to the

form of selenious acid ; SeO3+ HCl=Se02+ H0-hCl : sulphurous

acid will then precipitate reduced selenium from the solution. On
charcoal before the blowpipe in the rcducing-flame, the seleniates

emit the characteristic odour of selenium.

(364) Seleniuretted Hydrogen—Hydroselenic Acid, (IlSe)

;

Equivalent, 40*6; Specific Gravity, 2795 (Bineau).—This sub-

stance is a colourless gas, which reseml)les hyd,rosulphuric acid, but

its odour is more ^oflensive.^ Berzelius found that the inhalation of

a bubble of the gas no larger than a j)(?a*deprived him of the sense

of smell for several hours. It is soluble in w^ater, and precipitates

many metals from their salts in the form of selenides. Its solution,

if exposed to the air, absorbs oxygen and deposits sS'denium. Sele-

niuretted hydrogen is obtained by acting on selenidc bf potassium

or of iron, with dilute hydrochloric or sulphmdc acid.

§ III. Phosphorus.

Symbol, P
;
Equivalent, 32 ; Combining Voluyie of Vapour, 1 ;

Specific Gravity of Vapour, 4*355.

(365) Phosg}jpp<S^is never met with in nature in the uncom-

bined state, but it occurs in small quantity as pliosphate of lime,

as a' constituent of the primitive and volcanic rocks, by the gradual

decay of which it passes into the soil; from the soil it is ex-

tracted by plants, which accumulate it, .particularly in their seeds,

in quantity sufficient for the support of tlfe various tribes of animals

whicli they supply with food. In the animal system it is collec^ted

in large quantity, and, when combined Muth oxygen and lime, as

phosphate of lime, it Ibrnis the principal earthy constituent of the

bones of the vertebrata. Phosphorus**also appears to be essential

to the exercise of the higher functiofis of the aninml, sim^e it exists

as a never-failing ingredient in the substance of which the brain

and nerves arc composed.

Preparation ,—Phosphorus was originally extractM'^rom tlic

salts contained in urine, but it is now obtained almost exclusively

from the bonfes of animats. In order to prepare it, bones are burncjd

to whiteness by calcmirif^ them in an open^re for some hours; ,,

they are then reduced to powder
; 3 parts of this bone- ash are mixe d

with 2 of concentrated suljjjfei^ic acid, and 18 or 20 parts of water.

The mixture is allowed to stand for two or three days, after which
‘ it placed upon a strong linen filter, and the acid liquid is sepa-
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rated from the sulphate of lime by|pressure
; the residue is further

•washed with water, and the washings are added to the filtered solu-

tion. In this process the sulphuric acid is added in such quantity as

partially to decompose the phosphate of lime ; two-thirds of the lime

are remove^ by it in the form*of an insoluble sulphate of lime, the

remaining third being left in combination with the whole of the

phosphoric acid, with which it forms a comppund readily soluble?

in water, frequentl}* described as superphosphate of lime (CaO, POg).

The reaction may be thus expressed Vja symbols*

—

Bone ash. Stilph. acid. Superphosph. lime. Sulph. lime.

+27110, So3=2 IlO^ CaO, PO3+ 2 (CaO, s6^)

This acid solution is evaporated to a syrup, then mixecJHvith one-

fourth of its weight of charcoal, and heated to incipient redness in

an iron pot, stirring con-

stantly. The mass, when dry,

is transferrRl to an earthen

retort, a, fig. 268, which is

covered externally with a

thin paste, consisting of a

mixture of equal parts of

borax and fire clay, to render

the retort less porous. It

is then exposed to a heat

which is slowly raised to a

full red. Phosphorus gi«i-*

dually risers in vapour, and
is conveyed by means of a

wide copper tube?, bent as at

h, so as to dip into water con-

tained in a vessel which is

provided with a smaller tube, open at both ends, for conveying the

uncondensed gases into a chimney. The pliosphorus condenses in

yelloAv drops. It is found necessary to convert the phosphate into

superphosphate of lime, since the bone-ash, when heated with char-

coal, does not part witli its phosphorus. The superphosphate ol

lime in contact with charcoal is decomposed ;
the lime retains suf-

ficicint phosphoric acid to reconstitute Ij^one earth, which remains

unchanged in the retort, while the eyess of acid and the water

Vhich the mass always retains are -decomposed by the charcoal

;

hydrogen, carbonic oxide, and phosphorus, are the results.

Gaseous matters escape, therefore, during the whole oi^iera-*

Q Q 2

Fig. 268.
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tion
: 3 (2 HO, cCaO, PO5) = ^ CaO, P06+ 6 HO + 2 PO5 ; and

2 POg + 6 HO + 16 C = 2 P -f 6 H + 16 CO.

To render the phosphorus perfectly pure, it is fused under

warm water, squeezed 'through wash leather ;
again melted, first

under ammonia, and then under a solution of bichromate of potash

in dilute sulphuric acid. The easy fusibility of phosphorus enables

it to be moulded jinto sticks with facility ; it is melted under

water and forced into tubes, in which it is allowed to solidify.

Properties ,—Pliosphorus is a soft, semi-transparent, colourless,

waxy-looking solid, wliich fumes in the'^air, emitting white vaj)ours

of an alliaceous odour
;
when taken internally it acts as an irritant

poison. It has a specific gravity of 1*83 at 50° F. (Schrotter). It fuses

at 1 1 i*^'5,*and if melted iindcr an alkaline liquid and allowed to cool

undisturbed, it will long continue fluid at ordinary temperatures,

but when touched with a wire or a glass rod it solidifies suddenly.

It is exceedingly inflammable, taking fire in the open air at a tem-

perature very little above its fusing point. If it contaiirimpurities,

such as oxide of pkosphorus, it takes fire still more easily. Great

caution is therefore required in handling it ; it is better always to cut

it under water^ The bums occasioned by melted phosphorus^ arc

deep and often cxtremelj^severc, from the difficulty of extinguish-

ing the flame.

Phosphorus burns with .a brilliant white flame, and emits dens^e

white fumes of phosphoric acid. In close vessels it boils at about

550^, giving off a colourless gas, of which 100 cubic inches w eigh

about 135 grains. Phosphorus is insoluble in water; it is slightly

soluble in ether, but more so in naphtha. It is freely dissolved by

dioldoride of sulphur, and by the bisulphide of carbon
;
by allowing

its solution in either liquid to cva}X)rate slowly in a current of

hydrogen or carbonic aend, the phosphorus may be obtained crys-

tallized in rhombic dodecahedra.

Phosphorus is always preserved under water, as when exposc^l

to the air, it at all temperatures above 32° gradually combines with

oxygen, and undergoes a slow combustion
; uuider tliese circum-

stances in a darkened room it emits a pale greenish uglit, (hence

its name, ^ light-bearer,^) attended with the production of the white

fumes and thb garlic odour already mentioned. The luminosity

of phosphorus is prevented^ by the admixture of certain mflamrnable

vapours and gases in minutg quantity with the atmosphere ; if air

be mixed with either ^i^th its bulk of olefiant gas, xAvth of

naphtha, or TvxTth of oil of turpentine, a stick of phosphorus no
^ong5r appears luminous when exposed to its action (Graham). '
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It is remarkable that in pure^joxygen the li/minosity is not

observed until the temperature rises to 6o®, unless the gas be

rarefied, or be diluted with some other gas.

Berzelius states that phosphorus majr become luminous at

ordinary temperatures without undergoing oxidation, but simply

from its volatilization, and that the emission of light occurs in

hydrogen, nitrogen, and even in the vacuum of the barometer ;
but

Schrdtter has show#i, by careful and conclusive experiments, that in

all cases where light appears to be emitted during this volatilization,

it is due to the presence o/traces ofoxygen [Chem, Gaz. xi. 3 1 2.)

(366) Different forms of Phosphoras.— Phosphorus assumes

several difierent forms under the influence of causes apparently

trifling. The transparent variety has beerf already mentioned ;
this,

when kept exposed to light under water, forms a second variety,

which is white and opaque, and somewhat less fusible. A third

form is obtained by suddenly cooling melted phosphorus ; it is per-

fectly blaJST and opaque; whilst a fourth modification, analogous

to viscous sulphur, may be obtained by heatiilg very pure phos-

phorus to near its boiling point and suddenly cooling it. A fifth

form occurs in the shape of red scales, whicli arc obtained by the

spontaneous sublimation of phosphorus vi the Torricellian vacuum
when exposed to the rays of the sun.

This red amorphous form of phosphorus has been carefully

studied by Schrotter {Ann, de Chimie, III. xxiv. 406) ;
in many

of its properties it differs remarkably from the waxy-looking stick

phosphorus. It may be e^pbsed to the air without undergoing alter-

ation or emitting any odour. It is not soluble in either bisulphide of

carbon, terchloride of phosphorus, or naphtha. The density of a^ior-

phous phosphorus exceeds that of the vitreous form, the red powder,

according to Brodie, having a specific gravity of 2* 14. It may be

heated in the open air without change till the temperature reaches

500® F. ; at this point it melts and bursts into flame, and burns

with the dazzling brilliancy of common phosphorus, emitting dense

fumes of phosphoric acid. If the operation be performed in a tube

from wfiich air is excluded, the red powder is found to be recon-

verted into ordinary phosphorus. Chlorine acts directly upon red

phosphorus without the application of heat : the temperature rises,

but the jjhosphon^ does not take lire. When rubbed with

chlorate of potash it detonates, very ^ight friction being sufficient

* to produce the action :
peroxide of.manganese and peroxide of lead

act in a similar way, but less readily. Schrotter has attempted,

though as yet with imperfect success, to apply this form (A
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phosphorus to ^the preparaticp of lucifer matches. Immense
quantities of pliosphorus are consumed in this manufacture. In

the usual mode of preparing these matches^ the ends of the pieces

of wood are first gummfed and dusted over with sulphur, and then

tipped with a mixture, in wliich the chief ingredients are^n emulsion

of phosphorus in glue, and chlorate of potash, or oxide of manganese.

The manufacture is one attended with danger, from the Inghly in-

flammable and explosive nature of the ingrecVents used ; but in

addition to this ri^.k, those employed in the business are liable to a

distressing form of caries of the lower jaV, arising from the action

of the fumes of phosphorus upon those who inhale them. - Of these

evils, the first would be greatly lessened, and the second altogether

avoided by the use of tlie amorphous phosphorus of M. Sebrotter.

This variety of phosphorus may be obtained by placing a

quantity of dried common phosphorus in the bulb of a flask, a,

fig. 269, to the neck of which a long narrow tube, b, bent down-

Fig. 269.

ward, is attached
;
the open end of this tube dips into a little mer-

cury ; the air* in the flask is displaced by means of a current of

carbonic acid, which is suj)plied from the boftle, e, and dried by
passing through the tube, filled with chloride of calcium; the

tube is then sealed at the ngyrow portion, a, and the apparatus

which supplied the carbonic acid is removed. Heat is next

applied to the flask by means of an oil bath, c: the phosphorus

melts readily, Tbut by regulating the heat steadily between 450°
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and 460^, by means of the thcrmoT|icter, t, and maintaining it for

thirty or forty hours^ almost all the phosphorus will become con-

verted into the solid amorphous variety. When the change

ai)pears to be complete, the apparatus it^ allowed to cool ; bisulphide

of carbon Ife then poured upofi the mass in the flask, and digested

on it for some hours
;
this is poured off, and fresh bisulphide added,

the digestion being repeated as long as any phosphorus dissolves

;

this may be kno^n by allowing a few drops of the decanted

liquid to evaporate spontj^n/^ously in sf watch glass ; any dissolved

phosphorus will be left behind.

The red powder thus obtained, if not quite free from unaltered

phosphorus, ti\kes fire spontaneously
; but if quite pure, it suffers

no change by exposure to the air. The liigher the temperature at

which the transformation is effected the deeper is the colour, which

in the finest specimens rivals that of vermilion. By heating the

nlKM^nhoruj^rnorc strongly during its preparation, the change may
be produced much more rapidly, but the phosphorus then assumes

the form of coherent flakes, which are more difficult to purify and

to detach from the vessel in which they arc prepared. This form

of pho«phorus has been manufactured at Biriniugljam, by Messrs.

Sturge, on a considerable scale. The ‘process, however, requires

much care, and is not unattended Av^th danger, as if the red powder

be heated up to the point at which its re-conversion into the

transparent variety takes jdacc, the whole mass suddenly jiasses

back into the ordinary form, with a copious evolution of heat, fol-

lowed by the sudden foryiation of a large volume of the vapour of

jfliosphorus. The amorphous phosphorus, tlierefore, appears to con-

tain a large amount of heat in the latent condition, whioii is

liberated as it passes back into the vitreous state. The changes

produced by heat in pliospborus may be readily watched by placing

a few fragments of well djied phosphorus in a tube, upon which

two or three bulbs have been blown, then expelling the air by a

current of carbonic acid, and sealing one end of the tube ;
the open

end beirig made tb’dip into mercury. On apjdy ing heat to the phos-

phorus it becomes red, but on continuing to raise the temperature

it distils over in perfectly colourless transparent drojis, whicli

frequently remain some horyrs, though fliey ultimately

solidify to <a transparent, colourless mass.

Owing to its strong affinity for# oxygen, phosphorus reduces

some of the oxidized compounds" of the metals to the metallic

state : a stick of phosphorus placed in a solution of chloride of

gold yr of nitrate of silver becomes speedily incased in r&duceli

gold^or silver.
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(367) Phosp^ioriis forms fi^ar well defined compounds with

oxygen. Three of these possess an acid character ;

—

Phosphoric acid PO5.

Phosphorous acid . . *
. , ^*^3’

Hypophosphorous acid PC).

Oxide of phosphorus P2O.

(368) Phosphoric Acid, (POs); EquivaleMy 72.— Tlie most
important of the oxides of ^phosphorus is phosphoric acid^ which

is the sole product of the rapid combustion of phosphorus in

oxygen or atmo-
Fig. 270. spheric air. By

means of the ap-

paratus shown in

fig. 270, a large

quanj^v of phos-

phoric acid may
be readily ob-

tained in a few

hours : E is athree-

necked globe, in

the centre of

which
,

is sus-

pended a j)orce-

lain dish, e; this

dish is attached

by platinum wire

^ to the wide tube,

a b, which is closed at top with a sound cork ;
the bottle, /, is con-

nected by the tube> <7, with an aspirator, o^ other convenient means of

maintaining a continuous current of air through the apparatus ; the

air as it enters is thoroughly dried by passing over pumice moistened

with sulphuric acid, in the tube, d, A fragment of well dried phos-

phorus is placed in the dish c, and kindled by toudliing it^ w^th a hot

wire. As the phosphorus burns away fresh pieces are added through

the aperture a, which is again immediately closed with the cork.

Phosphoric aciS is thus detained as a snow-wjbite, flocculent, un-

crystalline, anhydrous, but extremely deliquescent, powder. When
dropped into water it combines with it, emitting a hissing noise

;

the greater part instantly dissolves, leaving a few gelatinous flocculi,

w hich slowly disappear. After it has once been dissolved it cannot

again be completely deprived of water, unless it be made to enter

into combination with a base, such as soda or oxide of lead.
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The base in this case unites witji the acid and displaces the

water. .

'

(369) Hydrates of Phosphoric Acid,—In a hydrated state the

acid is generally procured by lx)ijmg .ptiosphorus in nitric acid

diluted till a specific gravity of 1*20. The phosphorus becomes
oxidized by the nitric acid, which is decomposed with escape of

dcutoxide of nitrogen, and the phosphoric a^id dissolves as it is

formed. When tlife phosphorus has all disappeared, the excess of

nitric acid is expelled evaporating the liquid in a platinum

vessel until dense white fumes begin to arise : on cooling, the acid

solidifies to a transparent glassy mass, frequently termed glacial

phosphoric acid. Tlie glacial acid is extremely deliquescent, pro-

ducing a sobition which, when saturated, has a sp. gr. of 2*0. It

is intensely acid but not caustic.

The oxidation of phosphorus by nitric acid furnishes an easy

me^s of ascertaining the composition of phosphoric acid. For this

purpose, 32 grains of phosphorus are boiled in a glass retort with

pure dilute nitric acid. The greater part of the excess of water

and nitric acid ha^dng been distilled off, the acid solution is added

to 350 .grains of oxide of lead, in a weighed plativium dish : the

liquid is slowly evaporated and the residue ignited; by a red heat

the whole of the nitrio 4cid is exf)elled, and the phosphoric acid

alone remains in combination with the lead. The oxide and acid

together will be found to weigh 422 grains, showing an increase

in weight upon the phosphorus^ and oxide of lead of 40 grains:

32 parts of phosphorus {iierctbre require 40 parts of oxygen for

conversion into phosphoric acid.

A less pure acid is procured by adding to a solution of super-

phosphate of lime (prepared from bones by the process already

described as a preliminary step towards procuring phos})horus)

carbonate of ammonia till eif^'rvcsceiicc ceases
;

tribasic phosphate

of lime is precipitated, leaving phosphate of ammonia in solution.

The precipitated phosphate of lime is separated by filtration, the

liquid ev^iporated to* dryness, and the residue ignited. Ammonia
is expelled, and phosphoric acid (contaminated with all the soluble

salts which th# bones cbntained) remains behind.

Hydrated phospj^oric acid cannot be completely deprived of

water by ignition; for when heated to sedness, the acid sublimes

with the water. There are three different hydrates of phosphoric

acid, each of which possesses the properties of a distinct acid ; viz.

the protohydrate of phosphoric acid . . . H0,P05,
^

th^e deutohydrate of phosphoric acid . . 2 p0,P05,

t|jie tritohydrate of phosphoric acid . • • 3 H0,P05.
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These diffei^nt hydrates o<S the acid retain their peculiar cha-

racteristics when dissolved in water, and combine with i, with 2,

or with 3 equivalents of bases to form salts, according as tlie

protohydrate, the deutohydrat^, or the tritohydrate is employed.

Owing to the important influence which the study of ‘ these com-
pounds has exercised upon the theory of saline combinations in

general, it will be necessary to examine them somewhat in detail.

(370) Tritohydrate (3 HO, PO5).—If thd^ liquid formed by
dissolving the glacial acid in water bg 4^oiled for some time, and
carbonate of soda be then added until the solution becomes slightly

alkaline, a tribasic phosphate of soda and water (2 NaO, HO,
P05 4-24aq) is obtained, which on evaporation crysiSallizes in large

transparent rhombic prisms. If this solution be mixed-with nitrate

of silver, also in solution, a canary-yellow precipitate of tribasic

phosphate of silver, 3 AgO, PO5 is formed. Although this solution

was neutral or slightly alkaline before admixture wi^ nitrate of
silver, it wdll be found afterwards to have a decided acid reaction,

nitric acid being liberated; 2 NaO, HO, PO5 + 3 (AgO, N05) =
2 (NaO, NO5) -f HO, NOr, 4'3 Acetate of lead may be
used as a precipitant instead of nitrate of silver, and in this case a
white triphosphate of lead; 3 PbO, PO^ subsides. If this phosphate
of lead be well washed, suspended in water, and exposed to the action
of a current ol sulphuretted hydrogen, pure tritohydrate of phosphoric
acid IS liberated and dissolves in the liquid, whilst the black insoluble

sulphide of lead is formed
; 3 PbO, PO5 ^3HS==3HO, PO54-3 PbS.

By filtration, the sulphide of lead is rcmc^ved, and the acid may be
obtained, by evaporation in vacuo over sulphuric acid, in deliques-
cent crystalline plates. It requires 3 equivalents of a base for

saturation. The salts of this hydrate form the common tribasic

phosphates.
,

The soluble salts of this variety qf phosphoric acid are charac-
terized by the yellow phosphate of silver which their neutral solutions
form with nitrate of silver, and by the crystalline precipitate which

yield when a clear solution of sulphate of magnesia, /’cndered
alkaline by ammonia, is briskly stirred with them

; this precipitate
is insoluble in water which contains free ammonia ff it consists of
(2 MgO, Nll^O, POg-f HO); when ignited, it becomes con-
verted into (2 MgO, POg)^ and isfrequently employed* as a means
of estimating the amount %)f phosphates in solutions which con-
tain them. Neutral solutions of the phosphates give precipitates

^with salts of baryta and lime
; the phosphates of baryta and lime

dissolve readily in acetic acid. The quantity of phosphoriC| acid in
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a solution may also be ascertained, if neither sulpl^ric nor hydro-

chloric acid be present, by means of acetate of lead ; the solution,

before this salt is added to it, should be neutralized by ammonia,
and then acidulated freely with acetic acid

;
the precipitate, (2 PbO,

H0, P05), should be well washed ancl ignited, after which it becomes
anhydrous. With sesquioxidc of iron phosphoric acid forms an inso-

luble buff-coloured precipitate, (Fc203,P05), whiph is also sometimes

employed to estimate the quantity of phosphoric acid in a solution.

(371) Deutohydratey or Pyrophosph&ric Acid] (2 IIO, PO5).

—

When rhombic phosphate of soda, 2 NaO, IIO, PO5 + 24 aq, is ex-

posed to heat, it melts ill its water of crystallization ; and by con-

tinuing to appl^ to it a temperature not excccdkig 300® P., it may
be reduced to a hard, white, saline mass, which may be rcdissolvcd

in water with all its former properties. The dry mass consists of

2 NaO, IIO, PO5. If however it be heated to redness before redis-

solvmg, I equivalent of water is expelled : the residue is found to

consist of '2*NaO, PO5, and the phosphoric acid is reduced to the

dibasic variety
; for on redissolving it in water and evaporating the

solution, the liquid^no longer yields rhombic crystals, but furnishes

acicular^crystals, composed of 2 NaO, PO5, 10 aq
;

aiul the solution,

instead of yielding a yellow precipitate with nitrate of silver, now
gives a white one, consisting of 2*AgO, PO5. In this case the

solution, if neutral before intermixture witli the silver salt, remains

neutral afterwards, as no free acid is liberated :

—

2(AgO, NO,) + 2 NaO, PO,= 2(NaO, NO,) + 2 AgO, PO,.
•

With solution of acetate of lead this salt also occasions a white

preci])itate, the composition of which is represented by the fornnila

2 PbO, PO,: and if the lead salt be decomposed with sulphuretted

hydrogen, it yields the deutqhydrate of phosphoric acid, 2 IIO, PO,.

The excess of sulphuretted hydrogen must be got rid of by expo-

sure to the air, (not by heat, otherwise the tribasic hydrate is

formed,) and the acid may be obtained in crystals by evaporation

in vacuo^over sulphuric acid. The dibasic phosphate of soda, from

the mode in which it is obtained, is often termed \\\q pyrophosphate

of soda, and the corresponding dibasic salts of the acid, pyrophos-

phates. No solid pyrophosphate of potash or of anfmonia can be

obtained
\ these salts are stable while ii^ solution, but on evapora-

tion they become converted into tribaslp phosjdiates by the assimi-

lation of water. (Graham.)

(372) ProtohydratCy or MetaphospJioric Acid, (HO, PO,).—If in

preparing the rhombic phosphate of soda, (370) two equal poi1;ions*
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of phosphoric a^pid be taken, ayd after neutralizing one portion with

carbonate of soda, as above directed, the second quantity of acid be

added to the neutralized solution, a tribasic phosphate of soda,

consisting of NaO, 2 HO, PO5, will be obtained on evaporating the

liquid to dryness
;
but on igniting the residue, the 2 equivalents of

water will be expelled, and a fusible monobasic phosphate, or mc/a-

phosphate, of soda,^.NaO, PO5, will remain, in the form of a trans-

parent glass. This, if dissolved in water, gires with nitrate of

silver a gelatinous white precipitate, different in appearance and

composition from either of the former phosphates of silver; it con-

tains AgO, PO5, and is soluble in excess of the soda salt. With

acetate of lead a white precipitate also is formed, J^bO, PO5; it is

fusible in boiling water, ' and when decomposed with sulphuretted

hydrogen, it yields the protohydrate of the acid, HO, PO5, which is

distinguished from the other hydrates by its power of coagulating

the albumen of white of egg. Acetic acid does not copulate albu-

men, neither does a solution of metaphosphate of soda; but if the

two solutions be mixed, the acetic acid liberates metaphosphoric

acid, and the albumen becomes coagulated. Me^aphosphate of soda

is capable of gombining with water of crystallization, an(| retains

1 equivalent if dried at 2 '12^ ; this water is not basic, for on again

dissolving the salt, it gives the usual reactions of the metaphos-

phates. If however the salt be heated to 300^, it does not lose

weight, but becomes converted into the acid pyrophosphate of soda,

the water by the application of heat having changed its function

in the salt, and having now become basic.

Hydrated metaphosphate. Pyrophosphate of soda and water.

' NaoT^TTFo becomes NaO, HO, PO5.

This change of properties in the salt, without any change in the

proportions of its components,^ here admits of a satisfactory expla-

nation; and it is a striking and instructive illustration of the facility

with which chemical compounds, by a change in molecular consti-

tution, may sometimes give rise to substances> the properties of

which may be very different, though the results of their analysis

in 100 parts may numerically coincide.

Metaphoi^hate of soda forms with salts of baryta a white

insoluble metaphosphate qf baryta, BaO, PO5 ; but when boiled, it

gradually dissolves, and astgmilates 2 equivalents of water, becom-
ing converted into the acid tribasic phosphate of baryta, (BaO,

2 HO, PO5). The compounds of this hydrate of phosphoric acid

‘are &11 monobasic. Their solutions feebly redden litmus.
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The aqueous solution of the protohydrate of phosphoric acid,

when boiled, becomes converted into^the tritohydrate, consequently

it cannot be concentrated by the action of heat : but the solution

may be preserved at common temperatures ivithout change.

Most of ^he preceding facts refating to the phosphates are

drawn from the important investigations of Mr. Graham {PhiL

Tram. 1833).

Modifications of^etaphosphoric Acid.—Fleilmann and Henne-
berg (Liebig, Ann. Ixv. 324) have described twe new classes of

phosphates intermediate Ketwcen the metaphosphates and ])yro-

phosphates. By melting pyrophosphate and metaphosphate of soda

together, in the j)roportion of an equivalent of each, they obtained

a salt consisting of (3 NaO, 2 PO5); and by fusing 4 equivalents of

the metaphosphate of soda with 1 of tlie pyrophosphate, a definite

soda salt was obtained, which consisted of (6 NaO, 5 PO5) ; both

these salts are very unstable, and in solution pass quickly into a

mixture of 'iiyroph<)sphate and metaphosphate. Definite salts of

silver and of magnesia corresponding to these* compounds were

obtained.

If the glassy metaphosphate of soda be fused, and allowed to

cool very slowly, it furnislies a beautiful crystalline* mass, which,

when dissolved in a small quantitjt of hot water, forms a liquid

'which divides into two strata; the smaller of these contains un-

changed metaphosphate of soda; but the bulk of the liquid .is. a

solution of the crystalline salt, which may be obtained on evapora-

tion
; this solution is neutfaf and has a saline taste, whilst that of

the ordinary or vitreous metaphosphatc is insipid. The crystalline

salt, by boiling, is rapidly converted into the acid common phosphate

(NaO, 2 HO, POft) ;
a silver salt, consisting of 3 (AgO, PO-) + 2 HO,

may be obtained from the crystalline soda salt by precipitation.

Mr. Maddrell obtainea a scries of monobasic metaphos-

phates which were anhydrous,* crystalline, and insoluble in watei*,

but soluble in oil of vitriol. Tlicy were formed by heating a solu-

tion of the sulphate, or nitrate of the base with an excess of phos-

phoric acid, until the sulphuric or other acid of the salt was expelled.

Salts of potash, soda, alumina, copper, nickel, &c., were thus pro-

cured. The soda salt, if prepared with phosphorio acid which

contains magnesia, or* any base isomorplious with it, forms an in-

soluble double metaphosphate. The m|ignesian salt is crystalline,

^nd consists of 3 (MgO, PO5) -hNaO, PO5.

• (373) Phosphorous Acid, (PO3) ; Eq., 56.—This body is .pro- •
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duced by the ^low combustion which occurs when phosphorus is

left exposed to the action of ^he atmosphere ;
t^iis may be safely

eflPected by placing sticks of phosphorus separately in tubes open at

both ends, the low er aperture of the tube being a little contracted

to prevent the phosphorus frbm felling out
;
a nui^ber of these

tubes are then placed in a funnel, and the dense acid liquid which

forms gradually drains into a vessel placed for its reception. In

this procciss pliosphorous acid is first produced ; the acid being

deliquescent, attracts moisj^ure from the air, and then by gradually

absorbing oxygen, it forms phosphoric ^cid. The oxidation never

proceeds so far as to convert the whole into phosphoric acid
;
the

liquid therefore contains a mixture of phosphorous and phosphoric

acids. To obtain a 2)ifi*c hydi*ated 2)hospliorous acid, a stream of

chlorine is sent very slowdy through a deep layer of phosphorus

melted under water, so that each bubble of gas shall be completely

absorbed by the j)hosphorus; terchloride of phosphorus, PCI3, is

formed, and is immediately deconfposed by the watff into hydro-

chloric and idiosjihorous acids; PCI3+ 3 I10= P03 + 3 HCl. The
acid liquid is concentrated by a heat not exceeding 400°; hydro-

chloric acid is expelled, and hydrated phosphorous acid is obtained

in deliquescent rectangular prisms, {% H0,P03, IIO.) When ex-

posed to the air it gradually aubsorbs oxygen ; and by a high tem-

perature it is decomposed into phosj)horic acid and phosi^huretted

hydrogen (376).

To pre2:)arc tlie acid in the anhydrous state it is necessary to

bum phosphorus in a limited currcjit V)f dry airynt is thus obtained

as a white, volatile, uncrystallinc, inflammable, deliquescent

ppwdcr. Phos2)horous acid is dibasic
; that is, its salts when neutral

contain 2 equivalents of base
; but M. AVurtz finds that hydrated

jjhosphorous acid, besides its two basic equivalents of water, retains

a third equivalent of water, which *^is essential to it. Neutral
phosphite of soda, for instance, cbnsists of (2 NaO, PIIO^ -f

10 HO) ;
when heated to 572°, it still retains i equwalent of

water, and consists of 2 NaO, PHO4. Acid phosphites may also*

be formed : the acid phosphite of baryta, dried at 212® consists of

(BaO, H0,PII04). The acid phosphites when heated emit hydrogen
gas, whilst a monobasic phosphate remains behind

; tlius (BaO, HO,
PHO4) becomes BaO, PO^-h 2 H. If the phosphite contain a smaller >

quantity of water, phos^uretted hydrogen is also Vnnitted
; for

instance, in the case of phosphite of lead 5 (2 PbO, PHO4) =:

10 PbO, 4 PO5 -f- H3 P -f 2 H.

<(374) Hypophosphorous Acid, (PO); Equivalent, 40 ; or
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as' is more probable, HO, PH2O3 (Wurtz). — This compound
was formerly considered to be da acid of phosphorus with

a still smaller quantity of oxygen than the preceding, but it

has never been obtained in the anhydrous 'form. In a hydrated

condition it jnay be procured by Efose's method of boiling phos-

phorus with baryta in water. Phospliuretted hydrogen escapes, and
evaporation a baryta salt is obtained, composed of BaO, PH2O3,

owing to the following decomposition: 3 BaO +4 P 4-9 HO=
3(BaO, PII^Ojj) + H3P ;

and on adding^sulphurid acid cautiously,

pure hypophosphorous ac4d* is obtained in solution, wliilst the

baryta is separated as su4>hate of baryta. Hypophosphorous acid

forms an uncrystallizablc syrup, which has a sour, bitterish taste

;

its acid properties are but feebly marked, aild its solution gradually

absorbs oxygbn from the air. When heated it first loses water;

and by a stronger lieat it is decomposed, and emits phospliuretted

hydrogen, whilst phosphoric acid is set free : for example,

2(110, PH2O3) = (3 HO, PO,) + H3P.

Oiving to the partial decomposition of the phospliuretted hydrogen,

a little phosphorus is generally deposited at the same time, and a

corresponding quantity of hydrogen is liberated.

The researches of Dulong, of Kose^and especially of Wurtz {Ann*

de Chime, llh vii. 35, and xvi. 191), have shown that all the hypo-

phosphites retain 2 equivalents of water, which rre essential* to

their composition ; the acid requires one equivalent of base for its

saturation. The baryta salt, 'for example, may be represented as

BaO, PH2O3; and hypoplfosphite of lead as PbO, PH2O3. They

correspond therefore to the monobasic phosphates, but 2 equiva-

lejits of hydrogen have taken the place of 2 equivalents of oxygen

in the phosphoric acid. The hypophosphites are all soluble in

water, and those of the alkalies dissolve also in alcohol : many of

them crystallize easily
;
the cr;fstallized salts may be preserved un-

changed, but their solution^ when evaporated at a high temperature,

are gradually conveuted into phosphates by absorption of oxygen.

Like phosphorous acid they reduce gold and silver from their salts.

Hypophosphorous acid is distinguished from phosphorous acid/

by a remarkable reaction with the salts of copper ; if to an excess

.of free hypoph'3«phorods acid a solution of sulphate of copper be

added, and the liquid be warmed to about|i 30® F., a solid insoluble

hydride of copper (CU2H) precipitates. On raising the liquid to

the boiling point, this hydride is decomposed into hydrogen gas

and metallic copper.
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(375) OxTi^E OP Phosphorus^ (P2O).—A still lower degree of

oxidatiou of phosphorus exist^, which possesses neither acid nor

alkaline properties. It always forms in small quantity when phos-

phorus is burned in ai!*, and is one of the constituents of the red

residue after the combustion has terminated. It is pnt however a

compound of any importance. Oxide of phosphorus has neither

smell nor taste, and is quite insoluble in water.

(376) Phosphides op Hydrogen.—The .compounds of phos-

pliorus with hydS'ogen are- not possessed of acid characters : they

are three in number : viz. H3P ;
H2P; and HP2. The first is

gaseous, the second liquid, and the thirdr* solid, at ordinary tempe-

ratures.

PiiosPHURETTED IIydrogen Gas, (H3P) ; Equivalent^ 33

;

Specific Gravity^ 1*185; Combining Volume, 4.— Phosphuretted

hydrogen is a highly inflammable colourless gas, with a’ foetid

alliaceous odour ;
it is slightly soluble in water

;
when transmitted

through certain metallic solutions, such as those ofHjopper'or of

mercury, it is absorbed and decomposed
;
phoy)hides of the metals

are produced and are precipitated. When the gas is pure it is

wholly absorbed by a solution of cliloride of lime. A mixture of the

gas with air or with oxygen explodes at a temperature o{ 300°, or

sometimes even at common tijmperatures, if the pressure be sud-

denly diminished. In this gas, i volume of the vapour of phos-

phorus and 6 volumes of hydrogen are condensed into the space of

4 volumes. Its combining volume is therefore the same as that of

ammonia, to which it is analogous in^epmposition
;
but it does not

exhibit any marked alkaline properties. * Some indication of a basic

G^iaracter is, however, show n by it, as it combines with eertain of tlic

acids in definite proportions. For example, its compound with

hydriodic acid (H3P, III) is formed by the union of equal volumes of

the two gases
;

it crystallizes in cubes,''which fuse at a moderate heat,

and if air be excluded, it may be subhmed without alteration. These
crystals are deliquescent, and are decomposed by water into hydri-

odic acid and phosphuretted hydrogen gas. « This compound is

easily prepared by introducing into a small retort 127 parts of dry

iodine ground up with powdered glass, and 32 parts of phosphorus in

small fragments; then adding 20 parts of water; the vapours which
come oft* consist of this^compound mixed wuth an excess of hydri-,

odic acid ; the hydriodat% of phosphuretted hydrogen condenses in

crystals in the neck of the retort, if it be kept cool.

Phosphuretted hydrogen likewise combines with the perchlorides

of•many of the metals, such as those of tin, titanium, antimony*
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and iron. These compounds are decomposed| by water with

-escape of phosphuretted hydrogen ^as.

Preparation .—Phosphuretted hydrogen gas may be obtained

in a state of purity by the decomposition 6f hydrated pliosphorous

acid by he^t; 4 (2HO, PHO4) = 3 (3tlO, PC\) + H3P.
This gas, however, is generally prepared by heating fragments

of phosphorus with a strong solution of hydrate of potash, or

with cream of lin^e; hypophosi>hite of the base is formed, with

extricatiorv of phosphuretted hydrogcgi ; P^ +*9 HO + 3 KO =
3 (KO, PH2O3) -h H3P. ^ 'the gas so obtained has the remarkable

property of spontaneously taking lire in atmospheric air or in

oxygen gas; if allowed to escape into the air in bubbles, each

bubble as it l)rcaks produces a beautiful white wreath of phos-

phoric acid,* composed of a number of ringlets revolving in vertical

planes around the axis of the wreath itself, as it ascends ; thus

tracing before the eye, with admirable distinctness, the rapid

gyfhtory liiovements communicated to the superincumbent air by

.

the bursting of a bubble of any kind upon tile surface of a still

sheet of water. If the bubbles be allowed to rise into a jar of

oxygen, a brilliant* flash of light, attended with a slight concussion,

occurs *each tirpe a bubble of the gas bursts w^ithin the jar. Owing
to the spontaneous inflammation 0% the gas . it should (to avoid

danger) always be made in small vessels containing but little atmo-

spheric air. Mr. Graham has shown that the addition of small (luaii-

tities of, the vapour of some inflanimahlc bodies, such as ether,

naj)htha, and turpentiiu', dcf^troy this self-lighting power ; and that

porous bodies, such as charcoal, also remove it. On the other hand,

the gas obtained from phosphorous acid is not self-lighting, but ihc

addition of so small a quantity as luvJinjth of its bulk of nitrous

acid gas, confers this property upon it.

(377) Liquid Phosphide of Hydrogen, n2P, or HioP5.—The
singular property of spontaneously igniting when mixed with free

oxygen which phosphuretted hydrogen possesses in certain cases,

long remained without explanation, as a careful analysis indicated

little or \io difference in composition between the self-lighting gas

and the other variety which does not possess this property. M. P.

Thenard has lately shown that the self-lighting pOwer depends

upon the presence of a minute quantity of the vapour of another

phosphide of hydrogen, HjoPg^ which ^akes fire the instant that

uncombined oxygen is presented to it (Ann. de Chimie, III.

xiv. 5) . At ordinary temperatures this compound exists as a volatile

yqllowish liquid, which by exposure to light is decomposed iAto a*
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yellow, solid, ancji but slightly inflammable phosphide, HP2, and into

the non-selfJighting gas, HgP/ for HioP6==HP2H-3H3P. It had

long been remarked, although analysis showed no diflerence be-

tween the self-lighting dnd the common gas, that when the former

was exposed to sunlight for a^few<hours, traces of RfSolid yellow

compound were deposited, whilst the gas lost its self-lighting power

;

and that this power, was also destroyed by exposing the gas to a

great degree of cold. This effect is evidently^due in the case of

the exposure to sunlight, to decomposition of the inflammable com-

pound, and in the case of the applicafioli of cold, to its conden-

sation into the liquid form.

Liquid phosphide of hydrogen may be prepared by conducting

the gas which is disengaged by the action of water upon phosphide

of calcium (Ca2P), through a bent tube immersed in a freezing

mixture of ice and salt
; a colourless liquid of high refracting power is

thus condensed. It takes fire the instant that it comes into contact

w ith air, and burns wdth the intense white light of phosphTirus. Solar

light quickly decomposes it into the solid phosphide, IIP2, and

into the gaseous phosphuretted hydrogen. If a little of the vapour

of this liquid ^e allowed to diftuse itself through hydrogen, car-

bonic oxide, or any other combustible gas, it confers upon it the

property of taking fire spontanfeously wdien mixed wdth atmospheric

air or oxygen,

(378) Solid Phosphide of Hydrogen (HP2). — The liquid phos-

phide is immediately decomposed by hydrochloric acid
;
and the

solid yellow phosphide of hydrogen ii fprmed. This substance is

readily prepared by treating phosphide of calcium (538) with hot

hydrochloric acid. It is insoluble in water or alcohol. When
heated with potasli the compound dissolves, and phosphuretted

hydrogen gas is liberaled. There appear to be two varieties of

the solid phosphide, one of a yellow, the other of a green colour

;

they do not difler from each othe^ in composition. The solid

yellow hydride of phosphorus takes fire at about 300° F.

(379) Chlorides of Phosphorus.—W^ith chlorine phosphorus

forms two compounds, a terchloride PCI3, corresponding to phos-

phorous acid, and a pentachloride, PCI5, which corresponds to phos-

phoric acid. * So strong is the affinity between these elements, that

in an atmosphere of chlo/ine phosphorus immediately takes fire.

Terchloride of Phosph(Arus,(PCls) ; Eq., 138-3—This liquid may
be obtained by transmitting a gentle stream-of perfectly dry chlorine

gas through dry and melted phosphorus contained in a retort
; the

chloride distds as a very volatile, transparent, colourless liquid, of
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a Specific gravity of at 32°; it fumes iu air, ar^ boils at 1 73^*4.

•It dissolves phosphorus freely. It is immediately decomposed by
a large excess of water, and forms phosphorous and hydrochloric

acids
;
PCI3 4 3HO = PO3 4 3HCI.

^

Terchloride of phosphorus is often prepared by transmitting

the vapour of phosphorus over corrosive sublimate placed in a long

tube, and gently heated. „

Pentachloride cf Phosphorm, {PCLJ ;
Eq., 209*5.—This com-

pound is obtained by placing dry phosp?4orus in a 'flask provided with

a stopcock, exhausting the air, and allowing chlorine to enter so

long as it is absorbed*; or it may be formed by treating sesqui-

chloride of phosphorus in a tall glass with an excess of chlorine :

it forms a white crystalline solid, which volatilizes below 212°

whilst still solid, but it may be fused under pressure
;

its boiling

point, according to Mitscherlich, is 296° P. In the flame of a

lai^ it burns, producing chlorine and phosphoric acid
; with

ammonia it combines readily. It is very delicjuescent, and by a

large excess of water is immediately decomposed into phosphoric

and hydrochloric acids
;
PCI5 4 5 HO = PO5 4 5H(^1 .

If the vapour of water be allowed slowly to mingle with that

of the pentachloride, hydrochloric acid and an oxychloride ofphos-

phorus, PCI3O2, are gradually forftied; the latter, according to

Wurtz, is a limpid, volatile, fuming liquid, of sp. gr. 1*7, which

boils at 230° F. Water decomposes it into phosphoric and hydro-

chloric acids.

With sulphuretted hy/lrbgen pentachloride of phosphorus pro-

duces hydrochloric acid, and a sufphochloride ofphosphorus, con-

sisting of PCI3S2. It is a fuming, colourless liquid, which boilt^ at

257°. Wurtz finds that this sulphochloride of phosphorus, if heated

with a solution of caustic soda in excess, exchanges its chlorine for

oxygen
; chloride of sodium forms, and a sulphoxyphosphate of soda

may be obtained in six-sided tabular crystals which contain 24
equivalents of water. The composition of this salt is analogous to

that of the tribifsic phosphate of soda, but the two are not

isomorphous. The following equation explains the changes wliich

accompany its production :

—

«

PCI3S3 + ^ NaO = 3 NaO, PO3S2 + 3 NaCl.
• •

One half of the soda is decomposed, i)tiparting its oxygen to the

*Bulphochloride, from which it receives a corresponding amount of

chlorine.

• (38^) Iodides of Phosphorus.—Two iodides of phosphorus

R R
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may be formed, biniodide an(| a teriodide (Corenwinder, Ann, de

Chimie, III. xxx. 342). The biniodide^ (Pla) ;
Equivalent^

may be obtained by dissolving i equivalent of phosphorus in bisul-

phide of carbon and addijig 2 equivalents of iodine : by cooling

the mixture artificially, thin flexible prismatic crystals the iodide

are deposited of a bright orange colour. They melt at 230°, and

are decomposed by v^ater, hydriodic acid being one of the products.

Teriodide of Phosphorus, (PI3); Eq-, 41 3^^— This compound
may be obtained -in a similae* manner to the last, viz., by dissolving

the proper proportions of the two elements in bisulphide of carbon

;

the liquid is concentrated by evaporation', and on cooling it by a

freezing mixture, dark red six-sided plates are farmed; it melts

between 120® and 130° F., and on cooling crystallizes in fine prisms.

It deliquesces rapidly when exposed to the air.

Mr. Brodie {Quart, Journ. Chem, Soc., V. 289) finds that iodine,

when heated with phospliorus in the proportion of i equivalent of

iodine to 100 equivalents of phosphorus, converts nearly the whole

of the phosphorus into the red variety described by Schrotter. When
phosphorus was placed in a long tube, and heated till it just melted,

and iodine waf> projected gradually into the phosphorus, the iodine

dissolved, colouring the phosphorus slightly red ; when heated by an

oil bath to 2 T 2°, the colour bcdfime deep red, and between 250® and

266°, a scarlet powder was deposited on the sides of the tube
\ at

284^ the mass was quife solid, and on raising the heat to 392® F., a

sliarp explosion took place; a sudden evolution of heat occurred,

and the cork which closed the tube w^sjilown out by the vapour of

phosphorus. The red mass may be distilled in closed tubes, and
wS'ien it condenses in the cooler portions of the tubes it is still in

the red modification. Mr, Brodie considers the changes which
occur in this process to \)c the following

;
first, the formation of bin-

iodide of phosphorus, next the transformation of this iodide by heat

into an ullotropic iodide, and thirdly, the decomposition of the new
iodide into red phosphorus and a volatile iodide, which acts upon a

further portion of the phosphorus; and thus Ube action is inde-

finitely continued.

(381) Phosphide op Nitrogen (NgP?).—If terchloride of phos-

phorus be cooled by a fr^^ezing mixture, and saturated with ammo-
niacal gas, a white saliiiQ mass is obtained ; it is to be introduced *

into a tube of Bohemian glass, and heated to redness in a current of

dry carbonic acid as long as any sal ammoniac sublimes
; a yei-

lowish-white bulky amorphous powder remains behind : this sub-

stance is Rosens phosphide of nitrogen. In close vessels it sustains a

red heat without fusion or volatilization, but when heated in air it is
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slowly oxidized^ with formation of phosphoric acid, and if projected

into fused hydrate of potash, it is decomposed witn incandescence

;

phosphate of potash being formed, whilst ammonia and nitrogen

are disengaged ; but it is remarkable that dry chlorine, and hydro-

chloric acidtgases, and the vapour of sulphur, are without action

upon it, even at a red heat ; and it is but very slowly attacked by
concentrated nitric acid. Solutions of the aljtalies exert scarcely

any action upon it. dWhen heated in hydrogen, ammonia is formed.

It combines with sulphuretted hydrogen, and if heated in a current

of the gas it slowly sublimes in the form of a white powder. Ac-

cording to Gerhardt, however, the so-c^dled phosphide of nitrogen

contains hydrogen, and is really IINgP.

(382) Sulphides of Phosphorus.—'Sulphur and phosphorus

may be melted together in all proportions : several definite com-

pounds exist between them, and, according to the researches of

Berzelius, these compounds correspond in composition with the

oxiJes of phosphorus
;
and in addition to these, a compound, PSjg,

may be formed. All the sulphides of phosphorils are more fusible

than either element separately, and are exceedingly inflammable

;

most of them crystallize. They combine with the alkaline sul-

phides, and form a series of definite salts.

The combination of sulphur wifli phosphorus should be gradu-

ally effected under warm water
;
great heat is extricated by their

union, and the experiment requires to be conducted very care-

fully, in order to avoid explosion.

CHAPTER Vlll.

.

SILICON AND BORON.

§ I. Silicon, or Silicium.

Symbol, Si; Equivalent, 14*24.

{383) Silicon when in combination with oxygen is the most

abundant solid constituent of the earth's crust. To obtain the

element in its uncomTjined form, fluorspqf and fine quartzose sand,

or ground flints, are heated with concentrated sulphuric acid ;
a

gaseous fluoride of silicon is formed, which partially dissolves in

water, producing an acid solution. This acid liquid, when neutra-

lized with a solution of potash, yields a sparingly soluble • salt -

(KF, ^Pg). This silicofluoride of potassium is to be thorouglily
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dried, and mixed in a glass or tube with eight or nine-tenths of

its weight of potassium, and neated. Fluoride of potassium is

formed, whilst silicon is reduced and partially combined with the

excess of potassium
;
(SiFg^-f l^F) 4-2K = 2Si + 3 KF. The

mass, when cold, is treated with cold water, which ^produces a

copious extrication of hydrogen gas, owing to the decomposition of

the water by the excess of potassium. The washing with cold

water is continued so long as any alkaline reaction upon test

paper is observed ; when thi£ ceases, it may finally be well washed

with boiling water, as long as anything dissolves. Silicon may also

be obtained by heating potassium in a gla&s tube in a current of

the vapour of chloride of silicon.

Silicon so obtained is a dull brown powder, insoluble in water,

in which it sinks. It is a non-conductor of electricity
;

it soils

the fingers when touched ; it is not acted upon by nitric or sulphuric

acid, but dissolves readily in hydrofluoric acid, and in a warm
solution of potash. When heated in air or in oxygen it burns

brilliantly, and is ^converted into silica, which is the only known
oxide of silicon : the intense heat emitted causes the silica to fuse

and form a superficial coating over the unburnt silicon. Silicon

has never been fused nor volatilised.

The brown powder just des<!ribed, if heated intensely in a closed

platinum crucible, parts with a trace of hydrogen, shrinks greatly,

be6onies much denser and darker in colour, and undergoes a

remarkable change in properties. After such ignition, the silicon

(whi(;h Berzelius distinguishes as Si^^) iray be heated strongly in

air or in oxygen, even when urged in the blowptpe flame, without

taking fire
;

it has become sufficiently heavy to sink in oil of

vitriol, and it resists the action of pure hydrofluoric acid, although

if treated with a mixture of nitric and hydrofluoric acids it is rapidly

dissolved. It may even be fused with nitre or with chlorate of potash

without undergoing oxidation ; but if the heat be urged to whiteness,

the silicon burns brilliantly in the nitre
;
the oxidation, however, is

much hastened by the addition of a little carbofiate of po^sh ; the

mixture then deflagrates briskly, even though it may be at a much
lower temperature : by fusion with carbonate of potash alone, it is

easily and corhplctely oxic^ized; in both cases^^ silica is formed, and
immediately dissolves in the melted alkali. Deville (Am, de Chimie,

III. xliii. 31) has described a third modification of silicon, in the

form of brilliant plates possessed of a metallic lustre, resembling

platinum filings in appearance. It is a conductor of electricity

;

*‘it niay be heated to whiteness in a current of oxygen without

undergoing change, but is gradually dissolved by a mixture ofhydro-
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fluoric and nitric acid : though it is oxidized but very slowly when
fused with hydrate of potash. This? form of silicoi/ was obtained by

acting with hydrochloric acid upon a silicide of aluminum, pro-

cured by the electrolytic decomposition* of an impure double

chloride of lodium and aluminjum.

(384) Silicic Acid,or Si/fca,(Si^); -Eg., 30*24.—Silicon appears

to form only a singly oxide. Some difficulty is therefore experienced

in decidiiigw^n the number of equivalents of oxygbn that it contains.

According to Berzelius th^two elements are united in the proportion

of 4802 of silicon and 51*98 of oxygen; and the same eminent

chemist repres^ts it as a teroxidc. There arc, however, reasons

which render it more probable that it cohtains only 2 equivalents

of oxygen, and that it corresponds in composition to carbonic acid :

for example, one equivalent of chloride of silicon, when converted

into vapour, instead of forming an exception to the general rule, as

it Tloes upon the theory of Berzelius, would then produce two

volumes of vapour as usual: and in decomposing'fused carbonate of

soda by the addition of finely divided silica, it is found that the

whole of the carbonic acid is expelled when the proportion of silica

is to the carbonate as 31 to 54. Gmeliu has calculated the

formulae of the natural silicates Upon this supposition, and his

formulae have been adopted by Brooke and Miller in their treatise

on mineralogy. This view has the advantage of greater simidicity,

and it wull be employed in this w*ork. The formula for silica will

therefore be SiOg, insteac^ oT SiOa which is given in the table at

p. 18 : and the equivalenl of silicon is, therefore, 14*24, instead of

21*36.

Pure silica occurs crystallized in six-sided prisms, transversely

striated, and terminated by six-sided pyraiAids, in rock crystal and
in some forms of quartz, if is nearly pure in agate, flint, caleedony,

and opal; it constitutes the prfncipal ingredient of all sandstones; and
it enters largely into the composition of felspar, and a vast variety

of minerals. Pure^silica is perfectly transparent and colourless ; in

hardness it approaches the precious gems ; it has a specific gravity

of 2*6. A heat as intense as that of the oxyhydrogen blowpipe is

required for its fusion ; it then melts to a transparent glass, which
may be drajvn out into fine, flexible, elastic threads. Native silica

is insoluble in water, and in all acids cjxcept the hydrofluoric. It

is not volatile when heated alone, but when heated in a current of

steam it. undergoes partial sublimation, and is thus frequently

found in the throats of furnaces, forming concretionary nodules,*

somew^iat resembling caleedony in appearance,
*
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Preparation,— presents the characters of an earthy but

though insoluble It possesses feeble acid properties, as is shown by

the usual process of obtaining it in a state of purity :—a mixture

of carbonate of potash ahd soda is fused by a red beat, and ground

flint or some other siliceous mineral in fine powder is added in

small quantities to the melted mass j
on each addition a brisk

effervescence, due to^the escape of carbonic acid, takes place. As
soon as the addition of the mineral ceases to ^produce this effect

no more is added,' but the # mixture is heated strongly for some

minutes. It is then allowed to cool, and' if digested in water, the

mass slowly dissolves, with the exception of any impurities, such as

oxide of iron, which the siliceous material may hav^ contained. A
larger quantity of silica than that above indicated would still yield

a mixture which by a strong heat might be fused ; but it becomes

less soluble in proportion to the excess of silica, till at length a point

is reached at which it is no longer soluble in water or in the com-

mon acids; indeed it forms the basis of glass. To obtain pure silica,

however, an excess of alkali is always used
;
the resulting compound

is then easily attacked by acids, in which it is wholly dissolved, if the

acid be dilute a^id in sufficient quantity. If the solution in hydro-

chloric acid be evaporated, the silica separates as a gelatinous hy-

drate, which, by continuing the* heat, forms a white earthy powder

no longer soluble in acids ; after being well washed with acidulated

water as long as anything dissolves, and then dried and ignited, it

is perfectly pure. In this form silica, like charcoal and other

porous bodies, rapidly absorbs aqueous i^apour from the air, without

becoming sensibly moist. Whilst in this extreme state of subdivi-

sion, its particles, when heated, exhibit a singular mobility ; they

flow almost like a liquid when the crucible containing them is in-

clined, and they are scattered by the lept breath of air. Perfectly

pure silica may also be procured by transmitting the gaseous

fluoride of silicon into water
;
part of its silica is deposited in white

flocculi, which, if washed and ignited, yield silica of snowy white-,

ness. Silica may likewise be obtained nearly^ pure by ^heating

colourless quartz to redness, and quenchii|^ it in water
; the

mineral by this treatment becomes friable, and is then easily re-

duced to a fine powder: common flints treated in a similar manner
give a very white powder, ^hich is nearly pure silica. .

(385) Hydrates of Silicic Acid.—Insoluble however as silica

generally appears in water, a modification of it exists which dissolves

completely> though sparingly. When dissolved it furnishes a taste-

•less elution, which does not redden litmus; and when evaporated
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at a gentle heat, the solution leaves a semi-transparent mass, which

hy further desiccation crumbles to white powd4r. This white

powder is generally stated to be soluble in dilute acids ;
but

M. Doveri {Ann. de Chimie, III. xxi. 47^ hi*s shown that this is

an error, arising from the perfect transparency which the hydrate

of silica assumes when treated with dilute acids. If the solution

be filtered, nearly the whole of the silica remains on the filter in the

form of a transparent jelly* Silica, in fact, when once deposited,

even in the gelatinous form, is almost insoluble ^ther in water or

in acids; but a large amount of silica dissolves, in certain cases,

at the moment of its liberation from some of its compounds

which are alreac^y in solution. For instance, if a dilute solu-

tion of an alkaline silicate be poured into a considerable excess

of hydrochloric acid, the whole of the silica is retained in solution

:

but from this acid solution it may be precipitated by the gradual

addition of potash, so as to neutralize the acid : and if to a solu-

tion of an alkaline silicate in water hydrochloric acid be gradually

added, the silica precipitates in a gelatinous fornf in proportion as

the alkali is neutralized.

According to the experiments of M. Doveri, gelatinous silica,

if dried at the ordinary temperature of the air, in vacuo over sul-

phuric acid, retains about 1 7 per ceitt. of water, which corresponds

to the sesquihydrate, a HO, ^SiOg. If dried at 212^, half this quan-

tity of water is expelled, and a definite hydrate (HO, 3 Si02) is left

;

but at 700® F. it becomes anhydrous. The sesquihydrate may even

be obtained in a crystalling fbrm. In order to effect this, a solu-

tion of silicate of potash is mixed with one of sulphate of copper

;

a precipitate, consisting of silicate of copper and of hydrate of silica,

is formed
; after washing the precipitate by decantation, it is treated

with hydrochloric acid, which dissolves the 'silicate of copper ; the

liquid is filtered from a portion of undissolved silica. On transmit-

ting a current of sulphuretted Tiydrogen through the filtered liquid

the copper is wholly precipitated as sulphide, whilst the solution

retains pure silica dissolved in hydrochloric acid : the excess of sul-

phuretted hydrogen i|j^easily expelled by heat. The hydrochloric

solution of silica, if placed in vacuo over quick lime, as it evaporates

yields sesquihydrate of silica, partly in the form of a*white amor-

» phous powder, but chiefly in that of radiated tufts of plates, or

needle-shaped crystals, which are transparent, and possess a high

lustre.

Mr. Way {Quart. Journ. Chem. Soc. vi. 102) has recently called

attention to the existence of beds situated at the base of the chalk
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formation, between the upper greensand and the gault, which con-

tain a large pAiportion of si6ca in the hydrated condition : the

proportion of hydrated silica in these deposits varies very greatly,

ranging from 5 to as* much as 7a per cent., being most abundant

in the upper portion of the deposit.

Insoluble silicic acid may be gradually converted into the soluble

variety by long digestion with solutions of the alkalies. Even

flints in their unground condition may be dissolved in strong solu-

tions of caustic alkali, if th9 solution be digested uponi them under

pressure at a temperature of between '300° and 400° F. The

very concentrated solution of silicate of potash or of soda of glairy

consistence which may thus be formed, has been^ used by Mr. F.

Raiisome, of Ipswich, as a cement for consolidating siliceous sand

into an artificial stone :—finely divided siliceous sand, mixed with

suitable colouring material, is moistened with this cement, and

pressed into moulds
;

after gradual drying the mass is fired : at a

high temperature the silicate becomes semivitrified, and aggluti-

nates the grains cif sand
;

a very hard, durable, artificial sandstone,

which previous to being fired can be moulded into any desired

form, is thus obtained. Finely divided hydrate of silica is also dis-

solved by the alkaline carbonates : the carbonates are only partially

decomposed by the silica that? dissolves. It appears to be owing

to the solubility of silica in solutions of the carbonates that almost

all spring and river waters contain silica in solution in minute

quantity; on evaporation tlic silica is obtained in the insoluble

form. When the action of the alkalin^ liquid is aided by that of

a high temperature, as is the case with the Geysers, or boiling

springs of Iceland, very large quantities of silica are dissolved,

which, as the liquid cools, arc deposited as ^petrifactions^ on
surrounding objects ej^posed in the bdsin or in the stream.

Silica also exists in the soluble form in a class of minerals

termed zeolites, which are hydratfed siliceous compounds (571)
found in the cavities of the amygdaloid rocks. The zeolites, if

finely powdered, and treated with hydrochloric^ acid, swell up to a
transparent jelly

;
this gelatinous mass is tb^ hydrate of silica.

These observations on the various condifrons under which silica

may be rendered soluble derive their interest from the extensive

formation of crystallizetf silica, so abundantly difl\\8ed over the

surface of the earth. The zeolites may have been obtained by
deposition from solution ; calcedony possibly by spurious sublima-

tion; quartz and agate by crystallization from an aqueous solution.

•(386) Silicates ,—The silicates are most abundant natural pro-

ductions. JGl the forms of clay, felspar, mica, hornblende, '*and a
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large number of other common minerals, are compounds of this

description.
^

Silica combines with bases in several different proportions

;

most of its compounds are found ^in Jhe * form of crystallized

minerals, mafly of which are double silicates of very complex com-
position. The combinations with bases which are of most usual

occurrence belong to one or other of the followi/ig classes :

—

Examples. Formulee.

^
^^Silicate of litne 2(5aO, 38103

2MO,3SiOj, orSesquisilicates

j
^rIted’8X’ato*^of

|
2 MgO, 3 SiOj+2 HO

V. magnesia) )

p ^ Wellastonite, (sili- g.Q
MO, SiOj Neutral silicates \ j

jMO.SiO, Dlbuic.ilicM, jKo.aof’®'”'
^ r Bisilicatcs. The composition of rnan^of the ordinary varieties

MO, 2 SiOj < of glass may be approximatively represented by mixtures of

(. different silicates which have this ioriiiuli»

In the above formulae, MO stands for i equivalent of any metallic

2>rotoxid§, such as lime, magnesia, or protoxide of irqii.

Most of the silicates are fusible
;

their fusibility increases

by mixture with each other
;
those*which contain readily fusible

oxides melt at the lowest temperature, and in general the basic

silicates fuse more readily than those which arc neutral in composi-

tion, or which contain excess of acid. All the silicates are insoluble

in water, with the exceptiorv of silicates of the alkalies which contain

a large amount of base. The hydrated silicat(js, and those which

contain the largest proportion of base, are those most easily dccorvw-

posed by acids; but the anhydrous neutral and acid silicates of

the earths are not decomposed by any acid e'xccpt the hydrofluoric.

The silicates may be detected by fusing them with carbonate of

soda or of potash, and then heating the residue with acid, and evapo-

rating to dryness; on treating what is left with hot water, the

silica rerqaius undifeolved in the form of a white powder, which,

when fused with carinate of soda upon platinum foil before the

blowpipe, yields a colourless bead of glass.

The acid character is so feebly markqd in silica, that the ordi-

* nary vegetable acids, such as the acetic, oxalic, and the tartaric, pre-

cipitate silica from its combinations with the alkalies; and a current

of carbonic acid gas, or even the gradual absorption of carbonic acid

from the atmosphere, produces a similar result. At a high tem-

perature, however, the action is reversed; for as silica is •not

volatilized to any perceptible extent by the heat of *a furnace, it
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decomposes the carbonates and the salts of all the ^volatile acids

when ignited with them ; thu& eyen the sulphates yield up their

bases to the silica^ whilst the sulphuric acid is expelled.

(387) Sulphide op Silicon, SiSg; Equivalent, 46’a4.—A sul-

phide corresponding ih composition to silicic acid is formed by

transmitting the vappur of bisulphide of carbon over a mixture of

finely divided silica and carbon : and when either compact or pul-

verulent silicon is strongly heated in an atnjpsphere of sulphur,

combustion occufs with a,.red glow, and a white eanthy looking

sulphide, which rapidly absorbs moisture from the air, is the result

;

it is completely soluble in water, but k is decomposed as it dis-

solves, in the manner shown in the following equation :

—

SiSjj + 2 II0= Si02 -ha HS,

sulphuretted hydrogen and soluble silica being formed : the latter

may be obtained as a jelly by evaporation.

(388) Chloride^qf Silicon, (SiCy
;
Eq,, 85*24; Combi Ang

volume as tmpour,^ 2.—This compomid may be formed by heating’

silicon in chlorine, or more economically by the following indirect

method. Finely powdered silica is made up into a paste with oil and
charcoal, heated in a covered crucible, and the charred mass in frag-

ments is transferred to a porcelain tube, ignited and subjected to

a current of dry chlorine ; neither chlorine nor carbon separately can

Fig, 271.
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decompose silica, but together they effect it easily; carbonic oxide

ebcaping, whilst chloride of silicon ^s formed
; Si62 -h CI3 + 2^ C=

2 CO + SiCl2- The product is received into vessels cooled with a

freezing mixture. Fig. 271 shows a form^of apparatus by which the

chloride may»be readily prepared : d is a porcelain tube, which con-,

tains the mixture of charcoal and silica
; chlorine is liberated from

the flask, a, washed with water in b, dried by passing over pumice

and sulphuric acid ^jontaincd in the tube c, and allowed to pass

through theiitube d, which with its contents is Exposed to a red

heat in the furnace ; tlte 6hforide of silicon distils over into the

bent tube, E, where it is condensed by immersion in a freezing

mixture of ice a^d salt
;
a tube fused into the bend of the tul)e e,

conveys the chloride into a bottle, g, which may also be kept cool

by ice.

Chloride of silicon is a transparent colourless liquid, which

has^ pungent, acid, irritating odour ; it fumes strongly in the air, is

very volatile, and boils at 1^8® F. According to Pierre, the spe-

cific gravity of the liquid at 32° .F. is 1-5237. *lts vapour has a

specific gravity of ,5*939- In this vapour 4 volumes of chlorine

and I equivalent of silicon are condensed into 2 vohimes. Water

immediately decomposes it, depositing hydrated silica, and forming

hydrochloric acid. The liquid chlofide does not act on potassium,

but if the metal be heated in its vapour, ejiloride of potassium is

produced, and silicon is set free ; by Avasliiiig it, the latter may be

procured in a state of purity. «Berzelius recommends this as one

of tli{3 best methods of o])tpiifing silicon.

Two coin])OUuds between the suljdiidc and the chloride of

silicon have been obtained ;
tlicy may be represented by

formuhe (8iS2 + 2 SiClJ a;pl (2 SiS2 + SiCl2).

Bromide of Silicon (SlBr2), is analogous in properties to the

chloride : it may be formed in a similar manner.

(389) Fluoride of Sjlicon, (SiFg)
; t Specific

Gravity, 3*60 ;
Combining Volume, 2.—The fluoride is one of the

most remarkable ccfmpounds of silicon : so powerful is the affinity

between fluorine and silicon that hydrofluoric acid separates silicon

from its most intimate combinations, such as silicic acid and

glass.
^

•

In order to prepare the fluoride qf silicon, equal parts of

finely powdered fluorspar and siliceous band, or coarsely powdered

glass, are mixed in a capacious flask or retort, with 6 parts of sul-

phuric acid. On the application of heat, a colourless gas, with a

peculiar pungent acid odour, is given off; hydrofluoric acid isfibe-
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rated, and this immediately attacks the silica, as is shown in the

following reprdsentation of thtj reaction :

—

2 CaF + 2(HO, SO^a(CaO, SOs^2 HF,
and 2 HP'+Si02=SiF3+ 2 HO.

It fumes strongly in air ; it is not inflaramabley buf extinguishes

a lighted taper
;
under strong pressure it was liquefied by Faraday

;

and according to, M. Natterer it becomes solid a^ —220° F.

The gas is dissolved and partially decomposed by water, it must

therefore be collected over mercury, arid hi jars which Mve been per-

fectly dried, at a high temperature ;
the slightest trace of moisture

on the surface of the jar, causes a deposition of silica, which adheres

very firmly to the glass and renders it opalescfiut. Fluoride of

silicon combines with twice its volume of ammoniacal gas, and

forms with it a crystalline volatile compound.

(390) SiLicoFLUORic Acid : HydrofluosUicic Acid, ;

Eq., 72*24.— When a stream of gaseous fluoride of silic^q is

transmitted through water, it is partially decomposed and partially

dissolved. Two equivalents of water re-act on 3 equivalents of the

fluoride, and produce the silicofluoric acid, which dissolves, whilst

one-third of ijbs silicon is deposited as silicic acid :

—

3 SiF2+ 2 HOpSiOa + 2 (IIF, SiF^).

To prepare this acid, the tube from which the fluoride is

escaping must not plunge at once into water, otherwise it will

speedily become obstructed by the deposited silica. It is thcre-

Fiq. 272.

• fore necessary to place a

little mercury at the bottom

of the vessel to prevent tbe

contact of water with the

tube, which must dip be-
* neath the mercury, as shown
in fig. 272. Each bubble

as it rises becomes sur-

rounded by a siliceous en-

velope, and finally *the liquid

sets into a gelatinous mass

;

the acid liquid is separated

by pfessure in linen from

,

the deposit, which when
freed from adhering acid,

constitutes a pure hydrate

of silica.
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A saturated solution of silicofluoric acid forms a very sour,

fuming liquid ; when dilute it produces transparenl; jellylike pre-

cipitates in the alkaline salts; it is frequently employed as a

precipitant of potash. With salts of baryta ifche acid gives a white

crystalline pri^cipitate.
^

^

In solution it does not attack glass ; but it does so if allowed

to evaporate upon it ; the fluoride of silicon volatilizes, leaving free

hydrofluori#acid, which reacting on the silica produces water and

fluoride of silicon, as in the ordinary process for :*iaking that gas

;

2 HF+ Si02= SiF^j + ^ HQ. * Silicofluoric acid combines with bases

to form salts, if the base fie not added in excess ; if an excess of

base be employed, silica is precipitated, and the whole of the

fluorine is separated as a metallic fluoride. In the first case the

action may be thus represented : KO -f- (HF, SiFa) = IIO -f

(KF, SiFa). In the second case: 3 KO + (HF, SiF^) = HO +
3 KF-f SiOa.

§ II. Boron.

Symbol

j

B ; Equivalent, 10*9.

(391) Boron is the combustible radical of the acid contained

in borax, whence it derives its name. In nature it is always met
with in combination with oxygen. It is a body which occurs

in comparatively sparing quantities, and only in a few localities.

In its properties, and its modo of combination, it presents consider-

able analogy with silicon. ^

Boron is most advantageously obtained by a process ana^

logous to that employed in the case of silicon. The borofluoride

of potassium, a sparingly soluble salt, is' made by saturating

hydrofluori<; with boracic dcid, neutralizing by carbonate of

potHvsh, and washing the compound with cold water ; it is then

dried at a heat a little below redness. *When cold it is mixed

with an equal weight of potassium, and heated in a covered

iron crucible. The fluoride of potassium is removed by hot watijr.

KF, -h 3 K = 4 KF + B.

Boron is a dull olive green powder, which, before it has been

,
strongly ignited, soils flie fingers, and is dissolved by pure water in

small quantity, forming a greenish yelloiv* solution ;
it is, however,

precipitated unchanged on adding a little solution of sal ammoniac.

Boron is not acted on by exposure to air, to water, or to solu-

tions of the alkalies, whether cold or boiling. It is, however.
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easily oxidized when treated with nitric acid or with aqua regia.

After exposure to intense heat in vessels from which air is excluded,

it becomes denser, and darker in colour, but shows no signs of fusion

or volatilization. As. first obtained, boron exhibits a strong affinity

for oxygen, and takes fird bel6w redness, if heated iiiiair or oxygen

;

it burns with a red light, emitting vivid scintillations :• it is thus con-

verted superficially into boracic acid, which melts and protects a

portion of the boron. If mixed with nitre it deflagrate# powerfully,

and when fused with carbonate of potash, it decomposes the carbonic

acid, setting charcoal free, and forming borate of potash. Boron,

like silicon, is a non-conductor of electrjioity.

(392) Boracic Acid, (BO3) ;
Eq, 35.— This acid, which is

considered as a teroxide of boron, is the only known compound of

oxygen and boron. It is found in the uncombined state in some

volcanic districts, where it issues in small quantity along with

the jets of steam or fumerolles, maintained by the action of sub-

terranean fire. These, in some parts of Tuscany, arc directed into

small lagoons, cr artificial basins, such as those shown in fig. 273,

Fig, 273.

the waters of which on evaporation yield a crude boracic acid,

jfrom which, a large proportion of the borax of commerce is now
manufactured. According to the ingenious suggestion of Barde-
rello, the heat supplied ]py the fumerolles themselves is employed
in this evaporation. Water from the adjacent springs is directed into
the uppermost basin, u

] here it stays twenty-four hours, and is run
olj after successive intervals of twenty-four hours into each of the
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four lower basins, 6, c, d, e. From the last of these it flows into

settling vats, /, /, where in the course of twenty-lbur hours more,

the suspended masters subside. The supernatant liquid is then

decanted into shallow leaden evaporating .puns, ff, heated by the

vapours of s^iveral fumerolles, wliicfi circulate underneath in flues,

hy arranged for the purpose. In twenty-four hours the liquor is

reduced to about half its^ulk ; it is then transferred to a smaller

pan, on a lower levgl, where it evaporates for" twenty-four hours

longer : it is^gain transferred to a smaller pan, when after the lapse

of twenty-four hours more, it is sufficiently concentrated to crystal-

lize on cooling. Sulphate of lime in abundance is deposited in the

pans during these evaporations, and it requires removal from time

to time. Eayen stated in 1841, that 750 tons of boracic acid are

thus annually procured from Tuscany. This crude acid, however,

contains only about three-quarters of its weight of the pure crystals,

the remainder consisting j)rincipally of sulphate of ammonia with

smaTl quantities of sulphate of alumina, and of other alkaline and

earthy sulphates, and a small proportion of silica.

The commercial acid is purified by adding carbonate of soda to

saturation, and thus forming borax, which is obtained nearly pure

by crystallization (494).

To obtain the acid, purified bof‘ax is dissolved in 4 parts of

boiling water, and to the hot solution, oil of vitriol equal in weight

to that,of one-fourth of the borax employed, diluted with a little

water, is added. The sparingly soluble boracic a^d crystallizes out

on cooling, in pearly looking scales which have a greasy feel ; they

contain 3 equivalents of water. In this process sulphate of soda

is formed, and boracic acid is liberated. It is not however quiti?

pure, as it always retains a little sulphuric acid. To remove this,

tlu? crystals are washed with ice-cold water,' dried, and fused in a

])latiuum crucible, and 011 re-dissolving it in four times its weight

of boiling water, the acid, as it recrystallizes, is obtained perfectly

pure.

The crystals o5 boracic acid effloresce and lose two-thirds of

their water at a gentle heat, and at a slight increase of tempera-

ture become anhydrous ; at a red heat or a little below, boracic

acid fuses to ri, transparent, viscid, ductile glass, which remains

, clear as it coqls. It gradually absorbs iqoisture from the air, and

crumbles to pieces. •

Boracic acid communicates to its compounds the property of

ready fusibility ; indeed it is chiefly on this account that it is

valaed. Many of the borates are admirably adapted for flu!xes.
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which are applied in glazes for porcelain^ and in the melting of

gold and silver.*

Boracic acid is sparingly soluble in cold wa|er, but it dissolves

in three times its weight of boiling water : the solution has a

bitterish and scarcely sour tasie ; it turns turmeric paper brown,

like an alkali
; it gives to litmus a purplish-red tint, instead of

the usual bright red of the stronger acidsf It gradually decomposes

solutions of the carbonates even in the cold^: but, on the other

hand, a brisk curient of carbonic acid or of sulphuretV'd hydrogen

will cause a separation of boracic acii in crystals from a strong

solution of borax. Boracic acid dissolves in alcohol, and the solu-

tion burns with a characteristic green flame. Jt js not possible to

evaporfitc a solution of* boracic acid either in alcohol or in water

without losing a portion of the acid, as the vapour always carries

with it an appreciable amount of the acid : if steam at a high

temperature be transmitted over boracic acid the acid is volati-

lized in considerable quantities. It appears to be; in this manner
that in Tuscany flie supply of acid is raised to the surface by the

jets of steam which issue from the strata below (Fig. 273).
Anhydrous boracic acid is but very shWly volatilized by

ignition, and hence, though an exceedingly feeble acid, it at high
temperatures expels all acids ^more volatile than itself when fused
with their salts. It enters into combination with the alkaline bases

ill ft great variety of proportions, resembling silicic acid in this

respect, as in sotne others. Although many of these salts contain
more than i equivalent of acid, they*al| restore the colour of red-

dened litmus paper. A sexborate of potash (KO, 6 BO3, 10 aq)

‘lay be obtained in crystals, and a triboratc (KO, 3 BO3, 8 aq) has
also been crystallized. The alkaline borates are freely soluble,

those of the other bases are only im^erfectly soluble
; none

,
of the

borates, however, are so insoluble as to furnish an accurate mode
of ascertaining the quantity of boracic acid present in solution by
the formation of a precipitate. All the sparingly soluble borates
are dissolved by dilute nitric acid. In analysing a borate it is

usual to determine the amount of all the other acids and bases,
and other constituents, arid to estimate the deficiency as boracic acid.

C393) sulphide ^ chlovidc of boron may be prepared by
methods similar to thos^ employed to obtain the .corresponding
compounds of silicon. 'Ae chloride of boron (BCI3), eq, 117*5,
gaseous at ordinary temperatures

; it fumes strongly in air, and is

instantly decomposed by water into hydrochloric and boracic acids.

It Has a sp. of 4
*

079^ and contains i equiv.alent of boron, and
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3 equivalents, or 6 volumes of chlorine condensed into the space of

ij. volumes ; 2 volumes of this chforide unite with 3 volumes of

ammonia, and condense to a volatile crystalline saline body.

(394) Fluoride op Boron, (pFg); Equivalent, 68; Specific

Gravity, 2^^2 (Dumas).—WitJi fluorine boron forms a compound
analogous to the fluoride of silicon. I t is best prepared as follows

:

2 parts of fluorspar and i of vitrified boracic acid, both in fine

powder, are intimately mixed, and intensely ignited in a wrought-

iron tube ciosed at one end : decompoiiition occurs thus
: 3 CaF -f

4 BO3 = 3 (CaO, BO3) 4- BF3. Borate of lime remains in the

tube, and the fluoride of boron passes over as colourless gas, wdiich

may bo collecte^l over mercury. It does not su[)port combustion

;

it has an irritating odour, and fumes densely in the air. It is in-

stantly absorbed by Avater, which dissolves 700 times its volume of

the gas, with rapid rise of temperature, whilst it increases in density

to 1*77, and forms a dense, fuming, and corrosive acid liquid, which

chars organic matter as powerfully as oil of vitriol. This solution has

been called horofiuoric acid: when heated, a part of the gas escaj)cs,

and the specific gravity of the liquid becomes reduced to 1*584;

when of this density it distils unchanged, and contains 2 equiva-

li‘jits of water. The reaction, when the gas comes into contact

with water is sufficiently simple, Bp’s + 3 HO, = (B03,3HF); the

formula of the aqueous solution bei!omcs BO3, 3 IIF, 2 aq. Boro-

fluoric acid is also easily prepared by saturating hydrofluoric acid

Avith boracic acid, keeping the mixture cool, and then concentrating

it in platinum vessels tilljdcmse fumes arise.

When largely diluted Avith Avater, one-fourth of the boron sepa-

rates as boracic acid, and another compound is found in sohititTti

torincd hydrofiuoboric acid. In composition this body somewhat
resembles the silicofluoric a^^id, though it is not strictly analogous

to it. Its formation is readily explained by the folloAving equa-

tion, from which it will be ^ecn that hydrofluohoric acid contains

the elements of i equivalent of hydrofluoiic acid and i equivalent

of fluoritje of boron*:

—

4 BF3 + 3 HO = BO3 4- y (IIF, BF3).

So strong is the tendency to the formation of this •compound in

dilute solutions, that^if boracic acid h(\ added to a solution of

fluoride of potassium or of ammonium, fSr each equivalent of boracic

acid present, 3 equivalents of potash or of ammonia are liberated

;

and fluoboride of the base is formed; for example,

4 KF + BO3 = (KF + BF3) + 3 KO,
s s 2
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(395) of Boron (BN).—Boron combines ^th nitrogen

to form a white insoluble compound, discovered by Mr. Balmaiii,

which may be easily prepared according to Wohler^s plan (Q. /.

Chem, Soc. hi. 167 )
:—

^

part ^of anhydrous borax is mixed with

2 parts of sal ammoniac, and heated to full redness in a covered

platinum crucible
;
a white, infusible, porous mass is left, which

when boiled with dilute hydrochloric acid and well washed, yields

the nitride of boron as a white, light, amorphous powder, which

feels like talc when rubbed' upon the skin. It may lie heated in

hydrogen or chlorine without change, and is but very slowly acted

u^ori by concentrated acids or alkaline solutions
; but when fused

with hydrate of potash it is resolved into ammonia and.boracic

acid, which latter combines with the potash In a current of steam

it is completely decomposed into borate of ammonia; BN + 4 HO=
H4NO, BO3.

CHAPTER IX.

OTHER COMPOUNDS OP THE NON-METALLIC ELEMENTS.
(

§ L Compounds of JIydrogen and Oxygen.

(396) Binoxide of Hydrogen, (HO2); Equivalent, 17; Specific

Gravity of the Liquid, 1*453.—Water is not the only compound of

oxygen with hydrogen. M. Thenard, in the year 1818, discovered a

remarkable substance, which, as it contains 2 equivalents of oxygen

in combination with i of hydrogen, is termed binoxide of hydrogen.

It is a colourless liquid, of syrupy consistence, with an odour some-

what resembling that of chlorine very much diluted ; it has never

been frozen. It is a very unstable compound
;
a temperature of about

70® F. is sufficient to cause the oxygen to begin to escape in small

bubbles, and when heated to the temperature of boiling water, the

gas is evolved’ with a rapidity almost amounting to an explosion.

The liquid mixes with w^ater in all proportions^; and when diluted

it is less easily destroyed by elevation of temperature, though ebul-

lition for a few minutes is sufficient to expel the whole of the

additional equivalent of, oxygen, water alone remaining. This

circumstance furnishes a^ easy method of analysing ..the binoxide »

of hydrogen. A given weight of the liquid is placed in a small

retort, an^d diluted with ten or twelve times its bulk of water
;
the

temperature is raised to ebullition, oxygen is given off freely, and
the* gas is collected over mercury, and measured when cool: .the

weight of the* oxygen can be calculated from its bulk, and deducting
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the weight thus obtained from that of. the binoxide operated upon,

it will be found that for each 8 grains of oxygen expelled, 9 of

water remain
;
consequently, as water contains i grain of hydro-

gen combined with 8 of oxygen, the binoxide of hydrogen will

contain 1 grtiin of hydrogen united with 16 grains of oxygen.

Binoxide of hydrogen bleaches solution of litmus, and many
vegetable colours ; a drop of it, if placed upon the tongue, blanches

it, and destroys seqsation for a time; the taste of the liquid is

astringent ^d somewhat metallic. By means 6f binoxide of hy-

drogen the black sulphide* of lead (PbS) is converted into sulphate

of the metal (PbO, SO3), and many metallic protoxides become

oxidized to the jnaximum.

The binoxide of hydrogen, however,* is not only decomposed

by substances which possess an affinity for oxygen, but tlje mere

contact of many finely divided metals and metallic oxides^hich do

not undergo any permanent change, occasions its decomposition;

gol^, silver, and platinum produce an instantaneous evolution of

oxygen gas, which is the more rapid the finer 1:he subdivision of

the body by which tho decomposition is occasioned. A similar

effect is j)rofluccd by contact with the oxides of thpsc metals, or

with the peroxide of manganese or of lead. It is especially to be

remarked that the oxides of silver, of gold, and of platinum, not

only decompose the binoxide, but they are themselves reduced to

the metallic state. These decompositions are all rendered * Ifiss

rapid by the addition of a few drops of sulphuric or hydrochloric

acid, but are hastened by ^hc addition of a little free alkali.

Owing to the unstable character of the binoxide of hydrogen,

its preparation is attended with great difficulty, although in prii^

ciple the process is simple. An indirect method is resorted to for

procuring it : caustic baryta pJaO), when heated to dull redness in

a current of o.xygen gas, combines with an additional equivalent of

oxygen, and becomes peroxide of barium (BaOa): when this sub-

stance is moistened with water it forms a hydrate {Ba02 -f 6 IIO).

The binofide of hydrogen is obtained from this hydrated compound
by decomposing it by means of hydrochloric acid. The hydrated

peroxide of barium is reduced to a paste by grinding it in a mortar

with water, and is added in small quantities at a tiiUe to hydro-

chloric acid ^diluted with water, and l^e4)t cool by immersing the

vessel in ice and water
;
the pgroxide gradually dissolves without

efiervescence, chloride of barium and binoxide of hydrogen being

formed, as is shown in the following equation :

—

HO, BaOa + HCl yield HO^ + HO + BaCl.
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When the hydrochloric acid is nearly saturated with the peroxide,

the chloride of barium is decoAiposed by the cautious addition of

diluted sulphuric acid; an insoluble sulphate of baryta precipitates,

hydrochloric acid is set free, ^,and is able to decompose a fresh

quantity of peroxide of barium, wJfiich must be add^fid with the

same precautions as at first. The addition of sulphuric acid pro-

duces no change on^ the binoxide of hydrogen which is present in

the solution : it is merely an expedient for ^getting rid of the

baryta and liberating the hjrdrochloric acid. ^

The sulphate of baryta is next rem()ved by filtration, and the

liquid thus left, is simply a very dilute solution of binoxide of hydro-

gen with an excess of hydrochloric acid. This acid. is again able to

decompose a fresh portion of the binoxide of barium. The same

series of operations is repeated upon the liquid three or four times

in succession, alternately adding binoxidfc of barium, and removing

the barium in the form of sulphate of baryta, until a li(piid is

obtained which consists of dilute binoxide of hydrogen containing

thirty or forty times its bulk of oxygen, and a large quantity of

hydrochloric acid. The hydrochloric acid has now to be removed,

and this is ^'titling sulpliate of silver, until a trace only

of hydrochloric acid is left in the liquid. Sulphuric acid is thus

substituted for the hydrochloric acid, which is removed in the

form of the insoluble chloride of silver, while the binoxide of

hydrogen remains unchanged in the liquid.

Tlie sulphuric acid is now got rid of by the careful addition of

baryta water, which is at last added drop by drop, so as to remove

the whole of the sulphuric acid without introducing any excess of

fearyta : the liquid is once more filtered, and is now a pure solution

of the binoxide of hydrogen in water; finally, it may be transferred

to a basin and placed over sulphuric acid in the exhausted receiver

of the air pump. The water evaporates much more rapidly than

the bmoxide of hydrogen, which is ’thus at length obtained in a

concentrated form.

(397) T&roxide of Hydrogen^ (HO3?).—Thfe researches of Bau-
mert (Poggendorfl’, AnnaL Ixxxix. 38) upon the gas disengaged from
dilute sulphuric acid, from solution of bichromate of potash, and
from various ‘other liquidi^ during electrolysis, have rendered it pro-

bable that a compound of ^ydrogen with 3 equivalents of oxygen is '

formed in minute quantity during the operation, and occasions the

peculiar smell of ozone which accompanies the oxygen. X Traces

only of the compound are formed, so that it is difficult to procure

a sufficient quantity of it for analysis, and no means have yet been
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devised for separating it from the gas by which it is accompauied.

A temperature below redness decomposes it into water and free

oxygen.

§ II. Compounds of Carbon and Hydrogen.

(398) The compounds of carbon with hydrogen arc numerous.

They are all derived from the decomposition •of bodies of organic

origin. Many of •these bodies exhibit absblijtc identity in the

proportion the two ejeaiients whic^i compose them, although

they are endowed with properties perfectly distinct; and from the

different densities of these bodies in the gaseous or vaporous con-

dition, it is oflvious that the condensation of their particles is

different. Bor example, the following are a few of the many com-

pounds which contain in lOO parts 8572 of carbon, and 14*28 of

hydrogen :

—

Olefiant gas . 0*114 . 'specific gravity, 0*978

Oilgas. . . CyUs . „ 1-853

Naphthene . -
. Cigllia . „ „ 3 853

Cetylene . Caallaa • » „

Such bodies are said to be polymeric. At present it will not be

necessary to describe more than tliree compounds of carbon and

hydrogen—viz., olefiant gas, marsh gas, and oil gas.

(399) Olefiant Gas: Elayly or EthylenCy (C4H4); Equiva-

lent, 28 ; Specific Gravity, 0 9 784; Combining Volume, 4.

Preparation.—If 2 rneaSures of concentrated sulphuric acid be

mixed with i measure of alcohol, in a retort capable of containing

at least four times the bulk of the liquid iutroiluced, on distilki-

tion a transparent colourless gas is obtained, consisting of carbon

and hydrogen. It is accompanied by the vapour of ether, and

towards the close of the process by sulphurous acid iii large quan-

tity. The olefiant gas, as tliis compound of carbon and hydrogen

is termed, at first comes off freely, but by degrees the mixture

blacken^ and beebmes thick, and froths up considerably, so that

the operation requires careful watching in its latter stages. The

gas may be purified by causing it first to pass through an empty

bottle, kept cool by immersion in watci;, in order to condense the

vapours of alcohol and ether; it is wjjjsted in absolution of potash,

to absorb sulphurous acid, and the last traces of ether arc removed

by allowing it to bubble up throflgh concentrated sulphuric acid,

and finally to traverse a tube filled with fragments of pumice

moistened with oil of vitriol.
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A more elegant method of obtaining the gas was devised by

Mitschcrlich : it iTsHowja at fig! 374, in which a represents a flask'

Fig. 274.

coivtaining oil of vitriol, diluted with one-third of its weight of water

;

B is a second flask containing alcohol ; c an empty bottle for con-

densing any alcohol and water which may distil over ; d is a wash-

bottle containing solution of potash. The acid in a is brought to

tkj boiling point (about 325® F.); the alcohol is also converted into

vapour, and made to pass over into the flask, a, in such quantity as

just to maintain the boiling point of tlje acid at from 325® to 330^;

at this particular temperature, the alcohol, by contact with sul-

phuric acid, is completely decomposed into olefiant gas and water.

Sulphuric acid possesses the remarkable property of producing this

decomposition without itself apparently undergoing any .change;

the bulk of the sulphuric acid does not alter during the operation,

and the same limited amount of sulphuric acid may be employed
to convert an* indefinite ajad almost unlimited amount of alcohol

into olefiant gas and water

This circumstance, however, may be thus explained : alcohol

enters into combination with sulphuric acid, and forms a peculiar

compound acid—the sulpho-vinic acid, which is decomposed by a

high^temperature; the sulphuric acid is liberated in an unchanged
condition, whifst the alcohol breaks up into water and olefiant gas.
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whilst a portion of the water with which the acid was at first

diluted distils off, and accompanies the olefiant gas
Alcohol. Sulph. acid. Sulpho-vinic acid^

C^HgOa + a SO3 become^ HQ, C^HgO, a SOg^

and ’by heat
Sulpho-vinic acid. Sulphuric acid. Olefiant gas.

HO, C4H5O, 2 SO3 becomes 2 (HO, SO^) C4H4.

Pmpeidies.—Oleliaiit gas is transparent and* colourless ; it has

a faint sweetisfrodour, and is* soluble in about twelve times its bulk

of cold water. It was liquefied by Faraday under great pressure,

blit remained unfrozen at — 166°. Olefiant gas does not support

life or combustion, but is itself very inflamraable, and burns with

a white luminous flame, depositing carbon abundantly upon cold

bodies which are introduced into its flame. If a succession of

electric sparks be passed through the gas, or if it be transmitted

through porcelain tubes heated to bright redness, it is decomposed

;

half its carbon is deposited, and another cornpoiMid of carbon with

hydrogen (light carburetted hydrogen) is formed, which occupies

the same volume as that of the olefiant gas from ^vhich it was

produced. If the heat to which the gas is subjected be extremely

intense, all the carbon is depositcH, and for each volume of gas

decomposed 2 volumes of hydrogen are liberated.

The composition of olefiant gas mai^ be ascertained by detona-

tion with oxygen
;
the explosion, however, is very powerful, and

requires care, otherwise the eudiometer will be broken. One
volume of the gas required for its complete combustion 3 volumes

of oxygen ; 2 volumes of carbonic acid remain and represent 2 out

of the 3 volumes of oxygen,* whilst the other volume of oxygen

has condensed as steam, and consequently has combined with %

volumes of hydrogen; 2 volumes of hydrogen and 2 of carbon

vapour have therefore condensed in olefiant gas into the space of

I volume.

Olefiant gas is slightly soluble in alcohol, oil of turpentine, and

the fixed oils. It combines with anhydrous sulphuric acid, form-

ing with it a peculiar compound ; hence it is completely absorbed

by fuming sulphuric acid ; and it also combines with, and is ab-

sorbed by, tl\e perchlSride of antimony. ^Olefiant gas, when mixed

* Carbon has never been volatilized ; but it is assumed that when it forms
gaseous compounds, i equivalent of carbon, like most of the other elements,

lurnishes 2 volumes of vapour. The specific gravity of this vapour would be
0*4.146. Carbonic acid would contain equal volumes of carbon vapour vid of

: 2 volumes of carbon vapour and 2 of oxygen condensing so as to

form but 2 volumes of carbonic acid when united.
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over water with an equal volume of chlorine, condenses to a heavy,

sweetish, aromatic liqtiid : it collects into oily-looking drops, which
sink in water : it was owing to this reaction that the name of

olefiant (or oil-producing gas) was given to it, and the oily body
itself is commonly known 'as Dutch^ liquid, from the V^ircumstance

of its discovery in Holland. If i measure of olefiant gas be mixed
with 2 measures of chlorine, the mixture may be kindled by a lighted

taper, and will burn quietly, depositing the wd^ole of the carbon of
the gas in the forln of a dqnse smoke, whilst the hydrogen' unites

with the chlorine to form hydrochloric a'cid.

{400) Dutch Liquid, (CJI^Cy or {CJI3CI, HCl).— This is

a compound of considerable interest, as it is the^ substance from
whicli the chlorides of carbon were originally obtained by Faraday

;

and the careful study (since made by Regnault) of the stages of
the process by which these substances are formed, illustrates in a
striking manner the mode in which compounds may be procured
by a process of substitution in which the hydrogen of the original

body is displaced 'by chlorine. Dutch liquid is required in consi-

derable quantity for these experiments; it may be obtained by
means of an ^paratus similar to that represented in fig. 275 : a

Eeio. 275.

is a retort containing the mixture of sulphuric acid and alcohol,
whiJSh is to furnish the olefiant gas ; & is an empty bottle to con-
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dense the vapours of alcohol and ether
; c a-vessel containin^'sul-

phiftc acid for absorbing any uncoctflensed vapour of ether
;
J is a

large glass receiver^ in which the current of olefiant gas is mingled

with a stream of chlorine disengaged from the flask, e, and wliich is

washed by pftssing through the water contained in the bottle, /,

The olefiant gas is supplied so that it shall always be in slight excess

over the chlorine
;
the operation is best couducted in full diffused

daylight. The two^ gases rapidly combine, and condense in oily

)wn the sides of the j’ceeiver, d, and are collected

has simplified this apparatus by transmitting the

olefiant gas thr(jugh the mixture of oxide of manganese, common
salt, and sulphuric acid, from which the chlorine is generated. The
olefiant gas is conveiyed into this mixture by means of a bent tube

which passes through the tubulure of the retort, and the Dutch liquid

as it forms, distils over into a receiver connected with the retort.

The Dutch liquid obtained by either of these processes,

when purified by agitation with water, furnislies a liquid which

is not miscible with water, but dissolves freely in ether and in

alcohol : it has a specific gravity of 1*28 at 32°, bolb at 184® F.,

and emits a vapour the density of which is 3*45. Tiie simplest sup-

position respecting the cornpositioi? of this liquid, since it consists

of equal volumes of chlorine and of olefiant gas, is that 2 volumes

or I equivalent of chlorine, is combined with 2 volumes^ of*j»le-

fiant gas (C2H:jCl)
;
whence the equivalent of olefiant gas should

be one-half of that wdiieli luis been given in paragraph (399). The

investigations of M. Regnault have, however, rendered it probable

that the composition of Dutch liquid is not correctly represented

by so simple a formula, and that the equivalent is not (C2ll2Cl),

but just double. The usual combining volume of an equivalent of

such vapours is four times that of oxygen, and the density of the

vapour, as obtained by experiment, coincides almost exactly with

that required by the supposition that the formula is (C4,H4,Cl2).

CI2 • 4 vol. chlorine, =4 x 2*47 =a 9*880

(C4H4) =4 vol. olefiant gas=4x0*978 = 3'9 i!2t

drops, wh^^ymn d<

ill the b()ttle,^V

Dr. Limprient

Calculatetf vapour density = 13792 „= 3 '448

4

The formula for Dutch liquid is* commonly written C4H3CI + HCI.

It was ascertained by Faraday that when Dutch liquid is

exposed in a glass vessel with chlorine to the direct rays of the
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sua, taking care to renew the chlorine as long as it is absorbed,

that the liquid is ultimately converted into the white crystaftne

and volatile sesquichloride of carbon, whilst a very copious dis-

engagement of hydrochloric acid gas takes place.

M, Regnault has shown that this formation of the sfesquichloride

of carbon is the result of the* interchange of chlorine for hydrogen

in the composition of the Dutch liquid; so that sesquichloride of

carbon may be regarded as Dutch liquid in wljiicK the })lace of the

hydrogen is supplied by chlorine : and he has describe* series of

compounds intermediate between this liquid and T/^raday^s sesqui-

chloride of carbon.

For example : if chlorine be transmitted throu§:h Dutch liquid

the gas is rapidly absorbed, and the liquid acquires a yellow colour,

w hich disappears with copious evolution of hydrochloric acid when
it is brought into the sun^s rays : by carefully adjusting the addi-

tion of chlorine a new liquid was obtained, which boiled at 239°, P.

and had a specific gravity of 1*422. Two equivalents of chlorine

had acted upon the Dutch liquid, i equivalent had combined with
1 equivalent of hydrogen to form tlie disengaged hydrochloric acid,

W'hile the second equivalent of chlorine took the position of the dis-

placed hydrogen : thus, (C.HgCbHCl) + 2 Cl = (CiUaCl,, HQl) +
HCl. This new liquid may be^made to absorb a fresh quantity of
chlorine, and in the suii^s rays it undergoes a change analogous to

the ‘preceding
;
a liquid is formed which boils at 275^, and has a

density of 1^ 76 ; (CJI^Cl^, HCl) 4- 2 Cl = (CJICI3, HCl) -f HCl.
This third liquid, if again acted upon' by chlorine under the influ-

ence of two more equivalents of this gavS, undergoes a further similar

^^composition
; a still heavier liquid, of specific gravity 1*663, boil-

ing at 307° R is produced, and {CJICI3, HCl) + 2 Cl become
(C4CI4, HCl) 4- HCl : and finally, this fourth liquid, when acted
upon by an excess of chlorine, loses the remaining equivalent of
hydrogen, and becomes the solid sesquichloride of carbon ; for
(C4CI4, HCl) 4" 2 Cl give (C4CI4, Cy + HCl.

Chlorinated Compounds derived from Dutch Lujuid.

.

Dutch liquid ....
Monochlorinated ditto .

Bicblorinated „
Trichlorinated „
Sesquichloride of carbon

Boiling
point ° r.

i

Specific gravity.

PoraAla.
Liquid. V^our.

4 i84
239
275

'

III

1*380

1*422

1-663

3*45

4‘6o

579
7*08

816

cXci. HCl
C,H,C1,. HCl
C,HC1,. HCl
C,C1„ HCl

ic,ci.
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It will be seen that as the quantity of chlorine increases the

"boiling point rises, and the density ioth of the liquid and of the

vapour increases ;
in every case one equivalent of the compound

yields 4 volumes of vapour.

Light Oarburetted Hydrogen: Subcarburetted Hydrogen

;

Marsh Gas, or Fire Damp, (CaH4)J Equivalent, 16; Specific

Gravity, 0*5596 ;
Combining Volume, 4.

(401) Preparation,—This gas is best obtained in a state of

purity,bjii^y)ro^ss recommended by Persoz : io| parts of the hydrate

of baryta auTT%^ of anhydrchis acetate of soda, are very intimately

mixed, and hcat^ over a,charcoal fire in a Florence flask, coated

with a luting of^ fire clay made into a paste with solution of

borax. The flask is fitted with a cork and bent tube, and the gas

is collected o\^cr water in the usual way.* The hydrate of baryta

may be replaced by a mixture of 2 parts of caustic potash and 3
of quick lime. The gas is also easily procured (mingled with nitro-

gctAind carbonic acid), as a result of the decomposition of vege-

table matter contained in the mud of stagnant pools ;
and hence its

name oi marsh gas. In order to collect the gas from this source

a bottle may be fill(?d with water, inverted in the pool, and having

introduced a funnel into the neck of the bottle, the mud beneath is

stirred with a stick
;
the gas then rJlscs into the bottle in bubbles.

Liglit carburetted hydrogen is one of the principal constituents

of coal gas
; it also occurs abundantly in many coal mines

irig forth unexpectedly from the seams of coal, and blowing out

from the fissure for many nR)nths together, as though escaping

from under high pressure.* These natural discharges of the gas

the miners term ^ blowers.^

Properties,—Subcarburetted hydrqgen is a colourless, inodorous,

and tastedess gas, scarcely soluble in water*; not injurious to life

if diluted with air. It docs not support combustion, but is itself

inflammable, and burns with a yellow lumiilous flame. By passing

through it a continued succession of electric sparks, or by sending

it through tubes heated to whiteness, it is decomposed ;
its carbon is

deposited, and a volume of hydrogen, double that of the gas em-

ployed, is set at liberty. A mixture of this gas with a variable pro-

portion of olefiant gas constitutes the most important ingredient

.of coal gas. ^arsh ^s requires twice its volume of oxygen for

complete combustion. The 3 volumes 01 the mixed gases after de-

Hydrate baryta. Carb. baryta. Carb. soda. Marsh gras,

NaoTc^H^j + BttOTHO give B^rC^+ NaoTc^ + C^H.. •
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toiiation, are condensed into i Yolume ; they yield i volume of car-

bonic acid and u little water :*rnow carbonic acid contains its own

bulk of oxygen ;
it therefore represents one of the 2 volumes of

oxygen which have disappeared, whilst the other volume of oxygen

has iinited with 2 volumes of *liydrogen and formed water. Light

carhurettod hydrogen must consequently contain its own volume of

carbon vapour, and twice its volume of hydrogen condensed into

the space of ] volume.

'When mixed^with air^ an explosive mixture is^rir^^d-, >vhich

takes fire on the approach of a light, and occasions acci-

dents attended with loss of life to those who are engaged in coal

mines.

The fatal results of an exjdosion of fire-damp in the mine are

not, liOM ever, limited to the mechanical violence which it occasions

to the sufferers. The ^ after-damp,^ as the miners term it, or

vitiated atmospliere that the explosion produces, is often fatid

to those employed in other parts of the mine, or to the generous

but ignorant and rash survivor who attempts to descend into the

pit before it has. been jiroperly ventilated, in order to succour his

comrades, or to ascertain their fate.

From the composition of fire-damp it is obvious that this gas

in exploding renders ten tin/es its bulk of atmospheric air unfit

for respiration
;

the 2 volumes of oxygen which this air contains

pi:/a'>rs6’ing i volume of carbonic acid, and 2 volumes of steam which
condense, leaving 8 volumes of nitrogen at liberty.

It was witli a view of diseoveritig some means of preventing

thesb fatal results that Sir H. Davy instituted those important

^researches on flame, which led him to the invention of the safety

lanij), an instrument which has prevented many serious accidents,

and has enabled many coal fields to be worked which otherwise

must have been abandoned, on account of the abundant escape of
fire-damp from the workings.

(402) Principle of the Safety Lamp,— The temperature re-

quired for the combustion of different bodies' varies greatly; some
take fire at a very low temperature, phosphorus, for instance, with
the heat of the Ixidy

; sulphur at about 480° ; others, as olefiant gas
and hydrosulphuric acid, need a red heat. A high temperature is

however essential to tte existence of flames, and, particularly of„

flames produced by the combustion of the hydrocarbons. Subcar-
buretted hydrogen, although an inflammable gas, requires a much
higher temperature to ignite it than most other imflammable
bodies ; it will not explode when mixed either with less than four

times its biflk of atmospheric air, or with more than sixteen times
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itsVolume; the gas in this case burns only in immediate contact

w^th the flame of the lamp, as the lai^e volume of air with which it

is mixed prevents the temperature from rising to the point necessary

for the general conflagration of the gasu the most powerful

explosion is occasioned when the gas is mixed with seven or eight

times its bulk of air.

Combustion may often be carried on below the point of inflam-

mation. The smouldering wick of a taper recently blown out is

a Again, if a glowing coij of platiilum wire, or a hot

slip of platinum be susjibnGled in a current of coal gas mixed with

atmospheric air, tne metal* will be maintained^ at a red heat by the

rapid combination of the oxygen with the gas, which, however,

docs not take fire until the platinum becomes heated to whiteness.

Davy found that no explosion could be produced in a mixture

of air and fire damp, through a nan’ow tube, owing to the cooling

influence which the tube exerted upon the gas
; and the narrower

the tube, the shorter was. the length recpiired to produce this protec-

tive effect. Hemming’s safety tube for the oxyhydrogen blowpipe

(294) depends for its efficacy uixni the cooling influence which the

metallic tubes or channels, formed by the interstices^ hetween the

wires, exert upon the burning jet of ^as. The heat of the flame is in

this way prevented from passing backwards and causing the

explosion of the mixed gases in the reservoir.

Tf a stout coppor wire be introduced into any flame, it

observed that a dark space immediately surroui^ds the wire
; a

•second wire cools the flame^stfll furtherj and a small flame may be

completely extinguished by the cooling effect produced by bringing

dow# a coil of wire upon it; but if the same coil be previously^*

heated to redness, and, whilst still hot, be placed over the flame,

the latter will continue to burn.

By usiifg^ wire gauze we may easily cut off the upper part of a

flame, the unburned gases being reduced in temperature below the

point* of inflammation; if a piece of gauze with large meshes be

employed^ it will cuf off the flame so long as it remains cold, hut

the flame will traverse the network as soon as the wife becomes

red hot : with finer meshes (about 400 tq the square inch) the

conducting power of the metal is sufficient to cool the* flame below

» the point of ignition, ev6n though Ihe ^’e itself be red hot. In

a similar manner the gas above the gauze may be kindled, and the

flame will not pass through to the gas .below. Advantage is taken

of this circumstance in the laboratory to obtain a smokeless flame

by the use of ordinary coal gas:—A metal chimney, five or* six

inches long, op^n below, and furnished at top with a cap of wire
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gauze is placed over any convenient form of burner ; the air en>:er8

at the bottom and mixes withothe gas, which burns above the' wire

gauze with a blue flame, which emits scarcely any light and

deposits no smoke upon cold objects, provided that the supply of

gas be duly proportioned' to tkat of the air which mkes with it.

These principles were beautiAilly applied by Sir H. Davy in

. the construction of his miner^s lamp,

Pia. 2^G, which is merely an oil lamp, fig. 276, in-

closed within a cylinder^

gausife, provided witbjr^ouble top, and

with a crooked wir^ w, which passes

up tightly through ^a tube traversing

the body of the lamp for the pur-

pose of trimming the wifck without the

necessity for removing the wire cover*

ing. When such a lamp is introduccA

into an explosive atmosphere of fire

damp, the flame is seen gradually to

enlarge as the proportion of carburetted

hydrogen increases, until at length it

fills the entire gauze cylinder : wdien the gas is in sufficient

excess the. lamp is entirely ' extinguished
;

if it be withdrawn

from the explosive mixture while the cylinder appears full of

%nlu^it generally rekindles the wick, and the lamp continues to

^urn in air as usual. Whenever this pale, enlarged flame is seen, the

miner must withdraw
;
for though no explosion can occur while tht>

gauze is sound, yet at that high temperature the metal becomes

Rapidly oxidized, and might easily break into holes
;
a single api^ture

of sufficient size would then determine the fatal explosion.

The wire gauze used in the construction of these lamps con-

tains from 700 to 800 meshes in the square inch. In a strong

current of air the heated gas may be blown through the apertures of

the gauze before its temperature is sufficiently reduced to prevent

the explosion, but such an occurrence may be easily guarded against

by the use of a screen.

(403) Nature of Flame,— It is necessary to the production of

flame, that the combustible be of such a nature as to be convertible

into vapour before it u^^ergo^bs combusti6n, othei^yrise no flame,,

results. Well burned charcoal or diamond*burns with a steady glow,

unattended with flame, as does iron wire. None of these sub-

stances are susceptible of volatilization at the temperature attending

their combustion. Sulphur, phosphorus, zinc, and the various
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combustible gases, burn with flame as they pass into^the aeriform
' state before combination.

Flame is, in fact, produced whenever, by a sufficiently elevated

temperature, a continuous supply of combi:^ti])]e vapour, or gas, is

made to combine with atmospheric oxygen, or with some supporter

of combustion, as they come inlo contact. In all ordinary 9as(^s,

therefore, flame is a luminous envelope wjliich forms a limiting

surface between the unburned combustible within andrthe sup-

portoj^aJ^mbustioif without.

This hdj1o^<4^^ucture of flame may be eaf)^j^|||R^y experi-

ment. If a wo\den ma,tch be held for a fel^^Bconds across

the middle of the 'flame of a spirit lamp with a^^ge wick, the

match will become charred at the edges? of the flame, but the

intermediate portion will remain uninjured. If a fragment/ of

])hosphorus be placed in a small deflagrating spoon, ignited/ and

then introduced into the middle of the flame, it will be' ^extin-

guiiflied, but it will burn with its former energy the moment that the

spoon is withdrawn from the flame. The tapering form which

flames assume, is due to the ascending current produced >n the

atmosphere by the heat attendant on tlie combustioih' Within the

burning i^ortion of flame is an atmosphere of unbiirnccl combustible

matter: by inserting into a flame,*sueh as that of a wax candle,

just above the wick, the lower extremity of a glass tube, 0|>en at

both ends, about one-third of an ineli in diameter, and fiv^

inches long, the gases in the interior may be drawn ofl‘, and may
be ignit(Ml at tlic upper apertare of the tulie.

It is important to remlirk that the liglit and the heat emitted

by flames are by no means proimrtional to eaidi other. The heat^

is due solely to the energy of the chemical action
;
and when a

pure gaseous matter, without solid particles, composes both the

burning body and the product, of the combustion, little or no liglit

is emitted : the flame of a jet of hydrogen is barely visible in clear

daylight
; and that of the oxyhydrogen jet itself, although one of the

most intense sourccis of heat at our command, is scarce!v more
luminous *thau the flame of hydrogen. For the same reason the

light of sulphur burning in oxygen is feeble, notwithstanding the

intense energy with which they combine : both the vapour of sul-

^phur and suljfliurous Ecid are gaseous Judies. Phosphorus and

chlorine, though they unite so energetically as to take fire at ordinary

temperatures by mere contact, yet emit but little light during their

combustion; the chlorides of phosplnirus, as well as ifliosphoLUs

itsel/, being very volatile bodies.
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In all lujninous flames the light is emitted from solid partiiifes

highly ignited. The light from-bodies feebly ignited is red; as tli€f

temperature rises the light becomes yellow, then white, and when

the heat is very intense, the more refrangible rays of the spectrum

predominate, so that it hjte a shade of blue or violet, r

By introducing a solid object into a non-luminous flame,

a platinum wire, for e^iLample, into the oxyhydrogen jet, or, better

still, a body which,* like lime, does not melt at that temperature,

the light becomesr so intense that the eye can scarc^^>T,^ipf^^t it.

Such bodies, h|^evef, since they do riot-contriby^p^tothe chemical

changes occui^K flame, necessarily reduce its heat owing to

their conductinjg power. It is immaterial whether the bodies so

introduced be combustible, or have already undergone perfect

combustion :—^the flame of hydrogen may be rendered luminous

either by blowing a little powdered charcoal through it, or by

allowing finely powdered magnesia, oxide of zinc, or the white

fumes of phosphoric acifl produced by the combustion of piios-

phorus, to traverse it. Indeed no better illustration of this point

can be given than is afforded by contrasting the painfully intense

light produced by the combustion of phosphoi^us in^oxygen, where

the solid non-volatile phosphoric acid is produced, w ith tne feeble

light emitted by the same body as it bums in chlorine.

The flames used for illuminating purposes are all produced by

tfe^^’pbustion of compounds of carbon and hydrogen. All of them,

notwithstanding the perfect transparency of the gas before com-
bustion, contain solid particles of carbon during the act of combus-

tion. The separation of carbon during the process of combustion

Js seen by the simple expedient of introducing a cold body, such as a

plate of metal, or a piece of glass, into a luminous
Fig 277. flame; it speedily becomes blackened from the depo-

sition of carbon.

The flame of a candle is sustained by the de-

composition of the melted wax or tallow absorbed

by the wick,, and its conversios* into gaseous hydro-

carbons by the heat of the combustion! At the

lower part of the flame, a, fig. 277, these hydro-

carbons are immediately mingled with atmospheric air,

no separatjign of carbon occiirs here,
^
and they bum

with a pale blue light. The greater portion of the"

combustible gases and vapours, however, are still im-
burned; they rise above the wick, forming the central

dark part, of the flame : here they are subjected
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to'^ high temperature from the combustion of the blue portion

already mentioned;**^ the heat causes the separation of the

carbon in the solid form^ which becomes intensely ignited in the

burning gas, emitting light in the j^rt marked c; and this carbon

itself, in a pi'operly adjusted ftsime, gradually bums away without

residue or smoke, as it comes to the surface, rf, and meets with

oxygen. In order to produce the maximum ajnount of light, the

point which requires^ the greatest attention is the due adjustment

of of air ; if too^much be given, the gas burns with a

blue, feebly SifS^ous flaVne ; an effect which may be seen by
blowing upon a eommon»gas flame, or by watching the effecis of

the wind upon ijHie exposed gaslights at night : the lengthening of

the chimney of a lamp produces a similar effect. In these cases

the gas becomes immediately mixed with the oxygen of the air, and

it is completely burned before it has been exposed to an elevated

temperature for a time sufiiciently long to allow of the separation

of carbon. The supply of air, however, must not be too much
limited ;

otherwise, as may be seen by closing the central tube for

the admission of air to an argand burner, the light becomes red from

the reduction of temperature, the carbon passes off iv^burned, and

the oxygen being insufficient to complete the combustion, the flame

becomes smoky. The light gf a flame is increased by any contri-

vance which, without deranging the order of the combustion, con-

centrates it into a smaller space, so as to raise the tempbrattti&

of the deposited carbon to the maximum. It is in this way that

an argand burner produces^ a far greater amount of light with a

given consumption of gis, than if the same quantity of gas were

burned in separate jets.

(404) Theory of the Blowpipe,— The temperature of a flame

may be very materially incre^ed by augmenting the activity of the

combustion, and concentrating its effect by diminishing the extent

of surface over which it would otherwise take place.* It is upon
this principle that all blowpipes act : a jet of air or of oxygen is

thrown intp the interior of a flame ; the combustion is thus rendered

more rapid, it is limited to a much smaller space, and is entirely

changed in character.

The mouth blowpipe is one of the most valuable ahd portable

,instruments of•research which the chemisypossesses : he is enabled

by its means, in a few minutes to arrive with certainty and eco-

nomy at results which without its aid would require much expen-

diture both of fuel and of time; and it often affords information

which could be obtained in no other way.

T T 2
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The mouth blowpipe has been constructed in a great varietj^ of

forms, but it consists essentially of a bent tube, terminating in a

fine uniform jet, with a chamber for the condensation

of moisture from^ the breath. Dr. Black^s blowpipe

is a very convenient ,form of the insti^ument; it is

shown at fig. 278. It consists of a conical tube of tin

plate,,, about eight inches long, open at the narrow

end, a, which is rounded off so, as to adapt itself to

the iips, and iclosed at its lower end^fr^-^fc*!. xr'de

of whicli projects a brass tube abouifTainch in length,

upon whicli is fitted a small brass ^jet, b. This jet

is inserted to a short depth into the t^ame of a candle,

about an eighth of an inch above the wick; when
a ciuTeut of air from the blowpipe is directed hori-

zontally along the surface of tlie wick, the flame

loses its luminosity, and is projected laterally in the form of a

beautiful pointed cone, in which three parts are distinctly dis-

cernible. See fig. 279.

Tia. 279. In the centre is a w ell

defined blue cone; out-

side that is the bril-

liant part of the flame,

terminating at a, and

exterior to that, is a

pale yellow flame, c.

The different parts of this flame possess very diflerent properties.

The blue cone is formed by the admixture of air with the com-

bustible gases rising from the wick, and it corresponds to the blue

portion, a, of an ordinary flame, fig. 277. In this part of the flame

combustion is complete, and the oxygen introduced by the jet

is in excess
;

the points where the excess of oxygen is absorbed by

combination with fresh combustible rising from other parts of the

wick, are clearly defined by the surface which seems to limit the

blue cone. In front of this blue cone is the Ihminous portion, con-

taining unburned combustible gases at a high temperature, which

of course have a powerful tendency to combine with oxygen.

If a fragment of some metallic oxide, such as oxide of copper,

suflBciently minute to ^ completely envefoped by the luminous.,

portion be introduced into this part of the flame, the oxide will

be deprived of oxygen, in consequence of the superior affinity of

the hot gases for this element, and the oxide will be reduced to

the metallic state: hence this portion is termed the reducing
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flame of tlie blowi^pe. At the apex, c, of the flame, the

eftects are reversed. Here atmospheric oxygen at a high tempera-

ture, is mechanically carried forward along with the completely

formed products of combustion, an^ a fragment of any metal, such
as lead, copper, or tin, if placed at this point will quickly become
coated with oxide; and hence this spot is termed the oxidating

flame of the blowpipe. A good illustration of the opposite actions

of these contiguous^portions of the flame is aflbrded by the eftects

wiiw^i^^yjjcspectivcly produce on a .^picce of •flint glass tubing.

The silicate oi^i4id contjlined in the glass is partially decomposed

in the reducing ^ame, and the glass at this point becomes black

and opaque froi;p the reduction of the oxide of lead to tlic metallic

state, but by placing the blackened part for a few seconds in the

oxidating flame, oxygen is again absorbed by the metal, and the

transparency of the glass is restored.

The art of inaintainiug a^ continual blast by the mouth blow-

j)ipc is not easily described, but it can be acquired by practice

without much difficulty. •

Different forms of the blowpipe have been proposed, according

to the jjurposes for which it is destined. The glass-\voi*ker usually

requires a large supply of air to be maintained uninterruptedly for

long periods, and he commonly employs a pair of double bellows,

worked by the foot.

A very convenient and

portable blowpipe for glass

working is made as follows:
*

a rectangular box of zinc,

fig. 280, about fourteen

irndies high, and six wide, is

divided into two chambers,

c and d, by a diaphragm

w hich passes obliquely nearly

to the bottom of the box

;

these chambers, C'Smrauni-

cate with each other below

;

one of them, d, is open

above, and is covered with

a loose lid
; the othe/cham-

ber, c, is closed at the top

:

a blowpipe jet, e, passes just

through the covering of this chamber, which is further supplied

with a longer pipe, a b, passing down to within a shorlf dis-
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tance of the bottom, covered with a flap of silk to prevent the return

of the water when the operator*suddenly ceases to blow through a.

If the box be now partially filled with water, the pressure

of the column of liquid will qxpel the air through the jet, e, in

any desired direction, fly blowing down the lonlg pipe, the

operator can renew the supply of air as often as may be necessary

;

it bubbles up into the closed chamber, c, driving the water back

into the open one, when the column of liquid, by its pressure,

renews the blast aA before.
,
The gasburner, /, canhjH*^^^^*^^^

lowered as may be necessary, and by'mbans of wjTluaing joint, ff,

can be made to approach towards or recede firom the jet, e, as

may be required.

In the oxyhydrogen ' blowpipe, owing to the complete inter-

mixture of the two gases, the flame is solid, and therefore of small

dimensions.

(405) Oil Gas, (CgHg) ;
Equivalent

y

56 ; Specific Gravity

y

I *854; Combining Volume

y

4.—This compound was discovered by

Mr. Faraday to be one of the constituents of the gases obtained by

the destructive distillation of oil. It condenses at 0° P. to a colour-

less liquid, of sp. gr. 0*627. at 54® : it is almost insoluble in water,

but is taken up freely by alcohol, and still more abundantly by oil

of vitriol. Oil gas is colourless^ and burns with a white, powerfully

luminous flame. It contains the same proportions of carbon and of

hydii^en as olefiant gas, but the two elements are condensed in

oil gas into half the bulk which they occupy in olefiant gas. i

volume of this gas requires six times fes bulk of oxygen for its com-

plete combustion j water and carbonic acid being the products,

§ III. Compounds of Carbon with Oxygen.

Besides carbonic oxide and carbonic acid, carbon forms several

other oxides possessed of acid characters : viz..

Oxalic acid HO, C3O3

Rhodizonic acid 3* HO, C7O7

Croconic acid HO, CgO^
Mellitic acid HO, C4O3

(406) Oxalic Acid, (HO, C2O3, a aq) ; EquivalerUy —
This important and pow^ul acid belongs iaore properly to the

division of organic chemistry, as it is always obtained from sugar,

starch, or some other substance of organic origin, and is one of

the products of the oxidation of these substances
; it is moreover a

frequent constituent of the juices of plants. Oxalic acid is abun-
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dant in the leaves of the wood sorrel [Oxalis acetosella), to which
i£ communicates their powerfully a^id taste^ and in which it occurs

in combination with potash as binoxalate of potash. It is found
also in the Rumex acetosa and in ^he leaf^stalks of the common
rhubarb. Many lichens owe .their solidity to the presence of

oxalate of lime, and have even been employed as a source of the

acid.

Preparation .—Oxalic acid is prepared artificially upon a large

sjpafc^^"^ of su^ar or of f^tarch by'*nitric acid. Ber-

zelius recommdS?^l« Schlesfnger^s mode of preparing it, as yielding

it in the purest Condition and in the largest quantity : i part of

dry loaf sugar if dissolved in 8^ parts of nitric acid, of specific

gravity i *38, and heated in a flask until aireffervescence has ceased

;

a copious evolution of carbonic acid and of nitric oxide attends

the reaction. The solution is then evaporated by a water bath

to jone-sixth of its bulk, and the acid crystallizes on cooling.

The mother-liquor may be further concentrated by evaporation

:

the oxalic acid is purified by recrystallization, and amounts to more

than half the weight of the sugar employed.

Properties .—Oxalic acid as thus obtained crystaUizes in trans-

parent four-sided prisms, which arc represented by the formula

(
110

,
CjjOg, Q, aq). This acid requires about 9 parts of cold water

for solution, but it dissolves much more freely in boiling water ;
it is

also soluble in alcohol. The crystals >vhen heated to 2 1 betSome

opaque, and lose 28*5 per cent, of water. The residue then consists of

(110, C2O3), but the remaii^ing equivalent of water cannot be expelled

by the mere action of heat ; it can only be displaced by some metallic

oxide. If the dried crystals be placed in a retort and heated hiu

means of an oil bath to between 300° and 320®, they slowly subliiue

and condense in white needles ;
but if heated above 320° the acid

is decomposed. When the crystallized oxalic acid (HO, C^O^, 2 aq)

is heated quickly without previous desiccation, it melts in its water

of crystallization, and at 311° is resolved, with apparent ebullition,

into a mixture of dhrbonic acid, caibonic oxide, water, and formic

acid (HO, CjHOg) : the latter is produced by the reaction of the

elements of water upon those of oxalic acid.

The solution of oxalic acid has an^ intensely sour taste; if

swallowed, the acid acts as a powerful prison, occasioning death in a

very few hours. The best antidote in such a case is the adminis-

tration of chalk or of magnesia suspended in water.

It is a general rule that when an elementary body forms two or

more acids with oxygen, the acid which contains the largest ansouut
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of oxygen is the most energetic in its action. Thus the sulphuric

acid is more powerful than the sfllphurous :—chloric acid is stronger

tlian the hypochlorous acid ; and the perchloric is stronger than

either. It is, however, otherwisf^ in the case of oxalic acid. Although

oxalic acid contains a smaller proportion of oxygen than carbonic

acid, its affinity for bases is much more energetic, and it decomposes

all the carbonates wjth effervescence. The cause of this remarkable

exception to the general rule has not hitherto bgen explained. Ber-

zelius suggests thdt tlie carbon in oxalic acid may
allotropic condition to that which exists in cartiSnic acid. The

equivalent of carbon in oxalic acid might therefore be 1 2, or the

double of what it is in carbonic acid ;
and oxalic ^acid might thus

be a teroxide of a particular form of carbon,

On the other hand, the facility with 'which oxalic acid, under

the influence of sulphuric acid (303) is decomposed into carbonic

acid and carbonic oxide, renders such a hypothesis very doubt/ul.

Some chemists have been disposed to regard the oxalic acid rather as

an oxide of carboliic oxide, 2 (CO) O, than as a true oxide of carbon.

Such speculations, however, arc valuable rather on account of the

experiments jyid researches which they suggest, than fi,'om any

inherent probability which the;^ possess.

Oxalates ,—Oxalic acid forms a large number of insoluble salts.

The insolubility of oxalate of lime in w ater has led to the employ-

na(?iiV of oxalic acid as a reagent for indicating the existence of lime

ill solution, and for determining its amount. On adding a neutral

oxalate to a neutral or alkaline solution of,any salt oflime, the oxalate

of lime falls as a white precipitate (CaO, C2O3, 2 aq) which is in-

•solublc in acetic acid. The oxalates of baryta, strontia, lead, and
silver, are also insoluble in water, but all these compounds dissolve

readily in dilute nitric acid. The oxijlate of copper is a pale Idiie

insoluble^ pow der
\
and the oxalates of zinc and of manganese are

scarcely more soluble. The oxalate of silver is a white salt, wdiich,

if heated on platinum foil, is suddenly reduced to the metallic

state, and is dispersed with a slight cxplosion,^owing to sudden
liberation of carbonic acid ; AgO,C203= Ag-f 2 CO2. The oxalates

of the alkalies and of the alkaline earths are converted by a dull

red heat into carbonates qf these bases
;
the carbonic oxide burning

off with a pale blue flar^he, whilst the salt does not^ exhibit any
appearance of charring. The oxalates of many of the metals which

have but small affinity for oxygen, are reduced to the metallic state

if heated to redness in a closed vessel, so as to exclude atmo-

splidlric oxygen ; 2 equivalents of carbonic acid gas being expelled.
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whilst the pure metal is left behind. This reducing action occurs
in the case of gold, when a solutioit of a salt of this metal is simply
boiled with an oxalate

; the gold is precipitated, either in flakes or
in the form of a very finely divided^ powdeu.

With th^ alkalies, oxalic acid forms three classes of salts, one
of which contains i equivalent of base to i equivalent of acid, of
which the oxalate of ammonia (II4NO, CaOj^+ aq) is an example.
The second class containstwo ^equivalents of acid to one of a fixed base.

? of potash, or the salt of 8orre\ (KO, II©, 2 C2O3+ 2 aq) is

an instance of tl^i-jdescriptlon; whilst the third class, which is exem-
plified by quadrokalate of potash (KO, 3 HO, 4 C2O3-I-4 aq) con-

tains the unusuai proportion of 4 equivalents of acid to 1 of a

fixed base. It is very probable that oxalic acid belongs to the

class of acids termed dibasic (460).

(407) Rkodizonic^ Croconic, and Mellitic Acids.—Three other

acids containing carbon and oxygen are known under these names,
but they are of slight importance.

Rhodizonic Acidy (3 HO, C7O7,) is an acid which forms salts of

a beautiful red or scarlet colour, whence it derives its name. It is

obtained^by the action of a moist atmosphere on the dark olive green

compound which potassium yields when gently heated in carbonic

oxide gas, and which is largely formed during the preparation of

potassium. If the aqueous solution of rhodizonatc of j)otash

be boiled, it is decomposed into oxalate of potash, and the sattM^f

a new acid, which from the yellow colour of its compounds is

termed Croconic acid, whi^t potash is set at liberty

:

Bhodizonaip potash. Oxalate potash, Croeonate poiash. Potash.

3 KO, C7O7 = KO, C2O3 H- KO, KO?‘

Croconic acid is obtained by decomposing croconate of potash

by silicofluoric acid. It forms yellow crystals soluble both in

water and in alcohol, Croconic acid and the soluble croconates

form yellow sparingly soluble crystalline plates when mixed wdth

salts of h|f^ta or of•lead.

Mdlitic Acid (HO, C4O3) has liitherto been found only in a

rare mineral, the mcllitate of alumina, which is now and then

met with in lignite, and occurs crystallize^d in yellow^* transparent

octohedra. Mellitic acid is extracted from mellitate of alumina

by boiling the powdered mineral with carbonate of ammonia.

Mellitate of ammonia is obtained in solution : by the addition of

acetate of lead to the liquid, the mellitate of lead is j)recipitatcd,

wliich, when washed, is suspended in water and decomposed a
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* current of sulphuretted hydrogen. Sulphide of lead is formed,

and is separated by filtration f5fbm the solution which contains the

liberated mellitic acid : by evaporation the acid is left in a state of

purity. This acid is soliftble in w/iter and in alcohol, and it crystallizes

in groups of needles by the spontaneous evaporation of the alcoholic

solution. Its solution reddens litmus strongly, and has a strong

sour taste. Mellitjc acid is unchanged by boiling nitric or sul-

phuric acid. The acid is decomposed by heat into a volatile crys-

talline sublimate,'’ and into carbon.
^

With the salts

mellitates give a voluminous white precipitatcsf^hich gradually

slirinks in bulk and becomes crystalline. *

§ IV. Compounds of Carbon with Nitrogen.

Cyanogen, (NC2, orCy); Equivalent, 26; Specific Gravity, 1*8064;

Combining Volume, 2.

(408) Cyanogen, or bicarbide of nitrogen, is one of the most

interesting compounds of carbon, and its discovery by Gay Lussac,

in 1814, forjned an epoch in the history of chemical^ science.

This substance was the first compound body which was distinctly

proved to enter into combination with elementary substances in a

manner similar to that in which they combine with each other.

views of chemical composition were thus originated, which

have since acquired an extensive development, and have exercised

a most material influence upon the ‘thpory of organic compounds
in general. The name of cyanogen (or blue producer), is derived

«from the circumstance that this body forms an essential ingredient

in Prussian blue. It consists of 2 equivalents of carbon and i of

nitrogen, but no direct union of these elements can be effected.

If a mixture of charcoal and of carbonate of potash be heated to

redness in a porcelain tube, and nitrogen be passed over it, the

potash is reduced to potassium, carbonic oxide escapes abundantly,

and cyanogen (NCa) is formed, and unites withHhe potass^^m, yield-

ing cyanide of potassium : KO, CO2 -h C4 4-N= K, NCg -f 3 CO.
The compounds of cyanogen are, however, almost always ob-

tained from the double cyanide of potassium and iron, a salt which
crystallizes in transpareijt yellow tables, anil is commonly known
by the name of prussiate of potash, or ferrocyanide of potassium.

This salt is prepared by heating, in a covered iron pot, about 5
parts of refuse animal matter, such as the parings of hoofs, hides,

horlis. See., with 2 parts of pearlash and iron filings
; the nitrogen
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Eiid. C8«rl)oii of tliG dininidil xndttors ro&ct upon grcIi otKfer at a hi^hi

tctnpcraturc, and combine with a portion of reduced potassium and
with iron. On digesting the mass, when cold, with water, the
ferrocyanide of potassium (Kg, FeCyg + 3 ,aq) is formed, and is

deposited fronf the solution in large four-sided tables, which contain

3 equivalents of water. When 10 parts of this salt are distilled

with 7 parts of oil of vitriol diluted with five .or six times its weight

of water, hydrocyanic acid (HCy) is formed;** this, if saturated

wi^^^c^ide of mercury, furnishes, on qvaporatic/n, a crystallizable

compound, the c^ruide of mercury (IlgCy). If this be thoroughly

dried, and heated iti a retort, it is decomposed into mercury, which

sublimes, and cyapogen, which passes off as a permanent gas.

Cyanogen is a transparent, colourless gas, of a peculiar pene-

trating odour*: it is poisonous if respired. It burns with a

beautiful purple flame. Cyanogen dissolves in one-fourth of its bulk

of water, and still more freely in alcohol; hence it must be col-

lected over mercury. In porcelain or glass vessels it supports a

high temperature without decomposition, but if heated in iron

tubes, charcoal is deposited, and a volume of nitrogen, equal to that

of the cyanogen used, remains.

The composition of cyanogen may be dcterminerl by detona-

tion in the eudiometer with oxygen; the combination is attended

with a powerful explosion. Two volumes of cyanogen with 4
volumes of oxygen yield 4 volumes of carbonic acid and 2 vplurhes^

of niti’ogen
; 4 volumes of carbon vapour and 2 volumes of nitrogen

must therefore be condensed iTi it into 2 volumes.

Cyanogen is readily reduced to the liquid state by a pressure of

its own vapour equal to about four atmospheres. It forms a

colourless, limpid liquid, lighter than water, which, on the removal

of the pressure, rapidly but quietly resumes the gaseous state. It

freezes at —30° F., and forms a transparent crystalline solid,

which is nearly of the same density as the liquid.

Fig. 281 shows an easy method of liquefying cyanogen: a

tube of h^i^^glass is bent into the form, a, b, c. Into the limb,

well dried cyanide of mercurj^ is introduced ;
heat is applied to

the cyanide of mercury at a; the bend, b, is placed in a basin con-

• * The reaction in this* case is rather less simiple than might have been

anticipated
; it was first accurately traced by Mr. Everitt

:

a (K,FeCys) + 6 (HO. SO.)= 3 HCy + (KFe, Cy,) + 3 (KO, HO, a SO,)

Half the cyanogen only is expelled as hydrocyanic acid, the other halfremain-

ing behind in the form of a wldte, insoluble, double cyanide of iron and potas-

8ium’(KFe3 Cy,).
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taming a fteeziiig mixture of ice and salt ;
as soon as the gas

begins to escape, the stopcock at c is closed, and liquid cyanogCn

condenses in the bend,

Fig. 281.

If potassium be heated in cyanogen it burns ‘^and combines

with, it, without occasioning the decomposition of the gas, forming

a saline body analogous to common salt. This experiment shows

the existence of the remarkable property possessed by cyanogen of

combining with ^metals and other bodies like an element. This

peculiarity in the mode of combination of cyanogen, which has

given rise to the theory of compound radicles now so extensively

applied in organic chemistry, will be better traced by examining

a few of the numerous compovmds which cyanogen forms with the

elementary bodies.

^.(409) Hydrocyanic Acid: Prusde Acid, (HCy); Equivalent,

hyl Specific Gravity of Vapour, 0*9476; Combining Volume, 4.—Cya-

nogen forms with hydrogen a highly important compound, though

the two bodies cannot be made to unite directly with each other.

It may be prepared by decomposing any of the cyanides by a strong
^ acid, and subjecting them to distillation. The most economical

process is that ofWohlcr
;
he prepares a crude cyanide of potassium

by fusing 8 parts of the yellow fcrrocyanide of potassium with 3
of carbonate of potash and 1 part of charcoal. In this reaction the

potash of the carbonate is dejirived of oxygen by the charcoal, and

the i^tassium takes the place of the iron ip the feri:^yanide
; 3

equivalents of cyanide of potassium being formed; tfle carbonic

acid of the carbonate of potash is also reduced to the state of car-

bonic oxide by the excess of charcoal which is employed. This

decomposition is shown in the following equation :

—

K2, FeCya + KO,"C02 + €2 = 3 KCy + Fe + 3 CO.

The fiised mass is treated with six times its weight of water, in a

well closed vessel ; the clear liquid is decanted from the iron which

it is the object of this operation to separate, and is poured into a
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retort : sulphuric acid, diluted with an equal weight of water, is gra-
dually added in the proportion of i part of oil of vitriol to % parts of
the cyanide. At first the distillation proceeds spontaneously fi*oin

the heat developed by the admixture^of the gulplmric acid with the
water. In oMer to condense the acid, the products are made to

pass through a long U-shaped tube, immersed in cold water, and
filled with chloride of calcium, with the exception of the first

fourth of the tube, which contains fragments of* the crude cyanide
ofj^?^^pbitn

;
to the1)ent tube is attached a secorid delivering tube,

which passes to •the bottmn'of a bottle cooled with ice and salt.

The chloride of cflciuni in tlie syplion tube retains the moisture,

and the cyanide of potassium absorbs any sulphuric acid that might
chance to pass over, whilst the hydrocyanic acid collects in an
anhydrous sta{e in the cooled receiver. The reaction of sulphuric

acid upon cyanide of potassium is very simple, being exactly

analogous to its action upon chloride of sodium

;

KCy + HO, SO3 = KO, SO3 + IlCy.

Anhydrous hydrocyanic acid is a colourless, transparent, and

very volatile liquid, of a specific gravity of 07058 at 45°; it boils

at 80®, and freezes at 5°; so rapidly does it evaporate, that if a

drop be allowed to fall upon a glass plate, part of the acid becomes

frozen by the cold produced by its own evaporation. Its vapour has

an odour of peach blossoms, causing a ])cculiar sense of oi)|U'essioii^

and of constriction in the fauces. Owing to its intensely poisonous

character, the greatest care is' requisite in conducting experiments

upon this substance ; the ^apparatus should always be arranged so

that the vapours are carried away from the oi)crator by a brisk

current of air.

Hydrocyanic acid is very inflammable, and in tlic gaseous state

has a sp. gr. 0*9476. Like tfic hydrogen acids of chlorine, and the

other halogens, it is composed of 2 volumes of hydrogen and

2 of cyanogen united without condensation. If 5 volumes of

oxygen ]3i|iffliinglcd with 4 volumes of this vapour, a mixture is

obtained which detonates powerfully on transmitting the electric

spark through it
; 4 volumes of carbonic acid and 2 volumes oi

nitrogen remain, and 2 volumes of steam condense. . The compo-

sition of hy(irocyani(? acid may be calcylated from the result of

this experiment.

The acid properties of this compound are but feeble ;
it reddens

litmus slightly, dissolves red oxide of mercury freely, and preci-

pitates nitrate of silver in white flocculi (AgCy). Cyanide of
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potassium always has au alkaline reaction : its solution emits the

odour of the acid. Pure hydrocyanic acid may he kept unchanged

if excluded from light
;
but in diffused light it becomes decom-

posedj and a brown master forms, consisting chiefly of paracyanogen.

Pelouze has pointed out a remarkable decomposition which

famishes dilute hydrocyanic acid almost in a state of purity.

Crystallized formiate qf ammonia contains the elements of i equi-

i^lent of hydrocyanic acid and 4 equivalents of water. If this

salt be placed in a retort a^d heated, it melts *at 248^, loses^fti

ammonia at 284^, and between 356° and 392° Eg^dSstils over, and is

wholly converted into hydrocyanic acid and watep
; H4NO, C2HO3

= HNCa 4- 4 HO.
,

Hydrocyanic acid i§ obtained by distillation from the kernels

of the bitter almond, and from those of many varieties of stone

fruit, as well as from the leaves of the laurel, the peach, and some

other shrubs : it is also present in the juice of the tapioca plant

(Jatropha Manihot), and is found under various circumstances

during the oxidation and formation of some kinds of nitrogenized

substances.

Hydrocyanic acid is now frequently employed in medicine;

and on account of its energetic action, it is highly important to

be able to insure its preparation of an imiform strength. This

is easily attained by the process of the London Pharmacopoeia,

yh^h directs 484 grains of cyanide of silver to be suspended in an

ounce of water, and to be decompased by 39^ grains of hydrochloric

acid, decanting the clear liquid froAi the chloride of silver; this

acid contains two per cent, of the anhydrous acid. The dilute acid

^is less prone to decomposition, especially if a little free sulphuric acid

be present : but it should always be excluded from the light.

(410) Cyanides .— The cyanides of the alkaline metals are

freely soluble in water. A large number of the cyanides of

the heavier metals are insoluble in water, but most of them are

decomposed with evolution of hydrocyanic acid when boiled with

hydrochloric acid ; those of silver and mercfiry, whe'liJieated to

redness, yield cyanogen gas.

The presence of the soluble cyanides, or of hydrocyanic acid

in solution, ipay be determined by the following tests

;

I. With nitrate of sjlver the formation^bf a white, curdy pre-

cipitate, which does not blacken by exposure to light
; it is nearly

insoluble in cold nitric acid ; when heated to redness it gives off

the inflammable vapour of cyanogen.

•2. If to the liquid a slight excess of potash be added, then a
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mixture of protosulphate and persulphate of iron, a precipitate is

occasioned which when treated with excess of hydrochloric acid
leaves Prussian blue.

3. Acidulate the liquid with a few drops of hydrochloric acid,

place it in a watch glass, and invert ovei* it a second watch glass

moistened with a drop of solutidn of hydrosulphate of ammonia

;

after a few minutes the upper watch glass is removed, the liquid

evaporated to dryness by steam heat, and the* dry residue is treated
with a^(jrop of solution of sesquichloride of iroij; a red sulphJP

^^anide of iron thus formed ; a quantify of hydrocyanic acid not

exceeding Wiiir of^a grain,may thus be detected (Dr. A. Taylor^).

The cyanides of iron, of cobalt, of chromium, of platinum, and
of some other metals, form comp6unds» with the cyanides of

the alkalies ail’d of the earths, of a peculiar character, in which

the presence of the iron, or of the cobalt, &c., cannot be detected

by the usual tests for these metals. Some of these compounds
are <5f considerable importance, and will be noticed at a future point.

(41 1) Cyanic Acid, (HO, CyO); Equivalejity 9 + 34. — If

cyanogen gas be passed into an alkaline solution, a change ensues

something analogous* to that which occurs when chloriiic is similarly

treated, cyanide and cyanate of the base are produfied; but the

cyanic acid contains only 1 equivalent of oxygen united with i of

cyanogen
; 2 Cy -f 2 KO = KCy + KO, CyO.

Cyanate of potash, however, is better, prepared in a state^

of purity, by fusing the cyanide of potassium in a crucible and

adding litharge (oxide of lead^ in small quantities till the oxide

ceases to be decomposed^; KCy 4* 2 PbO = KO, CyO 4- a Pb.

The cyanate is easily separated from the reduced lead and the

excess of oxide of lead, which, from their superior density, sink

through the melted mass to the bottom. , Another method of

preparing the cyanate of potAsh consists in heating an intimate

mixture of 2 parts ofthoroughly dried ferrocyanide of potassium with

I part of finely powdered anhydrous peroxide of manganese : the

mixture is^4aced upon a sheet-iron plate and heated to dull red-

ness, an(lthe mass is kept constantly stirred. When the com-

bustion has ceased, cyanate of potash may be dissolved out of the

residue with hot alcohol, from which it crystallizes as the solution

cools.

Cyanate of potash, if kept dry, may be preserved without

change
; but so unstable is the cyanic add when uncombined with

a base, that on attempting to separate it from the cyanate of potash

by the addition of sulphuric or any other acid, traces of it only 9-re
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obtained; a brisk effervescence ensues, each equivalent of the

cyanic acid assimilates the «elements of water, and is almost

entirely resolved into i equivalent of ammonia, which remains in

combination with the acid employed in decomposing the cyanate,

and 2 equivalents of darbonic acid, which escape with effer-

vescence ;

I Eq. Cyanic acid== .C2NO 1 ( C2 0^,= 2 Eq. Cai’bonic acid.

Eq. Water =H3 O3) 1^3 ^ ^ Ammonia

Cyanic acid may be otherwise procured y viz., by distilling

cymmric acid (2HO, C^jNgllOJ, wdiich is a crystallizablc acid sub-

stance, containing exactly the same elements as 3 equivalents of

hydrated cj^anic acid. When this compound is* sealed up in

a bent glass tube, one limb of which is kept cool whilst heat is.

applied to the cyanuric acid in the other limb, a limpid, colourless

liquid distils over and is condensed- The cyanuric acid^ is* thus

wholly converted into pure hydrated cyanic.aciJf."

Cyanic acid has an extremely pungent odour, and is very vola-

tile
;

it acts as a powerful caustic if incautiously dropped upon the

skin. It is* however, impossible to ‘preserve this conipound, as

in the course of a few hours if spontaneously changes into a white

enamel-like mass, which is permanent in the air, insoluble in

.Witter,, and destitute of acid properties. To this body the name of

cyamdid has been given. It has the same cogjposition by weight

as the hydrated cyanuric and cyanic acids.
^

Solutions of the soluble . cyanates ^ive ^’h^ precipitates with

solutions of the salts of lead, of silver, or of ^oxide of mercury ;
•

they yield no precipitate with solution of corrosive sublimate, op'"

with the solutions of salts of iron or of tin. *
•

(412) Fulminjc Acid, not isdlable ; formula of its salts,

(2 MO, NgC^O^.)— Besides the remarkable oxides of cyanogen

already mentioned, there is another acid wliich yields on analysis

the same percentage of its components as*, cyanic 'H^d cyanuric

acids, and cyamelid, though it possesses properties totmly different

from any of them. Its compounds explode with fearful violence.

By dissolvhig i grain of silver in 20 of nitric acid diluted with

about 50 grains of alcohol, crystals which cc^itain the new compound
are formed, which, when dry, detonate with the slightest friction

:

they consist of 2 AgO, N3C4O2. The reaction by which this salt is

produced is complicated ; the nitrogen however is derived from

the nitric acid, and the carbon from the alcohol.
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Fulminate of silver may also be formed by transmitting nitrous
acid through a saturated solution of nitrate of silver in alcohol

;

the elements of alcohol and nitrous acid react upon each other,
and in the presence of oxide of silvey form the fulminate

; 2 NO34-
041150, HO ^ HO.

, The corresponding salt of mercury,
when mixed with six times its weight of nitre and made into a
paste with water, is used for priming percussion caps

; it is some-
what less dangerous than the silvor compound, but requires gre^

ini handling. In order to prepare ^t, one p^rt of mercury is

dissolved in 12 cJf ^mitric adld, of specific gravity i’36, and 11 parts

of alcohol, of specific gra\ity 0*850, is added. On applying a ^bile
heat by means of la water bath a violent reaction commences, nitrous

ether is liberated, metallic mercury is deposited, and in a short time

ppaqtie minute grains of fulminate of mercury separate, and when
^old must be washed with cold water. Boiling water dissolves the

salt^and deposits it in fine silky needles, which detonate violently

on percussion- or on friction between two hard bodies.

Fulminic acid has not been obtained in an isolated form
; on

"attempting to separate it from its salts by a more powerful acid it

is resolved into hydrocyanic acid and other bodies.

(413) Isomerism .—The properties of tlujsc oxides of cyanogen

serve clearly to show that mere identity in ultimate composition

is not sufficient to produce identity of chemical character or pro-

perties ; they place the doctrine of isomerism (or the existenoe*o£

compounds identical in ultimate composition, but diflerent in che-

mical' properties) in a strijting point of view. Numerous other

instances will occur as we pursue further the study of tlic different

compounds, not only of cyanogen, but of other bodies, and parti-

cularly of those which form the subject of organic chemistry.

There are various forms jf isomerism
;
In some cases w^e have

no clue to the probable differences of molecular arrangement
;

in

others there is every reason to suppose that the arrangement of the

elementary molecules is on a totally different plan in the two bodies

which ami^&ompared.* Hydrated cyanic acid, for instance, may be

represented as hydrated oxide of cyanogen; whilst it is certain

that in cyamelid, which is insoluble, and presents nothing of the

acid character, the arrangement of its ccg^istituents quite diffe-

rent. Isomeric compounds, the equivalent numbers of which are

identical, are said to be metameric. In other cases, the differences

in properties of bodies which contain equal amounts of their con-

stituents in 100 parts, may be simply explained upon the supposition

that in the different compounds the state of condensation of these

u u
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elements is different ; bodies supposed to be thus constituted have

been termed polymeric.

The following table contains a list of several different polymeric

compounds of carbon pnd hydrogen which contain these two ele-

ments in the proportion* of single equivalents of eJch, Each of

these bodies, however, possesses properties peculiar to itself
; and if

equal volumes of the vapour of each be compared, it will be found
that the elements have undergone different degrees of condensation

in the different cbmpoundg*. As the density ojf the vapour iMre^gjes

it has been observed that the boiling J)oint o£ ^ch as are liquid

risOT proportionately. Supposing that an equivalent of each com-
pound gives off 4 volumes of vapour, the formuVe will be such as

are contained in the subjoined table :

—

Substances. Formula.
Density of vapour.

Boiling
point ° F.

Observed. Calculated.

Methylene .... 0*490 0-483
Olefiant ^as\ . . . • c.h; 0-978 0*067
Propylene ....
Oil gas

• C.ll.
• C,II 1-852

1*45*

^1*934 0
Amyleue .... 2-68 2*4r8 10.2

Caproylene .... • C,,fl„ 2-875 2*902
Naphthene .... 3-812 3-868
Eleene 4-071 4'35i
Paramylene . . . 5-061 4-836 320
petylene .... 00 8 7

’

73<> 527
Cerotylene ....
Melissine ....

•

• '-^60^60
^

12-159
14*508

In this series, olefiant gas has double the density of methylene,
and hence it must contain in the same volume of vapour twice as

many elementary molecules. In like manner oil gas must contain
twice as many molecules as olefiant ^as, and four times as many
as methylene

; naphthene will contain twice as many as oil gas,

and cetylene again will contain double the number of particles in
the same volume of vapour as naphthene.

(414) Paracyanogen, (N2C0?).—The ordinary 'o^ration of
preparing cyanogen gas from cyanide of mercury affords a good
illustration of this form of isomerism. After the mercury and the
cyanogen have been expelled from the glass retort, there always
remains a certain quantity of a brown matter, composed of nitro-

«

gen and carbon, combined in the same proportions as in cyanogen.
Paracyanogen, as this brown body is called, is insoluble in water

;

it is neither volatile nor fusible, but like cyanogen it enters

into combination with efther elementary bodies, though the com-
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position of these compounds has been as yet but imperfectly
studied.

In paracyanogen tlie carbon and niti’ogen are more condensed
than in cyanogen ; so that if we regard cy3.nogen as composed of
NCgy paracyjfnogen, according to the experiments of Professor
Johnston, would consist of N^Cg, its equivalent number being
three times that of cyanogen, and the elements which compose it

being more compactly united.

(475) Chlorides of Cyanooen.—C]ilorinc fftrms with cyano-
gen three isomclti-* compf)uiids : one is gaseous at the ordinary
temperature of th

I
air ; the second is liquid, and the third is iSlid.

The Gaseous JJhloride of Cyanogen, (CyCl), [Equivalent, 61*5,

Specific Gravity, 2*124,) is colourless : it has an intolerably pungent
odour, and irritates the eyes powerfully

; at o® F, it condenses in

long prismatic needles, which fuse at 5*^. Four volumes of the gas

contain 2 volumes of chlorine and 2 of cyanogen, united without

condensation. It dissolves freely in water, ether, and alcohol; the

solution has no acid reaction, and docs not precipitate nitrate of

silver. Gaseous chloride of cyanogen is o])tained readily by trans-

mitting a current of chlorine through a retort contaiiqng a mixture

of powdered cyanide of mercury and water cooled to 32® by immer-
sion in melting ice. Chloride of cyanogen dissolves in the water,

and may be expelled by tlic application of a gentle heat
; it may

be collected over mercury. According to M. Persoz the gasAcvus*

chloride of cyanogen, if liquefied under the pressure of its own
vapour, and preserved iii^ tubes hermetically sealed, gradually

becomes converted into a crystallized mass of the solid chloride.

Liquid Chloride of Cyanogen, (CyaClg), {Equivalent 123,) is

obtained by exposing cyanide of mercury to the action of rddoriiie

gas in direct sunlight. A yellowish oily liquid is thus obtained

which boils at 61° F., and is converted into a crystalline mass at

19”. It has an odour resembling that of the gaseous chloride.

Liquid chloride of cyanogen does not mix with water, but dissolves

fteely in<^feohoL
^

Solid Chloride of Cyanogen, (CjgCy ; Equivalent, 184*5.—This

substance crystallizes in white needles. It has a disagreeable

odour, like that of mice. Chloride of cyapogen melts -at 284'', and

boils at 374°i The ^specific gravity of dts vapour, according to

Bineau, is 6*39 ;
in this compound, therefore, 6 volumes of clilorine

and 6 volumes of cyanogen are condensed into 4 volumes. This

chloride is but sparingly soluble in water, though it is freely taken

up by alcohol and ether. It is very poisonous. Tiic solid chloHdc

u u 2
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of cyanogen may be prepared by decomposing concentrated hydro-

cyanic acid by exposing it in a glass vessel with an excess of dry

chlorine to the direct rays of the sun.

Bromine and iodine form solid crystalline compounds with

cyanogen, cori;psponding in composition with the gaseous chloride

;

they may be obtained by distilling cyanide of mercury with

bromine or with ipdine.

(416) There are other important compounds of cyano^n, the

consideration of which will be more,advantageously pursued h^«b..i

after
;

it will be sufficient at this point to iiidfcate some of their

leading chemical peculiarities.
‘

Cyanogen, as we have seen, enters into combination with the

non-mctfillic elements as though it were itself an elementary

body. In this manner bodies such as the chlorides, the bromides,

and the iodides of cyanogen may be obtained
; they form well-

defined compounds, which do not exhibit any special tendency to

unite with other elements. In other cases, however, it is impor-

tant to observe that many of the compounds to which cyanogen gives

rise are themselves endowed with the property, of uniting again, as

though theya-vere simple bodies, with other elements. XVith sul-

phur, for example, cyanogen forms a bisulphide (NCaS^), which, in

combination with the metals, performs the part of a compound
radicle, usually termed sulphocyanogen (Scy), and which produces

^a sfericls of salts, termed sulphocyanides, many of which may be

crystallized ; of this the sulphocyanide of potassium, K, NCgSg or

K Scy, furnishes an instance. Similar compound radicles are

iurnished also by the union of cyanogen with many of the metals

themselves
;
in this way iron in the ferrocyanides, and cobalt and

chiome in the cobalticyanides and chromOcyanides, form each a

compound group, or salt radicle, whvh, when it unites in its turn

with other metals, performs the functions of a simple body, such

as chlorine or iodine
; an example of this is seen in the well known

prussiate of potash, or as it is usually termed, fqrocyanide of

potassium, (Kg, Pe Cy^), in which the compound ^"*?ron and
cyanogen, PeCyg, is considered as a compound radicle (Fey).

§ V. General BeaIarks on the Disccimination of the
Gases from each other.

(417) Having now described all the gaseous compounds which
are of any considerable importance, with the exception of two—viz.,

arseniurette^ .hydrogen and telluretted hydrogen, it will be a(i\ an*
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tageous to take a brief review of their general characters before
passing to the consideration of the metals and their compounds.

There are about thirty bodies which are permanently gaseous
at the mean temperature of the atmosphere. Several of these

compounds a/e met with in the uncombined form in the atmo-
sphere, either uniformly, or under particular circunlstances not of

unfrequent occurrence : these gases are oxygen, nitrogen, carbonic

acid, sulphurous acid, hydrosiilphuric acid, anlmonia, and occa-

sionally carbonic oxide and light carburetted hydrogen. Generally

speaking, the diSferpnt gaf^s,Vhen pure, are readily distinguished

from each other by some* well marked physical or chemical pro-

perty. The few gases which arc coloured arc at once indicated by

the peculiarity of their tint, conjoined \<ith their characteristic

odour ; in this* manner peroxide of nitrogen, chlorine, hypochlorous

acid, chlorous acid, peroxide of chlorine, and bromine vapour are

at once recognised.

*Many gases have a pecidiar and characteristic odour. Some
of the most important, however, iiududing oxygen, nitrogen, hydro-

gen,. carbonic acid, carbonic oxide, light carburetted hydrogen,

olefiant gas, and protoxide of nitrogen, are destitute cf odour, and

require other means for discriminating them from eahh other.

(418) In order to aid the operator in distinguishing the dif-

ferent gases from each other, Tlienard divided them into four groups,

the arrangement being dependent upon the action of a solutiqiA of

potash upon them, conjoined with the occiuTcnce or the absence of

combustion on the application of a lighted match to the gas. The

action of potash is ascertained by admitting a few drops of a solu-

lution of potash into a test tube filled with the gas, and standing

over mercury
;
on agitating the contents of the tube, it is imme-

diately obvious whether any absorption occurs. The application

of a lighted match to another small tube filled with the gas shows

whether it be infiammablc, or whether it extinguishes or supports

combustion.

Th^§)ur groups* of gases which are formed by the application

of these tests are the following :

—

1. Gases which are absorbable by potash, but which arc not

inflammable.
^

j

a. Gases absofbable by potash, byt which are inflammable.

3. Gases insoluble in potash, not inflammable.

4. Gases insoluble in potash, which are inflammable.

We proceed to point out briefly the characters of the compo-

nents of each group.
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(419) I. Gases which are absorbable by potash^ but are not

inflammable

;

these are 15 in number:—viz.,

9.

Nitrous acid

10. Peroxide qf chlorine

11. Chlorous acid

12. Hypochlorous acid

13. Chlorine

14. CaAonic acid

*15. Chlori^p of cyanogen.*

f

Of these gases each of the first eleven reddens litmus paper,

wlien moistened and plunged into it. Hypochlorous acid and

chlorine destroy its colour, and bleach it entirely. Carbonic acid

is nearly without action, and chloride of cyanogen produces no

effect upon its colour. The first six gases fume strongly when
mixed ivith the air, owing to their action on the moisture which it

contains : the solutions in water of hydrochloric, hydrobromic, and

hydriodic acids are immediately distinguished by the usual tests.

Each gas also presents certain peculiarities, viz.— 1. A snaall quan-

tity of chlorine produces no change in the hydrochloric gas ; 2. In

hydrobromic gas it occasions tfie separation of red fumes of bro-

mine
;
and 3. In the hydriodic gas violet fumes of iodine appear.

«E*luoyide of silicon is recognised by the gelatinous deposit of

silica which water produces ivhen the gas dissolves in this liquid.

5. The fluoride of boron produces a gelatinous precipitate in the

solution of potash, but not in pure water. 6. Chloride of boron

is decomposed by water into hydrochloric and boracic acids, which

may be recognised in the solution by the appropriate tests.

7. Chlorocarbonic acid has a peculiar, pungent odour, and is decom-

posed by water into hydrochloric and carbonic acids. 8. Sulphu-

rous acid is immediately recognised by the sufibcating odour of a

sulphur match : it. is absorbed by the peroxide of lead, and a white

sulphate of lead is formed. 9. Nitrous acid is sufiicii^tj}^^ charac-

terized by its colour and peculiar odour; and, 10. the same may be

remarked of peroxide of chlorine. 11. Chlorous acid has a greener

tinge than the peroxide of chlprine, and it yields a bright yellow

solution when dissolved i^i water. 12. Hypochlorous acid has the

odour of the bleaching compounds of chlorine Mdth the alkalies and
earths, and it rapidly destroys vegetable colours : these three oxides

of chlorine detonate by the application of a temperature below that

of boiling water. 13, Chlorine is distinguished by its green colour,

1. Hydrocliloiic acid

2. Hydrobromic acifl* ^

3. Hydriodic acid

4. Fluoride of silicon

5. Fluoride of boroh

6. Cidoride of boron

7. Chlorocarbonic acid

8. Sulphurous acid
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remarkable odour, by its bleaching action on vegetable colours,

and’ by its sparing solubility in water, which takes up about twice
its bulk. 14. Carbonic acid extinguishes flame, renders lime-
water turbid, and dissolves in about its own bulk of water.

15. Chloride bf cyanogen is recognised Uy^ts pungent odour, aud
its peculiar irritating effect on £he eyes.

(430) 3. Gases absorbable by Potash, and inflammable; these

are only 4 in number :—viz.,
•

•

I. Sulphuretted hydrogen# TelluriStted hydrogen

3. Scleniuretted* hydrogen 4. Cyanogen.

These gases ale recognised with great facility, i. Sulphuretted

hydrogen has a peculiar odour of putrid c%gs ; it burns with a blue

flame, often attended with a deposit of sulphur : it blacdccns paper

soaked in a solution of acetate of lead, and is decomposed by moist

chlorine, with separation of sulphur
;
water dissolves about twice

its bulk of the gas. 3. Scleniuretted hydrogen has an odour analo-

gous to that of the preceding gas
;

its aqueous solution gradually

deposits selenium in the form of a red amorphous precipitate : it

precipitates salts of zinc of a flesh red colour. 3. Tell i’retted hydro-

gen is also decomposed by chlorine, metallic tclluriunfsubsiding as a

brown powder. 4. Cyanogen burns with a rose-edged purple

flame
; it has a penetrating characteristic odour. If mixed with

an equal volume of oxygen, and a red hot platinum wiije, be

suspended in the mixture, red nitrous fumes are produced by the

oxidation of the nitrogen contained in the gas.

(431) 3. Gases not absorbable by Potash, and not inflammable;

of these also there are four—^viz.,

I, Oxygen 3. Nitrogen

3. Protoxide of nitrogen < 4. Deutoxidc of nitrogen.

T. Oxygen is at once distinguished from all other gases by its

property of Jjiyidling a glowing mateh, by its power oi producing

red fumei when mixed with deutoxide of nitrogen, and by its inso-

lubility in water when agitated with it, 3. Protoxide of nitrogen,

though it rekindles a glowing match, dissolves when agitated with

water. 3. Nitrogen extinguishes the flame of burning bodies ;
it is

insoluble in water, ^ and does not rgnder lime-water turbid.

4. Deutoxide of nitrogen is instantly recognised by the red fumes

which it occasions when mixed with air or free oxygen; it is imme-

diately absorbed by a solution of protosulphate of iron, giving the

liquid a deep brown colour.
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(422) 4. Gases not absorbable by Potash, which are inflam-

mable ; these gases are seven in number ;—viz.,

1. Hydrogen

2. Light carburetted hydrogen

3. Olefiant gas

4. Oil gas

5. Phosphuretted hydrogen

6. Arseniurettedhydrogen

7. Carbonic oxide.

I. Hydrogen is^nodorous, if pure; it bums with a feebly lumi-

nous flame, and i/* mixed with half its volume^of oxygen prodiie^

water, either by the transmission of an electric sparS, or by the action

of a ball of spongy platinum. 2. Light carbnretted hydrogen

burns with a luminous flame ; it is not acted u^n if mixed with

chlorine over water, and is not dissolved by fuming sulphuric acid.

3. Olefiant gas, when mixed with an equal volume of chlorine, even

in the dark condenses to an oily liquid w hich is insoluble in water

;

it is also absorbed by perchloride of antimony, and by the Nord-

hausen sulphui’ic acid. It bums with a brilliant smoky flame.

4. Oil gas is soluble in oil of vitriol, and in alcohol ; it bums
with a brilliant smoky flame. When the last two gases are mixed

together, there is considerable difficulty in identifying the exist-

ence of each in Such a mixture. 5. Phosphuretted hydrogen is

distinguished by its peculiar alliaceous odour. It burns with a

luminous flame, producing white fumes of phosphoric acid ; solu-

tion^of the salts of copper, silver, and mercury dissolve it, and

form brown precipitates. 6. Arseniuretted hydrogen is decomposed

if passed through glass tubes heateh nearly to redness, a ring of

metallic arsenic being deposited. It bums with a peculiar u hitish

flame, and deposits a brown stain of metallic arsenic on cold bodies

introduced into the burning jet. It is extremely poisonous, and

has a peculiar odour of gatlic. 7. Carbonic oxide burns with a pale

blue flame, producing carbonic acid. It is insoluble in water, and
dissolves in a solution of dichloride of copper in hydrochloric acid.

In a mixture of gases a qualitative examination .must be made
as a preliminary step in order to ascertain what ga«es arc

present. It is of course needless to search for those which
mutually condense or decompose each other. Thus ammonia
would not be^ found in mixture which contained hydrochloric,

hydriodic, hydrobromic, sulphurous, or nitron^ acid gases. Oxygen
would not occur in a mixture iu which binoxidc of nitrogen

was present. Neither could free chlorine or its oxides co-exist

with hydriodic or hydrobromic acid, or with olefiant gas, or with

the compounds of hydrogen with sulphur, selenium, tellurium.
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pliosphorus, or arsenic : chlorine and its oxides are equally incom-

patible with ammonia.

{423) General Principles of the Analysis of a li^iosture of
Gases. The complete analysis of a mixt^e of different gases is

one of the most delicate and difficult branches of chemical atialysis,

and it is not intended on the present occasion to attempt to give

more than an idea of the principles on which such an operation

is conducted, and of the apparatus by which it is effected.

As an illustration of the method of >procccdiAg we may take a

case of frequent ftccurrencb ; viz., the determination of the compo-

sition of a samplf\ of coa> gas. In this gas, the ingredients which

maybe present ijre numerous. These are— i, hydrogen; 2, ole-

fiant gas and other hydrocarbons
; 3, light carburetted hydrogen

;

4, carbonic oxide
; 3, carbonic acid ; 6, sul[)huretted hydrogen

;

7, ammonia; 8, oxygen, and 9, nitrogen derived from the atmo-

sphere.

A qualitative examination is made thus ;—the proportion of am-

monia and of sulphuretted hydrogen is usually vCiy minute, and in

most cases these gases must be sought for by placing the tests for their

presence.for some time in a current of the coal gas.
^ In searching

for ammonia, a piece of moistened Ijtmus paper, feebly reddened, is

plaCied for a minute in a jet of the issuing gas. If the blue colour

be restored, ammonia is present. Paper soaked in a solution of

acetate of lead may be subjected to a similar trial. If -it tilrn-

brown, sulphui^ttcd hydrogen is present. The presence of oxygen

is detected by admitting g. bubble of the dcutoxide of nitrogen

into a tube filled with the gas under trial, and looking through

the tube obliquely upon a sheet of white paper ; very small traces of

oxygen may thus be detected by the red tinge produced, owing to

the formation of peroxide pf nitrogen. 'Carbonic acid may be

detected by the turbidity which it produces in lime-water or in a

solution of sub-acetate of lead, if thrown up into the gas, whilst

standing in a^^jiJie over mercury. The existence of the other gases

may be aasfumed, as ttey are certain to be present in greater or less

quantity. The sulphuretted hydrogen and ammonia being too small

in amount to be quantitatively determined, and supposing that

oxygen and carbonic acid are found to be present, the proportion

of seven difleTent gas& will remain to be ascertained. The follow-

ing method may be adopted for their quantitative determination

:

I. Carbonic Acid,—

A

volume of the gas is confined over mer-

cury, and its bulk is measured, with due attention to temperature

and pressure. A piece of caustic potash which has-been melted
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upon the end of a long platinum wire^ to serve as a handle, is intro-

duced from beloiv, through the mercury into the tube* After two

or three liours the potash is withdrawn, the amount of the absorp-

tion indicates the propQftJion of carbonic acid which was present.

2.
*Olefiant Gas and ^eavy Hydrocarbons ,—These gases are

absorbed by introducing another ball, consisting of porous coke

moistened with fuiping sulphuric acid. It is necessary, however,

before reading off the volume of the gas, to introduce a ball ofpotash

a second time, to 'withdraw the vapou^ of anhydrous sulphuric acid,'

which possesses sufficient volatility to iiitrodue^ a serious error

by dilating the bulk of the gas, unless It be completely removed.

The total amount of absorption will indicate vhe proportion of

olefiant gas, together with the vapours of condensible hydro*

carbons.

3. Oxygen .—This gas is determined in a similar manner, by
employing a ball of phosphorus, which must be left in the gaq for

twenty-four hours
;
the fresh diminution in bulk, shows the pro-

portion of oxygerf.

4. Carbonic Oxide .—The accurate separation of carbonic oxide

from the oth^r gases is not easily effected. The gas may be divided

into two portions, one of which

is to be carefully measured as it

stands over mercury, in the jar,

/«, fig. 282 ;
asmall quantity of

a solution of subchloride of
«

copper in h3'drochloric acid is

next added by means of the

s}ringe, i, and the mixture is

briskly agitated; the gas is then

wjthdra-wn by means of the

gas pipette sWwn in fig. 243,

p. 478, and transferred by its

means to a s^oiid graduated

tube^ also standing <o-Ter mer*-

cury; into this tube a' ball of

potash on tlve end of a plati-

num wirp is introduced, for the

purpose of absorbing the va- <

pours of hydrochloric acid with

which the gas is i^turfited ; its

bulk may then be read ofij and the volume of carbonic oxide

may be kno^fn by the loss in bulk which it has experienced.

Fig. 283.
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5, 6, 7. Nitrogen^ Carburetted Hydrogen^ and Hydrogen ,—The
determinution of the carbonic oxide, however, may be effected with-

out having recourse to absorption ; along with the carburetted hydro-

gen and hydrogen. Let a portion pf th^as in which the carbonic

oxide is still jiresent be now transferred to a syphon eudiometer (fig.

239), and let its bulk, V, be accurately measured : then add about

twice its volume of oxygen, and measure the ^as a second time

:

let this bulk be ; Vj —V will give the volume of oxygen which

has been added. Let V2 be the bulk of the gas^ after the mixture

has been explotJfed by the transmission of the electric spark :

Vj —Vg indicates the diminution in balk which it has experienced

:

call this fl. The,A inject a small quantity of a strong solution of

potash, and a^ain note the volume, V3. "The absorption, Vg —V3,
will be due to the quantity of carbonic acid which has been formed :

call this b. The remaining gas, V3, consists of oxygen in excess,

an d^ nitrogen. The quantity of oxygen in excess is ascertained by
mixing the residual gas with about twice its bulk of hydrogen, and

causing the electric spark to pass a second time. Let the volume

of the mixture before firing be V4. and let V5 be the bulk after

firing : —Vg will represent the amount of condensation ; and

one-third of this, or will |je due to the excess of oxygen.

On deducting this from the residue, V3, the difference gives the

volume of nitrogen, n

;

V3 — = n. The difl’erence between

the amount of the oxygen thus found to be in excess, and ^that

originally introduced, w ill of epurse represent the quantity of oxygen

consumed : call this c

:

t]|us —V — = c.

We have now all the data for calculating the proportion of

carburetted hydrogen, of hydi’ogen, and of carbonic oxide, which

are present in the mixture.

Let iff represent the quantity of light carburetted hydrogen

;

this gas requires twice its own volume of oxygen for complete com-

bustion, and furnishes its own volume of carbonic acid, which

requires for iA^HTormigttion an equal volume of oxygen, or half the

amount bdtisumed ; the other half of the oxygen being required by

the hydrogen which condenses in the form of water ; 2 iff will be

the diminution in bulk of oxygen which occurs on detonation (401).

Again, when hydrpgen is converted into water, it requires half

its bulk of oxygen, and both are cdhdensed entirely. If y
represent the bulk of the hydrogen,-^ will be the diminution in bulk

of the mixed gases on detonation, which is occasioned by the

hydrogen in the mixture. ^ ,

Let z represent the volume of carbonic oxide present ;
carbonic
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oxide, for conversion into carbonic acid, requires half its bulk of

oxygen, the carbonic acid produced occupying the same bulk as the

carbonic oxide. |will therefore indicate the condensation which

occurs on firing the mi^ure. ^

The total condensation in bulk, a, which occurs on firing a

mixture of light carburetted hydrogen, hydrogen, and carbonic oxide

will consequently admit of being thus represented ;

—

(l) a = 2 ^ ^ ^

Further, the quantity of the carbonic arid formal by the detona-

tion, is composed of a volume of carbopic acid equal in bulk to

the light carburetted hydrogen, and a volume eqjl^jal to that of the

carbonic oxide, so that tlie total quantity of carbonic acid may be

thus indicated :

—

(2) b ^ X + z

And lastly, the oxygen consumed, c, will be composed of, the

following quantities : by light carburc^tted hydrogen, twice its bulk,

2 0? ; by hydrogerf, half its bulk, | ; and by carbonic oxide, half its

bulk, I ; or the total quantity of oxygen consumed wiU be the fol-

lowing :

—

(3) c=«2a? + | + |

From these three equations the values of a?, y, are deter-

miuJtd ;-r—

X ^ c —
^ •

y = a— c r

rt + 4 &

3
c

Minute directions for the analysis of various gaseous mixtures

are given by Regiiault, in the fourth volume of his Cours Eie-

mentaire de C/ifmie, • which contains a description of a form of

eudiometer well adapted for aceurate experiments. Bunsen has

also introduced very important improvements* in tlie inaniimlation

and apparatus required for the analysis of gases. [See an article

on Eudioraetry, by Kolbe, in Liebig and Pqggendorfi'^s Hand-
ivbrierbuch (ier Chemie^ vol. ii.)
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CHAPTER X.

THE METALS.

§ I. Ge.:?eral Properties of the ^etals.

(424) The inl6tals^ as a class^ are characterized by a peculiar

lustre, termed tljp metallic lustre. * They are possessed of a high

degree of opacity, and are good conductors both of heat and elec-

tricity. Some of them are also endowed with the properties

of ductility, or fitness for drawing into wire, and of malleability,

or extensibility under the hammer. Most of them have a high

specific gravity. When separated from their compounds by electro-

lytic action, they appear at the platinode, or negative wire of the

voltaic battery.

These properties are not developed equally in all the metals

;

in some metals one or more of them may be wanting altogether : and

there are other substances, not imstallic in their nature, in which

some of these characters are strongly displayed.

(425) LustrCy Opacity
y
and Colour.—Although, when polished,

all metals present the lustre termed metallic, yet most*of them
may be obtained by minute subdivision in a form devoid of lustre.

Iron, copper, platinum, goM, silver, and even mercury may be thus

readily procured by processes to be mentioned hereafter.

If, however, j^hese metallic powders be subjected to pressure

under the burnisher, a sufficient approximation of their particles is

produced to render them capable of reflecting light, and the metallic

lustre re-appears. This property admits of being applied in the

fine arts : for instance, it is possible to make copies of medals or

ancient coimifHby eijiploying finely divided copper, which is intro-

duced with the medal into a mould : by submitting it to pressure

an exact copy of the medal, with a beautifully polished surface, is

obtained ; the cofiy is then strongly heated, care being taken to

exclude atmospheric ^ir : during the igliition the c6py shrinks a

little in all directions, but a fac-simile is Ibrmed, which is extremely

distinct, though reversed, and a little smaller than the original.

Bodies which are not metallic occasionally assume a brilliant

surface like the metals. Iodine, which in all its chemical relations

is directly opposed to the metals, yet possesses a strojig lustre ;
the
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same thing is observable in a form of charcoal, termed by the

workmen kish, which escapes from the vent-holes of the moulds

during the process of casting iron. *A native form of carbon,—^gra-

phite or plumbago, h^^reccir^ed its popular name of black-lead

from its metallic appearance.

Metals are among the most opaque bodies with which we are

acquainted ; but their opacity is not perfect. When reduced

to exceedingly fine leaves, a portion of light ^is transmitted ; thus

pure gold, of not more than inch thick, allows a purple

light to pass.
^

The colour of the reflected light varies with ithe nature of the

metal. In most cases it is nearly white, with^a shade peculiar

to each metal : the tints of silver, platinum, tin, cadmium and

palladium, are nearly alike ; other metals, as lead and zinc, have a

bluish colour ;
others, like iron and arsenic, have a greyish hue

;

calcium and barium are pale yellow
;
gold is a full yellow

;
,nnd

copper is of a red colour. By repeated reflections fifom the same

metal a distinct colour is rendered obvious, which was not seen

upon looking at the^ polished surface. A red tint may thus bo

made evident^in silver, and a violet tinge in steel.

Some of the metals posses^ a characteristic odour : iron and

copper emit, on friction, a smell peculiar to themselves, and

arsehic, when volatilized, evolves a powerful odour of garlic. TJic

tastd' of*raost of the soluble compounds of the metals is astringent

or acrid, and of the peculiar kind termed metallic.

(426) HardnesSy BrittlenesSy and Tenacity,—Great diflerciices

are observable between the hardness of the diflerent metals
; steed

may be rendered hard enough to scratch glass, while lead will take

impressions from the finger-nail, and potassium may be spread like

butter, *

^

Many of the harder metals are very elastic and sonorous when
struck ; but these properties are more strikingly displayed in some
of the alloys, or compounds of the metals with ea^h^ other, as in

the alloy of tin and copper used for bells, anS in the cainbination

of carbon with iron, well known as steel, which, by its high elasti-

city, is pre-eminently qualified for the construction of the springs

used in machinery. ,,

Closely connected witfi the hardness are \;he brittleness and the

tenacity of metals, which are very variable. Some, like antimony,

arsenic,and bismuth,may be pulverized without difficulty in a mortar,

while others, as iron, gold, silver, and copper, require great force

to effect their disintegration. The brittleness of some of the metals
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is materially affected by temperature. Zinc, within the ordinary

atmbspheric range, is so brittle that it cannot be bent at a sharp

angle without danger of destroying its cohesion, while if heated to

between 200° and 300° F., it may bs wroii^ht with facility. Brass,

an alloy of copper and zinc, on the contrary, becomes brittle at

temperatures approaching to redness, but while cold it possesses

considerable malleability.

Taking the tenacity of lead = i, the tenacity of the different

.

metals, after annealing, will be representq^l according to Wertheim's

experiments as follows :— ’

Lead . . i

Cadmium . . i'2

Tin ...... 1-3

Gold 5'6

Zinc 8

Silver 8‘9

Platinum .... 13

Palladium . . •

.

' . 13

Copper 17

Iron ..... 26

The tenacity of the metals has been measured by fixing firmly

in a vice one end of a bar or wire’ of the metak, the strength of

which is to be ascertained, and attaching to the other a convenient

support for weights which are cautiously increased until the wire

breaks. By comparing together tlu^ weights required to determine

the rupture of the different metals for bars of equal section, a com-

parative table of tenacity may be formed. Various circumstsdiccs

materially influence the strength of the same metal ; such ai Its

purity, the mode in which the bar has been prepared (whether by

casting, by forging, or by i^ire-drawing), the temperature at which

the comparisons are made, the application or omission of the pro-

cess of annealing, and the manner in which the tension has been

exerted, whether gradually or suddenly. Difl’erent observers, in

consequence of operating difffjrently in some' one or other of these

respects, have obtained results which vary from each other consi-

derably. The necessity of attention to these points will be evident

on examining^j^ results obtained by M. Wertheim {Anh. de Chimie,

III. xii. ^••44o)» who*has given an elaborate series of experiments

upon the tenacity of different metals, the most important of which

are embodied in th# following table. The numbers represent the

weight in kilogrammes which a bar of eafh metal of *1 millimetre

•square would supportVithout breaking, both when the strain is

gradually increased and when suddenly applied :

—
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Cast steel, drawn
Do. do., annealed . .

Piano wire, (steel) . . . .

Do., annealed
Iron wire

Do., annealed ; . .

Copper wire
Do., annealed ^ . . . . .

Platinum wire , , . , .

Do., annealed
Palladium wire

Do., annealed
Silver wire ........

Do,, annealed
Zinc, commercial, drawn
Do. do., annealed . . .

Pure zinc, cast

Gold, drawn
Do., annealed
Cadmium, drawn

Do., annealed
Lead, cast

Do., drawm , . . , . .

Do., annpalcd
Tin, drawn
Do. do., annealed ....

<5oo F.

aia® F. 39^0 F.
Gradual. Sudden.

83-8
'

t

70*0 99*1

400 53*9 59-10 50-90
61*10 65-1

46*88 5o'25 51*10 46-9

40-30 41*0

3o’54 31-03 22*10

34 ' *0 ,

1

3.50
2350 27-70* 22*00 19*70

#.27*2

27 *t
L*

290 29*6

1602 16*5 14*00 14*00
12*80 ^ 5*77

c

14*40 12*20 7-27

45
27*0 28*4
10*08 TI*I 12*60 I2*C^
2*24

4*81 2*60

V25 2*21

07 2
*

3('

1 *80
j

2*04 0*54
2
'45 3*0

1*70
1

3*62 0-85

It will be seen from an inspection of this table, that the general

effect of heat is to diminish the tenacity of the metals, except in

the case of iron, steely and gold, tha- tenacity of which seems to be

somewhat increased by a heat of 2 j 2°/ this is particularly so with

iron ; by a further elevation of temperature the tenacity again

diminishes. The influence of annealing, or heating the bar to dull

redness and allowing it slowly to cool, is still more remarkable, for

by this means the tenacity of gold i^ reduced more than half, that

of silver nearly as much, that of platinum about one-third, and
that of iron^ and copper about a fourth.

(427) Malleability and Ductility ,—The ,follot<TOg metals arc

termed malleable metals, i e., metals which may be redticed to thin

leaves either by lamination between rollers, or by hammering :

—

9oid Iron

Silver
^

Tin

Copper Lead
Platinum Cadmium
Palladium Nickel

Aluminum
Zinc

Cobalt.
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Frozen mercury, as well as lithium, potassium, and sodium,

likewise admits of extension under the hammer. Gold far sur-

passes all the other metals in malleability, being capable of re-

duction into leaves so thin that a squire foisfet- weighs less than three

grains
;
and the film does not exceed the 200,000th of an inch in

thickness. Silver and copper may also be reduced to leaves of

groat tenuity. The others may be rolled •int® foil, but cannot

be hammered into leaf. At the Industrial Exhibition of Breslau,

1852, an album of leaf iron exhibited, the slieets of which did

not exceed the mnylrth of an inch in thickness, and a square inch of

the leaf weighed o^ily thrCe-fourths of a grain. Nickel and cobalt,

however, are far in;(;rior to the other metals, in the list. The metals

become denser in rolling, and are often rendered so hard that they

require to be annealed between every second or third rolling. During

the ])roecss of hammering or rolling, much heat is extricated.

llie metals may be arranged in the following order of ductility,

the property being most marked in those which are first men-
tioned :

—

Iron Cstlmium

Copper
j

Nickel

Silver Zinc

Gold Tin

Platinum Lead
Palladium Lithium.,

Ductility is peculiarly rjisplayed by the first seven metals on
the list. Dr. Wollaston procm^ed a Avire of platinum, the diameter

of which did not exceed the ^D,o(Toth of an inch, by placing a wire

of platinum in the axis of a small cylinder of silver, and reducing

the compound wire to the utipost iwacticable tenuity in the ordi-

nary Avay, by drawing it through lioles made in a hard steel plate,

t(‘i‘mcd a draAv-plate; the apertimes through which the wire was
made to pass dimyiisliing in size by regular gradation. Both metals

were thus attenuated,* pari passu, and the silver was finally dis-

solved off by nitric acid, which left the j)latinum unacted upon.

Steel wires of extreme fineness have been produced in a similar

manner, the silver being, in this case, diss^)lved by tlie action of

piercury. Zinc, tin, Id&d, and even lithium, may also be obtained

in the form of wire, but with difficulty, on account of their feeble

tenacity.

The malleability of a metal is by no means alw^ays proportioned

to its ductility : iron, though it may be reduced to wires of cx-

X X
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treme fineness^ is not nearly so malleable as gold, silver, copper,

and some other metals which are inferior to it in ductility. A
few substances which are not metallic exhibit, when in a state of

semifusion, a very per^pct ductility. Half-melted glass shows this

property in a marked degree; it may be spun into very fine

threads, which have even been woven into a species of cloth,

designed for ornamental purjioses.

It is obvious tliat the properties of brittleness, tenacity, ducti-

lity, and malleability, pmst be materially' dependent upon the

texture of the metal. This is strikingly exemplified in the varia-

tion in tenacity exhibited by the same «ietal under different cir-

cumstances. Silver, in ordinary cases, is t mgh, ductile, and

malleable ;
by repeated'heatings and coolings, however, its particles

arrange themselves in a crystalline manner, and it then becomes

very brittle. Copper, when deposited in crystals by slow vol-

taic action, is very hard and brittle ; but when the action is more
rapid it is soft and tough, and then exhibits a fibrous character

:

and it may be <statcd, as a general principle, that the crystalline

metals, such as zinc^ antimony, bismuth, and arsenic, are the most

brittle; whde those which, like iron, have a "fibrous structure, arc

possessed of a high degree of tenacity.

The structure of a metal is easily displayed in many cases by
placing it in solvents, the operation of which is very gradual.

Smne jof the metals which fuse readily may be obtained in crystals

v/ithout difficulty, by allowing a few pounds of the melted metal

to cool slowly, and pouring out fhe interior portions before the

whole has had time to solidify ; the inner walls of the cavity are

then found to be lined with crystals. Bismuth is particularly well

adapted to this process. The less fusible metals, such as copper, iron,

and silver, may often? be crystallized from their solutions by slow

voltaic actions. Many of them, as* for example, gold, silver, and
copper, occur native in ciystals. A large proportion of the metals

crystallize in forms belonging to the regular system.

(428) Specific Gravity ,—Wide differences are bSbcrvable in the

specific gravity of the metals. In the annexed table variations are

exhibited between the extremes of iridium and platinum, the heaviest

known forijis of matter, on the one hand, and lithium on the other,

which has little more tjian half the density*of water. The lighter

metals are all characterized by their powerful affinity for oxygen

;

those which are least oxidizable possessing generally the highest

specific gravity. In a few instances, the most marked of which is

platinum, the density may be somewhat increased by rolling and
hammering; but this is not usually the case.
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Specific Gravity of the Metals

^

Met^a.

Platinum
Gold .

Tungater*
Mercury
Palladium
Lead. .

Silver
Bismuth
Cobalt .

Copper .

Nickel .

Molybdenum
Cadmium
Manganese
Iron . .

Tin . .
•

Zinc . .

Antimony
Tellurium
Arsenic .

Chromium
Aluminum, rolled

„ cast

Strontium
Glucinum
Magnesium
Calcium
Sodium . ,

Potassium
Lithium

Sp. Gr,

3 T *5

19*34
17*6

i3
‘

59<5 .

11-8

11-44
io'53

9199
S-9S

5-

ga:*

8-82

.8-62
8-604

8013
7-844
7-292
7-146

0-

71

6-

2S
5'9<»9-5'7

2*67
2-56

254
2-1

I '743

1-

578
o’972
0*865

0*593

Observer.

Wollaston.
G. Rose.

‘‘H’Elhuyart.
Regnault.
Wollaston.
Berzelius.

G.-Ro-ie.
Marchand and Scheerer.
Raramelsberg.

* Marchand and Scheerer.
Tupputi.
Bucholz.
Stromeyer.
John.
Broling.
Rupffer.
Wertheim.
Marchand and Scheerer.
Berzelius.

Guibourt.
Richter.
Deville. •

Deville.

Bui^en.
Debray.
Bunsen.
Bunsen.
Gay Lussac and Thenard.
Gay Lussac and Thenard.
Bunsen.

(429) Fusibility ,—The melting points of the diflPerent metals

differ not less widely than thelV densities. Mercury, for instance,

remains fluid as low as—3^° P., while platinum, iridium, rhodium,

and several others, require the intense heat of the voltaic battery,

or of the oxyhydrogen blowpipe to effect their fusion :

Mercury
Potassium
Sodiuipa ^
Lithium
Tin . .

Bismuth
Lead
Cadmium
Tellurium
Arsenic.
Zinc . .

Antimony
Calcium
Aluminum

Order of Fusibility of the Metals,

0 p
—39 •

°o.
• —39*4 . . Hutchins.

is'J •

190 .

356 •

58
88 *

1

Gay Lussac and Themird.

. 180 . Bunsen.
442 . . 228 . Crichton.

507 * . 264 . Rudberg.
617 . • 335 • Rudberg.

undetermined. t

773 • . ±12 . Daniell.

below redness.

above a red heat.

X X 3
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Silver . . .

Co^^r . . .

Cast iron . .

Cobalt . . .

JSTickel . . .

Wrought iron

Manganese
Molybdenum .

Tungsten . .

Chromium . .

Palladium .

”

Platinum . .

E/hodium . .

Iridium . • .

Vanadium . .

op. ® 0.

1873 . . 1023

1996 • • X091

2016 • . 1102

2786 . 1530 ^

Daniell.

highest heat of,forge.

agglomerate, but do not fuse in the forge,

r

require the heat of the oxyhydrogen blowpipe.

Some metals near their melting points, before undergoing complete

fusion, pass through a soft, intermediate stage, in which, if two

clean surfaces be presented to each other, and strong pressure or

hammering be employed, they unite, or weld together, so as to

form one continuous mass. Iron, lithium, and potassium afford

the most striking instances of this. Palladium is also, in a minor

degree, susceptible it.

(430) V/datility ,—Many of the metals admit of being volati-

lized without difficulty. Mercury, when heated under ordinary

atmospheric pressiue, boils, and is reduced to a perfectly colourless

transparent vapour, at about 662° P. It is important to observe

tGat this dry vapour, though metallic, is an insulator of electricity,

and will allow the transmission of distinct electric sparks as readily

as atmospheric air. The insulating power of mercuri^ vp)0ur

on the one hand, and the small specific gravity of potassium, of

sodium, and of lithium on the other, show that there is nothing

inconsistent with facts in the supposition that hydrogen itself,

although the lightest known form of matter, and though gaseous,

and consequently an insulator of electricity, may possibly be a

metal
;
and indeed, in its chemical properties, it approximates very

closely to this class of bodies. The seven me^ls named below

are sufliciently volatile to be distilled from the compounds from
which they are obtained : those which require the smallest amount
of heat stand first

:

Mercury

Arsenic

Tellurium

Cadmium

Zinc

Potassium

Sodium.

Aisenic is volatilized below redness, and even before it has assumed
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the liquid form. Cadmium requires a dull red heat, and zinc a

higher temperature. Those metals which are generally considered

fixed in the fire are likewise volatilizahle to a certain extent. In

the process of lead smelting, one-seventh, .>of the lead escapes up the

chimney, and would be wasted .unless means for collecting it were

adopted. Even copper is not absolutely fixed in the fire. My
fj’iend. Dr. Percy, some years ago showed me ^ remarkable illus-

tration of this fact : he has in his possession part of a beam which,

for many years, was suspend^^d over a farnace in*a copper smelting

house in NorwaJ^^ the wliole beam, of which this is a fragment,

contains minute beads* of metallic copper studded through its

texture : the coj^iper must have been raised in vapour and so

deposited within its fibres. Gold has been found similarly studding

the beams of refineries ; and it may be seen to undergo volatiliza-

tion in the focus of an intensely powerful burning glass. Fine

wires of the most refractory metals may be dispersed in vapour

by transmitting the discharge of a powerful Leyden battery

through them.

(431) Conducting Power for Heat and ^Jectricity .—The great

differencQS of expansion exhibited by different metals *when exposed

to equal degrees of temperature, Jiave already been pointed out

(126); and it may be stated generally that each metal possesses a

specific expansion, and that the conducting power of each mptal,

both for heat (143), and for electricity is also definite (209 bis, 242);

in general it is found that the best conductors of heat are also the

bes| conductors of electricity : but though conductors in the solid

and liquid conditions, the metals are insulators in the aeriform state.

(432) Alloys Metals enter into combination with each other,

and form compounds termed alloys, many of which are most

extensively used in the artj. Comparatively few of the metals

possess qualities such as render them suitable to be employed alone

by the manufacturer ; zinc, iron, copper, lead, tin, gold, silver,

mercury, and pjatinum, constitute the entire number so used.

Antimony.^bismuth, *and arsenic are too brittle to be used alone,

but are employed for hardening other metals. Many of the phy-

sical properties of these ract^s arc greatly altered by combination

with others
; the combination or alloy being often adapted to pur-

poses for which eithef metal separately would be unfit. Copper

alone is not fit for castings, and it is too tough to be conveniently

wrought in the lathe or by the file ; but when alloyed with zinc, it

forms a much harder compound, which can be cast, rolled, or turned,

and which constitutes the different kinds of brass, the qualities of
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which can be varied by varying the proportions of the two metals.

The addition of nickel to brass destroys its yellow colour, and pro-

duces the white compound metal known under the name of German

silver. Copper and tin^Jn vlirious proportions yield the hard,

tough, but sufficiently fusible compQunds known as bronze and bell

metal. When the metals combine with mercury, the resulting

body is called an avg^algam.

In most cases these compounds of metals with each other

are united by wekk affinities ; for it appears necessary in order

to produce energetic union, that the. substances when separate

should exhibit great dissimilarity in propefties. It has sometimes

been questioned trliethe;* alloys are true chemical compounds

:

definite compounds of the metals with each other do however cer-

tainly exist, and some have been found combined in definite pro-

portions in the native state. Such is the case with ^Iver and

mercury, which occur crystallized together in the proportion of i

equivalent of silver to 2 of mercury; and that the alloys are

undoubtedly in mjfiiy instances true chemical compounds, is further

shown by the incrcascj ,or diminution in density which attends the

act of combincation ; the specific gravity of the alloy being generally

either above or below that of the /^w^o metals employed. Their fusing

point is generally much lower than the mean of those of the metals

wliiph compose them. This circumstance, as well as the alteration

which they exhibit in their general relations to heat and electricity,

arc also further evidences of the definite character of these com-
pounds. A remarkable illustration of the influence wliich^^the

chemical union of the metals exerts upon their fusing point, is

aftbrded by the alloy called fusible metal, which is a mixture of

single equivalents of bismuth, of lead, and of tin. They form a

compound which melts* at 212^

y

a teipperature more than 200^ F.

below the fusing point of tin, the most fusible of these metals,

and 400° below that of lead. Most frequently, however, the

alloys are mixtures of definite compounds with excess of one
or other metal, and the separation of their components from each
other is generally easily eflected by simple means. Thus by expos-

ing brass to a high temperature, the zinc volatilizes, leaving the

copper behind; and from the alloy of arsenic and platinum, a
heat sufficiently long continued jrill expel almost the whole of the

.

arsenic. Even mere mechanical means will sometimes suffice.

When silver, for example, is amalgamated with mercury, the amal-
gam formed is dissolved by an excess of mercury. This excess,

hovfever, may be almost entirely removed by squeezing the mass
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through chamois leather; the amalgam is retaiued in the solid

form, while the superfluous mercury, nearly freed from silver,

escapes through the pores of the leather.

The ductility of metals is usually impaired by combination with

one another. * Alloys of two brittle metals are invariably brittle

:

such is the case with the compound of arsenic and bismuth.

Alloys of a brittle with a malleable metal are^also brittle. Even

when two malleable metals are united, the compound is sometimes

brittle. Gold, when alloyed^ with a minute portion of lead, splits

under the hammjr. Gdlierally speaking, the hardness of metals

is increased by alloying them ;
of this a familiar instance is afforded

by the standard coin of the realm : both gold and silv^er, when

unalloyed, are not sufficiently hard to resist attrition to the degree

required for the currency, but the addition of iVtli or rVth of their

weiglit of copper to either metal increases its hardness to the

requisite extent.

The more important alloys will, however, be best considered

separately, when the individual metals which ent'^ir into their com-

position are described.

(433] Condition hi tvhich the Metals occur in Nature ,—The tics

which unite the components of a% alloy are feeble and arc easily

severed
;

but the com2)Oun(is formed by the metals with the class

of substances known as non-metallic, are for the most part lield

together by affinities of a very powerful order, and these coHipo\4ids

are in a chemical iioint of view much more interesting and im2)ortant

than the alloys. With some of the metals, carbon and silicon

coiribine in small proportion without aiipearing to destroy the

metallic character
;
and, in fact, these comiiounds more resemble

alloys than any other class of combinations : the most remarkable

instances of carbides and silicides are furnished by iron, which, in

its modifications of steel and cast iron, is combined with variable

quantities of these elements. Many of the compounds of the

met^jfith sul^ihur, preserve the metallic lustre, as is seen in

galena pyrites, j^et lose nearly all other physical properties by

which the metals are iP’ecognised ;
ductility, malleability, and 3)0wer

of conducting electricity are extremely imi)aired. The metallic

character is still more completely destroyed by oxygen, which con-

verts the metals into rt)odies apparently qarthy, as in the familiar

cases of lime, magnesia, alumina, and oxide of zinc : whilst chlorine

and its allied group of elements form compounds which are most

of them soluble, and possess all the qualities of true salts. The

energy with w^hich iron, zinc, and many other metals combine tldtli
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oxygen is very remarkable ;
and the affinities of chlorine are still

more active.

The more common metals, on account of their powerful affinity

for oxygen and sulphur, are ve^y rarely met with in the imcom-

bined form. Some of those which are less abundant are however

found naturally in the metallic condition : such is the case with

gold^ sil^r, mercury, platinum, and/copper.) They are then said

to occurln the native stai^ Man/ are found alloyed with each

other
:
gold, for instance, fprms native alloys 'with palladium and

with silver; silver with mercury; antimony wiA arsenic. The

occurrence of native metals or natural alloys is, however, an ex-

ceptional circumstance, as the majority of the metals are found in

combination with other elements. Oxygen and sulphur, in par-

ticular, from their powerful affinities and the abundance in which

they occur, are the bodies most frequently associated with them

;

at other times arsenic, and more rarely chlorine, are the mineral-

izing agents. These compounds, whether oxides, sulphides, arscnicles,

or chlorides, constitute what are termed the ores of the metals.

(434) Distribution of the Metals .—Next to silica in its various

forms, the most abun?lant components of the rocks and superficial

portions of the globe, are the ^pompounds of lime, alumina, and

magnesia. These earths are themselves oxides of metallic bodies,

the affinity of which for oxygen is so intense that they are never

isolated, from it except for scientific purposes in the laboratory of

the chemist. In their oxidized form they are everywhere scattered

in abundance over the face of the globe. It is not so with those

metals which man is in the habit of separating from their ores

upon the large scale, and of employing for the various requirements

of civilized society in the metallic state. Most of the ores of

the highest importance and utility, constitute but a compara-

tively small portion of the components of the earth^s crust
; but

this deficiency in their relative proportion is more than compen-
sated by the mode of their distribution, for they are not dispersed

at random, or diflFused in minute quantity uniformly throughout
the mass of the earth, but are collected in thin seams or beds,

which form mineral veins.

Man ha§ hitherto been able to penetrate but to a very

small depth into the bpdy of the earth, the deepest excavation

which he has been enabled to make being not greater, in pro-

portion to the diameter of the earth, than the thickness of an
ordinary sheet of writing paper to a globe two feet in diameter.

Geological observations have shown, and any person who has
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traversed a railway cutting has had a partial opportunity of con-

vincing himself of the fact^ that the superficial portions of the

globe which have hitherto been examined consist of a succession

of beds or layers, strata, as they a^e commonly termed, which rest

one above aftother : these beds in some places nearly retain their

original horizontal direction but usually they have assumed a

position more or less inclined, so as to for;n a considerable angle

with the surface. The same stratum is liable to great variations

in thickness in different parts, but ea(;h bed ia» found to occur in

a uniform posit’^^n in lAie series, the successive strata following

each other in regular order, the uppermost being those of most

recent formation. In this way the London clay rests upon the

chalk, the chalk upon what is termed the green sand, the green

sand upon the gault, and so on. The stratified or sedimentary

rocks rest upon others, which, like granite, porphyry, and basalt,

show no appearance of stratification, but bear marks, more or

le^ evident, of having undergone igneous fusion.

Occasionally it happens that a thin bed of metallic ore forms

a part of the regular succession of the strata
;
thus in Stafford-

shire, over many stjuare miles of country, thin bands or seams of

the ore *termcd clay iron stone, ^varying in thickness from two

to eight inches, are found lying between the beds of coal.

Usually, however, the metalliferous masses occur in still older

formations
; such as in the mountain limestone of Cumberland “and

Derbyshire, or in the granite and clay slate, as in Cornwall ; they

are then found in fissures wlUch traverse the ordinary strata of the

district, and assume a dirbetion which, though it never becomes

quite vertical, still approaches more or less towards this position.

These fissures vary in thickness from a few inches to as many feet

;

they are often filled with masses of basalt, granite, or trachyte

(which have been injected from below, whilst the materials were

in the molten state under the effects of subterranean heat), and
then constitute what the miner terms dykes

;

but in other cases

they are filled with metallic ores and form mineral veins, or lodes.

The ore sometimes occurs nearly pure ; at others mingled with

quartz, fluorspar, and various crystallized minerals, or else with

earthy impurities of different descriptions. These ^veins extend

from the surface dowMwards often to a dgpth greater than can be

followed even in the deepest mines. The veins which occur in the

same district usually run in two directions, nearly at right angles

to each other, the principal or original veins being traversed by
the others. In Cornwall, for example, the metalliferous veins •run
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nearly east and west, but they are occasionally crossed more or less

obliquely by other lodes, to which the term of caunter (contrary) lodes

or cross courses has been given.

These cross courses, lipwcvcft% are by no means always metalli-

ferous ; they often appear to have been occasioned by the action of

a force emanating from below, which, after bending and splitting

the original strata, produced the fissures which were subsequently

filled with quartz, clay, and various minerals. Such cross courses

as these often ocefetsion th^ miner much trouble and perplexity,

since the subterranean force necessary tb prodrAie them is often

attended with great displacement of the original strata. A valuable

vein of ore is from this cause frequently interrupted, and is some-

times lost altogether for want of knowing in what direction to seek

for it. This sudden break in a vein, and its displacement, in mining

language is termed a /«?///. It is very rarely that a single mineral

wein occurs alone ; usually several are found together,

f The thickness of the same vein, as might be expected, is sub-

ject to great variations
;
at one time it dwindles to a mere thread,

at others it attains coi^^^iderable expansion. The most productive

veins usually occur near the junction of two dissimilar kinds of

rock—the metallic ores having probably accumulated there in con-

sequence of slow^ voltaic actions wdiich have been going on through

uncounted ages, and which have been occasioned by diflercnccs in

chehtical* composition of the tw^o contiguous rocks—^in Cornwall,

for example, where so large a proportion of the mineral w^ealth of

(jreat Britain is accumulated, the most important mines occur

U2)on the junction of the granite with the clay-slate or killas.

(435) Mining Operations,—The existence of a vein having

been ascertained, and its dip and general direction having been
determined, the miner’ commences by sinking a vertical pit, or

shaft, in such a manner that he calculates upon cutting through
the lode at some thirty or forty fathoms below the surface. When
he has reached the lode, he drives a gallery, ox level, horizontally

into it, right and left, raising the ore to the' surface through the

shaft. If the produce be such as to encourage him to proceed, a
second shaft is sunk in the course of the lode, at the distance of

about 100 yards from the first, and into this the gallery or level

is driven, so as to facilitate the ventilation bf the mine and the

extraction of the ore. In order to be able to remove the ore from
other parts of the lode, above and below the point at which the

first level is made, the shaft is continued downwards, and other

galleries, or cross cuts, as they are termed, are made, both above
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and below the first level, at intervals of ten fathoms, to meet the
lodef at different points ; these cross cuts are at right angles to the
levels. Fig. 283, shows a vertical cross section of the lode at the
Callitigton Mme. e s represents thh engine shaft, l l the lode, and
c c the cross cuts. The levels cannot be shown in tliis view; but
whenever a cross cut meets the lode, a level is driven east and
west, in the direction of the lode itself.

Fig. 284 shows^ the arrangement of the levels in the same
mine j e s represents the engine shaft;,w a second smaller shaft.

Fig. 283. Fig. 284.

Fig. 285,

#

and L LL t^»e different levels, the depths of which in fathoms are
indicated by the numbers attached to them j these levels oomniuni-
cate at different points by short cuts, or vnnzei, as the Cornish
miners term them

; they are shown at u M,in various parts, and are

,

needed to facilitate th« extraction of the ore from different points
ofthe lode. The different levels are not immediately over, or parallel
to each other, but their direction and position varies with that
of the inclination and direction of the lode. This is explained by
fig. ^85, in which the direction of these galleries is exhibited J it

m
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represents a plan of the mine, supposing the figures to refer to

the levels shown in 284 : the lode, it will be seen, does not preserve

the same dip at all points, being much more nearly vertical at the

right than at the left extremity 6f the plan. The cross cuts cannot be

shown in fig. 284. The shaded parts in this figure indicate the

portions of the lode which have been already worked away. The

galleries in the mine are supported by strong timbering, the object

of which is to prevent the rubbish from falling in and overwhelm-

ing the men while'^engaged in their wprk.

One of the principal difficulties which the m-iiier has to contend

with is the continual oozing of water inter the mine in all direc-

tions. Where the mine, as very often happens, is situated upon the

side of a hill, an adit levels or neater course, shown at a a, fig. 284,

is carried from the shaft to the lowest accessible point of the

surface ; and through this the waters of the upper part of the mine

readily escape
;
but when the workings extend below this point, it

becomes necessary to pump more or less constantly, and for this

purpose powerful •'Steam-engines are required. The galleries and

levels are so constructed that the water shall flow from them into

the principal ^shaft of the mine, so that by pumping from the sump^

or lowest part of this shaft, the w&olc mine is freed from water. The
greater part of the water is lifted only to the adit level, but a con-

siderable quantity is raised to the surface for the purpose of washing

th^ ore..

Much of the excavation is done by hand, with the pickaxe and
wedges ; but after judicjqps clearing, gunpowder projjerly applied

facilitates the progress greatly. The quantities of powder used for

blasting in the mines are small, usually about two ounces. The
process of blasting consists in boring a hole to the depth of eighteen

inches or two feet, somewhat obliquely, under the portion of rock

which is to be raised
; the powder is then introduced, and the hole

is closed by ramming in clay or friable rock. A copper wire runs
from the surface down to the charge, and when the ramming or

tamping is finished, the wire is withdrawn and its place .^supplied

with a pithed rush charged with powder, and the train is fired by
means of a fusee. A safety fusee is now commonly substituted for

the copper wire and pithed reed filled with powder. The ore that

is detached is raised to «the surface of the tnine in large wrought

,

iron buckets, or kibbles

j

which are capable of containing about three

hundred weight of ore.

(436) Mechanical Treatment of the Ores.—The extraction of

metals from their ores is effected by two classes of operations

:
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those of the first class are mechanical ; by their means the earthy

parts contained m the matrix or vein-stone are to a certain extent

separated : the leperations of the second class are chegjjg|il,

which the metal itself is procured. |Tlie mechanical treatment is

influenced not^only by the nature and composition of the ore, but

also by its market value : an ore of tjji,..»copper, or lead/from the'*^

higher price which the metal bears, will be worth a more elaborate

treatment than an ore of iroji. or zinc.

The ores of zin<# and iron a3?c occasionally^ subjected to the

operation of washing : as#wh*en they are accompanied by a loose

friable clay, tTie clay admits of being readily diffused in a finely

divided state through the water, and is easily removed by its means.

The specific gravity of clay being not much more than 2*o, whilst

that of carbonjitc of iron and hydrated oxide of iron varies from

3*8 to 4*0, and calamine is about 4*2, these materials expose a smaller

surface in proportion to their weight to the action of water than

the*elay, therefore when agitated with water they subside more
rapidly

;
and if subjected to the action of a current of water, they

are held for a shorter time in suspension, and are consequently

carried by it to a smaller distance.

The same principles apply to the more elaborate processes of

washing adopted with the ores of lead and tin. Galena has a spe-

cific gravity of 7*6 ;
tinstone of about 7. Sulphate of baryta has a

density of 4*6; fluorspar of 3*1; and quartz of W^en
reduced to particles tolerably uniform in size, the earthy portions

may therefore be separated fjV)m the ores of lead and tin by the

action of water to a considerable extent. ^ -

The following is an outline of the mechanical operations pur-

sued in dressing the ores of lead and tin ; and the same method is

to a certam/extent adopted with the copper ores :

—

The ore having been brought to the surface, if a lead or copper

ore, is first sorted by hand ;
the purest portions, or prills, as the

Cornish miners term them, are set aside, and are ready for smelting

without further 'preparation ;
but the bulk of the ore is brqkgy

into lunjjjg about the size of a wjilnut, and the best

pieces are again picked out by hand. The rougher portions go to

the crushing mill, which consists of a pair of horizontal cylinders

placed parallel to eac^ other at a little distance apart ? these cylin-

ders may be either grooved or plain. The ol*e is supplied to them by a

hopper from above. After passing through the mill, the crushed ore is

sifted through coarse sieyeg ; the coarser parts are set *asH(r?orl:he

stampers, and the^lSSer^ is subjected to the operation of
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jigging. This consists in plunging the ore contained in a siev-

into a pit, through which water is constantly flowing. The workmar

keeps the ore in continual agitation, alternately railing and lowering

the sieve, to which he also giv^s an alternate rotatory motion, taking

care always to keep it beneath the surface of the water. By thig

means the contents of the sieve are separated into layers of different

quality. From its friable character, galena is easily reduced to

small fragments : if if be a lead ore which is undergoing treatment,

most of the galena, therefore, passes through the sieve and subsides

to the bottom of the pit, whilst whaths left upon the sieve consists

chiefly of the less friable fluorspar and ^quartz. This residue is

mixed with the inferior qualities of ore, and is transferred to the

stamping mill, whilst the richer part is set aside for smelting.

Tin ore is usually disseminated through a compact hard matrix,

and passes at once to the stampers.

The stamping mill consists of five or six upright wooden beams,

the lower ends of wdiich are shod with iron, each beam weighing

about 2^ cwt. These are placed in a w'ooden frame, and are alter-

nately lifted up and allowed to fall back upon the ore by the action

of arms projecting froxU a horizontal axle, wiiich is turned by water

or steam poVVer. The ore is placed on an inclined plane behind

the stampers, and slides down under them, and is crushed. The
crushed particles, when reduced to a sufficient degree of fineness,

ar§*washed out through a grating in front by the action of a current

of water which is constantly flowing through the mill
; the washed

ore is carried into a channel in whiefh two pits occur ; in the one
nearest the mill the purer and hea\der<part of the ore, or crop^ is

deposited
;
in the second the more finely divided portion, technically

termed slimej or schlich.

The crushed ore now undergoes a scries of washings, the object

of which is to separate the impurities from the valuable part of

the ore.

The crop is first subjected to washing in the huddle

;

this is a
wooden trough, fig. 286, about eight feet long," three wide, and
tw o deep, fixed in the ground, with one end somewhat elevated.

At the upper end, a small stream of water enters, and is reduced
to a uniform thin sheet by means of a distributing board, a, on
which a number of small pieces of wood ^re fastened to break
the stream. The ore to*be washed is placed in small quantities at •

a time upon a board, b, somewhat more inclined than the body
of the buddle, and it is spread out in a thin layer

; the water

carries it forward : the richer portions subside near the head of
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the tuough, and the lighter

ones are carried further

down. ^ The heads^ are then

tossed in the kieve or tub^

shown at c, i/^hich is filled

with water, and ore added

by a workman, who keeps

the contents of the kieve

in continual agitation by

turning the paddlg or agi-

tator, the handle of wipch

is seen projecting at top.

When the vessel is nearly

full, the agitatifin is stopped,

and the kieve is struck

smartly upon the side seve-

ral •times, and its contents

are allowed to subside
; the upper half of the sediment is again

passed through the huddle. Various modifications of the washing

process are resorted dio, but they are all thefsame in principle.

A rough estimate of the value of any sample of flressed ore is

obtained by the process called vanning, A small quantity of the

ore is placed on a shovel, and agitated gently with a peculiar cir-

cular movement in water, then by giving it a dexterous laj^lgral

shake, the difierent constituents arrange themselves according to

their density—the galena, orHhe tin-stone, at bottom
; above this

are iron pyrites and blerjde
;
and at the top are the fluor and

quartz. The eye then at a glance roughly estimates the quantity

of each.

The water employed in the various washings is not allowed

at once to lam to waste, Ifut is made to pass through a long

shallow channel, in which the slime and mud which have been
carried away in the different operations may subside. This slime

still retains Somd portion of ore ; and in order to recover this as far

as pos8il)le,*it is again subjected to the action of a fine stream of

water, either upon an inclined table, which acts in a manner similar

to the huddle, or it is washed upon a swinging table, the bed of

which is also inclinejJ, but moveable, anfl is suspen(fed by chains

from supports at the four corners ; it is Mternately thrust forward

two or three inches by the revolution of a cam wheel, and is then

allowed to fall back against solid wooden bearings with a sudden

jar. The ore is spread upon a board which overhangs the upper

Fig. 2S6,
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part of this table, and carried forward by a gentle stream of water
^

the heavier particles of the ore, owing to the superior momentum

which their density gives them, are by this jarring movement of

the board carried back to the( upper part of the table, whilst the

lighter impurities are washed away.

(437) Roasting, or ^pxidationj-— The chemical operations are

divisible into two mam brancnes, one dependent on the addition ,

the other on the^ removal, of oxygen. If the mineral contain

volatile ingredient su3K" asT s^^ or arlenic> the process of

roasting, or oxidation, is first resorted" to. "^n principle it is

very simple / the mode of eflectiiig it varies, however, in different

cases. In the most common method, a furnace of particular con-

struction, termed a reverberatory, is employed. Fig. 287 shows a

section of a reverberatory furnace, such as is employed for roasting

copper ores
;

t is the platform, from which the hoppers, h h, are

charged with the ore, which at proper intervals is allowed to ^1
upon the bed, c c

:

the fuel is consumed upon a distinct hearth, a,

and does not come into contact with the ore, from which it is

separated by the bridge, b: the heated gases, as they arise from

the burning mass, are, from the construction of the arched roof.

reverberated, or driven down upon the ore to be roasted, and

then pass oft‘ through the flue, /; when sufficitently roasted^ the ore

is allowed to fall into the arched recess, e, beneath the bed of the

furnace tlirough openings, d d, which are kept closed by sliding

plates till the roasting is complete. After the fire has been lighted,

a constant supply of air^to the mineral is maintained, and care is

taken to prevent the heat from rising so high as to melt the ore,

which is stirred at intervals to exposeJresh surfaces to the action

of the air
;

"tEe^'^ulphur burns off in the shape of sulphurous acid,

whiph escapes into the atmosphere; whilst the arsenic foims arsenious
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acid, which, though volatile, speedily condenses, and is collected

on the sides of tlie chimney, or else in chambers constructed for

its reception, whence it is removed at intervals, and subscqaeutly

purified. i

(438) Reduction or {Smelting—^The mass which remains after

the voigtileJmaEers havc^ been burned ofl‘, generally becorac's

oxidized from tlie^ontinual supply of air at a high temperature.
*

This oxidized mass then requites tfcatmmlji^y the second chemical

process, that of reducfiony which is applicable to nnjst metallic oxides,

whether of natural, or of^artificial origin. The object now is to

remove the oxygen, by jii’cscnting to the mineral some body which,

at a high tempSature, has a stronger affinity for oxygen than the

metal itself possesses. Furnaces of greal; size, varying in form

with the nature* of the metal, are employed in this operation. In

them the ore is heated intensely, in contact with carbon. Carbonic

o\ide and carbonic acid are thus produc('d, and from their gaseous

natifrc are instantly removed from thesplu're of action. It becomes

necessary at tliis stage to get rid 90111ph^tely oC the e^irthy and

oth(^ impurities of the ore, which the niec^lianical operations never

succeed in removing entirely, and which oTten form a large pro-

portion o^ the ore. I n ord('r to ('Qcct this, cei'taiu fluxes, or sub-
stances which arc capable of forming fusible com2)ouuds with the

earthy matters, are addfid^ sanui tiinc ^\ith tlic carbon;
|

these iiK'lt and Ibrm a kind of glass tlirough which the redHced
j

metal, fi’om its superior density, sinks, and is thus completely

defended from contact with the air : the metal is at suitable inter-

vals drawn oft* from the bottom of the furnace; while the melted

glass, or slag, as it is termed, runs off at an apc'rturc left in the

side for the purpose. Liiuegi^one is in some cases added to the

ore with the view of aiding the fusion of the siliceous iinpuiities

;

in other instances fluorspar or some other readily fusible material

is added, for the jmrpose of increasing the fluidity of the slag.

Much judgment i§ rccpiired in tlie selection of the flux, and in

deeiding^upon the prosier proportion to be added : frequently this

object is economically eftected by a judicious mixture of diftcrent

ores of the same metal, each of which aids the other l)y supplying

some compound which was wanting to rcjider the slag sufficiently

fusible.

The various modifications of these processes will described

as they present themselves in connexion with the diftcrent metals

which require these modifications. Other modes of se[)arating

individual metals are employed, which will be alluded to iu their

Y Y
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respective places. For details upon metallurgic processes, the fourth

volume of Dumas^ valuable work, Traite de Chimie appliquee, aux

ArtSy may be consulted
;
and the second and third volumes of

the same work contain many excellent descriptions of processes in

which metallic chemistry is applied to the purposies of industry

and commerce. Phillips’s Metallurgy is a smaller and more com-

pendious treatise upon this subject.

(439) ClassificUtiou of the Metals ,—For the convenience of de-

scription the metjLls may be divided into seven groups (page 437):

I. The metals of the alkalies ;
these are three in number—viz.,

I. Potassium 2. Sodium 3. Lithium.

With them will be desciibed the salts of oxide of ammonium j
they

are isomorphous with the potash salts, and indbed present the

closest analogy with them.

The metals of the alkalies are distinguished by the following

characters :—They have an intense affinity for oxygen, and betome

tarnished immediately that they are exposed to the air : when
thrown upon water, they decompose it at all temperatures with

rapid disengagement * of hydrogen : their oxides combine with

water with 'great avidity, and^ dissolve in it, forming solutions

which arc powerfully caustic and alkaline. In these oxides the

basic quality, or their capacity for saturating the acids, is developed

to.tjie highest degree. The alkalies, when exposed to the air, cither

in the solid form or in solution, rapidly absorb carbonic acid.

Each alkali forms with this acid ‘^wo salts, a carbonate and a

bicarbonate, both of which are freely soluble in water. The metals

of the alkalies combine with sulphur in several proportions
;

all of

these compounds, also, arc soluble. With chlorine they form but

a single chloride
; but their oxides have the power of combining

with chlorine, and forming compountls possessed of bleaching pro-

pt^rties. Lithium, from the sparing solubility of its carbonate,

forms the connecting link between this group and the one which

follows it.

II. The metals of the alkaline earths are four in number—viz.,

1. Barium 3. Calcium

2. Strontium 4. Magnesium.

These metals, with the exception of magnesium, decompose water'

at all temperatures with great rapidity. They form but one oxide,

which is soluble to a certain extent in water, and which is capable

of .combining with acids ; they form several sulphides which are
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soluble ip, water ; tlie protosulphides being less so than those which

contain higher proportions of sulphur. With chlorine their oxides

form bleaching compounds. Their carbonates are insoluble in pure

water, but dissolve to a small extent in water charged with carbonic

acid. Magnesium, from its power of resisting oxidation, the isomor-

pliism of its oxide with protoxide of zinc, the sparing solubility of

its sulphide, the solubility of its sulphate, and several other par-

ticulars, forms the connexion between this and \he fourth group.

III. Metals of the earths^ ; ten in npmber :-^--viz.,

1. Aluminun'^ *5. Yttrium 8. Cerium

2. Glucinum 6. Erbium 9. Lantainum

3. Zirconium 7. Terbium 10. Didymium.

4. Thoriryim

The oxides of this class are insoluble in water, but they dissolve

either in the caustic alkalies or in their carbonates. Aluminum
and# glucinum do not decompose water unless the metals arc in a

very finely divided state ; the other metals of this group are

scarcely known in an isolated form. The basic character of the

oxides of this grouj) of metals is much leas marked than that of

the preceding groups. Many of these metals arc very rare, and

their properties have been but imperfectly examined. Aluminum,

by the isomorphism of its oxide with sesquioxide of iron, the

volatility of its chloride, its slight affinity for carbonic acid, and

other peculiarities, connects this group with the one which ‘follows.

1. Zinc

2. Cadmium
3. Cobalt

4. Nickel

5. Uranium
6. Iron

7. Chromium
8. Manganese.

These metals, when heated to* dull redness, decompose the vapour

of w ater if it be transmitted over them
;
they become converted into

oxides, whilst hydrogen escapes; they also dissolve with efferves-

cence and qvolution <5f hydrogen in dilute sulphuric or in hydro-

chloric acid. The protoxides of these metals arc powerful bases;

all of these protoxides dissolve more or less freely in ammonia,

especially if chloride of ammonium be present in the solution.

^
Several of the metals <ff this group—viz., ifon, chromium, and man-
ganese, form powerful metallic acids, when combined with three or

more equivalents of oxygen, and the acids thus formed are very

soluble in water. Hydrated sulphides of these metals are produced

by tlie addition of solution of sulphide of potassium or of ammo-

Y Y 2
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nium to solution of their salts ; the precipitate so occasioned is

insoluble in excess of the alkaline sulphide. The salts of sesqui-

oxideof chrotniunij however, are precipitated as oxide of chromium,

not as sulphide. Sulphuretifed hydrogen gas, when transmitted

through the solutions of these metals acidulated with sulphuric acid,

occasions no precipitate of sulphide excepting in the case of the salts

of cadmium.

V. Metals which yield powerful acids with oxygen ; of these

there are eleven, as folloiy :—viz.,
*

1. Tin 5. Ilmenium 9. Antimony

2. Titanium 6. Molybdenum 10. Arsenic

3. Coluinbium
,

7. Tungsten ij. Tellurium.

4. Niobium
j

8. Vanadium

The metals which belong to this class decompose water when its

A^apour is driven over them at a red heat, (with the exception of

arsenic and tellurium, which are more allied in character to phos-

phorus and sulphur than to the metals,) but they do not evolve

hydrogen Avhen treated with dilute sulphuric acid, owing to the

want of basic power in their oxides.

Protoxide of tin is a powerful base, and this metal forms the

transition from the group of the iron metals to the present group.

The metallic acids formed by these metals are, with the exception

of’^arscmic acid, nearly insoluble in Avater. The sulphides of this

group of metals arc soluble in the ajlkaline sulphides, and form in

many cases crystal lizable compounefs Avith them.

VI. The next group contains but three metals

:

I. Bismuth 2. Copper 3. Lead.

They exert no decomposing action upon vi atcr, even at a full red

heat ; they form powcj’ful basic oxides, and exhibit a strong ten-

dency to the formation of subsalts. Bismuth exhibits a certain

analogy with antimony. Copper forms salts which arc isomorphous

with those of the protoxides of the metals in the iron group,

and in the compounds Avhich it forms with carbonic acid, displays

a close correspondence with magnesia, zinc, cobalt, and nickel

;

and lead m some of \ts compounds is isomorphous with those

of the alkaline earths. Jhe three metals which compose this group^

are not dissolved by either dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acid

;

they are precipitated from acid solutions by sulphuretted hydrogen,

and their sulphides do not combine with the sulphides of the alka-

lintJ metals.
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VII. The last group consists of the noble metals^ of which
there are nine—viz.,

1. Mercury 4. Platinum 7. Ruthenium
2. Silver* 5. Palladium 8, Osmium
3. Gold 6. Rhodium q. Iridium.

These metals are unable to decompose water at any temperature.

They have so feeble an affinity for oxygen that* their oxides, with

the exception of thfise of osmium, ar(^ decomposed below a red

heat, the metal rerr^ainirig^in an uncombined form. In many cases

simple exposure to a streng light produces a similar decomposition.

All of them yield more than one oxide capable of forming salts.

Mercury and silver are often found as sulphides, but the others

usually occur in the native state, several of them lacing frequently

associated together. Their affinity for sulphur and for chlorine is

much stronger than for oxygen. All of them form at least two

chlorides, and some three or even four. The chlorides of the noble

metals have a strong tendency to form double chlorides with the

chlorides of the metals of the alkalies.

Silve:j exhibits considerable analogy w*th lead
;

its oxide pos-

sesses very strong basic power ;% palladium is closely allied to

copper.

^ II. General Properties op the Compounds of the *Me*tals

WITH the nonSmetallic Elements.

«

(440) The Oxides.—The most important compounds of the

metals with the non-metallic bodies arc those which they form with

oxygen. The oxides in many cases form abundant and valuable

metallic ores
; such as the dipereut forms of haematite, the specular

and magnetic iron ores, and tinstone, the ordinary ore of tin.

The oxides in general are devoid of all metallic appearance, and

present par excellence the characters of earthy matters. The prot-

oxides, when solid, are all insulators of the voltaic current. Sonui

of the higher oxides, as the binoxides of silver, lead, and man-
ganese, allow it to pass with almost as much facility as a me tal

itself would do. It is singular that all these conducting peroxides

. may be formed in solTitions by the action#of the current itself.

The oxides, when found crystallized in the native state, are

much harder than the metals that furnish them, and they generally

have a specific gravity considerably less than the metals themselves.

All* the oxides at ordinary temperatures are solid; many luseht a
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red heat^ as the protoxides of potassium^ sodium, lead, and the ses-

quioxidc of bismuth : the oxide Of copper, molybdic acid, scsquioxide

of chrome, and black oxide of iron, require a much higher tempe-

ratiH’e to effect their fusion, ^^aryta, strontia, and alumina require

the heat of the oxyhydrogen jet, while upon some, such as lime

and yttria, no appearance of fusion is exhibited, even after the

application of the most intense heat.

As a general rule, the addition of oxygen to a metal renders it

much less fusible 'iind volrtilc. The protoxide of iron, the sesqui-

oxide of chrome, and molybdic acid, arc the only oxides which melt

at a temperature below that of tlie metal irom which they are pro-

duced. A few of the oxides arc volatile at moderate temperatures

;

among these are arsenious acid, sesquioxide of antimony, and tessar-

oxide of osmium. Six only of the basic oxides arc soluble—viz.,

the three alkalies, and baryta, strontia, and lime. The insolubility

of the oxides, however, is l‘ar from being so complete in generrl as

that of the corresponding sulphides, and consequently, except in

particular cases, "it is less advisable in analytical operations to

separate the metals iq the forin of oxides than in that of sul-

phides.

Those compounds of oxygen^Vith the metals which possess acid

characters arc often freely soluble in w^ater, as, for example,

chrpmic, manganic, and arsenic acids
;

others, as the molybdic and

tungstic acids, are more sparingly taken up ; but even those acids

which, like the tantalic and telluric/ are insoluble, form hydrates

which usually redden litmus pajjer.

By the action of a red heat many of the oxides lose their

oxygen, either partially or entirely. The oxides of the noble metals

are completely reduced ; the peroxides of lead, of cobalt, of

nickel, and of barium return to the state of protoxide
;
and arsenic

and chromic acids arc converted respectively into arsenious acid

and sesquioxide of chromium. It may be stated as a general rule,

liable however to cxcc])tiou, especially in the case ^of the acidifiable

metals in the fifth class, that the affinity of a metah for^ oxygen

increases in the inverse proportion of its specific gravity
;

the

lightest metals, such as potassium and sodium, being the most
readily oxidized, while pfeitinum, iridium, and gold, which are the

densest metals, are also •^hose which show the smallest tendency

to combine with oxygen.

The compounds of the same metal with oxygen are often nume-
rous ; and the extremes, or the oxide with the maximum of oxygen

and^tlie oxide with the minimum of oxygen, frequently present
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chemical qualities of opposite kinds, the former being electro-

negUtive, and possessing acid projjprties, whilst the lower oxides

are electro-positive, or basic in their nature.

An excellent instance of this kind is afiPorded in the various

oxides of manganese : the protoxide, (MnO), is a powerful base,

the sesquioxide, (MuaOa), is a much weaker base
;
the deutoxide,

(MnOg), enters into combination neither with acids nor alkalies,

while the two higher oxides, manganic and •permanganic acids,

(MnOg) and (MngOy^, combine with alkalies, apd are true acids.

As a general rule, 4lic griftitcr the number of equivalents of oxygen

which an oxide contaim, the less is it disj)Osed to unite with the

acids : on the contrary, it frequently possesses acid properties,

and then it unites with bases to form salts. Protoxides generally

are strong salifiable bases; to form neutral salts, they require i

equivalent of acid. Scsquioxidcs are weaker bases
;

their salts are

usually unstable
;
they require 3 equivalents of acid to form a salt

which is -neutral in composition, and in general all oxides require

as many equivalents of acid as they contain equivalents of oxygen

in their composition.

Prepg^ration of the Oxides .—Most of th? oxides may be procured

in combination with water
;
generally speaking, tfiese. hydrated

o\xides are obtained by double decomposition, on the addition of an

aikali to one of their soluble salts : thus sulphate of zinc yields

hydrated oxide of the metal on adding hydrate of potash to its

solution; ZnO, SO;^+ KO, 1I(^= KO, SOa, 4- ZiiO, IIO. The metals

which form powerful bases, like those of the alkalies and alkaline

earths, retain the water with great obstinacy; while others, which

are less powerful bases, such as the hydrated oxide of copper, are

decomposed at a temperature below that of boiling w'ater.

The anhydrous oxides may be obtained in several ways :

—

I. They may often be formed directly, by burning the metal in air,

or in oxygen gas. Tliis process is best adapted to metals which,

like zinc or arsqnic, arc volatile, or which produce fusible oxides,

like iron (v lead ; in such cases the oxide is removed as fast as it

is formed, and fresh surfaces of the metal are continually expost'd

to the action of the gas. Anhydrous potash and soda cannot be

obtained by any other method ; and it i^ resorted toj^ on tlie large

scale in the preparatfcn of arsenious aci(^ and of the oxides of zinc

and lead. Several of the metallic protoxides, if roasted at a low

red heat in a Current of air or of oxygen, absorb an additional

quantity of oxygen. Litharge, or protoxide of lead, is thus con-

verted into red lead, a PbO, PbO^ ; and peroxide of barium, BaOa,
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may in this way be obtained from baryta. 2 . Another method

consists in the formation of nitrate of the oxide of the metal

by means of nitric acid ;
the nitrate is then decomposed by heat,

which expels the acid and leavf^s the oxide : in this way the oxides

of mercury, bismuth, antimony, copper, barium, and strontium are

prepared. 3. In some cases it is found advantageous to prepare

the oxide by the decomposition of the carbonate of the metal by

heat. All the cafbouates, with the exception of those of soda,

potash, and bai^yta, are decomposed at a red heat. Lime is

thus commonly obtained iVom limestone, which is an impure car-

bonate. 4. Sometimes the liydrated oxide is precipitated, as already

mentioned, and then rendered anliydrous by heat
;
in this manner

siisquioxides of iron and uranium are often prepared. 5. All the

acid oxides may be obtained by deflagrating the metal or its sulphide

with nitrate of potash ; the tendency of the metallic acid to unite

with the alkali favours the oxidation of the metal : the higher

oxides of osmium, of titanium, and of chromium and others may be

obtained in this vyay.

Decomjiositions.—The oxides are not affected by hydrogen gas

at the ordinary temperaxure of the air. All tue higher oxides of

the metals arb readily reduced to protoxides by hydrogen at a low

I'ed heat, whilst water is formed ; and at a full red heat a large

number of them arc reduced to the metallic state. This reduction

gocj on most readily when the current of hydrogen is brisk, so that

the vapoiu* of w ater is carried away as fast as it is formed. The
oxides of many of the metals whicn decompose water at a red

heat may nevertheless be deprived of their oxygen in a current of

hydrogen
;

this is the case, for examj)le, w ith the oxides of iron,

of zinc, and of cadmium. The metals of the alkalies and of the

earths are not reducible by hydrogen.

The reducing action of carbon at a*high temperature is still more
important

j
all the metals wdiich yield their oxygen to hydrogen do

so to carbon, and potassium and sodium are obtaipablc from their

compounds by its agency. This arises in part from tl^e volatility

of these two metals, which is sufficient to enable them to be
distilled from the carbonaceous mixture. Lithium and the metals

of the earths are not volatile, and though their affinity for oxygen
is less intense than that of potassium or of wklium, they cannot be

obtained from their oxides by the action of carbon. It depends
upon the nature of the metal, and upon the tempefature emi)]oyed,

whether the gas that is formed during the reduction be carbonic

oxidg or carbonic acid. The more readily-oxidizablc metals, such
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as potassium, zinc, and iron, at a high temperature decompose
carlxinic acid, so that carhoiiic oxida only is formed when they are

reduced
; while if the reduction talle place readily, as is the case

with copper and lead, carbonic acid ts produced.

Dry chlorine sometimes, even without the application of heat,

decomposes the basic metallic oxides, expelling their oxygen, and
converting them into chlorides. At an elevated temperature few

of them, excepting those of magnesium and of* the earths in the

third group, resist fts action
;
the oxides of gyld and platinum

arc simply reducedJo thc^mctallic state; but chlorides are formed

in other cases.

If the oxides be hydrated and suspended in water, the action

of chlorine is quite dificrent; the metals *of the first two groups

yield bleaching compounds, and by heat are converted into

chlorates and chlorides in the manner already explained (321). The
oxides of the third group experience no particular change, but those

ill tlic fourth group arc converted into a mixture of chloride and

sesquioxide. The sesquioxidcs of cobalt and of pickcl arc usually

prepared in this raapner: thus, 3 CoO -f Cl= CoCl+ C02O3.

If the liquid be Strongly alkaline, the wRolc of the metal may be

converted into sesquioxide
; 2 CoO^ KO -f C/1= €0^03^ KCl. The

potash in this case parts with its oxygen, which is transferred to the

cobalt, whilst the chlorine combines with the potassium. The

protoxide of manganese under these circumstances ' yiglds, •the

hydrated peroxide, (MuO^).
^

If the metal be capable of* forming an acid with 3 equivalents

of oxygen, the proccvss of dxidatiou may proceed further, and the

sesquioxide may, in the presence of a large quantity of potash,

become converted into the metallic acid, which combines with a

juirtioii of the excess of alkali; thus in the case of peroxide of

iron, FejjO^ -f 3 KO + 3 01 *= 2(KO, FCO3) + 3 KCl; ferrate of

potash being produced.

Most of the^ pxides arc decomposed more or less completely

when l^catqd with sdlphur
;
the alkalies and alkaline earths are

(converted into sulphates and sulphides, but the metals of tlie earths,

or those of the third group, are unaltered. Most of the other

oxides are converted into sulphides with qscape of suljihurous acid.

The oxides are mor(f readily decompose^ by sulphur if they be

previously mixed with carbon.

(441) Estimation of Oxygen in Metallic Oxides .—The composi-

tion of a metallic oxide may be ascertained, if it be decomposable

by hydrogen, by heating the compound in a current of this* gas
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and collecting and weighing the water produced^ and deter-

mining the amount of reduced metal which a given weight of the

oxide has yielded. In other cases a given weight of the metal is

converted into oxide, either heating the metal in a current of

air^ or by converting it into a nitrate, and afterwards expelling the

nitric acid by the application of heat, and weighing the quantity of

oxide which is left.

(442) Sulphides.—The combinations of sulphur with the metals

are numerous, and in many instances of great value. A large

number of them occur as natural productions, in which case they

often exhibit a iiigli metallic lustre
;
as is shown by the sulphides

of iron, copper, lead, and antimony.

Sulphur often combines with the same metal in several propor-

tions, and it usually happens that for each oxide a corresponding

sulphide may be formed. It sometimes happens, as in the case

of the metals of the alkalies and alkaline earths, that the sulphides

are more numerous than the oxides : thus two oxides of potassium,

sodium, and barium only are known, but there are not fewer than

five sulphides of these 'metals.

All the metallic sulphides are solid at ordinary tempera-

tures, Most of them fuse at a heat a little above redness, and if

tlie air be excluded, the protosulphidcs undergo no change ;
the

higiter sulphides, as the bisulphide of iron and bisulphide of tin,

are decomposed, and give oft‘ the second equivalent of sulphur,

whilst a protosulphide of the metal is left. Tersulphide of arsenic,

or orpiment, AsS;^, and sulphide of mercury, or cinnabar, (HgS),

may even be sublimed ; that is to say, they may be converted into

vapour, and re-condensed in the solid form. Indeed, these sulphides

are usually purified by this operation.

If the air be allowed free access to the heated sulphides, they are

all decomposed; the sulphur becomes oxidized, and passes off as

sulphurous acid, whilst the metal in most cases remains in combina-

tion with oxygen. The sulphides of the alkafine metals and of the

earths become converted into sulphates of the base, and the same
thing occurs less completely with many of the metals which have

a strong affimty for oxygon
;
the sulphides of iron, lead, and copper

are partially converted into sulphates, but bjPa stronger heat these

sulphates lose their acid, and the oxide of the* metal only is left.

The sulphides of the noble metals, when roasted in a current of

air, lose their sulphur, which burns off’ in the form of sulphurous

acid, wliile the pure metal remains behind.
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The sulphides are all insoluble in water, with the exception of

those of potassium, sodium, calciumi strontium, and barium. Sul-

phide of magnesium is sparingly soluble.

The sulphi^jles, like the oxides, may be subdivided into basic

and acid sulphides, according to the nature of the metal, and the

number of equivalents of sulphur with which it is combined. The
protosulphides of the alkaline metals afford illustrations of basic

sulphides, and they enter into combination with tlie higher sulphides

of metals which, like antimony and arsfuiic, form^cids witli oxygen.

Pentasiilphide of arsenic, 8r sulpharsenic acid, in this way combines

with sulphide of sodium^ and forms a crystalline soluble compound,

(3 NaS, AsS5 4’I5 aq), and in like manner pentasulphide of anti-

mony, or sulpbantimonic acid, forms a soluble compound with

sulphide of sodium, (3 NaS, SbSg-f 1 8 aq), which crystallizes in

beautiful transparent tetrahedra. A large number of similar com-

pounds may be formed with the sulphides of other metals, and

these compounds arc for the most part soluble in water.

In consequence of the tendency to the fgemation of these

double sulphur saltsj many of the sulphides which are insoluble in

water dissolve freely in solutions ff sulphide of potassium or sul-

phide of ammonium
;
and this cfrcumstance is frequently taken

advantage of in the laboratory during the jirogress of an analysis,

for the purpose of separating certain metals which are soluble in

the alkaline sulphides from others which are not soluble. -The

following sulphides dissolve fin a solution of hydrosulphate of

ammonia, and in solution of sulphide of potassium :

—

Tersulpliide of gold . . . AiiS.^

Bisulphide of plaiiTuiin . .

Sesquisulphide of rhodium . BogS.
Tersulpliide of arsenic , . A 383
Pentasulphide of arsenic .

Tersulphide of antimony . SbS^
Pentasulphide of antimony SbS-
Bisulphide of vanadium . . VSg
Tersulphide of vahadivyn . YS^

j

Tersulphide of tungsten . . WS3
I

Tersulphide of molybdenum . MoS,
Qiuidrisulphide ofmolybdenum Mo8^
Protosulpliide of tin . . , SuS
Bisul)>hidc of tin SnSo
Bisulphide of tellurium . . Te8jj

Tersulphide of tellurium . . TeSj
The sulphides of iridium.

A large number of the sulpliides, especially those of the more

oxidizable metals, dissolve in hydrochloric acid when cold, and still

more readily when heated; a chloride qf* the metal and hydro-

,
sulpburic acid being formed. It is in thjs way that hydrochloric

acid acts upon the tersulphide of antimony

;

SbS3+ 3 HC1= Sb CI3+ 3 H S.

Sulphuric acid, when dilute, acts in a similar manner upon 4:he
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sulphides of the more oxidizable metals, though less readily than

hydrochloric acid. The sulplv des are all decomposed when heated

in a current of chlorine gas, chloride of sulphur and chloride of the

metal being formed. This property is sometimes ^lUade use of in

the analysis of ores consisting chiefly of sulphides, or of sulphides

and arsenides of the metals
; the volatile metallic chlorides arc in

this way separated from the more fixed ones. Aqua regia attacks

and decomposes tlic sulphides as readily as gaseous chlorine. Most
of them are alsQ. decorp.posed by nitric acid, sulphuric acid and
nitrate of the metal being formed

;
parf^bf thet^sulphur often sepa-

rates in the form of tough elastic masses, whiph, if the heat be
continued, collect into yellow globules, and can be oxidized only by
prolonged digestion in the acid.

Before the blowpi])e, the sulphides are easily recognised by the

odour of sulphurous acid which they emit, cither when heated in a

glass tube open at both ends, or when roasted upon charcoal.

Some other particulars relating to the sulphides have been already

mentioned (356)^

Preparation .—Many methods for preparingcthc sulphides may be
adopted. 1. Sulphur may ])e hc ited with the metallic oxides, many
of which it decomposes : with tiac alkalies and the alkaline earths,^

a sulphate, and a sul[)hidc with variable proportions of sulphur,

are obtained : but when definite and pure sulphides are required,

other means should be adopted. 2. The protosulphides of the

metals of the alkalies and of the alkaline earths may be procured
by decomposing the sulphates of these metals by igniting them
with charcoal

; oxygen is removed, carbonic oxide formed, and the

remaining sulphide may be dissolved in water and freed from the ex-

cess of charcoal
; KO, S03-f4C=KS 4-400. 3. Hydrogen is some-

times employed for preparing the sulphides from the sulphates, which
are to be placed in a tube and ignited in a current of the gas. In
this manner the alkaline protosulphides arc easily obtained : the sul-

phates of the other metals frequently lose a portion of sulphur, as

well as all their oxygen, and subsulphides are procured. • 4. Sul-
phides of the metals may also be procured, with the exception of
those of the four first groui)s, by passing a stream of sulphuretted
hydrogen iln;ough neutral or acid solutions of their salts, when they
are precipitated, often j^dth peculiar and ^characteristic colours.

5. The hydrated sulphides of zinc, iron, manganese, cobalt, and
nickel, which are not thrown down by sulphuretted hydrogen, mav
be prepared by double decomposition, by mixing a solution of tlm
salts of any of these metals with that of an alkaline sulphide : thus
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sulphate of manganese if mixed with sulphide of potassium yields

sulpliate of potash and sulphide of |nanganese; MnO^ SO3+ HO,
KS = KO, SO3+ HO,MnS.. 6. ManJ of the metals combine directly

with sulphur, if heated with it, and fJrm sulphides
; the compounds

thus obtained often contain sul|)hur dissolved in, or disseminated

through, the mass. Sulphide df iron is usually prepared in this

manner. Indeed, sulphur, though itself combustible, supports the

combustion of many metallic bodies, which fiurn vividly when
heated in its vapour.^ ^

(443) Estimatic^ of Smlphur in Metallic Sulphides ,—Sulphur is

always estimated either in the form of sulphuric acid or of free sul-

phur. Sulphur is easily converted into sulphuric acid by the agency

either of gaseous chlorine or of aqua regia, and the soluble sul-

phates, when mixed in an acid solution with a salt of baryta, yield

an insoluble sulphate of baryta, which, wlieii well washed with

boiling water and ignited, furnishes data for the calculation of the

suljjlliur
; 100 parts of sulphate of baryta contain 34*32 of sulphuric

acid, or 13*73 of sulphur. If a salt of silver be 4)rescnt, nitrate of

baryta must be employed to precipitate the sulphuric acid.

If during the sdlution of a sulnhide in^aqua regia, the sulphur

have collected into clear yellow bills, and the a(;tion*upon the ore

appears to be complete, it is not necessary to wait till the whole

of the sulphur is dissolved : the undissolved portion may be collected

on a small counterpoised filter, and weighed, and its amountjuusl be

added to that which has beeij converted into sulphuric acid
;
the

proportion of which is to be ascertained by means of a baryta salt

in the maimer above described.

(444) Chlouides.—In colour and external appearance the

metallic chlorides exhibit considerable variety. They are all fusildc

at moderate temperatures, aiid melt much more readily than the

corresponding oxides. Many of them aj’e semi-transparent after

fusion : in general, they are sectile compounds, and possess but an

inferior, degree of h&rdness. In the solid form the chlorides ai*e

non-conductors of electricity, but the protochlorides, when fused,

transmit the voltaic current, and experience decomposition. Tlie

action of chlorine upon the metals is generally stronger than that

of oxygen upon them ;
but if a metallic chloride be heated in a

current of oxygen •or of atmospheric air, the chlorine is expelled,

and an oxide of the metal is produced. The only instances in

which this decomposition docs not take place, occur in the case of

the. chlorides of the noble metals and in those belonging to»thc
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first and second groups. Chloride of magtiesium is however

readily decomposed in this m^ner.
In the case of the metals wjiich have but slight afiinity for oxygen

the chlorides generally corrcUpond in number with the oxides;

and for every chloride an analogous oxide is always obtainable
; but

when the metal exhibits a strong affinity for oxygen^ and forms a

j)owerful base, the number of oxides frequently exceeds that of the

chlorides. When mixed with water, the chlorides of some of the

acidifiable metals are decomposed. In such cases it sometimes

happens that hydrochloric acid and the* metallic acid are formed,

as occurs when chloride of tungsten or the perchloride of antimony
are diluted; SbCl5-|-5 H0= Sb05 4'5 HCl. jfti other cases, the

chloride is only partially decomposed, and a portion of it unites

with the newly formed oxide, thus producing an oxychloride of the

metal, whilst hydrochloric acid is set free. Terchloride of antimony
and chloride of bismuth furnish instances of this kind : thus, 3 BiCla

+ 9 HO= BiCl3, 2 (Bi03, 3 IIO) +6 HCl. Prom these cases it has
been argued by some chemists that all chlorides, when put into

water, decompose that liquid, and that when they remain dissolved

a hydrochlorate of tlie‘ oxide is .formed. There are strong reasons,

however, for* doubting the gcncl;il a])plicability of this view : it is

found, for instance, that in many cases, on crystallization, the anhy-
drous chloride separates from the aqueous solution, as occurs with

nothmon salt.

Formation,— i. Many of the metallic chlorides may be formed
by heating the metal in a current of dry chlorine : in this way the

perchlorides of antimony and of iron are procured. 2. An easier

method, in cases w^herc it is applicable, consists in dissolving the

oxide or the carbonate of the metal in hydrochloric acid, and evapo-
rating the solution to, dryness, or till crystallization commences.
Chlorides of cobalt, of nickel, and of calcium may be thus obtained.

This process, however, fails in many cases, particularly in the class

to which the earths belong
; chlorides of magnesium and aluminum,

for example, lose their chlorine when their solutions are evaporated
in contact with the air or with oxygen. 3. In cases where the chlo-

ride is volatile, like those of aluminum and glucinum, the oxide of
the metal is mixed with charcoal, and a current of dry chlorine is

transmitted over the mixjbure
; the charcoal xsmoves the oxygen as

carbonic oxide, and the chlorine, uniting with the metal, forms a

chloride which volatilizes and condenses in the cool part of the

apparatus. If the basic oxides be heated to redness in a current of
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dry chlorine, oxygen is expelled and a chloride of the metal remains
;

but .this process is never adopted fox procuring the chlorides.

Many of the chlorides of the nmre electro-negative metals are
decomposed when heated with the Imore electro* positive metals.

Bichloride of fin may thus be obtained by heating metallic tin

with an excess of corrosive sublimate; and the terchlorides of anti-

mony and of bismuth may be obtained in a similar manner. Somcr.
times this process is employed for the purposed of isolating those

metals the oxides tff which resist decomposition by the usual

means. In this way sijdium is employed fo decompose the

chloride of aluminum pr of magnesium for the purpose of pro-

curing the aluminlim or magnesium in an uncombined form
; and

in a similar manner potassium is employed to decompose the pro-

tochloride of uranium.

All the metallic chlorides, excepting those of the metals of the

alkalies and of the earths, are reduced when sufficiently heated in

a bi^sk current of hydrogen. In many cases the reduction is easily

eflccted, and this process is occasionally resorted to as a means of

procuring certain metals in a state of purity. Iron, for example,

may be obtained in fine cubic cryst^ by re^^ucing the protochloridc

of the metal in this manner. It if necessary, howevei^ to maintain

a current of hydrogen of sufficient rapidity to carry away the hy-

drochloric acid from the reduced metal, as otherwise, in most

cases, the chloride would be reproduced by the decomposition of Ithe

acid. Other particulars relating to the chlorides have been already

mentioned (313, 3i6)« *

(445) Estimation of Cklorine in Metallic Chlorides ,—Chlorine

is almost always estimated in the form of chloride of silver, 100

parts of which represent il4'74 of chlorine. The solution should

be acidulated wdth nitric acid, and gently .warmed, and then the

nitrate of silver should be added. If iodine or bromine be present,

it will be precipitated with the chlorine and must be determined

separately, and the corresponding w^eight of iodide or bromide of

silver deducted.
*

•

The composition of an insoluble chloride or of a basic chloride

may be determined by boiling a given weight of the compound

with pure solution of potash, and determining the quantity of

chlorine in the alka^ne solution by means of nitrate of silver

:

* before adding the solution of silver, the ^alkaline liquid must be

filtered from the undissolved metallic oxide, and acidulated with

nitric acid.
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(446) The Bromides (328, 329) closely resemble the chlorides in

chemical characters : the bron^des of the alkalies and alkaline earths

may be prepared by digesting ihein with bromine in slight excess
;
a

bromide and a bromate of tlie metal are formed, and by gentle

ignition the bromate is decomposed, leaving a pure bromide ; a

small quantity of charcoal may be added previous to the ignition,

hy which the decomposition of the bromate is more easily effected.

The bromide is re^noved from the excess of charcoal by solution in

water. The other bromides may be procured by acting upon the

metals by bromine, either in a dry strife, or^in the presence of

water. They are also easily formed by dissolving the oxides or

the carbonates in hydrobromic acid.

Bromine may be precipitated from its solutions, and, in the

absence of chlorine, its quantity may be estimated by means of

nitrate of silver, which occasions a white precipitate of bromide of

silver, 100 parts of which contain 41*47 of bromine. If chlorine

be present, the precipitate wdll consist of a mixture of the ' bro-

mide and clilori^le of silver, it must be collected and weiglied,

then digested with metallic zinc, and a drop or two of sulphuric

acid; in a day or two*chc ziin^will have redimed the bromide and

chloride to ‘metallic silver : thp must be w ell w ashed, dried, and

weighed. It should be wholly soluble in nitric acid, as if it be not,

part of the precipitate has escaped decom})Osition.

rt.From the above data tlic relative proportions of the bromide

and of the chloride of silver may be calculated : let m be the

weight of the mixed bromide and chloride, and let s be the weight

of the reduced silver ; then if a: represent the proportion of bromide

and y that of chloride of silver,

m = w •+ y, and s = a? + ^ y,

consequently x, or the bromide of silVer in the mixture, = m — -y,

and or the chloride of silver in the mixture, = 5’ 1634 ^ —
3*2247 m.

(446 his) The Iodides may be formed by processes analogous to

those employed for the bromides : the insoluble iodides, such as

those of silver and lead, may be obtained from solutions of tlic

iodide of potassium, by admixture with a solution of the metallic

salt.
€

The iodides exhibit a strong tendency to fovna double salts, the

iodides of the alkaline and electro-positive metals combining readily

to form crystallizable double iodides with those of the electro-

negative metals, such as those of silver, mercury, and lead. The
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iodides also form double compounds with the oxides and chlorides

;

for example, there are several compibunds of the iodide with the
oxide of lead ; and a coTpj3ination lof bichloride of tin with the
protiodide of that metal may be obtained in orange-coloured
crystals; (SnI, SnClg).

The quantity of iodine in a 'solution which contains iodides, if

chlorides be absent, may be estimated by thq addition of nitrate of

silver slightly acidulated with nitric acid : the resulting buff-coloured

iodide of silver, when collectc(^ and dried,gnontahi^ 54*0 per cent, of

iodine. If chlorine «or bnffnine be present, the iodine must be ])rc-

ci])itated by means of nitrate of palladium ; the precipitate must be

allowed to subside during ten or twelve hours, and it may then be

collected on a filter. It contains 70*0 per cent, of iodine.

(447) Fluorides.—The general properties of these compounds
have been already stated (338). The fluorides are usually prepared

by rtie dircjct combination of hydrofluoric acid with the metallic

oxide. Those which are insolulde may be procured by mixing a

solution of the metallic salt with one of fluoride of potassium

or of sodium. .

Estinmtion of Ftaorhie .—A sinj^lc method of detecting and of

approximativcly estimating fluoriiro, wlien present even in very

small quantities, has been proposed by Dr. G. Wilson. The fol-

lowing is the process, sliglitly modified :—the substance, if it dpcs

not already contain silica, is mixed with pounded glass, placed iff a

retort, and made into a tliin cream with oil of vitriol: the mixture
. . • ...

is next heated, and distilled into a flask containing a solution of

ammonia ; the fluoride of silicon comers over, and is immediately

decomposed : on evaporating the liquid in the flask to dryness on a

water bath, the silica is rendered insoluble, and can be collected and

weighed, whilst the fluoride of^ammonium mffy be dissolved out with

a little water, and the presence of fluorine shown by mixing it with

oil of vitriol
;
the vapour which is evolved produces the usual corro-

sive action of hydrofluoric acid on glass (338) : the proportion of

silica in•the insoluble residue to the fluorine, however, is not very

uniform.

(448) Nitrides.—It is not improbable that the fulminating

compounds, obtained by digesting the hydrated oxides of gold, of

,
silver, and of platiuunf, in solution of ammonia, may owe their ex-

plosive character tef the formation of a nitride : the composition of

these bodies has been but imperfectly investigated, on account of

their explosive character. So weak is the affinity of nitrogen for

metallic bodies, that a very slight alteration of circumstmees suffices
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to restore it suddenly to the gaseous state. Nitride of copper is

formed by passing dry ammoj^ia over oxide of copper, at a tempe-

rature not exceeding 480°, ir which ^ase water is formed at the

expense of the hydrogen of ilie ammonia and the oxygen of the

oxide, and part of the nitrogen escapes ; thus, 6 CuO + 2 NH3=
CugN + 6 HO 4- N. Nitride of mercury may be prepared by

passing ammonia over oxide of mercury in a similar manner.

(449) The PHOSPHIDES of the metals are of comparatively

small imj)ortancet • they ,are never met with* in the native state.

The phosphides of the metals of the alitalies. and of the alkaline

earths, decompose water when thrown into it; self-lighting jdios-

phuretted hydrogen is disengaged, and a hypophosphite of the base

is retained in solution. They may generally be formed by reducing

the phos2)hates by heating them with carbon. In some cases, as for

example in that of phosphide of calcium, the phosphide is formed

by heating the oxide strongly, and driving the vapour of phosphorus

over it
;

in this case it is mixed with a large proportion of phos-

phate of lime. ' The insoluble phos])hides may often be obtained

by transmitting a currer^t of phosphuretted hydrogen through

a solution of the salt of the ihj 'tal in water
:
phosphides of copper

and silver may be thus obtaiiu^L

When heated in air the jdiosphide's are converted into phos-

phates, or into phosphoric a<‘id, while the metal is liberated.

(450) Carbides.—The only carbides of importance are those of

iron, which will be considered in detail when treating of that metal.

Manganese, palladium, iridium, and a few other metals also com-
bine with carbon; generally speaking, these carbides are more
fusible than the metals which enter into their formation.

Silicon and boron form with the metals analogous com-
pounds of small importance.

(451) Hydrides.— Hydrogen is not known to combine with

more than three metals : viz., arsenic, tellurium, and antimony.

These compounds are gaseous, and all are decomposed by a red

heat into metal and hydrogen gas. A solid hydride of arsenic is also

said to exist. A few metals, such as zinc and potassium, appear

under peculiar circumstances to undergo partial volatilization along

with the hydrogen at tte moment that this gas is liberated.

i

§ III. Theory of Salts'.

(45a) It has already been stated (6) that any substance which

is produced by the union of a base with an acid is termed a .salt.
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It is^ however, necessary to examine more minutely into the nature
both of bases and of acids, and tl^ compounds formed by their
combination with each other. f

By the word dase, is meant a body always of a compound
nature, very frequently an oxide of a metal, which is capable ofuniting
with an acid, and of more or less 'completely neutralizing the distinc-
tive chaiacters of that acid. A base, however, is not necessarily a
metallic oxide

;
ammonia, quinine, and morphia, for example, are

powerful bases, but fhey contain no metr^llic sul^stauce.

Besides the claaw of salts formed by the combination of an acid

with a base, there is a numerous and important series in which
neither acid nor base is present, and of which common salt is a

familiar instance. We proceed to indicate the i)oints of diffe-

rence and agreement between these two kinds of salts.

(453) Oxyac/ids and Hydracids .—When Lavoisier imposed the

name of oxygen upon one of the constituents of the atmosphere, he
supposed that the presence of that energetic body was essential to

the existence of an acid, and this view was sup])orted by the

known composition jof the principal^cii^g. such as the sulphuric,

the sul]>Kurous, the* nitric, the cj^monic, uie ])hosphorie, and the

boracic acids. An acid was then considered to be an oxidized body

more or less soluble in water, with a sonr taste, capable of redden-

ing vegetable blues, and entering into combination with the alkalies,

the distinctive properties of which it neutralized.

By degrees, however, aevds were discovered, in wliicli no

oxygen could be detected ;
such, for example, as the hydrochloric,

the hydriodic, and the fiydrohromic, into the

which hydrogen enters; yet these bodies w'ere found ^ to cor-,

respond perfectly with the above deffnition, and possess all the

characters of powerful acids,^ To meet this objection, the theuiy

wfis modified, and the acids were divided into two great classes,

the first of wdiicli comprised the oxyacids

y

such as the sulphimc,

nitric, and othert* .of analogous composition, iu which it was sup-

posed that tjie acid properties depended on the presence of oxygen ;

the second class included the hydracids, such as tlic h^diochloric

and hydriodic acids, in 'which the acidifying principle was

assumed to be hydrogen. It was noticed, that* .wbeii bodies

belonging to either^ of these classes ,combine with metallic

compounds, and ftrm neutral combinations, the acids do not

unite directly with the metals ;
the combination is always with

their oxides: sulphuric acid, for example, has no action upon

metallic copper, but it quickly dissolves its oxide, forming •the

z z 2
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blue solution of sulphate of copper. On applying heat so as to

render the salt anhydrous, it peiB found that the salts of the oxy-

acids (of which sulphate of potash may be taken as the type)

might be represented under the form KO, SO3,
which supposes

the union of i equivalent of the dry acid with i equivalent of the alka-

line base
j
while a hydracid (such for instance as hydrochloric acid)

if united with a base, such as soda, yields a body like common salt,

which when dry contains neither hydrochloric acid nor soda, the

radicle of the acicj being ^.eft in comjbination with the metal itself;

Na0 4'HCl=NaCl’f HO. Thus, in th6 caseeof the salts of the

hydracids,it will be observed, that the oxygen of the oxide is precisely

sufficient to convert the hydrogen of the acid into water : this union,

indeed, actually takes place, and the water which they form is

expelled on the a})plication of heat. It thus appears that although

compounds formed by the union of an acid with a base may be

correctly designated salts, it would lead to a strange anomaly

were a salt to be defined as a compound of any acid with a base,

since such a definition would exclude common table-salt—the

very substance from wlji.ch the term salt was originally derived

:

table-salt, it is true, may be filmed by the union of hydrochloric

acid with the base, soda, but ftie compound when dry contains

neither the acid nor the alkali wdiich was used.

^
To obviate this difficulty, it was proposed to subdivide salts

into two classes, the first being formed by the union of an oxide with

an oxyacid, like sulphate of potash ;ti these were termed oxysalts

;

the other class being produced by the combination of a metal with

the characteristic clement in a hydrogen acid. The salts of the

second class being composed upon the same plan or type as sea-salt,

were termed haloid salts (from aXc, the sea), and the elements

chlorine, bromine, iodine, and fluorine, which were capable of

producing such compounds, w^ere termed halogem. This distinc-

tion is generally recognised by chemical writers of the present

day. « f,

(454) Binary Theory of Salts .
—^The foregoing obsewatiens seem

to prove that there is a marked difference between the composition of

the oxyacid and the hydracid series of salts. The separation of salts

into two classes, one consisting of the salts of the oxyacids, and the

other of those of the hydracids, is not, howe:ter, indispensable. A
hypothesis was advanced by Sir H. Davy, whicih reduces all salts

under one class, and refers them all to the hydracid type. Upon
this view-—frequmtly termed the binary theory of the acids,

or at least all the hydrated acids^ are
,
regarded as salts containing
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hydrogen iu the place of a metal, so that oxide of hydrogen, or water,

acts the part of a feeble base to the dW acids. It is remarkable that

such of the oxyacids as can be obtained in the dry or anhydrous

form, such for example as the sulphuric, the nitric,' the phosphoric,

the carbonic, and the boracic acids, do not possess the properties gene-

rally admitted to constitute the true acid character. Dry sulphuric

acid^ for instance, does not redden dry litmus ; it may be moulded

in the fingers without injury ;
but when once 'it passes into the

hydrated form, whiefl it speecUly does by^ absorbing moisture from

the air, it corrodeti all organized substances with great activity.

Dry carbonic acid is ako without action on litmus. When such

acids are combined with water, by a slight modification of the

formula they may be represented as hydrlicids ;
e,g.^ oil of vitriol

(HO, SO3), may be expressed as (H, SO4), corresponding with

hydrochloric acid (H, Cl) their hydrates, when heated in contact

with a base or a metallic oxide, give off one equivalent of water,

in a manner precisely analogous to the hydracids already examined.

One equivalent of oil of vitriol treated witl) i equivalent of oxide

of lead would thus ^produce an equivaj^ent^of sulphate of lead and

an equivalent of wafer, as thus ap^^^ars

—

H, SO^+PbO yield Pb, SO4+IIO.

Upon this theory, the compounds which chemists have been in

the habit of considering as hydrated acids, would be regarded as

salts composed of a compound, radicle (consisting of the anliydrous

acid -fan equivalent of oxygen) united with an equivalent of

hydrogen. The other salts of the acid are formed from these

hydrogen compounds by the displacement of the hydrogen by the,

different metals which enter into the composition of the various

salts, and which are indicated by their respective names. A very

simple explanation is in this manner afibrded of the liberation of

hydrogen when diluted sulphuric acid is acted upon by zinc ;
the

zinc simply enters into combination with the radicle of the acid,

and displaces the hySrogen. Thus

—

H, SO^-fZn become Zn, SO^+H;

and the reaction is, upon this view, perfectly analogpus to that of

the same metal upoif hydrochloric acid

HCl+ Zn=ZnCl+ H.

This simple and elegant hypothesis long remained an unsup-

ported and fruitless speculation \ but within the last few year* the
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researches made in the department of organic chemistry have greatly

strengthened its probability
;
aAd it has also received powerful ex-

perimental confirmation from tllp voltaic researches of Prof. Daniell.

It was found by Mr. Daniell and myself that if a cu^ent of voltaic

electricity from two or three cells were transmitted through fused

nitrate of silver, the salt was readily decomposed, but that metallic

silver in crystals was deposited upon the platinode, whilst the oxygen

and the nitric acid passed to tlie zinoode, so that under these circum-

stances, the nitrate pf,silve]^(AgO, was resAlved into (AgjNOe)^

the NOg breaking up at the moment of it^libcra^ion into red fumes

of peroxide of nitrogen and free oxygen gars. Other experiments

which further illustrate this point, will be described hereafter.

A good instance of the advantageous application of Davyds

tlieory is afforded by the dififerent modifications of phosphoric aeid,

the leading peculiarities of which have been already described (369).

tlirce varieties of phosphoric acid have been distinguished as i,

the monol)asic or metaphosphoric acid, which comlnnes with 1 equi-

valent of a metal^ the soda-salt may be represented as (Na,PO<3);

2, the dibasic or pyropho^pj'ori^ aeid, the radiple of which unites

with 2 equivalents of metal, theV)da salt of which may be .regarded

as (2 Na, PO7;; and 3, the tribat^^, or common phosphoric acid, the

radicle of wdiich requires 3 equivalents for saturation, and the soda

salt in this case would have the formula (3 Na, PO«). Each modifi-

catio« forms a coiTes})oiiding phosphate with hydrogen, the tliree

compounds with hydrogen being usually considered as three distinct

hydrates of phosphoric acid, or phosphates of water ; IIO, PO5 being

tlie monophosphate or meta^diosphate of water, 2 IlO, PO5 being the

flif)hosphate or pyrophosphate of water, and 3 IlO, PO- being the

triphosphate, or ordinary phosphate of water. These three different

proportions of water admit of being displaced by a corresponding

number of equivalents of other bases. Much ditliculty in compre-
hending this anomalous relation of phosphoric acid to water is

however removed if each modification be considejped to possess a

diflerent radicle, which regulates the varying* constitution#of the

tliree classes of salts
; a view which voltaic researches have

strengthened by direct experiment (Daniell and Miller, PhiL Tram,

1844, p. i). .Upon this theory it is evident that so long as each
radicle possesses its pecujiar constitution it will require its own
characteristic number of equivalents of base to ft^rm a salt : on the

old hypothesis, however, there appears to be no satisfactory reason

why in the aqueous solutions of the acid sometimes one equivalent.
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sometimes two, and sometimes three equivalents of water should

be displaced by a base. In order Jjto render this evident, it must

be remembered that water, when in combination, plays several

distinct parts (291). The water, * chemically united with these

hydrates of phosphoric acid, acts the part of a base, and is in a con-

dition very different from the water which many crystallized salts

contain in the dry or solid form, and which is essential to the

possession of their peculiar crystalline shape. • Water under this

modification is called water 0^ crystallization,
^

Ordinary rhon\^ic phtisphate of soda presents water acting both

as a base and as water.,of crystallization. The constitution of this

salt may be represented by the formula (Na2ll> PO^, 24 110). The

24 equivalents of water of crystallization &re expelled below 300® F.

If the residue l)e dissolved in water, the solution presents all the cha-

racters of a solution of the original salt, and by evaporation the

phosphate of soda is recovered in its original crystalline form. If,

however, the dry residue, Na2H, PO^^, be heated to redness, an addi-

tional equivalent of water escapes ; the radicle^ PO^^, is partially

deoxidized by the hydrogen
;
a new jadicle, PO7, is formed, and

enters into combination with Na^-^incrori'clLssolving it in water, a

new salt, the pyrophosphate oi’*^soda, is produeeu*; Na^H, PO^
become Na2, PO7+ HO. In like manner if the acid phosphate of

soda, Nall^, POv^, be heated to redness, the two equivalents of hydro-

gen remove two equivalents of oxygen from the radicle, POg, ^'hich

then becomes POg; Nallg, lfOg=]Sa, POjj+ 2 HO.

(455) Objections to the Binary Theory .—Notwithstanding the

ingenuity of the foregoing theory, and the advantages which it

oflers in the explanation of certain modes of decomposition, it is

open to many serious objections
;
and indeed it cannot be regarded

iis a correct representation of the composition of a salt under all

circumstances.
*

A few of these objections may be pointed out :

—

1. None of tjjie compound radicles, SO4, NOg, CO3, have been

obtained ii^ an isolated form, nor is it probable that they ever

will be.

2. It appears to be highly improbable that a body of such

powerful affinities as potash should, i^ carbonate^ of potash for

example, part with its oxygen to a substance which, like carbonic

acid, exhibits no tendency to further oxidation, so that KO, CO2
should become K, CO3.

3. Further, if this theory be applied to the ordinary salts of the
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oxyacids, no reason can be assi^ed why it should not be equally

applicable to the corresponding feulphur compounds, and then the

contradictions and inconsistencies arising from its application

become still more apparent.

The conclusion which a careful review of the arguments

adduced seems to render most probable is this : viz., that a salt,

when once formed, must be regarded as a whole ;
it can no longer

be looked upon as c6nsisting of two distinct parts, but as a new sub-

stance, maintained in its existing condition byHlie mutual actions

of all the elements which compose it. These ,,difierent elements

are not all united among each other in every direction with an

equal amount of force. As in a crystal there arc certain directions

in which the mass admits of cleavage with greater facility than in

others, and as two or three diflerent directions of cleavage may be

found in the same crystal by varying the direction *in which the

force is applied, so in the same salt there are directions in which

it yields to the application of chemical force more readily than

others, and according as that chemical force is applied in one way
or in another, the compou^J^S^nlits up into simpler substances, the

nature of which will vary accor^jjig to the mode which has been

selected for ejecting its docompoVition.

For example, if a strong acid, such as nitric acid, be poured

upon carbonate of potash, carbonic acid is liberated abundantly,

and Uiitrate of potash is produced; KO, C02+ N05=K0, NO5 +
CO2

;
but if another portion of the ^amc carbonate of potash be

mixed with charcoal, and heated in an iron retort to whiteness,

metallic potassium and carbonic oxide ate the results
;
KO, CO2 -f

C= K H- 3 CO. Again, if a solution of carbonate of potash be

subjected to electrolysis by the aid of the voltaic battery, the

salt splits up into potassium (which is immediately oxidized by the

water in the midst of which it is liberated), and into CO3, which

is as instantly resolved into oxygen gas and carbonic acid ; KO, CO3
becoming K, CO3, and K + HO giving KO -h H, wbjlst CO3 becomes

CO2+ O. The probability therefore is, that 'neither ^lie old nor

the new view is absolutely correct, but that each may in turn well

represent the salt when subjected to the influence of particular

circumstances^ It may therefore readily be conceded that the

binary theory may in certain cases elucidate^ the decompositions

observed, notwithstanding the difficulties which pi^cvent its adoption

as a correct representation of the molecular arrangement of saline

compounds in general.
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Binary compounds are sncli as 'consist of two elements only

;

chloride of sodium, (NaCl), therefoife, is a binary compound
;
and

if all salts be assimilated to this type |* it is assumed that the group-

ing of their molecules resembles that which occurs in this binary

compound. Upon this view all salts consist of two portions : one

comprising the distinctive constituents of the aeid, and consisting

either of a non-raetallic elementary substance, ehlorine. Cl, for

example, or else an equivalent compound body ‘(suppose it be sul-

phion, SO4), which iff termed the radicle of tlm salt
;
the other is

either a metal (sodium, N^i, for instance), or dsc a compound like

ammonium, (NH^), cqukalent to a metal, and which Mr. Graham
has proposed to call the basyle of the salt. The hydrated acids are

regarded merely as salts of hydrogen, which in combination com-

ports itself like a metal, and which, for aught that is known to the

contrary, may really be a metallic vapour.

J456)
Sulpho-Salts ,—The preceding remarks have been made

with almost exclusive reference to those salts into the composition

of which oxygen enters. There is however a numerous series of

compounds parallel to these oxy-comiv^inds, but in whi(*h sulphur

enters intQ combination with the n."^1:al
;
and for each cfpuvalent of

oxygen in the series of the oxyi'salts 1 equivalent of sulphur is

substituted in the corresponding compound in the sulphur scries.

Generally speaking the sulphur-salts are of subordinate importance to

the oxy-corapounds
;
they are often dccomposc^d by water, and have

been the subject of much less study and research. Many chemists

regard these compounds as salts in which the electro-positive sul-

phides, such as the protosulphidc of potassium, &c., act the part

of bases
; and the electro-negative sulphides, such as the higher

,

sulphides of arsenic and antimony, act as acids,

. (457) Varieties of Salts ,—Salts are usually spoken of as neidraly

acidy or basic

;

but though these terms are in general use, there is

some ambiguity ija the manner in which they are applied.

{43ft) Nmtral Salts ,—The idea of neutrality implies that the

peculiar characters of the acid and of the alkali have each dis-

appeared as a result of combination, and one of the usual means

by which this neutralization in propertiesjis judged gf consists in

observing the effect which is produced upoi\ certain vegetable colours

when mixed with absolution of the salt.

The blue colour of Jitmus, for example, is changed to red by

the action of an acid, whilst the colour of litmus reddened by an
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^cid becomes blue if it be mixed^witb an alkali. The yellow colour

of turmeric is changed to brow6 when mixed with an alkali, but the

yellow is restored if the alkalifbe caused^ to combine with an acid.

A salt which aflects neither tlie blue of litmus nor the yellow of

turmeric is said to have a neutral reaction. But chemists are in

the habit of regarding many salts ks neutral in composition which
are not neutral in their action upon coloured tests. The basic

properties of diffcrelit metallic oxides vary considerably in intensity.

Equal quantities of |;he same acid, according it is neutralized by
equivalent quantities of a weak base or of a strong one, will differ

considerably in their action upon coloured' tests
; for example, 54

parts of nitric acid in combination with 47 parts of potash furnish

nitrate of potash, w^hich, when dissolved in water, does not affect the

colour either of blue or of reddened litmus paper. It is, therefore,

neutral in its reactions upon coloured tests. In the case of nitrate

of potash, the proportion of oxygen in the potash to that in the
nitric acid is as 8 parts to 40, or as 1 equivalent is to 5.

Salts of nitric acid in which the oxygen of the base bears this

proportion to that in thc^ci4r, are regarded as neutral in composi-
tion, whatever may be their a^on on vegetable colours. Now if

the same proportion of nitric juiid be caused to combine with an
equivalent of oxide of lead, 112 parts of oxide of lead will combine
with the 54 of nitric acid, and will form a salt in which, as in nitrate

of potash, T equivalent of oxygen is present in the base for every 5
equivalents of oxygen in the acid. This salt, therefore, is neutral
in composition, tliough if dissolved in water it reddens litmus, and
has an acid reaction.

*'

The change in the tint of the coloured test is therefore not to
be regarded as an absolute proof of neutrality or acidity in a salt.

The change of colour which the litmus experiences, evenfrom a salt

of neutral composition, is readily explained. Blue litmus is itself a
species of salt, resulting from the combination of an alkaline or
earthy base with a feeble vegetable acid which is, naturally of a red
colour, but which becomes blue when it is neutralized by afif alkali.

When a powerful acid, such as the nitric or sulphuric, is mixed
with this blue colouring matter, the strong acid seizes upon the
base which the litmus contains, and displaces the litmus acid w^hich
appears of its natural hue

; hut on the ^viddition of an alkali,

the blue is restored by the combination of thc^ newly added base
with the litmus acid. Again, if a salt with a strong acid and a
comparatively feeble base be mixed with the blue litmus, the strong
acid of the salt seizes upon part of the base which is in combination
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with the litinul^ and liberates the Iftmiis acid, which appears of a

more or less intense red, according ^ the base of the neutral salt

has given up more or less of its acid >

For analogous reasons it sometiihes happens that a salt which
is neutral in composition may exhibit characters in which the base

preponderates to a greater or less extent. Carbonate of potash,

(KO, CO2), is neutral in composition, but it appears to be basic in

its action upon the yellow colour of turmeric papdr, which it renders

powerfully brown, aild it immediately restores the blue tinge to

reddened litmus.

The three salts whi'zh have just been cited to illustrate these

points are all of them instances of the most usual form of salt, in

which I equivalent of a protoxide is united with i equivalent of

an acid to form the neutral salt. But salts exist in which the base

consists of a sesquioxidc, and in such cases 3 equivalents of the

acid^ are needed to i of the base in order to produce a salt

which is neutral in composition.

The sulphates will afford a good illustration^ of these modes
of combination. A ^neutral sulphate, of a protoxide, such as sul-

phate of pptash (KO* SO3), require;-^^! equivalent of oxygen in the

base to 3 equivalents of oxygen iu the acid; and contains i equi-

valent of acid to each equivalent of the base.

But in the case of a sesquioxide, such as alumina, AI2O3, 3
equivalents of acid are combined with each equivalent of filumina

iu order to form the neutral sulphate of this base, ALO3, 3 SO3;

and the neutral sulphate of peroxide of iron (Fc^O^, 3 SO3) has a

similar composition : in salfe of this kind, however, the rule is still

observed, that the number of equivalents of oxygen in the base is

to that of those in the acid as 1 to 3. The sulphate of alumina

and the persulphate of iron not only redden litmus paper power-

fully, but they have an acid as well as an astringent taste.*

(459) Acid Salts ,—If a quantity of oxalic acid be divided into

two equal portions, one of which is dissolved in water, and mixed

* The tendency of tho sesqnioxides to require so lar^c a proportion of

acid has been supposed to afford another argument iu favour oi llio binary

theory of salts. It will be seen that the cotupositieni of the neuti;al persulphatos

readily admits of being ^represented upon the binary view in harmony with
* the sulphates of the protoxides. Sulphate of peroxide of iron, for example,

(FcgOg, 3SO3) might Oe writUm (Feg, 3 SO4). This argument, however, is

entitled to but little weight, as many salts of the sesqnioxides are known in

which the proportion of the acid is less than in those instances ; and, indeed,

both alumina and peroxide of iron form, with sulphuric acid, soluble com-

pounds, which contain but i equivalent each of acid and of base.
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with a solution of potash until the liquid becomeP^eutral in its

reaction upon litmus, a salt is^formed which, on evaporation, may
be obtained crystallized in six«^ided prisms, which consists of the

neutral oxalate of potash (K©, C2O3 + HO). If this salt be re-

dissolved in water, and the second portion of oxalic acid be added

to it, chemical union will occur
;
the resulting liquid will be found

to have a sour taste, to redden litmus powerfully, and on evaporation

to yield a new salt, which crystallizes in rhoniboidal prisms, con-

taining exactly twice as much acid as the. fiVst salt
;

this is the

binoxalatc, or acid OAula’^e, of potash (K®, IKX 2 (0203) + HO).

Again, if the neutral sulphate of potash (KO, SO3) be dissolved

in hot sulphuric acid, tabular plates of a new, fusible, and strongly

acid salt will crystallize out as tlie liquid cools, and the bisul-

phate of potash w ill be formed (KO, IIO, 2 SO3). This salt con-

tains, for each equivalent of oxygen in the potash, 6 equivalents

of oxygen in the acid, or double the amount w Inch is present in

the neutral sulph?ite. If an attempt be made to form a similar

salt by dissolving nitrate of potash in nitric a(*id, the experiment

will fail, for the nitre will found to crystallize out unchanged.

It is thus apparen/That certain cases* the acid, combines

with the base in two proportions, in others it refuses to do so in

more than one.

It usually happens that acid salts contain, in addition to the

aciSUand base, a certain quantity of water, as occurs for instance

in the bisulphate and the binoxalate of potash. This water is by
no means an unimportant constitueiit, as it takes the place of the

metallic oxide on these occasions : and 'it is because the basic pro-

perties of water are so feeble, that the acid character predominates

to so great a degree in such salts.

(460) Polybasic Acids ,—The formation of some kinds of acid

salts may be elucidated by the following considerations. Most of

the inorganic acids combine with bases in such a manner that i

equivalent of the acid is united with 1 equivalent pf metallic oxide,

so that they may be termed monobasic acids *
' Of this class •tf acids

the nitric is a good example.

Certain acids, however, of which an instance has already pre-

sented itself ^n the pyropliosphoric, possess the pow er of combining
with 2 equivalents of ba^c, and are hence ternied dibasic. Nume-
rous acids of this class are found among thosA obtained from the

vegetable and the animal kingdoms
; tartaric acid and malic acid

are examples of this kind.

jriie common phosphoric acid contained in the crystallized
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phosphate of®Pll; of commerce, is the representative of a third class

of acids, which combine with 3 equivalents of base, and are hence

termed tribasic, •

There are many organic acids which belong to this class ; the

citric furnishes a good instance. It is not necessary that the

two or the three equivalents of base which the salts of the dibasic

or tribasic acids contain should consist of the same metallic oxide.

Indeed, it has already been shown, in the case of the various phos-

phates, that several bases may coexist in the same salt, in definite

proportions. Therq is, fifr example, a p^Sjfrti^phate of soda and

water, composed of NaO, IIO, PO5, in which 1 equivalent of hy-

drogen supplies the part of i equivalent of sodium
; and in the

microcosniic salt (NaO, NII4O, HO, PO5+IK HO) we have a tribasic

phosphate of soda, oxide of ammonium, and water, where each of

the 3 equivalents of base dilfers from the others. It is worthy^of

remark that, in the salt last named, two of these bases, viz., soda

and oxide of ammonium, are isomorphous.

Now it frequently happens, as in microcosm^ salt, that water

is one of the bases present in the salt^and, when such is the case,

tlie salt, ^hen dissolved in water; ' often lias a sour taste, and

strongly reddens litmus piiper. One of the most common varieties

of what are termed acid salts is thus formed. Cream of tartar,

or, as it is often called, hi tartrate of potash, offers a good illus-

tration of this kind of salt.

Cream of tartar is a sparingly soluble crystallizable compound, of

an agreeable acidulous taste, which consists of HO, KO,
being, in fact, a dibasic tartrate of potash and water

;
if now it be

dissolved in hot water, and another equivalent of potash be added,

the water is displaced by the second equivalent of potash, all the

acid taste disappears, and neutral tartrate of potash {2 KO,Ci^H40io),

a salt, qp longer affecting the colour either of litmus or of turmeric

paper, is produced. An equivalent quantity of carbonate of potash

may be substituted for caustic potash with equal eftbet, as it will

be decomposed, and fhe carbonic acid will be expelled with effer-

vescence. Carbonate of soda mny be substituted for the carbonate

of potash, hut in this case a different salt, known as llochclle salt,

the tartrate of soda and potash, will^be formed^ (KO, NaO,

CsHAo+ioaq). #

Acid salts, hoWever, though generally formed, like cream of

tartar, from a dibasic acid with which i equivalent only of a

powerful base has combined, the place of the second equivalent

being supplied by an equivalent of water, are not always so pro-
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duced. A bisulphate of potash, which is aitlipfrotis, may be

obtained (KO, 2 SO3)
;
and bfchromate of potash always occurs in

the anhydrous form. Mr. Graham has endeavoured to account for

the formation of some other steid salts in a different manner, which

will be noticed presently.

(461) Double Salts .—The description of these polybasic acids

has presented us with certain cases in which double salts are

formed. There a*re several varieties of double salts. The most

common are those wiiicjh are produeed by trie union of two dis-

similar bases witfi t;A'i^ same acid. These varieties, however, are

confined within certain limits. It is not possible to form double

salts ad lihituin^ by briiif^ing 2 equivalents of any acid in contact with

I equivalent each of any two bases. Chemists assume that when
two isomorphous bases, such as soda and potash, combine with the

same acid in the proportion of 1 ecinivalent of each base to form a

double salt (like Kochelie salt), the acid in question is dibasic.

The larger number of double salts which have been produced are

thus formed by the combination of diliercut bases with polybasic

acids.

The formation of another i'cmarkalde scries of double salts, par-

ticularly investigated by Graham, appears to be directly conncctc*d

with the mode in which w’^ater attaches itself to certain salts. In

most cases the w^atcr of crystallization may be expelled from a salt

by exposing it to a temperature not exceeding 2 1 2°. This, however,

does not always happen : sometimes all the water of crystallization

may thus be expelled with the exception of a single equivalent,

which requires a much higher heat for its expulsion, although in

these cases it does not appear to act in any degree as a base. Under
these circumstances it was found that this last equivalent of water

might readily be displaced by adding to the salt an equivalent of

certain anhydrous salts. An excellent illustration o^ such a

method of the formation of double salts is afforded in the case of

a certain class of the sulphates. All the sulphates of bases isomor-

phous with magnesia are capable of forming double J3alts«."of tiiis

nature with some anhydrous sulphate not isomorphous with this

class, such, for instance, as the sulphate of potash.

When splphate of paagnesia (MgO, SO3, HO, 6 aq) is heated

to 212°, six out of its spven equivalents of w ater are expelled, but

the seventh equivalent is retained until the temperature is raised

considerably. If, however, an equivalent of sulphate of mag-
nesia and an equivalent of sulphate of potash be separately dis-

solved in water, mixed while hot, and allowed to crystallize, a new
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double salt (Si[gO,S03 + KO, SOo + 6 aq) is deposited, having
the same crystalline form as sulpha^ of magnesia, but it contains

only 6 equivalents of water of crystallization. The seventh equiva-

lent has been displaced by the sulphate of potash, and has hence
been termed, by Graham, constitutional, or saline water.

A similar substitution takes*place with sul])huric acid itself, or

sulphate of water; when diluted till of the specific gravity of 1*78,

it consists of HO, SO3 -H HO ; and from the Circumstance of its

readily forming well-tlefiiied crystals when cooled to a temperature

of 40® F., it is oftei^ ternacd glacial sulphl^;i^*l!^ : this compound
consists of I equivalent ,of sulphate of winter with i equivalent of

saline water. If a solution of sulphate of potash be added to this

glacial acid, the liquid, when evaporatc(f, yields the well known
salt, bisulphate of potash. This compound, co»sisting of sulphate

of water and sulifiiate of potash, may be regarded as a double salt,

in which the sulphate of potash has displaced the saline water from

the glacial acid; KO, SO3 + IIO, SO3, HO = HO + (HO, SO3 4-

KO, SO3) : the water in the bisulphatc is in ^he form of basic

water. It is by the union of the l^drated acid with a metallic

salt that ^acid saltrf* in general afe formed. The bicarbonates,

biiioxalatcs, and many other similar compoupids, prove on exami-

nation, not to be mere salts with excess of a\;id, but true double

salts of this class, analogous to neutral salts in composition.

Bicarbonate of potash, for instance, may be Represented
,
as y^us

constituted : KO, CO^ 4- HO, COg; and binpxalate of potash,

KO, C2O3 4“ no, C2O3 + 2 aq. As already mentioned, double

salts of this kind arc never •formed by two isomorphous bases.

There is another well-known variety of double salts, in which
^

it is not necessary that the component salts should contain similar

oxides, or even a similar number of equivalents of the radicle of the

acid. In this way sulphates* of sesquioxides often unite with the

sulphates of protoxides to form well -characterized double salts; a

striking example jc)f this kind is afforded in the important tribe of

alumsi*» Coyimon aldm consists of 1 equivalent of sulphate of

potash and i equivalent of sesquisulphate of alumina with water of

crystallization (KO, SO3 -4 AlgOg, 3 SO3 4 24 aq) ; and numerous

other salts, having the same crystalline and of similar com-

position, might be mentioned.
^

'fhere are a fear instances of two different acids being united

to one base, but they are neither sufficiently numerous nor im-

portant to merit lengthened notice, and are more frequently

me.t with among natural, than artificial combinations.
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.Instances are common in which two differeft haloid salts

unite with each other; comp&unds of this description are most

usual between the chlorides/*iodidcs, and bromides of the less oxi-

dizable metals with those of *the metals contained in the alkalies

and earths ; the double chloride of platinum and potassium

(KCl, PtCla), and the double iodide of mercury and potassium

(KIj TIgl), are good instances of such compounds. Bonsdorff

proposed to consider these com])ounds in the light of salts in

which the chloride or iodide of the. electro-negative metal (pla-

tinum, gold, &c.,) ^ai^t'cl^.the part of an«=acid towards the electro-

positive cliloride (chloride of potassium, sodium, &c.) ; but this

view is not tenable. Such salts arc never resolved by electric

action into their constituent chlorides, and the acid reaction of

the higher chlorides is not neutralized or modified by combination

with the chlorides of the alkaline metals
;

in fact, the constituent

chlorides themselves are salts.

Many double salts may be formed by fusion with each other,

although if the g^ttempt be made to crystallize them from a solu-

tion containing ecpuvalentjiuantities of the tivo salts, the attemj)t

is unsuccessful. Chloride of ‘sodium, for cxatuplc, may be m elted

wdth an equivalent amount of chloride of calcium, of strontiiirn,

or of barium; and in cither case a compound salt is obtained,

which has a much lower fusing point than either of the chlorides

sejv^rately, but the double salt is decomposed when it is dissolved

in Mater.

(462) Subsalts .—A very different series of saline compounds
still remains for consideration, and ^n these the proportion of

base predominates over that of the acid
; they are usually desig-

nated subsalts. The theory of the formation of these compounds
is very imperfect. In certain cases the formation of a subsalt

admits of the explanation offered by Mr. Graham. He assumes

that a portion of the w^atcr of crystallization of the neutral salt has

been displaced by a basic metallic oxide. It is.fi well known fact

that in analogous compounds, isomorphous'" bodies are freq«L;ently

found displacing each other in composition. The nitrates of

copper offer an example of this kind of displacement.

Nitric apid of speoific gravity 1*42 (which maybe distilled

without undergoing chapge) consists of i e^ivalent of the proto-

hydrate with 3 equivalents of water, which corjiespond to the water

of crystallization in a salt (HO, NOg, 3aq).—Nitrate of copper con-

tains an equal number of equivalents of water of crystallization, CuO,
NQg, 3 aq.” But there is also a subnitrate ofcopper, which represents
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the nitrate of eopj^er, in which the 3 equivalents of water of crystal-
lization are displaced by 3 equivaleihs of hydrated oxide of copper,
CuO, NO5, 3 (CuO, HO), a green cQpipound which is left in the
form of an insoluble powder, when the neutral nitrate of copper is

partially decomposed by a heat of about 400° F.

Water may be displaced not only from saline combinations by
.metallic oxides, but may be removed from certain organic compounds
by oxides which take its place. For cxarnplc’, a compound of sugar

with oxide of lead, CJ12II9O9 + 2 PbO, may be formed from cane

sugar (C12H9O9, 2 aq|,by boiling it with lith./^v.y/'and on suspending

this new compound m ^w^ater, and remo Aug the lead by means olF

sulphuretted hydrogen, the original quantity of w^atcr is restored,

and the sugar is recovered wnth its characteristic properties;

^ HS-f C12H9O9, 2 PbO= 2 PbS + (01211909 2 HO).
The formation of many subsalts, how ever, is not explicable in

this manner. Nitrate of lead, for example, crystallizes in anhydrous

octcJliedra ; but a crystallized dinitrate of lead may be obtained, con-

sisting of (2 PbO, NO5 + 2 aq) ;
and a trisnitrate and hexanitrate of

lead have also been obtained by Berzelius. In these cases the oxide

of lead cannot be «aid to have takcn^tlic })lace of the water of

crystallization of the neutral salt. All thaycan brf^said, is that

in such cases the metallic oxide attaches itsel(^ to the neutral salt

in a manner analogous to that in which wat^ of crystallization

does in other instances.

The tendency to the formation of subsalts is IJp^iitcd to certain

acids and bases : sulphuric, nitric, carbonic and acetic acids, and

the oxides of copper, of lead, of mercury, and of zinc, are the

most remarkable in this respect.

(463) A class of compounds which reseuible the subsalts more

than any others, is presented to us in the bodies termed oxj chlorides,

oxyiodides, and oxycyanides. In these compounds, one equivalent

of the chloride, of the iodide, or of the cyanide of a metal is united

with one or more equivalents of the t)xide of the same metal.

Tuiu^’^ yeljow, which is an oxychloride of lead (PbCl, 7 PbO),

is a well known commercial article? belonging to this class. Such

combinations usually occur in the case of chlorides or iodides

which never form .any but anhydrous ^rystals, and which con-

sequently cannot be supposed to take up an oxide as a substitute

for w ater of crys^llization : any satisfaefory theory of the class

of subsalts must ^so account for the formation of compounds

of this kind. There is, indeed, much in the chemical nature of

such compounds that requires further investigation.

3 A
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Some salts enter into combination with other bodies, and form

^
jittpoimda which are in many iespocts anomalous ; such for instance

the compounds of ammoijia with many dry salts : 2 equivalents

Sof chloride of silver will in /tins manner absorb 3 equivalents of

ammonia. Many of the salts of copper exhibit a similar power

CHAPTER XI.

GROUP I. METALS OF THE ^ALKALIES.

(

§ I. Potassium.

Symbol K; Equivalent
j 38 96; Specific Gravity

y
0*865.

Native Compounds which contain Potash.

Alum . . KO, SO3 -f AI2O3, 3 SO3 4- 2^ aq.

Felspar . . . (BTIRa) O, 3 SiO^ +*Al303, 3 Si02.

BiaxaPmiea . IvO, 3 8103+ 3 ^^^2]

(464) Symbols of mixtures of Isomorphous Compounds.—Tlie

foxmiilse employed above for felspar and mica require explanation,

as tbe principle of notation adopted in these cases will be applied

hereafter to the formulae of a large number of minerals.

It often happens that isomorphous bases displace each other

in the same mineral without altering its form or mineralo-

gical characters^ or even without altering its general chemical

formula. Mica, for example, may be regarded as a compound of

I equivalent of a silickte of a protoxide of a metal with 3 equi-

valents of a different silicate of a -sesquioxide of a different metal.

Let M stand for the metallic base of the protoxide, n, for the

metallic base of the sesquioxide ; the general formula for mica may
then be expressed thus :

—

Mica = MO, 3 SiOa + 3 {Njj03, SiOg).

Now the components of ^ptash-mica are principally silicate of potash

and silicate of alumina, the potash being the luotallic protoxide and
the alumina being the metallic sesquioxide

; but^e<quioxide of iron,
'

sesquioxidt of manganese, and sesquioxide of chrome, are also iso-

morphous with alumina, and these compounds frequently displa(;e a

pOirt^on of the alumina in combinatioga ; and this is especially the case
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with the sesquioxide of iron. The peculiarity of isomorphous Imm,
when they displace each other, is this, that the displacement iss,

liable to occur in any possible propettion ; for example, in diffe-

rent specimens of mica the relative proportions of iron and alumi-

num are liable to great variations ; indeed, they may vary indefi-

nitely in amount, provided only that the quantity of the two
metals taken together in any one specimen furnishes such a pro-

portion of a metallic sesquioxide as is equivalent to the silica in

that portion of the minieral
:
J:hat is to ^ay, thn^ the two equiva-

lents of metal required fdr combination " iih'thc 3 equivalents of

oxygen in the sesquioxide, may either consist wholly of aluminum, or

a small hut indefinite proj^ortion of the aluminum may have its place

supplied by a small hut equivalent quantity of iron, or a large pro-

j)ortiou of the aluminum may have its place supplied by a corre-

sponding and equivalent proportion of iron.

J^ow the method of notation adopted in the preceding formulae

is employed to indicate precisely this—that the proportions of the

two or more metals, the symbols of which are bracketed together,

thus, (AlEeMu)3,0;i.* are liable to vary within any conceivable

limits, presided thaf the united amount of all thq metals so

bracketed be exactly sufficient to form a true sesquioxide with the

three equivalents of oxygen.

In like manner in the case of the potash in felspar, part of the

potassium may have its place supplied by sodium, or by calciiftn

;

but the proportions of the two taken together require exactly the

same amount of oxygen, and conse(|uently saturate tlie same pro-

j)ortiou of silicic acid that i equivalent of potash alone would
have required.

This frequent partial displacement of one isomorphous base by
another in native crystallize^ minerals, renders much caution

necessary in interpreting the results ot' an analysis. The difficulty

of fixing the formula of a mineral of course increases* with the

complexity of its «omposition, and it is with the silicates especially

that ^tirtese difficulties arc experienced. It is usual, when the

analytical operations are completed, to ascertain the proportion of

oxygen in the silicic acid, then the proportion of oxygen contained

in the sesquioxides, and lastly the quantity of oxygenrin the prot-

.oxides,* because, howdV^er much the proportions of the different

metals may vary ^i^ifierent specimens of the same mineral, the

ratio of the oxygen in both sets of bases to the oxygen in the

silicic acid remains uniform. In felspar, for instance, the pro-

portion of oxygen in the sili^ acid is in the sesquioxide of

3 A 2
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aluminum it is 3, and in th^ protoxide of potassium or sodium

it is I.

(465) Potassium.—ThisVemarkable metal was discovered by

Sir H. Davy, in the year 1 807/and its isolation marks an important

era in the progress of philosophical chemistry. The alkalies and

the earths had long been suspected to be compound bodies, but up

to that period they had resisted all attempts to decompose them.

When once potassium, however, had been separated from its com-

pounds, and potash had been proved to be ^ii oxide of this metal,

the decomposition df 'njfe other alkalies and ^earths followed as a

necessary consequence : more correct ideas xipon fundamental points

of chemical theory were introduced ; new methods of research were

placed within reach of the analytical chemist, and potassium itself,

from its powerful affinity for oxygen, became an important addition

to the reagents of the laboratory.

Properties .—Potassium is a silver-white metal, which is brittle,

and has a crystalline fracture at 32° F. ; at temperatures a little

above this it is lualleable ; at 60® it is soft
; as the temperature rises

it becomes pasty, and at 130® it is completely liquid. Whilst in the

soft condition, two clean sm*faces of the itietal admit of being

weldc'd togctlier like iron ; at a red heat it may be distilled, and it

yields a beautiful green vapour. Potassium is light enough to float

in^water, having a specific gravity of only 0*865, If exposed to the

air^even for a few minutes only, it becomes covered with a film of

oxide : when heated to its point of volatilization it bursts into

flame, and burns with great violence. The x)owerfiil attraction of

potassium for oxygen is seen on throwing the metal into water, in

w Inch case part of the water is immediately decomposed ; its oxygen
combines with the potassium and forms potash, while the escaping

hydrogen carries with it a small portion of the volatilized metal,

and taking fire from the heat evolved, burns with a beautiful

rose-red flame
;
the metal melts and swdms about rapidly upon

the w'ater, and finally disajipears with an ey^plosive burst of

steam, as the globule of melted potash w'hich is formed by its

oxidation becomes sufficiently cool to come into contact with

the water. Potassium decomposes nearly all gases which contain

oxygen, if it.be heated ha contact with them ; and at a high tempe-
rature it will remove oxygen from almost ail bodies into the con-

stitution of which it enters. It becomes ncp?p&ary therefore to

preserve the metal either in exhausted hermetically sealed glass

tubes, or under the surface of some liquid, like naphtha, which docs

notftContain oxygen. At a heat short of redness potassium absorbs

hydrogi;*u, aild becomes converted into a greyish,mass. It likewise
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absorbs carbonic oxide with facility ^vhen heated moderately in it, or

when the vapour of potassium is allowed slowly to condense in an

atmosphere of the gas, and a black i»/ass is formed from which the

metal cannot be recovered, and whifth often occasions considerable

waste in the ordinary method of preparing potassium.

(466) Preparation ,—Potassihm was originally obtained by Sir

II. Davy, by decomposing a fragment of liydrate of potash (which

had become slightly moistened upon its surface by exposure to the

air for a few minute?) by the,current of Qi voltaicjaattery of 200 or

2 50 pairs of six-incKplat^, on Wollaston^ iioustriiction. The dry

hydrate is an insulator,* but a trace of moisture confers upon it a

sufficient degree of conducting power : under such circumstances

globules of metallic potassium separate at the negative wire, and

may be preserved under naphtha. They burn vividly in air, leaving

an intensely alkaline residue. This method of procuring the metal,

liowpver, furnishes it only in very small quantity, and is difficult

and cxj)ensive.

Gay Lussac and Thfoard, in 1808, invented a^nethod by wdiicli

potassium may be ojDtained by purely chemical means in greater

abundance. Iron turnings were heated to whiteness^ in a curved

gun-barrel, which was covered with a clay lute, to preserve it from

tlic action of tlic air at a high temperature, and melted hydrate of

potash was allowed slowly to pass over the ignited iron ;
dccomyo-

^

sition ensued, the iron combined with the oxygen both of•the

potfish and of the water, and potassium along wnth hydrogen passed

forwards, the potassium condensing in a copper receiver which was

kept cool.

The process, however, by which potassium is now obtained con-

sists in decomposing the carbonate of potash by charcoal, a plan

originally invented by M. Cpraudau, and improved by Brunner.*

This operation has recently been carefully studied by MM. Doimy
and Mareska {Ann. de Chimie, III. xxxv. 144). In order to ensure

a successful result,* attention to a number of minute precautions is

requisite?. The material which is best adapted to this purfiosc is

the potash salt of some vegetable acid, which, when decompos(‘d by
heat in a vessel from which air is excluded, leaves a large quantity

of carbon. For this purpose the aeid tartrate of potash, or crude

, tartar, is preferred. • About six pounds of this substance is

placed in a capl^iifris iron crucible furnished with a cover, and

ignited till it ceases to emit coml^stible vapours. A porous mass

of carbonate of potash, intimately mixed with very finely divided

carbon, is thus obtained : this is ra2)idly cooled by moistening

the exterior of the crucible with cold water; th^ efaarre^'raass.
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when colfl, is broken up into l^nips about the size of a hazel-nut^

and quickly introduced into a wrought iron retort. This retort

is usually made of one of Vie iron bottles in which mercury is

imported
;

it is introduced intt) a furnace, a, as shown at b, fig. 288,

and placed horizontally upon supports of fire brick,//; a wrought

Tig. 288. Fig. 289.

iron tube, d, foiu’ inches long, serves to convey the vapours of

potassium produced during the distillation into a receiver, e, which

it is found most advantageous to construct '“of the form shown
separately in fig. 289. It consists of two pieces of wrought iron,

a, h, which fit closely to each other, so as to form a shallow box

only a quarter of <an inch deep, and arc confined in their places by

clamp screws : the iron plate sliould be one-sixth of an inch thick,

twelve inches long, and five inches wide ; the receiver is open at both

ends, the socket fitting upon the neck of the iron retort. The ob-

j('ct of preparing the receiver of this particular form is to ensure

the rapid cooling of the potassium, and so to withdraw it from the

action of the carbonic oxide which is disengaged during the whole
process. Before this ‘receiver is connected with the tube, d, the

fire is slowly raised until the retort attains a dull red heat; pow-
dered vitrified borax is then sprinkled over its exterior; the borax

melts, and forms a coating which protects the metal from oxidation.

The heat is then urged until it becomes very intense. A miXtdle of

coke and charcoal forms a fuel well adapted to this purpose; care

should be taken that the temperature of the furnace be raised as

equally throughout every part as. poSssible. When a full reddish-

white heat is attained, va.pom*8 of potassium’ begin to appear, and
burn with a brilliant flame : tlie receiver is adjusted to the

iron neck of the retort, which is not allowed to project more than
a quarter of an inch through the iron plate which forms part of

the - front w'all, c, of the furnace, lest the tube should become
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obstructed by the accumulation oij solid potassium. Should any

obstruction occur, it is removed by thrusting in an iron rod
;

if

this fails, the fire must be immediatk3ly withdrawn
;

thi^ is readily

eftected by removing the fire barsj g, from the furnace, with the

exception of two which s\ipport the retort
; the fuel thus falls into

the ashpit. The receiver is ke*pt cool by the application of a wet

cloth upon its exterior. When the opemtion is complete, the

receiver with the potassium is removed, and instantly plunged into

a vessel of rectified*Persian jiaplitha, pi;ovided with a cover. The
vessel is kept cool by infmersiou in wate . Wlien this apparatus

is sufficiently cold, the*potassium is detached and jjreserved under

naphtha.

In order to obtain the maximum produce of potassium, it is

necessary that the mixture of carbonate of jjotash and carbon should

contain i eq. of carbonate of potash to % of carbon, or 12 parts of

carbon by weight to 69 of the carbonate. Upon the application of

heat the mixture is wholly converted into carbonic oxide and potas-

sium, KO, CO2 + 2 C= K-f 3 CO. The charge iwually yields about

one-fourth of its wqight of crude potassium
\
some loss during the

process is inevitable. MM. Donny and Mareska found this loss

to amount to about one-third of the entire quantity contained in

the charge.

Tlie potassium so obtained is not pure
;

it is necessary to sub-

ject it to a second distillation in an iron retort. This ])recaution

is essential, as if it be neglected a black detonating compound
speedily forms by exposure to the atmosphere, and is even pro-

duced spontaneously, altliough the metal be kept under naphtha

;

tliis substance explodes violently upon the slightest friction. Thu
Xmrified metal amounts to about two-thirds of the quantity ox)erated

on. A third distillation nnjy be necessary if the potassium be re-

quired in a state of perfect x^urity. In order to x)revent the possibility

of the formation of the detonating compound already mentioned, it

is best to deta(;l>«the tube from the retort as soon as it is cold, and

to ihitnerse it in water. A little imxmre potassium almost alwaj s

remains in the tube, and is thus destroyed.

Potassium forms two compounds with oxygen : a protoxide,

KO, which constitutes potash, and a ter^xide, KO3, which does not

combine with acids.• •

(467) Terooi^Jt of Potassium, (KO3)
;
Eq, 63.—This substance

is formed when potassium is burned in a silver spoon, or upon a

mass of fused chloride of potassium in an excess of oxygen gas ; a

yellowish brown mass, fusible at a red heat, is thus obtained }• as it
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cools it assumes a scaly, ciystaljine texture. It parts readily with

its excess of oxygen to combustibles, and is decomposed by water

with extrication of oxygen dsiad formation of a solution of pure

potash, or protoxide of potassiuin.

{468) Protoxide of Potassium; Potash^T^O; —This com-

pound can be procured in an anhydrous form by oxidating potassium

in thin slices in air perfectly freed from moisture and carbonic acid.

It is white, very deliquescent, and caustic ;
when moistened with

water it becomes Jjicandcgcent : after it has thus combined with

water, no degree of^lum’l'is sufficient to expel -the water. Anhy-

drous potash fuses at a red heat, and is volatilized at a high tem-

perature. For most purposes th(^ presence of water is immaterial,

potash is therefore generally procmed in the state of hydrate, in

which form it may be obtained wdtliout difficulty.

Hydrate of Potash, (KO, HO), Eq. 56, Sp, Gr. 2*2, is prepared

by dissolving carbonate of potash, of which pearlash of commerce

is an impure variety, in ten or twelve times its weight of w^ater,

and adding to the, boiling solution a quantity of quick lime equal

in weight to half the c^arbonatc of potash used ; the lime should be

slacked, and made into a thin paste with water, and added in small

portions at a time, so that the liquid may be maintained at the

l)oiling point : a crystalline carbonate of lime prccij)itates, and

hydrate of potash remains in solution ; KO, CO^ 4- CaO, HO give

KO,*HO--fCaO, CO2. After decantation from the precipitate the

liquid is rapidly evaporated in an iron or silver basin, till, when
the heat is raised nearly to redness, it flows without ebullition, like

oil
;

it is then either cast into cylinders in a metallic mould, or is

poured upon a cold stone slab, and solidifies on cooling. Hydrate

of potash may be obtained crystallized in acute rhombohedrons,

HO, KO, 4 aq, from a hot concentrated aqueous solution.

Hydrate of potash is one of tlic most indispensable reagents to

the chemist. It is therefore necessary that he should be able

readily to ascertain its purity, and if needful prepare it for himself

;

for this purpose bicarbonate of potash, in crystals, may be dt'iftTin-

^
posed in the manner above described by means of lime obtained

from black marble. Tlie impurities which occur most frequently

in ordinary caustic potash are carbonic, sulphuric, hydrochloric,

and silicic acids, lime, alumina, oxide of iron, add peroxide of potas-

sium. When in a state of purity it is perfectl^'^^Sluble in water

without effervescence ; a dilute solution gives no precipitate

with baryta-water, showing the absence of carbonic and sulphuric

acids*; ^xalate of ammonia, no precipitate, showing the absence of
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lime. On neutralizing with nitric a^id^ nitrate of silver gives no pre-

cipitate^ showing tlie absence of chlorine; freedom from iron or

metallic impurities is shown by the absence of any precipitate on the

addition of hydrosulphate of ammonia. Caustic potash, when pure,

is wholly soluble in alcohol, the impurities above mentioned remain-

ing undissolvcd. Common pofash is therefore often purified by

forming a solution of it in alcohol, and boiling down to dryness

in a silver vessel, till it flows tranquilly
; the alcofiol is thus expelled,

the melted hydrate i9 poured ^otf upon a gilver pli^e from the black

crust which forms oyer itts surface, and wbc^ii cold, it is broken up

and placed in a well closed bottle.

A solution of pure potash may also be readily obtained by

Schubert^s method, which consists in adding a hot solution of

hydrate of baryta to a solution of sulphate of potash, until the

liquid gives no further precipitate cither with baryta or with the

sulphate of potash; KO, SO^H-BaO, HO=KO, IlO-f BaO, SO^.

Hydrate of potash, after fusion, is a hard, greyish white sub-

stance
;

it rapidly absorbs moisture and carbonic .acid from the air,

dissolves in about half its weight of water, with the extrication of

considcrabje heat, add it is soluble in alcohol to an almost equal

extent. It has a peculiar nauseous odour, and a powerful acrid

taste
;

is a powerful cautery, and quickly destroys both animal and

vegetable matters
; for this reason its solution cannot be Altered

except through pounded glass or sand, and is always best <darified

by allowing the impurities to subside, and then decanting the clear

liquid.

The following table, by Dalton, gives approximativcly the pro-

I)ortion of anhydrous potash contained in loo parts by weight of

solutions of the alkali of various densities ;

—

Strength of^Solutions of Potash,

^p. gr.
KO in 100

partii.
SiK gr.

KO in 100
parts.

i*6o . . . • 4<)'7 1*33 * ’ • • 2^3
I'53 . . . 4i’9 1*28 . . • • 234
1*47 • 39'^ 1*23 . . • i9r)
I 44 •

36-« 1*19 , . . . l0'2

1*42 . . . • 344 115 . . . . 130
1*39 . . . • 32-4 i*ii •. . . .

1-36 . , • 29’4
1

106 ^ . • • 4*7

At a high tei't^lferature hydrate of potash is wholly volatilized,

consequently the water cannot be expelled from this hydrate by the

mere application of heat. Its affinities are so ([|o^vcrful that few

vessels are found capable of resisting its action ;
those wdiich contain
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silica are decomposed by it, a^d platinum itself is oxidized when
heated in contact with it. Gold and silver resist it better. Potash de-

composes the fixed oils, and oonverts them into soluble soaps, and
when fused with siliceous minerals it displaces the bases, and com-
bines with the silica, forming silicate of potash. Potash is extensively

employed in the arts
; to the soap-boiler and the glass-maker it is

indispensable; when combined with nitric acid, it enters largely

into the manufactiire of gunpowder, and in greater or less quantity
it furnishes important ai^s to a variety of pi'oeesses employed in

the manufactures'"oiTWv<iountry. In the laboratory, potash is in

constant use for separating the metallic osiides from solutions of
their salts, as owing to the powerful affinity of the alkali for acids

it readily decomposes all salts which are formed by metals which
produce oxides insoluble in water. Potash is present in small
proportion in all fertile soils, the grand reservoirs of this alkali being
the different varieties of clay, which contain 2 or 3 per cent, of it

derived from the disintegration of fidspar, in which it is present in
the proportion of *from 10 to 12 per cent., and certain kinds of mica,
which yield 5 or 6 per cent. By exposure to the air and atmospheric
vicissitudes, these rochs become gradually disintegrated

;
their so-

luble constituents, potash amongst the number, are taken up by the
water which falls upon the earth^s surface, and are assimilated by
the plants which spring from its bosom

; they accumulate it, espe-
cially iu the leaves, young shoots, and succulent parts. Owing to
this circumstance large quantities of jiotash may be obtained with
facility : dried brushwood is incinerated, and the remaining ash,
which seldom ' constitutes more than j per cent, of the dry wood,
contains the potash in the form of (carbonate : the salt is extracted
by water from the insoluble portions. In plants potash is usually
combined with some ^organic acid when the vegetable matter
is burned, the acid is decomposed, carbonic acid is formed, and
the alkali remains in the state of a carbonate in the ash.

(469) Sulphides of Potassium.—Potassium, takes fire readily
and burns with brilliancy when heated in the vapour of aiffphur.
It combines with this element in not less than five different propor-
tions, KS, KS2, KSjj, KS4, and KSg. Owing to this circumstance,
the reactions, winch occikr when sulphur is heated with potash
are somewhat complicatcil

; but they are no^v^well understood, and
may be traced without difficulty. The protomlfidtte, KS, is easily
procured by heating sulphate of potash in a current of hydro-
gen gas; KO, S(^-b 4 H=KS 4-4 HO : water is formed, and the
sulixhide, of a yellowish brown colour, is left behind in a fused
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condition. If sulphate of potash mixed in fine powder with half

its weight of lampblack, and heated in a covered crucible, the sul-

phate is reduced to sulphide of potassium, which relnains in a finely

divided state mixed with the excess •of charcoal, and yields a jpyro-

phoTUSj or compound which takes fire spontaneously in the air,

owing to the heat emitted by its rapid absorption of oxygen.

Protosulphide of potassium deliquesces when exposed to the air ; it

dissolves in water, and when pure, forms a coloufless solution which

acts rapidly on the %kiv as a^ caustic. This solution, on the addi-

tion of an acid, evolves sfilpliurctted hydrr,^6ii afiundantly
; KS 4-

HO, S03=HS4-K0, SD3. It absorbs oxygen quickly from the

air and becomes yellow. In solution it may be prepared by

dividing a solution of caustic potash into two equal portions
;

and transmitting through one of them a current of sulphuretted

hydrogen as long as it is absorbed
;
a hydrosulphatc of sulphide of

potassium is formed, (KS, HS,) and on mixing it with the other

half of the potash ley, neutral sulphide is formed : KS, IIS + KO=
2 KS 4- HO. The himlphidey (KS2), may be forn^ed by exposing an

alcoholic solution of KS, HS to the air till it begins to become
turbid, aqd cvaporaiftng to dryness in vacuo> It fuses easily, and

is of an orange colour. The tersulphule, KS3, is obtained pure by

passing over ignited carbonate of potash the vapour of bisulphide

of carbon as long as any gas makes its escape : carbonic acid and

carbonic oxide are produced as follows; 2 (KO, COg) 4;3 0^2=
2 KS34-4 CO 4“ CO2. In the old process of making liver of sulphur,

69 })arts of dry carbonate of potash are fused with 40 parts of

sulphur
; the resulting yciriowdsh brown mass consists of 3 eqs. of

tcrsulphide of potassium and 1 of sulphate of potash : the potash^

in tkiii case yields oxygen to one portion of the sulphur, and forms

sulphuric acid, as shown in the annexed ecpiation : 4 (KO, CO^) 4-

10 S= (KO, S03 4“3 KS3) -f 4 CO3. A tetrasvlphidey KS.^, may be

formed by reducing sulphate of ])otash by the vapour of bisulphide

of carbon. The pmtasulphida, KSr,, is formed by boiling a solution

of aay of the preceding sulphides wdth excess of sulphur till satu-

rated, or by fusing any of the dry sulphides with an excess oi‘ sulphur

;

the excess of sulphur separates and floats above the sulphide, w hich

'

has a dark-liver brown colour; it is deliquescent, g,nd soluble in

water. All these su]|)hidcs have an alkalpie reaction to test paper,

and a more or distinct odour of sulphuretted hydrogen. On
the addition of a stronger acid they are decomposed with extrica-

tion of sulphuretted hydrogen, attended, in the case of all

but the protosulphide, by the precipitation of white finely dudded
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sulphur. On adding the persulphide to hydrochloric acid of sp. gr.

about I • I, the persulphide of hydrogen separates as an oily liquid.

By exposing the higher sulphides to air, hyposulphite of potash

forms in the solution, and the^excess of sulphur separates. When
a solution of caustic potash is boiled with sulphur, a decomposition

ensues similar to that* which occurs when potash and sulphur are

fused together
;
a deep red liquid is formed, which contains hypo-

sulphite of potash, ' and one of the higher sulphides of the metal

:

3 equivalents of jjotash aqd 1 2 of sulphur f w6uld thus furnish i

equivalent of hyposulptvitc and 2 equivalents /if pcntasulphide of

potassium
; 3 KO -f 1 2 S= KO, S2O2 -f 2 K S5.

(470) Chloride of Potassium,, (KCl); Eq. 74
*

5 ;
G'r. 1-900.

—This salt is extracted in considerable quantity from kelp, the

ashes of burnt sea-weed, and is used largely as a source of potash in

the manufacture of alum. It may be prepared pure by directly

neutralizing bicarbonate or carbonate of potash with hydrochloric

acid, and evaporating. It crystallizes in cubes, and dissolves very

readily in cold water, whic^h takes up about a third of its weight,

attended with great depression of temperature. It is remarkable

that tliis salt possesses *tlie proj)erty of absort)ing the vapours of

anhydrous sulphuric acid, forming, a hard, translucent mass, (KCl,

2 SO3,) which is instantly decomj)osed by water. With chromic

acid it forms a corresponding compound, which crystallizes from

its solution in hydrochloric acid in needles (KCl, 2 CrO^).

{471) Iodide of Potassium, or Hydriodate of Potash, (KI);

Eq, 166; Sp. Gr. 3*059.—This valuable medicine may be procured

in several w^ays. A simple method consists in adding iodine to a

solution of potash, gently warmed, until the solution begins to

assume a brown tint. Iodide of potassium and iodate of potash are

formed; 61 -f 6 KO=j KI + KO, TO.. By gentle ignition of the

residue obtained by evaporation, the iodate is decomposed, and the

remaining iodide fuses. The salt must not be strongly heated,

as iodide of })otassium volatilizes at a red heat. A better plan is to

digest 2 parts of iodine and i of iron, in a stoppenxl vessel, ^ ith

JO parts of water, the iron being puiq)osely added in excess;

under these circumstances protiodide of iron is formed by the

direct union of the mct;4 with the iodine : the liquid is then

boiled, and a solution of carbonate of potash is 'added in small quan-

tities as long as a precipitate occurs
;
the solutNg;<5^i8 next filtered

from the insoluble carbonate of iron, and on evaporation it yields

crystals of iodide of potassium; Fel-fKO, C02=Fe0, CO^+KI.
Iodide of potassium crystallizes in anhydrous cubes, Avhicli in a
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dry air are not deliquescent. It is^very soluble both in water and

in alcohol, and has a cooling, bitterish taste. Its solution ha^s the

property of dissolving an additionijl equivalent of iodine, with

which it forms a deep brown liquid-.

Iodide of potassium, from its high price, has frequently been

adulterated. If pure it should dissolve completely in six times its

weight of alcohol, and should not effervesce when moistened with

hydrochloric acid (carbonate of potash would b(f indicated by effer-

vescence), audit sho^d,not turn brown by the action of the acid;

if iodate of potash 'vjere mixecl with it, free iodiiie^ would be shown

by the brown colour developed on adding the acid.

(472) Bromide of Potassium, (KBr); Eq, 119; Sp, Gr, 2*672.

—

This is a very soluble salt, which crystallizes in cubes. It may be

obtained by adding bromine to a solution of caustic potash until the

liquid acquires a slight, permanent yellow colour. Bromide of

potassium and bromate of potash arc formed. Lowig dissolves the

mixed salts in water, decomposes the bromate by a current of sul-

phuretted liydrogen, warms gently to expel the excess of the gas,

filters from the deposited sulphur, and evaporates till the solution

crystallizes ; KO, BVO5 + 6 HS= JvBr-f 6 110 + 6 S.

(473) SUicofluoride of Potassium, (KF, SiF2) ; Eq^i 10*3.—This

salt is one of the most insoluble compounds of potassium
; it falls

as a transparent gelatinous precipitate whenever silicofluoric acid is

added to a salt of potash
;

it dries to a white earthy-looking po^^dcr.

Advantage is occasionally taken of its insolubility to separate

potash from some of the acids with which it is united ; in this

way chloric acid is sometfmes prepared from chlorate of potash.

(474) Sulphate of Potash, (KO, SO3) ; Eq, 87 ; Sp, Gr, 2*64.—

^

This is a salt which crystallizes cither in anhydrous six-sided prisms,

terminating in six-sided ])yramids, or in foio’-sided oblique rhombic

prisms, which require about* 16 parts of cold w'ater for solution.

The crystals decrepitate strongly when heated. Sulphate of

potash forms a ,^crics of double salts with sulphates of the prot-

oxides .which are isomorphous with magnesia, and another class

of salts (the varieties of alum) with the sulphates of the ses-

quioxides isomorphous with alumina. M. Jacquclain finds that if
'

neutral sulphate of potash be dissolved iji nitric acid, a little nitre

and bisulphate of j^tash are formed, whilst a salt, consisting of

110, NO5 + 2’'^CF,C), SO3), crystallizes in oblique prisms. An
analogous compound may be formed with phosphoric acid,

3 HO, PO5 + 2 (KO, SO3).

Bisulphate of Potash, (KO, SO3 + HO, SO3) ; Eq^ 136;
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8p* Gr* 2*475.— fojfmcd on a large scale as a residuary

product in the preparation of nitric acid from nitrate of potash ;
it

is the sal enixnim of the older writers. It crystallizes from a

strongly acid solution in rhomboidal tables, which fuse at a heat

below redness, and by prolonged ignition lose half their acid ; they

are very soluble in water, and have a sour bitterish taste. If re-

dissolved in water, the neutral sulphate crystallizes first, and after-

wards, when the liquid lias become strongly acid, the bisulphate is

deposited. The bisulphate occasionajly crystallizes in anhydrous

ne^es. This s^t is sometimes used as^'a fluy in cases where the

action of an acid is required at a high temperature upon salts

or metallic oxides with which it may be fused.

(475) of Potash^ (KO, NO5) j Eq, loi; Sj}. Gr, 2*070.

—

Saltpetre or Nitre as this salt is frequently termed, is one

of the most important and valuable salts of potash. The prin-

cipal supply of nitre is derived from various districts in the East

Indies, where it occurs sometimes as an efflorescence upon the

soil, at other tim^<s disseminated through the superficial stratum

itself. It is obtained by lixiviating the soil, and allowing the

solution to orystallizc. The earth * which turnishes it consists

principally oi loose, porous earlionate of lime, mixed with decom-

posing felspar, and it alw^ays contains more or h^ss of organic matters.

Notwithstanding the investigations of Pr. Davy, of M. Kiihlmann,

and jpi gthers, the process of nitrification is still very imperfectly

understood. The artificial formation of nitre has, however, been

practised with considerable success in various countries of Europe,

which furnish annually a large amount of the salt. In Sw^edeii,

^this supply of nitre is considered of such importance, that each

landed proprietor is oblige^Tto pay a certain tax in raw nitre, the

quantity required being proportioned to the value of the estate.

Where animal matters are present in abundance, the formation of

nitric acid is cliiefty due to the gradual oxidation of ammonia
developed in the process of putrefaction. This oxidation is mate-

rially favoured by an excess of potash, of lime, or of some basic

substance, which can combine with the acid at the moment of its

‘ generation. The process of nitrification becomes arrested if the

temperature bq allowed to (fall much liclow 60*^ F.

The method adopted ^in the artificial production of nitre con-

sists in placin5^ animal matters, mingled with ash^^id lime rubbish,

in loosely aggregated heaps, exposed to the air, but sheltered from

rain. T^e heaps are watered from time to time with urine or

stabl^L runnings ; at suitable intervals the earth is lixiviated, and
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the salt crystallized. Three yeRrs^ usually elapse before the nitre

bed is washed : after this interval aVubic foot of the dehns should

yield between four and five ounces of nitre. As there is always a

consideraMe quantity of the nitrates jif lime and magnesia present^

which will not crystallize, carbonate of potash, iu the shape of wood
ashes, is added so long as any precipitate occurs. The nitrate Oi

lime is decomposed, and the insoluble carbonate of lime separates

;

CaO, NOg+ KO, C02=Ca0, COg+ KO, NOg. The clear liquor is

then evaporated and# crjrstallized. It is found by the saltpetre-

boiler that the earth in jvhidh nitre has once ufeen formed fur-

nishes fresh nitre mbre^ readily than ofi the first occasion. Care

is taken that the nitre plantations, as they are termed, shall rest

upon an impervious flooring of clay, so that the liquid which drains

away from them may be collected and preserved.

In Prussia, by a more methodical treatment, a cubic foot of

the ^iSirth yields about twenty ounces of nitre. The heaps are so

constructed as to form a terrace of s^eps» exposing the back#in the

form of an upright wall to the prevailing wind
;
the watering is

thus facilitated, while upon the exposed side the*cvaporation pro-

ceeds with rapidity, land here, from capillary action, the nitre

chiefly accximulates ; from time to time a layer of •earth is re-

moved from this wall for lixiviation, and the washed earth, mixed

with a fresh portion of animal matter, is returned systematically to

the other side of the heap.

The washing of the'^carth charged witli saltpetre is conducted

in a systematic manner, so as to avoid using a larger quantity of

w ater than is actually nccdod to dissolve the saltpetre. The opera-

tion is minutely described by Kegnault [Cours Elemeniaire de

Chimie, ii. 131).

Besides the natural and artificial sources of nitre just described,

this salt occurs also in solutiofi in the sap of certain plants, among
which the sunflower, the tobacco plant, and common borage may be

enumerated:

Properties.—^JJitrc crystallizes in long six-sided striated prisms,

terminated by dihedral summits
;

it is soluble in thrce-and-a-half

times its weight of ''old water, and about half its weight of boiling

water; it is insoluble in alcohol ; its tasters cooling and saline. If

paper be dipped in a scjjutioii of nitre and dried, it forms what is well

'known as touch-2<^P^> which, when once kindled, steadily smoulders

away tiU consumed, and hence it is largely employed in firing

trains of powder, fireworks, &c. Nitre fuses easily without

decomposition at a temperature of 64^° F. (Person), and when cast
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into xnonlds, solidifies to a white, fibrous, radiated mass, known as

sal prunelle. Heated to redness, part of its oxygen is expelled, and

a deliquescent mass of hyponitrite of potash is formed. By a still

stronger heat the hyponitrite tis decomposed, nitrogen mixed with

oxygen escapes, and a mixture of pofash and peroxide of potassium

remains.

Owing to the facility with which nitre parts with oxygen, it

is a powerful oxidating agent, and is in frequent demand in the

laboratory for this purpose : w hen thrown *jipon glowing coals it

produces a bri^ scintillation. If intimately mixed with any

metallic sulphide in fine powder, such ag sulphide of antimony,

and thrown, in small quantities at a time, into a red-hot crucible,

the sulphur burns into sulphuric acid, which combines wdth the

potash of the ni tre with a brisk deflagration

,

or rapid combustion,

whilst the metal at the same time becomes oxidized to the

maximum. In the case of antimony, the oxide produced possesses

acid characters, and it enters into cotobination with the potash.

Advantage is frequently taken of this oxidizing action of nitre

in order to convert small quantities of sulphur in bodies of organic

origin into sulphuric acid, for the purpose of ekimating the propor-

tion of sulphmr which they contain. The quantity of sulphuric

acid thus produced, admits of easy and accurate determination in

the form of sulphate of baryta.

^ (47.6) Reflning of Saltpetre,—The impurities of most frequent

occurrence in nitre are sulphate of potash, chloride of sodium, and
nitrates of lime and magnesia : afttu* it has been fused, unless the

heat has been cautiously regulated, a little hyponitrite of potash is

liable to be formed
;
in the latter case a fragment of the salt, w hen

moistened with solution ^ sulphate of copper, becomes of a bright

green colour. Nitre,,w hen pure, is not deliquescent, and its solution

gives no precipitate with solutions ol chloride of barium, of nitrate

of silver, or of carbonate of potash.

In the refining of nitre advantage is taken of the circumstance

that whilst the solubility of nitrate of potash rapidly increases as

the temperature rises, that of the chloride of sodium is scarcely

affected by it. In England it is|usual to purify the salt by three

successive c:jystallizatio5,s. The same object is eflFected in France

by a single operation. ^The following is an^putline of the French
process of refining saltpetre :—In a capacious^jq^yer boiler, about

fifty gallons, or 500 pounds of water is placed, and twice its weight

of crude nitre is added : this salt gradually dissolves, and fi’csh

nitye is added until, when the wafer has attained the boiling point.
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a quantity of nitre has been adderf^equal to five times the weight

of the water employed ; the liquid is skimnied from time to time^

and the chloride of sodium, a large^ proportion of which remains
undissolved, is removed by means of,perforated ladles; the solution

is next diluted with loo gallons of water, after which two pounds
and a half of glue, dissolved in liot water, are added, and thoroughly

incorporated by briskly stirring; the coagulum which is formed
rises in a scum to the surface, and is carefully i^moved

; when the

liquid has been rendered clear by a few minutes" ebullition, it is

allowed to cool to about 195°, and is ladled into the*crystallizing j)an.

The crystallization js eftcctcd in a shallow' vessel, the bottom of

which is formed by two inclined planes wdiich meet in the middle.

In this vessel the solution is kc})t in continual agitation, in order

to prevent the formation of large crystals : such crystals would
mcchani(;ally retain the motlier-liquor, from wdiich they could not

be subsequently freed without recrystallization. The chloride of

sodium, being nearly a« soluble in cold water as in liot, remains

almost entirely in tine solution, wliilst the saltpj[3tre is deposited

in extremely small crystals, wdiich are allowed to drain, and arc

then removed to tanks provided with false, perforated bottoms,

w here they are deprived of the mother-liquor with w fiich they are

saturated. For this purpose the tanks are completely filled wdth

the crystals, and upon them is poured a solution of saltpetre satu-

rated in the cold; this liquid dissolves the chlorides, but Ic^ve.^ the

piire nitrate of potash untouched. In the course of a few hours

the liquid is drawn off, and the tanks are then filled up with pure

water; tliis becomes charg(?d with nitre, containing traces of chlo-

rides, whilst the undissolved salt is almost chemically pure : the

solution of nitre thus obtained serves to ji^ash a fresh portion of the

crystals: the refined saltpelrc is then dried,. and is fit for use.

(477) Gunpowder,—The Junneipal consumption of nitre is in

the .manufacture of gunj)OW^der, which consists of an intimate

mechanical mixtui^e of nitre, sulphur, and charcoal, in proportions

approaching to i equivalent each of nitre and of sulphur, and 3
equivalents of charcoal.

In 1 00 parts.

Nitre . . . i eq. iqi . . . 74*8

Sulphur . . I eq. 16 T . . 13*3

»>Charcoal *
. . 3 eq. 18 .• . . 11

'9

135 100*0

The proportions used vary a little in different countries, as will be

seen from the following table :

—

3 B
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Composition of Gunpowder in loo parts.

English and
AiiBtriun.

Prussian. Swedish.
(.

Chinese. French.

-

Nitre 75 75 75 75*7 750 760 62 *

Sulphur

.

10 11*5 9 99 12*5 96 20
Charcoal 15 13*5 16 . 14*4 12*5 i 3'5 18

Musket.
1

' A

Mu.skot. Musket. Musket. Sporting.
|

Blasting.

An excess of sulphur is carefully avoided ou account of its

injurious action upon the metal of the ^un. The great explosive

power of gunpowder is due to the sudden development of a large

volume of nitrogen and carbonic acid gases^ which, at the ordinary

temperature of the air, w ould occupy a space equal to about 300 times

the bulk of the powder used, but from the intense heat developed

«at the moment of the explosion, the dilatation amounts to at least

1500 times the volume of the gunpowder employed. Supposing

the mixture to contain 1 expiivalciit of sulphur, 3 of carbon, and i

of nitre, the reaction may be approximatively represented thus,

S + C3 + KO, NO5 = (3 OO2 + + KS.

The only solid residue therefore is sulphide of potassium
;
and it

is this substance which gives the peculiar sulphurous odour to the

washings of a gun barrel.

^Mnph care is requisite in the selection of the materials for

the manufacture of gunpowder. The charcoal must be burned

thoroughly, but not at too high a temperature ; that from the

alder or dog-wood is preferred for tint purpose. In the govern-

ment works at Waltham Abbey, sulphur is never used in the

state of flow^ers of sulj)hur ; in this condition it is preferred for

firew^orks
;
but distilled sul])hur, reduced to a fine meal by grinding,

is alw ays used for gunpow der. Islitre of the purest quality is alone

employed. These three materials having been separately ground
and sifted, are mixed in powder in the proper proj^ortions, and
are intimately blended in a revolving dmm ; they are then made
into a stiff’ paste wuth water, and ground for some hours under edge

stones ; the slightly coherent mass thus procured is broken up, and
spread, in layers of aboi^t an inch in thickness, between gun-metal

plates ; it is then ^subjected to the action of a^hydraulic press which
exerts a force of 120 tons upon the square fo<^;^.4a» hard, sonorous

mass, termed press cake^ is thus obtained : these masses, whilst

still damp, are broken into small fragments, or granulated^ by sub-

mitt?ng them to the action of toothed rollers in a machine con-
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stnictod for the purpose. Tl^c gr^^ins are next sorted by means of

sieves into different sizes, after which they are thoroughly dried

ill closets heated by steam, and, finally, are polished by placing

them in barrels caused to revolve* about thirty-nine times in a

minute. A cubic foot of good English cannon powder weighs

about fifty-eight pounds ; if below fifty-five pounds, it is considered

unfit for use. The heavier the powder the greater is its explosive

power. Two ounces of the best English powder, when introduced

into a mortar of eiglft iiiches diameter, set at an angle of 45^, should

throw a 681b. shot from «6o to 280 feet, on levcT ground.

The object of granulating the powder is to favour the rapidity

of inflammation by leaving interstices, through which the flame is

eiialfled to penetrate and envelope each grain. The ignition of the

whole chai*ge does not take place simultaneously throughout, nor is

it desirable that it should do so, otherwise suflicient time would not

be given to allow the charge to receive tlie full advantage of the

(wpansive force of the air generated : too rapid an action would be

expended upon the barrel of the gun itself, and eflects would be

produced like those due to fulminating rneremy ; indeed, where

very great force is i^equired, as in blasting for mining ojicrations,

the action of the powder is still further retarded hy mixing it with

sawdust; the powder for this purpose usually contains 65 parts of

nitre, 20 of sulphur, and 15 of charcoal (Graham). In the forma-

tion of the fuse, the quick and slow match, and certain .kiriils of

fireworks, gunpowder is mingled with combustibles in various pro-

portions.

The analysis of gunilowder is easily, effected : loo grains of

the powder for examination arc dried at 212^ by a steam bath;,

the loss indicates the amount of moisture. The residue is digested

in water and is washed : the solution, when evaporated in a coun-

terpoised capsule, and weighed, furnishes the amount of nitre, and

other salts. Nitrate of baryta, wlien added to a solution of these'

salts, acidulated ^ith nitric acid, will yidd the sulphuric acid in

the form of sulphate of baryta
;
and nitrate; of sih ci;, when added

to the liquid filtered from tlic sulphate of baryta, will g\ye the data

for ascertaining the amount of chloride from the precipitated

chloride of silver : the charcoal and sujjduir are cctritained in the

portion w^ich did ijpt dissolve in watery they may be sejiarated

by means of bi^uJl^iide of carbon, which dissolves out the sulphur,

and leaves it in the crystalline form by spontaneous evaporation,

whilst the charcoal is left undissolved and may be weighed.

A mixture of 3 parts of nitre, 2 of carbonate of notash.^nd 1

3 B 2
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of sulphur, produces a compouijk kn/iwn os pulvis fulminanSy which

when heated on an iron shovel until fusion takes place, suddenly

explodes with a very loud rep(j>rt.

(478) Chlorate of Potash^* (KO, CIO5); Eq. I22’5j

1*989.—One mode of preparing this salt has already been explained

(321). It may be more economically prepared by exposing to a

current of chlorine gas a mixture, in a slightly damp state, of 69
parts of carbonate 8f potash and 168 parts of caustic lime, previously

reduced to the state of hydrate; chlorate, of•*|)otash, carbonate of

lime, and chloride of calcium are formed : bqiling water dissolves

both the chlorate of potash and the chloridfj of calcium. The two

salts arc easily separated by crystallization ;
as the chlorate requires

16 parts of cold watcjr for solution, a^d the chloride is soluble to

almost ari}^ extent. The chlorate of pbtash is deposited in anhydrous,

rliornboidal, pearly tables; it has a cooling taste, somewhat analogous

to that of nitre : joo parts of boiling water dissolve 61*3 of the salt.

When heated to redness the salt melts and is decomposed, furnish-

ing oxygen gas of great purity, and leaving chloride of potassium

as a fixed residue behind. It is a more powerful oxidizing agent

than nitre; and if combustible substances, ‘such as sulphur or

phosphorus, ^)c rubbed with it forcibly, combination with oxygen,

accompanied by detonation, ensues. Chlorate of potash is j)rincipally

consumed in tlie manufacture of lucifer matches, and as an oxidizing

agent iiirccrtain oi)crations of the calico printer. The preparation and

properties of perchlorate ofpotash have been already described (3 2 2).

(479) Carbonate of Potash, (KO, CO^); Eq, 69 ;
Sp, Gr, 2*103.

—This important salt is obtained in large quantities for commercial

purposes by lixiviating wood ashes and evaporating the solution

until it crystallizes
;
the mother-liquor, wdien it cools, is poured

off from the crystallized s{ilts, as it retains the more soluble carbonate

of potash, and when evaporated to dryness, affords potashes of

commerce, and these, when calcined, yield the impure carbonate

known as pearlash. Different plants, when burngvl, furnish varying

quantities of the alkali, which they extract from the soil : the

leaves and young shoots, where the vital action is the most
vigorous, are the parts which furnish the greatest quantity of

alkali. Herbaceous plai]yj's, therefore, generally furnish more than

shrubs, and shrubs more ,than an equal weiglit of timbqj. In the

wine producing countries, a considerable quantity of carbonate of

potash of good quality is furnished by burning the refuse yeast

after the fermentation is complete. The yeast, for this purpose, is

press4ij|, dried in the sun, and burned in shallow enclosures : this dry
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matter furnishes nearly lo ^cr lent, of its weight of carbonate.

Potiush does not exist in plants in the form of carbonate ; it o('cnra

ill them in union with different organic acids : these organic acids

are destroyed by the action of the kcat during incineration. These
acids always contain more carbon than is sufficient, when oxidize d
by the air, to form the amount of carbonic acid requisite to

neutralize the potash
;
and the carbonate of potash thus produced,

as it is not decomposed by a red heat, .remaifis behind. In the

aslics of plants' various ,other^ saline substances arc likewise present,

but those which arfi soluble consist principally of the sulphate of

potash and chloride oC potassium.

A purer carbonate is olitained for chemical purposes ])y della*

grating a mixture of purified cream of tartar with an equal quantity

of pure nitre. Tlic mass is thrown, in small portions at a tiinc^

into a red-hot crucible: in this operation the nitre yields oxygen

to the vegetable acid, converts the carbon which it contains into

carbonic acid, which enters into combination with the alkali both

of the tartar and of the nitre, since the two acids undergo mutual

decomposition : by lixiviation the carbonate of potash is extracted

from the^dry mass.*

Carbonate of potash is a deliquescent salt, wliicir is with diffi-

culty obtained in oblique rhombic octohedral crystals, with a,

equivalents of water. Its reaction upon test paper is strongly

alkaline; it has an acrid, alkaline taste. Its solutioii^ l^ive a

peculiar lixivial smell: lOO parts of water at 6o® dissolve 90 of

carbonate of potash ;
and at the boiling point take up 205 parts,

or rather more than twice* their weight, of the salt. Alcohol docs

not dissolve it. Carbonate of potash fuses by ex])osurc to a red heat^

and at a very high teinj)erature is partially volatilized
;
at a r(‘d

heat it is decomposed by silica, carbonic acid is expelled wit 11

effervescence, wliilst the silica, uniting with the alkali, forms with

it a true silicate, the basis of one of the varieties of glass. Advan-

tage is taken of.this property in the analysis of mineral subr^tanccs

which*contain a large quantity of silica, and which arc not easily

decomposed by the action of acids. For this purpose the mineral

to be analysed is reduced to an extremely fine powder by careful

levigation; a portion olthis powder is ao^urately weighed, and Ukui

intimately mixed witj[i about 3 times its w^ght of carbonate of ])ota>h,

or, still better, wit^j»3 parts of a mixture of5^ parts of dried carbonate'

of soda and 7 parts of carbonate of potash ;
the whole is intro-

duced into a platinum crucible, and exposed to a bi’iglit red heat

fpr an hour. The mass enters into fusion, caibonic acicl^scapcs
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with efferve^^ceucc, and a silica/e of potash is formed^ by which

meai\s all the bases of the mineral, which before were combined

with the silica, are set at liberty. Upon now treating the mass

with dilute hydrochloric acid, the silicate of potash is decomposed,

the earths and metallic oxides arc dissolved, and the silica par-

tially dissolves and partially separates in the hydrated form. In

order to decompose the hydrate of silica, the solution is evapo-

rated to dryness, 3nd again treated with acidulated water; the

whole is now placed upon g, filter, and the .silica, after being well

washed, remains behind in a state of purity. ^Phe analysis of the

filtered liquid is then finished according to the ordinary method

idopted for substances directly soluble in acids.

(480) Alkalimetry .—Since the quantity of alkaline carbonate is

liable to great \ariatious in different samples of the ash
; and since

the comnicrcial ^alue of pearlash depinids upon the amount of

carbonate uhich it contains, a rapid and sufficiently accurate

method of analysis of this salt becomes a desideratum. In ordiT

to effect this objcc^f;, the process termed alkalimetry has been in-

vented. In principle it depends upon the determination of the

number of divisions of a diluted acid, of defiiAtc strength, which

3 00 grains of the different samples of ash arc cajiablc of neutra-

lizing; the neutralization bf'ing estimated l)y the action of the

solution iqion liliu' litmus paper.

The acid solution which is to be employed is measured from a

burette* or alkulimeter, wdiich is a tube of the

form shown in fig. 290. It has an internal dia-

met(T of about five-eigliths of an inch, and is sufli-

eiciitly tall to contain rather more than 1000

grains of distilled w ater. The space occujiied by
1 000 grains of w ater at 60^ is marked off and in-

dicated as o, and the tube is then subdivided

into TOO equal parts, each capable of containing

JO grains of water: opiiosito .every tenth divi-

sion the number corresjionding to it is placed,

the numbers increasing from above dowinvards.

Various plans have been proposed for pre-

paring the dilute acid
; ttO following is substantially the same as

that recommended by Dr# Faraday {Chemicah Manipulation, third

edition, p. 281). It has the advantage of being readily applicable

to any alkali.

A solution of sulphuric acid is prepared by diluting the ordinary

eomm^ifpial acid with eight times its bulk of distilled water; whc-u

Fra. 290,

I'lJ!

I

ao

I
00
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cool the liquid, which may \)e tirmed alkalimetric acid, should
have a specific gravity of i * 1 268. In order to ascertain whether the
strength of this alkalimetric acid be accurately adjusted, a quantity

of crystallized bicarbonate of potashMs fused in a platinum crucible

in order to convert it into the carbonate : the fused mass is poured
upon a clean iron plate, and Jo6 grains of it are quickly weighed,

and dissolved in about 3 ounces of water in a small evaporating

basin. The alkalimeter is filled up to# the division 65 with the

dilute acid, and then water* is to be jvrlded untiJ it stands at the

mark o : the acid and wiiter are to bo thoroughly mixed by closing

the tube with the thiftnb and finger, then inverting and agitating

the tube
;

after wdiich the liquid is added to the solution of car-

bonate of potash, which is to be gently warmed in order to expel

the carbonic acid as it is liberated. A piece of blue litmus paper

is placed in the basin, and the acid is cautiously added until the

litmus paper is distinctly but permanently reddened. The acid

liquid, if properly dilntiul, ought to contain, in each division, suffi-

cient sulphuric acid to neutralize i grain of carbonate of potash

;

and the entire contcyits of the alkalimeter should, therefore, exactly

produce this eScct. * If more than 100 divisions of ^thc acid be

required, the test acid is too Aveak; if less than 100 divisions, it is

too strong.

Suppose that 95 divisions of the acid were sufficient, the ,9 5

parts should have oetaipic'd 100 of the original diluted acifh in*con-

scqucnce of tln^ alkalimetric acid, from wliich it was prepared,

containing one-twentieth ^too much acid. Each 95 measures of

this acid, therefore, must be diluted with 5 measures of water. If,

on the other hand, more acid than 100 divisions be required, say

105 be needed, the acid contains oiic-twcntieth too much Avater

;

the 35 divisions of alkalimU{ic acid used in* the expe^riment require

the addition of one- twentieth more of acid than they originally con-

tained, this one-twcuti(dh part is 1*75^ one-tifth of this is

acid, so that 0 ’

2y parts by iveiyht of the oil of vitriol originally

used, iliust be added to each 35 parts by Aveiglit of alkalimetric

acid. This correction, though not inatheiiKitically exact, is per-

fectly sufficient for all practical purposes. The alkalimetric acid,

wdien duly adjusted, is preserved in bot^cs which ai’c accurately

closed.

Having thus pjftpared a test acid of the proper strength, 100

grains of the sample of pearlash for trial is dissolved in 3 or

4 ounces of water, filtered if necessary,, and then tested in the

same manner : the number of divisions of acid consumj^* will
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indicate the per-centage of cai^oii^e of potash present in the

sample.

The same acid may be em,ployed to determine the quantity of

soda present in any sample of soda-ash ; but as a certain weight

of soda neutralizes a proportionately larger amount of acid than an

equal weight of potash, the alkalirrfeter must be filled to a higher

mark with the acid. For the determination of the quantity of

pure potash in any sample, the acid must be filled to the division 49,

and the tube must be then filled up to o with water. Each division

will then contain acid sufficient to neutralize i grain of caustic potash.

If filled to 6 5, then filled up with water, each division will

correspond to i grain of carbonate of potash.

If filled to 54*6, and then filled up with w^atcr, each division

will indicate i grain of dry cai’bonate of soda : and if filled to

23*4, and then water be added to o, the acid in each division Avill

neutralize i grain of caustic soda.

In estimating the value of soda-ash, which often contains sul-

phide of sodium , and hyposulphite of soda, an error might be

occasioned by adopting this method, as both the sulphide of sodium

and the hyposulphite of soda would be decomposed by the sul-

phuric acid, and would neutralize it, and thus would be reckoned

as caustic soda.

^
Tlic presence of caustic alkali in any sample is easily ascer-

tained by the action of the solution upon nitrate of silver : the

carbonates of the alkalies occasion a white j^recipitatc of carbonate

of silver ; but if they contain any caustic alkali, a brown precipi-

tate of hydrated oxide of silver is produced. The presence of

sulphides in the ash is immediately manifested by the odour of

sulphuretted hydrogen on neutralizing with an acid
;

if any sul-

phide be present, it w iH blacken the salts of silver, and interfere

with its application as a test for caustic potash or soda.

(481) The proportion of carbonic acid
Fuj. 29 T. iix any sample of alkali’ is readily ascer-

tained by means of the apparatus em-
jdoyed for the purpose by Will and

Fresenius, represented in fig. 291 : b is

light flask, of about 3 ounces capacity,

in which 100 grains of the alkali are

[ilaced with about t oTAice of water : d is

a similar flask, in which about ounces by
measure of oil of vitriol are placed. A sound

corki^ fitted into the neck of each flask, and is pierced with tw o
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i
apertures for the reception of tl\e tiioes, a, c. and e, all of which are

open at both ends : the tube, a, is sufficiently long to dip into tln^

liquid in the flask
; c is a bent tube, the longer limb of which

passes into the acid in the flask, (t. The outer extremity of a is

closed, during the experiment, by a plug of wax or of soft cement.

The apparatus is charged in the manner already described, and is

accurately weighed after it has been conneGted ^together. A par-

tial vacuum is now made by applying thrf mouth to the tube, e,

and exhausting a portioil of t4ic air
; tlw3 acid rises in the tube, c,

and passes over into b ?o supply the place of the air which has

been withdrawn; effervescence is occasioned by the escape of the

carbonic acid, which passes off* through the tube, c, and is dried as

it bubbles up through the oil of vitriol in the flask, d. As soon

as the ctt'ervescciice has ceased, a fresh portion of acid is forced ovv^r

from d into b by again partially exhausting the air : and this pro-

cess is repeated until no further eff'ervescence is occasioned })y the

fresh acid. The plug of w^ax is now withdrawn from the tube, a,

and a current of air is forced through the appara1?us by exhausting

Avith the mouth at cv^and the carbonic acid is thus completely dis-

placed. The plug is now replaced in the tube, «, and tiic apparatus

is weighed a second time. Tlie diff'crcncc between this weight

and that obtained on the first occasion, indicates the amount of

carbonic acid Avliich has been expelled.

If any sulphide or sulphite of the alkali be presemt, the diror

wdiich it might occasion by loss of sidphiu’etted hydrogen, or of

sulphurous acid, in the gaseous state, and which would be reckoned

as carbonic acid, is prevented by mixing from 20 to 30 grains of

neutral chromate of potash with the sam2)le under trial : the

chromic acid which is liberated by the subseq\ient action of the

sul|>huric acid upon the clifomate, imparts oxygen to the sulphu-

retted hydrogen or sulphurous acid, and couA'crts both into sul-

j)liuric acid, which would be retained, and w ould in no way

interfere with the* Result.

Carbonate of potash is largely consumc^d in the arts, as for

cxam2)le, in the manufacture of soap and of glass, and for j)reparing

caustic 2>otash and other compounds of jjotash. It also furnishes

the chemist with one of his most indis2)ensablc reagents.

(482) Bicarbonati of Potash, (HO, KO, 2 COJ; Eq. 100

;

8p, Gr. 2’052.—Bypassing a current of carbonic acid through a

strong solution of the carbonate of potash, crystals of the bicar-

bonate are deposited in the form of right rhombic prisms ; they

arc permanent in the air. The solution of the bicarborMe, if
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exposed to the atmosphere, gradual]j loses one-fourth of its carbonic

acid, forming a sesquicarbonate ; and if boiled, the same change

occiirs much more quickly. (The bicarbonate is converted into the

neutral carbonate when fused by means of heat. The bicarbonate

of potash has no alkaline reaction. It may be employed for pro-

curing the compounds of potash in great purity, as, if well crystallized,

it is almost absolutely,pure, and may be obtained in this state with

less difficulty than any other salt of potash. It is consumed medi-

cinally in considerable quantities, for making effervescing draughts

by the addition of citric or tartaric acid to its solution in water.

(483) Characters of the Salts of Potash.—The salts of

potash, with a colourless acid, are all colourless. They seldom contain

any water of crystallization, yet many of tliem are deliquescent

:

the carbonate and acetate offer striking instances of this peculiarity,

and furnish in this resj)ect a marked contrast to the corresponding

salts of soda. The salts of potash, Avlien pure, if introduced upon

a platinum wire into the reducing flame of the blowpipe, commu-
nicate to it a violet tint

; the presence, liowevc'?, of a small quantity

of a salt of roda, masks this effect, in consequence of the strong

yellow flame occasioned in similar circumstances by the com-

pounds of soda. The presence of potash in solution is recognised,

after the absence of everything but soda has been ascertained, by the

l()ll6wmg characters. 1 . If moderately concentrated, a solution of

tartaric acid in excess causes, upon brisk stirring, a white crystal-

line prcciijitate of bitartrate of potash,, wdiich is readily dissolved

upon adding an alkali. 2 and 3. Perchlorate or Carbazotate of

soda has also sometimes been employed as a test for potash, since

both the perchloric and carbazotic acids form potash salts of

sparing solubility. These compounds^, Piowcvcr, are all soluble to a

considerable extent in cold w^ater, and unless tolerably strong solu-

tions arc employed they do not immediately subside. 4. With silicon

fluoric acid they yield a transparent gelatinous ^licofluoridc, which

forms a white powder on drying. 3. The most conclusive reaction

however, is produced with the bichloride ofplatinum ; upon mixing
a strong solution of this salt with a concentrated one of a salt of

potash, a yellow double Salt, consisting of (KCl, PtCl^) separates in

crystals ; it is quite inschuble in alcohol and' ether, but is slightly

taken up by cold water. It is therefore best for analytical purposes

to acidulate the solution suspected to contain potash with a little

hydrochloric acid, and having added a slight excess of the solution

of feMhlorid^ of platinum, to evaporate to dryness over the w atcr
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bath, and to wash the residue \\ith Alcohol as long as anything is

dissolved. This salt when heated to redness is decomposed, tlic

platinum loses its chlorine, and the chloride of potassium may be

dissolved out of the grey residue witli cold water, whilst metallic

platinum is left behind. lOO parts of the chloride of platinum and
potassium are equivalent to 15*98 ofpotassium, or to 19*26 of potash.

§ II. Sodium,

.Symbol, Na; Equivalmd, 22*97; specific Gravity, 0*972.

(484) Sodium may fic obtained from cai'bonatc of soda by a

process analogous to that used for potassium. M. Dcvillc recom-

mends the employment of the following mixture in the preparation

of sodium :

—

Dried carbonate of soda . . . . 717 parts.

Powdered cliarcoal ^ 75
Finely powdered chalk . . . . 108 „

These materials are mixed intimately and kneaded into a stiff

paste with gil, and calfcined in a covered iron pot : the mass is then

introduced into an iron retort and distilled, with the precautions

described when speaking of potassium
;

it ought to yield nearly

one-third of its weight of sodium : the object of adding the chalk

is to prevent the char*coal from separating from the carbonatckof

soda when this salt fuses.

Sodium has a bluish white colour; in appearance and pro-

jicrtics it much resembles potassium, but is somewhat more volatile ;

it fuses at a temperature of 1 94® F. When dropped into cold water

it decomposes a portion of it, extricating hydrogen, but the gas

does not talve fire unless the» water be heated* previously.

The great storehouse of sodium is common salt, which is met

with in nature in extensive deposits ;
it is also contained in vast

(piantities in the water of the ocean; the immense quantities of

soda consumed in the arts are almost exclusively obtained from

chloride of sodium, by a process presently to be described.

(485) Oxide of Sodium, or Soda (NaO, Etp 31), forms the basis

of the important series of salts of soda. It can be procured in an

.anhydrous state by biyning the metal in diry air or oxygen gas ;
it

is of a white colour, detracts moisture as greedily as the correspond-

ing oxide of potassium, and this water cannot again be expelled

from it by heat. In appearance and properties the hydrate exactly

resembles that of potash, and may be formed by a similar method.
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Dalton gives following |abW of the proportion of anhy-

drous soda which is contained in solutions of soda of different

densities ;

—

%

Strength of Solutions of Soda.

P* gr.
NaO ill 100

parts.
Sp.gr.

NaO in loo
parts.

*
.. . 41*2 1*32 . . . . 23-0

1*50 . .
3<^*8 1*29 . . . . 19*0

1*47 . . • 34*0 123 . . , . i6*o

1*44 " • . .'310 . . . 13*0

I '40 . . . 29*0 1*12 . . . . 9*0

1-36 . . . 26*0 i’o6 ... 4*7

A sesqmoocide of sodiurn (Na^O^) appears also to exist.

The sulphides of sodium correspoud in number with those of

potassium^ which they closely resemble. They may be prepared

by 'analogous methods.

(486) Chloride of Sodium^ (NaCl); Etj. 58-5; Sp. Gr. 2*011.

—

This important and well kiunvn compound^ formerly called rnwria/c

of soda, constitutes common culinary or table-salt. It is found

native in the solid form, and it exists in solution in sea water in

a proportion of about 2*7 per cent., which amounts to nearly 4
ounces per gallon, pr to a bushel in from 300 to 350 gallons.

The extraction of the chloride from sea water was formerly prac-

tised to some extent upon the southern coast of our own islanlS, but

the manufacture is now unimportant, though in the southern coun-

tries of Europe the preparation of bay-salt is still a branch of industry

of some magnitude. In conducting this process the sea water is

allowed to run into shallow pools, the water evaporates and

becomes concentrated by the heat of the sun : crusts of the salt

form, and are raked off from time to time ; the rough crystals thus

obtained furnish the bay-salt of commerce. The concentrated sea

water, or bittern, is employed as a source of bromine. Con-
siderable quantities of magnesia are also Extracted from it, as

the chloride of magnesiurn, being deliquescent, remains in solu-

tion. M. Balard, who has devoted much attention to the study of

these mother-liquors, has devised a method of extracting from
them not only sulphataj:i)f magnesia and chloride of magnesium,

but also an important quantity of potash, ir the form of a double

sulphate of potash and magnesia, as w^ell as 5^' a double chloride of

potassium and magnesium, (llegnault, de Chimie, ii. 192, &e.)

The process requires a careful attention to the temperature at

wlii4^ the crystallizations are effected.
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Immense beds of commoi^ salt^are met wijgbi in Cheshire, in
Poland nt AViclitzka, and at Cardona in Spain. It has also recently
been found in abundance near Belfast. Near Nortliwich, the prin-

cipal deposit of rock salt in Bngland, t^ie mineral occurs in two beds,
situated one above another, separated by about thirty feet of clay
and marl intersected with small veins of salt : the two beds together
are not less than sixty feet in thickness, 300 yards broad, and a
mile and a half long. These beds occur jn \nagnesian limestone.

The celebrated and beautiful mine of Wiclitzka contains sufheient

salt to supply the entire inorld* for ages. *
It"is calculated that the

mass of rock salt here i^ 500 miles in length, twenty miles broad,

and not less than 1 200 feet in thickness. This salt deposit occurs

in the chalk formation. Chloride of sodiftm is sometimes found

crystallized, and is then termed sal gem, or rock salt. The solu-

bility of this chloride is frequently employed as a means of dimi-

nishing the labour of raising the salt to the surface, water being

let down into the bed of salt and allowed to remain till it has

become saturated : it is tlien pumped out, and the brine is boiled

down and crystallized. Some brine springs contain too small a

portion of salt to ren<ler it profitable to effect the evaporation by
heat

;
the water in these cases is therefore (‘ouccntratccfby graduar

tlon, as at Salzburg : this process consists in exposing the brine,

diffused over a large surface, to the air, by pumping it up to a

height, and then allowing it to trickle slowly ovi^r large, stacks

of fagots, piled in suitable buildings, freely exposed to the prevail-

ing wind : after this process has been repeated eight or ten times,

tlic solution acquires a den^ty of about 1*140, and is sufficiently

concentrated to allow the evaporation to be finished as usual by

the direct application of heat. In the first basin an insoluble

doiildc sulphate of lime anc^ soda is deposited, partly in the form

of mud, or schlot, as the Gcrihans term it, partly hi the form of a

hard setde, which adheres to the bottom of the pan: wlum tlie

liquor reaches a depsity of i’236 it is decanted into another pan,

and evaporated ; the crusts of salt arc removed as they form.

The a])pearance of the salt varies according to the rafe at

which the evaporation is conducted ; when boiled down rapidly, it

f-orms the mealy, fine-grained salt used ii^on our tables : if evapo-

rated more slowly, tlm hard, crystallized gait preferred for fishery

purposes is obtainec^ The salt of commerce always contains a

certain proportion of chloride of magnesium, which gives it a slightly

deliquescent character, and adds to the pungency of its flavour.

Properties .—Chloride of sodium has an agreeable saline taste.
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It crystallizes in oplourless trajispaiji^nt cubes, 'wliicli are anliydrous,

soluble in about 3 parts of cold water, and scarcely more soluble

at a temperature of 212°. Water at 32° dissolves 35*5 per cent, of

the salt, and at the boiling \point of the solution, 41*2 per cent.

When heated suddenly, the crystals decrepitate w ith violence ; at a

bright red heat they fuse, and by a stronger heat are converted into

vapour. Chloride of sodium is insoluble in pure alcohol, but is

taken up in considerable quantity by dilute spirit. By exposing

its solution to a temperature of about 14^^ F., it crystallizes in

hexagonal tables, which contain 4 or 6 equivalents of water : as

the temperature rises, the water separates, the crystals fall to

pieces, and they form a heap of minute cubes.

Chloride of sodium is consumed in large quantities in the

manufacture of the salts of soda, and is daily an article of domestic

use, being indeed an essential constituent of the food both of man
and of animals, who languish if it be supplied in insufficient quantity.

The process of salting meat is resorted to on account of the

powerful antiseptic qualities of the chloride of sodium. In this

operation a large quantity of the nutritive juices of the meat is

extracted, which when saturated with tlie salt torm the brine. Mc'at

thus prcpa!rcd is much less digestible and nutritious than fresh

meat.

(487) Iodide and bromide of sodium crystallize in cubes, and

are^ anhydrous : they may be procured by processes analogous to

those used for the corresj)onding compounds of potassium
; they

occur native in sea-w ater in minute proportions, but small as these

proportions are, they furnish the commercial supply ])oth of

bromine and of iodine. The iodine, though still less abundant than

the bromine, is obtained with greater facility, as many marine

plants appropriate it to their nutritiop, and by burning them, it

remains in the residue : the ash thus obtained goes by the name
of kelp. A ton of good Irish kelp furnishes about 81b. of iodine.

(488) Sulphate of Soda, (I^aO, SO3 + 10 ^aq); Eq. 71 +90;
Sp. Gr. anhydrous, 2*597, crystallized, 1*469.—This salt has long

been known under the name of Glauber’s salt. It ciystallizes

usually in long, four-sided prisms, terminated by dihedral summits.

It is remarkably efflorescent, and loses the wdiole of its 10 equiva-

lents of water by mer^ exposure, at common temperature, to the

atmosphere. It has a saline, bitter taste, ai^;^ is occasionally used

medicinally as a purgative.

The -solubility of sulphate of soda in water offers some re-

markable anomalies. Water, at 32®, takes up 5*02 per cent.
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(about one-twentietli of its wbight| of the anhydrous salt
; the

quantity dissolved rapidly increases as the temperature rises ; at

6o® it dissolves i6 per cent., and at 91"^ F. water takes up about

half its weight (50*65 per cent.) j^f the anhydrous salt; (the

crystals contain more than half their weight of water, and conse-

quently fuse on the application of a heat of 100°). Beyond 91® P.

the solubility of the salt decreases, so that a solution saturated at

91®, by simply elevating its temperature ^o *tlie» boiling point, is

caused to deposit aboiit one-sixth of the salt previously dissolved,

in the form of acute rho^nbic octohedrons, which* are anhydrous.

The solution at its boiling point retains 42*65 per cent, of the

salt. It has already been mentioned (70) that a boiling, saturated

solution of this salt, if closed ‘hermetically, may be kept for

months without crystallizing, but the moment air is admitted,

tlie whole becomes setni-solid from the sudden formation of crystals

through the mass. Occasionally a few rhombic prisms, which,

according to Ldwel, contain eight equivalents of water, form ^n tlic

mass. These crystals arc more soluble than the hydrate with ten

atoms of W'ater. It is most probable, as Mr. Graham observes, that

the salt exists in the •super-saturated solution in the form of the

eight-atom hydrate,and crystallization occurs when any cifcumstancc

occasions the formation of the more usual and less soluble ten-atom

hydrate.

Sulphate of soda, to which the name of Thhiardite has been

given, has been met with nearly pure not far from Madrid, depo-

sited at the bottom of some saline lakes, in anhydrous octohedra.

It has also been found, neft far from the same place, combined

with sulpliatc of lime, as Gkmberite, in ardiydrous crystals.

Preparation ,—Sulphate of soda is made from oil of vitriol and

common salt in enormous quantities, under tlie name of salt cake,

as a preliminary step in the^ manufacture of carlionate of soda.

The operation is carried on in a reverberatory fuiiiace, connected

with an apparatus for condensing the hydrochloric acid, which, till

within the last few years, was allowed to escape into the atmo-

sphere to the serious injury of vegetation in t he surrounding district.

One of the best forms of furnace is shown in seqtion in fig. 293 : the

course of the flues, however, is not exactly such as is^therc repre-

sented : A, the smaller of the two compartnients w hich coippose the

'furnace, is of cast-i]j||i; into this (the decomposer) from five to

six hundred weight of common salt are introduced, and an equal

weight of sulphuric acid, of specific gravity i*6, is gradually mixed

with it ; a gentle heat being applied to the outside, enormous volumes
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of hydrocliloric acid gas are d^cngaged, and pass off by the flue, dy

to the condensing towers, e and f ; 'these towers arc filled with frag-

lucnts of broken coke or stone, over which a continuous stream of

'Fig. 292.

water is caused to trickle slowly from h h» A steady current of

air is drawn through the furnace aiid (condensing towers, by con-

Ticcting th^' first tower witli the second, as rc'prcsentod at and

the second tower with the main chimney, k, of the works. In tlm

first bed of the furnace, about half tlu^ hydrocdiloric acid is expelled

from the salt : the pasty mass thus produced is then pushed througli a

door f6r the pur{)Ose into the y'Dasier, or second division, n, of the

furnace. In this state it consists of a mixture of bisuJphate of soda

and uiidccomposcd salt. The reaction in the first bed of the

furnace may be represented as follows :

2 NaCl + (HO, SO3) == NaCl + IIO, NaO, 2 SO3 + UCl.

In the second stage of the operatign a higher heat is recpiircd
;

the bisulj)hatc of soda then reacts upon the unchanged chloride,

and the conversion into neutral suljdiatc of soda is complete
;
thus

NaCl + HO, NaO, 2 SO3 = IICl + 2 (Na0,,S03). The hydro-

chloric acid gas, as it is liberated from n, passes off through the

flue, dy and is carried on to the condensing towers. Heat is

applied to the outside of the roaster, b
; the smoke and products

of combustiqn circulatii^g in separate flues around the chamber, in

the direction indicate(| by the arrows, but never coming into

contact with the salt cake in b. ? .

A double sulphate^ ofpotash and soduy NaO, SO3+ 3 (KO, SO3)

(Penny), may be formed by dissolving the two salts in wrater, and

eva]}orating. Dr. Gladstone has shown that the employment of a
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largG excess of 8ul])hate of soda defes not alter the cDmpositioii of
the salt, the sulphate of soda in excess crystallizing in its usual I'orin.

A Bisulphate of Soda, (NaO, HO, 2 SO3; Eq. 120; Sp, Gr.

2742), corresponding to bisulphate potash/ may be formed. It
is more easily deprived of basic water by heat than tlie bisulpliate

of potash. The anhydrous salt, by a stronger heat loses ils second
CQUiv^alent of sulphuric acid, and may be employed as a convenient
source of anhydrous sulphuric acid.

(489) Sulphite of Sqda, (^aO, SO2.4- jo 63 + 90), is

now prepared largely unc>.r the name of antichlore, for the ])nr-

pose of removing the last traces of chlorine from the Ideachcd palp

obtained from rags in the manufacture of paper. It is procur(‘d

by passing sulphurous acid obtained by*the combustion of sul-

pliur in air over moistened crystals of carbonate of soda, so long as

the acid gas is absorbed; the mass is dissolved in water and
crystallized. Sulphite of soda forms cfflorcisccnt prisms, which have

a slight alkaline reaction and a sulphurous taste.

(490) Nitrate of Soda, (NaO, N()r„ Eq. 85^ Sp. Gr. 2*182),

occurs abundantly on the surface of the soil, in the district of

Atacama, in Peru, asniitre does in the East Indies. It is a some-

Avliat deliquescent salt; it crystallizes in obi use j*h()ml)ohedra, and

has a cooling, saline taste. When heated, it fuses at 591^ and

at a higlier temperature it undergoes decomposition. It is ernployc^d

in the manufacture of nitric and sulphuiic acids, but fron> its

deliquescence cannot lie substituted for nitrate of potash in gun-

powder.

(491) Carbonate of Solia, (NaO, COg, 10 aq)
;
Eq. 53 + 90;

Sp. Gr., anhydrous, 2*427, hydrated, 1
*

454 .— The preparation of

this salt constitutes one of the mo>t important branches of chemical

manufacture in this country, immense ([uantities of it being con-

sumed in tlie production of glass, in the fabrication of soap, and

in the preparation of the various compounds of soda.

The greater portion of the carbonate of soda formerly em-

ployed was obtained from barilla, which is the ash furnished liy

burning marine plants. The> salsola soila was exUuisivdy culti-

vated for this purpose on the southern coast of Spain, and on

being burnt, yielded a semi-vitrificd maj>?, which contained fi’orn

twenty-five to thirty j^r cent, of carbonate^of soda. The salicornia

was cultivated for a siJnilar purpose on the southern coast of France

;

but these sources of supply have almost entirely given w^ay to a

process by which the carbonate may be manufactured from sea-salt.

Manufacture.—In the process of manufacture a rough sulphate

3 c
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of soda is first formed, in manner already described (488).

The sulphate of soda is then mingled with chalk and povidered

coal in the proportion of 3 parts of sulphate of soda, 3 of chalk,

and 2 of coal
; and thrown, la quantities of about two hundred

weight and a half at a time, into a hot reverberatory furnace, and

frequently stirred, until the mass is thoroughly melted.

As the furnace, fig. 293, is constructed with two doors, n b.

Fig. 293.

and* a ‘double floor, b c, one charge is introduced at the further

door, E, vhilst another, nearer the fire, is fusing at n
; towards the

conclusion of tlic operation the mass melts, and efFervesecs vio-

lently from the escape of carbonic oxide gas, winch bums with a

greenish or yellow flame
; the mass is stirred briskly for a few

minutes, and when completely and tranquilly fused, is raked out

into a square trough or mould; when^cold, this loaf is turiud out,

and forms ball soda, or black ash,' containing about twenty per

cent, of pure soda mixed with unburned coal and the ox} sulphide

of calcium. In order to extract the salts of soda from it, the

black ash is broken up into coarse fragments, and digested witli

warm water for six hours, in vats provided with false bottoms :

this washing is systematically carried on till the soluble portions

are extracted, the last^wa^hings being employed to act upon

fresh portions of ball sqda.

One of the best forms of apparatus forvthe lixiviation of ball

soda is shown in fig. 294. The principle on which it is con-

structed is simple, but it admits of extensive application
; for

in many cases much of the economy of a manufacturing process dc-
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ponds upon the systematic washing the product in such a manner
as to extract the largest amount of soluble matter by means of tlie

Fio. 29^

smallest quantity of \^ator. In the ca'-o Ixfore us this is effeotod

by placing the material for lixiviation, the black ash, in ])orforated

sheet-iron \essels, ii n, which can be raised or loA\ered into out^r

lixiviating vessels, also made of iron, by means of tlie cords .and

pulleys, I, iv. When a charge is reecnc'd from the furnace it is

introduced into the lowest vessel, g, where it is submitted to the

dissoUing action of a liqimralieady highly charged with alkali from

digestion upon the black ash contained in the tanks abo\c it: after

a certain time, this charge is rais(>d by tlie ro])C fiom u into the

tank r, where it is submitted to a weaker liquid, and on, succes-

sively. The alkali nt each stage becomes more complete ly exhausted,

and the residue is successively submitted to the action of weaker

ley, till at lengtlv in it is acted iixiou by water only, supplied

from the cistern, l. When fresh water is admitted from m, to the

top of the vessel, a, as it is spceifunilly lijrhtcr than the saline solu-

tion, it lies uiion its surface, and graduall\ displaces the solution

flora A, through the bent tube, w'hilst the Vatcr takes its place , the

liquid from a acts in^ similar manner upon that contained in b
;

and this disjilaccmcn^proceeds simultaneously through each succes-

sive tier of the arrangement, until the concentrated ley flows oft

from o, and is transferred to the evaporating jians.

The insoluble residue contains almost the wdiole of the sulxiliur

8 c 2
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originally present in the salt cAke in the form of sulphide of cal-

cium, together with the excess of lime and coal employed. It

accumulates at the soda works till it forms a mountain of soda

waste, to the annoyance hofii of the neighbourhood anJ of the

manufacturer.

The water for lixiviation must not be employed at too high

a temperature; if it»bc, it decomposes the oxysulphide of calcium.

A black solution iS thus obtained, which is allowed to settle, and is

then pumped up into large, shallow, iron pans for evaporation.

A large portion of tlic salt crystallizes during the ebullition, and

is removed by ^neans of perforated ladles. In order to convert the

caustic soda which tlic solution contains into carbonate, it is eva])0-

rated to dryness, and after being mixed with sawdust is roasted in

a reverberatory furnace : most of the sulphur escapes during this

operation in the form of sulphurous acid; the residue yields the

soda ash, or alkali of commerce, which contains about 50 per

cent, of pure caustic alkali. If required in crystals, the crude car-

bonate thus obtained is rcdissolved, the liquid allow ed to settle, and,

while hot, is run into hemispherical pans, capable of containing 150

gallons of liquid, and about a ton of crystallized carbonate. The
liquid cools in the course of five or six days

;
crystals of large size

are formed
;

tlic mother-liquor is drained off by withdrawing a plug-

i^ the bottom, and it is then further evaporated down, and yields

an 8sh of inferior quality.

The preparation of carbonate of soda, therefore, comprises three

principal operations

;

1st. The production of salt cake, or crude sulphate of soda,

from common salt by the action of sulphuric acid.

2nd. The making of black ash, or impure carbonate of soda,

mixed with sulphide of calcium, by deoxidation of the salt cake

after mixture with chalk, by means of carbon. •

3rd. The preparation of soda ash, or the separation of the car-

bonate of soda from the black ash by lixiviating, the latter in warm
water and evaporating the solution to dryness. »

Of these operations the most remarkable is the preparation of

the black ash, by fusion of the sulphate with chalk and coal.

The chemical changes which occur consist, first, in the deoxida-

tion of the salt cake, and its conversion iijto sulphide of sodium

with evolution of carbonic oxide ; and secondly, in the formation

of carbonate of soda and sulphide of calcium by interchange of the

constituents of the suljdiide of sodium and the carbonate of lime

;

the sqlphide of calcium being rendered completely insoluble by the
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excess of lime employed. These reactions occur simultaneously,
and may be represented in the following scheme (omitting the
excess of lime) ;

—

NaO, SO3 + 4 C + CaO, CO^ =:^aO, CO^ -f CaS + 4 CO
;

or more distinctly, as follows :

—

Formation of Black Ash,^

4 cq. Carbon (34)—.^
Carbonic

' I oxide (56)

( I eq. Sulphide

( of calcium (36)

ft cq. Carbonate

C of soda (53)

An excess both of coal and of chalk are always employed in pi ac-

tice, as a good deal of coal burns off unavoidably,^ and an excess ot

lime renders the sulphide of calcium insoluble. Many attempts

have been ^made to iVcover tlic sulphur from the soda waste, biO

hitherto without commercial success.
*

Various processes have, from time to time, been proposed to

supersede the one just described, which was invented by Leblanc;

and of late years works on a considerable scale have be^n fsta-

blished, in which, by roasting iron or c()])i)er ])yritcs directly with

chloride of sodium, a sulphate of soda has been obtained wnthont

the preliminary manufacture of oil of vitriol. By the emjdoynKMit

of poor ores of co])])er and tin it has been found possible to ex-

tract these metals with advantage from materials which would not

otherwise liavc paid for woi;king.

Mr. Tilghman takes advantage of the decomposition of chloride

of sodium in the ])resence of alumina by steam at a high tempe-

rature, in order t^:^ obtain alkali from it. Precipitated alumina is

made up into balls with chloride of sodium, and exposed to a cur-

rent of steam in a reverberatory fiirmice strongly heated. Hydro-

chloric acid is expelled, soda is formed, and combines with the

alumina; Aip^+ NaCl + HO=:]SlaO, AlA + HCl; when cold, tlie

impound of alumina and soda is decoijiposed by a current of

carbonic acid, and -iJwie carbonate of soda is dissolved from the

alumina, which may be again employed for the same purpose.

Properties,— Carbonate of soda has a nauseous alkaline

ta^te
; it is an efflorescent salt, crystallizing in large, transparent,

cq. Sulphate of P “I-
""f

“ <3“
*

, y V 1 e(T. Sodium (2^
soda (71)

1 cq. Chalk (50)

I 1 eq. Sodium (23)

I I eq. Sulphi^r (16)

1 eq. Oxygen (8)

I eq. Calcium (20)

,
I eq. Carb. acid (22)
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rhomboklal prisms, which corftain^ about 64 per cent, of water,

and arc soluble in any proportion in hot water, and even melt in

their water of crystallization ; they are also very soluble in cold

water. The salt readily part'ss with its water, and melts at a red

heat. Carbonate of soda, when crystallized between 62® and 70*^,

may be obtained in non-efflorescent crystals with eight equiva-

lents of water : Mitschcrlich has also obtained it with six

equivalents of water. If crystallized above 93°, according to Ber-

zelius, a salt is deposited which contains 5 equivalents of water, and

ciystallizes in forms derived from the^ square-based octohedron,

whilst if crystfdlizcd between 158^ and 176° four-sided prisms arc

j)roduced, which contain only i equivalent of w^ater.

(492) Bicarbonate of Soda, (NaO, HO, 2 CO2; Eq, 84 j

Sjj. Gr. 2*192), is obtained by satui-ating a strong solution of tlie

neutral carbonate with carbonic acid
;

the bicarbonate crystal-

lizes in rectangular, four-sided prisms, wdiich require 10 parts of

water for solution at ordinary temperatures
;
and if the solution be

heated, it loses one-half of the additional equivalent of carbonic

acid, and is converted into scsquicarbonate.

A native Scsquicarbonate of Soda, (2 *NaO, 3 COg, 4 HO,
Eq» 164), which, however, alw ays contains sulphate of soda and chlo-

ride of sodium, has been long knowui in commerce as troua or

nQitron ; it is chiefly obtained as a saline eflflorescencc on the borders

of some lakes, of w Inch those of Kgypt are the best knowm. Many
other countries, however, such as those in the neighbom’hood of the

Black and Caspian Seas, as w ell as Thibet and Siberia, also furnish

this salt. It crystallizes in rhombic prisms, terminated by four-

sided pyramids
; it is less soluble than the carbonate, but more so

than the bicarbonate, and has a feeble alkaline reaction.

Tlic carbonates of soda and potarh, when melted together in

the proportion of i equivalent of each, readily combine, and form

a salt which fuses at a lower temperature than either of its com-

ponents. On account of its ready fusibility this mixture is pre-

ferred to carbonate of potash or carbonate of soda alone, as a

means of decomposing siliceous minerals in analytical operations

(479). If carbonate of soda be dissolved in solution of carbonate

of potash in excess, the Elution, on evaporation, yields transparent

crystals which, according to Margueritte, consist of 2 (NaO,

-fKO, CO2+ 18 aq. The salt is decomposeeVif it be attempted to

recrystallize its aqueous solution, carbonate of soda being deposited.

(493) Phosphates of Soda.—Phosphoric acid forms with soda
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several cfjrstallizable salts : some account has already been given

of these salts (370, 371, 37a);

Neutral TriboMC Phosphate, or Subphosphate of Soda (3 NaO,

POs, 24 aq) ; Eq. 165 + 216; Sp. Qr., tryst., i'6a2. This salt is

prepared from the rhombic phosphate by adding caustic soda to its

solution till it feels soapy to thp fingcre. It crystallizes readily in

small prisms, which effloresce in the air, and gi-adually absorb

cai'bonic acid. .
* •

Rhombic Phosplmte of Soda, (2 NaO, HO, PO5+24 aq) ;
Eq.

143+ 216; Sp. Gr. crystallized, 1 •525—This salt is the one from

which most of the i)h(^phatcs arc formed
;

it is the one which has

been longest known, and is that commonly called idiosphate of

soda. It is best procured by neutralizin’^ with carbonate of soda

the acid phosphate of lime, prej)arcd as directed for obtaining phos-

phorus (365) ;
carbonate of lime precipitates, and is allowed to

subside, the clear liquid is then decanted from the precipitate, and

set aside to crystallize. Phosphate of soda forms large, trans-

parent, efflorescent rhombic prisms
;

they have^ a cooling saline

taste, and are soluble in 4 parts of cold water, and very soluble

in boiling water ;
the solution has a faint alkaline reaction. Dr.

Clark found that when this solution is evaporated at •temperatures

above 90° F., the salt crystallizes with 14 equivalents of waiter;

in both forms it is isomorphous with the corresponding aiscinates

of soda. If heated to 300°, it loses all its water of crystallization

;

but if redissolvcd in water, it may be obtaiiu'd from its solution

with all its characteristic properties. If a solution of this phos-

phate be mixed with free {ihosiihorie acid, until it ceases to precipi-

tate chloride of barium, another phosphate is produced, formerly^

known as the biphosphate of soda (2 IIO, ISaO, PO5+ 2 aq,

Eq. 121 + 18); it crystallizes witli dilliculty in right rhombic

prisms, and has a strong ac*d reaction.
. c

All these rfre tribasic phosphates, they preeipitaU; nitrate of

silver of a yellow colour.
. t, , ^

Pyrophosphate ofSoda, (2Na0,r05 + 10 aq); Eq. 134 + 9°;

Sp. Gr., crystals, r836.--If the rhombic phosphate be
^

loses all its water, and on tlien treating it with w'ater, a new ^.1

dissolves, which crystallizes in prisms, sit yields a dense w lute pre-

cipitate with nitrate of silver, which is qpt changed by exposure to

light. Its solutiorlhas an alkaline reaction.

Metaphosphate of Soda, (NaO, PO,); Eq. i03.--If the amd

phosphate, or biphosphatc, of soda be heated to redness, all
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water is expelled, the residue fuses to a clear glass, and* on redis-

solving, the metapliosphate or mondphosphate of soda is obtained.

It forms a deliquescent and very soluble salt, which has a feeble

but distinct acid reaction upon litmus. It cannot be obtained in

crystals. The solution of this salt causes, with nitrate of silver, a

white gelatinous precipitate
; witli nitrate of baryta or of lime

a similar gelatinous precipitate is formed. This salt is susceptible

of various modifications by the application of diflerent tempe-

ratures {372).
^

!

(494) Bibordte of Soda, (NaO, 2 10 aq
;
Eq. 101 4-90;

Sp. Gr.,fu^ed crystallized 1*740), is wt'U known in eommerce
. under the name of borax. It is produced in considerable quan-

tities in various parts of the world, particularly in Thibet, whence
for many years the ])rin(?ipal part of the borax consumed was
supplied. The crude borax, or tiucal, is obtained by the spon-

taneous evaporation of the waters of the lakes whence it Ls derived,

and occurs crystallized in flattened six-sided prisms, terminated

by trihedral summits. These crystals are, however, very impure,

being covered with a greasy coating which requires removing
;

for

this purpose the crystals are ])owdcrcd, thrown upon a filter, and
washed witlr a weak solution of caustic soda, which by forming a
soap with the grease, dissolves and removes it

;
the remaining salt

is dissolved in water. Car])onate of soda equal to onc-cighth the

wefight of the borax is added to tlie solution, a copious precipitate

ensues, tlie liquid is cleared by filtration, and allowed to cool very

slowly : the borax is deposited in rectangular or in six-sided

prisms, containing 10 equivalents of water.

A large ([uantity of borax is now manufactured from the
boracic acid obtained from the lagoons of Tuscany, by saturating

it with cai’bonatc of soda, and allowing the salt to crystallize. In
the course of this operation the crude boracic acid is mixed with
about half its weight of soda ash, and is thrown in quantities of
about three hundred weight at a timeupon the floor,9! a reverberatory
furnace ; the mixture soon frits and effervesces, and must be well
stirred during the process : a quantity of carbonic acid, of ammonia,
and of organic matter wdiicli always accompanies the boracic acid, is

got rid of in this operation. The fritted mass is then lixivij^ted in

deep iron boilers. Here the solution is allowed to remain at rest in

order to allow the impurities which consist chiefly of alumina, car-

bonate of lime, and some silica, to subside
; and the liquid, when

brought to a specific gravity of ri66, is drawn off into wooden
tanks, lined wdth lead, where the mass cools very slowly. The large
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crystals in which borax is ordinarily sold, require much care to
Obtain them, they are procured only by operating on very lai-ge

masses of the salt. Borax may also be obtained in octohedral
crystals, which contain 5 equivalc;»ts of water, if the salt be
allowed to crystallize from a solution of 8i)ecific gravity 1-256, at
a temperature between 174° and. 133^ p.

Borax has a feeble alkaline taste and rpaetion. The pris-

matic crystals are soluble in about half their, weight of boiling Avater,

and in i a part^of cokl water : they arc slightly efflorescent. AVhen
heated^ borax bubbles up, Joses its water, and melts below »rcdness

into a transparent glassi,; this glass dissolves many metallic oxides

which often impart intense and characteristic colours to the head.

Borax is hence much used as a 'test bcfor5 the blowpipe for reco-

gnising the presence of certain mcitallic oxides. For this purpose a

small crystal of borax is

fused upon the end of a bcuit

platinum wire, as shown in

fig. 295, and a minute quan-

tity of the substance to be

tested is melted AviSi the

salt in the fiamc of the

blowpipe : the colour of the

glass varies according as the bead is heated in the oxidizing

or in the reducing flame (404). The power which borax possesses

of dissolving the metallic oxides renders it achantageous in the

process of soldering oxidizablc metals, to sprinkle tlie metallic

surfaces with po\vdcr(*d b5rax ;
on the application of he at the

borax melts as well as the solder, and the film of oxide which

w^ould otherwise prevent the adhesion is removed from the pieces

of metal at the moment the alloy is presented to unite them.

Borax is used in the arts as a finx, and by thi.^ lefiuer in the

melting of gold and silver. In making enamels it is lii'<piently

added for tlu' purpose of 1‘cndcring the compound more fusible, and

it is largely ciiiployc'd in fixing <*olours on ])orcclain.

Other borates of soda may he fonn(‘d, hut the biborate is th(*.

only salt of any practical importance; the qiiadriborate (NaO, 4 BO.^)

crystallizes with great difficulty : a neutraJ borate may be obtuiiu'd

by fusing i equivalent of ordinary borax vytli 1 equivalent of car-

bonate of soda
;

it crj4j;tallizcs in oblique prisms (NaO, BOy 8 aq).

(49 5) Silicates of Soda.—When finely divided silica is gradually

added to fused carbonate of soda, carbonic acid is evolved with effer-

vescence, and for each equivalent (SiO^) of silica added, one cqui-

PiG. 295.
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valent of carbonic acid is displaced, a neutral silicate of soda

(NaO, SiOa) being formed. A compound of similar composition

is obtained, if carbonate of potash be substituted for carbonate of

soda. Fritsche obtained a !ieutral silicate (NaO, SiOg 9 aq) by

dissolving in a strong solution of hydrate of soda a quantity of

silica, equal in weight to the anhydrous soda present in the liquid

:

it crystallizes sometimes with 6, sometimes with 9 equivalents

of water. Whe» a Concentrated solution of earbonatc of soda is

boiled with finely divided silica, a large propjrtio%of the silica is

dissolved, a geratinous precipitate separates from the clear liquid

as it cools, which, according to Forchhammer, consists of NaO,

36 SiOa- Other silicates have been obtained, to which the formulie

{2 NaO, 5 SiOa), (NaO, 3 Si02) and (NaO, 4 SiO^) have been

assigned. It is difficult, liowcvcr, to prove the existence of

the three compounds last named. The neutral silicate has the pro-

perty of dissolving in an excess of fused carbonate of soda, and the

glass which is clear and transparent while hot, becomes opaque on

cooling
;
but the same silicate, if heatt^d sufficiently wdth an excess

of silicic acid, melts, and forms a homogeneous mixture, which

yields a transparent glass on cooling, the fusibility decreasing as

the proportion of silica increases, imtil wdien the quantity of silica

amounts to 9 equivalents, the heat of a forge is required for its

fusion. These silicates are all more or less soluble in boiling w'ater.

^
A peculiar silicate, which has received the name of soluble glass,

is prepared by melting together 8 parts of carbonate of soda, or 10

of carbonate of potash, w ith j 5 of pure quartz sand and i part of

charcoal
;
the charcoal reduces the carbonic acid to carbonic oxide,

and facilitates the decomposition of the alkaline carbonate : a black

glass is thus obtained, which is not soluble in cold w^atcr, but is

almost completely dissolved by 5 or 6 times its weight of boiling

water. M. Fuchs, who first prepared this compound, has applied

its solution to diminish the combustibility of wood and woven
stuffs; a kind of fusible varnish, wdiicli is slightly hygroscopic,

is formed over the surface of the material, and the access of

atmospheric air to the fibre during combustion is impeded.

When heat is applied to the alkaline silicates, they do not at

once becomq liquid, but pass through an intermediate viscous stage

;

they impart this viscidity, and tlie transparency which they preserve

on cooling, to many other silicates if theyWe fused with them,

and they destroy the tendency to crystallize on solidifying which

the earthy and metallic silicates possess. This property is of the
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highest importance to mankind, for upon it depend the most valuable
properties of glass—ductility, ‘which enables it to be moulded
whilst in this intermediate state, and transparency, which renders
it applicable to a multitude of important uses. The alkaline sili-

cates are unable alone to resist the action of water and other
solvents sufficiently to fit theni for many of the applications of
glass ; but when combined with silicates of the earths, and certain
metallic oxides, mixtures may be obtained aftbi- fasion wliich are no
longer soluble in water or in acids.

Glass.

(496) The composition of glass differs considerably with the

nature of the purposes to wliich it is destined, but it consists

mainly of mixtures, in varying proportions, of silicates of potash,

soda, lime, baryta, magnesia, alumina, and lead, coloured by the

addition of small quantities of diflerent metallic oxides, particularly

those of iron, manganese, colialt, uranium, and gold.

The degree of fusibility of these different silicates varies con-

siderably. The silicates of lime and of magnesia ^use when heated,

per se, with great difficulty : the most fusible compound contains

equivalents of base to 3 of acid, the quantity of oxygen in the

base being to that in the silicic acid as 1 is to 3. The silicates of

protoxide of iron, 2 FcO, 3 SiO.^, and of manganese, are readily fused,

and crystallize on cooling. The silicate of lead, 2 PbO, 3.‘SiOy,*is

still more fusible, and on cooling forms a yellow, transpai cnt glass.

On the other hand, silicate of alumina, ALO3, 2 Si02, is nearly

infusible in the furnace.

All these silicon tes, however, wdicn mixed with each other, or

with the alkaline silicates, melt at considerably lower temperatures,

the fusing point being genq^ally much belo^v that of the mean of

the different silicates employed. The silicates of lime and alu-

mina are nearly infusible when separate, but they melt n‘adily after

they have been iiy;xed together.

Many of the properties of glass are familiar to all. It js a

transparent, bi’ittle solid, more or less tusiblc, and just before

fusion possessed of remarkable ductility, a property which enables

the workman to fashion it into the numberless forms, wliich luxury

•or convenience dictate.

The different varieties of glass are not to be regarded as definite

compounds, but as mixtures of various silicates in different propor-

tions, with an excess of silica. It is generally found, however, in
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the best kinds of gkass that the mixtures are usually very nearly

iiL such proportions that very little Silica remains in the uncombined

form. The proportion of silica to the bases is most conveniently

expressed by ascertaining the .proportion which the oxygen of the

bases bears to that of the silicic acid. The subjoined table gives

the result of some analyses of the more important kinds of glass :

—

Composition,/)/ Dij^ererit Varieties of Glass in lOO parts.

numaH. llieiAirdsan.
r-

l>umaH. Berthier. Ilowney.

Uottle. VV'indow. Plate. Olaas tube.

French.
'
Freii«*h. Englinh.

r*'
French. Venetian. Bohomian.

Silica ....
Potasnh . . .

Soda ....
Lime ....
Ma^^nosia . .

Alumina . . -

Oxide of iron .

Oxide of man- )

ganese.
)

r,3'r>r>

29*22

6*01

5*74

69-65

1522
i3

'

3 '

1*82

66*37

M‘23
ii*8()

8 *i 6

r,r,o

12
’

0,5

r,-f>o

350

68*6

6*9

S*i

no
2*1

r 2

0*2

0*1

73*13
11*49

3*07

10*43
0*26

1

0*30

0*13

0*46

Ratio of tlie\

oxygen in the
[

bases to that
j

in the silica J

I : 2 « : 4 2 ; 7 I •• 7

!

1

1:5 I : 6

t *

Silica

Potash . . .

Lime ....
Alumina . . .

Oxide of lead .

Oxide of tin

Dumas. Faraday. Dumas.

Boherriittu

goblet.
Crown.

Fiiglisli

Hint.

Giiijiund’s

ojuitral.
Strass.

j

Enamel.

69-4

1 1-8

i

62*8

22*1

12*5
2*6

5 ''93

13-67

3o' 2 '^

1

425
11*7

o'5

r8
43*5

38*1

7*9

1*0

530

31-6

8‘3

50'3
9-8

Ratio of tilt?

oxygen in the

bases to that

in the silica .

i

1
1^4

1

1
1

I • 5 T ; 6 ^ ' 4 2:7

i

.
3=7

(497) which Silicates of Potash and Lime predominate.

—The silicates of potas|i and lime are the principal components*

of the celebrated Bohemian glass, including the vs^riety Mdiich is

employed in the preparation of the hard glass of difficult fusibility,

so much prized in the laboratory in the tubes used for the com-
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bastion of organic compounds: the composition of this glass n)av
be represented approximatively by the formula, KO 3 SiO. +Ca6
3 SiO„ part of the potash having its place supplied by soda, Lid
part of the lime by magnesia, alivniua, and traces of iron and
manganese. The more fusible glass which is employed in the
manufacture of the beautiful ornamental objects, for which Bohemia
iias long been distinguished, contains silicate of alumina, with
silicates of potash and Ikne in a propewtibn Miich approaches
K.O, Si02H'3 (CaO, •6iQ2) +^AL202, 3 SiO.^). The crown glass,

employed for optical purpBses, has nearly the formula KO, Si02+
CaO, SiOj. (Dumas : de Chiniic, Tl. xliv.) ^n the last two
cases the proportion of oxygen in the bases to that in the silica is

vory nearly as i : 4.

Ill the finer kinds of glass potash is always employed in pre-

ference to soda^ as the glass made from soda, however carefully the

materials are selected, has a bluish-green tinge, which is not

observed when potash is used.

(498) Glass consisting of Silicates of Soda and Lime ,—French

plate glass and ordinary window glass are the most important

varieties of^ this deseViptiou. Plate glass is Very fusible, although

the oxygen of the liases which it contains is only| about one-sixth of

tliat of the silicic aedd. Soda produces a moT\e liquid compound

than potash. Care must be taken not to employ an exe'ess of lime,

as it is liable to render the glass milky 011 cooling, although it inay

be perfectly transparent whilst hot.

Great care is required in the selection of the materials em-

ployed in the manufacture of the finer kinds of glass. The in-

gredients used in the plate glass of ^St. Gobain are the following

(Regnault) :

—

300 parts of white quaftcose sand,

100 „ dry carbonate of soda,

43 „ lime, slaked by exposure to the air,

300 „ •fragments of broken glass from previous meltings.
•

The fuel employed in the furnace is wood.

These materials are intimately mixed, and then mcltexl in a

large, deep, conical crucible, in which they are allowed to stand at a

high temperature, for several hours, after they have been completely

fused, in order.that tlit impurities may subside. Quantities of this

mixture sufficient for casting a single sheet are then removed, by

means of copper ladles, into a smaller square crucible, termed the
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cmette.^ When the glass is thoroughly melted, the cuvette is

removed from the furnace by a crane, and the glass is cast by

pouring it upon a solid table of cast-iron ;
along the edge of this

table are metal ledges, to regulj,te the thickness of the sheet ofglass

;

the molten mass is immediately formed into a plate, and spread

by means of a heavy, hollow, metallic roller. These sheets arc next

annealed by being placed in a heated oven, and allowed to cool very

slowly down to die 'temperature of tl>e air; an operation which

requires from a week to a fortnight for its ct^mpletion. They are

then levelled by cementing one plate with plaster of Paris upon

a slab, and causing a second })late to move.,, by machinery, over the

surface of the first, the grinding material being fine sand and

water; a level surface having been thus obtained, it is smoothed

by emery of gradually increasing fineness, and the final polish is

given by friction with finely levigated eoleothar, or peroxide of iron.

Window glass is made of a mixture of loo. parts of sand, with

from 35 to 40 of chalk, 30 to 35 of soda ash, and from 50 to 150

of broken glass, or euUet. An equivalent amount of the eh('aj)er

sulphate of soda may be substituted in this mixture for the car-

bonate, as at a ’cry elevated tem])erature die silicic ex[)els the

sulphuric rfi‘id
;
this decomposition may be facilitated by mining

the sulphate with about a tenth of its v eight of charcoal; the

sulphate is thus /-‘odue(‘d to the form of sulphite of soda, which

loses its acid at low^cr temperature than the sul})hate.

When carl* xaite of soda is used, the material^ arc first sub-

jected to a heat insufficient completely to fuse the mass, and are

fritted together, or heated until tiny agglomerate
; moisture is

thus completely expellc'd, and a part of the carbonic acid is got

rid of; the frothing up of the mixture in the snbsccpient fusion,

due to tlio cxjuilsion qf the carbonic ackl, is also diininishcd, and the

loss of alkali by ^ olatilization is considerably lessened. Tlic friiU‘d

mass is then tran<fejT(ul to other pots, and the temperature of the

furnace is raised until complete fusion is effected. The mixture,

after it has been thoroughly melted, is allowed to stand, in oi'der

that the bubbles of air may escape, and that the mass may
become uniform in composition : the excess of sulphate of soda or

of chloride of sodium which may have escaped dc('ompositiou rises

to the surface and is skimmed off, forming what the manufacturei

terms glass-gall or sandiver. The glass isUhen allowed to cool

In the Ihaines Plate-glas?i Works, the glass is melted in the same pot ns
that from ^hich it is poured in casting. The pots are cylindrical, and not
square, and the fuel employed is coal.
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until it assumes the pasty, tenacious condition required for the
manipulations of the glass-blower.

(499) Silicates of Alumina^ lAme, IroUy Magnesia
y and Soda ot

Potash,—The inferior descriptions glass which are used for
making wine bottles, carboys, and other articles in which a dark
colour is unimportant, consist of b- mixture of. these silicates. The
materials employed are of a coarser kind than those used in the
preceding varieties of glass. A ferruginous hr o«hry sand, mixed
with soapmaker^s watte,

^
are j^ommon ingredients. Mr. Pellatt

gives the following as a aorapositio^i employed in* making bottle

glass:—Sand, 100 measures; soapei^s waste, 80 ^as lime, 80;
common clay, 5 ;

and rock salt, 3 measures. The ordinary

English bottles are of an olive-green colour, produced by the

presence of protoxide of iron; while some of the German bottles

arc of a pale brown, resulting from a mixture of the oxides of

iron and manganese. Bottle glass contains a smaller proportion

of silica than any of the preceding varieties. One speciui(*n,

analysed by Dumas, presented a composition which would bo

approxiniativciy represented by the formula,

. 6 [(CaK) O, SiOa] + (A1 Fc)2 O3, 3 diO.,;

whilst in a second specimen the composition womd be more nearly

nqirescntcd by 6 [(CaK) O, SiOJ + 2 (AlFe)2
P:^, 3 SiO^. Tlie

oxygen of the bases, in the first instance, being ijn the jiroporijon

to that of the silicic acid as 1 to 2, and in the second case nearly

as 2 to 3.

(500) Bottle glass is particularly liable to become devitri-

fied by slow cooling, and to be converted into what is termed

Reaumur’s porcelaui. In order to produce this effect, the glass

may bc„ imbedded in sand, or, still better, in a mixture of

gypsum^nd sand, and hcatcd*up to a point sufficient to soften it,

but just short of that rcHiuired for its fusion. If it be no\v allowed

to cool very slowljj, it will be found to have entirely altered its

aspect ayd properties; having become opaque and milk-white,

and much resembling por(H‘lain in appearance. It is now souk^-

wdiat less fusible and loss liable to crack on the application of

sudden changes of temperature, and is much harder than the glass

from which it was procured. It is a bad ^conductor of heat, but

conducts electricity tcl a considerable extent, being comparable in

this respect to marble (Pelouze). This alteration appears to be

due to the partial separation of certain silicates, particularly of the

silicates of lime and alumina, and their assumption of a more or
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less definite crystalline form. This crystallization is sometimes

very beautifully and perfectly exhibited in the residues at the

bottom of the glass pots, which are allowed to cool down with

great slowness and regularity.^ Nodules of opaque radiated crystals

are there often found surrounded by a transparent glass. A
mass of these opaque crystals, ^malysed by Dumas, presented a

composition which corresponded with the formula i8 [(CaNa) O,

2 SiO^] 4- ^(AlaOa) 9 SiOa; the transparent glass from which they

separated contained 3*5 per cent, less of sSica, 1*4 less alumina,

and a proportionately larger quantity of soda.

The devitrification of gkss has recently been made the subject

of experiment by Peloufee [Chem, Gaz,, Aug. 1855). He finds

that the same sheet of glass may be devitrified, and again rendered

transparent by fusion, many times in succession. Glass of any

description may be devitrilied, but the finer kinds of potash

glass exhibit this phenomenon Avith difficulty. Pelonze found

that the throwing in of a small quantity of sand, or even of

powdertid glass,\ into a pot whicdi hud cooled down to the viscid

condition, greatly promoted the devitrification of the mass. The
soluble soda glass of Fuchs, which contciins 4 cq^uivalcnts of

silica to J*of bas^ (NaO, 4 SiC\) is especially liable to devitrifi-

cation from crystallization.

{501) Silicates of Potash and Lead,—The ordinary Avhitc glass

in iise^iii this country, commonly known as flint glass (the crisUil

of Freueh wnntet’s), consists almost entirely of these silicates. The
oxide of lead imparts a greater degree of fusibility and density, as

well as a high refractive and dispersive power, in consequence of

which such glass, from its superior brilliancy, is better fitted for

the manufacture of ornamental articles, and from its greater softness

is more easily cut and polished. Lead glass has, however, the

inconvenience of being readily scratched, and it is liable to tarnish

and change colour, especially if the proportion of alkali be large.

According to Dr. Faraday^s experiments, English flint glass con-

tains onc-third of its weight of oxide of lead
;

it may be represented

very nearly by the formula, KO, 3 SiOjj + PbO, 3 SiOg. In a

specimen from Newcastle, examined by Berthier, the proportion of

silicate of lead was larger. This glass corresponded nearly to

2 (KO, 3 SiOg) 4- 3 t^bO, 3 SiOa). The composition of flint

glass, however, is liable to considerable variation, even in different

parts of the same pot, the lower portions having generally a gi'cater

density than those in the upper part of the pot. This arises from

the density of the oxide of lead.being much greater than that of
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tli6 other materials, so that it is extremely difficult to preserve a
uniform mixture. Dr. Faraday found, for example, that glass

taken from the top of pots not more than six inches deep, might
have a density of 3*28, while that f^m the bottom might have a
density of 3*83 ; in one instance, the glass at the top had a density
of 3*^^^ that at the bottom of. 4*75 > ^•^id though these arc ex-

treme differences, there is no doubt that similar variations occur

in every pot of glass made in the usual waj». ‘Thfe variation in the

density of the glass oc^asjpns gfeat inconvenience in its application

to the construction of opticml instruments, owing to the difference of

its refracting power in -different portions of the §ajne mass; and
many endeavours have been mac^e to overcome these defects. A
lead glass of still higher refracting*power wa*s made by M. Guinand,

in which the proportion of lead was very large, the formula being

very nearly 2 KO, 2 Si02 + 3 (PbO, 2 SiOa), the proportion of

oxygen in the bases being to that in the silica as i to 4 : its 'Spe-

cific gravity was 3*61. Dr. Faraday {Phil. Trans.

^

1830, p. to)

proposed, for a similar purpose, a compound of silicate and borate

of lead, the density of which is 5*44 : this glass h^s a pale lemon-

yellow tint, and consists of 3 (PbO, SiOg) + 3 Pb(&, Of late

years a borosilicatc of zinc has been introduced by MM. Maez

and Clemandot into the glass used for optical purposes, witli

considerable success. \

Much of the success in the preparation of jglass for /)ptical

purposes depends upon the selection of i)urc nfaterials, and also

on their complete incorporation. The plan which succeeds best

in attaining the hitter ol)ject was introduced by M. Guinand.

After the fusion is complete, the melted glass is thoroughly

stirred with a paddle of crucible clay
;
the crucible and its contents

arc tlien allowed slowly to qpol down in the*-furnaee ;
when cold,

the pot is broken, and the mass of glass cut horizontuUy into

slices, by which means pieces of uniform density may generally

be obtained. A go^i^d optical glass may be made from a mixture of

100 parts*of pure sand, 100 of minium, and 30 of refined pearlash.

The oxide of lead wliich is employed in the manufacture of

flint glass is not ordinary litharge (75^)? minium or red lead

(759), which is a higher oxide of lead, and is prepared with care

feom pure lead. The proportions of the materials usually employed

in the manufacture of feint glass are, 300 of fine white sand, such

as that from Lynn, on the coast of Norfolk, or from Alum Bay

in the Isle of Wight, 200 of minium, and too . of refined pearlash,

with about 30 parts of nitre. In all cases the selection of mate-

3 D
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rials for the melting-pot is of high importance. These pots are

best made of an infusible clay, such as that of Stourbridge, which

Acontains but little alumina and iron
: 5 parts of clay'and i of ground

burnt pots are trodden into » mass by the workman, and allowed

.to stand for three or four months : the mixture is then carefully

wrought into pots about four inches thick
;
great care being taken

to exclude air-bubbjes. The pots are allowed to dry for several

months in a warm ro(5m, after which they are removed to an

annealing oven* where they are raked vsry gradually to the tem-

perature of the furnace. Flint glass is always made in pots which arc

arched over a^^op, and have an opening ^t the upper part of one

side for the introduction of the charge and the withdrawal of the

glass ; they are set in the furnace in such a manner as to prevent

the access of smoke and combustible gases to the interior, which

woidd endanger the reduction of the oxide of lead to the metallic

state. Plate glass, crown glass, and the other varieties of glass are

made in open crucibles. The alumina, which is contained even

in the finest glass, is chiefly derived from the action of the vitrified

materials upon the clay of the pots.

(502) JJoloured Glasses For the purpe^se of producing imita-

tions of precious gems, a lead glass of still higher refracting power,

termed pastCj or strass, is employed, the proportion of oxide of

lead exceeding 53 per cent.
;
the composition of this substance is

very nearly represented by the formula (KO, 2 Si02 + 3 PbO,

2 SiOa)

;

the proportion of oxygen in the bases being one-fourth of

that present in the silicic acid. A little borax is often added to this

glass to increase its fusibility.

Glass of this description, when properly cut, is employed to

imitate the diamond. The yellow colour of topaz is given to the

strass by the addition of about i ppx cent, of peroxide of iron, or

by a mixture of 4 per cent, of oxide of antimony with a minute

proportion (0*1 per cent.) of purple of Cassius. TOie brilliant blue

of sapphire is imitated by means of a small quantity of oxide of

cobalt. •

It is, indeed, a property of glass to dissolve small quantities

of many of the metallic oxides without losing its transparency

;

but the glass becomes coloured with more or less intensity, and

with different hues, according to the nature of the metallic oxide
^

employed. Protoxide of iron, even in smml quantities, commu-
nicates colours which vary from a pale green to a deep bottle-green,

according to the proportion in which it is present : sesquioxide of

iron, on the contrary, has but feeble colouring power, unless .pre-
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sent in considerable quantity, ;wlicn it produces a yellow colour

:

protoxide ofmanganese is nearly colourless, but the sesquioxide com*
municates a violet tint to the glass. Advantage is taken of the
knowledge of these facts in prepariilg colourfess glass

:
protoxide

of iron, in minute quantity, is a frequent impurity in the materials

used, and it produces the green Itinge often observed in ordinary

glass : a minute quantity of black oxide of mfurgaijese corrects this,

it imparts oxygen to tlie protoxide of iron, which thus becomes
converted into the cofoui^ess peroxide, whilst the manganese itself

being reduced to the state of protoxide exerts no injurious colour*

ing effect. A little nitre or arsenious acid is sonteCimes added to

glass instead of oxide of manganese, with ^ similar eflcct in con-

verting the protoxide of iron into sesquioxide. Oxide of chrome
imparts an emerald green tinge to glass

;
oxide of cobalt a deep

blue. A mixture of the oxides of cobalt and manganese gives a

black glass; black oxide of copper (CuO) produces a green ; sub-

oxide of copper (Cii^O) an intense ruby red
; whilst the sparkling

aj)pcarance of avanturine is due to the dissemination of tetrahedral

crystals of reduced ijictallic copper through the mass. Oxide i^if

uranium communicates to the glass a peculiar opalcsc^it yellow

;

different shades of yellow arc also produced by oxides of silver and

of antimony, and by finely divided charcoal ; and a compound of

gold with oxide of tin gives a mjignificent ruby glass.

Sometimes glass is Jlashcd or superficially coated With ‘the

coloured portion. A mass of colourless glass is in this case taken

by the workman upon th^j end of his blowing tube, and then

dipj)cd into a ])ot of the coloured glass ; on blowing out the lump
of glass, a vessel is obtained, the exterior layer of which is coloured,

whilst the inner layer consists of colourlciss glass.

Painting on glass is eficft'ted by means oT a very fusible glass,

which when melted gives the required tint
;
this glass is reduced

to a very fine powder, and w orked up wdth tm'pentine into a pigment

:

it is then applied With a pencil to the surface of a sheet of ordi-

nary glass. The painted glass is aft(?rwards 8ubjcf*ted to a heat

wdiich is sufficient to melt the coloured glass, but is not intense

enough to soften the glass to which it is applied.

Enamel is the term given to an oi)aque gloss, which owes its

opacity to the presence of binoxide of tin^: a metallic ash is pre-

pared by calcining at a low red heat a mixture of i part of tin

witli from i to 6 parts of lead, in a flat cast iron vessel ;
the ash so

obtained is mixed with sand and alkali, the proportions of which

may vary considerably. In one recipe for the pi^paration of

3 D 2
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enamel given by Knapp [Chemigal Technology, translated by

Koualds and Richardson, vol. i. p. 137)
the ashes of 4 parts of tin

and 10 of lead are directed to be ground up with 10 parts of

j)owdered quartz and? 2 of pure soda ash. Other opaque bodies

may be substituted for the oxide of tin in the preparation of

enamel : in this manner bone ash, oxide of antimony, and even

arsenious acid arc sometimes employed to j3roduce the opacity

required. The enamel may be tinged of any colour by the suit-

able addition o£ metallic oxides. The etiamel is applied Mdth a

brush to the suiface to which it is to* be attached, and is then

fused by exposure to heat.

A modification of glass reseiyibling enamel has been used to

glaze cast iron ])otSj as a substitute for tinning. The pots having

been first scoured with dilute sulphuric acid, and w^ell rinsed in water,

nre brushed over with an enamel consisting of powdered flints

ground with calcined borax, fine clay, and a little felspar
; and

while still moist, are dusted over with a glaze composed of felspar,

oarbonatc of soda, borax, and a little oxide of tin. Having been

thus prepared, the pots arc next carefully dried, aiid finally the glaze

is fused oxjired uiKlcr a mufilc at a liright reef heat. O^^ide of lead,

though it increases the fusibility of the glaze, should be carefully

avoided, as it docs not resist the action of acids in culinary operations.

• (503) Well-made glass is unacted upon by any acid or mix-

ture? of acids except the hydrofluoric, which destroys it by com-

bining wuth its silica. Rut it is not absolutely insoluble, though

it is generally considered to be capable of w ithstanding the actiem

of water. If glass be powdered and inoistcnied with w^ater, the

liquid will dissolve a small quantity of alkali, sullicient to turn

turmeric paper brown. If left long in w ater, or buried in moist

earth, many kinds of glass become c'sl%)w]y disintegrated, and scale

ofl’ ill flakes which exhibit the brilliant colours of New ton^s rings

(no). This is particularly the case with the coarse glass used

for wine bottles- Raraday found that some inferior kinds of bottle

glass w^re rapidly destroyed by the action of dilute sulphuric acid.

At a high temperature water ’acts upon glass very rapidly;

pieces of plate and window glass were suspended by Dr. Tumor
in the steam of a high pressure boiler, and in the course of four

months specimens of ^ate glass one-fifth of an inch thick were
completely decomposed; and Dr. Faraday ‘found that flint-glass,

under similar circumstances, was still more rapidly acted upon.

If glass be suddenly cooled after fusion, it becomes extremely

brittle. Wl;en drops of melted glass are allowed to fall into water,

they solidify pear-shaped masses, wdiich may be subjected
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without breaking to considerable pressure, if gradually applied
; but

if the tail of one of these drops, known as RaperVs drops, be suddenly

nipped oflF, the glass flics to pieces with a kind of explosion, anil is

shattered to powder. This effect ai^pears to be due to the unc(pial

tension to which the i)articlcs composing the drop are subjected,

owing to the sudden cooling of the outer surface of the glass, whil(5

the interior is still dilated ; as the mass cools, the ])articles w ithiii,

by adhesion to the external solid ])ortio?i, arc %till kept in their

dilated state
;
but a^^ry.sligl^ disturbance of their relative position

sufSccs to overcome th(?ir equilibrium, and when once the mass

gives way at any one point, the cohesion of the whple is destroyed.

Similar changes occur if glass articles are allowed to cool sud-

denly by exposing them whilst fed hot to* the external air. Glass

objects of various descriptions, if their surface be l)iit scratched, or

if they be brought suddenly from a cold room into a warm one, will

often crack and fall to i)ie(^es. In order to prevent this mishap, it is

necessary to subject the diflercnt articles, after they have received

their destined shape at the hands of tlu'. workman, to the opciration

of annealing, which is a very slow and gradual process of* cool-

ing, by wdiicli the p&rts are enabled to assume their natural posi-

tion with regard to each other. Even then, since ^dass dilates

considerably on the ap])lication of heat, and is likewise a bad con-

ductor, a sudden and incautious elevation of temperature, such as

that occasioned by pouring boiling water into a cold gli\ss, ^often

determines its fracture. Cure is required during the process of

annealing, especially with the coarser k intis of glass, not to raise

the temperature too high * or otherwise devitrification to a greater

or less extent would be liable to ensue.

(504) Characters op jiie Salts of SoD.^.~ have no good

direct tests for the salts of this base, as it forms st^arccly any cvtai

s[)aringly soluble compounds. Its most insoluble salt is what Frcmy

has termed the ,.bimetantimoniate of soda (706), which is depo-

sited in transparent oclohedra when a solution of freshly j)r(^])ared

bhueia/dimoiiiatc of potash is ’added to a neutral solution contain’-

ing soda, provided that the liquid has been previously freed from
'

all bases except the alkalies : i imrt of soda in 10,000 of w ater

will produce a precipitate with this test# after tw'cnty-four hours.

In analysis, a salt of soda is concluded to be present when the

absence of every other base has been proved, and yet a saline

residue remains, which with bichloride of platinum gives yellow

striated prismatic crystals (NaCl, PtCy by spontaneous evapora-

tion. Dr. Andreevs {Chem. Gaz,, vol. x. p. 378) his pointed out
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a property of this salt which admits of its identification in ex-

tremely minute quantities ; a drop of the solution suspected to

contain soda is mixed with a minute quantity of solution of bi-

chloride of platinum, and allowed to evaporate in a warm place

;

if before it be quite dry it be ^aced in the field of the microscope,

and examined by means of polarized light, minute crystals of the

double chloride of sodium and platinum will be distinguished

from the other '^alt^ by which they are accompanied, by their

power of transmitting the polarized light, tinged with various

colours, according to the thickness of the crystals. Before the

blowpipe the salts of soda are known by the intense yellow which

they communicate to the outer flame, if a fragment be introduced

at the point of the blue "cone upofi a loop of platinum wire.

The salts of soda are in general more soluble than those of

potash
;
the sul])hatcs of the tivo alkalies aflbrd a striking instance

of this diflcrence
;
the soda salts often effloresce when exposed to

the air, whilst those of potash, on the other hand, frequently deli-

quesce, a fact well exemplified by the carbonates of the two bases.

§ III. Lithium.

Symbol^ L ; Equivalent, 6*53 ; Specific Gravity, 0*3935.

(503) Lithium, the metallic base of the third of the alkalies,

is of comparatively recent dis<;ovcry, and derives its name from

A/Ooc (a stone), as it has been found only in the mineral king-

dom : it is but rarely met with. The minerals of most frequent

occurrence which contain lithia are the three under mentioned

;

they yield this alkali in proportions varying from 3 to 6 per cent,

of their weight :

—

Lepidolite, or lithia mica . 2 [(LK) FI] + 4 (Alj^O.,, 3 SiOg)
Triphane, or spodumenc . 3 [(LNa) O, SiOg] 4- 4 (AlgOg, 3 SiOg)
Petalite 3 [(Ll^a) O, 2 SiOg] -f 4 (AI2O3. 6 SiOg).

•I

Metallic lithium^ according to Bunsen [Liebig
y
Ann, xciv. 107)

is easily reduced from its chloride by means of an electric current

obtained from four or six pairs of the nitric acid batt^y^,
,
The

metaj is of a white colour, fusible at 336°, and is not volatilized by
a red heat. It is harder than potassium, but softer than lead,

and admits of being welded by pressure at ordinary temperatures

;

it can be drawn into wire, which, however, is inferior in tenacity

to lead wire of the same dimensions. Lithium appears to be the

lightest solid body known ,• it floats in naphtha, and has a density
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of only 0*5936. A fragment of lithium burns upon a plate of
mica with a very brilliant light, and a heat suflBicicntly intense to

melt a hole in it : when thrown upon water it swims and be-

comes oxidized, like sodium. If thrown into nitric acid it usually

takes fire. ' ^

(506) Lithia (LO, Eq. 14*5}, the only known oxide of the

metal, was discovered by Arfwedson, in 1.8 18. It is extracted

by carefully levigating the minerals that, coiitaigi it, and igniting

the fine powder witU twice its weight of quick-lime. The mass

is treated with hydrochloric acid, then with sulphuric acid, and

the sulphate of lithia ijs dissolved out fi’om the sulphate of lime;

the last traces of lime are removed from the solution of sulphate

of lithia by oxalate of ammonirCL This st:)lution may then be de-

prived of sulphuric acid, and converted into caustic lithia by the

addition of baryta water; the solution on evaporation yields hy-

drate of lithia. This hydrate fuses readily below redness, and

powerfully corrodes platinum vessels : silver capsules should there-

fore always be used in preparing it. This action upon platinum

is one of the best indications of the presence of lithia.

Chloride of LitMum (LCl -f 4 aq ;
Eq. 42 + 36) is one of the

most deliquescent salts known ;
it is very soluble in mlcohol, and

crystallizes in cubes.

Sulphate of Lithia (LO, SO;, + aq, Eq, 34'5 + 9), crystallizes

in flat tables, which arc very soluble in water. The existence ’of
' *

• •

bisulphate of lithia is doubtful.

Soda Phosphate of Lithia is one of the most characteinstic

salts of this alkrdi
;

it is* insoluble in water containing alkaline

phosphates. In order to prepare it, the insoluble metallic oxides

and the earths, if present, arc first prcei])itated, by adding carbo-

nate of soda to the solution, evaporating it to dryness, and treat-

ing the residue* with boiling water
:

pliosphatc of soda is then

added, and the whole evaporated to dryness
;
the residue is treated

with cold water, which removes the exc^css of phosphate of soda,

and Icayes the double i)hosphate of lithia and soda. This salt fuses

with carbonate of soda to a glass which is transparent while hot,

but opaque on cooling. The proportion of lithia which

it coiitmnilvaries in different specimens.

Carbonate of Lithia (LO, CO2, is only sparingly

soluble in water, but is rather more soluble in solution of carbonic

acid
;

it has an alkaline reaction upon turmeric. At a dull red

heat it melts into a white enamel.

Characters of the Salts of Lithium,—Generally speaking the
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salts of lithium are remarkably fusible : they are distinguished by
yielding a Mhitc precipitate of carbonate of lithia in cold concen-

trated solutions with carbonate of potashy but the precipitate

disappears on adding water and applying heat. On the addition

oi phosphate of soda the double^^hosphate of lithia and soda already

mentioned is formed. Before the blowpipe they communicate a

puri}lish red colour to the flame, and rapidly corrode platinum

foil when heated on it. '

c

<

§ IV. Ammonium. [Hypothetical.)

Symboly H4N; Equivalent

y

18,

(507) When dry gaseous ammonia, H3N, is presented to the

anhydrous oxyacids, such as sulphuric acid, SO3, sulphurous acid,

SO2, or carbonic acid, the gas enters into combination with the

acid, and a peculiar compound is formed, which does not constitute

one of the ordinary salts of ammonia, and which difiers in many
important particulars from the compound which would be obtained
by neutralizing a solution of the same acid in water with ammonia.
In the latb^r case one of the ordinary ^ salts of ammonia,^ as they
are usually termed, is produced ; in tlie former case one of a series

of compounds is formed for which no specific name has been pro-

l)Oscd, but which may be conveniently distinguished as anmioJiides.^

The* general properties of these bodies may be illustrated by
examining the several combinations formed between anhydrous
sul])huric and sulphurous acids and dry ammoniacal gas.

(508) Sulphuric AmmomdCy Sulphatarnmorty (H3N,S03); Eq. 57.
M hen a current of dry ammoniacal gas is transmitted over

aidiydrous sulphuric acid, placed in a flask, and maintained at
a low temperature, taking care to" leave the acid somewhat in
excess, a liard gummy mass is produced, which when cx])oscd to
the air, absorbs moisture and gradually deliquesces. The liquid

* These compounds of ammonia with the anhydrous acids are often
incorrectly spoken of as cttnides. Amides arc, properly speaking, salts of
ammonium which have been deprived of 2 equivalents of water. ^Ifj^fij^cora-
pounds, oxamide, obtained by M. Dumas by the dry distillatioHWHionm,
was the first discovered, and it may be taken as the typo of the clils. Oxalate
of ammonia may be represented by the formula (H^NO, C3O3) ; when this is
distilled in a glass retort, it undergoes decomposition, and amongst other pro-
ducts a small quantity of the hito insoluble compound termed oxamiuo is
produced (H^NCjOg), which contains 3 equivalents of water less than the
oxalate of ammonia. The ammonides contain only one equivalent of water less
than the ordinary salts of ammonia. Sulphate o‘f ammonia for instance may
bo represented as (II4NO, SO3) while sulphuric ammonidc is (HaN/Soj*
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thus obtained is saturated with carbonate of baryta in ordvr to re-

move the excess of acid, and is then evaporated’; it yields large

transparent crystals derived from an octohedron with a square base.

This compound is the parasulphatammon of Rose, and consists,

according to this chemist, of (II^N, SO3). It is freely soluble in

water, but insoluble in alcohol. . Its solution has a bitter taste, and
gives no precipitate with salts of baryta, and none with bichloride of

platinum. By long boiling with water or^vviEh afjolution of tartaric

acid, it is slowly ch£ftig(;d intp ordinary sulphate of ammonia : but

if heated with a free alksAi, sulphate of ammonia is speedily pro-

duced, and ammonia is expelled.

If ammoniacal gas in excess be made to act uj)on anhydrous

sulphuric acid, another compouinl, isomeric; with the former, termed

sulphatarnmon by Rose, is obtained. It does not crystallize,

and is quickly transformed ivlien in solution into sul[>hate of

ammonia.

A third compound, which may be procured in beautiful trans-

parent crystals, is prepared by transmitting the vapour of anhy-

drous sulphuric acid into ammoniacal gas in excciss; the solid

compound thus obtained is fused in a cuirrcmt of dry ammonia,

and dissolved in water. The cr^^stals obtained on t;vaporation,

ac(!ording to M. Jacquelain, consist of ^(llaN) -i-4 SO^j. Although

the solution of this compound has an acid reaction, it gives no

precipitate with salts of baryta.
. ,

(509) Sulphurous Ammouide, (HaN, SO^).—If dry sulphurous

acid gas be mixed with an excess of jicrfcctly dry ammoniacal gas,

2 volumes of sulphurous* acid and 4 of ammonia combine and

form a yellow, amorphous, volatile, dcli(|ucscent compound, which
^

when dissolved in water uTidcrg<)(;s gradual decomposition.

If the sulphurous acidJie in excess, a,dilfcre?»t compound is

formed 2 SO;,), corres])onding in composition to bisulphite

of ammonia from which 2 equivalents of water have been abstractcid
;

II3N, 2 SO3 + 2 ULO=:(l4NO, HO, 2 SO,). It is a reddish-yellow,

crystalline, volatile substance, frc'cly soluldc in water; wlicn in

solution it is speedily dccomj)Os('d into sulphate and tiithionatc of

ammoniac 2(H;iN, 2 SO,) + 2 HO = H,j,NO, SO^ + Il^NO, S3O,.
’

Ko such decomposition occurs when the ordinary bisulphite ol

ammonia is dissolved in water.

Anhydrous phosphoric and carbonic acids also form ammo-

nides, which are analogous to those which have just been described.

(510) Dry ammoniacal gas likewise unites with facility with the

aijliydrous hydracids, but the comi)ounds which are produced do
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not correspond in properties to the ammoriides, but^ on the contrary,

form ordinary salts of ammonia. ‘For example, dry hydrochloric

acid and dry ammoniacal gases unite with avidity, and a white solid

compound is produced, which is ordinary sal ammoniac
;
when dis-

solve in water it gives with sdiution of nitrate of silver the usual

curdy precipitate indicative of chlorine, and with bichloride of

platinum the usual ydlow double salt characteristic of ammonia is

deposited. v

(51

1

)
Theory of Ammonium .—The differences between the

characters of the compounds which dry ^ammonia forms with the

anhydrous oxyacids, and those wliicli it produces with the hy-

drackls were very simply and beautifully explained by Berzelius

with the aid of a hypothesis o?iginally suggested by Ampere,

which has been termed the ammonium theory, by the adoption of

which the salts of ammonia admit of being considered as exhi-

biting a composition analogous to tliat which exists in the case of

the metallic salts.

According to this view the compounds which are usually

spoken of as salts of ammonia witli the oxyacids, do not contain

ammonia at all, but a compound in Avhich the efcraeuts of an equiva-

lent of water have been added to those of ammonia, (H^N + HO) :

in consequence of the assimilation of this equivalent of water, the

substance which luas united yviih the acid may be regarded as an

o?fide (II4N, O), like oxide of potassium or oxide of lead, but

wliict contains the compound body, ammonium (H^N) in the

place of a metal. Anhydrous ammonia when it unites with the

anhydrous oxyacids, must therefore produce bodies very difibrent

from those obtained by the combination of hydrated ammonia
with the same acids when hydrated, as may be seen, for instance,

by comparing the formula of the compound with sulphuric acid in

the two cases :

—

Sulphuric ammonido. Sul];)hate of ammonium.

It is likewise easy to sec why hy the combination of anhydrous

ammonia with a hydracid equally free from water, a true salt of

ammonium should be formed ; for instance, hydrochloric acid and
ammonia by their uniqn yield chloride of ammonium, a salt

which obviously presents the closest analogy with the metallic

chlorides j
H3N+ HCl= H4N, Cl.

With the oxyacids, then, ammonia forms two classes of com-
pounds; the more important class constitutes the normal salts
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of the alkali in which the elements of water are necessarily pre-

sent; the other class consists df the ammonides already described.

The theory of ammonium is supposed to derive considerable

support from the following remarkable experiment :—If an amalgam
of potassium or of sodium be moistened with a concentrated solu-

tion of sal ammoniac (Hj,NCl), Jfche amalgam immediately begins

to increase in bulk, and ultimately swells up till it accpiircs eight

or ten times its original volume, and it at the si>me time assumes

a pasty consistence, abut stillyjircacn^es its metallic lustre. This

substance, if exposed to la temperature of o® ¥* crystallizes in

cubes. It begins to decompose spontaneously immediately after

its production, and the same effect occurs still more rapidly if it be

placed^ in water; hydrogen gas Ss given off in minute bubbles, and

ammonia is found in the solution. It is generally supposed that this

remarkable amalgam consists of a combination of II4N (or ammo-
nium) with mercury. On attempting to cx[)c] the mercury by heat,

however, the compound is decomposed, metallic mercury sublim(\s,

and a mixture of hydrogen and amrnoniaeal gas is evolved : all

other attempts to isolate the ammonium have been equally unsne^-

cessfiil. Tlie proportion of ammonium present in the amalgam,

notwithstanding the great change experit iiced by the Tncrcury, is

extremely minute, amounting, according to (lay Lussac and

Thenard, to little more than Wirffth of the weight of the mercury.

• •

(512) The preparation of ammoniacal gas and of its aqueous

solution have been already described (311)* solution in

water has an intensely alkaline reaction, and may be regarded

as a solution of oxide of ammonium, H4NO; but when heated,

pure ammoniacal gas, H3N, alone is expelled, and by ])assing the

gas through a tube filled with quicklime to absorb the water which

it carries over w ith it in suspension, ammonia may b(* obtained in a

state of purity. The solution in water, when neutralized by acids

and evaporated, yjjelds salts of oxide of ammonium.

(5^3) Sulphides ok Ammonium.—Ammonium forms several

sulphides which are freely soluble in uater. irrotomlphide

y

H4NS, cannot be ]>rocared in a solid form; it may be })r<q)arr(],

like the protosulpbide of potassium, by dividing a quantity of solution

•of ammonia into two equal portions, thrpugh one of whicli sul-

phuretted hydrogen is transmitted as long as it is absorbed ;
tlic

saturated liquid is then added to the seewd portion of the solution.

The protosulphide of ammonium dissolves many of the sulphides of

the metals whjch form acids with oxygen (442). Many of these
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double sulphides^ such, for example, as those with the pentasul-

phides of antimony and of arsenic* and the tersulphide of molyb-

denum, may be obtained in crystals.

A Bisulphide of Ammonium (H4NS2) may be obtained in

large yellow, transparent, vefy deliquescent crystals, by passing-

sulphur and dry ammonia through a red-hot porcelain tube.

In the hydrated formr it has been long known as Boyle^s fuming

liquor^ and is prepared * by calcining 3 parts of slaked lime with

2 of sulphur, and distilling 3 parts of th6 mixture with 2 of

sal ammoniac and i of sulphur; a yello\f, oily, foetid liquor passes

over, which fumes in the air, and on cooling deposits deliquescent,

yellow, lamellar crystals ;
acids disengage hydrosulphuric acid and

cause a deposit of sulphur. It rlissolves a large quantitylOf sul-

phur, forming n, pentasulphidey I^^S^, which crystallizes from its

solution in long oraiige-ytdlow ^ai^ie rhombic prisms.

Hydrosulphate of Sulqihide of Ammonium (H ^NS, HS, Eq.^i),

is the liquid commonly used as a reagent under the name of

hydrosulphate of ammonia : it is formed by transmitting sulphu-

retted hydrogen through solution of ammonia to saturation. This

liquid absorbs oxygen rapidly from the air, ahd the solution, which

wlicn newTy-formed is colourless, becomes yellow from formation

of bisulphide of ammonium, whilst a hyposidphite of ammonia
remains in solution; 2 (II.iNS, HS) -f O5 = H4NS2 + H4,NO,

S*/)., +,2 HO.
The solution of this substance dissolves the sulphides of the

clcctro-ncgative metals as readily as the protosulphide of ammo-
nium does, but sulphuretted hydrogen is liberated from the hydro-

sul])hate. Hydrosulphate of ammonia, H4NS, HS, may be ol)-

tained in an anhydrous form by mixing dry sulphuretted hydrogen

w ith dry ammoniaeal gas, 4 volumes of ammonia combine with 2

volumes of sulphuretted hydrogen, and condense in yellowish,

transx)arent, brilliant jdates, which are very volatile, and sublime

w ithout decomposition
;
they are very soluble in water.

(514)
Chloride of Ammonium^ Cl) ; Eq, 53*5; &p. Gr,

1
*

3 7 ^-—Muriate of Ammonia, or Sal Ammoniac, as it is commonly
termed, is the most important of the salts of ammonium. It may
be formed directly by the union of hydrochloric acid and ammo-
niacal gases; it w^as formerly imported fram Egypt in considerable

quantity as a product of the distillation of dried cameTs dung,

but in this country it is nmw furnished almost entirely from ammo--

niacal liquor, a waste product from the coal-gas works. Coal

contains a portmn of nitrogen, w^hich, during the process of distilla-
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tion, is partially converted into ammonia; this combines with
carbonic acid and with sulplmfcttcd hydrogen : these eompounds
condense with the gas liquor from which the ammonia is subse-

quently extracted. The best process for preparing sal ammoniac
consists in neutralizing the gas liqi^orwith hydrocliloric acid. For
this purpose the liquid is pumped.up from the tank into the decom-
poser, a large wooden vat closely fitted with a cover, connected

with flues for carrying ofi* the gaseous products
; the acid in suitublo

quantity is placed in®jars, from which it is slowly drawn olf ])y

syphons, and is thus allowed gradually to mix vvith the liquor;

abundance of gas is disengaged, and is made to j)ass tlirough a

fire where the hydrosiilphuric acid is burned : much of the tarry

niatteii derived from the coal, ••which whs held in solution, is

deposited during this operation, and the liquid frotlis up considc*-

ably, any loss which might be thus occasiontid being j)revonted by

the use of a waste pipe, by which the overflow^ is carried liiiik into

the well below. When the liquor has thus i)ecu neutralized, it is

run into a covered evaporating pan, and the remaining portions of

sulphuretted liydrogcui are Iku’c (‘xpelled
;

after further concentra-

tion it is drawn olf ftito shallow wooden v(‘ssels, liiuul wdth lead,

to crystallize
;
the crystals which form are drained, and •the mother

liquor is again concentrated. The rough (uystals are next heated

in a cast iron pan, to a point approaching tlijit at which sublima-

tion commences; a good deal of tarry matter, which the salt still

retains, is expelled during this roasting. Tlie salt is then sublimed

ill a strong cylindrical iron pot, furuisluid with a leaden or iron

cov(w lined with fire-clay ;*thc fire uuderiieath is gradually raised,

and the salt sublimes and is deposit(Ml in large donussliapc^d cak(is

on the inner surface of the eo\ ei*.

The liquors which condense during tlio/listillation of bones in

closed iron cylinders, in the process of ])rcparing ummal charcoal,

are highly charged with an impure carbonate of ammonia, con-

taminated with v^^latile, oily, and tarry matters derived from ilia

action «f heat ujion animal matter: these liquors furnish a source

of ammouiacal salts of some importauee : formerly liiis liquid, afh.‘r

being subjected to a ])artial purification, was commonly Iuhuvii as

spirit of harts-horn, because a similar liquor was oiigmaliy

obtained by the distillation of horn shavigigs.

Sublimed muriate of ammonia forms semi-transparent, tougli,

fibrous masses. It is very soluble iii^atcr, lOO parts of which at

6o® dissolve 36 of the salt, and at the boiling point, 88*9 of the

chloride are dissolved : a great reduction of temperature occurs
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whilst it is dissolving, and it is hefnce employed as a common
ingredient in firigorific mixtures; it crystallizes usually in an

arborescent form, sometimes in cubes or ©ctohedrons. Muriate

of ammonia has a sharp acrid taste; it is slightly soluble in

alcohol. When heated, it sublimes much below redness before

undergoing fusion. It has a strong tendency to form double

salts with the chlorides more electro-negative than itself.

(515) Sulphctie of '^Ammonia (H4NO, SO3, HO, Eq. 66+ 9,

Bp, Gr, 1750) is prejoarcd in larga quantity by neutralizing gas

liquor with sulphuric acid, but may be bbtained pure by adding

se^quicarbonatc of ammonia to the acid so tong as any effervescence

ensues. It crystallizes in flattened prisms, which are isomorjihous

w ith those of sulphate of pot{i8li; ' it is soluble in twice its weight

of cold water, and has a sharp disagreeable taste ; when heated it

decrepitates, melts, and sublimes unchanged. It forms a great

number of double salts isomorphons with the corresponding salts

of potash. An acid sulphate may be formed which has the

formula (3 II4NO, IIO, 4 SO3), and a double sulphate of soda

and ammonia {II4NO, NaO, a 803+ 4 aq) readily formed by
mixing the two salts, and evaporating till crystals begin to form.

(515 (H4NO, NO5); By. 80; Bp. Gr.

1*635.—This is a salt of some importance to the chemist, as it

furnishes him with a ready source of pure protoxide of nitrogen. It

is prqcuiied by saturating nitric acid with solution of sesquicarbonatc

of ammonia : on evaporation the salt crystallizes in long striated

anhydrous prisms
;
by rapid evaporation it is obtained cither in a

fibrous or in an amorphous mass. It is readily soluble in cold

water, is somewhat deliquescent, and has a bitter acrid taste
;

when heated to 393° it melts, and at 480° it undergoes complete

decomposition, being converted into protoxide of nitrogen and water,

in the manner already described (305); H4NO, N05= a NO + 4
HO. If thrown on a red hot plate it melts, hisses, and is

dispersed with a faint bluish*flame.

(516) Compounds of Ammonia with Carbonic Acid.—There are

several carbonates of ammonia. The most important- of these

is the sesquicarbonatc (:z H4NO, 3 COg, Eq. 118), the common
carbpnate of the shops. It is usually obtained as a semi-trans-

parent fibrous mass by•mixing chalk with half its weight of

muriate of aiAmonia, and subliming the mixture at a temperature

below that of boiling wateill^ the salt is received in leaden hoods,

in the interior of which it is deposited. During this process a
large quantity free ammonia escapes, as the neutral carbonate
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of ammonia cannot exist at that temperature. The decomposi-

tion may be represented thus

(H^N, Cl) +3 (CaO, CO2) =3 Ca Cl-|- 2 H^NO, 3 CO^-f H^NO.

The sesquicarbonate of ammonia' has a strong pungent smell,

like that of pure ammonia, arising from the continual volatilization

of the neutral carbonate at ordinary temperatures. Tt has an
acrid taste and a strong alkaline reaction.' Its aqueous solution,

if saturated and exposed to^a temperature of ^2° F., dei)osits

large transparent octohedra whjlya rhombic base. According to

the reseaches of Rose there •we several cony^oimds resulting

from the combination of carbonate of ammonia with difterent

proportions of bicarbonate of anfmonia.

The Bicarbonate of Ammonia (HO, H4NO, % CO2, Eq. 79^

Bp, Gr, 1*586) is isomorphous with the corresponding potash salt;

it is soluble in 8 parts of cold water, and if the solution be licated

carbonic acid escapes ; when exposed to the air the dry salt

slowly volatilizes. It may be obtained in large transparent

prismatic crystals, derived from a rhombic octoliedron, 2 (110,

II4NO, a 002)4- no* by pouring boiling water uxion the sesqui-

carbonate, corking the flask, and allowing it to cdbl. Tt is

sometimes formed spontaneously during the decomposition of guano,

and is then dcjiosited in large regularly formed crystals.

Carbonate of ammonia combines with many metallic ,car-

bonates, forming double salts.

(517) Phosphates of Ammonia, corresponding to tliosc of soda,

may be formed j
but the only one of any importance is the tribasic

phosjihate of soda, oxide of ammonium, and water, known as

microcosmic salt
(
110

,
NaO, Nil^O -}- POy, 4^ aq) ; eq, 1384-72.

is pi%)ared by#aixing solution of ^Iterts of jdxosphate of

soda with a solutioii of r part of muriate of ammonia in the

smallest possible quantity of water; common salt remains in

solution, and the phosphate crystallizes in large transparent prisms,

which are efliorescent in a dry air. It may be purified by a

second crystallization from a small quantity of hot water, to

which a little free ammonia has been added to coin}>cnsatc for the

loss of ammonia which the salt sustains when heated in solution,

•lly ignition all the oxide of ammonium and water are expelled,

metaphosphate of soda remains, and fuses into a colourless glass

at a red heat. This salt is sometimes- employed as a flux for

cxi)eriments with the blowpii)e, as the glass dissolves many

metallic oxides and forms transparent beads, from the colour of
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wliich the presence of certain metals^ in many cases, can be

ascertained.

(518) Ammoniated Salts .—'Anhydrous ammonia enters into

combination with many anhydrous metallic salts, in a manner
somewhat analogous to that of water of crystallization. In other

cases, salts which usually retain water of crystallization lose it

either partially or entirely when they combine with ammonia, but

the number of equivalents of arriTnonia is not influenced by the

proportion of w^atcr with which the salt generally unites. Chlorides

of silver, tin, copper, and calciuimsub)hc‘»te of copper and of zinc,

nitrate of silver and of coppcr/Jinnstances of this kind of com-

bination. The composition of some of these salts is exhibited

in the subjoined talde :

—

Eq. Bp. Qr.

Ammonlatod chloride of silver . . A^0l 4-2 HaN . . . . 177*5
1 Ammoniated chloride of copper CuCl+dllaN. . . . 118
2 Ammoniated chloride of cop])cr CiiCl-j-^ HO . . 110*5 i*<J7t

3 Ammoniated chloride of copper CuCl-fHaN .... 84 2*194
Ammoniated chloride of tin . . SnCl-fU iN^ • » • • no
Ammoniated chloride of calcium . CaCl-i-4 iJ-^N . . . 123*5
Ammoniated sulphtite of silver . Ai^fO, 803-4-2 ITyIS" . . 190 2*918
Ammoniated sulphate of copper . OuO, 8O3+2 II3N, HO 122*5 1*790
Ammoniated nitrate of silver . . AgO, N( ),j-l-2 KyN . . 200
AminoniaU.v nitrate of copper . . CuO, NO5-I-2 HajS" . . 127*5 i ’^74

These compounds when exposed to the air lose a portion of tlie

ammonia
;

if heat be applied, the ammonia is often entirely expelled,

as in th^ case of ammoniated chloride of silver, the compound
originally employed by Haraday for obtaining ammoniacal gas in

the liquid form (182). The chloride of silver is left unaltci'cd

when the ammonia is expelled. In other instances the elements of

ammonia react upon the salt and decompose it. Ammoniated
chloride of copper, CuCl, 3 H3N, when heated, undergoes the follow-

ing decomposition; /tCuCl’ 3 II3N) :jfLhi,Cl HiH4NCl
The corresponding compound of nickel is reduced to the metallic

state.

In solution ammonia also combines with m^iny metallic salts,

forming analogous compounds : by exposure to air the ammonia
escapes. Salts of zinc form a colourless solution with excess of

ammonia ; those of cobalt give a pink, which passes into green
;

whilst the salts of nickel and of copper give a violet blue

solution, t

(519) Action of Ammonia upon Salts in Solution.—From what

has been already stated it is evident that ammonia acts upon
metallic salts not merely as a powerful base as in cases where

potash or soda are made to act upon them. The results produced
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by the addition of ammonia to 'a solution of a metallic salt may be
stated as follows :

—

I

.

If the ammonia be insufficient in quantity to neutralize the
wh(^ of the acid contained in the metallic salt, a sparingly soluble

subsaltj^f the metal may be precipitated : in this way subsulidiatc of

copper, subnitrate of lead, or subsulphatc of alumina may be formed

;

for instance, 4 (CuO, Il3N4-7llO^=^ (H^NO, 803) +
(4 CuO, SO3, 4 aq).

2

.

If the ammonia 4)0 jrcscT^t in excess, it may combine directly

wdth the acid of the sail#, and produce with it a soluble salt of

ammonia, whilst a precipitate of the metallic oxide in a hydrated

form is occasioned; as when oxide of chromium, peroxide of iron,

or alumina is thrown down fromnts salts for example,

(FeA, 3 SO3) + 6 H3N+ 9 no= 6 (II,NO, SO3) -f 2 (Fe303), 3IIO.

3. Sometimes the ammonia if in excess combines with tbe pro-

cipitated oxide, as it docs with peroxide of uranium, when mixed
with solution of pernitrate of uranium :

—

U2O3, NO5 + 2 H3N + 2lIO= (H,NO, NO,) + (M,NO, U3O3).

4. In other cascs^a double salt of ammonia and the base may
be precipitated, as when phosphate of aminonia is mi)^d with a

salt of magnesia, in which case a double phosphate of magnesia

and ammonia is formed and de])ositcd in crystals : 2 (MgO, SO.J

+ 3 Il4N0,P05==2 (II4NO, 803) + (
1I^N0, 2 MgO, PO^).. .

These four modes of action may how^ever occur, and indeed

frequently do occur, when a fixed alkali, such as potash or soda, is

mixed with a metallic salt.*

5. A soluble compound may be formed, into the composition

of which both the metallic oxide and the ammonia cuter, and unite

^jjnth the^acid so as to form^k species of douliic subsalt. Hydrate

of magnesia, hydratcxl oxidg of copper, of zinc, of cobalt, or of

nickel, when free from acid, arc very sparingly dissolved by a solu-

tion of pure caustic ammonia, but a mixture of chloride of ammo-
nium, 01; even of carbonate of ammonia, with caustic an)monia,

dissolves them without difficulty. The compounds thus formed arc;

similar in nature to those produced wlicn the dry salts of the

metals absorb ammoniacal gas, and form compounds which have a

ilcfinitc composition, as is shown in the ttablc just given. TIic

solutions, of these salts in ammonia frequently absorb oxygen

rapidly if exposed to tlic air ; salts of iron, manganese, and cobalt

furnish examples of this kind.

6. But it occasionally happens that the ammonia enters iiitc

3 fi
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the composition of the salt in a more intimate manner. When a

solution of corrosive sublimate (HgCl) is mixed with solution of

potash^ a yellow precipitate of oxide of mercury is formed, and

chloride of potassium remains in solution :

—

HgCl -f KC)=HgO H- KCl

;

but the case is otherwise if ammonia he added
;
a white precipitate

is then formed^ ^thc . composition of which is unchanged by the

addition of an excess of ammonia. Sir 11 . Kane {Phil. Mag.

June, 1836, p. 49 5) showed that this* compound consists of IIgCl+
HgHaN. Its formation maybe explainccf by the following equation :

2 HgCl + 2 H3N=(lIgCl + IIgIi;N) + II^^^^ Cl.

From this result, cbiijoincd with others obtained from an exami-

nation of other ainuioniacal derivatives fj‘om copper, palladium,

and other metals, Kane was led to pi'ojKjsc a iicav theory of the

composition of ammonia, lie argues that ammonia is not a direct

compound of hydrogen with nitrogen, but rather a combination of

an equivalent of amidogen with an equivalent of hydrogen ; so that

he represents ammonia as IIAd (Ad standing for amidogen, II^N)

;

the equivalent of hydrogen being liable to displacement by an

equivalent? cither of mercury, or of certain other metals. One
equivalent of such an amide of mercury (HgAd) is, according to

Kane, contained in white precipitate, in combination with i equi-

valpnt pf chloride of mercury.

Later experiments, however, cs])ecially those of Hofmann, on

the formation of bases by substitution from ammonia,, have not

strengthened the theory proposed by Kane; they have shown that

not only i equivalent of hydrogen admits of being displaced by

some equivalent substance, but that all 3 of the equivalents of

hydrogen in amnionip, admit of being thus displaced; nay more,

that bodies may be obtained which arc derived from ammonium, in

which all the 4 equivalents of hydrogen in this conipouiid have l)ccn

displaced by other equivalent bodies. We shall recur to these

experiments when considering the properties of the organic bases.

7. Within the last few years several remarkable bases have

been formed winch arc derived from ammonia, but into the com-
position of which certain metals enter. Although these com-
pounds contain the elc^ients of ammonia, and of the oxides of the

metals, yet they do not give any indications either of ammonia or

of their component metals by means of the ordinary tests.

In this manner several scries of compounds have been formed,

some of which contain platinum, others contain cobalt, and others
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palladium
;
in most instances they form crjstallizable and well

characterized salts.

Amongst the coraponncls tlius formed 4 of those obtained from
platinum may be selected by way of illustration. The first of these
contains a base for which Gcrhardt has proposed the name of
jAatosaminey PtHaNO; the secQnd, he has termed cUplatosamine,
PtlleNgO^ + aq ; the thivA, platinamuie, Ptn3N02-f2 aq

; and
the fourth, drplatmamme, PtH^N^Oa. **bast last mentioned
has not as yet been #btjyiied jn a separate form.

With hydrocliloric anid each of these bases forms a crystal

-

lizablc salt, the composition of which is rej)resented l)y the em])i-

rieal formula given in the second column of tlic following table,

whilst the third column shows tfre rclatioir of the compound to the
chloride of platinum from wliieli it is obtained

; the first two
compounds being derived from the ])rotochloride of platinum, the
last two being formed from the bichloride of platinum :

—

Chloride of platosamiuc . . Ptll^N Cl or PtCl, IT3N
Chloride of diplatosamine . . PtTl^N^Cl or PtCl, 2II3N
Chloride of platinaminc . . Ptll.^N CI3 or PtCl^, H^N
Chloride*of diplatinaminc . . Ptll(.N.X'l2 Pt(J]^,2ll3N.

(520) Characters of the Comfovnus of Ammonium.—The
salts of ammonium are colourless

; they <are all deeom])osed by
heat, unless the acid itself Ih^ callable of volatilization, in \^Jlich

case they generally sublime without ebange. They aj’c distin-

guished from the salts of all the nuitals, with the ex(;eption of the

alkaline bases, by the absence of any precij)itatc when their solii-

tions arc mixtul with solution of carbonate of potash or of soda.

The salts of ammonium may be rceoguist:d by heating them in

the solid form Avith (juieJe Um^ oy with cduslu^ potash, when ])ungent

fumes of ammonia an; extricated: if their solutions h(' ])oiledwith

either potash or lime a similar extrication of ammonia ensues, aud if

the quantity of amjnonia be too small to be detected by the smell,

a rod dq^K*d in hydrochloric: acid ])roduccs white fumes Avheii brought
into the vapour

;
these fumes are diu‘ to tlic i»roduction of sal

ammoniac, wiiudi is fornied by tlie union of the gasious ammonia
w ith the vapour of the hydrochloric aend, and precipitates in the

«olid form.

The Phosphomohjbdate of Soda is also an extremely delicate

test for the presence of a salt of ammonium in solution. The
mode of preparing and applying it is described under the head

of molybdic acid (692).

3 E 2
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(521) Estimation of Ammonia.—Hhoi most accurate method

of determining the quantity of ammonia in any substance^ if the

absence of potash has been ascertained, consists in precipitation by

the bichloride of platinum^ observing all the precautions mentioned

when speaking of its use with potash; a yellow insoluble double

salt falls, consisting of PtCl2 + H4NCl: it contains, in 100 parts,

7*65 of ammonia. This salt is easily distinguished from the cor-

responding compound of potassium by heating it to redness:

metallic platinum alone remains;^ whej^cab the potassium salt

though decomposed by this treatment, kaves chloride of potassium,

which may be. dissolved out of the residue*

(522) The following method of determining the amount of

ammonia in guano or in crude ammoniacal salts will often be found

useful. One hundred
Fig. 396; grains of the matter

for trial is placed in a

small retort, fig. 296,

and two ounces of

w ater arc added : by
means of a bent funnel

half an ounce of solu-

tion of potash, of spe-

cific gravity 1*25, is

also introduced
; about

an ounce and a half

of liquid is gradually

distilled into the flask,

wdiich contains a mea-

sure of 1000 water

grains of sulphuric

acid (one burette full, fig. 290) diluted to the strength required for

the determination of soda for alkalimctrical purposes (480).

As soon as about an ounce and a half of liquid has been dis-

tilled, the contents of the retort arc allowed to cool* a little,

and another ounce of w^ater is introduced into the retort by the

funnel ;
a second distillation is then proceeded with, until the

quantity of water just added has passed over ; an ounce more of

water is added to the contents of the retort, and the distillation iz

renewed until this additional quantity of water has passed over ; the

liquid in the flask is then decanted into an evaporating basin ; the

flask twice rinsed out with a small quantity of distilled water, and

the washings are added to the acid liquid. This is now to be neu-
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tralized in the usual way, by fneans of a standard solution of soda,

this soda solution being of such a strength that one measure of it

exactly neutralizes an equal measure of the acid liquid originally

introduced into the flask. Suppose that this liquid from the flask

now requires 67 measures of soda solution instead of 100; ^53

measures of the acid will have been neutralized by the ammonia

;

a quantity of ammonia will therefore have j)asscd over equivalent

to 33 grains of soda. The corresponding Quantity of ammonia may
be calculated from tKc Ci^^iuivjJent numbers of the two alkalies;

—

Eq. Eq. ir^N

Tims, 3.1 : 17 :: 33 : ]8 o9.^

joo grains of the material operated on in this ease w ould there-

fore have contained 18 09 grains^, or 18 09 per cent, of ammonia.

CIIAPTEli XII.

GROUP lI.-y~METALS OF THE ALKALINE EARTHS.

§ I. Barium.

Syynhol, Ba; Equivalent

j

68*64.

(323) Barium occurs abundantly under the form of sulphate of

baryta, and is not unfrcquently found as carlxmatc of baryta.

Davy first luoeurcd it in the metallic state by making mercury tlie

platinode of a voltaic battery in a strong solution of hydrate of

baryta; the barium was thus ol>taitied as an amalgam, from which

tlie mercury was expelled ^y^strongly heatjug it in a green glass

tube filled with hydrogen
;
but it does not apjK.ar to have been thus

obtained in a state of purity. When procured l^y tlie voltaic de-

composition of its fus(id anhydrous chloride, it is of a pale yellow

colour ;*it is malleable, and is fusible at a r('d h(^at. Barium decom-

poses water rapidly at ordinary tempei‘atiiro's. In the air it is quickly

tarnished by absorbing oxygen. It decomposes glass at a red heat,

(524) Compounds of Barium ivith Oxypen ,—Baryta forms tw*o

oxides, a protoxide, BaO, and a peroxiic, BaO^: the first is the

only one which forms salts.

Baryta, BaO ; Eq* 76*6 ;
Sp, Gr. 4.—^Anhydrous baryta may be

obtained by exposing the nitrate to a red heat in a capacious

porcelain crucible; the salt decrepitates, melts, and^then boils up
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and gives off a large quantity of oxygen, leaving the baiyta as a

grey porous mass, which absorbs moisture and carbonic acid if

exposed to the air. Mixed with one-eighth of its weight of water it

slakes, forming a hydrate with extrication of great heat. - Baryta
may be fused before the oxyhydrogen blowpipe.

The sulphide of barium may*be employed for procuring pure
hydrate of baryta, by' boiling its solution with oxide of copper

:

hyposulphite of Daryta hnd disulpliidc of copper, which are both
of them insolubje, are ])roduccd, and hydrate of baryta dissolves

;

6 BaS + 8 CuO=5 BaO + BaO, 8202+^ 01128; the hot liquid is

filtered, and crystals of the hydrate arc deposited as the solution

cools. They contain 10 equivalents of w^ater, and are soluble in

3 times their weight of boiling AA^atcr, and in 20 of cold w^ater
; the

liquid lias a strong alkaline reaction. When exposed to the air

both the crystals and the solution absorb carbonic acid ; by heat

9 equivalents of water arc expelled from the crystals, and a
monohydratc is left, which fuses at a heat above redness, and
retains its wat(‘r at all temperatures. Hydrate of baryta is

sparingly soluble in alcohol.

Peroccide of Barimn (Ba02, Eq, 84*6) is formed by passing

oxygen over anhydrous baryta at a low red heat; or by mixing pure
baryta w'ith an equal weight of chlorate of potash and heating to

low redness
;
in the latter case ignition commences at one j)oint,

and «sprcads through the mass like tinder; 6 BaO + KO, CK)^=
KCl + 6 Ba02 : the chloride of potassium maybe dissolved out
by w^ater, and a bulky white hydrQ.ted peroxide of barium
(Ba02 + 6 aq), insoluble in water, remains. By strong ignition the

peroxide of barium again parts wdth its oxygen. Boussingault
has proposed to make use of caustic baryta as a means of preparing
oxygen on a large scale by altern tcly passing atmosidieric air

over the baryta, raised to a dull red heat, and then expelling the
absorbed oxygen by intense ignition : tliese processes may be
repeated for an indefinite number of times upoir''thc same portion
of baryta, in an apparatus contrived for the pur])()se [Ann, de
Chimie, III., xxxv.) The anhydrous peroxide combines with
water when moistened, without evolving any sensible amount of
heat, and crumbles down to a white powder : it is used for pro-
curing the dcutoxidc of hydrogen.

(5^5) Sulphides of Barium,—Of tliese the most important is

the protosulphide, BaS, Eq. 84-6. The preparation of this sub-
stance from the native sulphate of baryta presents some interest

to the chemist, as it enables him to obtain with ease the soluble
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salts of baryta from its insohible sulphate. In order to prepare

the sulphide, the native or artfficial sulphate is reduced to a very

fine powder and intimately mixed with an equal weight of starch

or flour, or with one-tenth of its weight of poAvdered charcoal, made
up into a paste with oil, and introjjniccd into a crueilile lined Avith

charcoal : the cover is luted on,.and the crucible and its contents

are exposed for an hour to an intense heat, -lly this tin atrnent the

sulphate of baryta is deoxidized, carbonic oxides escaping, Avhilst

sulphide of barium rcfnayis : ^aO, 8034-4 C= lhiS4-4 CO, The
mass, AAdicn treated with boiling AA^atcr, dissolves, and the snljihide

is deposited as the solution cools in colourless transparent (*rystals,

with 6 equivalents of Avatcr : Avhen treated Avith hydrochloric, or

any other acid, the sulphide of barium is (foconiposed, and the cor-

riisponding salt of baryta is fornuid, whilst sulphuretted hydrogen

escapes; thus BaS 4- JlCl= BaCl4- US.

(526) Chloride of Barium, (BaC^l, 2 aq)
;
Eq, 104*1 4- itS; Sp,

Gr, cryst. 3*144,—This salt is obtained by dissolving the sulphide of

barium or the carbonate of baryta in hydrochloric^, acid. It crystal-

lizes in flat four-sided tables, containing 2 ecpiivahaits of watc'r,

which may^ be expelled by heat : Avater dissolves nearl}^ half its

weight at 60°, and three-fourths at 212"^: this solution iMhe usual

test for ascertaining the |)r(;scnce of sidphuric acid in solutions,

Avhich it iiidieatc's by the formation of a Avhite ])reeipitate insoluble

in nitric acid. If anhydrous baryta be introduced into ;x jy,r of

hydrochloric acid gas it becomes ineainicscent, chlorides of barium

is formed, and Avatei* condensers on the sides of the vessel.

'J^'hc Silirofluoride of ^Barium (BaF, SiF^, Eq, 140) is pro-

cured by adding silicofluoric aeid to a salt of baryta; it is

quickly deposited in microscopit: crystals, Avhich arc insoluble in

an exu^ss of tbe acid. Thi/ |iilt is anbydruus. It is decomposed

bv ignition, Avhicb eoinerts it into fluoride ot bariinr». ^flur silico-

fluoride of strontiuni is solubhr.

(527) Snlphai^ of Buryfa (lluO, SO3, Eq. 11 6*6, Sp. Gr. 4*59)

is the principal native mineral of baryta. It occurs in volcanic

rocks in large veins, and is found aeeompanving tlie ores ot lead

and other metals. It is met AA'ith both massise, and crystallizerl

in modifleations of the right rhombic ])rism. The name baryta is

•derived from the Iiigb sj)eeific gruAuty of this compound, Avhieh is

about 4*5. It is insoluble in Avater, and in all the acids except

boiling concentrated sulphuric acid : as the solution in this acid

cools, crystals of the sulphate arc deposited : at a bright red heat

thp sulphate fuses into a Avhite enamel ; and by boiling the poAvdered
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sulphate of baryta with carbonate of potash or soda, the artificial

sulphate is partially converted into the carbonate. It may be

easily formed by precipitating a salt of baryta by any soluble sul-

phate, when it Mis as a heavy white powder. Sulphate of baryta

is used as a permanent white by, artists in water colours. It is also

employed for adulterating white lead ; when ground with oil, how-

ever, it becomes partially transparent, and impairs the opacity of

the lead pigment.

The Nitrate of Baryta (BaO, '^30*6, Sp, Gr, 3*284)

crystallizes in anhydrous octolicdroiis, wLeii a solution of the car-

bonate of baryta in nitric acid is cvaponj4>cd. It is insoluble in

alcohol, and requires 8 or 10 times its weight of cold water,

and 3 of boiling water, for solution. Nitric acid precipitates

it in crystals from its solution, unless very dilute : when heated,

it decrepitates strongly
;
on ignition, the whole of the acid is ex-

pelled, and f)urc baryta remains.

(528) Carbonate of Baryta (BaO, CO2, Eq, 98*6, Sp, Gr, 4*4)

forms the mineral called witherite; it occurs, both massive and

crystallized, usually in six-sided prisms terminated by six-sided

pyramids. It is abundant in the lead veins in the north of

England,* und is also found in Styria and in Siberia. It is easily

prepared artificially by precipitating a salt of baryta by an alkaline

carbonate ; it then forms a white powder, which is very sparingly

soluble in pure water, and is insoluble in water eharged with saline

matter : an aqueous solution of carbonic acid dissolves it rather

freely. Ignition of the carbonate does not exi)el the carbonic

acid, but if it be mixed with charcoal and intensely ignited, it is

partially decomposed, and pure baryta is formed, which may be

dissolved out with water. If mixed w ith an equal weight of ear-

bonate of lime, carbpnatc of ba^y^fi is decomposed without

much difficulty when ignited in a current of steam. The hydrate

of baryta may be dissolved out of the mixture by w^atcr.

Carbonate of baryta’ is'now manufactured to, some extent as a

substitute for a portion of the alkali in the making of plate and flint

glass. The silicate of baryta fuses and becomes incorporated with

the other silicates. This carbonate is prepared from the sulphate,

which is reduced to the form of sulphide by ignition with carbo-

naceous matter, and the » ndphide is dissolved in water, and decom-
posed by a current of carbonic acid ; the carbonate precipitates

as a fine white powder (llichardson and Ronalds^s translation of

Knapp^s Technological Chemistry, vol. ii. p. 450).

(529) Chaeacteks of the Salts of Bauyta.—The salts .of
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baryta are colourless. The carbonate and all the soluble salts act

as powerful poisons^-and have* an acrid, disagreeable taste. The
best antidote, when they have been taken internally, is the sul-

phate of soda or of magnesia.

Salts of baryta when insolutioji arc easily recognised by giving

with sulphuric acid a white precipitate of sulphate of baryta, which
is insoluble in the acids. Baryta is, for thc*.purposcs of analysis

usually estimated in the form of sulplfate; if)o parts contain

65*63 of baryta, and54'37 ofsulphuric acid.

With carbonate ofpoftish or of soda a white precipitate of car-

bonate of baryta is pit)duced in solutions whicji ooutain baryta.

Hydrosulphate of ammonia gives no prccjpitate in such solutions.

Salts of baryta, 'when mingled Atith alcohol, tinge its flame of a

yellow colour. They are distinguished from the salts of strontia

by forming an insoluble silieofluoridc of barium when mixed witli

silicofluoric acidy and by yielding no immediate preoipitab* with

oxalic acidy which, however, on standing causes the separation of

tufts of acicular crystals of oxalate of baryta.

§ TI. Strontium.

Symholy Sr; Equivalent, 43*84; Specific Gravity, 2*54.

(530) Strontium is an clc^ment nnicli less abundantly- diffused

than barium, which it closely resiunbles in proj)crtics. It is found

both as carbonate and as suljdiate, and is proeui*cd in the metallic

state in tlic same way as barium, to which it bears a relation similar

to that existing between potassium and sodium. Strontium is a

malleable metal of a pale yellow colour. When heated in the

air, it burns with a yellowklf flame, cmitthig sj).*rks. Water is

decomposed by it with (solution of hydrogim ; dilute nitric acid

dissolves it, but the (xmeentrated acid is almost without action

even when boilcd.upou it.

SlriTrdia (SrC), Eq. 52)* may b<‘ obtained from its nitrate by

ignition. Wlum mixed with Avatt'r it slakes, and forms a hydrate

which crystallizes with JO equivalents of water . these mystals

require 50 times their weight of cold and 2 of )>oilitig water for

"solution
; 9 equivalents of water arc cxpcllAl by heat, the remaining

equivalent being fixed at all temperatures ; at a full red heat the

latter hydrate fuses : both the hydrate and its solution rapidly

absorb carbonic acid from the air.

. The Chloride of Strontium (SrCl 6 aq, Eq. 79
*

6 + 54^
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cryst, 2'oi5) crystallizes in slightly deliquescent needles^ which

require less than their weight of cold water for solution ;
alcohol

dissolves it, and burns with a crimson flame. Chloride of strontium

is rendered anhydrous by a moderate heat j
if heated strongly it

fuses, V:

RUtcofluorUle of F^trontium (SrF, SiPg, Erj, ii6) is prepared

by adding silieoflnorid ac id to a salt of strontia
;

it is tolerably

soluble in water| thus furnishing a character which distinguishes

the comjKunids pf stro^itia from thos.e of har/ca.

Sulphate, of Stf uftta (8rO, 80
^,

Eij. lj2, Sp. Gr. 3*9), the

celestine of inMUTalov ists, is ibnnd crystaliizecl in prisms isomor-

phons witli those; of sninluite of baryta; it is, however, easily dis-

tinguislicd fiom it by its lower density. Sulphate of strontia is

very sj)aring1v soln1)le in water, but is taken up by boiling sul-

pl.urie acid. It may be foiancil by mixing a solution of any sul-

phate with a solution of a salt of strontia.

Nitrate of St >'(0(110 (SrO, NO-, Efj. 106, Sp, Gr, ^1*704)

crystallizc's fiom^hot conecntrat(‘d solutions in anhydrous oetohe-

drous, which arc‘ soluble*, in 3 j)arts of cold Avatcr and half their

weight of boiling
;
by ciTslallizing it af a low temperature it

may be obtained in ('lllorescent crystals with 5 equivalents of water.

If strong!}^ heated, it dc‘crepitat(‘s, and then loses acid and leaves pure

strontia. It is usc'd ])y the* makers of fireworks to give a splendid

crimson colour to their ilames, and is [wepared by them l)y re-

ducing the native; sulphate (o suljdiide by h(*ating it uith charcoal,

dissolving the sid[)hid(; in \oiter, and d('eomposing it with dilute

nitric acid. It crystallizes )s*st from an acid solution. A mixture

of 40 parts of nitrate of strontia, 3 of chlorate of potash, 13 of

sulphur, and 4 of sulphide of antimony d(;flag!ates with a magnifi-

C(mt red colour; the mixture* is dan^ge'-’ous both to pi*eparc and to

preserve, having more than once bc(*n the occasion of frightfu;

accidents to tin; manufacturers from its becoming ignited spuu-

tan(*ously. Nitrate of strontia is insoluble in alcoliol.

Carbonate of Strontia (SrO, CO^, Eij. 74, Sp, Gr, 3 6 3), tlic

strontiamte of mineralogists, occurs both niassivc and crystallized.

INlcre ignition is insuflicient to expel carbonic acid from this salt.

It is s<*are('ly soluble in water, but is dissolved by a solution of

carbonic acid, "rin* process of prejjaring it consists in iwccipitating

a salt of strontia by an alkaline carbonate.

(331) ClIARACTUKS OF THE SaLTS OF StRONTTA. TllC SaltS of

strontia are all colourless : thev have a bitter acrid taste, but ai*c

not poisonous. They arc distinguished before the blowpipe by the
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red colour wliicli they communicate to the flame. Reagents produce

the same cflects as upon salts *of baryta, excepting that ucitlier

silicojlmric acid nor the hyposulphite of soda yields any pre-

cipitate in the solutions of the salts of stronii.a. (Kvulic add gives

an immediate turbidity in tliem. .i^Die compounds of strontia arc

distinguislied from those of lima by the gradual forniation of a

Mliite precipitate on agitation after tlie addition of a solution of

sulphate of liuie. The sulphate of strontia* is usiuf for determining

the amount of this tiarUi in#analysis: it contaii^s in lOO parts

of strontia.

§ in. Qalciu.m.

Syuibul, Ca
;
Equlvaleuty 20; SpedJIr Grarity^

(532) C VLCi UM fc^nns oiu' of th(‘ most abundant and important

eonstitiumts of the crust of the glob(\ It is ilu' nudallic basis of

lime. Calcium occurs in nature in <M)m])inati()p with fluorine,

forming the different varieties of fluors})ar
;

it is still more abun-.

dant in the. various Torins of carbonaU; of linn', in which it is

united with oxygen and carbonic, acid; aiul it is also nu'f^ with in

large quantiti('s as gypsum, whicdi is a hydratiMl siilplia((' of lime.

(h'dciiim was obtained ])y Dr. ]\la.ttlii(‘ssen (ij. Joarn. Chcui,

Soc. viii. 28) by tlui (dectrolytio (l('(H)mp<)siti()n of a uiixtirre ro)i-

sisting of 2 equivalents of (ddoridc of cal<‘iiijn and j cquivah'ut of

chloride of strontium. Th(^ jiiass may la* I'usi'd in a Jl(*ssiau

crucihle, in the (a'lili'C'. of vhich is placed a ])o]‘()us tube tilled with

the same mixture, and into this an iron wire passed (hrongh the st('m

of a tobacco pip(' is inscj'tcd : this viic is ('oun('(*t< d with the

platinodc of the battery, th» ifinccdc of v, h?ch con.'>i>1v of a plate

of sh(‘(?t iron bent into a cylindrical form, and imnn rsod in the

jnclti'd mass exterior to tin* porous tnb<^ : tin.' cah-.ium is reduced

and }>res{*rv('d froiw oxidation by so regulating tln^ lu'at that a

tilm of s(1iidiii(d salt sliall form U[)On the surface of the mixture in

tlic porous cell.

Calcium is a light yellow metal, of the colour of gold alloyed

with s.lver
;

in hardness it is inicniK'diate ljc? wcen lead and gold;

?t is very malleable and can rc^adily be ^uunmerc'd into leaves

thinner than writing paper. It iru'lts at a n'd hc;,t. At ordinary

tc'mperaturcs it tarnishes within a day or tuo, e\'en in djy air, and

ill th(' presence of moisture it is slowly oxidi/a'd. llc'ated to redness

on platinum foil, it burns xvith a brilliant scintillating ^white light.

It readily amalgamakjs with mercur}^ : wlicrriicatcd in chlorine, or
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in the vapour of bromine, iodine, or sulphur, the combustion is

accompanied by an extremely vivifl light. Water is rapidly de-

composed by calcium, lime being formed and hydrogen evolved.

Concentrated nitric acid does not attack the metal until heated to

the boiling point, though it is^-apidly dissolved by the dilute acid.

Dr. Matthiessen found that the chloride of calcium is not decom-

posed by heating it, ‘with potassium or sodium ; and he concludes

that the properties foniicrly assigned to calcium were really due

to a mixture of potassium with aluminum ahd silicon.

(533) Lime, ((>aO); Eq. 28 ; Sp, 3*08 (Lc Royer and

Dumas).—Calcium forms only one oxide-—viz., lime, which has

been known from time immemorial. It is obtained in a state

of purity by heating pure carbonate of lime to full redness ; this

car])onate occurs ^ ery nearly pure either in black or in Carrara

marble, which if burnt in an open fire for an hour or two, yields it

very nearly free from foreign matters. For commercial purposes^

common limestone, which is an impure carbonate of lime, is burned

in a kiln, the cavity of wliicdi is usually cither egg-shaped, or in the

.form of an inverted truncated cone : it is charged with alternate

layers of coal and limestone, and the fire is kindled, .The lime, as

it is bui^uid, gradually sinks dowui, and is removed by openings at

the base of* the furnac‘e, and a fresh supi)ly of coal and limestone is

supplied at the top of the kiln. The limestone should not be too

dry.; that wdiich has recently been quaiTied answers best. In damp
weather, too, the operation succeeds better than in a diy state of the

atmosphere; indeed, the process is facilitated by injecting steam

into the kiln, although in practice the advantage which is gained

does not compensate for tlic increased cxjiense and trouble. Car-

bonate of lime cannot be decomposed without the concurrence of

aipieous vapour; an interchange b^twjccn the steam and the car-

bonic acid appears to be thus effected, but the hydrate which is

produced is quichly destroyed again.

Pure lime, or cpiick lime, is a white caustic* powder, which has

hitherto resisted all attem})ts to fuse it.

Hydrate ofLime (Ca(), 110),£/y.37 ;
SlackedLime .—When w^atcr

is poured upon lime, it swells up and enters into combination with

the water ;
if the proportion of water be not too great, a light

dry powder is formed,'^ attended with a powerful extrication of

heat : so great is the heat thus developed that fires have several

times been traced to this source. The hydrate which is formed is

a definite compound of i equivalent of water with i equivalent of

lime. Lime^ when exposed to the air, slowly attracts both water -and
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carbonic acid; as a result of-tliis action it falls to powder, and

becomes what is termed air slacked

;

in this ease a compound is

gradually formed, which consists of an equivalent of carbonate with

an equivalent of hydrate of lime, CaO, CO^-f CaO, IIO.

Lime is soluble in about 7oo^parts of cold water
; this solu-

tion is known as lime water ; thC; earth, however, is less soluble in

hot than in cold water, so that if lime AvatcT^aturatcHl in the cold

be raised to the boiling j)oiiit, half the liind is' de[W)sit('d, and is re-

dissolved as the solution cools.^ Lime water is nmeh employed as

a test for the presence of «arbonic acid, which instantly renders it

turbid,: it has a distinct alkaline reaction, and an i^erid taste : by

evaporating it in vacuo, (lay Lussac obtained from it the protoliy-

drate of lime crystallized in hcxaficdral phdes. Hydrate of lime is

decomposed hy a red hciit, and pure lime remains.

Milk of lime is merely hydrate of lime dilfuscd through water

:

in slacking lime for its pre])aratioii, and indeed, generally where the

hj^drate is required in a fine state of sul)divisiou, it is best to use

boiling water in quantity nearly ccpial to twice tlio weight of the

lime ; the powder may afterwards be readily ditiViscd through cold

water. •

(534) Mortars and Cements .—Tlic great consumptiust^ of lime

in the arts is for the purpose of making mortars and cements.

Pure lime, when made into a paste wutli wMter, forms a somewhat

plastic mass, wdiich sets into a solid as it dries, hut it gi*adqally

cracks and falls to pieces. It does not possess suflicieiit cohesion

to be used alone as a mortar
;
to reuic'dy tliis defect and to prevent

the sliriidxagc of the mass* tlie addition of sand is found to ho

necessary. Ordinary mortar is prepared by mixing i part of lime

into a tlxiu paste with water, and adding 3 or 4 parts of sharp sand,

of tolerable fineness : the nifit^rials are tlicn thorongldy incorjxo-

rated, and passed through a sieve to sojxaratcj lumps of imperfectly

burned lime : a suitable (juautity of w^ater is afteiwvards worked

into it, and it is then applied in a thin layer to the surfaces of the

stones and bricks which arc to be united. The bricks or stones

are moistened with water before applying tlie mortar, in order that

they may not absorb the water from the mortar too rapidly. The

completeness of the subsequent hardening of the mortar detpeuds

«aainly upon the thorough intermixture oftthc lime and sand.

The theory of the hardening of mortar is obscure. The mortar

gradually becomes dry upon its surface, and at the same time it

absorbs carbonic acid from the air
;
but tliis change is never com-

plete, for the central portions, after a lapse of mcrfiy ages, arc still
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found to contain free lime in abundance : mortar taken by Dr. Mal-

colmson from the Great Pyramid was still found to contain a large

proportion of hydrate of lime. A mixture of carbonate of lime with

the lime appears to set harder than pure lime only. A gradual com-

bination also takes place bctwc^i the lime and the silica of the sand:

each grain of sand thus becomes superficially converted into a

hydrated silicate of Jime^ forming a compound which by degrees

acquires consid(?rabld ht*rdncss, and contributes greatly to the soli-

dification of the mortar. All old mortar^owdien treated with an

acid, yields a sAiall proportion of gelatiiw)us silica.

Limestones vary greatly in composition ; being rocks of sedi-

mentary origin, they arc not puic chemical substances, but consist

of a mixture of various bodies, in wliicli carbonate of lime is the

prevailing ingredient. The difierent varieties of limestone arc dis-

tinguished according to the nature of the most important of these

admixtures. Thus a limestone is desciibed as magnesian, argilla-

ceous, ferruginous, sandy, or bituminous, according as it is charac-

terized by the presence of carbonate of magnesia, clay, oxide of iron,

sand, or bituminous matter. TJiese difierent limestones, when
burned, yield lime of very difierent (diaracters, which arc particu-

larly m^ ifested by the action of Avater upon them. I'he purer the

lime, the more quickly does it combine Avith water A\dieii mixed Avith

it. Such ])uj*e limes are technically termed rich or fat limes ; they

slack rapidly, during A>liich operation they swell uj) and greatly

increase in Indk
; they hecoinc extremely hot, and yield a soft, fine,

dense paste ; Avliilc those Avhicli eoutain much magnesia, silica, or

alumina, slack sloAvly, emit but little heat, and are technically

termed poor.

In slacking for mortar, a fine smooth paste is required : in order

to secure this ])oiiit, tlie slacking sl^oald he efTected quickly, witli

about 3 parts of water to i of lime
; the mass then sAvells to

between 3 and 4 times its former bidk
;

if too little Avater bo used,

a crystalline granular hydrate is formed.

The temperature required for burning lime varies with the

composition of the limestone. AThcn a siliceous limestone is burnt,

the silica combines Avith tbe lime if tlic temperature be too high
and be too suddenly raised, and a coating of silicate forms on tlic

surface of the mass, wlpch becomes partially vitrified. Such lime

slacks very imperfectly, and is said to be dead burnt. Occasionally

dead burnt lime is a basic carbonate, % CaO, COg, which is

produced by iiisufiicient burning (Fuchs).

(535) Ordiii\ry mortar, wlicn placed in water, gradually

softens and* disintegrates, whilst the lime dissolves away. * It
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cannot therefore be used for subaqueous constructions. Some
poor limes, however, wdiich contain from jo to 30 per cent,

of finely divided silica or clay, furnish a mortar which possesses

the valuable property of hardening under water, forming what
are termed hydraulic limes. These limes may be artificially

imitated by mixing with the limefi due proportion of clay not too

strongly burnt. At Puzzuoli, near Naples, a porous volcanic mate-

rial is found Avhich has received the name c;f piizzuoUuia. This

substance, when ])owjJcred and mixed with ordinary lime, confers

upon it the property of y^hliiTg an excellent hydrifulic mortar. It

is found that a puzzuqiana which is easily attacked by sulphuric

acid is more eflcctivc than one uliieli resists the action of the

acid. Puzzuolaiia consists cliicijy of siliT*ates of alumina, lime,

and soda. Eisner gives the following as the composition of a sample

of puzzuolaiia which he analysed:—

Matter soluble in acid

49-01

l^rattor insoluble in acid

4298

Water

Oxide of inui

Alumina
- Lime . .

JVl agiu'sia .

^^)ta.sll .

b Soda . . .

^ Silica

Oxide of iron

Alumina
^ Jjime . .

]\ta<(ju‘sia .

Pol ash . .

t Soda .

11*50

11-77

17-70
3' 16

2-15
0*29

2*44

37
o’r>7

1-

25

2-

25
0-27

O'OO
1 '12

7'^^>

99'r)4

Many other substances, wlu n add(‘d to lime, confer upon it

bydraulic properties to a giK.'atcr or less xtt-.nl. Carbonate of

magnesia is one of tbesc. Jf onlinary cpiiek llim* !h‘ reburnt at a

dull red heat, it also ac(j:iircs liydruulie pi'oporties JL Scott).

M. Ancat (whose treatise on mortars and eements contains a mass

of valuable information and candul investigation on tliis important

jiractical subject) established a mauufactoiy of liydraulie liim^ at

Aleudon, near Paris. Four parts of chalk were ground and levi-

gated in water with i part of clay, so as to obtain a very iiitinn^te

jnixture of the materials, which were allo^jcd to subside, moulded

into blocks, dried, and calcined at a carcftdly regulated tempera-

tiu'e. Portland Cement is a hydraulic mortar similar to the above.

It is made from clay obtained from the valley of the Medway, and

from chalk found in the same neighbourhood : it/lerivcs its name

froin the circumstance that in colour, when djpy, it resembles
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Portland stone. It is prepared by* thoroughly grinding the clay

and chalk with water, allowing them to deposit, then drying and

burning the mixture until it undergoes slight vitrificatiqn ; the

mass is ground, and when mixed with a proper proportion of water,

it forms a cement which possesses great hardness and tenacity ; it

cxj)ands as it solidifies.
* ' '

.

The rapidity with Avhich ^hesc different kinds of hydraulic

limes set, varies eorisWcxably with their composition. f the clay do

not exceed lo per cent, of the mass, the mortar .requires several

weeks to liardeh. * If the clay amount to from j 5 to 25 per cent,

it sets in two or three days, and if from 2^ to 35 per cent, of clay

be present, tlie solidificiatiori occurs iriTt few hours. The substance

to which tlic term Romdn cemenU is applied, is a lime of this latter

description. Homan cement was originally prepared from nodules

of septaria which occur in the bed of the Thames. It sets a few

hours after the mixture with w^atcr has been effected, and it soon

rivals stone in hardness. According to Meyer, th6 composition of

the nodules employed in tlie juTparatiou of the cement is the

following :

—

Matter soluble in acid

76-0

Insoluble in acid (Clay)

23305

^ Carbonate of lime .

„ inagnosia

M of iron

,
Alumina ....

/ Silica

Alumina ....
i Oxide of iron . . .

I Lime
V Magnesia ....

65’99

0*39
16 89
4*32

172
•005

0*37

The cement obtained from tlie ncighhoiirhood of Boulogne is

almost id(intical in composition with the foregoing, and similai*

materials have been obtained in oilier countries, particularly in

tlie beds of the Jurassic formation. _
*

Concrete is a mixture of hydraulic mortar with small pebbles

coarsely broken.

Ill order tliat hydraulic lime may properly harden, it must not

be suinnerged till it begins to set
;

it should then be k,ppt moist

until it is quite hard, otherw ise it always remains porous. Care
mu&t be taken in burning these limes not to subject tlicm to too

liigli a temperature, otherwise they become dead burnt, the silica

and alumina combining, with the lime in the furnace instead of the

combination occurring when made into mortar. The success of

the preparation of a hydraulic lime appears to depend upon the

formation of a finely divided silica and alumina, uniformly dis-

seminated throfts^h tlie mass. The occurrence of any vitrification of
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the particles preventing theii* subsequent union with the hydrate
of lime. The immediate cause of solidification in these hydraulic

limes appears to be the formation of a hydrated compound of lime

with the silica and alumina, but in jn'occss of time a silicate and
aluminatc of lime are formed.

(536) OtJier uses of Lime .—;'£imc is also largely employed as

a manure, and it is particularly valuable upon very ricli vegetable

soils, such as those formqil over peat bc^s
;

ittf cfiects in these

cases arc partially due to the ^decomposition of the organic matter,

which it renders soluble jwid capable of assimilation, while the lime

itself istjonverted into carbonate. It has been found that limestone,

containing much Carbonate of magnesia, yields a lime unsuited to

agricultural piirposes : this is attHbuted to the fact that magnesia

absorbs carbonic acid much more slowly than lime, and remains

caustic for a longer period, in whicli, state it appears to be injurious

to the tender shoots of tlic young plants.

The strong alfinity of lime for carbonic acid renders it a valu-

able material for separating this acid from the carbonates of potash

and soda, , which may thus be obtained in a caustic form. Its

attraction for water furiiishes a means of removing this liquid from

many substances, such as alcohol, wdiicdi retain it w ith coxinidcrable

force; the finely powdered lime is mixed with the alcohol, and the

mixture having been allowed to stand for a few days, with occa-

sional agitation, is sulyeeted to distillation : the anhydrouii alqohol

passes over, IcaNing the water (combined with the lime. Lime is

employed also as a direct chemical agent in the purification of

coal-gas, and as a means bf loosening the epidermis, and facili-

tating the removal of the haii* from hides, as a preliminary to the

process of tanning.

lliuoxido of hydrogen foft^s an insolubU^ compound with lime,

which precipitates in crystalline scales when tiu^ hiuoxldc is

poured into lime water ; it is very unstable, and undergoes spon-

taneous decoin])osition at the temperatures of the air. This sub-

stance ii^ generally spoken of as binoxide of calcium.

(537) ^^dphides of Calcium .—Calcium forms sev eral compounds

with sulphur.

The pi'otosulphide of calcium, (CaS), E(j. 36, is procured by

ilecomposing a mixture of sulphate of lime gaud charcoal by lieat, as

directed for sulphide of barium. It is very sparingly soluble in

water, and is phosphorescent when newdy prepared. This property

was first observed by Canton, in an impure sulphide of calcium,

which he obtained by calcining oyster shells in ai^opcn fire for half

3 r
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an hoxir^ then selecting the whitest aVid largest portions, and pack-

ing them with one-third of their wtiight of flowers of snlphnr in a

crucible with a luted cover; this w^as heated strongly for an hour:

when cold, the crucible xvas broken, and the whitest pieces were

placed in well -closed bottles. ^

By boiling slaek(^d lime wiflj excess of sulphur, a pentasuU

pMde of calcium is oliiained, and liy]K>sulj>hitc of lime is formed at

the same time; ^ CaO-V 128= 2 CaS^ + CyaO, 8^02.

(5:58) Phosphulc of Calcium, (Cf^P)
;

—This compound

presents some int(‘.rest, from its affording the most conve^nient

source of the. ])lmspliides of hydrogen {376). It is prepared by

distilling phos])ljorus over lime heated to low redness: a mixture

of phosphid(-‘ of calcium and phosphate of lime is the result,

7 P-j-14 (^aO= 2(2CaO, PO.-) -f-5Ca2P (P. Thcuiard). The most

convenient method of eonducting the operation

Fig. 297. is shown in fig. 297. In the low'er part of

a narrow dec'p erueibh;, a, a hole is drilled for

the rce(‘ption of the neck of a flask, u, which

is luted into the aperture
;
a quantity of dry

])hospliorns is placed in the flask, and the eru-

eible is filled witli (|ui(?k lime, broken into frag-

ments the siz(‘ of a nut
; a lid is then luted upon

the top of the erueible. The upper part of the

ei'iieilih* is tlieu raised to a red lieat as quickly

as possible by surrounding it with ignited char-

coal, th(! lower ])art of the' furnace having been

filled with cold eluucoal, to prev(‘nt tlie heat from reaching tlio

jibosphorus too rapidly
;
the phosphorus gradually volatilizes as the

hc^at rea(‘h(‘s it. ]f the heat he too high, the phosphorus distils

over Avithout (*ombiuin4>f with the ca^ehun.

Phosphide of ealeiuin is of a dull ml colour, and is hard enough
to strike Arc w ith sti*(?l

; it experiences no change in dry air or in

oxygen at tlie ordinary temperature. At a high temperature it

becomes partially decomposed by oxygen, chlorine, or hyc^oehloric

acid ; in a moist atmosplierc it slacks, emits phosphuretted hydro-

gen, and crumbles to a broAvu powder. This pow der, when thrown
into water, or lieated to 212®, evolves phospliurcttcd hydrogen,

which is not seli-lightii^, and is mixed witli free hydrogen.

Phosphide of caleium, in its unslaekcd form, is decomposed
when throw n into water

;
phosphuretted hydrogen gas is evolved,

and takes lire with the phenomenon already described (376): dilute

acids produce it*j§* decomposition still more rapidly.
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(539) Chloride of Calcium, (CaCl, 6 aq), Eq, ,55*5 4-, (h\

fused, 2*48 5, cryst, 1*680.—This*salt is prc[)aml by dissolving cbalk
in hydrochloric acid, evaporating to dryness, and fusing the residue
at a red heat. By evaporation of its solution it may he obtained in

striated prismatic four-sided crys^ds, with 6 equivalents of water
;

and if heated to 300® it forms a -porous mass wliieli still retains 2
equivalents of water

;
in this state it is wcjl tV^apt('d for the desic-

cation of gases. It is an extremely deliijiil'scHuit salt, is solulde in

alcohol, and may be oBtauied fFom its alcoholic solution erystalliz(*d

in rectangular plates, conUtining 2 equivalents of alcohol. Chloride

of calcium absorbs amitibnia ra})idly, and forms a.compound witli 4
equivalents of the gas. A solution of tin; chloride, if hoiked with

quk^k lime and filtered while hot,* deposits long, flat, tliin crv.4als

of a hydrated oxychloride, consisting of (CaCl, 3 (kiO, 15 lui), which

arc decomposed both by water and by ak*ohol.

Fluoride of Calciuui (CkiF, Eq. 39, *Sy;. GV. 3*14) is an abun-

dant mineral, well known as fluorspar, Avhidi o(*(‘urs either massive

or crystallized in forms allied to the cube. It js found aciuim-

panyiiig the l(‘ad veins in (hunb(‘rland, Dmbyshire, and Cornwall,

and is met wdtli in a Variety of other localities, of various colours,

most frequently blue, green, or white. Fluorspar is the 7^nicij)al
source whence the compounds of fluorine arij obtained. Fluoride

of calcium, in minute quantity, is found in sea water (Dr. (i. AVilson),

and in many sj)rlugs : it is a never-failing eomj)anion of [)lK)spliat(i

of lime in tlu^ bones and teeth of animals, and iiuk'cd is always

found to accOTnj)any phosj)hat(^ of lime in th(' mineral kingdom also

in small ])ut vaidablc quantities. Most varieties of fJuorsj)ar, when

gently Jieated, become phosphorescent, emitting a ])ale gr(‘en or

violet light; if heated more strongly, tlu^ ciyst.-ds decrepitate, and

each fragment bc(‘onu»s enveloped for a few ‘scc'cnds in a beautifid

halo of light. It loses this ])roperty after having been once heated
;

a phos])horcscent fluor, dissolved in hydro(hk)ric acid, and pna-i-

])itated by ammoniiv, retains its pow^r of emitting light when h(*at<*d,

but if iff had been previously heated snllicicmtly to destroy the

jdiosphorcscencc, this property is not n'storcd by solution and

rcprecipitation

.

Fluoride of calcium absorbs sulphuric acid if mixed with it at a

17:>w^ temperature, and forms a transparent, vi^^cous ma,^s, from wdiich

fumes of hydrofluoric acid are evolved by heating it to loo'^. Fluor-

spar undergoes no change when heated with anliydrous suljdiuric

acid, but with dry horacic acid it yields borate of linie and borofluoric

acid. Hydrochloric acid dissolves it in small quanmy. When fused

3 F 2
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with the alkalies, it undergoes no change : with the carbonated alka-

lies fluoride of the alkaline metal alid carbonate of lime are formed.

If heated wdth sulphate of lime, it fuses and forms a glass which is

transparent when hot, but enamel white when cold. In proper pro-

portions it often forms a valuable flux in smelting the ores of

various metals, and hence the name Jluor is derived.

(540) Sulphate, oj^ Lwie, (CaO, SO.3), Eq. 68, Sp, Gr. 2*95: crys-

tallized as (jyjJSf/ln (CaO, SO3, z IIO), Eq, 68 + J 8, Sp. Gr, 2'30.

—

This compound occurs fi co from water in the ifiineral anhydrite, crys-

tallized in rectangular prisms, which are'’found in the salt rocks of

the Tyrol, and in^Dpper Austria; but it is ’much more abundant as

a hydrate with 2 cquivahaits of water : it is then met with either in

transparent flattciuid ])risnis, known as selenite, or still more fre-

quently in a fibrous, granular, coni[)act, or earthy form, consti-

tuting the different varieties of gypsum and alabaster. Sulphate of

lime is a very common iinjiurity in spring water. Such waters arc

termed selenitic

;

they d(q)osit u])on the interior of boilers in which

they arc used, a strongly adheremt fur or crust, the composition of

which is 2 (CaO, SO.^) aq.

Sulphate of lime is ]>roduccd whenever a strong solution of a

salt of is prciiipitated by any suljdiate., in which case it falls as

a w'hitc voluminous sparingly soluble hydrate, wdiicdi r(‘quires about

400 parts of water for its solution. AVhen heated it loses its w^atcr,

and, if the tenqjerature bo I'uiscd to bright redness, the anhydrous

mass fuses, and may be obtained in crystals the same in form as

those of anhydrite.

Gypsum constitutes a manure of considei-ablc value when judi-

ciously (unjdoyed ;
but the most remarkable property of sulphate of

lime, and that for w hich it is chiefly valued, is the power which the

hydrated >'arii*ty pv)ssesses, after it luis been de])rivcd of water by a

heat not (‘xec'cding 500^, of again combining with water, and bind-

ing or setting into a liard mass. If tlie dry powder be made into

a thin paste with w ater, the mixture becomes solicl in a few minutes,

expands considerably at the moment of solidification, ant! emits a

considerable amount of heat : a combination of 2 equivalents of

Walter with i of sulphate of lime occurs, and eventually it becomes

as hard as the original gypsum. Gypsum which has been dried at

this regulated^ temperature is converted into a white friable mass,

which w hen ground to a fine powder is know n in the arts under

the name of plaster of Parts, from the circumstance of the mineral

lieiug extensively found in the environs of the French metropolis.

It is however particularly w^orthy of observation, that if the sul-

phate be heated to redness, it becomes very much denser, assumes
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a crystalline s'trncture, and loses the power of setting or solidifying

when mixed with water by rectombiiiing with the 2 equivalents it

had lost.

Plaster of Paris is manufactured in large quantities for archi-

tqjctural purposes : it is also largeljj used in modelling, and in taking

accurate copies of objects of every descrij>tiou. Su]>})osc, for in-

stance, it were desired to copy a medal : a rafjed rim of pasUdjoard

is attached to tlie medal, which is anoin t?ed with a little oil, to

prevent the plaster frcfni gidheiij ug to its surface. The dried plaster

is then mixed with water tfll it is of the consisteiu^o of thin cream,

and is immediately applmd carefully with a hair pencil to every part

of the surface, so as to exclude air, after which a thicker cream is

poured into the mould : in a few Huinutes the mass becomes solid,

and the cast may be removed from the medal.

The addition of i or 2 per cent, of many salts, parti(Mdarly of

alum, of sidphate of potash, or of borax, coidcrs uj)on gypsum some
properties of considerable practical importance, (iypsuiu which

has been thus trcatcxl will endure a dull red lu'at without losing its

power of setting when mixed with water. It bc(u)mes miudi denser

tilan ordinary ])laster,**ind whcTi mixed with w^ater, sets in the course

of a few hours and foi’rns a hard mahu’ial wliich takes^^ high

jiolish. Keene’s, Martin’s, and Keating’s cement arc the names

under wdiieh jilastcu* so treated is know’ii. Stucco consists of

coloured ])laster, mix(‘d with a solution of size. The Uifferent

eolour.s exhibited by stucco arc ohtaiiu'd by tlui admixture' of oxides

of iron imd otlur metals. By friction its suriae(5 is suseejitiblc of

a high polish.

Siilpliah; of lime forms a double salt witli sulphate of soda,

which is found native niuhr the name of (NaO, SO3-I-

(’aO, SO3) ;
it is anhydrous, iiiid nearly ins(>ln]de in water.

Nitrate of Lime (CaO, NO- 6 uq, 7vy. 8.2 4 is a delirpies-

cent salt, wdiieli (rystallizes in long ])risms
;
when anliydrous, it

emits light if genUy heated. It is solnhh^ in alcohol.

(54^ Ciirbonate of Lime ((.^aO, C ( f.}
;

Kq. 50; Sp. GV. of

Iceland apar, 2*72, of Arafpmite, 2 97. This substance is one of the

most abundant components of rocks and minerals. In the

amorphons eonditit)ii, it forms the different varieties of limestone,

Dolite, chalk, and calcareous marl ; it is the principal constituent

of corals, of the shells of fishes, and of tlic eggshells of birds ;
it

also enters in greater or less quantity into the bones of animals.

In minute granular crj’^stals it forms the different kinds of marble,

and. it is found in a greater variety of regular ^rystal line forms

than any other known compound. * Its primary f|rm fs a rhombo-
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hcdron, as is seen in Iceland spar, but it also occurs in the in-

compatible form of aragonite, inf six-sided prisms, and is con-

se([ucntly dimoq)hous. Aragonite is isomorphous with earbonatc

of strontia, and its crystals not unfrequcntly contain small quan-

tities of this mineral, the occurrcnc*c of which it is supposed may
assist in determining the assumption of the prismatic form by the

carbonate of lime.. When aragonite is heated it falls to powder,

and the grains a/c stated to assume the form of minute rhombs.

Carbonate of lime is produced wbencyor a salt of lime is preci-

])itatcd by the addition of an alkaline ^carbonate, and if the solu-

tions arc mixed at the boiling ])oint, the carbonate falls in micro-

scopic crystals, liaving the form of aragonite.

It is sometimes necessary to obtain a j)erfectly pure carbonate

of lime; for this ])urposc solution of nitrate of lime may be mixed

with an excess of lime water, which precipitates oxide of iron and

other metallic oxides
;

the fdtered solution is decom])oscd by

the addition of a mixture of ammonia and scsquicarbonate of am-

monia
;
the precipitate is washed thoroughly, then dried and heated

to low redness.

^Carbonate of lime is dccomj)osod by a red heat^ if the acid

can frg^y esexape ; but in close vessels it fuses without undergoing

decomposition, and on cooling forms a granular crystalline mass,

like marble.

Ji combination of earbonatc of lime and soda, insoluble in

water, was found at Merida, in South Arncric^a, and calk'd Gaj/

Lmsite (C^aC), C'02, NaO, (X)^, + 6 atj). JUirylocalcite (CaO, CO^
-h JlaO, C()2) is a native doid)le carbonate of lime and baryta,

which crystallizes in ()l)li(pic prisms.

( 542) (kilcareuus 1 raters.—Carbonate of lime dissolves in ])ure

w ater to the ('xteut of ratlier more tl^an 2 grains in t gallon, but it is

freely taken up by w ater charged wutli carbonic acid, and is deposited

again in anhydrous crystals as the gas escapes. In this way enor-*

inons masses of crystallized carbonate of linu' arp formed. lu the

limestone hills of Derhysliire, and in various other localitiej^.^ caverns

occur 111 which this pheuoiiienou is perpetually exhibited; w^ater

charged with earbouic acid and carbonate of lime makes its way
through the roof of the ea\ ern, w here as the carbonic acid gradually

escapes, the earlionate cvf lime is deposited in dependent masses;

like icicles, termed stalactites
; whilst the water falling on the

Hoor of the cavern before it has parted with all its excess of car-

bonic acid and dissolved limestone, deposits a fresh portion of tlie

crystalline matt'^-; and thus a new growth, or stalagmite, gradually
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rises lip to meet the stalactite which dcpciids from the roof; iii

this way a natural pillar of cryg^tallized carbonate of lime is formed.

It is ill a similar manner that the calcar(;oiis deposits from the

lakes of volcanic districts are produced. These d(']K)sits, when
j^orous^ have received the name of tufa ; mIicu more (‘ompaet they

are termed travertine. Travertine is formed ahimdaiitly in many
of the Italian lakes

;
it w as highly valued for arehile(*tural pur-

poses by the Homans, as it was a mateiiaf easily w rought, and
possessed great durakility^ an^ beauty.

Many spring w liters »contaiu carbonate of liine held in solu-

tion by carbonic acid ;»«\v]ieii the w'atcr is boiled this aji’id is expelh'd,

and the carbonate is de])osite(l, forming a lining jnore or less

coherent upon tlie sides of the vessel. In steam boilers this becomes

a serious evil ; it is efiectually ])revented by the addition of a snail

quantity of sal ammoniae to the water; (carbonate of ammonia is

formed, and volatilizes, w hile chloride of ealeiimi nanains dissolved.

Dr. T. Clark has introduced a plan for sofU'uing sneh cal-

careous waters, by removing the carbonic^ ac'id from tlu'm, and

causing the preei])itatiou of the (‘arbonatc of lim(‘*l)y thus de]>riving

it of its solvent. 'J^iis method consists csscmtially in the adilition

of milk of lime to siudi waters, until the water giv '^4^i very

faint brown tinge on t(;sting it with a solution of nitrate of

silver; this reaction indicates that a slight excess of linu^ has bc'cn

added, whi<‘h occasions a prccijiitate ol‘ brown bydrat(‘d
^
oxide of

silver. In this oj)eration the; lime combiiu's with the ('xcess of

carbonic acid in tln^ water; tin; carbonate of linn; thus formed,

being insoluble, prcci])itatt*s along w itli tlie ])ortion of carbonate of

lime pnw'ionsly licdd in solution by the carl)oni(; acid. After tlio .

lapse of tw enty-four hours the w ater becomes ])erfee.lly bright amt

clear. If colouring or orgjiyie matters la; pV(;s(ait in the water, a

considerable j)ortion of botli go down with the chalk. In ajjplying

tills process upon a large scale, it is found advantageous to add a

slight excess of lipic in tlie first instance, and aftcrw ards to destroy

this c^css hy a fresh addition of nnlimcd water. Idic carbonate

of lime tlien scjiaratcs in granular crystals, which sjiecdily subside.

These crystals arc formed mu(di more slowly if the lime bo not •

first in slight excess.

(543) Building Materials .—Carbonate of lime forms tbc basis

of some of the materials most highly prized for building jiurposcs,

besides furnishing the costly varieties of marble us(‘d for interiors.

The oolites, such as tliose from the Isle of Portland and th (5 iieigli-

bourhood of Bath, resist the weather admiralj^' ;
they admit of
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being readily fitted and yet *p08sessrjijr4derable hardness.

Many slielly limestones are also well aJ ^pted^Jfcn these purposes.

Where elaborate carving is required^ a well crystallized magnesian

limestone (or double carbonate of lime and magnesia), such as that

employed in the new Houses of Parliament, is preferred ; it is very

close and compact, sufficiently soft‘tp be easily sculptured, but retains

a sharp outline. Many fine-grained, porous calcareous and mag-
nesian stones have the iiiconvenience of splitting into flakes after a

few years’ exposure
;

this generally pccurg from the absorption of

water, and its expansion when the moistme thus absorbed becomes

frozen during winter. A simple and ingenious mode of ascertaining

whether a building stone is liable to this defect was invented by
Prard :—it consists in taking a smoothly cut block of the stone,

one or two inches in the side, and placing it in a cold saturated

solution of sulphate of soda. The temperature of the solution is

gradually raised to the boiling point, and then the stone is left to

cool in the liquid. When cold, it is suspended over a dish, and

]>Iunged for a few' moments in a cold saturated solution of the

sulphate of soda^'every day for a w^oek or a fortnight, and is then

again freely suspended in the air. The sulphate of soda crystallizes

in the of the stone, and splits off* fragments of it. A similar

experiment is made uj)on a stone w hich is knowui to be free from this

defect. By the (;oniparativc w^eight of these*, fragments in the two cases

the tendency of the stone to the defect in question may be estimated.

A valuable report upon the composition and quality of various

kinds of building stones w^as made to the (lovernment in 1839,
upon the occasion of the rebuilding of the Houses of Parliament.

The other varieties of building stones are mostly siliceous. To
this class b(dong all the sandstones, which consist chiefly of grains

of silica united by a cement more or Jess ferruginous. The dura-

bility of the stone depends mainly upon the character of this

uniting material. Many igneous rocks, such as porphyry, basalt,

and more especially granite, are also used for bqilding purposes;

but from their hardness, they arc seldom w rought, except whc'v, as in

quays, ])ndges, or causcAvays, the constant w ear is unusually great, and
^ W’hcre softer though less expensive materials w ould soon be destroyed.

(544) Phosphates of Lime .—The most remarkable of the phos-

pliates of lime is that known as the hone phosphate (3 CaO, PO5),
from its forming the principal earthy constituent of the animal
skeleton. It is easily procured by adding chloride of calcium, drop
by drop, to a solution of phosphate of soda in excess, when it falls

as a gelatinous preypitate. It may also be obtained from calcined
bones by dig3stin^ them in nitric acid, and precipitating the
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filtered solution jy caustic ammonir.. This phosphate is insoluble

in water, but is r^adil} -dis^lved by acetic, and the stronger

acids. It occurs native as a white amorphous mineral, known
under the name ofphosphorite,

. A tribasic phosphate of linie^ occurs naturally crystallized in

hexagonal prisms, which, when coloiirlc^ss, are called apniiie

;

when
of a green colour it is termed moroxiie these minerals the

phosphate is associated with variable quanti1?iesof llfloride of calcium.

When rhombic phosphate of s«da is added dro]) by (Jrop to an excess

of chloride of calcium, a %cmi-crystalline ]>rcci[)itate falls, which

according to Berzeliit^?, consists of (2 CaO, JlOf PO-, 3 a(j).

Several other jdiosphatcs of lime may be formed, corn sponding in

composition to the various phosplmies of soda.

(545) Characters op the Salts of Lime—The sails of lime

are colourless. They give no prCcipHtatt' ivith but yield a

white precipitate of carbonate of linn*, with tlu' alkaline rarl/onatcs.

Solution of sulphate of lime ])roduces no prccipitatp
;

tlu' lime salts

ai’e thus distinguished from those of baryta and strontia : they yi<dd

no precipitate with hiplroHulphate of ammonia. Oxalate, of ammonia,

even in very dilute solutions of lime, throws down a Avhitfl^^mdate

of lime, which dissolves in nitri(i and hydrochloric^ acids.

In the detenm illation of lime for analytical jiurjioscs the oxalate;

isthe precipitate usually employed ; but before; weighing, it is liotitcd

to dull redness, so as to conveu’t the oxalate into carbonate; of lime :

100 parts of carbonate of linie contain 44 parts oi‘ carbonic ae*iel

and 56 eif lime'. If lu) other base be pivsent, lime; may also be;

cstirnateel in the form eif sulphate. If the lime lie not alre'aely in

the state of sulphate, the salt is heatcel with an exce;ss of sulphuric

aciet, and igniteel
;
when eoldf k is wcigheel :

• 100 grains of sulphate

of lime contain 4i’i7 of lime.

§ IV. [Magnesium.

Symbol, Mg; Equivalent, 12; Specific Gravity, 1*7.

(546) Magnesium is usually classed with theise me tals the

Oxides of which furnish the alkaline earths* but it is rnuedi more;

analogous to zinc in its properties than to any otheT elcmeait.

Magnesium is an abundant ingredient of the crust of the earth.

It is found in large qtiantitica as a double; carbematc w ith lime;,

forming magnesian limestone, or elolomite. Ct is contaim'el

abundantly in sea avater as chloride, and in i^any* s])rings as
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sulphate. It likewise enters more* or less extensively into the

formation of many rocks, and of a great variety of minerals.

Hussy olitaincd it in the metallic form by heating its anhydrous

chloride with potassium in a porcelain or platinum crucible.

When cold, the contents of the vessel were digested in cold water,

by which the chloride of potassium and undecomposed chloride

of Tnagnesium weT(;^ dissolved out. The metal was left as a grey

pow'der, which Cwuld bornudted into globules.

Bunsen (Lic})ig^s Aimaleu, Ixxxji. 137) prepares magnesium
by the electrolytic; dc'(;oinposition of thc’ eddoride of magnesium,

whicli he inel,ts in a dee]) covered porcelaiic crucible, divided by a

verti(‘al dia])hragni of jiorcM'lain, w hich extends half way dow’n the

ernciblc*
;

the; (‘Ic'ctrodes are niadi; of carbon, and are introduced

through two oj)enings in the lid, the negative electrode being

notched to r(‘(;civc the r(‘duced magnesium which lodges in the

(‘avitic‘s : the crucihle is broii^it io a red heat, and is tilled with

the; meltc'd chloride', which then is rc'adily dec'oinposed by 10 cells

of the zine-earbon battery (233). The prinei])al ditficulty in this

ojKTation arises from the small density of the reduced metal,

wlii(‘li rise's to the surfaces of the fused salt, and is liable to

reoxi^hi,-A)n.

Magnesium is a mallc'able metal of the colour of silver, and a

demsity of 1*7. Its fracture apj)cars sometimes crystalline, at

otluy times fil)rous. It has about the same degree of liardness as

ealc s])ar. At a moderate rod heat it may be merited. At ordi-

nary temperature's, it uudergot;s no change' in dry air, but in a moist

fitme)s])liere it l)e‘ce)m<;s slowly oxidized. ANdmn ignited in dry air,

or in o\yg('n gas, it take's tire and becomes oxidized, emitting a

light of dazzling brilliancy
;

tlie magnesia whieli is produced

exhibits no signs of fui^ioii. MagnQsi?am is but slowly acted upon
by cold water, but it is raj)idly dissolved if the water be slightly

acidulatc'd. AVhen tlirowu into strong hydroe;ld(3rie acid it bursts

info tlame; ye‘t a mixture of concentrated sul]>burk* and fuming nitric

ae*id lias no action uj)ou it in the coleh When heated in chlwnc and
ilk the vapour of bromine, of iodine, or of snl])liur, it burns brilliantly.

(547) Mutfjws'ia, (MgO); Eq, 20; ^p. GV. 3-6.—The only kiiown
oxide of magnesium is a bulky, w hite, tasteless, infusible, and nearly

insoluble powder w liich w he'u placed upon moistened turmeric paper

turns it distinctly brown. It is usually ])roeurcd by strongly igniting

the artificial earlionate in a crucible, but it may also be obtained

by ignition of the nitrate of magnesia; in this case it assumes a

much denser for^u. ISfagiK'sia, wlien mixed wdth water, gradually
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combines with it, and forms 'a hydrate (IlO, ]MgO), slowly

absorbs carbonic aci^ from the •air: no sensible elevation of tem-

perature occurs during the process of hydration. A native hydrate

of similar composition occurs in crystalline scales.

Sulphide of Magnesium (MgS), Eq, 2S.—This compound is but

sparingly soluble in Mater. It^^nay be obtained by ])rccipitat-

ing a boiling solution of sulphate of magiicsia by sulphide of

potassium, when it falls as a white inucula^inbus inniss.

(548) Cldoride qf^ Magnesium (MgCl, E(p 4S, Sp. (ir. 2*177)

is obtained by dissolving % part of magnesia in ht^druehlorii* ac'd,

and adding 3 parts oii.sal ammoniac in solution, tj](^ mixture is

evaporated to dryness
;
hy tins means a double "chloride of mag-

nesium and arninoniiim is formed (XII iCl, 2 AlgCl), which may
be evaporated without loss of acid, Avhilst the solution of iiun’c

(diloridc of magnesinm is ])artially dccom[)osed during (‘vaporation.

Wlicn tlie double salt is ignited in *a coviacd ci neible, the sal am-

moniac is expelled, and pure chloride of magnesium n'inains. At

a red heat it fuses to a tran.s])arent rujuid, whic h forms a silky

looking mass of confus{5d ciTstals on (pooling. CRloricU* of magne-

sium is delhjueseent^and gives out heat whilst dissohing in vater
;

by evaporation at a low temperature it may be obt-pned in

crystalline m?edles which contain 6 (‘(piivah nts of Avatt'r. It is

soluble in alcohol : it forms doubhj chlorides with tin; chlorides

of the alkaline metals.

(549) Sulphate of MagnesiUy (MgO, HO, 6 acj)
;

Eq. 60

4-63; Sp. Gr. au/njdruus, 2*706, ergst. j*66o.— This is th(‘ most

important salt of magnesia! It is made* in v(ny largi' (piantities

from sea water, cither by [)reeipitating the magmvsia by nu‘ans of

lime, and then di.^solving it in sulphuric^ acid, or by lirst crystallizing*

out the greater part of the ^)pimon salt, ayd tre ating the motluT

Ihpior with sulphuric acid
;
by eva])oration, crystals ol thi'. suli)hat(^

arc obtained. The sulphate is also pi’oeni‘(Ml in eonsiehu'able

quantities from magnesian limestone : the rock is burnt, slaked, and

largely^\vashed with water to remove part of the lime
j

it is tluai

treated with sulphuric acid, and tlu^sulphatii ol’ magnesia is se}>arated

from the sparingly soluble sulphate of lime by solvation and reervs-

tallization. Sulphate of magnesia is a common ingredient in

• mineral waters. Its trivial name of Eps(«n salts is derived from

the circumstance of its being larg<'ly contaim^d in many spi ings in

the neighbourhood of Epsom, from the waters of which it was

at one time obtained.

Sulphate of magnesia dissolves in 3 times it^yve ight of water
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at 6o°, and i ^
at 2 r 2°. Its solution has a bitter disgusting taste.

It crystallizes readily in right rhombic prisms, which are slightly

efflorescent : when heated moderately, they lose their water of crys-

tallization; if the heat be intense and long eontinued, a part of the

acid also escapes. Crystallized sulphate of magnesia loses 6 equi-

valents of its water at a temperatpre below 300°, but it retains i

equivalent even at 400°. This last ccpiivalcnt may be displaced by

an equivalent of an anhydrous salt, such as sulphate of potash, with

which it forms a double salt, ])ossCiSsed ^of ^the same crystalline

form as sulphate of magnesia (MgO, S'O^-fKO, SOa-f^ aq) of

sp. gi*. 2*076.^

Nitrate of Magnemt (IMgO, + 6 aq, Eq. 74 -f 54) Sp,

Gr, 1*464), is dc;liqucscent, and ci*ystallizcs with difficulty.

(550) Carbonate of Magnesia (MgO, CO^, Eq, 42) occurs

native as a wliitc hard mineral, called magnesite. It is procured

by j)recipitating a boiling solution of a salt of magnesia by carbo-

nate of potash, and dissolving the precipitate in carbonic acid

water
; as the gas escapes, the salt is deposited as a terhydrate,

in transparent hexagonal ])risms (MgO, C'O^, 3 aq) ;
by exposure

to air these crystals effloresce and arc converged into a protohy-

drateJ^^gO, CO„ IIO).

The common w’hitc magnesia of the shops is made by pre-

cipitating a boiling solution of sul])hatc of magnesia by a hot

solution
,
of carl)onate of soda. The sulphate of .magnesia is

allowed to remain slightly in excess, oth(;rwise the precipitate

retains a little carbonate of soda. It is deposited as a white, light,

bulky pf)wder, which is composed of hydrate of magnesia (HO,
MgO) combined with a quantity of hydrated carbonate (MgO,
COo, aq) w hich may vary from 2 to 4 equivalents ;

it is very

s])aiingly soluble in water. „

Dolomite, when its structure is crystalline, usually consists of

carbonate of magnesia and carl)onatc of lime iT\ the proportion of

1 c<puvalcnt of each (MgO, COo + CaO, COg), .though sometimes

the carbonate of lime considerably exceeds i equivalent. **

IStr. Pattinson has introduced a ])roccss by which a very

pure carbonate i^of magnesia is manufactured from dolomite.

In this o})eration the mineral is finely ground and sifted, and
exposc^d to a red heat f<v 2 or 3 hours, by which the carbonate of

magnesia is decomposed. It is then introduced into a strong iron

cylinder, lined with It^ad, where it is mixed with water, and car-

l)onic acid gas is forced in under a pressure of 5 atmospheres till it

ceases to be absorbed ; the carbonate of magnesia dissolves as
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bicarbonate, leaving the carbonate of lime: the clear liquid,

when boiled, deposits the carbohatc of magnesia, which is drained

and dried in a stove at a low tcin])cratiirc.

By mixing a solution of nitrate of magnesia with an excess of
a^saturated solution of bicarl)om\J:c of potash, and allowing the

solution to stand sonic days, a romarkablc double sjilt is deposited

in regular crystals, composed of 2 (MgO, HO, 2 CX).,)

+ 8 aq, but which is decomposed by re-dis^lving it in water. The
corresponding salt ofl^odji is »iorc stable.

^

A native Borate of ^hujnenui, 2 (MgO, BO.^) -f (MgO, z BO j,

named boracite, is fcTlftid crystallized in eube:^; is rendered

electric by heat. .

(55 0 SiHcates of Magrteftia .—^Silica and magnesia may l)c artifi-

cially comliined in many proportions. A largci number of minerals

arc formed, cither wholly or ])artially, of tlie si]ieat(\s of niagiu'sia.

OlwhiCy or clirysolUej 2 (Mgl\‘)0, 8iO^, is a crystallized mineral,

usually of a green colour, obtained from basaltic and i ()l(*anic rocks
;

it frequently accompanies masses of meteoric iron, fa/c is a very soft

slaty mineral, which lias a formula 2(MgO, SiO^-f 2 aMgO, 3 SiO^.

or soapstoiief is IMgO, SiO^+ 'Z .MgO, 3 SiO^. Pirrosmhic

is the neutral hydrate 2 (MgO, 81(3^) aq. Mecn<cttauni is Xjrmther

hydrated silicate, of whii^li the formula is 2 MgO, 3 SiO^-f4 a(j.

Serpentine, 2[(MgFe)0,SKX] -f-MgO, 2 aq, is another liydrated sili-

cate of magnesia, in which a juirtion of the magn(\sia is (TfteiF dis-

placed by jirotoxidc of iron. Serpentiiii^ fre(jucntly occurs in com|)act

masses, which take a higli jmlisli, and from the beauty of its varie-

gated colours, it \s often employed for ornamental purposes. It is

readily attacked ]>y acids, and occurs in suflicient abundance to be.

employed as a source of the salts of magnesia.

The double silicates oi *nagnesia arcr still more numerous.

Aiif/ite or jjyroxene is one of thesi:
;

it is a crystalline mineral,

often found in basalt and lava, and is a silicate of lime and mag-

nesia, portions of.which are often displaced by protoxides of iron

and mcyigancse (CaMgFeMii) O, SiO^. Hornblende or Amphibole.

is a silicate and aluminatc of magnesia, lime, and protoxide of

iron, with a variable proportion of the fluorides ""of calcium and

potassium,^ [(MgCaFe) O, SiOj>]+2 (MgCaFcMn) O, 3 Si(X -f

•.r (KCa) FI. It occurs sometimes in dark*grccn or black crystals,

at other times massive, disseminated through many rocks, such as

syenite and porphyry, and frequently in basalt and lava. Asbestos and

Amianthus commonly consist of a fibrous variety pf amjihibolc.

(552) Triphosphate of Magnesia and Water ("f
O, 2 MgO + POg
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•f I4aq) is an efflorescent^ sparingly soluble salt^ which crystallizes

in fine acicular tufts when a solutfon of a magnesian salt is mixed

with the solution of the common phosphate of soda.

Triphosphate of magnesia and ammonia, (2 MgP^ NHj,0,

12 aq
;
eq, 138 +-io8J or triple phosphate, as it was formerly called,

is a more important compound tlraii the foregoing. It is prepared

by mixing pliosjdiate V^f *soda, mingled with chloride of ammonium,

w ith a salt of ma*guesia J by agitation this compound is deposited in

minute crystalline grains; it furnishes a most delicate test of the

presence of niagiu'sia; it is insoluble inVater containing free am-

monia or muriate „of aniinonia, but it is taken up in appreciable

(juantities by pun^ watcu*. It is frequently met with as a constitueiit

of urinary calculi, both in man and in the loww animals.

PIi()sphat(‘ of magnesia and ammonia is readily soluble in

acids
; ammonia precipitates it from such solutions unchanged

;

wdien ignit(ul it parts with its water and ammonia, and glows like

alumina- and zii*(‘onia when ignited. This ignited residue contains

3,5*7 ol^ magnesia, and 64*3 of phosphoric acid. It is

fn^cpumtly employ('d for the determination of the amount of

magnesia.

(.553) Chahac’Tkks of the Salts of Macjnesia.—The salts of

rnagn(,‘sia are colourless, and hav('. a hitter taste. JMany of the mag-
iK^siau inincrals possess a silky lustre, and feci unctuous to the

touch. TIk'v may Ix^ rc'cognised before the blowpipe, by assuming

a pink tinge* w hen heated w ith nitrate of cobalt.

In solution, th(‘y give 310 [)recipitate with the alkaline bicar-

bouates till lx)ileil
;
but a white basic carbonate of magnesia when

mixed with a neutral carbonate ofpotash or soda, unless a salt of

ammonia be j)n*sent, which intcrfci’cs with the precipitation.

Phosphate of ammonia, gives wdth them a white crystalline

gramdar pr(*cipitatc of. double phosphate of magnesia and am-
monia, wdiieh is easily soluble in acids. Oxalate of ammonia,

mixed wdth sal ainuiouiac, gives no j)recipitatc with the magnesian
salts, neither do the salable sulphates. The fixed alkalies throw
dowui a white gelatinous hydrate of the earth, which is insoludlc

ill excess of the prcifipilant. Lime water produces a similar pre-

cipitate. Ammonia preyluces but a very incomplete p'i'ecipitatiou

of magnesia from its solutions; the gelatinous precipitate which it

occasions rcdissolves on the atldition of a solution of hydrochlorate

of ammonia, and a double salt of magnesia and ammonia is formed.

(554) CHARA|fERS OF THE MeTALS OF THE FiRST GrOUP (the
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alkalies).—The salts of these metals when in solution arc distin-

guished by the following charact^irs.

1. By the absence of any precipitate on the addition of a solution

of carbonate of potash, or of soda: in the case of litliia, if the salt

exceed two per dent, of the solution, a preei])itiite of carbonate of
litfiia is liable to occur,

2 . By the absence of any precipitate * uhen sulphuretted

hydrogen or hydrosulphatc of ammonia is q/lded tt# the solution.

3. By the occurrence of preei])itate with hiehloride of ])la-

tinum in the ease of salts vf aminoniuin or of potiissium
;
and by

the formation of prisnu*4k* crystals of the double (‘hloride of sodium

and platinum when evaj)oratc(l in the ju'cscmet' of *s:ilts of soda.

(555) Esthnntion. of Potash (nid Soda^— If the relative pro-

portions of the potash and soda be not ri'cjuirc’d, tli(*ir com-

bined weight is usually asccrtaiiu'd in the form of suljdiates.

They may in most ease's be readily obtaiiu'd in this (ronditioii

by treating the solution with sulidmrie ai'id, (‘vaporating to

dryness, and fusing the mass in a j)latinnm crucible in which a

fragment of carbonate of ammonia is suspended.* The (‘xc'ess of

sulphuric acid is tluis^ readily dissipated, and the amount of the

acid combinecT^vi til the potash and soula is determined by

tation with chloride of barium. When ammonia is pn^simt witli

salts of potash and soda, its amount may be (h'termined by distil-

ling off the Jimmouia in the manner alri'ady d(‘s(*ribed (32.;).

In ord('r to determine the (juantitv of jxitasli and soda in a

mixture of the salts of tln^ two bases, thi'v should b(' (‘onvi'rted into

the state of chlorides, and heated to hnv redness to c'xpel moisture

and all ammoniacal salts, alhjwed to cool, and weiglu'd; a ei'rtain jiro-

])ortion of these mixed ('hlorides (ten or twelve* grains will sufliec*) is

tlnm mixed with an exei^ss of Jim hiehloride of platinum, evaporated

to dryness over a steam bath, and the exeess of bichloride of platinum

and cliloridc of sodium n'moved by wa.diingwith alcohol of sj)eeiiic

gravity 860. The crystalline residue is e.ollecti'd on a filter and

weighed.
.
One hundred ])arts contain 30*33 of chloride of j)otas-

sium. The quantity of cliloridc of sodium is obtained by deduct-

ing the weight of the chloride of potassium from that of the mixed

chlorides employed. -

(536) The conversion of the alkaline bases into tlic condition

of chlorides, previous to precipitation by the bichloride of platinum,

if they are not already in that form, is rather troublesome. They

may be first converted into sulphates by evaporating the solution

with a slight excess of sulphuric acid and ignit^iTg the residue

;
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the sulphates thus obtained are to be dissolved in water and mixed

with solution of chloride of barjium in slight excess. The sul-

phuric acid is thus precipitated as sulphate of baryta^ and the

alkalies arc converted into chlorides; but the excess of baryta in

the liquid must still be got rid of. A mixture of^icaustic ammonia
and of the sesquicarboiiatc of ammonia is therefore added to the

solution after it been filtered from the sulphate of baryta.

The excess of baryta tlius thrown down as carbonate^ and the

carbonate of baryta may then be removc(1 by filtration. Once
more the solution is evaporated to Siyi^ciss in a platinum dish, and

the residue gently ignited to expel the .?mmoniacal salts. The
remaining mass how contains nothing but the mixed chlorides of

sodium and potassium. ‘

?

(557) Characters of the Metals or the Second Group
(the Alkaline liarths).

—

I. The salts of these metals when in solution give a white

j)reeipitate on the addition of solution of carbonate of soda or of

potash.

a. They yidd no precipitate with hydrosul])hate of ammonia
or with suljdiuretted hydrogen.

^

':^.^Lime water occasions no precipitate except in cases in

which the rnagm^sian salts arc present, or in which the solution con-

tains free carbonic acid.

( 558) SeparaHon of the Alkaline Earths from the Alkalies ,

—

Sup])osing a solution to contain salts of the alkalies and of tlie

alkaline earths, the quantities of each base may be determined in

the following manner:—an excess of a mixture of ammonia and

scsquLcarbonate of ammonia is added to the solution, and the

liquid is evaporated to dryness ; the ammonia tlius combines with

the acid previously in union with the earths, whilst the carbonic

acid converts the earths into carbonates. The dry residue is

then waslied with water, which dissolves out the alkaline salts,

and from this lupiid the proportions of potash and soda can be
ascertained in the manner already described (555). A little

magnesia is apt to accompany the alkaline salts: its ^presence

may be detected and its quantity determined by the addition of

lime w'atcr to the solution; hydrate of magnesia is precipitated,

and may be collected, ^weighed, and added to the amount obtained

Irom the portion which was insoluble in water. The precipi-

tation must he effected in a stoppered bottle, to exclude the car-

bonic acid of the atmosphere, which would precipitate a portion

of lime with tlhj magnesia. The excess of lime may be got rid of
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by the addition of oxalic acid, wliich occasions a prcci})iiatc of
oxalate of lime that can be se]):^ratod on a filter, ])ut need not he
weighed. The earthy carbonates must now Ix' (l(‘alt Avith in the
following manner

(559) Separation of Burytay Stro)itia, Lime^ and Magnesia
from each other ,—The alkalies •having been se])arated in the
manner just described, the carbonates of the, earths which in the

preceding operation did not dissolve in wat(‘/'arf^ takcMi up with

dilute nitric acid, and Jlie liquid is largely dilut(*d. Sulpliurie acid

is then added as long as {^occasions a ])re(nj)itate.
•

If the liquid originaljy contained no alkaline salts it w ill not he

necessary to convert the earths into carbonates, ‘hut the solution

maybe simply diluted, acidulated ^vitli nitfie acid, and mixed with

sulphuric acid, as before.

This precipitate may consist of the sulphates of baryta and of

strontia. It must he collected, waslnd w ith boiling wati'r and

weighed, then fused w ith thrice its Avcighi of carbonate ot* soda,

by which it w ill he dccornposcul
;

douhhj de(‘om])()sition occurs,

carbonates of baryta and strontia, and sulphate of sofla being fornuxl.

The carbonates of baryta and strontia, being insolubles, are scj)a-

rated from titrrwlfuhlc sulidiate of soda by washing, and tht‘, car-

bonates of the tw^o earths are convcrtcul into (thlorid(‘s by tlu' action

of dilute hydrochloj’ic acid. The chlorides of barium and stron-

tium arc evaporatcal to dryness, w^eighed, and may them he s(j)a!’atcd

W'ith tolerable exactness by the action of alcohol, w hich (lissoivcs

the chloride of strontium, but leaves tliat of barium untouched.

The acid liquid from winch tlu^ baryta and strontia have been

separated is rendered slightly alkaline by ammonia, and the lime

precipitated as oxalate, by means of oxalate of amnumia : this pre-

cijntatc, after being well wii^^hed, is heate d to dull redness, and

is estimated as caibonatc of fime.

The filtrate, which may still contain tmignesia, is mixed with

phosphate of soda, briskly stirred, and allowed to stand for twelve

hours, to give timd*for the granular crystalline phosphate of mag-

nesia an*ll ammonia to subside : it is collected on a filter, washed

with water which contains free ammonia, and estimated after

ignition as pyrophosphate of magnesia.

(560) It will generally be found more cgnvenicnt in separating

the alkaline earths from the alkalies, in the first place to i)r(*cij)i-

tate the baryta and strontia by sulphuric acid from the dilute

acidulated solution ;
then to neutralize by ammonia, and separate

the lime by the addition of oxalate of ammonia ; t5 evaporate the

3 c
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solution containing magnesia and tHe alkalies to dryness ; then to

redissolve the residue in water, an^l separate the m liole of the mag-

nesia at once by the addition of lime water in a stoppered bottle,

in the manner already described.

Certain precautions in manipulation are required in transferring

a solution to a filter, in order to a(^oid loss. In pouring a liquid from

one vessel to anotheiv a glass rod should he moistened with distilled

water and brouglit' iigaiiist the edge of the vessel from which the

liquid is to be pourcci, as shown in fig. 298. By this means, when

the pouring is efided, if Ihc rod be still kci?)t in contact with the edge,

the last ^Iroj) is prevented from

running down the outside of the

jar or basin : the rod may then be

placed in the vessel until a similar

operation is again required. After

the whole of the liquid has been

poured ofl*, the portion whi(;h

adheres to the rod and to the

sides of the vessel is washed down
by a jet of water from the wash-

ing bottle, fig. uyy; tlnd the wash-

ings arc added to the rest of the

decanted liquid.

(561) In washing precipitates, the use of a flask provided w ith

two tubes passing through the cork, as repre-

sented in fig. 299, fixeilitates the operation.

The tube, «, pasK?s just through the cork ; the

longer tube, b, reaches almost to the bottom

of the flask ;
it terminates at c in a fine orifice

;

on forcing air -from tlic lungs through the

tube, a, the water is expelled at c, and may
be directed upon the filter.

It is necessary that the filter should

fall completely within the funnel, and that

before any of the liquid for filtration is

poured into it, the paper, after it has been

])laced in the funnel, should be moistened

with distilled water. In w ashing a precipitate, the stream of water

should be directed upon the ujiper edges of the filter, so as to wash
down the saline particles, which, by evaporation of the liquid, have

a tendency to accumulate there as the solution rises under the

influence of capillary action.

Fid. 299.

Fid. 29S.
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In cases where gelatinous *prccii)itatcs, like oxide of iron, or
alumina, arc to be washed contiiy^iously for a long period, a simple

contrivance by

Gay Lussac will kie. .'joo.

befound veryuse-

ful ;
it is merely

a bottle of dis-

tilled water, a,

fig. 300,
wdiicli

by means of a

syphon, supplies

the w^atcr at a

regulated level

in the funnel, d

;

b represents a

tube open at

both ends, which

reaches nearly

to the bottom of

the bottle, a
;

c

is a syphon vvir/i"

limbs of e(|ual

length, which

passes a little deeper into tlie ])()itlc than b ; the Jiml) Avliyh ^li])s

into the funnel has its lower extremity a litth^ r(‘curv(‘d, to direct

the ])urc water upwards. The funnel, ^/, is ])lae(‘d so that the

h'vel of the filter shall be*a little abov(‘ that of the lower end

of c. lender these cireunjstanees tlu? tiller can mwer overflow.

As soon as the surface of tlu'. licpiid in the fiiimel falls just below the

level of the low^er^ extremity cjf^ />, the syplutii carries over a small

cpiantity of water, and bubbles of air rise in the bottle, a, to supply

its place. This process goes on continnously as tluj watcT flow^s from

the filter until a is empty. In order to ascertain whether a ]>re-

cipitate has been sufficiently washed, a drop of the liquid whieli

])asscs through is evaporated on a slip of glass : it ought to leave

no appreciable stain or residue.

In collecting a precipitate from a filter, the paper should

l^c dried thoroughly
; after which the portiofi that can be readily

detached from the paper should be allow ed to fall into the platinum

or porcelain capsule in which it is intended to perform the ignition.

The capsule is to be placed upon a smooth sheet of paper, aiid the

filter being held at one corner with a pair of forcep* ^
is burned in

3 o 2
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such a way that the ashes shall fall into the platinum capsule

:

any particles of ash which may fall upon the paper are carefully

transferred to the capsule.

It must not be forgotten that filtering paper itself leaves

traces of ash when burnt
;
the amount of which in good specimens

should not exceed about 3 grains in 1000. Before using any

paper for the purposes of analysis the quantity of ash which a given

weight of it affords when burnt must be ascertained. In each

analytical experiment the weiglit of, the filt'^r employed being ap-

})ro\imativcly known, it is easy to estimate the amount of asli

which it would yield (at most but a few- hundredths of a grain)

and to deduct this from the gross weight of the precipitate.

CHAPTER XIII.

OllOUr III. METALS OF THE EARTHS.

§ I. Aluminum.

Symbol A1
;
Eijnivalent iy(^J ; Specific Gravity, to 2

'6y,

(56;i) The pure cartlis arc Avhitc, insipid, insoluble compounds,

the oxides of metals which ]>ossess a high affinity for oxygen.

With tlie exception of cerium, and lautanium, which, wuth didy-

mium, w ould probably be referred w ith greater propriety to the next

grouj), a single oxide only of each metal of this class is knowui.

(563) Of these metals the most abundant and important is

aluminum, wdiieh deri\i's its name from alum, into the composition

of which it enters. Indeed, alumina (the oxide of aluminum) con-

stitutes about 10 per cent, of this salt.

The properties of aluminum were first investigated by Wohler,
who procured it by decomposing chloride of aluminum in a ])or-

eelaiu or platinum tube by means of potassium. He obtained it

first as a steel-grey powder, which is gradually oxidized by boiling

water, and more rapidly by alkaline solutions. When it is heated

in this form in oxyg«^i gas, it takes fire and bums with a vivid

light, emitting so intense a heat as to fuse the alumina, which
forms a yellowish mass, in colour and hardness resembling native

crystallized alumina as it exists in corundum.

At a subscliucnt period Wohler obtained the metal in mal-
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Icable globules, resembling tin in appearance, of specific gravity

varying between 3*5 and 3*67, liisible before the blowpipe, ami un-

changed by exposure to air.

The methods of preparing it have been rc'ccntly simplified by
Bunsen (Poggend. AnnaL, xcii. 648) and by Devilk;( J/?;?. de (Mmie,
III. xliii. ^5). Bunsen obtains aluminum l)y the electrolytic decom-
position of the double chloride of sodium and aluminum (NaCM,

Ala(^l3). This salt melts at about 356° and readily furnislu's

aluminum by a process simij^r to that already described in tlie.

case of magnesium : but ils the aluminum is hcaviei’ than the fused

salt, it is more easily collected than magnesium.

M. Devillc prepares aluminum in tlu^ folloumig manner: Into

a wide tube of hard glass an inch or an inch and a half in dia-

nu'ter, about half a pound of dry chloride of aluminum is intro-

duced, and ke^)! in its place by ])lugs of asb(‘stos
;
a currc'ut of dry

hydrogen, pcidectly frec^ from air, is transmitted, and the cliloridc

of aluminutu is very gently heated; in this way traces of hydro-

chloric acid and chlorides of sulphur and sirK'on are expelled.

Three or four small jxu'celain trays, each containing 40 or 30
grains of sodium, fre^'d from adhering naphtha l)y pixvssurt' ln‘t\vc(‘n

folds of blotlTlig pa|)er, are then introdu(‘ed into the tid'v ;jthe,

current of hydrogen is still maintiiiiuxl, and h(‘at is applicxl to tluj

])art of the tube which contains the sodium. This end () 1 ‘ th(^ tube

must be slightly ehuated, in order to prevent the melted .(^hlyrichi

of aluminum from running down upon the* sodium
;

in which case

the heat emitt('d is so intense as to crack the tulx*.

AVhen the sodium is melted, the chloride of aluminum is gra-

dually distilled over by the ap[)lic:ition of a regulated heat, ami is

reduced with vivid incandcsc(mcc. A doul)le chloridt* of aluminum

and sodium forms in the porf^ain trays anuind the redu(*cd alumi-

num. These trays and their contents are withdrawn when cold

from the glass tube and placed in a porcelain tvdie through which

a current of hydrogen is transmitted, whilst the tube is raised to a

bright red heat
;
the aluminum fuses into globides in the porcxhiin

trays ;
and by fusing it once more in a porcelain crucible under a

layc'i* of the double chloride of aluminnm and sodium, a pure

button of almniuum is eventually obtained.

• (5^4) prepared by Devillc’s procesff, aluminum is a white

malleable metal, nearly resembling silver in colour and hardness :

it may be rolled into very thin foil and admits of b(‘ing drawn into

fine wire
;
after it lias been rolled, it b(iconics much liardcr and more

clastic. It conducts electricity nearly as well as silver. Aluminum
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is reTnarka1)ly sonorous, and emits a clear, musical sound when

struck with a hard l)()dy. Fused aluminum crystallizes readily as

it cools, apparently in rcf^^ular octohedra ;
its point of fusion is

Ixilovv that of silver. Tt may be heated intensely in a current of

air in a muffle without undergoing more tlian a superficial oxida-

tion, and it is but slowly oxidized when heated to full redness in

an atmosphere of sh am.

Nitric acid'-is without action upon aluminum at the ordinary

temperature^ and dissolve's it very slowly evei' when boiled upon the

metal, llydro'eliloric aedd, on the contrary, whether concentrated

or dilute, rapidly attacks it, forming chloride of aluminum, whilst

hydrogen is discn'gag(‘d. Solutions of the alkalies, especially when
aided by lu'at, also dissolve alu.ninum, producing alumina which

dissolves in tlu* alkaline solution, whilst hydrogen gas is liberated.

From its lightness and inalterability in the air, aluminum has been

appli(ul to tlu^ pniparation of small weights, and a balance beam
(•onslrueted of this jnetal was exhibited in the French Universal

J'iXhibition for the year 1855.

Ahnnimnn readily forms alloys with copper, silver, and iron,

hut it may be melted with h^ad Avithoiit any eoinhination bctw'eeii

Jtlie t\>o metals taking \)hwc. Its alloys with cof)per arc white,

very hai*(l, and suse(‘ptiblci of a high polish. AVith carbon and
silicon aluminnn.i. also combines rcadilj^ forming greyish, granular,

brittle, and er;ystalline (‘ompounds, which present a considerable

analogy to east/ iron. It does not combine witli mercury.

Finely div ided ahuniniim burns bvilliantly in the vapour of

snl])hur, and forms a black, sc'uii -metallic sulphide (ALS;^), which

is rapidly d( ‘composed by water, w’ith formation of hydrate of

alimiiiia iim\ sulphuretted hydrogen.

(565) (Ja if/e of Aluminum ; Alumina, (Al/^3); Eq, 51*5; Sj),

Gr. of ruhh/ 3*95.—This is tlie only known oxide of aluminum

;

fnmi its ysoinorjdnsm with the sesqnioxidc of iron, and its general

rcs('inblyince to it in properties, it is regarded as a sesquioxide.

1 1 ftjjrfns one of tln^ mattwials that enter most largely into the

coiK:i|)osition of the siq^crficial strata of tlic earth. It is the b<asis

of all the varieties of clay, and is present in greater or less quan-

tity in almost cnxtv soil. It occurs nearly pure and crystallized

in six-sided prisms, in corundum, in wdiieh mineral it has a specific

gravity of 3*95, and is hard enough to cut glass. The sapphire ami
the rubi/ are also composed of this earth, tinged with a small

quantity of oxide, of iron. TIu*y are only inferior to the diamond
ill hardness. Kmvnj, which from its hardness is .so largely used
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in grinding and polishing, is another form of alumina, coloured Avith

oxides of iron and manganese.

To obtain alumina, it is snificient to ignite pure ammonia
alum (NIl^O, SO3 -f ALOg, 3 SO3 -f 24 aq) intensely for some
tipne

;
the water, ammonia, and snlplmrie acid escape, and anhy-

drous alumina is left. It is, however, nearly impossible to exjiel

the last portions of sulphuric acid, as the salt.swidls u]) enormously

and forms a white, ])orous, infusible mass, wbieh is 3Wi extrcunely bad

conductor of heat. «Aluniin4j, may also be procured iVom alum

(piite free from iron, wllich should be dissolv(‘(f in water and

precipitated by carboirate of ]K)tash in slight exci'ss : thc^ licpiid

should be warmed, and the })r(‘(*ipitatc well waslied : as traces of

potash ahvays adliere to it obsthiat(‘ly, it must be redissolved in

liydrocliloric acid, and then thrown down by ammonia or carl)onat:;

of ammonia; it falls as a white, semi-transparent, bulky, gelatinous

liydrate, which must be again thorouglily washt'd. In this form

alumina is com])letely soluble in potash, and is readily takiai up

by acids. On drying it contracts wry much, and forms a yel-

lowish, translucent mass, like gum. Diattporc is a natural

hydrate (Al^O^ -4 ^), whiidi decrepitates strongly when heatt.'d,

and falls to p()\\cl('r.

The hydrate of alumina when ignitc'd loses its water, and at

a certain temperature presents an aj)p(^arance of sudden ineandes-

eenee; it contracts greatly at the inonKUit that this cffeqt is^pro-

(hiccd, and is afterwards nearly insoluble iu acids. liydrate of

ahimiiia is strongly hygroscojju;, and adluu’C's to the tongue when

applied to it.

Alumina fus(;s before^ the oxyhydrogeu hlow[)ipc, and yields a

colourless, transparent mass, rescunhling eonmdum. It forms salts*

with the more |)ovvcrful acifl^, hut theses siilts are r(‘adily ih^eom-

posed : they all liave an ac!id reaction ;
and indeed alumina ])osscsscs

j)ropertics wliich approach somewhat to those of an acid, for it has

a strong tendency to unite with basic oxides. The apinelle ruhy^

for exaniplc, is a native aluminate of magnesia (MgO, AhOjj), and

(jalmite is an aluminate of zinc (ZuO, Al/)^). Kretny has also

obtained a white granular eomjiound of aluinina with potash, to

which he assigns the formula (KO, Al/).,). When the solution

•of alumina iu j>otash is ex])oscd to the air X absorbs carbonic acid,

and a terhydrate of alumina is dej)Ositcd in regular crystals.

Alumina when combined with silica forms clay, which is tlic

basis of porcelain and of eartlieuware. 1’o tlie dyer and tlie

calico printer the compounds of alumina arc of liigh value : the
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hydrate of alumina has the projierty of combining intimately with

certain kinds of organic matter^and when salts of alumina arc

mingled with coloured vegetable or animal solutions, and precipitated

by the addition of an alkali, the alumina carries down the greater

j)ortion of the ^colouring matter, forming a species of pigment

termed lakes, Ey soaking the cloth with a preparation of alumina,

the earth attaches itself to the filirc ;
and if cloth thus prepared be

plunged into a Imth of tjie colouring matter, it becomes permanently

dyed. Most colouring matters would Ijcvrcmovcd by washing,

were it not for the intervention of some mordant, or substance

which tlius adheres to the fibre as well as to tlie colouring matter.

Einoxidc of tin and tlie sesquioxidcs of iron and clirome resemble

alumina in tliis rc^spect, and are largely used as mordants in dyeing

calicoes and woolli^ns.

JMr. C^rum (Q. Journ, Chern. Soc, vi. 216) has described a

romai'kable modification of hydrate of alumina,, which, in the

presence of a very small proportion of acetic acid, is largely

soluble in water, and is coagulated and rendered insoluble by a

minute trace oY sulphuric acid. It appears ])robable from the

experiments of Pean de St. (iilles(CAcyM. p. if>5)that ses-

qui()xide of iron admits of a simikir modificationTThese compounds
w ill" be further alliuhnl to wh(*n the salts of acetic acid are de-

scribed.

^566) ddoTide of Ahimlnmn, ;
Eq. 63.—The anhydrous

cliloridc of aluminum cannot be formed directly by dissolving alu-

mina in liydrochloric acid and evaporating to dryness
;
since during

the ('Xiiulsion of the water a gr(‘at jiarl of tlie acid is also dj*ivcu

off. It may be procured as a yellow, aidiydrous, volatile subli-

‘ mate, by a process devised by Oersted :—alumina, mixed with cliar-

c*()al powder, is made ijp into ])astq w ith starch or oil, and sub-

divid<(t into ])ellcts^ these ])ellcts are charred in a covered

(‘rucibh', and then ('xposed to ignition in a current of dry chlorine.

In this operation carbon, in a very finedy divided state, is mixed
with the alumina : when the mass is heated with chlorine the

(Mrbon unites w ith the oxygen of th(' alumina, and the chlorine seizes

the liberated aluminum; C3 + Cl^= Al^^Cl, + 3 CO. The
chloride of aluminum condenses in the cool ])art of tlie tube in a crys-

talline, somewhat trau'^luccnt mass, or as an amorphous powder.

M. Deville pr('j)ures tin; chloride of aluminum in large quantity

by moans of an apparatus similar to that shown in fig. 301 : 6 is a
vessel containing a mixture of binoxide of manganese and hydro-

chloric acid, for*' generating chlorine; a is a water jacket, for apply-
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ing a moderate heat ; c is a wash-bottle containing water
; d con-

tains sulphuric acid j e is a bent tube tilled with pumice stone soaktul

Fig. 301.

Avitli oil of vitriol^ to mnovo the last tnicos of rnoistiin'
; :/ ’^aii

earthen retort filled with the mixture of (charcoal and ahimiiia,

h(‘jited by a charcoal fire. The chlorine is convi*y(‘d nearly to the

bottom of tliis retort by means of a jiorec'lain tube, /, iHtc cL into

the tubnlure : tlu^ ^’as reacts uiion th(' mixture iu tin* r(*tort, forinin;;'

carbonic oxide and chloride* of aluminum ; and the (^lilorifh* of alu>

minum condenses iu the ^as-jar, //, which is ]>la(?ed for its r(^e(^i)tion :

theopen mouth of this jar is <!los(‘d by means ofa fuuuil, lut(^d on with^

a strip of ])asted pa[)('r
;
and the (‘ari)oni(*. oxide i*s(‘aj)cs throu”;h the

open tubc^ i, iuto th(* ciiimueyl •In order to purify tlie crude (;hlorid(;

of aluminum from the volatih*, pen^hloride of iron which usually ac;-

eornpanies the com])oiuul is redistilled from iron wire, by which the

p<^rchlorido of iroi^ is converg'd iuto jirotochloride, which is not vola-

tile, an^l the eldoride of alumimun sublimes in a state of purity.

If chloride of aluminum be heated in consid(*rablc mass, it

melts at a dull red heat, and near its fusing ])oint sublimes ra])iilly
;

when exposed to the air it emits fumes of hydroc^hlorie acid; it

•is very deliquescent, and when thrown intR water hisses from the

heat developed by the viohuice of the combination. This solution,

when coiieeutrated by a very moderate lu'tit, yields crystjds which

contain 1

2

equivalents of w\ater (Bonsdorff). It is sojublc in ah'ohol.

13y .subliming chloride of aluminum in a current of sulphurelted
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hydrogen it forms a combination with this gas : this compound is de-

composed by resuldimation, or by solution in water. It may also be

made to comliine with phosphuretted hydrogen and with ammonia.

Fluoride of Aluminum occurs native, combined with fluoride of

sodium, forming cryolite (3 NaF-f AI3F3). It has lately been

obtained in large ([uantity from Greenland, and as it is easily decom-

posed by sodium it Jl»as been employed by Percy and by Hose as a

source of metal I Ki aluminum {J^ldl. Mag., Oct. 1855).

Another highly ])riz(id aluminoiis,^ mineral!, containing fluorine,

is the topaz, Avhieh is cxtreimdy hard ; the colourless variety of it

has a lustre which has sometimes caused it to be mistaken for the

diamond. Its composition is represented by the formula 2 (Alj^Oa,

SiO^) + A 1^)3, SiK.

(567) Sctapmvlphate of Alumina (Al^Og, 3 SO3, 18 aq), Eq.

J7]*5 4-J<^2.—This salt is formed by dissolving alumina in siil-

])hurie ficid. It is now manufactured on a large scale in the north

ol* hhigland, by aeding n]X)n clay Avith undiluted sulphuric acid,

and is sold under the nauui of concentrated alum. It crystallizes

in thin liexiblc scales Avliich arc solu])lc in twice their Alright of

cold water; this solution may be used as a^^ t/yst for potash; by

ini^^g it Avith a solution containing a salt of tliis alkali, and by
eva}>t)rating, octohedral crystals of alum arc^ deposited.

(568) Ahem ; Sulphate of Alumina and Potash, (KO, SO3 +
Al/I., 3.8034-24 aq)

;
Eq. 238.5 + 216 ; Sp. Gr. anhydrous, 2*228,

CrystulUzed, ry26 .—This important salt is occasionally found

native in volcanic districts in the form of a Avhite ellloresceiicc,

produced by the action of the sulphuric acid of the volcano upon
the alumina and potash contained in the lava and trachytic

rocks. For the purposes of commerce, hoA\cver, alum is manu-
factured artificially. Three principal 'methods are adopted :

—

j. lUie simph'st is that practised in Italy, Avhere, esi)(Hfially in

the neighliourhood of Civita Vecchia, the alum rock or alum stone

is abundant. This rock contaitis the elements of alum with

an excess of hydrate of alumina, mixed with a. variable pro-

|)ortion of siliceous matter. Tlie ore is first roasted at a gentle

hc^at in kilns, avoiding direct contact Avith the fuel: water is

thus cxpcdled, and the niass is rendered spongy
; the hydrate of

alumina is dccomposi'd, and the formation of a basic sulphate of

alumina and potash, Avhich is insoluble in Avatcr, is thereby pre-

A ented : the roast('d ore is then arrangi'd in long heaps or ridges

iq)on a firm clay floor, wlu re it is fre(|uently moistened Avith

water
;
in the course of two or three months, the mass crumbUiS

down into a sort of mud, which is lixiviated, and by evaporation
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yields crystals of alum, wliicli, after a second crystallization arc

fit for the market. This variety of alum crystallizes in opatiuc

cubes, which retain subsulphatc of alumina.

2. Alum may be procured, as in France, ])y gently igniting

]jipc-clay, or some other clay free from iron, tl^en grinding it to

fine jiowder and mixing it witli.lialf its weight of sulphuric acid
;

the mass is exposed to heat in a reverbeiKitory furuaec*, stirring

frequently till it becomes stiff; it is then Removed, and exposed to

the air for 4 or 5 uiecks
;

i^ie clay is gradually decoui])osed by

the acid, and sxdphate ofViumina is formed
;
this salt is afterwards

lixiviated out, and converted into alum by the addiii(2U of sulphate

of potash.

3. A third process is resorted to in England and (Jerniany for

the purpose of turning alum schist to good aeeonnt. Tliis minei.il

is abundant at AMiitljy, in Yorkshire, and in tlu' lun'ghhonrliood of

Glasgow: it is a bituminous shale, found amongst lln^ lower l)eds

of the coal measures, and it eonUiins a larg(' (puint ity of v(‘ry iiindy

divided iron })yriU's, disseminated througli its mass which is

composed ehicHy of a silie(‘()us clay. TIk^ mineral is d(‘(*om-

posed cither by ex j^o^ui'c to the air or, as is mon* usually practised,

by a slow roasting, eond acted upon tln^ ore arning(*d with a^er-

nat(i layers of fuel in lung heaps or ridgi's, which are (aivcu’ed nioi’c^

or less comjdetely with sjicnt ore, in order to r(‘gulat(‘ tin; heat

and to absorb the excess of sulplmrie acid. In this oj)er;iti(jji the

jiyrites, or bisulphidcj of iron, is eonvta-ted into tlio |>rotosulpIii(Ie

of iron, Jo'^ing lialf its sul[)hur, Avliieh absorlis oxygen and is

eoiivcrted into sulpliuric acid; this acid unit(*s with tlie alumina,

while the protosidjihidc of iron, gradually eonibiiiing with more
oxygen, is couvc'rted into protosuljdiate of iron, or green vitriol ;

Fe8.-f- 0.^=:FcS-f SO.^; and 4- 0^= FeO, SO.j. Great eare is

rc{[uired to prevent the temperature from rising too high, a eir-

(unnstance which Avouid be attended Avilh (l(‘eompositi()n of the sul-

phate of alumina and loss of sulphuric aeid. After the roasting

is complete, the mass is gri’atly reduced in bulk, and is rendered

jiorous and freely jiermeable to tlic air; the Leap is allowed to lie

exposed to the atmosphere, and is moistened from time to time ;

it is then lixiviated, and the protosuljihatc of iron is se|)arat(!d

.from the sulphate of alumina by crysti/^lization of the ]i([uor.

The mother liquors often yield suljihate of magnesia when con-

e(nitrated further.

In the Wliiib}' alum Avorks, in Avhidi tlie (jiianl i<y of the snljdinte

of alumina much exceeds that of the suljihate of iron in solution,

the concentration is completed iu leaden pans
;

lx ing (Tarried so lar
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hH that tlic liquid sliall, when cold, be perfectly saturated, but shall

deposit no crystals. The liquid is then ran off into the precipi-

tating tank, where it is mixed with a saturated solution of sul-

phate of potash, or, still better, of chloride of potassium, in quantity

sidlicicnt (as fou,nd by trial on the small scale) to yield the ma?f:i-

mum ])roportion of alum. The mixture is briskly agitated, and

the double sul])hatjr) K)f alumina and potash, which is sparingly

soluble in cold water, is deposited in minute crystals, technically

termed alum meal or Hour. AVhen^chlqridtt of ])otassium is used

the sulphate of iron is decomposed*] sulphate of potash is

ju’odueed, and the vc'ry soluble j)roto(;hloride of iron is retained in

tlic li([uor; KCT -f heO, SO.^ = KO, SO3 + FeCl. To produce

joo parts of crystallized alum between 18 and 19 parts of sul-

phate of j)olash iu‘e re([iiired, or about 16 parts of the chloride

of ])otassium. Idici mother-liquor is drained off and x^i'cserved,

and the crystals, which have a reddish-brown colour from

adlu'ring iron, are twice washed by subsidence with a small

(]uantity of cold waliT, being wadi drained after each w^asbing.

ddie crystals lire tluai dissolved by heat in as small a quantity of

water as ])ossible, and th(^ solution is run gif -into crystallizing

bajj^ql s. which in t('n days or a fortnight are takem to pieces; the

ca’ystaliine mass is broken into fj-agnu*nts, drained, and sent into the

inaiket.

],n tJie Scot(*li alum works at Cam])sie, \u the neighbourhood

of (ihisgow, alum meal is not fornu'd
;
but tlie bot liquor from tlie

(uaporating ])au is run into a stone eoohn*, in wliicdi the necessary

(juantity of dry c'bloridc' of potassium has l)eeu jdaeed. The liquid

is tboro\igbly agitated and left to cool ; on the sides of the vessel

larg(^ crystals of alnni form in fo\ir or tive days
;

tlicy arc washed,

and reervstallized twice. ^ ^

AYbere sulphate of ammonia can be obtained sufficiently clieap,

if may be substituted for sulphate of |)()tasb in the manufaeture

of alum
;
as the double salt Avbieb it forms Avitb sulphate of alumina

(M’ystallizes with almost as umeb facility as the potash salt
; it eou-

^titutes what is known as aTuiuonia alum. Indeed, for tlie

pur|)os(‘s to wbieli alum is applied, neither the sul])hatc of potash

nor tliat of ammonia is essential; the object proposed in tlic

manufaeture of alum being to obtain a salt of alumina wdiich, by
the fa(‘ilitv with w hich it crystallizes, can be freed from iron and

from earthy impurities.

A nundier of otluT salts may be procured wbicli have the same

erystalliiie form as potash alum and are similar to it in constitution
;

thus, s\di[)bate of jiotasb may be dis^ilaccd by sulx>bate of soda, and
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a soda alum may be formed, but the compound is much more
soluble than potash alum : in lijvc manner the place of the sestjui.

sulphate of alumina may be supplied by ses(|uisul[)luitc of iron, of

chrome, or of manganese, forming a remarkable series of iso-

rnorphous compounds, some of which are enumerated in the

annexed table :

—

Potash alum . . KO, SO^-f 3 80,4-24 u(j

Ammonia alum . Ih|,NO, S()., + Al;0.„ 3* SO., 4- 24 aij

Soda alum .
* ,*Nat3, SO;, 4- A I./)

,, 3 ,SO;,4^ 24 a(|

Iron alum . . .*KO, S();,4- Fe^O.,, 3 SO;,4~24 luj

Chrome alum .
*. KO, S();,4-Ci20.,, .3 SO., 4- 24 aq

Manganese alum . KO, SO^, 4-Mn20.„ 3 SO., 4-24 aq

Besides these true alums, a number of double salts v>f*

alumina may be formed with the sulphates of the o\i(l(\s isomoi*-

phous with magnesia, which crystallize in fine silky ne(‘(llt‘s. A
native sulphate of alumina and manganese was found by Kane and

by Apjohn to contain 25 equivalents oi’ wat(*r, for wliieh (Irahain

proposes the formula, AInO, SO.„ lI0 4-AL/);„ 3 SO;j, 24a(|, repn'-

senting a compound of 1 (equivalent of the suli>hat(e of manganese

with its C(juivakmt <M‘ coustitutioual Avaier, in combination with J^ie

tersnlphate of alumina, A similar salt o(‘ iron has luKen met witli

in the native state.

Ordinary alum has a sw('(‘tish, styptie taste; it is s()liil)l(;iu ^])ont

18 parts of cold watcer, and in less than its own weight of boiling

water. The solution has a strong acid neaetion, and dissolvt's iron

and zinc with evolution (>f JA drogen. AVhon heatol, this salt froths

up, and loses its w ater of crystallization whiceh amounts to nearly

half its weight, forming, as it loses water, a tough tenacious paste*,*

wliicli is idtimately converted^ into a volunfmous, wliite, infusihle,

porous mass of anhydvonii or imrnt (tlum. If crystallized alum he

submitted to a regularly increasing heat, a certain ])roportion oi‘

the water contained in it is readily driven of!' : thus by a tempe-

rature of 212°, 10 equivalents out of the 24 are expelkjd, and 10

more at 248*^ F. If the salt be now h(3atcd to 392°, it is reiulend

anhydrous and insoluble in water (Gerhardt Jaunt, de Pharm. III.

xii. 65). By ignition, alum loses a great ])art of its acid.

Alum is largely emxdoycd in dyeing. Its solution is gradually

mixed with carbonate of soda, so long as the precipitate is redissolv ed

on agitation, wdiieh hapjicns till two-thirds of the acid liave b(;en neu-

tralized. The salt employed, therefore, is a solution of A 1,^0;, ,
SO., 4-

KO, S03 4-2(Na0 SO3). Cloths dipped into this liquid remove the

alumina thus rcdissolved, and contract an intimate, mechanical
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combination with it^ by which they arc enabled^ as already men-

tioned, to retain the colours of tbe dye stuffs employed. Upon
evaporation, cubic crystals of alum arc deposited from this solution,

and the excess of alumina separates. A hydrated subsulphate of

alumina, (AI2O3, SO;^ + 9 aq), containing the same proportion gf

sulphuric acid and alumina as that formed in the mordanting

liquid just described, obtained by prccij)itating the scsquisulphate

of alumina by cofastic aipmonia
;

it is a wdiitc insoluble powder. A
white earthy-looking min(n*al, tcirmed ahmiwite, said to have the

same compositioli as this subsulphatc, is/ibund near Newhaven.

(569) Phqsphatea ofAlumina,—Several minerals occur, into the

com])Osition of wliich phosphate of alumina enters. The blue

turquoise is a hydrated native phosphate, 2|A1^03, PO,r,j4-5

coloured by oxide of copper and oxide of iron. Gihhsite, which

was formerly corisidcrcxl to he a hydrate of alumina, was found by

Hermann to consist of a hydrated phosphate of the earth, mix(Ml

with variable proportions of hydrate of alumina. rhos])hate of

alumina, (Al/);,, PO,-), may be prepared artificially by mixing solu-

tion of phosphate of soda with solution of alum
;
the precipitate

must be well washed. If this precipitate^ be rc'^b soh (^d in an acid,

aiui ammonia be added, the ])recipitatc tlius occasioned, has,

according to llatnimdsbcrg, the composition (4 AfXXj, 3 POr„ icS aq).

WaveUitc is a mineral which crystallizes iu tufts of radiated needles
;

ae(U)rding to Berzelius, it is a combination of fluoride of alu-

miiium wdth the last mentioned sidjphosphate of alumina, 3(4 AfiO^,

3 !>(),+ 18 aqlq-ALhV The mineral, ambhj(jo)ntCy is a combina-

tion of the same sub])hosj)hate of alumina with phosjdiate of lithia,

(2 LO, P05 4- 4 Ak03 , 3 POr,). Lazulile is a blue mineral com-

'l)()sed of another double ])hosphate which contains the same idios-

phate of alumina, 2 (3 [CaMgPc] 0, ^05) + (4 A1^03, 3 PO5) H-6 aq,

C()lourc;d by subphosphatc of iron (Rammelsberg).

Phosphate of alumina, in its hydrated form, is readily soluble

in hydrochloric acid. Its solution may be juecipitated by potash,

but the prccii)itatq is redissolved by an excess of the alkali. In

the operations of analysis it is often ncccssarj^ to scj)arate jdios-

phoric acid from alumina : this is most readily effected by Otto^s

method, in which the hydrochloric solution is mixed with tartaric

acid, and then with Jtmmonia and chloride of magnesium; the

phosphoric acid prcci imitates as the double phosphate of magnesia

and ammonia, (II4NO, 2 ^IgO, PO54- 12 aq), and the whole of the

alumina remains in solution.

(570) Silicates of Alumina.—^The compounds of silica with

alumina arCvnumerous and important. All the varieties of clay
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consist of hydrated silicate of* alumina more or less mixed n itii

other matters derived from the rocks wliicli, hy their disintegi’ation,

have formed the clay. Clay is, lu fact, the result of the comhiiuMl

action of air and water upon fclspathic and siliceous rocks, and
therefore necessarily varies considerably in (xnnpositiou. The
fundamental constituent of the ifiorc important varieties of clay,

according to the researches of Brbngniart, of jNIalaguti, and oth(M\s,

is represented by the formula, $ Al^O.^, ^SiO^-f'i^ay. Tliis appears

to be the composition of the fire clay of tlie Staffordshire coal

measures. The ordinary Varieties of clay, howevei*, contain frag-

ments of undccomposed .rock, a certain ])roportion of potash, and

variable amounts of silic^a in the hydrated condition,* mi\i‘d with

oxide of iron, lime, and rnagnesbi; the <?liaract(a’ of the clay is

materially modified according as one or other of these ingredicnis

predominates.

Pure clay,l)cforc it has been ignited, forms,wIkmi kiu'aded, a tena-

cious, plastic paste, Avhich is insoluble in water, but may readily be

diffused through it in ]>articlcs which arc in an extrenne state of

subdivision
;
the deposit, wlicn freed from thci (^xee^^ of water, as it

subsides, resumes its phastic cliaractcr. This paste, when slowly

dried, and exposed to a high tem])eraturo, slirinks very much, anti

sj)lits into masses which are extrenudy hard, but they do not undtu^o

fusion in the fiirnataL Pure hydrated silicate of alumina is very

slowly aettul uj)on l)y liydroclilorie or by nitrie acid
;
but it is decom-

posed when heated with eoneeiitrated sulidiuric! acad
;
and nj)oii

this fact one of the processes for prci)ariug alum (568) is founded.

A gentle rojisting of tlie elaj, previous to tlie addition of thtj acid,

fre(|uently favours its disintegration
;
but ignition at a liigh ttan-

l)ej’aturc renders it proof against tlic action of all acids. Stron r •

solution of potasli dissolve's in^buriit clay very slowly
;
but if alkali

in (excess be fused with clay/tlic resulting mass is rendered easily

soluble in water.

The intermixture of lime, magnesia, or oxide of iron, in any

considerable quantity with the clay, greatly increases its fusibility,

dirninisHcs its plasti(;ity, and causes it to be more readily attacked

by acids ;
whilst an excess of silica renders it less fusible.

Clay emits a peculiar argillaceous odour when breathed upon

or slightly moistened ; its presence in any scj^l may be roughly [)ut

‘readily distinguished by the absorbent quality which it exhibits

when applied in a dry state to the tongue or the lips ;
it adh(.Tcs

to them strongly, and absorbs the saliva from their surfiicc. This

absorbent property of clay causes it to retain ammftnia in the soil

to aA extent which is of great imixirtance to growing jdants, and,
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as J^fr. Way lias shown, it arrests tlie ammoniacal portions of tlic

manure applied to the surface, and thus not only ministers to the

growth of the crop, but exerts a very important purifying influence

upon water impregnated with organic and other substances, which

find their w ay slowdy through the soil. Indeed, he has shown that

mere agitation of such w^atcr witli finely divided clay is suflicient

to remove a considenible amount of the organic and saline matter

])rcviously in t-^plufron. Mr. Way found that both sulphate of

ammonia and chloride of ammonium were partially decomposed by

the lime of the (day, the ammonia bciijg retained, whilst a corre-

sponding amount of suljdiatc of lime or chloride of calcium was

formed in the solution. A similar decomposing action was also

exerted upon nitrate of potash, ..

(571) The more imjDortant varieties of clay are the following :

—

1. llie (celebrated kaolin^ or porcelain clay of China, is a very

pure white clay, which results from the (hccomposition of a granitic

rock, the constituents of which arc quartz, fidspar, and mica, the

felspar having gradually mouldc'red into this substaiuH^. A very

similar description of clay is obtained near St. Austlc, in Cornwall,

and at St. Yricdx, near Limoges, in Fi'anec. It is in these cases

(diicfly produced by tli(‘ disintegration of a r5&lv, known to geolo-

gists as pvymutitey which is, in fact, a s})e(dcs of granite in which

mica is almost wanting, and (puiitz jirescnt in but small quantity,

'Idu^ Cormsh .s*/o>/euscd by the porcelain makers is the same rock in

a l(\ss advanced stage of disintegration. The plasticity of kaolin

is much less than that of the clay derived from disintegration of

the secondary rocks.

2. rijteday is a white variety of clay, w hich is nearly free from

iron. That of the Isle of Purbcck, in Dorsetshire, where it occurs

nearly at the base of the clay deposits, is preferred; it is uscmI

in the manufacture of tobacco pipes without any addition
; before

the oxyhydrogen blow pipe it melts to a transparent, nearly colourless

glass.

3. The bhte clay of Devonshire and DoTrsetshire is highly

jirizcd, as it is eminently plastic, and yields a white paste when
fired. It is employed as one of the materials in the manufacture

of porcelain.

The upper beds of clay frequently contain a large proportion

of sand mixed with the plastic material, and are well suited for

making salt-glazed stoneware without further admixture.

4. When the pro])ortion of carbonate of lime in a clay is con-

siderable, it constitutes w hat is know u as a marl ; if the aluminous
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constituent preponderate, it forms an aluminous marl ; if the car-

bonate of lime be in excess, it is, a calcareous marl. The aluminous

marls are extensively used in the manufacture of the coarser and
more porous kinds of pottery.

5. Loam is a still more mixed substance, bcloi^gin^ to the more
recent alluvial formations ; it the common material of which

bricks are made; its red or brown colour. is d(*rived from the

large proportion of peroxide of iron which jt coutifins.

6. Yellow ochre g.nd red^ bole are (days which diunvo their

colour from oxide of iron, Vliicli is present in them in largo cjuantity.

Halloysite is a whittv hydrated silicate of alumina ^\hieh greatly

resembles kaolin in api)earance, but it is destitute of any plastic

character, and is therefore unfitted for the manufacture of* ])orce-

lain.

Fuller^s earth is a ])orous silicate of alumina which has a stroiig

adhesion to oily matters : if made into a i)astc with waiter, and

allowed to dry upon a s])ot of greases u])ou a board or a (doth,

it removes most of the oil by capillary acition. Amongst other

localities in England it is found abundantly nc^ar Ibdgate, in

Surrey.

Besides these amorphous silicjates of alumina, tluuv an^

which occur in a crystalline form. Diathene, or e\janUe, is a blue-

colourcd soft mineral (jf tliis kind (AL().^, Si(b).

The folknving table exhibits tin* (composition of some oCthc

more imi)ortant varieties of clay used in the arts. Hu? first two

arc ncsults obtaimul by Kb(.dm(ni and S;ilv(’tat, the otlua’s are from

analyses executed in Ricdu'ii’dson’s laboratory, and aiu^ (]uot(‘d in

the scc^ond vcdiimc of the English translation of Knapp^s Teehmlo-

gical Chemistry :

—

St.iur- 1

lirr i-lsiy. fiiiy.

Samly
«*l»y.

nine
'

cImv.
i

Itfif'k

••lay.(Jhinesf. Si . Vrieix.: (’ornish.

Silica . . 50-5 4S -3 7 1

64- 1 0 . 5 3 6r> 4 ^>*
3 « 49-41

Alumina i 3-7 .34*95 ; 39 74 43 15
,

34-co ZGoH 38 04
;

34
'
4'0

Oxide of iron 1-8 rzC ' O'Z'] 1-85 1-35 1-04
; 7 74

Lime . • *
•

j

O'Se ! 040 0-84 1*40
I

I 4H

-Majfiieaia .
1

08 trace
:

0-44 i 0-95
:

trace : traci' trace 514
l*ota.sh and \ ! )

i

1

Roda j ^

1-9 i'40^!
j

'Water .
-

j

ll '2
1

IZ'CZ J i 10-00 ' li'oS 514 i 3'57
1

1-94

i

99-9 99-40
I

99-80
; ICO’OS

j

9949* 100-00 100-.13
;

I .,»o-oo

(571 bis.) The zeolites arc hydrated double silic'atcs in wJiich the

principal bases are alumina and lime. They boil uji when Jieat(id

upon charcoal before the blow'jupe, and dissolve in acids, leaving

3 H
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the silica in a gelatinous state. In these minerals the lime is

liable to displacement more or le^ complete by prot<5xide of iron,

by magnesia, or by the alkaline bases. They are often very

beautifully crystallized. Analcime, (NaO, Si02-f“Al203, 3 8102+
a aq,) is one of, these minerals; it crystallizes in cubes. Stilbite

crystallizes in radiated needles, and has the composition of hydrated

labradorite, (CaO, 3 .Si02+ Al203, 3 Si02 + 6 aq.) Prehnite crys-

tallizes in six-sided prifims ;
it may be represented by the formula

a (CaO, SiOa) +AI2O3, SiOa + aq.
,

^
,

The variefies of felspar, (MO, 3 ^‘SiOg + AI2O3, 3 SiOg), are

likewise double silicates of alumina with*- potash, soda, litliia, or

lime. Potash felspar, the adularia or orthoclase of mineralogists,

and the petunize of the Chinese potters, is sufficiently hard to

scratch glass; it is used as a glaze in the manufacture of the

finest kinds of porcelain. Felspar requires the most intense heat

of the porcelain furnace for its fusion, when it forms a white milky

glass. Soda felspar, from its usual white colour, has received the

name of albite. The felspar containing lithia constitutes petalite.

Common, or potash felspar, crystallizes in oblique rhombic prisms.

Labradorite is a double silicate of alumina^analogous to felspar,

but it contains lime instead of the alkaline bases : it crystal-

lizes in doubly oblique prisms belonging to the sixth system.

These minerals, by disintegration, yield the porcelain clay, or

kaolin..

Felspar not only forms the regularly crystallized minerals just

mentioiicd, but it occurs mingled with quartz and other crystallized

minerals : it is indeed one of the most abundant constituents of

many of the older rocks. Granite, for example, is a rock consisting

of intermixed crystals of quartz, felspar, and mica. When it con-

tains hornblende instead of mica, tlie term syenite is given to it.

Gneiss contains the same components as granite, but it has a more
stratified appearance, as the mica occurs more in layers. Porphyry

consists chiefly of compact felspar, with crystals of felspar dissemi-

nated through it ; it is often red or green, andT takes a fine polish.

Basalt is a * dark-coloured volcanic rock, consisting of compact

felspar containing crystals of augite. When the felspathic con-

stituent is replaced by labradorite (or lime felspar), the basalt is

called doleriie* Trtp, or greenstone, is a very tough, compact,

igneous rock, of a dai’k greenish or brownish-black colour ; it is

composed of an intimate mixture of felspar and hornblende. If it

contain soda felspar (albite), the rock is known under the name of

diorite. Trachyte is a volcanic rock also consisting chiefly of felspar,
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less compact than either porphyry or basalt. The porous pumice-
stone of volcanic districts is probably altered felspar

; it contains a
much smaller proportion of alkali than the crystallized mineral.

Melted pumice constitutes obsidian, or volcanic glass.

^
Garnet, which commonly crystallizes in rhomJ[)ic dodccahcdra,

and idocrase, which crystallizes iji square prisms, arc basic double
silicates of lime and alumina, in w^hich p^ri^^)f the lime is dis-

placed by other protoxides, and the alumina by* sesquioxide of

iron, 3(Ca Mg Fe Mu) O. 2 *SiOa 4- (AlFc)203, SiO.,. In pyrope,

which is a species of gjiirnet found in Bohemia* the colouring

matter is partly sesquiefside of chromium. These minerals have a

hardness greater than that of quartz.

The different forms of mica arc also double silicates of alumina,

which contain in addition a small quantity of 'water and of some

alkaline Huoridc. Uniaxal mica consists cliicdly of silicate of miig-

nesia and silicate of alumina, 2 [2 (MgKFe) O, SiO^J -h(AiFc)203,

2 SiOg. In biaxal mica, (K Fc) O, 3 SiO^-f 3 [(AlFe)203, SiOa],

on the other hand, silicate of potash predominates. LepUlolite is a

variety of biaxal mica in wdiich silicate of litliia ta\es the place of

silicate of potash.

Another important double silicate of alumina and magn^'^ia

constitutes chlorite, 4(jMg Fe) (), 8i02+(Al Fe^) O3, Si()2-f3

which occurs both massive and in crystals with a granular frac-

ture, and is of a green colour. In the massive form of •chWritc

slate it occurs as one of the primitives rocks which is widely dis-

tributed. Roofing slate an argillaceous rock which splits readily

into thin lamimc. There arc many varietic^s of slate. Mica slate,

ns its naiiie implies, contains ])articlcs of mica, to which it owes

its glistening appearance. Hornblende state contains hornblende

in place of mica, and has littl^ J'ustre.

(572) Porcelain and Pottery Ware.— In the preparation of

earthenware the material employed is required to possess a plasticity

equal to that of 'red-hot glass, and yet to be capable of being

rendered by heat sufficiently firm and hard to resist the mechanical

violence necessarily inflicted on it by daily use.

The basis of earthenware, porcelain and china, is silicate of

jilumina; it possesses the plasticity required, and 'wdicn heated

assumes a great degree of hardness. Pure silicate of alumina,

however, contracts greatly and unequally on drying : the utensils

made from it would consequently be liable to crack during their

desiccation ; in order, therefore, to diminish the amount of this

3 H 2
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contraction, an addition of some indifferent powder, such as ground

flint, is made ;
while to compensate for the loss of tenacity thus

occasioned, and which is particularly experienced in the use of the

fine clays employed for porcelain, some fusible material is added,

which, at the temperature required for firing, undergoes vitrifica-

tion and greatly assists in binding the mass together. According

to the greater or .Jess proportion of these fusible materials, the

ware is more or*lcss semi-transparent, and more or less subject, like

glass, to fly on the application of suddeq ch'j,nges of temperature.

The articles which have passed thro iigli the kiln, and have thus

acquired firmness, arc rough and uneven, Yind the coarser kinds of

ware arc very porous.

It is usual, in older to give\smoothncss and uniformity to the

surface, as well as to render the body of the w^are impermeable

to moisture, to cover it with a kind of flux or glaze, which melts

at a lower temperature than the material comjiosing the ware

itself
;
and in order to melt the glaze the articles are a second time

passed through jthe kiln.

The materials employed in the fabrication of porcelain and

earthenware arc clays of various degrees of*,, purity and fineness,

g'.ound fcls])ar, calcined flints or sand, burnt hones, chalk, and car-

bonate of soda or ]>otash
;
they do not, tiiercfore, very greatly differ

from those which are enqiloycd in glass-making, except in the

great jiiepoiiderance of silicate of alumina. The varieties of pot-

tery or eartlieinvarc are numerous : the following include those

which arc of most importance :

—

I. Porcelam, or China .—This is the finest and most valuable

description of w are : it is distinguished from ordinary earthenware

by the composition of the paste from which it is formed. The
materials are selected with great »<^are, in order that they may
give a I'olourlcss ma.ss after firing. Porcelain consists mainly of

tw’^o classes of materials, one of wdiich, the clay, is plastic, and is in-

fusible at the t(unperaturc employed to fire it; the other (chiefly

silicate of limi' and potash) softens and becomes vitrified, forming

a kind of ecmciit which binds the clay firmly together, and thus

produces a trauslueent mass, which when broken appears of a

uniform texture throughout, and is impervious to liquids. Much
judgment is required' in the due proportioning of the fusible and

infusible materials.

The celebrated Sevres porcelain resembles the original Chinese

ware, of whiqh, indeed, it is an imitation. liegnault states the

composition of the paste used at Sevres for ornamental purjioses
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to be the following:—Washed kaolin, 62 parts; Bougival clialk,

4; Aumont sand, 17; quartzo§e felspar, 17. As however the

composition of the kaolin varies, the admixture of the other mate-

rials is necessarily varied also, so as to obtain a porcelain of

uijiform composition.

In order to give a smooth s\^’facc to the ware, a glaze similar

in composition to the fusible material is ,u»c(l. The glaze em-

ployed at Sevres consists of a mixture of felspar itiul cpiartz. It

is transparent, and rather mor^e fusible than the body of the wan',

but becomes thoroughly iacorporated with it, anJ from its simi-

larity in composition it •expands and contra(‘-ts l)y heq,t uniformly

with the paste which it covers; hciicc it is not liable*, to crack and

split in all directions in the nianaor whic^h is so commonly

observed in the glaze of the more ordinary kinds of earthenware.

The china of Berlin and Meissen is very similar in (Composi-

tion to that of Sevres : these constitute what is termed hard, or

true, porcelain.

English porcelain contains, in addition to the Cornish clay and

felspar or flint, a large pro])ortion of burnt boiu's
;
the glaze,

which is trans])arcnt, usually contains both borax and oxid(! of

lead to increase its fusibility. English ])orc(jlain is softcjr than tlj^j

Chinese, French, or German jrorcelain, and constitutes one variety

of what the French term porc(dam iendre, the manufacture of

which in France is now' rarely jrraetisc'd. . ^
2. Stoneioai'e is a sp(;cies of ])or('eIain in which tin? body of

the w^arc is more or Icxs.s coloured, Unss can' Ix ing taken with

regard to the purity of the mattTial. It geiu*rally eoiitaiiis more

oxide of iron, and (xmsccpicntly is somewhat more* fusihhi than tlie

best porcelain, and is usually salt-glazed in a nianmu’ shortly to

be described. IVtdgunmUwi^r^ is a fine ,descrij)ti()U of stone-

ware.

3. Fine Earthenware,—Artich's of tliis ch'seription arc very

extensively manufactured in the Staffordshire Potteries, and con-

stitute the ordinary table service? of this country. The Dcnoiishire

and Dorsetshire clays are those chiefly made use (^f; they are

mixed wdth a large pr(q)ortion (d* ground flints, and yi(dd an infu-

sible paste which burns nearly w hitc. The body of the ware is

j,iot fused in the firing, but it is rendered infpervious to licjuids by

means of a fusible h^ad glaze.

4. Common Earthenware is made of an inferior and more

fusible description of clay : both this kind of w arc^aiul the fore-

going one crack easily on the sudden application of Ijcat.
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5. The coarsest description of clay goods are bricks, tiles

flowerpots, and similar articles. ,

6. Articles which arc required to stand a high temperature,

such as fire-bricks for lining furnaces, muffles, pots for the fusion

of glass, crucibles for melting steel, and the Hessian crucibles ^o

largely in demand in the laboratory, are made of a pure, infusible

siliceous clay, the shrinking of which during drying is diminished

by the addition citlicr .of burnt clay of the same description, or of

what amounts to the same thing, broken pots of the same material,

which arc reduced to a fine powder and incorporated with the

paste.

The following table gives the composition of some of the more

important varieties of china and jiottcry ware:

—

I'oreelain.
|

Wedg.
wood
ware.

Lambeth
stone
ware.

Heasian
crucible.

China. Berlin. Eu};li.sh. Sevres. Meisyen.

C. Cowpei* WilMon.
1

Covvper. Laurent. Laurent. Salvetat

.

Salvetat. Hert hier.
|

Silica . . 71-04 7 rU ,

40*60 58*0 sri 66 49 74*00 7 -

Alumina 3>y "/6
,

^4 "
1 5 34-5 36 0 a6*oo 44*04 45

1

Oxide of > i
I

inm . . J 1-74 1
0*8 6*14 4*00 4

]Lime . . ynz 0-57 i i4'ia 4-5 0*3 1*04 o-6o
Alkali . . Z'QQ

!

5 ZH 30 0*40 I 06
^^aguesia

1

O'ZO
\

0*43 trace 0*15 0*17

Buue earth \ 1

and oxide >
j

i i 5
-

3i

of iron J
1

loo'og
j

I X 00*00 100*0 100*0 100*00 99 87 1000

(573) finer kinds of porcelain much care is taken to

ensure the purity and minute subdivision of the constituents, as

well as their intimate admixture. The clay is first ground between

horizontal stones under water ; it is next levigated in water, to allow

the coarser particles to s\d)sidc whi,\<; the lighter ones remain in sus-

pension. The finer sus])ended particles are thenformed into a mixture

of the consistence of thin cream
;
a wine pint of this being made to

weigh 24 or 26 ounces : in this state the cream or pulp is mixed with

the ground fidspar, flint, or other material. Suppose, for example,

that the pulp is to be mixed with ground flints
; the flints are heated

to redness, suddenly quencdicd in cold water, and then reduced by
stamping and grinding them under water to an impalpable powder;
this also is suspended in water, a wine pint of the mixture being

made to weigh 32 ounce's. The tw^o ingredients arc easily mixed
ill the necessary proportions by taking a given measure of each

pulp and thoroughly incorporating them. The mixture thus ob-

tained is technically termed slip. The slip is w^ell agitated and
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allowed to subside
; the deposit is drained (carefully mixing it from

time to time), and dried, until it has acquired sufficient consistence

to allow of its being wrought by the potter. Much labour is after-

wards bestowed in working this clay in such a manner as to render

it^of uniform composition throughout, and to preserve it free from air

bubbles. It is generally considered that the mixture is greatly im-

proved ill quality by being allowed to remain §oiuc months before it

is worked up, the mass being occasionally turne*d over and beaten.

Less labour is eN^)ehdcd^ upon the coarser kinds of pottery.

After the raw clay, broi^ht from Devonshire oi* Dorsetshire iu

blocks of about 30 ])Oi>uds weight, lias been dried, it is ground and

mixed with a certain proportion of ground flints
;

it is then tem-

pered ivith water into a stiff paste, and passed between rollers to

complete the process of fitting it for the wlieel.

The mechanical operations arc of the same nature in every

case
;
and for fashioning tlio clay the potter's wheel is in gcmcral

Uvse. This consists of a circular slab whi(;h can be made to revolve

in a horizontal plane, cither by a treddle worked by the foot, or by a

winch turned by a boy or girl. A mass of clay of the size re-

quired is dashed upon the moistened slal), and is workt^d by the

hands, the wheel revolving during the whole time, so that the

operation is a compound of moulding and turning ;
the article is

finally trimmed up with a wooden tool, and the work is chdacdied

from the wheel liy ])assiug a wire between the slab and tlui vessel.

The moulded articles are then allowed to dry for a day or two in

a room heated from 90^ to 100^ F., in order to give them firm ness,

to permit them, when nec(!s^ary, to he carefully turned on a lathe.

After this operation lias been completed, the liaiidles and orna-

ments may be attached
;
these arc madi^ in moulds, and adlu^re*

readily by means of slip whwi pressed against the moulded mass,

whicli is still moist. The urtiefes have at this stage rectoived the form

whicli they are intended to retain, and arc nest siihjeetcd to heat

in the biscuit furnaec. It is lu'ccssary that the temperature be at

first very gradually and carefully raised, lest the a(|ueous vapour,

being extricated too suddenly, should dcfaca‘ the vessel or injnn^ its

texture. By this first firing the diticrent articles acquire a greatiT

degree of firmness, and can be handled without danger of breakage,

but they are in a very porous state, tecliiiically termed biscuit.

The ware in this stage readily absorbs any solution that may lie

placed upon its surface, and this is the period chosen for printing

the patterns or designs which the finished goods are to exhibit.

The colouring matter generally consists of somR metallic oxide
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ground up with boiled linseed oil. Blue is usually given by oxide

of cobalt; green by oxide of chrome; brown by a mixture of

oxides of iron and manganese
; black, by the black oxide of ura-

nium ; and a pink, which is much esteemed, by a eombination of

oxide of tin, lime, and a minute quantity of oxide of clirome. In

order to ai)ply the colouring material, it is printed from copper plates

on a thin unsized pjij^icr made for the purpose ; this paper, while

the colour is still moist, is applied to the surface of the biscuit
;
the

design is soon absorlied l)y the warc,^.and tli^ paper is washed ofti

The ware is now subjected to another btiVing or firing, for the pur-

pose of fixing the colour and burning off' the oil. In the finer

kinds of decoration, the a])])bcation of the colouring matter re-

quires the nicest management; for details upon this point, and

indeed u])on niost otJurs eonncctcd with the art of Pottery, the

reader is referred to Brongniart^s great work, Sur les Arts Cera^

wiques. After the appli(.*ation of the colouring material the ware

still remains far too porous for use, and it further undergoes the

process of glazing.

The glaze of ordinary carthemvare usually consists of a fusible

material containing a considerable quantity of oxide of lead; a

nnxturc of fels])ar, flint, flint glass, and white lead is in common
use : it is ground into a tliiu })aste with water, the articles arc

dipped ill singly, and quickly absorb moisture, leaving the glaze on

the surfu(H% which w hen heated fuses and fills the pores.

The glazing of stone w are depends iqion a peculiar mode of de-

composition of common salt. Chloride of sodium is not decomposed

hy heat alone, and if heated with dry silicic acid no decomposition

occurs
;
hut in the presence of silica and some substance capable

of imparting oxygen to the sodium, and at the same time of re-

moving tlic chlorine with which it is^united—such, for instance, as

steam, or oxide of iron—tlic salt is susceptible of decomposition at

an elevated temperature ; silicate of soda and hydrochloric acid, or

silicate of soda and perehloride of iron, as the case may be, being

formed. The various utensils, having been dipped into sand and

water, arc jdaced in the kiln, and are gradually raised to an in-

tense heat, A certain quantity of moist salt is then thrown in : the

cliloride of sodium is quickly converted into vapour, and the salt

is decomposed by the silica, and the oxide of iron in the clay,

aided by the steam produced in the combustion of the fuel in the

furmice. The cliloride of iron and hydrochloric acid pass off*

ill vapour with the excess of salt employed, whilst the silicate of
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soda fuses upon the ware^ and renders it impervious to liquids.

The reactions may be thus represented :

—

HO + NaCl + SiOa = HCl + NaO, SiO^,

FG2O3 + 3 NaCl -f 3 SiOo = Fe^Cl.^ -f 3(NaO, SiO^).

It is worthy of remark that dthou^li clay contracts very evenly

by heat^ when its density is uniform throu"lv3ut, yet if its (Umsity

be unequal in different parts the contraction is’also*unc(pial
;
hence

though a vessel may issue ^smooth and well finished from tin*,

workrnan^s hands_, it ofte^ assumes a striated and* uneven appear-

ance during the process of firing
;
and if a stain]) be iinjin'ssed

upon clay while soft and the whole surface be slntved away until no

further impression is visible^ the mark of*thc stamp, after l)aking,

reappears in a manner more or less distinct.

(574) Ultramarine .—Alumina enters into the formation of tlie

j)igmciit ultramarine, so highly prized for the })nrity and didicacy

of its blue colour. This valuable colouring mater ial was fornuTly

obtained exclusively from the lapis lazuli by a tedious process,

which consisted in gently calcining the stoiu*, Irt’okcn into frag-

ments of the size of nuts
;
the heated fragments were tlum (jueiu'hcd

in vinegar, by which they ivere render(‘d more friabh', and wc^e

deprived of adhering carbonates of lime : they were^ next subjected

to a patient levigatioii with a thin syrup of honey and dragon’s-

blood; Avere then made into a j)aste with a resinous ceinentj^ and

after allowing this to remain undisturbed for sonu^ days, the ultra-

marine was extracted from it by snsjunisiou in hot water and

subsidence. Ultramarine fs noiv, howc^ver, manufactunnl artifi-

cially upon a large scale. The following, according to M. l)(‘bette,

are tlie more important stei)s of the process :— Fine clay is washed,*

in order to free it from sandj and the ])ortK)ns suspendiul in water

arc allowed to deposit. A crude sulphide of sodium is pr(*pared

by heating, in a reverberatory furnace, a mixture consisting of

3 parts of calcined sulphate of soda, 3 of lime slaked by expo-

sure to the air, and i of powdered charcoal. The sulphide of

sodium thus obtained is dissolved in aa^uIct, and the excess of char-

coal is allowed to subside; the clear lupior is decanted, (taking

the greatest care not to carry over any particles of charcoal,) ami

^is boiled with powdered sulphur, so as to Ibrm a penta.sulphide of

sodium. The liquid is next evaporated doAvu to a syrujjy consistonee

in iron pans : 50 parts of this sulphide ikxe mixed Avith 1

2

of clay

and 0*15 of protosulphate of iron free from copper;^the sulphate is
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immediately converted into sulphide of iron, and the mass beeomes

gi’eeii. The mixture is then introduced into muffles and roasted for

several hours at a carefully regulated heat, until it assumes a dark

blue colour
;
before it reaches this point, it passes successively

through various shades of brown, red, green, and ultimately be-

comes blue. The soluble salts ate then removed from the roasted

mass by washing
; the residue is dried, and submitted to a second

roasting at a Ivw femperatiirc, during which operation it is con-

tinually stirred
;
and at length it assumes thq desired brilliant blue

colour. "

Ultramarine consists of silicate of alumina coloured probably

by sulphide of sodium, since, according to Brunner, a correspond-

ing compound, in which sulphide of potassium is substituted for

sul])hidc of sodium, is colourless. The following is the composition

of a specimen of ultramarine from lapis lazuli, according to the

analysis of Yarrentrapp, as contrastcjd with that of an artificial

specimen by the same analyst (Poggendorff*, AnnaL xlix. 5io):

—

, Nal urnl. Ariilicial.

Silica .... • • • • • 4o '(>04

Almiiina . . . . . . 31*76 . . . . 23*304
Soda .... . . . 9*09 . . . . 21-476
Sulphur .... • # * . . . 1-685

Tiiinc . . . 352 . . . . 0*021

Sul]>huric acid . . . . . 5'«^9 . . . 3*830
Iron . . . o*iS6 . . . . IOO3
Chlorine ... 0 ^2 . . . . tra(H}

AVaUT .... . . . 0*12 . . . KO, 1-752

98' qi 9«'735

TUtramarine, if heated in the air, gradually assumes a dull green

’'hue; when heated with sulphur, it is not changed; if melted with

borax, suljdmr and carbonic acid escape, and a colourless glass

remains. Sulphuric, nitric, and hydrochloric acids decompose it

;

th(' colour is qui(*kly destroyed, and all its constituents except silica

are dissolved. Chlorine ads still more rapidly, dissolving every-

thing but the silica., and completely discharging the colour.

(575) Characteus or the Compounds of Alumina.— The
salts of alumina, with the exception of the chloride, are colourless.

They have a sweetish, fStrongly astringent taste.

Before the blowpipe the compomids of aluminum ar# distin-

guished by the formation of a pule azure blue if moistened with

nitrate of cobalt and gently ignited.

Ill solution*, they give with hydromlphate of ammonia a white
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precipitate of hydrate of alumina, with evolution of sulphuretted

hydrogen. Ammonia produces a^bulky, semi-transparent, gelatinous

precipitate of hydrate of alumina
;

it is insoluble in excess of

ammonia, or its carbonate. Potash dissolves it readily; and it

rpprecipitates on adding muriate of ammonia in excess. The
donates of the alkalies produce ^hc same prcci))itate under disen-

gagement of carbonic acid gas, but, according to Muspratt, it

retains a portion of carbonic acid. Sulphate ofpot'ish and sulphuric

acid in slight excess gdded t(j solutions of the salts of alumina, and

evaporated, furnish well parked oetohcdral crystals of alum.

The quantity of ahimina in the course of an analysis is always

estimated from the jirecipitate by ammonia, dr its carbonate or

hydrosulphate; when thoroughly* washed (an opewntiou which from

its gelatinous nature is tedious), and then^ ignited, it consists ou-

tlie pure earth only.

(576) Separation of Aluniiua from the Alkalies and Alkaline

Earths .—Supposing magnesia to be present in the liquid, solution

of chloride of ammonium is first added to it unless it be powerfully

acid ; on the addition of caustic ammonia in slight excess, pure

hydrate of alumina })recipitatcs. llydrosulphate of ammonia

is a still better precii)itant, if the li([uid have been first lu^i^ly

neutralized by ammonia; the precipitates is (^xtnanely volumi-

nous, and requires persevering washing. On ignition it yi(‘lds

pure alumina. The alkalies and alkaline earths remain Jn the

solution wliicli has been filtered from the alumina, and tlnnr

amount may be determined by the methods already detailed,

(555.

§ 11. Glucixum.
•%

SijmholyCA^, E(piicalcut, 6 97; Specijic Gravitij, 2 ’J

.

(577) Olucinum is extracted from the (jmcrald, or the beryl,

which consist clliefiy of silicate of alumina and glueina (Ol^O-,,

3 SiOa-h Alj^Oy, 3 SiO^). The metal is procured from its chloride

in the same way as aluminum.

Glucinum, according to the experiments of Dcbray (Ann. de

Chimie, III. xliv. 5), is a white malleabie metal, of sp. gr. 2*J,

fusiblifr^ below the melting point of silver. It does not burn in air,

oxygen, or the vapour of sulphur, but it combines readily with

chlorine and iodine, and also with silicon. The vapour of water is

not decomposed by it, even when the metal is heated to full reel-
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iicss and exjiosed to it. Glucinum is readily dissolved by dilute

bydrocliloric and sulphuric acids ; dilute or concentrated nitric

acid acts ])ut feebly upon it. It is, however, readily dissolved by

potash, but is not acted upon by ammonia. Glucinum forms but

one oxide
;
there is some doubt whether this should be regarded

a protoxide, or as a sesquioxidc.'- Berzelius adoj)ted the latter

view, but later researches seem to throw considerable doubt upon

the correctness of this hypothesis.

(578) Glucina (Gl^O^), 38, Gr. 2'/)6, is extracted from

the beryl, of which it constitutes 13*6 pc?/ccnt. : the mineral is re-

diKicd to a vei’y fine powder, fused with carbonate of potash, treated

Avith hydroeliloric ’acid, eva]K)rated to dryness, again moistened

witli acid and hcateid witli water, which dissolves everything except

the silica
;

tlie filtered licpiid is mixed with an excess of a solu-

tion of aininonia, Avhich occasions a voluminous Y)recipitatc contain-

ing both alumina and glucina; this preci[)itate is Avell washed,

and the glucina is dissolved out from the alumina by digesting

tlic mass in a solution of carbonate of ammonia. It is again

filtered, and upoii boiling the clear liquid, carbonate of glucina

is deposited as a white ]K)wdcr, which, when ignited, leaves pure

glucina. Freshly i)reci{)itated glucina forms with water a somewhat

tenacious mass, but it does not hard(Mi like {ilumina when ignited.

The fixed and carbonated alkalies dissolve it readily. The hydrate

is a bulky, Avhite, gelatinous mass, which absorbs carbonic acid from

the air. The chloride {(ihCl.^), cq, 120-5, is prepared in the same

Avay as the chloride of aluminum ;
it sublimes in Avhitc, brilliant,

fusible needles, Avhich arc very deliques(*ent
;

cliloride may
be obtained in crjstals. Glucina combines with sulphuric acid in

fscveral [iroportions : one of these sulphates (Gl^Oj, 3 SO3 12 aq)

crystallizes in o(‘tohedra: the otheir suljhates arc amorphous

sub-salts. An aliinihiatc of glucina occurs native in the gem
chrysohenjl, Gk^CIj 3 AI2O3.

(579) Characters of the Salts of Ghidna.—Tlic salts of glucina

have a sweet taste, (wduniec the name glucina Avas derived, from

yXoKvcy sweet,) Avith a slight astringency. They are colourless, and

are distinguished from those of alumina by not yielding an alum

with sulpliatc of potash
;
nor a blue Avhen heated before the blow-

])ipe Avith nitrate of fHibuIt
; and by giving Avith carbonate of

ammonia a Avhitc pr( eipitate of carbonate of glucina, easily Iblublc

ill excess of the alkaline salt. Fen'oeyanide ofpotassium gives no

precipitate : a white precipitate of hydrate of glucina is produced by

sulphide of potassium, Avith extrication of sulpliuretted hydrogen.
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If a hot solution of fluoride of^ potassium iu excess be added to a
hot solution of a glucina salt, siiales of a sparingly soluble double
fluoride of glucinum and potassium are formed, (ilucina is always
estimated in the form of the anhydrous earth.

§ III. I^IRCONIUM.

Symbol, Zr; E(juivaIeni,^;^ y r^H.

(580) Zirconium is t^c metallic base of an enft'th contained in

the zircon and the hyacinth, which are silicates of the earth. Tla^

metal is procured by heating the fluoride of pdtassiuni and zir(?o-

iiium with potassium, and dissolving the nvsidue when (*old iu

dilute hydrochloric acid
;
the zirconium ma\^ be se])aratefl iu a pul-

verulent form, washed with solution of (ddoridc of ammonium, and

then with alcohol
;

if w ater be used for the w ashing, # tlu‘ zirco-

nium passes through the filter with it in suspension. As thus ob-

tained it is in the form of a black ])OW(Icr, which (hx^s not (conduct

a feeble voltaic current ;
uinhT the burjiishor it nissumes a fc(*hlc

metallic lustre. It has not been fused : w Inm heated in the air

or oxygen it takes tire bedow redness and burns brilliantly, iorm-

ing zirconia of snowy whitciiess : dilutee sulphuric and hydro-

chloric acids do not act 011 it. Hydrofluoric acid dissolves it with

extrication of hydrogen; boiling watiu- gradually oxidizes it:

heated with sulphur in vacuo it forms a brown ])ulvernl<‘nt

sulphide which is not decomposed by sulphuric or hydrochloric

acids, and is but slow ly att?ick('d by atjua rc^gia.

(581) Zirconia (Zr^O^); E(j. 91. — Zirconium forms but one

oxide, which is commonly rcgardc'd as tln^ ses(;uioxidc. It itf

obtained by fusing very flnjdy powderi’d j^iicon with hydrate of

potash or soda, and saturating w ith hydrochlorie acid. 'I'Uc ('xccss

of acid and moisture is cx})ellcd by evajxiratiiig nearly to dryness

;

on the addition of w^atcr chloride of zirconium dissolves, leaving

the silica; the solution is decomposed by (excess of ammonia.

Hydrate of zirconia precipitates, and is w'ashcd and ignited. tij>oii

applying heat, it glows brightly just before ignition, and ])ec(>mes

much denser. Zirconia forms a white infusible powder, of sp. gr.

4’3, which, after ignition, is insoluble in acids, with the exception of

strong sulphuric acid. The hydrate is a gelatinous bulky w hite

precipitate, very sparingly soluble in carbonate of ammonia. It is

insoluble in the caustic alkalies. If the salts of zirconia be j)rc-

cipitated by an alkaline carbonate, the precipitate rcdissolves if
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agitated with excess of the alkali ;
a bicarbonate takes up still

more, and by boiling the solution abortion of the earth is deposited.

If a solution of sulphate of potash be boiled with sulphate of zirconia,

a characteristic decomposition occurs, and the subsulphate of zirconia

falls, whilst bisulphate of potash remains dissolved. The chloride of

zirconium crystallizes in neediest It is soluble in water and in

alcohol ; the crystals effloresce in the air, and lose water and hydro-

chloric acid, Icaying’aii oxychloride, which is soluble. Zirconia is

distinguished from alumina and gluciiia by its insolubility in the

caustic alkalies.t Its salts have a imrcfy astringent taste ; when

boiled with the sulphate of potash, a sparingly soluble subsulphate

of the *^earth' is fm’ined. Tincture of galls gives a yellow precipi-

tate in their solutions
;
ferrocyanj.de of potassium none.

It appears ])Ossible from the experiments of Svanberg, that

zirconia is not a pure earth, but that it is a mixture of three.

§ IV. TiioRrNUM, Yttrium, Erbium, Terbium.

(582) Tiioiwnum {Eq, 39*5), is procured from the rare black

mineral thorite, found in a sycuiitic rock, in Noi’way. This metal,

like aluminum, is obtained from its chloride. It much* resembles

aluminum, but takes fire considerably below redness, and burns with

great brilliancy
;
the resulting oxide shows no traces of fusion.

Thorina is considci’cd to be a protoxide, and is remarkable for its high

sp. gr. (9’402.) It is insoluble in the caustic alkalies, but dissolves

without difiiculty in their carbonates. Its salts arc astringent,

and give a white pj’ccipitate with ferrocyanide of potassium. It

forms with sulphate^ of potash a double sulphate of potash and
^4horina, w hich is sohddc in w ater, but is precipitated by a saturated

solution of sulphate of potash. The sulphate of thorina exhibits

the characteristic peculiarity of being ])recipitated by boiling its

solution, but it dissolves slowly on cooling. Its crystals, when
heated, become milk white without altering in form, like those of

sulphate of yttria. Oxalic acid gives with salts of thorina, even
in acid solutions, a white insoluble oxalate of the earth.

•(583) Yttrium is obtained by a method similar to that em-
ployed for aluminum and glucinum. This metal is not oxidized

when heated lo redness either in air or in aqueous vapour ; in

oxygen it bums with superb scintillations; dilute acids and
alkalies slowly dissolve it.

Yttria is a very rare earth, found in gadolinite, which is a

silicate of yttris^, glucina, cerium, and iron
; it occurs also in yttro-
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tuntulztc conil^ixicd with, coliimb^nij d.iid in one or two other very
rare minerals. It is considers to be a protoxide, and forms a

^ white earthy powder of sp. gr. 4^842; it is insoluble in the caustic
alkalies, but the alkaline carbonates, especially that of ammonia,
dissolve it.

Its salts have a sweetish asi|;ringent tastci, a'nd yield a white
precipitate with ferrocyanide of potassium. Its most characteristic

salt is the sulphate, which forms ])ink crysfal5,Vhmh lose water at

104°, and become milk white, without ch^nge of form ; on being

put into water they (fo n^t resume their traiispavewcy.

Mosander states that three bases have been confounded under

the name of yttria; to the more abundant of these he gives

the name of yttria; the other two he distinguishes as erdia and

tarbia. The oxide of erbium has a yellowish tint, hut its salts ai^e

colourless
; the salts of terbium have a pale rose colour.

§ V. Cerium, Lantanium, ani> Didymium.

(584) Closely allied to the metals of the ejirths of which a

brief mention has just hcen made, arc three other metals, the

oxides of which, being more or less coloured, have not generally

been considered as belonging to tlic earths proper. Tluw iu‘ed no

lengthened description, as they have hitherto been found only in a

few rare minerals, of whicli ccritc, a hydrated subsilicatc ol‘ cerium,

is the most common. Till recently they were all eonlounded

together under the name cerium.

Cerium appears to forrrip tw'o oxides—a protoxide, and a sesqui-

oxide, both of which yield salts wdth acids. TIkj best known of

these is the double sulphate of protoxide of cerium and potash/

which is insoluble in sulphate of potash. ^Thc sesquioxidc has a

yellowish tinge, and its salts*?lre yellow or red.

Lantanium forms only one oxide, which is huff-coloured, and

freely soluble in dilute nitric acid. It forms colourless astringent

salts, which give n white precipitate with the soluble oxalates.

Didy'Mium also furnishes but a single oxide, which is of a dark

brown colour, wlien anhydrous; in the hydrated state it absorbs

carbonic acid from the air. Its salts arc pink or violct-colourcd,

and are not precipitated in the cold by sulphide of ammonium.



CHAPTER XIV.

GROUP IV. METALS MORE 'OR LESS ALLIED TO IRON.

§ I. ZlN^.

Symbol, Zn ;
Equivalent, 32’.53; Specific Gravity, 6-8 to 7'i.

«

(585) Zinc, or spdti^r^ as it is often called in commerce, is a

metal, tlio ores of Avhich occur in considerable abundance, though

it is never met with iu the native state. Much of the zinc of

commei ee^is supplied from Silesia, where the ore wrought is cala-

mim; the common or rhomboidal calamine, a carbonate of zinc, is

the most important variety, though the prismatic or electric cala-

mine, a hydrated subsilieatc of zinc, is found often in the Carin-

thian ores : it is much more difficult of reduction. Carbonate of

zinc is also cxtcnsiv(‘ly worked in Belgium, where it is found mixed

v^th (day. In the ]\Iendip Hills, in Somersetshire, the carbonate

of zinc is associated witli magnesian limestone. Blende, or sul-

phide of zinc, is worked iu England to some extent; it usually ac-

<!ompiinies the snljihidc of lead or galena in the mountain limestone.

In New tiersey red oxide of zinc has been found in large (|uantities

botli massive and crystallized
;

the colour is due to admixture

with oxides of manganese and iron. It forms a valuable ore,

land is easily reduced.

{586) lixtraciion of Zinc from its^ Ores,—In the extraction of

zinc, whether from blcindc or fronf ‘calamine, the ore is crushed

betwi'cn rollers, and undergoes a process of roasting, which in

the ease of blende is tedious and requires to be carefully performed;^

th(^ sulphur l)urns away as sulphurous acid, and* the zinc becomes
oxidized; ZuS-h3 O yield ZuO + SO^. Calamine also yields oxide

of zinc when roasted, whilst the carbonic acid and water are ex-

pelled. The roasted ore fn)m cither source is mixed with half

its weight of }>owdereii coke or anthracite, and introduced into

crucibles of peculiar construction. The method of reduction

"

jiractised in England oflers one of the few instances in which dis-

tillation, per descensum, is still practised;—a circular furnace,

somewhat similar to that used in making glass, is employed : in
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tliis fiiniace six large cruciblcsA(tlirce of wliieli arc rejwseiited in

the section at a a a, fig. 302,)^eacli 4 feet high and ii feet in

'diameter, are arranged, three on*ea<;li side of the firebars; oiu' of

these crucibles is shown in section in tlic figure. In tlie bottom
of ejieli criKiiblc is an opening, to which a short iron pipe is

attaelied, which passes out tliroi^li tin; bottom of the furnace
;
to

this iron tube a second wider tube, h, about eight feet long, is

fastened in such a manner .as to be readilv rcnmvable ; bencatli

tlic 0|)q;i end of this t^ihc a sl^ect-irou vcssi‘1, r, is ])la(Tcl to iwt'lvc

the zinc. The bottom •

of the crucible is tlien • 1' 3^2.

loosely plugged witli

large j)ieces of coke,

and a cliarge contain-

ing from four to five

liundrcd weight of the

mixture of calcined ore

and coal is introduced

into (jach pot and the

(^over is carefully lut(‘d

on. (kirbonic oxide

is first evolved ahim-

dantly, and burns with

a 1)1 no flame at the

mouth of the sliorfc

iron tu]>c ; in a few

lioui’s tlie colour of

(he flame change's to

Avliit(i, and it begins to

deposit wliite funu's

of oxide of zinc. The
fiainc i.s then extin-

guished by attaching

the longer tube, and

the metal, which is condensed partly in powder, ])art]y in stiilactitio

masses, falls down into tlic iron vessels, c r, placed for its recoiition.

The zinc, being volatile at very high temperatures, boils and distils

jas the operation proceeds. In order to present the iiipe, h, from

becoming choked, it is occasionally removt'd, and the zinc de tached

from it. The crude metal is mingled witli a good deal of oxide ;

it is therefore re-melted, skimmed, and cast into ^ingots ;
or (if

intended for rolling) into sheets, and then laminati'd at a ternpera-

3 I
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tiire of about 250°. Calamine,^hich contains 60 per cent, of

metal, does not yield on an average above 30 ; the greater part of

the silicate of zinc, which calamine almost always contains, escap-

ing decomposition.

(587) In Silesia the distillation is effected in muffle-shaped

earthen retorts, which are ranged in two rows on the same plane

in a long furnace, back to back : the outer end of each retort is

j)rovided with Uvo a])crtnres ; the lower one is employed for intro-

ducing the (iliarge, and is afterwards^ carcfiiljy luted up, whilst the

upper one is fof receiving a bent earthc|f pipe which carries oft‘ the

metal as it (Jistils.

(588) In Belgium the distillation is managed quite differently.

The ores treated in that country are of two kinds, both occurring

in a matrix of clay al)o\ c a bed of dolomite
; one is a red variety,

containing about 3 3 per cent, of zinc, with a good deal of oxide of
* iron, but admitting of reduction at a
Fjg. 303. moderate temperature

; the other is a

white ore, also a calamine, which con-

tains about 46 per cent, of zinc, and
requires a much higher tem])erature

lor its reduction. These two species of
ore arc kej)t distinct from each other

during the process of smelting, Tlio

calamiuc having been washed to removes

the clay, is roastt'd, during which opera-

tion it loses about 25 per cent, of w atcr

and carboiiic acid. After this it is re-

duced to a fine powder, and thoroughly
mixed with half its Aveight of coal dust

:

this mixture is then introduced into

clay retorts al)out three feet eight inches
long and six inclics in diameter

; each
retort is charged with about forty
pounds of the mixture of coal and
roasted ore. Forty-tAvo of these retorts

arc arranged in an arched furnace, in

roAA s of six, placed one above another.
The backs of the retorts rest on notches
in the wall, e, fig. 303, and are sup-
ported on a slightly higher level than
the open extremities, which rest in front
upon iron plates, /,/,/ To each re-
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tort an open, somewhat conical, cLt-iron pipe, c, is luted
; this sen es

as a receiver for the distilled metm, and upon eacli of these receivers

•Is fitted a second receiver of shcht-iron, n, with an opening at the

extremity for the escape of {^as. The fin? by which the retorts arc

heated is showoi at a. In such a furnace two charj^cs may ))e worked
off in twenty-four hours. During the opc'ratiou tlie small adapters,

i>, D, are withdrawn once in two hours, and the lujuid zinc which has

condensed in the receivers is raked out into* a*'rar|:;4,* ladle and cast

into ingots. When the distillation is coinph ti', the roKiducs in

the retorts still retain ncafly 25 per cent, of zinc, ^^hich is chiefly

in the form of silicate of the oxide
;

this portion is ciitin*]y wastc'd.

(Plot and Murailhc, des Mines, IV. v.,

The retorts in the u])pcr pa^t of sifch a furnace lu'cessarily

receive less heat tlian tliosc in the lower })art, and hcnc(' this pro-

cess is particularly well adaptf^l to tlu^ Bcjgi.an ores, Ix'cause the

poorer ones, Avliich reepnre less lu^at, can 1)(^ employed in clnirging

the upper retorts.

(589) Commercial zinc contains a small (juantity of lead, iron, and

of a peculiar carbonaceous matter. Tlic best iiu'thod of‘ ()l)taiuiug

the metal in a state of purity consists in transmitting sulphuretted

hydrogen through a slightly acidulated solution of sulphate^ of zinc^

filtering from any precipitate wliieh may ))e formed
; and after boil-

ing the solution in order to expel tlie sulphiirettcxl hydrog(*n, preci-

pitating tlic zinc in the form of carl)()iuitc by tlic mldithni of

carbonate of soda. The carbonate, when ignited, is f;onverted into

oxide of zinc, winch must be distilled iu a j)c)rcelaln retort with

charcoal prepared from loaf sugar.

(590) Properties .—Zinc is a hard, l)luisli-w]iit(j rrictal, wliicli

when a mass of it is broken across exhil)its a Ixiautifnl crystalline

fracture. It is brittle at ordjjiary tern [xu’alj; res, Imt between 200'’

and 300°, it is possessed of (xmsiderablc duc^tility and malhjability,

and may be laminated and wrought with (‘asc‘ : at a temperature a

little higher than this it again becomes so Iwittle that it may l)c

pulverized in a mortar. It fuses at 773^> ^ hriglit red heat

it may be volatilized : if its vapour be exposed to the air, it l)urris

with great splendour and is converted into oxide, which is dci)Ositcd

ill copious white flocculi. It soon tarnishes when exposed to

a moist atmosphere, and becomes coveredt wdth a thin, closely-

adhering film of oxide, hy which the metal ])cncath is protected

from further change. This property renders zinc valuable for

a variety of economical and domestic purposes. It is, however,

readily attacked hy all the mineral acids, and is employed to

3 I 2
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decompose dilute sulphuric acijfr wncn hydrogen is required.

Boiling solutions of potash also act upon zinc, hydrogen is libe-

rated, whilst oxide of zinc is formed and dissolved in the alkaline'

solution; Zn + IlO, KO=H -f ZnO, KO.

(591) The uses of zinc arc daily extending. From its dura-

bility, cheapness, and liglitncss,( it is frequently employed as a

substitute for lead in^ roofing. Sheet-iron coated with zinc, or gaU

rmnhed iron a^ it *is oft('n called, is also used for the same pur-

poses
;
the iron gives strength, whilst thc^zinc protects it from

oxidation, and it is not eoinbustible likcjf zinc alone.

(ialvanized iron is prej)arcd ])y clcaniisg sheet-iron thoroughly

as in making tin plate (^> 75), and j)liinging the metal into a

bath of molten zinc, cohered .with sal ammoniac
;

the surface

of llui zinc is ])y this means kept free frorA oxide, which is dis-

soh c(l by the sal ammoniac, and the two metals readily unite. A
toughi r and siqnirior article is obtained by first eoating the iron

l)hit(*, with a vc;ry thin film of tin by a voltaic a(ition, and then

immersing the nu'tal into the nudted zinc.

Zinc has a cOnsidcTablc ])o\ver of dissolving iron, in consc(]uenco

of which it corrodes the iron pots in Avhich it is melted : an alloy of

jdne w ith a small jiroporiion of iron is formed, Avhich is less fusible

ttian zinc, and crystalliz(‘s in large })Jat(,‘s on cooling.

Zinc forms scncral valnaldc alloys. Of these brass is the most

important : it consists of‘ about 3 parts of copper to i of zinc.

(Jerman silver is brass containing a ])orli()ii of ni(^kcl, to whicli

its w Iiitc c’olonr is due. Of late ycais zinc in powder has been

cmploy(’d as tlu^ basis of a pigment w(‘ll ada])tc‘d to resist the action

of the w eather. The oxide of ziuc, und(T tlic name of irlriir,

' has also Ixxai ('m])lovcd as a su])stitutc for Avhitc' lead, to form tlic

basis of a wbit(' ])aint; but it wants ^thc opacity and dead whiteness

for whi(‘h the carbonate’ of lead is so mueli valiKul. Oxide of zinc

has likewise been substituted for red lead with great advantage in

tlu’ pre‘])aratiou of glass for optical })urposes (499).

(593) Oa ide of Zinc (ZiiO) ; E<j. 40 5.—Zinc forms only one
compound Avith oxygen, wliich is regarded as a protoxide. This

oxide is oeeasioiially deposited in furnace flues in ycllowdsh, six-

sided prisms; but it is generally obtaiiu’d in the form of a wdiitc

flocculent poAvder. If.-lm he tliroAvu in small qmintitics at a time

into a ea])acious clay crucible previously lieatcd to Avhiteiiess, it burns

w ith a biilliaut flame and dc'posits large Avhite flakes of the oxide

;

but Avlicti thus j)r(q)ared, it is mcehaiiically mixed w ith particles of

the metal, from w hich it may be separated by levigation witli w^ater
;

the heaAucr juetallic portions quickly subside and leave the oxide
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in suspension. The process of^anufacturing tliis oxide when it

is required as a pigment, consistsjn distilling zinc from clay rcti^rts

into chambers through which a currimt of air is maintained. Tlie

volatilized metal burns at the high tciu})eraturc to whicli it is cx-

pQScd under these circumstances, and the oxide js deposited in a

series of condensing chambers. ;An impure oxide, sold under the

name of tutty, is obtained from the Hues of t'\n;naecs in whieh brass

is melted.

Oxide of zinc bc#omes wdlow when heated, but recovc'rs its

whiteness as the tempera^irc falls. The hydrated oxide is ])r(‘ei-

pitated from the solutidlis of tlic salts of zinc by thu addition of

potasli or soda
;

it is redissolved by an exepss of the alkaline* licpiid.

(593) Sulphide oj Ztuc ; Blende (ZnS) ; Kij. ^ ;
Sp, (h\ 4 i.

—This compound is one of the most al)undant minc'rals of zinc :

when pure it is of a pale brown colour, but generally it is lu'arly

black from admixture with sulphide of iron. It usuany i‘rvstal-

lizes in rhombic dodecahedra, but it oc(*in*s in otlier forms of the

rcjgular syst(‘m. Metallic zinc do(iS not nxidily unite with snl[)]nir:

but if rapidly heated in mixture; w ith einna])ar, (or sulphide of

mercury,) the mercury is volatilized and sulphide of zinc; is formed

with almost cxjdosivc violence. Sulphide of zinc does not fu :^

uhen heated : when roasted in tin; air it absorbs oxygen ; at a

low temperature a large portion of it is eouv(‘rtc{I into sidjduitc of

zinc, but at a higher temj)erature sulj)hurous a(*id is Ibrimce^* and

oxide of zinc is hd't. Nitric aci<l and a(|ua regia dissolve it r(‘adily.

When the salts of zinc arc mixed with hydrosuljihate of ammonia,

a wliitc, gelatinous, hydrated sulphide of zinc is ])r(‘<’ipitated,

w’hi(;h absorbs oxyg(*n quickly from air, and is re adily dissolved by^

acids.

(594) Chloride of Zinc (^iCl)
;
Etp 68--^This salt is obtained

by dissolving the metal in hydrochloric acid
;

tlu; acid is dettoni-

posed, its chlorine unites w ith the zinc, whilst its hydrogen escapes

in the gaseous foriji : the chloride of zinc dissolves. Wluni this

solution is lieated it loses water till the temperature rises to 480'^;

it then becomes anhydrous, but remains fluid, and may be heated

above 700^ F. without emitting an inconvenient amount of fumes

;

hence it is frequently employed as a hot-bath for rnaiiitainiug

objects at a high but measurable and rcgulStcd tcnij)cratiir(;. At

a red heat it distils. Pure chloride of zinc is a white, very didi-

qucsccut substance, fusible at about 212°; it is powerfully corrosive

when a])plicd to the skin. It is soluble in alcohol..

Chloride of zinc absorbs ammoniacal gas freely. Several oxy-

chlorides of zinc be formed. Chloride of zinc fdrms double
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salts with the chlorides of the ^ikaline metals ;
a concentrated

solution of the double chloride of, zinc and ammonium (H4NCI+
,

ZiiCl) is used for the puriiose of removing the film of oxide from

the surface of metals, suclj as zinc, iron, or copper, which are to

he united by tlie operation of soldering.

(595) Sulphate of Zinc (ZuO, 80;^, 7 aq, Eq. 80*5 4- 63,

Sp. Gr,, anhf/drouSy^^*(x8 i^ crystallized^ 1*931), is obtained in large

quantities as a «/csidu(i the ordinary process of procuring hydro-

gen by the action of dilute sul])liiirir acid, r It may also be pre-

parc^d ])y roasting sulidiidc of zinc at a Ijw temperature, lixiviating

the mass and crystallizing. It crystallizes in colourless, four-sided

prisms, whicli constitute the white vitriol of comnieree. In a dry

air it is (dflorcsc(‘nt
j

it dissolves in two parts and a half of water

at 60^, and irndts in its own water of crystallization when heated.

Sulphate of zinc is used medicinally in small doses; it is also

prepared ]arg(dy for tlu^ calico ])rinter.

(596) Carbonate of Zinc (ZuO, CO2, Eq. 62*3, Sj), Gr. 4*4), is

found native in vai‘ious forms, usually of a greyish or yellowish

(!olour, Ibrming one variety of catamincy which is so naincid from

its property of adhering, after fusion, in the form of reeds, to the

-i'lse of the furnace. No neutral carl)onatc of zinc can be obtained

from its salts by doiddc d('com])ositioii. ^Yhcn a hot solution of a

isalt of ziiK? is ])recipitat(‘d by a boiling solution of an alkaline car-

bonatfj, a liydrated oxycarbonate is formiid, consisting of (8 ZnO,

3 CO2 4 6 acj Schindler). Several other basic carbonates of zinc

may ])c foi'ined.

The other variety of calamine becomes electric by heat
;

it is a

Imlrated subsilicate
; (2 ZnO, Si024aq).

(397) Cii vHACTEits OP THE Sai^Js OP ZiNC.—Tlic salts of ziiic

are colourless; their solutiojis liave a styptic, metallic taste, and
act rapidly and pow erfully as emetics.

They are distinguished by giving no precipitate in acid solu-

tions with sulphuretted hydrogen
; a wdiitc sulphide of zinc witli

hydrosulphate of ammonia

;

a wdiite hydrated oxide wdth potash,

soda, or ammoniay soluble in excess of the alkali
;
a white, basic car-

bonate of zinc with the alkaline carbonates; and a wliite pre-

eqritatc with ferrocyanide of potassium.

Before the blowpipe, in the reducing flame on charcoal, the

metal is reduced and volatilized, burning into white fumes of

oxide of zinc.
^
If placed on cliarcoal and moistened with solution

of nitrate of cobalt the compounds of zinc when heated leave

a green, unfused residue.
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(598) Estimation of Zinc in^ analysis.— Zinc is Ix'st precipi-

tated for analysis by carbonate of potasli, the vvliolo solution beinj^

evaporated down to dryness
; tfie residue, which contains the car-

bonate of zinc, is washed witli l)oiling water, drieal, and converted

ignition into oxide of zinc, wdiich is weighiMl. Tlu' oxide contains,

in 100 parts, 80*26 of zinc aud'^49*74 of oxygen. If annnouiaeal

salts be present, a sufficient ^cess of the carbonate of ])otash

should be used completely to decompose the VAlts.of ammonia, the

ammonia being wlioll^ expellfjd as carbonate of ammonia during tlie

process of evaporation. Jl'lic foregoing jn-ocess is Hvot applicable to

the separation of zinc •from any but the alkaline^ basc^s.

(599) Separation of Zinc frota the AlkiUies and Alkaline

Earths .—This may be edeeted by tlie addition of* hy<lrosulj)hat(^

of ammonia to the* solution after it has been nentralizc'd by am-

monia; the zinc is thus prc(*ii)itii^Ml as siil])!nde ;
it must la?

washed with a solution of sulphnr(?tt(ul liydrog(‘n to •prevent its

oxidation, then redissolved in liydroeldorie ac*i(l and cvaporati'd to

dryness with excess of carbonate of soda: tiu* soliilile salts must be

’washed from the carbonate of zinc, which is to be eonvcrti'd into

oxide by ignition, and tlum Mcighed.

The separation of Zinc fronts Altunina and Glncina may bo

effected by dissolving all the basiis by means of an excvss of caustic?

potash, and adding hydrosulphate of ammonia; in this ease sul-

phide of zinc is alone precipitated; it may be collected ^ind its

amount determined in the manner just described.

§ 11. Caumix M.

Symbol, Cd ;
Equivalent, ;

Specific (Iravify, 48*6.

V .

(600) Cadmium is occasionally found as sulphide of cadmium,

accompanying zinc in its ores, and is obtaincal as an accidental

product during the extraction of the latter mc;tal. Being moi'(5

volatile than zinc, the greater part of the cadmium sublimes among

the first portions of the distilled metal, from which it may be ex-

tracted by dissolving them in sulphuric acid, and precipitating tin?

cadmium as sulphide by means of sulphuretted hydrogen ;
the sul-

phide may be dissolved in strong hydrochloric acid, ])recij)itated by

carbonate of ammonia, and redixccd in an earthen retort by ignition

with charcoal; the metal distils over at a heat below rt'diiess.

Cadmium is of a white colour, resembling tin, and like it

creaks when a rod of it is bent ;
it is so soft that it leaves its traces

upon paper, and possesses considerable malleability ^aiid ductility.
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Cadmium fuses at 442® P., and may lie obtained in octohedral erystals

as it cools. In tlic atnios])licre it undergoes little change^ but
^

when thrown into a red-hot crucible it takes fire, depositing brownish

yellow fumes of oxide. It is dissolved with evolution of hydrogen

when heated in sulphuric or hydrochloric acid slightly diluted ;

nitric acid, also, dissolves it freely^

(601) The oxide (CdO ; E(j. Sp. Gr. 6'g^)h obtained as a

brown anhydrous powder, by burning the metal
;

it is not fiisilde or

volatile in the furnace. A white hyd’’atcd oridc of cadmium may
be obtained by decomposihg its salts by a fixed alkali; ammonia in

excess rediss()lves it, but potash and jsoda have no such effect

:

even the aidiydrous oxide is sohdde in ammonia. Carbonate of

ammonia does not dissolve oxide of cadmium cither in the anhy-

drous or hydrated form.

The Sn/phide (CdS, E(j, 7^7), may be formed by transmitting

a current of sulpbun^tted hydrogen through a solution of a salt of

cadmium
;

it greatly resenililes orpimont in a]ipcffrance, but is

distinguished from it by its w ant of volatility when heated, and by
its insolubility iu ammonia and in the alkaline sulphides.

(602) CiiAUACTKKS OF THE Salts OF Cadmlcm.—;Thc salts of

^ulmiurn arc eolourh'ss, and resemble those of zinc : the chloride

crystallizes easily. They may he readily distinguished Jiy the

yellow preciipitatc of sulphide of cadmium which they yield with

iiulphtii:(i.txd hydjydpmin solutions; this precipitate is insoluble

.either iu ammonia or in tlie alkaline sulphides. Potash and aoda

give a ])reci])itate of white hydrated oxide, insoluble in' excess ;

(ininionla^ a similar precipitate, very soluble in excess; carbo-^

nates of potash, soda, and ammonia, a white carbonate, insolulde

111 excess
; oxalic acid, a white Jj^’eeijyitatc, soluble in hminonia

;

ferrocyanide ofpolassitK *, a ycllowislirwwhite precipitate, soluble in

hydrochloric acid. Before the blowpipe they are decomposed,

and a ring of brown oxide of cadfnium is deposited on the cool

part of the charcoal, due to the reduction and subsequent combus-
tion of the metal.

Estimation of Cadmmm.—Cadmium is readily separated from
all the foregoing metals by the action of sulphuretted hydrogen,

w Inch causes a precipitate of the yellow sulphide of cadmium from
an acidulated solution of its salts. This precipitate is rcdissolvcd

in nitric acid, deeom])osed by an excess of carbonate of soda, eva-

]>orated to dryness, washed from the soluble salts, and the resulting

carbonate of cacjinium is heated to redness, and converted into

oxide and weighed
; 100 grains of oxide of cadmium contain

87*45 of the liietal.
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§ III. *CoBALT.

Symbol, Co; Equivahht, 29*49; Specific Gravify, 8*95.

(603) Cobalt generally occurs, in combination with arsenic, as

speiss cobalt or tin white cobA (CoAsb but occasionally it is

found as cobalt glance, wliich is a compound of the arsenide ainl the

sulphide of the metal (CoS^, CoAs). (a)])art Ts^nev^r met w ith in

the native state, excej|f as an^ingnulicnt in meteoric iron in small

proportion. The black (g^ide has been #found to* some extent in

tlie Western States of America, mixed w ith the sulphide of cobalt

and with variable proj^ortions of the oxides of nu‘k(‘l, mangaiu’sc,

iron, and copper. The or(\s of .this metal occur chietly in the

primitive Tocks, and arc usually very com [> I ic.ated ; containing

.nickel, iron, and often bismuth !ind copper, min(‘ralizcd cither by

sulphur or by arsenic, or by both togethe r.

Cobalt is not used in the metallic stat(.^ in tin' arts. Many
of the corn])ouuds of cobalt are remarkabki lor the bi^auty and

brilliancy of their colour.

It is not easy to obtain the metal in a st.at(‘ of purity. , On a

small scale the ore may be treated as follows:— It is first roast

at a low but gradually rising tem])craturi‘, in order to (‘xpcl tin*

greater portion of the arsenic; aftcT Avhich it is dissolvc'd in acpia

regia, and. evaporated to drjmess to expel the exe(‘ss of acidj.it is

then redissolvQd in water, and a eurnmt of sulphuretted liydrogf'ii

is transmitted through the solution. Ibsmutli, copper, and lii(^

nnnaindcr of the arsenic are thus j)recipitate(l as sulphide's. The

tiltered liquid is boiled to (^xj)el the excess of the. gas, and a slight

excess of nitric acid is added to tlie boiling Ii({ui(l, to pc'roxldi/c the*

iron; when cold, it is dilutci^ and su|)crs:i,^irated with iunmonia
;

the peroxide of iron is precipitated, carrying w itli it a litlh^ (*obalt,

hut the Imfk of tlic cobalt renKiiiis dissolved w ith any nickel which

the ore Tuay have contained. .

The exact scj)aratioii of cobalt from nickel is' tt'dions. Ibvo

methods have been proposed, one by Hose, the other ])y Liebig

(617). Rosens method is the following:—The two metals are

thrown down from the amrnoniacal licpiid as suljdndes, by tln^ addi-

, tion of hydrosulphatc of ammonia. Tl»e sifl])hi(l(\s aix^ r(‘d issolvcd

ill nitric acid, the solution is then largely diluted, and act(‘d upon

])y a current of chlorine; after this it is digested in a <*]os(*d vessel

for 12 hours upon powdered carbonate of harytJi.^ The (diloriric

converts the cobalt into sesqiiioxide, which is gradually })reci])i-

tated by the baryta^ and remains mixed with the e.vcs.s ot cur-
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bonatc of baryta employed. This' precipitate is again dissolved in

nitric acid; the baryta removed by adding sulphate of soda^ and

the oxide of cobalt precipitated by caustic soda : the precipitate is

well washed with boiling water, and reduced in a current of

hydrogen gas, which leaves the metal in the form of a black, highly

magiu?tic j>owdcr. When nickel is to be separated from cobalt

for the purposes of analysis, Mr. Henry recommends the substitu-

tion of a solution of bromine for chlorine gas in the foregoing

process. lirornine niay be used instead^ of chlorine in many
analogous cascii with great convenience.'

If oxide of cobalt be reduced in a crucible lined with charcoal,

a carbide of cobalt is formed, which may be obtained in a well fused

button. The erueibk) niay be Ijned witli charcoal for this purpose

by dipping it into water, and filling it eornpletcly with charcoal

finely ])ow'dered, and suflieiently moistened to render it coherent

when finely beaten into the crucible
; a cylindrical cavity is then

scoopc'd out of the middle of the mass, and its interior is carefully

smoothed with a glass rod, after which the crucible is allowed to dry

slowly. Pure cobalt may also be ))roeured by heating the oxalate

in a covered porcelain crucible, encloscGl in a second earthen one,

with the ('over luted down
;
the crucibles arc then exposed for an

*Tiour to the most intense heat of a forge : a well fused button of

cobalt may generally be obtained in this manner.

Mehdlic cobalt is nearly as infusible as iron. It is of a

reddish grey colour; is hard, brittle, and strongly magnetic. It

dissolves slowly, with evolution of hydrogen, in hydrochloric and
dilute sulphuric acids, and it is freely oxidized by nitric acid; when
cxposinl to the atmosj)here it becomes slowdy converted into oxide.

The alloys of cobalt arc unimportant. Its compounds with

arsenic are intcnx'sting.. as they supply the greater part of the cobalt

lunployed in the arts. Tin ivhite cobalt, when pure, contains an
Gxiuivah'ut of each of the tw o metals {Co As), but portions of the

cobalt are frequently displaced by nichel and iron. The purest

specimens of this mineral are olitained from Tunaberg
; the ore from

this locality is the best material to employ in preparing the com-
])Ounds of cobalt. Arsenide of cobalt melts at a moderate red heat.

Bright white cobalt, or cobalt glance (CoSa+ CoAs), corresponds in

composition to mispickel : it crystallizes in cubes, octohedra, or
.

dodecahedra.

(604) Oxides of Cobalt .—There are two w^ell marked oxides of

cobalt, the protoxide CoO, which is the only salifiable base of

the metal, and the sesquioxide (Cofd^) ;
these two oxides arc

capable of qniting w'ith each other in different proportions.
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Protoxide (CoO), Eq, 37*5.—This oxide is ofan ash ^rcy colour

;

when lieated in the air it al)sorbs oxygen, and beeoinos black, it

is soluble in acids, and forms solutions which, when eon(!eutrated,

arc of a bcautiiul blue colour, but they ])econui pink on dilution.

IJJie oxide forms an important article of coniincrcc^ from its employ-
ment for the production of a bltfc colour in painting on porcelain.

When describing the preparation of nickel, process will be de-

tailed which furnishes the oxide of cobalt lit for tlys ])urpos(\

The cqjnmcrcj is a xevy impure oxide of {'obalt,

procured by imperfectly roasting cobalt o|e, mingled with 2 or
]

parts of siliceous sand.**

Smalt is a beautiful blue glass coloured by* oxid(^ of cobalt ;

it is chiefly manufactured in Saxow. In ])reparing sivndt, the cobalt

ore is first roasted
\
but the roasting is arrcst(‘d at a ])articular stage,

tlic object being to oxidize the cobalt, whilst tln^ nickel, cop}H'i’,

and iron remain in combination wdth ai'scmic and snlplnir
;

it is

neccssaiy to leave a sutticiciit amount of arsiadc in tin' mass, to

retain these metals, as the admixture of a v(;ry small (piantity of

the oxides cithe}* of iron, nickel, or co])[)('r w ith Ifti! glass s(*riously

injures tlie purity of its colour. From 4 to 3 parts of tln^ roastinl

ore in ])owdcr are next mingled with jo pai-ts of ground c;d(*ined

(pjartz, and 4 parts of carbonate of ])otasli, and tlni mixture is

slowdy melted in pots arrangt'd in a furnacMi n*s(anbling tliat nscil

in making ordinary glass. The oxide of cohalt combines jjdth tlie

fused silicate of potash
;
a det^p blue glass is thus foi'ined, w liilst tln^

mixed arsenides and sulphkhis of nickc‘1, copjx'i’, and iron fuse' and

collect at the bottom of the ])ot, in the form of a brittle mass, of

metallic appearances, commonly known as s/zeiss. The j)ot is then

skimmed, and the glass is ladled out, and pourc'd into cold watcr^

by which means it is s])lit i^^o innumerald^^ fragnumts : tlie sjx'iss

is cast into ingots and nsed in the maniiiUctnre of nickel. The

broken glass is stamped to jiowder, and suhseepicntly ground hctwceai

granite stones, which are caused to revolvej under wat(;r in a vessel,

through which a gentle stream of w ater is continually fhiw ing. Tlie

water as it flows oft* carries with it the* powdered smalt in susjieii-

sion : it is made to ])ass through a number ’of depositing v('ss(?ls,

so arranged that the overflow from the first shall j>ass into liie

second, that from the second into the third, JInd so on : ('ach of these*

vessels is successively larger than the one wliich jirccedcs it, so

that the period for which the w’^ashings arc retained in each go<fs

on progressively increasing, and the particles dcpositc'd progrc'ssivcly

increase in the minuteness of their subdivision ;
the (X)lonr hcc‘om-

ing less intense, the|greater the degree of subdivision oi its pai tieles.
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Smalt is used largely by paper-stainers, to produce a blue colour,

and it is employed to some exteut by laundresses, for correcting^

the yellow tinge in linen.

Another valuable pigment into the composition of which cobalt

enters is of a pale blue colour, and is known as Thenard^s hlv/i.

The most ap])rovcd method of pre|*[)aring it, consists in precipitat-

ing nitrate of cobalt by means of phosphate of potash, and mixing

the pBfcipitatc ^hiTst still moist with four or five times its bulk ol

the gelStinous mass ol)taiued ])y addjng car^)onatc* of soda to a

dilute solution Of alum perfectly free fivm iron. The mixture is

dried and tlien exposed to a dull red heat in a covered crucible.

The brilliancy of *the colour is much impaired by the reducing

action of t}i(> combustible gases of the fuel. The best preventive

of this (‘fleet is found to consist in placing a little red oxide of

mercury at the ])ottom of each crucible
;
by the decomposition of

this oxidoun atmosjdiere of oxygen is obtained, and the metallic

mercury is (lissij)atc(l in vajiour (llegnault, TruHe, vol. iii. p. 1 50).

Ritnnan\^ fjreen is a pigment of analogous composition, con-

taining oxide of^'cobalt combined with oxide of zinc.

11yd i*at(‘{l oxide of cobalt (IlO, CoO), is ])recipitatcd by the

juldition of jxMash or soda to solutions of any of its salts. The
])alc blue pr(‘cij)itate which is first formed is a subsalt of cobalt, but

if an (!xe('ss of alkali be us(m1, it c|uickly b('comcs violet, and finally

ros(v^*<^lo\ired, whi(di is the true colour of the hydrated oxide : tliesc

ebatiges ()(‘eur most rapidly if the licpiid be warmed. This h}^-

drat(‘d oxide is readily dissolved by solution of carl^ouatc of am-

monia, and also by excess of ammonia, especially in the presence of

a neulral ammoiiiaeal salt.

‘ Sesquioxide of Cohalt Eq. 83), may be prepared by

snspc'iiding tlu^ hydraU'd protoxide fi?>f the metal in water, and

transmitting a currout of ehlorinc through the liquid ; chloride of

ei>l)alt is formed and dissolved, whilst a black hydrated sesqnioxidc

of (X)balt is precipitated, 3 IIO. The reaction may be thus

expiTssed: 3 CoO + Cl=:Col 0, + CoCl. If the oxide of cobalt

he snspeiuh'd in a solution of potash instead of in pure water,

the whole of the cobalt is precipitated as sesquioxidc. Sesqui-

oxide of cobalt docs imt combine with acids : it may be rendered

anhydrous by a careful *ap[)licatioii of heat, but if strongly heated

it bec'omcs converted into a black oxide (CoO, C02O3), corre-

sponding with the magnetic oxide of iron. It is, however, difficult

to obtain this oxide of a fixed composition, as by a strong heat

the sesquioxidc which it contains is liable to partial decomposition.
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and the compoiind is thereby containinated n ith a variable quantity

of the protoxide of cobalt.

(605) Ammoniacal Compounds of Cobeilt.—AVlieu a solution of

a salt of cobalt in ammonia is exposed to the air, it absorljs oxygen

rapidly^ although the hydrated protoxide of cobalt alone exliiliits no
such tendency. If the hydraUid oxide be dissolTeil in an ammo,
iiiacal solution of ehloi'ide of ammonium, the absorj)tu)n of (k\yg(',n

proceeds quickly, and a remarkable vioh^f-il'd eolonr g^ually
develops itself in tlie liquid. If at this sta*gc the Tupiid lie siqjcr-

saturated with liydroehlo^’ic acid and foiled, a.ln\ivy (‘rimson

powder precipitates, leaving tlie solution eolourless ; tliis preeipitatci

may be dissolved in wat(;r .sligjitly acndulated with liydrotbloihi

acid, and as the liquid cools, beautiful ruiTv-red oetoluulral eryslals

ar(‘ fonned. According to F. Clandet {Qu(frt. Jo/irn. Vhvni. Son, i\ .

.357 )> contain the ehnneuts of 3 2 ("olL N. This

rcnnarkahle compound is (piite iusoliiljh' in hoiling li\^li'oeliIo;*ic

acid, and may be employed as a means ol* obtaining (*beitrK*:dIy

pure cobalt : at a red heat it los('s ammonia and hydroeliluraUi

of ammonia, leaving ebloride of cobalt ;

—

3 (H,,NC 1 ), 2((\)n,N) = U, NCU- 2 (!()(: 1
,

and tlie chloride of cobalt maybe rediuH'd to tho nu'tallic stab', I'y-

])assing a eiirnuit of hydrogen gas over it in a t«ibe In'ab'd to

redness. AVhen digested with water upon oxidt' of silvc'i*, tlie

cldoihie is withdrawn from the iK'W eompound, wlnlst tlw* t>»\wgen

of tlic oxide tak(!s its jiL-kh^
;

—
3 (

11
,
xx:i), 2((^)1FN) + 3 Ag()-3(ir,XO), 2((’rdL X) -I 3 AgC’l

;

a red strongly alkaline li(iui(l is tlins pro{bie(‘d, which unites with

aeids, aud foniis a pc'culiar class of salts : this alkaline solution*

emits no smell of ammonia.
^

Fremy, in an elaborate scFk^s of res(‘ar(Ti('s on tlu^ animoiiiaeal

coinponiuls of cobalt, has sliown (Ann. dr Chimlr, III. xxxv. 237)

that, indcpeiuleiit of the aniruuniaeal compounds obtainc'd with

tliC ordinary salts 6f the metal, and of tlie compounds desitrilKfd by

Claudet, three otlicr sets of salts may be ])rocuretl, wliie.h he

regards as compounds of different oxides of cobalt with various

proportions of ammonia : the first of theses bases lie narnc's o.injco-

ballia. Its salts crystallize readily, and dissolve in solution of

* Both Fremy and llogojski (Ann, der Chimw, 111 . 4r/); ''h'^

recently examined this compound, have given reasons for supposing tluit it

contains i equivalent less of hydrogen than lias heon f^sigucd to it by
Claudet.
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ammonia without change, hut when placed in cold water they are

dccom])oscd with evolution of oxygen and deposition of a green

subsalt ; the salts of this base hppear to contain a binoxide of

cobalt, which, how ever, cannot be isolated. The second base, from

the yellow colour of its salts, he terms luteocobaltia

;

this base has

been isolated
;

it has a strong alkaline reaction, and its salts crys-

tallize easily. The third base is termed fuscobaltia ; it forms brown

iincrystallizable^ salts. The base of Claudet’s salts Fremy terms,

from tlie red colour of its compounds, roscocobaliia. For details

regarding the pi'cparatiop of these difereiit compounds, the reader

is referred to tlic memoir already quoted.
,

c

All the compounds of each qf* these four bases, when boiled

wdth solutions of caustic ])otash or of soda, arc decomposed, and

hydrated sesquioxidc of cobalt (C02 O3, IIO), is precipitated, whilst

ammonia is ex])ellcd.

f/dl<Hving table will afford a general comparative view of

these diflenuit classes of salts, including the double salts wdiich

ammonia forms w ith the protoxide of the metal :

—

1.

Double l^alts of Ammonia and Protoxide of Cobalt,

Nitrate . . CoO, NO5 3 H^N, 2 IIO

Chloride . CoCl, 3 H3N, 3 IIO

2

.

Salts of Oxycobaltia,

Nitrate . . 2(000., NOJ 5 ir3N, 2 HO
Sulphate . 2(Co02, SO3) 5 II3N, 3 HO

3.

Salts of Luteocobaltia,

Nitrate .
. 3 NO^, 6 II3N

Chloride . C02CI3, 6 H3N

4.

Salts of Fimcohaltia,

Nitrate , . C0.O3, 2 NO5, 4 H3N, 3 HO
Chloride . Co.Cl.O, 4 H3N, 3 IIO

5.

Salts of Boseocobaltia {Claudel’s Salts).

Nitrate . . C02O3, 3 NO5, 5 H3N
Chloride <>. C02CI3, 5 H3N, HO.

(606) Compounds of.Cobalt with Sulphur,—Three sulphides of

this metal may be obtained,—a protosulphide, CoS, a sesquisul-

phidc, C02S3, And a bisulphide, CoSg. The most important of

these is iDliq protosulphide

^

which may be procured by precipitating
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a solution of acetate of cobalt by sulpburetted hydrogen, or by
mixing any neutral solution of a salt of cobalt with hydrosulpliate

T^f ammonia. In this form it speedily absorbs oxygen from the

air, and becomes converted into sulphate of eobalt. If a mixture

of oxide of cobalt be fused with persulphides of potassium (the liver

of sulphur) in a covered crucilJt^, a fused siiljdiide of cobalt is

obtained at the bottom of the crucible.

(607) Chloride of Cohalt, (CoCl, Eq. 65* GV. 2*937),

obtained as a lilac-col(jured syihydrous mass by j)assiug chlorine

over metallic cobalt ;
it is ^^latile at a higlitemperatiTre. My dissolv-

ing the oxide of cobaltMii hydrochloric acid,M:he hydrated (*hlorule

may be obtained in ruby-ix'd octohcdral crystals, Vhu'h are rc'adily

soluble in Avater and alcohol ;
its a(|iuH)iis solution when con-

centrated is of a deep blue colour, but on diliitioji it becomes pink.

This dilute solution may be used as a sym])atlietic ink
;
chara(*ters

traced Avith it on paper, though invisible Avlien cold, bcef)iiu‘ bhui

by heat, and again fade as the hygroscopic moistun^ of tlu^ j)aper

is restored from the air : the colours of this ink may bo varied at

pleasure
;
the addition of a small proportion of a “salt of peroxide

of iron renders it green ;
zinc produces a red, and eop[)cr a

yelloAV tint.

The Sulphate of Cobalt (CoO, SO;j -f 7 aep Eq. 77*5 + <^3,

Sp.Gr. anhydrous 3*531)^ isomorphous Avith sul[)hate of magnesia.

Nitrate of Cobalt (CoO, K05-f6a([, Eq. 91*5 + 154), i'i^ire-

pared by dissolving tlie oxide in nitric aend. It is a dclicpiescent

salt Avliich is sometimes emjiloycd as a reagent for tli(^ b]ow])ij)(*
;

a fragment of the compound under examination is supported either

upon charcoal, or upon a bent platinum Avirc', and moistened with

a minute quantity of a strong solution of the nitrate of cobalt.

When treated in this way, Hj^any of the compounds of magnesia

yield a pale pink-coloured mass after ignition
;
those of oxide of

zinc give a green residue, and those of alumiika a 1)1 uc.

If a concentrated solution of nitrites of potash be gradually

added to a solution of nitrate of cobalt acidulated with nitric acid,

a beautiful orange yellow compound is precipitated : it is sparingly

soluble, and, according to St. Eatc, by Avhom it was discovered,

consists of 2(K0, NO3 + C0O NO5) + aq.

• A hydrated arseniate of cobalt, {3 CoO, •AsjjOg + 8 aq) is found

native, and is known as cobalt bloom.

(608) Carbonates of Cobalt .—Cobalt resembles magnesia, zinc,

and nickel, in the circumstance that AA'hen solutioi^ of its neutral

salts are mixed with a solution of carbonate of soda or [kotash, tin?

precipitate which fal^ is not a neutral carbonate, but a mixture of
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neutral carbonate with hydrated oxide of cobalt. If the two solutions

be mixed when hot^ the red precipitate is said to have the formula

(5 CoO^ % CO2, 4 aq). If the sal^s be mixed at the ordinary tern-’

perature, the ])recipitate is of a brighter red^ and has a composition

(4 CoO, 2 CO^-f 7 aq). If cither of these precipitates be boiled

with an excess of carbonate of.fioda^ it as^sumes an indigo blue

colour, and is converted into the compound 4 CoO, COg, 4 aq, which

absorbs oxygen^ and' becomes green during washing.

A true neittral carbbnatc, 3(CoO, CO2) 2 aq, is formed by digest-

ing cither of tlio basic carbonates of ^i5obalt with bicarbonate of

soda or ammonia.

(609) Characters of the Salts of Cobalt.—The crystallized

salts of cobalt are red; when aiihydrous they arc usually lilac.

Their solutions u hen in a very concentrated form arc blue
;
at a

particular, stage of dilution they ara red wluui cold, but become

blue on heating them, the red colour ri'turning as the liquid cools:

when mixed witli a larger jn’oportioii of water they exhibit a deli-

cate rose colour, and this tint is ])erccj>tiljle even when the solution

is very much diluted. I’lity have an astringent metallic taste.

Before the hhywjnpe the compounds of col)alt are recognised

Tt)y the intense blue colour wliich they communicate to a bead of

borax in the oxidating flame.

In solution the salts of this metal give no precipitate with

snlphuretted hydroyen^ if the licjuid be sliglitly acidulated with sul-

phuric or hydrochloric acid. With hydrosidj}hate of ammonia they

yield a black sul})hido. Corhonate ofpotash gives a rose-coloured

basic carI}onate, v hich is sohdde in carbonate of ammonia. Potash

gives a blue subsalt, wliich by excess of the alkali becomes rose-

coloured. Ammoma pipduccs a simi^rT effect, but readily dissolves

the precipitate, forming a reddish solution w Inch rapidly absorbs

oxygen from the air, and becomes green. The soluble oxalates

give a s])aringly soluble pink oxalate of cobalt, which is soluble in

nitric acid and in ammonia. Ferrocyanlde of potassium gives a

dirty green, and ferridcyanlde ofpotassium a bulky reddish brown
precipitate.

(610) Estimation of Cobalt,—Cobalt can only be estimated

with accuracy in the rictallic form. Supposing that no compound
of any other metal susceptible of precipitation by hydrosulphate of

ammonia be present, except cobalt, the solution is to be neutralized

and then mixed wdtli hydrosulphate of ammonia, taking care to add

as small an excess of the hydrosulphate as possible ; the liquid is
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next to be wanned, the precipitate allowed to settle in a beaker
closed by a glass plate, tlieu collected on a filter, and washed with

^vater containing a little sulphui^ettcd hydrogen. Tlic alkalu s are

’prevented from eflccting the complete precipitation of cobalt, as

well as of iron, of nickel, of copper, and of many otlicT nierals,

by the presence of certain kinds of organic inarter, such as that

derived from the paper of the fiK^r
; special precautions are there-

fore required to avoid this accident. For tlris- puri)()sc thi‘ neck

of the funnel wdth the filter and its eontcfits is introduced into a

small flask, a hole is made Av!th a glass nxl in the. bottom of the

filter, and the precipitances Avashed into tlic flask
;
the filter afte r

being moistened with concentrated nitric*, acid, is*again ’svaslicd
;

it

is then dried, burnt, and the ash added to the contents ol‘ the'

flask, which arc now boiled with nitric ac*id until the sul])lddi* o,^*

cobalt is dissolved. The liquid thus obtained is diluted and poiircnl

off from any particles of njulissolved sulj)luir. The cpl>alf thus

brouglit into solution by the nitric acid is ])iv(!ipitatc(l in the form

of hydrated oxide by an excess of potash
;

the oxide is thoroughly

washed with boiling water, dried, ignited, amU wciglu^d. I'hc*

amount of cobalt cannot be safely inferred IVom the we ight of this

oxide, as it consists

of a mixture of Imu. .^,04.

protoxide and scs-

quioxide of cobalt

in variable propor-

tions. The oxide is

therefore reduced in

a current of dry and

pure hydrogen in

the manner shown
in fig.304. The tube,

e, is weighed when
empty; then a certain proportion of the oxide of cobalt is intro-

duced in the bulb*, and the tube is again weighed; hydrogen is

generated in the bottle, a, and allowed to traverse tlie apparatus ;

b contains a solution of potash, and c one of nitrate of sih er,

which are designed to arrest any traces of arseniuretted hydrogc'u ;
oil

^
of vitriol is placed in d for the purpose of drying the gas : a dull rcxl

*hcat is next applied to the bulb, e, and as soon as water ceasrs to

form, the reduction is complete : the lamp is then removed from

the bulb, but the current of hydrogen is maintained till the tu))e

is quite cold. The tube and its contents tlion ^eiirhcd a thiid

3 K
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time, and the proportion of metallic cobalt which a given weight

of the oxide under trial contained, is thus ascertained.

(6ii) Separation of Cobalt from the Alkalies and Alkaline,^

Earths, andfrom Alumina.—This is readily effected by the addition

of hydrosulphate of ammonia to the solution previously neutralized

by ammonia. If alumina be presgpt, it will accompany the cobait,

but if this precipitate be redissolvcd in acid, and again thrown

down by means of •caustic potash in excess, the alumina will be

retained ; the oxide of cobalt is, however, apt to carry down traces

of alumina
;

t^ese may be removed hy trlating the precipitated

oxide by means of a mixture of ammonia^and chloride of ammonium,

which dissolves the cobalt, but leaves any traces of alumina wdiich

may have accompanied dt. The cobalt is again precipitated by

hydrosulpliate of ammonia.

The separation of Cobalt from Zinc is not easy. One of the

best methods consists in precipitating the metals together in the

form of sulphides, dissolving this precipitate in nitric acid, and

then adding an excess of carbonate of potash, and evaporating to

drjuicss. After ,the mixed car])onates of zinc and cobalt have been

well washed, they are heated in a bulb tube in a current of dried

hydrochloric acid. The open end of the tube is in this case bent

^lowuwards at a right angle, and the aperture is made to dip into

a small quantity of w ater contained in a flask
; the chloride of

zinc, which is volatile, is carried forward in the current of gas, a

I)orti6ii of it is condensed in the bend of the tube, and the remainder

is dissolved in the water placed for its reception. Chloride of

cobalt alone remains in the bulb. The portion of the tube in

which the chloride of zinc has been condensed is cut off' wdicn the

operation is complete, and is allow-ed to fall into the flask. The
zinc and the cobalt are then easily determined separately by the

usual methods.

§ IV.

—

Nickel.

Symbol, Ni
; Equivalent, 29*54 ; Specific Gravity, 8*82.

(612) Nickel is a metal, the peculiar characters of which were
first recognised in i75li byCronstedt; it has a remarkable analogy

to cobalt, and alw’ays occurs associated with it in nature, both as

a constituent of meteoric iron, and in its ores, which present a

composition analogous to those of cobalt. It is most abundant in

the form of khpfemickel, which is a diarsenide of nickel, and is
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extracted either from this ore or from speiss, which is an impure
arseuiosulphide of nickel, formed during tlic manufacture of smalt.

As the metal itself is now extensively used in alJo5^s, of which
German silver is one of the most important, great pains have been
taken to procure it in a state of comparative purity, and several

processes have been proposed. .According to Loflyct, the process

by which nickel is extracted frdin speiss at Birmingham on tlic

large scale is as follows ;—The speiss is first ^used with chalk and
fluorspar, the metallic mass obtained is reduced \o powder, and
roasted for twelve hoifrs e<])cl the arsmiic

;
the ^’csiduc is thou

dissolved in hydrocliloric^afld
; the solution is diluted, and the iron

peroxidized by the cautious addition of bleacliing pow der. Milk of

lime is then carefully added so long ])eroxidc of iron falls,

which carries down wdtli it the last portions of arsenic : this

precipitate is well washed, and the lupiicl wliieli contains all the

cobalt and nickel is treated with a curreut of sulphuretted hydro-

gen
;
the sulphides of co})per, bismuth, and lead, arc thus prccipi-

tated, and arc thoroughly washed. All the nicked and cohalt still

remain in the liquid
;
this licjuid is again tniated with chloride

of lime : the whole of the cobalt is thus tlirown dow n as peroxide

;

after which the whole of the nickel is separated from the solution

ill the form of hydrated oxide by adding milk of lime as long as

any precipitate is produced.

Nickel may be obtained pure upon a small scale, !)y dissolving

the roasted ore in aqua regia, evaporating to expel the cacoss

of acid, redissolviug in water, and transmitting a current of sul-

phuretted hydrogen. The filtered li(|uid is boiled with nitric acid,

to peroxidizc the iron 3
the solution is ])r(‘cipitated by an excess of

caustic ammonia, filtered from the oxide of iron, and to llie blue

liquid caustic potash is added until the blue tint nearly disa])pcars

;

a pale green precipitate, consisting of hydrated oxide of* nickel and

potash is thus obtained, which must be well waslicd with hot water

to remove the potash, and then reduced by ignition in a current

of hydrogen gas. Tf heated for an liour by means of a blacksmith^s

forge, in a crucible lined with charcoal, a well-fused button of

carbide of nickel is produced. A button of the pure metal may

however be procured by heating the oxalate of nickel intensely in

^a crucible with a luted cover, without any,other reducing agent

than the carbonic oxide furnished by its own decomposition.

Pure nickel is a brilliant, silver white, ductile metal, little more

fusible than iron. At ordinary temperatures it is susceptible of

magnetism, but it loses this property almost cntircl/ if heated to a

3k2
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point exceeding 630® F., though it recovers its magnetic power on

cooling. Nickel becomes oxidized by exposure to a current of air at

a high temperature. The metal il easily attacked by nitric acid and

aqua regia, and is dissolved slowly with evolution of hydrogen in

sulphuric or in hydrochloric acid. Owing to the remarkable

whitening powc?which nickel exerts on brass, it is now much used

in the manufacture of packfoiig, or German silver, a compound of

zinc, nickel, and cop{)er, in which the proportions of the metals may
vary considerably. A good alloy consists of 5 equivalents of

copper, 3 of zi»c, and 3 /)f nickel, or in ‘100 parts, of 51 of copper,

30*6 of zinc, and 18*4 of nickel. PackWg is of a yellowish white

colour, and when freshly polished closely resembles silver in

appearance.
*

The native arsenides of nickel arc injportant, as they form the

principal ores of the metal. Kupfernlckel (Ni2As) is a combina-

tion cont/iiiiing 44 ])arts of nickel to 56 of arsenic
;
part of the

arsenic is sometimes displaced by an equivalent amount of anti-

mony. Arsenical ^ticket is a combination of an equivalent of each

metal (NiAs): by ignition in close vessels it loses half its arsenic,

and becomes converted into kupfcrnickcl. A compound of nickel

A>'ith arsenic and sulphur, corresponding to misj)ickel, and known
as nickel glance (NiS2 + NiAs), is also found native.

(613) Compounds of Nickel with Oxygen.—Nickel forms two
oxidesj a protoxide, NiO, and a sesquioxide, Ni^Oj.

7'he Protoxide (NiO, E(j. 37*5), may be obtained in the anhy-

drous form by igniting the carbonate of the metal in a covered

crucible, when it is left of an olive green colour. It may be pro
cipitated from its salts by potash, as a bulky light green hydrate,

' (NiO, HO), and may be oljtaiucd crystallized by boiling carbonate

of nickel in solution of ammonia, ^"‘xidc of nickel forms insoluble

compounds with {)otash or soda, w hicli, however, may be decornjiosed

by frequent washings wdth boiling water. Baryta, strontia, and
several other bases, also form with it insoluble compounds

; ammo-
nia dissolves it, forming a deep blue solution'; when fused wdtii

borax, the oxide colours the glass of a hyacinth yellow, which
becomes less intense as it cools.

The Sesquioxide 83), is a black powder which may
be procured by treating the hydrated protoxide with solution of,

chloride of soda. It docs not combine with acids, and gives off a
portion of its oxygen by ignition, or by heating with nitric or sul-

phuric acids, which form with it salts of the protoxide.

(614) Sulphide of Nickel (NiS, Eq. 45
*

5), occurs native in

greyish or yellowish capillary crystals ; it may^be formed artificially
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by fusion^ and can be obtained as a black liydrate when a salt of

nickel is precipitated by sulphide of amnioniam. It may also be
^ocurcd by fusing an alkaline persulphide with arsenide of nickel,

and is left in yellow crystalline scales. A disvfpinde (Ni^8) lias

been formed by reduction of the sulphate of nickel by means either

of charcoal or of hydrogen gas.
^

Chloride of Nickel (NiCl, Eq. 65), is formed by dissolving the

oxide in hydrochloric acid. Its solution, on* cvaiuiration, yields

green hydrated crystal^; by h^at it may be obtained as a yellowish

brown anhydrous mass, vi^ich at a higli\temperattir(‘ is volatiU^

and condenses in yellow ^crystalline scales, wliieli dissolve slowly in

water.

Sulphate of Nickel (NiO, SO.f 7 aq), Eq. 77‘5 4-<^\3, Sp. Or
cryst, 3*037.—‘This salt crystallizes in green rhombic prisms, which,

when exposed to light, are converted witliout loss of n ater into

small regular octohedra, aggregated together in fine fortn of the

original crystal, which becomes ojiaque. It may be obtained in

octohedra at once by crystallizing at a temperatui’c betwccen 60°

and 80^ F. A double sulphate of potash and nicktd (NiO, SOjj-h

K(), SO;j-f 6 aq, Sp. Gr. cryst. 3*190, dry 2*897), may be formed

by adding potash to the impure solution of sjxnss, and by r(q>(‘at('d

(crystallizations may be freed from all impurities (‘xcuept trae('s of

iron and cobalt: it was at one time used as a means of purifying

nickel for commercial purposes. Other double sul])hatcs of Jiiukel

may be formed.

Carbonates of Nickel.—There arc several basic carbonates of

nickel, of a green colour. The neutral carbonate^ precipitates as a

crystalline powxUir, wdien a solution of nitrate ol’ nickel is poured

into a large excess of bicarbonate of soda.

(615) Characters of the S.\lts of Nickel.—The salts of

this metal are of a delicate green colour, both wlum in tlie solid

state and when in^ solution. They have a sweetish astringent

metallic, taste, and when taken internally excite vomiting.

Before the blowpipe salts of nickel give in the (jxidating flame

Avitli borax, a reddish yellow glass, which becomes much jialer as

it cools. In the reducing flame greyish particles of rcjduced nicked

are disseminated through the bead.

In solution sulphuretted hydrogen gives no precipitate if tlic

liquid be acidulated with sulphuric acid, Hydrosulphate of Am

•

monia gives a black sulphide. Ammonia gives a jxiJe green pre-

cipitate, soluble in excess of ammonia, foiming a bi’ight blue

solution. Potash ai|d Soda throw down a pale green bulky
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hydrated oxide of nickel. The carbonates of the alkalies give a

pale apple green precipitate oi^ basic carbonate of nickel, whicji

is readily soluble in carbonate of ammonia. Ferrocyanide ofpotas-

sinm gives a greenish white, and ferridcyanide of potassium a

yellowish green^ precipitate 4

(616) Estimation 0/ iSTicfteZ.-N-Nickel is best estimated in the

form of protoxide, .wjiich, when precipitated by means of potash,

requires patient washing with hot water to remove the adhering

alkali : 100 parts of protoxide of nickel /jontain 78 ’69 of the metal.

Separation of Nickdt from the Alhalies and Earths, and from
Zinc,—For this ^purpose the same processes as those adopted for

the separation of cobalt (^11) may be employed.

(617) Separation from Cobdli,—The method advised by Liebig

for this j)urpose is the ])est. The cobalt and nickel having been

freed from all other substances except salts of potash or soda, are

precipita*ccd in the form of hydrated oxides, which after partial

w^asliing from the adlieriiig alkaline salts, are mixed with caustic

potash and a decided excess of hydrocyanic acid
;
the mixture

is then boiled for ten minutes in order to expel the greater part

of the excess of hydrocyanic acid, and to convert the oxides into

. double cyanides of cobalt and nickel. A cobalticyanide of potas-

sium, (Kj^Co^Cy^.), is formed, attended with escape of hydrogen

;

a double cyanide of nickel and potassium, (KCy-f NiCy) is produced

at the same time. The formation of the cobalticyanide may be

traced as follows : cyanide of cobalt is first formed, HCy + CoO=
CoCy-f HO, and this cyanide of cobalt, by boiling with an excess

of cyanide of potassium and hydrocyanic acid, yields cobalticyanide

of potassium and free hydrogen, 2 CoCy -f- 3 KCy -f HCy=
(K.J, (k^^Cy^j) + H. The double cyanide of nickel and potassium is very

simply formed, as wdtii nickel no c&mpound corresponding to the

cobalticyanide is obtained ; 2 KCy 4* lSIiO= (KCy -h NiCy) -f HO.
If the solution be now boiled with very finely levigated oxide of

mercury, the nickel salt is decomposed, hydrated oxide of nickel

is precipitated, and cyanide of mercury is produced :

—

(KCy+ NiCy) +HgO= (KCy+ HgCy) + NiO.

The cobalticyanide of potassium is not decomposed by the

oxide of mercury, but remains in solution, and may be filtered

from the oxide of nickel, which requires to be carefully ignited in

a platinum crucible till it ceases to lose weight. The cobalt may
then be precipitated from the filtrate as a white subcobalticyanide

of mercury by the addition of solution of subnitrate of mercury

;

the precipitate is collected, dried, and ignited, when pure oxide
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of cobalt is left, which may he reduced to the metallic state in a
current of hydrogen.

§ V. UttANIUM.

Symbol, U •,^Equivalent, 6o. ,

(6 1 8) Uranium is a metal the compoij^jicls of which arc but

sparingly distributed over the surface of the earth. It was originally

discovered by Klaproth, in
i4tchblcnde, wliicli contains nearly 8o

percent, of the black oxidg^^f uranium (2 UO, the remainder

of the mass consists df variable quantities of copper, lead, iron,

arsenic, and frequently of cobalt and nickel. Uranite^ which is a

mineral of micaceous structure, of rarer occurrence, consists of a

hydrated double phosphate of lime and uranium : (CaO, 2UwO;^,r()-,

8 aq). Chalcolite is a similar mineral, in which oxide of copper

takes the place of lime.

In order to extract uranium from jutehblcnde, the mineral is

heated to redness and thrown whilst red-hot into water, after

which it admits of being readily pulverized : Ebelhicn advises that

the ore should then be treated in tlie following manner :—The fine

powder is to be washed with dilute hydrochloric acid, heated with

cliarcoal, and digested in strong hydrochloric acid, by uhiirh the

earthy matters and most of the iron, arsenic, and sulphur are re-

moved
; the washed residue is to be roasted and then trejited, with

nitric acid ; the solution is evaporated nearly to dryness and dilutid :

arseniate of iron is thus precipitated. Suliduiretted hydrogem is then
* to be transmitted through the filtered solution; the liquid is next

to be filtered from the sulphides of co])per, lead, and arsenic thus

formed
; it is again evaporated, until crystals of pernitrate of ura-

nium begin to form. This sjllt is to be decomposed by heating it to

redness, and the oxide of uranium which is left is to be mingl<*xl with

charcoal and heated in a glass tube through which a current of dry

chlorine is passing ;
cai’bouic acid and carbonic oxide arc formed, and

a volatile green protochloride of uranium sublimes. This chloi’idc

when heated with potassium in a platinum crucible yields chloride

of potassium and metallic uranium : intense heat is evolved during^

the reaction of the potassium on the chloride of uranium, and the

resulting metal is partially fused. The isolation of metallic uranium

-is due to M. Peligot {Arm, de Chitnie, III, v., 5), the substance

originally supposed to be the metal having been proved by him to

be its Jwotoxide. ,

Uranium as thus obtained is of white colour : it appears to

be slightly malleable ; it is not oxidized by exposure to air or to
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water at ordinary temperatures ; but if heated in the air it bui*ns

brilliantly : sulphuric and hydrochloric acids dissolve it with extri-

cation of hydrogen gas. In its chemical relations it is closely

analogous to iron and manganese.

(619) Compounds of Uranium with Oxygen*— Uranium forms

two principal o^ades^ Vi protoxide \50,
and a sesquioxide^ U2O3

:

two intermediate oxides may also be obtained, the black oxide

y

2 U0-{-U203, and green oxide, UO + U2O3.

Tlie Vrotoxide (UC), Eq* 68) may be^ol^aincd in several ways,

one of the easics^.t consists in igniting the j^^atoxalatc in close vessels.

In its anhydrous state the dilute acids arc w^ithout action upon it, but

its hydrate dissolves readily, forming green crystallizable salts.

I'he Black Oxide (2 UO -f UgOy) may be procured by heating

the protoxide to bright redness, and suddenly cooling, or by igniting

the jicrnitratc of uranium. It furnishes a pure and intense black,

liighly prized for colouring porcelain.

The Greefi Oxide (UO + Ua^^a) procured by heating the black

oxide moderately in a current of oxygen or in the open air
;
by

more intense ignition it becomes re-converted into the black oxide,

and again is partially re-oxidized as it cools. It is soluble in hot

(;one(‘ntrated sulphuric acid, but does not form distinct salts.

The Sesquioxtde (U^O^) j)erforms the i)art both of an acid and

of a base. It is with dilficulty obtained in a pure state. By
expos^ing the pcroxalatc of uranium to the sun’s rays a brownish-

violet pov/der, a hydrate of the green oxide, is deposited, while car-

bonic acid makes its escaj)c ; this precipitate absorbs oxygen on

exposure to the air, and becomes converted into a greenish-yellow

mass, which acTording to Ebelmen is a hydrate of the sesqnioxide

2aq). The sesquioxide may be obtained in the anhydrous state

as a brick-red jiow^der by.Jieating this/aydratc to a temperature not

exceeding 572*^ F. Peroxide of uranium combines readily with acids,

and forms salts of a bright yellow colour. If an attempt be made to

procure the peroxide by decomposing the solutions of these salts by
the addition of an alkali, an insoluble yellow precipitate, a uranate

of the base falls, which cannot be decomposed even by boiling water:

the commercial oxide is a hydrated uranate of ammonia, from which
Jieat expels the water and ammonia, and also converts the peroxide

into the black or the gis'cn oxide. Its compounds with the earths,

liowever, stand a strong heat without decomposition, and are em-
ployed to communicate a beautiful and peculiar yellow to glass.

(620) Protochloride of Uranium (UCl) is a green, volatile deli-

quescent compound, which is decomposed by water ; the method of

preparing it has already been described (618). If dry hydrogen gas
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be transmitted over the protochloride of uranium Trhile it is teiiig

heated to redness in a glass tube,.a mbchloridc (U4CI3) is produced,
Vhich crystallizes in slender dark-brown needles, which arc but
slightly volatile j they are very soluble in water, and form a deep
purple solution. Ammonia throws down a brown suboxide, which
rapidly absorbs oxygen from th5 ,air. An oxychloride (U.,t’10,), or

(2 U2O3+ U2CI3), is formed by passing chlorine over tlu- protoxide

of the metal ; it is deliquescent, and forms a yellow solution with
water; with the alkaliije chlorides it forms remarkable do\d)le salts

;

the double salt with chlorijjp of potassium Consists of*(K(’l, I -f

2 aq) and crystallizes in thornbic tables of a grccnish-ycllow colour.

(621) ClIAllACTERS OF THE COMPOUNDS OF T'KANIUM. 1. TllC

salts of the protoxide of uranium have a g-reon colour, and have a

strong tendency to form doul)le salts with salts of the alkalim' metals

wliich contain the same acid as themselves. Animxhita and tlu^

lies give a gelatinous, hlackish-hrown precipitate of hydrated oxide,

which absorbs oxygen and becomes yellow from tlu* formation of

sesquioxide of uranium, which unites with the exc^ess of alkali.

jjJburetted hydrogen produces no precipitate
;
but hydrosttJjthdtv of

anirnonia occasions a black deposit of sulphidi^ of ui'anium. OxaUde

,

of ammonia gives a greenish-white ])recipitat(‘ ol oxalate of uranium.

Solutions of the green salts of uraniuni rapidly absorb oxygen, and

arc converted by nitric acid into per.'>alts,ev(‘u without the* ai[U)4
'

4ieat.

2. The salts of the peroxide are yellow, ami all ot them contain,

even when crystallized from strongly acid solutions, i ecpviva-

lent only of sesquioxidc to i equivalent of the a(*id. The per-

nitratc, for instam^^ wdiieli crystallizes in long striated i)risins,

consists of (U2OJ3, NO5, 6 acj). Numerous double salts of this

oxide have also been forrne(i»: the ])er.sul{)]»ate of uranium and

potash consists of (KO, + SO;,-f 2 m}). The persalts of

uranium give with ammonia a yellow pre(*i[)itate, consisting of

uranate of ammoqia; with fitrrocynnide of potasdum they yield

a hair-brown precipitate. By the action of ammonia they are distin-

guished at once from the compounds of copi)cr, which give a blue

solution on the addition of an excess of ammonia, thougli they yield a

precipitate with the ferrocyanide similar in colour to that furnished

by the salts of uranium. Sulphuretted hydrSgen producers no preci-

pitate, but hydrosulphate of ammonia gives a yellowish- i)rowii sul-

phide. Carbonates of the aWa/ie^give ay^ellow, granular precipitate,

soluble in excess of the precipitant ;
these precipitates arc double

carbonates* of uranium and of the alkali employed. With infusion

of nut galls a dark-brown precipitate is produced.
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{622,) Estimation of Uranium .—Uranium is usually estimated in

the form of protoxide, to which it is reduced by heating the sesqui-

oxide to redness in a glass tube in a current of hydrogen ;
the tube

must be sealed up whilst full of hydrogen, and weighed in this con-

dition, to prevent: the oxide from reabsorbing oxygen from the a^r.

Uranium is separated from the alkalies by converting it into a

persalt by nitric acid, if not already in that condition, and then pre-

cipitating it in tlie forrn of yellow uranatc of ammonia. If baryta,

stroutia, lime, or magnesia be present, thc^ adc^itioii of sulphuric acid

separates the first two bases in the fonf^ of sulpliates ; if lime or

magnesia be* i)rcscnt, the solution is filterecl from the precipitate,

the filtrate evaporated tq. dryness, and then lieatcid with alcohol of

specific gravity 0*900 ; the suljdlatc of lime and magnesia remain

unacted upon, whilst the pcrsnl])hate of uranium is dissolved.

Alumina, glucina, zinc, cobalt, and nickel, may be separated

from uraiiium by adding bicarbonate of potash to the acidulated

solution : a double carbonate of potash and uranium remains in

tlic li(|uid, whilst the earths, and other metallic oxides, are ])reci-

])itated. For the success of this exjuanment it is necessary, if the

salts of ammonia be present, tliat th(?y slioidd be expcdhnl, by evapo-

.. rating the solution to dryness and igniting the residue before efiect-

ing the preeij)itation of tlu^ various bases with bicarbonate of potash.

Ikon.

Symbolj Fc
;
Equivalent^ 28; Bpedfic Gravity, 7.844.

(623) Condilion of Iron in Nature,—Ikon is more extensively

^diffused than any other metal ; not only is it abundant in the inor-

ganic creation, but it is an essential constituent in the blood of the

vertebrate animals. ***

Iron has been occasionally found hi the native form accompany-
ing th(' i)res of platinum

;
but when it occurs in the metallic state

it is generally met with in meteoric masses p.ssociated with nickel,

(!obaIt, and small quantities of other metals, among which are copper,

manganese, and chromium. Sonu> of these masses which have
fallen in an ignited state from the atmosphere are of very consi-

derable size. One diseoverc'd in Siberia, by Pallas, weighed 1600 lb.,

and a block found in tin* district of CLaco-Gualamba, in South
America, is estimat'd at between thirteen and fourteen tons wxight.

These extraordinary bodii's are unimportant as sources of iron.

The ores of iron are numerous. The most valuable arc the

following :

—

I. Magnetic Iron Ore (FcO, re203), Or. 5*09, or loadstone ;
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tliis is found in enormous masses, or even mountains, amongst the

primary formations. Much of the best Swedish iron is obtained

from this material, which is also abundant in North America.
Occasionally it is found in detached octohedral crystals.

^ 2. Specular Iron Ore, or Fer Oligiste, Sp. Gf. 5 2.—Tliis is an
anhydrous sesquioxide of iron.(rej,^^8) '• h occurs in the primary

rocks. The principal part of the cclchratQd. lillba iron, and also a

large quantity of Russian and of Swedish^iron, arc obtained from

this source.

3. Red Hoimaiiie another form

of the anhydrous peroxule : it is sometinu's found massive, but more

generally in fibrous crystalline nodul(‘s. ,^'''his ore is largc^ly raised

in Lancashire and in some parts T)f Cornwall.

4. Broicn Hfematiie (2 Fc^O.j, 3 IIO), Sp, C?\ about 3*9.

—

This is a hydrated peroxide of iron, whieli geueridly occurs massive

.

It is, however, also met with in tlic otditie strata in sotue ])arts of

France, in the form of rouiuhid masses ternu'd pea iron ore, mixed

with a small proportion of clay. Much of the Frc'neh iron is

obtained from this source. Brown hjcmatite is readily soluble in

hydrochloric acid
;

it is less refractory in tb(‘ furua(u.‘ than the pre-

ceding variety, wliich is seldom worked alone, but generally ii:

mixture with other ores. The brown luenuitite, wIhmi roasted

becomes porous from the loss of its water, and is thus rend(TC'('

more manageable. Mixed with variable proportions of vnrtli or

clay this oxide of iron forms the varieti(‘s of umber and oebr(,‘s

It occurs principally in the secondary and tc'rtiarv dejiosits.

5. Spathic Iron, or Carbonate ofIron (FeC), CCX), Sp, (Jr. 3*8.

—

This is found in crystalline masses often combimHl with carbonate of

magnesia and with a eonsidcrable jwoportion of rnangaiu^sc', as in the

Saxony ores. Much of tliN so-called minral steel is made from

this ore.

6. Clay Ironstone is the chief source of the enormous (puintity

of iron manufactured in Great Britain. It is an impure carbonate

of iron, containing generally from 30 to 33 \)cx cent, of metallic

iron, mingled with varying proportions of (*lay, oxide of manganese*,

lime, and magnesia. This argillaceous ironstone occurs in band^

broken up into nodules, or in continuous seams, from two to four-

teen inches thick, alternating with beds*of coal, clay, shale, or

limestone, in the coal measures difiused over large areas in South

Staffordshire, South Wales, and some other parts of Great Britain.

It is also found in the United States, and in B^liernia and other

countries* of central Europe. It has a specific gravity ranging

between 27 and 3*^.
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7. The Black Band of the Scotch coal fields is also a carbonate

of iron^ but the principal foreign matter in this mineral is of a

bituminous or combustible nature,

8. A siliceous ironstone, occurring in the oolite in the neigh-

bourhood of Northampton, has been found to a large extent, and

is now beginning to be worked.

9. Another, but cojnparativcly an unimportant ore, of a brown

colour, known as hog-iron ore, is a mixture of hydrated peroxide

and of phos])hate of iron in variable.^ propoi^|:ions. It occurs in

marshy, alluvial 'districts, near the surfaej^^'.

Iron pyrites (FeSa), though a very abundant mineral, is wrought

only for the sake of its sulphur, as the iron which it furnishes is

not j)urc enough for use.

Smelting of Clay Ironstone.
^

(624) After the ore has been broken uj) into masses about the

size* of two fists, it is roasted, in order to expel Avatcr and

carbonic acid
;
the mass is thus left in a porous state, highly

favourable to its subsecpient reduction in the furnace. The roast-

ing is sometimes performed in kilns, but usually in heaps in the

^o])(ni air. If this operation is to be enbeted in the open heap, a

plat of ground is levelled and covcTcd with a layer of coal in lumps
to the dei)th of ten or twelve inches

;
this is succeeded by alternate

layers., pf the mineral and of small coal. The quantity of coal

required in the case of the black band is often very small, as the

ore itself frequently contains sufficient inflammable matter to con-

tinue burning when once w’cll lighted. The heap, when finished,

is fourteen or fifteen feet wide, eight or ten high, and of great

length. The fire is kindled at the windw^ard extremity, and allowed

to spread gradually throiqdi the mass. This preliminary operation

occupies some months for its completion. The roasted ore is then

rc'ady for the snu'ltiug. The blast furnace employed for this pur-

pose is represented in si‘ction in fig. 305. The internal cavity in

shape resembles a long narrow^ funnel inverted upon the mouth of

another shorter funnel. These furnaces are usually about 50 feet

. high, and from 14 to 17 feet in diameter in the widest part of

the cavity. The lowest ijortion, f, or neck of the funnel, is termed
the crucible, and is made of very refractory gritstone. In the front,

eight or ten inches from the floor or hearth, h, is a longitudinal

aperture alx)ve the tymp-stone, l, for the overflow of the slag, and
on the sides arp the ojKuiing for the tuyhres, i i, or blast-pipes,

w hich arc connected with jiow erful blowing machines for rupplying

air under a pressure of from tw’^o to three porjads upon the inch.
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A steady and most intense heat is thus uniformly maintained.

At the lowest point of the furnace is tlic tap-hole^ for drawing oiV

tlie melted metal at suitable intervals, and which, except^t sueli

times, is closed with sand and clay : k k, arc galleries, which allow

the workmen free access to the tuyeres and lower portion of the

furnace, the base of which is kept dry and well drained by the arched
channels, m. Above the

crucible the furnace sud- .>o >.

denly widens, forming the

boshes^ I)
;
the lining, c,

is formed of fire-brickie,

which are continued up

to the throat, a, of the

furnace : the whole is

cased in solid masonry,

E E, and supported by

iron bands. When work-

ing regularly, such a fur-

nace is charged through

the opening, b, near the

top, at intervals, first with

coal, and then with a suit-

able mixture of roasted

ore and of a limestone

flux broken into small

fi’agincnts. As the fuel

burns away, and the mate-

rials gradually sink down,

fresh layers of fuel, and

of ore, are added ; so

that the furnace becomes

filled with alternate layer's of fuel and of ore.

The principal substances which are acted upon in such a furnace

are the following ;

—

ist. The oxygen contained in the air of the blast
;
2nd, tlic

roasted ore,—consisting of oxide of iron, silica in the shape of

sand or quartz, clay or silicate of alumina, rind a little magnesia

• and oxide of manganese
;

3rd, coal or coke?—composed chiefly of

carbon, with a small proportion of hydrogen ;
and 4tli, carbonate

of lime, which in the heat of the furnace soon becomes quiclc lime.

(625) The chemical changes may be traced as foljows, beginning

at the bottom of the furnace :—The oxygen contained in the air

of the blast, as soon it conics into contact with the fuel in the
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crucible, combines with the carbon and forms carbonic acid,

attended witli a combustion of intense activity. The blast is thus

soon deprived of all its free oxlygen; nearly the whole of the

nitrogen escapes unchanged, but the carbonic acid, in its passage

over the ignited fuel, is decomposed ; it combines with an addi-

tional equivalent V)f carbon, and becomes converted into carbonic

oxide ; for each volume of carboitic acid 2 volumes of carbonic

oxide are produced. This formation of carbonic oxide is attended

with a large absorption* of heat, so that the temperature of the

furnace, al)ove tjie crueiblp, becomes l*ai)i'dly ‘reduced, and a quan-

tity of highly combustible gas is thus^ ‘formed.* This carbonic

atid Playfair, in' tlicir oxaminalion of tlio ^^ascs produced in a hot
blast furna(!C at Alfreton, found tlia't a eonsidoralde amount of cyanide oi

potassium was formed in the hotter ])(>rtion8 of tlie furnace (British Associa-

tion lieports, p. 1H2): part of the nitrogen, derived probably both from
the blast and from the (!oal, had tlierefore entered into combination witJi

earbou, andfhad unVt(?d witli the potassium contained in small quantities in

the ore and in the ashes of the coal.

Tlio furnace in wliicth lliese experiments were made was 40 feet deep
from the top of the charge to the hearthstone, and was charged every twent y
minutes with 42ottf of ir(ui8tone, 390II) of eoal, and i7olt) of limestone; each
charge yielded 140II) of pig iron. The blast was under a pressure of 6 75
inobes of rnereury.

These chemists state that at a dc]>tli of two feet and three-quarters from
the tuyere, or 34 feet from the top of the furnace, tlio gases which they collected

eoiitaiiied 1*34 per cent, of cyanogen. The following table furnishes a
Buiumury of the results which they obtained:

—

Analt/sis of Gasesfrom a lloUhlast Furnace.

Depth from the top

fteigtit from tuyere .

5 feet.

3a
8

39
*4
33

17

30
20
»7

34
13

34

Nitro^ren , , . . 55 35 54' 77 So'95 55-49 60 *

4(5 56-75 58 05
Carboiiie aeid . . .

—-7-77 9 43 9 ’ 10 13-43 10-83 10-08 0-00

Carbonic oxide . . a5'97 ao-s4 19-33 iK-77 x9'48 35-19 37-43
Light Carb. Ilydn. . 3'75 8*33 <S '64 4-3i 4‘40 3-33 0-00
Hydrogen .... 6-73 ' 649 1

7-63 4'83 5-65 3-18
(defiant gas . . . 0-43 0.85 1*57 1-38 0-00 0-00 0-00
Cyanogen .... O'OO 0*00 0*00 O'OO 0-00 trace

!
1-34

lOO'OO lOO’OO lOO’OO lOO'OO lOO'OO 100-00
I lOO'OO

The process of coking, which takes place in tlie upper part of the furnace,
did not appear to be complete until the charge had reached a depth of 24 feet,

^

but w na most active at a depth of 14 feet ; the principal reduction of the ore
seemed to occurjust below the point at which the coking was completed ; the
maximum heat of this furnace occurring betw’oen about 3 and 4 feet above tlio

tuy^Te, or 32 feet from tlu' top.

In a furnace fed with charcoal, Bunsen found the reduction of the ore to
commence nearer the throat of the furnace ; as in this case no absorption of
heat occurred similar to that occasioned by the process of coking the coal,

wdiieh takes place in the upper part of the iiot-blast furnace. The body of a
charcoal furnace «consequeiitly does not require to bo so high as that of a
furnace in which coal is used. Similar experiments by Ebelmenilead to con-
clusions substantially the same.
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oxide becomes mingled witli carburetted liydrogeii and free hydro-

gen, which are derived from the fuel contained in the upper part

the chai’gc, as it gradually • descends towards the focus of

intense heat below. A proportion of the gases which esea])e from

the opening at the top of the furnace, varying IVoin 35 to 40 j)cr

ceiit!, is combustible
;
the remainder consists pvinc'?^)ally of nitrogen,

with a small amount of carbonic acid. The ore having been

rendered porous by the previous roasting, is^Vnisily ])enetratcd l)y

these ascending gases, by contact with which the iron becomes

reduced in the upper |)art» of^the boshes,^ where the heat is com-

paratively moderate. By*tlegrees tlie reduced metal, mixed with

the earthy matter of the ore, sinks down to tjie luHter region.

Here the earthy matters melt and b(‘coinc vitrified
;

whilst tlic

iron, in a minutely divided state, being l)rought into contact witii

the carbon of the fuel, combines with it and forms the fusilde

compound well known as cast-iron. ^flus carbid^^ of iron melts,

sinks down belo^v the tuyeres through the lighter vitrified

slags, and is protected by them from the further action of oxyg(m.

The bulk of the slag is five or six times as great as that of the

iron produced : it floats above the melted metal, and is allowed to

flow over continually at the opening left for the purpose
;
whilst the

iron is run ofl* at intervals of 12 or 24 hours, l)y withdrawing the

sto2)[)ing of clay or sand from the tap-hole at the bottom.

The furnace slags constitute an imperfect species of glass,

consisting principally of silicates of lime, magnesia, and Urumina,

with generally a small proportion of silicate of inangaiu'se. In

the formation of tlicso slags the siliceous matters of the ore act

like a true acid, as they combine with the eartliy bases, lime,

magnesia, and alumina, and nially neutralize thorn.

The general composition of these slags may ])e seen from the

subjoined analysis, by BerthieV, of a slag iTom Merthyr Tydvil :

—

Silica 40*4

Lime , 38*4

Magnesia ^'2

Alumina 11*2

Oxide of Iron 3*8

Sulphur traces

99*0

The composition of this slag may therefore be represented

by the formula, 5 [3(CaMgFe)0, 2 Si02] + a(Al203,*Si02).

The ircfti as it runs from the furnace, however, is not a pure
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carbide or carburet, for in the intense heat, not only is the iron

reduced, but portions also of silicon, aluminum, and calcium, and

occasionally otlier bodies, derived from the flux and from the fuel.

These bodies enter in minute quantity into combination with the

iron, the properties of which they materially modify. Manganese

generally accompanies the ores of iron in greater or less quantity,

and frequently combines with the' reduced metal.

'^riiere arc several ^)oin*t8 which require nice adjustment in this

process of n*ducti( )n. The slag must not be oftooTusible a description,

otherwise the iron falls to the bottom bdforc it has thoroughly com-

bincid with the carbon, and is not comp^letely melted
; a sufficiency

of lime should always bo ])rcsciit to neutralize the whole of the silica,

for unless this he attendc^d to a silicate of iron is formed, and runs off

in waste. JiidoiMl, a small excess of lime is advantageous, as it

removes svdphur, if pn^sent, in the shape of sulphide of calcium.

At the sjnne tipie the calcareous matter must not be too abun-

dant, otlKTwise the Avorking of the furnace is obstructed
; the

slags whic^h are formed being of a less fusible character are but

imperfectly inched, the iron is entangled within them, it is again

partially oxidated by the blast, and the jiroduct of the furnace is

greatly diminished. Experieuee has shown that the slags are

most fusible when the oxygen of the silica amounts to double

that in the bases with which it is combiru'd
;
and slags contain-

ing several bases arc more fusible than when one or two only

are present, thci diflerent silicates aiding the fusibility of each

other.

It is also necessary to proportion the supply of air rightly;

if too much be thrown in, the furnace becomes unduly cooled ; if too

little, the supjdy of oxygen is insufficient for the maintenance of

a proper temperature by a due amount of combustion. Tlu'se,

howcv(5r, arc points, the' successful regulation of which can only be
acquired by experience.

The stream of air for the blast is not supplied in intermitting

gusts, but is equalized as much as possible : where the cold blast is

used this object is attained by employing an air chamber or

reservoir ; and where the hot blast is employed, the long pipes

required for heating the sur answer the same purj)ose.

(626) Tlie Hot Bla.it .—The mass of air wliich passes through
one of these furnaces is enormous, being not less than 6 tons

weight i>er hour. It is evident, therefore, that this immense
volume of air must exercise an extraordinary cooling efiect \ipon

the contents of the furnace. This evil has been much reduced of
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late years by the introduction of air M^hicli has been pie\'iously

heated. In this contrivance, which is known as the hot blast, the

^Biir, before it reaches the furnace?, is made to pass through a series

of pipes which are maintained at a high temperature, eitlier by
means of a separate furnace, or by a portion of the waste heat of

t]9d blast furnace itself : in thu latter case the liAt gases are con-

veyed through flues which pass from the upper part of the furnace

into the chamber which contains the i)i|>cs / the necessary draught

being maintained by a chimney furnished * with a damper. Fig.

306 shows the plan adopted Ry Mr. Budd of the Ystalyfera Works,

Fig. 306.

South Wales, for applying the waste gases of the furnace to the

heating of the blast. In No. i, a represents a section of the blast

furnace, b one of the tubes which carries ofl* the heated gases into a

brickwork chamber m, /, shown in cross section in No. 1, and in

longitudinal section in No. % \ dd are pipes tlirougli which the blast

is forced, in order that it may be heated ;
it enters the heating

apparatus through i i, passes through the pipes g and h into d d,

and makes its escape in a heated condition through the pipes k k

to the tuyeres i, i, fig. 305. The gases from the furnace take the

8 L .
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course indicated by the arrows, through the chamber, and escape by

the chimney e, which is surmounted by a damper, n

;

/ is a man-

hole, which is opened only when it is necessary to enter the chamber-

for the performance of repairs. A jet of the escaping blast should

have a temperature sufficiently high to melt a strip of lead when held

in it. The tempdraturc of such a jet, as it issues from the tuyfere,'*"is

somewhat higher than 600° F. The saving of fuel effected by the

employment of the h6f blast is immense, and is much greater than

was at first anticipated*: af tons of coal are now amply sufficient

for the production of a ton of iron, frqtn ore which would have

required 8 tons when the cold blast was. used. This saving is

effected owing to‘^tlie operatio'n of several causes, one of which is,

that raw coal may now be used in the furnace instead of coke

;

moreover, as a smallcT quantity of fuel is required in the furnace to

raise the injected air to the necessary temperature, so also a smaller

quantity qf air isyneeded to maintain the combustion : the maximum
heat of the furnace is obtained lower down in the crucible, so

that the upper portions of the furnace do not become so intensely

heated : the reduction of tlic ore consequently takes place nearer

to the bottom, and the heat is thus concentrated and economized.

In the year 1845, the hot blast was used in every furnace in Scot-

land, with the exccijtion of one at the CaiTon Works, and it was

computed that the change from the cold to the hot blast had

effected a saving of coal in that country alone amounting to

2,000,000 tons annually. {Noi'th Brit, Review, No. vii., p. 128.)

Even in a hot blast furnace, however, the quantity of fuel which is

wasted is enormous. MM. Bunsen and Playfair, from their elabo-

rate experiments at Alfrcton, make the almost incredible estimate

’that somewhat more than Jths of the total quantity of heat pro-

ducible from the fuel consumed is ^lost, -owing to the escape of

unbumed combustible matter in the form of gases, such as carbonic

oxide, carburetted hydrogen, and hydrogen, which arc still fit for

use. Since the publication of these researches, Mr. Budd and

other iron-masters have economized a portion of ‘the heat contained

in the escaping gases, in heating the blast, and in generating steam.

The iron obtained by the use of the hot blast is inferior in

tenacity to cold blast iron
; a circumstance which is easily

accounted for by the fact, that in the employment of the hot blast

,

uncoked coal is used, a fuel which contains more sulphur, and pro-

bably also more phosphorus than coke, 'ivhich is required in working

with the cold blast. Mr. Grace Calvert, of Manchester, has

recently introiaced a method of purifying the fuel, which
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promises considerably to ameliorate the quality of pig-iron,* by
diminishing the quantity of sulphur which it is liable to retain.

U enables him also to employ eodl which, on account of the large

proportion of pyrites which it contains, could not formerly be used

for iron smelting. His process consists in mixing from i to 2^ per

ceift. of chloride of sodium with the coal prcvioiA to coking, the

proportion of the salt being varied according to the quantity of

pyrites present in the coal. He has also fcJifiul, that if the same

proportion of chloride of sodium be added to the raw coal, and the

mixture be charged at ohee'into the IJast furnace, results are

obtained almost equally, ^isfactory. sulphur appears to be

expelled in the form of chloride of sul})liur.

A furnace in full work rcqujrcs an •hourly supply of rather

more than tons of solid material, consisting on an average of

5 parts of coal, 5 of roasted ore, and 2 of limestone. The I’oastcd

clay iron ore yields on an average 40 ])er cent, iron, .and each

furnace when in full activity furiiislics from 8 to 10 tons of metal in

the 24 hours. Every morning and evening it requires to be tapped :

on these occasions the iron is run into shallow grooves in the sand,

and forms the cast-iron, or pig-iron of commerce. A good fur-

nace if well managed may be made thus to work uninterruptedly

without repair for many years.*

(627) Composition and Properties of Cast-Iron. — Cast-iron

differs greatly in quality ; the differences observed iu it dej^end in

part upon differences in the pro])ortion of carbon and silicon which

it contains. The composition of these carbides differs greatly within

certain limits; but it docs not appear that iron is capable of

combining with more than about 5 per cent, of carbon. A com-

pound of carbon having the composition of FciC would consist ofr

94*92 of iron, and 5*08 of cjirbon ;
and this is very nearly the

composition of the hardest kiiul of white cast-iron, which from the

circumstance of its crystallizing in flat, brilliant tables, is termed

by the Germans spiegeleisen (or mirror iron). Faraday and Stodart

found the most highly carburetted iron which they could produce,

to consist of—iron, 94*36 ;
carbon, 5*64. In many varieties of

cast-iron the carbon exists in two distinct forms,—one portion,

being chemically combined with the metal, the other being mc-

* The production of iron in Great Britain in amounted to about

2,500,000 tons. It was stated in 1845 {North Britu'h Review, Nov., 1845,

p. 134), oh the authority of Mr. Goldenberg, of Berlin, that the production

of iron in different countries in Europe was then as follows. England i ,500,000

tons, France 350,000, Bussia 320,000, Germany 150,000^ AuHtria 100,000,

Belgium lot^ooo, Sweden 80,000, and various other countries 50,000 tons.

3 tt 2 0
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diigdcally diflfused through it in the condition of graphite, the

scales of which may be distinctly seen with a magnifying lens,

when the surface of a freshly fractured bar is examined. Thes^

scales remain unacted upon when the metal is dissolved in dilute

acids ; the combined carbon under such circumstances unites with

hydrogen, and fdrms an oily looking liquid of ill odour. In addi-

tion to carbon, cast-iron also cdntains silicon, the proportion of

which is equally liable" to variation ; the quantities of silicon which

have been found in pig-iron range between 3'5 and per cent.

The followbig table will serve to illustrate the general com-

position of some varieties of cast-iron „

'

Gay Lussac and
^ Wilson. Bodemann.

!

1

Grey
Welsh.
(coke.)

White
iron.

(Isfiro.)

'

Mottled Grey
''

cold blast hot blast

t ^

Royal W’^orka, Hurtz.

S Combined .

Carbon
|

Silicon

Pliospkorusr ....
' Manganese ....
1

Iron (by loss) ....
j

Sulphur
! Calcium
1

^ 4r)

V62
078

traces

95*15

2*636

0*260
0*280
2* 140

94*684

2*78

1*99

0*71

1*23

trace

93*29
trace

trace

1*44

2*71

3*21
1*22

trace

91*42

trace

trace

!
i 100*00 100*00 i 100*00 100*00

*j
"Specific gravity . , ,

1

7‘43 7*i66

In commerce there are tlirec principal varieties of casUiroUy

known respectively as Nos. i, a, and 3. No. 1 is called grey cast-

iron ; No. :2, mottled cast-iron ; and No. 3, white cast-iron. The first

two are soft, and contain carbon disseminated in an uncombined
form through the mass. Grey cash-iron is soft ; it may be filed,

drilled, and turned in the lathe, and though somewhat less fusible

than the white, is preferred for casting, since when melted its

liquidity is more perfect. This variety is that which is generally

produced from a furnace in good working order
;
if cooled suddenly,

it is often converted into white cast-iron. The fracture of the

mottled variety is in large coarse grains, among which points of

graphite are distinctly \T;sible. White cast-iron contains about the

same amount of carlxm as the mottled-iron, but the whole of the

carbon appears to be chemically combined with the metal. The
white variety is more fusible than either of the others, is lighter in

colour, very hard and brittle, and has a lamellar crystalline fracture.
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White cast-iron seems in some cases to owe its colour to tlie pre-

sence of manganese. If white iron be melted, and allowed to cool

gradually, a portion of the carbon crystallizes out as graphite,

and grey cast-iron is produced. In the process of casting heavy
articles this carbon separates, and is thrown off in tlic form of

brilliant scales, termed by the tiasters kish, Thc*peculiar value of

iron for castings depends upon its property iof expanding at the

moment of solidification. It thus furnishes an admirable material

for taking the most minute injpressions, as is well exemplified in

the beautiful castings obt<;j^ed from Bcrhn. •

Small articles made? of cast-iron, such as key blocks, stirrup

irons, &c., may be rendered malleable by packing them in pow-

dered hrematite, then heating them to redness for some hours, and

allowing them to cool very slowly. In this case the oxygen of the

oxide removes a portion of the carbon, by a process of cementation

the reverse of that which takes place during tin# manufacture of

steel ; the carbon is gradually removed from the outer layer of the

metal, and is slowly transmitted from particle to particle through

the solid bar, till it reaches the surface, where it Undergoes oxida-

tion at the expense of part of the oxygen of the luematitc. The

annexed analyses contain the results furnished by a sam])lc of iron

both before and after it had been tjms treated. The cast-iron w^as

obtained from the Lancashire brown luematitc :

—

Brittle.

Specific gravity . . . 7-684 7-718

Iron (by loss) .... 95 * 732 98-711

I uncombiuod . or,^3
0-434
0-446

Silicon 0-951 0-409

Aluminum . . . . trac^f i trace
j

Sulphur 00
1

5

i

Phosphorus .... trace trace
I

Sand 0-502
1

•

100*000 100-000
1

Conversion of Cast-Iron into Wrovght-Iron,

(628) Refining .—The pig-iron as delivered from the furnace is,

as already noticed, far from pure : it contains variable quantities of

carbon, silicon, sulphur, and phosphorus, besides traces of other

metals, such as aluminum, calcium, and potassium.* Before it can

be converted into the wrought-iron of commerce, it has to undergo
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a process for the removal of these extraneous matters. Many
castings may be made at once with pig-iron, but it cannot be

worked at the forge.

To effect the puiification of the crude pig-iron, it is neces-

sary to expose it to the regulated action of oxygen at a hjgh

temperature, in order gradually to ourn off these oxidizable sub-

stances, and leave the iron. The pig-iron is usually first remelted

in quantities of from 25 to 30 hundred weight, upon the hearth

of a sort of forge, termed Wio finery <ov ;refipery

;

the fire of which

is animated by a doubli!? row of bla^ pipes. The metal thus

loses from I2 to 16. per cent, of its weight
;
part of the carbon

bums off as carbonic oxide ; the silicon becomes converted into

silica by the absorption of oxygen, and a portion of the iron

forms oxide, which unites with the oxidized silicon, and with the

sand which adhered to the surface of the cast metal : a fusible slag

consisting of a silicate of protoxide of iron containing a large excess

of oxi(Je of iron is thus produced (2 FeO, SiOa). The excess of

oxide of iron in this slag again reacts upon the melted metal, and

by imparting a jjortiou of its oxygen to the carbon and silicon dis-

seminated through the mass, burns off an additiional quantity of

these substances. The melted iron is then run ofl' and formed into

a flat cake, 2 or 3 inches thick, and as soon as it begins to solidify it

is suddenly cooled by pouring water upon it ; a hard, white, brittle

mass is. thus obtained, which is broken up into fragments. In

this operation coke is the combustible generally made use of, blit

where iron of superior quality is required, as in making tinplate,

charcoal is employed. Ordinaiy coke contains sulphur and earthy

impurities which injure the quality of the iron. Portions of sul-

phur and phosphorus are also separated by oxidation in this process,

and accumulate in the s]ag.

(629) Fuddling ,—The refined metal still retains a considerable

proportion of carbon and some silicon. In order to remove
them it is next introduced, in charges of from fgur to five hundred
weight, into the puddling furnace. This consists of a reverbera-

tory furnace, connected wdth a chimney of 40 or 50 feet in

. height, and capable of producing a powerful draught, which is

under complete command by means of a damper. Fig. 307, repre-

sents a section of the•puddling furnace : a, is the bed, or hearth,

upon which the iron for puddling is placed; b, is the fire-place with

the aperture for stoking, which is closed with ooal and not by a

door, as usual*in most furnaces
; o, is ^he bridge which separates

the fuel from the metal ; the- hearth, a, is lined with cast-iron

plates, E E, which are prevented from melting by the free circula-
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tioD of air beneath them
; c is the flue leading to the chimney, i>,

at the top of which the damper is shown
;
h is the plate upon

Fig. 307.

wdiich the iron rests during the puddling process; it is ])rotcctc(l

from the heat by a coating of slag; r is the working doo|’ of the

furnace; and i is i\iQ Jiosskole, or aperture througli which the

slags are removed from tlic hearth.

The refined iron is often mixed with a certain proportion rf

scales of oxide from tlie forge, and is then gradually brought

into complete fusion, carefully avoiding the contact of fuel. The

mass is well stirred, so as to incorporate tlie oxide of iron with

the melted metal ;
oxygen is transferred from tlie oxide thus in-

troduced, to the’ carbon of the melted iron, and carbonic oxide

is formed abundantly. An apiiearancc of boiling begins to show

itself owing to the escape of the carbonic oxide in jets, which tak(^

fire and burn with a blue flame : by degrees the metal becomes

less fusible as the carbon diminishes in quantity, and at length it

is converted into a granular, sandy mass. The heat is now raised

till it becomes very intense, and air is carefully excluded by closing

the damper and doors, p The metal again begins to soften and

agglomerate. The puddler gradually collects it into balls or

blooms upon the end of an iron rod^ he then removes it from the
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furnace in masses of about | of a hundred weight, and subjects it,

whilst still intensely hot^ to the action either of a massive hammer,

or a powerful press, called the sTiingUmg press. The melted slag

is thus forcibly squeezed out, the particles of metal are brought

nearer together, and the density is increased. The iron is then

fashioned into a*^^ bar by passing it between grooved rollers, and

the bar thus obtained is cut into Itengths, then piled up in a rever-

beratory furnace and' jre-heated; it is again rolled, doubled upon

itself, and re-heated and rolled. Upon the best qualities of iron

this process is ijcpeatcd several times^ in or^er to render its fibres

parallel to each other, by which the toughness of the metal is

much increased. The iron is now nearly pure; it contains from

Twth to u ffuth of its weight of cg.rbon, and about ^u^th of silicon.

The presciKic even of this small proportion of carbon adds mate-

rially to the toughness and hardness of the metal. The process

of puddling occ^q)ies about two hours ; and provided it has been

properly refined previously, the metal loses 9 or lo per cent, of

its weight.

The slag produced during the operations of puddling and re-

fining consists chiefly of a basic silicate of the protoxide of iron,

and contains upwards of60 per cent, of the metal. This slag or

finery cinder is reduced in the blast furnace in the same manner as

the original ore, but it is always found to produce a defective iron,

technically known as cold short. Such iron may be forged well at

a red lieaf, but when cold it is brittle and rotten. This defect is

attributed to the presence of phosphorus, which is separated from

the crude metal in the form of phosphate of iron during the j)ud-

dling. When the slag is reduced in the blast furnace, both the

phosphorus and the iron are deprived of their oxygen, and by their

union, as phosphide of iron, form the faulty metal in questipn.

(630) Production of Wvouglit-Iron direct from the Ore.—^The

pure ores, which consist of magnetic oxide, or ofperoxide of iron,

are frequently coiivcrted at once into wrought-iron, without the

production of cast-iron. This process is practised in the Pyrenees
by what is termed the Catalan forge, and still more largely in the

oloomery forges of the United States. In tlie American bloomery
forge either the hot or the cold blast may be employed :

—
^The ore

having been first reduced by stampers to a coarse powder, is placed

on the top of the coal in the forge which has been kindled for its

reception; a high heap of coal is kept 0% the fire, and a gradual
supply of ore is"" maintained : as the metal is reduced,*, it sinks

to the bottom in a pasty stafe ; when sufficiqjit has been added
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to fonn a bloom^ or ball, the metal is collected on an iron bar,

heated before the blast-pipe, aji& then hammered, rolled, and
‘W'elded, as if it had come from the puddling furnace (Overmaiv^s

Metallurgy, p. 544)* This method yields a very pure iron when
charcoal is employed, but the consumption of fuel^ per ton of metal
is much greater than in the btast furnace

; a large portion of the

ore is also wasted in the form of slags, \vhich«(irc very rich in oxide

of iron. The iron produced by this process frccpicntly contains

sufficient carbon to gi^e ty it^ some of the propcrti(^s orf steel : for

instance, it becomes much^-f^arder when hdated and s\iddenly cooled.

Iron of this description ^is valuable in the manufactur.c of })lough-

shares, and heavy articles requiring both Jongluiess and hardness.

Manufacture of Steel.

(631) Iron, when combined Avith a smalld' pro^iortion of

carbon tlian is contained in cast-iron, furnishes the valuable com-

pound well known as steel, of which there arc several varieties.

The quantity of carbon in good steel values between 0*7 and

17 per cent., but steel which possesses the greatest tenacity

has been found to contain from 1*3 to 1*5 per cent, of carbon,

and about o*i of silicon. Natural steel is i)rodizeed directly

from the best cast-iron by, heating it by means of charcoal

on the refining hearth as in the operation which precwlcjf the

process of puddling
;
the oxygen burns off a portion of the carbon

from the cast-iron, and steel remains. The j)reparatiou of natural

steel is, therefore, an intermediate stage in the conversion of

cast into wrought-iron. The mass thus obtained is rendered^

homogeneous by forging. It yields a steel of inferior quality,

which is employed for making# agriculturujl implements and springs

for machinery.

For more delicate purposes blistered steel is made use of : this

is obtained by mesins of cementation, which is an operation just

the reverse of that by which natural steel is formed. This pro-

cess is carried on in a furnace containing one or more rectangular

boxes of brickwork or stoneware for the reception of the bars

.

of iron which are to be converted into steel. This conversion is

•effected by heating the iron in contact wifti charcoal, which is

usually mixed with about a tenth of its w^eight of common salt

and wood ashes, forming what is technically termed cement powder.

In preparing a charge, thC bottom of the boxes is covered w ith a

layer of the cement powder to the depth of about an inch, and

upon this, at intcn^als of about half axf inch, a layer of bars of the
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best malleable iron is placed. interstices between the bars are

also filled with cement powder, wjiich is tightly packed around the

iron ;
above this is a layer of the powder, then another layer of bars,

and so on in succession until the box is nearly full. The remain-

ing space is now^ covered with a layer of damp sand about three

inches in depth, and the fire is gi;a3ually raised to a full red heat,

or about the temper^^tiue required for melting copper; at this

point it is steadily maintained. One of the bars of steel is so

placed that it can be removed from time to time during the

operation for the purpose of ascertaini^ig the process of the car-

buration by •inspection. The process is usually complete in six or

eight days; but the ti/ne required necessarily varies with the

thickness of the iron bars operated on. The steel thus obtained

retains the form of tlic iron, but it is covered with blebs or blisters,

by wliicli the surface is rendered irregular and uneven. The mass

is found tb have’-^becn penetrated by carbon whicli has been trans-

ferred from particle to parti(;le of the metal, the properties of which

it has completely changed. It has been supposed that these

blisters may possibly arise from the combination of parts of the

carbon with oxygen derived from particles of oxide of iron, which

are apt to be mechanically retained even in the most carefully

prepared bars. Carbonic oxide would thus be produced, and im-

prisoned in the tenacious metal, which in its softened state would

be raised by it into bubldes or blebs. Great care, however, is gene-

rally taken to exclude slag and oxide of iron from bars which it is

intended to convert into steel : in the majority of instances it is

more probable, as suggested by Mr. T. H. Henry, that the blisters

^are occasioned by the combination of carbon with the sulphur which

is still retained by the iron, and which, by forming the volatile bisul-

phide of carbon, would produce the-C-flect. All bar iron confains

traces of sulphur ; but in steel sulphur is never present, and there

appears to be no other mode of accounting for its uniform absence

than its removal during the process of carburation in the form of

bisulphide of carbon.

By the process of cementation the iron has been combined
-with about i‘5 per cent, of carbon: it is now much more fusible

than before. It has also entirely lost its fibrous texture ; and when
broken across exhibits a close, fine-grained fracture. Steel may
also be made witliout direct contact with carbon by simply heat-

ing the bars in carburetted hydrogen. This process is more rapid

and the resuks are more uniform than those obtained by ce-

mentation.
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Blistered steel is never homogeneous, the sur&ce being always

more highly carfeMietted than the. inner portions of the bars. This
variety of steel is employed for files, tools, and hardware of all

descriptions. When blistered steel is fused it forms cast-steel,

wljjich, from being more uniform in texture, is of superior quality,

as the carbon is more equally cligtributed throughout the mass : it

is employed for cutlery of the best description. Tiited-steel is

also obtained from blistered steel ; it is first broken up into lengths

of about i8 inches, <then hound into faggots and Raised to *a

welding heat in a wind ^^rnaee, where *it is covered with sand,

which cojtnbines with the oxide of iron and fornis a ijusilde slag

:

the red-hot faggot is then rolled, and Jbrgcd, by means of the

tilt-hammer, into smaller bars. * All steel is iinpi'ovcd by this

process of hammering. These tilted bars, when broken up and

welded together, form shear-steel. For many purposes the addi-

tion of a small quantity of manganese is an iuij^rovenifjnt to the

quality of the steel. If about i per cent, of carbide of manganese,

or of a mixture of charcoal and oxide of rnangauese be introduced

into the melting-pot, a steel is obtained of fine, close grain,

which admits of being welded to wi‘Ouglit-iron
;
a property not

possessed by ordinary steel. The experiments of Faraday and

Stodart led them to the conclusion that the additiori of small

quantities of silver, of chromium, or of rhodium, to good steel,

furnished a steel of a superior kind. A(^cording to Mjx*l)raudc,

when steel is to be used for the maiinfaeture of dies for coining,

the presence of a small jjroportion of pljosphorus is beneficial.

When dilute nitric acid falls upon steel, a dark grey spot is pro-

duced, owing to tlie solution of tlie metal in the acid whils^

its carbon remains unacted upon : upon iron tlie acid produces

a green spot. The acid acts^uiiequally ii^ou different parts of the

sm’face, in certain of tlie finer varieties of steel, and thus pro-

duces a veined appearance, such as \vas formerly given to the

celebrated Damascus blades. According to M. Breant, the Da-

mascus steel is more highly carburetted than ordinary steel, and

if flowed to cool slowly, it separates into layers of two different

degrees of carburation; hence certain parts, when acted on hy
dilute acid, leave more carbon than others ; the form and direction

of these veins vary with the mode of forging adopted.

Wbotz is a finely damasked, hard steel, of excellent quality,

which is obtained from India. Mr. Faraday found aluminum iu

a sample of this steel which he analysed, and was disposed to

refer its peculiar qualities to the presence of this metal. It
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appears, however, from the experiments of Mr. Henry {PhiL Mag,

July, 1 852), that aluminum is not plways present in wootz. He gives

the following as the composition of a bar of genuine Indian wootz,

of specific gravity 7727 :

—

Carbon
combined .

uncorabined

Silicon .

Sulphur
,

Arsenic .

Iron .

. . . . 1-340

.... 0*312

.... 0*045

. . . . 0*181

.• . 0*037

. . . 98*092

100*000

Other analysts have also failed itl finding aluminum in wootz.

The physical properties of steel differ materially from those of

iron. As already mentioned, it becomes granular in texture,

brittle, and morC^ easily melted. Its most characteristic property,

however, consists in its power of assuming a hardness scarcely in-

ferior to that of the diamond when heated to redness and then

suddenly cooled Miy plunging it into water, mercury, or oil. After

this treatment it is rendered extremely brittle, and almost perfectly

elastic.

This extreme liardncss and brittleness may be removed by
the process of tempering

y

which is a peculiar mode of annealing;

it consists in heating the steel moderately and then allowing

it to cool slowly. The tempering of steel is an operation of

great practical importance, as from the variety of purposes to

which steel is applied, it is required of very different degrees of

hardness, and upon the due adjustment of this quality much of its

utility depends. The degree to which the temperature is raised in

the second heating reguljites this point : the higher the heat the

softer is the steel. In practice the w^orkman judges with sufficient

accuracy of the temperature to which the metal has been exposed,

by observing the colour w hich the "stccl assumes, ow ing to the vary-

ing thickness of the film of oxide which forms upon its surface. It is

easy to show that this colour is due to the formation of a film of

vOxide ; for by painting on the surface of the steel various devices in

oil or varnish, and then exposing it to heat, the surface of the blade

becomes coloured in every part excepting those portions which have

been varnished, and these, when tlie varnish is removed, retain

their original polish. The first perceptible tint is a light straw

colour, which ife produced by the lowest degree of heat, and indi-

cates the hardest temper; the heat required is from 430° to 450®;
it is used for lancets, razors, and surgical instruments : at 470° a
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full yellow is produced; it is the temper fitted for scalpels,pen-kuives,

and fine cutlery. The temperature of 490° givcs% brown-yellow,

yhich is the temper for shears intended for cutting iron. At 510°

the first tinge of purple shows itself; this is the temper employed for

pocket-knives
:
5:zo° gives a purple, which is tlie tint for table and

cai^ving knives. A temperature from 530° to 570® produces various

shades of blue, such as arc used fiJr watch springs, sword blades, saws,

and instruments requiring great elasticity (Stodart). The diflerent

degrees of heat may be exactly rcgidated Ijy heating tlio ditlcrcnt

articles in a fusible metal* or \)il bath, tlic temperature of which is

ascertained by means of •t'iiermomctcrs, though in ordinary cases

this degree of nidety is not observed.

Hardened steel is somewhat Ipss dcns*e than wTought steel. It

appears that a portion of the carbon contained in ste6l, before the

alloy has been hardened, is in the uiicombincd state; this portion

is left in the form of graphitic scales, w hen the i^ictal dissolved

in hydrochloric acid : but after the steel has been hardened, the

whole of the carbon is chemically united with the iron
;
and when

treated with acids, is left in the form of a liquid hydrocarbon.

Before it has been hardened it may be w^orked as easily as h’on, and

in certain cases may be welded u2)on that metal. Instruments are

com2)letely finished in the soft state, and are tlieii hardened and sub-

sequently tempered.

It is sometimes desirable to convert articles manufactured/rom

soft iron suj^erficially into steel. Tiiis is t(n*med case-hardening^

and is effected by heating them in contact w ith powdered cast-iron

turnings, or sometimes w ith j.)ow'dered charcoal. Tlio same object is

attained rif they are sprinkled when red-hot wdth powdered fen’o-

cyanide of potassium.

(632) In order to obtain iron chemically pure, Berzelius recom-

mends that filings of the best bar iron be intimately mixed with

one-fifth of their weight of pure peroxide of iron, and i^laccd in a

Hessian crucible, dovered with jjounded glass (free from lead)
;
the

cover is then to be carefully luted on, and the crucible to be exposed

for an hour to the strongest heat of a smithes forge. By thi^

means all traces of carbon and of silicon are oxidized at the cxi^ciise

of the oxygen of the j)eroxide of iron. If tht operation be success-

ful, the iron will be melted into a button, with a lustre apj)roachiug

that of silver. Such iron is very tough, and much softer than

ordinary bar iron; it has a sp. gr. of 7*8439. Purp iron may also

be obtained in the state of fine powder, by dccom|X)sing the pure

peroxide at a red heat in a current of,hydrogen gas.
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(633) Properties of Bar Iron.—^The bar iron of commerce is

never pure. It#lways retains small quantities of carbon, varying

from o*a to 0*4 per cent.j and traces of silicon and sulphur ; occa*

sionally, also of phosphorus and arsenic. The presence of this small

quantity of carbon much increases its hardness and tenacity, but

the other ingredients act injuriously, upon the metal. '

Bar iron has a bluish white cr grey colour, and is endowed

with considerable lustre and hardness ; it takes a high polish : its

texture is usually fibrous, and when broken across, it exhibits a

ragged or hackly fracture,; when rubbed, it’ emits a peculiar cha-

racteristic odour. The average specific ^gravity of good bar iron is

7*7. It requires .the most intense heat of a wind furnace for its

fusion. Iron passes throiigh a soft pasty condition before it is com-

pletely melted ;
this proi)erty is one of great practical importance

:

if two pieces of iron l)e heated to whiteness, sprinkled with sand,

and hammered togetlier, they may be united or welded so com-

pletely that the junction is as tough as any other part of the metal.

The sand is used as a flux to the oxide of iron, with which it

forms a slag, which coats each piece of the metal ; by the blow of

the hammer this layer of melted matter is forced out, and the two

clean surfaces of metal unite together. At a red heat iron may be

forged into any shape with facility, but at ordinary temperatures it

possesses but little malleability, as compared with gold and silver.

It however admits of being rolled into very thin sheets. In

ductility Iron is unsurpassed, and in tenacity it far exceeds all other

known substances.

If compared with other metals, iron is inferior to many of them
as a conductor of heat and of electricity. Its susceptibility to

magnetism is peculiar
; no metal exhibiting this property in any

marked degree, excepting cobalt and nickel, and in them the power
is developed to a much 'Smaller extent. But though iron in its

pure state is susceptilile of magnetic induction, it cannot be perma-

nently magnetized unless it be combined with carbon, as in steel

;

with oxygen, as in the loadstone (FcgO^)
; or with sulphur, as in

certain varieties of pyrites (Fe3S4), and (FcySg). It is especially

worthy of observation, that if oxygen or sulphur be present in

\juantity either greater or less than in these particular compounds,
the power of retaining piagnetism is destroyed,and the mass becomes
almost indifferent to the action of a magnet. Iron loses its mag-
netic power when heated to redness, but recovers it again on cooling.

At a high temperature iron bums readily, emitting vivid scin-

tillations, as mhy be seen at the blacksmith^s forge, or still more
brilliantly when a glowing ww is introduced into a jar^of oxygen.
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It preserves its lustre unclianged in dry air at ordinary tempera-
tures, but wben exposed to a moist atmospliere^ its surface is

qj^ickly altered, and it becomes cm^ered with rust. When once a
spot of rust begins to show itself, the oxidation proceeds rapidly;

moisture is absorbed from the air by the oxide, and thus a species

of w)ltaic action is produced, the oxide performing the part of an
electro-negative element, whilst the iron becomes electro-positive, and
the atmospheric moisture acts as the excitingliquid. The carbonic

acid of the air contributes in an important way towards producing

this change
:
protocarbftnafe oT iron is first formed, and’ afterwards*

it passes into the hydratpd >)xidc, or rust of iron : this rust always

contains ammonia, derived from the reaction of .the hydrogen of

the water upon the nitrogen of the atmos^)here. Even the native

oxides of iron invariably contain ti*aces of ammonia (Chcvallier).

Iron may be kept for any length of time without undergoing any

change in water quite free from air, as well as in water containing a

little free alkali. In a very finely divided state, s%ch as\hat j)ro-

duced by reducing precipitated oxide of iron at a low tem])eraturc

in a current of hydrogen gas, the metal take§ fire by mere

exposure to the atmosphere. If a small quantity of alumina be

precipitated with the oxide of iron so as to interpose some foreign

matter between the particles of the metal, this pyroj>horie pro-

perty is much increased. At a red lieat ii*on rapiflly dec()m})oses

water, and liberates hydrogen (293), whilst tlie iron is eonvm*ted

into minute crystals of the black or magnetic oxide; the following

equation illustrates the chemical change: 4 110 + 3 Ec=4 11 +
(FeO,FeA).

Iron is soluble in diluted sulpliuric and hydrochloric acids, with

extrication of hydrogen. Even carlx)nic acid, when contained in.

water from which air is excluded, slowly dissolves this metal with

extrication of hydrogen, and thb carbonate *of iron is dissolved in the

excess of carbonic acid. It is rapidly attacked by nitric acid, with

abundant evolution of binoxidc of nitrogen.

(634) Passive Condition of Iron ,—Under certain circumstances

iron may be kept in concentrated nitric acid for weeks, M’ithout

the slightest action, or alteration of the polish of its surface.

There are various methods of producing this passive condition of

^iron in an acid of a moderate degree of concentration ;
some of

these seem to indicate an intimate connexion with its voltaic rela-

tions. This will be rendered evident from the following statement

of some of the circumstances under which this remarkable pheno-

menon is manifested. If a piece of clean iron wdrd be introduced

into nitric ^acid, of a sp. gr. of about 1*35, immediate and brisk
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action ensues; but if the metal be touched beneath the surface of

the liquid with a piece of gold, of platinum, or of plumbago, the

chemical action is suddenly arrested if the temperature of the acid

has not been allowed to rise too high. If a second iron wire be made
to touch the first, and then be introduced into the acid, it also is

rendered inactive. This second wjre may be used in like manner

to render a third inactive. But 4f any of these inactive wires be

withdrawn from the acid, and exposed to the air for a few seconds,

it will be found to be e*apidly acted on ujion again introducing it

into the acid,
^ .

By heating the end of a clean ironAfir,e in the flame of a spirit

lamp so as 'to give it a superficial coating of oxide, the wire is

brought into the passive condjtion.* If into acid containing a

passive wire, a second ordinary wire, not in contact with the first,

be introduced, brisk action on the ordinary wire ensues
; and on

causing the passive wire to touch the active one, immediate action

occurs on both.^

Strong nitric acid, of sp. gr. 1*45, renders all iron passive; the

metal may be kept in it for years without losing its brilliancy, or

showing any action ; and a wire withdrawn from the strong acid,

and plunged into acid of 1*35, still remains passive. If it be wiped

first and then plunged into the weaker acid, it immediately begins to

be dissolved. If the acid be diluted below a density of 1*35, it rapidly

dissolves the metal, whatever may have been its previous condition.

(634 bis) Iron forms alloys with most of the metals
; but they

arc not in general of much importance. The presence of small

quantities of copper, arsenic, or sulphur in iron, is said to occasion a

defective quality of metal, technically known as red short. Such

iron is tough at ordinary temperatures, but becomes brittle when
heated to redness for forging.

The mode of preparing zinc-plate, or galvanized iron, has

been already described (591). Tin plate is prepared by an analo-

gous process
;
it consists of iron superficially alloyed with tin. The

object of the employment of zinc and tin in* this manner is to

protect the iron from rust, and to enable the workman readily to

solder the joints of vessels made of these materials.

M. Nickl^s finds lliat similar effects are produced with wires of cobalt*
or of nickel, though with them the action is less strongly marked. Such
wires, if placed in voltaic rtjlation with an active wire of the same metal, are
found to be strongly electro-negative towards it ; but passive iron, cobalt,
and nickel, are ^lectro-positive in relation to platinum. Dr. Andrews has
shown that bismuth also may be rendered passive in concentrated nitric acid.
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(635) Compounds op Iron wjth Oxygen.—Iron yields four

definite compounds with oxygen: i. The protoxide (FcO), which

i« the basis of the green salts of fron : 2. The sesquioxide (FcaO^),

which is the base of the red salts
: 3. The black or magnetic oxide,

which may be viewed as a compound of the two preceding oxides

(Fc^OJ or (PeO, FegOa) ;
it iloes not form any definite salts :

4. Ferric add (Pe03) which is a* weak and unstable mc^tallic acid^

and as such combines with the alkalies.

Protoxide of Iron (FeO) Eq. 36.—It. i^ obtained iu the form

of a white hydrate by dis4)lviug a pure protosalt oi iron iu water

recently boiled, and proci\)^tating by an alkali. If l)oiled iu a

vessel from which air is excluded, it loses its water of liydration

like the oxide of copper uiid(N’ similar* circumstances. The
hydrated oxide absorbs oxygen greedily from the air, passing

through various shades of light green, bluish green, and black, till

finally it assumes an ochry hue, due to the formn^ion of. the scs-

quioxide. It is insoluble iu water, but is somewhat soluble in am-
monia; this solution quickly absorbs oxygen from the air, and a

film of insoluble sesquioxide of iron is formed. It is readily dissolved

by acids, and forms with them salts which liave a green colour,

and a styptic, inky taste. The solutions of these salts by exposure

to the air are all decomposed by absorbing oxygen
; in which case

salts of the sesquioxide aiu formed, one portion of which is ndained

in solution, whilst a basic salt of the scs([uioxidc falls as ja rjisty

insoluble precipitate. For example, in the case of the protosulphato

of iron, 4 equivalents of the salt by absorbing 2 equivalents of

oxygen are decomposed as follows :

Protosulph. Iron. Solul»lo Ba«U‘ iuHolulJr stiU.

4"(F^a^) + 2 0= (
1^5^ 3 SO3) + SOa+T^-

(636) Sesquioxide of Iron (Fe^O^).—Tlic anhydrous sesqui-

oxide is obtained for the arts by igniting the protosnlpliate of iron,

and is known under the names of colcothar, crocus of Mars, or

rouge, according to* the degree of Icvigation to which it has been

submitted; it is extensively employed, amongst other uses, for

polishing glass, and by jewellers for i^utting a finish to their

goods. It is also employed as a red pigment.

, The sesquioxide occurs native in great abundance : several

of its varieties have been already mentioned as among the most

valuable ores of iron. The specular ore of Elba often presents

natural facets of the most perfect polish, and of rjMuarkable size

and lustre.^ The specific gravity of this oxide is 5-23. It occurs

3 M
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in forms of the rhombohedral .system, and is isomorphous with

altimina in corundum. Red hsematite or bloodstone, another of

its varieties, is extremely hard, and when polished, is employed ftr

burnishing gilt trinkets.

Brown hsematite is the hydrate (2 re203, 3 aq) Sp. Gr. 3*98.

This mineral is Readily dissolved by acids. Another native hydirate

(HO, FegOj) has been found crystallized in cubes; it is isomor-

phous with the magnetic oxide of iron (FeO, FcgOg), to which it

corresponds in composition^ i equivalent of protoxide of iron being
* displaced by i equivalent of water. Brpwn hsematite gives the red

and yellow colour to the clitferent variRttes of clay.

The scsquioxidc is best obtained in a state of purity, by pre-

cipitating the sesqiiieliloride of
(
iron by ammonia in excess. It

falls as a bulky light brown flocculent hydrate, which shrinks

remarkably as it dries. This -hydrate retains a little ammonia
which i^ easily, expelled by heat. If dried at a dull red heat the

mass gk)W8 brightly as it parts with the last portions of water,

and after this, it is dissolved by acids with difficulty : at a very

high temperature the scsqnioxide loses
J
of its oxygen, and is con-

verted into the magnetic oxide of iron.

In its hydrated state scsquioxidc of iron is easily soluble in

acids, forming salts which do not crystallize; many of them are

deliquescent, and have a strong inky taste. Their concentrated

solutions have the property of dissolving a considerable excess of

oxide, in which case they assume a deep red colour. If these basic

solutions be diluted and boiled, the peroxide of iron is entirely

separated in the form of an insoluble subsalt.

Hydrated scsquioxidc of iron is now used to some extent for

the purpose of purifying coal gas from sulphuretted hydrogen,

which is always produced during the distillation of coal. For this

purpose the oxide is mixed with sawdust, and placed in layers of

two or three inches in thickness, upon the perforated shelves of a

dry lime purifier
;
protosulphide of iron, water, and free sulphur

are formed ; Fe203 4- 3 HS= 2 FeS + 3 HO+ S.* After the mixture

has ceased to absorb any more sulphuretted hydrogen, it is oxidized

by exposure to a current of air, sesquioxide of iron is thus repro-

duced, and sulphur is set free; 2 FeS+ 30=: ¥6303+ 2 S. The
mixture may again be used for the same purpose as at first, and

this process may be repeated several times in succession, until the

accumulation of sulphur mechanically impairs the absorbent powers

of the rnixtur^. Considerable elevation of temperature attends the

act of reoxidation, which must therefor be prevented from taking

place with too much rapidi]ty.
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Sesquioxide of iron combines ^ith some of the more powerful

bases, towards which it acts the part of a feeble acid. The com*
Bpunds which it forms by heating it with potash and soda arc easily

decomposed by water. According to Pelouzc, wlicn 4 equivalents

oflime and i equivalent of peroxide of iron arc precipitated together

and boiled, they unite and forji a white compound (4CaO, FcoOg)

which is readily decomposed by the feeblest acids. Sesquioxide of

iron occurs native combined with oxide of *hic in crystals, mixed
wdth oxide of manganese, eonstituting FranMimte, A^'ith protoxide

of iron it forms the bljfck hr magnetic oxule of iron*

(637) Black or Mag^efi^ Oa^ide of Iron (FcO, Fc^On), Eq, 116 ;

Sp. Gr, 5*09.—This oxide occurs as a well-known »)incral, the loarE

stone, which acquires its magnetism front the iudiujtive inHucncc

of the earth. It is found in primitive rocks, forming beds, or

sometimes as in Sweden, entire mountains. It furnislics a \erv

pure and excellent iron, of which a large quantity is annually su])-

plied from the Swedish and American mines, ^t has •a black

colour and metallic lustre
;

it crystallizes in cubes, oetohedra, or

rhombic dodecahedra. Magnetic oxide of iron i^ the principal

constituent of the scales of oxide wdiich arc detached during the

forging of wrought-iron. It fuses at a high temperature, and is

formed when iron is burned in oxygen
; the sesquioxide which is

the result of the action losing part of its oxygen, owing to the

intensity of the heat developed during the com})ustion, Tlie same

compound is formed by passing steam ov(U’ heated iron iuniings.

A hydrate of this oxide may be procured [>y dissolving equal weights

of sulphate of the protoxide of iron in serparate portions of water,

and boiling one of these witli nitric acid, which is gradually added

to the boiling liquid until it ceases to evolve binoxidc of nitrogen :

'when this point is reached, the whole of the mrotoxidc of iron will

have been converted into peroxide : the t\fo portions of the solution

are then mixed together and precipitated by carl)onatc of soda, which

is added in slight excess ; the solution and precipitate are boiled

together, and the 1)lack oxide falls as a lieavy crystalline powder.

The magnetic oxide is soluble without difliculty in hydrochlori^

acid, as well as in nitric acid and aqua regia ; this oxide however

does not form specific salts, but mixtures of salts of the protoxiddf

and peroxide. ,

{638) Ferric Acid (FeOg) Eq, 5a.—If a mixture of 1 part of

sesquioxide of iron and 4 of nitre be heated to full redness for

some time, a brown mass is obtained, which with water gives a

beautiful violet coloured solution, due to the presence of ferrate of
• 3 M 2
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potash. Id this compound the jfon is combined with a larger quan-

tity of oxygen than in the sesquioxide, but the ferric acid has

not been obtained in an insulated form. Feirate of potash mr>y

be more easily procured by suspending i part of recently precipi-

tated peroxide of iron in a concentrated solution of potash con-

sisting of 30 pafts of hydrate of potash and 50 of water, and tlien

transmitting a current of chlorine ^as : the ferrate of potash is inso-

luble in a concentrated solution of potash, and is deposited as a

black powdpr which may be drained upon a tile (Fremy). This oom-

*pound is very soluble in .water, but Is pjfccipitated in black flocculi

by a large excess of alkali. It is a \4^,unstable salt : in dilute

solutions the alkuli becomes free, hydrated sesquioxide of iron sub-

sides, and oxygen escaped. Organic matter decomposes it speedily,

just as it docs the permanganate of j)otash : a temperature of 21^°

destroys it instantly if in solution, and the addition of an acid, even

in quantity insufficient to neutralize the whole of the alkali, causes

the immediate separation of oxygen, and precipitation of the sesqui-

oxide of iron.

Ferrates of. baryta, strontia, and lime may be obtained in the

form of red insoluble precipitates, by admixture of solutions of the

salts of the earths with a solution of the ferrate of potash.

(639) Compounds of Ikon wuth Sulphur.—Sulphur com-
bines with iron in several proportions : the protosulphide FeS,

and^ the bisulphide PeSg, arc the most important
; but besides

these, a *scsquisulphide Fe2S3, may be formed by precipitating the

persalts of iron by an alkaline sulphide ;
and two magnetic sul-

phides of iron (6 FeS, FCS2) and (2 FeS, FeS2) are found native.

Protosulphide of Iron (FeS), Eq, 44, may be prepared by

heating a bar of iron to whiteness and bringing it into contact with

a roll of sulphur : iiamediate union takes place, the resulting sul-

phide melts and runs down in drops. When formed in this

manner it usually contains an excess of sulphur. Protosulphide

of iron dissolves both iron and sulphur if either be present in

excess ;
its composition therefore is variable. ‘ Like carbon, the

presence even of a very minute portion of sulphur alters the quality

of wrought-iron, which if it contain even of sulphur, is

^rendered ^ liot short.' Anhydrous protosulphide of iaron has a reddish

brown colour ; it is dissolved by dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acid

with evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen; this decompositiou is

frequently employed in the laboratory as a convenient eource of

sulphuretted hjdrogen. Nitric acid and regia decompose it

and form permtrate or perohloride of iron^ Getting part of the sul-
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pliur free, and converting tlie residue into sulphuric acid. When
heated in the open air, this sulphide alisorbs oxygen and becomes
dbnverted into sulphate of iron

; at a still higher temperature it is

decomposed, sulphurous and sulphuric acids escape, and sesquioxide

of iron remains.

Protosulphide of iron may be obtained in combination with
water, as a black hydrate, by precipitating absolution of a protosalt

of iron with one of an alkaline protosulpliidc
;
in tliis condition it

rapidly attracts oxygen frpm^hc air, and assumes a brownish rc(^

colour, sesquioxide of irof^ being formed and sulphur liberated.

The hydrated protosulphide of iron is slightly soluble,in the alka-

line sulphides, with which it forms grecii^soliitioiis.

If iron filings be mixed with tw^-thirds of their weight of sulphur

in powder, and moistened, the mixture becomes hot when exposed

to the air, and absorbs oxygen with sufficient rapidity to cause it in

many cases to inflame; sulphide of iron is at fir^^t foirnrd, whi(!h

quickly becomes converted into sulphate. A valuable* lute for

the joints of iron vessels is composed of a mixture of 6o parts of

iron filings sifted fine, and 2 of sal ammoniac in fine powder inti-

mately blended with i part of flowers of suljdiur. This j)owder

is made into a paste with water and applied immediately; in a few

minutes it becomes hot, swells, disengages sulphuretted hydrogen,

and soon sets as hard as iron itself.

(640) Bisalpkide of Iron (FeSjj), Eq, 60, Sp, Gr —illus

compound is found abundantly in the native state, constituting the

iron pyrites of mineralogists. It occurs in the strata of every

period : when found in the older formations it is crystallized in

cubes of a brassy lustre, and is hard enough to strike fire witli stc(d ;

but in the tertiary strata it more frecpiently occurs in fibrous

radiated nodules. The formation of iron^ pyrites may occasionally

be traced to the slow deoxidation of sulphates by organic matter

in waters containing carbonate or other salts of iron in so-

lution ; it is ther^ frequently deposited in cubes or octoluidra.

This appears to be the usual mode of its formation in alluvial

soils. Some varieties of iron pyrites, especially those found

in the tertiary strata, are speedily decomposed by exposure to

air ; oxygen is absorbed, and protosulphate of iron formed. Thil

' decomposition occurs with greater facility if the sulphide be

mixed with other substances, as is the case in the aluminous

schists ; in which by the further action of air, a subsulphatc of the

peroxide of iron is formed, whilst the liberated# sulphuric acid

reacts upon the alumina^ magnesia, or lime of the soil, and forms
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sulphates ; those of alumina arid magnesia may be extracted by

lixiviation. The ordinary trystalUzed pyrites from the older strata

is not thus decomposed; but a variety of a irhiter colour is

rajiidly disintegrated by exposure to the weather ; this form of

pyrites is knowi\, as white iron pyrites

;

it crystallizes in right

rhomboidal prisms, but it possesses Che same chemical composition

as the yellow cubes.

Pyrites is not acted upon by sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, but

,it is rapidlyoxidized aiiS dissolved by nit,nc ycid and by aqua regia.

When heated ih close vessels it fuses, ^<^d sulphur is expelled. If

licated in tlic air it burns with flame, peroxide of iron is formed,

whilst sulphurous acid .escapes in large quantity. This circum-

stance has been turned to account in the manufacture of oil of

vitriol, for ivliicli purpose enormous quantities of mundiCy as the

bisulphide is termed by the workmen, are annually consumed.

Iron pyrites mq^7 be artificially prepared by exposing a mixture of

powdered protosulphide of iron with half its weight of flowers of

sulphur, in a covered crucible, to a heat below redness, as long as

sulphiuous fumes escape.

(641) Magnetic Sulphide of Iron {6 FeS + FcSg), Sp. Gr, 4*55.

—This compound exhibits a brassy lustre, but is distinguished from

ordinary pyrites by its solubility in hydrochloric acid. It is often

formed when sulphur and iron arc heated together in preparing

the protosulphide for use in the laboratory. Another variety of

magnetic pyrites consists of (2 FeS4-FeS2).

Mispickel, or arsenical pyrites, is *an arsenio-sulphide of iron

(FeSg + FcAs) which, amongst other localities, occurs abundantly in

the Ilartz, in Saxony, and in some of the Cornish mines ; it crys-

tallizes in right rhombic prisms, of a steel-grey colour and metallic

lustre. When heated ip close vess^ds it is partially decomposed,

and sulphide of arsenic sublimes. If exposed to a high temperature

in the open air it produces sesquioxide of iron, whilst arsenious

and sulphurous acids escape. Analogous compounds of cobalt and
nickel occur amongst the ores of these metals.

. Suhphosphide of Iron (Fe^,?) may be obtained by reducing the

phosphate of the metid with charcoal : it fuses at a red heat, and
ubrms an extremely hard, brittle mass, which dissolves both phos-

phorus and iron in fill proportions.

(642) CoMPorNDs OP IttoN WITH CuLORiNE.—Iroti forms with

chlorine two compounds, a protochloride, FeCl, and a sesqui-

chloride, Pe^Cl^ which correspond in composition to the salifiable

oxides of the metal*
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Proiockloride of Iron (PeCiJ ; Eq. 63*5.— By passing dry
hydrochloric acid gas over ignited metallic iron, the acid is decom-
josed, hydrogen gas escapes, chlorine combines with the iron, and
a white anhydrous protochloride of the metal sublimes at a tem-
perature at which glass begins to soften. Its solution may be
fortned by dissolving iron in hydrochloric acid

j the hot, saturated

liquid deposits the salt on codling in green crystals, which con-

tain 4 equivalents of water of crystallization. It is very soluble

in water, and is taken ujg ii^considerable quantity by ^alcohol. If

heated in the open ^idorine escapes and peroxide of iroft

remains.

Protochloride of iron unites ^th chloride of ammonium and

forms a double salt, from whicli*^(3 iron *may bo d(q)ositcd upon
various metallic articles, by boiling them in this solution with scraps

of zinc; the zinc displaces the iron, wliich is deposited in a

coherent lamina upon the other metals in consequence* of a voltaic

action.

Sesquichloride of Iron (FejjCy ;
Eq. 162* 5.—This compound

sublimes in anhydious brown scales when dry* chlorine gas is

transmitted over iron heated to rc{lness. Tlic anhydrous chloride

is very deliquescent, and liisses wlujii thrown into water, forming a

red solution. It is also soluble both in alcohol and ether. In a

hydrated condition it may be procured by evaporating a solution

of the protochloride through wliich chlorine lias been passed to

saturation, or by dissolving hydrated jieroxide of iron hii hydro-

chloric acid : the solution, by concentration, yields large, red,

deliquescent crystals (Fc^Cl^, 6 aq), lint the salt cannot be rendered

anhydrous by evaporation, as it is dceomjiosed into liydrocbloric

acid and peroxide of iron. Pcrcliloride of iron forms a double

salt with chloride of ammoiyum, which crytallizes readily in cubes,

and is known in pharmacy as the ammoDiio-chloride of iron. The

composition of this salt varies considerably : it is of a ruby-red

'

colour, and seldom contains more than 2 per cent, of iron.

An oofychloride of iron is formed when a solution of the proto-

chloride of the metal is exposed to the air, or when the pcrcliloride

is precipitated by a small quantity of caustic alkali. It is inso-

luble in water containing salts, but is partially soluble in pure watc^.

The iodides and bromides of iron correiiioiid in composition to

the chlorides.

Protiodide of Iron (Fel, Eq, 155), is formed by digesting iron

wire or filings, in a closed vessel, with four times their weight of

iodine su|pcnded in water
;
direct combination between the elements
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takes place^ the iodide is dissolve^ and forms a pale green solution,

which, by evaporation in vacuo, yields crystals containing 4 equi-

valents of water. By a continued heat they may be rendered

anhydrous, and in that state are fusible. By exposure to air, the

solution absorbs oxygen and is decomposed ; iodine is set free, and

an oxyiodide of iron falls. This chagige is retarded by mixing fibe

solution with strong syrup ; and as the compound is employed in

medicine, this method*'is adopted to preserve uniformity in its com-

position. K sesqui -iodide may be formed by treating iron with an

6!xce8s of iodine^

(643)' Protosulphate of IroUy CopperLs^ or Green Vitrioly (FeO,

SO3, 7 aq) : *Eq, 764*63 : Gr. cryst,, 1*837, anhydrouSy 3*138.

—

This salt is prepared ih a state tff purity by dissolving i part of

pure iron, or i ^ of its protosulphide by the aid of heat, in i ^ parts

of oil of vitriol diluted with 4 of w^atcr. On filtering the solution

quickly, it deposits beautiful transparent, bluish-green, rhomboidal

crystals coolilig, which contain 7 equivalents of water of crys-

tallization. They effloresce in a dry air, and form a white crust,

which soon becomes of a rusty brown colour, owing to the absorp-

tion of oxygen and formation of a sub-sulphate of the peroride.

If crystallized at a temperature of 176^ F. the protosulphate forms

right rhombic prisms, which contain only 4 equivalents of water. It

may also be obtained crystallized witli 3 and with % equivalents of

water. For commercial purposes sulphate of iron is formed by the

decomposition of iron pyrites, or of aluminous schists containing

pyrites, as akeady described when speaking of the manufacture of

alum. The sulphate of iron thus obtained has a grass-green colour,

owing to the presence of pei’sulphate of iron. Sulphate of iron

is largely used in combination with astringent vegetable matters

as a black dye
;
ordinary writing ink i^ a compound of this kind.

This salt is insoluble iii alcohol, and requires twice its weight

of cold water for its solution. If exposed to the air, the solution

absorbs oxygen, and a rusty precipitate occurs, which is a basic per-

sulphate composed of 2Fe203, SO3, 3 aq, while pejrsulphate of iron

remains in solution. If heated gradually, the protosulphate loses

6 equivalents of its water of crystallization and forms a white

powder; I equivalent of water is retained at all temperatures

below 5^^^* ^ heat the sulphate is decomposed ; a portion

of the acid yields one-third of its oxygen to the protoxide of iron,

which is converted into the peroxide, whilst sulphurous acid

escapes
; the remainder of the acid distils in the anhydrous form;

a(FeO, SO3) ssFcaO^H- SO2 4- SO3 ; but as in practice the si^t camaot
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be rendei^ anhydrous in large qnfe.ntities, a little water distils with

the sulphuric acid, which is condensed as a brown fuming liquid,

the ^ Nordhausen sulphuric acid' (346). The residual oxide of iron

is sold under the name of colcothar.

The aqueous solution of protosulphate of iron, in common with

thd!t of all the protosalts of this metal, absorbs a^argc quantity of

binoxide of nitrogen, forming a *deep browm solution, which has a

powerful affinity for oxygen
; if this solution be heated in close

vessels the gas is for tjie raogf part expelled unchanged*; if heated

in air, nitric acid is formei in the liquid,Vnid this eunverts.thc iron

into a salt of the peroxide.

With the sulphates of potash ^d ammonia, ^ecn vitriol forms

salts precisely analogous in forrfi^nd composition to those which

are formed by these sulphates with sulphate of copper. Tlie foi inula

of the potash salt is FcO, S03-fK(), SO3 + 6 aq.

Persulphate of Iron (Fc.,03, 3 SO3, Eq. 200)^ is miylc eitlicr

by treating brown luematite with an excess of strong fUlphuric

acid, allowing it to digest for some time and then expelling the

excess of acid at a heat short of redness ; or by adding to the solu-

tion of I equivalent of protosulphatc of iron, I an (equivalent of oil of

vitriol, boiling, and adding to the solution nitric acid in small

quantities as long as any red fumes arc given off. A yellowish-

white deliquescent mass is obtaiiu'd on cvaiioration, from which

the acid is expelled by a red heat ; at a more moderate the

salt is rendered anhydrous : water dissolves it but slowly. It is found

native in large quantities in Chili in the form of a white jiowdcr

(FejOa, 3 SO3, 9 aq).

With sulphate of potash and the alkaline sulphates persulphate

jof iron forms double salts, in form and composition, as well as

in taste, resembling common^ alum. The potash salt (K(),S03,

-bFegOa, 3 SO3+24 aq, sp, gr, 1718), is astringent, very soluble

in water, bat insoluble in alcohol : it is very prone to spontaneous

decomposition; and becomes converted from a colourless into a

brown, gummy, deliquescent mass : this change is also produced

by heating the salt to a temperature below 2 1 2®. The solution of

the two sulphates should therefore be allowed to evaporate spon-

taneously during its preparation.

(644) Protocarbonate of Iron, (FeO, C@2> found

native in immense quantities, forming a valuable ore of i«on. In

its less usual condition, when crystallized, it constitutes spathic iron

ore, and occurs in yellowish lenticular crystals, the primary form of

whiih is a^rhombohedron, isomorphous with calcareous spar. The
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clay iron ore, from which the gil^ater part of the English iron is

obtained, is, as already mentioned, an impure carbonate of iron.

Clay iron-stone, besides the more usual form of bands or seamlB

accompanying the coal strata, occurs also in detached nodules or

lumps, sometimes of very large size, imbedded in the clay of the

same formations. Carbonate of iron* is the salt contained in most

ferruginous springs, and is held in solution by free carbonic acid

:

it is rarely present in larger quantity than i grain per pint. Mere
exposure to « air causes Its separation^ the acid escapes, oxygen is

absorbed, and hydrated peroxide of iron..mixed with a small quan-

tity of organic matter, subsides, forming ‘

tlie^ ochry deposits so usual

around chalybeate springs. The protocarbonate of iron may be

produced artificially by mixing a'protosalt of iron with an alkaline

carbonate, when it falls as a pale green voluminous hydrate, which

is speedily altered by exposure to air. No percarbonate of this

metal appears ty exist, but the bicarbonate of potash as well as

that of dissolves the hydrated peroxide of iron ; the red solu-

tion thus formed is very slowly decomposed by prolonged ebullition.

(645) PnospiiATES OF Iron.—Triprotophosphate of Iron (HO,
a FcO, PO5), falls as a white powder on adding triphosphate of

soda to a protosalt of iron
;
by exposure to air it absorbs oxygen,

and becomes blue. A hydrated blue phosphate of iron is found

native; it is known as viviamte. It is probably a mixture of

phosphates of the protoxide and peroxide of iron ; HO, 2 FeO,

POg-f 2(Fe303,PO.r,), and contains about 30 per cent, of water.

A sesquiphosphaie (FcaO^j, P05 + 4aq), is obtained as a wdiite

powder by decomposing scsquichloride of iron by an alkaline tri-

phosphate. Exi)osure of this salt to air produces no change. It

is insoluble in acetic acid, but soluble in peracetate of iron
:
phos-*

phoric acid is sometimes prccipitatcc^,, in this form in the course of

analysis.

(646) Characters of the Salts of Iron.—Iron forms two
classes of salts, both of which are readily distinguished from each

other and from those of other metals. The salts of iron are not

f
oisonous, unless administered in excessive quantities ; they form
aluable tonics and astringents when taken internally. The solu-

tions both of the prcstosalts and of the persalts have an inky,

astringent taste.

I. Salts of the Protowide ,—The protosalts of iron, when in

solution, or when crystallized, have a pale green colour ; they give no
precipitate in acidulated solutions with hydrosulphuric odd. With
the alkalies a grey or grccu precipitate of hydrated protoxide is
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formed ; it quickly passes througjfi various shades of green into

brown by exposure to the air ; tljis change of colour is due to the

Absorption of oxygen, in consequence of which the sesquioxide is

eventually produced. If the precipitate be produced by ammonia,
an excess of this reagent redissolves a part of the grecipitate

; and if

the solution contain chloride t>f ammonium, the whole of the oxide

will be redissolved : this solution rapidly abjjorbs oxygen from the

air, and a film of sesquioxide of the metal forms u])on the surface.

Red prussiate ofpotasb, a^dod to a neutral or acid solution gives ^
bright blue precipitate, ^^lich is one o^ the varieties of Prussian

blue. If a solution oP a protosalt of iron be boiled with 7ntric

acid, the metal is completely conve,vted iqtq a sail of the peroxide

:

the same thing is eflected by the action of chlorine or bromine, or

by boiling an acidulated solution of the salt with a small quantity

of chlorate of potash.

2. Salts of the peroxide,—In solution they ha^c a yeilowdsh or

reddish brown colour. Hydromlphuric acid reduces them to the

state of protosalts, whilst a white deposit of sulphur occurs : for

example, with the persulphate the following reaction takes place:

—

Fe^Og, 3 S03 + IIS= 2 (Fc0, S03) + II0, SOa-f S.

With hydrosulphate of ammonia a black hydrat(‘(l 8ulj)hide of

iron is precipitated. The alkalies give a reddish brown volmninous

precipitate of hydrated peroxide, insoluble in excess of alkali.

Siilphocyanide of potassium gives an intense blood-red solution.

Yellow prussiate of potash, a bright blue ])rccipitate of ordinary

Prussian blue. Tincture of galls in neutral solutirms, a Iduish-

black, inky precipitate; this test is rendcr(*d much more dedicate in

its indications by the addition of water holding a little bicarbonate

of lime in solution : it is thecolouring lyalter of ordinary writing

ink. In neutral solutions the benzoates and the succinates of the

alkalies give voluminous insoluble precipitates : benzoate or succi-

nate of ammonia qr potash is sometimes employed to separate iron

from nickel and cobalt, as the benzoates and the succinates of

these metals are soluble. If a solution of a pcrsalt of iron, to

which potash has been added till it begins to occasion a permanent

precipitate, be raised to the boiling jjoint, it is completely deconii

posed, and an insoluble subsalt of iron is pre<!lpitatcd ; tliis property

is often turned to account in the separation of iron from cobalt,

nickel, and manganese, which are not precipitated under similar

circumstances.

*^efore%the blowpipe both classes of the salts act alike : with

borax in the reditcing flame they give green glass, which becomes
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colourless, or yellowish (if the ir?|a he in large quantity) when held

in the oxidating flame. All the^ salts of iron give with hydrosul-

phate of amniouia a black precipitate of sulphide of iron.
*

(647) Estimation of Iron .—In estimating the quantity of iron

for the purposes of analysis, it should always be first converted into

a persalt, by boiling with nitric acid or otherwise, and precipitated

by excess ofammonia,and then well washed and ignited
:
pure sesqui-

oxide of iron remains, consisting in 100 parts of 70 of iron and 30
of oxygen. • Iron is thus readily separated .from the alkalies and

alkaline carthsv If magllesia be present, it is apt to be partially

precipitated wdth the oxide of iron, unless* the solution contain a

considerable quantity of chloride of ammonium. When tartaric

acid, sugar, and various other fonlas of organic matter are present

in the solution, ammonia precipitates the peroxide of iron very

imperfectly : in such a case hydrosulphate of ammonia must be

employed^- Thq iron is thus thrown down completely as sulphide;

this prcfiipitatc must be rcdissolved in nitric acid, and then the iron

may be obtained as peroxide by adding an excess of ammonia to

the solution. *

(648) Separation of Iron from Alumina and Glucina .—If

alumina and glucina arc contained in the liquid, they accompany
the peroxide of iron u hen precipitated by ammonia. When these

earths are present, the precipitation should be effected by an

excess of caustic potash instead of ammonia ; the precipitate should

be gently warmed with the liquid for the purpose of dissolving out

the earths. Tlie solution is filtered from the oxide of iron, which
requires long washing with boiling water to remiove the last traces

of potash. The alumina and glucina are obtained from the alkaline

filtrate by neutralizing it with hydrochloric acid, and then adding a

slight excess of ammonia ; the alumina and glucina precipitate

together, and must be separated in the manner described in (578).

(649) Separation of Iron from Zinc, Cadmium, Cobalt, Nickel,

and Manyanese .—Having precipitated the cadmium by sulphuretted

hydrogen, and reconverted the iron into peroxide by boiling the

liquid with a small quantity of nitric acid, the solution is digested

in the cold upon an excess of pure, finely levigated carbonate of

(baryta, with frequent agitation : the iron is completely separated in

the form of a basic s^t of the peroxide, which must be thoroughly

washed.* This precipitate is then redissolved in hydrochloric acid,

and the barj^ta separated by the addition of dilute sulphuric acid;

the iron may afterwards be precipitated by ammonia as usual.

Sometimes ammonia in excess is made use of to separate iron

from these metals, which all form soluble compounds with ammo-
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nia, and which, it is supposed, wiiyretaiu them in solution, but this

method should never be resorted^o in analysis, as the iron always

j^tains a large quantity of the other oxides.

(650) Separation of Iron from Uranium ,—The iron having been
converted into peroxide, is precipitated by a large excess of car-

bo»ate of ammonia, which retains most of the* uranium. This

process, however, although usually adopted, is imperfect : as, if the

quantity of iron be at all large, it retains a Considerable proportion

of uranium.

(651) Estimation of admixture of Protoxide and Peroxide of
Iron.—It often happens tlxht the chepaist has to ascertain the rela-

tive proportions of protoxide and sc^^uioxide of iron which a com-
pound contains. Many chemisft4 * employ* for this purpose the

process contrived by Margueritte, which consists in ascertaining

the quantity of a measured solution of permanganate of potash of

known strength, which the solution of iron can deoxidize and

deprive of colour (Ann, de Chimie, III. xviii. 244).

If the compound of iron for examination be soluble in hydro-

chloric acid, the following process by Dr. Penny xvill be fouucD

both easy of execution and accurate in its results. It is based

upon the power, which a solution of bichromate of potash in excess

of hydrochloric acid possesses of converting protocliloridc of iron

into perchloride, while the chromium is reduced to the state of

scsquichloride, in the manner shown by the following equation :

—

KO, 2 Cr03 4- 6 FcCl 4- 7 IiCl=:3{Fa,Cl^) + Cr.Cl^ -f KCI q- 7 110,

In order to carry this process into cflFect, 44*4 grains of pure bichro-

mate of potash are introduced into an alkalirncter buretto (480),

which is to be filled up to with tepid water ; the mixture is to

be agitated until the salt js dissolved. Eacli division of the

instrument contains sufficient of the bichromate to convert half a

o5^r^chtori^(^^ into scsquichloride. The ore for

experiment having been reduced to an extremely tine powder, 100

grains of it are boiled in a flask for ten «r fifteen minutes with

about 2 ounces of hydrochloric acid, of sp. gr. I'loo: about 6

ounces of boiling distilled water are to be added, and the mixture

iinuci^iately transferred to an evaporating basin, taking care tq|

rinse out the flask thoroughly, A white pla^ is then spotted over

with a few drops of a weak solution of red prussiate of potasli, and

the bichromate is cautiously added from the alkalimeter to the

solution of iron (which is kept in continual agination), until it

assumes a dark greenish shade ; as soon as this begins to appear,

it must be tested ^er each addition of the bicliromate, by
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taking out a drop of the soluti^ on a glass rod, and adding it to

one of the drops of the red prussiate. When the last drop no longer

occasions a blue precipitate, the ojperation is ended, and the number
of divisions of the liquid which has been added, when multiplied

by two, indicates the amount of metallic iron which exists in the

form of protoxide in joo parts of thp ore. The total quantitj of

iron present in the solution may be ascertained by making a

second experiment on a fresh portion of the ore, and reducing the

metal whilst still in the flask with the liydrochloric acid, to the

state of protoxhle : this b readily cflfcctpd 6y adding a solution of

sulphite of soda until a drop of the liquid ceases to give a red

colour wlien mixed with a d^j’op of solution of sulphocyanide of

potassium,* placed upbii a white plate : the liquid is then Ixiiled

to expel the excess of sulphurous acid. When the iron has thus

been reduced to the state of protoxide, the whole quantity of the

metal present may be ascertained by means of the solution of bichro-

mate o%iOtash, as before; the difference between the two results will

give the per-eentage of metallic iron present in the form of peroxide.

(652) Analysis of Cast-Iron, Steel, and Bar-Iron,— For this

purpose the metal must be reduced to a fine state of subdivision

by means of a new file, previously freed from oil by the action of a

solution of potash ; the fine particles detached arc to be sifted

through a lawn sieve. Some kinds of cast-iron arc too hard to

admit of being filed
;
they must be crushed, in a small mortar made

of hard steel,

I. The proportion of carbon is ascertained by mixing from

50 to 100 grains of finely divided iron with about 10 times

its w^eight of chromate of lead ; then placing it in an apparatus

similar to that shown in fig. 244, and burning the iron in a very

gentle current of oxygen ; the carbonic acid which is formed is

collected in solution of potash placed in Liebig^s bulbs. The tube

which contains the iron is gradually heated with charcoal, com-
mencing at the extremity nearest the potash bulbs, and the fire is

slowly advanced towaajLs the other end, imtil, when the operation

is completed, the whole length of the tube is red-hot. From the

quantity of carlionic acid thus obtained, the proportion of carbon

(*iu the iron may be calculated. But it has been already explained

that cast-iron contain^, carbon partly in chemical combination, partly

* The reducing effedl of sulphite of soda on the perohloride of iron may
be explained by the foDowing equation, from which it w ill be seen that tho
sulphite is conv^!ted into sulphate of soda during the operation ;

—

FesClj + HO 4- HaO, SO^ s= 2 (FeCl) + HCl + NaO^ SO3.
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in a state of mechanical mixturej^nd it is important to determine

the relative proportions of the camon which exist in these diftercut

oenditions. This may be eifected by dissolving the iron in hydro-

chloric acid. In this operation all the carbon which was chemi-

cally combined with the iron is separated in the form cither of a

gaseous compound of carbon jind hydrogen, or aS a liquid hydro-

carbon ; whilst the scales of graphite mechanically diffused through

the metal are not acted upon by the acid, tuid are left in a solid

form mixed with silica. In-order to ascoi'tfiiri the p^;oportiou of

grapWte in this residue, it^s collected or%a small weighed filter, untT

washed with ether to, ifcViove any adhering liquid hydrocarbon

;

the filter and its contents are dried^t 212® h\, and vVeighed in a

.covered crucible. The residue i^dicn burned, and the silica which

remains is deducted from the weight of the precipitate collected on

the filter.

2. The quantity of silicon contained in the iron is ascertained

by dissolving the metal in liydrochloric acid and eva[)OK‘#ing the

solution to dryness, inoistening with concentrated hydrochloric

acid, thus dissolving all the soluble matter in watev, and collecting

the silica on a filter : from this residue, after the graphite is

burned off, the quantity of silicon can be estimated, 100 parts of

silicic acid -representing 48 of silicon.

3. Sulphury PhosphoruSy and Arsenic .—The most accurate

mode of estimating these substances consists in deflagrating about

50 grains of the finely-divided iron with about six ‘times its

weight of a mixture of 5 j)arts of ])urc nitre, and i part of car-

bonate of potash, in a crucible of silver, or, still better, of gold.*

The phosphorus, sulphur, and arsenic arc thus converted into

phosphoric, sulphuric, and arsenic acids, and conibinc with the

potash; when the fused mass is digested in water they arc dis-

solved, whilst the oxide of ir6n rcraain.s Tindissolvcd, The filtered

solution is supersaturated with hydrochloric acid, and the sulphuric

acid is thrown down by means of chloride of barium
;
the excess

of baryta is removed by adding sulphuric acid, and the arsenic is

thrown down by a current of sulphuretted hydrogen. The licpiid,

filtered from sulphide of arsenic, is now neutralized by ammonia,

and on the addition of a few drops of solution of sulphate of mog^

nesia, the phosphoric acid is gradually separated, on standing, as

the crystalline double phosphate of magnesia and ammoni^.

* Any traces of yonadium or of chroniiuTn would alsc* be oxidized, and

on digesting the mass in water would dissolve out in the alkaline liquid.
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Tbe oxide of iron k diseqlVed in hydrochloric add, and' a

current of sidphuretted hydrogeti is transmitted, by which copper

would be separated as sulphide } the filtrate is boiled with nitric

acid, and the iron separated from manganese, cobalt, or nickel by

means of carbonate of baryta in the manner already described (649).

§ VII. Chromium.

Symbol, Crj Equivalent, Sjteqific Gravity,

(653) Chromium is a irictal wliicli 'is but sparingly distributed

over the earth. « Its most important ore is the chrome iron-stone,

a compound of protoxide of iron and sesquioxide of chromium
(FeO, CraOij), which has upw and then been met with crystallized

in regular octohedra like the magnetic oxide of iron, to which it

corresponds in composition ; but is more generally found massive

:

it is piiiikcijially'supplicd from the United States and from Sweden.

Occasionally the metal occurs in a higher state of oxidation,

in combination with oxide of lead, as chromate of lead {Pb0,Cr03).

Indeed it was in this hc^autiful mineral that Vauquelin in the year

1797 first discovered the existence of chromium.

To obtain the pure metal, oxide of chromium is intimately

mixed, in fine powder, with* charcoal, and made up into a paste

with oil ; it is then placed in a crucible liii^d with charcoal,

and the cover of the crucible is luted on, after which it is exposed

for two hours to the heat of a good wind furnace
;
an agglomerated

mass, of metallic aj)pcarance, is thus obtained. It is not pure

chromium, but consists of a combination of carbon with the metal.

Chromium obtained by this method is very difficult of fusion ; it

generally forms a porous mass composed of brilliant grains, which

are hard enough to scratch glass. ' In this state it has a specific

gravity of about 5*9, If ignited with the alkalies, alkaline car-

bonates, or nitrates, it is rapidly converted into chromic acid,

which combines with the alkaline base. It may, how ever, be heated

to redness in the open air, without becoming oxidized, and is not

acted on by any acid except the hydrochloric acid,

p
Another modification of the metal may be procured by decom-

posing its sesquichloride by heating it with potassium; after washing

the residue with water, the metal remains in the form of a dark grey

jx>wder, which assumes a metallic lustre under the burnisher. This

pulverulent ch^mium, if heated in the air, takes fii^e below red-

ness, and bums brilliantly. It is oxidized with great violence by
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nitric acid, sometimes becomingVincandescent during the action

;

it is dissolved by hydrochloric acil and dilute sulphuric acid, with

evolution of hydrogen. •

Metallic chromium has not been applied in the arts, but its

oxide and many of the chromates are liighly valued as colouring

materials, both in painting onjporcclain and in catico printing.

(654) Compounds of Chromium with Oxygen.— Chromium
forms 4 well marked oxides; a protoxide, 'Xh-Q

; a scsipiioxidc,

CrgOg, both capable of forming salts with acids : an in^tennediate

oxide (CrO, Cr^Og), cofresjonding to thevhagnetic pxidc of iron,
^

and a powerful metallic ,aeiS (CrO^), chromic acid, corresponding

to manganic and ferric acids. It ajeo appears probable that a

pcrchroraic acid (Cr207) exists
;

at least a* Blue licpiid is obtained

on pouring peroxide of hydrogen into a golution of clironiic acid.

Protoxide of Chromium (CrO) ; Eq. 34 3—This oxidt‘ is known
only in the hydrated condition. It is obtained as a dark brown
precipitate on adding caustic i)otash to a solution^ of the««fnx)to-

chloride of chromium ;
it absorbs oxygen w ith great avidity, and

even decomposes water, with extrication of hydiiogen, and then

becomes converted into the intermediate hydrated oxide (CrO, Cr^Oj,,

IIO), which is of the colour of Spanish snutf.

The protoxide of chromium forms a double sulphate with suI-

phate of potash (CrO, SO;j-f KO, SO3, 6 acj), corresponding to the

double sulphate of iron and potash both iu form and composition.

The crystals are of a line blue colour.

(655) Sesquioxide Eq.j6'^; Sp. Gr. cryst(iUized, .

—This oxide is obtained as a greyish-green hydrates by boiling

with alcohol a solution of bichromate of potash a<!idulatcd with

sulphuric acid. The alcohol deprives tluj chromic acid of half

its oxygen, and the liquid becomes green frcjm the formation of a

sulphate of the sesquioxide. C&i the additinu of aiumoiiia, a bulky,

gelatinous, green precipitate of the liydrated oxide is produced,

which, when dried in tlie air, has the formula (CrjjO^, 10 aq). Iu

this form it is freely^ soluble in acids, and forms salts the solutions

of which arc of a green colour ; but they do not crystallizo. Sesqui-

oxide of chromium, though comparatively a feeble base, forms also

another isomeric set of soluble salts, w hich are of a violet colour.

If these violet-coloured salts be precipitated an alkali, tlicy give

a bluish-green hydrated oxide, wdiich if rcdissolvcd in an acid without

the application of heat, reproduces the violet-coloured salts. If

the liquid be heated to the boiling point, or a little short of it, the

salt passes at once into the green modiheatiou. Ttie violet salts

8 N
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crystallize readily. The ojiAe^rom the violet salts is soluble in

excess of ammonia ; and by long digestion with strong ammonia
the green modification of the oxide passes into the violet, andids

dissolved by the alkali. Potash and soda precipitate the hydrated

oxide from both varieties, and redissolve it if added in excess,

forming a green' solution, from whiqh, on boiling, the whole of the

oxide of chrome separates as the hydrate of the green salts. The
hydrate thus obtained, according to Fremy, contains 9 equivalents

of water; ^Cr20;„ 9 IK)). When the hydrated oxide is heated, it

^ parts witii its water be)jw redness, after '^wliich it is much less

soluble in acids. If heated a little beyoqd this point, it suddenly

becomes incandescent, shriskdes considerably in bulk, and is no

longer attacked by acids. Besides the two soluble varieties of the

salts of clirome before jpentioned, a third anhydrous, insoluble

scries is known, corresponding, it would seem, to the dense and

comparatively inert modification of the metal itself.

Tia green oxide of chrome is not decomposed by heat, and hence

is used as a green colour in enamel jiainting. It is usually pre-

pared for this purpose by decomposing chromate of mercury by a

red heat : lialf the oxygen of the acid is exjiclled along with the

oxide of mercury, ("hromate of ammonia may be employed in-

stead of chromate of mercury with equally good results. Another

method consists in strongly igniting, in a covered crucible, an

intimate mixture of 4 parts of jiowdered bichromate of potash and

j part of starch
;
the carbonate of potash resulting from the de-

composition is Avaslujd out, and tlie oxide of chrome which remains,

after undergoing a second calcination, yields a beautiful clear green

colour. There are also a variety of other modes of obtaining it.

Oxide of chrome is the colouring ingredient in greenstone, in the

emerald, in ]iyropc, and in several other minerals. The pink colour

used on earthenware is ])roparcd by heating to redness a mixture

of 30 parts of peroxide of tin, 10 of chalk, and j of chromate of

j)otash
; the product is then finely powdered, and washed with weak

muriatic acid ; a beautiful rose-tint is thus obtained.

(636) Chromic Acid (CrO^) ; Eq, 50*3, Sp, Gr, ^*676.—^There

are several modes of obtaining this compound. The simplest

consists in mixing 4 measures of a cold saturated solution of

bichromate of ix>tasy with 5 of oil of vitriol : as the liquid cools,

tl)e chromic acid separates in beautiful crimson needles
; for though

very soluble in w^ater, the acid has the j^uliarity of being nearly

insoluble in sulphuric acid of Sp. Gr, 1*55, but is fireely dissolved

by it either in a more concentrated, or in a more dilute condition.
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The crystals are allowed to dry a porous tile, under a bell-

glass. A good deal of sulphurio acid however still adheres to

them: M. Fritsche recommends/ in order to remove this sul-

phuric acid, that the crystals should be dissolved in water, and a

solution of bichromate of baryta should be added in quantity just

suflftcient to throw down the \^hole of the sulphurib acid as sulphate

of baryta ; the solution may ht recrystallized by evaporation in

vacuo.

Chromic acid when dried ^t a gentle heat is anhydipiis. While
hot it is black, but becomes? dark red on Vobling : at al>ont 400*^’

it fuses, and if heated moftj •strongly, becomes vividly ineandeseciit,

and is converted into the sesquioxidc. fitli disengagement of oxygen.

Chromic acid dcliquesc^cs when exposed to tlu! air. It has a sour,

nn.^tallic taste, and possesses considerable oxidizing power, I’rom the

facility with which it is reduced to sesquioxide of eliromium.

Chromic acid forms more tlian one crystalline e()m])ound with sul-

phuric acid : these Of)mpouuds are decomposed f)y water.

Chromates.—Chromi(» acid eombiiu's with })ases, and forms three

classes of salts—basic, neutral, and acud. Tlie chromates of the

alkalies arc soluble in water ;
the neutral salts have a yellow

colour; tlie acid salts arc of a bright orange: tin? most important

of tliese salts are the cliromate and ])i(^lir()mate of potasli, from

which the otlicr chromates are gcncnilly obtained.

The bichromate of potash (KO, 2 CrC)^, Eq. 147*5, Sp. fJr.

2*624), crystallizes in large nal, transparent, anhydrous* 4-sided

tables. It fuses lielow redness, apd as it cools s])lits to j»ieces Ironi

the inequality of its contraction. It nujnii'es about 10 times its

wxdght of water at 60^ for its solution. lien heated with sulphuric

acid, oxygen gas is evolved, and sulphate of potash and sulpliatc of

sesquioxide of chromium are formed :

—

(KO, 2 CrO,) +4 S03=K0, SO^+’CCrA, 3 SO3) + O3.

If a solution of carbonate of potash be added to the bichromate,

until it becomes of a pale yidlow colour, carbonic tacid is cxjielled,

and the neutral chromate (KO, Cr03, Eq. 97*3, ^p^ OV. 2*682), is

formed. This salt dissolves in about twice its weight of cold

water, and still more freely in boiling water; it has a pure and intense^

yellow colour, A very small quantity of tly? salt suffices to im-

part a yellow tinge to a considerable volume of water. By
evaporation chromate of potash may be obtained with sonic difli-

culty,in transparent,yellow,anhydrous prisms,which aj c isoraorphous

'w ith those of sulphate of potash; at a red heat it fuses*without uuder-

8 N 2 .
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going decomposition. A terchromate of potash (KO, 3 Cr03), also

arihydrous, was obtained by Mirechcrlieh in deep red crystals, by

adding an excess of nitric acid to a solution of the bichromate, and

allowing it to evaporate.

To procure the bichromate of potash, chrome ironstone is

reduced to an extremely fine powder- and heated in a reverberaibry

furnace with carbonate of potash Riid a small proportion of nitre,

the mixture being constantly stin*ed, to hasten the oxidation. When
this is complete, the product is digested in water, and the yellow

solution is drawn off* fi’om tlie insoluble matter
; it is then super-

saturated with nitric acid; a j)ortion of silica*is precipitated,and after

this has been separated, the li'piid, on evaporation, yields crystals

of bichromate of ])otasir, which are purified by rccrystallization.

According to M. Schweitzer several double salts may be formed
by digesting bicliromate of potash with an equivalent of some other

base, such as lime or magnesia. The chromate of magnesia and
potash‘<^/ystallizes in oblique rliombic prisms, (KO, jMgO, 2 Cr03+
2 110) and a salt of similar composition may be obtained with lime.

Vhromuic of Soda (NaO, CrO^, 10 aq, Eq. 81*34-90), may be
obtained in a similar manner to tlie chromate of 2)ota8h ; it exy^s-

tallizes like the sulphate of soda with 10 equivalents of ^vatcr: a

bichromate of soda may likewise be formed.

Bichromate of Lime is formed in many chrome works as a

pndiniinary stage in the manufacture of the chromates. Jacquelaiu

decomposes chrome ore by roasting it in fine powder intimately

mixed with chalk, grinds the roasted mass with water, and adds

sulphuric acid till the liquid has an acid reaction, in which case

bichromate of lime is formed, and remains in solution,

Chromaie of harxjta is a canary yellow insoluble powder.

Chromate of stronlia is yellow* and soluble. Subchroinate of mer-

cury (4 Hg./), 3 CrO.j), falls as an oratigc-colourcd insoluble precipi-

tate on adding subnitratc of mercury to a soluble chromate.

Chromaie of silver (AgO, CrO^, Sp. Gr, 5770), is of a dark red

colour, the tint of which is deeper if the solutions be mixed w^hilst

hot : it is crystalline, and sparingly soluble.

Chromaie of Lead (PbO, 063, Eq. 16^*3, Sp. Gr. 5*653),

^forms the pigment called * chrome yellow? It is obtained by

precipitating solution* of acetate of lead by one of chromate or of

bichronuitc of potash. Chromate of lead is insoluble in water, or

in acids, but like all the insoluble salts of lead, it is dissolved by a

large excess of potash or A Dichromate of Lead (2 PbO,
Sp. Gr. 6*266), of a splendid scarlet colour, may be obtained

by adding to a solution of ujtrate of lead a solution of chromate of
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potash, M^ith which an additional^eqinvalent of hydrate of potash

has been previously mixed. It 'may be obtained of a still more
UHlliant colour by fusing i part of the neutral chromate of lead

with 5 parts of nitre
; chromate of potash and dichromate of lead

are formed ; the salt of potash may be removinl by wasliing.
*Chromic acid is the coloitring matter of the ruby.

Bichromate of Chloride of Potassium jKCl, 2 CrO^).—This

remarkable compound may be obtained crystallized in orange-

coloured needles, by di^so|,vin^ 3 parts of bichromate of 'potash, aui^

4 of hydrochloric acid, in little water at a gentle heat, and allow-

ing it to cool; a large quantity of water dceoniposes the salt.

(656 bis) Sesquisulphide of Chro).'Num^{{^\\j^^.^*E(/, 100*5.—This

compound may be obtained in black shining scales, resembling idum-

bago in appearance, when the vapour ol’ bisuljdndc' of carl>on is

transmitted over sesquioxide of cliromiiim strongly In'ated in a

porcelain tube. The affinity of chromium for sulpl^ur is but slight.

]f the hydrosulphatc of ammonia be mixed with a salt of tluj^csqui-

oxide of chrome, the liydratcd sesquioxide of the metal is precipitated,

whilst sulphuretted hydrogen is evolved.
*

(657) Cfilorochromic Acid, CrCK)^, or (CrCl, -f 2 ChO^) is a

dense red liquid, whicli omits copious r(;d fumes of suO()(*ating

odour; it is immediately decomposed by water into chromic and

hydrochloric acids. "WIk'ii dropped into strong solution of ammonia
it bursts into flame from the intensity of the reaction. If thp vapour

be passed tlirough a tid)C of j)orcelain heated to r(‘dness, beautiful

rhombohedral crystals of sesquioxide of chromium are formed
;

these crystals arc isomorplions with those of corundum
;

tliey

are hard enough to cut glass, and arc of a very dark green colour.

During their formation, oxygen and chh>i ine esca])e in consequence

of the following reaction
; 2 ^CrCl()J ==(’r.X).^-f CL -f O.

Chlorocliromic acid is analogous to tfit^ chloromolybdic, cldoro-

tungstic, and chlorosulphiiric acids in composition, and in the pro-

ducts which it yields when deconifioscd. In ordcT to jircparc it,

10 parts of common salt are fused with 1 7 of chromate of jiotash
;

the melted mass, when cold, is broken into fragments, and gently

heated in a retort, with 30 parts of oil of vitriol. The chloro*-

chromic acid distils over readily. ^

(657 bis) Compounds of Chromium with Chlorine,— Besides

the preceding, chromium forms two compounds with cldorinc,—

a

protochloride and a sesquichloride. The latter is the more

inq)ortaiit. ^ ,

Sesquichloride of Chromium (Cr2Cl3), Eq, 159.—AVlien a current

of dry chlorine is ti;an3mitted over intimate mixture of finely
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divided scsquioxide of chromium and charcoal, heated to redness

in a glass tube, beautiful scales ojf the anhydrous sesquichloride of

the metal sublime, of a pale violet colour ;
when rubbed upon tlfe

skin they have a soapy feel
;
they are quite insoluble in cold water,but

by boiling them with water for some time a green solution is gra-

dually formed. Sulphuric and hydi‘ocliloric acids, and even aqua

regia do not dissolve them. It is however very remarkable that

the change from this insoluble to the soluble green varietj^ is

^eflcctcd ill a few moments with extrication of heat, by the addition

of a minute qinintity of tjic ]irotochlorid^ of chromium. When the

gr(‘cn hydrated scsquioxide of chrome is dissolved in liydrochloric

aeid, a similar gVeen soIutioiOis formed : the liquid furnishes, by

spontaneous evaporation, green crystals, which may be represented,

according to Peligot, as consisting of (Cr^CXCl-f 2 HCl-f lo HO);
but it is singular that only two-thirds of the chlorine which this

solution contains is precdjntated wdicn it is mixed with nitrate of

silver, /I . de Chvmic^ HI., xii., 536 ;
xiv., 239, and xiv., 294.)

A violet (Iilorlde of the metal which contains the same proportion

of (ddorino may b(^ formed by precipitating the violet-coloured sul-

phate of chrome by an equivalent quantity of chloride of barium :

nitrate of silver precipitates the whole of the chlorine from this

solution.

Several oxychlorides of chrome may be formed.

J^roto(dU()ride of Chromimn ((h'Cl), Eij. 617, is obtained by
lieating the sesquiediloridc to redness in a current of dry hydrogen

(carefully freed from every trace of oxygen)
;

it is a white sub-

stance which is readily dissolved by water, forming a blue solution

Mliich ra[)idly absorbs ox^^geu.

(658) The Tvrflaoride of Clironimni (CrFl^) Eq. 83*3, is ob-

tained by distilling 4 pai’ts of eliromatc of lead, 3 of powdered fluor

spar, and 8 of strong sulphuric acid, in a platinum retort
; sul-

jdiatcs of lead and of lime are formed, and the terfluoride distils as a
deep red vajiour, whicli by a low temperature is reduced to a blood-

red liquid. The reaction which attends its formation may be thus

represented; PbO, CrO, d- 3 CaF4-4 (HO, SO.^)= Vho] SO, +
3 (CaO, SO.,)-f4 llO-f CrF,.

^
Terfluoride of chromium forms deep red fumes of chromic acid

the moment that it conics into the air, as it is instantly decomposed
by moisture : by conducting the vapour into a moistened platinum

crucible the vessel speedily becomes filled wdth voluminous crjstals

of chromic acic}, from which j^jiie hydrofluoric acid may be expelled

by a gentle heat. The formation of the chromic acid is readily

accounted for as follows
; C16F3 -f 3HO= Cr03 ,-1-3 HP,

’
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{6^()) Nitride ofChromtumCT^2^ (Sclirotter).—If the anhydrous

sesquicbloride of chromium be heated in a current of dry aiuino-

iflacal gas, chloride of ammonium sublimes, whilst the chloride of

chromium is decomposed, emitting a purple light, and an insoluble

chocolate brown compound of chromium and nitrogen is left. If

it 5e heated to between 300 • and 400*^ F., in a Airnmt of oxygen,

it takes fire, and burns with a* beautiful red liglit into oxide of

chromium, emitting nitrogen gas mixed witirred fumes of j)eroxidc

of nitrogen.
• • •

*

(659^^5) Sulphate of ^hromiuniy (Cl^rt^, 3SO;^; Eq. 196-5.—

There are three varieties of *tliis salt. One of them is a ^reen soluble

compound, which is freely dissolved by alcphol, but does not erys-

tallize. It may be obtained liy boiling either of tin; hydr.'ited

oxides of chromium with sulphuric acid. A second modification,

of a violet colour, may be ])roeurcd by digesting 8 ])arts of the

hydrated oxide of chromium dried at with 9 pai b^ of oil of

vitriol, in a shallow vessel exposed to the air at ordinary l»nj)era-

tures. The mixture gradually absorbs water, and biHxmi(;s con-

verted in two or three w(*eks’ time into a greenk^h-blue mass of

crystals : these ci^stals arc dissolvcnl by water, and ibrm a bhui

liquid, from which alcohol sejiarates the salt in iTystjilline grains.

This modification forms with sulphate of potasli, or with sulphate?

of ammonia, a beautiful violet double salt (elirome alum) wliieli crys-

tallizes by spontaneous cvajioration in ])old oetohedra, and eorr<?-

sponds in form and (‘om})osition to ordinary alum, the formula of

thei)otash salt being(K(), + -f 24 ,sp. yr, j-826.

The solution of the violet suljdiatc, when boiletl, b(*(‘onies green

;

and if the crystals of chrome alum be dissolvt'd in water, and the

solution be boiled, the j)lum-eolonred liquid also becrornes green,

and loses the power of erystj^llizing on cooling. If the violet suU

phate be heated to 212^ it Inclts in itsr water of ervstalliza.tion,

loses 10 equivalents of water, and becomes eonvert(?d into the

green salt ; but if the temperature be raised to about 700*^, both

the green and the violet modification are rendered anliydrous, and

a third salt is obtained in red crystals, which arc no longer soluble

in water, or even in concentrated acids, or aqua regia. If digested

for a long time with water, however, it becomes converted into thj?

soluble form (Sclirotter, Poggendorff, ^wwa/^liii., 513). The com-

position of these three sulphates w'ould be represented a.s follows ;—

•

Red insoluble sulphate . . ^ Cr^jOg, 3 SO3

Grejn soluble sulphate . . . Cr^O;,, 3 S^O^, 5 IIO

Violet soluble; sulphate . • ^ CrjjOg, 3 SO3 15 110
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Several subsulphates of chrot&e xuay also be formed.

The Nitrate of Chromium is 4 green very soluble salt ; when
gently ignited, it loses its acid, and yields a brown oxide of chrome

(CrOg) which is regarded as a chromate of sesquioxide of chrome

(CrgOj, CrOg).

(660) Characters op the Compounds op Chromium ;

—

I. The 0/ /Ae are but little known. They rapidly

absorb oxygen from the air ; they ar^. spariagly soluble in water,

&nd form either red or blue solutions. Potash gives a brown pre-

cipitate of hydrated protoxide of chromium in these solutions

;

ammonia

y

a greenish white precipitate, which if hydrochlorate of

ammonia be present is redissolvcd by excess of ammonia, forming a

blue liquid which becomes red as it absorbs oxygen. With sulphide

ofpotassium they give a black sulphide ; and with ferrocyanide of

potassium a greenish yellow precipitate. These salts reduce solu-

tions oil-* gold to the metallic state, and convert corrosive subli-

mate into calomel.

3. The Salts of the Sesquioxide have a sweetish astringent

taste. They arc cither green or violet coloured
; tlic green solu-

tions generally transmit a red light. With ammonia they yield a

bulky gelatinous prc(;ipitatc of hydrated sesquioxide of chrome.

Potash and Soda give a green precipitate, which is dissolved with a

green colour, in excess of the cold alkaline solution, but is re-precipi-

tateef completely by boiling the liquid. The alkaline carbonates

give a green precipitate which is redissolvcd by an excess of the alka-

line liquid. Sulphuretted hydroyen gives no precipitate. The alkaline

sulphides precipitate the green sesquioxide of chromium, with

escape of sulphuretted hydrogen. If any of these precipitates be

fused with nitre, it yields a yellow soluble chromate of potash.

3. The Chromates.—Bifore the blowpipe they colour borax and
mieroeosmic salt green. When boiled w ith dilute sulphuric acid, to

which a little alcohol or sugar has been added, they are decomposed,

and the chromic acid is reduced to the green oxide of chrome, which
is dissolved by the sulphuric acid, and is precipitated with its cha-

racteristic colour on neutralizing with ammonia. Most of the

chromates arc strongly coloured. Their solutions give a yellow

precipitate with salts of lead, a red with nitrate of silver, and an
orange with subniirate of mercury.

(66 x) Estvnaiiou of Chromium, and separation from the Alka-

lies and Alkaline Earths .—Chromium may be most accurately

estimated in the' form of sesquioxide. It may be easily reduced
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to this condition even if it exist ift solution in the form of a chro-

mate, by acidulating wuth hydr<|chloric acid, and transmitting a

cftrrent of sulphuretted hydrogen : the liquid must then be boiled,

and on the addition of ammonia to the hot solution the oxide of

chromium is precipitated. It is to be well waslied and ignited

in 4 covered platinum crucible; loo parts of the* anhydrous oxide

contain 68*68 of chromium.

The Separation of Ckrommm from the ilartks, and from Zinc,

Cadmium, Cobalt, Nicke^ gnd Iron ma^ be eflcctcd l)y fusing

the mineral, or the precipitate obtained by ammonia from its solu-

tion in an acid, with amiix1:ure of carbonate of ])()tasji and nitre,

the cliromium is thus converted imH chromic Acid, and forms a

soluble compound, from which flic chromium may be ])rccipitatcd

as directed in the foregoing paragrapli, wliilst the earths and tlic

other metals remain in the insoluble j)ortion, cither in the form of

oxides or of carbonates.

§ VIII. Manganese.

Symbol, 'Mn
;
Equivalent, 27*57; Specifc Gravity

^

8*013.

(662) The ores of tliis metal arc tolcraldy abundant, and it enters

into the composition in gr(?at(ir or less quantity of a vast number
of minerals, so that it is widely diffused throughout tlu; mim'ral

kingdom. The most important and valuable ore of mang?vncse

is the black oxide, which occui’s cither massive or in radiated

crystals.

Manganese is reduced to the metallic state with difficulty. The
best method consists in mixing the carbonate into a paste with oil

and sugar, and igniting it intensely for a couple of hours in a

crucible lined with charcoal^ furnished with a cover lut(ul on, and

exposed to the heat of a fofge. It may thus be obtaiiieiLin a

metallic globule which contains a variable (juantity of carbon ;

the carbon may be removed liy fusing the metal a second time in

a porcelain crucible with a little carbonate of mangfincse.

Manganese is of a greyish white colour, and is brittle, but hard

enough to scratch steel
; it is very feebly magnetic, lly exposure

to the air, it speedily becomes oxidated, and should be j)rcscrvc^

cither in sealed tubes or under naphtha.

Manganese enters into combination both with carbon and

silicon when fused with them : the carbide, when treated witli acids,

leaves part of the carbon as a black powder : thg compound of

manganese^ with silicon is decomposed with difficulty even by aqua
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regia, in which case it leaves a i^sidue of silicic acid. The chief

uses of the compounds of manganese are chemical, the peroxide

being extensively employed to decompose muriatic acid and furnisn

chlorine. It likewise sui3plies the chemist with his cheapest source

of oxygen, and is employed as a colouring material in the manufac-

ture of glass and enamels. It combines with iron, and increases

its hardness and elasticity, and is hence useful in the manufacture

of steel.

(663) Compounds of Manganese w%th
,,
Oxygen ,—Manganese

Sbrrns several compounds with oxygen, -'The protoxide, MnO, is a

j)owerful base
;
the sesquioxidc, Mn203, is feebly basic ; the red

oxide, a com[)ouTld of these two, MnO, IVTn^Os, is quite indifferent

to the action of acids; so also is tlic deutoxidc or black oxide,

MnO^: but tlie two liigher oxides have well marked acid charac-

ter's. l^he formula for manganic acid is MnO^, and that for per-

manganic arid Mn^O;. Neither of these acids, however, can be

obtainexh except in (;orabination with water or a metallic oxide.

The protoxide, (AIiiO, E(j, 35*5), may be obtained easily by
igniting earboua'te of manganese in a current of hydrogen

;
it is of

an olive-green colour, and unless it has been strongly heated,

absorbs oxygen from the air
; if ignited in the air it burns, and is

converted into a brown siqRTior oxide. It may be obtained as a

w'hitc hydrate by decomposing a salt of manganese by any alkali,

but Jt immediately begins to a])sorb oxygen from the air, and turns

browui. ft is soluble in ammonia, especially if the solution contain

an amnioniacal salt. Hie protoxide unites with acids, forming

W'cll-charaeterized salts.

Sesf/uioxide, (INIiioO.J, Eq, 79, Sp, Gt\ 4*8:^.—This oxide is

found in its anhydrous form in acute octohedra, constituting

hrannitc ; it occurs naturally in a hydrated state in manganite, which

is of a blackish brown cCilour, and forms brilliant prismatic crys-

tals, (Mn^O.j, aq). The sesquioxidc of manganese may be obtained

as a brown hydrate, by ])assiug chlorine through the carbonate of

the protoxide suspended in water, and afterwards removing the

excess of the carlionate by dilute nitric arid. Sulphuric acid dis-

solves it slowly, and forms a deep red solution wdth it, and hydro-

j^liloric acid in the cold also forms a soluble compound with it
; if

these solutions be heated they are decomposed, and a salt of the

protoxide is formed. hen ignited, the sesquioxide loses one-eighth

of its oxygen, and leaves the red oxide.

Binoxide or peroxide, (MnOa), Eq, 43*5, 8p, Gr, 4*94.—^This

oxide is the black manganese of commerce and the pyrolusite of

iniueraloglsts. It is foimd in steel-grey rhombic.prisms, Psilomelane
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is a black stalactitic or amorphous Variety frequently mixed with one

of the lower oxides of the metal.
|
Wad is also a hydrated peroxide

of manganese, with a variable* amount of water
;

it is in a

less compact form than psilomclane, and is of a brown colour.

Small quantities of cobalt and of the carbonates of the earths are

fre(iUent constituents of these ores. Binoxide eff niaii^amjsc is a

good conductor of electricity, and is strongly olectro-iu'gative in the

voltaic circuit. When ignited it gives off one-third of its oxygen,

and the red oxide is left ]y^n02= (Mu0,*^liia0;d -f ()b : if hcateil

with concentrated sulphui-ic acid, half its%)xygcn csciipcs, and a prof

tosulphate is formed; *^1102+ HO, S02= Mn0
,

HO-f O.

With hydrochloric acid chlorine i.s*^l)U^jdantly» cvolvcul, and a

protochloridc of manganese is left. Nitric a(‘id has but little elicet

upon it. Peroxide of manganese is procnrcul in a hydrated fonn its

a reddish brown powder, when manganato or ])(*rTnaiiganatc of

potash is decomjiosed ])y an acid. Wluni tlie n'd o\iil(‘ is treated witii

nitric acid, a hydrate of the peroxide is left, (H)ntainfng

(664) Commercial Assay of Oxide of Maayanese .—Tlie (;oni-

mercial value of black oxide of manganese (hi^ends upon the

proportion of chlorine which a given weight wdll liberate when it

is heated with hydrochloric acid. This (piantity of chlorine varies

much in different samples, and is dependent upon the ])ro})ortion of

oxygen which the oxide of manganese contains in cxet‘ss of that

which is necessary to its existence as ])rot oxide. A i‘onv(uncnt

method of estimating this cxec^ss of oxygen is fonnded *nj)on tlic

circumstance that tlu* black oxich^ of manganese is decomposed iu

the presciKJC of oxalic* acid and free sul])hiirie acid
;
ju'otosulphate

of manganese is formed, and all the exeevss of oxygmi reacts upon

the oxalic acid and converts it into carbonic acid, wbitdi passes off

with effervescence. If the ipixturc be weighed before; the decom-

position is efleeted, and agaii/after it baSda'cn eonipleted, th^ loss

will indicate the amount of carbonic a(;id
;
and from this the

available amount of oxygen is readily calculated. The reaediou

may be traced thus : Mn02 -f -f C.O;, yields MnO, 2 CO2.

Each equivalent of peroxide of manganese gives 2 equivalents, or

exactly its own weight of carbonic acid.

The apparatus of Will and Fresenius, fig. 291, p. 740, is wdl

adapted to the performance of this cxx)eriin(yit : joo grains of th/?

manganese to be tested is reduced to an extremely fiiie^ ])owdcr,

and mixed with 150 grains of oxalic acid ;
the mixture is |)la(;ed iu

the flask, a, and about ounce of water is added : tlic experiment

is then proceeded with exactly as in the method already described for

estimating^ carbonic .acid in a carbonate (481). The dccon)X)Ositioii
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of the ore is known to be complete as soon as all the black par-

ticles have disappeared.
j

If the sample of manganese contain a carbonate of any of the

earths, as may readily be ascertained by the eflervescence which

will be occasioned on moistening a portion of the oxide with dilute

nitric acid, it will be necessary to remove this carbonate. This is

easily done by washing the weighed portion with nitric acid diluted

with from 1 6 to 20 pkrts of water in the flask itself ; as soon as

the eficrvesccnce has vceased, the afid liqiiid must be carefully

*j)Ourcd off, ati/1 the flasJv filled up once or twice with distilled

water; the oxide must be allowed to'sulxddc; in order to retain

any susj)cn(le(l partielcs,J<ho^asliings may be thrown upon a small

filter, which is afterwards introduced into the flask, and the expe-

riment is tlicn proceeded with as usual.

The Red Oxide, (MnO, Mn^O^, Eg. 114*5), corresponds to the

l)la(;k oxide of iron
; it is formed by igniting any of the oxides of

nianga#<?8c in Vhe open air : it occurs native in hausmannite,

either massive or in four-sided pyramidal eiystals of a black

colour. The oxhle is soluble in jdiosphorie and in sidphuric acid.

(665) Manyanic Acid, (MnO^), Eg, 51*5.—When equal weights

of caustic potash and peroxide of manganese arc fused together, a

substance is formed which, when dissolved in a small quantity of

w ater, has a gretni colour, but which, when largely diluted, becomes

pur})le, and ultimately clarct-eoloured. This substance has been

long kndwui, ow ing to these changes of colour, under the name of

mineral chameleon. The colouring material is manganic acid,

whicli, when in combination with ])otash, has a green colour ; it is

an unstable compound, and readily either parts wuth oxygen, or

absorbs a larger amount of it, in the latter case forming a red

compOTUid
; and hence these changes of colour are produced.

Manganic acid has never been obtained except in combination

with some pow'crful base. It may be procured by hcjxting finely

pow'dered peroxide of manganese with its own w eight of hydrate of

potash, of soda, or baryta ; if the green mass thus obtained be heated

with a small (piantity of cold w^ater, it is partially dissolved, forming

a green solution, from which the manganate of the base may be

obtained in crystals by evaporating it in vacuo over sulphuric acid.

These crystals are isomorphous with the corresponding sulphates

and chromates. Manganate of potash, (KO, MnOa), is anhydrous,

and readily soluble in water. It has a very intense colouring

IKiw^er ;
this fact enables manganese in very minute quantity to be

detected before the blowpipe
; the material supposed to contain it

is fused upon platinum foil^with a little carbonate of' potash or
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of soda ;
if any trace of manganese be present, a green colour is

imparted to the fused mass. Th^ manganates are very unstable;

tli^y are decomposed by boiling tlfeir solutions.

In the solid form they are readily decomposed by elevation of

temperature, and oxygen is evolved ; an excess of i)otash renders the

salt taore stable ; organic ma<;J;er also readily abstracts oxygen from
them. Their solutions must not even be filtered tlirough paper.

Sulphurous and phosphorous acids readily reduce the manganates

to a salt of protoxide of manganese
;
sulphurous acid and manga-

nate of potash, for example^ produce the following result :

—

KO, ]\In03 + 2 SO,=MnO, SO, + KO, SO,..

{666) Permanganic Acid, (Mn^O-), Kq, iii.—If a solution of

maiigaiiate of potash be largely diluted with water, the co'ouf

changes from green to violet
;
the manganic acid jjasscs to a higher

state of oxidation, and ])crinanganatc of potash is formed.

This salt is best prepared by mixing intimately^ parts efJincly

powdered peroxide of niangaiicse with 34 parts of chlorate of

potash
; 5 parts of hydrate of potash are dissolved in a small

quantity of water, and added to the mixture, which is dried and

reduced to powder, and then heated to dull n^diu^ss for an hour in

an earthen crucible. AMieu cold, the mass is treatcid with a large

quantity of water
;
the solution on evaporation yields beautiful ri'd

acicular crystals of permanganate of potash, (IvO, iMn^O-). Hicso

crystals are isomorphous with those of perchlorate of j)otaVli
;
they

require about 16 j)arts of cold water for solution. PcTmanganatc

of potash is in certain cases a useful oxidizing agc'iit : it may be

employed to detect the occurrence of sulphurous acid in solution

in sulphuric or hydrochloric acid ;
sulj)hurous acid (piickly deoxi-

dizes it and destroys its colour if present.

The permanganates arc mdeh more sttiJ)le than the maiigauates;

their solutions may be boiled without undergoing decomposition.

Organic matter, however, combines with part of the oxygen con-

tained in the acid/ and reduces it first to manganie acid and then

to the binoxide of the metal, which is precipitated as a hydrate in

flocculi: their solutions, therefore,must not ho fdtered through ])apcr,

but through a funnel loosely plugged wuth asbestos. When ignited,

oxygen is given out, and a manganate is rejiroduccd, whicdi, if th(?

heat be too great, is in turn decomposed wdtli a further extrication

of oxygen. Most of the permanganates arc freely soluble in water ;

the permanganate of silver is the least soluble of these salts. If

concentrated solutions of permanganate of jK>tash ahd of nitrate of

silver be ihixed together, a red crystalline permanganate of silver
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separates. It may be employed for the preparation of the other per-

manganates ;
if it be levigated with water, and mixed with a solution

of the chloride of the metal, of which the permanganate is required,

double decomposition occurs, and chloride of silver is formed, whilst

the desired permanganate is obtained in solution. In this way the

permanganate of baryta may be prpcured, and from it the per-

manganic acid may be obtained in solution, by the cautious addition

of dilute sulphuric acid, as long as any precipitate is produced. On
evaporation it may bo obtained as a brown partially crystalline

‘^mass, which is very soluble in water; its^ solution is decomposed by

mere elevation of the temperature
;
a little beyond loo® F. hydrated

peroxide of nianganese is^ (U-posited, and oxygen gas escapes,

(667) Vrotosulphide of Ma7iganese is obtained as a yellowish

led hydrate, by j)rccipitating a salt of the protoxide by hydrosul-

phate of ammonia. It speedily becomes oxidized by exposure to the

air. A native sulpliide of manganese is occasionally met with of a

brow^iish black 'br steel-grey colour and feeble metallic lustre. The
other sul])hidcs of manganese have not been accurately examined.

(668) ChJot^ides of Manganese,—Three chlorides of this metal

may be obtained : a protoehloride, a se&quichloridc, and a per-

chloridc (M 112017) : but there is some doubt as to the composition

of the latter compound.

Protoehloride of Manganese^ {MnCl + 4aq); Eq. 63 + 36.

—

This substance is obtained abundantly as a waste product in the

preparation of chlorine by acting on the black oxide of the metal

:

the chlorine csca])cs^ and the chloride of manganese is dissolved. If

this solution be evaporated to dryness, re- dissolved in water, and
subjected to a current of sulphuretted hydrogen to reduce the

iron to the state of protoxide, the manganese may be obtained

free from iron, nickel, and cobalt by suspending freshly precipi-

tated sulphide of mangaposc in watei*, and adding it to the liquid

as long as the frcsli portions of sulphide become blackened
; the

manganese displaces the other metals from their solution, and
they are preci])itated as black hydrated sulidiides : for example,

FeCl+ HO, MnS=MnCl + IlO, FcS.

On evaporation the chloride of manganese crystallizes in a

tabular form with 4 equivalents of water. It is of a delicate pink
*\jolour and slightly deliquescent ; by heat an anhydrous chloride

may be obtained, which is soluble in alcohol, and crystallizes with

two equivalents of alcohol.

A sesquichloride may be obtained in solution by acting on the

sesquioxide of'manganese with cold hydrochloric acid: it is of a

dai'k brown colour : it must be concentrated by evaporatibn in vacuo.
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The Perchloride Mn2Cl7?, (iJumas^) is obtained as a greenish-

yellow gas, which condenses at F. to a greenish-brown liquid,

bj^ dissolving permanganate of potash in oil of vitriol and adding

fused chloride of sodium in small ixjrtions at a time. The fumes
in a moist air assume a purple colour from the formation of per-

manganic acid: water decomposes it instantly^ forming a red

solution of permanganic ancf hydrochloric acids. It is probable

that this compound is an oxychloride of -the metal, somewhat
analogous to chlorochromic acid (657).

Fluorides of mari^ne%e,* corresponding to each of these chlo-^

rides, have been formecj. • \

(669) Sulphate of Manganese SO.^, 5 aq, E(f. 75*5 + 45),

is obtained by dissolving the Ijiiiioxidc m'sulplmric acid ; it crys-

tallizes below 42° with 7 equivalents of water
;
between 45*^ and

68° with 5 equivalents; between 68** and 86° with 4 equivalents of

w^atcr (Braudes). It forms a double salt with sulphate of j)otash

(MnO, SO3 + KO, S();^ + 6 aq), which is isomorphous Vitji the

corresponding double sulphate of magnesia. ^Plie sesquisulphate

of manganese forms a double salt with sulphate o|* potash, which

crystallizes in octohedra (KO, SO^+MmO;,, 3 S();j+24 aq), and

corresponds in form and composition with (summon alum.

Carbonate of Manganese (MnO, (XX) ; Etj, 57*5.—The anhy-

drous carbonate forms the native manganese spar, and fr(‘(|uently

accompanies spathic iron : the artificial (carbonate may Ikj ob-

tained as a white hydrate 2 (MnO, CO^) + HO, on prceipilxitinf^ ^0
chloride by an alkaline carbonate ; it becomes brown ish4>y drying.

(670) Characters of the Salts of Manganese.—The salts of

this metal arc of a delicate rose colour ;
they have an astringent

taste. With potash and soda they yield a whitci pr('<apitate of

hydrated protoxide, which iVpidly absorbs oxygem, and becomes

brown by exposure to the air. Ammonia gives a similar precipi-

tate, which is soluble in excess of the ainmoniacal li(juid, csjiecially

when it contains* chloride of ammonium ;
the solution quickly

a^bsorbs oxygen, and deposits a l^rown liydratcd peroxide of man-

ganese. The alkaline carbonates give a white precipitate of car-

bonate of manganese, soluble in cliloride of ammonium. With

hydrosulphate of ammonia a characteristic flesh-coloured hydratcci

sulphide of manganese is formed, which beComes brown by cx}>o-

sure to the air. Sulphuretted hydrogen gives no preeijUtate in

the solutions of manganese. Ferrocyanide of potassium gives a

white precipitate; in neutral solutions ferrideyansde of potassium

produces a brown precipitate. Mr. Crum has pointed out an
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extremely delicate test of the f)resence of manganese in the re-

action which occurs if a compotpd of manganese be mixed with

dilute nitric acid, and a little peroxide of lead be added: <Dn

boiling the mixture, the red colour of permanganic acid is pro-

duced by a trace of manganese which is too small to be otherwise

recognised. Before the hlowiApey when fused on platinum w^ire or

foil, with a little carbonate of soda, the compounds of manganese

give a very characteristic bluish-green opaque bead : a bead of

borax becomes violet in the oxidizing flame, if manganese be

t^present
;
the colour disappears in the rqduiing flame.

(671) Estimation of Manganesey imei Separation from the

Alkalies,— Manganese is^^nerally estimated in analysis in the

form of the red oxide of tnanganese, which contains 727 per cent.

*2f tlic metal. For this purpose it is precipitated from a boiling

solution of its salts by carbonate of potash or soda, and the pre-

cipitated carbonate is well w^ashed and then heated to redness, by

wdiicl^a*rbonicsicid is expelled, and the red oxide is produced by

absorption of oxygen from the air.

Separation gf Manganese from the Alkaline Earths,—The solu-

tion must be rendered nearly neutral, and hydrosulphate of ammonia
must be added, which precipitates the manganese as sulphide : the

sulphide must then be re-dissolved in hydrochloric acid, precipitated

by carbonate of potash, and the manganese is estimated, after igni-

tion, as red oxide. It is however apt thus to retain some portions

^thc earths. The oxide must therefore be again re-dissolved in

hydrochlopic acid
;
chloride of ammonium must be added, and then

a mixture of ammonia and carbonate of ammonia in excess ; the

manganese will be held in solution
;
but if lime, baryta, or strontia

be present, it will remain undissolvcd in the form of carbonate, which

must be collected on a filter, weighed, and deducted from the result.

Separationfrom Zinc and Cadmiui^i,—The solution is mixed with

acetate of potash and free acetic acid, then sulphuretted hydrogen is

transmitted
; the zinc and cadmium precipitate as sulphides, and

the manganese remains in solution. If zinc bc^ absent, the addi-

tion of acetic acid and the acetate is unnecessary.

The separation of manganese from cobalt and nickel is attended

with considerable ditticulty. Ebelmen recommends that the

«nixed oxides, after they have been reduced by ignition, be heated

to dull redness in a cuirent of sulphuretted hydrogen,*the eurrent of

gas bein^ continued as long as any water is formed, and until the

mixture has been allowed to cool completely ; the metals are thus

converted into ^sulphides. Dilute hydrochloric acid in the cold
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dissolves the sulphide of manganese, hut leaves the sulphides of
cobalt and nickel unacted upon.

^

• S^taration from Iron, Chr&mium, Uranium, Alumina, and
Glucina.—^This is readily effected by converting the iron into a
persalt, and after largely diluting the solution with water, digesting

it upon finely levigated carjjonate of baryta. Manganese alone

remains in the liquid, the othei* oxides being displaced by baryta.

The excess of baryta is removed by sulphune acid, aud the man-
ganese precipitated by carbonate of soda.

CHAPTEE

GROUP V. CERTAIN METALS WHICH FORM ACIDS WITH OXYGEN.

§ 1 . Tin.

Symbol, Sn; Equivalent, 58*82; Specific Gravity, 7*292.

(672) This beautiful metal is one of which have

been longest known to man, as it is mentioned in the Hooks of

Moses. Till, however, is met with in but few localities. Its only

ore of importance is the deutoxidc, or tin-stouc, which o(?eurs crys-

tallized in prisms, isoniorplious with those of titanic acid. It is

usually found in veins, running through primitive rock.s^of poll

phyry, granite, or clay-slate, aud is generally mingled >vi|^ the sul-

phides and arsenides of copper and iron, and frequently also with

wolfram. The most celebrated tin mines are those of Cornwall,

which were worked previous to the Homan invasion
; they furnish

annually uxmards of 3000 tons of the metal. The mines of

Malacca nlso yield a very purp tin : the metal is likewise obtained

to a smaller extent from Mexico. The *tin veins in CornwaH are

frequently associated with those of copper, and they run almost

invariably east and west. The tin ore is often met with in alluvial

soils, whither it has been carried from its original position by the

action of water. In this case the ore occurs in detached, rounded

masses, and is very pure, constituting what is termed stream tin.

The position of the veins is frequently traced by following thq

. stream towards its source, up to the point wiere the ore ceases to

be found; a careful examination of the vicinity generally deads to

the discovery of the vein.

(673) Extraction of Metallic Tin, — In order ^o extract the

metal ^m the ore, it is subjected to a scries •f operations,

3 o ‘
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some of which are of a mechamcal, and others of a chemical

character. They may be classified thus :

—

I, Stamping and washing to* remove the earthy and lighter

portions.

a. Boasting, to decompose the pyrites and get rid of the arsenic

and sulphur. '

3, Washing, to dissolve out sulphate of copper and carry off

the oxide of iron.

4. Reduction, by which the tin is separated from the oxygen

hnd the gangue, or earthy''matter. T

3. Refining, or liquation, and boiling 'with green wood.

I. The purer•portioiw/A^lie ore are first picked out by hand; the

residue, consisting chiefly of tiu-st<^tie, with the earthy impurities of

file matrix, mixed with arsenical copper and iron pyrites, passes to

the stamping mill, where it is reduced to a coarse powder. This

powder is tli(*n huddled and washed to remove the lighter impurities.

2iii»^rhe heav^lcr portion, however, still retains a considerable

quantity of arsenical iron and copper pyrites. The next operation

is intended to get rid of these substances; with this view the

washed ore is roasted in a reverberatory furnace until the arsenic

and a good deal of the sulphur are expelled, and the ore becomes

converted into ycllowish-brou n powder; this process usually lasts

about twelve hours. During this roasting, frequent stirring is

Bi^essary in order to expose fresh surfaces freely to the air. By
this mca^s the iron pyrites is decomposed, and is converted

into sulpmirous acid and peroxide of iron
; the arsenic is expelled

as arsenious acid, and the greater part of the sulphide of copper is

converted into sulphate of copper
;
this conversion is completed by

exposing the mass in a moistened state to the air for some days.

3. The sulphate of copper is then dissolved out by lixiviation

;

after which the principal ‘'part of theperoxide of iron, as it is much
lighter than the oxide of tin, is got rid of by washing.

4. The washed ore is now ready for reduction.—In order to

attain this object it is mixed with from one-fifth to one-ei§|};Lth of

its weight of powdered anthracite or of charcoal, and with a small

proportion of lime to facilitate the fusion of the siliceous gangue,

which still remains mingled with the ore. The mixture having

\een rendered damp, for the purpose ofpreventing the finer particles

from bging carried away by the current of air, is introduced

into the reducing fiirnacc. This is a reverberatory furnace with

a low arch or crown. The charge having been placed upon the

hearth, the are closed up and the heat is gradually raised for
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five or iix hours ; the oxide of tin* is thus reduced by the carbon,

before the temperature rises high enough to cause the oxide to

fifte with the silica, with which it would form an enamel difficult

of reduction. Towards the end of the operation the heat is raised

until it becomes very intense, the slags are thus rendered fluid,

and •the reduced metal subsides to the bottom and is allowed to

run off into cast-iron pans, frbm which it is ladled off into

moulds
;
but the ingots thus obtained are by no means pure.

5 . They are therefore nej^ submitted to* a process of lujuattoriy^

which consists in heating fhc ingots to incipient fusion, upon the

bed of a reverberatory furnadb : the purer tin being the more fusible

portion, gradually melts out and leaves al^t^dloy wMch has a higher

melting point. This less fusible'portioii when rcmclted forms the

inferior variety called block tin. The tin which has run out of the

ingots is drawn ofi‘ into a second pan in which the metal is gently

heated, being kept in a state of fusion by a fire underneath ;

here it is agitated briskly by thrusting into the mass stakes s‘(i5feikcd

in w^ater
;
the steam thus produced, as it bubbles up through the

molten metal, carries the dust, slag, and other mccbahical impurities

to the surface After this treatment has been continued for

about three hours, the metal is allowed to remain undisturbed

for a couple of hours; it is then skimmed, ladled out and cast

into ingots for the market. The portion contained in the upper

half of the pan is the purest, as owing to the low depsity 0
tin, and its tendency to separate from its alloys, it ris^ to the

surface. The finest quality of the metal is frequently licated a

second time to a temperature a little short of its melting point

;

at this high temperature it becomes brittle, and, if allowed to

|fall from a height, it breaks into irregular j)ri8matic fragments,

which are known as drojyped ^or grain tin. Tlie splitting of the

mass into these fragments is a rude guarafitec of the purity of the

metal, since impure tin does not become brittle in this manner.

On the continent the stream tin is frequently reduced in small

blast fj^naces termed by the French fourneaux d manche

;

tlic fuel

used in this case is cliarcoal. The tin which is imported from

Banea is almost chemically pure. English tin usually contains

small quantities of arsenic, of copper, of iron, and of lead.

When required in a state of perfect puriiiy, the metal may be

obtained by means of voltaic action. For this purpose* a con-

centrated solution of crude tin in hydrochloric acid is placed in a

beaker, and water is cautiously poured in without disturbing

the dense i^lution below. If a bar of tin be pluflged into the

8 o 2 *
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liquid, beautiful prismatic crystals of pure tin are gradually

d^[>osited on the bar at the poinf of junction between the metallic

solution and the water.

X674) Propertiee.— Tin is a white metal with a tinge of

yellow, and has a high metallic lustre. It is rather soft, and
is very mallcablfe, but is deficient 4n tenacity. At a tempera-
ture of about a 1 2° its ductility is tonsiderable, and it may then be
easily drawn into wire. In a laminated state it is weU known as

tinfoil. If a bar of tin be bent, it cpiits a creaking sound, a pro-

perty which itqjossesses iti common with cadmium ; if bent several

times in succession backwards and forwards, it becomes sensibly

hot at the point of These effects depend upon a mecha-
nical alteration of the relative position of its molecules, and their

mutual friction. Tin, when handled, communicates a peculiar odour
to the fingers. Tin is a tolerably good conductor both of heat and
electricity. It fuses at 443° F., but it is not sensibly volatilized in
the fftnace. It may be obtained in crystals by slow cooling. Tin
is hut slowly tarnished by exposure to the air and moisture at

ordinary temperatures, but if cxjjosed to the air at a high tempera-
ture it becomes rapidly oxidized and burns with a brilliant white
light. Nitric acid acts upon it violently, and produces an insoluble

hydrated biuoxide of the metal ; at the same time, owing to the
decomposition of water, a considerable quantity of ammonia is

%rilicd,^ which enters into combination with the excess of acid.

Strong hydrochloric acid when heated upon tin, dissolves it gradu-
ally with extrication of hydrogen. Dilute sulphuric acid is with-
out action on the metal

; but if the concentrated acid be boiled

upon it, the tin becomes converted into sulphate, while sulphurous
acid escapes.

Owing to its brilliancy, and its
,
power of resisting ordinary

atmcspheric changes, tin is largely eiJlployed as a coating upon other
more abundant, but more oxidizable metals, to protect them during
use. Iron and copper are especially adapted to the operation of
tinning. In India, tin is apphed instead of silver to steel ijpd iron
articles by way of ornament

j the tin is melted, and whie still

liquid is agitated in a box till it has become solid ; the fine powder
^thus procured is separated, by suspension in water, from the
coarser particles, and. is made into a tliin paste with gluej it is.

then applied in the desired pattern; when perfectly dry it is

burnished and varnished ; its brilliancy is thus preserved unchanged.

(675) Tin The ordinary proc©^ of tinning differa from
the foregoing one, and is far more imptaftant in its economical
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results. In tin plate an actual alloy^if the two metals is formed upon
the surface of the iron^ the external surface being pure tin. For the

nllinufacture of tin plate, the best charcoal iron is required. After

the iron has been rolled and cut into sheets of suitable thickness and
size, its surface is made chemically clean. For ‘this purpose the

sheets are immersed for fou» or five minutes in a mixture of sul-

phuric acid and water
; after which they are raised to a red

heat in a reverberatory furnace ; they are then withdrawn, allowed

to cool, and hammered In order •to detach from then^

all the scales of oxide, tla^ are passed *betwcen polished rollers,

and as they emerge they S-rc plunged one by one into a mix-

ture of bran and water which has l)c8\^me souf by exposure to

the air; here they remain for some hours, and are thence trans-

ferred to a vessel containing a mixture" of dilute sulpliuric an^

hydrochloric acids
;

lastly, they arc scoured with bran, and plunged

into pure water of lime water, where, if the sjirfacc ,be clean

on immersion, they may remain for any length of time without

rusting : these preliminary steps are necessary in order to secure a

clean surface, as the tin will not adhere to an oxidated or even a

dusty plate. More recently, the plates after scouring have been

cleaned with hydrochloric acid holding zinc in solution, and then

dipped into the melted tin in the manner about to be described.

In order to tin them they are plunged one by one into a large

vessel of melted tallow free from salt, and after remainivg thepe

for an hour they are immersed in the bath of melted tin, wliicli is

preserved from oxidation by a stratum of grease three or four

inches thick. Here they remain for about an hour and a half, they arc

then withdrawn and allow^cd to drain. After this they are

plunged into a second bath of pure tin, and the superfluous tin is

removed by again heating tlu^i in a bath of tallow ;
the tin melts

and runs down to the lower edge of the* plate ;
w hen coolf this

thickened margin is finally reduced by dipping the edge of the plate

once more into melted tin, the heat of Avhich quickly fuses the

superteous metal, which is then detached by giving the plate a

sharp blow. Tin plate is sometimes made to exhibit a beautiful

crystalline appearance, known under the term moiree ndtallique,

A mixture of % parts of nitric acid, with ^ of hydrochloric acid, i^

made with 4 of water : the tin plate is gently heated and the

liquid spread evenly over with a sponge ;
the crystals gradually

appear. The plate is then plunged into water, dried quickly, and

varnished. Different cojpured varnishes are used to vary the cff*ects.

Tinning of copper is the same in principle, but is a simpler
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opeTation than the tinning o^ibpon : the snrfiaoe «of the metal is

rendered clean by rubbing it while heated with sal ammoniac ; when

quite bright the copper is sprinkled with a little rosin to prevent

oxidation, and melted tin is then poured on, and spread over the

surface with tow by the workman, who keeps the article constantly at

a high temperature
;

the superfluous* tin is wiped off with thelbow.

The addition to the tin of one-fourth of its weight of lead renders

the operation more easy, as the alloy is more perfectly liquefied.

(676) The alloys 6f tin which a>*e employed in the arts are

numerous. Britannia Metal is one which is a good deal used for

making teapots and spoons of a Ioav price ; It consists of equal parts

of brass, tin, antimony, ffffl bismuth. Pewter is another alloy of

this description y both of these Assess considerable malleability,

pewter being intermediate in hardness between lead and Britannia

metal. The best pewter consists of 4 parts of tin, and i of lead.

Another, alloy, which is intermediate in properties between pewter

and f^ritannia metal, is called Queen^s metal ;
it is used for the

manufacture of teapots and common spoons. It consists of 9 parts

of tin, I part of antimony, i of bismuth, and i of lead,

Plumber^s solder is an alloy of tin and lead which is more
fusible than pure lead. Fine solder consists of % parts tin and i

of IcjmI
; common solder of equal parts of lead and tin

;
and coarse

solder is composed of 2 of lead to i of tin.

• Tin^ forms several very useful alloys with copper. Bell metal

consists of about 78 of copper and 22 of tin, or (Cu^jSn). Gun metal

contains 9 or 10 per cent, of tin. Bronze contains less tin, with

usually an addition of 3 or 4 per cent, of zinc. Bronze admits of

a peculiar kind of tempering. If it be annealed, and allov^ed to

cool slowly, it becomes hard, brittle, and elastic
; but if cooled

suddenly, it may be hammered, and^,worked at the lathe
;
this pro-

perty is taken advantage of in the manufacture of articles with this

alloy
; tlicy are wrought in the soft state, and are afterwards hard-

ened by annealing. The effect of sudden cooling upon bronze is

therefore just the reverse of that which is produced by it upoH steel.

These alloys of copper and tin are much harder than copper itself,and
considerably more fusible. The melting point of copper, accord-

ing to Daniell, is t 996®, but an alloy of tin and copper containing

6*6 per cent, of tm,«fused at 1690'’; and one with 12*3 per cent.*

of tin, at 1534^ P* These alloys have a specific gravity greater

than the mean of the metals which enter into their compo^tion.

They resist oxidation in the air more conjpletely than copper.

An mctmvefnieDce in the use of the alloys of copper and tin .
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arises from the circumstance^ thalj when melted, the two metals,

owing to their difference in density, have a tendency to separate

ftbm each other, even after they have been well incorporated

:

the tin accumulates in the upper portions of the melted mass,

where it forms a more fusible alloy. It is therefore very diffi-

cult in large castings to obtain a mass of metal the composition of

which is uniform throughout.
*

Speculum Metal, used for the mirrors oi reflecting telescopes,

consists of I part tin |in(\ a copper, or (SaCuj,). It i« of a steel

white colour, extremely hj-rd, brittle, a*ft(l susceptible of a higfi

polish. • * •

The Amalgam of Tin and Mercur^is employed for the silver-

ing of mirrors. In order td apply it to the glass, a sheet of

tinfoil is spread evenly upon a smooth Slab of stone, which forms

the top of a table carefully levelled and surrounded by a groove,

for the reception of the superfluous mercury. Clean rpercury is

poured upon the tinfoil, and spread unifoi rnly over it with’^ roll

of flannel
; more mercury is then poured on imtil it forms a

‘

fluid layer of the thickness of about, half-a-crown^ the surface is

cleared of impurities by passing a linen cloth lightly over it,

the plate of glass is carefully dried, and its edge being made to dip

below the surface of the mercury, is pushed forward cautiously

;

all bubbles of air arc thus excluded as it glides over and adheres

to the surface of the amalgam. Weights arc then placed upon

the glass, and the stone is gently inclined so as to allow the excess

of mercury to drain off ;
the plate is then covered with flannel and

loaded with weights for 24 hours, at the end of whicjh time it is

placed upon a wooden table, the inclination of which is increased

from day to day until the mirror assumes a vertical position : in

about a month it is sufficicr^ly drained. The amalgam usually

contains about 4 parts of tin to 1 of mercury.

Several of the compounds of tin are cm[)loyed in the arts.

The binoxide is used to some extent in the preparation of enamels,

and both the chlorides of tin are substances of great importance

to the dyer and the calico printer.

(577) Owides of Tin ,—With oxygen, tin forms two principal

compounds, the protoxide and the binoxidC; besides some intcr^

mediate oxides of minor importance.

Mroto&Ade of Tin (SnO, Eq, 67), is obtained as a whitahydrate,

(SnO, HO), by pouring a solution of the protochloride of the metal

into one of carbonate soda or potash in excess ;
fjie carbonic acid

escapes wi^ effervescence. When moist, this hydrate absorbs oxygen
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from the air, but not when Ary. By ignition in dose vessels

filled with nitrogen or with carbpnic acid it becomes anhydrous.

If heated in the open air it glows, and is converted into the binoxide.

If the hydrated oxide be boiled with a solution of potash in excess,

it is dissolved, and in a few days metallic tin separates, peroxide of

the metal remaining in solution. If,boiled with a weak solution

of potash, in quantity insufficient to dissolve the oxide, it becomes
anhydrous, and is converted into a mass of black crystalline needles;

these needles when heated decrepitate powerfully, increase in bulk,

^nd arc converged into an olive-brown pawder. The oxide may also

be procured of a brilliant scarlet coloui
,
which however by friction

disappears, and becomes liijiown. The hydrated oxide is readily dis-

solved by acids, but the anhydrous* oxide is more slowly acted upon.
^ (6y8) Bino^lde of Tm (Sn02,£^g. 7^; Sjo.Gr.6’95), occurs native

in the anhydrous form, and constitutes the only ore of tin that is

worked. It is met with crystallized in square prisms, which have
usually a brown colour, owing to the presence of oxide of iron. It

is insoluble in acids, but if heated wdth an alkali, it enters into

combination with it, and forms a soluble compound.
In its hydrated condition binoxide of tin has the characters of

an acid, and forms two remarkable varieties, which have been
termed metastannic and stannic acid (Fremy, de Chimie, III.

xxiii. 393). Like the inetaphosphoric and phosphoric acids, they
require each a different amount of base for saturation, the stannic

acid combining with the greatest proportion of base.

Metastannic Acid, (SugOio), is readily procured by treating

metallic tin with nitric acid
;
violent action, attended with extrica-

tion of nitrous fumes, occurs, and the tin is converted into a white
crystalline insoluble mass, which is hydrated metastannic acid

; after

washing it with cold water, the acud. when dried in air, consists

of SpgOio-f 10 HO (Frcfny). lathis state it reddens litmus
paper; when dried at a 12° it loses half its water, and by ignition

becomes aiiliydrous, and of a pale buff colour : in this form it

possesses the properties of the native oxide, and constitutes the
putty powder employed for polishing plate; it is also largely used
for giving whiteness and opacity to enamels.

In its hydrated form metastannic acid is insoluble in nitric

ficid ; concentrated sulphuric acid, when heated with it, dissolves it

freely an^ forms a compound soluble both in water and in alcohol

;

by boiling the solution it is decomposed, and the two acids are
separated. Hydrodiloric acid combines with it, but does not dis-

solve it ; the compound is soluble in pure water, but is rejj^recipitated
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on the addition of acid in excdli, or on boiling the solution.

Metastannic acid is freely solubl* in solutions of potash and soda,

a^ell as in solutions of their carbonates, but it is not dissolved by
ammonia. These metastannates are not crystallizable, and are pre-

cipitated by adding caustic potash to the aqueous solution ; the

graAular precipitate may be drained upon a tile, aiid dried at 260® P\

The potash salt has a strongly afkaline reaction
; it consists of (KO,

SngOjo, 4aq). The metastannates of the alkalies, when strongly

heated, are decompose^ a^idjDCcome insoluble
; when treated witl^

water, metastannic acid^’is left, whilst* the alkali is di.ssolved.

Metastannic acid may be reSognised by the beautiful golden-yellow

colour which it yields when its hydrate^Js inoistdned with proto-

chloride of tin, owing to the formation of metastannate of tijj^

(SnO, SngOio, 4 aq). The only metastannates which are soluble are

those of potash and soda ; they arc precipitated in the gcdatinou.s

state from their solutions by the addition of ali^jost of the

neutral salts of soda, potash, or annnonia.

(679) Stannic Acid, (HO, SuOg).—This variety of the liydrated

oxide of tin may be procured by ])rcci|)itating a sofution of bichlo-

ride of tin by ammonia, or still better by ati insoluble carbonate,

such as chalk or carbonate of baryta, when it separates as a g(‘la-

tinous precipitate which may be readily washed clean : when dried

in vacuo, the composition of the hydrate is (IIO, SnOj^). In this

state it is freely soluble in hydrochloric acid, with which, it rqwo-

duces bichloride of tin
;

it is also soluble even in dilute sulphuric

acid, but the stannic acid is separated on boiling. Nitric acid dis-

solves it freely. Stannic acid is soluble in the cold in solutions of

potash and of soda, but not in ammonia; by a heat of 284^ F. it

is converted into metastannic acid. In combination with the alka-

lies it forms compounds whiojji crystallize readily, cspcciidly from

solutions which contain an excess of alkali.

Stannate of Potash, (KO, SnOg, 4 HO), is easily prepared by

heating any form 0/ peroxide of tin w ith excess of caustic potash ;

on dissolving and evaporating the product, crystals are formed.

When heated to redness, the stannate of potash may be rendered

anhydrous. The soluble stannates have a powerful alkaline

reaction; they absorb carbonic acid from the air when in solution^

* and are precipitated by solutions of most of the salts of potash,

soda, and ammonia. *

Stannate of Soda, (NaO, Sn02+4aq), maybe prepared in the

same way as the stannate of potash. It crystallizesaw ith facility in

six-sided tables, when a solution saturated at about 100^ . is heated
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to the boiling point, as it is mo^ soluble in cold than in hot water.

This stannate is now largely prepared as a mordant for the use

of the dyer and calico-printer. It forms the basis of wha^^is

technically known as tin prepare liquor. Copper is quickly tinned

by a solution of this salt.

Stannate of the Protoxide of Tin, (SnO, SnOg), may be prepared

as a slimy grey hydrate, soluble in ammonia, by boiling pure

hydrated sesquioxide of iron with a solution of protochloride of tin.

^t is soluble in hydrochloric acid ; the solution gives a purple pre-

cipitate with salts of gold.

(680) The Sulphides of Tin are three"in number,—the proto-

sulphide, the bisulphide, a^fd the sesquisulphide : the latter is unim-

jportant.

The Protosulphide of Tin, (SnS), Eq, 75, may be formed by

fusing the metal with sulphur, when it forms a bluish grey crys-

talline n^ass, easily dissolved by melted tin
;
it may also be obtained

by iJRssing sulphuretted hydrogen through a protosalt of tin in

solution, when it falls as a chocolate-brown hydrate. It is soluble in

sulphide of ammonium, and in the alkaline sulphides, if they contain

an excess of sulphur. Protosulphide of tin combines with the sul-

phides of the electro-negative metals, such as arsenic and antimony.

It is also dissolved by hydrochloric acid with extrication of sul-

phuretted hydrogen. The sesquisulphide (Sn^Sg) may be prepared

by «mixiug the protosulphidc with one-third its weight of sulphur,

and heating to dull redness ; it is only partially soluble in hydro-

chloric acid.

The Bisulphide of Tin, (SnSg, Eq. 91), is known as Mosaic gold;

it forms a beautiful yellow flaky compound, which is obtained by
preparing an amalgam of la parts of tin and 6 of mercury: this

is reduced to powder and^ mixed wil^i 7 pai;ts of sublimed sulphur

and ^ of sal ammoniac.* 'This mixture is introduced into a flask

with a long neck, and is heated gently as long as a smell of sul-

phuretted hydrogen is perceptible ; the temperature is then raised

to low redness ; calomel and cinnabar are sublimed, and a scaly mass
of bisubfliide of tin remains. If the heat be pushed too far, part of

the sulphur is expelled, and the operation fails. The sal ammoniac
appears by its volatilization to moderate the heat produced during

the sulphuration of t<ie tin, which would otherwise rise so high as
‘

to decompose the bisulphide. Bisulphide of tin is used in the arts

to imitate bronze. Aqua regia is the only acid that decom-

poses it, but dt is readily soluble in the alkalies^ A hydrated

bisulphide <©f tin, of a din^ yellow, is produced by passing sul-
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phucetted hydrogen through a soltAion of the persalts of tin. This

liydrate is readily dissolved by sulphide of ammonium^ evolving sul-

plhiretted hydrogen : it is also soluble in the alkalies^ and in hot

hydrochloric acid. With sulphide of sodium it forms a salt which
may be obtained in yellow crystals of 2 NaS, SnSg -f- 13 aq.

•The bisulphide fuses whan chlorine is passed over it ; 6 equiva-

lents of the gas are absorbed, and a yellow crystalline compound is

obtained without the aid of heat, which may be considered as a

compound of i equivalent, of* bichloride oi^ tin with 2 .cquivaJentg

of bichloride of sulphur, SijCla, 2 SCI2.

(68 1) Chlorides oV tA.—Tin forms with chloriqe two com-

pounds, wliich correspond in compositio)l,with the* sulphides of the

metal.

Protochloride of Tin, (SnCI) ; Eq. 94

\

5
*—The hydrate of this .^aTt

may be obtained by dissolving tin in hydrochloric acid. Tins solu-

tion is usually effected on the large scale in copp^^r vessels, since

the voltaic opposition of the two metals favours tlic solution the

tin : on evaporating the liquid till it cr3’^stalli7.es, prismatic needles

are formed (SnCI, 2 aq.
;

s^), gr. 2*739) ;
by a hcatT of 212'’ it may

be rendered anhydrous, but it generally loses a ])orti(>n of hydro-

chloric acid at tile same time. The protochloride is decomposed if

mixed with a large quantity of water, hydrochloric add i*emains

in solution, and a white, hydrated oxychloride, SnC.'l, SiiO, 2 aq,

subsides. When cxj)osed to the air, citlicr in crystals or^in s*)lu-

tion, it absorbs oxj^gen and forms a mixture ol’ bichloride and oxy-

chloride of tin. Protochloridc of tin has a powerful aflinity both for

chlorine and for oxv'geii ;
it therefore acts as a power!ul njducing

agent. Thus it deoxidizes completely the salts of mercury, of silver,

of gold, of antimony, and of arsenic. Advantage is sometimcH

taken of this circumstance ir^ the analytical determinatipu of the

quantity of mercury, since all the salts 6f mercury, when boiled

with the protochloride of tin, are decomposed, and yield their mer-

cury in a metallic ^form. Sulphui'ous acid is likewise deprived by

it of its oxygen, and it consequently produces a precipitate of sul-

phide of tin when mixed with a solution of the salt. It reduces

the metallic acids in the salts of chromic, tungstic, molybdic, and

manganic acids to a lower state of oxidation ;
and converts th<^

•persalts of iron into protosalts, and the prolosalts of copper into

salts of the red oxide. Protochloride of tin is extensively employed

as a mordant by the dyer and calico printer, under the name of

salts of tin, and they also use it for deoxidizing indigo and the per-

oxides of irqn and manganese. It forms double chlorides with many
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of the chlorides of the metals irf the alkalies and alkaline earths

;

these double salts are capable of crystallization. The protochlo-

ride or blitter of tin may be procured in the anhydrous form^^by

distilling a mixture of equal weights of tin filings and corrosive

sublimate; HgCl-hSn= SnCl+ Hg : it remains behind as a grey

brilliant mass with a vitreous fractuise ; at a full red heat it ' may
be distilled. On passing a current of chlorine over it, heat and

light are evolved, and the bichloride of tin is formed.

(682) JMchloride of Tm, (SnCy, 130.—This compoimd
may be prepaiied also by" passing dry ghlorine over melted tin, or

else by mixing 4 parts of corrosive sublifnatef'with i part of tin filings:

on the application of h(?kt a colourless liquid distils, which was

formerly known as the liquor fumans Libavii

;

2 HgCl + Sn=:

"SnCla + Hg. It emits dense white fumes when exposed to the

air, and has a sp. gr. of 2*28 : it boils at 248^ P., and gives off

a vapoui;,of a density of 9*2. When mixed with water, intense heat

is e^lved, and a hydrate is formed ; this compound crystallizes in

rhombs (SnCl2, 2 aq), when it is allowed to form spontaneously,

by attracting ifioistnre from the air : Imt though freely soluble in

a small quantity of water, copious dilution causes the precipitation

of hydrated stannic acid, and hydrochloric acid i§ set free. Bichlo-

ride of tin is readily soluble in w^atcr acidulated with hydrochloric

acid. The bichloride of tin forms numerous double salts with the

soluble ^chlorides
;
the compound w ith chloride of potassium crys-

tallizes in anhydrous octohedra, KCl, SnCl2 ; a similar constitution

liolds in the corresponding arnmoniacal salt, NII^Cl, SnClg, which

is the pink suit of the dyer. An impure bicliloride of tin is largely

used by the dyers under the name of nitromuriate of tin, or com-

positioH; it is generally prepared by dissolving tin at a gentle heat

in a mixture of nitric acid and sal ^rfiimoniac. The other salts of

tin as.'e unimportant.

(683) Chauactehs op the Salts op Tin.—Tin forms two
series of salts, the salts of the protoxide and the salts of the

peroxide : the bichloride of tin is the only salt of the latter class

that has been minutely examined.

i. The Protosalts of Tin are nearly colourless; they have a

powerful styptic lasite
; when in solution they absorb oxygen

'

rapidly from the air
; when largely diluted with water the solution

becomes milky, but it is rendered clear by a small excess of hydro-
chloric acid. • The fixed alkalies produce a white precipitate of

hydrated protoxide of tin, which is soluble in excess of tlj^ alkali, but
on boiling, part of the tin & deposited as a black metsdlic powder.
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Ammonia gives a white hydrated «xide of tin, but the precipitate

is not redissolvcd by an excess of %Tnmonia. The alkaline carbonates

gi^ a similar precipitate, whilst carbonic acid escapes with efferves-

cence. A very chai*acteristic reaction is the production, with suU
phuretted hydrogen^ of a chocolate-brown precipitate of hydrated

protosulphide of tin. With sulphide of animoymhn, a similar pre-

cipitate is formed, which is soluble in the alkaline sulphides. With
dilute solution of chloride of gold, they give, if used in excess, a

brown precipitate of reduced gold ; in smaller quantity, Ijicy yield a

beautiful purple precipitata^ the purple eff ‘Cassius. . Ferrocyanide

of potassium gives a •white precipitate, soluble in hydrochloric

acid.

The Persalts of Tin are* found to give with the caustic

alkalies a white precipitate, soluble in (Excess of the alkalies ; If

is not precipitated on boiling the solution. Carbonates of the alka-

lies give a white hydrated oxide with escape of carbonic acid : the

precipitate is insoluble in excess of the alkaline saft. Sulphumftted

hydrogen and hydrosulphate of ammonia both producjc a dirty yellow

precipitate of hydrated sulphide of tin, which is scdublc in excess

of the alkaline sulphides, and in the caustic alkalies. All the

compounds of tin before the hUmpipe with soda on charcoal in the

reducing flame, give white malleable globules of the reduced metal.

(684) Estimation of Tin, and separation from, the foregoing

Metals,—Tin is estimated in the form of the anhydrous ])eroxvlc

;

100 i)arts of wdiicli contain 78 66 of the metal.

The separation of tin from all the metals hitherto described, is

effected by means of suljdmretted hydrogciii. With the exception

of cadmium, none of these metals is precipitated by the gas.

The mixed sulphides of tin and cadmium may be at once evaporated

to dryness with nitric acid : mi treating the residue with water,

nitrate of cadmium will be aissolved, and the insoluble oxide of

tin will remain. The sulphide of cadmium is also easily separated

from the sulphides of tin by hydrosulphate of ammonia, which dis-

solves the sulphide’s of tin and leaves the sulphide of cadmium.

Both the sulphides of tin, by ignition in a current of air, arc gra-

dually converted into the binoxide of tin ; this change may be

accelerated by moistening them with nitric acid.

Tin may also be separated from all metals ,with the exception of
antimony, arsenic (and lead if sulphuidc acid be preseikt), by

evaporating the solution nearly to dryness with nitric acid, and wash-

ing the residue with water strongly acidulated wjth nitric acid.

The tin remains as metastannic acid, and by ignition furnishes the

anhydrous peroxide. •
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§ II. ’TlTANitJM.

Symbol^ Ti; Equivalent

^

24*12?.

(685) Titanium is a comparatively rare metal, which presents

considerable analogy with tin. Its principal ores are titaniferous

iron, and rutile, ahatase, or brookite, T^ich are three different forms

of titanic acid, TiOa, coloured by Variable quantities of the oxides

of iron, manganese, arid chrome. When titanic acid is intensely

heated with charcoal, it is reduced, bpt is not fused. A remarkable

compound of the metal ie frequently foutfid, in the form of copper-

coloured cubic crystals, adhering to the slags of the Welsh iron

furnaces. These crystals; are hard enough to scratch agate ; they

have a sp. gr. of 5*3. No acid, except a mixture of nitric and

Hydrofluoric acids, has any action upon them, but they arc oxidized

by fusion with nitre, or by ignition in a current of oxygen. These

crystals were sujiposed by Wollaston to be metallic titanium, but

Wbliier showed* that they consist of a combination of cyanide with

nitride of titanium
;
they contain 1 8 per cent, of nitrogen, and 4

of carbon, having a formula TiCy-f 3(Ti3N). Another nitride of

the metal, TiaNjj, also formerly mistaken for metallic titanium, is

j)rocurcd in copper-coloured scales by igniting the ammonio-
chloride of titanium (2 II3N, TiClg) in close vessels, in a current

of ammonia. Pure titanium may be obtained by decomposing the

doplde fluoride of titanium and potassium with potassium. It then

forms a grey amorphous powder, which burns in air with scin-

tillation, and deflagrates in oxygen with dazzling brilliancy.

(686) Thi’cc Owides of Titanium probably exist—the prot-

oxide, the sesquioxidc, and the deutoxide or titanic acid.

The Protoxide (TiO, Eq, 32), has not been obtained in a pure

state. It appears to be formed wh^i titanic acid is heated in a

cruciJde lined with charcoal : but where the acid is actually in

contact with the charcoal, a film of metallic titanium is formed.

The protoxide is a black powder nearly insoluble in acids, and is

gradually oxidized by exposure to a high temperature in air, or

by fusion with nitre.

If a solution of titanic acid in hydrochloric acid be digested

with zinc, a purple hydrated sesquioxide of titanium is deposited,

which absorbs oxygeij from the air with great rapidity, becoming

white from the formation of titanic acid. Hydrochloric acid dis-

solves it sparingly, and forms a blue solution.

Titanic Aci^ (TiOj), Eq. 40.—This compound occurs in menac-

canite and iaerine as titanate of iron ; but more commonly it is

met with in the uncombinsd condition, constituting tte principal
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ore of the metal. It is found native under three distinct crystal-

line forms, each of which has % different specific gravity. Of
theie, the densest and most abundant is rutile

,

of specific gravity

4-25 : it occurs in long striated prisms or needles of a brown
colour, isomorphous with those of tin-stone. The second variety,

brookite, of specific gravity 4-43, is found in right Rhombic prisms,

sometimes opaque, at others ti^nsparent, and of a pale brown

;

whilst the third variety, anatase, is found at Daupliiuy in acute

octohedra, which are semitrai^parent and o^ a yellowish brown or

blue colour; they have a specific gravit/«o*f 3*9. Corresponding

differences are obscrved-iif Hie titanic acid artificially prepared in

the laboratory. Like the oxide of tin^ it^inay be obtained in two

isomeric forms, possessed of diflerent properties. In fact, the

existence of two dissimilar modifications if^ a very usual occurrence

in the case of metallic oxides possessed of fe(d)le acid powers.

Pure titanic acid may be obtained by reducing rutyc to a

fine powder, and fusing it with thrice its weiglit oJ* carbonai* of

potash. On treating the mass with hot water, an impure bitita-

nate of potash remains. It is dissolved in liydrochloric acid,

next mixed with an excess of ammonia, and the ])recipitate is

digested in hydrosulphate of ammonia, by which the tin, iron, and

manganese are converted into sulphides, whilst the titanic acid

remains unchanged; a solution of sulphurous acid tlioi dissolves

the sulphides, and a pure white titanic acid is left. By long

continued ignition, the colour of this white! a(!id dcei)ens, and its

specific gravity increases till it acquires a density eipial to that of

rutile. In this state it is iiisoluhle cither in solutions of the alka-

lies, or ill acids, except hydrofluoric acid, or iu boiling oil of vitriol.

This modification of the acid may however be converted into the

soluble form, by heating it wjlh a fixed alkaline carbonate, then

dissolving tbe residue with cohf hydroelilofic acid, and precipitating

the titanic acid by means of carbonate of ammonia : it thus forms

a white gelatinous hydrate, which dries into a semitransparent

mass capable of reddening litmus. Tim liquid long remains

turbid ; it cannot be rendered clear by filtration, unless an excess

of some ammoniacal salt be present. Hydrated titanic acid is

dissolved by the alkalies in solution, and it yields definite salts with

.them. When fused with potash it forms a transparent yellowish

glass. The hydrate of . titanic acid is soluble in dilute hydro-

chloric acid; it is also dissolved by sulphuric acid, and forms a

definite sulphate (TiO^^ SO3), which may be evaporated to dryness

at a low temperature without undergoing decomposition. Both

these acid solutions* are decomposed by boiling ihcni; and the
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insoluble variety of titanic acid is precipitated. When heated it

loses water and becomes insolublp. It becomes yellow on ignition,

but recovers its whiteness on cooling.

(687) A Bisulphide of Titanium (TiS2), may be obtained in

green scales ; it is not soluble in the alkaline sulphides.

Bichloride of Titanium (TiClg, 95), is a fuming volatile

liquid, resembling the bichloride of tin. It may be obtained by

decomposing pure titllnic acid, intimately mixed with charcoal, and

heated to ^’edness in a^ porcelain tube, by means of a current of

Vlry chlorine gas. It is 6, eolourlcss liqjiid,* which boils at 277° F.,

and yields a vapour of sp. gr. 6* 836;' with a small quantity of

water it combines to form a crystallizable compound. A large

quantity of water produces its decomposition, hydrated titanic acid

Toeing separated.

(688) Characters of the Compounds of Titanium.—The
8altaiK)f the protoxide arc little known; with the alkaline carbonates

they give a blue precipitate, which becomes first brown and ulti-

mately green. *The titanates of the alkalies are of a yellowish white

colour
;
if neutral, they are insoluble

; hot water removes the alkali,

while most of the titanic acid remains undissolved. Hydrochloric

acid dissolves them, forming a solution, which, when boiled, becomes

turbid from deposition of titanic acid; ammonia, when added to

thi^ sohition, produces a wliitc precipitate. Infusion of galls pro-

duces aii orange coloured precipitate in the acid solutions of the

titanates
;
a precipitate of similar colour is produced by ferrocyanide

ofjjotassium. In the reducing flame of the bloirpipe the titanates

give with microcosmic salt a beautiful purple or bluish glass, which

becomes colourless in the oxidizing flame. This reaction distin-

guishes the titanates from the tanta^ates.

^689) Estimation of Titanium .—Titanium is always estimated

in the form of titanic acid. Its solution in cold hydrochloric acid

is not precipitated by sulphuretted hydrogen,by which means it may
be separated from tin and cadmium, both of which are^thrown down
as insoluble sulphides. The solution is then mixed with tartaric

acid, and supersaturated with hydrosulphate of ammonia. Iron,

nickel, cobalt, manganese, and zinc are thus separated in the form

^of sulphides. The ifolution is then evaporated to dryness, and the

carbon js burned off ; titanic acid is left, mixed with the earthy

and alkaline salts of the mixture ; the residue is fused with potash,

redissolved in^the cold with hydrochloric acid, and on boiling the

liquid, to which a little dilute sulphuric acid has been added, the
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titanic acid is precipitated. This process, however, is not very accu-

rate ;
indeed the exact determination of the quantity of titauiuni

in its compounds is a matter of considerable difficulty.

§ III. CoLUMBiuM, Niobium, Ilmenium.

(590) CoLUMBiUM or tantalum occurs in the tantalite of Bo-
hernia, and niobium is a metal found by II. IJ-ose in the American
tantalite. These metals have been as yet but imperfectly studied,

and are too rare to rKiC(f a* detailed notice here
;
they have a^

considerable analogy with •^ilicoii. According to*]\l. Hermann
the yttro-tantalitc of Siberia contains a yew rnetal analogous to

columbium, to which he has given the inline of ilinenmm.

§ IV. Molybdenum.

iSymio/, Mo ;
Equivalent, 46*0; {Specific j

-j ^ H

(691) The principal ore of molylideniim is the bisnl|)lude, a

mineral in appearance raiicli resembling plumbago, a«d which ocemrs

chiefly in Bohemia and in Sweden. Molybdenum is also oei^asion-

ally found oxidized, in combiniition w ith oxide of lead as molybdat(5

of lead. The metal may be obtained by roasting the j)ure native sul-

phide in a free current of air ; the sulphur passes off as sulphurous

acid, whilst the molybdenum also combines with oxygen, and

mains behind in the form of molybdic ac id. If tliis be mixed into a

paste w'itli oil and charcoal, and exposc'd to the heat of a smitlds

forge, in a crucible lined w ith charcHial, it is rc'duecd to the me-

tallic state. In this form molybdenum is whiter, brittle, and very

difficult of fusion. The acid may also be reduced by heating it to

redness in a porcelain tube in a current of hydrogcui : when the

pulverulent metal is heated ii^ tlie o|)cn it is gradually oxijlizc'd,

and finaUy converted into molybdic acid. It is also oxidized by

nitric acid ; if the metal be in excess, a soluble nitrate of the

binoxide is obtainbd; if tlic acid predominate the oxidation pro-

ceeds further, and molybdic acid is formed
; aqua regia produces

similar results. Molybdenum is also oxidized when fused with

nitre, and molybdate of potash is produced.

(691 bis) Oxides ofMolybdenum .—Molybdenum forms 3 oxides^

the protoxide (MoO), and the dcutoxide (Mo?)^) arc both possessed

of basic characters : the third (MoOg) is a pow cfful metallic acid.

The protoxide (MoO, eq. 54,) is precipitated as a black hydrate

from the protochloride by means of ammonia; if is soluble in

^ p
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solutions of carbonate of ammonia, but not in those of the fixed

alkalies or their carbonates. It may also be obtained in the

anhydrous form, by digesting molybdic acid with zinc and hydro-

chloric acid.

The deutoxide (M0O2), eq. 6a,) may be prepared by igniting a

mixture of a parts of molybdate of soda and i part of sal ammoniac,

and digesting the mass in solution of potash, to remove any unde-

composed molybdic acid. The residue when well washed is the

pure oxide, which has been reduced from molybdic acid by the

' hydrogen of the ammonia. It is of dark brown colour, but it

becomes purple if ex})osed to solar light ;
.it is nearly insoluble in

acids. The hydrated bkioxidc may be obtained by digesting

molybdic acid, mixed witli coppek* filings, in hydrochloric acid ;

an excess of ammonia jKXJcipitatcs the oxide of a rusty brown

colour, whilst the copper is retained in solution. Hydrated bin-

oxide of molybdenum is soluble in pure water, but is precipitated by

the 2/ldi{mn of‘any salt. The solution gelatinizcis on keeping. The

salts which this oxide forms wuth acids are of a reddish-brown

colour, or if anhydrous, are nearly black. If a solution of bichloride

of molybdenum be added, drop by drop, to a concentrated solution

of biinolybilate of ammonia, a deep blue precipitate of molybdate of

molybdenum (INFoO^, 4 MoO;^) takes place. This compound is soluble

in w^ater, but is precipitated by the addition of any saline body.

Tlic addition of a small quantity of a protosalt of tin to a soluble

molybdate reduces it, and produces this beautiful blue compound,

which may serve as a test of the presence of molybdic acid : care

must be taken not to adil the tin salt in excess. Another com-
pound of the binoxide of molybdenum with molybdic acid

(M0O2, 2 MoO^) has a green colour.

(692) Molybdic Acid (iMoO^), 70, is obtained in an impure

state by roasting the sulihiidc of mmybdcnum at a low red heat

;

it remains behind as a dirty yellow powder ; caustic ammonia
dissolves the acid, leaving oxide of iron and other impurities.

Th(5 ammoniacal solution crystallizes on evaporation, and by a low
red heat the ammonia is expelled, leaving the acid behind, of a

pale buS' colour. It reddens moistened litmus paper, and is

sparingly soluble in water, forming a yellow solution. At a red

teat it fuses to a straw-coloured glass of sp. gr. 3*49 : it undergoes

volatilization in openVessels, and the acid is deposited on cool sur-

faces in'* brilliant transparent needles. No definite hydrate of

molybdic acid is known. When precipitated from its salts by the

addition of an acid, it may be redissolved, if the acid be added in
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excess. It is also freely soluble in cream of tartar. Molylxlie

acid unites with bases, and formg well cliaracterizcd salts, l)oth

nciitral and acid. Those of the alkalies arc soluble. Neutral
molybdate of ammonia crystallizes in colourless stjuaro pristns.

An acid molybdate of ammonia (2 II4NO, 5 MoO^, ^ aq) erystal-

lizes*readily in six-sided pri^is. Other acid inblybdutc^s of the

alkalies have been formed, which* contain as many as 3, 4, and even

5 equivalents of the acid to i of |^asc. ]\rolyl)dat(‘ of lead (PbO,

M0O3) occurs native in eryjtaJ^ of a yellow colour
;

it is.soluble in

nitric acid, and in solution of potash if tluralkali be ui lar^e excess.

Solution of molybdate ef ammonia may be advajitagcously

employed in certain cases to detect the • i)resenec* of very small

quantities of phosphoric acid in solution. The solution suspected

to contain the phos])hatc imist be aci(hdat(‘d with hydroeliiiU'ic

acid, and the molybdate then added. Th(^ licpiid becomes yellow,

and gradually dei)osits a yellow crystalline preeini tale, ^consist-

ing of molybdic and phosphoric acids in combination with tim-

raonia. According to Sonneuschein it contains 6747 per cent, of

ammonia. •

Sounensehein takes advantage of the insolubility of this salt to

detect small quantities of ammonia by its means. In order to

prepare the test solution, he first procures the yellow precipitate, by

adding molybdate of ammonia to an acidulaU^d solution of jdios-

phatc of soda, ignites the precipitate to expel the ammonia, ad/ls

nitric acid to the residue, in order comjdetcly to reoxiilizc any

reduced molybdic acid, evaporates to dryness, and exj)cls the

nitrjc; acid by ignition. A solution of carbonate of‘ soda is em-

ployed to dissolve the remaining mixture of j)h(>s])hori(; and molybdic

acids, and the solution is supcrsaturat(‘d w ith liydroeliloric acid.

This liquid, it is stated, will ^asily det(H*t tin; presence of i part

of sal ammoniac in j 0,000 of water. Salts of soda are not aflW;tcd

by it, but strong solutions of the salts of potash yield a similar

yellow precipitate.

(693) Three sulphides of molybdenum arc knowui, MoSg,

M0S3, and M0S4.

Bisulphide of Molybdenum (MoSg), £</. 78; Bp, Gr, 4*138.

—

This sulphide is the principal ore of the metal ; it is unchanged

by heat in close vessels, but if roasted in the qpen air, sulphurous

acid is formed and is volatilized, while molybdic acid remains.

This sulphide may he formed artificially by heating molybdic acid

in the vapour of sulphur.

The Tersulphide {M0S3, Eq, 94), is precipitated by transmitting

• 3 1- 2
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sulphuretted hydrogen through a solution of a molybdate^ and add-

ing hydrochloric acid. It is of 9. dark brown colour, and forms

sulphur salts with the sulphides of the alkaline metals. The potash

salt crystallizes in magnificent iridescent crystals (KS, M0S3). The

quadrimlphide of molybdenum also combines readily with the

alkaline sulphides.

A Protochloride of Molybdenum (MoCl, 81 *5), is obtained

by dissolving the protoxide in^ hydrochloric acid. A bichloride

(MoClo) is procured . in deliquescent, fpsible, volatile crystals, in

appearance rosembling* t'liose of iodine, by heating the metal in a

current of /Iry chlorine. It is obtained in solution by dissolving

the dcutoxide in hydrocldoric acid.

A Chloromolyhdic Acid sublimes in yellowish scales wdien the

dcutoxide is heated in a \;urrent of chlorine. It is soluble both in

water and in alcohol, and consists of (M0CI3, 2 M0O3), or (M0O2CI).

Similar compounds may be formed with many acidifiable metals,

such, for example, as tungsten, chromium, and vanadium.

(694) Chaeactehs of the Salts of Molybdenum :

—

{ . Little is known of the protosalts of molybdenum. They
yield a dark brown precipitate with the alkalies and their car-

honates

;

the precipitate is soluble in excess of carbonate of

ammonia; sulphuretted hydrogen slowly juoduces a brown preci-

pitate of hydrated sulphide which is soluble in hydrosulphate of

ammonia.

2. The salts of the deutoxide have a dark colour, and a metallic

astringent taste. Infusion of galls produces a brownish-yellow

solution
;
ferrocyankle ofpotassium gives a dark brown precipitate

;

ammonia a rusty brown precipitate of the dcutoxide.

3. The reactions of zinc, tin, and copper, on the molybdates

arc characteristic. With zinc, in dilute acid solutions, the liquid

becomes first blue, then green, and finally black, after which the

addition of ammonia produces a deposit of protoxide of molybde-
num. The addition of a small quantity of protochloride of tin in

solution to a liquid containing a molybdate, produces a beautiful blue

molybdate of molybdenum (MoOm, 4 M0O3), but care must be taken

not to have the tin salt in excess, or the precipitate becomes dull

^green. Copper Jilings in similar solutions reduce the molybdic acid

to the* deutoxide, m hich is precipitated as a brown hydrate by
ammonia.

Molybdenum is usually estimated in the form of the bisul-

phide, of which 100 parts contain 58*97 of the metal.
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§ V. Tungsten,

Symboly W
; Equtvale^Uy 92; Specific Gravity, 17*6.

(695) Tungsten is a metal found in small quantities in the
form of an acid combined with lime, in the mfticral known as
Scheelite or tungstate of lime (CTaO, ^V03) : or else in wolfram as
a tungstate of iron and inanganesQ (^tnO, \V()3)-f- 3 (FeO, AVO^),
It is easily obtained frojn the*tungstate of lime, by digesting the
powdered mineral in liydro<*;|iloric acid, wVich comljaiuvs with and^
dissolves the lime, ])ut tcavc^ the insoluble tungstic acjd behind :

from this compound the metal itself is ])i*peur(*d, heating it to

briglit redness in a current of hydrogen gas. It is tlius left of a

dark grey colour, but it assumes a m(‘tall?(‘ lustre under the ))un*
isher. If tlie acid be made into a paste with oil and heated intensely

in a crucible lined witli charcoal for some liours, tungstem is ohtainiHl

as a lieavy, iron-grey metal, wliieh is very hard,Tind dilliinik of

fusion. It may be heated in the air whilst in the com))aet state

without sensible (change, but in the ])nlverulent» form it burns
easily into tungstic acid. Aqua rc'gia and nitric acid convert it

into tungstic acid, and the same change is produced by luxating it

in contact with tlic alkalies or with nitre.

(696) Two oxides of tungsten are known, viz., a binoxide

which does not form salts with acids, and an acid tcroxide.
^

The Bino,vi(le (AV02) i^^ obtained as a brown ])owd(‘r Hy lieating

tungstic acid to low rtulncss in a stream of hydrogen; or in eo[)per’

cokiurcd scales by adding tungstic acid to dilute hydrochloric acid

in which some pieces of zinc have been placed. In thedattcr form

it rapidly attracts oxygen from the air and dissolves in a solution

of potash with evolution of l^ulrogen and formation of tungstate

of potash. Wohler obtains it from wolfram by fusing 1 j)art (^f this

mineral with 2 parts of carbonate of potash : the melted mass is

treated with boiling water, filtered, and mixed with a solution of

li part of chloride of ammonium. -The solution is (waporated to

dryness and the residue ignited. Upon treating the mass with

boiling water, the oxide of tungsten remains as a luiavy black

powder, which must be washed, first with a weak solution of potasli,

• and aftervrards with water. The hydrogen^ of the ammoniaeill

salt partially reduces the tungstic acid of the mineral.
^

AVith soda the oxide of tungsten forms a remarkable com-

pound of a yellow colour and metallic lustre. 1
1^

crystallizes in

cubes, and js not acted upon by any acid or mixture of acids except
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the hydrofluoric ;
the solutions of the alkalies arc equally without

effect upon it. If heated in the air it is decomposed and partially

converted into tungstate of soda. It is obtained by heating^ tho

bitungstate of soda in hydrogen gas : in order to remove the un*
decomposed tungstate of soda and free tungstic acid, the residue is

treated in succession with water, hydrochloric acid, potash, and
again with water. Its formula is NaO + 2W02. *

Tungstic Acid (WO3
; 116; Sp. Gr, 6*12,) is obtained either

by the i)rQecss already described, from the tungstate of lime, or by
heating in a cAirrent of Air tlic oxide of tungsten obtained from wol-

fram by Wohler’s method. Tungstic atid when anhydrous is a beau-

tiful straw-yellow, tasteless, insoluble powder: it is readily soluble

in alkaline solutions^ from which on the addition of an acid it is

thrown dowui as a hydrate contaminated with the acid employed for

its precij)itation. The tungstates of the alkalies are soluble. Tung*
state of soda crystallizes in four-sided tables (NaO, WO^, 2 aq).

Tho hitwngsiate may be obtained either anhydrous, or crystallized

with 4 equivalents of water (NaO, 2 WO3, 4 llO). Tungstate of
ammonia (NIF/), WO.^) is easily o1)taincd by digesting the acid

in excess of ammonia : it crystallizes in needles, from which by
ignition in open vessels the ammonia is expelled, and pure tungstic

acid remains in the form of the crystals of the salt. A tungstate

of tungsten (WO^, WO.^) of a .‘splendid blue colour, corresponding
to ^thc molybdate of molybdenum, may be obtained by a partial

reduction of tungstic acid, either by hydrogen gas, or by strongly

igniting the tungstate of ammonia in close vessels, or by digesting

tungstic acid with zinc and hydrochloric or sulphuric acid.

The most important native ore of tungsten is wolfram, which
is regarded as a mixture, in variable proportions, of tungstates of
the protoxides of iron and manganese. Its specific gravity is very
ldgh,.d)eing about 7*3. It was this circumstance that gave rise to
the name tungsten, the term being a combination of two Swedish
words, implying heavy stone.” •

Tungstic acid forms several classes of salts, all of which except
the neutral tungstates retain a certain number of equivalents of
water which are essential to the existence of the salt, and which
cannot be rc])laced by a metallic base. Laurent {Atm^ de Chimie,
ixl. xxi. 54) enumerates no fewer tlian six modifications of the acid
which require different proportions of base to saturate them.
Some of these tungstates u hen mixed with nitric acid do not at
once yield a precipitate of tungstic acid.

(697) Both with sulphur and with chlorine, tungsten forms
two compounds, corresponding to the dcutoxide of tungsten and
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tungstic acid. The tersulphide is a strong sulphur acid, and with
sulphide of potassium it forms, an orange-yellow crystallizablc

cofhpound.

Both the chlorides of this metal are volatile : they arc decom-
posed by water into hydrochloric acid and the corresponding
oxide of tungsten. ,

An oxychh)ride Cl) may be obtained in yellow^ volatile

crystalline scales, by passing dry chlorine over the heaU^d binoxidc

of tungsten. It is sonio^m^s termed chhwotiingstic acid.

Bichloride of tungsteifjibsorbs amnunua, and l)y a gentle hcaf^

the whole of the chlorilie iif expelled in the form of sal ammoinae,

leaving a black pow'dcr consisting of *2 \VN -kAVII^N. \Mien
heated in the air it burns, cvolv*ing ammonia and leaving a residue

of tungstic acid (WuhierJ. It is not soluble in acids.

(698) Characters of the Salts of Tcnostev.

—

Hie com-
pounds of this metal arc not poisonous. Tlu‘ tun^tates ili sohition

arc colourless. A bar o£ Via. placed in their solution in a vessel

from which air is exKusM, prodiu*es a \^)let-(M)loured

liquid, owing to the reduction of the atdd to a lower (h'gnn^ of oxida-

tion. The addition of any stronger acid to the tungstatc^s (lauses

the separation of a yellow jirecipitato of tungsti(‘. aedd contaminated

by the precipitant. They yield before the blowpipe with borax, a

colourless transparent glass, wliich Ix^c^onn^s fellow iii the reduedng

flame, and blood-red on cooling. With microeosmic salf^5i7) they

give a beautiful blue in the n*diicing fiaiin*, which bceonn^s yclhwor
c^ilourless in the oxidating tiainc

;
the addition of a little metallic

tin to the bead favours the production of Ukj bliK^ colour.

Tungsten is always estimated in the form of tungstic acid,

100 grains of which contain^79*j2 of the metal.

A remarkable similarity exists )>etween the compomids of

tungsten and those of molybdenum, and it is worthy of note that

the equivalent number of tungsten is exairtly double that of

molybdenum, whilst its specific gravity is also very nearly double.

§ VI. Vanadium.

Symbol, V
;
Equivalent, 68*46.

(699) Vanadium is one of those rare metals at present known

only as chemical curiosities
; it was discovered in 1 830, by Sefstrdm, •

in a Swedish iron ore from Taberg, but its most abundant ore is

the vanadate of lead which has been found at Zintapan in Mexico,

at Waulockhead ha Scotland, and more Recently in Chili; lately
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Wohler has found vanadium accompanying some of the ores of ura-

Ilium and iron. It is best obtained by reducing vanadic acid in a

covered porcelain crucible, by means of potassium ; the reducflon

takes place with vivid incandescence; the potash is dissolved by

water, and vanadium is deposited as a brilliant metallic powder.

By passing a cuil*ent of dry ammonia, over heated chloride of vana-

dium, the metal is obtained in a coherent form with a steel white

lustre; it is brittle and very infusible. It is readily dissolved by nitric

acid and aqua regia, forming a fine *blue solution ; but it is not

heted upon cvc^ti by boiling sulphuric, hydrochloric, or hydrofluoric

acids
; when heated with the alkalies in close vessels, it undergoes

no change.

(700) Oxides of Vanadium,—This metal forms three distinct

compounds with oxygen, VO, VO2, andVO^. protoxide (VO,

Vlq, 76*5) is obtained from vanadic acid by reducing it in a stream

of hydrogen, or by charcoal : it is a black crystalline brittle mass,

resembling grapnitc in appearance, and like it conducts electricity.

It docs not com])ine cither wdth acids or with bases. If heated in

air for soffit 'time it absorbs oxygen, forming the binoxide

(VOjj E(j, 84*5) as a ])lack anhydrous powder, which forms salts

with acjids
; they have a blue colour, and when mixed with the

alkalies furnish a grey hydrate of the binoxide ; in this form

it rapidly absorbs oxygen and becomes first browui and then

green. Binoxide of vanadium appears also to possess weak acid

properties, as it combines with bases.

Vanadic acid {VO3 93’5) is a powerful metallic acid of a

brownish-red colour
; it is sparingly soluble in w ater, to wdiich it

communicates a yellow tint; the solution reddens litmus strongly. At
a red heat it fuses without further change, and crystallizes on cool-

ing, becoming incandescent from evolution of latent heat in the act

of solidification. It forms both neutral and acid salts : the neutral

salts when first prepared are yellow', but in a few hours they spon-

taneously become w hite. The mo|t important of these salts is the

vanadiate of ammonia, (Nlli,0, VO3), from which the acid itself is

usually obtained. Vanadiate of ammonia is procured by putting

pieces of sal ammoniac into a crude solution of vanadiate of potash,

such as is prepared by the deflagration of vanadium slag with
iiCf^re, after the excess pf alkali has been neutralized with hydro-
chloric acid : the vanadiate of ammonia is insoluble in a saturated

solution of chloride of ammonium, and is gradually deposited in

small crystalline grains. Cold water dissolves it sparingly, but it is

much* more soluble in hot w^ater : when heated in the open air the

ammouia is expelled, and pim vanadic acid is left. The livana'
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diate of ammonia yields crystals of an orange colour. If mixed with

tincture of galls^ these salts give a deep black liquid, which preserves

its^blackncss even when much diluted: it forms the best writing

ink yet known, as it is not destroyed either by acids, which turn it

blue, or by alkalies, or by chlorine.

Vanadic acid appears to*combinc in different* proportions with
the inferior oxides of the metal, forming comj^ounds whicdi arc

cither of a green or purple colour. It also combines with many
acids in definite propojticHiSy*formirig coqip*()uud acids which oftey

crystallize with facility.

The affinity of vaiiadiutn for sulphur is ])ut smaU. It com-
bines with it in two i)roportious^ VS^, aud WS^. *

A Bichloride of Vanadium (\ CL) may l)c obtained of a blue

colour; and a tervhloride (VC^Iv), which Ts a yedlow volatile li(fnid,

is obtained by heating a mixtuie of vanadic acid and charcoal, in

a current of chlorine. Bromiiles, iodides, tluori an(^ cyanides

of vanadium have also been formed.

(701) ClIARACTKHS OF THE (A)MroiTXl)S OF VaNADJIM. 1. Thc ‘

vanadiates when boiled with cither alcohol, or su/^JfTand sidphuric

acid, give a beautiful blue solution wdiich distinguishes tluun Iroin thc

elironiates, wdiich under these eireuinstances furnish a green licpiid.

Before the blowjtipe with borax, thc vanadiates give a green glass,

which becomes yellow in thc oxidating Ihyi^.

Thc salts of thc htuoxlde of ranadiam give a blaekj;yJourAi ith

tincture of galls,
and a grey precipitate with the nlkalieSy becoming

red by exposure to the air. Ferrocyanide of potassium gives a

yellow precipitate which becomes green when exposed to th(» air.

The alkaline sulphides give a browiiish-black ])recipitat(‘, readily

soluble in excess, and forming a magnificent purple licpiid.

§ VII. AntiMOW.

Symbol ]
•Equivalent if9. Specific Gravity

y 6715.

(702) AntiMON y is a brilliant bluish-white metal, of a flaky,

crystalline texture, aud so brittle that it may readily be reduced to

})owder. It fuses at about 840° F., and by slow cooling may

be obtained in rhornbohcdral crystals, wliieii, according to Mifs-

chcrlicli, are isomorphous wdth those of arsenic. The cfAinmc'rcial

cakes of thc metal exhibit upon their upper surfaces a beautiful

penniform crystalline structure. At a bl ight red^heat it is .vola-

tilized slo\j^y ;
thc operation is facilitated by transmitting a current

of hydrogen over it.* Antimony is an hifcrior conductor ot heat and
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of electricity. When exposed to either a moist or a dry air, at

ordinary temperatures, it undergoes no change, but if heated it

burns brilliantly, emitting copious white fumes which consist chiefly

of teroxide of antimony. It is also oxidized by nitric acid and by

boiling sulphuric acid. Aqua regia dissolves it readily. When
finely powdered, it is dissolved by ’strong hydrochloric acid by

the aid of heat, with evolution of hydrogen.

This metal is not used alone in the arts, but it enters into the

^composition of several valuable alloysr "Ty^e metal iB one of these:

it is composed'*of 3 or 4 parts of lead, ahd 1 of antimony. Music

type, in addition, contains tin ;
and tlie common white metal used

for teapots, under the name of Britannia metal, consists of equal

parts of brass, antimony, tin, bismuth, and lead. The value of the

anthnony in these alloys de])cnds upon the hardness which it com-

municates to the compounds, without rendering them inconveniently

brittle, a^nd to ^the expansion which it confers upon them in the

act ^of solidification, so valuable in the case of type metal. In

combinatiop with bitartrato of potash, oxide of antimony forms a

powerful and valuable mcdicijie. The teroxide, when gjound up

with linseed oil, furnislies a pigment which is employed to some

extent as a substitute for white lead : it is mucli less injurious to

the health of those use it than augments which contain lead.

(703) Exlractio^,^^Anthnony .—Antimony is a tolerably abun-

dant substance, and ^4ilways extracted from its sulphide, though

it is' frequently found alloyed with other metals, and is sometimes

met with in the native state.

The siiljdiide of antimony usually occurs in a matrix of quaitz,

sulphate of baryta, and limestone. The crude antimony of com-
merce is merely the sulphide freed from the greater part of its

earthy impurities. This purification/is effected by jdacing the ore

upon the bed of a reverberatory furnace, covered with charcoal

powder. The sulphide melts, the earthy impurities float, and
the fluid portion is drawn oft* into an iron basin, and is afterwards

cast into loaves or cakes. If it be desired to extract the metal, the

sulphide thus ])urificd is reduced to a coarse powder, and again

placed upon the bed of a re\'erberatory furnace : the tempera-

ture may be gradually raised to dull redness, but must be mode-
]Sited to prevent the .nass from entering into fusion; in about la

hours flames cease to rise, most of the sulphur is expelled, and a

red mixture of the oxide and sulphide of antimony remains.

During this pY>cess copious vapours of sulphurous and arsenious

acids arc given off, accompanied by a considerable portion of oxide
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of antimony. It is stated that nearly 20 j>er cent, of the metal

is lost during this operation. The roasted mass is now mixed with

aUout J of its weight of powdered charcoal made into a paste witli

a strong solution of carbonate of soda, and heated in crucibles to

bright redness ; the metal collects at the bottom
; above it is

a Icoria consisting chiefly* of a double sulphide of. sodium and
antimony. This scoria is known in the arts as the crocm of
antimony. The metal is remclted with the scoria, and is then fit

for vsale. 100 parts of suliJiide yield alxfut 44 parts. of metallic

antimony, so that in thef.whole process* about 7 of the autimeny
are lost.

On the small scale the metal is mo^ easily procured by taking

4 parts of the powdered suljdiide, 3 of crude tartar, and i ^ of nitre,

mixing them intimately, and tlirowing^tlie powder in suiall^ por-

tions at a time into a crucible kept at a bright red lu’at. The
sulphur is oxidized by the nitre, and the metal melts and collects

at the bottom.

In order to obtain antimony free from arsenic, AViihliT mixes

intimately 4 parts of fimdy powdi^red eonun(Teial'1TTrfmi()iiy with 5

of nitrate of soda, and 2 of anhydrous carbonates of soda. The
mixture is heated to redness in a Hessian crucibli*, and the* antimony

burns quietly at tlie expense of the oxygem nitrate. After 1 he

deflagration is complete the enieibie ili^^vered, ami tin* mass

is kept for half an hour at a tenipca-atpi^^^ to j^often* but

not to fuse it, from time to time invssjpijj down willi an iron

spatula. It is removed from the (Tueildc 1)y means of a spatula,

wJiilst still in a pasty condition, then ])ulvtTized and thrown into

boiling water: tlie solution contains the arseniate of soda, whilst the

greater part of the antimoniate of tlie alkali remains undissolved,

and is well washed with boiling water. From this antimoniate of soda

the metal is extracted by melting it with half its weight oLtartar.

The product tliiis obtained is an alloy of antimony with potas-

sium; it is broken into small pieces and thrown into water; a copious

disengagement of hydrogen takes place, the potassium is oxidized

and dissolved, and the alloy fails to powder. It still retains iron,

and, perhaps, lead. One-third of the mass is converted into oxide by

means of nitric acid
; this oxide is well washed with water, dried,

and then incorporated with the powdered^ metal ;
the masses

again melted in a covered crucible, and pure antimony i^olitained

beneath a layer of fused oxide, wdiich retains the oxides of iron
*

and lead.

(704) of Antimomj .—Antimony forms three well-marked
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oxides ; the first is the most importaot, as it constitutes the basis

of the antimonial salts employed* in medicine. These oxides are

the teroxide (often called the sesquioxide), Sb03, antimonic acid,

SbOg, and an intermediate compound of these two, generally termed

antimonious acid (SbO^, SbOg).

Teroxide of 'Antimony (Sb03), Eq, 153.—In the anhydrous

state this oxide is found crystallized in prisms in a rare mineral

called white antimony ore, of specific gravity 5*56. The anhydrous

oxide is best procured by ^boiling powjdered^ metallic antimony to

dryness in an iuoii ladle, with excess of, strong sulphuric acid; an

insoluble sulphate is formed, and sulphurous acid is disengaged.

To remove the sulphuric ar;id, the residue is treated wdth carbonate

of soda and is well washed : the greyish-white insoluble powder

w liioli remains is the teroiiide. When heated it assumes a yellow

colour, but recovers its whiteness on cooling. In close vessels it is

fusilde
; at a hi^h tcm])crature it may be volatilized, and the vapour

mayA)c condensed in brilliant crystalline needles isomorphous with
' the unusual form of arsenious acid. Occasionally it crystallizes in

octohedra, filvi5‘*'‘the common variety of arsenious acid. In the

open air it burns like tinder, and is converted into antimonious

acid. Hydrochloric and tartaric acids dissolve it freely. Nitric

acid converts it into the higher oxides of antimony. With
sulphuric acid it ibrj|!» insoluldc sulphate. In the hydrated

stab*, it may be obtf^|^i(||^^|jy pouring a solution of tcrchloride of

antimony into a solii^^^^i* carbonate of soda. In this form it

is readily soluble in*^cl[mu)ns ^al’ potash and soda; but the simjdc

ebulliticm or cvaj)oratioii of the liquid causes a separation of oxide

of antimony in prismatic crystals.

(705) Anihrmnc Acid (SbO.-) Eq. 169.—This compound may
be obtained in the anhydrous form, Jpy oxidizing the tcrsulpliidc

with nitric acid, and exj)eliing the excess of nitric acid by a heat

below redness. Antimonic acid is of a pale yellow colour ; it is

tfistelcss and insoluble in water. A strong heat expels onc-tiftli of its

oxygen, and converts it into the antimoniate of antimony (SbOs,

SbOg), wdiieh is a white powder often termed antimonious acid,

but which possesses no acid characters, for if treated with bitar-

trate of potash it is dissidved, tartrate of antimony and potash

i^^rtar-emetic), l)cing/ornied, and separating in crystals, whilst the

antirnoniip acid is retained in solution.

Antimonic acid forms definite compounds with the alkalies

:

boiling solution of potash dissolves it, and on the addition of an

acid, the liquief dei>osits hydrated antimonic acid in the^ form of a
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white powder (SbO^, 4HO), wliicli reddens litmus, and is freely

soluble ill cold solutions of i^ie alkalies, and in hydrochlorie

aeffl. Fremy states that autimouic acid may, like peroxide of tin,

be obtained in two modifications, which combine with different

amounts of base, and form distinct classes of salts ; to one of .these

moflificatious he gives the. term anthnonlc adll

:

iti^ neutral salt

with potash has the formula (KO, SbO-,-f 5 aq) : the other modifica-

tion he terms metantimorde acid. To the 'neutral potiush salt of

this acid ho assigns the (2K(),

According to Freirn^, antirnonii; at'id is nuMiobasie, but it

is cajiablc of forming* both acid and neutral salts. an fi^

moniate of potash may be procured by Jieati ng i*part of metallic

aiiti»noiiy with 4 parts of nitre *in an earthen crucible. The wlyte

mass so obtained is powdi'rcd, and wash^d witli u arm water, re-

move the excess of potash and nitrite! of potash. The residm* must

be boiled with wati»r for an hour or two
;
the }asotahie aninjdrouH

antimoniate is thus (!onvcrted into a soluble moditit^ation \\4th 5
equivalents of water. The insoluble residue now co^isists idiicHy’

of biantimoniate of ])otash. The neutral salt*pfTssesses the ))ro-

perty of freely dissolving the biantimoniate, which is ])ri'cipitut('d

when such a solution is mixed ivith any neutral salt of one of th(‘
* •*!

alkalies. The neutral antimoniate does npt^^fepJ^^talllze, but forms a

gummy mass, wliich has an alkaline ry^ioH ; it is n'adily d(‘com-

posed by acids, depositing the biant||8|^B^bfe Whcn^K'aliiii^l to

320° it loses 2 e(|uivalents of wa)^, insolubh*.

Biantiniofuate of Potash obtained by trans-

mitting a current of carbonic acid through a solution of the neutral

autimoniatc. It is soluble in a hot solution of the neutral antimo-

iiiate, and is deposited in crystals as the licpiid cools.

If antimonic acid be h^^ated with oxide of h’ad it combim's

with it and yields a yellow (H)inpound, which is used as a jdguKuit

under the name of Naples yellow.

(706) Metantimonic Acid
( 2 110

,
SbO^ ),—This compound

derives its principal interest from the circumstance of its yielding

a soluble compound with ])otash, which may be employed as a test

for soda. The bimetantimoniate of potash (K0,I10
,
SbO.^^aq)

is the salt which is used for this ])urposc. In order to jirepanj

this compound, anhydrous neutral antiijioiiiate of potaslf^is

to be first formed by deflagrating antimony witli nitri^ washing

and boiling the residue in the manner already described, so as to

bring the whole of the neutral antimoniate iiito^solution. This

liquid is then to be filtered and evaporated to a syrupy consistence
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in a silver dish; fragments of hydrate of potash are then added,

and the evaporation is continued until a drop of the liquid placed

upon a cold slip of glass begins to crystallize ;
it is then allowed^to

cool, and the alkaline supernatant liquid is poured off the crystals,

which are allowed to drain upon a porous tile. When the salt is

required as a test for soda, 30 or 40 grains of this residue are to be

washed quickly with about twice their weight of cold water and

allowed to subside
;

this washing is to be repeated two or three

times, in order to remove traces of adhering potash : lastly, a

Pittlc water is to be digested for a few minutes upon the residue,

and the filtered liquid may be used tc ascertain the presence of

soda. (PcilouzCo and Freniy, Traite, de Chimie Generaley 2me
cd. hi. 156.) The pi’esence of free potash impairs the delicacy of

the jjcaction. One groat inconvenience which attends the use of

this reagent is the circumstance, that if the solution be kept for a

few days, the bimetantimoniate of potash passes spontaneously into

the jfcutiSil anftnioniatc, and this salt does not precipitate the

‘•compounds of soda ; both salts contain exactly the same amount of

acid and of"W/;o,(KO, 110, Sb05) = (K0,Sb05 + H0), the differ-

cuc() in i)ro])crtic8 being due, there can be little doubt, to difference

in the molecular constitution of the two salts. If the solution

of bimetantimoniate jUfe boiled, its conversion into neutral anti-

moniate is effected i» a minutes. The bbnetantimoniate of
soda (NaO, IIO, an insoluble salt, which crystallizes

in octohe'fi’a.

(707) (IlgSb?)—The composition of

this gas is not known with cc^ftainty, as at present it has nevpr

been obtained free from hydrogen. It is formed by dissolving an

alloy of zinc and antimony in dilute sulphuric acid. When any
salt of antimony is ])oured into a mixture of zinc and sulphuric

acid which is disengaging, iiydrogcn, the antimonial salt becomes
decomposed

;
])art of the -antimony is deposited in the form of a

black powder upon the surface ofthe zinc, and part combines with the

Iiydrogcn, and assumes the gaseous state. It forms a colourless

gas which is without any marked odour. When burned it de-

posits white fumes of oxide of antimony, and if transmitted through

a glass tube, heated to low redness, the gas is decomposed, and

tlN'>* antimony forms a brilliant metallic crust upon the heated

portion of the tube.

{708)" Sulphides of Antimony,—Two compounds of antimony

with sulphur ai*e known
; the tersulphide (81383), and the pen-

tasulphide (SbSJj, corresponding to the teroxide, and to antimonic
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acid. They are termed sulphur acids by Berzelius, as they

combine with the sulphides of the alkaline metals, and fonn

defmite salts.

Tersulphide of Antimony (SbSg), Eq, 177, Sp. Gr, 4*6.—This

substance constitutes the only ore from wliicli the metal is ob-

tained. This native sulphide is usually found in griiiiite or slate

rocks, and generally contains lead and arsenic, besides* a variable

amount of pyrites. It occurs crystallized in ^-sided prisms, which

have a bluish-black colour, and a strong. metallic lustre. It is

friable, and melts bclotv^ red heat, cry.sttillizing as it (;ools.

may be distilled unchangdll yi close vessels, at a very high tem-

perature, but by roasting in the o})en»air it is converted into a

fusible mixture of tcroxidc and tcrsulpTiidc of antiimmy. This

oxysulphidc when fused forms the commercial y/ass of antinK^t^y

which contains about H jiarts of the oxide of antimony to i of sul-

phide. If the oxide be in excess, the glass is trausparenl, and of

a fine red colour : the greater the ])ro]K)rtiou of life sulpbidc. Jtbe

darker is the tint. The glass attacks tin* silica of the crucible in

wliich the fusion is performed, and dissolves a coys^U jmrtiou

of it. A native oxysulphidc of antimony occurs crystallized in

oblique rhombic prisms (SbO;j+ 2 Sl)S;d : it lias received the

name of red antimony ore, N ’

The tersul])hidc of antimony may obtained in crystals by

melting togetlicr, at [i red Itcat, a mixm|^ of sull^tu* and tiu’oxule

of antimony; sulphurous acid tcr.Tu/phide is

formed, thus: 2 (^^bO.,) -f 9S= 2fSH|^|^+3SOy

The tersulphide may also be oBif^ihied a» aSydratc of a IxMutilul

orange colour, l)y transmitting sulphuretted hydrogen through a

solution of any salt of the metal : it ])arts with its water on b(dng

heated, and then assumes a dark metallic ap])carancc, resembling

that of the native sulphide, ^riic sulpliRlj:, whether artificial or

native, is dissolved by hot hydrochloric acid, and furnishes a

convenient source of pure sulphuretted hydrogen, provided that

the gas be washed, ‘to free it from traces of antimony and hydro-

chloric acid, which it is apt to retain in suspension.

Tersulphide of antimony is readily soluble in the sulphides of

the alkaline metals, and forms colourless compounds ;
a Iiot solution

of the alkaline sulphide can dissolve much more of the sul])hide4itf

antimony than it can retain when cold
;
on tfic addition of* an acid

the alkaline sulphide is decomposed, and the sulphide of antimony**

is reprecipitated. If sulphide of antimony be boiled with carbo-

l^te of potash, or with caustic potash, it is dissolves ;
the filtered
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liquid on cooling deposits a reddish-brown substance, kl^wn as

kermes mineral. This substance is not a definite compound, but is

a variable mixture of sulphide and oxide of antimony, the latter

being combined with a small portion of the alkali. The action of

carbonate of potash on the sulphide is represented in the following

equation ;— r

6 (K0,C02) + 3 (S1 >S3)=3 (KO/2 C02) + 3KS + a SbSg, SbOa.

In this mixture of SbS,j, and SbOg, H. Hose found crystals of oxide

‘of antimony, which were visible by the iiid of the microscope.

Bitartrate of potash, or dilute hydrocbloi ic. acid, dissolves out the

oxide, leaving tlie sidphidc. If to the liquid, after deposition of

the kermes, hydrochloric acid be added, cflervescenee takes place,

•vtitili escape of sulplmr(jtt(&d hydrogen, owing to the decomposition of

sulphide of potassium, and the excess of sulphide of antimony

which it retained is precipitated as the golden sulphide of antimony.

Thi^^ sulphide 'contains a larger proportion of sulpliur than the

tcrsulphidc, from the gradual oxidation of the antimony in the

solution prc^cipitation is eflectcd.

Pentasiilpldde of Anthnony, (SbSg, Eq. 209) or Sulphanthnonic

Acid as this conijy(()und is often termed, may be obtained by

transmitting a of sulphuretted hydrogen through an acid

solution of pcu’cliioride ^‘ antimony. It forms an orange-yellow

precipitate, vvhidli is remarl^ble for tlic facility with which it corn-

bines w^r tlm alkaline 8ul|{^idc.s, The tribasic sulphaniimoniate

of sodium (3 NaS^ tSbSgd- Sehlij)pe’s salt, crystallizes

in large and vcayV4)riUiai{t'’’^unsp^ tetrahedra. It may
be obtained in various ways : the easiest plan consists in

thoroughly mixing 18 parts of finely powdered tcrsulphide of

antimony, 12 of dried carbonate of soda, 13 of quick lime, and

3| of sulphur
;
the mixture is groufid up with w^ater, and placed

in a w'cll-elosed bottle, which is completely filled with water
; it

is allowed to digest, w ith frequent agitation, for 24 hours
;
the

clear liquid is filtered off’, and allowed to evaporate spontaneously

in a closed vessel over sulphuric acid. This salt when mixed wdth

an acid deposits pure pentasuli>hidc of antimony.

(709) Chlorides of Antimony,—Antimony forms two chlo-

l«dcs, SbClg and they correspond in composition with the

oxides and sulphides*.

Terchloride of Antimony (SbClg), Eq. 235*5.—This substance,

from its ready fusibility, was known under the name of butter of

antimony ; it fnay be obtained in the anhydrous form by distilling
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an intimate mixture of 8 parts of corrosive sublimate witl

3 of powdered metallic antimony ; it passes over in the form of \

volatile, fusible, crystallizable compound, which is deliquescent

and powerfully corrosive in its action on animal tissues
; calomel

terchloride of antimony, and an amalgam of antimony arc formed

2 Sb -f 4 IlgCl= SbClj + Sbllg^ + HgoCl. Tcrelilorido^ of autimonj

may be more cheaply prepared by mixing sulphate of antimony witl

twice its weight of chloride of sodium, and*theu distilling the mix
ture. It may also be obi;pir^ed by distilling the residuo left on di^

solving sulphide of antimony in hydrochloric acid. .The tcrchloridi

of antimony is soluble'in ^ drochloric acid, and in a squill quantity

of water
;
but if thrown into a large nia!;^ of watci^an insoluble oxy

chloride falls, which gradually assumes a compact crystalline foyn

consisting of (2 SbO;, -4- SbC'!!.,) ;
it was forfncrly called powder offitga

roth. On diluting a hot solution of chloride of antimony in hydro

chloric acid with hot water, it dc]H)sits, on cooling,j)rilliaut needles

which may be reprcsc'nted as (SbC^l^-f ^ Sl)(>{); by beat, tbe^lilo-

ride is sublimed, leaving the oxide. C’hloride of antiiyony is usc(

for bronzing guii-baiTcls, in order to prevent th^.u" ifbm rusting.

Perchloride of Antimoinj (Sbdr,, E(j, 306*5) is prc'parcd by ex

posing powdered antimony, gently lieated in a retort, to a curreii

of dry chlorine in excess. Jt forms a colourlc^ss liquid

which emits suii'ocMitiiig white fuTncsr%h^ e3i:|^)s(‘d to the air

With a small quantity of water it forms \i^tate dfiiquesceii^ry*;^al.s

but it is decomposed by a large quantity anri antinionii

acid, which retains a little hydrochloric acS#, is deposited. 1)1*3

pej'chloride of antimony absorbs sulphuretted hydrogt'n, and forim

with it a white crystalline fusible solid (SliCl^S^) which corresponds

in composition to the chlorosulphidc of phosphorus.

(710) Characters of the Compounds op Antimonwi

—

Ac
cording to M. Peligot {Ann. de Chimie, JIL, xx. 297) teroxide o

antimony forms salts wdiich contain i, 2, or 4 equivalents of acid

Most of them when largely diluted with water Ijccome milky fron

the deposition of a subsalt of sparing solubility, but this milkines:

disappears on the addition of tartaric acid, or of hitartrate of potasli

They are all of them colourless, and when taken internally in large

doses, produce poisonous effects. Infusion of cinchona bark yidffli

a copious insoluble precipitate with antimonial salts, aqd it hai

been recommended to exhibit this medicine in cases of poisoning

with antimony ; it is not however to be relied on.
^

The characteristic reaction of these salts when in solution is the

3 Q
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formation of an orange-coloured precipitate of hydrated

of antimony, when acted on by sulphuretted hydrogen

;

this pr^

cipitate is soluble in hydrosulphate of ammonia. For medico-legal

purposes this sulphide is separated by filtration, and reduced to the

metallic state by heating it in a current of dry hydrogen gas ; sul-

phuretted hydrogen is formed, and the current of gas is continued

until no more sulphuretted hydrogen is produced ; the tube may
then be weighed, and the antimony withdrawn : on again weighing

the tube, thp difference v/ill give the weight of the metal. Another

simpler plan may be adopted, in which ar.tiiAonuretted hydrogen is

first prepared, and subsequently decomposfcd by heat. In order to

effect this, the suspected liquid, after boiling with hydrochloric

acid and a little chlorate of potash, is filtered and introduced into

Mar ih^s apparatus
;

the c:..pcriment is then proceeded with in the

manner which will be mentioned when speaking of its application

in testing for arsenic (719).

L*] li)"^ Estimation of Antimony ,—There is considerable diffi-

culty in accurately determining the quantity of this metal. The
solution is '•idulated with a mixture of hydrochloric and

tartaric acid, then subjected to a current of sulphuretted hydrogen,

and exposed for a few hours in an open, shallow dish, at a tem-

perature not exceo|iSM|§^|oo® F. ; the excess of sulphuretted hydro-

gen is thus got Ai^^he whole of the antimony is separated

as «nlpljide, of the dried precipitated sulphide of

antimony cannot » r<^'d upon as furnishing a correct datum
for estimating thc*^1lrft{il, as it is liable to contain a variable

excess of uncornbined sulphur. It must therefore be dried at 212^,

and a certain proportion of it dissolved in hot aqua regia
;

as soon

as it is completely dissolved, the solution is mixed with a little

tartaric acid
;
and the sulphur, which has by this means been con-

verted into ^sulphuric aci(l,"is precipitated by the addition of chloride

of barium : the sulphur is calculated from the weight of the sul-

phate of baryta obtained, and deducted from the weight of sulphide

of antimony employed; the difference is estimated as antimony.

Antimony may be separated by sulphuretted hydrogen from all

the metals previously described, with the exception of cadmium, tin,

tungsten, and molybdenum. Sulphide of cadmium is not soluble

hydrosulphate of ammonia, whilst that of antimony is soluble

;

this liquid may then^fore be employed to separate these metals.

The separation of antimony from tin in a metallic alloy may
be effected with tolerable accuracy by dissolving the alloy in hydro-

chloric acid, wfiich is to be mixed with a small proportion of nitric
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acid/iu order to prevent loss of antimony as antimonuretted hydro-

gen. The two metals are theij precipitated together by means of

laetallic zinc, and the pulverulent metals arc weiglied. This pre-

cipitate is redissolvcd in weak aqua regia, and is digested at a gentle

heat upon a bar of tin, which throws down antimony only. The
prtjcipitated metal is collected, washed, dried, atid wejighed.

•

§ VIII. Arsenic.

Symbol, As ; Eyuwqjteut, 75 ;
Bp, (?r. from ^*^0 to 5*959

• •
•

(712) Arsenic, in various states jjf eombimition, was knowm.

to mankind before the (.^hristian era. This element presents rnany

analogies w’ith phospliorus, and it is c(hisidered by several l%*ci»eh

writers to belong to the nou-metallic elements. It, however,

conducts electricity with facility, and possesses a high metallic

lustre.

Arsenic generally occurs, in the form of an alloj^ with somfl

other metal, especially with iron, or with cohaR, mekc l, coj)per, or

tin. It is found occasionally in the native state, and it is sometimes

met wdtli united wdtli oxygen combined as arsenic acid with othcT

oxides, constituting arseuiates, such as iron, (U)ppc^r, and

lead. More rarely it occurs uuited cither as the red

bisulphide (realgar), or as orpimeut, tersulj)l»jjic.^«*
^

The greater part of the arsenic; of is prepared from

mispickel, an arsenical suljihide of iron, fiil^slied abundantly ])y

yic Silesian miu(;s, and from tlic arsenides of ni(*k(;l and cobalt,

which yield arsenious acid as a secondary product in the onKnary

process of working these ores. The sej)arati()n of the arsenic is

effected by roasting tlic mijjeral in a manner similar to that em-

ployed for driving off sulphur ; but tlTc* arsenious acid which is

produced, being less volatile, more valuable, and more deleterious,

is condensed in large chambers, through which the flues from the

furnaces pass. The emptying of these chambers, which is per-

formed about once in six weeks, is an operation attended wdth

danger to the workmen, from the poisonous and irritating nature

of the finely powdered arsenious acid. In order in some degree

to protect the men whilst thus engaged, thgy arc cased in leafier,

with glazed apertures for the eyes, and ajre made to cover their

mouths and nostrils with damp cloths, which arrest most of to
acrid particles. Much of the acid obtained from these chambers

is in the form of a fine powder ; it is still very impure, and it is

3Q2ip
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therefore again sublimed in iron pots, the upper part of which is

kept moderately cool ; here it is condensed in a transparent, half-

fused, vitreous mass. The lower portions only of this sublimate

are pure, and these are sold as white arsenic ;
the upper are either

resublimed, or are employed for the purpose of furnishing metallic

arsenic. In . order to obtain the metal, the sublimed acid is

powdered, mixed with charcoal, and heated in an earthen crucible,

upon the top of which a second inverted crucible is luted and

screened fro?n the fire by means of a perforated iron plate. The

reduced metal is^ condensed in the upper r^rucible.

Propertieji,—Metallic arsenic, or ar^nicumy as it might con-

veniently be termed, has a 'brilliant dark steel-grey lustre
;

it is

very brittle, and is easily reduced to powder. When heated to

356"^ ill close vessels, itl3egins to volatilize without fusing, and

crystallizes indistinctly, as it is condensed, in rhombohedra, which

are isomorphous with those of antimony. Its vapour is colourless,

and prTiSScsses a powerful, oppressive, alliaceous odour, and a sp. gr.

of iO‘6o. The metal may be exposed to a dry air without under-

going changer^ l^f heated in open vessels it absorbs oxygen,

burns with a jieculiar bluish flame, and is converted into arsenious

acid, which is condensed as a white mealy powder upon cool bodies

in the neighbourhood. - When thrown in fine powder into chlorine

gas it takes fire spont^©^!^y, and is converted into chloride of

arsew?/?„ ,^^itric acid oxidizes the metal, and converts it into

arsenic acid : if deflagliiifcieja with nitre, it is converted into arseniate

of potash. A minute quantity of arsenic is added to lead to facili-

tate its assuming the globular form in the manufacture of shot.

The compounds of arsenic with oxygen are two, arsenious acid

(ASO3), and arsenic acid (AsOg), no salifiable oxide being known.

(713) Arsenious Acid (ASO3, Eq,,')g),—This compound is the

white arseniewi the shopi^. It is prepared upon the large scale

during the roasting of arsenical ores in the manner already de-

scribed. It exists in two modifications, a vitreous and a crystal-

line form. When purified by resublimation and freshly obtained,

it is in semi-transparent vitreous lamellated masses ; but by ex-

posure to the air, it gradually becomes opaque, and of a yellowish-

white colour. This change slowly advances from the exterior

toWtfci*ds the interior, sq that the mass is often opaque at the sur-

face whilst^ it remains transparent in the centre. Both varieties of

arsenious acid are freely soluble in hot hydrochloric acid, and as the

liquid cools the excess crystallkes in transparent anhydrous octo-

hedra, consisting of uncombiiied arsenious acid; but when the
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transparent variety is dissolved in tliis acid, the formation of each

crystal is marked by the emissipn of a flash of light which is per-

ceptible in a darkened room. The opaque variety as it crystallizes

from its solution, exhibits no such phenomenon. Hot solution of

ammonia also freely dissolves arsenious acid, and deposits it in

anTiydrous octohedra of the uncom])ined acid*on t^poling, mixed
with prismatic crystals, which* Mr. Bloxam found to he hibasic

arseriite of ammonia. Guibourt found the opaque vari(*ty to have

a specific gravity of 2*^994 if is less (Unise than the . trausparej^it

form, the specific gravity*pf which he sthtes to

two varieties also diffSr in*thcir solubility : according jbo M. Bussy,

{Comptes Rendus, Mai 1847) water dissolves mueh*les.sof the o[)aquo

than of the transparent aend. A cold saturated solution of J^he

vitreous variety gradually deposits its excess of aeid in tlie opaque

form, and retains between a and 3 per cent, in solution; the liquid

reddens litmus. Merc grinding to a fine powder e<^uverts tlu' trans-

parent into the opaque variety, and reduces its solul)ility. ileat,

however, gradually reconverts the opatpic into the vitregus moditiea
*

tion, so that loug-coutiuued boiling I’cndcrs thff vipaque as soluble

as the vitreous form. It is therefore dillicult to state the ))reeisc

degree of solubility of either form of the axad, as the two varieties

are liable to be formed in varying proportion in the course of aii

expci*iraent. The largest proj)ortiou watqp will dissolve at

the boiling point is between 11 and 12 per €fcut.

Arsenious acid, when heated to 380'’, softens and is sublimed

without fusing, being condensed in transparc'nt octohedra upon

Miami surfaces, but it occasionally forms long prismatic lu^edles

isomorphous witli those of oxide of antimony. Its vapour is without

odour; it is colourless, and of sj). gr. 1383; it contains j volume

of vapour of arsenic and 3 4)f oxygen, condensed into 1 volume.

Arsenious acid appears to be bibasic*; it cornbiuei^ with pottish

and soda, and forms with them soluble com[)ounds which do not

crystallize. The arseriites of the earths (particularly arsenite of

lime) are nearly insoluble in water, but arc readily dissolved by

acids. Arsenite of potash has been used medicinally for many
years midcr the name of Fowler^

8

solution. Arsenite of copper is

in a commercial point of view the most important of these salts

;

it is of a delicate and beautiful green colou;;, constituting the^ig-

ment sold under the name of Scheele^s green. The Sc/iweinfur^h

green which is also used largely as a pigment, is a double salt of

arsenite and acetate of copper, 3(CuO, AsOa) + (CuO, Cill^Ord^ made

by mixing equal parts of arsenious aeid and acetate of copper, in
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solution at a boiling temperature, adding an equal bulk of cold

water, and allowing the mixture ta stand some days.

(714) Arsenic Acid (AsO^, Eq. 115,) is obtained by treating

arsenious acid witli nitric acid in excess, and then boiling down to

dryness in a platinum vessel. A white, anhydrous, somewhat

deliquescent ;mass remains : from its solution by slow evaporation,

arsenic acid may be obtained in hydrated crystals which are very

deliquescent. It possesses the properties of a powerful acid, expelling

the volatile -acids from ’their combinations, ,and decomposing the

carbonates with effervescence. It form s^k, series of soluble crystal-

lizable salts with the alkalies, which preffeent considerable interest,

as they are isoinorphons - with the tribasic phosphates. No
attempts to procure the dibasic and monobasic forms of arsenic

acid ^lave hitherto been successful. Arsenic acid fuses at a high

heat, and then becomes decomposed into arsenious acid and oxygen.

If a current of sulphurous acid be transmitted through its solution,

the arsenic is reduced to the state of arsenious acid, whilst sul-

'phuric acid ^jformed, ASO5-I-2 S02=As03+ 2 SO3.

By adding sodl in excess to arsenic acid an efflorescent salt

(3 NaO, AsO^, 24 aq) may be obtained on evaporation, crystal-

lized in prismatic needles. If to a hot solution of arsenic acid

carbonate of soda be added till effervescence ceases, the salt w hich

is obtained on e^pporatskfeiil^ ^(llO, 2 NaO, AsO,-, 24 aq) corresponds

In fer*^ composition to the rhombic phosphate of soda, though

more usually, it crystallizes with 14 equivalents of water; and by
adding to a solution of this compound arsenic acid in excess, a de-

liquescent salt (2 HO, NaO, AsOg, 2 aq) is procured, which crystal-

lizes with difficulty. Tlic corresponding potash salt crystallizes in

bold, brilliant, octohedral crystals (2 HO, KO, AsOg) : it is readily

prepared by deflagrating equal parts vf arsenious acid and nitre,

then dissolving the residue in water, and allowing it to crystallize.

All these salts may be rendered anhydrous by heat, but when
redissolved, they recover their basic water. A brick-red triarseniate

of silver (3 AgO, AsOg) is precipitated when any of these salts in

solution is mixed with solution of nitrate of silver. It is readily

soluble in excess either of nitric acid or of ammonia, and is cha-

racteristic as a test of arsenic acid.

^(7^5) SuLPHiDis OF Arsenic.—Arsenic and sulphur may be
melted together in all proportions; but they form several well-

defined compounds ; of these, the most important are the bisul-

phide, or realgar, ASS2; the tersulphide, or orpiment, AsSg;
and the pentasulphide or sulpharsenic acid, AsSg.

Bisulphide ofArsenic, ov Realgar Eq, 107; Sp, Gr, 2*356.
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—^Tliis substance is occasionally found native in ruby-red pris*

matic crystals : it may be prepared artificially, by heating together

I tfiquivalent of arsenic and 2 of sulphur : or, 2 equivalents of

arsenious acid with 7 of sulphur; in the latter case 3 equiva-

lents of sulphurous acid arc expelled, and 2 e([uivalonts of realgar

ar(? formed
; 2 AsO^ -f 7 = 2 AsS^ -f 3 SO^. • When heated in

closed vessels, realgar melts and afterwards is sublimed unchanged.
The sublimed mass is hard, brittle, transparent, and of a beautiful

red colour. Caustic potash decomposes it, leaving a brown subsul-

phide of arsenic (As(.{?) u*jdissolvcd. Realgar is one oY the ingre-

dients of white Indiarp Jire^ which is often used as a signal light

:

it is composed of a mixture of 7 parts^ of sulpl^ur, 2 of realgar,

and 24 of nitre.

Tersulphide of Arsenic or Orpinien^ (As S3), Eq, 123;

3*48).—Orpiment is occasionally found native in crystals which

have the same form as those of realgar—viz., the oblique rhombic

prism : these crystals are flexible
;

they liave a ytillow t^olour and

a brilliant lustre. It may be prepared artificially by transmitting;

a current of suljdiuretted hydrogen through a 5^>b*^‘’ou*of arsenious

acid, or of any of the arsenites in hydrochloric acid. It falls as a

brilliant yellow amorphous powder. If the solution be very dilute,

part of the sulphide is retained in solution, forming a yellow liquid
;

by exposure to the air the excess of sul])huretted hydrogen cscajics,

and the sulphide is gradually and compl6t(‘ly dej?^sited. ^
Tersulphide of arsenic is insoluble in water and iir (WJute acids,

but it is decomposed by nitric acid and aqua regia. It fuses

^asily, and when heated in air burns with a pale blue* flame. In

close vessels it is sublimed unchanged. Ammonia and the fixed al-

kalies dissolve it, and form colourless solutions. Ilydrosulphatc

of ammonia and the sulphides of the alkaline metals in solution

also dissolve it easily, and form double* sulphides whicrh arc decom-

posed on the addition of an acid. Orpiment is the colouring

ingredient in the pigment called Kinfs yellow^ which is a mixture

of arsenious acid with this sulphide.

Pentasulphide of Arsenic (AsS^ Eq, 155), or Svlpharsenic acid, "

as it is sometimes called, corresponds in composition to arsenic; acid.

It is prepared |)y transmitting a stream of sulphuretted liydrogcn

through a section of arsenic acid
;
a yellow precipitate rcscrij^ing

orpiment in appearance, very gradually sc’^iaratcs. Upon the ap-

plication of heat, the pentasulphide fuses and forms h reddwtbr

yellow glassy substance as it cools; it may be sublimed in close

vessels. It is soluble in the alkalies, decomposes the carbonates

with effervescence if boiled with their solutions, and forms crystal-
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lizable compouuds with the sulphides of the metals of the alkalies

and alkaline earths. The sulphur salt of potash (2 KS> AsSg) may
be made by transmitting sulphuretted hydrogen through the

solution of the diarseniate of potash. When this sulphur salt

of arsenic is mixed with alcohol, it undergoes decomposition,

and a still higher sulphide (AsS^g) was obtained by Berzelius^ in

brilliant yellow crystalline scales, by evaporating the alcoholic

solution, after separating the insoluble portion by filtration.

(716) Compounds pF Arsenic with Hydrogen.— Arsenic

ferms two combinations with hydrogen ; on'e of these is solid at

ordinary temperatures, and of a chestnut-brown colour. Its com-

position has hot been accurately determined. The other is a gaseous

body (II3AS) of considerable importance ; it corresponds in compo-

sitrop to the gaseous ])hosphurctted hydrogen.

Terhydride of Arsmic (IlgAs), Eq, 78; Sp, Gr. 2*695, com^

hinmg Volume, 4 .—Arseniuretted hydrogen

:

this remarkable ga-

seous com[.ound Is an exceedingly poisonous body
;

it is colourless,

^and ITas a foetid alliaceous odour ;
it is sparingly soluble in water, and

possesses n^^itlicr acid nor alkaline qualities. It consists of 1

volume of arsenical vapour, and 6 of liydrogen condensed into

4 volumes. By a temperature of —40° it is i‘educible to a limpid

colourless liquid, which remains liquid at —166^ F. Arseniuretted

hydrogen is inflammable, and burns with a bluish-white flame,

Ovhich deposits nfttallic arsenic upon cold bodies introduced wdthin

it, and Srsbnious acid upon those held above it. It is also decom-
posed when caused to pass through tubes heated to a temperature a

little short of redness, metallic arsenic being deposited as a steel-

grey crust, whilst hydrogen gas escapes. Chlorine decomposes it

with flame, forming hydrochloric acid, and causing the deposition of

a solid brown hydride of arsenic. This gas is entirely absorbed by
a solution of sulphate of copper, sulpliuric acid being liberated,

whilst arsenide of copper is precipitated. Nitrate of silver is also

decomposed by arseniuretted hydrogen. Solution of corrosive subr

limate likewise dissolves it completely, a compound of calomel and
arsenide of mercury being formed. It is also largely absorbed by
oil of turpentine, with which it forms a crystalline compound.

Pure arseniuretted hydrogen may be prepared by decomposing

wdtllj^ sulphuric acid diluted with three parts of wat^ an arsenide

of zinc, obtained by lieating equal weights of povmered arsenic

granulated zinc in an earthen retort ; the fused mass is re-

moved by breaking the retort, and is subsequently powdered. The
greatest care is required not to inliale any portion of this deadly
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(717) Terchloride of Arsenic (AsCla), Etj. 181.5; Sp, G/\ of
vapour 6*3.—Only one compound pf arsenic with chlorine is known.
It m produced either by the combustion of the metal in chlorine,

or still better by distilling a mixture of i part of arseuicum and 6

of corrosive sublimate ; it condenses, as a heavy, colourless, oily

lookfng liquid, which remains liquid at —20° P., ayd boils at

270® F. ; it fumes when exposed*to the air, and is immediately de-

composed by water into arsenious and hydrochloric acidvS. The
Teriodide of Arsenic 45^)> pr(*parcd by.snblimin;^

a mixture of 3 parts of iodyie and i of metal, in a flask
; it

forms brick-red brillijftit flakes. It may also be obtained by

digesting 3 parts of powdered arsenic and jo of if)dine in 100 of

water; the clear licjnid yields red hydrated crystals on evaporation,

which become anhydrous when luiated to*their fusing point : iP is

soluble in alcohol. A terhromide may be formed by analogous

means
; it is a crystalline solid at all tcmp(‘raturcs btdow F.

The terjiuoride may be pn'partnl by distilling ; parts of flnor Sj«ar,

mixed with 4 of arsenious acid aiid 10 of eonet'utrated^ sulphuric

acid. It is a fuming colourle.ss liquid, which* rapidly corrodes

glass, and is decomposed by wat(‘r.

(718) ClIARACTEIlS OF THE COMPOUNDS OF AllSKNIC. Al'SCuic

forms, with most of the metals, alloys which arc geiuu’ally brittle

and easily fusible. The compounds of this metal are all hig^dy..pm-*'

sonous; the substance which has the best claim to be considered

as an antidote to it is the freshly precijiitated hydrated oxide of

iroi4, which should be snspemhul in watcT, and given frcicly, as

early as possilde after the exhibition of the poison. It is only

applicable when arsenic or arsenious acids liavc^ been taken, as it

forms an insoluble arseiiiatc qf iron
;
the arscaiious acid being par-

tially oxidized by the excess of hydrated peroxide, which is tlirfjreby

reduced to the form of protoxide of iron. Calcined magnesia may
be used if the oxide of iron be not at hand. In cases of arsenical

poisoning, putrefaction of the body after death is retarded in a

remarkable degree ;
indeed, in several instarntes where the body

has been disinterred several months after death, it has been found

to have been suflSciently preserved from decay to allow many of the

• principal viscera to be distinguished. In tli^‘se cases it has liftt

nnfrequently happened that yellow patches of sulphide of .arsenic^

have been observed in various parts of the alimentary canal, although

it has been ascertained that the poison had been sw^il lowed in the

form of arsenious acid. These patches of orpiment arc occasioned

bv the dilenffagement of sulphuretted liydrogcn from the dccompo-
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sition of tlic tissues, by which the arsenious acid becomes partially

converted into sulphide of the metal.

Arsenic can be identified in quantities so minute as td*be

inappreciable by the balance. In minerals which contain it, its

presence is revealed by the peculiar garlic odour which it emits

when a fragment is heated in the reducing flame with carbonate of

soda on charcoal before the blowpipe. When in solution the

compounds of arsenic may be detected by transmitting through

^he solution, acidulated rvith acetic acid, qTSreim of svl^uretted

hydrogen for six hours ;
a yellow precijvtqte is thus produced, wliicli

must be further examined as follows :*the liquid must be exposed

to a temperature of about# loo^ F.,^ in a shallow vessel for six hours,

tp allow the excess of gas to escape, and the precipitate to subside

corfiplctcly
;

tlie clear liquid must be decanted, and the precipitate

collected on a small filter. A few drops of ammonia will dissolve

it, and op evapprating this solution in a watch-glass by means of a

wafer bath, the sulphide of arsenic w ill be left. This substance is
.

then subjected to the process of reduction^ by mixing it with three

times its bulTc**or*ulack flux,* previously well dried, and introducing

it into a glass tube of the diameter of a common quill, care being

taken not to soil the sides of the tube. The mixture is gently

heated by the small flame of a spirit lamp, and the arsenic is con-

densed as a brilliant mirror-like ring of steel-grey lustre in the

ap^)€i^^rt of the tube. The reaction which occurs is explained

by the following equation :

—

AsSa + 3 (KO, CO,) + 3 C= As -h 3 KS + 3 CO,+ 3 CO.

Sulphide of cadmium gives a yellow precipitate with sulphu-

retted hydrogen, but it is insoluble in ammonia
:
persalts of tin

also give a yellow with sulphuretlyjd hydrogen, but no metallic

crust •when they are submitted to the process of reduction.

In addition to the preceding tests, arsenious acid may be
readily detected in a neutral solution by the production of a yellow

precipitate with the a^im̂ tia-nUrate of silv^. This reagent is

prepared by adding ammonia to a solution of nitrate of silver in

very slight excess, so as nearly, but not entirely to redissolve the

precipitate of oxide of silver which is at first formed : the clear

Ifl^uid is decanted fer use. The yellow precipitate is an arsenite

^f silver, which is freely soluble both in ammonia and in nitric acid.

As,liowever, the tribasic phosphates give a yellow precipitate with

A mixlure of carbonate of potash and charcoal obt ained by deflagrating
equal weights of cream of tartar and nitre ia a red-h6t earthen criK^ible.
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ammonia-nitrate of silver, and this precipitate also is soluble both

in nitric acid and ammonia, a second test should be tried—viz.,

the limmonui^sulphate of copper, which is prepared from a solution

of sulphate of copper, by the addition of ammonia, with the same
precautions as those prescribed for the preparation of the silver test.

In neutral solutions containkig ^arsenious acid, tliis eppper test

occasions a green precipitate consisting of arsciiite of copper : it

is soluble both in ammonia and in acids. TJic arsciiitcs of silver

and of copper are formpd •imnediately thatf the tests are added

;

the sulphide of arsenic doq^'jiot appear at *lirst if tlic quantity of

arsenious acid be small,* as rtie compounds of arsenic arc decom-

posed by hydrosulphuric acid more slowly^thau those of any other

metal which is precipitablc by this reagent.

(719) Search for Arsenic in Organic ^i^xtures .—In the greater

number of cases, however, where the search for arsenic becomes im-

portant, it is mixed with articles of diet, with the c^ontents of* the

^tomach, or with other matters of organic origin, which render p#c-

liminary measures needful in order to get rid of them. J/ the sub-

stance be in the liquid form, any sediment whidi it may contain

must be examined for solid particles of undissolved arsenious acid,

which are frequently found, and to vvhidi the preceding tests arc

readily applied. If any solid particles of arsenious acid be found,

their reduction is easily effected by drawing off a tube to the thick-

ness of a crowquill, scaling one end, dropping in the

fragment, adding a minute quantity of dried carbonate of soda, and

then a few small fragments of charcoal
;
upon ignition, tlie mental is

subfcmed, and is recognised by the steel-gnw ring which it forms in

the cool portion of the tube. If no solid jiartieles of the aciid be

visible, the liquid is boiled and filtered and divided into three

portions, one of which is set a#idc in case of accident.

A second portion is submitted to Reinsch^s test

;

it is foi* this

purpose acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and boiled with bright

slips of copper foil for half an hour. If any arsenical comiiound

be present, the metal will be reduced upon the surface of the

copper foil. The copper is then withdrawn from the liquid, washed,

dried at 212®, and introduced into a narrow glass tube (about

the diameter of a quill), and is then heated nearly to redness; the

•arsenic combines with oxygen derived from the^air in the tube, afffl

is condensed in beautiful transparent octoliedra of arseniops acid^

on the cool part of the tube. The same experimeut must be first

tried with the copper and hydrochloric acid emphjj^cd alone, in

order to asc^tain their purity, before employing them attests.

The /Ihird porti&u of the liquid* is subjected to Marsh's
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test

:

the application of this test depends upon the formation of

arse niuretted hydrogen, and th^ subsequent deposition of arsenic

from it by suitable application of heat.

A wide-mouthed bottle.

Fig, 308. A, fig. 308, of about 6 oz.

capacity, is charged with a

little pure granulated zinc;

through the cork a tube

fuiijiel is passed to within an

, i|;ech of the bottom ; a wider

tube, b, bent to a right

angle passes just through the

cork, the outer horizontal

limb being loosely plugged

with asbestos or cotton to ar-

rest any particles of liquid

which might be carried up by^

the effervescence
;

it is pro-

longed by fitting into it with

a cork, a piece of German
tube, c, free from lead. Some
distilled water is next intro-

duced by the funnel, and a little pure sul])huric acid added to cause

a /s^eax]y evolution of hydrogen. When all the atmospheric air is

ex[)cllecf, the flame of a spirit lamp is placed under the middle of

the narrow tube : if after ten minutes, the temperature of the glass

being near a red heat, no indications of any metallic deposit sliow

themselves, the materials used are sufficiently pure. Whilst the

heat is still maintained, the suspected liquid is to be poured through

the funnel into the bottle ; if arsenig. be ])rcsent, immediate voltaic

decomposition ensues, the arsenic combines with the nascent hydro-

gen
; arseiiiurctted hydrogen is formed, and the gas is decomposed

as it passes through the heated tube ; the metal being deposited in

the form of a steel-grey ring just beyond the spot where the heat

is lipplied. If the fine tube previous {o the experiment had been
drawn out to a capillary termination, the gas may be examined as it

escapes. It burns with the peculiar flame of arsenic if the quantity

bo at all considerably, and if a piece of cold white porcelain such as

a crucible lid, d, be introduced into the burning jet, the more com-
'^bustible hydrogen is burned, and a brown or grey mirror, like spots

of reduced arsenic, may be obtained upon the cold plate. Tartar

emetic, i|| present, would, however, proiluce antijmoniuretted

hydrogen, which, by its decomposition, w^ould give rise ti) appear-
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ances on tlie tube and on the x>orccluiii resembling those of arsenic.

The antiraonial spots immediately (jisappear when a drop of In dro-

sulpiKite of ammonia, in which a little sulphur is dissolved, is addinl,

and the solution, by its spontaneous evax>oration, leaves tlu'

orange liydrated sulphide of antimony
; but the arsenical crusts are

scarcely acted on by the hydrogulphatc (Dr. (luy) : aMrop of a dilute

solution of chloride of lime, on the other hand, immediately removes

the arsenical spot, but is ’without action on tliat ])roduced bv anti-

mony. The chief practical.diiJiculty in thp •use of Marsh’s tost,

arises from the inconvenient way in which liquids containing organic

matter frequently froth ifp duning the o])cration. The bc^t method

of preventing this consists in first boiling the siispeetcd liijuid with

about a tenth of its bulk of hydrochloric acid, and adding a smal|

quantity of chlorate of x^otash : the organic Inattcr is thus (h'strovAl,

and after the liquid has become cool, it may be saicly addcMl to

the zinc and sulxihuric acid in the aj)paratus. Marsh’s tt‘st is

one of extraordinary delicacy, and the results are easily and^iui(4:ly

attained. The x^i'ocess by suljdiurctted hydrogen and sql)sc(picnt

reduction is also extremely delicate, and open to nopobjection exc,(‘X)t

the length of time required. Ilcinsch’s test is easy of application,

but is not quite so delicate as the other two. The arsenical crusts

deposited in the glass tube, are readily sublimed by a gentle; heat,

and may be converted into arsenious acid, which forms brilliant

minute octoliedral crystals, and these again may be 8ubjcc<^^‘'l to

the test of the ammonia-nitrate of silver.

Although it may not be x>ossible to detect arsenic in tlie fluids

subi^ittcd to examination, it not uiifrequently happcuis that the

coats of the stomach, and sometimes the liver, will yet contain ih(3

poison in sufficient quantity to render its identification ])ra<;ticable.

The best mode of proceeding in this case consists in cutting up the

organ into shreds, heating it with an equal .weight of liydroeljoric;

acid, the mixture being diluted wuth water till it becomes of tlic

consistence of a thin paste. Small x>ortions of chlorate of potash

are added from time to time until a homogeneous yellow liquid is

obtained ; when cold it is filtered through linen, the residue well

washed, and the clear Jiquid is concentrated by evaporation (Frese-

nius and Babo). It is then fit for trial in Marsh’s aj)paratus. Many
other tests have been proxioscd, but they are siyicrfluous, and only

tend to introduce an unnecessary comx>lication into the subject.

(720)
Estimation of Arsenic .—It is not easy to ascertain

accurately the quantity of arsenic present in a compound by an

analysis ; the best plan is one similar to that already efiretted to be

' adopted in tlie case o£ the quantitative determination of antimony.
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The metal should be precipitated in the form of a sulphide

;

the precipitate should be collected on a weighed filter, dried at

212®, and weighed. A given weight of the sulphide is then^’io be

oxidized by means of fuming nitric acid ; and when it is com«

pletely dissolved, the sulphur is to be precipitated as sulphate of

baryta. From the weight of this precipitate the quantity df sul-

phur is calculated, and deducted from the total amount of sulphide

of arsenic
;
the difierence gives the amount of the metal. The

sulphide always contains a variable^ quantity of free sulphur, and
’ hence this method becomes necessary liefore it can be adopted,

the absence of all other metals in the sulphide must, of course, be

ascertained. Jly means of sulphuretted hydrogen and the subse-

quent solution of the sulphide in hydrosulphate of ammonia,

*ai3enic is easily separated from all the foregoing metals, with the

exception of those which form soluble compounds with the alkaline

suliiliides. Its exact separation from tin and antimony is a diflBcult

pyobleifi, whi(3i has not as yet been solved in a satisfactory manner.

§ IX. Tellurium.

Symbol, Tc j
Equivalent, 64; Specific Gravity, 6 65.

(721) Tellurium is by most English writers on chemistry

classed amongst the metals. It however presents a close analogy

_with sulphur and selenium, though it possesses a high metallic

lustre, aild resembles bismuth in colour. It fuses between 800®

and 900^ F., and at a high temperature it may be distilled. The
latter operation is best conducted by heating the tellurium.^ very

strongly in a porcelain tube, and transmitting a current of dry

hydrogen gas over it
;
the vapour of tellurium is thus mechanically

carried forward, and it is condensed in drops and in fiexible crys-

talline needles* in the cooler parts of the apparatus. According

to Mitscherlich, tellurium when solidified after fusion, possesses a

rhombohedral cleavage, a circumstance which appears to indicate

its isomorphism Avith arsenic and antimony. Tellurium is a bad
conductor of heat and electricity. Wlicn heated strongly in the

air it takes fire, burns with a blue flame edged with green, and

emits a peculiar characteristic odour, whilst thick white fumes of

iellurous acid are produced. Like sulphur and selenium, tellurium

is soluble in cold concentrated sulphuric acid, to which it gives

fine purpte-red colour; on dilution iffis precipitated unchanged.

Tellurium is a rare substance found chiefly in the mines of

Hungary^^aild Transylvania, occasionally native and nearly pure,

but generally combined with A^arious mctal^, such as gold, silver.
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bismuth^ copper, or lead
; it is usually also accompanied by small

quantities of arsenic and selenium. Its most common ore is the

blac^ foliated tellurium ore of Nagyag, which contains about 13 per

cent, of tellurium in the form of tellurides of gold, lead, and silver,

mixed with sulphides ofantimony and lead. The process of its puri-

ficatitu is tedious and difficult; for particulars the reader is referred

to t\i€i Lehrbuch of Berzelius (Gerjnau Edition, 1844, vol. ii. p, 229).

Tellurium forms two oxides, both possessed of i'ccblc acid characters.

They correspond in composition to sulphurous and sulphuric acid.

(722) Tellurous Acid (TdO^) Eq, So.^Tellurium is readily#

dissolved by nitric acid specific gravity 1*2 5. If* the solution

be poured into water immediately* a white bulky hydrated tcllu-

rous acid subsides. It is slightly soIuble*iu water, reddens litmus,

and combines with the alkaline bases
;
thesp compounds are solubloi

Tellurous acid has a bitter metallic taste : it may be obtained in

the anhydrous form, by gently heating the hydrate, or ly' boiling

the nitric acid solution, wdien it is deposited in cryst^illiucyiecdles,

which are very slightly soluble in water. The anhydrous adld

fuses easily, forming a transparent glass, which is yellow while hot,

but becomes white and crystalline on coolingT Tellurous acid

possesses considerable volatility : if fused witli potash it cornbbics

witli it. It also combines with the acids like many of the metallic

oxides which have acid properties. These salts have a Jiictallic

taste, and are said to act powerfidly as emetics. Its acad clia-

racter is very feeble, and its basic property is not mo|;c >;ti v>.iigljr"

marked : its salts with oxalic and tartaric acid are soluble. All the

soluble salts in which this oxide acts as a base arc decomposed if

mixM with hydrochloric acid, and heated with sulphurous acid :

reduced tellurium is precipitated under tiicsc circumstances. With

sulphuretted hydrogen a black sulphide of tellurium is j)roduced.

Telluric Acidi^H^cO^^^Eq. 8B) is obtaincjl by gently heating tellu-

rium or tellurous acid with nitre. A tcllurate of i)otas}i is formed,

from which the acid is transferred to baryfa, and the baryta is sepa-

rated by sulphuric acid. It crystallizes in striated hexagonal ])ri8ms,

which have a nauseous metallic taste; they exert but a feeble

action on litmus. These crystals arc composed of TcjO^, 3 IIO. If

heated nearly to redness they become anhydrous, and then assume

an orange-yellow colour. In this form telluric acid is completely

insoluble in water, or in nitric or hydrochloric# acids, or in alkalillc

solutions. Tellpric acid has but a feeble affinity for bases,# but

forms salts which contain i, 2, and 4 ccpuvalcnts of the acid.

When the acid or any of its salts are heated to rcdqpss, tellurous

acid is fopmtd ui^er disengagement of oxygen.
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Two chlorides, TeCl, and TeClg, have been obtained ; both are

volatile ; they are decomposed by a large quantity of water.

(723) Telluretted Hydrogen (Tell), Eq. 65 ; Sp, Gr, 4^489

;

combining Volume 2.—The most interesting compound of tellurium

is that which it forms with hydrogen. It is a gaseous body analo-

gous to sulphur43tted hydrogen, and is possessed of weak acid pro-

perties. Jt may be obtained by decomposing the alloy of tellurium

with zinc or tin, by means of hydrochloric acid. The gas which

escapes reddens litmus, and has an odour which cannot be distin-

t'guishcd from that of siilpliurettcd hydi'Ogcn : with water it forms

a colourless solution, which becomes br6wn by exposure to the air,

owing to the oxidation Qf the hydrogen and separation of tellurium.

Telluretted hydrogen precipitates most of the metals from their solu-

tiqjris in the form of tellyrides, which have a close analogy with the

corresponding sulphides. Tlic alkaline tellurides arc soluble in water.

Telluretted hydrogen burns wdth a blue flame.

(724) Cui^UACTEllS OF THE COMPOUNDS OF TeLLURIUM. Tcllu-

rium is thrown dowii from its solutions, in the reduced form by zinc

or iron; neutral solutions of it are also reduced by protosulphaie of

iron or protochloride of tin

;

in these cases the tellurium falls in

brown flocculi. The tclluratcs of the alkalies when heated w ith

charcoal in a test-tube arc reduced to tellurides, which arc soluble

in w ater and form a red liquid.

CHAPTER XVI.

GROUP VI. BISMUTH, LEAD, COPPER.

§ I. Bismuth.

f^ymbol, Bij Equivalent, 212*86; Specific Gravity, 9*799.

(723) Bismuth occurs generally in the native state, and is ex-

tracted from its matrix by simple fusion. Its mines occur for the

most part in Saxony, Transylvania, and Bohemia. It is not an
abundant metal

;
occasionally it is found as an oxide, or as a sul-

phide, and sometimes it is combined w ith tellurium. It generally

contains silver, which may lie extracted by cupellation. Commercial
bismuth is never pure. It is apt to contain a little sulphur and
arsenioj whioli may be got rid of by fusing the n^etal w ith about

Vu of its weight of nitre
;

but it still retains silver, lead, and
iron. It ma^^ be obtained free from these impurities by solution

in nitric acid : the clear liquid is poured int<^ a larg^ bulk of
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water. A sparingly soluble subnitrate of bismuth is precipitated.

It is washed, dried, and reduced hy ignition with yV of its weight

of •harcoal, in a crucible
;
pure bismuth collects at the bottom.

Bismuth is a hard, brittle metal, of a reddish-white colour
;

it

fuses at 507° F., and expands considerably at the moment of con-

gelation : when pure it rruiy be obtained by sle)\v cooling after

fusion (69) crystallized in large

‘

cuIk^s, which arc freqiie*utly liollow.

Marchand and Scherer found that the density of bismuth was dimi-

nished by powerful commxgsign ; they thu§ iKiduced it from 9799 to

9* 556, probably owing to thje formation ofMninute iyternal fissure?.

Bismuth is slightly volatile^ when strongly boated. It is ra])idly

oxidized if exposed to the air at a lygli temperature; boiling

sulphuric acid oxidizes it with Evolution of sulphurous acid ;
but

its proper solvent is nitric acid, which* oxidizes and dissolvts it

rapidly.

The uses of bismuth are but limited; it is occasionally em-

ployed instead of lead in cupcllation : some of its *comp6unds ^arc

used as pigments, and the subuitratc^ is (unployed mcdicjnally. Its-

most remarkable alloy is that known as mvial. This is

composed of 2 parts of bismuth, i of h'ad, and 1 of tin, or J

equivalent of bismuth, i of lead, and 2 of tin. The mixture fuses

a little below 212^: ])assing through a ])asty condition previous to

complete fusion. According to Ermau it dilates in au anomidoiis

mauiiCT, when exposed to heat; he states that it expands regiilip-Jy:

,

from 2^2^ to 95^, tlieii eontrac'ts gradually to 151^, at*^v)tich point

it occupies a less bulk than it did at 32®; it tluMi exjjaiids ni])i(lly

til^it reaches 176*^, and from tliat point till it melts its expansion

is uniform. Tliis faculty of ex])audiug as it cools, wliih* still in tlie

soft state, renders the alloy very valuable to the di(‘ siiikt'r, as he is

able by this means to test the perfection of his die with the greatc’st

accuracy, every line being faithfidly r(‘pfoduced on taking a^east.

Bismuth increases the fusibility of those uujtals with which it

is alloyed, to a very remarkable extent.

(726) Oxides of Blsmufh.— Bismuth forms two principal

oxides, a tcroxide (BiOj), and an acid oxide {Bi(.)J; besides this

there is a comjiound oxide (liiO;., BiOrj), formed by the union of

the tw^o preceding combinations.

Teroxide of Bismuih Eq. 237, Gr, 8*211.

—

compound may he obtained in the anhydroul form, by heating the

nitrate or the subnitrate of the metal to low redness. *lt is ^ .

yellow, insoluble powder, which fuses at a red heat, and is easily

reduced to a metallic state by heating it with chara)al. A white

‘
"

3 K
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hydrate of this oxide may also be procured by precipitating a salt

of bismuth by an excess of ammpnia.

Peroxide of Bismuth

^

or bismuthic acid (BiOg, JEy.253),may be

obtained by digesting the washed hydrated teroxide of bismuth in a

concentrated solution of potash, and transmitting chlorine gas. A
blood-red solutioli of bismuthate of potash is thus obtained, and a

red precipitate is formed, which is *to be well washed, and then

digested in cold nitric acid to remove the oxide of bismuth with

which it is always mixed. A red powder is thus left, which is

hydrated bismiithic aciih (HO, BiOg) ; by a heat of 270° it is

rendered anhydrous, and assumes a b'^owii* colour. At a some-

what higher temperature •‘It loses oxygon and becomes converted

into the intermediate oxide, or bisftiuthate of bismutli. According

to M. Arppe more than cyne of these intermediate oxides may be

formed. Bismuthic acid combines with the alkalies, but these

compounds are decomposed by mere washing with water. The

acifl is diicomposed by concentrated sulphuric acid at ordinary

temperatures, and by nitric acid if the temperature be raised.

(727) Sufphid'* of Bismuth (BiSg, £|/. 261), occurs native in

delicate needles, and in crystals isomorphous with those of ter-

sulphide of antimony. It may be formed artificially by fusing

the metal with sulphur : a fusible, dark grey compound, with a

feeble metallic lustre, is then obtained ; in close vessels it is de-

kj]p.Ui]30sed into a subsulphidc, and into free sulphur, which distils

;

ill the opert air sulphurous acid escapes, and teroxide of bismuth

remains. When solutions of bismuth are treated wdth sulphuretted

hydrogen, a black precipitate of tersulphide of the metal is formed.

Sulphide of bismut]i is dissolved by the metal in all proportions,

a circumstance which affords an easy method of obtaining it in

crystals, as the sulphide crystallizes at a temperature at which the

metal still remains fluid.
'

Terchloride of Bismuth (BiClg, Eq, 319), may be obtained

by heating bismuth in chlorine, or by mixing the metal in fine

powder with corrosive sublimate, and distilling. It is a very

fusible, volatile, deliquescent compound; but is decomposed by a

large quantity of water into free hydrochloric acid, and an oxychlo-

ride of bismuth, BiClg, 2 BiOg, knownunder the name of pearl white,

*. The Iodide of Bismuth is of a dark brown colour, and is insoluble

in w^ater, but it fornfs soluble compounds with hydrochloric acid,

^nd with iodide of potassium.

The only other salt of bismuth of any importance is the nitrate

y

which is easily procured by dissolving the metal in nitric acid. It
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crystallizes in large transparent prisms, composed of Bi03 4-3 NO5
-+•9 HO^ 2*376. If the solution be largely diluted with

watBr, a mbnitrate falls, composed of (9 HO, 4 NO54-5 BiO^),

(Becker), called by the old writers magistcry of bismuth.

(728) Characters of tĵ v. Salts of Bismuth.—Bismuth pre-

sents characters in solution less marked than many metals. Its salts

have an acid reaction ; and its solutions when diluted become milky

from the formation of sparipgjy soluble subgaJts, unless a large excess

of acid be present. Iron, zkic, copper, and* tin throw /low n bismutB

from its solutions in the Tnetallic state. The alkalies give a white preci-

pitate of the liydrated oxide^ wliich is ius()4 al)le in c;\ccss of the [pre-

cipitant, and becomes yellow by boiling it with the liquid. Solutions

of the carbonates^ phosphates, tartrates aiftlferrocyatiides give wiiilo

precipitates with its salts. Sulphuretted hydrogen throws dow n a

black sulphide, which is insoluble in hydrosul[)hate of ammonia.

Chromate of potash gives a yellow precipitate of cTironni^e of bis-

muth. Before the blowpipe its salts arc easily reduc(‘d, and yield a ^
brittle bead of bismuth, around w hieh the yellow ^xidc d(‘posits itself.

(729) Estimation of Bismuth.-—Bismuth is estimated in the

form of the teroxide, 100 parts of which eorros[)ond to 89 86 of

the metal. Carbonate of ammonia is its best j)rccipitant, but the

solution must not contain any chloride or hydrochloric? acitl, as an

oxychloride of bismuth would in that case be prc?cipitatcd, jp^d

part of the bismuth would be volatilized wuth the n?lflorine on

ignition ; the metal must in such a case l>e prei^ipitatticl as sul-

phide. It may be separated from the alkalies, froni titanium, and

from all the metals of the lirst four groups, (with tlie cxetjption of

cadmium,) by means of sulphuretted hydrogen; the solution having

been first acidulated with acetic acid. From tin, atid from the

metals of the fifth grouj), it niay be sc‘|)amted h\ digesting the mixed

sulphides (obtained by transmitting sulphuretted hydrogen tlirough

the liquid,) in hydrosulphatc of ammonia, which lea^es the sul-

phide of bismuth, and dissolves the otlicr sulphides. Tlie sulphide

must be dissolved in nitric acid, and [uccipitated by carbonate of

ammonia, which after standing for a f(?w hours throws down the

whole of the bismuth in the foiTu of carbonate ;
it must be ignited

in a porcelain crucible ; the carbonic acid is thus expelled, ^nd
the teroxide of bismuth remains.

Bismuth may be separated from cadmium by the adflitiqn ^
ammonia in excess to the solution of the sulphides in nitric acid ; the

cadmium is retained in solution, whilst the bismuth is precipitated.

3 R 2
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§ II. Coffer.

Symbol, Cm-, Equivalent, 31*75; Specific Gravity
,
from

to 8-9521.

(730) The ores of copper arc nupierous. The metal is fre-

quently found native, crystallized in cubes, octohcdra, or dendritic

crystals ; or else in masses, as in the North American and Siberian

mines. In the nci;;liboi.irliood of Lajee Superior there is a vein of

Inassive native, cop})er, associated with silver
;
this vein is in many

parts % feet in thickness. The most common ore of copper however

is the copper py*ritcs, or irpxed sulphide of copper and iron (Cu^S,

which occurs in the primitive rocks, and especially in the

ktlUiS, or clay-slatc. iNioVe rarely the pure subsulphide of copper

(CuaS) is found in the mines of Cornwall and of the Ural Moun-
tains. Other less abundant ores are the blue and green carbonates,

aiK} the ted anh black oxides of copj)er.

Tlic Cornish mines supjdy more than two-thirds of the copper

which is snuilted ir Great Britain, but considerable supplies of ore

are received fi’om Cuba, Chili, and South Australia. The most im-

])ortant scat of the copjicr smelting is Swansea, which furnishes

annually from 38,000 to 20,000 tons of the refined metal.

North America and Saxony supply the larger portion of the

ki^^aindcr. The Australian ore consists chiefly of the green and

blue carbbiilite in a siliceous matrix : these ores contain from 25
to 35 ])er cent, of cop])cr. Cuba furnishes both the oxides and

the sulphides of the metal. ]\lany of the ores from Chili ^re

valuable on account of the large proportion of silver which they

contain. The Cornish co[)pcr pyrites usually occurs (mixed with

small quantities of oxide of tin and arsenical pyrites) in a matrix

of quartz, fluor spar, and c lay.

(731) The main object in the treatment of such an ore as the

Coi'iiish, is to oxidize and remove the sulphur and arsenic in tire

form of sulphurous and arsenious acids, and to get rid of the quartz

and oxide of iron in the. form of a fusible slag, composed of sili-

cate of iron combined with other earthy impurities, leaving metallic

copper free from admixture.

^After the ore has been raised from the mine it is sorted ; the

purest portions arc biVjken into small pieces of the size of a nut,

and the fearthy portions are cruslied and vsifted, as in washing tin

ore. The English ore is usually so mixed that it may contain an

average of 84 pir cent, of copper.

The theory of copper smelting as practised, at Swansea, like
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many oilier operations, is simple, though the working details

appear complicated.^ The principal operations may, however, be

eiitftnerated as follows :

—

1. Calcining the ore.

2. Melting and granulating for coarse metal.

3. Calcination of the coarse metal.

4. Melting for fine metal.

5. Roasting of the fine metal.

6 . Refining and touglicning.

We shall make a few renfgrks upon cadi of thesf? processes in

succession. * •

(732) I. Calcining the Ore.—The calcination. is conducted in

large reverberatory furnaces, upon (piantities of a])()nt 3 tons at a

time I the heat is moderate, so as to avofd fusing the mass, wIiWi is

spread evenly over the floor of the furnace, and stirred at intervals

of 2 hours: this roasting is continued for 12 hours, at the end

of which time the mass is converted into a black pofVdcr fjj:)n-

taining sulphide of copper, oxide and un(leeom])ose(l ^sulpliide ofi

iron, and earthy impurities. Oxygen has a sponger adinity for

iron than for copper, whilst the affinity of sul[)hur for copper

is greater than for iron
;

and the efieet of the roasting is seen

in the production of oxide of iron and sulphurous ac;id, whilst

the sulphide of copper remains unacted upon. During tiiis and

the subsequent jmiccsscs, abundant white dchderious fnm(\s .ryx?

given off, containing arsenious, sulpluirons, sulphuric,*aiid liydro-

fluoric acids, and a certain portion of metallic ai’senie. These

fu|pes hang like a dciisc canoj)y ov(;r the snudting works and

their vicinity; the cloud of copper smoke, as it is cal hid, may be

discerned at tlie distance of many mihis.

The calcining furnace^ employed in Wales is shown in

section in fig. 309, and a i)lan of Hic heailh is exhilntcd in

fig. 310.

A is the fireplace; h, the bridge; c r, tlie, hearth or roasting bed
;

d d are apertures in the floor, through which, by withdrawing an

* The apparent complication of tlio process arises from one of its groat

practical merits—viz., from the circuiiistauce that it admits <jf being modidi^d

to suit almost every variety of ore, and these modifications necessarily tend

to increase its complexity. Le Play enumerates six princii)al yarirt ies ot^orcs

as being wrought by this method.— i. Pyritous orA, eonlaiuing I’rom 3 to 15

per cent, of copper. 2. Richer ores of the same kind, yielding fi>vn 15 to 2̂ ,

per cent, of copper. 3. Siliceous oxides of copper, yielding from 12

cent. 4. Oxides and carbonates with subsulpliide of (topper, in a siliceous

matrix. 5. Very pure sdiceous sulphides of copper and inj^i, yielding from 10

to 15 per <|put. of eopjier ; and 6. Pure sulphided and oxides of copper, con-

taining Trom 60 to Soper cent, of the met^.
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iron slide^ the charge can be allowed to pass into the cub, or

vault E^ when the roasting is complete
; ff are the flues

; ^ is an

opening for the admission of air to the hearth ; h h are hoppers

for charging the furnace, and t, a platform over which the barrows

of ore are conveyeS to the hoppers.

Fig. 309.

Fig. 310.

The fuel used in roasting the ore is chiefly anthracite, a coal
which, under ordinary management, yields no flame. Flame,
however, is absolutely necessary to the proper roasting of the
copper ore : experience has taught the copper smelter to obtain this
desideratum by limiting the supply of air to the fiiel in the fire-

gratfi, thus causing the carbonic acid which is formed at the lower
part of the fire to be converted into carbonic oxide. By a nice
a-^us+ment of the supply of air through jr, the other apertures of
the furnace being closed, the carbonic oxide is gradually burned as
it plays over thfe ore upon the hearth, c c; the maximum of heat
is thus obtained at the minin^um cost of fuel, the carboniJS oxide
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being completely burned before it reaches the flue. An admirable

analysis of this operation is given,by M. Le Play in his elaborate

mefhoir on the Welsh method of copper smelting {Annales des

Mines, IV., xiii. 128).*

I733) Melting for Coarse Metal.—The roasted ore is now
subjected to fusion with certain proportions of slrig, the i)roduce of

a subsequent operation, of siliceous ore free from snlplnir, and of

fluor spar if necessary : by this means tlie charge is eonverted into

a fusible slag consisting ctwcQy of silicate gf*iron, and into suljdiides

of copper and of iron, whiej^ sink through 'the slag,,and form wheft

is termed a matt. Thfs fusk)n occupies about 5 hours, each charge

containing about ton of roasted ore^ •The maj:t ^procured thus

contains about 33 per cent, of copper : it is run off wliilc liquid

into water, by which it is granulated. •The product goes l)3»flic

name of coarse metal. The slag which floats above the matt is

raked out of the furnace at a separate aperture. It ought to con-

tain no appreciable quantity of metal.
^

3. Calcination of the Coarse Metal.—The granulated metal i^

again roasted for 24 hours, during whicfli o])er£^i()ii a larg(^)ropor-

tion of the sulphide of iron is converted into oxide.

4. Melting for Fine Metal.—A sei^ond fusion is jxTformcd upon

this calcined matt with the addition of a portion of coj)])er ore known
to he rich in oxide of copper and in silica, and to contain Jitthj iron

pyrites. By this means the oxide of iron is rcmov(Hl in the fon/i^of

a fresh slag of silicate of iron, and the oxygen contained ini he freshly

added oxide of copper completes the oxidation of any j)ortion of

si4phide of iron still remaining ;
the oxide of copper and the whole

of the suljdiidc of this metal being reduced to the state of disulpliidc

of copper (CiuS). or Jine metal. The slags from this process, and

all the subsc(pient ones, are^])rescrved, '^^riiis matt c'ontains al)out

80 per cent, of copper. It is cast intft ])igs. The lower part of

these pigs often contain a considerable (juantity of tin, and the alloy

being the heavier, sinks to the bottom. If a very jmre metal be

required, the upper parts of the pigs arc detached from the lower

The heat emitted during the combustion of anthracite is very intense,

so that it causes a rapid oxidation of the tire bars of the furnace. I'his fuel

has also the inconvenience of splitting into small fragments, which chohe tho

air ways between the bars, if the neat be 8ud<l^nly applied. The eopj)er

smelter overcomes these difficulties by employing a grate consistiag only o£a

few bars, which do not come into contact with the fut;! itself, but oiHy s^rve

as a support for the clinker produced during the combustion of the coal. A
bed of clinkers, twelve or sixteen inches thick, rests upoii#tlie fire bars, and

above tl^is ^he fuel is burned : from time to time the fireman removes portions

of the clinker as it accumulates.—(Le Flay.)
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portions, and the metal extracted from the upper portions of the

ingots is known in the market a^ best selected copper.

5. Roasting for Blistered Copper.—The metal is now t(f be

freed from the sulphur, which has hitherto been useful by forming

a fusible compound with the copper, thus facilitating its separation

from the impurities by which it was accompanied. With this view

the pigs of fine metal are next subjected, for several hours, upon

the bed of a reverberatory, to a heat just short of that required to

fuse them
; the metal by this means ^begomes oxidated at the sur-

face, and a part of the bulphur which still retains is oxidized

;

at last it is fused : a rcmai'kable rcactieu tltcn begins to take place.

Wlien oxide of popper vmcI sulphide of copper are heated together,

they mutually decompose each other ;
sulphurous acid and metallic

c6ppcr arc liberated ; Cu^S -h 2 Cu0= S02 -h 3 Cu. It is not desir-

able that the temperature should be too strongly raised, as the

oxide of copper would then combine with the silica still present in

the mass*, and 'would cease to exert its oxidizing influence. After

the charge has become liquid, the temperature of the furnace is

therefore allowed to fall ; the melted mass solidifies upon its sur-

face, and an api)carance of violent ebullition is produced from the

formation of sulphurous acid gas, and its efibrts to escape fi*om the

tenacious mixture: when this ceases, the desulplmration is com-

plete. The temperature is now rendered very intense, the copper

melts, and sinks to the bottom, and separates completely from the

slag, which *tionsists chiefly of silicate of copper ; the reduced metal

is then run off into sand moulds. The ingots thus obtained, being

full of bubbles, are termed pimple or blistered copper. ^

(734) Refining, or Toughening .—The blistered copper now un-

dergoes the concluding oj)cration of refining. From 7 to 8 tons of

the metal arc placed in a reverberaturj furnace and kept in a melted

state for upwards of 20 ho^irs, in order to oxidate the last traces of

foreign metals : during this process a large quantity of oxide of

copper is formed
;
j)art of this oxide is absorbed by the melted metal,

and the copper, if examined at this stage, is found to be of a dull red

colour, eoai’se grained and brittle. To reduce this oxide, the slags

are skimmed off, and tho*surface is covered with a few shovelsfull

of anthracite or of charcoal, and the metal is subjected to the pro-

cess^ of poling, in which the trunk of a young tree is thrust into

the molten metal. jlie inflammable gases disengaged from the

grgen wdbd as it chars, produce a powerful agitation of the whole
mass, and in about 20 minutes the poling is finished. The re-

ducing influence of the combustible gases has in the meantime been

brought to bear upon every portion of the ruelted metd. In
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this way the oxide diffused through the mass is deprived of oxygen.

If the poling be carried too far, the copper again becomes brittle,

an(f is said to be overpoled. This defect may be remedied bj^ ex-

posing the surface of the melted metal to a current of air. If too

littlj poling be used, the metal is still brittle, and it is tlien said to

be underpoled. There appears to be no doubt tliat* the Ijrittleiiess of

underpoled copper is due to the presence of^red oxide of eop[)ei; in

the metal, and Mr. Vivian has suggested that overpoled ec)i)pcr

may be defective from {he^piescncc of a Ifttle carbon. .Dr. Perej^

however, was unsuecessftifan the attempt to discover carbon in

overpolcd specimens. * Thfe progress of the jKdingf therefore,

requires careful watching: the rcfiiur-tc^ts the tnctal from time

to time by dipping a small test ladle into the melted mass ^ a

sample of copper is thus removed, and cooled suddenly by immer-

sion in water : the grain of the copper is judged of by cutting

the hammered button partially through with a cj^iscl or slu'ars,

and then bending it by placing it in a vice*. If propcn ly rcfin(Ml, 4he
broken surface will display a fibrous structure witli a bcautifuP

satiny lustre. If underpoled, the fracture wil^ b(‘ granular, with

a number of red ijoint.s. If overpolcd, the fibres become coarser,

and the fracture has a strong metallic lustn^, but the silky ap]i(‘ar-

ance is wanting. When, upon testing, the coppen* appears to ]>c fine

grained, fibrous, and silky, of good colour and mall<‘al)I(', it is citlnn*

ladled out and cast into ingots, or is cooled suddimly at tln^ snu*-

face, by allowing water to run upon it; roue copper is thus pro-

duced, and successive films arc thus made and rcmov(‘d till all the

lineal is consumed.

The slags from the various operations arc (*ur(‘fully rcmicltcd,

and the cojipcr which is extracjtcd from them is tmimal black

copper; it is run into pigs, ^hich arc sulistspuMilly ndiued.

The presence of a small (piautify. of tin in tlu^ rf’cfmcd

copper is coiisid(ired advantageous, as the tonghm*ss and tinnujity of*

the metal are thereby increased. Antimony is singularly injurious
;

so small a quantity as lo ounces in the ton, r(md(M’s co[)]K?r unfit

for making brass that is required fur rolling
;
and minute traces of

nickel are also said greatly to injure tlie^tcuiacity of tlic* nurtal.

(735) Ilartz, and in many mines wlicrc the ores contain

a large quantity of sulphide of iron, and onlj^ aliout 4 per of

copper, the crude mineral is roasted in enormous hcaji^s iu the

open air. These heaps arc in the form of a tnnicat(!d

pyramid, the base of which is about 30 feet squares (340). llie

roasting is^a very slow operation, requiring from 5 to 6 months

for its completion, • Spring and autqmn arc the most favcmralile
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seasons in which to commence it. The roasted ore is then sub-

jected to processes not essentially diflPering from those already

described.

In many copper mines the water which is pumped up is impreg-

nated with sulphate of copper derived from the oxidation oft the

sulphide by, exposure to the air : the copper is easily separated in

the, metallic form^ by collecting the water in tanks containing

scraps and fragments of iron : the iron unites with the oxygen

^d the acid, whilst the Oopper is set o-t' liberty: CuO, S03+ Fe=
FeO, SO3+ CU. ^

.

When the ore consists of the oxidtfs and carbonates of copper,

it is easily rerhlccd to metallic state by simjile fusion with

cake or charcoal
;
the copper is rendered tough by a process ana-

logous to that of poling.

The copper of commerce is very nearly pure. It contains

minute quantit\^s of arsenic, of iron, of lead, and sometimes of tin

and of silver. Copper may be readily obtained in a state of perfect

' purity, by decomposing a solution of sulphate of copper by means
of the voltaic battery : it is then deposited in coherent plates upon
the negative electrode.

(736) Properties .—Copper is one of the metals which has been

longest known to man : before the art of w^orking iron was
understood, it was in extensive use, either alone or alloyed with

tin* for many of the purposes to which iron is now applied. It is of

a 'well-known red colour, and has a peculiar, disagreeable odour and
taste when moistened and rubbed. It is rather a hard metal, very

tenacious, ductile, and malleable ; after it had been melted bener^th

a layer of common salt, to exclude atmospheric air, pure copper was
found by Scherer and JNlarchand to have a sp. gr. of 8*9:^ 1 : the density

was increased by hammering, and w^hen drawn into fine wire it

was obtained as high as 8 952 : its fusing point is 1996° F. If ex-

posed to a very intense heat, it is capable of volatilization, but it is

usually considered to be fixed in the fire. By slow voltaic action it

may be obtained crystallized in cubes and octohedra, and is some-
times found native in these forms. It ranks among the best con-

ductors of heat and^ck)c1fricity. If heated to redness in the open

air, copper combines with oxygen rapidly, a layer of Qxide is

forRied upon the surface, and as the oxide contracts more slowly

than th<j metal betieath, it scales off if suddenly cooled, leaving a

bright, clean metallic surface. Exposure to a moist air at ordinary

tem|)eratures has no effect upon copper
; neither has pure water

;

but in sea water, or in solutions of the chlorides, it is gradually cor-
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roded with the formation of an oxychloride of copper. Finely divided

copper ignites when touched with a glowing coal, and burns like

tindfer, being converted into the black oxide. Nitric acid oxidizes

and dissolves the metal with rapidity. Oil of vitriol does not act

upon it in the cold, but if heated with it, the acid is decomposed,

sulphurous acid being evolvf^d and oxide of copper foiped, which

unites with the excess of acid to form the sulphate. Hydro-

chloric acid with access of air dissolves it : but if air be excluded,

it has no such effect. TJie fixad alkalies ha rtf little action .011 cojiperj

but ammonia gradually digscJvcs the metanf the air kas access to it,

slow oxidation taking ptace. • Before the oxyhydrogen blowpipe it

burns with a green flame, and if introdiiC(?fl into a^flaine of gas or

of spirit it communicates to it a green colour. The uses to whi^jli

copper is applied are very numerous. Vast (|uaiititi»s of it *art

annually consumed in the sheathing of ships, and in the manu-

facture of boilers and of various utensils for doinf'^tic j)urpostJs.

It also forms the basis of a number of valuable alloys in exlensiv^e

use: -with zinc it forms tlic different varieties of brass 4 and with

different proportions of tin, it forms bronze, belfrmctal, guu-m(‘tal,

and speculum-mctal (676) ;
whilst its oxides and salts are hirg('ly

employed as pigments, and furnish articles of some im2)ortanee in

the materia mcdica.

(737) Brass.—The combination of zinc with eopj)cr has a well-

known yellow colour, the tint of which becomes {)al(T^iii pro])rtr-

tion as the quantity of zinc is increased. A eurioiis obsc'rvatioii

upon this point was made by Mr. I). Forbes, who Ibiiud that a

bridle crystalline alloy of a silver-white ('olour may Ix' lonned, eon-

taiiiing 53*49 per cent, of zine, and consisting of 7 c(piiv. of (X)j>per

and 8 equiv. of zinc
;
or if the ([iiantity of zine wereeitln^r in(‘r(‘ased

or diminished, the alloy had^ the usual yellow colour * of brass.

The specific gravity of I)rassis greater than, the mean of ihat^>r the

metals which form it. Brass which contains 25 per cent, of zine,

melts at 1750^ F. (l)aniell), and a larger proportion of zine increases

its fusibility. By exposure to a long-sustained high temperature

in closed vessels, the whole of the zine may l)e cxpcdled, and it is

not possible to fuse the alloy without losidg a portion of the zine.

The alloys of zinc and copper arc rnallealjle when cold, hut arc?

generally brittle when hot. An alloy prcpa,red by Mr. Mmftz,

and largely used u^der the name of Muntz mtial for tin? ^slieath-

ing of ships, may be rolled whilst hot : it contains 2 ecpiivahaiH eff

zinc to 3 of copper, or 60 per cent, of copper. Ordinary brass has

a sp. gr. of ^8* 29; it contains about 64 per cent, of copp<3r. The
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addition of about 2 per cent, of lead improves its quality if it is to

be used at the lathe : it diminishes its toughness^ and prevents it

from Iianging to the tool and clogging the tile ;
but if intended for

wirc^ the presence of lead must be avoided. A very small propor-

tion of tin, even if it does not amount to 1 part in 200, grpatly

increases the hardness of the alloy. The ordinary solder for brass

is ail alloy consisting of 2 parts of brass and i of zinc. Brass

is usually made by melting granulated copper in crucibles, with

rather more than li^ilf its weightc. of ginc : formerly a mix-

ture of calamine and charcoal was , *svbstituted wholly or par-

tially for . metallic zinc. At Swafusca,* the Muntz metal is

prej)ared by n<elting tfle. two metals in a reverberatory furnace,

u^iicli enables a large quantity of the alloy to be prepared with

rajfidity : Luit the process is attended with a considerable waste

of zinc.

(738) Oa?i(les of Copper .—There are two salifiable oxides of

co^ipcr, both of which arc found in tlic native state; viz., the red

. oxide or /lioxide (hr/), and the black oxide CuO. Some indi-

cations have been*ubtaincd of the existence of a still higher oxide,

probably (hr^O^.

The Dioxide of Copper (Chi/)
; Eq. 71*5 ;

Sp, Gr. 5*60), occurs

native, crystallized cither in the octohedron, or in some of its

d(*rivc‘d forms, or else in cajiillary crystals or in lamellar masses.

There arc various ways of obtaining this oxide artificially; one

of the bes*t consists in boiling the diacetate of copper wdth

sugar
; the oxide of cojipcr contained in the salt is thus deprived

of half its oxygen, and the red oxide is deposited in small ^cto-

hedra. It fuses at a full red heat. By decomposing the di-

chloridc of coiipcr with potash it is obtained as an orange-

yellow hydrate 4 (hiO + aq (IMitscl^crlich). In this condition it

coinbpies with acids. .A suljihite as well as a carbonate and an

accitatc of this oxide ajipear to exist. The salts of the suboxide

of copjier are unstable, and absorb oxygen readily. Some of

its double salts are more stable : a double sulphite of copper

and potash may be obtained as a yellow^ insol ulile precipitate, by
mixing solutions of sulphite or of bisulphite of potash with sul-

phate of copper
;

jiart of the sulphurous acid being oxidized at the

cx^^ense of one half of the 0x3 gen of the black oxide of copper.

The anhydrous oxide is resolved by mqst of the stronger
** ackk into a sait of the black oxide, and into metallic copper.

Nitric acid converts it into pi*otoxide and dissolves it : hydrochloric

acid converts* it into the dichloride. Hydrated dioxide of copper
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is soluble in solution of ammonia, forming with it a colourloss

liquid. This solution is an extremely delicate test of the prescuco

of <^ygen in a gaseous mixture
;
a mere trace of oxj^gon cause's

it to assume a blue tint from tlie formation of the black oxide of

copijpr, which when dissolved in solution of ammonia lias an intense

blue colour. The principal •emjdoymcnt of dioxide of copper is in

the manufacture of stained glass, to which it imparts a beautiful

ruby or purple colour.

(739) Black Oxide^of* Cppper (CuO),» 39*7, Gr. 6*4.

—This oxide is a comppttud of considci'able im[)wrtaiu'e to the

chemist. It is employed largely as a means of fiiruisldug oxygim

to organic substances in the regulated •cV>mbusti(>n by means of

which their composition is defermiued. The bc'st prticess ^yr

obtaining the black oxide of copper consists in disjiirfviiig jftn e

copper in pure nitric acid, and decomposing the resulting nitrjitc in

an earthen crucible, by the application of a nnl bc^t. The uafer

and the nitric acid arc expelled, and the black oxide* remay is

behind in a state of purity. The heat should be long 4*()utiniu‘d, <

but not too violent; otherwise the oxide sintcrjMogi'tlu'r and con-

cretes into hard masses, wliicdi are jiulveri/.od with dilliculty. A
very pure oxide is also furnished by the dccomiiositiou of the car-

bonate by heat
;
or still more simply by h(*atlng a jilate of copper to

ixhIikjss in a brisk current of air, and suddenly (|Uon(*hing it in water,

in which case the oxide sejiarates in black scales. It may bo obtained

as a hydrate of alight blue colour (CuO, 2 HO)^ from any of its salts,

by the addition of jiotash in excess: wlu*n boiled with water it

becy^ucs black and anhydrous. This hydrate is soluble in ammonia,

and gives a splendid blue coloured solution: if slips of imdallic copper

be introduced into a bottle which is lilled with tliis liipiid, and closi'd

so as completely to exclude t^c air, a portion of the mc^-al, (‘(jual

to that already in solution, is dissolved, tl^e metal deriving tiwgeri

from the oxide already in solution, both jiortions being thus

reduced to the state of dioxide ; Cu-P ChiO— CuA) ; the colour gra-

dually disappears, since tlie dioxide jiroduces a colourless solution

xvith ammonia; but the moment tliat air is admitted, the blue

colour is reproduced. Black oxide of copper i.s solul)lc in oils and

fats, so that greasy matters Ixiiled in a copper saucepan, wliicb is

not kept bright^ are liable to become impregnated with the mckil.

Oxide of copper combines with glass and gives it a beautifiil gre<m

colour. The oxide is hygroscopic, particularly if in a finely di^ed

state, and it absorbs xvater rapidly from the air. Its oxyg(m cannot be

expelled from it by mere exposure to heat,but if the oxTdc be plunged
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into an atmosphere of hydrogen while warm, it is decomposed with

evolution of light and heat, while water is formed. Black oxide of

copper is soluble in most of the acids, and combines with t^iem

to form salts which have a green or a blue colour.

Thenard obtained a combination of deutoxide of hydrogen^with

oxide of copper ; it was of a yellowish-brown colour, and when moist

(|uickly underwent decomposition at ordinary temperatures.

(740) Hydride of Copper (CU2II).—This substance was obtained

by AVurtz,. as a brown " hydrate, when hypophosphorous acid was

mixed with a tsolution of sulphate of ct>pper, and heated to 140°.

It is very unstable : when dry it is suddrsnly resolved at .140® F,; into

hydrogen gas and finely .divided metallic copper. Hydrochloric

ayid forms with it chloride of copper, attended with a brisk disen-

gagement ^o.f hydrogen. ‘In gaseous chlorine it takes fire sponta-

neously.

(741) Tlie^‘ are tw o sulphides of copper, CU2S, and CuS.

^ Disulphide of Copper (CU2S), Eq, 79 5, Sp» Gr, 5*0.—This sul-

j)hidc, whiph is of a dark grey colour, is occasionally found native in

masses, but sometimes in six-sided prisms. It is easily fused by
heat in close vessels

;
nitric a(;id and aqua regia dissolve it readily.

It may be formed by melting together 3 parts of sulphur and

8 of copper; vivid incandescence occurs at the moment of com-

bination. It forms the ./me metal oi the copper smelter.

• The Sulphide (CuS, Eq, 637), is obtained in the form of a dark

brown hydrate, by decomposing ai»y of the salts of copper by a

stream of sulphuretted hydrogen. It is quickly oxidized by ex-

posure to the air, becoming converted into sulphate of co})perjp>nd

it dissolves easily in nitric acid and in aqua regia.

The copper pyrites, or ordinary" ore of copper, consists of a

double sulphide of eo])per and iron, CU2S, Fc2Sg, It is of a yellow

colouv, and has a bi assy lustre : it is found sometimes crystallized

in tetrahedra, but it usually occurs in amorphous masses, with a

conchoidal granular fracture. It has a specific gravity of 4*3, and

is less hard than iron pyrites. The variety, called variegated or

peacock ore, contains a larger proportion of sulphide of copper.

These compounds are rapidly oxidized and dissolved by nitric acid

or by aqua regia.

All the sulphides of copper are decomposed by roasting them
in air ; if the temperature be high, sulphurous acid escapes, and

oxidfi‘ of copper remains behind
; at a lower temperature, sulphate

of copper is formed.

Sulphide bf copper forms likewise a natural combination with

sulphides of lead, silver, antimony, and arsenic, conslitu'eing grey
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copper ore, or Fahlerz : this mineral is essentially a quadribasic

sulphantimonite and sulpharsenite of copper and iron : it varies con-

sidenfibly in the relative proportions of its constituents, and often

contains zinc, lead, silver, and mercury. It crystallizes in forms de-

rived from the regular tetrahedron, and in composition it corres])onds

to tlfe general formula, 4 ^IS, NS3-j-4 ]\LS, NS3, in which M
represents the electro-positive Actals, ]\foS being usually disul-

phide of copper or disulphide of silver; w^iilst N indicates the

electro-negative metals, arsenic or antimor^.

The principal varieti& of^the ore arc— ••

1 . Tennantite.—A sftlphp|*scnite of copper and iron, ^of specific

gravity 4*375, and of a leaden-grey cghiiir, FeS^ 3 CuS, ASS3+
4 CU2S, A8S3; the copper in this Ore amounts to about 48 per cent,

2. Light Grey Copper Ore,—A mixttirc of sulpli^jpgmite iTnd

sulphantimonite of zinc, iron, copper, and silver : S2)ccific gravity,

4*5 to 4*7 ; colour, stccl-grcy.

3. Dark Grey Copper Ore coiitaii\s little or no%rseuift. It^is

of an iron black colour ;
specific gravity, 47 to 4* 9. 1'lus variety,

and the one preceding it, contain from 35 to 404)01’ ccuit. of copper.

4. Silver Fahlerz is a dark grey copper ’ore, rich in silver;

specific gravity about 5 0. The silver varies in this ore from 13

to 30 per cent., and the copper from 14 to 25 per cent,

A native selenide of copper is found in combination witli selc-

iiidc of silver. It occurs in masses of a Ic^adon grey colour, andjs

very rare, having, hitherto, been found only in 8 wcd(?ti :* selenide

of copper may bo formed artificially by precipitating the sulphate

of copper by selcuiurcttcd hydrogen.

(742) Copper forms two chlorides, Cu^Cl, and (hiCl.

The Dichloride {Cu^Cl, Eq. 99, Sp. Gr, 3 3 76,) is obtained by

dissolving 4 parts of finely divided copper and 5 of the bl^ck oxide

in hydrochloric acid
;
or by boiling the cliloridc with sugar ;j>r by

digesting the chloride in close vessels with metallic^ copper : the last

is a slow process, but part of the dichloride is tlum deposited in

transparent tetrahedra. Dichloride of copjicr is a white compound,

which is insoluble in water, but soluble to some extent in hydro-

chloric acid, with which it forms a pale brown solution : it fuses

easily into a yellowish mass. Dichloride of copper is soluble in a

boiling solutioji^f chloride ofpotassium; and if the liquid be allovved

to cool excluded from the air, octohedral cfystals, composed of

(2 KCl, CU2CI), are deposited. When the solution in muriiftiqju^id

is exposed to the air, a pale bluish-green insoluble oxychloride of

copper (CuCl, 3 CuO, 4 aq) is deposited. This oxychloride is used

in the arts & a pigqjent, under the qame of Brwiswick green. It
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is best procured by exposing copper clippings to the action of hydro-

chloric acid, or to a solution of pal-ammoniac in the open air. It

occurs native in the form of a green sand, composed of f»mall

rhombic prisms, which is found at Atacama in Peru
;

it has hence

been called Atacarnite, Sometimes it is also found massive. Other

oxychlorides of hopper of less importatUce may also be formed.

(743) I'he Chloride (CuCl, Eq)6^'2, Sp. Gr. 3*054,) may be ob-

tained by the spontaneous combustion of copper in chlorine, but it

is more a^lvantageously^prepared by ^ispplving the oxide or the car-

*bonatc in liydrochloric'acid. A concpvitrated solution of chloride

of copper js of a green colour, but it bccoiiics blue on dilution, and

when the salt is arihydroij.9 it is liver-coloured. When heated it

fuses, and at a red heat half its chlorine is expelled, and the

di(?iiloridwj^j;;(*mains
;
the fdiloridc is deliquescent, and very soluble

in alcohol. It crystallizes from its aqueous solution in green

needles with 2 equivalents of water, of specific gravity 2*534.

^ A dbuble chloride of copper and aminomum. (H^NCbCuCl, 2 aq)

is obtainc|;l by mixing hot concentrated solutions of the two salts in

the proportion of <>nc equivalent of each. Anhydrous chloride of

copper rapidly absorbs ammonia and forms a blue powder (CuCl,

3 IlaN ;
llos(^), wliicl) by a licat of 300° loses z equivalents of

ammonia, and becomes green (CuCl, Il.jN
;
Kane). Graham and

Kane regard this latter conq)ound as chloride ofammonium, in which

the fourth C(|uivalent of hydrogen has its jdace occupied by copper

;

hence Glaliam terms it chloride of cupramrnonium (CuIl3N,Cl).

If animoniacal gas be transmitted through a concentrated solu-

tion of chloride of eoj)j)er, till the precipitate at first formed is redis-

solvcd, the liquid on cooling deposits small dark blue, square prisms,

and octohecira, (CuCl, 2 IhjN, aq).

(744)

^
The Diniodide of copper (Cu^T, aq), is a white insoluble

powdcT, uhieh becomes ‘yellow when heated. It is formed by
pouring a mixture of i c(]uivalciit of protosulphate of iron and i of

sulphate of cop})cr into a solution of any iodide, 2(CuO, SO3)

+

2 (FcO, SO3) + K1= KO, SO3+ FcA* 3 SO3 + CuJ. Sulphite of

soda may be substituted for the sulphate of iron in this experi-

ment. It has been proposed to employ such a mixture of the two
sulphates of iron and copper as a test for determining the quantity

of iodine in kelp, in order to fix its commercial value.

The dibromide cK copj)er is also insoluble in water.

“ •4v 45 )
Sulphate of Copper

^ Blue Vitriol (Cu0,S03-f 5 aq), Eq.

79*7445, Sp. Gr. anhydrous 3*631, crystallized —This salt

is manufactured on a large scale, by boiling copper in an iron pot
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with sulphuric acid^ in a concentrated form : the acid is decom-

posed and the copper is oxidized ^at its expense wliilst the salt is

preiipitated. It may also be formed from an artificial sulpliide of

copper, by roasting it with free access of air, and lixiviating the

roasted mass to dissolve the sulphate thus formed : the heat must
be moderate, or else the sjilphate would be d(‘^om])osed during

the roasting. If copper i)yritc4 be i^cd instead of tlu'. artificial

sul])hidt, the salt will contain a large quantity of sulphate of iron,

which cannot be separate^l by crystallization. The ouly i)lan in

such a case is feebly to^i^iihe the mixed ^Iphates :,the iron \ydYi%

with its acid at a lot^or temperature than tlic cop])ev, Rud by a

second solution the iron is separated in^tL« form, of an insoluble

oxide. Sulphate of copper is also obtained in considerable; quan-

tity as a secondary product in the refftiing of silvci^-H^ie sifver

is precipitated from its sulphate in the metallic form by plates of

copper, and a pure sulphate of copjier is thus fui‘ni|hed.

Large quantities of the sulphate of cojiper are*nsei®in calico

printing, and it is the salt from which most of the* ])igm(*ntg of eojijier^

are formed. It is soluble in 4 times its weigtt of water at 60°,

and crystallizes in beautiful blue crystals of an o])li(]no rliombic

form. When rendered aidiydrous by heat, it assunu's the jipjiear-

aiKje of a white jiowder, which becomes blue on the addition of

water : it is insoluble in alcohol. AVhen heated to bright rc'dness

the acid is expelhnl, and black oxide of eo})per is hd’t.

If a solution of i (Mjuivalent of sulphate of eoj)|>er i^hdih'd with

less than i cquivalc'nt of hydrated oxide; of eo])p(*j’, a gn'cn inso-

luble trisulphate (3 (hiO, SCIj, 2 a(|) is formed. Broehuntite is a

native subsulphate of the metal, com])Osed of (4 Chi(),S()^ + 4 ai));

and ]Mr, D. Smith obtained a subsul])hat(; consisting ol’ (3 CuO,
S(Xj-|-6 aq). Sul])hate of eo])per forms double; snlpljhies both

with potash and with ammonia; they* are c;asily obtain^'d - by

mixing solutions of the salts in e(|uivaleiit ])roj)ortions, and

allowing them to* crystallize. The potash salt is composed of

(Cii0,S03 + K0,S0;j 4-6 aq), sp. gr. 2*244; the ammonia salt of

(Cu0,S03 + H4NO, SO3 4- aq), sp. gr. luSqi . According to

Graham, a hot saturated solution of double sulphate of copj)cr and

potash deposits ar double salt, the composition of which is repix'sented

by the remarlii!(f)le formula K0,S03 4“3 (ChiO, S03)4-CuO, 4 liO.

Anhydrous sulphate of ’copper absorbs dly ammoniacal gas
;

the compound consists of 2 (Cu0,S03) -f 5 H3N (H. Kose)^ • H*
*

ammonia be added in excess to a solution of snl[)bate of copper,

the liquid on evaporation yields dark blue crystffls, CuO,S03,

3 s
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a H3N +no (Berzelius) ; tlie salt, when heated to 300° F., becomes

green, losing one equivalent of ammonia and one of water.

(746) Nitrate of Copper (Cu0,N05, 6 aq), is easily mado- by

dissolving copiier iu nitric acid : it forms a beautiful blue efBores-

cent salt, which crystallizes in rhomboidal prisms. Above a tem-

perature of 60° ¥. it crystallizes in deliciuescent needles of sp. gr.

2*047 ; the^ contain 3 equivalents of water. It is very soluble in

alcohol; by heat it i§ decomposed, first into a green snhnitrate

(CuOjNO^^ 3 (CuO, IIO), (Ge^rhardt,) sp. gr. 2765), which is inso-

Bible
;
and if the heat IJc- increased, it ia converted wholly into the

black oxide of copper, the whole of tli/) acid being expelled.

Several basic phosjjiates of copper arc found native in small

quantities.

Carbonates of "^Copper,—All attempts to procure the

neutral carbonate of copper have hitherto failed. A hydrated owy-

carbonate, called Chessylite (CuO,H0 4-2 (CuO, CO2), sj). gr. 3*8),

forms a bl^autifftl blue mineral, which crystallizes in oblique rliombic

prisms. But the most abundant of the carbonates of copper is the

hydrated dicarbona/e or malachite (CuO,lIO + Cu0,C02
;

sp. gr. 3*7

to 4'o). It forms a very hard mineral of a silky lustre, and a beau-

tiful green colour
;

it is susceptible of a high polish, by which its

concentric and often beautifully veined structure is advantageously

displayed. It is often cmjdoyed for ornamental purposes. Malachite

is .occasionally found in oblique prisms. Both the blue and tlie

green carbofiatc are abundant in the cox)per ore furnished from Aus-

tralia, A green ])recipitatc, sometimes used as a pigment, which

has the same composition as malachite, mfiy be obtained by mixing

hot solutions of suljdiatc or nitrate of copper and carbonate of soda.

If the solutions be mixed cold, a pale blue voluminous iirecipitate

is formedj' which, according to Brunner, is the same compound,

with an additional cquivaJent of w^ater (CuO, HO + CuO, CO2 +
HO). By boiling the precipitated carbonate, it becomes first

green and then black, losing nearly all its \mter and carbonic

acid. A double carbonate of potash and copper (KO, CO2+ 5 CuO,

4002+ 10 aq) may be obtained by digesting the green carbonate

in a solution of bicarbonate of potasli ; it is deposited in blue

crystals by spontaneous evaporation. Similar salts may also be

forgied with soda and ammonia.

'
. < -(248) Characters OF THE Salts OP Copper.—Most of the salts

of copper have a green or a blue colour ; they arc almost all soluble.

They have a strong, disagreeable, metallic taste, and act as poisons
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to the animal frame, producing violent and irrepressilile vomiting

and purging, followed by exhaustion and death. They form an
insoluble compound w^ith albumen, which is nearly inert; raw
whites of eggs should therefore be administered in cases of ][)oison-

ing ^suspected to be occasioned by this njetal. Milk or sugar

mixed with iron filings, by ^'educing the salts of (Copper to salts of

the dioxide, or to the metallic state, arc also valuable adjuncts.

The salts of copper are easily recognised when in solution.

Potash and soda a |ialg IjJue voluminous precipitate of hydrated

subsalt ;
an excess of the aW^ali does not dissolve it, ]^nt converts if

into a blue hydrated oxifle, which becomes black and anhydrouswhen
the licpiid is boiled with it. If sugar or tj^rt^wic acid^^or certain other

organic substances be present, tlic blue precipitate is rcdissolved by

an excicss of the alkaline liquid, and forms h blue solutioi^.

gives a similar blue prcci[)itate, but an excess of the alkali redis-

solvcs it, forming a deep blue solution, which is verv cliaractcristic.

The carbonates of potash and soda give a ])ale bliu^ hydftitcd car-

bonate, which becomes black when boiled in the ^('arhonate^

of ammonia^ also, gives a blue precipitate, l)*t redissolves it if

added in excess, forming an intensely blue solution. Ferrocyanide

of potassium yields a bulky brown ))recij)itate. Sulphuretted

hydrogen gives even in acid solutions a brownish-ldacdv hydrated

sulphide. The two last characters distinguish the salts of coi)])cr

from those of nickel, which also form ii 1)1 ue solution with ammo-
nia. Sulphide of copper is insoluble in ammonia, or*ln liydrosul-

])hate of ammonia. Another (diaracteristic and very delicate test

of ^e presence of copper is afi'orded by the action of a polished

jdate of iron, which, in a feebly acid solution, is speedily eovercul

with a red deposit of metallic copper. Zinc precipitates copper

in the form of a black powder, whicdi assumes a metajflic lustre

under the burnisher. If heated with sf)da on charcoal before the

bloivpipe in the reducing flame, a metallic bead of copper may
be obtained from the salts of the metal, which may be recognised

by its colour and its malleability.

In cases where the presence of copper is suspected in admix-

ture with organic matters, as in the contents of the stomach, where

it is supposed to have acted as a poison, tlie material must be

reduced to dnjness^ and incinerated in an earthen crucible. il"he

ash is then to be treated with nitric acid, anfl the liquid is tested

with ammonia, with ferrocyanide of potassium, and with a ^ip of
polished iron.

The salts of copper have considerable tendency to form double

3 s 2
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compounds with other salts, and frequently subsalts or this metal

may be prociu’cd with various acids : those with the sulphuric

nitric, carbonic, and acetic acids, are the most important.
,

(749) Estimation of Copper .—This is generally effected in the

form of the black oxide, 100 parts of which correspond to 79*82 of

the metal. If the solution contain no metal precipitable by potash,

an excess of potash is added, and the liquid is boiled ; the precipi-

tate is well washed with boiling water.

Pclouzc [Anil, de Cb?jnie,^l\. xvi. 426) has described a method

6f estimating the quantity of copper,' by bringing it into solution

with excess of ammonia, and ascertainipg the quantity of a standard

solution of sulphide of ^dium which is required to decolorize tlic

liquid. T1i(3 j)roccss is rapid, and admits of being applied in a

lar^ nujjJ jQr ol‘ eases. '

Copper may be readily separated from the metals of the first

four groups, with the exception of cadmium, by the action of sul-

])liuretted hydrftgen. The precipitated sulphide of copper must be

^;vvashed with water containing sulphuretted hydrogen in solution,

in order to j)rcveii^ its oxidation on the filter. The precipitate

must be detached from tlie filter, redissolved in nitric acid -(6 10),

and the oxide of copper precipitated by means of potash.

Ifcadmium be present, Stromeycr directs that the precipitate of

the mixed sulphides, obtained by transmitting sulphuretted hydro-

gen tlirough tlie liquid, be redissolved by nitric acid, and preci-

pitated by an excess of carbonate of ammonia, which, if left to

stand for a few hours, dissolves the copper, but leaves the cadmium
in the form of carbonate.

The metals of the fifth group are separated by precipitating

them Avith the cop})cr as sulphides, and then digesting tlie mixed

sulphides . Avith a solution of sulijhidc of jiotassium (sulphide of

ammonium dissolves traces* of copper)'; the sulphide of copper alone

remains undissolved.

The separation of copper from bismuth may be effected by
means of carbonate of ammonia, as directed for cadmium.

§ III. Lead.

^ymbolj Pb; 'Eqmralent^ I 03’57 j Specific Gravtiy, 11*44.

Almost all the lead of commerce is obtained from galena,

or the sulphide of lead. It occurs, mixed with quartz, blende,

pyrites, sulphate of bai’yta, and fluorspar, in veins traversing the
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primitive rocks, and particularly in the clay slate in Connvall.and

mountain limestone in Cumberland. England and Spain furnisli

the principal supply of this metal. Small quantities of carbonate

and phosphate of lead arc frequently met with, but they are unirn-

portsint as ores of the metal. (lalena always contains a small

proportion of sulpliide of sihlr‘r
;
jivlien the mineral is foyud in bold

well-characterized cubes, it is usually .i>#arly j^mre. Thi^ j)r{)l)ortiou

of silver in galena is liable to considerable variation
;
a mineral

yielding 120 ounces erf* to the toif/ or 0 36 pcT ccait., ig

considered extremely rieln • •

(7 51) Extraction .—Aftcf the lead ore has been raised to the

surface, it undergoes a careful ijiechank‘aP})rc])aration, eondueted

upon the prijici|)lcs already explained (436), and liaving been tk^is

freed to a great extent from its earthy impurities, it#?* n^ady for

smelting.

If the galena be tolerably free from siliceoiyi gaii^ne, tliis

o|)eration is suflScicntly simple. About ri ton of the driissed JiiXi

is mixed with from lA to i>V of its weight of lime, and itf heated to

dull redness in a reverberatory furnace, throiigh whl(‘h a strong

current of air is passing. A large (piantity of the sulphur burns

off as sulphurous acid, and a portion of oxide of h'jul is fornu'd :

another portion of tlic suljdiide of lead is converted into sul-

phate of lead, and much of the ore still remains undcjcomposed.

During the operation, the mass is frecpiently stirred, ^ and eilrc

is taken not to allow the tcm|)crature to rise suflici(‘ntly high to

fuse it. When the roasting is thought to have becai carri(!(l far

(‘iioiigh, the materials in the bed of the furnace ar(^ thoroughly

mixed together, the furnace doors are closed, and tlu^ heat is sud-

denly raised. The oxid(', and the sulphah' of lead then react upon

the undeeomposed sulpliide of the metal ;
a large (puintity of sul-

lihurous acid is evolved, whilst metallic k^ad runs copiously from

the mass. The successive stages of this operation may be traccal

as follows :

—

One equivalent of sulpliide of lead, by combining with 3 C()ui-

vjdents of oxygen, furnishes i equivalent of oxide of lead and i of

sulphurous acid, as is exhibited by the equation: PbS-|-3 0=
Pb0 4-S02. if the equivalent of galena unite with 4 e(iuivalents

of oxygen, i ^uivalent of sulphate of lead is formed : l^bS 4-4^“
PbO, SO3, Both of these compounds, when heated wijh fresh

sulphide of lead, are decomposed, metallic lead and sulpkufohs

acid being in each case the j*esult of the reaction. Two c([uivalcnts

of oxide,of#lead and i of galena furnish 3 of lead and i of sul-
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phurous acid : 3 PbO+ PbS= 3 Pb + SOg. One equivalent of sul-

phate of lead, when heated with i of galena, yields 3 equivalents of

lead and 2 of sulphurous acid : thus PbS-f PbO, 803= 2 Pb-f ^'SOg.

During the roasting a portion of subsulphide of lead, PbgS, is also

produced. This substance forms a fusible matt, which flows frorq the

furnace with the metallic lead, constituting a stratum which floats

above the melted metal. This subsulpliide of lead is again returned

to the furnace and roasted with fresh ore.

After the melted niass has been drawn. off‘ into cast-iron basins

placed for its reception, a few spadefuls of lime are throwm in

to solidify the scorije which remain behind in considerable quan-

tity : these scoriae usuafiy contain an excess of oxide and sulphate

o( lead : they are therefore mixed with coke or charcoal, and

expbsedSii^^'eat on tlic lied of the furnace, after the doors have

been carefully closed
;
the lime combines with the acid, and the

oxide of lead is reduced by the carbon.

» Refining oj Lead,—Lead which contains antimony or tin is

subjected to a further operation, termed improving, in order to

refine it. This consists simply in melting the lead, and heating it

for a period, longer or shorter, as may be necessary, in a shallow

cast-iron pan set in the bed of a reverberatory furnace ; the anti-

mony and tin being more oxidizable than the lead, are thus removed
in the pellicle of oxide which is continually forming. From time

to* time the workman takes out a small sample of the metal to

examine the aiq)carance which it presents on cooling. As soon as

it exhibits a peculiar flaky crystalline appearance on the surface,

the oxidation has been carried far enough, and the metal is then

run off and cast into pigs.

(752) Concentration of Silver in Lead by Pattinson^s process .

—

Silver ma^^ be profitably extracted from lead, even when the quan-

tity does not exceed from three to four ounces of silver to the ton,

by a process introduced by Mr. Pattinson, of Newcastle. This

gentleman observed that if melted argentiferous lead be briskly

stirred during slow cooling, a ]x>rtion of the metal solidifies first,

in the form of crj^stalliue grains, which sink to the bottom of the

portion which remains melted. These crystals consist of lead

nearly free from silver
;
the fusing point of the argentiferous alloy

occftrring at a lower temperature than that of puihi lead. This

observation is turned^to account in the following simple manner :

—

‘Eight or nine cast-iron pots, each capable of containing about

five tons of melted lead, are arranged in a row, set in brickwork,

and each provided with a separate fireplace underjaeatl\. A quan-

tity of lead is introduced into the middle po‘c, and melted ; the
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fire is then withdrawn, and the metal is briskly stirred by the
workman whilst it cools : the crystals of lead subside as they form,

arM are removed at intervals by means of a large perforated iron

ladle, and transferred to the next pot on the right hand. When
ab(^ut ^ths of the metal is thus removed in grains, the con-

centrated argentiferous allwy is* ladled out into tfio neft pot on the
left hand side, and the empty pot is^haigcd with a fresh portion

of lead, which is subjected to a similar treatment. When the pot

to the right and to thp lefUhas in this in^iner received a siiflicic^it

quantity either of poor«c?i» of argentiferdns lead, k is subjee.lcd to

a similar operation
;
the c(5nccntrated argentiferous portion ))eing

passed off continually to the next pot»on*the left, Avhilst the crys-

talline or poorer portion is handed over to tlie next pot oi4,,tlie

right hand side. The last pot to the hd't thus at lai^giS becomes
filled with lead which may contain 300 ounces of silver to the

ton ; it is not found advantageous to (toncontratj? it beyond this

point: the lead which accumulates in the last pot on the light

hand side docs not contain more than lialf an ounce#of silver ifl

the ton. This poor lead is much improved iuTpialityby the ()])era-

tions which it has undergone, and is at once east into j)igs for the

market.

(753) Extraction of Silver from Lead hy CupeHation ,—The
rich argentiferous lead is now subjected to cupellation. This pro-

cess is founded upon the circumstance tliat lead, if exposed &t a

high temperature to a current of air, raj)idly absorbs oxygem, and
is converted into a fusilile oxide, whilst silver does not become

oxijizcd, but is left behind in the metallic state. The litharge or

oxide of lead melts at a high tcuijierature, and flows off the convex

surface of the melted metal, and thus continually exposes a fresh

surface of lead to the action#of the air. 4

In England the cupellation is performed in a reverberatory

furnace, the hearth of which is moveable. This hearth or cupel

consists of an oval shallow basin com])oscd of a mixture of bone

ash with a little wood ashes; this mixture is slightly moistened,^

and beaten into an iron ring about 4 feet in its long diameter,

and % feet in the shorter : the cupel is introduced into the furnace

from, beneath, ;iand is supported by bricks, so that it can be readily

removed ailff* renewed,—an operation which is generally recjfiircd

once a week. When dry, the fire is cautiously lighted ^and the

lead introduced
;
a continual blast of air from a tuyere is made* to

play over the surface of the melted metal ;
litharge is formed abun-

dantly, an^i runs off through a gutter for the purpose, into an iron

"pot placed beneath the furnace for^its reception. Fresh lead is
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added from time to time to supply the place of that which is

oxidized
;

until at length a quantity of lead, originally amounting to

about 5 tons, is reduced to betli^een % and 3 cwt. This melted ni<!l^;al

is withdrawn by making a hole througli the bottom of the cupel

;

the aperture is afterwards closed with fresh bone ash, and another

charge is proceeded with. When q quantity of rich lead sufficient

to yield from 3000 to ounces of silver, has thus been ob-

tained, it is again placed in a cupel, and the last portions of lead

are removed. It is foulivl advantageous *to ^effect this final purifi-

cation on the couiccntrated silver lead scpaijately, because in the last

stages of tlK3 operation the litharge caHTies a good deal of silver

down with it : these ]7l)rt»ions of litharge, therefore, on being

rec^iieed, are again subjected to tlie desilvering process.

The IftiVu’go fj’oni the first fusion is cither sold as oxide of

h'ad, or it is reduced in a small reverberatory furnace with an-

thracite, or pow^lercd coal. The porous cupels absorb a large

quQutity of litharge, and they likewise are passed through the

feiriKu^e in order to extract the metal.

A very beautifiri' phenomenon, known as i\\Q fulgiiration of the

metal, attends the removal of the last portions of lead from the

silver. During tlui earlier stages of the process the film of oxide of

lead, which forms constantly over the surface of the melted mass,

is removed as rapidly as it is removed; but when the lead has all

been oxidized, the film of litharge upon the silver becomes thinner

and thinner as it flows off*; it then exhibits a succession of the

beautiful iridescent tints of Newton’s rings
;
and at length the

film of oxide suddenly disappears, and reveals the brilliant sui:^;ace

of the metallic silver beneath.

Ill the Ilartz the liearth of the cupcllation furnace is fixed,

and is mac'le of briedv, covered with n\arl, which is renewed after

each operation, but the cover of the fmmacc is moveable.

(754) In the North of England, the galena is smelted by a

process somewhat ditterent : the ore is first roasted, and then

reduced in a small square blast furnace, or forge hearth, dried

j)eat being the fuel principally employed. Tliis form of furnace is

known as the Scotch furnace.

In some parts of th(‘ Ilai’tz, where the ores aro^largely mixed
with siliceous nnittero, the English method of smeltiifg is not ap-

plicable, as the silica combines with oxide of the lead, and forms a

fusibla. slag. It is found necessary in these cases to reduce the

sulphide of lead by means of metallic iron, which is added in the

form of granulated cast-iron, in the proportion of abou| i part of
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iron to 20 of pure galena. The fusion is performed in a small

blast furnace, about 20 feet high, and 3 feet aoross at tlm uidest

paft.

In these various furnace operations A\liite fumes are eontinually

disengaged, which consist principally of oxide and suli)li«fe of

lead, and are technically •termed /ro/// of lead) and. in lliis way
nearly 7 of the wliole lead is volatilizcul^ Ind<'])endent of the

waste thus occasioned, the fumes arc highly delete rious
; it is

therefore of great imjprtiirM^e to prevent nu'ir diffusiomthrough l]ie

air as far as possible.^ jf^is stated, that*in the Ihfrtz al)out Vo of

the volatilized portion is Arrested by causing the gases from the.

furnaces to j)ass through a sueeesskfn cTf eondt'iising chambers,

before they finally esca])e into the air. ^Aboiit 55,000 tons of«k\'id

arc annually raised in England, wliicli furnisli, oi#*'arr avei*age,

150,000 oz. of silver.

(755) l^roperites,—Lead is a bluish-Avhite mjtal, so soft that

it may easily be made to take impressions
;

it l('a^ es a streak

upon pa])er, and may be cut vith the nail. It may lfi‘ laminatdl

into tolerably thin sheets, fis well as drawn*into wire; but both

in ductility and tenacity it is low in the scale. It fuses at 6ao^

(Person), and may with some diffieiilty be obtaiiu^d in eubi(t or

in octohcdral crystals as it cools. Lead eontra(d.s eonsi(leral)ly at

the moment of its soli(lifi(^ati()n, and it is therefore not w(‘ll adapted

for castings. It aj)pears to liave the pow(T whcai jn(*it(‘d of (lis-

solving a small quantity of oxide of h'ad, ])y whieli th(‘ hardu(‘ss of

the jnetal is much increased (Pelouzc^ and Ei’ciny)
;
but its softness

nu^jt be restored by keeping it nudted und(?r charcoal for some

time, with occasional agitation. It is an inferior conductor of

heat and electricity.
^

(756) Combined Action of Air mid Jthfvr on 7>cr/rf. —^Tlu* surface

of a piece of lead when freshly cut presents a high m(dalli<? lustre,

but it soon tarnishes by exposure to air, owing to the formation

of a thin, closely adhering film of oxide, whicli protects the metal

from further change. Lead undergoes no alteration in a pei’fc(‘tly^

dry atmosphere, and even when scalc;d up in a vessel of p\ire

water, which has been boiled for some time to expel the air, the

metal will retain its brilliancy for an indefinite })eriod, but if

it be exposdf to the united action of air ayd pure wattu’, ft is

subject to a powerful corrosion. As the result of this i'xposurc^

the lead becomes oxidated at the surface, the water dissol\A*s*tfie

oxide of lead ; this solution absorbs carbonic achl^ a film of hy-

Iratcd qxy^rbonate of lead (PbO, IlO + PbO, CO^) is de])ositcd
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in silky scales, and a fresh portion of oxide is formed and dis-

solved by the wat^; thus a rapid corrosion of the metal takes

place. This action is modified very materially by the presetice

of various salts in the water, even though the quantity of these

salts may not exceed 3 or 4 grains in the gallon. The corrosian is

much increased by the chlorides and nitrates, but it is diminished

by the sulphates, the phosphates, and tlic carbonates. Oxide of lead,

indeed, is scarcely soluble in water which contains these salts in

solution. ^Bicarbonate 'bf lime is especially remarkable for the

preservative iniiuence which it exerts, and as this latter is a very

usual impurity in water, few spring outers act on the metal to

any dangerous extent. these cases a film of insoluble carbo-

nate. of lead is formed upon the surface, and the metal beneath

is protcdttjtf'ifrom further injury. Tlie action of water on lead

is a matter of great importance in its sanitary bearings, on account of

tlie extensi\'e enajdoyment of this metal in cisterns and pipes for the

stor>agc arid supply of water, llain wat('r as collected from the roofs

T)f houses, i« for tlic most part sufficiently impure, especially in large

towns, to j)revent its action upon the metal. Of all the salts of

lead the hydrated oxycarlronate is the least soluble, pure water

not taking up more than i part in 4 millions, or about riVth

of a grain per gallon. If a solution of oxide of lead in distilled

water, containing 4 or 5 grains to the gallon, be exposed to the

air; it soon becomes filled with silky crystals of the hydrated

oxycarbonate, owing to the absorption of carbonic acid ;
and in

a few hours the water docs not contain more than of the

metal in solution. Water highly charged with carbonic acid ^ay
nevertludess dissolve lead to a dangerous extent, owing to the

solubility of carbonate of lead in excess of carbonic acid
;
when

water thus impregnated with lead isu boiled, the gas is expelled,

and the carbonate subsides. So general, however, is the action

of water upon h^ad, that it is rare to find any that has been kept

in cisterns of this metal pcuTectly free from all traces of it. Slate

cisterns are therefore greatly to ])c preferred to leaden ones.

At high temperatures, lead absorbs oxygen rapidly from the

air; it undergoes partial volatilization, and emits white fumes of

oxide. It is not act('d upon by sulphuric or hydrochloric acid

at ordinary temperatures, and but slightly even whek boiled with

them
; but it is dissolved with extrication of binoxide of nitrogen

by‘ni<ric acid, especially when the acid is somewhat diluted. The
alkalies do not exercise any decided influence upon it. In the

presence of moisture, lead is corroded when in contact with sul-
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phate of lime ; hence in its application to architectural purposes,

the contact of stucco or plaster with lead should be avoidenl.

d?he lead of commerce is often nearly pure. The purest speci-

mens are the softest. Traces of tin, iron, copper, and H\l\ev, and

somgtiraes of antimony and manganese, are the impurities which

arc most often observed. In order to obtain it perfectly pure, it

should be reduced with black Ifux froij^ the oxide left*by igniting

the pure nitrate of the metal.

(757) From its softiiegs^fusibility, dur«l)ility, and tlie ease with

which it may be worked^ hyid is applied 1*6 a niultiylieity of usc^.

The I'eception chambers in ihc manufacture of sulphuric acid are

lined with it. It forms the ordinary iijjaterial for, cisterns, w ater-

pipcs, and gutters, and is frequently employed in covering the

roofs of houses. In combination it is aTso very largcj^: ./Hipk^c'd.

The red oxide enters in large proj)ortion into the (constitution of Hint

glass. The carbonates, the oxychlorides, and tlu? chromates are

extensively used as pigments, and its alloys arc nufneroiA and yn-

portant. Shot for fowling-pieces is an alloy of lead, wytli a smalh

proportion of arsenic, wliich hardens it and fawlitatcs its granula-

tion into globules; the quantity of arsenic varies with the jmrity

and softness of the lead
;
usually it requires from 3 to 8 parts in

1000. The common white arsenic of the shops is added to th(j

^ad, melted in a covered vessel, the arsenious acid is nxlucc^d by

the lead, and the oxide of lead thus formed rises as a lilm to the

surface of the alloy.
* *

When alloyed with about one-fourth its weight of antimony,

leacl^forms type metal. This alloy is sufficiently fusibl(' to allow

of its being readily cast ; it expands at the moment of solidifica-

tion, and copies the mould accurately; it is hard enough to bear

the action of the press, and ^et not so hard as to cut ^thc paper.

The ordinary fumble inetal contains leatl,, as do the various com-

pounds called pewter, Britannia metal, and ttucen^s metal. The

solder used by tinplate workers and plumbers is a mixture of

lead and tin (676).

(758) Compounds of Lead with Oxygen,—Lead forms 4 oxides
;

*

—an unimportant black dioxide, PbaO ;
a protoxide, PbO, w hich is

the basis of the, ordinary salts of the metal
;
a binoxid(% Pb02,

which is inscji^dble in acids ; and red lead, which is a compouia^l of

the two oxides last mentioned, usually in the •proportions indicated

by the formula {i, PbO, PbOg).

Protoxide of Lead (PbO), Eq, 111*57 ;
Sp. Gr. 9*2 to 9*5.

—

This oxide ^is well known under the name of litharge : it is the
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only salifia1)]c oxide of lead. Its colour varies according to tlie mode

of its ])rcparation. Usually it is obtained on a large scale by the oxi-

dation of lead in a current of air, in which case it forms a scaly nfess,

wliicli, if of a j^ellow colour, is commonly termed litharge of silver; if

redder, it is termed litharge of gold. The former is the purm*, as

the red colour is due in many casfcs te the presence of a small

quantity of minium. If thf^ oxidation be effected at a temperature

])clow that r(iquircd for the fusion of the oxide, a yellow powder

termed ma^aicot is obtained. Comman ditljarge, when reduced to

a fine powder,, also has a dull yellow colour; when heated, it

assumes a. brown-red colour, wdiich disappears again as it cools.

Protoxide of lead may he obtained of a beautiful rose colour, by

saturating a liot solution of caustic soda, of sp. gr. i‘42, with

tlic oxim*;,+,as the liquid cools, anhydrous rose-coloured crystals

are deposited. If the solution of oxide of lead in caustic soda be

allowed to eva])orate spontaneously by ex))Osurc to the air, the

alkfdi gradually absorbs carbonic acid, and the oxide is deposited

in transparent anhydrous dodecahcilral crystals.

If a salt of Icctd l)e precipitated by the addition of a caustic

alkali, in slight excess, the oxide of lead is precipitated in the

form of a white hydrate (2 PI)0, 110). Another hydrate (3 PbO,

JIO) may ])e obtained in grouj)s of trans])areiit octohedrons, or

of 4-si(led prisms iriix(;d with anhydrous crystals, by precipitate

ing solution of triacetate of lead by an excess of ammonia, at a

tem])craturc of 86^ F.

Both litharge and the hydrated oxide of lead absorb carbonic

acid readily from the atmosphere, •a.

Pi’otoxidc of lead fuses at a heat above redness, and crystallizes

on cooling in semi-transparent scales. When fused, it combines

rapidly with the earths and with silica, speedily destroying and

])(m(‘tnjting the crucibles in Avhich it is melted. The oxide is

slightly soluble in water, to which it communicates an alkaline

reaction. The presence of a very small quantity of saline matter

diminishes or prevents the solution of the oxide
; the solution

'rapidly absorbs carbonic acid froin the air, and mere filtration in

many cases causes the deposition of a large portion of the oxide

in the form of hydrated oxyearbonatc. m

£)xide of lead is soluble in solutions of the caitotic alkalies,

and forms compounds with the alkalies and alkaline earths, which
have been obtained in crystals

;
they are, however, decomposed by

simple exposure to the atmosphere, ow ing to the absorption of car-

bonic acid, solution of the oxide in lime water i^. sqmetimes
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* used as a hair dye : the lime softens and partially decomposes the

hair, and the lead of the oxide cundjining^ with the sulphur of the

hairworms sulphide of lead, which stains the hair of a permanent
black.

Oxide of lead is a powerful base. It has a stroii" tendency

to form subsalts
;
those which it yields with aeettc acid, and some

of those with nitric, acid are solubh*
;

^hey exert a strong; alkaline

reaction upon test paper, and absorb carbonic acid witli avidity.

Indeed, owing to the very^^aring solubility of the ])asi(.; cai'bonntc

of lead, a solution of a si^lil^^ilt of lead is tfle most (hdicate test for

the presence of carbonib acid, either in a gas or in distilled water;

a mere trace of carbonic acid occasions feematiou of the })eculiar

silky ciystallinc precipitate which characterizes the basic hydrated

carbonate of lead.

(759) Minium or Red Lead is a compound of [)rotoxi(le of Itnul

Avitli tlic peroxide of the metal. Its most usual eoin|)osltion is

represented by tlie formula, 'Z PbO, PbO^, but it \*as obfained 2)y

Berzelius as P 1 )0
,
PbO^, and well crystalliz(xl samples Jiave l)i*cn#

formed, which consisted of 3 PbO, PbO^. Ml these compounds

possess a brilliant red colour.

Red lead is obtained by heating nu'tallic lead, so as first to

procure the protoxide or massicot, keeping the t('mperature bedow

the fusing point of the oxide; the oxide so obtained is fimdy lt‘Ni-

gated in water, and the particles which are held in suspemsion irre

allowed to subside, dried, and exposc^d in iron trjiys, fo h heat of

about 600° P., in a reverberatory furnace. Th(‘ additional (juan-

tity of oxygen is gradually absorbed. The pi-inci]>al use of red

lead is in the manufactui*c of Hint glass, ]\Iueh care, ho\vevt*r, is

required in the preparation of minium for this purpose. It is

necessary that it should be free from the oxides of other metals,

which would impart colour to the glass.* ^In the oxidation *of the

lead, which constitutes the first stage in the preparation of red

lead, the metals which arc more oxidizable than lead arc removed

with the first portions of oxide : whilst the copper and silver a(*(!U-

nudatc in the portions of oxide which arc j)roduecd last. The

intermediate stage of the operation is therefore that wliicli fui’-

nishes the pure;^it oxide. Minium is better suited to the glass

maker than litharge, as the excess of oxygen burns off any cj^m-

bustible matter which may accidentally be present, and converts

the protoxide of iron into peroxide. Other less important apjilw^a-

tions of red lead arc to the colouring of red scaling wax, and to

paper staining.
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If minium be exposed to a high temperature it is decomposed,

oxygen is evolved, and the protoxide of lead remains. Minium is

invsoluble in the acids, but by many of them, especially by ifltric

acid, it is decomposed ; a salt of the protoxide is formed, and the

brown peroxide of lead remains behind. o

(760) Peroxide of Lead (PbO^), Eq. 119*57.—This compound
is insoluble in water and in Qcids j it is converted by heat under dis-

engagement of oxygen into the protoxide ;
sulphurous acid in-

stantly decomposes it, forming sulplu\te« of the protoxide; PbOa +•

fe02= Pb0, SO3. If digested in amnA^>ivia> mutual decomposition

occurs, water, nitrate of ammonia, and®protoxide oflead are formed.

Witli hydrochloric acid^a cl/loride of lead is produced, and chlorine

is ^s/^t free. Ifmixed with \ of its weight of sulphur, the mixture takes

firc^ by'*lvittdon; sulphurous acid and sulphide of lead being

j)roduccd.

Peroxide of lead appears to possess the properties of a feeble

ac^l. By fusing the pure peroxide with excess of caustic potash or

M)f soda, iiua silver crucible, and dissolving the residue in a small

{quantity of hot water, crystals of plumbate of potash or of soda

arc formed as the solution cools
:
plumbate of potash consists of

K0, Pb02, 3 aq (Frcmy). Pure w'atcr decomposes these compounds,

and the peroxide of lead subsides. Like the peroxides oi‘ silver

and of manganese, the j)eroxidc oflead is a conductor of electricity,

anVl is formed at the zincode of the battery when aqueous solu-

tions of the protosalts of lead are decomposed by the voltaic

current. " Peroxide of lead is usually prepared by levigating minium
very finely, and digesting the powder in boiling nitric acid, dijj,ited

with 4 or 5 times its bulk of water ; the residue is washed with

fresh nitric acid, and then with water, till everything soluble is

removed.
.
It may also be obtained „by gently heating a mixture

of 4 parts of litharge in fine powder, with i of nitrate of potash,

and washing the product with water.

(761) Compounds of Su/phur with Lead,—The most important

of these is the protosulphide, PbS, the galena of mineralo-

gists. Besides this, a subsulphide, PbaS, is formed as the lead matt

in reducing galena, and a red persulphide is also obtainable, though

its composition is not accurately known. This persulphide is pro-

cured by adding a solution of an alkaline persulphidbvto a solution

of a salt of leaxl.
^

Protomlphide, or Galena (PbS); Eq, 119*57; Sp, Gr, 7*59.

—Galena is an abundant mineral, and forms the principal ore of

lead; it is a brittle substance, and is found crystallised, more or

less distinctly, in cubes of a deep leaden colour* and strong metallic
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lustre. It may be formed artificially either by fusing lead witli

sulphur or by precipitating any of*its salts by sulphuretted hydro-

gen.,® When heated in close vessels, part of the sulphur iscxjjellcd,

and a subsulphide (PbaS) left; this subsulidiide is formed on tlie

large^ scale in the process for reducing galena
; it is, however,

decomposed by a moderate ,hca^ as the lead mbits out in the

metallic form, leaving the protosulphid^, which, thougli fusible, is

less so than the metal itself. Galena, when Iieated in contact with

air, is oxidated, part of the^sulphur burns* off, and a mixture of

oxide of lead and sulphat^ Of lead is formcfl. itrio acid and atpia

regia decompose it, converting it into sul])hiate : hydrochloric acid

acts but slowly upon it. When fused. with lime or the alkalies,

metallic lead is obtained. Jf heated with oxide of lead or of ir^u,

it is reduced with escape of sulphurous acid.

(762) Chloride of Lead (PbC.U, Eq. 139,) is best prej)ared l)y

precipitating a solution of xiitrate of lead by the addition of solution

of chloride of sodium
;
a sparingly soluble, white, heavy pfecipit^te

occurs. It is soluble in about 33 parts of boiling watey, but it is#

taken up more sparingly if an excess of hydrochloric acid be

present. It is easily fusible into a semi-transparent, horny, sectilc

mass, and at high temperatures may be volatilized ; the alkalies

at first convert it into an oxychloride, and if the action be pro-

longed, into pure oxide.

The chloride combines with oxide of lead in several proportioifs.

One ^f these forms a white fusible colourless mineral (PbCyl,

2 PbO), which is found in the Mendip Hills. Mr. Pattinsoii

manufactures a white oxycliloridc of lead by acting on })owdcred

galena with hydrochloric acid. The chloride of lead thus ob-

tained is dissolved in hot water and pro(upitatcd, by the addition

of lime water, in quantity Just sullicicnt to remove, half the

chlorine; CaO + 2 PbCl= CaCl 4-PbO, Pl^Cl. This oxychloride

(PbO, PbCl), has been used to some extent as a ])igmcnt instead

of white lead. Another oxychloride (PbCl, 7 PbO) is a pigment

of some importance, known under the name of i)atent yellow, or

Turner^

8

yellowy it forms a very fusible compound of a briglit

yellow colour, which may be obtained by heating together 1 part of

sal ammoniac and 10 of litharge.

When antacid solution of chloride of lead is precipitated l<y a

current of sulphuretted hydrogen, the preciflitate which js first

formed is of a bright red colour, but by the further action of

gas it becomes black, and furnishes sulphide of lead : the red com-

pound is a chloTOsulphide of lead (3 PbS, 2 PbCl).
*

Iodide of ijtad (Pbl), Eq, ^230-5, is easily obtained by
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precipitating the nitrate or acetate of lead by iodide of potassium;

it is thrown down as a bright y(;;llow powder^ sparingly soluble jn

cold watcr^ but more soluble in hot water; the solution deposits

bcjaiitiful yellow s])angles of silky lustre on cooling.

The iodide of lead forms double salts with the iodides of the

alkaline metals. ' Several oxyiodidcs of lead may also be formed.

A remarkable compound of oxyiodidc of lead with carbonate of

lead (Pbl^ PbOI) +4(Pb0,'C02), of a blue colour, may be ob-

tained by precipitating .idic tribasic acct,{ite of lead with a mixture

bf I equivalent of binirAlidc of potassium^ and 4 equivalents of car-

])onatc of potash. Flaoride of lead white and insoluble.

(764) of^Xead, (PbO^SO.^), Eq. i5rj;7; Sj). GV. 6*30.

—This coinj)onnd occurs native in white, ])risrnatic, or octohedral

ciy..talsiy itjs also found’ in combination with carbonate of lead.

AVluMi ju'oeured artificially, it forms a white powder, slightly soluble

in nitric acid, considerably so in a solution of acetate of ammonia

of s]). gr.* I *066, or upwards. The other salts of ammonia possess

yjthc same property, but to a snicaller extent. They form double

salts with the sulphate of lead, and these eom])ounds are slightly

soluble. Suljjhate of leiid dissolves also, to some extent, in 'con-

centrated sulphuric acid, but it is insoluble in pure water. It may
1)0 obtained l)y adding sulj)huric acid, or a solution of any sulphate,

to a solution of one of tluj salts of lead. Like all the insoluble

ccxmpounds of this metal, it is gradually decomposed by sulphu-

retted hydrogen; a black sulphide of lead is formed, and the acid

is set frea). Belore the blowpipe it yields metallic lead in the re-

ducing flame.

(765) Nitrates of Lead .—Oxide of lead combines with nitric

acid in several proportions, viz.: Pb0,N05; ^ Pb0,N05; 3 PbO,

NO,, and 6 PbO, NO,,

Nitrate of Lead (PbO, NO,), Eq. 165*57.—This salt is easily

formed by dissolving litharge or metallic lead in excess of nitric acid

somew hat diluted
;

it crystallizes in regular anhydrous octohedra,

w'hich are sometimes transparent, but more commonly milk white

and opaque. It is soluble in about 8 parts of cold water, and

insoluble in alcohol. If heated to redness, it fuses and is decom-

posed; oxygen, and peroxide of nitrogen (NOJ, in the anhydrous

stat^), are evolved (309), while protoxide of lead rems^ns.
.
Caustic

ammonia if added t6 a solution of the nitrate, in quantity insuffi-

cient fo* combine w ith the whole of the acid, throws down a sparingly

soluble dinitrate of lead (a PbO, NO,). This salt may be also pro-

cured by boilihg the neutral nitrate with litharge. It is deposited
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from its solution in hot water, in small opaque anhydrous crystals,

which decrepitate forcibly wheir heated. By precipitating the

nitrftte with a slight excess of ammonia, a tnHtilfrate is formed,

which falls as a w^hite powder, containing i }j equivafents of water

;

by lidding a large excess of ammonia to tlie neutral nitrate,

a hexanitrate is formed ; it* also contains i \ cquivaleyts of water

(Bcrzeliys).

(766) Nitrites ofLead.—The action of metallic lead on a solution

of the nitrate of lead iy ituRarkable ; the *aeid of the neutral sal^

imparts oxygen to the inekif,*wliicli is dissolved, whilsfr sul)salts of the

lower oxides of nitrogen afe produced. Several of these •com-

pounds may be obtained; the cpmposkionlof the* subsalt varying

according to the proportions of the neutryl nitrate and of theni#t?il

employed. When a solution of 166 parts or 1 •t|uival{!nt of

nitrate of lead, is heated to about 140° P., with 104 paris or 1

equivalent of metallic lead, perfect solution takes p^ice, and a salt

having the formula (2 PbO, NOi, ac(), crystallizes on cooling in

yellow plates; for PbO, N054-Pb= 3 PbO, NO^. If equi-^

valent of lead be employed instead of 1 ccpiivaleut, another salt,

composed of (7 PbO, IIO, NO^, 2 aq) crystallizes in heavy orange-

red needles. By boiling a very dilute solution of the nitrate with

2 equivalents of lead for some time, a third salt, which is a tetra-

nitrite of lead, composed of (4 PbO, NO.^, aq ;
Peligot), crystallizes

in hard rose-red silky needles, which arc but sparingly soliihh; ni

hot water, and still less so in cold : a neutral nitrite^ of J(\‘id, PbO,

NO.J, and a bibasic nitrite, 2 PbO, KO^, IIO, as well as a tribasie

nitrite, 3 PbO, NO3, have also been forni(‘d.

(767) Phosphates of Lead.—The salts of lead give a white pre-

cipitate wdth each modification of phosphoric acid
; they jpe j)rinci-

pally interesting as furnishing an easy means of procjiuriiig tlic

hydrates of these diflerctit acids, by suspewding the (joi'i'cspftnding

salt in water, and decomposing it by means of a current of sul-

phuretted hydrogen. All the phosphates of lead arc soluble in

nitric acid. The Diphosphate of lead (2 PbO, 1^0^), before; the bloAV-

pipe, furnishes a semi-transparent globule, whicli becomes remark-

ably crystalline on cooling. Triphosphate of lead occurs both

massive, and crystallized in 6-sided prisms ; the ])roduce of a small

mine at Wissftobourg consists principally of this compound, mBcc’d

with the carbonate of lead. A chlorophosphate of lead, P]j("l4-

3(3 Pb0,P05), is found native in yellow 6-side(l prisms.

Boracic acAd maybe fused with oxide of lead in ajl proportions;

borate of Jiea^ enters into the composition of Faraday^s optical glass,

3 T
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(768) Carbonate of Lead, or White Lead.—Several metliods

are adopted in the manufacture of this compound : in all of them,

however, certain peculiarities in the properties of the acetateo of

lead are taken^ advantage of. There are two acetates of lead, a

neutral salt, PbO, C4H3O3, and a tribasic acetate, 3 PbO,

A solution of the* neutral acetate in the presence of an excess of

oxide of lead readily unites ^dth it to form the basic salt, qnd this

subacctatc, if exposed to an atmosphere containing carbonic acid,

rapidly absorbs this gas, ?tnd is thus concerted into carbonate of lead

and neutral acetate. Tliese changes may,be thus represented :

—

AfctaU* lioad. Ox. Lead. rTriacetate Lead.

= ^PbO, and

Triacet. Lend. CarT».j\cid, Acet. Load. Carb. Lead.

3 Pbo/f^^ + = Pb'orcjiA +

Two prineijoal methods are in use for making white lead : the

following IS the plan which is known as the Dutch method
;

it is

^till carried on extensively at Lille :—A number of small glazed

earthen pots are pafdally filled with a weak malt vinegar, and in

(?ach pot a thin sheet of lead coikid into a spiral form is placed

;

these pots arc each covered with a ])latc of lead, and arranged in

row^s ;
tlic'y aj c then j)laccd in tk^rs one above another to a depth

of 18 or 20 feet, and imbedded in decomposing horse-dung; tlie

waVmth given out during its putrefaction volatilizes the vinegar, and

nnd(;r the united influence of the air and acid fumes, an oxide of

lead is formed upon the surface of the coils of metal; this oxide

combines with the acetic acid which rises in va]>our from tlic ^dne-

gar, and a basic acetate of lead is thus produced. The carbonic acid

which is supplied from the decomposing hot-bed readily converts

this salt ipto carbonate of lead and the neutral acetate ; whilst the

neutral acetate again cnrijbines with a fi’esh portion of newly

formed oxide, and produces the subacctatc, which is decomposed as

befoi'c : successive decompositions and recompositions ensue, as

the neutral acetate immediately dissolves any oxide of lead pre-

sented to it, forming the subacetate, which again is decomposed
under the influence of carbonic acid.

Since the lead in this process derives oxygen from the air, it

is necessary that tlic atmosphere be allowed to conii‘3 sufficiently

into contact with thfe coils. The quantity of vinegar which is re-

quired is very small, i part of pure acetic acid to 100 parts of

lead being amply sufficient. The carbonate is thus produced very

slowly, and forms a compact layer upon the surface of Jhe coils. It
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always contains an excess of hydrated oxide of lead^ but the proper-

tion of this oxide is liable to vary# Mulder found a spociinen which

he oxamined to contain PbO, HO-f- 3 (PbO, COj,)
; but more usually

it consists of PbO,HO-f 2 (PbO, CO^). By iiurolliii|ij tlie coils, the

earlynate breaks off in flakes of a dead white colour, fiirnisliiu^ the

kind of white lead most approve|l by artists and colourm(‘n. IVeforc

it is fitted for their use, it is subjected^ to th^e processes of grinding

and levigation, by which it is reduced to an inij)alpa1)le powder.

Although this pulveriptioiii is performcif under Avator, the fiii^c

particles of the carbouatc*l)ccome diffuscul tliro\igk the air, ren-

dering the operation very deleterious to the workmen.' This (cir-

cumstance, combined Avitli the length of* time tx^quisitc for the

formation of the caj’bonate, iiiducc'd Tlu^nard to substitute^ for

the foregoing process the direct dcccomposition of a s^lntiffn o? the

subacctate of lead, by means of a (nirreut of carbon ic«iii*id : the

carbonate is thus procured in a state of (‘xtreme division, and as

rapidly as can be desired : it is, however, of a Iccss opacpie Avbite,

owing to its being di'.positcd in exceedingly miuuU'. crystals, and »
consideixxl of a quality inferior to that procurediljy the I )ut(;h method.

A third process, at one time employed at Birmingham, consist(‘d

in exposing litharge, moisteiuxl Avith a solution bf aci'tiite of lead,

to a current of impui’C carbonic acid, obtained irom the (combustion

of coke.

Carbonate of lead is often fraudulentlv mixed Avith a oonsidcrifbic

quantity of sulphate of baryta, which is much chcaj)cr, thoiigli its

Avhiteness is less intense; a small (quantity of indigo, (charcoal, or sul-

phi(j^ of lead is usually addcid to Avhite lead, in order to substitute

a bluish tint for the uatiu'al tendency of the Avhite tow ards yelloAV.

(769)
Characters of tiv5 Compounds of Thcad.—^^fhe salts of

lead are colourless. They have a pois(5nous acjtion on the*system.

In cases of poisoning by a dose of the soluble salts of lead, the

best antidote is sulpliatc of magnesia, or of soda, AAdiich forms an

insoluble and inert sulphate of lead. This, however, is of no avail

in the more usual forms of lead poisoning, in Avliieh the metal is

introduced in minute quantities unintentionally, in Avatcr, or in

articles of diet.

The besdb tests for lead are the formation of a white? iiiscftublc

sulphate when sulphuric acid or the sulphate^^xo. added tcMts solu-^

tions
; a black sulphide with sulphuretted hydrogen ; a •yeftow

chromate with chromate ofpotash

;

and a yellow iodide witli iodide

ofpotassiupfi. Potash gives a white prcciihtate of the hydrated

3 t2.
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oxide, which is redissolved in an excess of the alkalies. Carbonate

ofpotash

j

or of soda, gives a dense white precipitate of white lead.

Many otlicr insoluble white salts may be formed, as the phospbl^tc,

arseniate, and \hc ferrocyanide. Lead has a remarkable tendency

to form subsalts, but the number of its double salts is not g^eat.

Prom the insolubility of many of its^ org&nic compounds, it has been

much used to determine? the e;ombining proportion of organic bodies.

It is, however, more advantageous to employ the oxide of silver for

this purpose, as the oxide of lead is to* sipall extent volatile.

Lead, like most other metals of compa<rativcly weak affinity for

oxygen, is easily precipitated from its“ solutions in the metallic

state by the metals mdre ORidable than itself : if, for instance, a

piec/^ of zinc be suspended in a solution containing lead, crystals of

lead*are7lep(x:ited in a beautiful arborescent form.

BiforMie blowpipe on charcoal the salts oflead yield a soft white

malleable bead pf the metal, surrounded by a yellow ring of oxide.

,-(770) Estimation of Lead.—Lead is generally estimated in the

ft>rm of the* sulphate, which contains 68*31 per cent, of the metal.

More rarely it is determined from the protoxide, of which 100

parts correspond to 93*82 of lead
;
porcelain crucibles must be

employed for thes5 experiments, as oxide of lead is easily reduced

to the metallic state, in which ease it would form an alloy with

platinum, and would ruin a crucible composed of this metal.

‘Lead may be separated by means of sulphuric acid from all

the metals, except its insoluble combinations with the metallic

acids. The following is the method to be adopted :—If a galena

or an alloy of lead is to be analysed, it should be treated with €»on-

ccutrated nitric acid until it is completely decomposed, and then

evaporated nearly to dryness with a small excess of sulphuric acid

;

the nitric acid is thus expelled, and the metals are eonverted into

sulphates
; the mass is treated w ith water, which dissolves out all

the metals except lead, tin, and antimony
:
quartz, or sulphate of

baryta, if present, would also be contained in this insoluble portion.

The insoluble residue is collected and weighed, and then digested

repeatedly in a solution of acetate of ammonia, of sp. gr. 3 *065 :

after which the residue is again washed, dried, and weighed : the

difference indicates the proportion of sulphate of lead which is dis-

solves out from the oxides of antimony and tin, aifS from the

quartz aqd sulphate oi' baryta. The lead may be obtained from its

solhtioR in th§ acetate of ammonia by the addition of hydrosulphate

of ammonia : and the sulphide of lead thus precipitated may be

converted into sulphate by means of a mixture of nitric qnd sul-
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plmrlc aoids. It is evaporated down to dryness^ ignited, dried,

and weighed. .

^The salts of lead with the metallic acids may he decomposed

by fusing them with a mixture of caustic potash a»d carbonate of

potash ; the metallic acid combines with the potash, and may bo

dissolved by the addition gf water, whilst the o)ei(lc of lead is left.

CHAPTER XVft.

GROUP VIT. THE NORLE >tETALS#
»

§ I. Mercury.

Symbol, Ilg
;
Equivalent, loo

; Specific Gravity as liquid at ^ 2^ V.,

13*596 ;
S/). Gr. as vapour, 6*976 ; Combinwg VoJumCy 2.

#

(771) Mercury or Quicksilver is one of the mctalfi wliieh hay:)

been longest known; it is found in but few 4ocalities, and oc;curs

most frecpiently in the form of the sulphide (cinnabar), usually

accompanied Avith small quantities of the metal in its native state.

Occasionally it is met AvitU combined as an amalgam Avith silver,

and sometimes in the form of siibehloridc or calomel, (icnerally

speaking, its ores arc found in clay slate or in the red sandstone

underlying the coal, and not unfrequcntly among tho*eoal jnetisurcs

thcmselA^es. The most productive mines are those of Alinaden, in

Sp^n ; very extensive and valuable deposits of cinnai)ar have like-

Avise been lately found in California; and the mines of Idria, in

Transylvania, have also been extensively Avorked. Considerable

quantities are likewise raisqd iix China and Japan, and from the

mine of Huancavelica, in Teru. Experience has shown th^t unless

the ore contain at least « Jxrth its Aveight of this metal, or about

3*8 lb. per ton, it is too poor to be Avrought Avith advantage by the

methods now in use.

Extraction ,—The metal may be obtained from its ore cithef

by burning off the sulphur and distilling the mercury,—a process

Avhich applies both to cinnabar and to the native metal
;

or by

heating th^ciunabar with some substance capalxle of combining

with the sulphur, and forming a fixed compound, from Avhitdi the

mercury is separated by heat. At Almaden, the metal is c;;^traeted

by the first process. Pig. 31 1 shoAvs a section of tlie furnace

cmploved : each fui’iiace contains two grates, aifd on the loAier
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one, a, provided with a chimney, i, a fire of brushwood is kindled

;

the upper grating is formed by..a brick arch, 6, perforated with

numerous apertures ; on this arch the sulphide rests, the po«9rer

pieces of orev^ being placed at the bottom. The brushwood

quickly kindles the sulphur in the ore, which afterward^ by

its combustion n’jaintains sufficient h^p-t to continue the opera-

tion without the use of any other fuel : suljjhurous acid is formed,

and the liberated mercury distils, and is condensed in wide

earthen nines, d d, connected with the *up^)cr aperture, c, of the

Fig. 311.

furnaces
;

' these pipes are termed alvdels. The aludels are

supported on a doubly incliiu'd x>hinc of niasonry
;

at the lowest

point a perforation is made to allow of the esea])e of the mercury

into a brick channel, c, through which it runs into a Avell ; the

further end, /' of the aludels opens into a condensing chamber, in

which an additional quantity of mercury is dejiosited in the

trough, ^(7 ; the sulphurous 'acid escapes into the air, through the

chimney, h, (Ireat waste, hoAvever, is incurred during this jirocess

from the incomxdete manner in which the condensation is effected.

A better plan consists in mixing the sul};)hide with iron filings, or,

'as is more commonly done, Avith slacked lime, and conducting the

distillation in cast-iron furnaces and retorts. The mercury is con-

densed in receivers partly filled with water, while sulphide of cal-

ciurik and sulphate of lime remain behind in the retoi^ : 4 HgS +
4 CaO=4 Hg4 3 CaS + CaO, SO3.

• Jf .tlie ore contain any admixture of zinc and bismuth, small

portions of these metals are liable to be distilled over with the mer-
cury. In this 6ase a film forms upon the surface of the ^uid metal
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when it agitated in contact with air. The purity of tho product

IS easily seen by the absence pf this film, and by the perfect

ni(^)ility and sphericity of the globules, which do not wet the

surface of iion-mctallic objects. A small quantity ^f mercury may
be speedily purified by placing it in a bottle, with a little finely

powdered loaf sugar; the mercury should not occupy more than one-

fourth of the capacity of the bottle : the l^ittle is t1i(;^i closed, and
briskly agitated for a few niiimtes

;
lifter wRieh the stoi)pc'r is with-

drawn, and fresh air is bjown into the beetle with a pair of l^ellows,

and the agitation is r(?pe»tcd : this is do4fwc 3 or 4 times, and tfce

mercury is then pourCd inJ;o a cone of smooth writiu" paper, in

the apex of which a pin hole is made
^

the; metal runs through, and

leaves the powdered sugar mi\ed with the oxides of tlio foreign

metals, and a considerable quantity of' finely divided mcvg\iv}C

Generally speaking, tlic mercury importc'd into fhis eemitry is

almost chemically pure. Any foreign metals which may be present in

it may be removed by digesting it for some days with dilute nitric

acid ill the cold : tho mercury should ])o placed in a shallow (fish,

so as to expose a large surface to the acid, audit should fie freipienfly

agitated; the acid exerts but little action on tliomienMiry so long

as any more oxidizable metals arc present. A solution of nitratt;

of mercury may be substituted for the nitric ai’id with advantage.*;

in tliis case the mercury is deposited from thci solution and takers

the place of the other nn^tals, wliich are dissolved.

(772) Properties ,—Menuxry jiossesses a lustres iTscmibling tliat

of polished silver. It is tlio only metal that is fluid at (common

temperatures. It freezers at—39*^ F., and contracts considerably at

the moment of congelation, when it crystallizes in oetohedra. In

this state it is malleable; when heated to 662^ V. it boils, and

forms an invisible, transparent vapour, of sp. gr. 6'Ljyf} (Uumas).

The metal, at all temperatures above 40^, undergoes f,light spon-

taneous evaporation. Its specific gravity at 60^ is ^3*54. Wluai

pure, it is not tarnislied by exposure to air and moisture at ordi-

nary temperatures, Imt if heated to about 700^ or 800^ F. it absorbs

oxygen, and is gradually converted into tho red oxide, llydrocliloric

acid is without action upon the metal, cither when cold or hot.

Concentrated sulphuric acid in tlie cold produces no change, but

when hcatgd with it is decomposed ;
sulphurous acid being evolved,

while the mercury is oxidized and combi '^es witli a' portion of

undecomposed acii Strong nitric acid dissolves it with rapidit3;,

extricating deutoxide of nitrogen in abundance, while nilrate of

mercury is formed. If the acid be dilute, and th« metal in excess.
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the mercury is dissolved slowly, and at ordinary temperatures the

nitrate of the suboxide is the result.

Mercury may be obtained in a state of extreme division^ by

precipitating absolution of corrosive sublimate, by means of the

solution of protocliloridc of tin. The chloride of tin, if added in

sufficient quantity, absorbs all the chlorine, and a grey metallic

powder subscdcs
;
HgCl -f SnCl=Kg+ SnClg.

Uses.—Mercury is crnplbyed, extensively in the extraction of

gold and silver from thc^r ores, by the processes of amalgamation

;

great quantities are annually sent to South ASnerica for this purpose.

Its amalgams are largely employed in tiie processes of silvering

and gilding. Mercury is also used in the preparation of vermi-

lion, which is liighly valued as a pigment, for the purity and

pcril^auejiee of its tint, it is indispensable in the construction

of philosophical instruments; and it is well known in various forms

as an invaluable medicine. By trituration with saccharine, or

oleaginous^ substances, it admits of being minutely subdivided,

and a small portion of it becomes oxidized, to which the active

p^'operties 6f blue pi|l appear to be owing : the same remark

applies to the •mercurial ointment, and the pulvis hydrargyri

cum cretd.

(773) Oxides of Mercury.—Mercury forms two oxides, the

black suboxide, Ilg^O, and the red oxide, IlgO : both of them
form salts with acids.

The Sfiboaide of Mercury (IlgjjO, ILq. 208, Bp. Gr. 10*68),

though a powerful saline base, is very unstable when isolated. It

is best procured by triturating finely levigated calomel with solu-

tion of potash or of soda, and washing the black precipitate tTms

obtained with cold water. It must be allowed to diy spontaneously

in a dark place ;
even when dry, mere exposure to light, or a very

gentle heat; is sufficient to convert it into red oxide and the

metal.

(774) Nitric Oxide, ox Red Oxide of Mercury (HgO), 108,

Sp. Gr. 1 1*29.—This oxide may be obtained in red scales- by heating

ipetallic mercury to 700° or 800° in a matrass ; but this process is

very slow, and not productive : it is more conveniently prepared by
the decomposition of the nitrate by heat, and it then has a bright

orange colour. It may also be throwm down in the Jform of a

yellow powder, when ^potash or soda is added to a solution of

Qprrosive fiublimate, or of nitrate of mercury. The precipitated

oxide ddes not differ in composition from the red crystallized form,

but it enters more readily into combination ; oxalic acid is without
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action on the crystallized oxide, but it converts the precipitiited

oxide into oxalate, and the yellow* oxide when boiled with solution

of cqfrosive sublimate, is quickly converted into tlie oxychloride

;

but this change is very slow with the crystallized ^fariety. The
yellow oxide, when boiled with biehromate of potash, yields a sub-

cliromate of mercury, 3 HgQ, CrO^; but the crystallized oxide, w hen
similarly treated, yields subsalt with a larger excess of biise, 4lIgO,

CrOg (Millon). In short, the cry«*4ifizcd oxide obtained by the

direct oxidation of mercurjr^and the prccifiitated oxide .appear to

be different allotropic mollifications of the t^ompouiul.

The red oxide when* heated becomes nearly black, but recovers

its colour on cooling ; when exposed to^a tcniperatjiirc of ignition,

it is decomposed into metallic mercury and oxygen gas.

slightly soluble in water ; the solution *lias an aericj tasfc', ftiul

turns syrup of violets green. This oxide of mercury forms with

baryta a soluble compound. With ammonia, a ycllovvish-wliiti',

insoluble mass (4 IlgO, 2 IlO) is produced. *It ertters in^o

combination with acids, and forms well defined salts. Jt may be^

provisionally distinguished as rnercuramine, •

(775) Mercuramine (4 llgO, II^N, 2 110
)
or (2 IlgO, llgoTI^K)

O, 2 no.— When a solution of ammonia is poured upon yellow j)re-

cipitated oxide of mercury in a bottle which admits of being elosc'd,

to prevent the access of carbonic acid from the air, tlie colour of tlie

oxide becomes paler, and eventually a yellowish-white amorphous

powder is obtained, which, when washed and dried in a dii’rk plac(‘,

over quick -lime, forms a hydrate of a new basic sul)stance, containing

4 IlgO, II3N, 2 IIO. This com])ound was discovered by Fourcroy

and ^heiiard, but it was first completcdy examined by Millon [Ann,

de Chimie, HI., xviii. 393). In its isolated condition, it is v(;ry

unstable: mere exposure to the light decomposes it. AV lien tritu-

rated in a mortar, it produces a series of ^small detonatioi\^i. If

dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid, it loses two equivalents of

water
; and between 212° and 266^, a third equivalent of water is

expelled : it thus becomes dark brown, and is permanent in the air.

These changes may be thus explained: i equivalent of ammonia
and 2 of water, in acting upon 4 equivalents of oxide of mercury,

produce the yellowish hydrated compound, 4 HgO, ILjN, 2 HO.
The 2 equivalents of water are removed by desiccation orer

sulphuric acid, and on the application of heat,%i equivalent of the

hydrogen of the ammonia removes an equivalent of oxygen, H'hikit

the amidogen takes its place; 4 HgO, H3N=3 IlgO, Ilgll2^i -f HO.

Mercuramine is a powerful base; its terhydrate*absorl)s car-
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boiiic acid from the air almost as rapidly as slaked Ikne. It is

insoluble in water or in alcohol^ but it decomposes solutions of

the salts of ammonia and combines with the acid. Definite# salts

with sulphurfc, nitric^ oxalic, carbonic, hydrochloric, and various

other acids have been formed. On the addition of soda or potash

to the solutions*of these salts, the hydrate of the base is precipi-

tated. The formula of the sulpha'tc is (2 HgO, Hg2H2N) O, SO3

;

that of the chloride, (2 C)l. It may be obtained

as a yellow precipitate^ by adding s9]ution of corrosive sublimate

*to a solution of ammdiiia in excess, ,{fii[l washing the precipitate

with boiling water (781). «

(776) Sulphides of Mercury,—The two sulphides of mercury,

and IlgS, correspond in* composition to the oxides and

ehrorides.
^

The Subsulphide of Mercury (Hg^S, Eq, 216), is scarcely

more stable than tlie su])oxidc of the metal
;

it is procured by

y ansmitfeing a current of sulphuretted hydrogen through a solu-

,
tion of a piercurial sui)salt, or by triturating 16 parts of moistened

suljdiur Avith 200 of mercury; it forms a black powulcr, which Avas

formerly termed Ethio//s mineral. It is decomposed by nitric

acid, and if the dry sulpliide be sublimed, it is coiiA^crtcd into

cinnabar and metallic mercury.

(777) Sulphide of Mercury, or Cinnabar (IlgS, Eq. 116;

Sp. Or. 8
-2), is the most abundant ore of mercury. This com-

])ound occurs sometimes crystallized in hcxahcdral prisms, but

more usually as a fibrous or amorphous mass, and is a product of

considerable imjiortancc in the arts, forming the pigment known
under the name of vermilion. Some portions of the native

cinnabar arc of a sufficiently delicate colour to be employed after

mcu’c levigation
;
but it is usually prepared artificially. In Holland,

this uuinufaeture is carried on to a considerable extent. The pro-

cess fidopted consists in triturating sulphur Avith about 6 times its

Aveight of mercury, aiding the action by a gentle heat. The black

mass thus ])rocured is thrown (in successive portions, to prevent too

rapid an action) into tall earthen pots, the lower parts of Avhich

have been previously brought to a red heat
; the aperture at top is

closed with an iron plate, and in about 32 hours after the intro-

duction of the A^ hole charge, the sublimation is complete : when
cold, the pots arc foroken, and the cinnabar, which is found depo-

sited in layers upon tiic u))per part, is carefully removed; the

cinnabar is IcAugated Avith w ater, and the fine powder thus obtained

is sold as v^'rmilion ; an excess of sulphur is to^ be avoided.
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as it
* inijIMirs the brilliancy of the colour. Cinnabar forms a

yelloAvish-brown vapour, of a sp. gr. of 5-51. Vermilion may nho
be procured in the wet way, but the process is tedious, and less

certain. The Chinese vermilion is siipj)osed by &bmo chemists

to prepared by the humid process. In order to product*

vermilion in this manner, M. lirunner recommends 100 parts of

mercury to be triturated, for 2 or 3 Imurs, ^vith 3(S parts of sul-

phur
; at the end of which time, caustic potash and

150 parts of water are Jo )% added. ThoSnlxtnre is maiulaiuctl

for some hours at a tempemture of from 1

1

2^ to ico® at first

stirring it constantly : the bhick colour gradually changes to s(*arlet;

as soon as it has attained the desired tint, it is theironghly washed

with cold water. If the heat be too long continued, tlu^ tint cluu^c's

to l)rown, hut tlic scarlet hue is restored by boiling it*witli‘*\vafer.

Sulpliide of mercury is tlirown down as a Idaek pia'cipitatc^

by transmitting sulpliurctted hydrogen tlirougli sedations of tin;

persalts of mercury : when dried .and sublimed, it assunu's its

ordinary red colour. The pure acids are witlioiit aetioii upon itf

but it is oxidized and dissolved l)y acpia 11ie idkalie's in

solution do not dccom[)Oso cinnabar, but if ignited Avith it in llu^

diy state, a sulpliate and sulpliide of tlie alkaline m(‘tal an* fornu'd,

and metallic mercury sublimes
; 4 IlgS 4-4K()= 4 llg+ KO, S().^4

3KS. Sulphide of mercury possi^sscs the property ol‘ uniting with

other metallic sul]diides; it also combines with the^ nitrate*, the*

chloride, the iodide, and some other menairial salts, tbrming ])(*en-

liar eompe)unels, whicli are jirodiieed by the action of a small j)ie)-

portijpn of sulphuretted hydrogen upon the se^lntions of lh(*se salts,

and cause the first portions of the ]>roci])itate oceasioiiee^l in them

by the gas to assiimei a white colour.
^

(778) Chlorides of Merc4try .—Mercury forms twe)^ eldonde's,

a subchloride, Hgj^Cl, avcII known as caleTnud, and a chloride^ HgCl,

commonly distinguislied as corrosive sidilimate.

Subchloride of Mercury (llg^Cl), Eq, 23 5* 5; Sp, Gr. 7*1 7<8.

—

Calomel may be obtained by precipitating the subnitrate of mer-

cury by means of a solution of common salt
;
but it is more usually

procured by sublimation : 13 parts of mercury an; triturated with

17 of corrosive sublimate, until no metallic globules are visible*,

the chloride having been previously moistcn(;d Avith Avater or alc»>h<)l

to prevent the acrid particles from being diffused through tlie air
;

the mixture is then sublimed in suitaldo vessels, and tlu^ ealoi/rcl

is deposited as a semi-transparent fibrous cake. lu this opera-

tion the
^
adjditional mercury combines Avith half the chlorine of
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the chloride; HgClH- IIg=Hg2Cl. Sometimes the vapours are

sent into a capacious chamber
;
the deposit then assumes the form

of a fine powder. Calomel requires careful washing and loviga-

tion, because ^portions of the undecomposed chloride always sublime

with the calomel^ and they can only be removed by repeated

washing. It was formerly supposed that the medical character of

calomel was rendered milder by repeated sublimations. This, how-

ever, has been found to be 'S^'s’^irious mistake, as every time that

calomel is, sublimed, a'^small portion ,is>i reconverted into corrosive

Wblimate and.inetallic ‘tnercury. r

Calomel sublimes in quadrilateral prisms, terminated by 4-sided

pyramids
; when powdered it is of a yellowish-white colour. It

begins to sublime below redness, and before undergoing fusion.

Calbm<S is tp,stcless and insoluble in water ; the alkalies decompose

it. Soda and potash set free the protoxide. Solution of ammonia
forms with it a black compound, consisting of HggCl, Hg3H2N : this

cljange i^ explained in the subjoined equation; ^Hg^Cl+ a H3N=
Jlg^Cl, lTg3H2N -f H4NCI. Sulphuric acid is without action on

calomel
;
boiling nitric acid dissolves it, and forms corrosive sub-

limate and nitrate of mercury
;

if boiled for a long time with

hydrochloric acid or chloride of sodium, it is resolved into cor-

rosive sublimate and metallic mercury : the same eftect is produced,

but more rapidly, by boiling it in solution of sal ammoniac.

* (779) Chloride of Merctiry ; Corrosive Sublimate (HgCl),

Eq. 135*5; 'Sp, Gr. 6*223.—^^Vhen heated mercury is placed in an

atmosphere of chlorine it ignites from the rapid union of the gas

with the metal, and tlic chloride is formed. It is prepared on

the large scale by mixing intimately 2I parts of sulphate of mercury
with 1 part of common salt, and subliming the mixture in glass

vessels at a carefully regulated heat sulphate of soda remains in

the vc^Lsel, and the ehloridd' sublimes, as represented in the equation

HgO, SO3 -|-NaCl= NaO, SOg-l-HgCl. The fumes are extremely

acrid and poisonous. Corrosive sublimate fuses and boils before

undergoing sublimation
; its vapours are condensed in snow-

white crystalline needles, or in octohedra with a rectangular base.

It has an acrid burning taste, and disgusting metallic flavbur.

It is soluble in 16 parts of cold water, and in less than 3 of

boiling water ; on cooling it is deposited from a concC'Utrated solu-

tion in transparent Anhydrous quadrilateral prisms. Its solution,

by* long exposure to light, is gradually decomposed, and calomel

is deposited. Cold alcohol dissolves nearly one-third of its

weight of the* salt, and an equal weight when boiling; ether also
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dissolves it«freely. If an aqueous solution be agitated with ether,

almost the whole of the salt will, be abstracted by it from the

wate% and the ethereal solution will rise to the surface. It is very

soluble in solutions of the alkaline chlorides, with which it enters

into combination, forming double salts. With chloride of i)otas-

siura it forms three distinct prystallizable compouifds, KCl,4lIgCl,

4 aq
;
KCl, % HgCl, % aq ; and'kci, HgCl, aq. Tluf are easily

prepared by dissolving the salts i^^^AAc proper ])roportions, and
allowing them to crystallizei^^ith chloride <Jf sodium only one such

compound is formed, 2 HgCl, 3 jvfp A salt of ammonia*

with 3 equivalents of sal angmoniac has long been known as sal

alenibroth

:

it crystallizes in flattened I’bomlx^idal tables.

Similar compounds having ‘a*comi)Ovsition analogous to that of

the sodium salt may be formed with most of the soluble eL4t>rifS ‘s.

Chlorides of calcium and magnesium form more than ojie com-

pound. A similar but anhydrous salt, IIC'l, 2 JlgCl, isibrnu'd by

dissolving corrosive sublimate in hot hydrochloric aAd, frftm uhicli

it crystallizes on cooling; it is, howTver, decompostul by^ water. ^
Chloride of mercury combines wuth the ^iulphidc^ and forms*

with it a white insoluble gelatinous compound, consisting of

2 IlgS, llgCl; it is thcwdiitc precipitate which is always formed at

first, on passing a current of sulphm'etted hydi’ogcn through a solu-

tion of corrosive sublimate.

Corrosive sublimate is decomposed by the flxcid alkalies ai/d

alkaline earths
;
a chloride of the alkaline metal is formed, ibid oxide

of mercury is set free. When aniinonia is added to a solution of

corrosive sublimate, it separates only half the chlorine, uniting with

the remainder to form the compound called white ])reci})itatc.

Chloride of mercury acts powcrfidly on the albuminous tissues, and

combines with them
;

it is a violent and acrid poison. The best

antidote in cases of poisoning with this sulistance is tlm imiqodiate

exhibition of the whites of several raw' eggs, as it coagulat(;H the

albumen, and forms with it a sparingly soluWc compound. It was

supposed that the chloride was converted into ealoincd, but this

does not appear to be the case.

(780) Corrosive sublimate combines with oxide of mercury in

at least 3 proportions. One of these is obtained in tlie form of

dark brown ^soluble flakes, (3 HgO, HgCl), wljcn the chlorhk; is

boiled with red oxide of mercury ; these compouids are decomposed

by the alkalies.

The oxychlorides of mercury are interesting, from the oliscrva-

tions of Millon upon them, whi6h seem to j>ro^'C tfic persistence
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of the allotropic modification in a body after it has entered into

combination. «

The three oxychlorides described by Millon consist of (^gCl,

2 IlgO)^ (IlgCl, 3 HgO)^ and (HgCl, 4 HgO). They may all bo

produced by the action of bicarbonate of potash upon a solution of

corrosive sublimate. The first may be obtained in three different

isomeric conditions^ the second in two, and the third in three. The

action of the carbonafes of ‘'te%:j^ailkalies upon solutions of corrosive

sublimate is peculiar, i The addition of .solution of sublimate to a

\>olution of pure neutral caj*bonate of .^oda or potfish is attended

with the precipitation of yellow oxide ^^f mercury. If the mercurial

solution be added to a solution of an alkaline bicarbonate, a red

oxychloride is formed ;
and if even a small quantity of bicarbonate

of Vie ^'Ikali be mixed with a large proportion of neutral alkaline

carbonate, tfiis red precipitate is produced at first. This reaction

may serve to indicate the difierence between carbonates and bicar-

bouates in sohhion. If a cold saturated solution of bicarbonate of

potash be added gradually to 8 or lo times its volume of a cold

saturated solution (\f sublimate, a light granular amor])hous preci-

[)itate of a bright briek-red colour is formed (llgCl, 2 ITgO). If

the volume of the solution of sublimate be only 3 or 4 times as great

as tliat of the bicarbonate, a ])rccix3itatc of similar composition is

formed, but it is dense, crystalline, and red, purple, or violet, in colour.

li:)th these modifications, when decomposed by potash, yield the

Ifcllotv S^ide of mercury, but if i volume of the solution of bicar-

bonate be added to 2 volumes of the solution of sublimate, stirring

briskly, a black crystalline precipitate is formed, which also

consists of ligCl, 2 11 gO, but Avhich yields the red crystalline

o.ridc when decomposed by potash.

.If c(|ual volumes of the solutions be mixed, golden-yellow

])latcs, w hich gradually become brown or yellowish, are deposited,

(llgCl, 3 IlgO). The same body may also be obtained in tlic

amorphous form.

The quadribasic oxychloride (HgCl, 4 IlgO) may be obtained
c by adding a solution of corrosive sublimate to a large excess of the

solution of the bicarbonate. Carbonic acid gradually escapes and
brown crystalline crusts are deposited : caustic potash causes the

separation* of the red oxide of mcrcuiy from this compound. This

oxychloride may alsjp be obtained in the form of a brown amorphous
di-posit; and in golden-yellow plates ; both these varieties yield the

yellow oxide when decomposed by potash. The first two oxychlo-

rides are converted by boiling them with w ater into the quadribasic

form, which is deposited from the solution in golden yellow scales.
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{781) Aclion of Ammonia on Chloride of Mercury ,—When a
solution of corrosive sublimate is added to a solution of annnonia in

excess^ one half of the ehlorinc only is removed from the salt, and
a white precipitate is formed, wliicli, when washed w ith bold water, is

corapliJtely soluble in nitric and hydrochloric acids, and whic*h tliere-

fore can contain no calomel % Il^Cl-f 2 1I^H.,N) +
H.1NCI. Kane considers this white ])reei])itate as a cohipuniid of

chloride with amide of mercury,
; hnt it may also

be regarded as chloride rd[^ainmonium, iil which 2 equivalents

of hydrogen are displacecf equivalents oi'mercury (llgalbN, Cl).*

If ammonia be added drop bjfcdrop to a solution of corrosive subli-

mate, which is purposely maintained ui (‘(n^^sideraldt' excess, the

pi’ecipitate consists of 3 IlgCl, Hgli^N, or chloride of mcreurarniue,

in which the place of the oxygen is supplfed by (‘hloiuiie.

White precipitate has been made the subji‘ct of miineroiis ex-

])criments. If it be heated to about 600^ h\, ammonia, and the

ainmouiatcd ehloride of mercury are expclkid
;
and al'cd c^ystalliiu^

])Owder remains, represented by the formula, (z llgCl,
; for

6 (H,IIg,N, Cl) = 3 H3N + (
11,N, z IlgCl) -fzlz llgCl', llg,N).

This red powder is insoluble in watcir or in dilute acids, l)ut it is

dissolved and decomposed by cither boiling hydrocldorie acid or

oil of vitriol. It is interesting, as it appears to contain ammonia in

whi(di the 3 cqs. of hydrogen arc dis[)laced by 3 of irn'icuiy.

When white precipitate is boiled in water it is dccomjiost‘d, and

the heavy insoluble canary-yellow chloride of mcrcura'rriiiic is

formed, whilst chloride of ammonium is fornuHl in the solution
;

2 (Ilgpl, IlgilaN) + 2 110= (2 HgO, llgJI.NjCI + iI,N(d. This

yellow powder is dissolved easily by dilute nitric or hydrochloric^ acid.

If a solution of corrosive sidjlirnate be added gradually to a

])oiling solution of sal ammoniac and free ammonia, as long as .tlu'

precipitate is redissolved by agitation, a* compound crystallines in

rhonibohedra on cooling; and the same sulistaiujc is proeurc'd on

boiling ordinary white precipitate in a solution oi sal ammoniac.

This compound fuses at a temperature of decomposed
;

boiling Avater extracts a large proportion of sal ammoniac from

it, and leaves the canary-yellow powder above described. It

is freely soluble in acids, even in acetic acid. Kanc^s analysis

of this confqpound would allow of its being represenied #by

the formula, (HgCl, HgHgN) + (H4N, Cl), or %till more simply lus

HgH3N, Cl. It is sometimes called fusible white precipitate^ ••

When corrosive sublimate is exposed to a current of dry arn-

moniacal^a^ it fuses with extrication of heat; 2 cqufvalents of the

salt absorb i equivalent of ammonia^, H3N, 2 IlgCl. This com-
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pound may be sublimed without change^ but it is decctoipoled })y

water. It is a true ammoniated chloride of mertiury.

The following are the compounds, which result from the^^com-

l)ined action 'of ammonia and heat upon corrosive sublimate :

—

(1) White precipitate .... HgCl, HgH2N. «

(2) Red crystalline compouiu) ... % HgCl, HggN.

(3) Cliloridc of mercur^iinc . . (3 HgO, Hg2n2N)Cl.

(4) Tcrcliloride of mer(Mi'&hiine . (2 HgCl, Hg2H2N)Cl.

(5) Fusible white fu'ecipitatc . JlgCl^HgllaN-f H^NCl.

(6) Ammoniated ctfloride of mercury 2 HgCl, NH3.
Besides the double salts, of which ont is

—

(7) Sal alembrotlf . . . . 3 H.1NCI, HgCl, aq.

, (8) And auotlier is
^

H4NCI, 2 HgCl.

^Tlfcse r/miarkablc compounds derive interest from tlieir con-

nexion Avitli the theories w^hich have been proposed respecting the

nature of ammonia, the consideration of which will be resumed

wjicn the? alkaloids or organic bases are examined.

r Jodides of Mercury .—Mercury forms three iodides: a

"subiodide, Ilgol ; a* protiodidc, Ugl; and an intermediate iodide

(Ilg^T, llgl) of a yellow colour, obtained by precipitating nitrate of

mercury by means of iodide ofpotassium containing iodine in solution.

The subiodide (ITg2l, 327) is a green powder insoluble in

water, which is easily decomposed by exposure to light into mer-

ctiry aij|^ the rc^d iodide
; the same change is effected })y heat-

ing it gently with the soluble iodides or chlorides, or with hydribdic

or hydrochloric acid. If heated suddenly it fuses and is sublimed

unchanged
; but if the temperature be raised gradually, , it is

decomposed into the red iodide and metallic mercury. It is easily

formed by triturating 127 parts of iodine with 200 of mercury,

moistening the mixture xvith a little* alcohol ; or it may be pre-

cipitated from a solution of any of the salts of the suboxide of

mercury by adding a solution of iodide of potassium.

Iodide of Mercury (Hgl), Eq. 227.—This beautiful compound
may be obtained by triturating an equivalent of iodine with

one of mercury, and subliming the mixture; but it is procured

most easily by precipitating a solution of corrosive sublimate by
means of a solution of iodide of potassium : the precipitate is

solirfde in an excess of either salt. The precipitati»3 is at first

salmon coloured, bifc it speedily becomes converted into a brilliant

scarlet crystalline deposit. It fuses at about 400^, and sublimes in

yellow rhombic tables
;
the yellow colour is changed to red by

mere agitation*) or by scratching of the crystals. Mr. WAripgton has
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sliowi^ that this change of colour dej>en(ls upon a change in the
Tnt)lecular constit^ption of the salt^ in coiisccjucncc of tvhich the

rhomboidal crystals are converted into octohedra with a square

base. Iodide of mercury is insoluble in w ater, but it is taken up
freely by alcohol. With the soluble electro-positive iodides it

formi crystalline double salts, and it is dissolved easily by solutions

of chlorides of the metals of the alkalies, but it doea not form
crystallizable compounds with theseJtiiloridVs. A fusible double

chloride and iodide of mercury (11 gl, Tlgd) may be formed
;

and a soluble crystalliaabt? eompoiuul (JJgl, 2 may b(#

obtained by saturating .a •boiling solution of corrosive sublimate

with the red iodide of mercury, and allowing it to crystallize.

Iodide of mercury also forms delwiite c?)mpouuds with the oxide,

and with the sulphide of the metal. •

Tw’o hronddes, analogous to the chloi*id(‘s of mer(^irv mav l;e

formed
;
they yield coi'responding doukle salts.

(783) Nitride of Mercvrij.— J'hintamour states, §that J)y trans-

mitting a current of dry ammoniacal gas ov(‘r the yedlow oxide ^f

mercury, precipitated from its salts by an alkali, and wa^l drii*d aj^^

a temperature not exceeding 300*^ I\, water is ibnned and volati-

lized, w'hilst an anhydrous powder of a Hea-])row 11 (joloiir is jiro-

duccd. It detonates powerfully w'licji heated, or struck
;
the acids

decompose it, forming salts of ammonia and incj'cm’v. Its

j)robable composition is Jlg.^N, as inferred from tlie inode of

preparing it; 3 IlgO + il3N= ]rg;jN“j-3 IH). • p
(784) Sidphaie of Mercary (JlgO, SO3), E(/. 148, Sp. Cr.

4*6^6.—Wlu'ii 2 parts of mercury are gently heated witli 3 of oil

of viiPinol, sulpliurous acid is evolved, and subsiiljdiate of mei’cury

is procured; but if the heat be increased, and tlu^ distillation be

carried to dryness, the sulphate is fornuHl
;
suljihurous a(dd being

extricated, w^hilst the mercury •takes oxygen from the snl])hurie acid
;

IIg4“2 S03= IIg0 ,
SO34-SO0: It is a white crystalline jtliwdcr,

which is soluble in a solution of common salt, but is de(*f)mp<>se(l by

pure w^ater into an insoluble yellow subsalt, called turpetk uinivral

3 HgO, SO3, and a soluble supersalt, wliieli crystallizes in deli-
^

quescent needles : the yellow snbsalt is formed more ra[)idly if‘ tin?

sulphate be washed with boiling water. The neutnil suljdiatc unites

wdth sulphate of ammonia, and forms a cry stallizaide dophle salt.

(785) TWie nitrates of mercury are more mimerous than

those of any other metal. The neutral suhni^ate is ohtapied by
^

digesting metallic mercury in an excess of nitric acid diluted w'KIi

4 or 5 times its bulk of water : it crystallizes in transparent

3 u
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prisms, IIg20, NOg, a aq; water decomposes it into an in^lublc

basic salt, and a soluble acid one. A soluble sujjfiiitrate, which ’is

often mistaken for the neutral salt, crystallizes in large transparent

prisms, and is obtained by digesting an excess of mercury in 3ilute

nitric acid : its composition is 4 Hg20, 3 NO5, 2 aq. Marignac

linds that by boiJing the mother liquors of the preceding salts^upoii

an excess ef mercury for several Imurs, oblique colourless prisms

are deposited, to whfch lukl^^signs the formula, 5 Hg20, 3 NOg,

2 no. Other subnitri|tes appear to exist.

« A neutral nitrate ^4)f the red offide; 2 (HgO, NO5), HO, is

slowly formed in voluminous crystals, ‘^by dissolving the red oxide

of mercury in an excess of nitric acid*, and evaporating the liquid

until it assumes a syrupy ^consistence. Another liitrate, 2 IlgO,

,110, is deposited cin aeicular crystals from a boiling solu-

tion of mercury in excess of nitric acid
;
but it is obtained witli

greater certainty Ijy saturating nitric acid, of sp. gr. 1*4, diluted

with an^ cqua^ bulk of water, with the red oxide of mercury.

The solutions of both these salts arc decomposed when diluted

’freely with water
;

a white insoluble basic nitrate, 3 HgO, NOg,

HO, is ])reeipitatcd : by long-continued w^ashing with hot water,

the whole of the nitric acid is removed from this basic salt, and

oxide of mercury is left Solutions of the nitrates of the red

oxide of mercury, when digestc^d iq)on an excess of the metal, arc

converted into nitrate of the suboxide.

(786) Cmakacteiis of the Salts of Mercury.—Most of tlic

salts of mercury are colourless, but some of the basic salts of the

red oxide are ycllow\ The following characters are common to

the salts of both oxides. The soluble comj)ounds have an acrid,

nauseous^ metallic taste : in large doses they act as irritant poisons.

AIT the compounds of mercury are volatilized by heat. If a small

quantity of any of the dry salts of this metal be placed at the

bottom of a tube of the diameter of a quill, and be eovered to the

depth of an inch with a layer of dried carbonate of soda or potash,

mercury may be obtained in the form of a sublimate of minute
globules, by heating the upper part of the layer of the carbonate to

redness, and slow ly driving the vapour of the mercurial compound
over it.

,

’‘The presence of mercury, when in solution, may be detected by
placing a small portion of the liquid on a piece of gold such as

rf'liaK’-sovereign, and touching the metal through the liquid with a

scrap of zinc, pr with the point of a steel knife. The mercury w ill
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be deposited by voltaic action in the form of a white stain upon the
gold. This stainrwill disappear on heating tlic gold to redness.

The ^ts of mercury, whether soluble or insoluble, are all reduced
to the metallic state when heated with a solution of 'i>rotochloride

of tin. A strip of metallic co/jjjer becomes amalgamated, if rubbed

'

with a solution containing mercury. •

1. Salts of the suboxide of hiorcury arc (^liaractcrizt^d when in

solution, by yielding with caustic soda, or lime, a black

precipitate of suboxide of iwrcury. Afuniovia also gives a black

precipitate, Ferrocijan^lle ^ potassium gWdCs a white jirccapitatc.’

Sulphuretted hydrogen aftid hiptirosulphaie of ammonia each yiedds a

black sulphide of mercury. Hydrochloric acul and solutions of tlic

chlorides cause a white precipitate of calcnncl, wliich is blackened

by the addition of an excess of ammotrta. Iodide of jioktssiau

gives a green subiodidc of mercury
;
and chromate of potash a

bright red subchromate of the metal.

2. Salts of the red oxide, wlicii in solution, yifdd with solu-

tions of potash, soda, or linie, a bright judlow prccijiitati; of oxiift*

of mercury
;

with ammonia, a white jirecdpitate
;

w iTh neutrn^L

carbonate ofpotash, a yellow precipitate of o\i(li‘
;
wdth bicarbonate

ofpotash, a red precipitate of oxyehlori(U‘, of mercury. Ilt/drosnl-

phate of ammonia gives a black precipitates; and sulphuretted hydro^

gen, a dirty wdiitc precipitate, whieli passes through r(.‘(l into bh-ude.

Iodide of potassium precipitat(\s a salmon coloiin'd iodidt* of mi'v-

cury, which quickly becomes of a brilliant scarlet
: thi^< pr(‘(dpitat(‘

is soluble in excess both of iodide of ])otjissium, and ol' bit hloride of

mercury. Uydrochloric acid and solutions of the chlorides give no

precipitate with the salts of the red oxide of nK‘rcui*y.

(787) Estimation of Mercury.—MtTcury is usually cstimalcd

in the metallic form. In the absence ol lead and silver, ft is often

precipitated iu this state froiTi its solutions by mi'ans •of proto-

cliloride of tin, acidulated with hydroehrorie acid : the metal is

collected on a weighed filter, and dried iu vacuo ov(n' sulj)huric, a(dd.

When the compound is in the solid form, the ])lan recom-

mended by Millon, for cflcctiug the decom[)Osition of the combina-

tions of mercury and for collecting the metal is tlie following :—

A

hard glass tube, 15 or 16 inches long, such as is used in the analysis

of organic compounds, is drawn out in the manner represented in

fig. 312, anff at « a small bulb is formed for the reception of the

mercury ; a plug of asbestos is placed at A
;
the tube is thoii filled

as far as c with fragments of quick lime, and the mercurial com-

pound iu quantity varying from 15 to 50 grains is iiitrosluccd Ix^tw'ccn

3 u 2
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c an^ dy and the tube is filled up with fragments of lime. nitric

acid be present in the compound, metallic copper must be substituted

for quick lime. The extremity, e, is connected with an apparafAis^ //,

which supplies a steady current of pure dry hydrogen; the tube being

placed in a sheet-iron furnace,/; while the receiver, a, projects beyond

Fig. 312.

the furnace, and is kept cool. As soon as the apparatus is filled with

gas, lighted charcoal is ap])lied to the first third of the tube between

i) and c, and when it is at a full red ht‘at, glowing charcoal is very

gradually added until the whole hnigth of the tube is red hot ;
the

mercury collects in r/, and the water, Avhich is at first condensed,

is gradually removed hy the current of dry hydrogen. When the

0])eratioii is, over, the narrow jiortion of the tube between a and h

is cut with a file, and the detached portion g, with its contents, is

weighed
;
the incrcury is CTnjdicd, the bulb cleaned with nitric acid

and Avater, then dried, and weighed a second time; the difiorence

gives the A^ eight of the condensed mercury.

§ II. Silver.

Symbol, Ag ;
Equivalent^ 108; Spectjlc Gravity

y

10*53.

(788) Silver has been known from the earliest ages, and has

always been prized for its rarity, beauty, and its brilliant lustre.

It has a white colour with a tinge of red ;
in Ijardncss it is inter-

mediate betAveen co}q)er and gold, and it is endoA\xd Avith con-

siderable (teiumity
\ it may be hammered into very thin leaves, and

adifiits of being drawn into very fine wire. By rejieStcd heatings,

however, this metal assumes a crystalline texture, and it then

b‘6coihes extremely brittle. It crystallizes in forms belonging to

the regular ^^stem. Silver fuses at 1873° F., and on cooling

expands forcibly at the moment of solidification. It it net sensibly
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volatile in eloscd vessels^ but a silver wire is dispersed in greenish

vajiours when a very powerful electrical discharge is sent through

it. it is, however, an excellent conductor both of licat and elec-

tricity, and is not inferior in these respects to any known substance.

Silvei; is not oxidized by exposure at any tein])erature either to ^
dry or a moist atmosphere., V\\cc silver, however, when melted,

absorbs oxygen mechanically, but the jjas is giycii off at tfie moment
of solidification : if a mass of melted*Aver be allowed to cool sud-

denly, the outer crust bccoi^s solidifiod, and when the interior j)or-

tion assumes the solid coudition it rupturc§*thc crust
;
small tubes

or globules of melted metah are thus forcibly expelled by the

escaping oxygen, aided by the sudden Expan!iion wdiieli the silver

undergoes in the act of solidification. This jdienomenon, whic||^ is

termed the spitting of the globule, is entirely preventer^ by titc pre-

sence of I or a per cent, of copper. Silver has a powerful alliuity

for sulphur
; by long exposure to the air the mental becomes supcT-

•ficially bJaekeued or tarnished, from the fi)rmaiiou*()f a*t.hia filiji

of sulphide upon its surface, owing to the (h eomjKisiug action ol|

the metal upon the small j)ortion of suljduirekt^d hydrogen whiWI

is constantly floating in the air, especiall}'' of large towns.

The best solvent for silver is nitric acid, wlii(;h, if diluted with

an equal bulk of water, acts upon the mehil witli great violence, dis-

solving it ra])i(lly and evolving binoxidc of nitrogen, while nitrate

of silver is formed. llydrocliloric acid ac’ts but slightly upon it.

Aqua regia attacks it mon^ rapidly, lloiling oil of Ailriol oxidizes

it with evolution of sulphurous acid. If common salt l)(r moistened

and left in contact with silver, it gradually (*on*od(*s it. The alka-

lies exert scanrely any action upon it, whiithcr in solution or when

fused by licat, and liciici' crucibles for tin*, liision of refractory

miucrals with caustic potash, arc commonly made of this metal.

The value of silver as a medium of Vxcbangi' has causc,fj it to

be adopted as sucli by all civilized nations from the earliest ag(‘s of

the world. M luai alloyed with certain ])roportions of ciqipca* it

is nsijd for the current coin of the nralm, and for the various

articles of plate. From its superior power of I'ldliading light, it forms

the best surface for the rcficetors employ (*d iu lighthouses at sea.

(789) Extraction of Silver from its Ores .—Silver is fn^puaitly

met with iu ^le native state; either pure, when it occurs^ i 11 filg’ous

masses, or crystallized iu cubes or oetohedra, |pr sometimes eoni-

binod with gold, mercury, or antimony
:
generall}', liowevA*^ it^s

found in combi nation with sulphur, mixed with sulphides of l(‘ad,

antimony, copper, and iron. The mines of Peru iflid Mexico arc

the most* extensive Sources of silver. « In Europe*, those of Kongs-
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berg in Norway^ and of Sclmeeberg and Freyberg in SaxOiV^

celebrated : there are also nmnerous other mines from which

smaller quantities are obtained. The ores of silver occur irsually

among the jlrimitive rocks, frequently in calcareous veins, traversing

either gneiss, or slaty and micaceous deposits. •

At Freyberg, silver is for the most part extracted from the sul-

phide by tne method of amalgamation. The plumbiferous ores are

in this case rejected, as tWy are not adapted to this method of

proceeding, but arc treated hi the map:»^er already mentioned, when

speaking of the ores of lead (753). T]fe,orcs are usually sorted, so

that tlu^y. shall contain about 0*24 parts of silver in 100, or about

80 ounces per \on of ore, ai^d not more than 1 per cent, of copper
;

the proportion of iron pyrites is *not allowed to exceed, or greatly

to Tall short of 35 per cent. The metalliferous mass, after being

reduced to a coarse powder, is mixed with vVth of its weight of

common salt, and sifted, to ensure its intimate incorporation
;

it is

then roasted, ac first at a low red heat : during this operation, care is‘

taken to keep the mixture constantly stirred, in order as far as pos-

6i\Ac to prevent it from concreting into lumps. Meantime arsenic

and antimony arc expelled in dense white fumes of arsenious acid

and oxide of antimony, and the sulphides of the other metals are

partially oxidiz(;d : the silver obtains chlorine from the salt, the

sodium of which unites with oxygen and sulphur, ehloride of silver

and sulpliatc of soda being formed
;
the copper and the iron arc

changed,' ])ai*tly into sulphates, partly into chlorides, and partly

into oxides, as the equations subjoined w ill show :

—

AgS-fNaCl + C)j=AgCl-fKaO, SO3;
CuS4-04= Cu0, SO3

;

2 CuS + 2 NaCl 4-80= Cu^Cl -f Cl 4- 2 (NaO, SO3) ;

2 F('S2 4- 3 NaCl + 14 O= 4 3 (NaO, SO3) 4 SO^.

During the early stages of this operation, fumes of sulphurous

acid are given off abundantly, and the roasting is continued until

these are in great measure replaced by chlorine and perchloride of

4 iron. A charge of 4^ cwt. requires 6 hours^ roasting. The roasted

mass is now raked out of the furnace, and is allowed to cool ; it is

next sifted in order to separate the lumps, which are powdered and
are again submitted to the same operation. About 8 5 per cent, of

the silver is thus copverted into chloride at the first roasting. The
portions which have passed through the sieve are ground to a fine

powder, and passed through a bolting sieve to procure a meal
of extreme fineness. This powder is next placed, with from a
third to half its weight of water, in large casks, wliich are
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cliarglid with half a ton of the ore. These casks are caused to

revolve upon horizontal axes, alioiit 20 times per minute
;

i cwt.

of s«rap wroiight-iron is then introduced into each cask, and after

the lapse of an hour, 5 cwt. of mercury is added, after whicli tlic

cask^ are again made to revolve for about 20 hours : during thiaf

operation a slight rise of tejnperature is observed.* The mixture Tn
the casks consists principally of chloride of silver mixed with large

quantities of sulphate and dichlorideftjf copper, and of the sesqui-

chloride of iron, with a vajj[able propcjftiontof the oxides of tlu' two
latter metals. The o1)j^ct,of agitating i^lae mixture with tin; irofi

before adding the mercury, ig to reduce the sesipiicddorid^? of iron to

protochloridc in the first instance
;
if this procaiition were not tak(*n,

tlie mercury would be partially <'onverte(l into calonu'l, wliich would
not subsequently be dcconqiosed, and woTild thus be lost : tlw^ cieess

of iron afterwards removes the chlorine from the (dilorlde of silver,

and dichloridc of copj)er, and tlie sulphuric acid from the copper :

—

Fc-fFc,Cl3= 3 FcCl
; AgCl-f-F(‘=Fe(T4-Agt

CU;iCl + 2 Fe= 2 FeCH-2 Cu
;
CuO, SC)^^- ^e= lVO,*S(),-4- Cii*

The silv(T and copper thus set at liberty, immediately unite with

the mercury, forming a liquid amalgam : the presence of the mer-

cury favours this reaction, by establishing a voltaic current. At

the expiration of 18 or 20 hours tlie ca*ks an) filled u]) with water,

and arc again set in motion for a couple of hours to allow fhc

amalgam to be washed out of the spent materials; jifler. whieli the

fluid amalgam is drawn off into sacks of ticking ;
tJu^se sacks foiTn

a kind of rude filter through which the greater part of the mercury

runs into a stone trough, leaving behind it a soft solid containing

from 15 to 17 per cent, of silver. The rnud in the casks is again sub-

mitted to washing
;

the residual amalgam

subsides owing to its greater density, ;wid

the lighter portions are n’jeeted. The fil-

tc'red part of the mereury, w hich n^tains a

small quantity of silver, is used again for

the amalgamation of a fresh portion of

ore. The silver in the sblid amalgam has

now to be separated from the remaining

mercury ;
for this purpose it is placed in

trays, supported on a tripod, c, fig. 313,

under a large distillatory iron bell, a, round

the upper part of which a fire, a, is lighted

;

the bell and its contents are thus brought

to a rc& lieat, by ivhicli means the jiicrcury is driven ofl
;

its va-

Fi<i
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pour descends, and is condensed in the water contained Xi the

vessel, i>. The operation is generally performed on 5 cwt. of

amalgam at a time, and occupies 8 hours. The residual sp«ngy

mass of silver* and copper is then fused and cast into ingots, which

in the Saxon mines consist usually of about 70 parts of pure silver

arid a8 of copper ‘per cent.*

(790) American Process of Amalgamation ,—In the mining

districts of Mexico and Chili,^wherc fuel is expensive, and where

ores are often worked of. a m,\icli poorcr^description than in Europe,

the process of amalgamation is different. * good deal of the silver

occurs in the native state, so that it unites directly with the mercury.

The mineral is stamped and^ground to a fine powder in mills, then

moistened with water, and mingled with from i to 5 per cent, of salt;

the feiixing is eflected by thV trampling of horses during 6 or 8 hours.

The ore thus ^jlcndcd with the salt is allowed to remain undisturbed

for some daj\s, after which an addition of To oth or 2-cri>th of its

weight of, what- is technically termed nu/gistral, is made. This

substance consists of roasted copper pyrites, and contains about 10

‘i^cnt. ol* sulj)hatc^,of copper, the roiiiaiuder being sulphate of

iron and otlier im])urities; mercury, to tlie extent of twice the

quantity of silver that the ore contains, is tlieii added, the mixture

being effected as l)efbre, by the trampling of horses. It is iigaiii

allowc^d to rest for t 6 or 20 days ; during tliis period a consi-

devjiible portion of the silver becomes united with the mercury, and

An irnyirovointnit upon tliis process lias been introduced by Augustin,
\^llO (lispeiises with tlie use of mercury altogether. After the ore has been
roasted iirst by itself, and again a second time with chloride of sodium,’ it is

digested in a concentrati'd solution of eommon salt ;—such a solution dissolves

chloride of silver readily : a dilute solution of chloride of sodium exerts little

or no solvent action; and the concentrated licpiid when diluted deposits the
chloride of silver which it had previously dissolved. In practice it is foiiml

better, insteaOl of diluting the .nquid, to digest it upon mi^tallic copper ; tiio

chloride of silver is decomposed, chloride of copper is formed and dissolved,
whilst metallie silver is precipitated. The presence of chloride of copper in
the solution of the chloride of sodium does not prev'ent the liquid from being
employed again for the extraction of chloride of silver from fresh portions of
the roasted ore.

• Anoilier important improvement in the operation was marie by Ziervogel.
He avoids the preparation of chloride of silver entirely, and merely roasts the
sulphurous ores, in slujIi a manner that the .sulphates of iron and copper are
<*onipleteIy decomposed, whilst the sulphate of silver, which withstands a
much higher ^unperature, remains uudecomposed in the mass. In this opera-
tion thV* powdered ore is roasted till it gives off no odour of sulphurous acid,
and yields no sensible anf >nnt of sulphate of copper wdien thrown red-hot into
watt'r : Ixxliiig water tlum dissolves out the sulphate of silver, but the oxides
of cdm>er and iron remain undissolved. The silver is precipitated from the
liquid by means of metallic copper as before. Both these processes have
been patentwHi aud^ractiaed on a large scale in Jlngland.

,
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at tliAsame time a large quantity of calomel is formed. Another
equal quantity of mercury is addud^ and a still longer interval of

rest is allowed ; then a third dose of mercury to the same extent

follows ; by this last addition a fluid amalgani is ohtafned, which is

separated by washing, filtered, and the mercury is expelled froij^

the silver by distillation. .The ^quantity of mercTiry consumed in

this process varies from 130 to 150 parts for each foo ])arts of
silver extracted, great waste being Tnciirred owing to the fornia-

tioii of calomel, which is recovered}. ?t is calcuhilgd that up
to the close of the last^ctyitury, 6 millh>n cwt. of nu'rcmrv had
thus been lost by tlie procej^cs adopted in the American luines in

the course of 200 years.

The theory of this operation is ratlier obscure. Tlu' sulphate of

copper of the magistral, and the chlorid(‘*of sodium de(*oinp(j«cf;ach

other, chloride of copper and suljdiate of soda lamig fornu'd.

Chloride of copper, in the presiaicc of metallic silv(‘r, is {•onvcrtiMl

into dichloridc of co])pcr, whilst chlori<lci of silv('f is |irodii(*cd
;

2 CuCl + Ag=Cu2(^l -f AgCl. hen di(‘ldorid(^ of (H>j)|)er, wifli

excess ofcommon salt and water, is brought iwto eouiaet with wf- *

phidc of silver the dichloride of eo})per is dissolved by the solution of

chloride of sodium
;
the copper is converted into sulphide', whil>t

chloride of silver, is formed by doubles (h'ctoutpo'^itiou
;

Cuj(1 -{-

-fxAgCl. The excess of salt dissolve's the* e'hloride' of

silver, and the addition of mercury de'eroin poses this dissolv^'d

chlorielc
; calomel is forme'd, and an amalgam of silvc'i^is ])re)cure'd

;

AgCl + 11^2= “f Ag. If too much imegistral he adeleel,

ail excess ot ciilorieh; of eop])(T, CuCJl, is ])rodu(*(‘d
;

this states

of tfic mixture; is easily pcre'civcel, as in such a case; the; globules

of mercury in the mixture; appe;ar to be too minutely divided; tlic

addition of lime then becomes m’(;essary iu oi’dc'r te> de;{;oui])osc tbe

excess of tlie chlorielc of eoppeir, othe*rwi^(.; this salt woufel re-couvert

the silver into chloride, and the nK;r(;ury into caleiiue i.

(79^) J^(^pttrathn of Silver from Vojqier hf/ Litjaaiion.—Itoeea-

sionally happens that a copper ore contains a cousieicrablc amount
of silver, which, under certain eireimistam*cs, it may be dcsinihle to*

extract by the process of 1i(jnation, J’\)r this purpose*, the

copper having been brought to the; .stage of l)liste;r eo])pe*r (733),

is melted with from 3 to 4 times its weight of ^rad;^ the

mixture is cast into circular ingots in iron moT^lds, uhie'h suddenly

cool the alloy, and cau.so it to solidify before; the; coj)jH'r eftul Icjid *

have time to separate. The proportion of lead should not )k* le*.ss

than 5C0 times that of Ihc silver iu the mass. "Wiese cake's are
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then subjected to the action of a moderate heat ; the lead] conf’hined

with nearly all the silver, and a small proportion of copper, gra-

dually runs from the mass, leaving a spongy residue, consisting

chiefly of copper, but still retaining a small proportion of lead. The

argentiferous lead is then subjected to the process of cupellation(;753),

whilst the coppef from which it has b^cn separated is subjected to

a patient rdasting to oxidize the remainder of the lead, and is then

refined much in the usual miiiiner.

(792) Plating and 'Silv^ing.—Sily?r is frequently employed

to give a coating to tho surface of less' expensive metals. Goods

so prepared are said to be plated if ^he proportion of silver be

considerable, and silve<red if* it be small. Plating on copper is

effected by polishing the upiier surface of the ingot which is to be

jilatedfiind then placing lipon it a bright slip of silver, the super-

ficial area bl‘ mIucIi is a little smaller than that of the copper

which it is intended to cover. The thickness of the plate of silver

in proportion to that of the copper varies with the value of the *

piods. The compound ingot is then exposed to a temperature

below' the fusing point of the silver, which softens at its smfacc.

By hammering or rolling out at this high heat, the two metals

are sweated togc'ther, as it is termed, and become inseparably

united. T>lo sohh'r is used in this process, but a small portion of

powdered borax is jdacc'd round the edge of the silver to prevent

the surface of the copper from becomiiig oxidated. The ingot is

theii rolled itntil it is reduced to the required degree of tenuity.

Plating on steel is efiected rather ditierently. The article (a

dessert knife, for example), having been first brought to the shape

rc(jui]’(‘d, is tinned upon its surface, and then a slip of silver foil is

soldered on. After the silver has been attacluid, the sui)erfluous

portion is removed, and the article is finished up and polished.

These methods of plating luivc/4mw ever, been in a great degree

superseded by the process of electro-plating, in which the silver is

deposit (‘d upon the surface by voltaic action. The mode of doing

this w ill be explained hereafter.

Silvering may be etfccted either by the tvetj or by the dry

method. The w et method is usually adopted for such purposes as

the silvering of thermometer scales. It is generally executed

cither on brass or copper : the surface of these metals is cleaned

by dipping^ or mom^mtary immersion of the articles in nitric acid,

tq remove the film of oxide which always forms from exposure to

the atmosphere, even for a ftwv hours. They are then rubbed over

w ith a mixturfe of lOo parts of cream of tartar, 10 of chloride of
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silvel^ and i part of corrosive sublimate. Tlie mercury apjiears

to act as a kind of solder to theisilvcr; the copper combines with

the^hlorine both of the chloride of silver and of the sublimate
;

the surface is afterwards polished.

pry silvering is effected by dissolving a certain cpiantity

silver in mercury ; the " dij^ped^" articles arc agitatc'd w itli a por-

tion of this amalgam, which difluscs itself nniforntly over the

surface. By the application of hPat the mci-cury is (‘xpcllcd,

leaving a very thin film c)|^silvcr belaud : h\\ polishing the trinkets

a bright silvered surface^ iS, obtained.

(793) Sflveriut; of Mirj^'or:i.—Some of the salts of silver when
mixed with certain organic solutions gre rcNlueed^ to the nu^tallic

state, the silver being deposited 'upon tin* surfaiH^s of gl.ass v(*ssc‘Is,

ill which the experiment is made, in tluT form of a. brillianlp^ j«lher-

ing, mirror-like coating. ^Ir. Drayton some years aTco |>rr>posed to

apply this observation to the silvering of mirrois upon thi* large

scale, as the coating adapts itself not only to ilflt sni’I'aeis, but

to those also which are curved, or cut into patterns. This process,

according to MM. Pelouzc and Frcmy { 7'raije tie Chhnie, Se^.y;:^h

Edition, TTI., 347)^ is now sHCCcssfully practis(‘.d at Paris, as follows ;

—600 grains of pure neutral iiitrati' of silvi r an' dissolviMl in 1200

grains of water. To this solution are addid : 1st, 75 grains of a

liquor prepared from 25 jiarts of distilled w^rUt, 10 of si'sijniear-

bonate of ammonia, and 10 of solution of ammonia, of sj).*gr.

0*980; 2nd, 30 grains of solution of ammonia, sp. 0 980 ; and

3rd, 1800 grains of alcohol, sp. gr. 0*830. Tlu* inixlun* is Icd’t at

rest to become clear. The li([uid is deeantecl or hlti*r(Ml, and a

mixture of equal parts of alcohol (sj). gr. 0*830) and of oil of cassia

is added in the proportion of i jiart of this vssmrc of rassln to

33 parts of the solution of silvc'r; the inixtun' is agitated aivd left

to settle for several hours, affec'r whudt it is hlten'd. * Jnst Ix'forc

pouring it upon the glass to be silviu’cd, it is mixed w ith of its

bulk of essence of cloves (composed of 1 part of oil of elovc's, and 3 of

alcohol, sp. gr. 0*830). The glass having been thoroughly eleansi'd,

is covered with the silvering li([uid, and wairnu^d to about foo^ bV,

at whieli temperature it is maintained for 2 or 3 hours
;
the lifjuid

is then decanted, and may be employed for silv(‘ring otluT glasses.

The deposi^ of silver upon the glass is washed, dried, tli(‘u

vamishcid.

An alcoholic solution of grape sugar produces the samc^ resjiltj

if substituted for the oils of cassia and cl<;ves, hat the deposit

occurs much more slowdy.
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(794) Alloys of Silver .—Various alloys of silver may be obldUned

with facility, but the only one extensively used, except the amalgam
for the purposes of silvering, is the alloy of silver with copper. Pure

silver is too sfA't for ordinary uses, such as the fabrication of coin and

jsi‘wellcr\s work, and would soon w^aste by the constant friction it

w 6uld experience; In order to confer a sufficient degree of hardness

upon the silver, it is combined with a small portion of copper.

The proportion of co})pcr in 'the ' standard ^ silver employed for

coinage varies in differci'/t coy^vtries : in^Englandit amounts to 7*5

cent., in France to j© per cent., and in’ Prussia to 25 x)er cent.

Silver and (copj)er in uniting to form ap alloy expand slightly, so

that the densih^ of tlic. mixture is somewhat less than the calcu-

latcd mean. ICnglisli standard silver has a density of 10*20,

instci^d^of ^0*3';. Exx)erieiicc has shown that an alloy of silver

and f!()])pcr, ribwever carefully the two metals be incorx)orated,

iindeigoc^s when melted a s])ccics of liquation as the mass slowly

solidifies; when*c?ast into ingots, the interior parts of the bars have a

eohiposition different from that of the superficial j)ortions : a cir-

tariec of some importance in the preparation of standard silver

for the i)urpos(!s of coinage. The only alloy in wdiieh this })artial

s(‘])aration of the tw'o metals w as found not to occur is stated by

M. Level rfc 111 ., xxxvi. 220), to consist of 719 parts

of‘ silver and 2«S 1 of co])per, corresponding to the formula AgjCni.

liquation is comparatively trifling in amount in bars which

contain 950 ]>arts of silver and upwaids in looo; in bars whierh

contain a larger ])roportion of silver than 719 in looo of

alloy, the ccnitral portions of the ingot were found to be richer

than those upon the surfaee
;
hut in alloys of lower value the

X)rox)ortion of silver Avas greatest on the surfaee of the ingot.

(795) Assay of Silver by VapeUation.— From the high i)riec

of silver compared w ith that of the i»etals used to harden it, it has

become an object of great importance to be able to determine Avith

facility and Avith accuracy, the pro[K)rtion of silver in any comxxAund.

JeAV(‘ll(‘ris silver must according to law* be of a certain degree of

fineness. Tn this country I'atdi article, previous to being sold, is

tested at OoldMuilhs^ Hall, and if approved is stamx)ed. The
method of testing commonly cniployedis t(irmed assaying or cifpeU

Infion. Tn •^principle it d('])cnds u]>on the pro2)erty which lead

possesses of a!»sorl)in{j oxygen at a high teni2)erature, and of forming
with it an easily fusihle oxid(*, which inq)arts oxygen with facility

to all Tiu'tals, tJie oxides of Avhich are not reducible by heat alone.

The oxides thus formed unite with the oxide of lead, and xiroducc

a fusible glass, Avhich is easily, absorbed by a 2>o'i.ous crucible made
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of tones, termed a cupel, whilst any silver that the mixture
contains is left behind in a brijLcht jrlobiile, wliieh admits of being
accurately weighed. The cu})el and its contents

are shown in section in fig. 314. The cui)els are • F10.314.

prejjared from bone asli (burnt to whiteness, and
gnmnd to a fine powder)

^
by moistening it witii

water; a suitable quantity of the mixture is ])hieed

in a mould, and the required form atid coherence is given to irbv
tlie blow of a mallet or o£ a press

:
^he clqx'ls are allowed to dry

thoroughly before they hrcnised. The assjiy may ])e conducted iijulo

quantities of silver vafying^from 10 to 20 grains in wejght. The
plan of proceeding is as

follows :—In a conve-

nient furnace, such as

is shown in section at

A A, fif?. 31.5, is placc;d

an (Earthenware oven or

mufllc, of seniieylin-

drical form, closed at

one end, and ojxni at

tlu^ other, with slits in

the sides to allow tlic

free circulation of tlie

air
;

upon the floor of

the ninffk^, a number of

cupeds aj’ranged in

rows, and the temp(*ra-

tm\f is raised to bright

rcdiKEss. E([ual por-

tions of the various sumjjh's of silva^r to bt^ assayed, are in tin*

meantime accurately weigta^l, and .wrapped in Jt»(piaiitity ol

pure thin sheet-lead, the weight of which varies with thci* ])nrity

of the alloy; the larger the ^jroportiou of fon'ign metals that it

contains, the greater is the quantity of lead needed. Each i)ie(re for

assay is now placed in its allotted cupel, by uu'ans of a long j)ai^

of tongs. It quickly fuses; fumes of oxide of lead arc* s<;en rising

from the cupels, but the greater part of the oxidci is al)sorb(‘d ))y tli<j

cupel, and the silver is left behind in a state of jun’*fy- At

the momeAt tliat the last portion of lead und(?rgo(^s oxiiffition,

the surface of the silver flashes, or lightcais, 'as it is tc(;}ini (tally

^

termed, owing to the cause already cxjdaiiied {753). Tliis ^)Iu?iio-

incnon indicates that the process is eomplctcal. .The; button is

allowed*to cool very gradually, to prevent tlie loss ol silver by
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dispersion from spitting (788) ; it is then detached from«thc /pnpel,

brushed^ and accurately weighed- If the piece of alloy originally

taken weighed 10 grains, the weight of the button in hundredth's of

a grain gives »the number of parts of silver in 1000 parts of alloy.

minute quantity of silver always passes into the cupel during the

process, for whicii an allowance must be made in weighing the

button; and if the proportion of lead be too great this loss is

increased, but if too little be tised, part of the copper is left in the

bead. Upon an alloy whicly^ontains ^25 parts of silver to 75 of

copper, the loss is about* 4 per lodo ; and‘'upon silver which con-

tains 900 parts in 1000, the loss on the btitton is about 5 parts

in 1000. In order to be able to estimate the amount of this

loss in each operation, the best plan is to pass three or four proofs,

witli^eadch set of assays. These proofs consist of pieces of fine silver

of knowm weight, which are mixed with quantities of lead and

copper, approximatively of the same amount as those present in

the assays under trial, llie loss experienced by these proofs

affords a method of checking the results of the assay.

..‘---The mdst converyent system of reporting the fineness of silver,

is the decimal method, which is employed in most countries

with the cxccj)tion of England. The practice has lately been

introduced by Sir J. llerschel into the Mint of this country, and it

probably wall gradually supersede the cumbrous and artificial method

which is still generally employed by the English assayers. Upon the

decimal system fine silver is termed looo'o, and the report upon

any sample of alloy simply indicates the number of parts of pure

silver in 1000 which it contains. Thus, English standard silver

contains 925 parts of silver, and 75 of copper in loco of ailoy.

French standard contains 900 parts of silver, and 100 of copper

in 1000 of alloy. English standard would therefore be reported as

925 ; French standard as 900.

The proportions of lead which are generally employed for the

cupcllation of difierent alloys arc the following :

—

If 1000 parts of the alloy contain It will require of lead

TOOO parts of fine silver . half its weight.

9.50 y> 3 times its weight.

925 * 5i yy

9o<a, ff • 7

850 y> • • • 9
Joo /

yy . 10

700 s$ • • • 12 „
600 i jy • • • 14

5^^ or less „ . 16 or 17 „
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A^skilful assayer will generally be able at once to detemiiuo

the cotnparative fineness of an arjticlc from its mere appearance,

and wrill judge accordingly of the proportion of lead wdiich it will

require. Great care is needful in regulating the temp€tt*ature of the

furnace during the cupellation : if too liigh, a part of the silver will

be lost by volatilization ;
if too low, portions of lead and cojiixu' are

liable to be retained. When tl/e assay is properly performed, the

button is brilliant, well rounded, freerfrom irt egularities and some-
what granular upon its surface : it ^ readily detached from the

cupel. If the assay adheres strongly to the cupel, or is irregulu*

in its outline, it retains a* portion of alloy.

(796) Assay of Silver by \he Humid Process .—The results of the

process of the assay by cupellation, even in experienced hands, may
vary as much as a parts in looo : this oircumstance inducqtl

Lussac to contrive a different method, whii*h is now addfUed not only

in the French Mint, but is employed in the iNlints of Great Britain

^
and the United States, as well as in almost all the Miiits oJ[‘ Kurope;

it admits of an accurate estimate of the value of an alloy (h

within 0*5 in lOOO. This process depends u|K>n the pft;eipit^ti(>if

of the silver in the form of an insoluble chloride, and the m(‘a-

surement of the amount of a standard solution of ehloridt^ ol

sodium wliich is required to cflect the complete })recipitation of

the silver in a given weight of the alloy. Chloride of silvc'r

easily collects into dense floceuli by agitation in a solution wliiqh

is acidulated with nitric acid, and which contains mo qxcchs of

soluble chlorides ;
so that the exact ]>oint at wliieh the precipitate

ceases to be formed is readily [)crccived.

A solution of common salt is prepared of sucli a stnmgtlj, that

1000 grains of it are exactly siitrici(‘nt to precipitate lo grains of

pure silver. lo grains of the alloy for examination arc •plac(?d in

a stoppered bottle, capable o? holding aljput 6 oz. of w ater, and by

the aid of a gentle heat are dissolved in 2 ’drachms of iiitrib acid,

of specific gravity i'25 * solution of

salt is then placed in a burette (fig. 316)

capable of holding rattier more tlmn 1000

grains. The burette, when filled with the

solution, is weighed before being used, and

the liquid is added to the nitrate of silver

in the bottle^ when it is supposed that the

silver is nearly all precipitated, the liquor ^
is briskly agitated iu the bottle, and the precipitate is allovfcxWo

subside; a drop or two more of the solution of salt^is then added:

if a precipitate be produced, the liquid is again agitated ;
and when

F i(}. 316.
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clear, more of the solution is added, as before, as long ^ any

turbidity is produced by the addition. When a cloud ceases to be

formed, the proportion of solution of salt which has been addi^, is

ascertained Ijy weighing the burette a second time. The number

^of grains of the solution employed indicates the degree of fineness

bf the alloy.

When,cas in the assay of bars for coin, or for jeweller^s work,

a largenumber of assays liavfe- to be executed, all very nearly of uni-

form fineness, the ope-
Fio. 317. - ration maybe reduced

to a system by which

its precision may be

increased, at the same

time that it is ren-

dered tnuch more easy

of execution. For this

purpose, two solutions

of salt arc employed :

one, the standard solu-

/ic/i,containing in 1000

grains asufficient quaii-

tityof commercialchlo-

ride of sodium to pre-

cipitate 10 grains of

silver the second so-

lution, the decimal

solution, having one-

tenth of the sti‘i>ngth

of the first, and being

prepared by diluting

I pint of the standard

solution with 9 pints of

water. These solutions

are to be preserved in

well closed bottles. The
standard solution is

prepared in large quan-

• This 86lution ooutains approximativoly 380 grains of cliloride of sodium
in a gallon ; but as the commercial salt contains chloride of magnesium, the
exact strength must he determined by dissolving 10 grains of fine silver in acid,

and pr cipitating it by the addition of 1000 grains of the solution, ascertaining
the amount of the excess or deficiencj of cluoride in the manner about to be
detailed, and th(||i adding water or salt as may be needed.
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titiei^at % time, and kept in stoneware jars, a, fig. 3 1 7, capable of
Containing 20 or 25 gallons ; & is a small tube, which passes nearly

to ^hc bottom ofthe jar, to admit air, whilst the liquid is drawn ofl' by
the stop-cock, c, without allowing any loss by evaporation

; rf is a
gauge by which the quantity of liquid within is indicated. A seri^
of bottles fitted with groimd stoppers, and caprtldc of containing

about 6 fluid ounces each, are numbered eonsecutitely from i

upwards ; into each bottle 10 grains of the alfoy for assay is weighed,

2 drachms of nitric acid aijg added to ^ach Ijottlc, whieli is placed iu

a shallow vessel contain*lng*water, and gradually raised to theboiliiljj

point; in ten minutes ‘the aUoy is completely dissolved..

The precipitation of the silver iii^the form of chloride is then

effected by the aid of the apparatus now to be described:

—

is a glass pipette which can be filled wifli the standard soliftien, of

known temperature, as indicated by the tlicrmomctor, The
quantity of liquid introduced into the pipette is regulated by

means of the stop-cock, e/, the peculiar construction of ;\hich is

shown on a larger scale in fig. 318, in which d

represents an ordinary stop-cock (constrncti'd of

silver to resist the action of the solution), ter-

minating below in a long tixbe, c; at 6 is an

opening for the escape of air, which can be closed

at pleasure by the jdug, a. Suppose it be desired

to fill the pipette, fig. 317; the lower opening

of the pipette is closed by the fore-finger, the

solution is admitted by opening the stop-cock, e,

whilst the air escapes at/, which isopen; as soon

as tfie liquid has risen a little above the mark, w,

both the stop-cock, e, and tlie jdug at /arc closed,

and the finger is withdrawn. In this position the

pipette will retain its charge for an indefinite time. T!ic ajjparatus

represented at w / is intended to facilitate the exact emptying of

the pipette ; the tray, A i, slides easily between two grooves, in

which its motion is limited by the stops, I and rn ; h is a com-

partment for the reception of the assay bottles, so adjusted thuf

when the tray rests against the stop, w, the pipette shall emjity

itself into the bottle without wetting its neck; i is another com-

partment for receiving the superfluous solution of Salt, qpd k

represents a piece of sponge, the object of whjch is to remove the

drop which hangs to the lower end of the pipette ; the stop^/,

placed, that when the slide rests against it, the sponge just touches

the lower extremity of the pipette. The sponge, fc, having lx:cu
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brought to touch the lower end of the pipette, the plug at^/ is

slightly relaxed to allow the air, to enter, and a portion of thfe

liquid gradually to escape, until it has fallen exactly to the mark, n.

The slide is now moved until the bottle, A, is directly underneath

^l;e pipette, and on opening the plug at f to its full extent, the

charge flows freely into the bottle.

Suppose’liow the object of the assay be to ascertain whether

a certain number of bars be 6f the fineness of English standard

silver, or if not, what is the amount of ^heir variation from stan-

diird. The pipette, g, is* so graduated ‘Llial when filled up to the

mark, n, it shall deliver exactly 92a grains of the standard solu-

tion, which will contffin a sufficient amount of common salt to

precijpitate 9*22 grains of silver; a quantity which is purposely

rathc5i^ fess than the assay expected to contain ; 10 grains of alloy,

if of correct composition, containing 9*25 grains of silver. When
each bottle in succes-

sion has received fi^om

the* pipette a charge

of exactly the same

valuc^, the bottles are

transferred to the

agitator shown at fig.

319, which is suspend-

ed from an iron arm, rf,

between two strong

springs, e e, made of

vulcanized caoutchouc.

This agitator is usually

made to contain 10

bottles, which are

lodged in the com-

partments, a a

;

the

stoppers are secured

in their places by the

rims, b A, one of which
is represented in the

figure as thrown back

for the admission of

the bottles ; the rims

when closed are con-

fined by the springs

shown at c c. ^ On agitating the apparatus briskly for 60 or 80
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nedovnis tke solutions become clear^ and the bottles arc removed
from the agitator, and transferred*to a stand, behind which is a black
boaad divided into lo numbered compartments, each bottle being
placed opposite the compartment which corresponds wi^h its number^

JThe adjustment of the remaining portion of the assay is made bjr

means of the decimal solutwn, ^his is eon-
*

tained in a small bottle of lo or 12 ounces in
^

J'nf* 320.

capacity, fig. 320, provided with a tube

or small pipette, fi, open at both ends, but

drawn out to a narrow * aperture belo<l»*.

On this small pipette a mark, c, is made
at a height corresponding exactly 4o 10 •

grains of the liquid; 10 grains of this

solution containing sufficient chlorine to

precipitate o*oi grain of silver.

The assayer now plunges this small

pipette into the decimal solution, and closing

the upper opening of the tube with his fore-

finger, partially withdraws it from the bottle and allow s tlicTtiiuid
•

to escape until it stands exactly at the line of the graduation, c

;

he then transfers the pipette to the first bottle, and allows the

solution to flow into it. The same operation is repeated with each

assay bottle in succession. A mark is then made with a piece of

chalk, opposite to each bottle in w hich a precipitate is occasioned.

These bottles arc again replaced in the agitator, and* shaken a

second time
;
the solutions having thus again been rendered clear,

arc jcplaced upon the table, and a second pipette of the decimal

solution is added to each of the bottles in which a precipitate was

first produced. This operation is rC})eated until in eacli l)ottlc no

further precipitate is occasiojicd. The contents of the pipette,
ff,

of the standard solution, which have Beejir addad to each assay,

occasion a precipitate out of the 10 grains equal to 9*22, or of 922

parts out of 1000 parts of alloy. Each pipette of decimal solution

is equivalent to silver in the alloy, and by counting

the number of marks*against each bottle, reckoning the last onl>’

as equal to since a portion of it probably remains in the liquid

in excess, the assayer ascertains the value of each bar. If, for in-

starice, two^arks stand opposite to any bottle, the fineness#! the

bar win be more than 923, but less than 924, |md may be reported

as 923-5.

If, however, there be any bottles in which the addition of the

first pipgttg of the decimal solution produces no pfecipitate, these

3x2
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samples must be either exaetly of the fineness ^2,2, or VloiJ that

point The following method is adopted for completing the assay

of these samples : a decimal solution of silver is prepared by^dis-

^solving 10 grifins of pare silv^ in nitric acid^ and diluting it with

distilled water till the solution occupies the Wk of lo^ooo grain

measures of watel*, each 10 grains of this liquid will then contain

exactly 0*0 1** grain of silver. A bottle of this solution is provided

with a pipette similar to that shown in fig. 320, but graduated to

deliver 50 grains of the liquid from the mark, d. Each of the

s^ay bottles which indicates a fineness bqlow 922, is supplied with

50 grains of this decimal silver solution, or with 0*05 grain of

silver
; a mark of —5* is mpde upon the board against each of

thes^ bottles. The bottles are then agitated as before, and a fresh

do8e“or'io grjiins of the decimal salt solution is now added to each

;

if a cloud be thus produced, a mark is chalked against each bottle

in which a precipitate is observed, and the bottles are again agitated,

aqd another dose of decimal salt liquid is added, aud so on, until ,

^ precipitate ceases to form. Suppose that the first two pipettes of

the Solution produce u cloud, but the third does not ;
each bottle, it

will be remembered, received a dose of salt solution in the first

instance, as usual, in addition to the quantity received after the

decimal silver solution was added; the quantity of salt which has pro-

duced a precipitate is therefore equivalent to 922 + 1 -f i|- or 924*3,
bu't since 5 of silver have also been added beyond that which the alloy

originally contained, the amount to be reported becomes 924*5—5,
or the fineness of the bar is 919*5. It is preferable in cases where
the bars are below the standard, to add an excess of silver at once,

and then to estimate the excess of silver in the manner above
described ; because, if instead of acting thus, successive doses of o*ci
of silver be added until no further precipitate is formed, it becomes
very difficult to •sjcnd'^r the'^solution clear by agitation.

The standard solution is prepared at a temperature, say of
60® F., consequently the pipette,^, will only deliver a volume of
liquid rigorously equal to 9*22 grains of silver, at that temperature.

kt a higher temperature the liquid will hxpand, and a given
volume will therefore contain a smaller amount of chloride of
sodium, whilst at a lower temperature it will contract, and will

3onta«u a lavger amount. A correction for this variation in the

strength of tiie liqu0 is therefore required. This is’ made very
limply.^n the following manner* Each time that a number of

wsays is made, a piece of fine sttver, equal to 9*25 grains, is

weighed off, dissolved in nitric acid, and assayed as above directed.
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The lumber of pipettes of the decimal solution of salt which is re-

quirecl to complete the precipitation is tooted, and the value of the

conlQnts of the large pipette, is thus vmified upon each pocasion*

If, for example, pipettes w^e required for oompibting this prcr

cipiiiation, the large pipette would deli^^er a quantity of the solutiw
suflScient to precipitate grains on that day*) instead of 9*22.

Any deviation from the calculated value is ^allowed fdV, and a cor-

rection is made upon the assays by means of a tabic constructed

for the purpose.

It is easy to appljj this apparatus to fhc assay of silver of oth^r

degrees of fineness ; but it»is necessary to know apprcximatively

the value of the assay, in order ^tliat « suit&blc wiglit of the alloy

be dissolved in nitric acid. Suppose,^for instance, a iunn|^cr of <

bars approximatively of the value of 900 (the Fr('nc|^ stannfMl), ar<5

to be assayed
; a piece of the assay, which contains approxiina-

tively 9*25 grains of fine silver, must be taken
;

tlie quaiitity re-

quired is easily calculated, since the w('‘ight of tlu* alloy l^icedecl will

be inversely as its fineness; for 900 : 935 : : 10 grs. ; 10*277 gjs.

The w^eight required in this case will consequently be io*277^*ains.

Mercury is the only metal the presence of wdiich interferes with

the accuracy of the assay by the humid method ;
but the process

may be modified so as to give correct results even in this ease.

(797) P't'^^paration of Fine Silver.—In order that the foregoing

process shall be accurately performed, it is necessary to be provftled

with silver of absolute purity. The following is llu‘ best method

of procuring the metal in this condition. Standard silver is dis-

solved in nitric ackf; the liquid is diluted and decanted or filtered

from undissolved particles of gold or sulphide of silver, and t!ie

solution is precipitated by the addition of a solution of chloride of

sodium in slight excess. Tl»e precipitate is washed in a largc*jar by

subsidence, until the washings are tastelciwp^^ Tlic 'btilorid^ is then

mixed with oil of vitriol, in the proportion of 3 ounces to each

pound of chloride, and several bars of zinc are placed in the mass

;

the ^inc speedily becomes convert(»d iutq chloride of zinc, wiiii*h is

dissolved, whilst the silver is reduced to the metallic state, and Uy

a voltaic action the reduction gradually extends through the mass;

Zu-(-AgCl=siAg+ ZiiCL The mixture is not to be agitated. In

about a waek^s time the decomposition is usually completed# It a

portion of the reduced silver, after being V^oroughly washed, is^

entirely soluble in nitric acid, the reduction is complete.

of zinc, with the crust which adheres to them, arc' then carefully

removed, sand thc^reduced metal is digested for tw'o days, with
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dilute sulphuric acid; to lemove nrxj portions of sinC; ai&d washed

in a large vessel by subsidence; until the washings cease to

precipitate nitrate of sDver.* Tlie reduced silver is now rcdis-

^olved in nitric acid, and a second^time precipitated as chloride

;

P5;ire hydrochloric acid being employed for this purpose; ©the

precipitated chldSride is again washed ^ by subsidence until the

washings n6 longer redden litmus. The chloride of silver is

next dried until it ceases to lose weight, loo parts of the chloride

are mixed vith 70*4 of ^chalky and 4*2 of powdered charcoal, and

the mixture is heated in a deep clay' CHPUcible. The tempera-

ture is kept at a dull red heat for halt an hour, after which it is

gradually raised tp full lednesa ; a considerable disengagement of gas

takes place, owing to the evolution of carbonic acid and carbonic

oxide, -ftud oxychloride of calcium is formed, constituting a fusible

slag, beneath which the pure silver collects; AgCl-f 2i{CaO, CO2)

-f*C=s:CO + 2 COg+ CaO, CaCl4-Ag. The silver may be poured

into an ingot m‘oul(l, and afterwards rolled into sheets.

J (798) Oxides of Silver ,—Silver forms three oxides; a sub-

oxidef‘AggO ; a protoxide, AgO, which is the basis of the salts of

the metal
;
and a peroxide, AgOg, which does not combine with

acids.

Protoxide ofSilver, (AgO),Eq. 116 .—This oxide maybe procured

by adding a solution of potash or ofsoda to a solution of the nitrate

or any soluble salt of silver. A brown hydrated oxide falls, whicli

readily pai*ts with its water, and if dried at a temperature abo^ e

140*^, becomes anhydrous ; it gives off oxygen below a red heat,

and becomes reduced to the metallic state. Oxide of silver, is a

powerful base; if* combines easily with acids, and forms with

nitric acid a salt which is neutral in its reaction upon litmus. It

is slightly soluble in water, to which it communicates a feeble

alkaline j'cactiOiiA*-... Pe^^ish and soda do not dissolve it, but it is

freely soluble in ammonia, and the solution, by exposure to the

air, deposits a black micaceous powder, which is powerfullv explo-

sive, and which has received the name of fulminating silver.

• (799) Fulminating Silver is also produced if concentrated

ammonia be digested for some hours upon freshly precipitated

oxide of silvesr ; a black powder is formed which is allowed to dry

in miifcutc qhaxitities i^n separate pieces of filtering peper. The
same comptmnd is foi^med on precipitating an ammouiacal solution

<
^ reduoed silver may be dried, and east inte ingots if desired. The

metel w reined 14' large quantities for oommereial purposes in tjiis manner.
It is not absolutely pure» and thmfore, for delicate < chemical operations,
it undergoes the farther process of purification described in the text.
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of mtiatc«of silver by the addition of potash. Tt is necessary to

be aware of these facts, as it is ^ most dangerous substance, and
migllt easily be produced unintentionally. Friction or pressure,

even when under water, occasions it to explode : tnd when dry.

its dtetonation often occurs without any assignable cause. Aci<is

immediately decompose it into ammoniacal salt, and the eorre-

^sponding salt of silver. Tlic composition of this boBy, owing to

its dangerous character, has not been accurately determined, but

it is generally suppose^ W) be a nitfidc, similar to that which is

obtainable from merciiru.
*

Suhoxide of Silver (AggO).—If the citrate of silver l>e heated to

212® in a current of hydrogen, the sjJt loses half an equivalent of

oxygen, and a compound is produced which is sparingly soluljlc in

water, forming with it a brown solution, from which, •Wfi tlic

addition of potash, a suboxidc of silver is precipitateti. This com-

pound is very unstable ; it is decomposed by a(*ids and by ammo-
nia into protoxide of silver and metallic silver.

Peroodde of Silver, (AgO^), Eg. 124; Sp. Gr. 5
'

474 -

—

compound is procured in dark grey acicalar crystals ^?beu a

dilute solution of nitrate of silver is decomposed by means of the

voltaic current. The peroxide of silver accumulates n})Oii the

positive plate, but it always retains a certain quantity of unde-

composed nitrate of silver. It is a conductor of the voltaic

current. Acids decompose it, forming a salt of the protoxfide,

whilst oxygen gas esca])es. It is also deeompos<^3 by ammonia,

with effervescence, owing to escape of nitrogen.

• (800) Sulphide of Silver, (AgS), Eg. 124; Sp. Gr. 7*2,—Tliis

compound is the principal ore of silver. It isYound native, some-

times crystallized in cubes or octohedra ;
at othc*r times massive.

It has a leaden-grey metalbc lustre, from which it drrives its

mixieralogical name of silver glance. *S 1 dc^/siTver isoinor-

plious with suhsulphide of copper, and sometimes displa<ics it in

certain minerals, such, for example, as ]K)lybasitc, and fahlerz or

grqr copper.

Silver has a very powerful affinity for sulphur. The meffsil

becomes tarnished owing to the formaiioa of a film of Hulj)hide

if it be exposed to the action of sulphuretted hydrogen in the

gaseous s^ite, even though largely diluted with air;*and f black

spot is immediately produced upon its surface by contact with

solution of an alkaline sulphide. Sulphide of silver ma^ .pre-

pared by transmitting a current of sulphuretted hydrogen through

solutionsvofthe salts of silver, in which it forma a black precipitate

;

or it may be obtained by heating silver with an excess of sulphur in a
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covered crucil>lc. The sulphide of silver fusoSj and forirfs dark

grey crystalline mass as it cods, and the excess of sulphur is

volatiUzed,

Sulphide •of silver is soft enough to allow of its being cut with

V knife; it also possesses suflScient malleability to receive impres-

sions from a die. * It is not a conductor of'the voltaic current when

cold, but if treated it readily transmits the current*without under-

going decomposition. It is easily fusible, and if heated in close

vessels may be melted? witltout bccoirfing decomposed; but if

n^asted in the air, the •‘'sulphur is gradually converted into sul-

phurous acid, and metallic silver is left : during this operation a

part of it is usui^lly converted into sulphate of silver, which after-

wards requires an elevated temperature for its decomposition.

^'.adphide of silver is decomposed when boiled with concen-

trated sulphuric acid, sulphurous acid and sulphate of silver

being formed. Boiling hydrochloric acid converts it into chloride

of silver, rvith * evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen. Chloride of

coJ)per converts it into chloride of silver, with the formation of

subclitoride of copper^ and sulphide of copper. This change is

mixch facilitated by the presence of chloride of sodium in a moist

state, as both the chloride of silver and the subchloride of copper are

dissolved at the moment of theijr formation. These reactions be-

come important in the extraction of silver from its ores (790).

Sulphide of silver is also decomposed when heated with the alka-

lies, and a ‘similar effect is produced by ignition with iron, copper,

lead, and many other metals,

Sulpliidc of silver may be made to unite with many other me-
tallic sulphides whdh fused with them. A native compound of this

description is found in red silver ore, which is a double sulphide

of silver ’and antimony, 3AgS, Sb S3. , In this mineral a portion

of sulphide of aijtunPJS^c^joften displaced by sulphide of arsenic.

(801) Chloride of Silver, (AgCl), JEy. 143*5 5
Sp. Gr, 5*553.

—

This compound is found native, either crystallized in cubes, or

as a compact semi-transparent mass, known by the name of horn

siher. It is procured as a dense white flocculent precipitate by
adding hydrochloric acid or the solution of any chloride to a
soluble salt of silver ; when moist, it quickly assunpi a violet*

colour Jiy esf^posure to the sun^s light ; a similar cbasige is pro-

duced gradnsiljr by diffused daylight. A dark oxychloride ap-

pears t<K“be formed under these drcmnstimeeH^ and hydrochloric

acid is set free.

Chloride of Silver is insoluble in pura and in all the
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diluted ftctds* It is taken up by boiling hydrochloric acid and by
strong solutions ofthe chlorides of metals of the alkalies and alkaline

eartte, with which it forms crystallizable double salts ; they are

decomposed if their solutions arc diluted
; advantage is taken of

this circumstance in the extraction of silver. (Note, p, 1028.)
^

Chloride of silver melts at ai temperature of about 500®, and is

partially volatilized
; on cooling it fojms a lu)vny semi-transparent

scctilc mass. It is not decomposed wliqn heated m itU carbon

;

but is easily reduced by bytbogen, if it* be heated in a cun-ent of the

gas, hydrochloric acid ^ikI metallic silver 'being formed : zinc, and

iron, and many of the easify oxiclizablc metals also rediu'c moist

chloride of silver. On the large sceje this process is turned to

account in the refining of silver (797). * It is not necessary^hat

the chloride of silver be freshly preeii)itatcd, though if it be,

the operation is more rapid : if a cake of the fused chloride

be laid upon zinc or iron and covered with acidulated water, it

’ will after some days be completely reduced to a spoii^fy mass

metallic silver. • ^ •

Weak alkaline leys do not act upon cliloridc of silver, but if a

concentrated solution of potash be boiled upon it, chloride of potas-

sium is formed, and a dense black oxide of silver is pr(Hbu*ed ;

the addition of sugar to this mixture reduces the oxide rapidly to

the state of metallic silver. Ammonia dissolves tlic chloride

freely, and deposits it again by evaporation in the coljJ, in transpa-

rent colourless crystals; if boiled, fulminating sil\{‘r is deposited.

When ignited with the alkaline carbonates, chlorides of their bases

are formed and pufb silver is left : tliis reaction furnishes a

means of procuring large quantities of silver in a state of purity;

AgCl4-Na0,C02=NaCl-fC0a-f0-f Ag. Chloride (rf'jjijvcr is

soluble in solutions of the hyposulphites, forming cjynpounds of

an intensely sweet taste : by evaporation cTj^ifalluiWunible hyposul-

phites may be procured (348). Cyanide of potassium likewise dis-

solves chloride of silver, forming chloride of potassium and a

double cyanide of silvcjy and potassium. The soluble sulphites also^

dissolve chloride of silver.

Subefitoride of Silver^ (AggCl), may be obtained by digesting

leaves of ptlFQ silver in chloride of copper or pcrchloridc of iron ;

it foriQB hlaiak scales which are not acted upon by nitric acidf but

are rescued ammonia into the chloride andtinctallic silm*.
^

(8q2)JodkkofSiiver, (Agl,%. ^35), is found in Mexico^iined

with carbonate of lime, native silver, and sulphide o^lead. It muy
be procured axtificlayy by precipitating the nitrate by iodide of pota$-
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sium, when a pale yellow flocculent deposit occurs. It i^buWslowly

acted on by light, is insoluble in *acids, and almost so in ammonia.

It fuses easily, into a mass which becomes yellow and opaqtJb on

(Cooling. It Is decomposed by zinc in the presence of moisture.

Chlorine displaces the iodine from the salt. Iodide of sil^r is

soluble in concentrated solutions of iodide of potassium.

The Bromide of .Silver,^ (AgBr, Eq. i88), is of a yellowish

colour, is insoluble in water, and is much less soluble in ammonia
than the chloride. Acids do not dissdive it, but chlorine disen-

gages vapours of bromine from it, and chloride of silver is produced.

Bromide Of silver is formed by the addition of solution of bromide

of potassium to a solution of nitrate of silver. The precipitate is

solufde in a concentrated ^solution of bromide of potassium and in

other "'bromides, with which it forms double salts, which are

decomposed by dilution with water. Both the bromide and the

iodide of silver are soluble in a solution of hyposulphite of soda,

c
Sulphate of Silver, (AgO, SO^), ^5^. 156; Sp, Gr, 5-322.

'

^When sflvcr is boiled with sulphuric acid, a portion of the acid is

dccomj)osed and gives oxygen to the silver which is converted into

a sulphate, while sulphurous acid escapes : the sulphate is dissolved

by the excess of acid, but is deposited in great part on the addition

of water, of which it requires 90 times its w eight for solution, it

may be obtained in small rhombic prisms, which fuse readily
;
for

their decomposition they require a temperature higher than is

needed to decompose the suljdiates of iron or copper. (See note,

page 1028.) Small quantities of gold are separated from silver on

the large scale, by boiling i part of the alloy finely granulated, in

cast-iron vessels with 2^ parts of oil of vitriol; the gold is left

behind^ as^a fine pow^der : the solution of silver is afterwards diluted

till o't a specific gravity of r2bo, intrcduced into leaden vessels, and

the silver prec1pfin^tt?d*%;'the metallic form from the solution by bars

of metallic copper. Crystallized sulphate of silver absorbs i equi-

valent of ammonia with rapidity. A hot solution of ammonia dis-

solves the salt freely, and on cooling deposit^ crystals composed of

•(AgO, SO3+2H3N).
(804) Nitrate of Silver^ (AgO, NO5) Eq. 170 ; Sp. Gr. 4*336.

—

This salt is readily formed by dissolving silver in moderately

stroi% n||pc acid. If standard silver be employed in its pre-

paratioii> the oxide<“ of copper is easily separated from the solu-

tihu fjy boiling it upon freshly precipitated oxide of silver, which

may be prepared by precipitating a portion of the same solution

by potash and washing the precipitate, the prescnceoof oxide of

copper being unimportant. It crystallizes in square, colourless,
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anlijdi5pU8 iables, which require an equal weight of cold water for

solution^ Boiling alcohol als^ dissolves about a fourth of its

weighs of the salt, but deposits most of it on cooling. The nitrate

fuses when heated, and if then cast into cylindrical mohlds, it forms
^

the sticks of lunar caustic employed by surgeons as an escharotic?.*

By a more elevated tempci;aturq it is decomposed, and metallic

silver is left.
^

•

Nitrate of silver, when pure, uiSdergoes no change by tlic

action of light; but it ^is%readily dctionipesed by the.cx)mbined

action of light and organic ‘matter, which k usually stains black*

The stain thus produced carujiot be removed by washing Avith soap

and water ; from this property it has.becii em})l(>ye(l as tl»e basis

of an ink for marking linen. Mr. Brando gives the following as

a good formula for the preparation of marking ink 2

drachms of nitrate of silver and 1 drachm of gum arable in 7

drachms of water, and colour the liquid with Indiiiu ink. It is

•requisite to prepare the cloth first, by moistening flic f^)ot to b('

marked with a solution of carbonate of soda, which js allowed^

to become dry. This preparatory solution ’may consist of 2 oTuiccs

of crj^stallized carbonate of soda, and 2 drachms of gum, dissolved

ill 4 ounces of water.

Tlie black stains of nitrate of silver may bo removed from tlic

hands or from linen by the employment of a strong solution of

iodide of potassium, or more easily by cyanide of potassium.
*

When metallic silver in fine powder is dig(jst('fl in a’ solution

of nitrate of silver, it is dissolved, and a yellow solution is fornuMi

analogous to that obtained when h'ad is similarly tr(‘at(!d (766).

(805) Triphosphate of Silver, (3 AgO, PO.^; E(j. 420; Sp. (h\

7*321), is of a yellow colour, which is speedily changed by the action

of light. The salt is very solphlc in excess botli of nitric a?uJt*nnd

ofammonia. It is easily procured by

ordinary phosphate of soda by one of nitrato of silvcT; it fuses

if heated above redness. The pyrophosphate (2 AgO, PO.O is ob-

tained in like manner by precipitating the nitrate of silver by p}'ro-

pbosphatc of soda ;
it is a white precipitate, slowly changed by light,

‘

and is easily fusible. The metaphosphate (AgO, PO5) is also obtained

by precipitation from the nitrate of silver by the metaphosphaU'

of soda
; it fqjpms a gelatinous mass which softens even a% a hot ot

212*^, and is soluble in excess of nitrate of silver^ If boiling wutcT

be poured upon this precipitate, it fuses ;
acid is removed ,^iind,

a

submetaphosphate is left, consisting of 3 AgO, 2 PO5 ((irahaiu).

(806) Characters of TigE Salts or Silver. Ihe soluble
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salts of tliis metal are colourless, and nearly all are anhjglrous

;

they have a powerfully acrid, metallic, astringent taste, and act as

irritant poisons. Before the blowpipe they are all readily r(^uced

on charcoal to the metallic state, especially when mixed with car-

bonate of soda. Silver is used to impart a yellow colour to^lass.

In solution the salts of silver prc^,cnt the following reactions ;

—

The fixed alkalies give a brown hydrated oxide, insoluble in

excess of the precipitant. Ammonia^ a brown precipitate, readily so-

luble in excess of ammonia. Carbonates.ofpotash and soda, a white

‘carbonate of silver insoluble in excess, but ^soluble in carbonate of

ammonia.* Sulphuretted hydrogen a^d hydrosulphate of ammonia
give a black prQci])itatC of sulphide of silver, not soluble in ammo-
nia/)! in the alkaline sulphides. But the most characteristic test

is fflT^'actioi^ of hydrochloric acid or a soluble chloride, w^hich i)ro-

ducel'a white curdy preeijntate ofchloridcof silver, which is insoluble

in nitric acid, ])ut readily soluble in ammonia
;

it is also soluble in

hyposulphite of soda, with which it forms an intensely sweet solu-

»

^tion: ehlofidc of silver spcc'dily assumes a violet tinge wdicn exposed

to light
; this change is impeded by the presence of free nitric

acid, and is prevented by the admixture of a small proportion of chlo-

ride of morciiry. Iodide or bromide ofpotassium gives a yellowish-

wdiitc precipitate of iodide or bromide of silver, sparingly .soluble

ni ammonia. Cyanide of potasnum, gives a white curdy prcci-

j)itate of cyanide of silver, which is soluble in excess of the
precipitant

;
phosphoric, chromic, oxalic, tartaric, and citric acids

all form insoluble precipitates with salts of silver. Indeed^ silver

furnislios a greater number of insoluble salts than any other pietal;

they arc almost all neutral in composition, and generally of a
dazzling white colour. Most of them, however, blacken when
exposeu to the action of light. Nearly all of them are soluble in
ammauia, an^J»-^^f^v^f them also in nitric acid. Many metals
reduce solutions of the salts of silver, and throw down the silver

from them in a metallic state, as is beautifully shown by the
action of mercury, which produces a crystalline deposit of silver,

forming what has been termed the arbor lfian<e. Copper and zinc
also precipitate silver from its solutions. Phosphorus becomes
coated with metallic silver if placed in a solution of any of its
salts. Sdliition of profosulphate of iron also precipitates silver in
the nietaiUc form, from its solutions, if they do not contain free
nitric 'acid.

The tendency of the compounds of silver to form double
salts is less strongly marked than among the other npb^e metals. .
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(867) Estimation of. Silver.—Silver may be estimated either
in the metallic state, as in the pfocess of cupellaUou : or in the
fom«bf chloride, xoo parts of ivhich, after fusion, correspond to
75-27 of the metal. This precipitation is best effectfid by acidu-
lating the liquid with nitric acid, and adding hydrotd.loric acid in
slight excess. After the precipitate 1ms Iwen collected and dried,
it should be detached from the filter,^and fu^ed in a poftelain cap'
sule

;
on burning the filter, the portions of chloride retained by it

are reduced partially to ,tl!fe metallic State Sy the hydrogen of the
paper; the ash must therefore be moistendtl, first with nitrici, aiuf
then with hydrochloric acid, to rccomcrt it into chloride: the
excess of acid must afterwards be cxpt^lcd by heat,.

(808) Separation of Silver from other Metals.—Tim is rcq^iilv

effected by means of hydrochloric acid.
*
If lead be^prcsefllT'tho

solution must be diluted largely: should mercury bv; in solu-
tion, it must be eonverted into a persalt by boiling the lifjnid with
nitric acid, after which the sifver may Ue preeipitatcTd iirtlie form
of chloride.

§ III. Gold.

Symbol, Auj Equivalent, 196-66; Specific (.Warily, 19-34.

(809) This valuable metal has been prized from the eailie.s(

ages of the world. It is found in small quantititjs in nunu rofis

localities, and always occurs in the native state-, e rystallizcd in

cubes, octohedra, or tetrahedra, or in plates, in ramified m.-isses,

and in nodules, w-hich sometimes weigh many ])ounds. Native

gold is always alloyed with silver
;
small quantities of osmium and

iridium, copper, antimony, and sometimes, in a few rare instances,

tellurium, are found accompantying it. No regular \ eins are

met with ; it commonly occurs cither in «/olcaruc, rocks,

or in the alluvial deposits of certain rivers. Its most celebrated

mines are those of California and Australia; and those of Mc^xico,

Chili, Brazil, and Peju. A good deal of gold is also obtained

from the Ural Mountains: many of the rivers of Africa likewise**

contain it among their sands, as do those of Hungary, 1"raii.syl-

vania, and Piedmont. In these countries, it is principally extrru ti <l

from the river sands by gipsies, \ $

The operations for obtaining gold from|it.s deposits diffei

from those required by almost every other rnctal, in bc^iig fi^i

the most part purely mechanical.
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Much of the gold in circulation^ previous to the discoverp^ of the

deposits in Australia and California, was obtained from auriferous

pyrites. This mineral is coarsely pulverized, either before op after

roasting, and washed : the heavier particles of gold subside, and

arc extracted from this concentrated portion by amalgamatiow, the

excess of mercury being separated by distillation. Various rnetliods

are adoptccl for washing the auriferous material : in Mexico this

operation is usually performed by negresses, who having pulverized

the ore under flat stones, agitUte it in wk5 e^. shallow, w ooden dishes,

‘separating the lighter jlbrtions wdth miioli dexterity. In Europe?,

the pyrites is ground and amalgamated, in mills constructed for the

purpose. Those whd wasl^ the river sands usually select some

spot at a bend of the stream, where the mud appears to be black or

redcJlSn, as is here, if anywhere, that the gold is found. The
most favourable lime iswdicn the w^aters are subsiding after storms

or heavy rains; the sand is concentrated either by washing it in

shallow vlcsscls, or else by allowing it to pass through a succession"

pf troughs^ Amalgamation is afterwards resorted to and the pro-

duef^is distilled, as 4u the analogous process lor obtaining silver.

(810) Properties ,—Gold is of a rich yellow colour and high

metallic lustre. It is not remarkable for its hardness, being,

when in a pure state, nearly as soft as lead. Its tenacity,

how'i?ver, is considerable, ranking next to silver, so that it may
l)e drawn into extremely fine wire. As already mentioned, it

is the niost malleable of the metals, and so extreme is the

thinness to which it may be reduced by hammering, that 200,000

leaves ])laced one upon another would be required to oeeupy the

thickness of cue inch. It fuses at a temperature of 2016® It

cannot J:)e obtained in crystals by cooling, nor can it be advan-

tagcbusiy employed for castings, it shrinks greatly at the

moment of It is not sensibly volatile in the heat of

the furnace, though by a powerful electric discharge, by the con-

centration of the sun^s rays with a large convex lens, or in the

intense heat of the oxyhydrogen jet, it may be dispersed in purple

vapours. It is one of the most perfect conductors both of heat and

of electricity. Gold sutlers no change by exposure to air and

moisture at any temperature. None of the simple acids, with the

exception of the selonic, have any effect upon it, but i^ is dissolved

by any mixture w)ndi liberates chlorine. Its usual solvent is

atpia^'cgia, which for this jmrpose is generally prepared by mixing

I part of nitric aend and 4 parts of hydrochloric acid. The alka-

lies do not affect it
;
a crucible of gold is consequentljf q, valuable
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mstrument^in the analysis of minerals M'hich require fusion w^th

tKe caustic alkalies.
,

(8ii) Preparation of Fine GoW.—Gold is best obtained in a

state of purity by dissolving the metal in aqiuu regia, and
evaporating the solution of chloride of gold thus obtained with

an excess of hydrochloric acid, for the purpose of destroying the

excess of nitric acid : the solution is then largcdy diluted •^vilh water,

and decanted from chloride of silvci^ which* is thus prccipitat(‘d.

A solution of protosulpha^ of iron i^ iicxt:pre\)arcd and added to

the solution of chloride t)f gold : i part gold reciuires betweci^

4 and 5 parts of the cfystallized protosulphate. .Mt^tallic gold is

thus precipitated in the form of a fnicly divided powder, which

when suspended in Avater, is brown bj^ reflccU'd, Init purple wlieu

viewed by transmitted light. The reacMou wliiih occurs boiAeu
the chloride of gold and the protosulphatc^ of iron iS ’H‘j)i*t‘s(‘utrd

in the annexed equation: 6(FeO, SO3) -f AuCl^= ^(FeaUi, ]
Si\)

^ -f- FCijCla-f An. For commercial purposes it \vouli4 he^siiiru*i(’ul

now to collect the gold, dry it, and after fusing it with borax, t8

east it into ingots; but when required to be. perfeetly^frei^froin

silveT, the gold is not melted at this stages, Ibt* ])recij)itat(‘d

mctul is boiled with hydrochloric acid of sp. di\ .ri. 'Hie acid is

decanted, and the residue is boiled twice wit\ fresli acid without^

washing the gold between these successive additions of acid, Thd
last traces of iron, and nearly all the chloride' of silver are' thus

removed. The gold is then washed, (lrie;d, and infxe.'d* u ith its

own weight of bisulphatc of potash, aiiel fuseel iu a Hessian

crucible. The last portions of chloride of silvea' arc thus reuiejved,

and flic gold is perfectly juiro.

Levol prefers to jirecipitatc the gedd fieuu an ae'id > dutiou of

its cliloridc by means of an acid solution of Icrcbl l iilTT^AWmti-

mony
: 3 SbCl3 + 2 Au(d3= 3 Sl)(^l54->Au. Thc^viiydreicldorie:

solution retains any traces of elilorieh: eiT silver which may be

Iiresont.

Gold is used in its finely divided state for gilding poree'laiii,

which is first paintdd with an adhesive varnish and alleiwcd

to become partially dry ; the powdered metal is then dablicd on

with a dry pencil (liaving been previously mixed w’itli a fiisihlc

enamel), after which tlie article is fired
;

tlu' gilt jicftions^ an.*

subsequentljf burnislicd, and take a high ])olisIi. TIkj uses of

gold ill the fabrication of oniameiital articd( find iu eoiiiSIj'j^: act:

wx‘ll known; like silver, it is too soft to be eumlovi^d m a iiurc

state.
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(812) Gilding upon metals is effected either through the

medium of mercury, as in one of the processes for silvering, or by

voltaic action, as in the process of electro-silvering already men-

tioned
;
for .this purpose, a solution either of the cyanide o^ gold

and potassium, or of oxide of gold in sulphite of potash is used.

About 20 years ago, a means of gilding by immersion was intro-

duced by Mr. Elkington, by which copper trinkets and stamped

articles can be coated with a thin film of gold; this method

has been very largely practised. TJm3 process has been care-

(^ully investigated by Bprral {Ann, de Chimie, III., xviii. 5). The

•^ gilding bath is prepared by dissolving i part of fine gold in aqua

regia, and expelling the excess of* acid by evaporation; the

chloride is dissolved in a sikiall quantity of water ; to this solution

30 4irts of bicarbonate of potash are gradually added. This liquid

is then mixeU witli a solution of 30 parts more of the bicarbonate,

dissolved in 200 parts of water, and the liquid is boiled for 2

hours; dyring this operation, the bicarbonate of potash is con-,

terted into the scsquicarbonatc, and the yellow liquid passes into

^rccH / after this, ^.he solution is ready for use. The trinkets

Jiaving been annealed, are cleansed from adhering oxide by a

inomentary immersion in a mixture of equal parts of sulphuric

;and nitric acids; to which, when the gold is intended to have a

dead appearance, a little common salt is added. The articles arc

washed in water and then plunged into the gilding liquid,where they

are left for about half a minute, after
,
which they are washed in

water and dried in hot sawdust. This bath may be also employed

for gilding on German silver, platinum, or silver, by immersing

the objects composed of these metals in the liquid in contact with

wires of copper or of zinc. During this process of gilding, a

rem^psJi bio reaction occurs,—^the gold imparts a portion of its

chlorine to e^ess of potash contained in the bath, forming

chlorate of potaslTf pibtochloride of gold is formed and is decom-

posed by the copper, chloride of copper being produced, whilst

metallic gold is deposited upon the surface of the trinkets

:

.6 AuCl3-h6 KO-hT2 Cu=:i2 'CuC1 + 5 KGl-f KO, ClOg+ d An.

During this operation a black powder is precipitated, which con-

tains liydratcd carbonate of copper, mixed with a small proportion

of the purple of Cassius derived from the action of the gilding

solution upon the tin contained in the solder of the trinkets.

mercury, ^gold forma a semi-solid amalgam of a yellowish

colour, w hich is soluble in an excess of mercury. This excess may
be removed, as in the case of the silver amalgam, by filtering and
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squeezteg^it through chamois leather. It is this amalgam which
forihed during the extraction pf gold from its ores

; it is also

extensively prepared for the purposes of gilding. l^Ir. Henry
obtauied a combination of mercury with gold (Au^ Hg) ervstallizcMl

in brilliant 4-sided prisms by acting with dilute nitric acid, niilvd

by a^entle heat^ upon an amalgam of gold contaitting aboiit i part

of gold to 1000 of mercury. These crystals are insohiWc in nitric

acid. •

(813) Alloys o/GoW^ThcductiJity of gold is much impaired

by alloying it with otht% nx^tals, thoiigli hardness and sonoron^#

ness are increased : tlicse alloys are geiu ralJy formed witluitti

difficidty. The native alloy of osmium ajid iridium, ]u)we\erj

which frequently accompanies -tlic t'alifornian *goi(l, dot's not

combine with the metal, and remains flisseininated tlirongJUV in

distinct grains after the gold has been melted. TIu'sT grains tu’ca-

sionmueh inconvenience; tliey often escape notitfc until tlu' metal

^

passes through the coining press, wh^T(^ tliey nAkc ^In inst'lvc!;

apparent by their hardness, and by the injury whicli they eoft-

sequently inflict upon the dies. ^
^ •

Silver and gold may he alloyed in all ])ro[)ortions. In tlu

arts it frequently becomes necessary to sejiarate these two metals

aiid this is usually cflbcted by the method tc^rnuul (junriaiion, o

parting. This operation depends on the solubility of’ silver ii

nitric acid, and the insolubility of gold in this liquid. It-i;

necessary that the silver should amount to at least t)?ree*tiin(‘s tlu

weight of the gold, otherwise portions of silver would he nu'clianicjilh

protected from the action of the a(ud, and tlie sc'iiaration would \u

incofhplete. If, therefore, the alloy be found to contain nion

than
j[
of its weight of gold, sufficient silver is addc'd to n'dnee i

to this proportion, and hence the origin of the term ‘ qTr. l ‘at ion.

The metals are fused togetifer, graiiulttte<l by b(‘ii»>:

water, and they are then digested in the^ieid. The gold is after

wards melted into ^ingots, the silver is preci])itated as chloricU’

by common salt, and the chloride is reduced either by zinc {797

or by fusion with an® alkali (801)*. Sulphuric acid may hv sub

stituted for nitric acid ;
it is quite as eflcctual in dissolving tl»

silver, and is much cheaper (803).

The most useful alloy of gold is that wiiich it^forms^ \\itl

copper
; it fs considerably more fusible than pure gold, hut is les

ductile and malleable. It is this alloy which *is used for^ynage

English standard gold contains 8-33 per cent of eopiicr, or i i part

of gold to I of copper. The specific gravity of ^his mixtuic i

a V
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17*157, the two metals expanding a little when they unite. In

France the standard gold contain^ 10 per cent, of copper. Jeftellei's

frequently alloy their gold with a mixture of copper and silver.

Tlie alloys of gold and copper, when once the materials have%een

well mixed, do not exhibit the tendency to liquation which occa-

sions so much trouble in the case of silver (794).
^

(814) Assay of Gold,—In the assay of gold, a combination of

the processes of cupcllation acid quartation is employed. In the

cupellation of gold the: quantity of lea^ which is needed is about

double that employed for silver ; i part of copper requiring about

parts of lead. The assay of gold furnishes results which are

more accurate than those obtained in tlie cupellation of silver. The

loss of gold by volatilizatiofi is very much smaller, and scarcely

any^H? the metal is carried into the cupel by an excess of lead.

The following is an outline of the method adopted in the assay

of gold :—The quantity of the alloy for assay having been accu-

rately weighed, it is wrapped in a piece of jiaper, with a proportion
^

df silver equal to about 3 times that of the gold which the alloy is

S’uppofecd to contain,* and this is submitted to cupellation in the

manner already described when speaking of the assay of silver

(795). means the silver and the gold become thoroughly

incorporated, and the copper is oxidized and absorbed by the cupel

with the oxide of lead. The auriferous button is then hammered

into a flattened disk, about the size of a sixpence, and annealed

by heating it to redness. It is next passed between a pair of

laminating rollers, by which its thickness is reduced to that of au

ordinary address card, after which it is a second time annealed.

Tliese operations render it sufficiently flexible to allow of its being

coiled into a small spiral by rolling between the finger and thumb.

The thus obtained is next introduced into a flask which

* All approximative estimate of the composition of the alloy is sometimes
made by the use of the touchstone, though it is seldom employed by the

practised assayer, A number of pieces of alloy are formed containing know ji

quantities of gold and copper, or of gold and silver ; the first consisting of pure
‘gold

;
the second of 23 of gSld and i of copper ; (he third of 22 of gold and

2 of copper, and so on ; the assayer selects one of these alloys, or ‘ needles,’

which from its colour he judges to approach nearest in composition to the

alloy which he is about to ^say ; this he rubs upon a hard, black stone, the

‘ touehstone.i formerly obtained from Lydia, in Asia Minor; black basalt,

howel-er, may be employed for the purpose : the alloy leaves a streak upon tlu*

stone, the colour of w liich is redder m proportion as the copper preponderates.

The strii^ formed bjT the alloy for assay is then compared with that of the

needles, until one of these is found to which it nearly corresponds. The
judgment may be further aided by moistening the streaks obtained with a

little nitric acid,Hvhich attacks the copper or silver, but leaves the gold.
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contains about an ounce of nitric acid of sp. gr, ri8o, hetted
nearly®to •the boiling point. Brisk evolution of nitrous fumes
immediately ensues; the silver is gradually dissolved away, and
the ^bld is left in the form of the original cornctj^ as a brown,
porous, very brittle mass. After this first boiling has been con-

'

tinuefl for lo minutes, the flask is removed from J:he lire, the acid

solution is poured ofl^ and fhe cornet is washed by carefully pour-

ing distilled water upon it ; which, j^tcr striding for a couple of
minutes, is again poured off. Some traces, of silver arc, however,

still retained by the g4>la* and, in order to remove these, thf^

cornet is again boiled ^utli nitric acid, wllieb, this time, must be

of sp. gr. i-a8o. In this seftond boiling, which must be continued

for 20 minutes, a small fragment, of eiareoal should be introduced

into the flask, in order to prevent the clmllition from takingjljice

irregularly, with sudden bursts, as it is very apt to (hj if tliis pre-

caution be neglected.

The acid having been ])ourcd ofl‘, the flask is iilliul no com-

*pletely with distilled water. A small smootlily finished i)oroiw

clay crucible is placed over the mouth of the flask, and llaslf

and crucible arc inverted, so that the cornet shall fall gently

throngli the water into the crucible ; by a dexterous movciiumt of

the hand, the flask is then withdrawn in such a manner as to pre-

vent the overflow of any licpiid from the little crucible : the; water

is afterwards carefully poured ofl’ from the cornet, and iJu^ erneibje

is heated to redness in the muffle. By this mcirwis Jf^dd,

though it is not fused, is rendered much more com[)act ; it shrinks

in bulk, loses its brown appearance, and Jissuincs llic peculiar

colon** and lustre of the mbtal. When cold, the cornet is weighed

with the same precision as the original alloy. The assaycr calls

the arbitrary weight of the alloy upon whicli he operates i^^.o
j
his

weights are all subdivided so us to give Jiim the valuf‘ /)f tbc alloy

in thousandths of this original quantity^; so that if he •find a

jiortion of the alloy which originally weighed looo of the:s<;

arbitrary units, to yield a quantity of gold equal to 9 ^^5

these pai*ts, he report^ it as 916*6. 1000 ounces of such an

,

alloy would contain 916*6 ounces of fine gold.

Tlie amount of alloy upon whicli it is most convenient to

operate in assaying is half a gramme, or between 7 and, 8 gi ^ins.

The gol^ contained in the cornet is never absolutely purff; it

retains a small quantity of lead and of silver, And frequentiv also

traces of copper, which render its weight a little higher than*it

ought to be. In order to ascertain the amount of this error, a

3 Y 2
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number of proofs are passed through the muffle simultaneously

with the alloys, and subjected l^p the same process as the^ alloys

themselves. These proofs consist of weighed portions of fine

gold, to which are added a proportion of copper equal to that

estimated to exist in the alloys under examination. The excess

of weight which»> these proofs indicate shows the amount o?* the

correction cwhich it becomes necessary to make. This correction

is liable to daily variktion, sfccording to the temperature of the

furnace, the more or Iqss perfect softenij'g of the buttons during

<innealing,* the thickness of the cornets, ; but it usually varies

from 0*2 to 0*5 parts in looo. Most asskyers vary the quantity

of lead according to, the proportion * of copper in the alloys. I

have found it aclvantagcous^ to use the same amount of lead in all

cas^ar^ the correction then becomes uniform for all the assays

passed at onb operation.

When the alloy contains very little copper, as commonly occurs

with native <gold, the bi^tton of alloy is liable ^to spit^ as it^

ftools after the cupcllation
;
this mischance may easily be pre-

\ented b^ the ad^lition of a small fragment of copper, not

exceeding 3 of a grain in weight, previous to introducing the

alloy into the cupel.

It frequently happens that it is necessary to ascertain the.

proportion both of gold and of silver in a given alloy. If the

proportion of gold prepoTulerate, the quantity of gold is determined

in the manner above described, and that of the gold and silver

together is ascertained by submitting a portion of the alloy to

cupcllation with lead, as if it consisted of silver only (795)* The

two metals, gold and silver, remain upon the cupel, whilst the

copper and more oxidizable metals are absorbed. The weight of

the residual button gives the united weight of the gold and silver,

and the difference between this weight and that of the gold alone

will of course furnish the proportion of silver.

When the proportion of gold is very small compared with that

of the silver, the two metals are treated with nitric acid at once

,
(without submitting theii to the usual asuay for gold)

; the acid

dissolves the silver and other metals which may be present, leaving

the gold in the form of a black powder; this powder must be

collected by subsidence in one of the small porous crucibles used

for annealing gold comets, in which it is ignited, a£d can after-

wards be weighed ^fvithout difficulty.

* (^15) Oxides of Go/rf.—rThere are two oxides of gold: a prot-

oxide AuO, and a teroxide AuOs : the latter possesses acid pro-

perties, and is frequently termed auric acid.
' *
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,
Tl^ protoxide (AuO, Eq. 204 6), is obtained as a diu*k green

Xiowder by precipitating the protochloridc ofgold by a dilute solution

of petfash ;
it is slightly soluble in excess of the alkali : wlien

digested with ammonia it forms fulminating gold. Trofoxidc of gold %

undergoes a -kind of solution in pure 'vvater, and passes tlirough

the filter ; but boiling the .solutiou after adding'any saline com-
pound causes its precipitation.

^

•

Teroxide of Gold^ Auric Acid* {AwO.^), Eq, 2207;. — This

compound is best obtaindft* by decomposing a solution jof the tor-

chloride of gold by magnesia, for if the* alkalies bo ns(Ml, thef

adhere strongly to the preeiiUtate ; it falls in combination with tln^

earth, which may be removed by mean^of diltite nifric acid, and the

oxide of gold remains as a yellow liydrate, if tln^ acid ux'd be \y'ak,

or as a brown anhydrous oxide if strong
; it is very rcjjidily rfifiuccd

by exposure to light, and at a temperature? of al>i>nt 470*^' it is

resolved into metallic gold and free oxygen. It is taken up by

• strong nitric and sulphuric acids, but *110 true salts ar« l<>nned
;

the oxide is dexmsited again from these? solutions in a^i>un? state

on dilution. Teroxide of gold is dissolvtjd by bydr(^dorie,

liydriodic, and hydrobroinic acids, fonning tereldorith*, teriodidc,

and terbromidc of gold.

When hydrated it readily combines witli tlie alkalie's, forming

salts that have been termed aurates, whieli dissohe? in water,

and form yellow solutions. Anraie of potash

yellowish needles, (KO, AuOa 6 aq). The compomids of auric acid

with the earths and other metallic oxides an; in most eases

insoluble.

Auric acid forms with ammonia a dark olivcvhrown fulminat-

ing compound, analogous to that furnished by silveT (799) same

compound may be formed by adding ammonia to tlic ten;lilori<l(‘,

but in this case it is of a rc(ldish-ytTl{^v colour, owing ^to the

admixture of a little ammoniaeal subcliloride of gold.

(816) Bisulphide of Gold, (AuS.), Eq. 228*6.—When a currerit

of sulphuretted hydrogen is transmitted J:hrough a solution of t(;r-

chloride of gold, a black precipitate is produced, wliieb, aeeordini^

to .liCV'ol, is a bisulphide. It is soluble in the solutions oi the

sulphidles^ of the alkaline metals : with sulphide of sodium it forms a

colourless s^t which is soluble in alcohol; it crystalliy.(;s in 6^ided

prisms, consisting of (NaS, AuS, 8 HO ;
Col^ Yorke), tlm hisuU

idiide of gold having been converted into the protosulphide, fvlqkst

the second equivalent of sulphur has cuten;d into combination with

the excess oS the alkaline sulxdiidc (Q^^ar/. Joara. Chau, Soc., i. 242).

If finely divided gold be heated with sulphur in contact with car-
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bonate of potasb^ a double sulphide of gold and potassium is

formed ; it resists a red heat, and is very soluble in water : this

sulphur salt is used for gilding china, and produces the Colour
* known as Burgos lustre,

(817) Chlorides of Gold,—Gold forms two compounds witli

chlorine,—a protochloridc AuCl, and a* terchloride AuClg,

Terchloride of Goldy (AuClg), Eq, 303.—This compound is

produced when the mejtal is dissolved in ar aa regia ; on evaporat-

ing the solution to dryness al a temperature not exceeding 250°

\his salt remains behind as a red deliquescent mass. It forms

with water an orange-coloured soluticn, which preserves its colour

even when verydargely diluted; alcohol also dissolves the chloride,

an(^ ether takes it up so freely as to separate it from its aqueous

solution whe^i agitated with jt. Chloride of gold forms a crys-

talline compound with hydrochloric acid ; it also unites with the

chlorides of ipany of the electro-positive metals to form double

gaits : thdt with i)otash crystallizes in efflorescent striated prisms,'

consisting* of KCl, AuCl^ -f 5 aq.
;

that with soda forms 4-sided

prisms, with 4 equivalents of water. The chloride of gold is easily

reduced by many substances
;
the reaction of protosulphatc of iron

has already been mentioned. Oxalic acid produces a similar pre-

cipitate of metallic gold; thus, AuCdj + 3 (HO, C3O3) = Au +
3^HC1 -f 6 CO3 : the powder, when viewed by reflected light,

appears of brown colour, but by transmitted light, whilst sus-

pended in water, it has a purple tint. Many organic substances,

if moistened with a solution of the chloride of gold, also exert a

reducing effect upon it
;

hence the fingers or wTiting pa|5er, if

washed over with the solution, become stained of a violet colour

when exposed to the sun^s light. Metallic gold is also readily

obtained from the solution of this salt by other means. A cuiTent

of sulphurous acid precipitates the gold completely. Phosphorous

and hypophosphorous acids, and solutions of their salts, produce the

same effect ; and a similar result is obtained by contact with many
of the metals, such as* copper, iron, and z^c. A stick of phos-

phorus, wdien immerscKl in a solution of chloride of gold, soon

becomes coated wdth the reduced metal.

Proiochloride of Gold, (AuCI, Eq, 232*0).—When exposed to

a geiStle heat, the terchloride fuses, without undergoing decomposi-

tion
; b^t if the t^perature be raised to about 350° P., chloiine

is gradually expelled, and a pale yellow sparingly soluble powder

is left, which js the protochloride. It is an unstable compound,

but it may be washed with cold water to renjove ari/ undecom-
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posec\ teicliloride ; boiling water converts it into the tert liloride

and into metallic goldj, and a similar change is produced by expos-

ing to light. If the temperature be raised a little beyond 40o‘\

the whole of the chlorine is expelled.

A terbroinide of gold may be formed
; it crystallizes easily.

There are two iodides^oi ^o\A corresponding to tln^ (‘Idorides.

The protoiodide is a pale yellow insolulde j)o\vder. Tlie tiM'iodide

is soluble, and forms^Jouble salts wftli the alkaline iodichvs.

(8 1 8) Purple —Whon a iftixture of ])rotoehlorid(^

and perchloride of tin v^r^ much diluted .is added drop by drop #o

a dilute neutral solution of,terchloride of gold, a lloccidc'nt pnrphj

deposit takes place. The true natut;^? of this compound has ])ei'u

the subject of much discussioti. i^erzelius concludes from th{’<

researches of M. Figuicr [Ann. de Cfihnte, 111 . xi. 554) *{ Bat it

consists of a hydrated double stannatc of gold and tin, (AnO,

SnOg + SnO, Sn024’4 aq). Tlic same cotujjound is readily

formed by digesting metallic tin in a neutral sf)lnti(?ii oti tevehloriih*

of gold ;
metallic gold and the purple of Cassi\is being formfd.

Purple of Cassius undergoes a sort of solution in j)ure \rril,er, aTnl

passes through the filter, but it is se\)arated on adding a salt to

the liquid and boiling it. It is solubh' in ammonia, forming a

deep purple solution, and is deposited umilianged if the ammonia

be expelled by heat, or neutralized hy an acid. Pur])l(^ of Cassius'

is decomposed by the acids, but is not changed by tln^ aethm of

light. If heated to redness, water is ex})elled, aruT a red ])()\vd(‘i’

is left, which is a mixture of metallii^ gold and ])(‘roxid(' of tin.

Pujple of Cassius, when mixed with a little borax or some fiisibh*

glass, and applied to the surface of eliina, imparts to it a Ix'antiful

rose or a rich purple colour. The 3*ed glass of Bolimnia ow(*,s its

colour to this compound.

(819) Characters of the Salts of (toli),—Tlu* salts oi gold

arc recognised by the brown precipitate of metallic gold prodia^ed

pTotomdphaie of iron in their neutral solutions
;
and by tli(‘ for-

mation of the purpfe of Cassius on adding to them a rnixtunMd

protochloride and perchloride of Vin. Metallic itn yields tln^

same precipitate and is a still more delicate test. Salts of gold

are reduced to the metallic state by boiling their acHulatyl solu-

tions with a soluble oxalate or sulphite. Stihnitrate of merenry^

also gives a dark brown precipitate of reduced gold. Alt yie^sal^

of gold are decomposed when ignited in the oj^en air.

(SQ^)^8timation of Gold.—Gold is always Estimated in the
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metallic state. It may readily be sepai*ated from all the preqpdiiig;

metals by precipitating its solution by means of a solution of

protosulpbate of iron^ after acidulating it with hydrochloric ^cid.

The precipitate is collected upon a filter^ ignited, and weighed as

j)ure gold.

§ IV. Pl/tinum.

Symbol, Vt) Equivalent,^ gS*^6 1
Specif. Gravity, 2i'5.

(821) Platinum, Utile silver, as its'n^me implies, is a metal

which is found in but comparatively f^w places : it was not reco-

gnised as a distinct metal mi\til about a hundred years ago. It

always occurs in the native state. Usually in small flattened grains,

in whi<i}i it is mixed with palladium, rhodium, osmium, ruthenium,

and iridium,—^metals which are rarely found except when associated

with platinum. Occasionally it occurs in larger nodules, frequently

alloyed wit]) gold, copper, iron, and lead. The deposits of platinum

ar6 for the most part met with in alluvial districts. Platinum is

clfiefly su()plied from the mines of Mexico, Brazil, and of the Ural

Mountains. It is separated by washing from the lighter impurities

contained in its ore.

On account of the extreme infusibility of platinum, it requires

a mode of manipulation which is complicated and peculiar. The
metJiod which is employed was contrived by Dr. Wollaston :-^The

ore is digected’ in diluted aqua regia, as long as anything is dis-

solved, the solution of the platinum taking place very slowly

;

the clear liquid is then decanted, and a solution of sal ammoniac
is poured into it the greater part of the platinum is thus pre-

cipitated in the form of a yellow double salt (NH^Cl, PtClg),

which is sparingly soluble. The mother liquor still retains a portion

of platinum, which is precipitated by means of mecallic iron
;
the

black powder is redissolveJ in aqua regia, and precipitated by the

addition of sal ammoniac ; the double salt thus obtained being

added to the first crop. The chloride of platinum and ammonium
is. then washed, and heated to redness

; by which means the

ammonia and chlorine are expelled, leaving the platinum behind

in porous slightly coherent masses : this spongy platinum is pow-

dered in a weoden mortar and rubbed into a magma \^ith water,

in wliicli state it is thoroughly washed j the metallic particles soon

'aubside^afiid the ligl/!er impurities are carried away. This metaHic

mud "is then poured into a somewhat conical brass mould, closed

below witliblottkig paper loosely supported by a plug ; tfce ^eater
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part of th§ water drains off, and the whole is then subjected to t]»e

action of a very powerful press. • The mass which previously was
of a ^ull grey colour, now assumes a compact metallic a])pearance,

and acquires a specific gravity of about lo; it is next c^xposiMl tonn^
iritcqpe heat in a wind furnace, and the ingot is forged by hamnu'r-

ing it fipon its two endsj^neyer upon its lus if tliis were
done it would split. This heating and forging is stwcral titnes

repeated until it becomes hoinogcucf>us anti ductile
;

it then has

a specific gravity of abo1Wi,2i*5. • ;

(82:^) Properties ,—^jutinum is a wliito metal susceptible <if

liigli lustre, and possessed of considerable liardnc'ss. h\ ductility

it rivals iron and surpasses all other ^in^tals^ and in tenacity it is

inferior only to iron, and perhaiis copper. It resists the liiglu'st

lieat of the forge, and can only be fust^fl })y the voltaic^ batlM^^ or

by the oxyhydrogen blowpipe, before whi(‘h it is volatilized and

burns with scintillations. The process now cinploytal for working it

i depends upon its property of welding at very high* t(Myperatnri*s.

Attempts to crystallize it artificially hav(^ not succeeded, hut vei^y

perfect octohedra have been met with in i^s native hclttf^. Ifs

specific gravity diflers,somewhat with the mode of manipulation to

which it has been subjected, but it vari<‘s between 21 and 22, Ixbig

(with the exception of iridinni, which is equally dense*), thc^ heavic'st,

form of matter as yet known. In its ])ower of condiicfing h(*at

and electricity it is much inferior to gold and silver, in tlmsc

respects ranking very near to iron.

Platinum does not undca’go oxidation in air at any tc niperatun^

;

none of the acids have singly any effect upon it; a<jua regia dis-

solves it, though but slowly. If heated to redness in air in eontac^t

with the alkalies or alkaline earths, espec ially with liiliia or baryta,

it is corroded, owing to the formation of an oxide whu‘h com-

bines with the alkaline base. AVhen*phospliorus isMu'ated with

spongy platinum, eombinatiou takes j)Jaco ])(!twec*n tlicm readily.

The affinity of sulphur for platinum is much less powerful. Dry

chlorine is without action upon this metal, even when aided l)y heat,

(823) Platinum lifay be obtained in a state of subdivision stills

finer than that in wliich it is left on heating the doubh^ eliloridc!

of platinum and ammonium. In this form it has tin; ajqx aranee

of soot, and is termed platinum black. It may be prof^nvd iji this

condition by dissolving the protochloridc of platinum in a strong

solution of caustic potash, and adding alcoliol toVlu; hot li(|urd^v lneh •

is placed in a capacious vessel, and kept constantly stinx^d : brisk

cftcrvescencf takes place, owing to the escape ol eurhonic acid ;
the
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^
r

platinum is reduced, and is deposited as a black powder ^whicli

requires repeated washing,—first with alcohol, next with potash,

then with hydrochloric acid, and lastly with water. Platiimjjn, in

/this finely divided state, greedily condenses oxygen from the air,

and absorbs many times its bulk of the gas. If moistened* with

alcohol or ether 'it imparts this oxygen to them, and forms new

compounds', whilst the powder glows from the heat which is

extricated. In all its stated platinum possesses, in a marked

degree, thjs property di condensing gas^T^s upon its surface ;
and

the more finely it is divided, and consequently the larger the

surface which it presents, the more stfiking is the phenomenon.

(824) Uses—The*mof*t i;nportant applications of platinum arc

con^ned to the laboratory of the* manufacturing afid experimental

chefhtst
; they depend upon its great infusibility and its power of

resisting chemical agents. Its introduction as a material for the

construction of apparatus employed by the analytical chemist, has

contributed in^io small degree to the rapid progress of the science »>»

(furing the last 40 or 50 years, by conferring upon liis experiments

a prccSlon, neatnessf and accuracy till then unattainable. In the

concentration of oil of vitriol, large platinum stills are frequently

employed; some of these vessels weigh upwards of 1000 ounces.

An attempt was made in llussia to employ platinum for .coinage,

but it was found to be inconvenient, and the experiment has

bdfen abandoned.

Alloifs,—Platinum may be easily alloyed with many metals,

the combination generally taking place with the extrication

of light and heat : these alloys are much more fusible
^
tlmn

pure platinum. Care must therefore be taken not to heat the

oxides of fusible and easily reduced metals, such as lead or

bismuth, in platinum crucibles, as if the oxides should happen

to be r,educ6d, the crucibld would be destroyed 'by the formation

of a fusible alloy. Most of the platinum of commerce is said

to contain iridium, which without impairing its power of resisting

chemical agents, increases its hardness and durability. It is

Vemarkable, that though pure platinum is^ perfectly insoluble iii

-nitric acid, yet when alloyed with 10 or 12 times its weight of

silver, both metals are easily and completely dissolved by it. An
amalfam of pLatinura may be formed, by acting upon an amalgam
of sodium with a neutral solution of the double chlorides of

** platinum and sodi4m ; when this amalgam is attacked by nitiic

acid, the platinum according to Levol, is partially dissolved as

well as the m&cury.
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IJIatmum enters into combination with carbon and with silicon :

sometimes in the combustion oft)rdinary platinum wire before the
blotipipe, the globules are covered with a film of colourless glass,

arising from the oxidation of the silicon and the •fusion of thf;

resiiilting silica. A brittle granular compound of platinum and
silicon was accidentally obtaingsd by Professor tlauicll, owing to

the action of silicon at a high temperature upon oncf of the phui-

num bars of his It apjteared to be formed by a kind

of cementation, the s^on being derivefl from the .clay of the

envelope in which ijt .was heated : the proportion of silicn^u

amounted to 1*5 per cent. .

(825) Oxides of Platinum.—Theip Are l^vo o>i<los of platinum,

a protoxide add a binoxidc. The protoxide (PtO; Eq. is

procured by digesting the protochloridc of the metf^J in a solution

of potash : a dark olive-green liquid is thus obtaiiu'd owing to the

solution of the oxide in the excess of alkali. On neutralizing tlie

solution with sulphuric acid, a black hydrated pnTtoxitlc of ])lati-<

num subsides. It is slowly dissolved ])y acids formipg unstable

salts with them, and is readily decomposed by heat.
^

The Binoxide (PtO^, Eq. 114*5), strong tcnulcncy to

combine with alkaline bases; it is therefore pro])ar(^(l by adding to a

solution of nitrate of jdatinum one half of tlic quantity of carbonatcj

of soda which is necessary for its complete precipitation. It is thus

procured as a voluminous brown hydrate, from Avhicli wat(*r is

expelled at a gentle heat, and the mass becomes darker'; a Iiiglier

temperature expels the whole of the oxygen. Hydrated oxide of

platinum is soluble in solutions of potash and soda
;
the compounds

thus formed may be obtained in crystals. Tlic soda compound

consists of (NaO, 3 Pt02 4 6aq). Binoxidc of platinum also enters

into combination with otligr bases, forming comj)ounds most of

which arc iiisoTG^de.

The oxide is also soluble in acids, and forms well charac-

terized salts, the solutions of which have a yellowish-brown colour.

(826) Sulphides of Platinum.—Platinum combines with sulphur

in two proportions. The protosulphide (PtS) may be obtained asli

black precipitate by passing sulphuretted hydrogen over moistfUK'd

protochloride of platinum ; by heating sulphur with the douhic

chloride of^platinum and ammonium it is left as a grey ]>o\;^cr of

metallic appearance, from which the sulphur is com filetcly expelled

by heating it in the open air.

The Bisulphide (PiSg) is best procured by decomposing the

double olilwide of^sodium and platinum by sulphuretted liydrogci ;
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it fails as a dai*k-brown powdfer^ which b^^omes black djiring,

desiccation. It is somewhat soluble in the sulphides of the alka-

line metals. By ignition in close vessels it is converted into pro-

tpsulphide. When exposed to the air, and gently heated, it is par-

tially converted into sulphate, but at a higher temperature is

wholly decomposed, metallic platinum repaaining.

(837) Chlorides of Platinum,—These correspond in number
and composition to the sulphides and oxidj^iof the metal. In
order to procure proiochloride (PtCl, 134), the solution of

platinum in aqua regia should be evaporated^ and the residue ex-

posed to a heat of 450°, as long as apy chlorine is expelled ;
the

compound which remains ii. the protochloride. It is of an olive

t colour, and is insoluble in \Wtcr': it is scarcely afcted upon by
nitrie and sulphuric acids

; hydrochloric acid dissolves it sparingly

;

but it is dissofved easily by caustic potash, and by the bichloride

of platinum, with which latter it forms a double salt. It forms
double crys,talliS,ablc salts with the alkaline chlorides.

/ The Bichloride of Platinum (PtCl^, Eq, 169*5) is obtained by
diksolviilg platinum in aqua regia, and evaporating the solution to

dryness by means of a steam heat. It is a deliquescent salt, and
forms a deep orange-coloured solution in water, frond which it may
be obtained crystallized in prisms : it is also dissolved largdy by
alcohol and by ether. When heated to 450° it loses half its

chlorine, forming the protochloride,and if the temperature be further

raised, it is completely decomposed, and metallic platinum is left.

With other chlorides it forms numerous double salts, which
are produced by mixing the solutions of these chlorides with that

of the bichloride of platinum, and evaporating. The double chloride

with potassium (KCl, PtCl2, Eq, 344) is a sparingly soluble anhy-
drous compound, which crystallizes in octohedra

;
it is insoluble

in alcohol and ether. Thi^ salt is commonly usecrvis a means of

determining analytically the quantity of potash in a compound.
It is decomposed, by a red heat, into chloride of potassium and
metallic platinum.

'j AovAAq chloride of platinum and (NaCl-fPtCl2“f-
6 aq) crystallizes in beautiful red striated prisms, which are soluble

in water, alcohol, and ether. AVith chloride of anmoni'^^ i^llful,

PtClg) ^,a compound is formed very similar in appearance to that

with potassium, with which it is isomorphous. It is sparingly

solublCiL in water, a6d is insoluble in alcohol and ether. This

salt is employed in analysis for determining the quantity of am-
monia present ih solutions. It is also made use of for,separating
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platinum^from the otlier metals with which it is associated, 'after

they have been brought into solution by treating the ore with
aqua regia (8^1 ). When the double chloride of platinum and
ammonium is ignited, the ammonia and chlorine arc wholly ex-

pelled, and pure platinum remains.

^828) Ammoniacal derivatives from the Chlomdes of Platimm,
—The action of ammonia upon the chlorides of plt^iuuin givt‘s

rise to the formatio^^of several rcn^arkablc* cxinipound bases, tlui

composition of which*^ers considct’ablc interest in a theoretitral

point of view. MagmA found that if the jwotocliloride of platinugi

be dissolved in hydrodliloric acid, tlie addition of an exqess of am-
monia to the boiling solution causes ^ic ^Icposition of lirilliant

green acicular crystals wdiich arc insdluble in water and in li^dro-

,

chloric acid : they consist of the fdoments of 2 cquivjlfiuits

of protochloride of platinum and 2 equivalents* I'f ammonia
(PtaCl2N2ll6). This compound, however, uiidcigocs no change

when digested at ordinary temperatures in solutionw of^tlut caustic

alkalies, or in the concentrated acids, but wlieii boded with thcun^it

is slowly decomposed. If digested in nitric; acid, onc*lwi}f of tftc

platinum is separated in the metallic state, and on cva[)oratiug the

solution, a salt is obtained crystallized in small flattened priwsms

(!PtCl, 2 IlaN, 0)N05. Neither the chlorine nor the platinum

can be detected in this solution by the usual tests, llic nitric

acid may be displaced from it by double dccompositicm with ^iul-

phate, phosphate, or oxalate of soda, and a spatingjy soluble

sulphate, phosphate, or oxalate of the base is tlieii fornn^d. The

base of these salts (commonly called Gros\s sa/ts, from tlie name
of their discoverer) has not been isolat(Kl.

llaewsky discovered that if tlie green salt of ]\Iagnus be boileil

with an excess of nitric acid, red fumes arc disengaged, ami a dif-

ferent salt is £;ijyucd, which* may he (J)tained in crystals on (iva-

poration. The nitric acid may be dis^^aced from this compound

by an equivalent quantity of oxalic or (jarbonic acid.

It would only perplex the student to detail tlie methods of pre-

paring the various ootniiouiids of this class, wliicli subsequent iy-

quirics have brought to light ; indeed, the examination of these salts

is yet fa^llllpm complete. The following table contains the fonnuUe

of the principal series which have been ascertained t(% exist —

* The following papers may be consulted upon subjetf : Gr^,
de CMmifi, IL, Ixix. 204; Keiset, III., xi. 417 ;

ilaewsky, //a, llJ.*xxii.

278; Peyvone, Liehifs Annal. W, i,andlv. 20.-; Gerhardt, Complea Mrndas

ties travauxjie Cfdmie, par Laurent et Gerhardt, 1849, pi^ ii3» and 273.



1006 [bases from the chlorides of platinum,

1. Salts of Platosarmne (Reiset^s second base).

Platosamine ...... r . . PtHgN, O.

Hydix)chlorate of platosamine (yellow) . PtHgN, Cl.

Nitrate of pla/.osamine , . . .. . . PtHjN^ O, NOg,

2. Salts of Diplatosamine (Reiset^s first base).

Diplatosamipe . PtH0N2, O+ HO.
Hydrochlorate of diplacosami^e . . . Pi^IeNg, Cl.

Magnuses green salt .- . ^,. . . .^^-rj/tHgNgCl+ PtCl.

Nitrate of diplatosamine . . . . - 'PtH0N2O, NOg.

Bicarbonate of diplatosamine . . . lid, PtHeNgO, 2 CO2.

3.

Salts of Plitmamine (GerhardPs base).

Platiramine .......... PtIIgN, Og.

Biliydrochlora+^e of platinamiiie . . . PtHgN, Clg.

Neutral nitrate of platinamiiie . . . PtHgN, Og, NO5 3 HO.
Binitrate .

. ^
PtHgN, O2, 2 NO5.

r»

^ 4. Salts of Diplatinamine.

Hiplatiir^mine (not is9lated)

Hydrochlorate of diplatinamine . . . PtHgNg, Cl.

Neutral nitrate PtH0N2O2, NOg, HO.
Sesquinitrate 2(PtH0N2O2), 3NOg,HO.

5. Salts obtained by Gros.

Base not isolated

riydrochlorate

’ (viewed by Gerhardt as bihydrochlorate

of diplatinamiiie)

Nitrate

PtClHeNgO.

PtClIIeNaCl.

PtlloN^CIg.

PtClHgNgO, NOg.

6. Salts obtained by Raewsky,^

Base not isolated
.

Binitratc (crystallized) Pt2ClHi2N40g, 2 NOg.
Phosphate Pt2ClHi2N405,P05,HO.
Bicarbonate P/^aClHigN^Og, 2 COg.

Gerhardt disputes the correctness of Eaewsky's formnlae^nd regards
the salts discovered by this chemist as sesqniacid salts of diplaj(|||Panme, and
he views those of Gros as biacid salts of diplatinamine, in some of which two
acidsNKtjD prcscM. A serious objection to this supposition, howev.er, is afforded
by the tact that Gros’s hydroclilorate abandons only half its chlorine when
mixed with the solutiyi of nitrate of silver. It ought to give up the whole
Were Gf rhardt’s theor^V^orrect.
A very ingenious theory of the composition of the four first bases has been

proposed by the ^same chemist. He supposes platinum, in common with
several other metals (such as mercury, iron, palladium and cot^t), to have
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{82.9) The Bibroniide of Plutimm is a brown insoluble po^^dcr.

A Bin^odidc of Plutiuutifi is proeipitated as a sparingly soluble

powdcT of a deep wine-red colour, on adding iodide of potassium

to a dilute solution of chloride of platinum.

Fulminating platinum is procured as an insoluble black i)owcler

by precipitating the sulphate with an excess oft ammonia. The
acids decompose it with formation of arnmoniaeal salts. If sud-

denly heated to a1>jjut 400® it exfilodcs.’ Tlic persulphuie of

platinum may be 'form'5y^^by treating the ;bisu)phide with fuming
nitric acid, and heating, t# expel the excess of nitric acid, llig

pernitrate may in like! manner be formed by digesting tlie biii-

oxide in diluted nitric acid; Iboth thesjs stilts/orm insoluble double?

subsalts on the addition of an alkali. ^

(830) Characters of the Salts of Platini m.-^TIic proto-

salts of platinum are unimportant. Of the persalts of platinum

^
the bichloride is the only soluble compQuiid of fre(p'jtnt occiutciux*.

These salts are distinguished by the following characters. Whcti

heated they are all decomposed, and leave 14 residue bf^nctallk^

platinum : they have a brownish -yellow colour in solution. AVith

potash^ or with any of its salts, they give a yellow precipitate of

tlic power of oiitoriug into combimvtion with two di/r(*r(*nt ofpiiv/ilcnt Tiunihors ;

one of these is the number 99, ordinarily assuniod as the eijuivalent of*tho

metal (which he platinoaum), having a symbol J*t. I’lic ftihci; (‘ouivalont

is equal to one-half of this, or 49*5, its symbt)! beiiig ])t, or {\ Ptj. The com-
pound usually known as jirotochloride of platinum (PtClj, Gorliardt tonus
chloride of platinosum ; and the salt ordinarily described as bichloride? of

platinum, PtCJg, he designates as chloride of ijlalinu urn (ptClj or(i Pt, Cl).

Tlie (lifTeroiit platinum bases are viewed l)y G(‘rhardt as compound aiu-

monias in which a x>ortiou of the liydrogeu is displactal by platiniun. The
salts ofplatosamiuo, as well as those of dij)laiosamiue, require i equivalent of

an acid for their neutralization ; they each contain i equivalent of ]»latino8inn,

this being the ehsfflent which confers upon ^hern their basic power. The
salts of platinamine, and of diplatinamiue, on tlfe other hand, are supposed to

contain 2 equivalents of ])latiuicum ; and thus the necessity for 2 equivalonis

of acid in order to neutralize these bases is explained. Tlie following table,

which represents the compounds formed by these difierent bases with hydro-

chloric acid, will illustrate this theory.

Chlorides of Platinuro Bases. By Q^rharaCs Thoorj-. Empirical Formula.

Hydrochjfirato of Platosamine , . PtH2N,nCl . . Ptll^NCI.

Diplatosamine . PtHgN.,, IICI . . PlH^N.Gl.

Platinamine (J-PtjarfN, 2 HCl .

-• Diplatinamine (^Pt)2ll4N2, 2HCl

This theory of the existence of two different eitaivaJcnts of*i)Jatinum

,

adapts itself very happily to the case which wc are now'\onsideriiig, biftwhen

the attempt is made to generalize it, by assuming that iron, eqpiicr, &c., also

have two mfferent equivalents, it is open to very serious objtctions, which are

fatal to its•general adoption.
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the double chloride of platiutim and potassium, which is sohioie

in a large excess of this alkali
:
^da precipitates a browiihjrclrated

oxide which is soluble in excess of the alkali : with ammonia^ or a

,

soluble salt of ammonia, a yellow double chloride is precipitated,

which is decomposed by heat, leaving metaUid platinum. Su^hu-

retted hydrogen and hydrosulplmte of ammonia give a black sul-

phide, which is soluble in a large excess of the alkaline sulphides.

Solutions of the salts of platinum are re^^ed by the 9ubnUrate

of mercury^ but not by proiomlphate of irm. Protochloride of tin

produces a very deep brown solution, bufr yields no precipitate

;

iodide of potassium gives a brown precipitate of iodide of platinum.

The solutions of the salts ^of jdatinum are readily reduced to the

metallic state by means of kinc cr iron.

Estimation of Platinum,—Platinum may be estimated

either in the 'metallic state, or in the form of a double chloride of

platinum ivith potassium or ammonium. The solutions from which

these double l^alts are precipitated should be concentrated; the

Complete separation of the salt is favoured by the addition of alco-

hol, and^'the washing, of the precipitate should be performed with

dilute alcohol. Platinum may thus be separated from all the

metals hitherto described : i oo parts of the double chloride of

platinum and potassium contain 40*43 of the metal
;

a-nd 100

parts of the annnoiiia salt contain 44*:^8 of platinum,

§ V. Palladium.

S;ymhol, Pd; Equivalent, 53*24; Specific Gravity, 11 *8.

(832) Palladium is one of the rare metals which occur chiefly

in the ore of platinum, in which it was discovered by Dr. Wol-
laston in the year 1803. It usually forms from i to h per cent,

of these ores. According to G. Rose palladium is^ih'morphous, as it

is found native in cubes, and in 6-sided plates. In order to extract

the metal from the ore of platinum, the solution of this ore in aqua

regia is treated with chloride of ammonium to separate the platinum,

as already described (821), and to the filttred liquid, cyanide of

mercury in solution, is added ;. a white flocculent cyanide of

palladium subsides; this is converted into a sulphide by heating it

iuwipntact with sulphur, and the sulphur is subsequently exi>elled

by repeated roastings. Another source of palladium is the native

* ahoy ^ 'which it fq^ms with gold, and which is found in tlic

Brazilian mines. In order to extract the palladium fr<2km it,

Mr. Cock directs the alloy to be fused with silver, and then boiled
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in nitric acid, by which all the metds except the gold are brought
i'ntb i^lution. The decanted liquid is then to be mixed with a

solution of common salt by which the whole of the silver is thrown
down m the form of chloride. Palladium with the. other metal%
(which consist principally of copper, with some lead and iron,) still

remains dissolved. Bars of metallic zinc are inbioduccd into the

liquid, and these metals arc precipitated upon the zinc»in the form
of a black powder, insisting of redsced metal, 'fliis precipitate

is washed, and redissol.^id in nitric a^id, s{iq)ersaturated with am-
monia, which dissolves the* oxides of palladium and copper, whil*

those of iron and lead are precipitated : the clear licpiid is now
supersaturated by hydrochloric acid.

^
P^dlarjium is thus thrown

down in the form of a yellow, sparing^ soluble double chloride of

palladium and ammonium; by ignition* it is reduced, and agglu-

tinates, but does not fuse. A small quantity of pltliadium still

remains in solution, and may be recovered by the introduction of

bars of iron.

Palladium is a wliite, liard metal possessed of considerable

ductility and tenacity. It is not fusible yi an orduwrry wind

furnace^ but melts at a lower temperature tbau jilatimim. Before

the oxyhydrogen blowpipe it burns with scintillation. It under-

goes no change in the open air at ordinary temperatures; but at a

low red heat it becomes covered with au iridescent film owitjg

to a superficial oxidation
;
on increasing the heat^ the oxygen

is expelled^ and the metal resumes its brilliant suilhec^f Palla-

dium is dissolved wdien heated in nitric acid or in acpia regia,

but it is acted upon by the other acids with diflieulty. By fusion

with'^iitre or with the alkalies it is oxidized. If a solution of

iodine in alcohol be evaporated on a slip of j)all{i(lium a stain is

left, by which this metal is at once distinguished from platinum.

Palladium readily;j3ombincs with gold, \vjiich is rendered brittle by

its presence even in small proportion. It^ias a remarkable power of

whitening the colour of gold, even though present in the mix-

ture only in small quantity ; and when it forms 20 per cent, of tin*

mass, the alloy is quit® white. If alloyed with twice its weight ob

silver it forms a ductile compound which is w^cll adapted for the

construction of small weights. Palladium has been ajiplied in

few cases to the construction of graduated scales for aiitn)noMUcal

instruments,•for which, by its whiteness, hardness, aiid inalterifl)ility

in air, it is well adapted.

(8j3) Oxides of Palladium ,—This metal jfpjiears to lorin 3

oxides ; a protoxide, which is the base of the salts ®f the metal

;

3 z
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a bmoxide, aud a suboxidef which, according to Kane,

is obtained by heating the hydrated protoxide to incipient rbdiiesk

protoxide (PdO, Eq, 61-2) may be procured as a black

^powder, by heating the nitrate to low redness; or it may lie ob-

tained upon adding carbonate of potash or soda to its salts, as a

dark brown hydrate from which the water may be expelled by^'heat.

At a bright red heat it loses its oxygen.

The binoxide is 'preparQ^ by decomposing the solid double

chloride of palladium "and potassium bj^^lutioii of potash
; it

iforms a yellowish-brown hydrate, which it» soluble in the alkalies

;

but it becomes anhydrous by boiling it with water, and is then

dei^osited as a black powjjer.

Sulphide of Palladium (-5^dS), may be formed either directly,

by^iieatirig powdered sulphur with palladium, or by precipitating

the salts of Uie metal by sulphuretted hydrogen
;

it forms a fusible

greyish-white lustrous mass, from which heat expels the sulphur.

If a piec«cof palladium foil or wire be held- in the flame of a

'spirit lamp, soot is speedily deposited in large quantity, the foil or*

svire isc^o'rroded, and the mass of soot is found to contain palladium

throughout, owing to the formation of a carburet of the metal.

(834) Chloride of Palladium (PdCl) is obtained by evaporating

to dryness a solution of palladium in aqua regia
;

it forms brown

hydrated crystals, which become black when the water is expelled

;

if lieated to redness metallic palladium is left. Chloride of palladium

fox’ms double salts with the soluble chlorides ; those with potas-

sium and ammonium arc yellow. With ammonia, chloride of

palladium forms a scries of compounds analogous to those of

platinum (828) : one of them, palladamine (PdHj,N)0
,
is a power-

fully alkaline base. The buMoride exists in solution in aqua regia,

but cannot be obtained in crystals : it forms double salts with the

alkaline chlorides; the double salv with potassium crystallizes

in ruby-red prisms. v.

Cyanogen has a stronger affinity for palladium than for any

other metal. This cyanide is procured as a yellowish precipitate by

^

adding cyanide of mercury or of potassium»,to neutral solutions of

any of the salts of palladium : it forms a series of double cyanides.

The Sulphate of Palladium, (PdO, SO3,) may be obtained by
decomposipg the nitrate by sulphuric acid, or by dissolving the

oxidl in sulphuric acid. It is a deliquescent salt which forms a

deep bt'ownish-red. solution ; when heated it loses acid, and forms

a 'subsalt. (

The nitrate is formed by boiling nitric acid on palladium ;
it
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TcSxy be obtained in rhomboidal prisms
; they are fiedy soluUc in

water,* and form a deep red liquid. If ammonia in excess be added
to this solution, an ammoniacal mtrate of palladium may be
crysAUized from it in rectangular tables.

(835) Chakactees of the Salts of Palladium.—The com-
poimHs of palladium are distinguished by the yellowish precipitate of
cyanide of palladium, formfed orf adding cyanide of merqury to their

neutral solutions. alkalies prec^itatc the compounds of pah
ladium in the form ot* \ red or orange suhsalt, Avliidi is soluble

in excess of the alkali % the aid of h*eat. Ammonia gives

flesh-coloured precipitate, soluble in excess of ammonia. Iodide

of potassium precipitates a •black iodide of palladium.* Sulphu-

retted Irydrogen and hydrosulp\ate ammonia* throw down a

black sulphide of palladium, insoluble* in the alkaline suIpllWlcs.

Concentrated solutions of the salts of palladium aK) reduced by

solution of proiosulphate of iron, and by many of the metals.

Protochloride of tin produces a black precipitate, wb.ich is dissolved

^by hydrochloric acid, forming an intense green solution.* •

Palladium may be separated from all other mekij^i, exceiit
‘

copper and lead, by the addition of the cyanicle of mercury to the

solution previously neutralized by means of carbonate of soda.

The cyanide of palladium wdicii ignited in the air lea\’es metallic

palladium.

§ VI. Ehodium,

Symbol; Eijuivalent, 52*16; Specific Gravity, ir 2.

(^36) Rhodium usually forms about I per cent of the ore of

platinum ; it may be extracted from the solution in aqua regia

after the separation of the platinum and palladium by sal am-

moniac and cyanide of mercury : the eji^ccss of cyanide of mercury

is then decomposed by acidulating the solution with hydrochloric

acid, adding common salt and evaporating to dryness
;
the chloride

ofsodium thus forms double chlorides with all the metals in solu-

tion
; the residue is tjjcated with alcohol, which dissolves all these

double salts, except that of sodium and rhodium, which remains

behind as a red powder ;
this is dissolved in water, and the rhodium

thrown down in a pulverulent form by means of bars^ of metallic

zinc. The^chloride of sodium and rhodirun may also be liecom-

posed by heating it in a current of hydrogen "as, w licn, gn wash-^

ing the mass with water, the rhodium is left in\i pulverulent* form.

Rhodium is a very hard, white, and brittle ipctul ;
with the

3 z 2
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exception of iridium^ it is the least fusible of the metals. Wlieii

pure, it is insoluble in the acidsj though if alloyed with platinum,

copper, or bismuth, it is dissolved with them in nitrohydrocjdoric

/acid. Rhodium has a considerable affinity for oxygen, and miiy

be oxidized by fusion with nitre and carbonate of potash
; bisul-.

phate of potash also oxidizes the metal and forms a soluble double

sulphate ofi rhodium and potassium. If heated in contact with

chloride of sodium, in a CHrrent of chlorjjte, a soluble double

chloride of sodium and^rhodium is proc^i^^^.

The only use to whjich rhodium has^ hitherto been applied is to

tne formation of nibs for metallic pens, for which it is well fitted

from its extreme harejnes^ and inalterability.

(837) Rhodium appears^ to form two definite oxides, BO and

R2^3> besides some compefunds intermediate between them. The

protoxide has’ not been obtained in a state of purity.

Sesquioxide of Rhodium (R03O3) Eq, 6o’i2. This is the only

salifiable ^ oxide of rhodipm; it may be procured by heating,^

thodium with nitre and carbonate of potash ;
the oxide forms an

insoluble^ fcompound ,with potash, which is to be well washed, and

decomposed by digestion with hydrochloric acid : the sesquioxide

is thus left as a greenish-grey hydrate which is insoluble in all acids.

Rhodium forms two sulphides, RoS and R02S3.

If the metal be heated in the vapour of sulphur, the two bodies

unite with incandescence, and form the protosulphide, which has a

bluish-grey c6lour, and fuses at a very high temperature; the sulphur

bums off in the open air and leaves a forgeable mass of metallic

rhodium. The sesquisulphide may be obtained in the form of a

brown hydrate by decomposing a hot solution of the double chloride

of sodium and rhodium by means of an alkaline sulphide.

Three chlorides of rhodium, RoCl, R04CI5, and R02CI3 are stated

by Berzelius to exist,- but the sesquicliloride is the^only one of im-

portance. The sesquicliloride is formed by decomposing the chloride

of potassium and rhodium by silicofluoric acid, which separates the

potassium as a gelatinous silicofluoride
;
the filtered liquid when

^evaporated to dryness, leaves the sesquichloe ide ofrhodium. This

chloride unites with many of the soluble chlorides to form crystal-

lizable double salts, which are of a ruby or rose colour (whence the

metal receives its name) ; that of sodium crystallizes in cubes or

in ocliohedra, which are efflorescent in the air (3 N«C1, R2CI3 +
18 aq) ; they are ^soluble in alcohol.

(838) CH^RAtTERs OP THE Salts OP Rhodium.—The 4oublc
chloride of sodium and rhodium is the best known of these com-
pounds. The salts of the sesquioxide of the metal genefally form
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Eose-coloiv^ solutions
; they are decomposed by ironor zinc, which

causes a deposit of metallic rhodium. Potash occasions a pre-

cipitate of ydlow hydrated oxide, soluble in the excess of the
alliali. Iodide of potOiSSiutn throws down a yellow iodide oC
’rhodjuin. Su^huTcttcd hydroycn slowly forms a brown precipi*

tate insoluble in the alkaline^ sulphides, 'ihc* sqluble sulphites

give a pale yellow precipitate.

^IT. Ruthenium.
\ 0

Symbol, Ru; Equivalml, 52 ii
; Specific Gravity;

• >
*

(839) Treatment of the Platinum Residue.—After tlio platiinim

ore has been exhausted with a(pia re^in, a residue is obtifciied

which frequently contains both titaiiifcrous iron and^chronuj iron ^
but its most important constituent is an alloy in fiat plates or

scales^ of a white colour and metallic lustre. This 4s usually con-

sidered to be an alloy of osmium and iridium. It has, howevet,
^

recently been found to consist of four mctals~»viz., osniiuiif; iridiuift,

ruthenium, and a small quantity of rhodium.

Fremy has lately simplified the method of separating tluj

different metals contained in this residue : and for tliis purpose?

lie avails hipaself of the oxidability of osmium and tlie volatility

of its peroxide. His mode of proceeding consists of a proccssfof

roasting the alloy in a current of dry air [Chant Gaz,, JH54,

p. 241). For this purpose the residue is placed in a porc?elain or

platinum tube, and heated to redness. In the portion of the tube;

whicli projects from the furnace some fragments of porcelain are

placed, and the tube is connected with a scries of glass flasks foi*

the purpose of condensing the osmic acid as it distils
;

in the last

flask a solution G# potash is placed, in order to retain such portions

of osmic acid as may have escaped coinifbnsation ;
and this flask is

connected with an aspirator, by means of which a current of at-

mospheric air is maintained through the apparatus. The air is

dried, and freed from^organic particles before it enters the hcatc^l

tube, by causing it to pass through tubes fiHgd with pumice moist-

ened with sulphuric acid. During the operation the osmium and

ruthenium become oxidizedi The osmic acid c^indenses in

beautiful ifbedles in the flasks, and mechanically carries fbrward
^

the oxide of ruthenium, which is deposited up«Ttfi the fragments^ of

poreWain in regular crystals.

The fixed residue consists of an alloy of iridium and rhodium,

mixed witli a little osmiuni and ruthenium. This is to be fused
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with caustic potash, by which the oxide of r|thenium is repaoved

and is dissolved out on washing fus6d mass with water. The

undissolved portion is ignited with four parts of nitrate of potash,

4£Qd the prodhct is treated with boiling water, which dissolves the

osmium, and on cooling, often deposits it in octohedral crystals of

osmite of pot?,sh* The residue nqw contains only sesquioxides of

iridium and of rhodium. Aqua regia, when boiled upon it, con-

verts most of the iridium intoPthe soluble HcKioride; a solution of

chloride of.potassium is 'added to the liqui^ after which crystals of

foe double chloride of iridium and potassium ^re deposited as it cools.

The sesquioxide of rhodium, which is ujsoluble in aqua regia, is con-

verted into a sqluble*' double salt by mixing it intimately with

chloride of sodium and heating the mass to dull redness in a current

of dry chlorine.

(840) Ruthenium is a metal which, in 1845, was shown by M.
Claus to exist in the ore of platinum. It is very hard, and

brittle, and is Infusible even before the oxyhydrogen blowpipe. It

^
a^scfrbs oxygen at a red heat, and the oxide so obtained is not

ctecompoSbd by simple elevation of temperature. The metal is

readily oxidized by fusion with nitre, or with caustic potash.

Ruthenium accompanies the alloy of osmium and iridium, and is

not found in the portion of platinum ore which is soluble in aqua

regia. It is most easily obtained byFremy's process (839). The
sesquioxide of ruthenium is not volatile when heated alone, but is

carried forward mechanically by the peroxide of osmium, and con-

denses ill crystals near to the source of heat. By heating this

oxide in a current of hydrogen, the metal is obtained in the form

of a dark grey powder. Ruthenium forms four compounds with

oxygen, RuO, RU2O3 ; RuOa and RuOg.

Ruthenic acid (RuOg) is an insoluble metallic acid ; it may be

obtained by heating any of the preceding oxides^^vith nitre ; the

rutheniate of potash forms 'hn orange-yellow solution in water. The
sesquioccide is the most stable of the oxides of the metal; it is

obtained in the anhydrous form by igniting the metal in a current

of air. It is insoluble in the alkalies
;
buf ' with acids it forms

soluble salts which base a yellow colour. The alkalies precipitate

the hydrated oxide (RugOg, 3 HO) from these solutions as a bulky

blackish-brown powder.

There are 3 chlorides of ruthenium, RuCl, RugCig, and RuClg.

'The ^s\u%chloT%det\& bb^ined by dissolving the sesquioxide in

hydrochloric acid ; on evaporation it yields a greenish blub deli-

quescent mass!? which is soluble in alcohol. S!j,lj>huretted

hydrogen causes a brown precipitate of sulphide of ruthenium in
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solutions fi{ tlie sesquichloride, leaving a snjicrnatant liquid 6f a
fine blue colour, probably owing to the formation of protochloride

of tljp metal ; this reaction is very delicate, and characteristic of
ruthexiiuin. ilMEetallic zinc also reduces the yellow s^estj^iiiclilorid^^

to tl^e blue protochloride. Formiaie or oxalute of soda, if boiled

with salts of ruthenium^ renders the solution colourless, but does
not occasion any precipitate of reduced metal.

^

VIII. OsjJlUM
k

Symbol, 0§; Equivalent, 99*41.

• .
•

(841) Osmium may be obtained fti the metallic condition by

several processes. One of the simplesf consists in treating olunie

acid (OsOJ obtained by Fremy^s method (8 ^59) •with hydro-

chloric acid and metallic tnercury. Calomel is thus produced by

the decomposition of the suboxide of ipcreury, whicii is formed at

the expense of the oxygen contained in the oxide of osmium#;

OSO44-8 Hg4-4 HC1= Os + 4 (Ilg^Cl) +4 Iig. The wjftftr and tlic;

superfluous acid are expelled by evaporation to dryness, and on

heating the residue in a small porcelain retort the excess of

mercury and calomel are driven ofl*, leaving pure osmium in a jnil-

verulent form. In this finely divided state, it takes Are when

heated in the open air, and is dissolved by strong nitric acifI,,.or

by aqua regia, being converted into osmie acid. After ignition,

liowever, it is no longer soluble in the acids, and is neither volatiles

nor fusible. The specific gravity of osmium in the pulverulent

fornf is about lo. It would no doubt be higher if it could be

obtained in compact masses. The specific gravity of the alloy of

osmium and iridium, wliich contains nearly half its Aveight of

osmium, is about, 21.

Osmium differs remarkably from #thc other metals*of this

group, and presents more analogy with arsenic and antimony than

with the noble metals.

(842) Five oxidem of osmium are known ;—OsO, OS2O3, OsO^,

OsO^ OSO4, The protoxide is of a dark green colour, it is solidilc

in acids, and forms green salts. The sesquioxide has not been

isolated; it forms yellow uncrystallizable salts. Thg binoxide is

black. Dike teroxide possesses the characters of a Aveak fi^id ;
it

cannot be isolated, but it forms a crystalline compound Avith

potash (KO, OsOg, % HO) which is sparingly sVlublc. Thifi oont-

pound furnishes a good source of pure osmiiinj. It is easily

obtained by the addition of a little alcohol to a solution of the per-
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oxidA of osmium in potash ; the osmite separates in Is^rge rose-

coloured octohedra, which are poriac^anent in a dry air^ but ^sorb

oxygen if moist. Osmic acid, OsO^, is the volatile compound

yhich is produced when the metal is heated with nitre, or when

roasted in air; it forms colourless, acicular, transparent, flexible

crystals which are freely soluble in water ;
its vapour is irritating

and deletcripus, having a pungent odou/somewhat resembling that

of chlorine: hence the riameof l^he metal osmiunj{(from ocr^»/, ^odour^)

:

it does not combine wkh acjds ;
but thotfgli it unites with the

alkalies, its solution does not redden litmjds. produces a per-

manent black stain upon the skin when touched, and gives a cha-

racteristic blue precipitate when its solutions are mixed with tinc-

ture of galls. If the solut^ioli of osmic acid be mixed with muriate

of afmmonia, a yellow sparingly soluble salt is formed (H4NCI,

OSO2H2N), wtiich, when ignited in a current of hydrogen, leaves

pure osmium (Fremy).

If the aqueous solution of osmic acid be treated with sulphu*

rftted hydrogen, an immediate precipitate of the black hydrated

(jvadrisul^hide occurs^ which is slightly soluble in solutions of the

alkaline sulphides. Four inferior degrees of sulphuration of

osmium also exist
;

they correspond in composition with the

oxides.

(843) There are 4 chlorides of osmium, OsCl, Os^Clj, OsCl2,

OsClg : the protochloride is green, and sublimes in green needles
;

it is produced by heating powdered osmium in a current of

chlorine
; the double salts which it forms are of a green colour.

The bichlm'ide is formed in the same way as the protochloride, by

employing an excess of chlorine ; it is more volatile, and cond&ises

as a red, crystalline, fusible, deliquescent powder : both this and the

preceding chloride are dissolved by water, which soon decomposes

them, forming osmic and hy/irochloric acids, and depositing metallic

osmium*. The bichloride forms, with chloride of potassium, a

beautiful sparingly soluble red salt, which dissolves in water and fur-

nishes octohedral crystals (KCl, OsCl^) ; this salt is obtained by
heating a mixture ofosmium with chloride ofpotassium in a current

oT chlorine : it is isomorphous with the corresponding platinum

salt. Double salts may also be formed which contain both a ses-

quichloride and a terchloride of osmium.

A %:3om|K)und of nitrogen, oxygen, and osmium (OsN, OsOJ,
was formed byFrit^^lie and Struve. It may be obtained by acting

upon dT mixture of /austic potash and ammonia by means of osmic

acid
;
these chepiists termed it osman-osmic add. With the alka-
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lies it foijns yellow crystalline compounds, which detonate re'aclily

when they are struck or suddenly heated.

^he properties of the salts of osmium have been but incom-
pletely ascertained. •

§.IX. t Iridium.

S^mboly Ir j Equimlent, 9*8*56.

•

(844) IniDiuii is occjasJionally found native and ncarlv pure liR

considerable masses among the Uraliaji ores of platinum, but it*

usually occurs combined with osmiiyn as im alloy in flat scab's.

Iridium appears to be dimorphous, alit is found 'crystallized botli

in cubes and in double 6.sided pyramids (G. Rose)." Tu ordSr tcj

obtain the metal in the separate state, Wohler recommends tlui

powdered alloy to be intimately mix.cd witli an ccpial weight c/f find}’

^

powdered fused chloride of sodium, ami the mixtuit to^be lu'utcd

to dull redness in a glass tube through which a current of di^

chlorine is transmitted as long as it is ah^girhed. alloy 4s

decomposed by the chlorine; double chlorides of iridium and
sodium, and of osmium and sodium arc thus formed. They art*

dissolved in boiling water, and are tlms freed from tlie insoluble

portions. The solution is then concentrated, and the salt so obtained *

is mixed with nitric acid and distilled
; the double salt of osmitwm

is thus decomposed, and osrnic acid is formed, whilst the iridium

salt remains in the liquid : the osmic acid being volatile, is expolh'd

during the distillation : the addition of muriate of ammonia to the

concentrated solution in the retort prodmies a preci])ittite of the

double chloride of iridium and aramoniurn, wliicli, upon ignition,

yields metallic iridium. The metal, however, if obtained thus, is

liable to be eonjtamihated with ruthenium. It is j)referable to

adopt Fremy^s method of procuring thenloublc chloride of*iridiuin

and potassium {839). This salt may be decomposed by ignition in a

current of hydrogen
;
the chloride of potassium may be removed

by washing with watdl*, when the iridium is left in the form of

finely divided powder.

Iridium is a very hard, white, brittle metal, which is infusililc

except by the heat of the voltaic current. If heated in a finely

divided forfn in the open air it absorbs oxygen, but if in rfias.s it

remains unchanged by exposure to heat. In ibs isolated form it. is.*

unacted on by any of the acids or by aqua regi4 but when alloVcd

with platinum is readily dissolved by aqua regia, ihilvcrulcut iri-
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C *

dium, wh^n fused with nitre or with ttei^idkalies, becomes oxidized^,

and a similar effect is produced •by heating it with bisplphate of

potash. Iridiiim may be obtained in a finely divided state byde^m-
fjsing a solution of its sulphate by alcohdl. It forms a black

powder, which possesses properties similar to those of platip^um

black (823). ^

(845) Oxides of Iridium .—This metal forms tliree distinct

combinations with oxygen, IrO, IrgOg, and IrC^g
;
they pass readily

one into the other, andrthus ''give the variety of tints which solu-

tJons of its salts assume. , Prom these chapges of^colour the name
of iridium,, derived from Iris, the rainbow, was conferred on the

metal.

' The protoxide is obtained as" a black anhydrous pow:der by

decomposing the dry protochloride by -means of a concentrated

"blution of potash. It is attacked by acids with difiiculty, but is

dissolved by the alkalies
;
the solution in potash absorbs oxygen

from the air, lilid. becomes blue. Its solutions in the acids have a

^dingy green colour.

The iTi^squioxide is the compound formed when iridium is fused

with potash or with nitre, or by heating the pulverulent metal in

air. It is a bluish-black powder, which is decomposed by a full

red heat, and is readily reduced by hydrogen and combustible
‘ substances. This anhydrous oxide is soluble in acids. If a solu-

tior. of scsquichloride of iridium be boiled with solution of potash,

oxygen is absol*bed, and an indigo blue precipitate which is a hydrate

of the hlnoxide of iridium (IrOg, 2 HO) is formed (Claus). It may
be rendered anhydrous by a gentle heat. It is but slowly dissolved

by acids : the hydrochloric solution is at first blue, it ‘Yhen

becomes green, and when heated, changes to reddish-brown, whilst

bichloride of iridium is formed.

Three sulphides of iridium corresponding to tjhe oxides may be

prepared by decomposing tiie chlorides of the metal by means of

sulphuretted hydrogen.

Iridium, like palladium, when held in the flame of a spirit-

l|imp, becomes covered vnth carbonaceous ex'irescences, which con-

tain a considerable portion of metallic iridium.

(846) Chlorides of Iridium .—^These correspoi^d in number and

compositionewith the oxides. They all form double salts witli the

alkaline chlorides. The sesqtdchloride is the most stid^^le 6f the three

cl\kaides ; it forms salts with chk>ride of sodium and, with chloride

of potassium. If(5iry chlorme be transmitted oyer a mixture of

finely divided mdium and chloride of potassium, a double salt,
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of a ^«diish-l)lack colour (KCl, IrCy, consisting of bichloride of

iridium potassium, is formed*. It may be dissolved in boiling

water, and is deposited in octohedra on evaporating. It corre-

sponds in composition to the platinum salt, with* which it

isomorphous. A similar salt of sodium may be formed in the

same manner, by substitaitingi chloride of soduiiiK for chloride

of potassium : it is freely soluble. Bicblorjdc of iridium forms a

similar salt with Shl-ammoniac, which possesses a very intense

colouring power, and jmsduces a duH brown solution .even when

much diluted. Bichlpride of iridium, when heated with ammoui;!^

forms a series of compound,bases analogous to those fm-nished by

platinum. M. Claus considers thijf ,the * compounds formerly

described as containing teroxidc* and terchloride of iridium

really compounds of ruthenium.

The salts of iridium have been but incomi)lctely examined.

CHAPTER XVIII.

ON SOME CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH MOOIFY THE OPEH.VTIONS Of

CHEMICAL AFFINITY.

{847) In the first part of this work an outline was f,dvefi* of

the leading characters of the most important varieties* ol mole-

cular and polar forces, as viewed in their simplest conditions. In

the second portion of the work the attention of the reader has

hitherto been directed principally to the results produced by the

exertion of chemical affinity in the formation of the various com-

pounds of inorganic origin, without reference to the efteets of other

forces which maf have concurred in their production. It will,

however^ now be advisable to trace the influence exertet upon >c

operation of chemical affinity by the co-operation or antagomsin

of elasticity and cohesion, of adhesion, and of light, lea ,
ant

electricity. Cases iif which the ch'emieal decomposition of on/i

substance by another is due simply to differences in the d^rcc

of chemical affimty are much less numerous than might a

^
imagined. The displacement of one metal by y

solutions, such as that of silver by mercury, o mt reury
>

tli^*
of ooppor b,W, «>d of lead by (7, 5),

boat o4aplea of thi. kiud ;
a,.d .imilar ’’S'

displacemeiit of one base by another insoluble base

,
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of copper is displaced from its combination with nitric acid by.,

boiling it with freshly precipitated oxide of zinc, or oxide of

silver.

§ I. INFIUENCE OF COHESION, ADHESION, AND . ELASTICITY.
r

(848) Infyievtce of Cohesion Vjpon ^Affinity ,—Since chemical

affinity is a^molecnlar force, which is exerted only when the par-

ticles of bodies are within distances indefinitel;f small, minute sub-

division, aiid diminution of ctshesioa, might be expected to favour

its manifestation, by increasing the suf%jes, and facilitating the

'mutual contact, of the combining bodies. It will therefore be

needless to give more*than one or two instances in proof of this

point. Iron, copper, lead, aiid many other metals, when exposed

to tne atmosphere in mass/ are acted upon very slowly by it, and

.^hey gradualfy become converted into oxide upon the surface : if,

however, they be reduced to a finely divided state, they are oxi-

dized with^suoJi rapidity as often to become incandescent. Ifiron,

^Cbbalt, or nickel be reduced by hydrogen from its oxide, at a low

r6d heat, is obtaineil in this form : by the interposition of some

infusible matter between the jiarticles of the precipitated oxide,

such, for example, as a little alumina or magnesia, the tendency

to rapid oxidation is much increased
;
probably because the cohe-

sion of the fine particles ofreduced metal is mechanically prevented,

and the access of the air to each portion takes place with facility.

Copper, when' precipitated from its solutions by metallic iron, or

when reduced by means of hydi’ogen from its oxide, at a low tem-

perature, often takes fire and glows like tinder, when only a very

slight elevation of temperature is applied to it. If a portion of' tar-

trate of lead be exposed in a glass tube to a heat sufficient to

char the acid, the metallic lead is reduced throughout the mass in

a state of extreme division, and wlien poured into the air it

generally takes fire, and btois with scintillations.

The opposite influence, exercised by the force of cohesion, is

seen on contrasting the facility with which disintegrated carbon

l^urns in the shape of tinder, with the diffidhlty which is experi-

enced in effecting the combustion of the compact coke, which is

deposited from coal gas upon the interior of the iron retorts ; and

a decrease of combustibility may be traced through all the different

forms 'of carbon, in proportion as their hardness a^nd density

iiiprease.*

* (849) inflmnei of Adhesion and Solution on Affinity ,—It is

mainly to the intimate subdivision effected by means ^of solution.
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Aiat its unportant influence in facilitating chemical combination
is dtfb. The force of cohesion amongst the component particles

of the bodies dissolved is balanced by their adhesion to those of
the liquid, and the particles of the substance in solujbion being fm^
to move in any direction, easily obey the force of affinity.

The important influence of cohesion in prov^ing chemical
action, and the manner in Vhicfi the force of adhesira,. as displayed
in the production ^ solution, may aft in favouring chemical action,

are well exemplified by the action of, nitric acid upon carbonate of
baryta. Nitrate of b^yta, although soluble in Avater and dilute

nitric acid, is not solhble in the concentrated acid
; wjien, there*

fore, concentrated nitric acid is poured upcyi finely powdered ear-

bonate of baryta, it occasions but %. ^slight effervescence, whiclu
speedily- comes to an end, although the*acid may be in large elcess.

If the liquid be diluted with a small quantity of Vater, a hri^
effervescence is temporarily renewed, but again soon ceases; on a

further addition of water, a fresh effervescence ocrfirs^ and Avhen

the acid has been diluted with 8 or lo times its bulk of water, the

whole of the carbonate of baryta is decomposed and dt^olvcd.

For a similar reason, alcoholic solutions of acids are without

action on the carbonates, unless the resulting salt be soluble in

alcohol. A mixture of tartaric acid and alcohol will not decom-

pose the carbonate of potash. Hydrochloric acid, dissolved in"

alcohol will not decompose carbonate of potash, but will decom-

pose carbonate of lime. An alcoholic solution of nitric acid

decomposes carbonate of lime, but not carbonate of potash. Tlio

tartrates arc insoluble in alcohol, so arc chloride of potassium and

nitrUte of potash, but chloride of calcium and nitrate of lime are

solved by alcohol freely.

(850) Influence of Elasticity .—In the numerous instances in

Avhich two salts mutually decompose each other, frequent examples

are afforded of the results produced by the interference other

forces with that of chemical affinity. The action of sulphate of

ammonia and carbonate of lime is a case in point. If these two

salts be mixed in a d»y state, at ordinary temperatures, they do not

appear to act upon each other ;
but if subjected to the influence

of a gentle heat, a double decomposition occurs, carbonate of

ammonia and sulphate of lime are produeed ; the volatile carbonate

of^ammonia is expelled, and by the aid of the force of ehfeticity,

it is removed from the mixture; CaO, CO2+ H4NO, SOyyielding/

H4NO, COa + CaO, SO3. But suppose a solu'^on of sulphatti of

lime to be mixed with one of carbonate of ammonify the effects are
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ex^tcily reversed ; carbonate of lime, /i^wing to its insolubility aiftl

tbe predominance of cohesion auq^ong its particles, is precipitated’

whilst the soluble sulphate of ammonia remains in the liquid ; and

^ow H^jNO, COa+ CaO, SOa become CaO, COa-fH4N0,S03 .
* The

chemist very often avails himself of the influence of elasticity in

promoting chemijjal decomposition. When, for example, an' acid

is added to fiC^alt, it may decompoi^e tha't salt, and take the place of

the acid previously in combination with the ba^, provided that the

original acid can assume the^gaseoiis form at ordinary tempera-

tures, or can be converted into vapour„‘ at a temperature below

^tiiat required to volatilize the acid emploj^ed to displace it. Car-

bonic acid may thus be displaced from the carbonates by solutions

of all the ordinary mineraZ and vegetable acids, except the hydro-

cyarfc and hydrosulphuric Acid.

It is upon, this principle that sulphuric acid, when aided by heat,

IS employed to displace the nitric, the hydrochloric, the acetic,

the formic, tl^ butyric, and other volatile acids from their salts

by distillation. Even a feebler but more fixed acid may expel the

stronger acids which are more volatile than itself ; thus, oxalic

acid, if boiled with solutions of the chlorides, expels hydrochloric

acid from the liquid with facility.

A remarkable illustration of the important influence exerted by

elasticity in counteracting powerful chemical affinities, is aflbrded

in^the decomposition of the sulphates themselves, by weaker acids

at a high temperature :—for example, the affinity of sulphuric acid

for bases is of the most energetic kind, whilst that of boracic acid,

on the contrary, is extremely feeble : if a solution of borax be

mixed with sulphuric acid, the soda ofthe salt will enter into /com-

bination with the sulphuric acid as it is added, and will gradually

be separated from the boracic acid, which, if the liquid be hot and

not too concentrated, is retained in solution. Owing to the peculiar

action of boracic acid on blue litmus, it can be shown that the two

acids do not divide the soda between them, for if a piece of blue

litmus paper be placed in the liquid, it will exhibit the peculiar

wine-red tint due to boracic acid, until a quajitity of sulphuric acid

Exactly equivalent to the soda contained in the borax has been

added ;
but the moment that this point is reached, the least excess

of sulphuric^ acid immediately reveals itself by the change of the

colounjof the litmus from dusky purplish-red to a bright red. It

is thcac«^pre qi^ie-clear that boracic acid cannot effect even a par-

ti^ diisplacem^pit sulphuric acid from its combination with soda

when the two are in solution. But it is otherwise at a red heat

:

o
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il^boracic^acid be fused witA sulpbate of soda^ borax is produced,
and ^Iphuric acid^ wbich is volatile at this high temperature, is

expelled in the elastic form. Other acids which are known* to
have* a feebler affinity for bases than sulphuric ac^d, but wliiolt

support a red heat without experiencing volatilization, such as the
phosphoric and silicic acids, are able to decomnose the Rnlnlifltpfi

when^heated with them.

In like manneif when a base which is* fixed, is heated with
the salt of a volatile base, the volatile base is displaced by the
more fixed one

;
thus ^juick lime, or potash, if heated with the

salts of ammonia, is •converted into a salt of lime or of potasS^

whilst the ammonia escapes*in the gaseous state.

(851) The effect of elasticity. inVemoving fn5m the sphere of

action one of the components of a body which ie undcr^)ing

decomposition, may in some cases be considerably assisted b^
mechanical means ; and when the affinities of the displacing body,

and of the substance displaced by it for the other ^constituent of
‘ the compound, are nearly equal, effects which are in app&rent oppo-

sition to each other may sometimes be produced. IVij; instancy,

oxide of iron, when heated to redness in a current of hydrogen

gas, is gradually reduced to the metallic state ;—the steps of the

process appear to be these : a small quantity of water is formed
;

it immediately diffuses itself in vapour into the hydrogen, and isi^

mechanically carried away by the current of this gas, wliich rgjast

be employed in considerable excess for this purpose; and this

process goes on until the reduction is complete. On the other

liand, if metallic iron be heated in a current of steam, water is

dec^imposed, hydrogen is liberated, and is carried beyond the

reach of chemical action upon the iron by the excess of the steam

employed. In a similar mamier, if a current of sulphuretted

hydrogen be trar^mitted in •large excqps over solid bicarbonate of

potash, aided by a gentle heat, the whple of the carbonic «,cid and

water will be displaced from the bicarbonate, and carried forward

by the excess of the gas, whilst sulphide of potassium will be

formed. But sulp^jde of potassium, if dissolved in water, and

subjected to a current of carbonic acid, will, in its turn, be gra-

dually but completely decomposed; the sulphuretted hydrogen

being carried away by the excess of carbonic acid, ^whilst bicar-

bonate of jiotash is formed in the liquid.

(855^) If elasticity be prevented by mechanical m^ns from#

exerting its influence in removing a body fron:|Contact with•others

for which it has an affinity, combinations may ne ^obtained, which
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c

^
canrfot otherwise be procured. Wdlfier (Liebig^s Annalen^ Ixxxv.

376) fouud that a hydrate of^ sulphuretted hydrogen may be

ob?ained in colourless crystals, if a portion of persulphide of

^rydrogen, freed from acid, be sealed up in a strong glass iube,

with a small quantity of water ; the persulphide gradually under-

into crystallized sulphur and gaseous sul-

which, at ordinjiry temperatures, exierts a

pressure of about 17 atmospljeres. Under thf^e circumstances it

combines with water, and fo?^ms a crystalline solid, .which disap-

pears with effervescence when the tubo i^ heated to 86°, but is

reproduced on cooling. If a tube, containing crystals ofthis com-

pound, be opened, th,c crystals immediately disappear with brisk

. effervescence. In other 6a^s, the decomposition of compounds

alre&dy formed may be rettirdcd or prevented, by preventing the

,,cscape of the^ elastic constituent by mechanical means. Hydrate

of chlorine offers an instance of this kind. Under ordinary

circumstance^ this substance becomes liquid at a few degrees

aibove the freezing point of water, with escape of gaseous chlorine

;

*'lrat if the 'feolid hydi;ate be sealed up in a glass tube it remains

solid even when the temperature rises as high as 70°
;
the pressure

of chlorine within the tube retarding the decomposition. Again,

carbonate of lime is decomposed in an open fire, at a red heat, into

carbonic acid and quick lime, but if it be enclosed in an iron tube,

the mouth of which is plugged to prevent the escape of the acid,

the carbonate may be melted, and on cooling it furnishes a

granular mass, which is still carbonate of lime, and has the

appearance of marble.

(853) Action of Acids on Salts in Solution ,—Whenever aiF'acid

is added to a salt with the base of which it is capable of forming a

soluble compound, it may be supposed to produce a division of the

base between itself and the acid with which jt was previously

united, Sso that two acids » and two salts may be present in the

liquid, in some unknown proportions depending upon the strength

of the relative affinities of the base for the two acids :—thus, when
nitrate of potash is mixed with sulphuric a(yd, part of the potash

may be supposed to enter into combination with the sulphuric

acid, and part to remain united with the nitric acid, while a

portion of jiitric acid will be liberated, and will mix with the

unconrfbined sulphuric acid: thus, 2(HO, S03) + a(Ki0, NOJ =
KO, NO^+ KO, SOg-f HO, NO5+ HO, SO3. The occurrence of

such a decomposi^n as this, although probable, in many casej

does not admit, 01 direct proof. If an additional force be called

goes decom^sition

phuretted hydrogen.
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jinto operation, such as the development of elasticity on the appli-

cation of heat^ the more volatile ^cid may be expelled in the f(jrm

of v^iour, and may thus be withdrawn from the sphere of action.

however, is no proof that such a partition of the* base actuary
. existed previous to the application of heat. In cases where the
affinity of one acid for the base is very strong, that of the.
other^is feeble, the stronger acid may (as in the case sul|)huric

acid and borax alrdUdy cited) entirely appropriate the base to itself.

But where the two acids at all appft^oaclv each other ju chemical

power, it must be assun^ed that a division of the base takes plac*.

Sometimes the occurrence of such a partition can be ^proved by"

the change of colour which ensues . after tlie mixture has been

effected. Sulphate of copper, for example, is of a blue cf^lour^

when in solution, and chloride of copper is green. If a solution

of the blue sulphate be mixed with hydroelilorie aciif, it is evideiJ^

that the oxide of copper enters partially into combination with the

hydrochloric acid, since the solutiou assumes a't bright green

tint; 2 (Cu0,S03) + 2 HC1 ==Cu0,S03 -|-CuC1 + H(),S0.^+I1C1.
•

If the base form an insoluble compoumUvvith the newly adddd

acid, it is possible to decompose the original salt coiuplcdely by

its means. Thus, if a solution of nitrate or of acetate of baryta

be mixed with sulphuric acid, it may be sup])osed that the baryta

divides itself between the two acids in prox)ortion to its alfinity for

each ;
but the sulphate of baryta being insoluble, is at oncie with-

drawn from the mixture, and the baryta remaining fti the original

salt again divides itself between the two acids : the fresh portion

of sulphate of baryta, however, is immediately precipitated
;
and so,

by a® series of steps which, where the affinities arc strong, succeed

each other far more rapidly than they can be described,—the

whole of the baryta is separated in the form of an insoluble sul-

phate, leaving tha nitric or flie acetic acid free in the solution.

A very feeble acid may even displace a more powerful one

when the compound which it forms is insoluble in the menstruum

in which it is suspended. Hydrocyanic acid will separate nitric

acid from oxide of silwer, owing to the formation of the insolublp

cyanide of silver; AgO, NOg + HCy=nO, NOg+ AgCy. Tartaric

acid will liberate sulphuric acid in a solution of sulphate of silver,

owing to the formation of an insoluble tartrate of sib#cr. Oxalic

acid will piccipitate oxalate of copper from a solution of cfiloride

of copper ; and Pelouze has observed that, if a current orcarliouic*

acid be transmitted through a solution of acetate of potash dis-

solved in alcohol, acetic acid will be liberated, ami carbonate of

4 A
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potasli, which is insoluble in alcoholj^ will be separated ; but liq

such change occurs in its aqueous solution, since carbonate of jTotash

is freely soluble in water. This rule, however^ is not without

cilception, where one acid is very powerful and the other is very

feeble ;
borate of lime, for instance, is an insoluble salt, but a solu- <

tion of boracig acid will not occasion any precipitate if mixed with

one of nitrate of lime.
'

In like manner if the aqid originally present be insoluble in

water, it will be separat(‘;d, aisd the salt will be decomposed j thus,

on the addition of nitric acid to a solution of tungstate of potash,

\1ie tungstic acid is precipitated, whilst nitrate of potash is retained

in the solution; KO, WO3 + HO, NO^^KO, NO5 + IIO, WO3.

( 8^^4.) Action"of Bases ^ 0% Salts in Solution,—An analogous

decoWiposition occurs if a'^quantity of some additional base be

''dded to a saTine solution. If the two bases be soluble, and the

salts which they form be also soluble, the solution will remain

clear, and it r ay be supposed that the acid is divided between the

ifwo bases in proportion to its affinity for each, as when a solution

of nitrate of baryta is mixed with a solution of potash : a mixture

of nitrate of baryta and nitrate of potash with free baryta and

free potash is thus obtained ; but as baryta is less soluble than

potash, a portion of the baryta will gradually be deposited if the

solutions be in a concentrated form. If cither of the bases

be insoluble, or form an insoluble salt with the acid, a complete

separation of the base or of the acid contained in the original salt

may be effected. For example, the salts of nearly all the metals,

with the exception of those of the alkalies and of the alkaline

earths, contain as bases metallic oxides which are not soluble in

water : the addition of any soluble base, such as potash, soda, or

ammonia to their solutions, immediately occasions the precipita-

tion of the insoluble oxidc.r It is in this manner that such oxides

are coiiimonly prepared from their solutions : for example, the

oxide of zinc, of iron, of cobalt, of nickel, of manganese, or of

silver is thus completely separated from the acid by which it

was previously held in solution; thus, GdO, SOg-fKO, HO=
CoO, HO + KO, SO3. Solution of baryta, of strontia, or of lime,

would act in a similar manner, if the acid, like the nitric or the

hydrochloric, were capable of forming a soluble compound with

these %ases. Nitrate of copper might thus be decomposed by a

solution ^f baryta ;
CuO, NOg -f BaO, HO= BaO, NOg -f CuO, HO.

‘In a few case^no precipitation occurs even though the oxide

be insoluble
; ^ thus, when cyanide of mercury is mixed with
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,a solutitiji of potash, no prefeipitate is produced, although ox*ide of
mercury is insoluble in water. •

Jff the newly added base form an insoluble compound with tne
acid, it is wholly precipitated by it ; and if the other base be Sb-

lub\p, it remains in the liquid. One of the methods of forming a
pure solution of potash isfounded on this principla,; pi this cxperi*.

ment*' a solution of sulphate of potash is mixed with a quantity of
solution of baryta >;xactly sufficient precipitate the whole of the
sulphuric acid; KO, SOg^+BaO, H®= KX), HO + BaQ, SO3: and
in a similar manner oxajate of potash is deprived of its oxalic acid

by the addition of lime-water to its solution, owing to the formatidh

of an insoluble oxalate of lime. the base as well as the salt

which is formed by the addition of the new base to the acy:l be*

insoluble, it is possible to precipitate the wdiole of both acid and
base from the liquid simultaneously

; as when a solution of bary^t-ii

is added in regulated quantities to a solution of sulphate of silver

;

AgO, S03+ Ba0, HO=AgC), HO + BaO, SO3.

(855) Mutual Action of Salts in Solution,—It is a rule almd^t^

without exception,* that when solutions oji two salts •capable %f
forming by mutual interchange of acids and bases an insoluble

or sparingly soluble salt, are mixed, the salts decompose each other,

and the comjwund which is least soluble is precipitated. It is in

this manner that the greater number of insoluble com2)ounds ar(f'

formed by the process of double decomposition. Chloride of sihxT

is thus obtained by acting upon solution of nitraUf of •silver with

one of common salt; AgO, NOg+ NaCl =NaO, + AgCl : and

in a similar manner, if carbonate of manganese or phosj)hatc of

copjfbr be required, it may be procured by mixing a solution of

chloride of manganese or of sul^diate of coj)pcr with one of

carbonate of potash or of phosphate of soda. Sometimes a soluble

compound may advantageously be procured in this manner, as in

the ordinary method of preparing acetate of alumina, in*which a

solution of acetate of lead is mixed with one of sulphate of alumina

:

sulphate of lead is precipitated, and acetate of alumina remains

dissolved; 3(PbO, CftlaOg) 4- Al^Og, 3 80.3= 3 (PbO, SO3) -f Al^O^,

3(0,1X303).

When two saline solutions are mixed, which form, by the

mutual interchange of their acids and bases, salts w jiicdi arc also

— —
* When solution of cyanide of mercury is mixed w;itli one of intratq o£*

silver little or no precipitate is produced, although cyaidde of silvcj isf a ^^ery

insoluble compound, and cyanide of mercury has not tJe power ot lormmg a

soluble double cyanide with it.

4 A 2
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freely soluble, in ordinary cases there is no proof that any cliange*

occurs, but it is usually supposed* that a mixture of four diflerent

salts is produced. When, for instance, solutions of sulphate of

potash and nitrate of soda are mingled, it is imagined that a mix-

ture of sulphate of potash and sulphate of soda, of nitrate of pctasli
*

ijiiA nitrate '^bAa, in unknown proportion, dependent upon the

balance of tlxe mutual affinities of the acids and bases, is the result.

In like manner the mixture cf three different acids and three dif-

ferent bases would occasion the formation of nine different salts

;

a^id the mixture of four salts, each containing different acids and

different bd^ses, should produce sixteen different salts, provided that

all are capable of coexisting jt* solution.

Xlencc it will be seen that il is impossible to state with cer-

tainty what are the salts which arc present in mixture in any

'solution which contains a number of saline compounds. In the

analysis of a mineral water, for example, it is possible to determine

the amount o^ each acid aiid of each base which is present, biit^

it is not possible to say what the salts really were which were

brought into solution to form tlic mineral water in question. Sul-

phuric acid, nitric acid, carbonic acid, and chlorine may have been

present amongst the acid constituents, and potash, soda, lime, and

magnesia amongst the bases : but it is impossible to say how all

those acids and bases are distributed in the solution. Many
chemists allot the bases to the acids in the order of the insolubility

of the different salts, whilst others allot the strongest bases to the

strongest acids. In reporting the results of analysis, hoM^ever, the

quantities of the separate acids and bases should invariably be

given, in addition to which, the analyst, if he pleases, can allot

them according to his fancy. The foregoing remarks may be

illustrated by the curious alternate decompositions which differ-

ences of solubility at different temperatures sometimes bring about

;

a striking instance of this' kind occurs in the case of a mixture

containing both sulphate of magnesia and common salt. These

salts occur mixed together on a large scale in the mother liquor

of sea-water, after the bay-salt has been separated. Four salts

may be formed by the intermixture of these two compounds, viz.,

sulphate of magnesia, sulphate of soda, chloride of magnesium, and

chloride of ifeOdium. Of these four salts chloride of sodium is the

least soluble at the boiling point
; if, therefore, the Solution be

concentrated by ebullition, chloride of sodium is separated in

crystals; and as ifae liquid cools, the sulphate of magnesia crys-

tallizes out. The effect, however, will be different if the solution
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,be allowed to evaporate spontaneously in the open air
;

vet low
temperatures the sulphate of soda is the least soluble of the four

salt*^; and at low temperatures it is the sulphate of soda which
separates in crystals from the liquid, whilst the readily soluble

chlq;ricle of magnesium remains in solution.

Upon a similar principle nitrate of soda is con^jcrtcd on a large
scale into nitrate of potash, by mixing it with chloride of potas-

sium ; on concentJating the solution by 'boiling it, chloride of
sodium is separated in crystals, and# nitrJLtc of potash crystallizes

out as the liquid cools :^at low temperatures cliloiide of sodium ^s

more soluble than nitrate of potash, and the nitre crystallizes otit

nearly in a state of purity.

It may, in fact, be stated as a general principle, that on con-

centrating a mixed solution by evaporation, tlie salt which is^least

soluble at that particular temperature is that which is first formed-.

In certain cases where there is no great difhucnce in the solu-

bility of two salts, evidence is afforded of their muviial^decomposi-

tion when the solutions are mixed, by the change of colour whiffh

then ensues. Sulphocyauide of potassiuni, for example, wht;n

mixed with a solution of perchloride of iron, so much diluted as to

be colourless, indicates by flie blood-red solution wliicth it forms,

that a mutual interchange of the components of the two salts has

been partially effected. In like manner, when a solution of proto-*

sulphate of iron is mixed with one of acetate of soda, a l)T¥>wn

colour, similar to that of the acetate of iron, is produced
;
and

further, on transmitting a current of sulphuretted hydrogen through

the liquid, the iron is precipitated in the form of a black sulphide.

This* reaction could only take place, owing to tlie presence of

acetate of iron,^ince a solution of acetate of iron admits of being

thns decomposed by sulphuretted hydrogen, but one of sulphate

of iron is not so acted upon! The entire quantity of iron may be

separated in this mamier, as no sooiieiiis a certain proportion of

iron rendered insoluble, than a fresh portion of acetate of iron is

formed; and this formation and decomposition of the salt continues

as long as any iron remains in a state of solution.
^

(856) T/hJluence of Mass m the Formation of Chemical Com-

pounds ,—A curious question presents itself as to the proi)ortion in

which two bodies arc capable of thus mutually decomposing each

other on iriixture. When, for examjile, three difierent bodies, a, «,

and c, are mixed together, one of which, c, is capable of fombining*

with either of the other two, and forming with tlTj^m compounds,*a c,

B c, which in both cases are soluble, the quantity of i and of b being
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considerably in excess of c, will tbe proportion in which -vC enters*

into, combination with a and b, be determined merely by the strength

of their relative aflBnities ? or^ will the proportion in which eaeh of

these bodies i^ present^ also influence the result ? It was argued

by Berthollet, that not only would c be divided between a and b,

;but that in propdrtion as the quantity qf one of these bodies a,

preponderat6d over the^ other body b, the proportion of a c in the

mixture would be increased, while of course that of b c would be

diminished.. If, on the i other hand, the proportion of b were

u-creased, the quantity of the compound n c,. would be augmented,

whilst that of a c w^ould be proportionately lessened, the body

c dividing itself between a and b, in a proportion represented by
' the product of its affinity for each of these elements multiplied into

their mass. TJms ifa represent the mass of a, represent its affinity

ior c, if /3 be the mass of b, and y its affinity for c; a o : b c :

:

Suppose, for example, a solution of nitrate of potash to be mixed

with more^;thrfn its equivalent of^sulphnrie acid; it is generally

,j
conceded that the potash divides itselfbetween the two acids, forming

a' mixture V>f sulphate mid nitrate of potash, with free sulphuric and

nitric acids. Now if the quantity of sulphuric acid be increased,

will the quantity of sulphate of potash which is formed be influenced

by the amount of sulphuric acid which is thus added in excess ? and

if so, to what extent will this influence of the mass of the acid

modify the simple effect of chemical affinity ?

Let Tis imagine for example, that x, the affinity of sul-

phuric acid for potash =5, whilst y, that of nitric acid for potash

=4. When an equivalent of sulphuric acid is presented to an

equivalent of nitrate of potash, the mass a of sulphuric acid=j :

that of the nitric acid /3= i also, ax :
j
3y as 5 The nitrate

will be partially decomposed
; ^ of the potash will enter into

combination with the sulphuric acid, whilst ^ wfll be united with

the nitric, and we shall ha»e in the solution (KO, SO3), ^ (KO,

¥ (HO, SO3) and | (HO, NOg). But suppose, instead of

adding i equivalent of sulphuric acid, 2 eciuivalents be employed,

•^hilst the proportion of the nitrate remains ^ unaltered
;

the mass

a of the sulphuric acid is now 2, and aa? : /
3y as 10 ; 4. The pro-

portion of nitrate of potash will be diminished, and there will be

U (KO, S(^), ^ (KO, NOg), itV (HO, SO3) and U (HO, NO^) ;

and if '3 equivalents of sulphuric acid be employed to i 6f nitrate of

«potash, since the mass a of sulphuric acid is now=3;

15 : 4; consequent"y the proportions of the ingredients would be it
(KO, SOs), tV tKO, NOg), 2^ (HO, SO3), and it (HO,.NOg); the
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•proportfqji of sulphate of po<ash continuing to increase, though in a
decreasing ratio, for every kddition of free sulphuric acid to the
solulioii.

(857) No experimental solution of this problem was gi^^n
by iBerthollet, and the question fell into abeyance

; but within
the last few years several attempts have been ^dc with consi-

derable success to determine this question quantitatively. DrT'

Gladstone {Phil %an$. 1855, p. 7,79) has published a scries of

experiments in which he .has made^use ^of the chancre of colour

which solutions of cert^fh salts undergo on mixture with ea^h

other, as a means of ascertaining the extent to which this mutiwd
decomposition proceeds wdien all tli^ produets remain in solution.

The principle of his experiments? wilf b*e easily understood. Solu»

tions of several persalts of iron, such* as the porsuljdiate, the per-

nitrate, pcrchloride, peracetate, percitrate, &c., were pPcj^ared in si^h

a manner that each should contain the same proportion of the ses-

quioxide dissolved in the same bulk of water (each the solutions

employed contained very nearly 1 grain of sesquioxide of iron ru

1000 grain measures of water). A solution of jnire sfjphocyanide

of potassium was then prepared of such a strength that when t mea-

sure of this solution and 4 of that of the iron salts were mingled,

the proportion of sulphocyanogen should be exactly sufficient to

convert the whole of the iron into persulphocyanide, if complete

mutual decomposition occurred ; thus the proportions of t]ig.two

salts employed w^ere such that it would be poiiwiblc for exact

mutual interchange to occur as represented in the following equa-

tion : FeA. 3 NO5 + 3 (K, Scy) = Fc2 Scy, +3 (KO, NO^). On
malting the experiment in this manner, it was found that the iron

was never wholly converted into the red salt, for the tint was

deepened by the addition of more cither of the iron salt or

of the sulphocyanide. In order to* obtain a quantitative esti-

mate of the , amount of these efiecis, definite measui^s of the

solution of pernitrate of iron and of sulphocyanide of potassium

were mixed together, and the liquid so obtained was diluted with

water until it occ«pied a known, but arbitrary volume. This

dduted mixture furnished a liquid of a cerfain depth of colour wlfich

was employed as a standard of comparison. Another measure of the

solution of pernitrate of iron, equal to that used iji the standard

solution,*was mixed with regulated additions of the sulphoayanide of

potassium, and the liquid thus obtained was diluted witii measur^

quantities of water after each addition of sulphocyanide, until/as far

as the ey^ could distinguish, this solution had me^ame depth of tint
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as that employed as the standard; it was then assumed^ihat tlie.

quantity of sulphocyanide of iron fcrme4wasproportionate to thebulk

of fhe two solutions.* Suppose that the standard solution occijpied

a 7"olume of 880 measures. It was found that if twice the quantity

of the sulphocyanide of potassium employed in the standard liquid

were made use ^f in the new solution, this mixture would require

cfilutiou till occupied 1270 measures. The proportion of suflpho-

cyanide of iron formed in these two cases, waii assumed to be as

880 to 1270, or as I to 1*44. c The excegs of sulphocyanide thus

employed, Had therefore withdrawn an addftiona] quantity of iron

:^om its combination with the nitric acid.

In this manner experiments were made with quantities of the

^gulphocyaiiide of potassium firogressively increasing from ^ equi-

valeiK of the sulphocyanide to each equivalent of nitrate of iron,

uj> to 37 5 equivalents of sulphocyanide to i equivalent of nitrate

of iron, and it was found that the quantity of sulphocyanide of

iron which wag^ formed, continued to increase with every addition

of sulpliocyanide of potassium, though the effect of each consecu-

tive additioft became Iqss and less marked.

It was ascertained, as indeed it was to be expected, that the

proportions of sulphocyanide of iron* which are formed by the

mixture of equivalent quantities of other salts of iron with given

jp.rnounts of the sulphocyanide of potassium, vary with the nature

of t}ie acid in combination with the peroxide of iron. For ex-

ample, it was feund that when nitrate of iron w as mixed with sul-

phocyanide of potassium, in the proportion of equivalent quantities

of each, that O’ 194 of an equivalent of the red salt was formed.

When an equivalent of sesquichloride of iron was used. O’ 17^ of

an equivalent was formed ; when the sulphate was epiployed, o’i26

of an equivalent was produced ;
with acetate of iron ©’04 only was

formed, and when citrate of. iron was employed,* the quantity of

sulphocyanide of iron whicl\, it yielded was too small to admit of

being estimated. The oxide of iron therefore retained these dif-

ferent acids with degrees of force which vary inversely with the

quantity of sulphocyanide which is formed, vdiilst the potassium

in •the sulphocyanide attracted them with a power in direct pro-

portion to these quantities. Various attempts have been made to

obtain relative numerical expressions for the force of affinity by

* Dr. Gli.dstone found that simj^e dilution of the sulphocyanide of iron
r^duced#t]ie tint in a prpportion greater than could be accounted for by mere
dilution, but this sourc^of error was eliminated, and was not found to present
itself in other cases^vhich he employed to test the accuracy of Jhe general
ooncluaion.
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jAich different compounds are united, but they iiave all liitlierto

failedf. Experiments condu|;ted upon the principle of those of
Gladstone appear to offer the fairest prospect '

^

interesting and important problem.

JBesides the sulphocyanidc of iron, Dr. Gladstone examined a
variety of other coloured compounds

;
one of thesq^was the scarlet

bromfde of gold, which iDecomes yellow when mix^l with clil(^

rides of potassiutrl^and sodium, to an extent varying with the

proportion in which theje salts arri added : the sulphate of qui-

nine, when mixed wiiJi a soluble chloride, iodide, dr bromide,

also afforded similar indications, as it loses its fluorescent eharact^

(or power of altering the* refrangibility qf the rays of light

(104) )
in proportion to the quantity of chloride or bromide

with which it is mixed. From these aftid from a variety of other

experiments, it appears that when two or more fiomj)ouuds ijj

solution are made to act upon each oilier, provided that the ])ro-

ducts which they form by their mutual action are a]^o sohible, tlic

following conclusions may be drawn :— i. That mutual intcrchangtj

between the bodies which are mixed takes ^dacc in fh^terminaic

proportions. 2. That these proportions are independent of the

manner in which the compounds were originally combined : thus,

if sulphate of potash and pernitrate of iron be mixed in equivalent

quantities, the result is the same as if nitrate of potasli and per-

sulphate of iron had been employed in equivalent quantities. 'Jlliis

is a fundamental point in these inquiries, but if Dr. S travels obser-

vations, (quoted by Graham, Elem, Cheni. 2ud Ed. p. 232) be

correct,—viz., that in the preparation of mineral wat(‘rs, the taste of

the liquid varies, not only according to the nature of the salts, but

also according to the order in which they are added,—it cannot Ije

a general law. 3. That these proportions arc dependent partly

upon the strength of the nfutual affinities of the components for

each other, and partly also upon the n^ass, or relative pit)portion

of each compound which is present in the mixture. 4. That the

alteration of the mass of any one of these compounds alters the

amount of all the otlter compounds which co-exist in the mixture

in a regularly progressive ratio; and these quantities admit ol

being represented by regular curves. In most cases this adjust-

ment of the relative quantities of the different bodie| takes place

immediately that the mixture is made. •

(858) The results are different if the products of thc' chemical^*

combination be at once removed from the sphere of action, by

the formation of gaseous compounds, or of an iireoj^ublc precipitate

when twb liquids are mixed. Bunsen has investigated the results
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obtaffied in some cases of this nature. lie found that when^'mixturo

of hydrogen and carbonic oxide ^as ddtonated with oxygen in quan-

tity insufficient for its complete combustion, the oxygen div^ided

itself between* the two gases in such a manner that the quantities

of water and of carbonic acid produced were in very simple

atomic relatioiis* to each other [lAebigls Ann.^hiX'^Y, 137). He
exploded together mixtures of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbonic

oxide, in varying proportions, tjie hydrogen and (Carbonic oxide being

each in considerable exjjess ever the oxygen : under such circum-

stances water and carbonic acid were fo/iqcd^; but the quantity of

carbonic acid was greater, in proportion as the carbonic oxide pre-

ponderated, according to a certyin law. Similar results were obtained

nby detonating cyanogen with*'a quantity of oxygen insufficient for

its complete combustion
;
ih such case nitrogen and a mixture of

qfirbonic acid and carbonic oxide in simple proportions were obtained:

and when a mixture of carbonic acid and hydrogen w^as detonated

with a quantity of oxygen insufficient for the consumption of the

,

hydrogen, a certain proportion of the carbonic acid was reduced

to carbonia" oxide, acc6>rding to the terms of the same law.

The following is the law deduciblc from Bunsen^s experi-

ments :— 1. When two gaseous bodies, a, b, are mixed with a third

body, c, and fired by means of the electric spark, the body c

•o-takes from a and b quantities which ahvays stand to one another

ill .9, simple atomic relation : so that for i atom of a c, i, 2, 3, or

4 atoms of B t are produced ; for 2 atoms of a c
, 3, or 5, or 7

atoms of B c are formed. If one atom of the compound a c,

and one of b c be formed in this manner, the mass of a may be

increased in the presence of b, up to a certain point, without any

change in that atomic proportion
;
but if a certain limit be passed,

the relation of the atoms, instead of being as i : i, suddenly

becomes as i : 2, or as i : *3, or as 2 ; 3 ;
and m on.

2. When a body, a, acting upon an excess of any compound,

B c, reduces it, so that a c is formed and b is set at liberty ; then

if B, in its turn can reduce the newly-formed compound, a c, the

final result is that the reduced part of a is in simple atomic

proportion to the unreduced part. In the case of these reductions

also, the mass of one of the ingredients of the mixture may be in-

creased up tq a certain point without altering the relative proportions

of the Compounds obtained ; but if increased beyond this limit a

'sudden alteration in the relative proportions of the products occurs

;

but’ fiiese proportions still admit of being represented by simple

ratios.
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^he following expcrimci^s illustrate the first part of the'fore-
going law :—On explodin| mixtures of carbonic oxide and
hydipgen, in the following proportions, Bunsen found that *the
quantities of carbonic oxide and hydrogen which were oxidiicted

* were in the proportions stated below :

—

•
Mixturfi detonated. •liatio of GaflOH burned.

Oxygen. Hydrogen. Carb. Oxide'. Hydrogen.
^

Cai’b. Oxicl

I. . . 0 0
V

79’4 . . 1 : 2
II. . . . 10 . 20 . 1 4^4 • . 2 : 2
III. . . 10 20 . ITl . 6 2
IV. . . . 10 *

. . 37 . 3 i '5 • . 8 : a !

These experiments show that, «as the proportion of carbonic

oxide to the hydrogen in the mixture decreased, the pro[)ca’tioii<

oxidized on detonation decreased also,1but it decreased per sciHinn,

not gradually, and these proportions were found to be uniforndy

the same on repeating the detonation with the same mixture,

although the degree of compression* to which tint lyixture w as

subjected during the detonation was considerably varied in diffcrcfit

experiments.

The following are Bunsen^s principal experiments in support of

the second part ofthe foregoing law :—When carbonic acid is driven

over ignited charcoal, it is wdiolly converted into carbonic; oxide ; but

when steam is transmitted over ignited charcoal, a mixture of Iiydrcf?

gen, carbonic oxide, and carbonic acid is produced, in tlie proportion

of 4 volumes of hydrogen, 2 volumes of carbonic bxide, and i of

carbonic acid. Again, when a mixture of cyanogen with atmo-

spheric air and oxygen was detonated in the eudiometer in the pro-

portion of 6*2 of cyanogen to 10 of oxygen,* the cyanogen yielded

3 volumes of nitrogen, 2 of carbonic oxide, and 4 of carl)onic acid :

and when a mixture of 4*07 of carbonic acid, 33*23 of hydrogen, and

10 of oxygen wa§ detonated, a portioAof the carbonic acid yielded

oxygen to the hydrogen, and w^as retkiccd to the state of carbonic

oxide; 3 volumes of carbonic oxide being formed wdiilst exactly

2 volumes of carbonic acid remained unacted upon, although a

large excess of hydrfSgcn was present. ,

M. Debus arrived at substantially the same results as tliosc

indicated by Bunsen for' gaseous mixtures, by precipitating a mix-

time of lime and baryta water, by small proportions of solution

-—

.

Cyanogen requires for the complete combustion of its carbon twice ijS

volume of oxygen, so that 6’2 of cyanogen would have required is'^ijpstcad

of 10 of oxygen ; there is therefore more oxygen th.|in Avould suffice lor me
conversion i^f the carbon into carbonic oxide.
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of carbonic acid] and by similar experiments upon a lar^e exceSs.,

of a dilute solution, of the mixed chlorides of calcium and of bdrium

to Vhich a dilute solution of carbonate of soda was added.
^

t. In the experiments of Bunsen, it must be recollected that the

first products of the chemical combination are immediately removed

from the sphere^ of action: carbonic acid, and carbonic oxide, and

water williKjt mutually react upon* each' other ;
and in the experi-

ments of Debus, the darbonatcs of the earths feeing insoluble, are

at once withdrawn from ‘further action upon the mixture.

(859) Adhesion ,—The influence of adhesion in aiding chemical

aition is often exerted by overcoming the opposite force of

elasticity; this is exemplified by thfe manner in which water

frequently favour^ the mutual action of dry gases upon each other.

VVhcSi, for example, dry Sulphurous acid and dry peroxide of

nitrogen arc Aiixcd together, no combination takes place between

t£cm
; the addition of a few flrops of water, however, causes them

immediately t^ condense and to form the white crystalline com-

pound whidn has been spoken of when treating of the manufacture

of^ sulphuric* acid (344^, and note p. 568). If the elasticity of these

gases be overcome by other means—if, for instance, they be

liquefied by exposing them to a low temperature, combination

occurs without the intervention of moisture. In like manner,

jfrulphurous acid and sulphuretted hydrogen may be mixed when
dry^\ritliout acting upon each other, but if water be present, the

mutual decomposition of the two gases is the result.

Water, by overcoming the self-repulsion of the gases, favours

their chemical action upon solid bodies. Hydrochloric acid, and

ammonia, in their gaseous form, exert but little influence upon* the

metals or upon their salts, although when in solution their action

upon them is rapid and powerful.

Surface Actions ,—The adhesion of gases to solids produces many
curious phenomena :—for qxamplc, let a piece of charcoal be

thoroughly saturated with hydrogen by attaching it to the nega-

tive wire of the voltaic battery, and employing it as the platinode

in the decomposition of acidulated water ; thia charcoal, if now de-

tached from the battery and thrown into a solution of sulphate of

copper, or of nitrate of silver, will effect the decomposition of these

salts, and their respective metals will be thrown down upon the

charcoafeiii the reduced state ; the charcoal and condensedfehydrogen

appearing 4:o act the part of a voltaic circuit, in which the hydrogen

supplies the place of the electro-positive or oxidizable metal, and

the charcoal tl^at^of the electro negative metal or conducting
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platq. If a plate of platinum, rendered chemically clean * l)c
introduced into a mixture Sf pu're oxygen and hydrogen, in ihc
proportions to form water, the gases become condensed upon the

^

surface of the plate, and, being brought within the Sphere of each
other^s attraction, begin to unite

; at first slowly, but during the
act of combination, heat, is ei^tricated, and the*^ctipn proceeds,
more quickly, un^l at last the plate beepmes rcd-liot, and an
explosion of the gas ensues (Faraday, Phil. Trans., 1834, p. 53).
By employing the me^aMn a disin^egralied or spongy hinn, the
surface exposed is grpaier, and the action much more rapid : tly^

metal conducts away but ^ttlc of the heat which is •generated

and soon becomes red-hot ; whilst*yi the t;ondiJ:ion of platinum
black (823) this activity attains its ^maximum. On tlirojj ing

a little of this black powder into a mixture of oxygen^ind liydrogcn

it immediately becomes incandescent, and the gases coml)ine wi^i

a loud report. »

From its inalterability by ordinary chemical agftntg, platinum

in this finely divided form has been use^d to effect various combi-

nations which cannot otherwise readily 4)c procur(?d between

vapori25cd and gaseous bodies :—For instance, if ammonia be

mixed with atmospheric air, and transmitted over sjioiigy

platinum gently heated, its nitrogen becomes converted into

nitric acid, and its hydrogen into water; IlgN + H O = 3 1I07

NO5 : but this transformation cannot be effected l)y heat, unless

some substance analogous to spongy platinum be used, Since nitric

acid is decomposed at a temperature whicli, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, is required to cftect the combustion of ammonia.

On the other hand, ammonia may be formed from tlie oxidcis of

nitrogen, by mixing them with hydrogen and transmitting the

gases over platinum sponge gently heated ;
NO^j + 5 H= H;jN +

2 HO. Nitrate of ammonia, when licated with platinum black,

yields nitric acid, nitrogen,*"and water, instead of protoxide of

nitrogen
;

thus 5 (H4NO, NO5) = 2 NO5 + 8 N 4- 20 HO. A
variety of other interesting changes may be effected. According

to Dobereiner, (wh8 first pointed out the remarkable powder

* This may be effected by holding the plate over the flame of a spirit lamp

and rubbing it when hot, with a stick of caustic potash ; tJio potash is to

be maintai^d in a fused state upon its surface for a second or two ;
the alkali

is then to be washed off completely in distilled water, and the plate is to be*

immersed for a minute in hot oil of vitriol ; after which it is to he fre^i,nom
adhering acid by immersion for a quarter of an hour in|L large bulk ot distiiled
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whicli finely divided platinum possessj^s of effecting the^ kind*of

-

coqabinations,) a mixture of cytoogin and hydrogen by tfic aid

of a gentle heat yields cyanide of ammonium when in cq^itact

Mth spongy platinum. In a mixture of binoxide of nitrogen and

olefiant gas^ carbonate of ammonia is produced ; and in a mixture*

j>f the vapour •of alcohol and binoxide of nitrogen, cyanide of

ammonium/ carbonate of ammonia, olefiant gas, water, and a

deposit of carbon are forme4 . In like manrfer, sulphurous acid

may be rapidly converted inlo sulphuric acid, if it be driven in a

ipoist state, mingled with air, through*’ fubes containing spongy

jfiatinum :
. this method was even proposed as a manufactiu:ing

process for obtaining *011 of vitriol, but it was abandoned in con-

»seqijence of an alteration *in *the platinum, by which it is

dejjrived of this powder of effecting combination. Platinum

Wack produces with the vapours of alcohol in contact with

atmospheric air, a scries of compomids which are finally converted

into acetic^ acid (62). ,

Alcohol. Acetic Acid.

+40 = ho.

For the success of these experiments, it is necessary that the

surface of the platinum be chemically clean, otherwise the sup-

,poscd adhesion of the gases or vapours to the metal docs not take

plapc. Faraday considers that these actions arc owing to the adhe-

sion of tliQ gas^ps to the surface of the metal, by which the particles

of each gas arc brought within chemical contact with the others. He
observed that the admixture of small quantities of carbonic oxide,

or of the vapour of bisulphide of carbon, or of olefiant gas,*,pre-

vented the platinum from effecting the combination of the oxygen

and hydrogen, but did not deprive the metal of its activity, as

was ascertained by afterwards plunging it into a mixture of pure

oxygen said hydrogen. On the otl\cr hand, the addition of sul-

phuretted or of phosphuretted hydrogen to an explosive mixture of

oxygen and hydrogen, not only prevented the combination from

being produced by the platinum, but it effected such an alteration

of the surface of this metal that when it was plunged into a fresh

portion ofmixed oxygen and hydrogen, no combination of the gases

occurred. Hydrochloric acid also rapidly destroys the peculiar pro-

perties pf finely divided platinum. According to Dob^einer, the

* ^ ^r. efraham finds, that in the case of carbonic oxide, a gradual oxidation
ofthd carbonic oxide ^kes place, but that this action is much slow er than the
oxidation of the hvdr/gen ; the oxidizing influence is wholly concentrated on
the carbonic oxiae, and until this gas is entirely oxidated t}.e .hydrogen
remains unaltci^d in the mixture. ‘
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jfrcventive action of this gas depends upon the decomposition of

tlic Ifydrochloric acid by thc^xygen condensed upon the platinum :

^tcr is formed whilst chlorine is liberated, and this chlorine,

by converting the platinum superficially into •protochloride,

>
destroys its power ; its activity, however, can be restored by
treating it with boiling oil of vitriol. Hydroeljoric acid is

this Case expelled, and a 'small quantity of protoxide®of jdatinum

is dissolved ; the idetal is then to be^ well washed in distilled water.

(860) Other finely ^divided ^bst^liccs besides platinum

possess this property of favouring the combination of oxygen aij^l

hydrogen in an inferior degree ; even pounded glass,, porcelain,

'

cliarcoal, pumice, and rock ‘crystal, jf warmciil to 600° F., produce

this effect. Finely divided palladiu/h, *rhodium, *and iridium^also#

deteirmine the combination of oxygen* and hydrogen with cx})lo-

siou at ordinary temperatures. Gold and silver efect the coi]^-

hiuation of hydrogen with oxygen ^quietly, at temperatures far

below the boiling point of mercury (Diilong raid Tluhiard).

^Metals which have a strong affinity for oxygen cannot I3C used,

they immediately become oxidized upon the* surface, *•

(86 1 )
Catalysis .—The remarkable actions produced by the

agency of finely divided platinum have in the foregoing para-

graphs been attributed to the force of adhesion, which is supposed

to bring the different gaseous bodies within the sj)hcre of mutual*

action
;
but they were viewed by Berzelius as arising from a ^^icw

force, which he termed catalysis, in virtue of whidi, he says :

—

^ Certain bodies exert, by their contact with others, sucli an in-

fluence iipon these bodies, that chemical action is excited
;
cora-

pouiids arc destroyed, or new ones arc formed, although the

substance by which these actions are induced does not take the

slightest part in these changes.^ This catalytic force, however, is

probably purely imaginary ;• most of the phenomena which have

hitherto been referred to iti*. agency Joeing occasioned by several

difierent causes, which often admit of being distinguished from

each other, and which may, as in the case of the action of platinum,

be explained by the active operation of other known forces.

One class of these phenomena are those included under tlie

term fermentation. They are peculiar to the products of organic

chemistry ; such, for instance, as the change of solution^of sugiir into

alcohol an(J carbonic acid, under the influence of yeast

:

thc^liange

of starch into sugar in the operation ofmashing wort, or the germi-/

nation of seeds, owing to the presence of a peculiar albunShous

substance termed diastase

:

and the gradual clnv^rsion of amyg-

dalin, tlm Bitter principle in the bitter almond, into hydrocyanic
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acid/ oil of bitter almonds, sugar, and formic acid, whenjft is di?^

solyed into water, and mixed %vith ibe emulsin^ or albumnious

princii)lc contained in the pulp of the seed. In all these (j^se?,

however, although the constituents of the yeast, the diastase, or

the emulsiii, do not enter into the formation of the new products,

they disappear during the change, and during the whole time

are undergoing a scries of specific alterations, which stand in

intimate but unexplained olfition to the metamorphosis of the

sugar, the starch, or the amygdalin. One of the most remark-

a^de features of these decompositions, is tiie small proportion of

the ferment, or catalytic body as Berzelius would term it, which

is required to produco the chaj:agc : i part of yeast, for instance, is

^uffi/^aent to convert loo parts of sugar into alcohol and carbonic

acid
;
and a still smaller quantity is required in the case of diastase, i

jrirtof which is abletoeflcct the transformation of more than tooo

times its weight of starch inAo sugar. The consideration of these

remarkable lAetamorphoses
,
must however be deferred until thc^

,
organic bodies themselves have been described.

Liebig’s theory of catalysis is, ^ that a body in the act of com-

l)ination or decomposition, enables another body, with which it is in

contact, to enter into the same state. It is evident,’ says he, ^ that the

active state ofthe atoms of one body has an influence upon the atoms

*bf a body in contact with it, and if these atoms be capable of the

sailie change as the former, they likewise undergo that change,

and combinatibns and decompositions are the consequence. ^ ^ ^

This influence exerted by one compound upon the other, is exactly

similar to that which a body in the act of combustion exci cises

upon a combustible body in its vicinity ; with this diflerence 'toly,

that the causes which determine the participation and duration of*

these conditions ai’e different.’

These explanations are hardly sufficient te account for the

phenomena of fermentation , as the ^^odies which are undqrgoing

fermentation do not ^ enter into the sa7?ie state ’ as the particles of

the ferment ; but they apply admirably to many of the illustrations

cited by Liebig in proof of his theory. Amongst these illustrations

is an experimfint by Saussure,^who observed that moist woody

fibre, if placed in contact with oxygen, gradually converts the

oxygen into, carbonic acid. On adding a certain quantity of

hydrogbn to a measured bulk of oxygen, which was undergoing

this change, he observed a diminution in the volume of the

two'' gases immediately after effecting the mixture; a portion of

oxygen had thus^been caused to enter into combination with the
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iiydrc^n, and a true gradual combustion of the liydrogen hati been

effected^analogous to that pjoduc^ed by platinum, owing to its coptact

Vit^i vegetable matter, which was itself imdergoing slow oxidation.

Again, it has been observed in the case of certain alloys, tliat

tli^ compound is entirely soluble in an acid which may be unable to

attack one of the components <jf the alloy when ilFa separate foaan.

Platinum, for instance, is not soluble in nitric acid^ but if it be

alloyed with lo I2 parts of silvQrygthe acid dissolves it readily.

In like manner, copper is insoluble hi diliite sulphuric » acid, but an

alloy of zinc, nickel, an^ bopper is readily dissolved by this liquid.

(862) Effects of Motion on Chemical Affinity .—In many cases^

motion favours the manifestation •of cohesion
^
in a remarkable,

manner : for example, water maybe cooled below its freezing jipintf

and may retain its liquid form if kept perfectly njotionless, but

on the slightest agitation it assumes the form of ice. Again, i4 a
solution of nitrate of silver be simplyimixed with hydrocliloric acid,

it will long remain milky ; but if the .nitrate be in ;!xc.ps8, and the

mixture be briskly shaken for about a minute, the whole of tS^
chloride of silver will collect in dense flocouli, which rapidly stfb-

side, and leave the liquid clear. In a somewhat similar manner
motion favours the development of chemical action :—thus a mix-

ture of tartaric acid and nitrate of potash may be made, and no sign

of precipitation will appear for many minutes, if the mixture after

simple agitation be left at rest: but if it be briskly stirred with a glass

rod, an abundant deposition of crystals will speedily bd produced.

A similar effect is often observed with other crystalline preci-

pitates : the double chloride of platinum and potassium, or of

plaflnum and ammonium, frequently docs not appear in dilute solu-

tions until the mixture has been briskly stirred. If the glass rod

which is used in stirring the mixture be drawn against the side of the

vessel containing 'the liquid, the track of the rod will be rendered

evident by the formation of ?^ystals, which are symmetrically de-

posited on each side of this line. This effect is particularly

manifested when a solution of phosphate of soda is added to dilute

neutral solutions of* magnesia containing ammoniacal salts; tjie

double phosphate of ammonia and,^magnesia takes many hours for

its deposition, unless the liquid be briskly stirred.

Sometimes when the chemical affinities which hold a compound

together ^e feeble, or where the components have a strong ten-

dency to assume the gaseous form, a blow will be sufficient to

disturb the equilibrium, and an explosion wil^ follow. In this

w^ay chloride of nitrogen, which is united by feeblfc affinities, and
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contains bodies wllich naturally exist iq the gaseous state, id'some-^

timep decomposed by the mere fait of | drop of the liquid to^the

bottom of a jar of the solution in which it is being formed, ^he*

ordinary perertssion cap is another instance of the same kind^

where the nitrogen in the fulminic acid suddenly resumes jts

gae^ous state fin <he application of a blow. In the latter case, and

in that of the^common lucifer match, it might be supposed that the

heat developed by the sudd^ compression attending the blow or

the friction,,is the cause’, of these detonations; but this explana-

ticipi certainly cannot apply to the iodide 6f, nitrogen, which, if dry,

explodes wlmn touched even with a feather. Fulminating silver is

also decomposed with cxplosion-^by causes equally slight,

(^^3) Concurring Affinities .—Another class of these so-called

catalytic phenomena is exemplified in the effect of the admixture

of« oxide of copper, or oxide of manganese, in aiding the decom-

position of chlorate of potashf Chlorate of potash fuses at about

F., anfi rt'hen heated to about 700^ it is decomposed witli

"uervescence and rapid evolution of oxygen ; when mixed with

abbut a fourth of its weight of black oxide of copper, or of oxide

of manganese, the salt begins to be decomposed at a temperature

of between 450® and 500^^ (much below its fusing point)

;

the gas which is given off' in this case, however, is always

accompanied by a small quantity of chlorine. Other oxides produce

a sifliilar effect, but the temperature required varies with eacli

oxide : thus, sesquioxide of iron requires a temperature of about

500° ;
oxide of lead a somewhat higher temperature ; whilst oxide of

isinc, and magnesia do not aid the decomposition of the salt at all.

This remarkable decomposition appears to admit of an cx^la-

i^ation, suggested by Mercer, in elucidation of other somewhat
analogous actions. He supposes, although the catalytic body

[experiences no perceptible 'alteration ‘after the ^ decomposition is

complete, that it acts by exerting a fdeble chemical affinity upon
me of the constituents of the compound. In the case of oxide of

manganese and chlorate of potash, the oxide of manganese is a

substance which has an affinity for an additional quantity of oxygen,

IS is evinced by the possibility #f forming manganic and permaii-

janic acids from it by further oxidation. This tendency, although

t does not rise high enough in the experiment before us to pro-

luce the acids, may yet exert sufficient attraction upon the oxygen
o faQ.litate its esoi^. Indeed it is not impossible that traces of

nanganic acid ma| be actually formed, and then decomposed ;
in

rhich case the formation of the small quantity of pot^h, and the
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fibejati^n of the chlorine, Irhich always accompanies the oxygen,

would be accounted for. A somewhat similar explanation may be

api^ied in the case of the black oxide of copper ; an unstable sesqui-

oxide of this metal appears to exist ; black oxide of copper therefore

hajya feeble affinity for oxygen, and though that affinity is not ade-

quate to retain the oxygen when separated froni the clilorate^f

potash, it may ye^ aid in effecting its liberation : sesqmoxide of iron

is also susceptible in the ferric acid^dP a Jiigher but unstable stage

of oxidation, and the ^lalne holds good t)f oxide of lead ; hence

these compounds facilitate the decomposition of the chlorafe^

There is no proof of the existence of a higher oxide either of zinc,

or of magnesia, and accordingly w^^n/1 that scarcely any effect is

produced on heating these oxides witji the chlorate. I fin(> also

that powdered glass and pure silica are equally inert,»probably from
the same cause.

Mercer observed that starch, wh^h is ordinarily converted by
nitric acid into oxalic acid, is entirely transformed into oarbonjc

acid if a salt of manganese be present ; % CO^ being formed, instead*

of C2O3. Oxalic acid, also, may be in this* manner rapidly con-

verted into carbonic acid (Playfair On Catalysis, Proceed. Chem,

Soc.j III. 351). If an ounce of oxalic acid be dissolved in

10 ounces of water, at 180° F., and i ounce of colourless nitri^p

acid, sp. gr. 1*30, be added, no decomposition of the oxalic acid

occurs
;
but it immediately commences on adding a^small quantity

of a solution of nitrate, or any other salt of manganese. The
protoxide of manganese, from its tendency to pass into the state of

l)eroxide, tends to deprive the free nitric acid of oxygen, and aids

the oxalic acid to decompose this acid ;
and the oxalic acid having

a stronger affinity for oxygen than the protoxide of manganese;

immediately appropriates tjie oxygen; the united affinities of

both being able to accompysh a decomposition which cguld not

have been effected by cither separately. This reaction appears to

be analogous in nature, though inferior in amount, to that which

enables chlorine to decompose silica or alumina when these oxides

are mixed with charcoal, (388, 566,) though neithegP chlorine, nor

charcoal is able separately to produce this effect.

A similar rosult is obtained when a quantity of hydrated oxide

of copper, or of peroxide of manganese, is thrown iifto a j;nixture

of bleaching powder and water ; on warming the mixture, oxygen,

is evolved abundantly, and chloride of calcium is formed%-the

oxide of cojiper or of manganese, by its affini-jy for oxygen, aids

the elasticrforce developed by heat in detaching tfie oxygen from
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the chloride of lime^ and the oxygen, hf its elasticity, escapes the

gaseous form without combining with the metallic oxide.

^
Gaseous ammonia may be passed through heated porcoiain

tubes at a ver^ high temperature, and it will experience only a par-

tial decomposition
;
but if the tube be filled with finely divided

metallic copper efr iron, the decomposition takes place with facility

at a lower tfemperature. It is not improbable that in this ease

the metals act by their affinity for nitrogen, which is feeble, and that

a nitride of-copper may be formed (448). * If iron wire be employed

iw^tcad of finely divided iron, it is found to hav^j become superficially

altered and* brittle. Platinum favours* the decomposition of am-

-moniabut slightly, and glass nearcely in any appreciable degree.

Alcohol, when exposed ^to the air, evaporates without under-

going any chemical change, but if a quantity of caustic potash be

d^t^solved in the alcohol, the alkali appears to enhance its affinity

for oxygen ; in consequence 6f which acetic and formic acids are

produced, andf"combine with* the potash.

The decomposition of binoxide of hydrogen (396) by contact

with many*bodies, whteh appear to undergo no chemical alteration

during the action, may possibly be referred to the same cause.

When, for example, finely divided metallic gold, silver, or platinum,

or peroxide of manganese, is placed in the liquid binoxide, the latter

is decomposed, the oxygen being attracted by the metal, which,

however, has not sufficient power to retain it in combination. A
singular circumstance, however, has been observed, when oxide

of gold or oxide of silver is substituted for the metals themselves

;

decomposition of the binoxide is produced by the metallic oxide,

but the oxide of gold or of silver at the same time parts witTi its

oxygen, and is reduced to the metallic state. A similar reaction

happens if an acid solution of bichron^ate of potash be mixed with

tlie binqxide of hydrogen, the chromic acid losing half its oxygen

simultaneously with the biifbxide ol^hydrogen.*

^ Prof. Brodie (Phil. Trans. 1850, p. 759) has miblished the results of a

series of experiments, showing that in such deoomposuions there is a numerical
relation between*the quantity of the binoxide which is deoemposed and of the

metallic oxide which is reduced. These experiments, however, were chiefly

made upon binoxide of barium, as being much more manajjeabie than binoxide
ofhydrogen. It was found that when the binoxide was mixed with water, and
placed it contact with oxide, or chloride of silver, that both the ^iompound of

, barium and that of silver was decomposed ; baryta, or chloride of barium, being
Tfown^, whilst metalti4 silver and oxygen gas were lilierated. Auniform quantity
ofperoxide of barium was employed in each experiment, whilst the quantity of

oxide, orof cliloride of silver, was progressively increased : it found that the

silver compound v^as never whojly reduced, but that the proportioa^of it which
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OtHigr substances besides binoxide of hydrogeA, exhibit a sWilai

susceptibility to decomposition •by contact with certain bo^es
Pergulphide of hydrogen, for example, is immediately decomposec

by contact with oxides of manganese and silver, and like the Inn-

oxi^e of hydrogen, it is rendered more stable by the addition oJ

acid^ while its decomposition ^is facilitated by Contact with alj^a-

lies. The nitrosulphates (354) discovered by Pelouze, afford

another instance of decomposition effected by a body which under-

goes no apparent change ;
but this^ decqinposition is .particularly

instructive, as it is a^mQsl certain that the body which excites tjuf

decomposition does suffer a^ real chemical change. Thus the Ad-

dition of a solution of sulphate of» copper to solution of nitrosul-

phatc of ammonia, causes an immediate effervescence, owi^g t^

the escape of protoxide of nitrogen. This decompj)sition appears

to be produced thus :—on the addition of sulphate of copper, Ac
iiitrosulphate partially exchanges ba5.^s with it

;
now so long as the

iiitrosulphuric acid is in combination, with an alkaS, Jhe acid hai;

a certain stability, since the alkalies appear by their basic ener^v

to preserve the elements of the acid in equilibrio, but^ as soon*a4:

a salt with a weaker base is added, such as the sulphate oi

copper, a portion of nitrosulphate of copper is formed, but the oxide

of copper being no longer able to maintain this balance, the

elements of the acid arrange themselves in a new order: fdi

instance— •'

Nitrosuliih. Ammon. StUph. Copper. Sulph. Ammon. Niti^snlpfi. Copper.

+CuO,"^= 4- CuO, SOaNOg.

Butithc nitrosulphate of copper immediately breaks up into prot-

oxide of nitrogen and sulphate of copper; CuO, SO2NO2 becoming

CuO, S03-f-N0. Consequently sulphate of copper is found in

the liquid at the close of tire reaction unaltered.

anderwent decomposition bore an increasing ratio to the amount of peroxide

barium which was decomposed, as the quantity of oxide, or of chloride of

diver was increased. In no case, however, was the amount of oxide or of

[ihloride of silver reduced quite equivalent to the proportion of oxygen elimi-

nated from the peroxide of oarium. Prof. Brodie connects <;hese experiments

wdth an ingenious speculation, by which he endeavours to account for the simul-

Laneous liberation of oxygen from the peroxide of hydrogen or of barium and
Trom the oxide of silver, and which ne applies to chemical ^decompositions

ijenerally
: j;ie supposes that the partMes ^the same element may, certain

circumstances, have an affinity for each other ?
—^that for example, one equi-^

p’alent of the oxygen of the peroxide of barium may be positive in its relation

-o the oxygen of the oxide of silver, which he supposes may bo'uegativWi^ In

nich a case the two particles of oxygen would mutually attract each other,

uid deoojnj^sition ofkoth the oxides would ]pe the resultr •
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§ 2 . INFLUENCE OF HEAT ‘uPOW CHEMICAL AFFINITY.

(864) The forces which have as yet teen considered do not

manifest any specific effect in altering the amount of chemical <

a^jiity between* uny two bodies ; but it^ is qxdte otherwise in the

case of heat, which exerts a direct influence upon the degree of

affinity. Elevation of tempemture generally acts at once in aug-

menting the tendency Up combination between the bodies which

age submitted to its infl]ience :— for example, sulphur or charccnl

may be preserved at ordinary temperatures, in air or in oxygen,

without change, for an indefinite period ; but if sulphur be heated

tto 400®, and charcoal to a* point a little below a red heat, oxidation

commences, and proceeds with increasing vigour, and the pheno-

njena of combustion occur. But although a rise of temperature

exalts the action of chemical ^affinity, this tendency to combination

is, at the saii»3 time, more or less counteracted, and is sometimes,

^
^mpietely overcome, by the tendency to mutual repulsion which

it» imparts Ao the molecules of all substances, both simple and

compound. It not unfrequcntly happens that a moderate eleva-

tion of temperature produces combination, whilst a higher tem-

perature destroys the compound so formed. A good instance of

\his kind occurs in the action of oxygen upon mercury : at

ordinary temperatures this metal shows no disposition to combine

with oxygen, for it evaporates in air and condenses again in the

metallic form ; but at a temperature approaching 700®, or a little

above the boiling point of the metal, it combines gradually with

oxygen and becomes converted into the red oxide ; whilst •kt a

heat short of redness it is decomposed into gaseous oxygen and

vapour of mercury. Again—baryta at a red heat absorbs a second

equivalent of oxygen, forming peroxiefe of bariuln, but the second

equivalent of oxygen is CEpelled fey a full white heat, and the

compound is reconverted into baryta. A mixture of oxygen and
hydrogen may be preserved unchanged at ordinary temperatures,

but. the introduction of a glass rod heatefl to bare redness so

completely alters their mutual affinity, that sudden combination

attended with explosion is the result. This appears to be as pure

a case of alteration of affinities as can be met with, since both the

compoi^nts are thoroughly mixed, and as both are in the gaseous

‘state, heat cannot in this case act by diminishing cohesion,

anu'^o bringing their particles into more intimate contact.

Mr. Grove, howevfjr, has ^own that in the case oif^this same
compound of oxygen and hydrogen a sudden iifversicga o*f affinity
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fakes for at an intense white heat they ire separahlfe from

eacS other : by the voltaicignition of a platinum wire under water,

or i)y the intense heat of a hall of melted platinum raised to

whiteness by an alcohol flame animated by a curpent of oxygen,

and then plunged under water, the two gases may be separated from

each other and collected in thp gaseous state {PkiL Trans 18^7).

Sometimes the decomposition effected by elevation of tem-

perature is only partial \ a new and more stable compound being

formed, which, at a still, higher ten^eratjire, is in its turn decom-
-posed : thus olefiant, g9.s*at a full red heat loses half its carbon,

and is converted into light carburetted hydrogen ; and this ga&r,

subjected to a white heat, deposits the remainder of its carbon

whilst pure hydrogen is liberate. * Chlorate of potash ^at a
moderate heat is decomposed into perchlorate, and probably into

chlorite of potash; the latter salt, however, is immediately

resolved into oxygen and chloride (jf potassium ; but at a higher

temperature the perchlorate in its turn parts with its oxygen, and

the more stable chloride of potassium is the final result. Nunfe-

rous other instances of this kind will be •presented W the resder

when the products of organic chemistry are examined.

A further illustration of this point is afforded by the different

products which are furnished by the combustion of the same body
at different temperatures. When a jet of cyanogen is burned with

a free supply of air, the only products of the combustion* are

carbonic acid and nitrogen ; but if a coil of red-hOt platinum wire

be suspended in a mixture of equal volumes of cyanogen and

oxygen, the nitrogen undergoes oxidation as well as the carbon,

defitoxide of nitrogen being formed, as is evidenced by the appear^

ance of ruddy fumes, owing to the combination of the deutoxide

with free oxygen- In a similar manner, ether, when burned freely

in air, produces 'carbonic acid and wjfter, C^HsO,^ 0=4 COg-f

5 HO ; but if a glowing coil of platinum wire be suspAided in a

mixture of the vapour of ether and atmospheric air, several new
products are formed,*among which are aldehyd and acetic acid :

—

Ether. * Aldehyd.

CJlJ) H- O = + HO ;
and

Ether. Acetic Acid,

C^O + 40 = cj^o^ -f HO.

(865) Suspension of Chemical Action by Depression of Tefii-

perature.’—^AB chemical affinity is increased, on the one hatW*, b^
elevation^of temperature, so, on the other hainl, ^ is diminished by

redaction pf tcfhperature. Schrotter has shown {Chemie, vol. I.,
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p, lay) that, by k sufficient degree of .cold, chemical con\]tfinatibfl

may be prevented even between* bocues which at the ordinary

temperature of the air unite with each other with great encjfgy,

Clllorine, for example, combines with phosphorus, or with finely-

divided metallic antimony, or arsenic, with such violence, that these

b^ics take fire spontaneously in an atmosphere of the gas ; but if

the chlorine Ibe eooled down to—io6® F., by means of a bath of

solid carbonic acid and ether (i8:z), it remains liquid at tlic

ordinary pressure of the ^ir, and it is th<m quite indifferent to the

p|josphorus, arsenic, or antimony, if tliesb substances be cooled t

‘ xlm same temperature before they are added to the liquid chlorine.

When the tube in which the«.mixture is contained is withdrawn

froni the cold bath, the evaporation of the chlorine occurs with suffi-

cient rapidity to preserve 'the temperature below the point of

cqpibination ; but if the free escape of the chlorine be prevented,

the temperature rises, and ^combination occurs with explosive

violence. Thu mutual action of chlorochromic acid and alcohol,

chlorine and ammonia, of iodine or of bromine and phosphorus,

and various /other actions of a similar nature, may be prevented in

the same way.

From these experiments, and from those detailed in the fore-

going
.
paragraph, it appears to be not improbable that when

two bodies have an affinity for each other, there is a certain

range oi temperature within which they will enter into combina-

tion, uut if the temperature be raised or depressed beyond a

certain limit, their mutual affinity is suspended ;
and at high tem-

peratures the compound already formed may be destroyed. The
temperature most favourable for combination varies with each f)air

of bodies, and it seems to be probable that there is for each, a cer-

tain temperature at which the maximum of affinity exists, above

or below which it decreases,*'

§ III. Influence of Electricity on Chemical Affinity.

• ^
Eljectrotyping, Voltaic Plating, &c.

(856) The suspension of chemical action which occurs under
the influence ^f electrical induction is one of the most interesting

circumsttoices which modern discoveries have brought *to light.

As instance of this kind we may cite the manner in which
zinc, Vhen placed in contact with copper beneath thg surface of

3ea water, acts in (preventing the corrosion of the coppp, and
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•tfaftisfef^ to the chemical energy which wAuld otherwfee be

manTfested upon the coppfjr (2^9). A similar suspension of

clie?j^ical action is produced in the ordinary case ofthe decomposi-

tion of water between two platinum electrodes, by the voltaic cdr-

rent : here the electricity appears to act by weakening or rather by

partly neutralizing ordinary affinity in one direction, whilst^t

strengthens or adds to it in the opposite, and hence the particles,

which were previously in combination with each other, lose fcheir

affinity one for the other, and acquire it for those particles which

next adjacent to tlievn*in the liquid ;
tjius, if the brackets abo^c

the subjoined formulae indicate the state of combination of ttio*

elements of hydrochloric acid befor# the passage of the current, the

l)rackcts below would indicate the e%[e6t produced after its t^nsj"

mission, thus:— *

f

V

HCl IICI H(?l IICl

Here z c is supposed to represent the battery, and v and // the

])latinodc and zincode of the arrangement: the positive electricity

of the zincode seems to detach the chlorine adjacent to it from the

hydrogen with which it was previously in combination, whilst th^

negative electricity of the platinode produces a similar effect upon
the contiguous particles of hydrogen, and the inffirm’cdiate por-

tions are polarized in the manner represented in the foregoing

diagram.

Tfhe following luodification of this experiment also shows in

a striking manner the remarkable influence of electric polarity

upon chemical affinity :—If two separate glasses filled witli

dilute sulphuric dcid, be placed side by side, and into one glass

the platinode of the battery^is plunged, whilst the zincode dips

into the other cell, no decomposition will ensue ;
but if a con-

Jiexion be established between the two glasses by means of a slip

of platinum foil, one^end of which is made to dip into each, the

current will be immediately transmitted: hydrogen will be cvdlved^

upon the platinode in one glass, and oxygen upon the zincode in

the other glass ;
whilst owing to the polar condition i»to which the

connecting slip of platinum is thrown, hydrogen will be gtven off

from one end of the slip, and oxygen will be evolved upon the otbew

extremity of jt, although the metal itself experiences 110 seiisiBle
^

change.
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(^67) Electr\fly9iB of Salts .—It has already been stajfid

that when a binary compound, such ' as a fused chloride, or an

iodide, is submitted to electrolysis, the ions or components of

the compound are separated at the respective electrodes in equiva-

lent proportions; the metal appearing at the platinode, whilst*

the chlorine, or •corresponding clement, is deposited at the zincodo.

I? the zincolle of the battery be formed of a substance capable of

combining with the chlorine or corresponding element, an equiva-

lent amount of the chloride, Lr otlicr compound, of this metal will

be formed there : when tjic metal of the ^ijneode is tlie same as t]..

^contained in the compound which is undergoing decomposition,

the original compoiuMl is reproduced. Thus, if a quantity of

fused chloride of silver (A^Ctj bo decomposed by a current, which

is conducted into it by means of silver wires, the quantity of tlu'

cjiloridc will \indergo no alteration ; for in this experiment as hist

as the silver is deposited up^u the negative wire a corresponding

amount of siber will be (Ji^^solved from the positive wire, since;

the latter wire combines with the equivalent quantity of chlorine,

which is liberated this point. Let Ag-h represent the posi-

tive silver wire, or zineode, by which the current is conveyed into

the melted chloride, and Ag—thc negative wire : if the brackets in

the upper row of symbols which follow indicate the comhinatiou

4)efore the passagi^ of the current, the lower ones will show tl 10

arraugcmeiit af tcu* tlic occurrence of the decomposition :

—

- Ag
I

AgCi AgCl AgClJ Ag+

i

ClAg ClAg Cli^

An examination of the products furnished by the electrolytic

decomposition of solutions of the oxysalts in water, exhibits results

which a\)pcar to be at variance with' the statement that the com-
ponents of an electrolyte arc separated in equivalent proportions,

but further investigation shows that they aie strictly in accordance

with it ; these experiments also lead to very interesting conclusions

which have a&i important bearing upon the theory of salts in

general.

AVhen absolution such as sulphate of soda is submitted to

electrolysis, a quantity of acid accumulates around the positive

Opiate, and of alkali around the negative plate> whilst at the same
tinle both oxygen and hydrogen are set free. The jjroportions of

each may be dstelmined by means of a diaphragm appm'atus, iu
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.itlficli fhe products of decomposition can be kcJj^t separate** from

eacl? other, and the gases which dre evolved can be separately

collgcted. Such an apparatus was contrived by Professor Darnell,

and is represented in fig. 321. a and b are the tw» halves of a

stQiit glass cylinder, wdiich are fitted by grinding upon a hollow

ring of glass, c ; the two rims of this ring are <>ground down^ to

a grooved shoulder, so as to allow a thin piece of b^idder to be

ti( d over each en3 of the ring, which thus* constitutes a kind of

dnnn
;

at K is a small hple throughSvhic^i the cavity thus formed

; ; w be filled with liquitl,; *0 and e are tyvo bent glass tubes for

carrying off the gases evolved during electrolysis
; g and h are two^

large platinum electrodes, which pjvss through corks in the necks of

the cylinder, and can be connected \^tlf the battery by means of tlm

Fig, 321.

wires^/, i. The apparatus thus forms three compartments, wiiieli

miif bo filled with liquid for experiment, and the wboJe may be

supported iii a frame of wood. By the employmc^rit nf this appq-

i’atiis, it is found that whilst a quantity of acid aconmulates at tlic

zincode, an cquivtdeiit amount of alkaH is set fro(‘ at the platinode.

But this is not all, a quantity of gas. is also emitted from each

electrode, that from the zincode being oxygen, and that from the

l)latinode, hydrogen. • Upon placing a voltameter in the course of

the circuit, it is fouild that a quantity of gas is emitted from the

saline liquid, exactly equal to that obtained from flie voltanteter;

and upon neutralizing tli5 acid *and alkali, they likewise arc in

equivalent proportions to the gas which is emitted (paniell, Phil,

Trans*, 1839 and 1840). Suppose that the gas eollcetei? in the

voltameter amount to 71 cubic inches, (or the quantity yielde(\ bi^

9 grains of water at 6d^ P., Bar.=30 inches.) The imitc d qualiflty

of oxygen |nd hydrogen from the solution of sui|)hatc of soda would
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be the same, arfJ in addition, one equivalent in graip^J' or*;^i.^

grains of sulphate of soda VouM be decomposed; 31 grains of

soda would be liberated at the platinoae, and 40 grains of sulpljjuric

add at the tincode. Upon substituting a voltameter of fused

chloride of lead in the circuit for one containing diluted sulpharic**

add, and still continuing to transmit the current through

solution of sulphate of soda, it was found that for every equivalent

of chloride of lead which was decomposed, 1 equivalent of the

mixed gases were evolved from the saline ..solution, and at the same

tpne I equivalent of the sulphate wa^s,. 'decomposed. Wluitr

observed in the case of sulphate of soda holds good also with

salts of the alkalies amd earths*generally.

^ /868) Bearing of Electrolysis on the Binary Theory of Salts .

—

It is a fundamental law of voltaic action, that the amount ofy,
force circulating in any circuit at the same time, is equal in every

vertical section of the circuit, and consequently its decomposing

energy in cadi section must,. also be equal
;
yet in the case of the^

j^hlphate o^ soda, there appears to be in the saline solution twice

tlie amount of decomposition that occurs in the adjacent volta-

meter, though both are transmitting the entire current from the

battery. A satisfactory and complete explanation of this anomaly

is however eficcted by the binary theory of salts (454) in the

fbllowing manner :

—

'Jf the binary theory of salts be true, the component ions of

sulphate of sovla are not soda and sulphuric acid (NaO, SO3), but

sodium and sulphion (a compound of 4 equivalents of oxygen and

I of sulphur), (Na, SO4), the compound being sulphionide of

sodium

;

and such it proves to be under the influence of electro-

lysis, sodium being liberated at the platinode, whilst sulphion

ajipcars at the zincode. Sodium, however, cannot exist in the

presence of water
; the nlctal immediately t^kes oxygen, and

becomes* converted into soda; Na-hRO=NaO-fH : the alkali is

dissolved in the liquid, whilst the hydrogen escapes as gas. Sulphion

is equally unaWe to exist in the separate femn ; it combines witli

hydrogen, HO + 80^=0 + II, SO4, while oxj%en escapes, and sul-

phuric acid is* formed : and as both sodium and sulphion are

liberated in equivalent pro].>ortions, the quantity of water decom-
posed is alsoecquivalent to the quantity of salt electrolysed.

OnHhe foregoing view, therefore, the evolution of oWtygen and
'liy^rogen during the decomposition of saline solutions is a secondary

aeftfon. If a solution of a salt of a metal, which like copper or lead

does not dccomycsfe water at ordinary temperatures, be substituted

for one of sulphate of soda as the electrolyte, no hydrogpn should be
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efoivcd'Jnit the metal itself should appear upcti the platiliode,

u if the other constitueut of the^salt be one which like chlorine

is nibble to take hydrogen ^rom \^ter at common temperatures,

no oxygen should be emitted. Accordingly, upon making tlie

•cxiJi^riment with a solution of chloride of copper or of chloride of

load, the salt is resolved into metallic copper or riretallic lead, j^d

chlorine gas, but no oxygen or hydrogen is liberated. These obser-

^ ations will explain the reason that although water, when pure, is

scarcely decomposed by tihe current froifi loo cells qr upwards,

^it appears instantly to* become a good electrolyte on the addi-

tion of a few drops of acid, or of solution of a salt of an earth

an alkali; for upon the addition of* the salt^it is this body which^

is decomposed, and the water is' then Vcsolvcd into oxygen ^aiuh

hydrogen by a secondary action in the* manner already explained.

Sulphuric acid in solution is in like manner resolved into hydrogen

and sulpliion, H, SO4. In neither case is the water directly electro-

jysed. This observation also explains, a circurastanc # which mucTT

])crplcxed the earlier experimenters upon the chemical action of tlfb
^

voltaic pile. In all experiments in which water was (lecomposcicl,

both acid and alkali were invariably found to be liberated at the

electrodes, although distilled water was employed ; and hence it was

believed for some time that the voltaic current had some mys-
terious power of generating acid and alkaline matter. The trift?

source of these compounds, however, was traced by Davy
Trans,

y 1 807), in which he showed that they proceeded Cither from

impurities contained in the w ater employed, or in the vessels made
use of, or in the atmosphere itself. Having proved that ordinary

disttlled water always contains traces of saline matter, iie distilled

it at a temperature below the boiling point, in order to avoid al^

risk of carrying over salts by splashing : he found that when he used

marble cups to ccAitain the Vater for decomposition, the acid was
the hydrochloric, and the dlkali was# soda derived from* chloride

of sodium contained in the marble itself ; when agate cups were

used to contain the water he obtained silica ; and when he used

gold vessels, he procRrcd nitric acid and ammonia, which he traced

to atmospheric air ; by operating in vacuo, the quaiftity of acid and

alkali was reduced to a minimum, but the decomposition then was

almost arrested, although he operated with a battery v>f 50 pairs of

4-inch plates. Hence it is manifest that water itself is^not an

electrolyte, but it is enabled to convey the current, if it cont;ain

only faint traces of saline matter. ^
The fallowing table will illustrate the mUniKjr in which the

oxysalts* ma^ be 'classified in relation to their mode of electric
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decomposition ; tfce anion indicating the electronegative^ ca^aorc

the ,electropositive component •

—

*

Arsi„p,. . ..

; j

NH4, Gl.

K, SO4.

; j

NH4. NO..

;

j3Na, POj.

j
(Na,H,NH4),PO..

When monobasic salts are the subjects of electrolysis, the pro-

portion of acyl and of base iU in single equivalents : thus, nitrate

o£ potash yields 1 equivalent of potash and 1 of nitric acid for each*

'6qj!iivalcnt <jrf fused c\vloride of lead which is decomposed in the

voltameter.

When a polybasic salt is submitted to electrolysis, for each

equivalent of fused chloride of lead which is electrolysed in the

W)ltameter, an equivalent of base appears at the platinode : for

exaipple, when i equivalent of the tribasic phosphate of soda is

decomposed, 3#,cquivalents of chloride of lead are reduced in the

voltameter; and in the diaphragm cell 3Na, POg yield 3Na()

+ 3 H at the platinode, whilst POg+ 3 O are liberated at the

zincode. When the pyrophosphate of soda (2 NaPO;) is clec/tro-

lysed, % equivalents of chloride of lead are decomposed in the

voltameter, whilst 2 NaO + 2 H make their appearance at the pla-

tinode of the diaphragm cell, and P05-f2 O aare set free at the

zincode.* When the metaphosphate of soda (Na,POe) is decomposed,

1 equivalent of chloride of lead is electrolysed in the voltameter,

whilst NaO -j-H appears at the platinode of Jhc diaphragm cell, and

PO5 -f O is liberated at the zincode. In each cj^e the phosphoric acid

th\is* transferred preserves its tribasic, dibasic, or monobasic cha-

‘racter, according to the nature of the salt which was electrolysed.

The results of the electrolysis of the monobasic and polybasic

os;ysalt% it will thus be seen, admit of a simple explan%tion upon

<^he binary theory. The results ofthe decomposition of the subsalts

arsi^xot however so easily reconciled with this view. According

to E. Becquerel^wten basic salts (or subsalts) are defibmposed, for

each equivalent of chloride bf lead in the voltameter, i^ei^uivalent

B, Complex

^ /I. Simple Anion . .

g *1 Compound CathiQU

o J 2 . Compound Anion
o

1

Simiile Cathion . . . .

^ 1 3. Compound fAnion . ,

M ^ Compound Cathion . , 1-

1. Compound Anion . . . .

Sjmiue Cathions . / . . .

2. Compound*Anipn . . . .

Simjle aj>d Compound Cathio
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qft acid ^is liberated at the zincodc, ‘whilst all t^e equivalexfts of

^ase Vhich were previously in ooiibination with the acid are

liberated at the platinode. fely own experiments upon this po^int

confirm this view, although from a numerous series of trials c5n

subnitrites, subnitrate, and subacetates of lead, I always

obtained a smaller quantity of oxide of lead and^iof metallic lead

than teas required by theoiy, if*this law held good
;
pfobably tliis

deficiency was due'^o the secondary action of the solution upon the

liberated oxide. When, fqr example,^the triacetate of lead (3 PbO,

C/IJ3O3) was decomposes^ employing as the electrodes plates of lead

instead of plates of platinum, for each equivalent of acetic acid ami-

oxygen which appeared at tlfe zincojle, somevjiat less than i equi-

valent of metallic and 2 equwalAits of oxide of lead ai^pearcd 1

at the platinode : thus, the salt appeareffli to have undergone decom-

position into Pb, 2 PbO and €411303,0. It is difficult to reconcile

the idea of an ion consisting of Pb, 2 PbO* with the binary theory.

Tlic most probable explanation appears*to be this: viz., iliat the oxidrr

of lead is attached to the neutral acetate in a manner analogous t'ft

water of crystallization, and that the neutral f^etate is the true elec-

trolyte,whilst the oxide is leftuponthc eleetrode inthe insoluble form,

as soon as the acid which kejjt it in solution is removed. A similar

explanation may be applied to the case of other soluble subsalts.

(869) Unequal transfer of Ions during Electrolysis ,—Acui iou?^

circumstance in relation to the proportion in which the ion^ of

the electrolyte travel towards the respective electrodes, was re-

marked in the course of these investigations on the decomposition

of saline solutions. It was perhaps natural to expect that if a

solurion underwent electrolytic decomposition, for each equivalent

of the compound decomposed, its comijonent ions should be

transferred to each electrode in the exact proportion of half an

e(]uivalent of each/ although'a whole equivalent was liberated in the

manner shown at No. 2, in•the schenie which follows :— •

A

(0

(2)

(3)

, Cu Cu Cu Cu
» SO4 SO4 SO4 SO4

-Cu
1

Cu C u Cu -f

SO4S O4SO4
1

SO4

— Cu
1

Cu. Cu Cu
SO4 SO4SO4

1
SO4

A

* E. Beequ'j!rel considered that he had obtained a 8al>oxide ofload by'

the electr«ly«i8 of it^ subsalts, but this appe:ars to be an error. It is a mere
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In tins Bcliciiie it is supposed that sulphate of copper is the tlefCr

trolyte, each particle of coppeil represented by the symbol C!u,^6cing

ill bombination with the particle of sulfphion represented by S(^ im-

mediately beneath it. Let a a indicate the position of a diaphragm

of bladder separating two equal quantities of the solution whiqj)

No. I are supposed to be in their normal state. Let No. 2 repre-

^nt the sa^e solution after it has^undergone electrolysis
;
an equi-

valent of copper having been set free at the platinode, and one of

sulphion at the zincodc.* It Vas not unnatural to elxpect that this

result w ould have been attained by the trarfefer of half an equivaJii\it

IT cSf cojiper into the division containing the platinode, whilst half an

equivalent of sulphioij passed towards Uae zincode, in the manner rc-

\ presented. Experiment, boT^'^ver, shows that i^ch a supposition is

erroneous, and that the decomposition more commonly happens in

the mode rej^resented in No. 3, in which case a whole equivalent

of the aniou is transferred to the zincodc, leaving a whole eqiii-

j;*alent of ci^hion uncoinbincd, at the platinode. Sometimes

T/hcn the 6xidc of a metal is soluble in water, the transfer of a

*Avaall quan,tity of th(\ cathion takes place towards the platinode,

but the quantity of the cathion and the anion set free are alw ays

in equivalent proportions to each other [Phil, Trans, 1844, p. 16).

(870) Electrovection, or Electrical Endosmose ,—It was observed

many years ago by Mr. Porrett, when water was placed in a

diaphragm apparatus one side of wdiich was connected with the

positive, and the other side with the negative electrode of the

battery, that a considerable portion of the liquid was transferred

from the positive towards the negative side of the arrangement.

It has since been found that the same result occurs in a minor

degree when saline solutions are electrolysed, and generally

tlic greater the resistance which the liquid offers to electrolysis

the greater is the amount which is thfts mecharrically carried over.

Prom numerous experiment^, I have found that in all these cases

the water carries with it a proportion of the salt which it holds

in solution. It appears from the researches of Wiedemann
(Poggendorff, Annul,

,

Ixxxvii., 321), that the amount of liquid traris-

fe'trad, cmteHs *paribuSy is proportioned to the strength or intensity

’^of the current; that it is indepehdent of the nature and thick-

ness of the diaphragm by w^hich the two portions of liquid are sepa-

• — o

*^ixture of metallic lead with oxide of lead, as the solution of neutral acetate

of^iiwd quickly dissolves the oxide and leaves the metallic lead ; and tlxe pro-

^portions of oxide to the metallic lead vary according to the n|,ture of the salt

operated upon. •
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that when different solutions arc emj^oyedj the asiiount

traiffiftrted in each case by currQnts^ of equal intensity, is directly

proportional to the specific i^esistance of the liquid.

ftn some cases I have found a transfer from t^ie negative* to

the positive side of the apparatus. This was particularly the

ciise with solutions of sulphate of magnesia aqjl of sulphate of

zinc.* The cause of thisr trarfefer, and the circumstances wtXiSh

occasionally produce the reversal of its dfrcction, have* not been

satisfactorily explained, and the sublet n^eds further investigation.

Acids, whether they l^e soluble in waler or not, always travel

towards the zincode ^in*proportions larger than the metals whiJl^

arc united with them pass towards the platinode.

(871) Secondary results of
^

liiect^rolysis. —»TIic cxplanatioi^

already given of tlie mode in which 4he oxysalts arc elcctroiysed

Avas happily applied by Professor Danicll to the eluifiidatioii of the

origin of the voltaic power, in a combination contrived t}y

M. Becqiicrel (230) which presents itiany interesting pcculiaritioa.

Tf a porous tube filled with nitric acid be plunged ifito a vessel

containing a solution of potash, and the wjres of a gidvanometpf,

armed with platinum plates, be plunged one into the nitric acid,

and the other into the alkaline solution, a current will circulate

;

()\ygcn will be emitted from the plate immersed in the i)()tasli,

and nitrous acid, owing to the absorption of hydrogen by the

nitric acid, will be formed around the other plate, whilst nitrate

ot‘ i)otasli is slowly produced by transudation of tlic two liquids

through the pores of the diaphragm. By connecting several of

these cells together in succession, upon the principle of the ordinary

bat^^ry, the power may be considerably augmented. The decom-
position which appears to occur is represented by the following sym-
bols, in which H, NOq indicates the nitric acid, and KO the potasli*:

the position^ofthe.brackets above the symbols indicates the arrange-

nient before the current is establislied, whilst, after its passage, the ar-

rangement is supj)osedtobe that indicated bythe brackets beneath:—*

It is particularly to be observod that no development of oxygen*

or of hydrogen occurs upon the platinum plates until the two

plates ar§ united by a conducting wire, and it c(?ases^ soon

as the conducting communication between the plates is iritenmptcd^

although the combinatiou of the potash with the nitric acid*?‘^in-

tinues; but the polar arrangement of the particle^ is interfered with,-*

4 c
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The secondary action of nitrip acid on the hydrogen whjchji^

set free is necessary to the (deYelopment of the currdiU. jP' If

sulphuric acid be substituted for nftric, the hydrogen is not

absorbed, and,no current is obtained, as it is neutralized by^the

counter current which the accumulation of the hydrogen upon the

platinum plate tqpds to produce {231).

'The secondary actions of the voltaic current are often of great

importance
;
they require to be carefully distiitguished from its

primary effects. Secondsury remits are, in some instances, produced

by the action of the liberated components of the electrolyte upgii^

lift materials employed a*s electrodes : thus, ^f a slip of copper be

substituted for platiniim, as the zincode of the battery, and be

immersed in dilute sulphuric *
agid, sulphate of copper will be

formed by the combination of the copper with' the disengaged sul-

pliion. At ofticr times, the secondary results are manifested by

the reaction of the ion upon the liquid in which the electrolyte

dissolved, ^s when the p6tassium or sodium, set free at the

jdatinode iit an aqueous solution of its salts, liberates hydrogen^

’by^. removing oxygen fijom the water. In the cases just cited, the

affinities of the disengaged ions are very intense, and the secondary

action is exactly proportioned to the primary, so that it may be

employed as a measure of the current : but when the tendency

to combination is more feeble, the proportion of these secondary

actions to the primary one is greatly influenced by the extent of

surface exposed by the electrode to the liquid, and the energy

of the current, and consequent quantity of the ion disengaged at

once. Generally, the slower the action, and the larger the surface

of the .electrode, the more uniform and complete is the secondary

action. These results are well cxemjdificd by Bunsen^s researches

dn the isolation of the more oxidizable metals by the voltaic cur-

rent. If a thin platinum vvire be used as the platinode in a solu-

tion of oliloridc of chromium, to convay the current from 4 or 5
cells of the nitric acid battery, metallic chromium may be obtained

without difficulty; but if a plate of platinum^be employed, oxide of

chromium, mixed with a certain amount of hj^drogen, is liberated;

in* thfi latter cate the metal has time to decompose the water before

•fresh particles of chromium are deposited upon its surface.

In consequence of these secondary actions, the same element

may so^ictinSes appear at one electrode, sometimes at ,the other,

^ is seen in the case of nitrogen : if, for instance, a solution of

BU^ate of ammonia be submitted to electrolysis; it yields

'hydrogen at the p^tiaode, and a mixture of nitrogetf with oxygen
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is*set free at tlie zincode. The nitrogen in this case is a secondary

res^SSrf’the combination of a^ portion of the^ oxygen with the

hydrogen of the ammonia. - If nitrate of ammonia be substilaitcd

for •the sulphate, nitrogen appears among the gaseous product^ at

both electrodes, the nitric acid being deprived of its oxygen by
tifb hydrogen evolved at the platinode, and the ammonia of its

hydsogen by the oxygen .set fiiee at the zincode.*^

If a solutionv>f acetate of lead be employed as tlfc electrolyte,

the acetic acid undergoes partial dcfiomposition from tlie action of

tlie oxygen upon it at jfclte moment of its* liberation at the zincode,

biH at the same time * a portion of the oxygen also enters iiito

combination with some the oxide of lead contained in the

liquid, and, as Mr. Warington proVfj^, a dep&sit gf peroxide of lead

is produced. Nobili, wlio first ^obsejyed this phenomenon, foun&

that if a polished steel plate be employed in such absolution as the

zincode to the battery (4 or 6 cells of Grovers may be employed), the

deposit assumes the form of a thin film, which exhibits the iridescent

tints of Newton^s scale, the tints varying according*tg the thicdc-

ness of the film produced. Other experimentalists have, modified#

the patterns which may be obtained by thesb metalloMoines^ wliicli

have even been applied by Becquerel to the imitation of the tints of

llowers
; and by varying the strength of the battery and of the

solutions employed, he has succeeded in producing some effects of

great delicacy and beauty. Salts of manganese or of bismuth

may be substituted for those of lead, with similar results.

Many of these secondary actions are very interesthig : Kolbe
has devoted particular attention to the effects of oxygen when
liberated (luring electrolysis [Proceedings, Chem, Sac., III., 285,

aiuT Quart. Journ. Chem. Soc., II., 157). Hydrochloric acid, espe-

cially when previously mixed with sulphuric acid, is in this manu«r
partially converted around Jbhe zincode into chloric and perchloric

acids
; and in an acid solution of chloride of potassium, chlorate and

perchlorate of potash are formed.* Cyanide of potassium in

solution, when subjected •to the voltaic current, is in like manner
converted into the cydnate. A concentrated solution of chloride of

ammonium evolves nydrogen at the platinode, but the chlorijie,

instead of being liberated at th^ zincode, acts upon the chlonde of

ammonium, and forms oily drops of chloride of nitrogen, which

explode when touched by the opposite electrode. Mr. Smee has

shown tl&t by means of the voltaic current the yellow ^russiate

may be converted into the red prussiate of potash. M. {Colbe

has, further^ ascertained the effect of the liberated oxygen upoa.
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various organic compounds, ancj. by submitting valerianate of jpotafllj^

to electrolysis hc^ decomposed |,tlic valerianic acid (HO,

whioJi it contains, and succeeded in ol|taming from it a new sub-

staijice, valyl, CgHg (or more properly butyl) a new ether, CglfgO,

hutylic ether, ‘and a carbo-hydrogen (Cgllg), apparently identical

with oil gas (405) : and by a similar process from acetic acid (HVl,

CjlljjOa) he^obtained methyl, the analogue of butyl. Par-

ticular inierbst is attached to these researches, owing to the

circumstance that in each care the compounds obtained by the

electrolysis belong to a series related to ^Ui\ alcohol different from

tlmt which was submitted to decomposition. The valerianic ^cr
thus yields an ether of the butylic series; and acetic acid, whicli

is a derivative of *winc alcohol^ furnishes the carbo-hydrogen which

heloAgs to the wood spirit series.

{872) Nascent state of Bodies .—It is obvious, from the pow er-

ful eflcct which oxygen produces at the moment of its liberation

from compounds during electrolytic decomposition, tliat such

oxygen muit^oc in a condition very different from that in whicli

'

lit exists when once it has assumed the gaseous form. Oxygen is

not insolubfe in water* and it is therefore possible to bring it in

small quantities at a time into chemical contact with salts or other

bodies which water may hold in solution. Oxygen gas may,
however, be transmitted for an unlimited time through a solution

of chloride of potassium without effecting the conversion of any
portfon of the chloride into chlorate, or into perchlorate of potash ;

and yet, as has been mentioned in the foregoing paragraph, this

change is easily effected by oxygen as it escapes during the elec-

trolysis of an acidulated solution of the chloride of potass^nn.

But it is not necessary that oxygen should be liberated by tli(‘

agency of the voltaic battery in order that it should acquire

this increase of activity. If hydratgd protoxide of nickel, or

protoxides of cobalt, be suspended in a solution of potash, it will

undergo no change when subjected to a current of oxygen gas

;

but if a curi’ent of chlorine l)e substituted for the oxygen, the

wliolc of the metallic oxide will be converted into a brown sesqui-

ox,ide : this change arises from the action of tlie chlorine upon the
4>ota/h, during which, chloride of potassium is formed, whilst oxygen
is set free, and, at the moment of its liberation, attaches itself to

the oxide off nickel or of cobalt; KO-f Cl-h a NiO = KC1+
NiaO^. ' Other substances besides oxygen exhibit this peculiarity,

and^jhemists have long recognised the fact, that bodies, when in

Jhis nascent state, that is to say, when in the act of liberation

from other sub^caifces, display more energetic affinities^tban they
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Jrtieii once obtained in isolated foAn :—For example,

cyanogen and clilorine d<> not enter directly into combiuaition
;

biif if cyanogen, at the instant that it is set free from anq^her

compound, be presented to chlorine, the two bodies combine ; thus

fT moist cyanide of mercury be decomposed by means of cldorine,

chloride of cyanogen may bo obtained : the clilorine removos the

mercury step hy step, and the cyanogen, at the Aiofnent of its

liberation, enters into combination i»^ith ijiiother portion of chlorine.

In a similar manner, §if^phur, when set •free from an alkaline per-^

sulphide in the midst t)f a solution of Hydrochloric acid, combines

with hydrogen, and formr# persulphide of hydrogen, KSg + HCl^
KCl-f HSr,, the chlorine taking fl^ potassium,. whilst the sulplmr

and tlie hydrogen, both in the nascQpt state, unite to form h new
(‘ompound, although their affinity is so slight that^this compound
s})C)ntaneously separates into sulphuretted liydrogen and free

siiljdmr. The process of double decomposition is particularly a})^li-

cablc in cases wlierc the mutual affinity of the boduoii which i^ is

desired to obtain in combination is comjiarativcly fcclje. It»i«

not impossible that this superior chemical activity of *l)odies in^thc

nascent state may arise from the fact that their particles arc indi\ i-

dually electrified at the moment of their separation from a previous

state of combination; and that in this condition they may e^ert

upon the particles of dissimilar contiguous matter, a force of induc-

tion which may be the agent that determines their chemic^il cora-

hination : if by a process of double decomposition the particles of

both compounds were opjiositely electrified, combination might be

cxjjccted to be proportionably facilitated ;—For instance, if a solu-

tion of sulphide of potassium and one of chloride of c()j)per be

mixed, they will mutually decompose each other, the sulphur liekig

negative, will tend to combine with the positive copper, and the

positive potassium will lyiite with the negative clilorir^e. If tlic

brackets in No. i represent the mofle in which the molecules are

arranged on the instant of mixture previous to decomposition,

those in No. 2 will ^illustrate the arrangement of the molecules

after mutual decomposition has been effected :— ^

• •

(873) Theory of the Electrical Origin of Chemical Affinity.—Jit

lias already becy remarked (214, 225^ tliat two dissimilai’

substanciji:, electrically insulated, are brought ii|to coiitawt, and

(I)
K S Cu Cl

a Cu s
— +

K become
(K s Cu cn
(Cl Cu S KJ
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are separated fro\a eacli othc|.% disturbance of their

equilibrium is produced
;
one of the l^odies becoming negatively

electrified^ whilst the other indicates a corresponding ehargif' of

positive electricity. It is a well ascertained fact that certain sub-

stances, by friction, acquire one kind of electricity more readfiy

than^the other; thus, for example,* sulphur, when rubbed upon

flannel or 'fur, becomes^ negatively electric, whifet glass, on the

other hand, most readily, assumes the positive state. What has

, been proved to occur when' masses of mattcyf are brought into contact

supposed by Davy {PhiL Trans., i8o/), to happen also when
the molecules of two dissimilar substainees are brought within the

^)here of mutual ‘activity ; ,hoi assumed ^ that, chemical and elec-

tricaf attractions depend upon the same cause, acting in one ease

on particles, in^thc other on masses of matter^ {Phil. Trans., 1826,

p. ^89); and all the phenomena of chemical affinity have been referred

teethe exertion of mutual electrical attraction between the atoms of

caph substance^ in the comjioiind. When, for example, chlorine and

patassiuraare united, it is supposed that each atom of chlorine, by

contact with an atom of potassium, becomes negatively electrified,

whilst the potassium becomes positively excited
;
a certain portion

of the positive electricity from the chlorine uniting with a corre-

sppnding amount of negative electricity which is liberated from the

potassium, thus producing the light and heat which attends the

combination of these two bodies (Berzelius). Supposing each atom
of both kinds of matter to be associated with equal quantities of

both electricities, and that tlie two diflerent electricities be repre-

sented by the signs and — , we may represent the potassium j^id

chlorine by symbols; (— K +) indicating an atom of potassium,

aiKl (—Cl -f

)

anatom of chlorine. As soon as the two bodies

are brought into contact, it js supposed that thq chlorine loses a

certain aivount of positive electricity, wl^lst the potassium loses an

equal quantity of negative electricity, the change being symbolized

thus, (
4* KCl—

)
and (

H
), When the chloride of potassium is de-

composed elcctrolytically, a quantity of positivq electricity is trans-

ferred from the positive wire of the battery to the chlorine, and
compeusates for that which it has lest ; and when this amount of

electricity has been restored, the chlorine no longer has any ten-

dency to^rema<n in combination with the potassium, and hence

it ^is set free upon the positive plate, whilst a simultaneous transfer

of nggative electricity to the potassium occurs from the negative

.pkte, and the alkaline metal is therefore liberateck upon the

negative side of.thb arrangemestit. The electricity which iS set free
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‘ t))3^SpJaRttery is Supplied by the afction of the j^ulphion Hpbn the

zin^, in the cells of which the Uattfry consists,

^The remarkable law discovered by Faraday, that the same

current of electricity, when transmitted succespsively thrcfugli

various electrolytes, decomposes each in the proportion of their

rcsgective chemical equivalents (24^, 4) adds greatly to the pro-

bability of the sjipposition that electrical and chcmic^ii ^phenomena

are due to dilferent manifestations ^of the same agent. So strong

was DanielFs conviction upon this poinij that he applied the term

emrrent affinity to thp voltaic current ; since by means of the proper^

application of conductors, or channels for the force, the chenftORl

affinity of a portion of zinc and iiulphuric acid at one point could

bo transferred to a distant spot; aiul dould there be made to^cfleit

an equivalent amount of chemical decomposition upon a diiferent

compound. The chemical equivalent of any substance upon^tbe

electro -chemical theory, is that quantity of each body which is asso-

c iated with an amount of electricity .equal to that associated with

a given weight of some substance, such as hydrogen, which* is

selected as the standard of comparison
;
thc*proportion*of*elcctri<Jity

which is associated with a given weight of any substance being

inversely as its atomic weight. Assuming the specific electricity

of hydrogen to be rejiresentcd by the arbitrary number 1000, the

following is given by Daniell (Introd, to Chem, PhiL, 2nd Hd.,

1). 687) as an approximative table of the specific electricity (or

ijiiantity of electricity associated with equal weights) of a few of the

more important elements and compounds :

—

Cathiona.
Equiva-
lent.

Specific
Electricity, 1

Aniona.
icnl.

Spoci/lo
Electricity.

Hydro^fen . . r*o 1000 Oxygen . . .
8-0 125

Potassium . . 39*2
.

25 Chlorine . . . SS'S %Sodium* . . 23*3 43 Iodine . , . 1260
Zinc .... 32 'S • 3 ^ Bromine . . . 7«-3 • 12

Copper . . . 31-6 31 Huorine . . . i8-7 55
Ammonia .

‘

.

170 58 Cyanogen . . 2()'0 38
* Potash . . . 47*2 ai Siilphtlric Acid 40-0 25
Soda .... -31*3 32 Nitric Acid . . 540 1 18

Lime .... 285 35 Chloric Acid . 755
1 • - —

Ingenious, however, as is^ the electrical th(;ory of cliemicial
^

affinity, it must be admitted that it is far from i)eing free from

objejftioA and difficulty when it is attempted to apply it to all

cases of chemical action. It has been already stated that v^fry

large number of bodies exist which are not susceptfljle of

clectrolyys,* Indeed, the chief classes of elect 'loljtes arc : i, binary
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compcwinds of th^ non-metalli| elements with the metal«*,*,5,jSiJ;^a5*

the oxides, chlorides, iodides,j b/omides, and fluorides ; 2, ?OTn-

pounds of bodies like cyanogen with the metals, such as#the

cyafnides and the sulphocyanides ;
and 3, comfoiftids of the metallic

oxides with the oxyacids, such as the nitrates, sulphates, borate»%

carbonates, acetates, tartrates, &c.^ Now, so long as a gonu

pourVd consists of two elements only, if it be decomposed at all,

there is no difficulty in anticipating the result of the voltaic action

;

—the electro-negative element wdll appear at the zincode, and the

electro-positive element alj^the platinode; yQ\ t^^ere are binary cclJn-

po^mds which are not elcctrolysablc, such, for instance, as pure

water, and chloride of sulphur. Iftheir particles be united by electric

opposition, why should they not yield to the current ? In the case

of more complex bodies, sucH, for example, as nitrate of silver, or

borate of lead, it is not possible, a priori

,

to say how the compound
would yield under the electric influence. It is quite clear in the

cai^e of a salt,*that the powei^ which holds together the two ions oi*

the salt in ^the form of tw^o iso-electric groups (or groups of equal

ViTt^tric (Mcrgy), must* he of a different order from that whicli

holds the elements of its component ions in combination. Tlu^

tie which hinds together nitrate of silver as Ag,NO(j, must be of a

different order to that which unites the elements of nitrion (NC)^;)

together. Sulphate of soda, again, as an elcctmlyte is separated

into J^^a and SO4, Biit neither nitrion nor sulphiou can exist in

the separate foren
;
liow can they become associated under electric

influence ? Again, SO3, anhydrous sulphuric acid, is not an elec-

trolyte when fused : the same thing may be said of fused boracie

acid ; and examples of this kind might be multiplied almost withbiit

limit. Why, if chemical affinity be due to the exertion of electric

action, should certain bodies be readily decomposable by the voltaic

crurrent, and why should others of less complex dompoSition resist

it entirelj ? At present, uo hint appear^ to have been given which

throws any satisfactory light upon these questions.

f

Practical Applications of Electrolytic Action.

* (8f4) Electrotype^ Voltatype, or Gelvano-Plastics,—Professor

Daniell, shortly after his invention*’ of the constant battery, ob-

served that copper deposited upon a plate of platinum furnished a

colierent ^sheet, in which the lines and irregularities on the se^rface

o^' the platinum were faithfully reproduced upon the deposited

coppel*, but he made no practical application of the j^bscrration.

Pti the year 1839, Af. Jacobi, of St. Petersbui^, announced that

he had discovei^’cd a method of making exact copifes of
^
a metallic
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jft copper by means of tha voltaic batjery, and shortly

afteiVards Messrs. Spencer and'Jo^'dan, who had each indepen-

dently arrived at a similar result, published the methods wliicli

they had employed fbr*thc attainment of this object. The jilro-

cii^scs thus disclosed were so simple and easy of execution that

they were immediately repeated with* success, and in the following

ycai*Mr. Elkington in England, and M. lluolz in Frapec, began to

jij)ply the voltaic battery on an extensive scale to the arts of

plating and gilding. Spice this period^»the voltaic battery has

hcwi most extensively fepiployed as a mc^ns of depositing not only

copper, gold, and silver from their solutions, but zinc, tin, lealli^

platinum, and nickel: many other, metals have also, for particular

])urposes, been reduced from their sfUts? by its means.

For the deposition of metallic copper, a solution of the sulphate

(d’ this metal is employed, but the mode of using* it varies wdth

the object in view. Suppose that it bo desired to obtain a copy of

^aii engraved copper plate; a wire or slip of copper haying been

dt‘re(l to the plate for the purpose of facilitating its connexion wiHi

the battery, the back of the plate is covered with a rcsinpuS varniiili,

by winch means this surface is electrically insulated from tlic

solution, and it is thus prbtected from any deposit of reduced metal,

^riic plate thus prepared is connected with the negative electrode of

a voltaic battery, consisting of 3 or 4 of Smee^s or Danielles ceHs,

and immersed vertically in a bath consisting of a saturated solution

of sul])hate of copper. A sheet of copper, equal in* size to the one
to be eo])ied, is suspended parallel to the latter ^in the liquid, and

eonncctcd with the positive electrode of the battery
;
an immediate

dcctimposition of the solution ensues ; metallic copper is deposited

ni)on the entire surface of the negative plate, in tlic form of

a coherent, continuous sheet, and a corresponding amount of

copper^ is dissolvied from *the positive plate, so that the liquid

remains constantly chargt*d with aiy equal quantity of sitlphate of

copper. At the commencement of the operation, care must bo

taken to ascertain thai: the deposit occurs uniformly over the whole

surface of the negative plate, as if any portion of it be soihxl

by grease or resinous matter, the copper will •not be tJiroVn

down upon those parts ; when once the deposition has commcncefl

uniformly, it goes on without difficulty. If the jiJates be sus-

vertically the solution should be frequently agfinted, for

unless this precaution be taken, the liquid around the negative plaj/e

becomes inmoverished, whilst that around the positive ‘pkite

becomes unanly saturated with the copper 8.'|lt^(869) ; cnrrentli

are then produced in the liquid, owing to its unequal density, and
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they 4)ccasion th<^ formation o4 vertical grooves and strias^JjJjg^tlTe

back of the sheet of deposiaed^ metal. This inconvenieifte is

soirfetimes obviated by supporting thei»two plates in the bath Jin a

horizontal position, the negative plate, bein^ undermost ; the posi-

tive plate must in this case be enveloped in flannel, in or(Ien«.^o»

prevent the small particles of metal, which are constantly being

detached fr*5/n it, from falling upon the lower plate, and interfer-

ing with the regularity* of the deposition.

The deposit varies in hardriess and coherence according to tlie

number of cells employe^ in the battery; J?hq, relative size of •the

^ifatcs of the battery and those of the depositing cell, and the

temperature and degree of copcentration of the solution. The

tUiore slowly the action takes filaoe if the solution be concentrated,

the Tbardcr and more crystalline is the deposit. By modifying the

power of the^jattery, and the strength of the solution, in the

manner which experience soon indicates, copper may be obtainctl

o^' any desirej degree of toughness.

« When the deposit has acquired the necessary thickness, it is

dQtachcdr at; its edges f^om the original plate, and can then bo

stnppcd off without dilhculty. The tliin film of oxide, or of other

adhering impurity, derived from the exposure even of a freshly

deposited copper plate to the air for a few hours, is sufficient to

prevent too intimate an adhesion between the xdate and the de-

posit, In the electrotype thus obtained, the lines wdiich are cut

away upon tlito surface of the original plate are represented in

relief in the copy^ and if a fac-simile of the engraving be desired,

a new deposit must be formed upon the copy thus procured ;
in

this second transfer an exact duplicate of the original engrafing

will be presented. Many large and valuable copper plates, amongst

which are some of those engraved for the Art Union, have been

thus multiplied with succesaj So faitlifully docs*the deposit repro-

duce all •irregularities upon the surface *of the matrix on which it

is deposited, that copies of daguerreotype plates have been obtained

by its means, in which the original design ia accurately transferred

to the deposit of copper, without destroying thfj original impression.

{875 )
Prefmration of Moulds for Pllectrotyping

.

—In copying

hiedals or other works of art, it is ‘frequently necessary to employ
casts of the objects instead of the original objects themselves, which
might bf'* liable to injury by immersion in the metallic«^ stlution.

^hese casts may be made in fusible metal, or in stearine, in plaster,

or^giltta percha. Mr. Gore (Pharm, Journal, July^
)
rccom-

hiends a mixturg of a parts of gutta percha and i of m|^rine glue ;

the materials ^re to be cut up, and the glue m6lted a gentle
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.heJtt^jpJiDCorporated with the gutt^ percha. Jhe paste is»to he

appj5^ whilst soft, with a pres^re| gradually increasing, to the

sur^ce of the medal, or other object which it is desired to copy.

In certain cases an impression of the object to be 'copied is bb-

tjiiaed in sheet lead by the application of strong pressure. In all

cases the back of the mouldy must* be coated* with a resinous

varnish, or with some non-conducting matter. ijiien moulds

of plaster of Paris are employed they must be Y<^ndcrcd im-

pervious to moisture by immersion in* melted wax or tallow ;

lifter which the sur^aeg to be copied i§ endued with the power

of conducting electricity, by an ingenious method suggest^ •Fjy

Mr. Robert Murray : it consists sijnply in applying finely powdered

])lack-lead, of good quality, to the surface by means of a brush f

taking care that every portion of the'^surface to be copied is com-

pl(^tely coated by it. The cast is then coriiiected with the negatjvo

wire of the battery by means of a strip of sheet lead, or a c(>|iper

wire, Avhich is in electric contact witl} soine portion pf the blac*k-

Icad surface. Impressions of seals in sealing wax, stanips in rclit^f

upon pasteboard or paper, and the engraved l)locks usi*d for wo^^d-

euts, thus rendered conductors upon the surface, may be eleetro-

ty[)ed with facility. Even glass may be rendered a conductor by

tlie use of Drayton^s method of depositing silver iqx)n its surface

(793). Leaves, flowers, fruits, and insects liave also been coatfd

with copper, or with silver, by the electrotype pi*ocess. A nipthod

of producing a conducting surface upon these articles, due I

believe to Captain Ibbctson, consists in immersing them in a weak
solution of phosphorus, either in bisulphide of carbon or in ether,

allifwing the solvent to evaporate from the surface, and then })lung-

ihg the objects into a solution of nitrate of silver ;
th^ phospliorus

left upon the surface reduces a very thin film of silver upon the

superficial portiofts of the* objects, sfifficient to enable them to

receive the deposit from tlffe battery, they be properly (Connected

with the negative wire, and submitted in a metallic bath to the

action of the electric current. Steel plates cannot be copied l)y

immersing them in t, bath of sulphate of copper, as the steel and

the sulphate act chemically on each other, and thus the engraving

would be destroyed. This difficulty has been overcome by elec-

trotypiug them first in silver, which can be deposited upon the

steel ^ithout injury, and upon this silver matrix a c(%per fac-

simile of the original plate can afterwards be obtained.

The voltaic current has also been employed for the purpdse^of

biting in ^be plates of the engraver, instead the nitric acicl

common*ly ^used*for this purpose. * Both sides^ of the jplatc
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are fiist coated 'wjith engravci^s varnish, after which .

with a fine point, .etches in thp n^al manner the lines whicfi he

intAids to produce upon the plate, cuW:ing through the coatii^ of

varnish so as to expose the metallic ,isurfabe beneath
;
when the*

design is thus completed the plate is connected with the posilme «

wire of the batterjr ; and on cfbmpleting tlie circuit, the oxygen and

acicTliberatSi^ upon the surface of t^ie plate will attack those por-

tions of it which have been exposed by the tool of the engraver.

For the electrotypin® of small objects,,such as coins or medals,

it is not necessary to use a separate Vojtaic battery, since 4]i(i

Ad|)ositing ,cell itself may be converted into a voltaic couple of

sufficient power to decompose il^c sulphate of copper, in the follow-

j>ng manner :—Let a glass cyiintier,. such as the chimney of an argand

gas 1[)urner, be closed below'by a plug of plaster of Paris, and be

?:
4Uj>ported in a vessel containing a solution of sulphate of copper,

ill which the mould of the medal to be copied is supported by a

inetallic wiri^; let the inner tube be filled with sulphuric acicl,^

diluted with lo or 12 times its bulk of water, and let an amalga-

*ifi9,ted ziAc j'od be placed in its axis. '^If this zinc rod be connected

with the wire proceeding from the mould of the medal to be electro-

ty])ed, copper will be deposited upon the surface of the mould. The

apparatus in fact constitutes a cell • of DaniclPs battery, with a

ti^fling modification in its form. The solution of copper should

be nmintained uniformly saturated with sulphate of copper, by

suspending. crystals of the salt in the upper part of the liquid.

(876) Eleci?'o-zincinff,—Zinc may be deposited from its sulphate

on the surface of iron, by processes similar to those used for sul-

phate of cop})er. The operation requires but a feeble current, •and

admits of being performed upon a very large scale : the iron links

()f the Charing Cross suspension-bridge, which are passed into the

abutments on the side of the river, wefe successfully mibmitted to

this operation : each of thesc^Iinks is 2^. feet in length, and of pro-

portionate width. It is not possible however to obtain coherent

plates of all the metals with the same facility as in the case of

chopper and zinc. Many of the metals are thj%wn down from their

solutions in a wystalline form, whether the deposition be eftected

Vapidly or slowly. Silver is sep^ated thus from its nitrate, and

lead exhibits a similar dcjiortment when the acetate or the nitrate of

this mei^d is ^ectrolysed. Gold and platinum do imt giv^ c(«^erent

l^lates when solutions of the chlorides of these metals are submitted

tc.¥voltaic decomposition. In some cases, however, where a simple

halt fails to give^ a satisfactory result, the effect may be obtained
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l^-^i^mployment of certain doiib|e salts of the same metai with

potl* o^’with soda : thus the double cyanide of gold and potassium

is largely employed for gilding, and^he corresponding salt of silver

is extensively used in e4ectr(^-silvering. In gilding ^nd silveritig,

and zincing, one great desideratum is to* obtain a firm adherence

iSwcen the newly deposited metal mid the objeet to be gilt or

phitdfl ;
the surface of the mctdllic object is therefore prst reildered

chemically clean, li result which is carefully* avoided in tfic process

of (lectrotyping. In the latter esAe it is usual to expose the

(}])j^ct, if freshly polished^ to the atmospliere for 24 hours before

placing it in th^ depositing cell, in order to. prevent .permaiielii

adhesion.
^

(877) Electro-Plating,—The, nJ^tnh upon Wliich an adherent

coating of silver is most readily deposited are brass, copper, bronze,

and German silver; but it may also be efibeted (fn steel. Thej

articles to be plated are cleansed from adhering greasy matters

either by boiling them in a weak"* alkaline soluticjri, and then

‘washing ;
or they are heated to low redness in a mufflfi : in citlmr

case they are next dipped into dilute nitric ^cid for thg jrtirposc^df

'

removing any adhering film of oxide. They are then brushed

witli a hard brush and some sand
; and having been rinsed from

adhering impurities, and separately attached to a clean copper wire,

tljey are again dipped into nitric acid, washed, and immersed whilst

still wet in the silvering bath. If v v, tig. 322, represent a plan of

this bath, and c z the voltaic battery, the copper

Mires attached to the articles to be plated are

twisted round the rods v r p, which arc connected

Mitt the negative wire of tlic battery, whilst
j

the positive wire is connected with a series of

silver plates, z z z, which arc also immersed

in the silvering liquid. Tliis solution is com-

monly prepared by dissolving . cyanide of silver

in a solution either of cyanide or of ferro-

cyanide of potassium.
^
Solutions containing hy-

posulphite or sulphide of silver are occasionally

employed. In order to prepare the silvering bath

a solution of nitrate of silver may be precipitated
‘

by the addition of cyanide of potassium so

long it^produces a precipitate ; this precipitate, after having ])ecn

washi^l by decantation, is dissolved in a solution of cyanide df

potassium. An excess of cyanide of potassium is requisife, •at

least 3 parts*of cyanide of potassium being employed for j part cS*
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cyanide of silver,* A solutio|i whicli contains of its erf

silver is found toSe of a convenient strength for ordin^ oj^ra-

tion%. When cyanide of potassium is u^d in the bath as a solvent,

the solution gradually becomes alkaliijp from the formation o^car-

bonate of potash, which accumulates in the liquid and interferes wjy|i

the regularity of«,the decomposition. Now it has recently been

discovered \:hat if cyanide of calcium be employed, this iilcoii^

veniciice is obviated, since carbonate of lime is firmed, and owing

to its insoluliility, it sinks to the bottom of the bath as fast as it

is produced*. The articles when plated have a dead white or ch^ky

vfrfacc, but they may be burnished by pressure ^if desired, and

they' then assume tlip brilliant lustre of polished silver. It is

remarkable that * the addition qf a very small proportion of

bisulphide of carbon to the 4)ath causes the deposited silver to

jassumc the luktre of the polished metaLf The amount of silver

wftich is deposited can be regulated very accurately by weighing

the articles before immersion} and weighing them again afterwards.

A deposit di from ounce to ij ounce of silver to a square

^ ftjpt of tlie ^plated sur^ce answers well in practice ; the sheet of

silver under these circumstances hciiig about the thickness of

ordinary writing paper. The solution must be frequently stirred

in order to preserve the liquid of uniform density and composition

throughout.

The batteries used at Birmingham for gilding and silvering arc

in general simply plates of amalgamated zinc opposed to plates of

copper in dilute sulphuric acid: the plates are so arranged that

tliey can be readily raised or lowered in order to expose a smaller

or larger surface to the action of the acid. The superficial «.roa

and number of the plates used, are made to vary according to the

size and nature of the objects to be operated upon. The workman
jxidges from experience as to the number of pair© to bff employed ;

it seldom happens that more than.^two or three pairs of plates

* If ferrocyanide of potassium he used as a iSldvent of the cyanide of
silver, lo parts of this salt are required for the soluticju of i part of cyanide of

siherv *

t ill order to effect this object, 6^ounc^8 of bisulphide of carbon are

directed to be agitated witli i gallon of the plati^ liquid, and set aside for

24 hours. Two ounces of the liquid thus obtailred, are to be added over
night to gallons of the ordinary plating liquid ; the bath is ready for use
next moriing. This addition of the solution of the bisulphide Veefoires to

renewed daily, to make up for the loss of the bisulphide of carbon by
evaporation. Much care is required in the use of such a solution, as it is

bable to changes which are prodfucod by very slight modifications in the mode
of working.
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In Paris, Bunsen^s carjLon and zinc batteries arc also

‘ emjtoySd^witli success in these operations.

(878) ElectrO’-Gilding and Plat^izing,—It is possible to ^ild

most of the ordinary metal^ by voltaic action. Articles whteh

consist of brass, bronze, copper, or German silver are first annealed,

"tlien pickled

y

as the operation of immersing them* into the mixture

of dilute nitric and sulphuric acids is termed, ^fiicli

they are scrubbed and ^ dipped ^ in strong nitric acid, and then

rinsed in water, as is practised in* preparing them for plating.

Silver articles are cleans^ in a similar manner, but they do not

rcquiwd to be ^ dipped.^* Iron and steel may.be gilt by cleansiifg

them from grease, first with potash, and thcQ by dipping in nitric

acid, and scouring the surface, with »l)urnt clay finely sifted, in»

order to remove the black stains produced by the liberation of

(;arbon. A more powerful current is required fo/ gilding ui)on.

iron than upon the metals previously mentioned.

The gilding bath most usually employed, consists^of cyanide ^)f

•gold dissolved in cyanide of potassiuni. It may be jtrepared by

dissolving gold in aqua regia, and adding cyanide of jy)t^sium jLt)

the diluted liquid as long as it produces a precipitate
; a brisk efler-

vcsccncc accompanies the action, and a yellow deposit of proto-

cyanide of gold (AuCy) is formed : the clear liquid is decjinted,

and the precipitate is redissolved in a solution contiiining bctwca:i

7 and 8 parts of the cyanide to i part of gold: the solution is

tlicn diluted until 100 parts of the liquid contain npart of gold.

M. Ruolz has shown that various other gilding baths may be

used instead of the double cyanide of gold and potassium : for

cxa^nplc, he finds that the cyanide of gold may be employed when
l)rought into solution by the ferrocyanide, or by the ferrideyanide of

potassium
; be has also used with success the double sulphite of

gold and sq^a, the solution of the double chloride or iodide of

gold and sodium with an eiwcess of soda, and even the suti)hide of

gold dissolved in a neutral solution of protosulphide of potassium.

As yet the voltaic^ deposition of platinum has not been prac-

tised to any consideg*able extent ; it is stated, however {Comptes

RenduSy vol. xiii., p, 1013),^ that a solution of the idouble cUorfde

of platinum and potassium in cafustic potash may be applied to tlii#

purpose with tolerable4fticcess.

4. INFLUENCE OF LIGHT ON AFFINITY—PHOTOGEAPHY.
*

(879) Influence of Light upon CrystaUizatio'j^.—lt is a fainiliaf
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observation, tlmt volatile bodies which crystallize as they^^j^
deiiscd after spontaneous sublimation,—such as camphor, nSpIKlia.

lin, hnd sescpiichloride of carbdn,—^if placed in glass vessels, collect

up6n the side of the glass which is e^^osedf* to the light, whilst no

crystals are deposited upon the other side of the vessels. Tim
eflcct, however, not confined to crystallizable substances. If a

fewThrops of water be placed at thh bottom of a bottle, the Mdes

of which arc kept dry, and the mouth of the boifcle be closed, oji

placing it in the sunshine for '‘a few minutes a deposit of globnh t^

of moisture will speedily take place upon <;he illuminated sid^ oi

bottle.. A similar effect is often seen* in the vacuurfi of a

barometer, globules pf mercury being condensed upon the side

^)fthe tube which is exposed Hj liight. Dr. Draper {Chemistry oj

Plants, Appendix, p. 124), has made a number of observations 011

,these phenomena, from which it appears that the transmission of

light through an aperture in a metallic screen, or the reflection ot

tire light frgm a surface of glass, and other apparently trifling

iiiodificatiofis of the liglit, will prevent the deposition of vaponi

ill, such dusgs. The ^ hole subject is well worthy of further in-

vestigation.

(880) Chemical Actions of Light .—The rays of the sun are not

only the great source both of heat and light to the globe whi(!h

wv; inhabit, but they arc constantly exerting upon the various sub-

stances upon its surface, a chemical influence of the utmost im-

portance to tliQ existence of animal and vegetable life, and to the

permanence of the present order of creation. The occurrence of

this remarkable chemical activity in the solar rays may be shown

in various ways :—AVhen perfectly dry chlorine is mixed iiutlic

dark with hydrogen, no chemical change takes place; if the

fw o gases luive been exposed separately to the beams of the sun,

and have subsequently be«n mixed in the dark, tfiey may be

preserved in this condition also without change, so long as they are

screened from the light
; but if the mixture be exposed to diffused

daylight, it will be observed that the two g^es begin gradually to

combine, and if they be free from admixtu|;;e with hydrochloric

acid, • sudden aombiuation and explosion occurs when they are

\5xposed to the direct rays of the*sun. The » rapidity with which

this combination occurs is proportioned the intensity of the

light, aijjfl an*instrument fqr measuring the amount of Jhc action

cjvhich is produced by diffused daylight, was described By Dr.

Draper, under the somewhat fanciful name of the tithonomeler

\Phil. Mag., Dec. ^843).
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similar combination, imd^ir the influence of sunshine,

is'gflc6ted between chlorine 2uid the carbonic oxide gas. Two
measures of chlorine and two of^ carbonic oxide arc thu^ (*on-.

densed into 2 measures^ the result is the formation of^ tlic

irritating pungent gas, known as phosgene gas (327), in allusion

"to the mode of its production. It •is remarkaljlie tliat the clirect

unfbn of these gases cfinnot* be eftccted in any other itiUnner.

Organic cbftnistry abounds with instances in \vhic*li coml)ina-

tions and decompositions are effeded % chlorine, under the in-

fluence of the solar •ray : a few of thhsc have beeii mentioned

wheA speaking of tlie transformations of Dutch liquid. (40c^ •t^it

the chemical actions prodftced bjr the sun^s^rays, whicli arctaking

jdacc iinpcrceived around us, aj*c hi infinitely l^rcatcr importance

than those limited transformations ^vhich can be effected in the

laboratory; for it is upon these unobserved, yet* daily renewed

alterations, that the growth and renovation of the entire vegetable

kingdom is dependent. The great chemical c:Q[cct of light

appears to be that of a powerful reduemg or deoxiflizing agcuH.

Under the influence of solar light, the gr^cn parts of plants jifer-

form their allotted function in the purification of the atmosphere,

l)y absorbing and removing carbonic acid, in virtue of which they

fix the carbon in their tissues, and thus supjdy themselves with

food
; by a similar decomposition of water they obtain 4hc

hydrogen needed for their growth, while they return injto the

aerial ocean a portion of the oxygen with which .the, carbon and

the liydrogen were previously in combination, and thus assist in

maintaining that uniformity in the composition of the atmosphere

w^iich is indispensable to the healthful existence of annual life.

If solar light be excluded from plants, none of these decompo-

sitions arc effected ;
the carbonic acid escapes unchanged into the

air, and n(i fixation of caihon ensues#; the plant becomes pah^ and

succulent, whilst its functions languish. (Jardeners take fidvantage

of this knowledge in order to procure vegetables of more delicate

flavour
; by earthing^ up the plant, as is practised with celery, or

by covering it witl^a tile as in the case of endive, or by enclosing

it in a bell jar, as is usual with scakale, the light is luord or

less excluded, and the bleaching which is desired in vegetables

for the table is prclhiced. The operation of bleaching linen,

by exposure to moisture and light for several *wcc]|^s during

sundmer, is another process, which illustrates the influence of soljar

light in the production of chemical changes.

(881) Reducing Influence of Light on Me^alUc Salts .—MuGh
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attention has, within the last lew years, been given to tlj|,e*8t^j(ty>

of the chemical actions produced by light, in consequence of•the

beauliful inventions of the Talbotyue and the Daguerreotype.

Thdfee remarkable processes, as well /as dthers of a somewhat

similar character, appear to depend upon the power which tti^

more refrangible ‘pays of the sOlar sjjectrum possess of causing^the

decom^)ositiov of the oxides, chlorides, iodides, or bromides of silver,

and of one ojr two other of the metals. This decomposition by

means of light, however,•only takes place under the concun’eut

influence of hydrogen, or, some metallic** which acts either

bj*« setting . free the* silver or other metal, or by prodnciiig

a^ lower oxide, chloride, or pther compound of the metal.

The alteration in *the composition *of the compound, after its ex-

posure to ligh^ is not alwayS manifested at once by change of

(K)l^ur, but it may be rendered visible by the reactions produced

by the application of suitable chemical reagents to the compound

after it has bpen so exi)osed to the solar ray.

® The folfbwing instances of the effects of light have long been

oft^ erved by « chemists :-^-lf a piece of white silk be dipped into a

solution of chloride of gold, and exposed whilst in a moist state

to the sun's light, the silk becomes green, then purple, and in

less than an hour a film of metallic gold is produced upoji

itsf surface. Nitrate of silver in solution in pure water undergoes

no clvxiigc when exposed to the light, but if any organic matter

be added to- the liquid, a black deposit is gradually formed
;
and if

the salt be placed upon the surface of the skin, upon paper or

upon linen, the well-known blackening effect for which it is valued

as a marking ink for linen is produced. Moist chloride of siP^er

retains its dazzling whiteness if preserved in total darkness, hut it

assumes a violet tint, which gradually deepens in intensity if ex-

posed, particularly when in rfanoist state, even to\he diffiised light

of day, apportion of chlorine being liberfited in the process.

{S82) Photographic Printing ,—^The earliest experiments upon
the production of pictures by the action of ^ight, appear to have
been made by AVedgwood and Davy in the yc^ 1802. AVedgw^ood

moistoncd wdiitcr paper or white leather* with a solution of nitmte

^ silver, and by its means copied paintings jgn glass, and took pro-

files ; but neither he nor Davy was able to devise any means for

preserviiii^ thase pictures when exposed to diffused light. • V
Little was published upon this subject until the commencment

of-thd year 1839, when Mr. Fox Talbot made known (Phil, Mag,
vol. xi.) his prc3jpefi|p of photogenic drawing^ which consisted in
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idling ordinary 't^riting-paper in a weak solution of common salt,

aiia^vhen dry, washing it over 4ipon one side with a solution of

nitrate of silver, consisting of i parf of a saturated solution of the

nitrate with 6 or 8 ^artsj^ of water. This operAtion was f^er-

^ ^rtned by candle-light, and* the paper was dried at the fire;

in this manner a film of chloride of silver, mixed, with an excess of

nitrate of silver, was fornfed upon the surface of the pajjer. Srtppose

that it were desired to obtain a copy of an Engraving, or *of the leaf

of a tree ;
one of the she^ets so prepared was laid under the leaf or

eiig^’aving which was^td^ be copied’; the ^two were pressed firmly

tbgctlfbr between two plates of glass, and e^iposed to. the dii^®t

rays of the sun, or cven tef diflus^d daylight, for a period ol^lni^f

an hour or an hour. TJie impressiofl thus obtaiiied was a negaiiih%

one, that is to say, the shadows w*ere teprescuted by liglits, anti the

lights by shadows
; those portions of the surface wfiich had bcci\

exposed to the strongest light becoming dark ; in the half tints,

wdicrc ^ feebler light had been transihittec^ the blaclajning became
*less evident

;
and the parts corresponding to the dc(?p *sliadows

the engraving remained w^hite. Mr. Talbotdixed these,pictures ^
immersing them in a strong solution of common salt. Considerable

improvements have been introduced into this process since it was

first published, but, in principle, this operation, w'hich has been

termed photographic priniimjj remains unchanged.

A very good paper for this kind of printing may be obtjiincd

as follows :—Prepare a solution of chloride of sodium or.of chloride

of ammonium containing i o grains of the salt to each ounce of

w ater. If French paper (whhih is sized with starch) is to l)c used, it

w’iilibc improved by dissolving i grain of gelatine in each ounce of

the solution of salt. Pour this liquid into a flat shallo w dish, and

having ctit the paper into pieces of a convenient size, take a sheet

of it by the^two opposite Vjorners, aii4l bring it down upon the

surface of the solution, so •that the ^middle of the sheet Mihail be

first moistened ;
then lower it gradually towards each corner so as

to exclude air-bubbles^ After the lapse of a minute it may be

removed from the solution, and hung up to dry. In order to

render the paper sensitive,, prepare a solution of nitrate of silver

containing 50 grains of nitrate tef the ounce, and lay the siicct upon*

the surface of the solution in the same manner as before ;
in about

thr«e Miiyites^ time the sheet may be removed : it must l|C raised

by 01:1® corner with a pair of forceps tij)pcd with sealingw^ax/

allowed to drain, and hung up to dry. These operations mu5t

perfonned in a darkened room.

4 D 2
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Another sensitive paper, whichis often used, may be preprfod.

by forming a solution which contains 8o grains of nitrate of «uver*

in each ounce of distilled water, and ^ding caustic ammonia until

thh precipitated oxide of silver is alny)st rddissolved : the solution

should be preserved in a dark place. The paper having b5^\%,

previously salted,cis excited by this solution, by brushing it over witli

the*i^lution^by means of a pledget of cdtton wool. The paper is

allowed to dry in the dark, and should be used immediately.

In order to protect «the picture obtamed upon either of these

papers > from the further action of light, il is now usual to adopt

method introduced by Sir J. Herschel, which consists ifi soak-

jng the picture in a sw^lution of j[iyposulphite of soda ; this salt com-

bines with the uhdecomposed^ saljb of silver, and renders it soluble

:

by washing the picture for Iwo or three hours in water, the salts

of silver are^ removed, and it is no longer susceptible of change

when exposed to light.

(8^3) T^lbotype, or Cahtype Process .—In 1841, ]y[r. Fox

fli'albot todic out a patent for the very beautiful process to whiefi

Vvis nam\3 bas since been attached. In this remarkable operation

Mr, Talbot jirepares a surface of iodide of silver upon paper, which

is not sensitive per se to the action of light. In order to render

it sensitive, he washes it over with a mixture of nitrate of silver

with gallic and acetic acids, and then exposes it in the camera to

the pbject wliicjh he wishes to copy. After the lapse of a few

minutes, (thc« time required varying with the intensity of the

light,) he withdraws the paper from the camera. Unless the light

has been very strong, no image is visible, or a mere outline only,

but the compound has undergone a change of a very singular

nature, for if the blank sheet be washed over with the mixture ol’

uitratef of silver with gallic and acetic acids, on gently warming it

a negative image appears with Avonderful distinctness and fidelity,

the pottions which have been exposed to the strongest lights

assuming the darkest tints. The development of the image
appears in this process to be due to the Reducing agency of the

gallic acid, which acts more rapidly upon ^hose portions of the

;^par which have been most freely exposed to the action of light.

This dormant picture may be developed many hours or even days

after it was ^produced, if the paper be preserved from the light. It

seems ^ though the light, without actually producing a detomposi-
,tion of the particles of the argentine compound upon whicliit falls,

gives to them a particular condition of unstable equilibrium which
'predisposes tbem^o decomposition when acted upoil a reducing
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like gallic acid. The following are the details of the^opera-

tion? with one or two slight modifiqations :

—

Preparation of the dodized^ Paper.—A sheet of snfootli

writing paper, such as? tha\\ manufactured by Turner, of Cliafford

J^tills, of uniform texture, and free from stains and spots, should

be pinned upon a board by two^cornefs, and brusl.vt?d over uniformly

with a solution ^f nitrafe of silver, containing 33 grains the

salt in an ounce of distilled water ; the solution is best applied by

means of a brush consisting of a flock of•cotton wool partly drawn

tlineugh a glass tube, v^Jiitih furnishes a ponvenicait handle : whilst^

the paper is still moist, it is immersed in a bath of iodide o^])ot8#-

siurn, containing 20 grains*of tlu^ iodide to* an ounce of distilled

water, taking care to avoid tlio Occurrence of* air-bubbles. Ta
about two minutes, or as soon as the l)aper has acquired a uniform

yellow colour throughout, it is transferred to a vessel of watei^

where it is allowed to soak for two or three hours, changing

the water three or four times, so lis to^ remove al^ the soluble

salts : each sheet of paper is then to be hung up sejkirately ailT

allowed to dry. These operations may b« conducted By caiKjft-

light or i^feiffused daylight. A stock of this paper may be pre-

pared and kept for use.

2 - Exciting the Paperfor the Camera.—When required for the

camera, prepare i. a solution of aceto-nitrate of silver (consisting

of 50 grains of nitrate of silver, i ounce of water, and drachm
of glacial acetic acid), and 2. an aqueous solution of gallic acid

saturated in the cold. Add 3 or 4 drops of each of these solutions

to I drachm of distilled water, and apply the mixture freely with

a pledget of cotton wool to the silvered surface of tlie iodized

paper, and when well soaked remove the superfluous portion with

a sheet of clean blotting-paper : the same sheet of blotting-paper

must not b^ usSd twice foV this purpose. Whilst still damp it is

to be placed between tlffe glasses .of the camera slide.* It will

retain its whiteness for twelve hours or more.

3. Exposure in tke Camera.—In order to take a landscape, a

sliect of the prepared paper is exposed in the focus of the camera,

and after a lapse of from five to fifteen or twenty«minutcs, accord-

ing to the amount of light, the* picture may be withdrawn.

4. Development.—The image is developed by
^
brushing the

pape}^‘6wer, by means of clean cotton wool, with a mixtul^ of equal

parlS of the solution of aceto-nitrate of silver and of gallic acUl.

llie two solutions must be mixed immediately before usitigy^as

they speodily undergo mutual decomposition,! Ju^a feiv minutes
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the pielitee gradually begins to appear. Any part of the pictjjll'(«>

which seeAs wantin'g in distipctaess may be washed over tt^itli

fresh* solution of nitrate of sifver. development shoul(^ be

effefcted by candlelight or in yellow liglit.

5. FLving the Im,presston,—As soon as the picture ceases

.acquire distinctn'ess, it is to be well washed with water, and ^im-

mersed in a saturated solution of hyposulphite of soda till the

yellow tint of,the iodide'of silver has disappeared. It is then to be

washed thoroughly for sevcraf hours in , clean water, frequently

•renewing the water. Unlcf5s all traces of i\\e ^hyposulphite of siWer

b€^*r^)ovcd, the picture will gradually lose its intensity.
^
Mr.

Tplbot originally employed a sobition of bromide of potassium for

fcin^ these pictures, but the ^hyposulphite of soda is to be pre-

ferred. When dry, the photograph should be waxed by placing it

bet^ween two sfiects of blotting-x)aper saturated with M’hito wax, and

then passing a smoothing iron moderately heated over the whole.

Thtj negative^ pictures t^us obtained may be employed to furnish

pd^itive prints, or prints with the lights and shadows as they occur

in^ fUaturci by Mr. Talbotts original ‘ xdiotogenic^ pro^ss, or by

printing upon a second sheet of the prepared Talbotype^aper.*

(884) Photography on Collodion,—An important modification

of Talbot’s process was introduced by Mr. Archer, who substituted

foi^the iodized paper a transpai’cnt film of iodized collodion spread

upon glass as the recipient of the negative picture. The process

is rendered moi\) certain, very much more ra})id, the manipulation

is simplified, whilst the positive pictures obtained by transference

of the negative impression are much sharper in their outline. To

prepare the hath of nitrate of silver, take of nitrate of silver

grains, dissolve the salt in ounces of distilled water, and add li

grain of iodide of potassium dissolved in half a drachm of water,

tlien add drop by drop a sMution of carbonate!’ of potash till a

slight pc/manent turbidity is .produced; afterwards add distilled

water until the mixture measures 10 ounces; filter, and add 2

4

minims of glacial acetic acid.f

F®r further (fctails upon the subject of photographic printing, &e., the
liillider is referred to Hardwich’s Manual\)f Photographic Chemistry.

+ Ordinary nitrate of silver is apt to contain a trace of nitric acid, which
it is desirable to peutralizo, as an acid solution is much less sensitive to the
action of liJit than a neutral one. It is still more important, howevieranot to

have any aiicaline reaction, and as carbonate of silver is slightly soluble^ the
nitrate, the addition of acetic acid is subsecpieiitly made to guard against
thisre the iodide of potassium is added in order to saturate the bath with
iodide of silver

;
if tins precaution w'ere not taken, the film of iodized collodion

would be liable t<\ lo«*e J portion ofjodide of-silver, since this salt alio.vs some-
what soluble in nitrate of silver.
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The following are the directions given by Mr. Ilardwich for

preparing the solution of iodized collodion, ^iftch is suitable for

theformation of negative pictures t-^-Take of rectified ether, sp, gr.

0750^ ^ drachms; alcMiol, ||p. gr. 0*836, 2 drachms; soluble fyr-

^Xjdiii (from Swedish filtering paper),* from 3 to 5 grains
;
iodide

of potassium, from 4 to 5 grains. The iodide of^^otassium is to be

dissolved in the alcohol before adding it to the mixture.

1. Preparation of the Collodion Film.—\i\ order to* make use

of this solution, a plate, of glass cut to the size required for the

cai^era (after being wjfehedwith solution* of j)otash to free it from*

grcfisb, rinsed in water, dried, and wiped with a clean sijk hcuidhfijj-

chief), is to be held horizontally i^^ the left hand, and a portiAn pf

the collodion is poured steadily pn the* middle of the glass, and by
slightly inclining the plate in differcAt directions, is made to flow

completely over the upper surface
;
the excess of flic solution is

immediately to be poured back into the bottle.

2. J^xcithg the Plate for the Carhera.—liliQ nitrate bath haviiig

been introduced into a glass or gutta pondia trough bf sufficierflT

width to allow the introduction of the glas« plate upop Miich |hc^

collodion is spread, the prepared plate, Avithin half a minute after

the film has been poured over its surface, is introduced into the

solution of nitrate of silver ; in from 2 to 3 minutes' time it

is thoroughly impregnated with iodide of silver, and Avhen with-

drawn from the bath it has assumed an opaque cream colour.

These operations must be eftccted in a room illuminated by light

admitted through a yellow blind, or by the light of a candle

screened by yellow glass.

• 3. Exposure in the Camera.—The prepared plate is to be imme-
diately introduced into the slide of the camera, in which it is

to be exposed to the object for a few seconds (from 3 or 4 to Jo
or 40), aecordirrg* to the n&ture of object and the intensity of

the light. The slide is then withdrawn from the camcrj^, and the

plate when examined will not be found to exhibit any image.

* A suitable pyroxylfn for this purpose may be obtained by taking a mix-
ture of pure sulphuric %cid, sp. gr. 1*833 ^^'4 duid drachms, nitric acid,

8p, gr. 1*448, 10*3 fluid drachms, water i fluid drachm—nii^ these liqiyds,*and

raise the temperature to 130° 1*'., if itccessary, by immersing the vessel in hpt
water. Immerse the paper in the acid (iu the proportion of about 20 grains to

the ounce) and let it remain in the acid for 20 or 30 minutes. Then press out

the acid with a glass rod as completely as possible, and throw flic p;^xylin into

a kr^o vdlumc of cold water, and wash for half-aii-hour ;
aftervv!lrds soak it

wclmn. water for some hours, lastly, wring it out in a cloth, and dry at a liQiat

not exceeding 100° F. The substance thus obtained is completely solulilg^in

a mixture of ether and alcohol. It is essential to attend to the strength ^f
the acids imd to the temperature employed. The oi^rbons of acid are

2(H0 , I?0^)4(110^803) 7 aq, (lladow. Quart. Journ. Chem. SW., vii. 201). ^
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4. ^Developing the Image ,— latent image, however, exists,

it may be develope'd^in the following manner :—Previous to <K)m-

mending the operation, a develdping liquid is prepared by dissolving

I gfain of pyrogallic acid, from lo^to^o niinims of glacial acetic

acid, and 10 minims of alcohol, in an ounce of distilled watca;

,

Hal/ an ounce ov^taore of thi^ liquid is then to be poured over the

plate'Anmediately after its removal from 'the camera. The nega-

tive image which is thus5 gradually developed, will be more intense

if immediately before using the pyrogallic, solution an addition be

made to it of the same solution of nitrate^ ql silver as is employed

iiV^ulic bathj^ in the proportion of 2 drops to each drachm of the

dqvelfJping liquid. . ,

‘

The exact reaction whioli dtcurs in this remarlvalJe process is

not laiown. The pyrogallic keid, however, is a substance whicli

has a strong tendency to combine with oxygen, and tinder tlie

conjoined action of iodide of silver and nitrate of silver (the

precence of this salt in^cxcci^ being necessary to the reaction)

a f)ortion ofSilver is reduced somewhat in the manner represented

by^thc subjoined symlnrls, in which P represents pyrogallic acid.

(1) aTi P -

(2) Ag lAg NoTp

Unless the plate has been exposed to light, the result would be such

as is sliown.in I\o. i, in which no action is represented as having

occun’cd. In No. 2 the silver is represented as having been libe-

rated upon the surface of the film of collodion, the quantity of iodide

of silver remaining unaltered, but the iodine being transferred t«^ a

particle of silver previously in combination with nitric acid, whilst

thb nitric and pyrogallic acids react upon and destroy each other.

Other solutions may bc^jcunployed *for deveXvp'inj^ the latent

image. One which answers very well for this purpose consists of,

—

crystallized sulphate of iron from 12 to 20 grains, glacial acetic acid

20 minims, alcohol 10 minims, and water 1 opnee. It is not, how-
ever, so well adapted for the production of deep shadows as the pyro-

galHc q^id. Wlw^n the picture is sufficiently distinct, it must be

wiished with clean water, and fixed by immersing it in a solution of

hyposulpliite of soda till the cream-coloured iodide of silver is en-

tirely removed.* A solution of cyanide of potassium, containing from

2 •to 12 grains of the salt in an ounce of water, may be substituted

fo^th® hyposulphite of soda for the purpose of fixing the image.

The picture is again^to be thoroughly washed in clean water j it is

allowed to dry,'dien iieated before a fire until the fingers can but just
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b^r to touch the glass, and the film is protected from mechanical

injury by covering it with a coat of transpafeftt^spirit varnish by a

iiia:|jipulation similar to that empldyed in coating the 2)late *with

collodion. This varnished fchotograpli may then be employed* for

|[^r,ocuring positive pictures by means of the sensitive pajjer j)rc{)ared

with chloride of silver upon Mr. Talbofs plan (&F>2). By the addi-

tion of a certaii^ proportion o/ iodide of iron, and by,other /ffeans,

the sensitiveness of the collodion film to the action of liffht may
» .

• C5 J

be so highly exalted, th^t moving objects^, such as tlic waves of the

sei% or a crowd of^ph,ople, may be*. successfully depicted by thoi

instantaneous action of light upon the plate. •

(885) Albuminized Plates,—IV^. Nie^ice dfi St. Victor iutro(fiic|jd

the employment of glasses coateTl wdth albumen, obtained by

beating up whites of eggs with i pct^cent. of iodide of potassium :

the liquid is to be placed for 12 or 24 hours in deej) vessels^ to

hccome clear, after which the sujiernatant liquid is to be iiourcd uiion

glass sp as to produce a uniform ]a;^cr
;
jt is then i^lowcd to dry

for 12 liours, and is fit for the bath of nitrate of silver. AlbS^"

miiiized glasses may be jjrescrved for some# wrecks wiljiotit injufj'

;

they may be excited by means of Talbotts mixture of acetouitrate

of silver with gallic acid (883). The image is dcveloiied by means
of a solution of gallic acid, after the jdate has been exposed in the

camera.

(886) Photographic Engraving and Lithography .—In tlu^ year

1827, Niepce iiublished a jiroccss for obtaiuing*])ictures by the

aid of light, the basis of which was the fact that the bitumen of

ludea, when exposed to the sun’s rays, becomes insoluble in oil of

lawiiider, whilst those parts which have remained in sliadow j)re-

serve their solubility. This process has, with some modifiitaiion,

been apjdied by M. Niepce de St. Victor, the nejihew of tlic

inventor, to^'tlTTrproduction of engravifiigs upon steel. Powdercid

asphalt and a small proportion of imje beeswax are dissolved in oil

of lavender, and then mixed with an equal volume of benzole. The
surface of the steel pbite which is to be engraved is first care-

fully cleaned with •whiting and water, after which a solution of

hydrochloric acid in 20 4)arts of water is ])ouiiCHl over it, ftnd

the jdate is immediately washeef and dried. The solution of bitu-

men is then poured upon the plate in a darkened ^cha^jiber, and

dried by/he application of a gentle heat. A good positive idioto-

grajD^iic proof is now applied to the surface, covered with glass, an|i

ex2:)0sed for a short time to the action of diffused light. Tlfe<3E-

posed plate is next subjected to the action of mixture of 3 |)ai’fs

of rectified naphtiia and i of benzole* the parts which have not
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been exposed to light are gradually acted upon by this mixtu/e.®,

When the process off solution has «proceeded far enough^ the •sol-

vent * is washed off with wat4r, and the exposed parts of jflu;

platb are ^bitten in^ with a mixture (jk i rfieasure of nitric acid,

sp. ^r. 1*33, 2, measures of alcohol, sp. gr. 0*844, 8 measures^

of water. The plate is then submitted to the ordinary processes

empldj’ed in g^quatint engraving.

A modification of this process has been applied to the pur-

poses of lithography. In this* case the ]:)itumen is dissolved in

Either, and poured upon a'prqperly prepaiecT lithographic stone^j a

TK^^txv^ photograph is then placed upon it, and exposed to the

lightr The plate is next washe4 with ‘ether, which dissolves the

ivicxposcd parts of the film, feai^ng.those which have been acted 011

by light. The stone is then treated with dilute acid, and thoroughly

washed, after which it may be used for printing with ordinary

lithographic ink, which attiiches itself to the parts upon which the

bitumen is l^ft. The process is said to give excellent ;results

^i<elouze and Premy, Tralley iii. 477).

(887)

‘ «Othcr processes more or less analogous to

the Talbotypc have been contrived ; one of them was invented by

Sir John Hcrschel, and described by him under the name of the

chrysotype {Phih Trans., 1842, pp. 206, 209). Paper is washed

over evenly with a solution of ammonio-citrate of iron, of such a

strength as when dry to produce a good yellow colour. It is

placed in sunshine in a camera, or under any engraving which it

may be intended to copy ; after a few minutes’ exposure it is to be

removed, and instantly washed over with a neutral solution of

chloride of gold
;

a positive picture is thus developed, which

assumes great sharpness, becoming gradually deeper up to a certain

point; at the instant when it ceases to gain in intensity (this

point being easily seized by ^practice), the picturef i;S 'p«t into pure

w ater, aiKi rinsed thoroughly ,in order *to remove the excess of

solution of gold
;

it is then fixed with a solution of iodide of

|>otassium, and again washed to remove the ^iperfluous salts.

In this case the persalt of iron, under the infliience of the

orgVinie matter *0! the paper, bccomc^s partially reduced to a

shit of the protoxide, in the parts exposed to light ; and this proto-

salt of iron, when washed over with the solution of gold, pre-

cipitates ^lis metal in the reduced state, and thus gives ri^e to the

coloured image. Water, by removing the excess of the 5alts,

fixes the picture and prevents it from experiencing further change

oh exposure to l^gli^..
^ ^

(888) Daguerreotype^—In the year 1839, Mf Daguerre made
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,k3own liis beautiful metliod of obtaining pbotograpliic pictures

iipoR metallic plates. The essential parts o^t^is process arc as

follgws;—A sensitive film of the iodide of silver upon a silver ])late

is exposed to the actioh of il^ght in the camera. The latent image

i^s. tlien developed by exposure to the vapour of mercury, {iftcr

which the picture is fixed by means'of hypo^ilpllite o^ soda.

*1. Polishing^thc Plate ,—^For this purpose, a polii^h^d shfeet of

plated copper is taken, and cleaned^ by rubbing it oyer first with

finely powdered tripoli qji a pledget of cotfton moistened with a few

drops of alcohol, and,at!;pr\vards with dry potton,until when lircathcd^

upon* the rnetg,! assumes a uniform dull surface, from whiph •tVc

cloud disappears without showing ^any patches or spots; after tl»s

tlie plate is carefully polished, by meaAs of a long polishing Ijoard

faced with buckskin. If this prelirdinary operatiop. be not care-

fully performed, the subsequent steps will not lead to any sa|isi^

factory result
;
the touch of a finger upon the polished surface is

sufficiegat to soil it.

2. Iodizing ,—The plate is next exposed for a few 'minutes fo^

the vapour of iodine, till a thin yellow filnf is producfid uniforr^ly

over the surface. This operation should be performed by candle-

light, or in a room furnished with a window supplied with yellow

glass
; the plate must be protected from diffused daylight.

3. Exposure ,—If such a plate be exposed for a few mirmfes

in the focus of a double achromatic lens, .adjusted to a g{imera

obscura in such a manner that the image of tla^ object to be

copied shall fall upon the iodized surface, it undergoes an altera-

tion which, however, is not perceptible on withdrawing the jdatc

frotn the camera.

4. Development ,—But if the plate be exposed for a few minutes

to the vapour of mercury, heated to about 140® F., the latent image

gradually appWPSJ with all *the shado\/s, lights, and half tints faith-

fully reproduced. Much 8f the success dej)euds u2)on tlTc i)roper

length ofexposure to the action of light, and in this respect 2)ractice

is the best guide ; if gtoo short a time be allowed, the |)icturc is

dark and indistinct; #f the light has acted too powerfully,the shadows

become metallic in appearance, and ill defined ;
andfif the action be

continued for a sufficient length of time, the j^icture becomes

reversed, or negative, the shadows in such a case beiijg n^jresented

by lights^ and the lights by shadows. A due exposure teethe mer-

curial vapours constitutes an important part of the operation ; ,
fo^

if this exposure be insufficient, the whites have a bluish cast, ancl4f

it be too long continued, the blacks become inf^stinc^t and misty.

Mr.*Goddard/in the year 1841, discovered that the iodized j^date
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may bft rendered very much more sensitive to the action of light •

by exposing it for few seconds to the vapour of bromine^ ot of

chloride of bromine, so as to Obtain a, mixed film of iodide ^id

bromide of silver, or of iodide, chlor^e, and bromide of silver.

The
,
process thus was rendered applicable to portraits, and thc^

operation cquld be accomplished in as many seconds as it before

required minvtes. The usual practice now’ is, after^having obtained

an orange-cojoured film by exposure of the silver plate to the

vapour of iodine, to expose it to the fvmcs of bromine from

bromide of lime, until thejilm assumes a‘ rpsq colour
;

after wliich

it»'^ a ^second time returned to the iodine box, for o period equal

tO' one third of that o«K;upicd by, the first iodizing. The plate is

iSien^exposed in the cameraj after •which it is mercurialized.

In order to^fix these pictures, Daguerre employed a solution of

hyposulphite of soda, and then washed the plates with water. Tlie

effect of the Daguerreotype may be mucli improved by gilSing

th^ by th^ process gf Fizcau ; they are thus rc,udcred

^l(ife8 liable to mechanical iiijuiy, and a richer and warmer effect is

giWMi to the impression f-—for this purpose, i part ofneutral chloride

of gold and 3 parts of hyposulphite of soda may be dissolved in

500 parts of water
;
the plate having been placed in a horizontal

position, is to be completely covered with a small quantity of this

liqbid, and the plate is heated by a large spirit-lamp flame until

small ^bubbles appear 011 its surface. All traces of iodide of silver

are thus removed, and the surface of the plate becomes coated

with a thin film of reduced gold. It must their be w ashed with

distilled water, drained, and dried by the application of a gentle

heat to the back of the plate.

The following theory may be offered in explanation of the changes

w^iich occur during the production of the Daguerreotype image.

Under the influence of lighf^ the superficial layer tfi^'iodide of silver

is modified so as to render it s?rsceptible*'of decomposition. When
the plate is acted upon by the mercurial vapour, the iodine is

driven to the deeper layer of silver, andr a film of silver is

liberated upon the surface of those parts wdiicii have been exposed

to tho action of liglit, the thickness ^)f this film varying with

file intensity and duration of the fight. The reduced silver com-
bines witji tl^e mercury, and a film of silver amalgam is formed,

varying /n thicknoss with the thickness of the silver ifilm ; in

<^nsequence of which the reflected tints differ according id the

v«rjdhg thickness of this film : those parts of the iodized plate

which have not ^een exposed to the light, of course do not com-
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bine with the mercury. After the plate has been treated with

hyposulphite of soda, the excess of iodide of ^fver is removed, and
th^ blacks consist of metallic silver. Experiment proves* that

those parts of the pfate iijimediately beneatli the* highest lights,

are more deeply corroded than the others, by the action of tlio

iodine, which has been driven inVards duriuj^ the^ process of

mercurializatio]j.
*

In complete accordance with the foregoing explanation, is a

curious fact first poinl^xl out by Jlr. Shaw, that if a plate after

it Jias received the ^ii^pfession in the pamcra, but before it haf

*bccn mercurijilized, be exposed to the vapour of iodine or broilAnc

for a few seconds, the ima*ge is completely effaced, and is no longer

producible by mercury.

The surface of the plate is rendered uneven by the operation

of light upon it, so that it admits of being copied by the pnyc^ss

of electrotyping (874). Impressions on paper have been printed

from p.n etched Daguerreotype platfc^ thg biting-in l^ing produced

by dilute nitric acid, which attacks the shadows (the rccluced silvc?)T

and leaves the lights (tiic amalgam) untouched.

(889) Action of the Solar Spectrum on Photographic Bodies ,

—

If a pure solar spectrum be allowed to fall upon a sheet of sensi-

tive paper, prepared by washing it over first with common salt,

and then with nitrate of silver, it will be speedily apparent fliat

the chemical action is not uniformly distributed over tlic lii;^ninous

image. The maximum of light falls in the yellow ruys about Eraun-

hofer^s line n (fig. 333), whilst the maximum of chemical action

occurs in the blue portion of the spectrum, near tlie Uikj g, about

OMiCi-third of the distance between it and the line n. The blacken-

ing cficct generally extends as far as r in the green, whilst it is

prolonged beyond the violet end of the spectrum to a distance nearly

equal to tw^'^lrirds of tlid length of^the luminous spectrum, the

chemical effect gradually 1=;hading off until it comes impd’ccptiblc

;

the maximum point of action, however, varies wdth the preparation

which is used. Wli^ui the Talbotype iodized paper is employed,

the maximum blaclicning is found on the extreme limit of the violet

rays. Where the broraieje of silver forms the sensitive material,

the chemieal action is prolonged into the red ray, and the greater

part of the impression is of a uniform grey-black.^ ^Y^icn pa[)er

washed ^with chloride of gold is employed as the sensitive surface,

the^maximum effect is produced between the green and tlie blAc

rays, and the chemical action does not extend beyond the violet ex-

tremity for Aiore than half the distance over w'^ieff tjiesc efiects are
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produced upon the salts of silver. In fig. 323, i represents tli«.'

space occupied by tii^ luminous spectrum on white paper; 2,the Same

spectrum thrown on a fluorescent screen, viz., turmeric paper,-^by

.1

c.

< whicli it is rendered visible almost to the extreme limit of clie-

iriical action
; 3, the chemical spectrum on bromide of silver; 4,

the Talbotype spectrum. Sir John Ilcrschel, Mr. Hunt, and M.
li. Becquerc^ have succepded ' more or less perfectly in objainiug

"^^lourcd impressions of the spectrum upon chloride of silver, but*

th<jy have' bpen unablevto fix them. Sir J. Herschel [Phil, Trails.

1840), says that the impression ‘^was found to be coloured with

s^ombre but unequivocal tints, imitating those of the spectrum itsdf.^^

The coloration commenced in the orange rays. M. Becquercl

appears to have obtained more brilliant colours by employing a

plate of silver which had been superficially converted into chloride

by imnicrsiug it in dilute hydrochloric acid, and by making it the

positive plate of a voltaic battery.

Inactive spaces occur in the chemical spectrum, which corre-

spond exactly with those which arc found in the visible spectrum,

but they extend also into the prolongation beyond the violet ex-

tremity, and occur there in ^reat number. These fixed lines may
be obtained upon Talbotype^ paper, or, 'still betteiV‘-ujK)n a surface

of collodiou, in the following planner ^

Let s s, fig. 324, represent a shutter of a room which can be ren-

dered completely dark
;
o is an opening or sjit of about ^j^th of an

inch wide, through which a beam of solar liglit is reflected by a

heliostat m, or from a mirror,, the anglq ofwhich to the ray admits

o¥ regulation from within the rooih; l is a lens of from 20 to 30
inches foc^il length

; p, a prism ;—the lens and prism may be made
of glass f^e from striae, but they are bestconstructed of xoq\ crystal:

tiic distance of L from the aperture is equal to twice its focal

leagth. If the prism be placed so as to produce the minimum
deviation of the and as close to the lens as cad be, at c c,

which is at as great a distance behind the lens as o is m front
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of it, a spectral image of the aperture will be firmed, and^may be
reotived uj)on a screen. All the'coarser lines oi the visible spoctrum

be traced by the unaided cy^, when the spectrum is received

on a screen of white* papc’t; ; and if a sheet of turmeric paper be
used, many of the lines beyond the violet are also rendered vii^ible

:

by substituting a sensitive surface, such as collodion, for the^creen
of white paper,^a faithful copy of these lines may be obtained.

Fig. 314.

It is remarkable that the chemical rays appear to be identical

with those which produce fluorescence, as the phenomenon investi-

gated by Professor Stokes (104) has been termed. If the^olar rays

be transmitted through a layer of a concentrated but colourlcii^i solu-

tion of sulphate of quinine, no extra-spectral prolongation of

chemical action is produced when this light is allowed to fall upon

a sensitive surface. By varying the source of light, the chemical

powers of the spectrum are varied also. The chemi.^al action of

tlie iiame of the hydrocarbons, however intense the light, is but

feeble
;
that of the lime light is much mpre marked, while that of th (5

electric ligh^lf Befvvecn charcoal points greatly surpasses either
;

and these results coincide exactly nvith their relative power of

exciting the phenomena of fluorescence.

(890) It was stated 50 years ago by Hitter, and the observa-

tion has been confirmed and extended by Sir J. Ilcrschcl, that ^he

two ends of the spectrum pj^oduep opposite chemicaf eflects, t/iough

the violet appears greatly to predominate in i)Ower. for

example, paper soaked in nitrate of silver be partially Slackened

by exposure to diflused daylight, and then submitted to tAc actior\

of th^ solar spectrum, the portion upon which the violet end. falls

speedily becomes much darker, while the portion beneath the rc3

rays assumes a brick-red hue. If. tha spectru.|i lleHhrown upon

white nitratcjjd jiajier, and diffused daylight be allowed at the .^amc
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time to fall upon /he spot where the red rays fall retains its*

whitciriess while the rest of the paper speedily darkens. It tlius

appgars, that by combining th^ influence of two rays of diffejent

refrangibilities/ effects are producible yhich cannot be obtained by

either ray separately.

B^ckensd nitrate* paper, if wash^ over with a solution of iodide

of potassium,^becomes gradually bleached when exposed to diffused

daylight. Iff the solar spccti;pm be allowed to fall upon paper

thus preparo<l, whilst moi§t, and before it has become bleached, the

p^t beneath the violet end is quickly blda^ln^l
;
but this efteot is

bouq^lttl by a sharp *border in the yellow, while the paper under

the red end bccoipcs tlarker.

Mr. Claudet {Phil. IVansactionSy 1847) fo^^id that an iodized

Daguerreotype plate, when submitted in the focus of a camera

fo ^the red image of the sun as seen through a London fog,

became subsequently whitened on exposure to the vapour of

j^^jercury, in^ »!1 parts, excepting in the track traversed by the ™agc
o(‘ tlic sqn—this portion continued perfectly black. In another

cxjx'riment,' a plate \i^as covered with black lace, and exposed

to diffused daylight ;
after a few minutes’ exposure, one half of the

plate was covered wdth an opaque screen, the other half with a

red glass, and the exposure was continued for a short time : in the

mercury4)ox the red half continued black, whilst, on the other

portion, the image of the lace was distinctly traced. The photo-

graphic effect ht first produced over the whole plate had in fact

been neutralized by the red glass.* A pleasing variation of

the last experiment was made by exposing an iodized plate

to diffused daylight, then covering it with a piece of lAick

lace, and screening it with a red glass
;

a negative picture

was now developed in the mercury box, the red glass having

destroyed all photographic action exce’pt on thns?r*^arts screened

by the lace. Orange and ^ yellow glasses give similar results.

After exposing a plate to daylight, and then submitting it to the

action of red glass, it again becomes sensitive to light, so that, as

]Nf. Claudet observes, it is no longer needful to^prepare the plates in a

^ark chamber, hs, if jdaeed beneath a covering of red glass, they are

always ready for immediate use,—even though subsequently to

r

f . .

V
* It must be borne m mind that all results obtained by coldared media

are liable to ambiguity, as it seldom happens that the light transmitted
^irough them is homogeneous (102) ; the effects are liable to become compli-

cated from the intermixture of results produced by rays from different parts

of the spectrudi. ' ^
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:licir preparation tliey may have been for son^e time exposed to

solar light. • ^

But though the red and yclloM^ glass have the power of cprn-

plctely counteracting'*the ^^ffect of the radiation* of the more

^
refrangible rays, they have a peculiar eflcct of their own. 'Tlie

neutralizing power of the red yay is* exerted moi'c slovdy tluyi the

photographic eflgfct of tlie white light, nearly in tlic proportion of

100 to I ;
that of the yellow ray wjis found to be alioiit lo to i.

From the foregoing jremarks it is evident that the colour of

objects must exert q, ngijftcrial influence upon the natui’c of the*

photcfgraphic ijnages produced. Reds and yellows, from the yyimt

of chemical energy in this portion lof the ray,*AvilJ J)o characterized

by absence of photographic action ifi tlie image, and wilt be

represented by black spots, which often produce singular disfigure-

merit in portraits. Yellow freckles, for instance, on the skin*f>f

tlie face are accm'ately cojiicd, but are depicted in tlie portrait as

l)Iack spots. Much judgment and knowlc<lgc is thcrc 4i^re require^'-

m selecting a dress of a colour which is adapted to produce

suitable depth and contrast of tint in the pBotograpli.

(891) Action of the Solar Spectrum on Vegetable Colours .

—

lliis subject has been particularly examined by Sir J. Hersehel {Phil.

Trans.

j

1842). White paper coloured with various vr^gctalde juitps

was subjected by him to the influence of the jirisrnatic spectrum, and
in some cases these paperswere washed over with solutions of metallic

salts. The following are the most important gonc‘Ml conclusions

which may be drawn from these experiments:— i. That the action

oi‘ light is in almost all cases of a nature to obliterate the colour

;

or iftit does not entirely bleach it, a faint residual tint left, u])()u

which it has little further action. The older the paper or the,

tincture, the more decided is this residual tint, which is probably

the result of avi uXitlizing action upon tlie colouring material, inde-

pendent of the action of light. 2. The action is confined to the

luminous rays of the spectrum,—offering in this respect a markixl

difference between the^ie actions and those produced upon the

metallic compounds. 3. The rays which are most effective in

destroying a given tint are in many cases those which are com-

plementary (102) to the tint destroyed. Orange-yellows, for

instance, are bleached most powerfully by the blue rays; Alues by

the red, ojrange, and yellow rays ; and purples and pinks >by the

ycllow#and green rays.
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CHAPTER XIX.

r

ON ‘•THE DETERMINATION OF THE EQUIVALENT NUMBERS OF THE
‘

‘ ELEMENTARY ^JODIES.

(89a) Aid derivedfrom A'nplysis in Fixing the Equivalent of a

Body,—Tho determinati^ of the equivalent number of a body is

a^.pperation of great delicacy, and often 'involves many very diffi-

cult ^questidns. The* first object which the chemist,.has in view is

to select some sjibsthnce the^ODmposition of which is tolerably

simple, which can readily he prociared in a state of purity, and to

determine thei proportions of each of its components in 100 parts of

it,« It is of great importance that the operations by which these

results are obtained should be as few in number, and as simple

R.i5^\id managff‘:.ble as posEible. It is not, however, sufficient tliat

t|iree or ,four different experiments conducted in the same manner

should give* uniform results : the mode of analysis adopted should,

if possible, be varied so as to escape any unperceived source of error

which depends upon the process employed. It is also desirable to

vary the compound upon which the analysis is made. Thus, the

equivalent of a metal may in some instances be ascertained by

fixing, the proportion of oxygen which a given weight of the metal

requires for itk conversion into the state of oxide ; in other cases,

by decomposing a known weight of the pure oxide in a current of

hydrogen, the proportion of oxygen and of metal can be deter-

mined very exactly by ascertaining the loss of weight which# the

fOxide experiences. It is, however, advisable to check these results,

not only by trials upon different quantities of the metals, or of the

oxide prepared at different times, but also fftT^rder to guard

against the occurrence of any unperceived impurity in the substance

under experiment) to ascertain if the analysis of the chloride, the

sulphide, or some other compound of th^^ metal, gives a similar

numerical value for its combining proportion;

, (893) Aid derivedfrom Isomorphism^ Specific Heat, and Combining

Volume of Vapour,—The determination of the chemical equivalent

of an dement, however, does not rest simply upon the knowledge

of the (^iroportion in which it enters into combination with a given

amount of oxygen or of any other simple body. When a substance

'forms but a single combination with oxygen, the simplest hypo-

thesis is thetithq compomjd so formed consists of a single cquiva-
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^Icnt of each of its components. Thus magnesium and aifjc each

foriii but a single oxide, and they are assumeJl 1;o be protoxides, or

oxides containing i equivalent ofi the metal to i equivalent of

oxygen. Such oxidell neiftralize a quantity of nitric acid w^iich

contains five times as much oxygen as the base. But it not iinfre-

qucntly happens that the same metal forms‘twe* oxidps, in one of

which a given weight of oxygen combines with twye^ as farge a

proportion of the metal as in the other for example* 8 parts of

oxygen unite with eithqr 3175 of copper to form the black oxide,

or .with 63-5 of the mt1:al»to form the red* oxide, and both oxides can
•combine with^ acids. In like manner, 8 parts of oxygon form \\t]i

mercury two salifiable oxides, on^ containing too, the other 2oc«of

mercury. The question to be determined thcn*is, which of

numbers is to be regarded as the •equivalent of ^ie metal ? In
cases of this kind, the judgment requires aid from analogy, or fpom
collateral circumstances, such as i,hc isomorphism of the bodies

wlien ^compared with others of known composition^ the circ^im-
' stance that the specific heat of the body, when multijilicd into ft.^

supjiosed equivalent, yields the same product as that o1)taine(\1i)y

multiplying the specific heat of some other element into its

admitted equivalent number; or the formation of a volume of

vaj)our from the supposed equivalent, which is equal in bulk

to the volume of an equivalent of hydrogen. Such assistalujc

is afibrded in the case of copper by the isomorphism of thp com-

jjounds of the black oxide of this metal with corresponding com^

pounds of zinc and magnesia. If zinc be a protoxide, the black

oxide of copper is also a protoxide, and the red oxide must be

cojisidered as a suboxide. Another character of some irnpor-

tance, but subordinate to that of isomorphism, is afforded by the

specific heat of the metal. Assuming zinc to be a protoxide, its

equivalent numlicr is 32*3, and its ifpecific heat is found to be

0*0955 ; the product of tlfese two numbers is 3*103. Tlfe specific

heat of copper is 0*0951, and assuming the black oxide to be the

protoxide, its equivalent is 31*75; the product of these two num-

bers is 3*019, or neJW’ly the same as in the case of zinc
;
whereas, if

the red oxide were assume^ to be the protoxide, itiwould be.doublc

this number.*

* If, however, this consideration were allowed to be decisive, it would he

nccessar/to modify the numbers generally received for several^of the el^*-

nierffs. The equivalents of bromine, of iodine, of phosphorus, of arsenic, *of

antimony, of silver, and of gold, would re<£uire to be reduced by one half. •

4 E 2
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In*the (letermin^ion of the equivalent of mercury, assistance

may be derived from another character; since as it 'is a volatile

metal it can be converted intd vapour^ and the density of ^lat

vapour can be Ascertained. Now the gpccific gravity of the vapour

of m*ercury is 6*976, and that of hydrogen is 0*0694; or allowing

for unavoidcible 'trrdrs of experiment, the density of mercurial

vapour is ipa times as great as that of hydrogen.
^
An equivalent

of hydrogen 5= i gives a volum^j of vapour which occupies double

the space of, that required^by an equivalent of oxygen. If 100 be

Assumed as the equivalent jef mercury, it a volume of vajM)ur

ecfual to that of an* equivalent of hydrogen, or ilpublc that ol

oxfygen
;
wdiercas, if 200 be the equivalent of mercury, 1 equivalent

's^^ouhi yield 4 times the vdlume ©f vapour afforded by an equi-

valent of oxygpn, which woufcl be highly improbable, as no other

dement possesses any similar vapour volume.

It is not safe, however, to assume in cases in which only one

^>inj>ouud c^ijsts between.an cAcment and oxygen, that such coin-

^nound is necessarily a protoxide; aluminum is not known to form

m(V‘e than a4,single oxide, yet chemists do not hesitate to consider

this oxide as a sesquioxide, and in this judgment they are guided

by analogy :—Thus, those bodies which are admitted to be prot-

oxidevs arc generally powerful bases, and neutralize the acids very

(completely
;
now alumina does not present this character

; its salts

have fv, powerful acid reaction and taste. But the arguments of

most weight against the sup])osition that alumina is a protoxide,

are dQviv(cd from the composition and properties of the oxides of

iron. Iron forms two basic oxides : one contains but two-thirds

of tlie proportion of oxygen which is present in the other. Tlie

oxide of iroii with the smaller proportion of oxygen is a pow(?rful

base, and forms salts with acids which are isomorphous with those

of magnesia and zinc. It is* consequently regardfffl'tfira protoxide,

and the other oxide is looked upon as a i^esquioxide
;
the basic pro-

ixcrties of the latter are much more feeble, and the salts which it

forms with acids have, like the salts of alumiiJi;^,, a powerful acid reac-

tion. Sesquioxide of iron, moreover, is isomofphous with alumina

when in combination. An iron alum may be obtained in octohedral

crystals, in which the place of the aluminum is supplied by that of

iron : andfnatjve peroxide of iron is found in forms of the rhom-

hohedral system isomorphous with native alumina in cc^rundum.

Kcijce, if the red oxide of iron be a sesquioxide, alumina muat be

a!^es(j[uioxidc also.
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An excellent illustration of the value of fe(imorj)hisin tlu\so

cas(?s is also afforded, by the oxides of chromed. Until the publi-

cation of Peligot’s resparchps on tttis metal, only two compounds

of chrome with oxygen i^gre known, viz., the green oxide and

chromic acid ;
the acid containing ^twice as much oxygen aX the

oxide. In these two compounds the proportion of cs^xygei^ com-

bined with the flupial weights of chromium was as i : i, or as
: 3.

But there was little difficulty in deciding that the grexm oxide must

bo regarded as a sesijiiioxide, for the green oxide of chromium

p a? J^nown to be isemorphous with thcM’cd oxide of iron, botli in

its uncorabiin^ form, and^wdien in combination with the ^same

acids. Chromic acid would, thcl’^gforc, eonfain, 3 equivalents oi'

oxygen to i of the metal. But ipvidencc still more concltisive

of tlic accuracy of this view is afforded by tlie fae^ that chromic

acid is isomorphous with manganic acid; the latter is known to

eoutaiii 3 equivalents of oxygen, as it is the acid of a metal whicli

^yields nn oxide with a given weight ©f nranganese cc^aining on^-
,

third of the oxygen present in manganic acid, and wlyeh, moje-j

over, is isomorphous with the protoxide of iron. Fiiutlly, Pelig»t’s

discovery of another oxide of chromium, with a smaller proportion

of oxygen than either of the compounds previously known, fnlly vin-

dicated the correctness of the foregoing deductions
;
for Peligot's

new oxide was found to contain ouc-third of the proportion of'

oxygen present in chromic acid. It also yielded salts isoinoy])hous

Av ith the corresponding salts of the protoxide of ir6n, and the pro-

I)ortion of oxygen which it contained bore the same relation U) that

])rcscnt in the green oxide of chrome that the oxide in tlie protoxide

of “^ron did to that in the red oxide of iron. Peligot’s new oxide

tliercforc was the missing protoxide of chromium.

(894) Numerical data from which the Equivalents of the Ele-

ments have been calculated.

The following areHhe data upon which the equivalent numbers

of the more important elementary bodies, given at page 17, l^aix*

been determined :

—

I. Aluminum.—Berzelius found that 100 parts of the tersiilphate

of alumina (AI3O3, 3 SO3) lost by intense ignition ^o c^6 of sul-

phuric aitid; hence, assuming the equivalent of sulphuric acid as

40, ^hat of aluminum (hydrogen being =1) is 13 672, or, if oxygdn

= 100, it is ^i70‘9.
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, 2 . Antimony.-^1^0 parts of metallic antimony, when oxi-

dized* by nitric acid, yield 124*^ of antimonious acid (S^O.^,

SbQ^); hence its equivalent (rf=x) is J29’og or
(
0 =ioo), i6f2’9

(Berzelius). •

j. Arsenic .—^Pelquze decomposed a given weight of chloride

of ar^.nic by means of water, and determined the quantity

chloride of'silver which it produced ; a mean of three experiments

gave 75, or 9^7*5 as the equivalent of arsenic.

* 4. Barium .—Berzelius found that ipb, parts of chloride of

f)a|jrijnm when dissolved inVater yielded fi 2*175 of sulphate* oi

bt^ryta, on the addition of sulphuric aqid; and thaf 100 parts of

tjie chloride when* mixed with ^>iution of nitrate of silver yielded

138*67 of chloride of silver. ^,Pelduze, by precipitation with silver,

obtained resull’s almost identical : the number given by Berzelius

is 68*42 ;
that by Pelouze is 68*64,

^
5. Bismuth .—100 parts o^ the metal converted into nitrate,

decompf3<ied by heat In a ‘glass vessel, gave 111*275 or oxide,

<

BiO:j; hcF-ce its equivujent is 212*86, or 2660*75 (Lagerlijclm).

^ 6. BoroA .—According to Berzelius, 100 parts of borax lost

47*1 of water, and yielded 16*31 of soda, leaving for boracic acid (by

difference) 36*59 ;
and Davy found by the direct combustion of

bo|*on, that 100 parts of boracic acid contain 32 of boron and 68

of oxygen. This would make the equivalent of boron 10*9, or

136*2.** But the methods which were employed are admitted by

Berzelius not to be such as to warrant entire confidence in the

accuracy of this number.

7. Bromine .—Marignac found that 3*946 grammes of silver,

when dissolved in nitric acid, required 4*353 grammes of bromide

of potassium for its complete precipitation, and 15*00 of silver con-

verted into nitrate gave 26*11 ofbromidjjof silvery taking the equi-

A^alcnt of silver at 107*97, a mean of ,the experiments gives the

equivalent of bromine as 7$*97, or 999*62* It may without

sensible error be taken as 80.

8. Cadmium.—Stromeyer found that 1 15*^2 parts of the oxide

yiolded 14*352 of oxygen; from which the equivalent of this

metaris 55*74 or 696*767. .

*

9. Calcium.—Dumas, by the ignition of 100 parts of Iceland

spar, obtiAned 56 parts of lime, which would make the equivalent

of calciilln exactly 20. Erdmann and Marchand estirfiate it at

20*03 ;
Marignac, by decomposition of a known weight of the

^iloride of calcium, estimated it at 20*10^; ; and Berzelius, bv the
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conversion of a known weight of pure lime i^to sulphate;^ ft)und it

to Re !ZO i3 or 251*65.

• lo- Carbon,—The determinatibn of the equivalent of carbon

formed the subject of a lacljorious series of researMies by Dumas
and Stas. They burned graphite, diamond, and charcoah in a

Gingrent of pure oxygen with^ scrupulous carfe. ''l ’375, grammes of

diamond gave%5‘04i of carbonic acid : and the mean df their

results, which agreed very closely jvith each other, fixed the equi-

valent of carbon at ^•or 75 * Similai;* experiments by Erdmann*
.an^l^Marchand, gave them as a result, 6*007; resuUs

obtained by iiiebig and Ecdtenbachcr coincide very nearly witlAlic

foregoing.

11. Chlorine.—Numerous careful* experiments have been^mafle

with a view to determine the equivalent of chlorine. * Marignac

found that roo parts of chlorate of ])otash, when decomposcjl by

heat, left 60*839 chloride of potassium
; and 22 ’o;^2 of pure silver

required 15*216 of chloride ofpotasgiun^for its compete prec?l)ita-

tion. 14*427 of chloride of potassium gave 27*749 of chlorid<? (>/

silver. Berzelius calculates from these rSsults that ^hc equil^sjfetit

of chlorine is 35*46. Maumene, by heating chloride of silver iu a

current of hydrogen, found that 100 parts of silver were united with

32*856 of chlorine. The same chemist obtained from 100 parts

of chlorate ofpotash 60*791 of chloride of potassium : and fronf loo

parts of chloride of potassium, he obtained by precipitation 192*75

of chloride of silver.

These experiments furnish data from which the equivjjlcnts of

potassium and of silver may be determined, as well as that of

(^ilorine, in the manner following :
—

The composition of chlorate of potash is repr(^ented l)y the

formula KO, CIO5 ; when heated it gives off the whole of its 6 equi-

valents of oxygen. The equivalent ofhhloride of potassium therefore

will be the quantity whicn is combined with 48, or 6 equivalents of

oxygen. Now, taking Maumene^s result that 39*209 parts of

oxygen are combined in chlorate of potash with 60*791 of chloride

of potassium^we Have

—

39*209 : 48 : : 60*791 ; a? (=74*4208, i 8q. of KCf)

If 100 parts of chloride of potassium produce 192
7.J

of chloride*

of silver, 1 equivalent or 74*4208 of chloride of potassium will

fq/*nish i equivalent of chloride of silver. Thus

—

100
: ^19275 :

:
74'42o8 : a? (=i43-44'5, i cq. of AgC!)
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and of chlori<ie of silver contain of chlorine; cmi-*-

s(!quently (i equivalekt of chloride ofsilver containing i equival'**^

chlorine), we find the equivalent of chlorine as follows :

—

i3a-{{56 : 32-856 : : x (=35-476):

blit the equivalent ^of phloride ©f silver being = 143*446

that o^silvef is found by deducting the equivalent of Cl= 35‘4/^>

'leaving the equivalent of silver =107*970

an?l the equivalent of chloride of potassium*^ being =74*4(^8

de^ipt from it the eq\iivaleht of chlorine
* =35*476

'

M^c^olftain the equivalent of potassium
^ =38*9448

No njaterial error can therefore arise if the equivalent of chlorine

be taken aS * = 35*5 or 44375
the equivalent of silver as =io8*o or 1250*0

and the equivalent of potassium as = 39*0 or 487*5

1 2. C/irorj^um.—The equivalent of chromium was determined
,

^)3rilerlm, by converting chromate of silver into the chloride
;
the

nuf^ber thus /obtained whs 26*347. And that deduced from the

ri'duetion of the chromic acid to the sesquioxide of chrome^ in the

same scries of experiments, was 26*27, or 328*38.

13. Cohalt.—Rothofl’ found that 269*2 parts of the protoxide of

cobjilt converted into protochloride by means.of hydrochloric acid

and precipitated by means of nitrate of silver, gave 1029*9

chloride of silver*, hence, if the cobalt be in the form of protoxide,

the equiyiileiit of cobalt is 29*49, or 368*65.

14. Copper .—Berzelius obtained from 7*68075 grammes of oxide

of copper, which were reduced in a current of hydrogen, 6*13075 bf

metallic copper ; hence the equivalent of the metal is 31*75, or

395*69. Erdmann and Marchand, by a similar method, fixed it

at 31*76.

15. Fluorine.—Berzelius found that 100 parts of fluor spar,wdien

heated with an excess of sulphuric acid, yielded t 75 of sulphate of

linui. Louyet, on repeating this experimev,t, obtained 174*361

parts of sulphate of lime. The equivalent of fliibrino^deduced from

.this latter result h 19, or 237*5. »

16. Gold.—Berzelius, by reducing the double chloride of gold

and potassivim pi a current of hydrogen, determined this equiva-

lent at \g6
^
66

,
or 2458*33, By an earlier series of experiments,

he*.found that 142*9 of metallic mercury precipitated 93*55 of gbld

from the terchloride
; 3 equivalents of mercury causing the preci-
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pitation of 2 equivalents of gold, and assumjjng the equivalent of

mcAury to be loo, this would make thc%*cquivalciit of gold

19444. This number is double that given at p. 17.
*

17. Hydrogen ,—^he ei^uivalent of hydi’ogoii was deternfiued

with great care by Dumas, by the method ali^eady described at

l^W-7^* ascertained, as mean of niiicifeei>«expeijiments, tljat

8 parts of oxy^un eombfned with i'ooi2 of hyeb-ogen Jo formt^vatcr

;

tlic lowest quantity which these experiments gave bcipg* 0*9984, tlu^

highest 1*0045. Tlick quantity of water collected in each^ofj

tliffse experiments j^vag •considerable, wynig from 230 to iic¥3

grains. Erd«aann and Marchand repeated these •('\pcrin1(Vts

with similar results. llcrzeliip^ and Dtdon" concluded,* fit)m

researches performed long
.
previousfy upon a similar prii^cijA’,

though on a smaller scale, that the quantity of l^drogcn unit(Ml

with 8 parts of oxygen was 0*9984, which coincidc's with the hnve^t

number obtained by Dumas. It is obvious that no appreciable erj’or

can Ixj committed by assuming hyijyogcai to possess an ccjuivalcnt

of j, that of oxygen being 8, or 12*5, if oxygen be talam at 100? J
1%, ^Iodine ,—Marignac determined thfe ecpiivaleiit fiy apf^css

analogous to that wdiieh he employed for chlorine. Tb^ c(|uiva-

lent of iodide of potassium he fixed at 165*951 ;
deducting from

tliis 38*944, the equivalcTit of potassium, we obtain 127 as tlfe

equivalent of iodine, or 1587*5.
•

19. Iron ,—Berzelius found that 1*586 grammes of pure iron

converted first into nitrate, and then into sesqui«xide by^gnition,

gave 2*265 of sesquioxide
;
and Svanberg and Norlin, ))y mincing

sesquioxide of iron in a current of hydrogen, obtaincMl from 35*783

eff sesquioxide, 25*059 of metallic iron; making tlic equivalent of

iron 28*04, or 350.5, Erdmann and Marchand, 1
|^" the nujthod

last named, fixed the equivalent at 28*001, and jMaumeiie lias also

arrived at a sinnlar result by the o^^dation of iron l)y aqua I’lJgia,

and precipitating the oxide by means of ammonia.

20. Lead,—21*9425 grammes of oxide of lead were reduced

by Berzelius in a current of hydrogen, and gave 20*3695 of rrus

tallic lead; nfban of five experiments, he determined the eqiii

valent of the metal at 1094*6^5, or 103*57. This result Jias*b(;er]

confirmed by Marignac.

21. Magnesium ,—100 parts of magnesia disso^vedtin pure sul-

phuric# acid and ignited, gave 293*985 of sulphate of magnesia;

liAice the equivalent of magnesium would be 12*65, or 15 8* 14

(Berzelius).
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ScLtrcr, by determiuing the quantity of sulphate of barj'ta*

firoduccd by a giveW weight of sulphate of magnesia, determined

the equivalent of magnesium at 12*IT. Svanberg and Nordenfridt,

by the decomposition of the oxalate of lytiagnesia (MgO, C2O8, a HO)
by heat, estimate it at ia‘35 j and by converting a known weight

of magnesia, into sulphate, found ittq be ia'37 ;
and Marchand p.yjd

Scherdr, by ignition of the native carbonate^’assign tu it the number

la'oa. The mean of these results is xa'i6 .

s, 2^. Manganese.—^4*26^77^5 of chloride cf manganese gave Ber-

9‘575 of chloride of silver; the equivalent of the iqdtal,,

frotd a mean of two «uch experiments is 27*57^ or 3#;.4*684.

^ 2*3. Erdmann an^Marchand obtained from 118*3938

gVanyncs ofred oxide ofmerdtiry 109*6308 of mercury; a mean of five

experiments gi;^^e ioo*i or 1251*29 as the equivalent of the metal.

- ^4. Molybdenum.—The equivalent number 47*69 given by

Berzelius he regarded only as an . approximation. Svanberg and

Struve, fron^n extensive- sciues of experiments upon this metal,

fo^isidcred that the most accurate results were obtained by roasting

thd^bisulphidGiOf molybdenum in air : as a mean of their experiments

they conclude that 100 parts of the bisulphide yield 89*732 of

molybdic acid ; and hence, if the equivalent of sulphur be taken

at 16, that of raolybdic acid muII be 46*06. Berlin, from the

quantity of molybdic acid left by the salt (H4.NO, 2 Mo03+ Il4,NO,

3 MoO< 4-3 HO), found the equivalent (from a mean of four experi-

ments), 10 be 45*98. The mean of these results scarcely differs

from 46*0 or 575.

25. Nickel.—Rothoff eonverted 188 parts of oxide of nickel

into chloride, and obtained from it 718*2 of chloride of silver; the

equivalent ofyickcl hence deduced is 29*54 or 369*333.

26. Nitrogen.—Marignac, by converting 200 grammes of silver

into nitrate, obtained 3 1
4*
894 of the salt

; 1 4* 1 1 o oT nitrate of silver

required lor precipitation 6*19(1 of chloride of potassium
; 10*339

of silver converted into nitrate required 5*120 of chloride of

ammonium for complete precipitation ; the mean result, as calcu-

lated by Berzelius, from several experiments •perfumed in this

..manner* gives i4*<K)4or 175*06, as the equivalent of nitrogen. Dr.

^

Anderson, by the decomposition of nitrate of silver by heat,

concluded tliat Jhe equivalent of nitrogen was 13*95 ; and Svanberg,

from the ^nalysis of nitrate of lead, obtained the same result : the

equivalent of nitrogen may therefore be taken as 14.
'

27' Oxygen .
—^The equivalent of oxygen is the standard to
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Vhicli all others are referred ; it is found to \ie a multiple>#by 8 of

tha? of hydrogen.

• ^8. Phosphorus.—^According to Pelouze^ a solution oT lOO

parts of silver in nitric acid^are required to precipitate the chlbrinc

from 42*74 of terchloride of phosphorus
;
the equivalent, ther^Bforc,

^Quld be 32*02 or 400*3. B/5rzelius, from the silver ijeduced from

sulphate of siker by a’^known weight of phosphorus^ estimated the

equivalent phosphorus at 31*36 ;
and Schrotter concludes, from a

mean of ten experimonts, in which phosphorus was burned a

eifrfent of dry air,* and' thus converted into phosphoric acid, th^f

the true equivalent is 31. *

29. Platinum.—Berzelius ftpnd that 6*981 grammes ?>f *the

double chloride of platinum and potassium, when reduced^ in# a

current of hydrogen, gave 4*957 of a mixture o^ platinum and*

chloride of potassium
j
2*822 of this was platinum : hence the equi-

valent of platinum is 98*56, or 1232*08.

30. Potassium.—Marignac’s dypeijments on the chlorate of

potash, related when speaking of the equivaleii^ of chloAieJ

gavc 4tfe equivalent of j)otassiura, 39*1 ; fliosc of M^umene,
and those of Pelouze, 39*14. It may therefore be taken as 39.

31. Silicon.—Berzelius found that 100 parts of silicon, wlieii

oxidized, yielded 208 parts of silica, and he calculates the equiva-

lent at 22*222. Pelouze states that a solution of 3*685 pa?ts of

silra in nitric acid precipitated 1*454 of chloride of silicon^ whence

the equivalent would be 21*36, or 267. In the prei^l^nt work,

however, the equivalent has been taken at two-thirds of this number,

for reasons some of which are stated at page 61 1.

32. Silver.—This equivalent has been repeatedly determined^

with very great care. Marignac, by precipitatirjh of a known
weight of silver from its solution in nitric acid, as chloride, fcsti-

mates the equivalent as *107*97
;
aild the experiments of Pelouze

and ofMaumene agree almost exactly with this result
; 108, or 1350,

may therefore be taken as the equivalent of silver.

33. Sodium.—Berzelius found that 100 parts of chloride of

sodium gavj^y precipitation 244*6 of chloride of silver ; the equiva-

lent of sodium would itherefore be 23*17* Selouze founc?, as a

mean of three experiments, tliat 100 parts of silver required for^pre-

cipitation 54*144 of chloride of sodium, whence they* equivalent of

sodium would be 22*97 or 287*17. It may be taken as 23.

34. Sulphur.—The equivalent of sulphur was estimated* b^

Berzelius from the weight of sulphate of lead formed by bxid\finy
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a knoW(J> weight of lead with nitric acid and heating it with an*

excess of sulphuric Vcid till the weight ceased to alter. As a nfean

of thr^e experiments, loo parts of lead yielded 146*45 of sulpliatc

of l(5ad; hence-* the equivalent of sulphur would be 16*064; this

result was confirmed by convci*ting chloride of silver into sulphide

in a current of clryr^ulphuretted hydrogen. Erdmann and Marclny^i^

made ^hc equivalent of sulphur exactly 16, 'or ^00. 1 Their process

consisted in' distilling cinhabar with cojiper turnings: 100 parts of

cinnabar gave 86*213 of mercury as a mean of 2 experiments.

*
t35* 100 parts of

^
tin, Avhen oxidiml- by nitric acid atid^

ignited, wcrc^ found by Berzelius to yield parts*. of peroxide;

from which the equivaknt of tin would h6 58*82, or 735*29. Mulder
states that he obtained from ido parts of this metal 127*56 of

jicroxiclc of tin, which would m5.ke as the equivalent of tin 58*05.

36. Tungsten .—The number 94*64 given by Berzelius was

only 'an approximation to the true one for this metal. Schneider,

on repeating the experiment of‘reducing tungstic acid in a current

vif hydrogen, found that 100 parts of tlic acid yielded 79*316 of

the fuietal, jfnd on oxidizhig metallic tungsten, and reeonvch'iing it

into ''tungstic acid, he found 79*327 parts of metal in ico of acid

;

the equivalent of tungsten from the mean of these results would
tek 92*06. Marchand, by similar experiments, fixed it at 92*05, or

1
1
5<>*6. It may be taken as 92.

37. Uranium .—Some doubt exists as to the exact equivalent

of this tab Beligot estimates it at 750(0=100), AYertheim

at 740*51, from the double acetate of soda and uranium; and

J^belmeh at 742*87, from the oxalate; Ebelmeifs number would

give tlic equivalent on the hydrogen scale as 59*43.
*

38. Z/y/c.-VM. Eavre, fi*om the analysis of the oxalate of zinc,

aiuh from the lictermination of the quantity of hydrogen which a

given weight of zinc liberates 'during its solution in hydrochloric

acid, fixed this equivalent at 33*0; and M. Jacquelain, by the

decomposition of the nitrate, and of the sulphate of zinc by heat,

obtained the number 33*12. The original number given by Ber-

zelius for this metal w^as 32*25. Subsequently Erdmann prepared

a pure o^cide of zinc, mixed it with pure- charcoal obtained from

sugar, and distilled the zinc in a current of hydrogen ; he then

Oxidized thcpmetal by nitric acid, and converted it into oxide by
ignition

; the equivalent of zinc, taking a mean of 4 experiments

conducted iiV this manner, was 32*52, or 406*59. Pclouze obtained

tlic same number from the analvsis of the lactate of zinc.

(895) Table of Equivalent Numbers .—We may here sum up the
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foregoing results by stating that the following numbers tiaay be

' take^i for the purpose of calculation, as rcprrjjicnting the equiva-

lents of the elementary bodies on t^ie hydrogen scale. They*difler

in some cases slightly*fiom ^the numbers given at page 1 7
:— *

Aluminum
Antimony
^is^senic .

Jlarium .

bismuth

.

boron
bromine
Ckdmium
Calcium .

Carbon .

Cerium .

Clilorine

Chromium
Cobalt
Co])per .

Fluorine
GliKnuum
Gold.. .

13*7

129*0

7r>o
» 68-5

213-0
10*9

80*0

35 %
20*0
6*0

46*0

35*5
26*3

29*5
’ 31*75
19*0

7*0

196*6

Hydrogen
Iodine
Iridiun^ .

Iron . .

Lantanium
Lead . .

Lithium ,

fA^agnesium
manganese
JMenmry
Molybdenu’*}!

J^iefad

Nitrogen
*

Osmium .

Oxygen .

I

Palladium

I

Idiosphorus

1
Platinum

1*0

1270
98*6
28*0

46*0*

10^*6

(i%
12’i6

27.6
100*0

46*0

•29*5

14*0

99*4
8*0

53*2
31*0

9^^6

Potassium
bho^um
Eutheniuin
Seleniunu
Silicon .

Silver .•

Sodium . ,

Strontium
Sulpliur .

Tellurium
rhoriuum
Tin*. .

Titanium.
Tungsten
Uranium
Vauadium
Zinc* .

Zirconiun^

3<>*o

52*2

^2*0

§9*^

14*24

lOSo
23*C^

43 *

«

i6to%

59Ti
5«,«

2.f 3

92*0

600
68 15

3-’
'5

33'''.

(896) GerhardCs Notation.—AI. Gcrh^rdt, starting* with^ Jlic

assum£tflt)u that the equivalents of fill compound bodies yield ^wo

volumes^ of vapour, has been induced to modify some of these

numbers, and his example has been followed by l)r. Williamso^

and some other chemists. The equivalents of oxygen, carbpn,

sulphur, selenium, and tellurium remain the same as those coin-

iiionly adopted ;
he divides those of nearly all the other (dojments

by two ;
or if the reduced equivalent of hydrogen be adopted as

the unit of comparison, the equivalent

of oxygen = 16 of selenium = 79*2

of carbon = 1 2^ of tellurium = i^8*o

of sulphur = 32
I

'

the other numbers remaining unaltered. In the inorganic divi-

sion of the science comparatively little advantage is gained by this

change ; but in many instances, where organic compounds are con-

sidered, the method leads to a considerable simplification of the

formulae emplQjjed. • A few formulae are subjoined for the purpose

of contrasting them with "jliose^in ordinary use
*

Compounds. Ordinary Formnlie.

Water HO
Potash . , HO
Hydrate of Potash KG, HO
Oxiffe of Silver AgO .

Hydrochloric Acid HCl .

Chloride of Pot%issium . . . HCl . .

Gerliardt’s Fomiulu*.

. k;o.

• A&O.
. 11 Cl.

. KCl.
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C35>mpound8.

Hydrat^ Nitric Acid .

Nitrate of Potash . V . . .

Carbohic Acid
Carlipnate of Potash ....
Bicarbonate of Potash . . .

Hydrated Sulphuric Acid . .

Sulphate of Potash
Bisuljihate of Potasff .

*.
. .

Tribasi*: Phosphoric Acid . .

Tribasic Phoffpliate of Soda .

Ordinary Phosphate of Soda .

Hydrated Acetic Acid . . .

^ celate of Potash . . . . \

AQ^^tic Anhydride . . <
. . .

AlboKol . .

Ordinary Formulae. Gerliardt’s Formula*,

HO, NO, . .

KO, NO, . .

CO2 . . . .

KO, CO, . .

HO, KO, *CO,
HO,.SO '

. .

KO, SO, . .

KO, HO, SO, .

3H0,P0, .

3NaO, PO, . .

2NaO,HO,PO,
HO. C,H,0,

KO, C,H;03 .
.

'

C,HA . .

HO„CAC .

NO,H.
NOlK.
CO,.

,
COjK,.
CO,Kk.
SO.Hj-
SO,K,.
SO.KH.
PO,H,
PO.Na,.
PO,Na;jH.

C^H,K(>,.

C,H,03 gr
{

c,h,o.

CAO
c,h,o

S'licse illustrations of M. GcrliardPs system are suffieient to

show that in v'^ertain eases it admits of being happily applied to

compounds of inorganic origin as well as to the more complex

bodies derived from the department of organic chemistry. The
a^cl sulphates and carhoiratcs lare thus assimilated to the neutral^

salts, and
^
it will be observed that M. Gerhardt adopts the eon-

cliV‘i(>n that 'the acid iii both these families of salts is 'm&asic, a

conclusion which theoretical considerations render probable.

END OF PART II.



ADDITIONAL CORRECTIONS IN PART L

age •17,
w

29 lines from the bottom, for 12*672, read 13*67 2.

ft 18, It
tt tt _>» 33*52 t ,, 32*52.

41, I
tt top, ^,,1-283187, ,, 1-29318/.

1'’ 50, II
tt tt tt (95 )» tt (1,38).

^
tf^ lit 4 it »» t% 2*48, tt

ft tt 5 % ,f „ 0-0882, tt
0*0 108.

tt 1 ^ 3, tt bottom, ,, 1*751
t .»>

J'957 *

ft 13T, 9 tt », » nfme/ion, ,, reflection

tt T^> 3 ,
6

tt „ xxvi,. ,, XX.

*168, 5 tt w .. 9393. tt 9390*

tt ft iS
,, ,, dele 9153.

tt tt 27 )) ,> ,, 9250, tt 9256.

t> ^75t 18
tt „ „ 21 .rto, tt 31860.

tt 222, 23 tt
bottom, ,, 0*8009, tt

0*8 179.

tt 223, 8
tt top, „ 0-872 tt

0*827 r.

tt 225, 1 4 from bottom of the table ,, 4*4 3
*

3 , tt 7*7 7 *

1

1

>> »3 it )) 4*7 4
*

3 , tt
9*0 8*1.

it >> 12
tt „ 7*5 6 *

9 , ,, 14*4 12*3.

10
tt „ 11*0 . ,8*6, ,, 19*6 12*9.

tt )> 9 tt „ 11*0 • IO*C?, ,,
21 *0 -4-

tt tt ^ last lino of table „ 275 205 -O,
, t

238 290^2.

,, tlje table, place the figures 8*95 13*19 oi^tnsiie to arseuiurJlted hydrftgcn,'

instead of eldoriuc.

n 345> 20 lines from the bottom, ior directly^ read /n??crse?y.

j> 349> 12 ,, ,, xneceof plalc, ,, pair of plates.

“l+iio
=0*047, rtiiid]

-+r G

=0*04^
1+20

» 365, 9 ft read 12*5.

Page 452, 2

CORRECTIONS IN PART II.

lines from the bottom, for 76*99fread 79*19.

,, ,, I tt

•
tt .. 79,"9 » 76

'

99 -

,, 463, TO and 14 top ,, rt, ,, 6.

,, ,, 12 lines from ,, ,, 6 ,, «• (in both cases.)

,, 51 J, 18 ,, bottom. „ II. ,, I.

tt 546, 15 1

,, ,, ^0 212° hit not higher

i

read hut must he "kept

tt 618, 3 tt top,

hclow 212'^.

2 C€iF + 2H0, SO3—'?CaO, SOg+-% IIF, rccijj,!

tt 652, 15 tt bottom,

2 CaF + 2 (110, SOg) :r- 2(CaO, SOg) + 2
*
1IF.

,, peroxide, read suboxide.

tt 7i3, 15 tt ,, ,, after these bodies were found, add in oth^^

tt 776, 15 tt top.

respects,

,,
for opaque, read obliqui

tt I9h 10 tt it » S7
'

77. read 56-52.



Page ’ 869, 19 lines from the top, for 2MgO, SiOg + 2 MgO, 3 SiO, read 2(MgO,^i(h;

af
’’ 4- 2 MgO, sSiOjg.

»> 826, 13 „ • ,» ,, 4" 5®'^, 2 AljOg, aq.

827^8 /
»» ,, 2 A4O8, 3 SiOg Al803,2 SiOj, 2 aq

>» '’840, 16 ,, bottom. p, cLcld chloride^ read a hydrated chldyalc.

8
,57. 4 .. ,» ,, 141, rejvd xli.

»> 868, 10
. ,, top. ,, protoxalatej rea.d j[>eroxalatc.

>» 905, 15 . » bottom, ,,, 00, read o“.

,, ,, after am of, add metallic ironpresent

form of *

f

)

941, „ ,, „ 56, read 54.

5 > 947*
^ „ topj ,9 exhausted, readexchuled.

997 , 5 . ,, ,, " ,, sulphide, read sulphate.

a .

1020, 16 ,, ,, • ,, dele to.

Note.—Sincc^. the paragraph on tcroxido of hydrogen (p. 626) wa.^

^^rintod, Dr. Andrews has connnunicatod a paper on Ozone to the Eoyal
»So(a^?-ty, in wliich he shows that the ciorapound evolved during electrolysis is

* not (as Bauniert supposed) a eoinpoimd of hydrogen, hut that it is oxygon in

the active state, possessing ji.rop(a*ties identical with those exhibiled hy^
f ck'drified oxygon, vulv p. 448,
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'

so!|
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ini, so.
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». Vo .

’
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llo^ .
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.

I
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VO,K]\\

1-0, Nx..

i'",Nx,ir.

»Mi.<»:
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’
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r 11,0.

^

'ilu'sc ilhotraiiuiis t>t’ VI u'l^jiu^lt's >yst»‘ni iivc snlliric'iit to

.4u)\v that in ^('rtrtin it admit- (d‘ hcmiir liappily applied to

tvin^HitnuN iA' im)ri::nu(' (»ri‘jiu :o urll a- to th(‘ more comploK

droo'd iVoin thi* iU partim'nt nf fliouistry.

--uipliat^ atid (':u'iMo^Ur''*arn tlm- a--nii\!atrd to tin*

•ha,lo. and^u ^oii hf »• rd tliat M. ( M'rlibiHit adopts tlu* 'oin

tdti#!,nn that iind Ui !u/:li ilic-f iaimlio.- of -alo i> ’^asic, a

la^nrlu'iiort \Ourli thmrrt'o'ul ron'-aioration-. rr'iKh-r prol);ii)K\

i:ni) or faut it.




